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IV SELECT SPECIAL COMMITTEE

ORDERS OF REFERENCE
Thursday, February 25, 1932.

Resolved,—That the appointments to, and the control and direction of, 
the Civil Service of Canada, and, generally, the administration and operation 
of the Civil Service Act, be referred to a Special Committee consisting of seven 
members of this House to be appointed hereafter, with instructions to inquire 
into and report concerning the repeal or amendment of any of the provisions 
of said Act or the substitution therefor or addition thereto of other provisions, 
as the Committee may deem advisable, with power to send for persons, papers 
and records and to report from time to time.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.

Tuesday, March 1, 1932.

Ordered,—That the following Members do compose the said Committee, 
viz: Messrs. Lawson, Bowman, Laurin, Ernst, Chevrier, Vallance and Woods- 
worth.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.

Thursday, March 3, 1932.

Ordered,—That the said Committee be given leave to print 500 copies in 
English and 200 copies in French of the proceedings and of the evidence to be 
taken before the said Committee and of papers and records to be incorporated 
with such evidence and that Standing Order 64 be suspended in relation thereto. 

That the said Committee be given leave to sit while the House is sitting.
Attest.

ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,
Clerk of the House.

Tuesday, March 15, 1932.

Ordered,—That the name of Mr. Maclnnis be substituted for that of Mr. 
Woodsworth on the said Committee.

Attest.
ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,

Clerk of the House.
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REFORTS TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

first report

Thursday, March 3, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon 
appointments to and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration of the Civil Service Act begs to present the
following as a First Report:— , onr.

Your Committee recommends that 500 copies m English and 200 copies m 
v , f X i- ot1j +v.„ evidence to be taken before the CommitteeFrench of the proceedmg an^^ such evidence be printed;
and of papers and records to be mcorporanu 
and that Standing Order 64 be suspended m relation theieto.

Your Committee further recommends that it be granted leave to sit while 
the House is sitting.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
EARL LAWSON,

Chairman.

(For concurrence, See Journals, March 3, p. 106.)
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SECOND REPORT

Tuesday, May 10, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into the appointments to, 
and the direction and control of, the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, 
the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act, with instructions to 
inquire into and report concerning the repeal or amendment of any of the 
provisions of the said Act or the substitution therefor or addition thereto of 
other provisions, as the Committee may deem advisable, begs leave to present 
the following as a Second Report:—

1. With a view to providing that a transfer may be made of a civil 
servant from one position to another without necessarily involving an 
increase in remuneration, your Committee recommends that section 13 of 
the Civil Service Act be amended by striking out the word “ either ” in 
the sixth line thereof and the words “ transfer or ” in the sixth and seventh 
lines thereof.

2. In order to have the provisions of the Civil Service Act comply 
with the practice which has been established, and with a view to obviating 
unnecessary correspondence passing between the Civil Service Commission 
and the departments in respect of promotions, your Committee recom
mends that subsections one and two of section 14 of the Act be repealed 
and the following substituted therefor:—

“ 14. The rate of compensation of an employee who has not 
reached the maximum rate of compensation of the class in which he 
is serving, may, subject to the regulations of the commission, be 
increased by the deputy head if he is satisfied that the employee has 
rendered meritorious service and has increased his usefulness in the 
service. Such increase shall be to the next higher rate for the class. 
The new rate shall become effectual at the next quarterly date after 
the said increase is granted by the deputy head, that is to say, either 
the first day of January, April, July, or October, provided, however, 
that no employee whose rate of compensation exceeds six hundred 
dollars per annum shall receive an increase under the provisions of 
this section more than once in each year.”
3. To correct an obvious error, your Committee recommends that 

subsection two of section 15 of the Civil 'Service Act be amended by 
striking out the word “ minimum ” in the eighth line of the said sub
section and by substituting therefor the word “ maximum.”

4. To avoid uncertainty as to the interpretation of the words “ bona 
fide residents ” in subsection three of section 21 of the Civil Service Act, 
your Committee recommends that the said section be amended by striking 
out the words “ bona fide residents of such locality ” at the end of the 
said subsection and by substituting therefor the words :—

“ persons who have resided in such locality for a period of at least 
one year immediately preceding the date last set for receiving appli
cations for such local positions.”
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5 The Department of Justice having ruled that section 24 of the 
Civil Service Act permits the deputy head of a department to reject an 
aopointee of the Civil Service Commission without reason stated therefor 
and without trial, vour Committee recommends that the deputy head of 
a department have power to reject only for cause, and that such cause 
be specifically stated.

6 That the provisions of the Civil Service Act as to length of 
residence in Canada required for eligibility for appointment may accord 
with the provisions of the Naturalization Act your Committee recom
mends that subsection one of section 33 of the Civil Service Act be

, j f , -, • wnr(i “ three ” in the last line of the saidamended by striking out the worn „ - „
subsection and by substituting therefor the word fix e.

7 To enable those who have been in the Civil Service for less than'• , 7* i Vnukovs and to make reasonable provision forone year to have limited ™ countries, y0ur Committee
holidays for those ^ the^xau in tiop Service Act
recommends that subsection one ol section u 
be amended by adding thereto the following words —

“and may grant to each officer, clerk or other employee who has ana may gi » service, leave of absence at the rate
been less than one year in the ser ,month of continuous of one and one-half days for each compieted inonth ot continuous
service prior to the oommencementrf
trade commissioners or , for a period not exceeding one
granted a yearly leave of absen î l have had at least one 
calendar month m any one fiscal year, y
year in the service."
„ _ ... _• _ nn emnlovee, for the purposes set out8 To Permit of susp Xct by his superior officer at distances

in section ol of the Civi *nmmends that section 51 be amended
from Ottawa, your Commi ° head,’’ in the second line of the
by adding after the \\ ords P official of the department nominated 
said section, the words: or any omaai m
by him.”

9. You, Committee recommendsthat sectior, 60ml: ft,^mlSer-vice 
Act, as enacted bv Chapter 38 of the Statutes 19-20 Oeorge \ , be repealed.

10 In order that vac—ated ^
filled, thus promoting greater efficiency ng in Canada are suffi.
mittee recommendsi that, whenr“^ommission amend the regulations 
cientlyimproved, the Ci •- nr0Yide for the granting of a gratuity

with pay.
11 Tn order to reduce to a minimum over-manning and over-lapping. I1- ln order t°l d o® nnHpavour to assure permanency of employ-

in the Service, and m a mittee recommends that the Civil Service
ment to civil servants, >ou ,-eauests for appointments in an effort
Commission carefully sciu ini 'trm=fer, or, by any other means in its 
to absorb surplus peiso it3v 0f filling vacancies with new personnel

& reduction of existing portions
which are not essential.

12 To nromote economy and efficiency in engineering and mapping. • 10 ^ services which can be centralized, your Committee
services, or m other seiv ce > w Commission that a careful study be

services with » view to amalgamations thereof.
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13. It appears from a cursory examination of “ The Classification 
of the Civil Service of Canada that anomalies therein exist.

Your Committee recommends, therefore, to the Civil Service Com
mission that a more constant and efficient check on classification be 
made.

14. Your Committee recommends to the Civil Service Commission 
that ways and means be sought to bring about greater co-operation 
between the Organization Branch of the Civil Service Commission and 
departmental officials with a view to obtaining necessary reorganization 
and equalized classification.

In the opinion of your Committee very little has been accomplished 
by this branch of the Commission which, if strengthened in personnel, 
would perform a very necessary and useful function in promoting effi
ciency and economy.

15. Representations having been made on behalf of female civil 
servants, your Committee is of opinion that there being no discrimination 
as to sex in the provisions of the Civil Service Act, no amendment there
to in this connection is necessary.

Your Committee recommends, however, that the Department of 
Health, in conjunction with the Organization Branch of the Civil Service 
Commission, should make a survey for the purpose or recommending 
improvements, where necessary, in the sanitation and welfare facilities in 
government offices.

16. Your Committee recommends that the Civil Service Commission 
amend its regulations so as to provide that as between those entitled to 
the disability preference under the Act, and other things being equal, a 
veteran with dependents be given the preference over a veteran without 
dependents, and likewise a veteran with dependents over a veteran with
out dependents, as between those entitled to the overseas active service 
preference.

17. It appears from the evidence adduced before the Committee that 
certain positions on the staff of the House of Commons cannot be satis
factorily filled by open competition.

Your Committee recommends that the Civil Service Commission 
exercise the powers conferred upon it under section 59 of the Civil 
Service Act, so that such positions on that staff as can best be filled from 
sessional employees shall be filled by competition limited to such em
ployees.

18. Ybur Committee is of opinion that there is a great deal of over
lapping in the performance of duties by the heads of different branches 
of the Civil Service Commission, owing to matters receiving the attention 
of the secretary of the Commission which are in no way related to 
secretarial duties.

Your Committee, therefore, recommends that the secretary of the 
Civil Service Commission be called upon to perform only those duties 
which are peculiarly those of a secretary and that the Civil Service 
Commission consider ways and means of eliminating duplication of cor
respondence and departmental memoranda which now pass through the 
secretary to the commissioners.

19. Your Committee is of opinion that there are unnecessary delays 
in obtaining appointments and promotions by reason of the cumbersome 
Mutine new prevalent ih the administration of the Act and recommends
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that the Civil Service Commission exercise the powers now vested in it 
to simplify such procedure.

Your Committee further recommends that all papers, documents, 
et cetera, placed on the files of the commission be consecutively num
bered in each file, so that removals or deletions therefrom will be apparent.

20 With a view to promoting efficiency in the administration of the 
7 . , ,, Cowipp Act and m the direction and control ofthe°CMr Service, v^ur Committee recommends that there be added to the 

committees of this House a select special committee on civil service 
matters, such committee to consist of seven members.

21. To facilitate the adjustment of complaints of a civil servant, 
where such complaints cannot otherwise be adjusted, your Committee 
recommends that such complaints be adjudicated by a board consisting 
lecom 1 nt organization of which the complainantof a nominee of the cml Æ LS“head of the department affected, 
is a member, a nominee of the deputy Commission
and a nominee of the chairman of the Civil Service Commission.

22 Inasmuch as it is apparent from the evidence adduced before
ff: ,, , ,,__rvrnvp anomalies m respect of long term

your Committee t m n i • 7mnl0vees vour Committee recommends
Try, ande Porr;£pgpmnLm™P be further investigated by the Civil ' 

that the c.aims of tl ;s . ting ancj submitting the question
rS?p™“e"^cïïWcoS°ee â »= Ecus, of Common, on
civil service matters.

i mndp to vour Committee concerning
23. Representations having guperannuation Act, with respect to

amendments to the Civi > ‘ d return of contributions, and itthe extension of time fOTKelef?n ji^Vie scope of the present order 
being doubtful if the su jec "nmraends that a committee be appointedof reference, your Committee ^ommends^n ^ ^ the
at an early date to consi - Service Superannuation Act should
c™iSte™mi=ce<Lm”ndltion= and present a report on the subject to 

such committee of this House.
„ , ,. ___ tn vour Committee on behalf of the

24. Representations v - \ gerVice of Canada. It would appear
Professional Institute of 10 of" these representations has been con- 
that the subject matter o - Th are su£> judice. Your Committee
sidered by the Beatty com - • v recommendation relative thereto,
does not, therefore, see fit to maxe any

_ ., U sin ppH and in view of the submissions of
25. From the,e^enc7. qr+ment Vour Committee recommends that

officials of the Post C fhee P Jyn^ 29, 1922, as amended by Order in 
Order in Council 1 .C Du- , , . 12 1929, be further amended so
Council PC. the Civil Service
as to provide foi the e. c 1 offices where the revenue does not
Act of postmasters m revenue post oiuu==
exceed $3,000 per annum d that such amendments be made

Y°ur Committee further recomm reguMiong thereundcr of the civil
to the CimI Service postmasters hereafter appointed to revenue

pc" — *•" *
within the full operation of the Civil Service A .

26 Your Committee, being of opinion that the position of commis
sioner of the Civil Service Commission of Canada, calls for very special 
qualifications, because of th ewide powers conferred on such commissioner
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for the maintenance of the merit system in matters of appointments to 
and promotions in the Civil Service of Canada, recommends,—

I. That the present chairman of the Civil Service Commission, who 
has now passed the age of seventy years, be retired; that, because 
of his long and meritorious years of service in the public service 
of Canada and as chairman of the Civil Service Commission of 
Canada, he be granted a gratuity ;

II. That Commissioner J. Emile Tremblay be retired ; that, because 
of his twenty-two years of service in the public service of Canada, 
he be granted a gratuity;

III. That Commissioner Newton MacTavish be retired and, in lieu 
of notice, be granted a gratuity.

27. Your Committee desires to record that it has been impressed with 
the ability and integrity of Mr. C. H. Bland, assistant secretary and chief 
examiner of the Civil Service Commission. He has shown a comprehensive 
grasp of the principles underlying the merit system and the Civil Service 
Act and of the details connected with the administration thereof.

28. Your Committee held thirty-nine meetings and heard thirty-five 
witnesses, including deputy heads of departments, officials of the Civil 
Service Commission and representatives of civil servant organizations. 
A copy of the minutes of proceedings and evidence is tabled herewith.

29. Your Committee recommends that the orders of reference, reports, 
proceedings and evidence taken, together with a list of the exhibits filed, 
be printed both as an appendix to the Journals of the House and in blue 
book form, 500 copies of the latter form to be printed in the English 
language and 200 copies in the French language; and that standing 
order 64 be suspended in relation thereto.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. EARL LAWSON,
Chairman.

(Report presented, See Journals, p. 423; concurrence moved, amendment 
negatived, Journals, p. 436; concurred in, Journals, p. 437; See 22-23 Geo. V., 
c. 40.)
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LIST OF WITNESSES

Archibald, E. S., Sc. D., Ottawa, President, Professional Institute of the Civil Service of 
Canada ;

Beauchesne, Arthur, K.C, LL.D., Litt. D, F.R.S.C, Ottawa, Clerk of the House of Com
mons, Canada ;

Black, The Honourable George, K.C., M.P. ( Yukon) ;
Bland, Charles H., Ottawa, Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner, Civil Service Com

mission of Canada;
Burns, T. H., Ottawa, President, Dominion Customs & Excise Officers’ Association;
Camsell, Charles, LLD., F.RS.C., Ottawa, Deputy Minister, Department of Mines;
Coolican, P. T., Ottawa, Assistant Deputy Postmaster General of Canada;
Daley, Stanley J., Supervisor, English Clerical Section, Examination Branch, Civil Service 

Commission of Canada;
Dennehy, Gerald, Winnipeg, President, Dominion Railway Mail Clerks’ Federation; 
Desbarats, G. J, C.M.G., Ottawa, Deputy Minister, Department of National Defence; 
Duncan, W. N. Toronto, National Secretary, United Postal Employees of Canada;
Foran, Wm, Ottawa, Secretary, Civil Service Commission of Canada,
Gaboury, L. J., Ottawa, Deputy Postmaster General of Canada,
Gonthier, Georges, L.I.A., C.A., Ottawa, Auditor General of Canada;
Griffith, C. D, Estevan, Sasic., Secretary-Treasurer, Canadian Postmasters’ Association; 
Herwig, J. C. G., Ottawa, Dominion Headquarters Service Bureau, Canadian Legion of the 

British Empire Service League;
Inglis, Miss Edna L, Ottawa, 2nd Vice President, Civil Service Association of Ottawa; 
Kemmis, A. C., Ottawa, Examiner, Civil Service Commission of Canada,
Knowles, Fred, Ottawa, National Secretary-Treasurer, Amalgamated Civil Servants of 

Canada; _
Lawson, Vernon L, Ottawa, President, Civil Service Association o ttawa,
MacGillivray, C. S, Ottawa, Chief Canning Inspector, Fruit Branch, Department of Agri

culture ;
MacTavish, Newton, Litt. D„ Ottawa, Commissioner, Civil Service Commission of Canada; 
Morgan, R, Ottawa, Examiner, Civil Service Commission of Canada,
Otter, Miss Jennie, Ottawa, Acting Secretary to Commissioner MacTavi ,
Phelan, V. C, Ottawa, President, Civil Service Federation of Canada ;
Price, K. A, Moosomin, Sask, Dominion President, Canadian Postmasters’ Association; 
Putman, Clarence V, Ottawa, Chief, Organization Branch, Civil Service Commission cf 

Canada ;
Reaves, J. J„ Toronto, National Secretary, Federated Association of Letter Carriers of 

Canada; . .
Roche, Hon. W. J., M.D., Ottawa, Chairman, Civil Service Commission of Canada; 
Saunders, Miss Elsie E„ Ottawa, Supervisor, Personal Services, Civil Service Commission 

of Canada ; . . ,
Topp, Lt. Col.. C.B., D.S.O., M.C., A.D.C., Ottawa, Chief Pensions Advocate, Veterans’

Bureau, Department of Pensions ;
Tory, H. M.. Sc. D„ LL.D., F.RS.C., F.R.HB.. Ottawa, President, Rational Research Council

of Canada; „ . ._n_____ ,
Tremblay, J. Emile, Ottawa, Commissioner, Civil Service ommissio a a a ’
Underwood, E. J., Ottawa, Chief Superintendent, Post Office ervice, os u

ment;
Wright, Major A. M., Ottawa, Chief Administrative Assistant, Department of Pensions.
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LIST OF EXHIBITS

The Deputy Head of each Department, as requested by the Committee, 
filed with the Committee the following documents:—
1. Complete list of all appointments, 1925-1931, inclusive, shewing date of application to

Commission, date of appointment and average length of time to have appointments 
made.

2. Statement giving example of unusual delays in making appointments and the effect, if
any, in each case on the administration of the public service.

3. Complete list of all promotions made in the years 1925-1931, inclusive, distinguishing those
made as a result of written examinations held by the Commission.

4. Statement indicating what part, if any, the Deputy Head of the Department takes in
making promotions.

5. Statement shewing increase in Departmental staff due to operation of Civil Service
Commission.

6. What decreases in staff have been made from 1925-1931 ; on whose recommendation were
dismissals made and by whom were made the selections of those to be dismissed and 
what were the reasons assigned for such dismissals.

7. List shewing successful candidates at written examinations who were not given proba
tionary trial ; reasons assigned to Commission for refusal to accept candidate on eligible 
list.

8. List of appointments made by Commission which proved unsatisfactory, giving reasons.

The above returns are not printed.
The Civil Service Commission produced the following documents at the 

request of the Committee:—
1. List shewing distribution of Departments among the three Civil Service Commissioners.
2. Copy of Regulations for carrying out provisions of Civil Service Act, amended to date.
3. Copy of Regulations governing the performance by the Commission of its own duties 

under the Act.
4. The plan of organization of Departments.
4a. Chart of organization of the Civil Service Commission.
5. Copy of The Classification of the Civil Service of Canada, amended to date.
6. Copies of Annual Report of Civil Service Commission for each of years 1925-1931.
7. Statement shewing numerical strength and total salary payments of the Civil Service of 

Canada for the years 1918-1931 inclusive. (See Appendix “O”) page 921.
8. List of cases, if any, where age limit and physical requirements have been applied to 

persons with war records mentioned in sec. 29 (2) and (4) of Civil Service Act; a 
statement as to the Commission’s interpretation of sec. 30 of the Act; records of cases 
hereunder to be kept available for use of Committee.

9. List of appointement to Civil Service wherein order of merit on eligible list not followed ; 
reasons assigned for not following order on eligible list.

10. List of Examiners on staff of Civil Service Commission, giving date of appointment to 
Service ; how appointed; date of appointment as Examiner ; how appointed; education 
and experience ; returned soldier or not; detail of duties.

11. List of Investigators on staff of Civil Service Commission ; date of appointment to 
Service; how appointed ; date of appointment as Investigator; how appointed; education 
and experience ; returned soldier or not ; detail of duties.

12. Complete list of present staff of Civil Service Commission ; with brief statement as to 
the duties of chief officers and classification of all, with salaries.

13. List shewing establishment of Civil Service Commission, with salaries, for each year 
from 1918 to 1931, shewing both permanent and temporary employees.

14. Total of expenditures by Civil Service Commission, other than for salaries, for each 
year from 1918 to 1931, classified as far as practicable.

15. Complete set of examination papers for last six years, or such as are readily available.
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16. Complete list of all Boards appointed in years 1925-1931, inclusive, to assist. Commission 
in making appointments or promotions, giving names of all members of such Boards, 
their addresses and a summary of fees and expenses paid such Boards.

17. Total number of appointments to the public Service during each of the years 1925-1931, 
inclusive indicating: the number of returned soldiers appointed each year; the position 
to which such were appointed; the total number of appointments made permanent; 
total number of returned soldier appointments made peimancnt.

T . , ... _ . „„0rotinn of Civil Service Act under sec. 51 of the Act;1S- ÏxempXnfZdc by Order in Council; date and number of
said Order in Council; if made otherwise, statement of mode of exemption. Copy of 
Regulations under this section of Act.

t • i r h -4- *.„a fworn nneration of Civil Service Act, under section o9
"■ M » «y--**. % ™

Service CommL-eion, «OP.oved J>*°J$ “£°“priiSteÆSrttta7, roromtoeît
pro™»., o< Cvi, Service Ac,. (See

Appendix “K”), page 907. . . . , .19a. Other exemptions not included above; e.g. exemptions by statute or by Votes m 
Estimates. (See Appendix “K”) page 908. . . , . ... .

20 list of former nrivate secretaries to Heads of Departments appointed to position of 
Chief ClT SecrTtS Clerk or any other poétion m‘ ^ ^showm" what 
previous service, if any, prior to appointment as private secretary

21. Examination schedules and weights for certain enumerated positions. (See Appendix 
“A”) m<re 890

22. Statement showing numbers of employees in classified positions by maximum salaries
of classes. (See Appendix “C”) page 892. . . . .

23. Statement showing number of permanent and temporary employees in Civil Service,
March 1931. (See Appendix “J”) page W. Commissioners from July_

24. List of absences from Commission offices oi A
1926, to March, 1932, inclusive. (See Appendix L ) P 8 ." . . ,

, . ... rloalt with bv Civil Service Commission from 1924-25. List showing number of requisitions dealt wiur .
1931, inclusive. (See Appendix “N”) page 92U. , , „ . n

'.. , j. ,\ , mnlovecs of the Board of Grain Commissioners,26. List of permanent (including seasonal) employees ui
with their present salaries. . , ,, ____ 1M. ,,,,,27. Statement of expenses of Civil Service Commissioners for the j ears 19. - 931.

28. Vouchers covering expenditures of Civil Service Commissioners for years 1925-1931
T. „ ,. " ,, . . viwsPTitpd from a ruling of the Commission from29. List of cases in which a Commissioner dissented nom
July, 1926 to March, 1932.

30. Copy of Kemmis-Simmins Report in year 1927. ,
31. Copy of memoranda attached to Kemmis-Simmins Report of 1927 by Messrs. Bland and

32. Copy1 of memoranda attached to Kemmis^immins Report of 1927 by any other members

of staff of Civil Service Commission the payrolls of the Dominion Govem-
33. Statement of number of temporary employees .

ment for the fiscal years 1929-1930 19^193 1 ^ titive examinations are not
34. List of more common positions for whicn written

held by Civil Service Commission examination for the position of Chief
So. Memoranda showing the approximate cost o

Page on the staff of the House of Commons House of Commons.
J Retails of the examination for the position f C Headg under section 24 of the civil

is J'c1bruary’ 1932' ., . pmnlovees in the enumerated classes for three-month
38. Table showing the temporary employees thc last available date.
39 P-ds dating Rom A^ m to Service Commission, branches and

P'”d"=' -""«‘"° “1 '«—*1

chart of Post Office Department. ,, , 9Q , Q97. ,40. Copies of Minutes of Civil Service Commission for March 29, 1927, March 31, 1927;
May 6. 1927 ; Mav 16, 1927; May 17, 1927, May 18, 192 .

41. The Minute Rook of the Civil Service Commission for the mon h of August, 1929; the
Attendance Book for the same period.
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With the exceptions noted, where said exhibits have been printed as Appendices 
to the Minutes of Evidence, the above exhibits filed by the Civil Service Commission 
have not been printed.

Exhibits filed, or memoranda produced, by persons other than those mentioned 
above :

42. Letter from Dr. H. M. Tory, President. National Research Council of Canada, dated 
March 17, 1932, in which exception is taken to certain statements in evidence. Printed 
in Minutes of evidence at page 144.

42. Classification and salary ranges authorized in connection with National Research 
Laboratories. (See Appendix “B”) page 891.

43. Memorandum filed on behalf of Professional Institute of the Civil Service of Canada. 
(See Appendix “D”) page 894.

44. Memorandum filed by Canadian Legion of the British Empire Service League. (See 
Appendix “E”) page 896.

45. Excerpts from departmental return filed by Department of National Defence. Printed 
in Minutes of Evidence at pages 368-373.

46. Statements referred to in above correspondence. (See Appendices “F”, “G”, “H”) 
pages 898-899.

47. Reclassification Report on staff of House of Commons, 1928, filed by the Clerk of the 
House of Commons. (See Appendix “I”) page 900.

48. Brochure intituled “The Powers and Privileges of the Houses of Parliament as respects 
their Officers, Clerks and Servants” signed by Jno. Geo. Bourinot, Clerk of the House 
of Commons. Filed by Dr. Beauchesne. Not printed.

49. Statement of Dr. Newton MacTavish showing credits claimed by him as a set-off to 
his absences as shown in Appendix “L”. (See Appendix “P”) page 924.

50. Report to an Order of the House of Commons, daed February 15, 1932, showing : 1. 
Number of married women in various Government Departments in Ottawa; 2. How 
many said women live with their husbands; 3. How many said husbands are employed 
by the Government ; 4. How many of said women are the sole support of their family. 
Not printed.

51. Report to an Order of the House of Commons, dated March 17, 1932, showing : 1. How 
many Civil Servants who have reached the age of 70, are still employed in the various 
departments at Ottawa; 2. What positions they occupy ; salaries paid annually; retire
ment allowance they would receive annually, in each case, if now retired ; 3. How many 
come under the Civil Service Superannuation Act; 4. How many come under the Civil 
Service Retirement Act; 5. Amount_ of retirement allowance (lump sum) each one 
would receive on retirement. Not printed.

52. Certified copies of following Orders in Council: P.C. 1467/July 22, 1922; P.C. 2125/ 
October 16, 1922. Not printed.

53. Statement prepared by Auditor General’s Office showing salaries of certain specified 
members of staff of Civil Service Commission for years 1918-1931, inclusive. Not 
printed.

. Memorandum from Halcyon Club, Ottawa. Not printed.

. Memorandum from Elevator Operators’ Branch, Civil Service Association of Ottawa. 
Not printed.

56. Memorandum from Civil Service Federation dealing with suggested amendments to 
Civil Service Superannuation Act. Not printed.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, March 3, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon appoint
ments to and the control and direction of the Civil service o Canada and, gen
erally, the administration of the Civil Service Act met this c.av at 11.00 a.m.

Members -present: Messieurs Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, X allance and Woods- 
worth—5.

On motion of Mr. Ernst, seconded by Mr. Chevrier:
Resolved: That Mr. Lawson act as Chairman of the Committee.

Mr. Lawson took the Chair.
The Clerk read the Orders of Reference, viz.:

Thursday, February 25, 1932.
Resolved: That the aPPoi^™^ a^ opertîionïf Z

Civil Service Act be referred to a Special Committee consisting of seven members 
rfthisHouse to be appointed hereafter, with instruction to. inquire into and report 
concerning the repeal or amendment of any of the proyisi , r. ,le
substitution therefor or addition thereto of other prov,tstons .*the Committee 
may deem advisable, with power to send for Pe - > P I 1
to report from time to time.

Attesfc- ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,
Clerk of the House.

Tuesday, March 1, 1932.

Ordered: That the following Members do compose the said Committee viz 
essrs. Lawson, Bowman, Laurin, Ernst, Chevrier, Vallance and Woodsworth"

A L'L6S v. v

ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,
Clerk of the House.

The Chairman outlined the broad scope of the inquirj.

On motion of Mr. Ernst, seconded b of the chairman, Mr. Chevrier
Resolved: I hat a sub-committe ” list 0f documents and informa-

and Mr. Woodsworth be appointed to dm and from the Deputy Heads of
tion required from the Civil Service C a ^ 0f the witnesses proposed
Departments. The said Committee to d P members of the Committee bv 
to be heard. Copies of both lists to be sent to all men
the Clerk.

On motion of Mr. Ernst, seconded ’^^House making the following
Resolved: That the Committee do report to tne nou

recommendations:— , , 9rM1 «nnies in French of the proceedings
1 That 500 copies iin English »mi „d ol papcra ind recorJ

and of the evidence to be taken belore tne vumm
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to be incorporated with such evidence be printed ; and that Standing Order 64 
in relation thereto be suspended.

2. That the Committee be granted leave to sit while the House is sitting.
(For Concurrence: See Journals, March 3, p. 106.)

Ordered: That the Clerk give formal notice to the Secretary of the Civil 
Service Commission of the date fixed for the commencement of sittings of the 
Committee; that the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission be supplied 
with a copy of the Orders of Reference and with a list of the documents and 
information required from the Civil Service Commission for the use of the Com
mittee; that the Deputy Heads of Departments be notified of the date set for 
the commencement of sittings of the Committee and that each Deputy Head 
be sent a list of the information required from Deputy Heads of Departments 
for the use of the Committee.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Tuesday, March 15, 1932, at 11.00 a.m.

House of Commons,

Tuesday, March 15, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon appoint
ments to and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, gen
erally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this day 
at 11.00 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Vallance and Woodsworth—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

Hon. W. J. Roche, M.D., Ottawa, Chairman, Civil Service Commission of 
Canada, was called, sworn and examined.

The witness outlined the development of Civil Service legislation in Canada 
and sketched briefly the functions of the Civil Service Commission under the Act 
presently in force. He also discussed certain amendments to the Act which, in 
the opinion of the Commission, might lead to a more efficient administration of 
the Civil Service.

Witness retired.

Mr. Sanderson, M.P., by leave of the Committee, presented a Resolution 
from the Stratford (Ontario) Post of the British Empire Service League.

Resolved: That the following witnesses be heard at the next meeting: Messrs. 
MacTavish and Tremblay, Civil Service Commissioners.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Wednesday, March 16, 1932, at 
11.00 a.m.
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House of Commons,
Wednesday, March 16, 1932.

The Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon appointments 
to and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally 
the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this day at 11.00
a.m.

Members -present:—Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallance,—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Newton MacTavish, Esq., Litt.D., Ottawa, Civil Service Commissioner, was 

called, sworn and examined.
Witness retired.
Ordered: That the Secretary of the Civil Common furnisht the

Committee with a list of those positions for which the Civil Service Commission 
does not set written competitive examinations; multiphcate copies of such list, 
sufficient for the use of the Committee, to be supplied. When any further lists 
(or information) are requested from the Commissi , g P 
or information are to be supplied.

Resolved: That J. E. Tremblay, Esq., Civil Service Commissioner be heard 
at the next meeting of the Committee.

The Committee adjourned to meet at 4.00 p.m. this daj.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee met at 4.00 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Launn, Lawson, 

Maclnnis and Vallance,—7.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
J. E. Tremblay, Esq., Ottawa, Civil Service Commissioner, was called, 

sworn and examined.
Witness retired.
Wm. Foran, Esq., Ottawa, Secretary, Civil Service Commission of Canada, 

Was called, sworn and examined. . .
The witness distributed to members of the Commi ee a co e ^ ° c iar *> 

including: Organization of the Civil Service Commiss , ta-n jQcaj ,■
branches; general procedure; Junior Trade Commissioners)

** <*"Departmmt

Examination of witness to be continued at next meeting.

1932.
The Committee adjourned to meet at 3.30 p.m. on Thursday, March 17,

49322-2
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House of Commons,

Thursday, March 17, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon 

appointments to and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 3.30 p.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallance—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
The Chairman distributed to members of the Committee copies of a memo

randum addressed to the Honourable the Secretary of State and signed by 
W. J. Roche, Newton MacTavish and Emile Tremblay, Civil Service Com
missioners. The memorandum is a report which outlines the nature of certain 
irregularities out of which arose recent completed court actions (Rex v. Bouchard 
et al.), the methods by which such irregularities were perpetrated and the means 
adopted to minimize the possibility of their repetition in the future.

Examination of Wm. Foran, Esq., Secretary, Civil Service Commission, 
resumed.

The witness filed a list showing Examination Schedules and Weights for 
competitions for certain classes. (See Appendix “A”).

Ordered: That witness furnish members of this Committee with a statement 
showing number of temporary civil servants now in Service who have been 
employed as such for one year, or longer.

Resolved: That representatives, now in Ottawa, of Canadian Postmasters’ 
Association be heard at the next meeting of the Committee; that C. H. Bland, 
Esq., Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner, Civil Service Commission, be 
heard after the aforementioned representatives.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Friday, March 18, 1932, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Friday, March 18, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon 

appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and control of the Civil Service Act met this 
day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallance—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Mr. Vallance called the attention of the Committee to the following item 

which appeared in the local press last evening:
A new order just issued provides that any government department 

desiring to add to its staff must first send the application to the Treasury 
Board and not to the Civil Service Commission as heretofore.

If the Board approves, then the application is sent on to the Com- 
mission; if not, it goes no further.
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It is also provided that expenditures must now be approved by the 
Treasury Board before instead of after such expenditures are made by 
a department.

Discussion followed.
Mr. K. A. Price, Moosomin, Sask., Dominion President, Canadian Post

masters’ Association, was called, sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Mr. C. D. Griffith, Estevan, Sask., Secretary-Treasurer, Canadian Post

masters’ Association, was called, sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Charles H. Bland, Esq., Ottawa, Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner, 

Civil Service Commission, was called, sworn and examined.
The witness filed, for the use of the Committee, specimen examination papers 

for the following positions:
Caretaker ;
Customs Excise Examiner ;
Hospital Orderly ;
Inspector of Weights and Measures;
Junior Trade Commissioner;
Prison Guard ;
Rural Postmaster.
Stenographer ;

Examination of witness to be continued at next meeting.
The Committee adjourned to meet on Monday, March 21, 1932, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Monday, March 21, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon 
aPpointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
jmd, generally, the administration and operation of t e ivi -- cr\ ice . ct met 
this day at 11.00 a.m.

Members present:—Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Lav son, Maclnnis 
and Vallance—6.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
, Ordered: That returns required from Deputy Heads of Departments should 
be in the hands of the Clerk by Wednesday, the 23rd instant, at the latest in 
order that they may be available for the Committee to look over during the 
faster recess.
. Resolved: That the Chairman read into the record a letter dated the 17th 
Estant, received from Dr. H. M. Tory, President, National Research Council, in 
wblch exception is taken to some statements given in evidence before die Com
mittee.
, Ordered: That the Clerk advise Dr. H. M. Tory tha\a^ a date which will 
later be notified to him. he will be given an opportunity to come befoie the Com
mittee to make submissions and give evidence.

«322-2J
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Examination resumed of C. H. Bland, Esq., Chief Examiner and Assistant 
Secretary, Civil Service Commission.

The witness filed specimen examination papers for following positions: 
Immigration Inspector and Letter Carrier.

Ordered: That the witness compile certain information with regard to those 
employees of the Board of Grain Commissioners who come under the jurisdiction 
of the Civil Service Commission.

Witness retired.
C. V. Putman, Esq., Ottawa, Chief, Organization Branch, Civil Service 

Commission, was called, sworn and examined.
Examination of witness to be continued at next meeting of Committee.
The Committee adjourned to meet on Tuesday, March 22, 1932, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Tuesday, March 22, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon 
appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallance.—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Examination resumed of C. V. Putman, Esq., Chief, Organization Branch, 

Civil Service Commission of Canada.
Ordered, That the witness file the following:—

Statement as to economies in public expenditure effected by 
reorganization work carried out by Organization Branch of Civil Service 
Commission, since 1925; statement to show, in addition, whether such 
reorganization effected reduction, or increase, in personnel, during same 
period.

Date present qualifications for positions on staff of Civil Service 
Commission were made effective ;

All files in connection with the appointment of Mr. N. R. Boutin, 
Investigator, Grade 3, Civil Service Commission;

Up to date position lists, to replace charts of permanent staff of 
departments already filed with Committee.

Witness retired.
Resolved: That representatives of Civil Service Organizations will be heard 

at next meeting of Committee.
The Committee adjourned to meet on Wednesday, March 30, at 11 a.m.
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House of Commons,

Wednesday, March 30, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon appoint

ments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada and, gen
erally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this day 
at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Chevrier, Lawson and Vallance, 3.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
In the absence of a quorum (owing to the prolonged session of the House 

which adjourned at 4.20 a.m.), the Committee adjourned to meet this day at
30 p'm‘ AFTERNOON session

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Laurin, La\\>on, Maclnnis 

and Vallance, 6.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Mr. V. C. Phelan, Ottawa, President, Civil Service Federation, was called, 

sworn and gave evidence.
Ordered: The Civil Service Commission prepare and submit a list shewing, 

by salary ranges, total number of employees, temporary and permanent, em
ployed in Civil Service, (a) in Ottawa; (b) outside Ottawa.

Examination of witness to be continued at next meeting.
The Committee adjourned until Thursday, March 31, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,
Thursday, March 31, 1932.

The Special Committee appointed tou^^rSem^SSnada and^er- 
1 Tnd tnt-Tof the divil Service Act met this da, at

H a.m.
Members present: Messieurs 

Maclnnis and Vallance—7.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson,

Resolved: That there be printed in the record the following statement filed 
by the Civil Service Commission:— . .-

Statement showing the numbers of employees m ciasstfied pochons, 
by maximum salary of classes. (See Appen 

* Examination resumed of Mr. V. C. Phelan, Ottawa, President, Civil Service 
federation of Canada.

Witness discharged.
n Miss Edna L. Inglis, Second Vice-President, Civil Service Association of 
Ottawa, was called, sworn and gave evidence.

Witness to continue submission after adjournment.
The Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m. this day.
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AFTERNOON SESSION 

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Lawson, Maclnnis and 
Vallance—5.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

Miss Edna L. Inglis continued her submission.
Witness discharged.

Mr. Vernon L. Lawson, President, Civil Service Association of Ottawa, was 
called, sworn and examined.

Witness discharged.

Mr. T. H. Burns, Ottawa, President, Dominion Customs and Excise Officers’ 
Association, was called, sworn and examined.

Examination of witness to be continued at next meeting.

The Committee adjourned until Friday, April 1, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Friday, April 1, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon 
appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada and, 
generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this 
day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowunan, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallance—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

Examination resumed of Mr. T. H. Burns, Ottawa, President, Dominion 
Customs and Excise Officers’ Association.

Witness discharged.

Mr. Gerald Dennehy, Winnipeg, President, Dominion Railway Mail Clerks’ 
Federation, was called, sworn and examined.

Witness discharged.

Mr. Fred Knowles, Ottawa, National Secretary-Treasurer, Amalgamated 
Civil Servants of Canada, was called, sworn and gave evidence.

Witness discharged.

The Committee adjourned until Tuesday, April 5, 1932, at 11 a.m.
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House of Commons,
Tuesday, April 5, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon appoint
ments to and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, 
generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this 
day at 11 a.m.

Members 'present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson and 
Maclnnis—6.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Mr. William Neville Duncan, Toronto, National secretary, United Postal 

Employees of Canada, was called, sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Mr. John J. Reaves, Toronto, National Secretary, Federated Association of 

Letter Carriers, was called, sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Ordered: That the following be called to appear before the Committee at 

its next meeting: Dr. H. M. Tory, Ottawa, President, Aational Research Council 
and the chosen representative of the Professional Institute of the Civil Service 
of Canada.

The Committee adjourned to meet at 3.30 p.m. this day.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 

Maclnnis and Vallance—7.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Dr. H. M. Tory, Ottawa, President, National Research Council, was called, 

sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Dr. E. S. Archibald, Ottawa, President, Professional Institute of the Civil 

Service of Canada, was called, sworn and gave evidence.
Witness discharged.
Ordered: That the following be asked to appeal- before 

its next meeting: the representative of the Canadian Legion 1 . Empire
Service League; and the following Deputy Heads of ’
Minister of National Defence and the Deputy Minister, Department of Mines.

The Committee adjourned until Wednesday, April 6, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Wednesday, April 6, 1932.

The Select Specie'C— 

this day at 11 a.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurm, Lawson, 

Maclnnis and Vallance—7.
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Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Mr. J. C. G. Herwig, Ottawa, Dominion Headquarters’ Service Bureau, 

Canadian Legion of the British Empire Service League was called, sworn and 
examined.

Witness discharged.
Ordered: That the following Deputy Heads of Departments be asked to 

appear at the next meeting of the Committee: the Deputy Minister, Department 
of National Defence and the Deputy Postmaster General.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Thursday, April 7, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Thursday, April 7, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to consider and report upon 

appointments to and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowunan, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, Maclnnis, 5.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
G. J. Desbarats, Esq., C.M.G., Ottawa, Deputy Minister, Department of 

National Defence, was called, sworn and-examined.
Witness discharged.
Ordered: That the following be present to be heard at the next sitting of 

the Committee : C. H. Bland, Esq., Chief Examiner, Civil Service Commission; 
Mr. R. Morgan, Examiner, Grade 2, Civil Service Commission; Major A. M. 
Wright, Chief Administrative Assistant, Department of Pensions; Lt.-Col. C. B. 
Topp, D.S.O., M.C., A.D.C., Chief Pensions Advocate, Veterans’ Bureau, Depart
ment of Pensions.

The Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m., this day.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, and 

Maclnnis, 5.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
C. H. Bland, Esq., Chief Examiner, Civil Service Commission, recalled.
Witness retired.
Mr. R. Morgan, Ottawa, Civil Service Examiner, Grade 2, was called, 

sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Ordered: That the following be present to be heard at the next sitting of the 

Committee : Messieurs Bland and Morgan, Civil Service Commission; Major 
Wright; Lt.-Col. C. B. Topp; the following to be in readiness to be called, prob
ably Monday afternoon: P. T. Coolican, Esq., Assistant Deputy Postmaster 
General, and E. J. Underwood, Esq., Chief Superintendent, Post Office Service.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Monday, April 11, at 11 a.m.
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House of Commons,

Monday, April 11, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 
appointments to and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Lawson, Maclnnis and 
Vallance, 5.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
C. H. Bland, Esq., Chief Examiner, Civil Service Commission, recalled. 
Witness discharged.
Mr. S. J. Dalev, Ottawa, Chief, English Clerical Section, Examination 

Branch, Civil Service Commission, was called, sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Major A. M. Wright, Ottawa, Chief Administrative Assistant, Department 

of Pensions, was called, sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
It Col C B Tonn D S O M C., A.D.C., Ottawa, Chief Pensions Advocate, Vetw lLu! Department Usions. — called, sworn and exammed.

Witness discharged.
C. H. Bland, Esq., Assistant Secretary, Civil Service Commission, recalled. 

Witness retired.
Ordered: That the following be notified by the Clerk to at

Bie next meeting of the Committee; L. J. Gaboury, fG General- E / 
General; P. T. Coolican, Esq., Assistant Deputy Po=tmastei General E. J. 
Underwood, Esq., Chief Superintendent, Post O^e Service a C. Anderson, 
Esq., Superintendent, Mail Service Branch, Post Office Depart e t.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Tuesday, April 12, 1932, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Tuesday, April 12, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to> in quire. ™t<° J ^«^upon
aPpointments to and the control and direction o njvQ Service Act met
and, generally, the administration and operation 
Bus day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Laurin, Lawson and Mac
lnnis—5,

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
On motion of Mr. Laurin, seconded by Mr. Maclnnis 
Resolved: That Mr. Bowman act as Wee Chairman of t Committee, 

"hen necessary.
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L. J. Gaboury, Esq., Ottawa, Deputy Postmaster General, was called, sworn 
and examined.

Witness discharged.
P. T. Coolican, Esq., Ottawa, Assistant Deputy Postmaster General, was 

called, sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
E. J. Underwood, Esq., Ottawa, Chief Superintendent, Post Office Service, 

Post Office Department, was called, sworn and examined.
Examination of witness to be resumed at next meeting.
The Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m. this day.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson 

and Maclnnis—6.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Examination resumed of Mr. Underwood.
Examination of witness to be continued at next session of Committee.
Ordered: That the Clerk notify the following to be present to testify at 

next meeting: Arthur Beauchesne, Esq., K.C., LL.D., Litt.D., F.R.S.C., Clerk 
of the House of Commons, and Georges Gonthier, Esq., C.A., Auditor General 
of Canada.

The Committee adjourned until Wednesday, April 13, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Wednesday, April 13, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 
appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallance—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Arthur Beauchesne, Esq., K.C., LL.D., Litt. D., F.R.S.C., Clerk of the House 

of Commons was called, sworn and examined.
Witness retired.
Georges Gonthier, Esq., L.I.A., C.A., Auditor General of Canada, was called, 

sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Examination was resumed of E. J. Underwood, Esq., Chief Superintendent, 

Post Office Service.
Examination of witness to be continued at next meeting of Committee.
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Ordered: That the following be present to testify at the next meeting of 
the Committee: Hon. W. J. Roche, M.D., and J. E. Tremblay, Esq., Civil Service 
Commissioners ; C. H. Bland, Assistant Secretary, Civil Service Commission ; 
E. J. Underwood, Esq., Chief Superintendent, Post Office Service, Post Office 
Department;

That the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission produce files re appoint
ments of Postmasters of which a list was this day given to the Assistant 
Secretary of the Civil Service Commission.

The Committee adjourned to meet at 11 a.m. on Thursday, April 14, 1932.

House of Commons,
Thursday, April 14, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 
appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, and Mac- 
Innis, 5.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Arthur Beauchesne, Esq., K.C., LL.D., Litt.D., F.R.S.C., Clerk of the House 

of Commons recalled.
Witness discharged.
Hon. W. J. Roche, M.D., recalled.
Witness retired.
J. Emile Tremblay, Esq., Civil Service Commissioner, recalled.
Mr. Lawson withdrew; Mr. Bowman, Vice Chairman, took the Chair.
Examination of witness to be continued at next sitting of the Committee.
The Committee adjourned until 3.30 this afternoon.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, Maclnnis 

and Vallance, 6.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Examination resumed of J. Emile Tremblay, Esq.
Witness retired.
Hon. W. J. Roche, M.D., recalled.
Witness retired.
Ordered: That No. 15 of the Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence be 

Sprinted.
Ordered: That the following be present to testify at the next meeting of the 

Committee: Dr. Charles Camsell, Deputy Minister, Department of Mines; 
Dr. Newton MacTavish, Civil Service Commissioner.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Friday, April 15, at 3.30 p.m.
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House of Commons, 

Friday, April 15, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 

appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 3.30 p.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Lawson and Maclnnis, 4.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Charles Camsell, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S.C., Ottawa, Deputy Minister, Depart

ment of Mines, was called, sworn and examined.
Witness discharged.
Newton MacTavish, Esq., Litt, D., Civil Service Commissioner, recalled.
Witness retired.
Hon. W. J. Roche, M.D., Chairman, Civil Service Commission, recalled.
Witness retired.
Newton MacTavish, Esq., recalled.
Witness retired.
Ordered: That J. Emile Tremblay, Esq., Civil Service Commissioner, be 

notified to be present to testify at the next meeting ; also such other witnesses 
to whom the Clerk may be instructed to send notices to appear.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Monday, April 18, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Monday, April 18, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 
appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11.00 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Maclnnis 
and Vallance, 6.

Mr. Bowman, Vice Chairman, in the Chair.
C. H. Bland, Esq., Assistant Secretary, Civil Service Commission, recalled.
Witness retired.
J. Emile Tremblay, Esq., Civil Service Commissioner, recalled.
Witness retired.
C. H. Bland, Esq., recalled.
Witness retired.
After discussion thereon, the Vice Chairman ruled out of order the fol

lowing motion of Mr. Chevrier, of which Mr. Vallance was the seconder:—
That instructions be given and means be taken to have produced 

before this Committee the following papers: From the files of the Central 
Registry of the Civil Service Commission, as they now stand, the first
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twenty files under each letter of the alphabet; that this Committee 
investigate all such files and that any finding as to the administration and 
operation of the Civil Service Act be based upon the said investigation 
of such files.

The Committee adjourned until Tuesday, April 19, at 3.30 p.m.

House of Commons,

Tuesday, April 19, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 
appointments to and the direction and control of the, Cm Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Cvvil Service Act, met 
this day at 3.30 p.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, Maclnnis 
and Vallance, 6.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
C. H. Bland, Esq., Assistant Secretary, Civil Service Commission of Canada, 

recalled.
Witness retired.
C. S. McGillivray, Esq., Chief Canning Inspector, Fruit Branch, Depart

ment of Agriculture, was called, sworn and examine .
Witness discharged.
The Committee adjourned until Wednesday, April 20, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,
Wednesday, April 20, 1932.

The Select Special Committee
ES?'“ally Ve2££ S operation of the 0-1 Service Act met 

this day at 11 a.m.
, ,, . Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson,Members present: Messieurs Bov man,

Maclnnis and Vallance, 7.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

, , ._ ni i v f tvt P (Yukon) was called, sworn and The Honourable George Black, K.C., M.u. W >
gave evidence.

Witness retired. .
C. V. Putman, Esq., Chief, Organisation Branch, Civil Serv.ee Commission, 

recalled.
Witness retired.

On motion of Mr Ernst. Service Commission produce the
Resolved: That the Secretary Committee: The original order of

following papers, required for f /; Messrs. A. C. Kemmis and R. G. Simmins, 
the Civil Service Commission di “■in to inquire into and report upon 
two members of the staff of the Commission, iu m
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the organization of the Civil Service Commission, in or about the years 1926 
or 1927 ; together with any memorandum, or memoranda, containing any notation, 
or notations, as to the reasons for the decisions of the Chairman of the Com
mission and Commissioners MacTavish and Tremblay in relation thereto;

Also the original Report of Messrs. A. C. Kemmis and R. G. Simmins made 
in obedience to such order; together with any endorsations thereon, or memoranda 
thereto attached, by Messrs. C. H. Bland, Chief Examiner, Civil Service Com
mission and C. V. Putman, Chief, Organization Branch, Civil Service Commission 
and any other person or persons;

Also minutes of any meetings of the Commission for consideration of said 
Report;

Also all correspondence between the Commission, or any member thereof, 
and any person, or persons, relating or referring to the said Report.

Also all documents of any kind or description relating or referring to the 
said Report.

On motion of Mr. Laurin:
Resolved: That the details of all expenses of the Chairman of the Civil 

Service of Canada and of Messieurs MacTavish and Tremblay, Civil Service 
Commissioners, for the years ending March 31, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931 
and 1932 be compiled and produced by the Secretary of the Civil Service Com
mission for the use of this Committee.

On motion of Mr. Ernst:
Resolved: That all files or other papers asked to be produced by the Civil 

Service Commission for the use of the Committee have attached thereto the 
certificate of the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission as to the complete
ness in every respect of the file or paper in question.

On motion of Mr. Bowman:
Resolved: That the Clerk of the Committee prepare a list of all recom

mendations or resolutions which have been submitted to the Committee.
Ordered: That the following be present to testify at the next meeting of 

the Committee: The Chairman of the Civil Service Commission and Messrs. 
MacTavish and Tremblay, Civil Service Commissioners; Messrs. C. H. Bland 
and C. V. Putman, of the staff of the Civil Service Commission and such other 
persons whom the Clerk of the Committee may notify to be in attendance.

The Committee adjourned to meet on Thursday, April 21, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Thursday, April 21, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 

appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this 
day at 11 a.m.

Members Present:—Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallance—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Newton MacTavish, Esq., Litt.D., Civil Service Commissioner, recalled.
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Ordered: That the Civil Service Commission prepare and supply the Com
mittee with eight copies of the Kemmis-Simmins Report for the use of the Com
mittee.

Examination of witness to be continued at next sitting of the Committee.
The Committee adjourned to meet at 3.30 p.m., this day.

AFTERNOON SESSION 

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.
Members Present:-Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, Maclnnis 

and Vallance—6.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Examination resumed of Newton MacTavish, Esq., Litt.D.

Witness retired.
C. H. Bland, Esq., Chief Examiner, Civil Service Commission, recalled.
Ordered• That the Civil Service Commission prepare and supply for the 

use of te Committee only, etght cop,» of the memoranda
H. Bland and C. V. Putman respectively and attached to tne Kemmis tummins 
Report.

Witness retired.
Ordered : That the following be in attendance to testify at the next meeting 

, ur e ™ j „ t fSvil Service Commission ; J. Emileof the Committee: The Chairman of the vivu p ’ pTremblay, Esq., Civil Service Commissioner; Messrs C. H. Bland, C. \ . Putman 
and A. C Kemmis of the staff of the Civil Service Commission and such other 
persons to whom the Clerk of the Committee shall send notices to appear.

The Committee adjourned until Friday, April 22, at 3.30 p.m.

House of Commons,
Friday, April 22, 1932.

The Select Special Committee
àn^neSy^“IdmLiSon “d operation of the Civil Service Act, met 

this day at 3.30 p.m.
nevery,cm Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, Maclnnis Members present: Messieurs Bowman,

and Vallance.—6.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

. . „ • p:„;i Service Commission, recalled.C. H. Bland, Esq., Chief Examiner, Civil bervn
Witness retired. „ . _

, , T- rizvmmwtmner Civil Service Commission of J. Emile Tremblay, Esq., Commissioner,
Canada, recalled.

Witness retired. .
C. V. Putman, Esq., Chief, Organization Branch, Cml Serv.ce Comm.ss.on,

recalled.
Witness retired.
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Hon. W. J. Roche, M.D., Chairman, Civil Service Commission of Canada, 
recalled.

Witness retired.
Ordered,—That the Civil Service Commission prepare and supply, for the 

use of the Committee only, eight copies of all memoranda attached to the 
Kemmis-Simmins report (except those of Messrs. Bland and Putman, already 
supplied).

Ordered,—That the Civil Service Commission produce the Minutes of the 
Board of the Civil Service Commission for March 29, 1927; March 31, 1927; 
May 6, 1927; May 16, 1927; May 17, 1927; May 18, 1927.

Ordered,—That the Clerk do issue a summons ad test, to Frank Grierson, 
Esq., Ottawa, for Tuesday, April 26, next, at 11 a.m.; that notice to be present 
to testify be sent to Wm. Foran, Esq., Secretary, Civil Service Commission, 
for the same meeting.

Ordered,—That C. H. Bland, Esq., Assistant Secretary, Civil Service Com
mission be notified to be present to testify at the next meeting of the Committee; 
and also such other persons to whom the Clerk may send notices to appear.

The Committee adjourned until Monday, April 25, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Monday, April 25, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 
appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11 a.m.

Mr. Bowman, Vice Chairman, in the Chair.
A quorum not being present, the Vice Chairman adjourned the meeting until 

Tuesday, April 26, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Tuesday, April 26, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 
appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson. 
Maclnnis and Vallance, 7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Mr. Frank Grierson, who had been summoned to appear this day, was in 

attendance; was discharged from further attendance this day. He will attend at 
a later date which will be notified to him by the Clerk.

Wm. Foran, Esq., Secretary, Civil Service Commission, recalled.
Witness retired.
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A. C. Kemmis, Esq., Ottawa, Examiner, Civil Service Commission, was 
called, sworn and examined.

Witness discharged.
Hon. W. J. Roche, M.D., Chairman, Civil Service Commission, was recalled. 
Examination of this witness and of Commissioners Tremblay and MacTavish 

to be continued at next meeting of the Committee.
Ordered: That the Civil Service Commission furnish the following informa

tion for the use of the Committee; Record of attendance, and record of absence 
from Ottawa of each Commissioner for the years 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932; 
also vouchers covering expenses of Commissioners 1 remblay and MacTavish for 
the years 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931.

The Committee adjourned until Wednesday, April 27, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,
Wednesday, April 27, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to 
appointments to and the direction and control of 1 ç. ■ « . ,
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil service Act met 
this day at 11 a.m.

Members 'present: Messieurs Bowman, Clievrier, Ern_t, Laurin, Lawson, 
^aclnnis and Vallance, 7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

°f the memorial will be prepared and distributed to t
The Civil Service Commission filed ^th the Ccmmttee^the ^wmg docu

ments, which are not to be available for publma io Service Commissioners 
mittee shall so decide: List of absences from office of ^^mc^ommisgoners
or years 1926 to date; return of all cases m ^hl.fCommïsion froS S 

the majority judgment of the Board of the Civil Se 
to date.

„ mr.+;nn of Mr. Maclnnis:This latter return is consequent upon the motion
„ _• cinn nrenare and supply for theResolved: That the Civil Service onu - which a Civil Service Com- 

Us« of the Committee a return showing all cases m B(>ard of Civil Service 
missioner dissented from the majority decis any the return.
Commissioners since 1926 to date; the files t

^ „ w t r>nehe M.D., Chairman, Civil Servicen Examination resumed of Hon. '' ■ U Xewton MacTavish, CivilCommission; J. Emile Tremblay, Esq, and Ur.
^mvice Commissioners.
p Examination of these witnesses to be continued at the next meeting of the
Committee.
p Ordered: That the Civil Service Commission produce for the use of the 
Committee vouchers covering all travelling expenses of the Civil -~<-i\ice Com-
missioners.

dhe Committee adjourned until 4 p.m. 
49322—3
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AFTERNOON SESSION 

The Committee met at 4.25 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Lawson, Maclnnis and 

Vallanee, 5.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Examination resumed of the three Civil Service Commissioners.

Witnesses retired.
Ordered: That the Chairman and Messrs. MacTavish and Tremblay of the 

Civil Service Commission be present at the next sitting of the Committee ; and 
such others persons to whom the Clerk shall send notice to appear.

The Committee adjourned until Thursday, April 28, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Thursday, April 28, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon 

appointments to and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada 
and, generally, the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met 
this day at 11.00 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallanee, 7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
C. V. Putman, Esq., Chief, Organization Branch, Civil Service Commission, 

recalled.
Witness retired.
Wm. Foran, Esq., Secretary, Civil Service Commission, recalled.
Witness retired.
Miss Elsie E. Saunders, Supervisor, Personal Services, Civil Service Com

mission, was called, sworn and gave evidence.
Witness retired.
Dr. Newton MacTavish, Civil Service Commissioner, recalled.
Ordered: That the list of absences of Civil Service Commissioners, as pre

pared by the Supervisor of Personal Services under the direction of the Secretary 
of the Civil Service Commission and filed with the Committee, be printed as 
Appendix “L” to the Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence; that the list of 
Sundays included in the periods shown in Dr. MacTavish’s absences be printed as 
Appendix “M” to the Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence.

Ordered: That the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission produce for 
the use of the Committee the Minute Book of the Civil Service Commission for 
the month of August, 1929; also the Attendance Book of the Civil Service Com' 
mission for the same period.

Examination of witness to be continued at next sitting of the Committee.
The Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

XXXV

The Committee met at 3.30 p m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 

Maclnnis and Vallance, 7.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Examination.resumed of Dr. Newton MacTavish.
Ordered: That the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission produce for the 

use of the Committee the Minute Book of the Civil Service Commission for the 
month of August, 1928; also the Attendance Book of the Civil Service Commis
sion for the same period.

Witness retired.
Miss Jennie Otter, Secretary to Executive, acting Secretary to Commis

sioner MacTavish, was called, sworn and gave evidence.

Witness retired.
Miss Elsie E. Saunders, recalled.
Witness discharged.

„ Ordered: That the members of the Civil Service Commi«ion aad[thoseof 
S* «f detailed by ‘‘«Commission be presentat^he meetmgjf^ the
fea'stsTeïn ifnXTut “n Snl Id to make such further recom- 

mendations or suggestions as they may see fit.
The Committee adjourned until Friday, April 29, 1932.

House of Commons,
Friday, April 29, 1932

. The Select Special Committee appointed t° inquire into and report upon 
Ppointments to and the direction and control ot the Service Act m<u-

Hn.d, generally, the administration and operation of i 
mis day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chcvrici, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
acInnis and Vallance—7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
C. H. Bland, Chief Examiner, Civil Service Commission, recalled.

Witness retired.
^ . .. -n^nnrVi Civil Service Commission.„ C. V. Putman, Chief, Organization Branch,

Called.
Witness retired.
The Honourable Mr. George Black, M.P. (Yukon), reca ed.
Witness discharged.
The Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m., this day.

«322-35
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee met this day at 3.30 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, Maclnnis 

and Vallance—6.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
C. H. Bland, Esq., recalled. *
Witness retired.
Hon. W. J. Roche, M.D., Chairman, Civil Service Commission, recalled.
Witness discharged.
J. Emile Tremblay, Esq., Civil Service Commissioner, recalled.
Witness discharged.
Messrs. Bland and Putman recalled.
Ordered: That the following documents, filed with the Committee by the 

Civil Service Commission, be printed as Appendices to the Minutes of Proceed
ings and Evidence: Statement showing number of requisitions for appointments 
received by Civil Service Commission from 1924 to 1931, inclusive (See Appen
dix “ N ”) ; Statement of the numerical strength and total salary payments of 
the Civil Service for January of the years 1918-1931 inclusive (See Appendix 
“ 0 ” (a) ) ; Statement showing, by Departments, the number of employees in 
the Dominion Government Service for January of the vears 1912-1930 (See 
Appendix “0” (b) ).

Witnesses discharged.
Dr. Newton MacTavish, Civil Service Commissioner, recalled.
Miss Jennie Otter, Acting Secretary to Dr. MacTavish, recalled.
Ordered: That there be printed as an Appendix to the Minutes of Proceed

ings and Evidence the statement filed by Dr. MacTavish showing credits for 
leave claimed by him as a set-off against his absences as shown in Appendix “L” 
(See Appendix “ P ”).

Witnesses discharged.
The Chairman declared that this was the last public meeting for the pur

pose of taking oral evidence.
The Committee adjourned until Monday, May 2, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,
Monday, May 2, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into appointments to 
and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the 
administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, Maclnnis 
and Vallance, 6.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
There were received and filed the following memoranda; a communication 

from the Civil Service Federation dealing with the subject of Superannuation; 
a memorandum from the Elevator Operators’ Branch of the Civil Service Associa' 
tion.
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The Committee proceeded to consider the evidence adduced during the 
Present inquiry and memoranda submitted.

Progress reported.
The Committee adjourned to meet at 3.30 p.m. this day.

AFTERNOON SESSION 

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, Maclnnis 

and Vallance, 6.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Consideration resumed of the evidence.
Progress reported.
The Committee adjourned until Tuesday, May 3, at 11 a.m.

House of Commons,

Tuesday, May 3, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into appointments to 
and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the 
administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this day at 11 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, Maclnnis 
and Vallance, 6.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Consideration resumed of the evidence adduced before the Committee during 

the inquiry.
Progress reported.
The Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m. this day.

AFTERNOON SESSION 
The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.
Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Law son, Maclnnis 

and Vallance, 6.
Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

p Consideration resumed of the evidence and of the recommendations the 
0lnmittee proposes to make to Parliament.

Progress reported.
The Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m., Wednesday, May 4.

House of Commons,
Wednesday, May 4, 1932.

The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire ^ apiromtments to 
the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada and generaHy, the 

Ministration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this day at 3.30 p.m.
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Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson, 
Maclnnis and Vallance, 7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
Consideration resumed of the recommendations it is proposed to make to 

Parliament.
Ordered: That a draft report based on the recommendations considered be 

prepared and presented to the Committee at its next meeting.
The Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m., Friday, May 6, 1932.

House of Commons,

Friday, May 6, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into appointments to 

and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the 
administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this day at 3.30 p.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Lawson, Maclnnis 
and Vallance, 6.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
A draft report was submitted by the Chairman as a basis for a report to be 

presented to the House of Commons.
The draft report was considered.
Progress reported.
Ordered: That the draft report, as amended, be retyped, recast and con

sidered by the Committee at its next meeting.
The Committee adjourned until 10 a.m., Tuesday, May 10, 1932.

House of Commons,

Tuesday, May 10, 1932.
The Select Special Committee appointed to inquire into appointments to 

and the direction and control of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the 
administration and operation of the Civil Service Act met this day at 10 a.m.

Members present: Messieurs Bowman, Chevrier, Ernst, Laurin, Lawson» 
Maclnnes and Vallance, 7.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.
The draft report as retyped and recast was considered.
On motion of Mr. Ernst,
Resolved: That the following be presented to the House this day as the 

unanimous Report of the Committee:—
(For unanimous and Final Report see page vi.)

The Committee then adjourned sine die.
T. L. McEVOY,

Clerk of the Committee.



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons

March 15, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into and consider appointments 
to and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, 
the administration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met t ns day at 
U a.m., Mr. Lawson presiding.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, we might as well make a start The initial 
meeting of the Committee decided that in the first instance we would request the 
members of the Civil Service Commission to come before the Committee and 
report to us their views as to the efficiency of the working of the present Act, 
and the regulations thereunder. I think the Hon. Dr. Roche, t e C iairman,

I have received considerable correspondence which I would like to submit 
to the Committee. Is it the pleasure of the Committee that we shouldproceed 
with Hon. Dr. Roche and take up this correspondence toward the end of our
session?

Agreed.
, Mr. Bowman: Mr. Chairman, might I ask .a question or two T Iwas not 
here at the first meeting of the Committee, owing to the fact that there was 
some mix-up over the time that committees were meeting, b t, considering 
the amount of work that we have ahead of us, have you taken mto consideration 
any particular line that we should follow? Personally, the task seems ^some
what colossal one and I was wondering if we had better oigamze to get out 
evidence in some orderly way.

The Chairman: At our initial meeting, Mr. Bowman, the Committee 
determined on the following: _

1. We would ask the members of the Civil Service Commission to come 
here first and give us their views;

fa) with respect to the present Act and its efficiency,
(6) any suggested amendments which they might have to make it more 

efficient.
2. That a small committee consisting of Mr. Woodsworth, Mr. Chevrier and 

myself be appointed to consider what material we would request from the 
Commission and the deputy ministers of the different epar men s -e made 
UP lists of requests, with which you were furnished, and. n s r ™^lal 
^quested has been supplied and is in the hands of the Cierk of the Committee, 
Mr. McEvoy, and is available for examination, at his office, by any of the 
members of the Committee, any time they so desire.

3. That, after hearing from the members of the Civi! Service Commission, 
'Ve would hear from such organizations representing civil servants as should be 
determined by the Committtee.
, 4. That we would not accept voluminous written memoranda ^om anybody
hut if anybody cared to summarize in the form oi a n _ xx lch
he had to say before the Committee and leave his memorandum with us, wm
w°uld be glad to have it.

1
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5. After having heard from the Commission, and from the representatives 
of the civil servants, the Committee would then determine to what extent it would 
investigate individual complaints which might be received, providing that such 
complaints were representative of general conditions which the Committee 
felt should be looked into.

To that extent we have worked out an agenda. Does it meet with the 
pleasure of the Committee that we should proceed with the Hon. Dr. Roche?

Agreed.

William James Roche, called and sworn.

The Witness: I have something here, Mr. Chairman, that will take about 
ten minutes to read.

The Chairman: The only idea, Doctor Roche, was that organizations 
should not come and dump upon us a mass of memoranda when we have no 
opportunity of asking any questions relative to it. I would sugggest, Doctor, 
that you proceed with your memorandum.

The Witness: Well, I have prepared here, in condensed form, a historical 
resume of the preliminaries leading up to the adoption of the present Civil 
Service Act and its developments since that time. It will take a comparatively 
short time to read it, and I will do so as briefly as possible.

THE PROVISIONS AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE CIVIL
SERVICE ACT

I. Why the Act was Passed

Before proceeding with the provisions of the Act and Regulations, some 
reference is necessary to the conditions which gave rise to their enactment as 
law.

The Act was passed by parliament in 1919. It was approved as a direct 
result of the platform upon which the Union Government, under the leader
ship of Sir Robert Borden, appealed to the country in the election of December, 
1917, its avowed purpose being “ to abolish patronage and to make appoint
ments to the public service upon the sole standard of merit.”

It was furthermore, the culmination of a long public agitation and of a 
series of investigations and reports by parliamentary and Royal commissions 
extending over a period of forty years.

The Casey Commission of 1877, the Mclnnes Commission of 1881, the 
Hague Commission of 1892, and the Courtney Commission of 1908, all urged 
the establishment of the principle finally enacted in 1919.

A partial attempt had been made, in 1908, to establish a measure of civil 
service reform by the passing of an act establishing a Civil Service Commission 
having general jurisdiction over examinations for the Civil Service, and pro
viding that certain positions in the service at Ottawa should be filled by com
petitive examination.

The scope of this Act was, however, so limited that four years later, in 
1912, a commission composed of Messrs. G. N. Ducharme and R. S. Lake 
reported that entrance to and promotion in the service should not be a matter 
of political patronage, but that the whole outside service should be placed 
under the Civil Service Commission.

The same year (1912) an excellent report on the Public Service of Canada 
was made by Sir George Murray, who had had a very considerable experience 
in public service administration in Great Britain, and who, among other things, 
recommended that technical appointments to the public service should be left 
entirely to the Civil Service Commissioners.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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In 1918 a commission was appointed to investigate the administration of 
the Department of Public Printing and Stationery, and their findings were so 
condemnatory of the conditions found to exist under the patronage system that 
a further investigation into the affairs of the Printing Bureau was soon after 
authorized and resulted in a sweeping reorganization, with an annual saving of 
$600,000.

It was, therefore, as the culmination of this series of reports, as well as in 
fulfillment of its election pledge, that the Union Government, in 1918, submitted 
to Parliament a Civil Service Act which extended the competitive principle to 
the Outside Service, and completed its action the following year (1919) by 
Passing an amended Act which established the principle of competitive examina
tion as the basis of appointment to the entire Public Service of Canada and in 
other ways set up a system of Civil Service control which was probably the 
most extensive public service legislation ever placed upon the statute books of 
any country.

II. What the Act Provided

The main provisions of the Act were as follows:—
(1) That appointments to the Public Service should be made by com

petitive examination.
(2) That promotions in the Service should be made by competition and 

for merit.
(3) That a standard establishment or organization should be set up for 

each department.
(4) That all positions in the Service should be classified.
(5) That there should be standard regulations governing salary schedules, 

salary increases, transfers and leave of absence.
(6) That a Civil Service Commission should be established to administer 

the above.
III. How the Act is Administered

THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

The Commission, under the Act, consists of not more than thiee members, 
aPpointed by the Governor in Council, its duties being summarized as follows:—

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) 

(/)

(9)

To test and pass upon the qualifications of candidates for admission 
to, and transfer and promotion in, the Civil Service, and to issue 
certificates with respect thereto required under this Act oi îegulations
made hereunder ; , .
Of its own motion to investigate and report upon the operation of this 
Act, and upon the violation of any of the provisions hereo or of any 
regulation made hereunder ; and, upon the request o . e head of a 
department, to investigate and report upon a.nv matter re ative to the 
department, its officers, clerks, and other employees,
To report upon the organization or proposed organization o the depart
ments or any portion of any department or of the 1V1 ervice, and 
upon any proposed change in such organization, . ,
To obtain the assistance of competent persons to assist the Commis
sion in the performance of its duties ; , , , a
To make an annual report on the organization and staff, including the 
duties and salaries of such staff, of each portion of the Civil Service; 
To arrange for the transfer of supernumeraries or other officers, clerks 
and employees from portions of the Civil Service v îeie ic> are no 
longer required to other portions of the Civil Service vie they are
sS‘other duties as are assigned to it by the Governor in Council

[Hon. W. J. Roehe.l
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RECRUITING

The keystone of the Civil Service Act is the principle of appointment by 
competitive examination.

The provisions of the Act embodying this principle are:
Except where otherwise expressly provided, all appointments to the 

Civil Service shall be upon competitive examination. (Section 20).
Such examinations may be written or oral or in the form of a demon

stration of skill or any combination of these ; they shall be of a character 
fairly to test and determine the relative fitness and ability of candidates 
actually to perform the duties of the class to which they seek to be 
appointed, and any investigation of training and experience and any test 
of technical knowledge, manual skill, or physical fitness that, in the 
judgment of the Commission, serves to this end may be employed. 
(Section 26 (2) ).

It will be noted that the Act contemplates much more than the mere elim
ination of unfit candidates. In many other Civil Service systems the examination 
prescribed is merely qualifying in nature. The Civil Service Act of Canada, 
however, goes much further and prescribes open competition, which, as stated 
in the recent Report of the Royal Commission on the British Civil Service,

was introduced (in Great Britain)............... in order to avoid the evils of
patronage, and has worked well.” The competitive system embodies two prin
ciples: first, that every citizen shall have the right to compete for positions in 
the service of his country ; and second, that “ the best shall serve the State.”

The first step in the application of the competitive system, once the prelim
inary considerations of qualifications and salaries have been decided upon, is 
to advertise the fact that applications are invited and to provide for the filing of 
applications by persons interested. The employment field is selected in which 
it is most likely that the desired material will be secured, and all possible 
means of co-operation with educational institutions and technical or professional 
organizations are utilized to bring examinations to the attention of likely 
applicants. It may be noted that positions at the headquarters of the Govern1 
ment at Ottawa are open to residents of the entire Dominion, while local posi
tions are filled from the locality in which the vacancy occurs.

The term “ competitive examination ” as used in civil service laws has 
been defined as any reasonable method of ascertaining relative merit and fitness, 
the best examination method being the one best suited to secure efficient public 
servants, and, as indicated in the second clause of the Act, any form of 
examination may be utilized which will produce the desired result. In exam
inations for clerical and lower grade positions, the factors include a test of the 
candidate’s education, a test of his general intelligence, and, where necessary, 
a test of his knowledge of the technique involved in the duties of the position. 
In examination for special or technical positions, the following tests are 
included:

(1) Tests of educational qualifications, either by means of written papers 
or by sworn statements made by the applicants and verified by school 
diplomas, college degrees, etc.

(2) Tests of training and experience, made by means of the sworn state
ments of the applicants verified by investigation among previous em
ployers.

(3) Technical tests, either written, practical or oral, along the lines of the 
duties to be performed.

(4) Oral tests to compare the personal qualifications of candidates for posi
tions requiring supervisory ability, executive capacity, etc.

(5) Satisfactory evidence as to the honesty, reliability and trustworthiness of 
candidates for positions of a fiduciary or confidential nature.

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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When an examination is completed, the names of the successful candidates 
are listed in order of merit according to the marks which they have received, 
and appointments to the Service are then made in strict order from this list.

A special feature of the Act, however, to which attention must be directed, 
is the preference given to those qualified veterans who have become disabled as 
a result of their service and are on that account unfitted to resume their former 
avocations.

Appointees are on probation for the first six months of their service, during 
which time they may be rejected by the department if they do not prove suitable.

PROMOTION

The question of promotion in the Service is provided for by Section 49 of 
the Act, which reads:

Promotion is a change from one class to another class with a higher 
maximum compensation, and vacancies shall be filled, as far as is con
sistent with the best interests of the Civil Service, by promotion.

Promotion shall be made for merit bv the Commission upon such 
examination, reports, tests, records, ratings or recommendations as the 
Commission may by regulation prescribe.

Three factors are considered in promotions: first, length of service; second, 
record of efficiency; and third, fitness for the vacant position. A ritten examina
tions are resorted to but seldom, and the Commission's selection is bused almost 
entirely upon the reports given by departmental officers upon the efficiency and 
fitness of the candidates. The function of the Commission in connection with 
promotions, therefore, is not so much to conduct independent tests of the candi
dates’ fitness for promotion as to ensure fair consideration tor all qualified candi
dates on the basis of the reports of the officers who -best know them and their 
work.

ORGANIZATION, CLASSIFICATION AND COMPENSATION

The Act makes certain definite provisions for the organization of Govern
ment departments, and for the classification and compensation of Civil Service 
Positions. Under these provisions an organization or establishment has been set 
up for each department, and changes therein can be made onl\ vitli the con
currence of the Minister of the department concerned and the Civ il service Com
mission, and with the approval of Treasury Board.

After a study of the various types of positions found in the service, a stand
ard classification has been established, specifying the qualifications required and 
the compensation justified for each class. Into these classes e individual 
positions in the Service have been allocated, and when new appointments are 
required a similar analysis is made, so that as far as possible the principle of 
equal pay for equal work is carried into effect.

TRANSFERS

The Act leaves the question of transfers between different positions or 
different departments fairly open, subject to a general supervision iv the Com
mission to ensure that the persons transferrred are adequately qualified to 
Perform the duties of the positions which they are to occupy.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

The Act makes provision for four types of leave of absence with pay . (1)
holiday or recreation leave; (2) sick leave; (3) leave for certain designated 
causes, such as illness in family, death in family, quarantine, e l., and (4) leave 
granted when an employee is being retired from the Service. In the majority 
of cases leave is granted by the deputy head of the department, subject to the 
general regulations established for the purpose. w T ^
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The leave regulations now in effect were established with the intention of 
discouraging unjustified leave of absence and of providing adequate leave of 
absence, where leave was actually needed and justified, commensurate with 
the length of service of the employee. Generally speaking, the system has worked 
well, with the exception that there has been some abuse of the periods of 
short leave allowed for sickness.

SALARY INCREASES

The Act provides that yearly increases of salary within the limits set by 
the classification shall be granted for meritorious service and increased useful
ness. Salary increases are granted by the deputy head of the department, 
and such supervision as the Commission exercises is practicaly only a matter 
of record.

SUSPENSION, DISMISSAL, RESIGNATION, AND SEPARATION FROM THE SERVICE

The power of temporary separation from the Service or suspension is left 
by the Act in the hands of the head of the department, or, in his absence, the 
deputy head.

Similarly, the power of dismissal is.left in the hands of the Governor in 
Council.

In the case of separation from the Service following the abolition of a 
position, provision is made for the employees so separated, and he is also eligible, 
under the Civil Service Act, for preferential consideration for re-appointment 
to the Service in positions which he is qualified to fill.

The Chairman : Before any general questions are asked, I think probably 
it might be well if we followed along the lines we laid out.

By the Chairman:
Q. Dr. Roche, what is your view as to the present working of the Civil 

Service Act and its regulations? Is it satisfactory to the Commission, or 
is it otherwise?—A. Well, it can be improved, and if there are to be amend
ments to the Act, we, the Commissioners, have to make some suggestions, not of 
vital importance, but which would tend to improve the administration of the Act.

Q. Would you care to let us have those suggestions now?—A. Well, I can 
offer a few of them now, at any rate.

Q. All right, let us have them.—A. There are some, for instance, that were 
included, as Mr. Chevrier will remember, in the Malcolm Committee Report, 
which were never adopted by Parliament, that last provision I think that I read 
in connection with retirements from the service. At the present time, when a 
person is retiring from the service, he is allowed leave of absence based upon his 
length of service up to a maximum of six months. Now, during that six months 
that position cannot be filled.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Would you mind saying, Doctor, why it cannot be filled?—A. By reason 

of the fact that two salaries for the one position cannot be paid. The Royal 
Commission that was appointed several years ago to inquire into the admini
stration of the National Revenue department, made a recommendation, which 
I think was a very good one, and which that Department has been following 
since they passed the legislation, that is, instead of giving leave of absence, 
say for four or five or six months, as the case may be, that upon retiring from 
the service a gratuity be paid instantly equal to the amount that they would 
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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be entitled to by way of leave of absence. If the Act was amended so as to 
provide that that would apply generally to all departments I think it would 
be of material benefit.

Mr. Bowman: Mr. Chairman, do you want to discuss those matters as 
we go along?

The Chairman: I was going to suggest, Mr. Bowman, that we get those 
routine details first.

The Witness: Well, now, there is another recommendation which we have 
to make which I think probably has led to a good deal of irritation in the past 
between departments and the Commission. 1 ndei the probationary section of 
the Act section 24, when a person is appointed by the Civil Service Commission, 
the Deputy Minister has the privilege of rejecting that man during the period 
of probation, which is six months as a rule, but for good reasons it may be 
extended a further six months at the request of the department. Now, the Act as 
originally intended to operate by Parliament undoubtedly is to this effect, that 
a man should be given a trial in the position before he be rejected.

Owing to what I might almost term an unfortunate decision of the Justice 
department, to which the question was referred, that is, a ruling by the deputy 
minister of Justice of some years ago in answer to a query by a deputy minister 
of one of the departments, as to whether he had the power to reject a person 
who was certified to by the Commission before he would put him in the position 
for a trial, Mr. Newcombe, the then deputy minister of Justice replied in effect 
as follows: While Parliament undoubtedly intended a trial in the position, it 
is conceivable that there might arise a case where, for substantial reasons, a 
deputy minister would be justified in rejecting the Commission s nominee even 
before he would be placed on trial in a position. It was meant as the exceptional 
case but, unfortunately, the ruling has been abused. In discussing this matter with 
Mr. Newcombe’s successor, he gave an illustration as to w’liat Mi. Newcombe 
meant. For instance, he said, should it happen that after the Commission has 
issued its certificate for a certain appointee the department became possessed 
of information that this nominee of ours had a criminal recoid w nch was not 
brought to our attention and which, had it been brought to our attention 
originally, might have influenced us differently in connection with the appoints 
ment, the deputy could, in a case like that, reject; he said it won <1 be right 
and proper to have the deputy minister reject him. We quite agree with that, 
if deputies would confine it to cases like that and make them the exception, we 
have no objection whatever ; but unfortunately it has occured in numerous cases, 
that our nominee has been rejected by the Department be foie îe would be 
Placed in the position to see whether he could capably discharge t ic duties of 
the position or not, and if you will read section 24 you will see that when 
the nominee of the Commission is rejected the Department must notify the 
Commission giving its reasons or the cause of rejection, and îat is further 
followed by subsection 3 of that section to this effect:

The Commission shall then upon inquiry decide if the cause of 
rejection is sufficient to debar that man from occupying another position 
in the service.

In other words, should we blacklist him, if there is anything in the cause of 
ejection sufficient to blacklist him or not.

Unfortunately, the cause of rejection in so many instances has been 
§lven as “unsuitable.” You can see, gentlemen, that wre cannot decide whether 
^at man should be blacklisted or not for other positions without going into 
fho facts as to how he is unsuitable. Well, we have brought that to the attention 
°f Departments, and we thought we ought to be supplied with substantial 
Masons in what manner this man is considered unsuitable.

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Now, again, the Justice Department has stepped in and stated that the 
Commission is bound to accept any reason whatever, and the Minister is 
responsible to Parliament for the action of his deputy. Personally, I followed, 
that decision up with the Deputy Minister of Justice, and I asked him how he 
could determine whether a man should be blacklisted or not by merely using the 
word “unsuitable,” and his reply to me was to this effect, that undoubtedly the 
Department rejecting a nominee of the Commission should give the fullest 
possible information to the Commission in order to determine that point. I and 
my colleagues would like to see that particular section, the probationary section, 
of the Act clarified to this effect: That the Department should give a trial to 
the man who is certified to as qualified by the Commission, or, failing this, to 
give substantial reasons in detail why tie is unfitted or unsuitable, without 
merely using the word “unsuitable.”

Now, that is our suggestion. It remains with the Commission to decide 
as to the wisdom or advisability of insisting on being given control ; but if you 
do not wish to go that far then I do think, in justice to the Commission and 
in justice to the candidate, we should be, as a Commission, informed fully as 
to the cause of rejection, because—speaking frankly amongst ourselves—you can 
readily see how a provision of that nature can be abused. For instance—and 
again I am speaking frankly—a man may be politically “unsuitable,” and that 
is what I am sure has occurred in many cases. I do not hesitate to say so, 
because the reason I say that is this, wherever deputies have simply stated that 
the man is unsuitable and did not leave any ground for suspicion, they did tell 
us in what respect he was unsuitable. In connection with the Post Office, they 
will state a man is not suitable, or in another case, we believe he is not a bona 
fide resident. If they would give us their reasons, why we would accept them; 
but if they have substantial reasons, the Department generally give those 
reasons. There are a number of cases, however, where no reason whatever has 
been assigned, except this: “Man is rejected under section 24 as being unsuit
able.” I think you will see, gentlemen, my point, and the point of my colleagues, 
that we really think that that section of the Act ought to be clarified.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Since 1924 has that occurred very often?—A. Well, during the last 

calendar year there have been 15 rejections using the word “unsuitable” without 
putting ttie man on the job at all.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. How many did you say, doctor?—A. 15.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Without putting him on the job?—A. Without putting him on the job. 

I will qualify that. I think it is in one Department. I think there have been 
somewtiere in the neighbourhood of 54 rejections altogether, not a very large 
number.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That appears in the Commission’s last report, does it not?—A. Yes, I 

think it does.

By the Chairman:
Q. Assuming that the Committee were minded to make the amendment 

which you have suggested, and the deputy head, for reasons, rejects an appointee 
of the Commission, the deputy head may consider the reasons he gives very 
substantial, the Commission may not consider them substantial. Who is to be 
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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the arbiter?—A. Well, in that regard, I think that in the previous amendment 
it provided for a fair trial in all eases of probation, or for the cause of rejection 
to be set forth in detail and being concurred in by the Commission in order to be 
valid.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In other words, you are to be the final arbiter?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That must be a departure since 1924, because my recollection of it 

was they had to give him at least one day’s trial and then reject him?—A. Oh, 
they are rejected without any trial. I think it even ante-dates 1924, when they 
rejected him without a trial. I know it was the deputy minister of one of the 
Departments that referred this question to the Justice Department, and I think 
the particular case was before 1924.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Doctor, in the case of the rejection of the 15 who did not get even 

a trial, the deputy would have to give some reason to the Commission, in general, 
just wdiat were the reasons why these 15 w:ere not allowed to enter the service, 
even on trial, after you had recommended them? A. Well, only the words
“ unsuitable under section 24” were used. TTT

Q. And how is “unsuitable ” defined?—A. Well, that is in the air. We
think it is very indefinite and open to abuse.

The Chairman: Might I suggest, in all the information which we have 
requested, we have asked for a statement for the period 1925 to 1931 inclusive. 
The Committee now instrut the Clerk to let us have statements of the 
rejections made for unsuitability of the years 192o to 1931 inclusive so that the 
Committee may have a complete picture before it of the working o t us section. 
Does that meet wdth the approval of the Committee?

Mr. Bowman : Are we going to get the balance of the suggestions and then 
take them up one by one?

The Chairman : Yes. . ,
Mr. Chevrier: At a later date, I would like to have some more information 

°n the subject of rejections. . ,,, n , ,
Mr. Foran : I think. Mr. Chairman, you have already asked the Departments 

lor that. »
The Chairman: All right, go ahead, Doctor.

The Witness: As to proposed amendments: . , ,,
Amend section 13 so as to enable

Î2 the —ng'tte0' mV £mit of appointments at the

That is to say, the Act at the present time provides tha^ apporntme^ to 
Permanent position shall be made at the minimum sal^{ V ^tes’and at the 
Minimum and a maximum in every class and in “ïotherSan the mini- 
Present time we cannot appoint to permanent positions ^ point anv Derson 
mum rate. We can to temporary positions, but we can *1 • P
|° a permanent position at any other than the minnnu • throughout the
Realities and there are times in the process of fillingIt the^minimum 
■dominion of Canada where we cannot get the necessa . P • .
r&te. This amendment is to provide and authorize the Comm 
m such localities at the prevailing rates which will not txcee. e maximum 
fate of the schedule any rate between the minimum and the maximum At Present, ash say, we can do that in temporary appointments, bntthereK nothmg
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in the Act which will allow us to make permanent appointments at other than 
the minimum rates. That is one of the amendments, I understand, that was 
recommended by the Malcolm Committee.

The Chairman : The next?
The Witness:

Amend section 13 to provide that in the case of a transfer or pro
motion of a person in the service. . .

By the Chairman:
Q. Excuse me, is that section 13?—A. Yes.
Q. It is the same section?—A. Yes:

Amend section 13 to provide that in the case of a transfer or pro
motion of a person in the service to another position, the next higher rate 
in the range (if his present salary is not a rate in the new range), shall be 
granted only in the case of promotion.

At the present time the Act conflicts with our transfer regulations, that is, 
the section provides that a man may be appointed either by transfer or promo
tion, at any rate, higher than his then salary ; but the transfer regulations provide 
that a man must be transferred only to a position of a similar nature and carry
ing the same salary. In other words, if in case of a transfer he is transferred to 
a position with a higher maximum that involves a promotion, and we desire to 
have that confined to promotion alone and not to transfer.

Q. Who makes the regulations?—A. The regulations are drafted by the Com
mission, after conference with the deputy heads and approval by the Governor 
in Council.

Q. Can not the same purpose be served here by amending the transfer regu
lations instead of amending the Act?—A. In amending the transfer regulations 
you would extend. We wish to restrict. You are suggesting that we should 
amend the transfer regulations, that is, that the Commission should amend the 
transfer regulations with the approval of the Governor in Council so as to allow 
them to get the transfer even at a higher salary. Well, that involves a promotion. 
We want to confine that to transfers only.

Q. You want to provide that a transfer may be made from one grade to 
another at the same salary as previously received?

Mr. Chevrier: Yes, without an increase in salary.
The Chairman : Well, at the same salary as previously received?
Mr. Chevrier: If you transfer from one branch into another branch, and 

the incumbent receives a higher salary in the new position than he received in 
his former position, it is a promotion?

The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. And you should not be able to do that because you would then be jump

ing over someone’s head in the second class and that should not be done unless 
by competition.—A. In reading section 13 you will see the two words used:

The rate of compensation of an employee upon appointment to a 
position in any class in the Civil Service shall be at the minimum rate 
prescribed for the class; provided, however, that when the appointee is 
already in the Civil Service in another position, the rate of compensation 
upon appointment to the new position either through transfer or pro
motion. . . .

We desire “transfer” cut out, and just confined to promotion, because the trans
fer regulations provide otherwise.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What section is that, Doctor?—A. Section 13.

By the Chairman:
Q. You suggest striking out the words “either through transfer or”?—A. 

Yes, confining it to promotion.
Q. You want the word “through” left in?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
, Q. At present you are not making any transfers that do mean an increase 

promotion?—A. No.
Q. It is just to make this harmonious with the regulations?—A. That is it. 

Amend section 14 to read as follows :—
(3) The rate of compensation of an employee, who has not reached 

the maximum rate of compensation of the class in which he was serving, 
may, subject to the regulations of the Commission, be increased by the 
deputy head if he is satisfied that the employee has rendered meritorious 
service and has increased his usefulness in the service. Such increase 
shall be to the next higher rate for the class. The new rate shall become 
effectual at the next quarterly date after the said increase is granted 
by the deputy head, that is to say, either the first day of January, April, 
July, or October, provided, however, that no employee whose rate of 
compensation exceeds six hundred dollars per annum shall receive an 
increase under the provisions of this section more than once in each year.

Now, this section, as it stands at present, provides that annual increases 
jnay be granted permanent employees upon the recommendation of the deputy 
head approved by the commission. It is, however, considered that the amount 

checking and clerical work necessitated by the submission of such recom
mendations to the Commission is exorbitant, and it is accordingly recommended 
that an amendment be made as stated in the preceding paragraph I have just 
^ead, in other words it is carrying out what we recommended and what the 
Malcolm Committee recommended, namely, that annual increases of salary 

left entirely in the hands of the Department, avoiding unnecessary clerical 
'"'ork being performed by the Commission.
„ . Amend section 15 (2) by substituting the word “maximum” for the word 
minimum” in the second last line of the clause. This is a clerical error.

Mr. Chevrier: It does not read right.
The Witness: No, the word “minimum” is an error, probably due to a 

Mistake in the printing of the Revised Statutes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Just a moment, Doctor, until I get the sense of that. That relates to 

He of your previous suggestions, does it not?—A. I stated, that we wanted the 
Permanent positions made the same as the temporary positions.

Q. Obviously that word should be “maximum”.—A. Yes.
Q. The next, Doctor?—A. Amend section 21 (3) to read as follows:

who have resided therein for a period of at least one year immediately 
before the first day of examination except where sufficient eligibles with 
such residential qualifications are not available.

This section provides that appointments to any local positions in any 
Province shall, so far as practicable, be made from bona fide residents of such 
°cality, and it is considered desirable that a definition of “bona fide residents”, 
Particularly as regards length of residence, should be provided. I think that

[Bon. W. J. Roche.]
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also was recommended by the Malcolm Committtee. Whether the members 
of the Committee consider a year is the proper period, there certainly should 
be some stipulated period of residence. Some have suggested six months, some 
have suggested a year. The reason we have recommended a year is that, in the 
first place, in the United States Act there is a similar provision, one year, and 
I think there is another reason that does not come to my mind at the moment.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. It should not be less than one year anyway?—A. It was one year sug

gested in the Malcolm Committee.

By the Chairman:
Q. The next, Doctor?—A. Amend section 21 (3) so that it shall not be 

necessary to give Dominion-wide publicity to competitions for appointments 
of a minor nature at Ottawa. That was also a recommendation of the Malcolm 
Committee.

At the present time we are supposed, under the Act, to throw all positions 
open to the Dominion when the position is located at Ottawa, but there are 
some positions where the salary is so small that no one would think it worth 
while coming to Ottawa, with the expense of moving here, and it was to allow 
the Commission, in consultation with the Departments to determine what posi
tions should be Dominion-wide and what should be local.

Q. What would you call a minor position, a position paying a salary of 
$1,200 a year, or something of that kind?—A. Well, the first, sir, $60 monthly 
is the minimum, in the first grade, to $900 annually; then the second grade is 
$1,020 to $1,260, I think, or $1,320.

Q. In view of the fact, though, that all promotions under the principle of 
this Act are supposed to come from the lower grades to the higher, would not 
you be precluding the people of Canada, who are non-residents of the City of 
Ottawa, from getting into the Civil Service?—A. As I say, the positions to be 
decided that should not be advertised Dominion-wide would be positions that 
would be determined by the Commission in consultation with the Departments.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. By the Commission in consultation with the Departments?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. It still would not remove the evil, would it?—A. I would not consider 

it an evil.
Mr. Chevrier: Make it a position the maximum of which shall not be 

over a certain sum.
Mr. Ernst: Personally, I know many many people in my own part of 

Canada who would be glad to come to Ottawa at $60 a month and who are 
thoroughly qualified, and I think they would feel they were deprived of their 
rights, if they did not have an opportunity of applying.

The Chairman: There is a general feeling throughout the country that 
the Civil Service is confined to the City of Ottawa.

The Witness: I think we can dispel that assertion.
The Chairman : I only mention it to show you the effect it would have.
Mr. Vallance: W e have them here to-day from every province in Canada; 

but if this power were given to the Commission would it be possible for us 
to secure the same number that we have now?

The Witness: Well, as a matter of fact, I think there are mighty few 
coming to Ottawa at those lower salaries.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Mr. Vallance: Well, we have some who have ambitions to get into the 
Public service.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You remember the case of the museum helper, the salary was only $700 

°r $800 for the position, and it was advertised all over Canada, and I have 
forgotten now at what cost it was to the Commission to advertise, and then 
finally no one from outside here wanted it.

The Witness: Yes. If the Committee feels like adopting the amendment, 
it could be made so as to apply to the first grade, that is, to a certain stipulated 
Maximum salary.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. After all, what is the difference in the cost of advertising locally and 

the cost of advertising all over, is it not a matter of printing ? • W ell, it
costs a good deal more to advertise a position generally throughout the Dominion, becausegwe have to publish it in the Canada Gazette; we have a regular mailing 
list, and we have to give it as wide publicity as possible. It cost quite a bit 
more.

By Mr. Vallance: , , ,,
Q. Do you not think you would have a regular barrage from the returned 

soldiers’ organizations alone, if this Committee made any such suggestion as 
that?—A. All I have to go by is judging by the amount of damour that is 
Raised as the result of the evidence that was given on this point before the Malcolm Committee and the recommendation in favour of ths, a d ha- e not 
heard a complaint from the returned soldiers about that recommendation.

Mr. Bowman : It was not adopted.
Mr. Ernst: No, it was not adopted.
The Witness: No, but the returned soldiers were heard.
Mr. Vallance: The representations that are being made to those of us 

who are charged with the responsibility of sitting on this Committee, by that one 
group of citizens alone, would never permit me, as a member of the Commit- 
tee, to allow that thing to go through. I could not go back and face the 
^turned men in my constituency.

The Chairman: That is something, gentlemen, we will have to discuss on 
lts merits.

The Witness: As I intimated before I started, these are just suggestions. 
, The Chairman : That is what we want—your suggestions. We want to 
ave them irrespective of their popularity.

Mr. Bowman : Let us have some unpopular ones. Proba > } there may be 
s°me merit in them.
. The Chairman: I decided there were so many lawyers on this Commit- 
ee that they would drag out the unpopular ones.
, Q. What is the next one, Doctor?-A. Amend section 33 (1) so no person 

?all, without the authority of the Governor-in-Council, be admitted to any 
lamination unless he has been a resident of Canada for at least five years. 

You will notice, gentlemen, that the present Act provides for a residence 
three years.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Extending it to 5 years rather 

ace with the Naturalization Act.
«322-4J

than 3?—A. It will harmonize in the first

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Amend section 19 as amended, by adding the following words: 
and any person appointed under this section shall not be again appointed 
except with the approval of the Civil Service Commission until a period 
of 30 days has elapsed from the date of the termination of the last em
ployment.

Mr. Bland: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, that should be section 39.
The Chairman: That is the section that reads: “When employees are 

required on short notice for emergency work outside the City of Ottawa,” is that 
the one?

The Witness: Yes, that is the one.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I suppose what you have in mind here is where a man is kept on in 

what is called emergency work, shifting from position to position?—A. That is 
one reason, but another is this, that -when the 30 days are up they lay him off 
for a day and then take him on again fresh for another 30 days in the same 
position.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you mind reading again that amendment that you proposed? 

—A. It reads:
and any person appointed under this section shall not be again appointed 
except with the approval of the Civil Service Commission, until a period 
of 30 days has elapsed from the date of the termination of the last em
ployment.

Q. That would mean that when the 30-day period now provided for in the 
Act has expired, the appointed man can be re-appointed for a period of 30 days 
without the approval of the Commission?—A. That is it.

Q. That is what I say, a man can be re-appointed for a period of 30 days.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Of course, it would not give other people a chance to get in; you would 

have to advertise again?—A. Well, Mr. Chevrier, the reason we are recommend
ing this is: at the present time, in cases of emergency, the Departments have the 
privilege of putting a man on for 30 days, without coming to the Commission 
at all, but if they want to continue that man in the position beyond 30 days then 
they have to get the Civil Service certificate, and if they do not come to us they 
lay him off for one day and take him on again.

Q. If it was a question of emergency—and I do not want to argue it now-' 
and they put him on for 30 days, then they would have to drop him for another 
30 days before he could be re-appointed, and the emergency still exists, so that 
they would have to take on another man?—A. They could get our certificate 
and continue him beyond 30 days. We do that now as a matter of practice.

Q. But, don’t you see, he would have to stay off for 30 days?—A. Of course, 
this may not be properly worded, but you see our object.

The Chairman: The amendment reads “except with the approval of the 
Civil Service Commission.” With the Commission’s approval they can do it.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Do you mean to say he could stay there for a year without your ap' 

proval?—A. We do not know how long they stay there, because they do not 
advise us.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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By Mr. Vallance:
Q. With the amendment suggested, which you wish brought into force, do 

you say that you then, as a Commissioner, would have the power to keep an 
individual on indefinitely?—A. We would not keep a man on indefinitely.

Q. No, but you would have the power to do it?—A. In other words, the 
department have the responsibility of continuing that position.

Q. That may be subject to your approval. However, as Mr. Chevrier says, 
We won’t argue it now.

By the Chairman:
Q. The next, Doctor?—A. It has been suggested to us, by one department in 

Particular,—the Trade and Commerce Department—that we should have a 
iittle more elasticity in our holiday leave for their representatives in countries 
where climatic conditions are such that they require more than the three months, 
and if you read that section 46 (1) :

and may grant to each officer, clerk or other employee who has been 
less than one year in the service, leave of absence at the rate of one 
and one-half days for each completed month of continuous service prior 
to the commencement of the fiscal year; provided that trade commis
sioner or other officers in tropical countries may be granted a yearly 
leave of absence for a period not exceeding one calendar month in any 
one fiscal year if they have had at least one year in the Service.

The first part of this amendment is covered by an Order in Council passed 
ln May, 1919, but it should be incorporated in the Act; the second part is a 
^commendation of the Department of Trade and Commerce.

Mr. Chevrier : I think it is a wise recommendation.
Mr. Ernst: The British Civil Service grants more extensive leave, that is,

ln tropical climates.
The Chairman: Yes, but after longer periods of service. 
The Witness: Based on their period of service.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is the next?—A. Amend section 51 to include such officials of the

1 --- JnvMi+ir mmiof-on r\f 4-"Uzxvv licit lb une ne au :—rx. ruucnu otouuu — ----- . .
apartment as may be delegated by the minister or deputy minister of the 
apartment to take the action in question, to be concurred in by the Deputy

Minister.
In other words, it has been intimated to us that, say, there is a survey 

Party out, and the chief of that party is in the field he may be away out in 
isolated portion of the country—at the present time, really he has not the 

Power of suspension, if any of his employees have done anything deserving of 
suspension; he must await the action of the deputy minister, but the deputy 
''^nts that privilege extended to such officer or officers as may be designated by 
,le deputy head. We say, however, to be concurred in by the deputy minister. 
M the present time the suspension is recommended by the deputy, but they 
Vant the power extended to their chief officials, certain chief o cia,ls, in such 
£ases as the illustration I have just mentioned, and we ha\e added to be 
occurred in by the deputy minister.”

, Q. What is the next?—A. Amend section 61 so as to provide for the approval 
the Governor in Council of matters affecting classification, salaries, etc., 

Uring the recess of the Senate and House of Commons.
I may say that this was provided in the Act of 1918, but was deleted in
-- • • - ~ • • « s\s\i-r ik.j. flrwprnnr in VvOUnci 1 hp.t.wppna. A may say mat mis was pi1J,1, ' “ iY" Governor in Council between

St revisi0n °I the statutes in , whatever to deal with such matters asUsions of Parliament has no power whatever to aea ^ w ^
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they have power at present to deal with similar matters in all other Depart
ments of the Government, and this is to restore the provision of the Act, which 
was in the 1918 Act and was deleted in the Revised Statutes of 1927.

Q. That is in relation to subsection 2 you are speaking?—A. Yes. It really 
involves the whole section.

Mr. Chevrier: I understand that the officers of the House want to be heard 
on certain points. Does that come from the Commission or is that a repre
sentation made to you?

The Witness: We have had cases come up.
Mr. Chevrier: It has come up anyway.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is it you suggest?—A. Under the 1918 Act, between the sessions of 

Parliament, the Governor in Council had the privilege and power of dealing 
with those matters.

Q. Haven’t they now?—A. They haven’t now, in connection with the 
members of the House of Commons—

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You mean the members of the staff?—A. Yes, the members of the staff-
Q. Not the members of Parliament?—A. No, no.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is not the power under the Act:

With respect to the officers, clerks and employees of the Library of 
Parliament, and to such other officers, clerks and employees as are under 
the joint control of both Houses of Parliament, such action shall be taken 
by both Houses of Parliament by resolution, or if such action is required 
during the recess of Parliament, by the Governor in Council, subject to 
ratification by the Senate, House of Commons, or both Houses, as the 
case may be, at the next ensuing session.

I do not get the point of the amendment.
Mr. Variance: By resolution of both Houses.
The Chairman: It can be done by the Governor in Council during the 

recess. All I am trying to do is to try and appreciate the suggested amend
ment and I cannot get it in my head.

Mr. Vallance: It does not mention House of Commons and Senate.
The Chairman: “ and to such other officers, clerks and employees as are 

under the joint control of both Houses of Parliament.” Surely that applies?
The Witness: I see on closer reading that the first section states:— 

and wherever any action is authorized or directed to be taken by the 
Governor in Council or by order in council, such action with respect 
to such officers, clerks and employees of the Senate or the House of 
Commons, shall be taken by the Senate or the House of Commons, as the 
case may be, by resolution.

Well, now, except in connection with the Library, the Governor in Council 
has no present authority in connection with the officers of the two Houses of 
Parliament.

Q. You want section 61 (1) amended so as to provide similar powers to be 
exercised by the Governor in Council as are now exercisable under subsection 2 
with respect to the employees of the Library?—A. Yes. Well, now, these were 
the puncipal suggested amendments that the Commissioners had decided upon 
but if you will pardon me I would like to make a suggestion that I think is, 1° 
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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fairness to the Commission, necessary. It does not involve any Act of Par
liament, but a recommendation from this Committee would probably carry out 
what I consider is only fair.

As you know, gentlemen, at the present time the Commission is an 
independent body and is not a part of any Department, of any Minister. By 
practice the Secretary of State handles our estimates in the House, and he is 
the officer through whom we report to Council, but he has no statutory 
authority over us ât all. Therefore, no matter what charges are made in the House 
of Commons against the Commission, there is no Minister of the Crown who 
looks upon it as his business to get up and defend the Commission as he 
Would, if it was a portion of his own Department If you vill pardon me 
relating a conversation I had with the ex-Prime Mims er-in discussing this 
matter with the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie King—I told him that in fairness to the 
Commission I thought there should be some Minister of his delegated for the 
express purpose, that is, including this purpose, of replying to whatever accusa
tions are made against the Commission, that he would make it his business to 
Present to Parliament the Commission’s side of the case, otherwise there would 
go out to the country a one-sided presentation with nobody m the House, or no 
Minister of the Crown, presenting the Commission s side of t m case a a .

In the days of the Union Government, the Hon. Mr. MacLean the present 
Judge MacLean, of the Exchequer Court, was delegated by Sir Robert Borden 
for this express purpose. He, in fact, was called the father of this Act, and by way 
of illustration I maï tell you that on one occasion one of the members rose in Par
liament and made a very strong attack upon the Commission, made very serious 
accusations against them. Now, if that had been allowed to go to the country un- 
challenged, it would have placed the Commission m a veiy , P 1 l?n'
Mr. MacLean came down next day, sat in at our B°ard meet ng^ ^ere our fi es 
were available, took the Hansard and went over it item by item got his brief 
ready and presented it to Parliament in such a judicial manner in accordance 
with his well-known qualifications—and placed the Commission m such a 
favourable light, that his presentation won encomums fiom all pai ties in the 
House. Even the gentleman who made the attack came ox er and co igi atulated 
him. Since that time we have had no Minister, and m conversation with the 
ex-Prime Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, he said I ^ink « a god sugges
tion. He even went so far as to ask me which one of his Ministers I thought 
the best man for the position. I told him any man who was in sympathy with 
the service and who would make it his business to get up and present the 
Commission’s side of the case. As the result of that he did name t ie Hon Mr. 
Robb. Mr. Robb at the time was Minister of Immigration and in talking 
about Mr Robb, I said Mr. Robb would be an excellent gentleman, if he would 
just interest himself in the matter. Unfortunately for the Commissiorq he was 
transferred to the Finance Department, and it was impossible for him to act, 
and we have had no minister delegated for this purpose.

I think the members of this Committee will see the force of t e argument, 
that it is not quite right to have attacks made, especially attacks without com- 
Plete information, and in justice to the Commission I 1 • • , c,a
;Vl$e step to have whoever is Prime Minister delegate one of his ministers who 
s sympathetically inclined to the Commission, to the merit system, and wants it 

parried out in all perfection, if it can be done. I think it would be wise to have 
Pat procedure adopted.

By Mr. Chevrier:
_ Q. I am quite satisfied with that idea, Dr. Roche, but the qUest10n is to 
what extent would that encourage—I am not using the word in any offensive way 
^the non-responsibility of the Commission, because the Commission to-day is 
resPonsible to nobody?—A. We are responsible to Parliament.

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. But there is no minister to whom it is responsible. Just how far would 
you grant that power to this minister, just to defend you, to take up cases of 
attack? I am quite in sympathy with your idea, but you would have to limit 
it to something or else go the whole way.

By the Chairman:
Q. In view of the fact that we have a responsible system of government, 

any utterance made by a minister is regarded by the public as defending 
something which is his own responsibility, and you ask him to defend some
thing over which he has no control, in so far as the public is concerned he 
would be taking responsibility for some matter in respect to which he had no 
power to exercise any discretion or jurisdiction?—A. Well, it was because of the 
Commission being an independent Commission that I did not introduce it as 
a statutory recommendation, but I did think that having had the procedure 
adopted by one government, and no outcry against it—in fact it was proved 
that it would be only fair to the Commission—the minister does not necessarily 
have to go out of his way to defend the Commission, all he has to do is to present 
the Commission’s side of the case.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I have no doubt but that if the Commission is attacked in the House, 

you can find lots of doughty champions, provided you can give them a worthy 
cause. I do not think it should be restricted to a minister. There are lots of 
members who would act as spokesmen for the Commission, many members who 
are in sympathy with a Civil Service Commission?—A. On that point, sup
posing a member of parliament gets up and makes a severe onslaught on the 
Commission and the Commission approaches another member of Parliament to 
get up and present their side of the case, at once we would be accused of playing 
politics undoubtedly; but there is this about it—and you had an example in the 
House the other day—a certain member of Parliament—and we always like to 
see them get down to specific details, but as long as they deal in generalities, or 
in the abstract, they will be replied to in the same vein. However, when they 
say here is an illustration of a certain appointment, well, members of Parliament 
who come to the Commission for information will be furnished with that infor
mation.

By the Chairman:
Q. That is a change of policy on the part of the Commission in the last 

two years?—A. I said the members of Parliament are welcome to whatever 
information we have.

Q. Was there not an instance, within the last two years, in which a member 
requested access to a file in connection with a young lady who had been taken 
over temporarily from a non-revenue post office and the Commission refused 
the member access to that file and the member had to publish an order for 
return on the order paper and have it passed by the House to get access to the 
file?—A. I know what you are referring to. You are speaking of between 
sessions, when members come down and ask for a file.

Q. No, that was during a session?—A. Even during a session, it is possible 
for a member to get it in the ordinary way, but if any member of Parliament 
comes down and asks for information, while possibly we will not hand over the 
file to him; at any rate, we will give him the information he is seeking.

Q. How else is he to get the information? Dr. Roche was making a point 
here that information was available to all members of Parliament at any time- 
I say there must have been a change of policy on the part of the Commission 
within the last two years?—A. Well, I think that the gentleman who was seeking 
that information got it.

The Chairman: Why, of course, by order of the House.
IHon. W. J. Roche.]
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By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Let me ask a question. How many Acts of Parliament that you know of 

are under the administration of a Commission who are not represented in the 
House by a minister? You have the responsibility of administering the Civil 
Service Act, have you not?—A. Yes.

Q. Well, now, there is the Board of Railway Commissioners who are respon
sible for the administration of the Railway Act. They have access to the 
House through the Minister of Railways. We have the Grain Commission that 
has access to the House through the Minister of Trade and Commerce. Are 
there any Commissions in operation to-day in Canada, outside of join own 
Commission, who have not speaking for them on the floor of the House a 
Responsible minister of the Crown?—A. I think the Civil service Commission 
ls the only one.

Mr. Chevrier: That is because it is placed on a different footing altogether. 
H is because the Commission was supposed to be absolutely independent.

Mr. Ernst: Non-partisan.
Mr. Vallance: They are all that.
The Witness: I do not think it would destroy the independence of the Com

mission to have a minister of the Crown get up and present their side of the case.
Mr Chevrier: It is a question of how far you would go, and a question of 

responsibüity The Commission has been very very jealous of its responsibility and' if you pYut a minister in charge you are, to a certain extent, Rawing away 
from the responsibility of the Civil Service Commission—just to at e. tent, I 
am not prepared to say.

Mr. Ernst: It opens the door to a certain measure of domination by a
minister.
, The Witness: You surely would not prefer the present system, namely, of 
mving accusations made, not founded on fact, and seeing them go out to the 
c°Untry without the Commission being defended.
. Mr. Chevrier: There may be some remedy. Surely they ought not to be 

in that way.
Mr. Vallance: Mr. Chairman, if Dr. Roche is about through, I would like 

? suggest that because of the importance of the position held by Dr. Roche and 
because of the importance of the information that he has given us, that the 

, °nimittee should have the privilege of perusing the evidence given by him 
.more we attempt to investigate or even discuss what he has suggested. He has 

5;1V(m us such a volume of information that it is utterly impossible for the Com- 
Ttee to take it all down and follow it intelligently, and I think if we could have 

j-^Py of his evidence we would be in a much better position to discuss the 
1 er®nt matters with Dr. Roche, or any of the Commissioners.
. The Chairman: Mr. Vallance, I did not understand it to be the intention 

:, Urn Committee not to hear from the Civil Service C ommis^ioners again. ( ur 
was merely to have them outline to us generally what the situation was and 

hat amendments they would suggest, then I thought the Commi tee might go 
o "Th some other matters if they so desired, and that at any ime 1 e Civil
,eryice Commissioners, or any of them, were asked they wou e g ai o come
lfack- or the Committee would be glad to have them back on their own request, 

Matters developed before the Committee to which they desired to make reply 
Nervation. rTT T

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. One member of the committee, Dr. Roche, has asked me to deal with 

section 19. It reads :—
Save as otherwise provided in this Act or in any regulation made here

under, neither the Governor in Council nor any minister, officer of the 
Crown, board or commission, shall have power to appoint or promote any 
employee to a position in the Civil Service.

I think the member desired to know if the Commission suggested any amend
ment of any kind in connection with that section.

Mr. Laurin : Or if he has received any suggestion about that section?

By the Chairman:
Q. Or if the Commission has received any suggestion as to amendment of 

that clause?—A. No, I do not think so. It is not amongst those that the Com
missioners have discussed and I do not know that any representations have been 
made to the Commission.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Is it the intention of the Commission to submit an amendment to this 

clause?—A. We have not thus far considered it at all.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Has there been any suggestion that this clause 19 should be made wider? 

—A. Not to us, not to the Commission.

By the Chairman:
Q. Are there any other suggestions, Dr. Roche, of your own?—A. Well, 

there is what, in my opinion, is quite an important suggestion. By way of 
illustration,—the appointment of rural postmasters. The Post Office Inspector 
visits the locality, having notified all the applicants he would be there on a 
certain day. He gives them an oral interview, fills out a questionnaire, makes 
the report through his superior officer, the district superintendent; that report 
goes into the Post Office Department and the Post Office Department, sooner or 
later, sends it to the Civil Service Commission for action. The original procedure 
was that the Post Office Inspector sent in his report direct to the Commission- 
As a matter of fact, whenever there was a vacancy, the Commission used to 
advertise the position, but, because of representations made to the Commission 
by the Post Office Department, they thought it would shorten up the delays and 
recommended that they themselves, the Department, would, as soon as a postiion 
would become vacant, advertise it and have the report sent in to the Department- 
As a matter of fact, our experience is that there have been more delays; far> 
far more delays by reason of the present procedure than under the previous 
procedure, and while it does not entail anything except procedure—it does not 
require any amendment to the Act—I would bring to this Committee the con' 
sidération of reverting to the former practice, that is. letting the Department 
advertise the position. We believe that would shorten up the delays. They do 
not have to notify us as to the vacancy, but let the district superintendent send 
in his report to the Commission, sending a copy of the report to the Department- 
That ought to meet all legitimate ends of both the Commission and the Depart' 
ment for this reason: the Department will have time to make any comments, 
any representations they desire upon their officers’ report, but, as it is 3 
present, it is being abused. I can relate instances where delays in the repor 
of the district superintendent in reaching us have extended as long as six, eigD’ 
ten and twelve months. In the meantime, the Commission is blamed for the 
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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delay and the candidates are awaiting notification saying: “We have applied 
for this position months ago but have not heard from the Commission, what kind 
of Commission is this anyhow?” We are standing the brunt, and all the while 
the district superintendent's report is lying in abeyance in the Department, and 
has been for months. I don’t think that is good administration.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you a large number of complaints like that, Doctor?—A. Yes, 

Quite a number of complaints.Q. That is what you are referring to there in your report?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. According to your experience, has it lasted for many years?-A. Yes, it 

has lasted for quite a few years.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The system at the present time leaves it pretty well up to the lnsPector, 

does it not?—A Well of course the inspector has not anything to do with the 
holding of the report. The report is generally held in the> Deconcern^ 

Q. I mean, the inspector is sent out to investigate the position of the
different applicants, to look them over?—A. oh>/es; , ,, QrmnmtmPnt?_A

Q And his report really settles, pretty well settles the appointment A. 
Well of course under the Act as at present the Commission has the authority 

, oi course, rinnqrtment for its own purposes, and he
commandeering any officer of any Department i i interview He

!s our officer for that purpose. He goes out and makes the oral interview He
has a standard form of questions, and he has, as well,
him, and he has the sworn statements of the applicants setting th t eir whole 
history, their experience, their education, their rating in accordance with merit 
and the inspector certifies that these ratings have been gn en solely on merit and 
without regard to favoritism, either personal or political. . ,, ,

Q. Quite true, but after all it is up to the individual judgment of that 
Ulspector to sav how he should be placed on the list m accordance with his 
Particular viewpoint.—A. Well, it has to be someone and he is our office^ and 
oftentimes in our examinations in Ottawa here we have to take our officer s 
^commendation when they examine a man. He is our officer. 1 addition I 
tolght say that that inspector places them in order of mer t from a post office 
standpoint. It does not necessarily mean that the man placed at the head of 
[he list is going to get the position because, as a matter of fact, the person who 
has headed the list, from a post office standpoint, may be ^ civilian, whereas 
[here is a returned soldier rated below that person, perhaps fourth or fifth, he 
[as the required qualifications and, therefore, under the Act is entitled to go to 

head of the list.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. And the greater his disability the greater his chances are.—A. Aes^
Q- What you are objecting to, Doctor, is that once you sene tuat officer 
to investigate the candidates for a certain position, in spi e o re fact that 
say he is your officer, he does not report to you but rePor,b 0 16 Départ

ant and then the Department sends the report to you? What you are object
as to is the fact that the Department have been holding up those reports. A.

By Mr. Chevrier:
him Pi Cannot you force him to make his report to you?—A. Well, I don’t 

" how we can force them.
th That has been discussed may a time?—A. Yes.

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Any other suggestions, Dr. Roche?—A. There is another suggestion, 

Mr. Chevrier will remember that I made at the time of the Malcolm Commit
tee Report, which I think was not adopted, although pretty nearly, and it is 
this: that where a postmaster, for instance, dies, his widow has been, while he 
was alive, his assistant. The two have had the post office for years.

Q. This is in non-revenue post offices?—A. No, this is revenue post offices, 
and when, of course, the vacancy occurs the whole community, perhaps, are in 
favour of the widow succeeding that man. I am just indicating the widow by 
way of illustration ; it may be another person who has been the assistant in 
that office who has no connection with the family; but he or she has had the 
experience. Unfortunately they are not civil servants under the interpretation 
of the Act. They were appointed by the postmaster and were paid by him and, 
therefore, they cannot be promoted. We have had numerous instances where 
the whole community were opposed to us advertising that position, and a 
returned soldier came in and replaced the person whom, on compassionate 
grounds, the whole community wanted, and who also had the experience. It 
is worthy of consideration by this Committee. It is something that personally 
I have been in favour of for quite a few years, and it was .recommended to the 
Malcolm Committee.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Are you still ready to recommend it?—A. I am, yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What amendment could you draft which would meet such a situation? 

—A. Amend the Act to give power to promote an assistant postmaster without 
competition.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Which would, of course, be entirely contrary to the provisions of the Act, 

as it is at the present time?—A. It would, in this particular instance.
By Mr. Vallance:

Q. Suppose, for instance, a postmaster is contemplating retirement, we will 
say for any reason or any cause, and he says, “ Well, I have a young brother, 
or someone else, who I would like to see get this post office, why cannot I take 
him on for a period of time and get him acquainted with the work of the office, 
and because of the new section of the Act he will automatically move into the 
postmastership?”—A. I think that could be guarded against. I do not think 
we would allow any case that would be a glaring case like that to come under 
the interpretation of the proposed amendment.

By Mr. Woodsworth:
Q. Could not some different system of examination be devised? I can 

well imagine a widow who is a very efficient postmistress who might not, in 
middle life, be prepared to qualify by means of written examination.

Mr. Ernst : They do not write examinations anyway.

By Mr. Woodsworth:
Q. Would it be simply an oral examination?—A. Given by the inspector 

as at present.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. It would involve doing away with returned soldiers’ preference to meet 
certain compassionate cases?—A. Not entirely on compassionate grounds, but 
on the ground of post office experience as well.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. It would, however, be impossible to lay down a rule which would apply 

to the cases which vou have in mind, that is, in other words, each case would 
have to be dealt with on its merits?—A. Each case would have to be dealt with 
on its merits, and only after the inspector would report that the person was 
qualified, and, of course, they won’t have any difficulty about that. The chances 
are she has been a capable postmistress, she has been doing the work although 
her husband was nominally the postmaster. She was well qualified.

Q. What ever amendment would be appropriate, it would mean that, 
after all, the final judgment would be up to the Commission as to whether or 
not the appointment would be filled in the way you suggest. A. Yes, and 
then you could put a time limit, as the Post Office Act to-day does, as the Civil 
Service Act does. Since the Malcolm Committee reported, the Post Office 
Department has introduced an amendment to the Act providing that where a 
staff office is being converted into a city office those who have been on that staff 
office, notwithstanding they were appointed by the postmaster, and notwith
standing they may have passed beyond the age limit, are made eligible for 
transfer, without competition, to the city office staff, if they have put in two 
years, one year of which must have been in that office, it they have had two 
years’ service in the post office.

The Chairman : The Commission now has the discretion under section 23 
°f the Act, in the cases just outlined by Dr. Roche.

Mr. Bowman: Yes, I can understand that all right. I can quite appreciate 
the advisability of some section there, but I am afraid an amendment, such as 
suggested, is really throwing it pretty wide open.

The Witness: It would have to be drafted very carefully.
Mr. Ernst: It would have to be applied more carefully.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Take in Western Canada, we have many post offices that are in, prob

ably, the general store, and in that general store there are piobably six or seven 
People wmrking and all of them, at some time or other, may be assisting in the 
Post office.—A. This would apply to the sworn assistant. I here is in every office
a sworn assistant. , ., .

Q. So he would be the only individual then w’ho wrould come under this 
Proposition?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:Q. Any other suggestions, Doctor?—A. I think not, just at present.
The Chairman : Are there any questions that any members of the Com

mittee W'ould like to ask Dr. Roche, on this occasion.
Mr. Chevrier: Not at present. Following up what Mi. ^ allance said a 

moment ago, I would want to read the evidence over and see the effect of the sug- 
gested amendments. That was the practice I thought wre had adopted.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I would like to ask a question just as to the system, in order that I may
the system more clearly in my own head. A. ou have rat ici an intricate 

sy$tem of weights in determining "the qualifications? A. Are you referring to 
c°topetition? . ,
j. Q- Yes. Suppose you advertise a position—I haven t any particular posi- 

in mind—and you have 10 applicants, could you tell the Committee just 
'hat gauges you use in measuring the qualifications of those applicants?—A. 
j efij now, take the case of promotions as an instance here, promotions are 
ar§efy in the hands of the deputy minister.

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. I am thinking of appointments rather than of promotions?—A. Well, in 
the case of promotions there are weights given, first seniority, according to their 
length of service in the Department there is a weight of 2 attaching to that; then 
there is efficiency in their present position, to which there is a weight of 3 given, 
and the third requisite is fitness for the new position, which also can only be 
determined by their superior officers and to which there is a weight of 5; 2, 3 and 
5; or 10 in all. Now, these are the weights that determine. That is an illustra
tion in connection with what we do —

Q. What about new appointments, let us say, to the Custom Service, as a 
Customs officer? Just describe what would be done by the Commission. You 
get your applications, what test would you put them through?—A. Well, there 
are certain tests applied where the salary is over $600. There is a written 
examination and there is an oral examination, and, if my memory serves me, 
there is a rating on education and experience of 3, and the weight for education 
and experience,—the relative weights are in conjunction with the oral interview 
3-7. Below $600, some collectors of customs are rated by oral interview and a 
rating on education and experience to which a similar weight is given.

By the Chairman:
Q. Just before you leave that, is it possible that a man who would obtain 

the highest mark on a written examination would be rated so much higher by 
the oral examiner, and get so much higher rating for education and experience, 
that a person who only ranked fifth, we will say, or sixth or tenth, on the
written examination might still be chosen for the position------ A. Where there
is a written examination,—of course there are some examinations which are 
entirely oral and a rating on education and experience, which 1 say is 3, and 
a weight of 3 given on education and experience and a weight of 7 to the 
oral; but in connection with the written examination there is a weight for 
an excise examiner, for instance, a weight of 6, sufficient knowledge of arithmetic, 
report making, office practice, good hand-writing, accuracy, ability to follow 
instructions ; there is the oral examination to which a weight of 4 is given. 
Now, this oral examination is given by a department officer, usually the dis
trict inspector or the collector of customs, and sometimes combined, and 
wherever there is an officer of the Commission sitting in with him, and a repre
sentative of the Legion wherever there are returned soldier applicants. They 
give the oral interview. Where we have no officer, we accept the report of 
the oral interview given by the department officer.

Q. Who gives the rating for education and experience?—A. The Com
mission.

Q. To come back to my question, Doctor, is it not a fact that in cases 
men who have obtained the highest mark on the written examination have 
not been appointed and someone who obtained a lesser mark has been appointed 
because the appointee obtained a higher weight on the oral examination and 
rating for education and experience?—A. That is quite possible and I have 
no doubt it has happened, yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. May I ask one supplementary question, Dr. Roche, and then I have 

finished. Do you have any character tests, or references, to determine whether 
a man is of good or bad character?—A. Yes. There is no person appointed 
to the public service who cannot satisfy the Commission as to his character 
and habits.

Q. Satisfy you how, by references?—A. By references, yes. As a rule 
they generally go to men who are outstanding in the community, including 
members of Parliament.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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0 I have discovered that—the members of Parliament supporting the 
government?—A. We don’t think they are confined to them at all. I may say 
this, that in the Civil Service Act of the United States there is a section debar
ring any Representative of Congress from making any recommendations on 
behalf of any candidate save and except for character and habits.

Q. The reason I am asking, in other positions you have the applicants 
.submit certain names as references. Do you make it a practice to communicate 
with those referees?-A. Yes, privately, telling them that whatever they have 
to state will be considered as confidential. We satisfy ourselves the same as a 
guarantee company would in bonding a man.

By the Chairman:
Q Can you understand, in view of that system which you have just out

lined how a man who was not a reputable character could secure an appoint
ment to the Civil Service?—A. Oh. I have no doubt whatever that in some in
stances it is not a difficult matter at all to get references as to character, but 
I do not think that kind of thing would be widespread.

Q. But if you investigated those references— —A. W e frequently do.
Q. I thought you said you always did?-A. We always investigate refer
eeThat isTyoif communicate or get in touch with the people who are named 

as references, so you in some way investigate in some cases. A. es, by 
Way of correspondence. And, of course, we ask for the names of three previous 
emplovers and we get in touch with those as well.

Q”. So that if I were to pick out one or two cases where people got appoint
ments who had been previously convicted of criminal offences or something 
of that kind, and I go to the files in the Civil Service Commission, I will find 
that the Civil Service Commission had communicated with the persons gn en 
as references, and that those persons either concealed from the Civi 1-JI'vlce 
Commission that they had knowledge of, or failed to disclose that there had been 
such previous convictions?—A. Well, in such cases, of course, there is this about 
jt; all appointments are probationary and if anything comes to light subsequently, 
during the probationary period, the Department have the privilege o 1 ejecting.

Q. That may be, but I am only staying with the point. A ou made the 
statement here that in cases of appointment their references were investigated 
. efpre they were appointed?—A. Well, investigated in the manner in w uch I 
mdicated, namely, that we would correspond with those clergymen, or members 
°f the town council or members of Parliament and ask them to fi m a certain 
Gestionnaire. , . P ...

Q. So that I say if I find, or there comes before this Committee, 
Gy cases in which appointments have been made, we can rely upon it that the 

of the Commission will disclose that there was inquiry of those referees. 
TyA. And the representations that we got from the references convinced us that 
eeir character and habits were all right. . , , at,,.

Q. In other words, the Commission were deceived by someone. A. That is 
Gite possible.
> Mr. Ernst: I have in mind a particular case that prompted my question. 
;jl° not want to mention any names—a case in which anappomtment was made 

a man who had given three references, one of whom had left the community 
>rs before, one of whom was dead, and the third did not know the appointee 
Gen by sight, but, within the last six months, the Commission issued a certificate 
t° that man. He was living under circumstances which rendered nm abhorrent 
j the community, and it had no particular significance, I can assure you, because 
h was put in the unhappy position of having to communicate with the Départ
it concerned; The Department, in turn, communicated with the Commission,

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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and the Commission then investigated his character and revoked the certificate 
and granted the appointment to another man. I am quite confident there could 
not have been any investigation of his character previously.

The Witness: As I say, this system is capable of being abused, as any 
system would be. You cannot get any system that is perfect. I might just 
state this, on the other hand, that we issued our certificate for a certain gentle
man who had been condemned to the penitentiary, unknown to us at the time, 
before he enlisted. He was let out, I think, on probation, for the express purpose 
of allowing him, at his request, to be enlisted. He had a good military record. 
He came back and took the Civil Service examination. He came out on our 
eligible list as successful and he was assigned to a position. We were then quite 
unaware of his previous conviction. Not long afterwards, the Minister of the 
Department concerned learned of this conviction and fired the man. Now, there 
was nobody more than the Civil Service Commission held up to bitter approbrium 
by the Toronto papers—because he was a man up in the western part of Ontario 
—“the cold blooded action of the Commission.” They were blaming us for dis
missing the man, and we had nothing whatever to do with it. The Department 
learned of his conviction and discharged the man; whereas, when it was explained 
to us, we felt that even although the man had been convicted of a certain crime, 
he had given service to the country, and why should the government, above all 
others, debar that man from earning an honest livelihood.

Mr. Ernst: That is a different case entirely.
The Chairman : I think we would all agree with you that the mere fact 

that a man had a previous conviction should not be a bar to his appointment 
as a civil servant. He ought to be given a chance to better himself.

Mr. Ernst: The point we are interested in is, is your system efficient, 
inasmuch as you have knowledge of these things, before you exercise your 
discretion and make your appointment?

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Before you answer that, do you suggest to an applicant to whom he 

should go for his references?—A. Assuredly not.
Q. Then you do not investigate the references given?—A. Before a ma11 

is made permanent, we communicate with at least three references and we get 
their private confidential opinion; and, sometimes, the opinion has not been 
favourable and we have not adopted the man as successful, we have not appointed 
him.

By Mr. Woodsworth:
Q. Why not do that before the appointment?—A. That is before the perm»' 

nent appointment.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Woodsworth means before any appointment.—A. You mean ip 

reference to temporary appointments?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Before issuing any certificate?—A. Our certificate is only issued,—a 

may be put on temporarily, he may be in that position temporarily for s>* 
months or a year, then he is recommended by the department for permanem 
appointment.

By Mr. Woodsworth:
Q. At the time he makes application, why not get in touch at that staged 

A. We do get in touch with them if they are successful at the examination.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In the case I have in mind, you issued a certificate. Why could not the 

investigation be made prior to granting the man that certificate?—A. Well, we 
had not issued our permanent certificate for that man and would not have done 
so, until we were satisfied as to his character.

Mr. Ernst: Why issue a certificate at all?
Mr. Chevrier: The issuing of a certificate confirms the man in the per

manent position. But I think the point is well taken by Mr. Ernst.
Q. Why not investigate the man before he is allowed to have a probationary 

trial?—A. Well, of course, you can find out after he has been declared successful.
Mr. Chevrier: Well, no, not exactly. The examination takes place and 

Trite a large number are successful. It would be quite a lot of trouble to go and 
mvestigate every person who has been successful, but, once a man has been 
declared successful, why not investigate his moral character and habits before 
he is even given the usual probationary trial?—A. Mr. Chevrier, candidly, 
as you will realize, I cannot speak with as much confidence as to the details 
°f these matters as our examiners can, and I am not at all sure that the very 
Practice you are suggesting is not followed out at the present time.

Q. That is the point Mr. Ernst makes.—A. If Mr. Ernst would privately 
Sive me that particular instance I would give him at least the reasons why the 
Certificate was issued to this man.

Mr. Ernst: I am quite willing to give the particular instance privately, 
and I would like to have the full particulars later.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Doctor, for a promotion, when you have a recommendation within the 

c‘ePartment, do you believe in the rating system?—A. Certainly, yes.
tj. Is it always fair to the employee?—A. 1 would say that, with an unfair 

°r Prejudiced chief, it is just possible not to be absolutely perfect. But the best 
6Vldence that it is working quite well is the fact that all the civil servants’ 
°^ganizations are in favour now of the maintenance of the promotional system 
as if at present exists.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You mean the present system of granting ratings?—A. Yes.

,, The Chairman : I wmuld like to make it clear, Doctor, now that you make 
, *at statement, that they go out and declare so publicy in their organizations— 
Ik they go around and see their member of Parliament, privately, and claim that 
j can get the benefits of promotion, only if they can obtain the help or the 

eiîce’ or> if you prefer, enough “push” from the member of the riding in which

Mr. Chevrier: That has been the practice quite generally, it is true. But 
,Je Principle of promotion is that it must be on merit. Then, as I understand it, 

(l e chief of the branch, or whoever is responsible for the minimum ratings^within 
n e Particular department, makes his ratings. It then goes to the Civil service 
> l,rnmission and, if there is anything on the surface of the recommendation, then 

oppose that when details have been attended to, the Civil Service Commission 
Pproves the promotion. Now that was threshed out at the last Committee. 1 
Member asking Commissioner LaRochelle about it. He said, \ ell, if we get 

hi '^plaint, if somebody brings to our attention that so and so has been rated 
1er than he should have been, or somebody is dissatisfied, and complains to 

e Commission that there is something wrong about this rating, if it is brought
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]49322^5
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to our attention, then we go into it. Unless something is brought to our atten
tion, we take it at its face value.” Now, my objection to that is that I feel there 
should be some further investigation by the Civil Service Commission. If the 
system is going to be retained with these ratings given then they should go into 
it, not take it blandly from the department with a mere cursory investigation 
to show that it is satisfactory. I have cases where the departmental recommenda
tion was unjust, and after this Committee had looked into it they did not blame 
the Civil Service Commission very much.

The Chairman: Do you want an expression of opinion from Dr. Roche 
on that?

Mr. Chevrier: Yes, I think so.
Hon. Mr. Roche: The complaints that the members of Parliament get, as 

referred to by the Chairman, I have no doubt would be allied with the com
plaints of disappointed candidates, those who have sent in applications for pro
motion and did not succeed. Our experience is that those who put up the biggest 
squeal are generally the most inferior employees. Upon the whole, the system 
has been working acceptably. We put these people on their honour, they are on 
record, it is a proper record, of making promotions, so the deputy minister could 
not step in and say there is someone I am going to promote, and he could not 
take anybody else into consideration at all with the result that a certain indi
vidual might be promoted and that would not be fair to the others. Now it is 
advertised in the department as a promotion, as a departmental promotion, and 
the chief of the branch must go on record certifying that he is giving these rat
ings purely on merit. We must depend upon the investigator and on the whole 
I think, to give the officers justice, they have done very good work.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Of course, Doctor, your system itself precludes, or almost precludes, I 

would say, any rival competitor from making any complaint. Because, after 
all, he has to get the approval of his deputy minister before he does get a pro' 
motion and due to this, that he has to get the approval of his deputy minister 
and if he is making complaints on the success of some rival in a previous com
pétition his chances for ultimate promotion certainly would not be very bright? 
—A. Would not that argument apply just as fairly, if promotions were left 
entirely in the hands of the departments?

Q. Quite true. The point before the Committee is which is better at the 
present time?—A. The way I look upon it is, that in the multitude of prom0' 
tions that have been made there have been so comparatively few objections take11 
that I think the system is working admirably.

Mr. Chevrier: In order to meet that objection, how would you, 
Bowman, suggest that promotions be made?

Mr. Bowman: 
Mr. Chevrier: 

system.
Mr. Bowman: 
Mr. Vallance:

I am not in a position to suggest that at the present tim6' 
If there is a better system, I am in favour of the better

That is what this Committee is appointed for.
I think that is the very reason why you have your depu*' 

ministers recommending promotions.
The Chairman : Excuse me, gentlemen think we had better discuss tb1®

later on. Any other suggestions of this kind had better be left over too. ' 

think there are some, but I would like to ask that they stand over till a latc 
date. Thank you very much, Dr. Roche. , 6

Gentlemen, Mr. Sanderson, the member for South Perth, is present for 1 j 
purpose of presenting a resolution to this Committee. With your permission 
will now call on him.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Mr. Sanderson : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen : I have been asked to 
Present to the Committee—and would like to have read into the evidence— 
a resolution which reads:

At a regularly and properly convened meeting of the Stratford Post 
of the Canadian Legion of the British Empire Service League held at the 
Loghrin Memorial Home, Stratford, on the 11th day of February, 1932, 
it was moved by F. Betts and seconded by G. M. Aunaud and unanimously 
carried; that this branch approves of the preference granted to ex-service 
men under The Civil Service Act and is opposed to any modification in 
the preference as it now stands, unless such modification be of a nature 
to increase and broaden the preference granted to ex-service men under 
the said Act.

C. Bradley,
President,

Peter K. Ingle,
Secretary,

Branch No. 8, Canadian Legion, B.E.S.L., Stratford, Ont.

Mr. Vallance: I think, Mr. Chairman, that others of us on this Commit
tee could present quite a few of these resolutions from similar organizations in 
°Ur riding should they be desired. ... ,, „

Tim Chairman : Just before we adjoum-Dr.

be available for you in the morning. . o
Mr. Ernst: We can have it when—to-morrow morning. 

vr The Chairman : I presume it will meet with your appro\ a o ave r. 
^acTavish come here to-morrow morning?

Mr. Chevrier: All right, I am satisfied. , .
. The Chairman: As Mr. Tremblay is here, I hope Mr. Tremblay will 
j°rgive me, but I mentioned calling Dr. MacTavish for the simple reason that 
j‘e met with a slight accident a few days ago and is to h«s e- He
<Cry anTUV° C°me hfer" and 1 Waotethat0hgeVwoîld not have to remain 
j mmg at the beginning of the session so that he^ ^ & fixed position_ He
^,Je longer than necessary, as he has to keep hi-

q6 here to-morrow at eleven o clock. were representative of,
î Some gentlemen came to see me this morning know whether
theyln.k ifc.was Canadian Postmasters’ Association. Imed ^ they are aU 

y are from Ottawa or out of town. (1 have jusu ,___ —-------Betitl, i i ,lke ro nave an opportunity ^“uemen from outside the city.) They wou t that we hear from
being heard before the Committee Woul(V °tions that desire to be heard, S, and any of the other Civil Service organizations,
mediately following the three commissioner- ^ megt with my approval, 

n, . Mr. Chevrier: In that case, yes. That mixed up. I thought we
I don’t think though that they should come as will not clutterïere going to hear from these civil servants in suen

tb® evidence. MonTavish and Mr. Tremblay
t0 The Chairman: We can take both Di- - with what the Chairman

iu»o* - — «*teir addine their own
Nervations.Ob,

*9322-
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Mr. Bowman: I think, Mr. Chairman, it should be publicly understood 
that we are not ready, just now, to receive representations from any of these 
organizations. We are not in a position as yet to receive them. We are going 
to have our record cluttered up and we won't know where we are at. This is 
rather a colossal undertaking and I think we should proceed in some orderly way.

Mr. Chevrier: I agree, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Vallance: Should it not be publicly announced that the Committee 

is prepared to meet all delegations and that they immediately send in their 
intimation that they wish to be heard? Then we will indicate the time they 
should be here.

The Chairman : Will the Press be good enough to announce to the public 
that we will next hear from Dr. MacTavish and Mr. Tremblay of the Com
mission and that if any Civil Service organization, desirous of being heard, 
which has not already communicated with the Chairman or some member of 
the Committee, would be good enough to do so, the Committee, at a subsequent 
date, will intimate that it will hear their representations.

Mr. Chevrier: It is understood that we are not going to pay witness fees 
or travelling expenses of everyone who wants to come before this Committee.

The Chairman: Our financial obligations extend only to those persons 
whom we call here on subpoena.

Mr. Chevrier: If they want to be heard they are free to come at their 
own expense.

The Chairman: There is another matter I wish to bring to your attention. 
Mr. Woodsworth, a member of this Committee, by reason of the pressure of other 
business, has asked to be relieved, nominating in his stead, from the group which 
he represents, Mr. Maclnnis. I took the liberty of asking Mr. Maclnnis to com6 
here this morning, so that he might be cognizant of everything that went on fron1 
the commencement. I imagine the usual motion will be made in the Hous6 
authorizing the replacement of Mr. Woodsworth by Mr. Maclnnis.

If there is nothing more to come before the Committee, we will adjouP1 
until 11 o’clock to-morrow morning.

The committee adjourned until Wednesday, March 16th, at 11 a.m.



House of Commons,

March 16, 1932

The Select Special Committee to inquire into aPPoint“ent* to
control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada thTs’dav at 11 am 
administration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met tins daj at 11 a.m.,
Mr. Lawson presiding.

The Chairman: While we are waiting for the otiier members of the Com
mittee, gentlemen, there are a couple of formal matters I might take up.

I mav sav I have been receiving a good deal of correspondence with which 
I am not "bothering the BTrt

for a considerable amount of information from all deputy m s- hat 
request went out to all those who have rank equivalent to deputy mmisters one 
going to the President of the National Research Council. I have a reply from 
that officer, pointing out that all their appointments, and so forth, come under 
the Research Council Act, and are not within he Civil Service Act The pres 
ent informs us that the Council would be glad to supply us > n °r-
mation we request. As it has no relationto^heChvil S ,1 ^ h(?
X SS £ Mvm,fudgmennUsr that we do not require any

^formation from him at the moment.
Mr. Bowman: Unless something special arises.
The Chairman : Unless something special arises. 

v Will you make a note, Mr. McEvoy, to reply to the President of the 
National Research Council, informing him that the Committee accepts the 
Suggestion contained in his letter of March 15.

Then, there were some gentlemen here yesterday representing some post- 
waters’ association. Was that the Canadian Postmasters Association. I 
have a memorandum here informing me that they reque. tc l t c beard I 
îSk the Committee determined yesterday that at the proper time

I have another communication here, gentlemen from the Canadian Post- 
Jasters’ Association, written from Estevan, Saskatchewan. Pres&pec| a
^sire to be heard. I suppose I am at liberty to say that in due course the 
?°mmitee will be glad to hear from them. Then, gentlemen, I have a request 
f.roni the Toronto Pensioners’ Protective Association, vho desire to be heard. 
^Pparently they have considerable complaint about cmi ^rvice appointments 
rnd administration in connection with Christie Street Hosp1 a , * ( ()- -, ay
tVePly to them, informing them that in due course we s^al ,^e g1^ ^J°^der WJr plea? Then, I have a request from the Dominion Railway Çlerks I eder- 
JfW They say, “May we respectfully request that if it is so decided to call 

pUtside witnesses relative to your committee’s inquiry mto the ovd se a
Wresentative of our federation be called to present the wiewpo nt of our 
Janization ” I suppose it will be all right for me to reply and advise them we 
WJ1 be glad to hear in due course a representative of that civil service orgam- 
Zation.
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Mr. Chevrier: Which one is that?
The Chairman : It is the Dominion Railway Clerks’ Federation.
Now gentlemen, I have quite a number of letters here from individuals, 

who seem to feel they have grievances and complaints, some of whom allege 
they can give us some very interesting information as to the system which 
prevails. My own view is it would be rather a hopeless task for us to start 
off at this time to hear individual complaints. Would it meet with your 
suggestion, if I communicated with those people and told them the matter had 
been brought to the attention of the Committee and would be considered at a 
later date?

Mr. Ernst: What is the nature of the letters?
The Chairman : For example, I have an individual letter from a man who 

makes allegations that he was wrongfully treated in a dismissal, and he says, 
“ I can show you where this system is abused, if you give me the opportunity.”

Mr. Chevrier: Why not wait until we have disposed of the major part 
of this inquiry, and, in the meantime, these letters will accrue?

The Chairman : That is what I had in mind.
Mr. Chevrier: At a later date, we could probably have a sub-committee 

go through them and sort them out.
Mr. Ernst: I have a flock of those letters up in my room now.
The Chairman : In the meantime, we will not attempt to consider or deal 

with individual cases.
Mr. Ernst: No.
Mr. Bowman : As long as we do not let the public get the idea that this is a 

grievance committee.
The Chairman: Yes. The Committee has no desire to prevent any infor

mation being given, which may be useful to the Committee, no matter whom it 
may hit; but we cannot embark upon a program of looking into every individual 
complaint. I think that is all the routine matters, gentlemen.

Mr. Chevrier: Before you proceed with the evidence, Mr. Chairman, I 
should like to make a remark. Last evening, for about an hour and a half or 
so, I attempted to go through the matter filed with the Clerk of the Committee 
by the Civil Service Commission and by the deputy ministers. Some of the 
information contained therein is most valuable, but there is a stack of it. R 
is unfortunate that in making the reports, copies were not made. Some of 
them, of course, are fearfully large documents. It would not be proper to ask 
that time and money be spent in making copies of them; but there are others 
that are short, but none the less interesting, and I think that some means 
ought to be devised whereby we could have copies made of those. I suppose) 
if I went through the list and asked the Clerk to furnish me, at least with any 
that I should like to have, that some means could be devised whereby I could 
get that.

The Chairman : Oh, yes. As I advised the members of the Committee 
yesterday, the material is all in the hands of Mr. McEvoy, and any member 
desiring to look at it will find some very interesting information there.

Mr. Chevrier: It is so voluminous that one cannot very well spend the 
time in the Clerk’s room.

The Chairman : If any member of the Committee desires to take soin6 
-of that material to his own room, I would suggest he is at liberty to do so, 011 
giving a memorandum of receipt to the Clerk of the Committee as to what h6 
is taking. If any member of the Committee desires copies of any of tb® 
material, which is filed, I would be pleased if he would let me or the Clerk- 
know, and we shall furnish the necessary stenographic assistance to deal wR*1 
■the matter.
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Mr. Chevrier: That is all right; that satisfies me. There is some material 
there that I would not dare ask to have copied.

The Chairman: We might be able to have extracts of that.
Mr. Bowman : I think, however, that Mr. Chevrier’s suggestion is a good 

one. In future, when we ask for material, I would suggest when they are 
Preparing this material for us, that they prepare seven extra copies at the 
same time as they make the original. They might let us have extra copies, so 
that instead of the evidence being tied up in the hands of any one member of the 
Committee, there will be copies available for all.

Mr. Foran : We would be very glad to furnish seven extra copies of every
thing that we supplied here yesterday.

The Chairman: You see, Mr. Foran, the memorandum which Dr. Roche 
toad, is copied into the printed report.

Mr. Foran: We can furnish copies for each member of the Committee of 
the charts of the procedure in connection with examinations, and the organiza
tion charts.

The Chairman : Thanks very much.
Mr. Chevrier: It is probable, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Foran can furnish 

°opies of what has already been furnished, but I had in mind, for instance, 
those very large sheets showing—

Mr. Foran: We might have a duplicate copy, but not more than a dupli- 
Cate copy of those. We will have copies made of all the other material for 
each member of the Committee.

Mr. Bowman : If that could be borne in mind in preparing material in 
the future, it would help out very much.

Mr. Foran: We will do that.

Dr. Newton MacTavish, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. Dr. MacTavish, I presume you are familiar with the memorandum 

'rifich Dr. Roche submitted to the Committee yesterday morning, and with 
the suggestions which Dr. Roche made as to proposed amendments to the Act?

A. Yes; I am not as familiar as I would like to be, because ot my present 
affliction, but I think I am quite sufficiently familiar—
^ Q. Would you say------ A. I might say I had not the oppoi tumty of hearing
j r- Roche, but I perused newspaper reports of the documents to which you 
have referred.

have
to

' 'tJClICU. _

Q. Did you have an opportunity of reading this evidence. I suppose you 
1 not had the opportunity of reading it?—A. No, I just had this handed

toe now.
Q. Then, Dr. MacTavish, for the purpose of session tl^ ™ornmg.

would you be good enough to give us any statement that >oii might have m
£ünd as ïo the" working'of the Civil Service Commission the efficiency and 
benefit, or detriments of the present system; and, if are any of those
Rested amendments which Dr. Roche made with which you do not agree, 
let. us know; and if you have any additiona.1 ones which, i y } ndlA l ual
0Ptoion, would be beneficial to the Act, would you let us have them, and if
*fter you have had the opportunity of reading Dr. Roche s statement presented 
^sterday, you should care to add anything else, just let us know and we 
ÿall be glad to have you come back, at your convenience-A Yes. Would 

be in order, Mr. Chairman, for me, instead of presenting a memorandum, to
Utoke a verbal statement? m ,T _

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Yes, that is what we had in mind.—A. I mean, probably, a descriptive 
statement of my visualization, one might put it, of the Civil Service—

Q. Yes; that is what we would like to have.—A. —Act, and of the Com
mission by which it is administered. I would like to put it this way, if you 
will permit me, that the Civil Service Act, if you can conceive it—picture it-—is 
a huge machine which has ramifications all over the Dominion. I have heard 
it, and have seen it, described in newspapers once, as having tentacles reaching 
out all over. It has ramifications all over the country. It is a huge machine, 
if I might put it that way, this Act of Parliament, working under the Civil 
Service Commission. I merely use this manner of describing it, because I 
think you gentlemen might visualize it more clearly if I gave just a few 
minutes to it.

Now, we have that machine in operation like any other great machine, 
and it goes along just turning out men and women for positions; it has the 
process all the time of elimination—if you get the idea of elimination—

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. We were under the impression it was promotion.—A. That is after a 

man gets into the service.
Q. Elimination prior to employment?—A. Elimination. I am speaking 

now, sir, of elimination in the first process of appointment.

By the Chairman:
Q. Elimination of aspirants in order to get down to an irreducible minimum? 

—A. A good many people I know are all the time wondering how appointments 
are made.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. It is a survival of the fittest?—A. Survival of the fittest. It is a long 

process in that survival of the fittest, because the fittest have to be fitted 
throughout the country into the various ramifications of this machine.

Now, the Civil Service Commission itself has a staff of 140. I saw it, 
the other day in the press, mentioned as 250, and in another case 350, but 
we have about 140 to-day, and that group of individuals is keeping this 
machine going.

By the Chairman:
Q. Excuse me, Doctor. When you say you have a staff of 140, does that 

include temporary as well as permanent appointees?—A. That will be reduced 
when the temporaries are gone, to about 140, as far as we can tell now.

Q. That is, when the temporaries are gone. That means after March 31st, 
I presume, in view of the general order?—A. Yes.

Q. What is the number on the staff now, Doctor?—A. About 150 odd, 
I would say.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Roughly, what has been the maximum number?—A. Two hundred and 

seventy-two, years ago.
Q. What year did it reach that maximum?—A. I think that was in 1922, 

or 1921, somewhere along there, maybe 1923, but it was back in that period.
Q. Has it been gradually reduced since that time?—A. Generally speaking, 

yes. It has been up and down, but I think it is lower now. Mr. Foran, the 
secretary, when you hear him, will give you the exact figures. I think it is 
probably lower now than it has ever been and will be lower, I think.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. When this order goes into effect?—A. When this order goes into effect. 
Q. Prior to the time that the order went into effect, what was the number? 

A. Well, we have—I think it is 147 or 148, I don’t know—that is, temporary 
employees and all.

By the Chairman:
Q. One hundred and fifty odd?—A. One hundred and fifty odd.
Q. There will be 140 after March 31st?—A. Approximately, one or two 

lll°re or less.
Now, may I proceed, Mr. Chairman, to point out that in the making of 

appointments, one of the 'bases, I think it is the genius of the whole Civil 
^ervice Act, is that the department must be suited.

By Mr. Laurin:
■ Q. Must be what?—A. Must be suited. A great many people have the 
If»ea that an appointment to the Civil Service is final. The Civil Service Com
ission approves of appointments. A great many people think it is final; but 
a‘ter all, the genius of the whole thing is that the department where the man 
^°es> or the woman goes, must be suited. It must have the power to reject—

By Mr. Vallance:
y Q. You recommend, don't you, that they are acceptable to the department? 

011 make the appointment?—A. The word is, “approved”.
Q- You approve?—A. We approve and issue a certificate.

By the Chairman:
Q- It is a sort of probation?—A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Ernst:
: Q. May I ask a question? Do you approve of the power of rejection resid-
. S in the Department?—A. I do not see how it can reside any place else. It 

volves the question of dismissal, and I look forward to the time you have 
Cepted the recommendation of our Chairman—that list that Dr. Roche gave 

\v<u y65 ter day—and it will be a very fine thing if you gentlemen can devise a 
q. which would compel a department to put a man on trail. 1 think I can 
y we honestly say I don’t see one myself, but a number of you are gentlemen 

rs°d in the law, and if you succeed in doing that, it will be a great help.

By Mr. Bowman:
reaii^' T°u say, Doctor, that the final responsibility for the appointment is 

* £ with the department?—A. The final responsibility in accepting, yes ™
the

. Of
c0,, " "1W1 uie department/1— -tv ■LUC “U?V +herë is money involved, but 
*’ e’ requires first an order in counci , depends on the Department.

5TT « the f,Siti0vn’ 0f “Lnh'e system as It is as the present time, 
the In the practical working out of the system,o * — une pi civvivai vv ui jviii^, uuu ui vxaw ~ ,

rnal decision is up to the department?—A. A es.

'een
By Mr. Maclnnis: . .. ,

Q. Did I get you right, Dr. MacTavish, that at the present time you have 
,e 1 making appointments to the departments, but the departments have not 

accepting those appointments? .
^Ir. Ernst: It is scarcely appointments; it is really nominations.
The Chairman: Let us see if we cannot agree on the tenm

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. When your Commission nominates a man to go to a department to fill a 

position—
Mr. Chevrier: Selects.
Witness: Well, we approve. The word in our Commission is “approve,” 

we initially approve.
By the Chairman:

Q. When you approve a man to go to a department initially to fill a vacancy, 
do you make out some form of certificate?—A. A certificate.

Q. What do you call that certificate?—A. It is a certificate of employment- 
Q. It is not only a probationary certificate, or an initial certificate, or any

thing of that kind to distinguish it from some other certificate?—A. There is a 
good deal of material, literary material, on it which I cannot give you offhand; 
but it means that he is to report to the deputy or to some person in the depart
ment at some place.

Q. For the purpose of clarity, in connection with this Committee, can we 
call it an initial certificate?

Mr. Bowman : Why not say “certificate,” because that is what it is. ■ 
Witness: We would be very pleased to get a copy for you.
The Chairman: Let us call it something. Let us get some common term- 
Witness: I am quite correct in saying we approve of the appointment- 

After that it goes through some process before the man actually gets on the job- 
The Chairman: We shall call it “certificate of approval,” so we will al* 

have the same thing in mind.
Mr. Bowman: I do not think that is quite correct.
The Chairman : Have you got a certificate there?
Mr. Ernst: Mr. Foran explains that in this way, that the commission 

issues a certificate, recommending the appointment, and after that there is 9 
probationary period. There is only one certificate issued.

The Chairman : All right, we can call it a certificate.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. Just one moment. There is one thing I want to get cleared up. It is 89 
appointment in the first place.—A. It is an appointment, a probationary appoint 
ment. ... f

Q. You say you call it a probationary appointment?—A. We approve 0 
the appointment, as I say, it is finally in the power of the department, unde 
the law, now, to reject this man for any reason. .

Q. That is the point I wish to get at. You say that the Commission makc" 
a probationary appointment to a department, and you think the departing 
should be compelled to accept that appointee for a certain probationary peri° 
—A. Well, I have not said that. If you are putting it that way, I say, “yeS r 
What I did say was, I would like to see this Committee devise a way, or rath 
repeal the Act or make an amendment—that is the word I am looking f°J p 
amend the Act, so that the department would be compelled to put a man 0 
probation. ^

Q. I do not want to be taken as putting words in your month.—A. That 
what I said.

By the Chairman: v
Q. Excuse me a moment. Let me see if I have your view clearly in \|v 

mind. Your viewpoint is this, that the Department should have the final s‘'e 
as to whom it will accept for employment in the Department from among *h 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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approved by the Civil Service Commission; but they should not have power 
arbitrarily to reject someone without trial. A. Well, that is pretty ne. it. 
As the Act stands now, they have the power to reject. According to the expres
sion of the Law Officers of the Crown, the department has this power, the 
minister has the power to reject anybody for any reason. We have not as 
Commissioners, always seen eye to eye as to the value or acceptability of the 
reason. And if we dissented, as we know we do dissent occasionally, say that 
there have been dozens of recorded cases, of that peculiar little lapse in the Act,
and just for no other causes. , . . , . ,

Q. The point I am trying to get clarified in my mind is this: if we amend 
this Act so that the department can reject only for cause, and after a proba
tionary trial, the cause may seem adequate to the department and inadequate 
to the Civil Service Commission. Who is to be the arbiter in the final analysis, 
the department or the Commission?—A. You mean now . 1

Q. No. I am trying to get- your views as to what would make this Act 
better.—A. Our views would be, if it could be sent back to us, all their reasons 
after trial before rejecting—it would be sent back to us, the reason, and then we 
would have the power to see whether that reason is acceptable or not.

Q. The Commission would be the final arbiter. A. The Commission.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I agree that something ought to be done in that way. Arc you not mak- 
ffig quite a mountain out of a molehill? At page xix of the report r t is year, 
We find the following: “It may be noted that out of two thousand and twenty
mo assignments to permanent positions made during the > ear, on > ty-four 
appointees, or 2-66 per cent, were rejected under this section of the Act. That 
18 a very small number.—A. You think, Mr. Chevrier, that is making a mountem 
°ut of a molehill? I have seen some, if you will pardon me for saying this, 
Members of Parliament who have been very very much disappointed ox er one
, Q0”' fully agree that the principle is wrong; that something ought to be
done, but at the same time I do not want the impression to get around that 
this power of rejection has been abused to a considerable extent. I am quite 
satisfied to leave it at 2-66 per cent. That is enough to show us something ought 
to be done. I would not want the impression to get around that the depart
ments have been wholesalely refusing to------ A. No.

Q. Once I make that point I am satisfied with the rest.
By the Chairman:

Q. I do not want it to be taken that the rest of the Committee agree on that 
P°'nt. To mv mind the subject matter that Dr. MacTavish is now working on 
■s °ne of great importance.—A. It is of high importance, n I nng it be pardoned
n Saying that, Mr. Chairman. . ,, T ...
pQ. Q. I am sorry for interrupting you, go ahead. A. Well, was at the

By Mr. Bowman:
i; Q- Just a short question before the doctor goes on. A ou say at t ie present 
tlme the real importance in your mind in the administration ol tie - ct is that 
• e final decision is up to the deputy minister of the departmen . A. Well, it 
^ °bvious that the department must be suited with the man, wi î t ie appoint
ât. That to me is obvious. , , , .

Q. Just tell me in a few words, Doctor, what suggested change you have in 
a ?d that would meet the situation?—A. It would amount to what I have 
f^eady said. I myself, as a Commissioner, have been unable to devise a plan 
a .the amending of that Act that would take that power from the department 

Sive it, or part of it, to the Civil Service Commission.
1 [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. In other words, you wish for greater power given to the Commission in 
the making of final decisions than they have at the present time.

Mr. Ernst: He did not put it that way.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. I understood you to say, sir, after you were interrupted, that you do 
not presently object to the power of rejection remaining with the department, 
but what you did say was that it should not be exercised before giving the man 
a trial, an actual trial.

Mr. Chevrier: Eor good and sufficient reasons.
The Chairman : Rejection should be for cause.
Mr. Ernst: It should be for cause.
A. But, of course, the Act, gentlemen, says “for cause.” They must give 

reasons, and the judgment of both the late Mr. Newcombe and Mr. Stuart 
Edwards—and they are both unanimous in the opinion that an appointee can 
be rejected at any time for any cause—that is, the deputy could say he wears 
a brown derby and we don’t want him.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In other words, as Dr. Roche said, it is covered by the word “unsuitable”? 

—A. “Unsuitable” is the word they have seized on.
Q. Well, you would narrow the power of the deputy to reject?—A. Well 

as I have said—
Q. And transfer that additional power to the Commission?—A. I think it 

might possibly work out, but I cannot say, myself, how to word it. However, 
if you can word it, that would be an improvement.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. In what way would it be an improvement? Would it make the service 

more efficient, or just give more power to the Commission than they have to-day? 
—A. It would ensure a man who has been approved after his examination, under 
what we call our merit system—and I think we have a pretty rigid examination) 
though some differences of opinion exist as to that—but it would ensure that 
man getting a trial, if such a thing is possible. You see, you have to consider 
this, that a department is a place where a man works and he is paid for the 
work he does. Now, has that department the right to dismiss that man? They 
do not need an order in council up to six months, but have they the right t° 
dismiss at any time. According to the Justice department they have at an}' 
minute. We appoint a man and they never see him, don’t want to see hi»1. 
You see, there is a situation there that can be carried to excess. The depart' 
ment says they don’t want that man; if the deputy does not want him, if the 
minister does not want him, then they reject him as unsuitable.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Put it this way, Doctor: You say that quite improperly the power °[ 

rejection remains in the department, as at present, but that the purposes °l 
the Act, of the Civil Service Commission, is to find someone suited to the 
department?—A. We must find someone suited.

Q. Now, then, you make an assignment on a probationary period and th® 
department says “We don’t want this man.” They return him and sa> 
“unsuitable,” just the one word, no explanation whatever. You say that is n° 
right, that you ought to have the reasons why he is unsuitable. Once you ha'"e 
the reasons you proceed to say that then the final say would be with you, t*lC 
Commission, as to whether he is suitable or not?—A. I have not quite said tbat’ 
Mr. Chevrier.
[Dr. N. MacTiavish.]
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Q. I am not antagonistic to the idea at all, but, if we are going to place 
the responsibility, then we want to know where it is going to be fixed, because 
the machinery of the Commission is to find someone suitable? A. \ es.

Q. Then he is rejected upon reasons being given? A. Yes.
Q. And if the Commission thinks that the reasons given are not sufficient 

reasons then you would order this man back to the depaitment. Then the 
department say “We don’t want him,” and there you are again.—A. Yov, you 
are getting at the difficulty. You observe the difficulty, we might see-saw back

Q. Yes.—A. And it involves also the point whether the department has the
right to dismiss. . . , , T, .

Q. So far as I am concerned I know just what your difficulty is. A. It is 
a pretty delicate point. If you gentlemen can devise a means of amending that 
section properly, I would appreciate it, and I am sure my colleagues would too.

By the Chairman: .
saying this: “yOTsav'to ScStte*"»» l|k= >™ 8™“=™=” <° «-V

but tam going further than that, myself, if I may be presumptuous enough to
° "<J That is what we want you to do, Doctor, we want your suggestions?- 

A To .. . , j-ffi u- r,n+ at, the moment visible,—I am quiteo anticipate difficu ies ‘ ... . ,] £rst place thought he had that
thTe man wbo thatx?1 --ipution and, furthermore, I think it was

thPf-' + * am quite suie t a was ged but it has not been interpreted
intention of Parliament when it was passea, . D R . A- ,

pat way and we must follow the interpretation. ^ |able „ ‘ig not a
jus credit: he had steadfastly held to his idea that , includimr ti lt
> t""==, «"‘‘"h?" 1 abT‘ÆfSU8Dr Koche tW-ks that ïnrt a
"hen the word is given as unsuitable , and as u • d
Pfoper reason-and quite properly has a^nght to tl tbem_he has held to the
.1 those cases—and there are quite a good num Dei
ldea that that is not a suitable reason. Yow, if t ie l „ 7 d c ?
I suitable reason we would say “Yes, we accept that , or dont; accept

’ but, just as Mr. Chevrier said, I do not see the fin.

The Chairman- Mr Clerk from the information you now have available
jn your possession supplied by the Civil Service Commission, or the deputy
heah= Possession suppneu oy ine ^ { h number 0f assignments
wads, are you able to make a computation ior u_ m A,? ,^ade, or the approvals given by the Civil Service C°mm*®s f°r each Calendar 

year from 1925 to 1931, inclusive, and the number of rejectio - ■
Mr. Chevrier: They all appear in the yearly îepoits. _
The Witness: I think that can be given to you, Mr. Chairman
The Chairman : I know they all appear in the yeai y ^P01, 5’ u,, ® ^

7ant the job of sitting down and compiling that information o the yearly
rePorts.

By the Chairman: .... . .. , ^
p Q. Just to follow it up for a moment, Doctor, my 1S a .r-

told us that last year there were approximately 54re.'c ons as unsuit- 
?Ie- Can you give me an approximate idea of the total number of assignments 
^ approvals given by the Commission last year?—A. Well, I am sorry I cannot, 
e'hand, but I will get that for you. It may be m our Report^
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Mr. Cheveier: That is at page vii of the Report.
The Chairman : How many are there?
Mr. Chevrier: According to the Report, at page vii, there were 6,690 that 

applied ; 4,983 tried, 1,027 qualified and 756 were appointed to the census staff.
Mr. Bowman : Where do you get your figure of 2 per cent?
Mr. Chevrier: I got it at page xix of the Report :

It may be noted that out of two thousand and twenty-two (2,022) 
assignments to permanent positions made during the year, only fifty-four 
(54) appointees, or 2-66 per cent were rejected under this section of the 
Act,—an indication of the suitability of their positions of those selected 
and assigned by the commission.

By the Chairman:
Q. I would like to run this thing down while we are on it, because I con

sider it of some importance. At page vii of the Report of the Civil Service 
Commission, Doctor, it says that 756 were appointed, that is, to the census 
staff. That was a special job for a short time, which will run out?—A. Yes.

Mr. Bowman : What page, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman: Page vii.

By the Chairman:
Q. What I would like to get at for the moment is this, I would like to know 

the number of assignments or approvals made by the Civil Service Commission 
to departments other than for this census staff and the number of rejections as 
“ unsuitable”?—A. We will get that for you. I have no doubt it is available.

Q. Subject to getting those figures, would this not be the result: May I
take it that in the vast majority of the cases the approvals you give are to the
applicant who has ranked highest in order of merit?—A. Yes.

Q. The ranking, for merit being a combination, in many cases, of written 
examination, oral tests, and rating for efficiency, and what else?—A. Education 
and experience.

Q. So that, in each case, where the person to whom the Civil Service Com
mission has given the approval and there has been a rejection as unsuitable, 
does some person lower down the list than the one ranking highest ultimately get 
the appointment?—A. Yes.

Q. And I am correct in my understanding that in many cases it might be
the man who was as far down as fifth or sixth on your eligible list? A. Oh-
further, in some cases.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. It works out that on many occasions the individual who was fifth or 

sixth in the examination, as outlined by the Chairman, because of his military 
service would find himself at the top of the list, is not that so?—A. Yes, that 
might be it.

The Chairman: Yes, but Mr. Vallance, you are bringing in another 
problem that does not enter here. When I was discussing the question with 
Dr. MacTavish, I was talking about the eligible list, and was not talking about 
statutory preference to veterans.

Mr. Chevrier: Yes, but that does not remove the difficulty.
The Chairman: It removes the difficulty at which I am driving.
Mr. Chevrier: The department says civilians pass with probably nine' 

tenths of the available marks and then a returned soldier passes with the 
minimum qualification. W'e have got to take the law as it is.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Witness: Oh, yes.
Mr. Chevrier: Then the returned soldier gets to the top of the list and 

then when he is assigned to the department, the department in the exercise of 
its discretion under the law rejects him. There may be seven or eight returned 
soldiers at the top of the list before you reach the civilians who are all ahead 
ln marks.

The Chairman: No question about that.
Mr. Chevrier: Well, that explains why there are a number of rejections 

Until the department gets down to the man whom the department thinks is the 
Properly qualified man.

The Chairman : I am not dealing with the explanation, I am merely 
dealing with the facts.

Mr. Bom'man : Follow that out and ask Dr. MacTavish the same question, 
nut leaving the special preference to returned soldiers out of consideration 
altogether. '

Mr. Chevrier : You cannot do it because that is the eligible list.
Mr. Bowman : I quite understand that the returned soldier gets the prefer- 

eUce, even if he is much lower than the civilian in the matter of marks or 
Weights, but I think what the Chairman had in mind is tins, outside of the 
^turned soldier preference did it not happen that where a man perhaps 
standing at the head of the list did not get the appointment then some other 
ha.an standing fourth or fifth down the list did get the appointment although 
^th much lower qualifications.

Mr. Chevrier: Then what happened to No. 2? Was b-o. 2 sent in and 
ejected, and No. 3 sent in and rejected, and No. 4 sent in and rejected.

The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Chevrier: What happened?
Mr. MacInnis: Mr. Chairman, I think we are presuming here.

. The Chairman: You will have to get that from other witnesses, individual 
'^stances which we will have.

Mr. Chevrier: No, it arises out of c**- remember what
, The Chairman: You cannot expect Dr. Maclausi 
happened in competition No. 25,677.

The Witness: I know what the rule is. ^ about the whys and
Mr. Variance: Mr. Chairman, we ar .g the condition which exists 

tWf°res. What we are trying to S°1VP. js given to someone, and
n 'f|ay in making appointments whereby Pminister. What we want
, at someone to-day is the department or . 1 bnad say was in some other
5° know is, would it be more satisfactory if that iinai .ay 
b°dy? That is the only thing that concerns us deal more than

The Chairman: Oh, no, we are concerned witn g
that.

Mr. Bowman: That is one of the many points that concern us.

By the Chairman:
s , Q- As the result of that system, does the man who is most meritorious 
n .the position, or does someone further down the list in many cases get the 

sition? In one case it is a pure merit system, and the other case, a so-called 
system, or operating under the guise of a merit system when, in fact, 

have something else.
t; , Mr. Chevrier: You may get someone that will probab > strike a very 

®h standard in marks but that won’t make him suitable for the position.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Witness: Oh, no. You could take the hypothetical case of a man—
Mr. Chevrier : You have to keep the two in mind, high marks and suit

ability for the position.
Mr. Bowman : Isn’t that, after all, taken into consideration in the weights 

they give?
The Chairman : Mr. Maclnnis has been very patiently endeavouring to 

ask a few questions for some time.
Mr. MacInnis: I was not particularly going to ask a question, but I 

thought I might clarify the situation. If a returned soldier has lower marks, 
well his service counts as part of his merit. We will have to leave that as it is, 
and we are only presuming at the present time that those who have been 
rejected are returned soldiers. I do not think there is anything to indicate 
that these rejections were mostly or all—

The Witness: They were more likely not.
Mr. MacInnis: It seems to me it is mere presumption.
Mr. Bowman : Not at all. That is not the point at all, Mr. MacInnis.
The Witness: A man goes to the department after the Commission gives 

him the appointment, if he is fortunate enough to get there. He is a civilian 
as far as the civil service is concerned.

The Chairman : But he already had his returned soldier preference by 
being placed in a certain position higher on the eligible list than he ordinarily 
would have been.

Mr. Bowman : Because of the very principles of the Act.
Mr. Variance: And because of that, then, he is unsuitable.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Your objection is that it can be manipulated by the heads of the depart

ments so as not to be a merit system?—A. If a department, for any reason 
under the present law, says that it will not have a man, or a woman, then h 
can say “We won’t have him (or her) ”, and they find a means of not having 
him. That is the simple truth.

By Mr. MacInnis:
Q. And then he is not given a trial?—A. He is not given a trial.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In other words, the Chairman was quite right, in the answer that he 

got from you, that you may have four or five men, leaving out the question 
of preference which is given under the Act to returned soldiers, you may have 
five other men on the list placed in the order, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, as the case may be- 
No. 1 might have the highest merit, but No. 5 might get the job?—A. If he is 
a returned soldier.

Q. I am saying, leaving out the question of the returned soldier preference? 
—A. By rejection, yes.

Q. And that has occurred?—A. Oh, yes.
The Chairman: Any other questions, gentlemen?
Mr. Chevrier: Not at this stage.
The Chairman: Doctor, you led us into a very interesting field of discussion-
The Witness: I might humbly say that I am afraid you have not traversed 

it completely.
The Chairman: We realize that, but we are going to do a lot of traversing 

before we are through.
The Witness: I have here a list of questions that you sent to each of the 

Commissioners.
[Dr. N. MacTiavish.]
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By Mr. Bowman: . „
Q You were going to say something about the staff of the Commission 

itself. ' I think that is about where you were at. Do you purpose carrying on 
from there?—A No, I would rather have the secretary, Mr. Foran, or Mr. Bland, 
who are experts at that sort of thing, answer that question when they appear 
before you. But we have in that document that Dr. Roche presented yesterday 
the question of residence, the residence qualification. That would seem a er\ 
simple qualification and yet very difficult to administer. The Act says lie must 
be a bona fide resident. Well, then, someone comes along and sa\ s. \> hat- does 
bona fide mean, just what is a bona fide resident/1 so that we have that difficulty 
more or less all the time, because a man will say of another one who got. the 
aPpointment, “ He has been living here only three months, or two days, before 
the vacancy was advertised,” or some other length of time, bo that if y ou could, 
in making your recommendations to Parliament, recommend any time that 
would be a suitable length of time—I do not quite agree with my colleagues as 
to the time ; they say a year; I would prefer a shorter period, six months. I 
have my reasons.

By the Chairman:
Q. Doctor, you are speaking now of residence within any particular terri

torial limit, not residence within the Dominion of Canada. A. Residents who 
are applicants for a position.

Q. Local appointments?—A. Local appointments.
Q. Excuse me, Doctor. Has the Civil Service Commission so far adopted 

any ruie 0f thumb to constitute bona fide residence. A. - ot precisely. We 
have gone, as nearly as I can define it, on this assumption, that if a man would 
toove with his family if he happened to have a family', or a single man would 
take up his residence, what you might call, as near as I can get at the meaning, 
a bona fide taking up of his residence, in that place at a time prior to the time 
°t the appearance of the advertising. ,

Q. At any time prior?—A. Yes, at any time prior, a day. A year, 
course, is better. But objection is taken, if it is a short period, by the older 

residents.
Q. Then has the Commission adopted any rule of thumb to be guided by? 

A. As I say, if a man is there a day before the advertising of the position—
. Q. If he were there six months before, then there would be no question?

A- There would not be any question, in my mind, if he were there a day.
Q. Then in that event, Doctor, if there is produced before the Committee 

a gentleman who, although he had passed his written examination, was not 
failed for oral examination, on the ground that he had not resided su ciently long 
ln the municipality, when, as a matter of fact, he had been there or eighteen 
Months, you would say that was an extraordinary case and one that would 
^quire some explanation?—A. We would have to inquire into that. Some- 
Juug of that kind does happen. That is what I was saying a minu e ago, this 
Machine gets out of order. .

Q. It needs a little oiling?—A. Yes, it needs a little oiling.
The Chairman: Any other questions, gentlemen, on the residence matter?
The Witness: I might emphasize, if I may, that this is a hig llyWmport-
point. It is giving us a good deal of difficulty. It is occurring all the time.
The Chairman: Any other questions, gentlemen? All right, Doctor, would 

°u let us have your next suggestion?
l . The Witness: I would take up next the question as to locality. That I 
Wng up myself. That was not in the document presented by the Chairman of 

e board. Locality is even harder to define than residence. ^ MauTavidi
ttKa—«
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The Chairman: Representing a constituency which surrounds the terri
torial interests of a large urban centre I can appreciate the difficulty.

The Witness: You could, Mr. Chairman. But it crops up again in the 
smaller places—in the small town, especially. A man lives half way between 
two post offices. He is a returned soldier and he claims to be a resident of 
that locality. It is a delicate situation.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Could not that be decided on then if he was getting his mail at one 

post office or the other?—A. Suppose, Mr Vallance, that he got his mail at both 
places. There are lots of places where a man lives as near one as the other. 
He does not like his own postmaster, or his store, and he won’t deal there, and he 
conducts his business in the other. Some people will say “ Well, he does not 
live there, he is not a patron there ”. But he claims he is, and it is rather 
hard to say precisely, and be fair to him, that he is not a resident. That is the 
difficulty.

The Chairman : All right, Doctor.
The Witness: Now, I come to a very delicate subject. I should not have 

opened it this morning, only my doctor may not allow me to come back often-— 
though I am more or less at the mercy of you gentlemen. The doctor wants my 
arm kept out that way (pointing) for four weeks and it may be that I will 
not be able to come down as much as I would like, or as much as I would hope 
to, but I would like to give you part of my opinion about the soldier preference 
-—and you will hear a good deal about that from others. However, I want to 
say just one thing about it.

As the Act is now interpreted by the Justice department, a soldier who 
comes from England and lives three years in Canada—he enlisted in England 
or the British Isles, but was never in France—and becomes naturalized ; he has 
never seen service, never been at the front, but he is granted the preference—what 
they call the overseas preference. That man gets a preference over a Canadian 
who has not gone abroad. A Canadian enlists here but has never gone abroad, 
the armistice was declared before he could get abroad, or for a dozen other 
reasons he could not go. That man has no preference, but the man who comes 
from several thousand miles away has the preference, after living here a feW 
years.

By the Chairman:
Q. Even though he has had service only in England?—A. He has what ig 

called the overseas service.
Mr. Ernst: From our standpoint, England was a theatre of war and Canada 

was not.
The Witness: Well, that is the opinion of the Justice department, but it 

seems to me that it is not justice.
Mr. Ernst: Taken from the Pensions Act, probably.
The Witness: I would not say that.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Since when has' this interpretation been given by the Justice depart' 

ment?—A. Oh, since the beginning, since the soldiers’ preference was given, * 
think,—a long time at any rate.

The Chairman : Seven or eight years.
Mr. Ernst: The soldiers’ preference was given in 1919.
The Witness: I cannot say off-hand, but that is near enough. At the con' 

ventions of the Canadian Legion I have discussed this matter with some of thcff 
[Dr. N. MacTiavishJ
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officials and they have always agreed—both the Canadian Legion and the British 
Empire Service League—that they would be in favour of that being done, a 
change made, so that the ones from abroad, old countrymen, without service, 
Would not get preference over Canadians without service. It would remove that 
ttiuch soldier preference. I think that is quite an important feature that, is very 
often overlooked.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Have you anything further to say on soldier preference apart from that? 

E is a delicate subject.—A. It is a delicate subject, but I have just this and I 
will say no more. You won’t get any more out of me at the present moment, I 
hope. As to disability, we sometimes have cases, at least in my opinion, a case 
hke this: A man has sixty to seventy-five per cent disability I have even seen 
a 100 per cent disability case—and I have known of that disability getting the 
Position over one who has not a disability. He is already paid by the country 
a Pretty fair amount and the point is, should he be paid again, get the job over 
Someone who has no disability? That is a point which you gentlemen might 
Very well entertain. .

Q. Have you ever discussed that matter with the Legion, Doctor? A. Oh, 
^es* Not with the Legion, but with individual members.

Q. I am, perhaps, the only Legion member on the Committee. A. You 
Would not get a hearing in the House.

Q. I feel quite certain that you would not get the Legion to support that 
Proposal?—A. Oh, no, I don’t think so.

Q. Or any of the other ex-service men organizations?—A. No.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. As a matter of fact, Doctor, the harm from that preference would only 

aPply to a very, very small number who were getting the maximum disability
Pension.

. Mr. Ernst: If they are 100 per cent pensionable they are not likely to get 
l°b of any kind.

By Mr. Bowman:
al Q- It would apply to a very, very small number?—A. A es, but we must 

Ways bear in mind that that one is always as large as a thousand to that man.
The Chairman : I think it has a much wider application than Mr. Bowman 

nggests. As I understand it, in practice, not according to the Act, but in prac- 
g %. every pensionable returned soldier has a preference over every returned 

Ter who is non-pensionable irrespective of the merit of the service of either, 
th ^ greater his disability the greater the preference provided he can boast 

e necessary physical attributes to do the proposed job, so it is very wide in 
aPplication.
Mr. Bowman : I was referring to the maximum class. 

yv -^r. Ernst: All disabilities are treated as one class, are they not, irrespec- 
w6 T the percentage of disability. A man who has a 60 per cent disability does 

get a preference over the man who has a 5 per cent disability.
Ehe Chairman : Oh, I see.

higi ^r. Chevrier: The pensioner with the 60 per cent disability, is he placed 
er than the pensioner with a 10 per cent disability?

Ofj. ?he Witness: Suppose one passed 90 per cent on his oral or his written 
cer>+ Tntion, he is a pensioner, and another one passes 70 per cent, the 90 per 

°ian will get the job.
49322_e ft>r' MacTavishJ
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Mr. Chevrier: Yes, I know.
The Witness: I mean the pension of the lower man is no higher than the 

other.
By Mr. Chewier:

Q. In order to get this thing right, the question is simply this, Doctor: Take 
two pensioners, of course they would go ahead of the other soldiers without 3 
pension?—A. Yes.

Q. Who would foe ahead of the civilians? Now, the pensions are in the 
high class, I mean at the top, No. 1. In that class there are five competitors and 
they are all pensioners who have all passed. One probably gets 70 per cent and 
another 80 per cent, but there is a pensioner who draws 60 per cent of a pension 
and another pensioner who draws 40 per cent of a pension. Well, now, does the 
one who gets the 60 per cent pension have his preference increased owing to the 
fact that he draws a 60 per cent pension?—A. No, it depends on his standing i® 
the examination.

Q. Someone had the impression that the greater the pension the greater the 
preference?—A. No, that is not the case.

The Chairman : I think the latter part of my statement misled you and 
it was broader than I intended. What I had in mind was this: that the pro- 
visions of the statute are that they get a preference, from causes attributable to 
such service ; they have lost the capacity for physical exertion to the extent which 
makes them totally inefficient to pursue the avocations which they were pursuing 
before the war. Therefore, as I say, because of that provision obviously the 
greater the disability the less likelihood there is of his following his previou5 
occupation and, therefore, he comes within the statutory provision.

Mr. Ernst: I think you are interpreting the Act somewhat differently t° 
what it is interpreted in practice.

The Chairman : We can take it for our purposes that there is no preference 
as between pensions.

Mr. Chevrier: I would like the Chairman’s question answered.
The Witness: I answered you, Mr. Chevrier.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. There is no preference as between pensioners?—A. That is right.
The Chairman : Anything else, gentlemen, on this pension question?
Mr. Laurin : Could we have the list, Mr. Chairman, of all the soldi®1'3 

appointed by the Civil Service Commission, or employed by the Civil Servie® 
Commission who receive a pension?

The Chairman : Yes, those lists are all here.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Have you anything further to say on the returned soldier question?"' 

A. Not on the returned soldier preference. I don’t know whether you wish t0 
ask me any questions, Mr. Chairman, or whether you would like me to proceed- 

The Chairman : Doctor, what I had in mind was this, that you should 
proceed and first give us your views generally, and then undoubtedly inembcF 
of the Committee would like to ask you questions in respect to different matte®3' 

The Witness: Well, then, there is a further question, what are th® 
advantages or disadvantages of moving from under the jurisdiction of the Co®1' 
mission—owing to the particular classifications—appointments to positions 
made by the Commission, taking them out of the jurisdiction of the Commissi0^ 
Speaking for myself personally—and I think I could claim the support of ®J' 
colleagues on this,—it would be very gratifying if you could recommend 1 
[Dr. N. MacTiaviah.]
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Parliament that such positions as the customs appraisers, who were removed 
from under our jurisdiction two or three years ago, the income tax branch, of 
National Revenue, and possibly, more difficult, I think, the National Research 
Bureau—

By the Chairman:
Q. Appraisers in the customs branch and employees of income tax branch? 

"-A. Yes.
Q. Yes?—A. And the National Research Bureau, be brought under the 

jurisdiction of the Civil Service Act.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In connection with that, Doctor, have you anything of a converse nature 

suggest? Are there any that you would like to get rid of?—A. I am sorry 
fuat I am not offering a bargain.

By Mr. Chevrier:
. Q. Outside of the terms of the bargain, I was waiting for you to get through 

"util the whole of your statement?—A. As to bringing them in?
, Q. Are there any others that you would like to bring in, and then if you 
have any that you would like to be relieved of?—A. No. In the striking of a 
bargain you do not put all your goods forward.

By Mr. Vallance:
v Q- You will have something to put, have you?—A. The proper thing is to 
, eeP something back. However, I am not figuring that I am keeping something 
£ack, but I think we would have the support of the service organizations 
generally, and the employees in these branches, if they were brought under the 

lvd Service Commission.

By Mr. Chevrier:
0f Q- Are there any others that you would like to bring in? No, I don’t think 

Kany at the moment. As I say, I have been on my back and I have not been 
e *0 do much work.

la , Q-. Are there any others you would like to release?—A. No, that is the 
thing we want to do, to release anybody.
Q- At present you are not in favour of releasing any more?—A. Right, 

for ^ust t° follow that up, have you any objection to taking that in, say 
h lnstance people who are working under prevailing rates who would like to 
de '.e the benefits of the Civil Service regulations, if some scheme could be 

Jsed for taking it in?—A. Well, if it could be devised, yes.
Q- You would be prepared to do that?—A. Yes. 

turn!?' ^ou would he prepared to listen to representations on behalf of a large 
lilt °6r Prevaihng rates men now in the employ of the government who would 

e to come in under the benefits of the civil service law, so that they may 
superannuation?—A. Yes.

ra^. Q- For a number of years I have had representations that these prevailing 
t0 Cs.People would like to be put in under the jurisdiction of the Commission 
renenl°y the benefits of the Civil Service, and I believe some of them will make 

Mentations for the purpose of being taken in?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
fa].Q- A question, Doctor, in connection with the matter you have just raised, 
tiew department of Fisheries, they seem to have great difficulty with 

s who are changing rapidly, but take the officers of boats, for instance.
[Dr. N. MacTa-vish-l
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I have in mind the officers of fishing boats. They are not under the Civil 
Service, as I understand it.—A. My colleague, Mr. Tremblay, has that Depart
ment, and he will be able to answer you much better than I could.

Q. There is no provision for superannuation for those men when they 
reach the end of their time?—A. That is probably correct.

Q. Do you see any reason why some provision should not be made so a= 
to give them the benefits of superannuation?—A. Well, you are a member of 
Parliament, Mr. Ernst.

Q. I am asking you the question.—A. I cannot help you in that. I haven’t 
sufficient information before me.

Mr. Chevrier: You mean seasonal employment?
Mr. Ernst: No, these are men who sail the boats the year round. I have 

in mind particularly the “ Arras ” and the “ Arleux,” boats of the Department 
of Fisheries. The captain of the “ Arras ” is probably near the time when his 
age will compel him to retire, with no provision whatever for superannuation.

Mr. Chevrier : They do not come under the provisions of the Civil Service
Act.

The Witness: The Act does not include, as you know—
Mr. Ernst : I was wondering if it could not be made to include.
Mr. Chevrier: Are they seasonal?
Mr. Ernst: No, permanent.

By the Chairman:
Q. Now, Doctor, of your own volition you told us a few minutes ago v°u 

had not any suggestion to make as to any group or class of employees no"' 
under the Civil Service not being excluded therefrom, and I would like to folio"' 
that up with this: having regard to the provisions of the present statute, and 
such limitations as they place upon the ultimate appointment of the choice o> 
the Civil Service Commission, and having regard to the complaints that y°u 
have received, is there any group now under the Act whom you feel, as the 
result of your experience, are not obtaining appointment or promotion on a 
true merit system?—A. No, I cannot go that far with you. We have discussed 
at the board and individually—I am speaking now of the members of the 
Civil Service Commission—a number of classes such as you speak of, but "’e 
have never reached the point where we would recommend, or at least I ha"e 
not—where we would recommend their exemption from the Act.

Q. Take, for example, the case of local postmasters. That seems to be ofl® 
productive of a great deal of see-sawing back and forth. In the case of loca 
postmasters, if the man appointed or approved by the Commission, goes ove£ 
to the department and the department rejects that man for the reason °* 
unsuitability you really have, in its final analysis, not a merit system, ha"e 
you?—A. Well, Mr. Chairman, as I said at the beginning, we have the conditi011 
of first suiting the department. We must suit the department.

Q. But you could make your official choice and rate them according 
merit without regard to the Department’s view at all?—A. Yes. Oh, n°' 
Pardon me. No. Not without. I was falling asleep. ,

Q. I pick out a class with respect to which I have heard a great de»1 
of criticism—the local postmasters?—A. Yes.

Q. A vacancy occurs somewhere in a local revenue post office—I do vf 
care where—and a postmaster has to be appointed. Now, as I understand tl>® 
system which now prevails, it is that an official of the Post Office departnie»1 
goes out and interviews all those applicants?—A. Yes.

Q. And holds what is termed an oral examination?—A. He is supposed t0' 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. And as the result of that oral examination he makes recommendations 
to the Post Office department which, in turn, are relayed by the Post Office 
department after some time to the Civil Service Commission. A. res.

Q. Those applicants for that position are not subjected to a written

Q. So that the Commission, which is the body to determine who are meri
torious in their order of merit, really has nothing before it in making its nomina
tion of approval but the report of the official of the Post Office department. 
—A. Oh, yes. We have also the sworn declaration of each applicant, giving his 
application—

Q. Well, now—
Mr. Chevrier: The question is not right.
The Chairman: The question may not be right, but Dr. MacTavish is 

an intelligent man and he will correct me.

By the Chairman:
Q. I think, Doctor, that we got to the point where I asked you if the 

Civil Service Commission had anything before it other than the report of the 
official?—A. Yes, and I said yes. , „ ,

. Q. The report of an official of the Post Office department as to the man s 
rating for merit?—A. I said yes. . . , , . T,

Q. Now, what else has the Civil Service Commission before it: A. The 
Sw°rn declaration.

Q. The applicant’s sworn declaration?—A. A es. . ,
Q. To what effect?—A. Oh, everything about himseli, experience, age and 

war service. I think that is the reason I gave you the wrong answer I was 
anticipating you. We have to take into consideration the soldier preference

Q. Leaving aside the soldier preference. Suppose that al your app icants 
a!'e returned soldiers?—A. Then our examiners look over^ all^apphciitions^ to 
discover wffiat qualifications these men might have for postmaster ey find 
a Dan who has a pretty fair education and has conducted a store c sev era 
years and who is well spoken of in the community, and such like. e will 
Sfrear to that as his qualifications. ., , , , . T .
„ Q. Yes, but that is a man swearing to his own merit; but ™ I^ant to 
ft really before the Committee is this: The Civil Service Commission who, 
fder the Statute, is going to make an appointment in older of menb-has it 
aaything before it upon which it can determine that mans merits. A. Oh,

d Q. Other than the marks or rating given by an offiçml of the Post Ofige 
department, plus a man’s own declaration as to his own merits. . . fie

ay have had experience as a postmaster which is legaucc as \auaie
exPerience. , , . , .,

Q. All right Now, then let me assume that we have a case in which all Ie applicants8 are returned soldiers and all the:applicants have hadjome port 
Clce experience, and the official of the Post Office department has rated them

two, three four and five?-A. Yes. I would think that that man granted he an honest man, would be the most likely man availab e: to ^te these men
c Q- I am not questioning that. I say, as a matter o , •

of events, the Civil Service Commission would approve then of the man 
ated No. 1 by the official of the Post Office department?—A. Not always.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q- Is not that man your own official for that puiposc. A. Certainly lie is.
Q. He is your own official?-A. The best man available

J [Dr. N. MacTaviahj
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By the Chairman:
Q. I do not care whether he is your official. I am not making any argu

ment. I am trying to get at the facts. The fact remains that an official of 
the Post Office department has rated the applicants 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and as I 
said, in the ordinary course of events, the Civil Service Commission would 
nominate or approve for appointment the man rated highest by Post Office 
officials, assuming that these men had all had Post Office experience?—A. It 
would depend on other experiences too that might better fit a man. Such a 
situation as you suggest would be almost impossible to find.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. It would be unique?—A. Very unique.

By the Chairman:
Q. Let me follow it up this way: An official of the Post Office department, 

having made his recommendations, rating 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, I can take it that in 
every case where some person other than the one rated No. 1 by the official in 
the Post Office department was appointed, it'was by the exercise of discretion 
of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. So that if I have a case in which a man, for example, who had acted as 
an assistant postmaster—actually fulfilling the postmaster’s duties for three out 
of nine years—is one of the applicants, and a man who had been acting in the 
capacity of a letter carrier is appointed postmaster, I can take it that if the 
second man, the latter man, was not the recommendation of the Post Office 
official, then the latter man got the appointment by the exercise of discretion 
by the Civil Service Commission. They are the body to explain to me why?—' 
A. The Civil Service Commission?

Q. Yes.—A. Yes.
Q. I want to get at the responsibility?—A. That is quite right.
Q. I would like to ask one further question. You say that all this material 

—the sworn statement of the candidate, the rating of the Post Office official and 
so forth—goes to the Chief Examiner or to one of the examiners of the Civil 
Service Commission?—A. To the Post Office examiner.

Q. Then does he, in turn, make a recommendation to the Commission?—A- 
He makes his recommendation to the Chief Examiner.

Q. And does the Chief Examiner, in turn, make a recommendation to the 
Commission or does the Chief Examiner say, “John Jones has the job”?—A. N°» 
no. The Chief Examiner may approve the recommendation of the Post Offic® 
examiner or he may not.

Q. In which event he recommends somebody else?—A. No. He may make 
a notation of what his opinion is and he has the privilege of making such 
recommendation.

Q. And then would the whole matter ultimately come before the Civil Ser
vice Commission as such in the exercise of its discretion?—A. Yes.

Q. And when you say before the Commission, does that mean before the 
whole Commission, or before one member of it?—A. If they have any difficulty» 
it would come before all of us; if it is a clear sailing case—

Q. In every case the question is to choose the most meritorious man under 
the present system, is it not?—A. Yes. It goes to the Chairman first.
Office is one of his departments. The Chairman looks over these documents. M 
has those documents in front of him. He has a recapitulation of the whole tiling 
He has the statement of the examiner with the approval, or disapproval» 
or whatever it may be, of the Chief Examiner. That goes in front of 
Chairman. The Chairman considers that, and if he thinks that is not in ^ 
judgment a proper recommendation he makes a notation to that effect and 
[Dr. N". MacTavish.]
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initials it. It comes to me or, as the case might be, to Commissioner Tremblay 
and he looks it over. If he is satisfied with the decision of the Chairman he 
initials accordingly and then it will come to me, or vice versa, and I may dissent
°r 1 Q aNowPTruming that in the course you have just out!.ined youi have a 

dissenting Commissioner, then would the matter come up or p
meeting of the three members of the Commission • - ■ become a board
missioncr wished to have it brought up and discussed, it would become a bo r

JQL Supposing the Chairman, having over ^ecommendatmns and

so forth, is doubtful as to the report of the Chief Exammer the Eos^Uffice 
official and so on. and he then takes it to Commissione^remblayand to you 
and you both hold a view different- from that^ Chamman ^ a ^ ^ou 
approve of the recommendation made by the roa
Examiner and so forth; then what happens to itT-A. Well, if it is a clear case
°i approval I say so. Chairman sent you a memor-

Q. Supposing you disagree. Supposing the but j think it should be
andum in which he says I approve of this appoint t 'Commissioner Tremblay 
submitted to the other Commissioners. Both y°u ana , t the
disagree with the Chairman, what happens?-A. If we happened to agree,
Majority prevails. ., , k to the Chief Examiner and

Q. Then what happens? Do you send it back.to d Qn man
ask for another recommendation?—A. Oh, no. We m ,d recommend 1 2

Q. t see. The Chief Examiner's recommen“^txam^Toe, not 
>4 and 5 in some order for appointmen . • ke parties in front of him.

t, a rule, make the recommendation, but he surv > iner. He might send^ considers all these cases when they come Recommendation.
1 ^ Dr. Roche without any comment at all, without a > initials and

Q. Which means he neither approves nor disapprovesJ-A.^ He mitiak and
approves it. He always does something. If he apr> a’ his discretion.
Chairman, and the Chairman may approve, or disapp , sufficientlv
j Q- I appreciate that. Now, I assume that t ae nommisaion and the doubtful that he refers it to the other members of the tSrerommended 
hther members of the Commission are of the opinion tin Examiner of the

the Post Office official, and passed upon b>r+thev a?e in favour SVÎ Service Commission, should not be appointed, aud they are a our
2. say, on the list. Then what ^Jdi! us s th" merit s or demerffis, 

or kmluS10n convene together and sit down and Chairman. You assume
«1 18 that matter at an end?—A. Pardon me, • . makes his ownthgt Dr. Roche would send it in for my opinion befo^^ -r^ Roche—Te win 
I , Q- No. I assume from what you have told me • ^ official of
fe an instance-approves of the appointment recommended by the official of

e Eost Office department?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, it comes to you and you disagree ^ want to know

wk Q- It goes to Commissioner Tremblay and lie cm g
^ happensf-A. If we disagree, ^ ^P^^Trembky and'the Chairman of 

tv iy- Then, surely, you and Commissioner Iran , f tbat nnmnw 
m Commission must come together in conference and sit 1 P ’

you not?—A. Not always. We do frequently; but n ^
P' You and Commissioner Tremblay might get togc <q ^ ’

lifipee with the Chairman’s recommendations ?—A. It woilia quite as
.that Dr. Roche and I would get together and I would tell him why I

ly two of you would recommend someWy other than the 
Emendation of the Post Office ofhcll-A. We ought, yea ^
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Q. If you did, do you go ahead and appoint the man on whom two of you 
are agreed?—A. We approve of his appointment.

Q. And having approved of his appointment, he is notified, and is he then 
automatically appointed, or is that one of the cases in which the Deputy head 
of the Post Office department could say “rejected' for unsuitability”?—A. That 
is one of the cases.

Q. And if he rejected your choice for unsuitability the mill starts all over 
again?—A. Oh, no. The latter end of the mill. Say the butt end of the milh

Q. What would happen?—A. It would come back. If he rejected it, we 
would have to make another appointment.

Q. And would there be a new recommendation from the Post Office official? 
—A. No. He would have nothing more to do with it.

Q. It would go back to you and you would make a second choice?—A. Yes. 
We would make a second choice.

Q. And if that choice were rejected for unsuitability it would come back 
and you would make a third choice?—A. Yes.

Q. And so on until somebody satisfactory to the Post Office department 
was chosen?—A. It has happened that nobody was satisfactory, and we had 
to re-advertise.

Q. The whole list would be exhausted?—A. Yes.
Q. Then it becomes an open competition?—A. It has been an open corn' 

petition all along; it is repeated.
Q. You say you advertise. You broadcast it to all the public, and you 

may have a greater number of applicants than previously?—A. We might.
Q. And with respect to these applicants, does the same official of the Post 

Office department go out again to examine those applicants?—A. Not neces
sarily, but usually.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Do you, as a Commission, maintain a body of examiners that you send 

out into the country, or do you do the same with every department of the 
government that you do with the Post Office? That is, you use some officia’® 
of various departments of government to go out and take the examination 
any applicants?—A. Wherever possible. We pursue the same policy pretty 
well—pretty closely. In National Revenue—

Q. Take the instance of the Interior department at the time more especially 
when it had the control of the natural resources in the west, would you use, saY’ 
a homestead inspector or somebody of that type to go out and make 
examination? So that the examination of a civil servant going into the P°s'
Office department is not peculiar to one department of government?_A.
not by any means.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. If there should be an instance where the Commissioners do disagr®? 

and there is a majority decision, is the fact that there is a disagreement, 
the decision is a majority decision, indicated to the department concerned : 
—A. No.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is there a record kept?—A. Yes. A record is kept of everything.
Q. Who would you say, in all this procedure, is the key man—the man up°*j 

whose judgment you finally rely?—A. Well, we have to rely on our own; 11 
my own case, on my own. " ^

The Chairman : I suppose, Mr. Bowman, what you want to get at is 
if you wanted to appoint somebody to a position, which job would you rath 
have?

Mr. Bowman: Not at all.
[Dr. N. MacTiaviah.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The point I want to make is this: Is it the man who goes out and makes 

this examination who is the key man, or are you the key man. A. well, ve 
should not say there is a key man at all. . . „ . T.

Q. Where does all this boasted system of examination come in.—A. If you 
give me an instance— , ~~ . , , 0

Q. Take the instance we are talking about, the Post Office appointments? 
—A. The inspector who goes out in that case is an employee of the Civil Service 
Commission for that purpose—for that particular purpose. He has ot aer duties, 
hut that is one of his duties. . , , , . , ,,

Q. Usually an inspector?—A. Usually the inspector; but it is always the 
Inspector, unless the superintendent of that district wishes to take; the jobi on 
himself, and he, for the time being, is an employee of the Civil Service Com
mission, under an arrangement with the Post Office departmen .

Q. That is quite clear .-A. You asked for the key position.
Q. I am asking about the key position. I want to know who itis. Is it 

pPon the result of the examination that the appointment is ma e. A. There 
18 no written examination there. . ,

Q. No, no. It is an oral examination. Upon what is the official appoint
ment based?—A. It is based on the Inspector’s report and the application the 
Sworn facts and the application form, and the reports we havehadasto character 
and suitability and such like from leading citizens of that community

Q. Yes, but the special officer, the superintendent, or whoever it may be, 
Actually rates these applicants in order?—A. Yes. He is supp ..

Q. He makes a rating?—A. Yes. . v
Q. He returns that to the Post Office department?'—A.

. Q. And if the rating is not suitable to them, perhaps they sen l them back
ÿr another rating, is that so?—A. We cannot quite sa> that they do that.

*QC AIDS’S of practice, does it happen in the departmentï-A. It does::
has’been sent,' It is usiialfy another officer not theor®"“' jTthereTslome 

SG sent back to change his ratings. We may send another officer, some
°ubt. Just what the purpose is I am not able to te y • ^ ,

Q. Frankly, cases have been referred to me where nm - - e Jcen
■"Cveral ratings made by the same officer?—A. That is qui e p

By the Chairman:
a- , Q- If a second officer is sent out from the Post Office department and 
u *es a second rating, do the reports of both officers, which di er, come before 
si,e Commission?—A. They do not always come, and that is a contentious 

l'ati°n. We do not know. Even if we may suspect that two ratings have been 
te we do not know, unless we see both, and we do not always see t cm.

By Mr. Bowman:
tyi Q- Let me go back to my original question again. I started by asking you 

Was the kev man and your answer was that you yourself was . ie key man? 
juf No, no. Pardon me. I said that I depend on my judgment. On whose 

S'Uent do I rely? On my own.
Lhat is your own judgment?—A. Yes. .

Q. And when it comes to your office you take the material that has 
A -.submitted to you in the form of affidavits by the different applicants?— 

10 sworn declaration,
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. And the return by the inspector or officer of the department who made 
the examination?—A. Yes. That is not all, but that is the principal one.

Q. Those are the principal things?—A. Yes.
Q. And you may come to an entirely different decision to the man who went 

out into the field and made the examination?—A. We might.
Q. And often do, as a matter of fact?—A. I would not say often; but we do.
Q. It is not uncommon?—A. It is not uncommon.
Q. In the examination—the general examination of the department, the 

oral examination counts for considerable in the matter of weights, does it not? 
—A. It depends on what the position is.

Q. In the position we are talking about in the Post Office department, the 
oral examination is really the only examination.

The Chairman : It is the whole thing.
The Witness : Oh, no, pardon me.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What other examination is there?—A. We have the Post Office examiner 

who goes into the documents provided by the man in his application which, after 
all, we have to give some recognition to, in the sworn declaration.

Q. The sworn declaration would be prepared, and probably in ninety-nine 
cases out of a hundred is not prepared by the local man himself ; it may be pre
pared by a local lawyer, or a magistrate?—A. I would not like to reflect on the 
local lawyer.

Q. It is only an affidavit prepared by the local lawyer, or the local magis
trate, upon instructions from the man himself?—A. Quite so.

Q. As to the facts?—A. Quite so. But we have his sworn declaration and 
we have the sworn declaration from the officer accepting his general declaration 
which he makes at the beginning.

Mr. Vallance: Not from the lawyer that makes it out.
The Chairman: It is not a written examination at all.
Mr. Chevrier: The position does not call for a written examination in that

case.
Mr. Bowman: I am not saying that the position calls for a written exanii' 

nation, but the principle behind the merit system is that the best man, from the 
point of view of merit, ought to get the job. That is primarily based on a» 
examination, is it not?

The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And the only examination you have, in the case of post office officials, 13 

an oral one?—A. With a great many.
Q. Tell me some others.
The Chairman: Say postmasters, instead of Post Office officials.
Mr. Chevrier: Why try to take an instance and make out a case on 

merit system, where there is no examination written. If you want to try °u: 
the way the merit system is applied, you might do it two ways. You mig1, 
take it in the case where you have the written examination, followed by an or*1 
examination, or you might take an ordinary position, where there is no writteD 
examination called for. Take the two separately; do not mix them up.

The Chairman: At the moment we are taking the case where there is ^ 
a written examination.

Mr. Chevrier: Don’t ask if there is one and what documentary evident 
you have.
[Dr. N. MaeTavisfo.]
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The Chairman : We will be glad to take up one later.
Mr. Chevrier : You must not mix the two up.
Mr. Bowman : I want to get the practice in this particular case, and I 

think I am just as capable of knowing what I want as Mr. Chevrier is of telling 
toe what I want. As far as I, personally, am concerned, I am in favour of the 
toerit system, but I want to know how it is working out under this present 
Civil Service Act, and that is what we are appointed for.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In the case of Post Office appointments—appointments of postmasters, 

the only examination there is the oral examination ?—A. Are vou speaking of 
anybody—the same case as before—a rural Post Office.

Q. Yes, a rural Post Office?—A. Oh, yes; the oral examination and the 
lamination, as we term it, on education and experience which is in the offices 
°f the Civil Service Commission. . XT , ■

Q. That is on the statement from the man himself. A. Not only from 
the man himself ; he has to send references.

Q. So that the rating of the Commission may be entirely different from the 
rating of the officer of the department who actually goes out to make the 
lamination?—A. It might be.

Q. As a matter of fact, in regard to the rating of the officer who goes out to 
^ake the examination—to use the expression you used a little while ago he 
111 ay not like the colour of this fellow’s hat?—A. Quite probably.
,. Q. And his examination depends upon the man’s appearance, how he strikes 
toto as being a man who would meet the public in an affable way and conduct 
toe affairs of the Post Office well?—A. That is the supposition.

Q. So that there is a considerable difficulty in the matter of postmasters, 
at least? At least, a lot of things might happen from the time the original 
^commendation of the examining officer is made until the final appointment 
?s toade between the man who originally stands highest and the man who stands 
cwest?—A. Yes. You have put your finger on one at the outset. The Post 
toce might send another officer back to get another report.

, Q. And the man who was originally rated first may, as a matter of fact, 
ave the least chance of getting the position?—A. If he has the qualifications 

as We determine by searching the statement he makes there, then lie has a 
Ptotty good chance. . . 0 _r
ç, Q. The qualifications from the point of view of the Commission. A. 1 es. 

oppose a man said that he had two or three years’ experience in such and 
su<to a Post Office. We verify that. That is his sworn statement.

Q- That is one thing that would, of course, weigh verj- hea\ lly with the 
, °tomission?—A. It is post office experience, and other things being equal, that

as a weight.
Mr. Vallance: To get away from the Post Office for a moment. T ou 

critiojied some of the departments of the government which are not under the 
t>lxService Commission. You mentioned, for instance, the National Research 
tWGau' Has there been suggestion made from the Bureau to the Commission 

they come under the Civil Service Act?—A. No.
Q- There has not been any suggestion?—A. No. 

j Q- In your opinion, then, Doctor, in so far as these people are concerned,
You think you would be in a better position, as a Commission, to make 

appointments to the Research Bureau than those who are now responsible for 
iiriA- 1 think so, and I will tell you why. We would not make an appoint- 
$j^Pt to the Research Bureau, without first having a representative, we will 
rC Hr. Tory, and a law officer probably, and technical outsiders to advise us.

' Tory would be there himself, or his deputy, or somebody to deputize for
[Dr. N. MacTaviah.]
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him, and the department would have a representative to express an opinion on 
the applicant. That gets back to what I was saying, that the department must 
be satisfied. It is no use to appoint anyone if they won’t have him.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In what way would it be improved if you take Dr. Tory’s advice?—A- 

You will find, if you looked into that appointment, if you look into some of the 
files here, some of the records, of our advisory boards, you will find those 
advisory boards were there for the purpose of advising us on peculiar cases.

Q. What I was trying to make was this; the power of selection now, at 
least in theory, is exercised through Dr. Tory as head of the department?— 
A. No.

The Chairman : The Research Council.
The Witness: No. He knows the man, but our commissioners are there 

to see that the Civil Service Act is carried out, and that the applicants are 
properly graded.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Do you examine for the position of the Bureau at all?—A. No.
Q. Not now?—A. Never did.
Q. What I am saying is, in theory, Dr. Tory is to-day the proper advisory 

factor in selecting any person for the Research Bureau?—A. I don’t know.
Q. Well, if you bring Dr. Tory in as an advisor, then you either accept his 

views or you do not. If you accept his views as the determining factor, you 
are no farther ahead. If you do not, he might exercise his power of rejection? 
—A. He might do that. That is not the only thing. You do it on probationary 
and different jobs, much inferior jobs. We have an advisory board, and ft 
becomes a case, as I have said, of elimination, getting this one out, and that 
one out. The department names a particular adviser, it may not be Dr. Tory? 
but in the case of the Research Council it is Dr. Tory, or somebody named by 
him.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. The reason why I asked you the question, is this: that in the final 

analysis if the change as suggested by you was brought about, what are the 
benefits, if any, that will accrue from the change?—A. Well— ..

Q. I am not a lawyer, but it seems to me to be a case of fencing around, and 
not asking a simple question. Being a “hayseed,” I am asking a simple question; 
what are the benefits?—A. Just the same benefits that come to anybody. He h»5’ 
or is supposed to have, better protection than he would have from a separate 
institution or body or branch, not in the Civil Service.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. What is the reason?

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. If they have not asked for it, Doctor. You say they have not asked 

it.—A. No. .,
Q. You say they would have better protection?—A. I don’t say they v?°u'e 

have. That is the usual consensus of opinion of those who are working in thos 
places. I don’t like to take an instance. Take the recent instance of the Tad 
Board, or the Interior department, or some part where a lot of people were Ie 
out.
[Dr. N. MacTiavish.]
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By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Neither do the appointments of senators—A. Senators? .
Q. It is not your intention that the Civil Service Commission should appoint

senators?_A Pardon me, I am sorry—I don’t understand. _ .
Q. It is not your intention that the Civil Service Commission appoint sena

tors?—A. Not senators, no.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You would not take that heavy responsibility?—A. No; we would rather 

appoint ourselves first.

By Mr. Vallance:
n. Q- I think your responsibilities are much heavier right now than if you had 

le appointing of senators.—A. I hope the appointing of senators is easier.
The Chairman : Let us get back to the matter we were discussing.

By Mr. Chevrier:
. Q. In regard to the taking over of the National B*jearch &ureau I und^ 

Jand the Civil Service Commission is rather jealous, andn^lt® p,ropt^ >t£e 
administration of the merit system, and your desire woudbe to take mt l e Rational Research Bureau?-A. I do mention it, Mr. Chevner but 1 think it

Would be far better to take in the appraisers in the Na^0rn^r Jurisdiction?—A 
V Q. I understand you would like to have them under your juridiction. A.

t Q. I understand that the department has not asked y ou to do it. A. They 
°°k it from us, bv Act of Parliament. , ,, , , ,
, . Q. You want to get it back. The reason I ^^^ tmnlovees would get 

back is that under the merit system you feel that the P gîQu=h more fair play: would get more of the merit system, if they were within 
y°Ur jurisdiction than if left on outside appointment A- e.?_^ And th 

Q. That is your reason for suggesting they should com •
Would get that.

q" Admittedly, supposing that were so?—A. Yes^ ^ administrator of the 
m Your reason for bringing them in, is that y » ovstem more under 

system, think that those employees would get the merit system more under')0Ur wing than if they are left in the outside world?—A. xes.

By Mr. Bowman: to have a little more
n Q- Do you mean that the Commission w might enlarge on what
Mr"Go!"~A- We a11 want power—more Poxver , 0 " ple 0{ the meaning of that 
by ' Chevr'er stated, I can give you a concrete-. ^P & minister, or by an 
,,L an. illustration. An appraiser might be api ieDJty, however it might be 
,; Gr m council, recommended by the minister, o their own appointments,
ift- we don’t know how, but as it goes, they their^ q£ thoge
w a branch, you say, of National Revenue, • 8 ^ the National Revenue,
atiH Wlshes to aPPly for promotion into anoth 1 t in that promotional
ex,We c°uld not agree to his passing into h s / ^ P .th his appointmenti?£lnati°n-for the simple reason we had nothing to do ^ ^ ^ & man whQ 
hari 6 hrst place; therefore we could not properly g 

u gone in there on the merit system.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. They were taken away after a recommendation by a committee of the 

House of Commons, were they not?—A. Probably it was three years ago, by 
Mr. Euler.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. It was not a committee of the House?—A. No, no.
Q. I think you mean by Act of Parliament, an amendment to the National 

Revenue Act.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Was not that done as a result of the Customs’ inquiry?—A. No, nothing 

at all to do with any inquiry.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. What was the reason they were taken away?—A. Well, I cannot giv6 

you any reason. I suspect the department thought, honestly thought, that they 
could make better appointments of appraisers than the Civil Service Commis' 
sion. There are not many of them, only roughly 200 in the branch that was 
taken out.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. There were probably more about that time. As a result of the operatic11 

of the law, a large number of them were needed at that time?—A. Yes, thatlS 
probably the point.

Q. It does not do away with the merits of your case?—A. No.
The Chairman : Or any other general case.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The National Research Bureau, were they ever under the Commission--"" 

A. Never.
Q. What reason do you give for that?
The Chairman : It w-as created by statute.
The Witness: Created by statute, and preferred to make their own ap' 

pointments.
The Chairman: There is a special statute for that.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are you aware whether in the National Research Bureau there are ma^ 

technical positions, like chemists?—A. No. I have no information.
Q. No information?—A. No information.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What particular advantage would there be to the government of ^ 

country.—A. In what way? ,t
Q. In the transfer of this department, to your jurisdiction?—A. Well; ^ 

you will look you will find—I don’t know—we will take the National Resea^ 
Bureau as an instance. I don’t actually know this, but I would be quite safe 1 
saying it, because I discussed the matter before with Dr. Tory when he 
selecting his staff. I think the staff there is paid probably 25 or 50 per ceP 
higher than any similar positions in the service.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Technical staff?—A. Technical, all kinds of chemists.

[Dr. N. MacTiavishJ
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By Mr. Bowman: j
Q. But, of course, that is to be expected.—A. Well, if you think that is in 

the interest of the public service, I agree with you.
Q. What is your own opinion?—A. I say I agree with you. T,
Q. What would be the advantage, therefore, or the disadvantage?—A. If 

they were —if they had come in about the time they came under, or a, little 
later, they would have come under the Beatty Report which advocated con
siderably higher salaries for those similar positions in the Civil Service. The 
Commission is on record as being in favour of that But that was never brought 
about. The Research Bureau, which was not under the Commission, could act 
as we presume many did, and pay what salaries they wished, and as Dr Tory 
said, go out and get the men that they knew were qualified, and bring them in 
and pay a sufficient salary to get them. ,,

Q. Then you are of the opinion that if they were brought under the Civil 
Service, they would have received higher salaries?—A. No.
. The Chairman: It is the other way around. The doctors point is the 
National Research Council pay higher salaries to their technicians than are 
Paid to men holding similar technical positions in the Civil Service, owing to 
?he fact that they are not a part of the Civil Service, and do not come under the 
Jurisdiction of the Commission.

Mr. Bowman: Quite right.
The Witness: That is the point. _ n • •
Mr. Bowman: The doctor also made a remark that the Beatty Commission 

recommended much higher salaries.
The Chairman: For civil servants. . c .. ,,

n The Witness: And technical officers, too, in the servl<;c; , • wouj(j ^ 
Commission Report had been adopted and carried out, those salaries wou d have
een agreed on.

By Mr. Maclnnis. . National Research Bureau
, Q. You do not say that technical men departments for similarsbould have higher salaries than technical men in other aep

"ork?—a. No. . , , u it is presumed that
tv Q- Well, there is just one other point -ce and ais0 in the interest of
.. e Civil Service Act acts in the interest o , forward if any employees
the employee. There should be very cogent reasons put ition?_A_ Yes.
Were taken out from under that Service. Is notthatyo ^ quegtion? If ao>
t , the Chairman: Is that all, gentlemen, o 'ai.,Slavish. We discussed at

should like to get a little information from Dr. Maciexamin_
>e length, Doctor, the appointment of, turtsdiction of the Civil Service

ons. What other positions are there und ^ ■ , w[thout written examina-
ti^^udssion to which initial appointmen s> aie technical and professional tlons?__A. Oh, quite a good many, practically all tecnmcai
Positir • ’ '
hoIlls

; —V'U, quiuc a guuu inaxij, , ui.'. examina
uons, and in the lower order too—a great many wi

g , Q. Such as census clerks?—A. No, census clerks ,CXr™u1C^the^ecrd-ar\d
more precise and better information by consulting Mr. Foran, t e secretary,

en he comes before you. . , , _
th. The Chairman- Mr Foran, would it be possible for you to let the Com- 
£;tee have that in the form of a written memorandum-positions to which 

hal appointments are made without written examinations.
Foran: They are already made out.

H The Chairman: Then I would like to get another piece °f ^ 
j1Jtnv many permanent civil servants are there in Canada to lav under the

<9322—7
'ion of the Civil Service Commission?

[Dr. N. MacTavish.l
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Mr. Foran : Classified positions, 35,000.
The Chairman: How many temporary?
Mr. Foran: That includes the temporary employees. All these figures have 

been given to you in the statements forwarded. I have included them in the 
statement.

The Chairman: You have them at your finger-ends. I want to get them i” 
this black book of mine. Classified positions, under the Civil Service Commission, 
35,000. Approximately how many of those would be permanent and how many 
would be temporary?

Mr. Foran : Well, I would say, 22 and 13.
The Chairman: Twenty-two thousand permanent, and 13,000 temporary- 

Thank you very much.
By the Chairman:

Q. Doctor, have we got down towards the end of your list?—A. You ar6 
pretty near it. If I could have a few minutes more I could finish it.

Q. You would prefer to finish it to-day?—A. I would prefer to finish $ 
now, if that is agreeable. It won’t take long. Then, my fourth suggestion & 
should promotions be made by the Commission on the recommendation of any 
of the department officials, and should such promotions be by seniority or merit-

By the Chairman:
Q. Before you give that, there is one other thing I wanted to get. Are np* 

examinations required under the Civil Service Commission administration lD 
regard to promotions?—A. Not required, no.

Q. None at all in any case?—A. No.
Q. Now, go ahead.—A. The present system, I don’t know whether you hay6 

studied it, but under it it is done by weights and ratings on weights. That ’Sl 
two departments have a vacancy, we will say. We will take the Post Off®6 
department as an instance. They have a vacancy, and there are, we will say* 
twenty clerks who apply for that vacancy. They are rated by their immediate!; 
superior officer, the head of the branch, or of several branches, and in m°sc 
cases they have what they call a rating board. Those ratings come through to u“ 
with a weight of two for seniority, three for efficiency, and five for fitness, maki”» 
ten, so that fitness is fifty per cent of the total. There is always a complaint abo’° 
promotions. When a promotion is made those that do not get it are disaP' 
pointed and the one is pleased, but under the system which we are now follow’0" 
there are very few complaints, that reach us at any rate. It is generally c°n'
ceded by the associations, I think, that it is about as good a system as we ca”
devise. A group of postal officials came before us a short time ago complaining , 
they were letter carriers—about promotion and such like, and I asked them if 
could suggest any better way and they had to admit that they could not sugg®6 
a better way. I cannot myself. I have tried to devise a better scheme, buj 
taking the human element, the present system is about as good as it could be, 
it gets back again always to the point where we must satisfy the Departing 
The Department can reject, but I do not know that you are very much interest® 
in promotions.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. That is very similar to what Dr. Roche said?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do I understand that the department head can reject a nominee of 

Civil Service Commission for promotion the same as for official appointment- 
A. That is putting it the wrong way. That is putting the horse before 1 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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cart. They give us a rating, and if we have any reason" for suspecting it is 
something "like a football match, that is the plainest way to illustrate it, we 
are umpires—and if two of them get their heads together and they say so and 
so should get this, the umpire declares it. . , ,, , ,, n , .

Q. And in this football game, I suppose like most of them football brains 
counts as well as kicking ability?—A. Sometimes brains count a good deal.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You put your stamp of approval on it?—A. If there is any reason why 

We think those are not bona fide ratings or if they are too close to be safe, 
or for any reason we wish to give, we may have a written examination and 
that determines, the two together, the result. I did not know that Dr. Roche

ad ThiTTsd myOIîasÎapoint-re-organization, going into the department and 

^-organizing “ Whv does not the Civil Service Commission re-organize and 
reduce staff have fewer people ”? Dr W. L. Grant, of Upper Canada College, hadofarS& and his chief complaint-after criticizing the 
Commissioners themselves for their inability—was that they 
the staffs, there was too large a classification, how, that is someth ng that yoi 
gentlemen will probably consider—are the staffs too larg • - , ' -f
Vlce Commission, I can sav in one word, has nothing to do with it, because if 
*e were to go in and re-orgânize a department, without its permission, or without 
lts request, we could not re-organize it.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You could only do it on demand?-A. On demand, and with co-operation. 

,, Q. That is under the Act?—A. I know it is, but the general opinion is 
ttlat the Civil Service Commission is responsible—

Q. Not of those who know?—A. Not of those who know.

By the Chairman: . ,
Q. In other words, you have no statutory powers which would enable 
a„ a Commission, to act as efficiency experts in organising any departs 

nent?—A. Oh, yes, wc have.

By Mr. Ernst: ,
Q. By request.—A. We could not achieve it, except by request.

By the Chairman: „ ,__ „;u, ,
v0 Q- Theoretically, you have the powers. Practical y, i is no P ^ “ 

to work it out, except with the concurrence of any particular department t
^A. Exactly.

Mr. Chevrier: That is section 9 of the Act.

Ey the Chairman:
is Q- And that, I suppose, presents the difficulty, that if they invite you, it 
of 4.1 admission of inefficiency on the part of the department heads or some 

.higher officials of the department and, therefore, not likely to happen.'—
-----think a good many of them might bei- it

to
1 .is not likely to happen, but still I think a good many oi mem mignt oe 
’ if it could be brought about, if the Civil Service Commission had power

do R could be brought about 
but not without co-operation.

Ey Mr. Chevrier:
fo view of the reclassification that took place some years ago, and the

&[«' upheaval"thaiTfollowed","what would necessity to-day for reclassi-
“'»» of the whole service, is there any need for it?-A. ™reMls„™
49322-7i [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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urgent need. I do not see that it makes any difference whether you call a man 
an engineer grade 2 or an engineer grade 2B, or anything else, it might cause a 
little more bookkeeping, but there is no increase now. Staffs are decreasing all 
the time.

Q. Since that general reclassification, is there any imperative need, to-day- 
for a general wholesale investigation into the service, for the purpose of re
classification?—A. No, I don’t think so.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. In the beginning of your examination, Doctor, you said that the Civil 

Service might be likened to a great machine. Don’t you think that a machine, 
particularly one of the magnitude of the Civil Service, ought to have someone 
whose business it was to see that it was always kept in the best running 
order?—A. Yes. Might I say in reply to that, Mr. Chairman, that the illustra
tion I gave is quite good, and what you say is quite to the point. We must 
keep that machine moving all the time. There is something that stops it or 
something goes wrong. I can say this: I think that the other night, in the 
House, the Prime Minister in another connection said that there is “ a hidden 
thing ”. That was a very apt phrase that he used. I would say, in my less 
apt manner, that it is someone putting a monkey-wrench in the works and that 
monkey-wrench is public opinion. If public opinion were not so strong against 
the Civil Service Commission to stop the machinery going smoothly, it would 
go smoothly.

By the Chairman:
Q. We are led to believe, by some of the newspapers, that public opinion 

is very strongly in favour of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Not in the way 
I speak of it.

Mr. Ernst: I would not make any admission that public opinion is against 
the Commission.

The Witness: All the complaints we hear, and the complaints you hear, 
are the result of the most of people all over the country who come out dissati»' 
fied from examinations—the Commission is rotten, the examinations are 
rotten, and such like. Now, that is spreading all the time and we cannot help 
it. That is what I mean by public opinion. I do not mean the disinterested 
public opinion, but tne people who have tried examinations and who have failed’ 
They say the system is no good. That is what I mean.

By the Chairman:
Q. Doctor, I wanted to take up something here. I discovered a short tin®e 

ago that in the Post Office department, for example—
Mr. Bowman : Mr. Chairman, perhaps we could continue with Dr. Mac' 

Tavish again. It is now a quarter after one.
The Chairman : He does not want to come back. He really should h»v6 

his arm in an upright position.
By the Chairman:

Q. I discovered, in the Post Office department, that they have a f°j.y 
called an “annual efficiency report,” apparently a document made out annual ; 
by some superior officer as to employees under him?—A. Yes. . j,

Q. And then there is another form called a “promotion rating form” wDc 
is made up?—A. Yes. g

Q. Do those annual efficiency reports for all candidates for promotion cod’ 
before the Civil Service Commission, together with the promotion rating f°r ' 
when they are considering the question of promotion?—A. No.

Q. So you have not the advantage of these forms?—A. No.
[Dr. N. MacTaviah.]
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Q. All that comes before you is the promotion rating form made up by 
some official? When I say that comes before you, I mean in relation to a man’s 
Progress?—A. Yes, what we call a rating sheet, signed by one or other of the 
officials.

Q. And that is made up by some official of the Post Office department?
A. Yes.

Q. Can you tell me if that same system prevails generally throughout the 
departments, or is that confined to the Post Office department, the annual 
efficiency reports?—A. I don’t think so. I don’t know of any other department
where it does prevail. _ . ...

Q. If, as a matter of fact, there came to the Commission, along v ith the 
Promotion rating form, these annual efficiency reports, it would give the Com
mission, or their officials, a source of valuable information, would it not, in 
making those promotions?—A. Well, I think it would. It is a question again 

whether it is worth the effort, worth the money.
Q. Of course, they are made out anyway and they are available. A. I 

really don’t think that they quite depend on them.
Q. You do not think they are consistently made out. A. 1 do not think 

hey depend on them. They are not used, as far as we know.

By Mr. Chevrier: . .
Q. Are they not used for the purpose of statutory increases in the depart

ment?—A. I cannot tell you that. It might be for that purpose, but that would 
e Purely administrative.

By the Chairman:
Q. It occurs to me that if there was any question as to the rating, if they 

are rating employees in the department, there could be no finer check tha,n 
Referring to those annual efficiency reports.—A. They would be a fine thing if
they Were kept up. 
tx The Chairman: That is all I had in mind. 

r- MacTavish?
Is there anything else from

By Mr. Bowman:
jL Q- Dr. MacTavish, the creation of an actual position never originates with 

e Commission?—A. No.
^ The Chairman: Gentlemen of the Committee, just before we adjourn,
oAT are some representatives here, from out of town, in connection with some
Soi le,se organizations and I assume they are running expenses here. We have 

“ r .... ’ " "T * ’ 1-------1 toVo Pnmmissinnpr TrpmKlov
tilig

cse organizations ana l assume tney arc T^mmWinner TrembTav

1 t'ng this evening for a while?
Mr. Ernst: Why not this afternoon? , , ,
The Chairman: Well, the répertoriai staff is pretty heavily burdened 

h Mr. Vallance: Well, Mr. Chairman, this is Wednesday and some of us 
av<2 made arrangements for to-night.
^, Mr. Chevrier: Can it be made known that people cannot rus down here

he heard at the outset. Outside organizations should 3 ;
r. Tlie Chairman: I think the Press have done their best to assist us in that
re8ard.
w Mr. Ernst: It seems to me we ought to hear Mr. ForaIb for 
8yshear Commissioner Tremblay, so that we will get the basis of the whole

The committee adjourned to resume at 4 p.m.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The committee resumed at 4 p.m.

The Chairman : Mr. Tremblay.

J. Emile Tremblay, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. Now Mr. Tremblay, you have heard the evidence given here by the 

chairman of the Commission, Dr. Roche, and by Commissioner MacTavish?-^ 
A. Yes.

Q. Would you just proceed with any observations you desire to make, either 
with respect to the suggested amendments to the present act, the administration) 
or other matters that you care to advise upon.—A. I entirely endorse the recoin- 
mendations made by Dr. Roche, and his suggestions, with one exception, and that 
is the one dealing with the appointment and promotion of assistant postmaster5 
—postmasters’ assistants; with the others I am in entire agreement,

Q. With respect to the promotion of assistant postmasters to postmaster- 
ships, what are your views there?—A. Well, I do not agree with that. I think 
it would be very difficult to word an amendment that would be workable, and 
which would not lead to abuses—I mean, that wrould be correct in all cases. 1 
would be afraid of it.

Q. Then Mr. Tremblay, did you understand the suggestion to be that tb® 
assistant postmaster should always be promoted to the position of postmaster

Mr. Chevrier: May I just make this observation? I notice that the Pr.e=” 
cannot get the benefit of the witness’s deposition. I see they are labouring 
rather hard to get what he is saying. I do not know whether we can arrang 
the seating any better, but they are having a lot of trouble.

The Chairman : We are holding only this sitting here, because the otber 
room was taken by a Senate committee.

Mr. Chevrier: I know. I just say that because there seems to be a 
of difficulty in getting down the evidence.

The Chairman: Try to speak a little louder, please. I just do not foll°^ 
the point with which you are not in agreement with Dr. Roche or Dr. MaC 
Tavish.

Mr. Bowman: I remember Dr. MacTavish making a suggestion yesterd^ 
that in the event of a postmaster dying, his widow' or somebody who had b®6 
in charge of the post office, might very well, in most cases, be appointed.

Mr. Ernst: I thought it was in exceptional cases.
The Chairman : I thought Dr. MacTavish merely outlined the difficult6' 

with which the Commission were confronted in regard to such a situation.
Mr. Ernst: At times.
The Chairman : At times.
Mr. Bowman: Oh, I did not understand that.
The Chairman : I did not understand him to recommend that.
Mr. Bowman : Yes. j
The Chairman : Yes, to the extent that in certain specific cases the return 

soldier preference should not rigourously apply. Was not that the point? ,
Mr. Bowman: I remember asking the doctor if it would not be a Pr^ji 

hard amendment to work and he admitted it would, but it was in connect1 
with this matter.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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The Chairman: Let us get Mr. Tremblay’s idea. I do not quite clearly 
understand what his ideas are, and that is what I am struggling with at the 
moment.

Witness: What I had in mind was this. I know of cases where it would 
oe very useful if the Civil Service Commission had the power to appoint assist
ants, but I would be afraid if you were to make it a general amendment, it would 
oe worse, possibly, than the difficulties you are trying to remedy.

By the Chairman:
Q. Dr. Roche said yesterday, gentlemen, just for the record: “When, of 

course, the vacancy occurs, the whole community, perhaps, are in favour of the 
Mdow succeeding that man. I am just indicating the widow by way of illus
tration ; it may be another person who has been the assistant who has been in 
mat office, who has no connection with the family, but he or she has had the 
experience. Unfortunately they are not civil servants under the interpretation 
?/ the Act. They were appointed by the postmaster, and were paid by him, and 
herefore, they cannot be promoted. We have had numerous instances where 
he whole community were opposed to us advertising that position, and a returned 

®°ldier came in and replaced the person whom, on compassionate grounds, the 
mole community wanted, and who also had the experience. It is worthy of con- 
mieration by this Committee. It is something that persona.ly I have been in 
/\v°ur of for quite a few years, and it was recommended to the Malcolm Com- 

ittee.” That is the matter you have reference to? A. Yes.
Q. Your view is that no amendment to the Act which you can foresee 

°Md make the situation any better than it is now? A. ^o.
Q- Now, is there anything else, Mr. Tremblay. A. I have nothing else. 

^ Q- Are there any questions any of you gentlemen would like to ask Mr.
etoblay in connection with any matter? 

w Mr. Bowman : There are some routine matters, Mr. Chairman, that I 
tiotk to get some information about. I have been wondering if it would 

he better to leave them until Mr. Foran is called, 
on- Mr- 'Chevrier: Mr. Foran can perhaps give us the routine much more 
HUlckly and shortly.

By Mr. Vallance:
^ . Q. Don’t you think it might tend to more efficient service in the post office 

h Were possible?—A. In some cases, yes. 
jv. x- Because to-day, as it is, there is no inducement offered an assistant post- 
hJt.er- There is nothing to aspire to unless he is a returned man.—A. What I 

ln mind is this: That this man was not selected by the Civil Service. He 
bv selected through competitive examinations. He was merely picked 

.e postmaster. He might be a good man, but if this man were selected 
h we bring him into the service without competition, that is my objection.

By Mr. Ernst:
By way of adhering to the merit system.

On ^r- Vallance: A man must be a pretty good man to be able to carry 
of +?s an assistant ; and in many cases, and in many stations t ie> do most 

the work.

By Mr. Laurin: .
a b Q- An assistant often bears the greater burden of responsibility in operating

office.—A. Generally, yes. ,
Mr. Ernst: Mr. Tremblay is objecting to the way he is selected.

[JIr. J. H. Tremblay.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. There is something I am not clear on. In what post office does the 

postmaster have the selection without reference to the Civil Service Com
mission?—A. In all post offices where the postmaster is paid through revenue.

Q. That is what you call a revenue post office?—A. The postmaster selects 
his own assistants and pays them.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The revenue goes up to what? How high does revenue go before a case 

•is turned into the Commission?—A. Oh, there is no set figure that I know of-

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. For instance, Mr. Tremblay, take two cities in Saskatchewan, Battle- 

ford and Yorkton—Yorkton up until last fall was not under the Civil Service 
Commission?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, I do not know whether the city of North Battleford is yet under 
the direction of the Civil Service Commission. Now, the assistant postmaster 
there, in spite of the great responsibility he has, has nothing to look forward 
to to-day, and I think there should be some amendment to arrange that these 
fellows will have something to look forward to. As it stands to-day, preference 
is given to some fellow outside the service. I know young men in Canada 
to-day who are 30 years of age, who through no fault of their own were not 
permitted to participate in the Great war.

Mr. Ernst: Yes.
Mr. Vallance: One of these young men, say, is an assistant postmaster 

in North Battleford. The postmaster dies or resigns, and leaves the pos" 
vacant. Any returned man in the vicinity has a preference over the assistant 
in spite of the years that he may have spent in the service of the postmaster.

Mr. Ernst: Well, he takes the position with a full knowledge of the 
situation, and if you change that you will do away with preference.

Mr. Chevrier: Is that a revenue post office or not?
The Chairman: It is a revenue post office.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Do you call it a class “B” post office when you change over from 9 

revenue post office?—A. Yes.
Q. They then become class “B”?—A. Class “B”.

By the Chairman:
Q. And come under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission 

A. Yes. The case of the assistant is covered by the Act.
Q. He could then be appointed to the position under section “B”?—A.
Q. Another member of the house was here this morning and asked me.t0 

get some information arising out of something that came up. This mormD" 
we were discussing with Dr. MacTavish the question of getting the reco^' 
mendation of a post office departmental official in connection with promoting 
Is the recommendation of the postmaster requested in respect of appointmem-' 
promotions in the staff, coming under his jurisdiction?—A. Certainly. j

Q. In that case, is the recommendation of the postmaster taken into accoU9 
as well as the recommendation of the post office departmental official?^' 
Oh, yes. j

Q. So, are you bound to act on the postmaster’s recommendation al°®, 6 
—A. Well, if you look at that form, you will see there is a rating given by -s 

immediate chief of the official applying for that position. And that rating 
concurred in by the postmaster, and he gives a separate rating himself- 
[Mr, I. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Take a concrete instance. Let us assume there is a vacancy for 
Promotion in Toronto post office now. Who makes the rating and recom
mends to the Commission or to the department? A. The immediate chief of 
the official applying for the position, the postmaster of Toronto, or the assistant
Postmaster. , . , , ,

Q. Then, in addition to that, is there some report obtained by some other 
official of the post office department, sent out from Ottawa, for example, for 
that purpose?—A. Not that I know of.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Then, the appointment is made on the recommendation of the immediate 

chief of the applicant, or the postmaster?—A. Concurred in by the postmaster.
Mr. Chevrier: There are two separate things. One is the question of 

aPpointment and the other is the question of promotion.
The Chairman : We are dealing with promotions.
Mr. Chevrier: This morning we were talking about appointments, and 

How you are talking about promotions.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. As I understand it, when there is to be a promotion—say in the city 

P°st office, at Ottawa—the immediate chief makes the rating, and it is concurred 
ln by the postmaster.—A. Yes.

Q. Then it goes to the Civil Service Commission? A. It goes to the deputy 
Postmaster, generally.
s Q. It follows the usual routine, and it subsequently comes to the Civil
ervice Commission?—A. Yes. . _

Q. Then, I understand that you have in the Civil Service Commission, 
certain investigators and certain organizers under the direction ot the orgamza- 

1011 branch who then take it up and look through it and pass upon it. A. Yes.
.. Q. Then it goes through the ordinary channels, and comes up for ratifica-
ll°H finally?—A. Yes. ..... .
, Q. That is in the case of promotion, in the Post Office, under jurisdiction 

the Commission. But with the question of appointment to a post office 
is not under the supervision of the Commission, there is the process that

e talked about this morning?—A. Yes. .
Q. If there are no other questions, I should like to ask this. Are there 

y other suggestions that you would like to make, Mr. Tremblay, with refer- 
Xv/'e to making the Act, if I might say so, more workable:—A. No, Mr Chevner. 
t^e have discussed that and our Chairman has placed before the Committee 

0 views of the Commission as such. .
ii Q. Now then, with reference to what Dr. MacTavish said this morning about 

e inclusion or the taking in under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service of 
^tions that are not now within the jurisdiction of the Commission. Have you 
on ii ing to say on that; and then subsequently, have you anything to say 
a„f,be release of any further positions that are within the jurisdiction of the 

I am not in favour of releasing any; but I say that most of those 
coi,ijl0ns c°uld be filled with advantage by the Commission better than they

^be otherwise. ,
nn .,9- Even in the cases mentioned, lighthouse keeper, janitor and some minor 
aC^ons. In these cases you still believe that the better way to make the 

would be under the system now in vogue. • y the Civil
Vl^e Commission. , , ,

h. Q- You do not know of any positions that ought to be released under the 
sections of the Act that are not in the public interest to be retained 
it would not be practicable to retain?—A. No.

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
°r that
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Then, following what Mr. Chevrier said with respect to promotion in 

post offices. There is some further reference beyond the postmaster?—A. We 
have our own examiners and they of course scrutinize the ratings given and 
make a report to the Commissioners. They report the ratings given and they 
make a report of the facts.

Q. Then, does the Commission make the recommendation for the promotion 
on that?—A. Then the Commission approves.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Would it not be well if we simply started from the point where the 

vacancy occurs, say in the Post Office department, where a vacancy as chief 
clerk occurs, and the department wants to fill that vacancy say, by way of pro
motion?

The Chairman : Is there any member of the Committee who wants that 
explained further? For my part, I am fully familiar with it. I think from what 
has been said, that every member is familiar with the proceeding.

Mr. Chevrier: Apparently some are not so familiar.
The Chairman: If no other member wants it explained further, I would 

suggest Mr. Bowman be allowed to continue. I have been trying to give him 
an opportunity to ask his questions, but every time he has started, Mr. Chevrier 
has gone ahead and asked questions.

Mr. Chevrier: I know all about the procedure. I am not concerned with 
that. I wanted to make it clear on the record just what the procedure is.

The Chairman: You are hardly giving evidence, you know. Mr. Trem- 
blay is here giving evidence. If you will permit him to give the evidence, w° 
will try to get it from him.

Mr. Chevrier: I do not like to clutter up the record with a lot of thing5 
that mislead quite innocently.

Mr. Bowman: Who is cluttering up the record?
Mr. Chevrier: Both of us.
The Chairman: That being settled, I suggest Mr. Bowman be allowed 

to continue.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Your direct answer to my question was, before Mr. Chevrier gave the 

explanation he did, to the effect that after the recommendation had been mad6 
by the immediate chief of the applicant for promotion, perhaps by the p°5t' 
master, then the appointment was made.—A. Well, it comes to the Civil Servi66 
Commission. We give a rating for seniority that is added to that.

Q. Then, you take a man’s record, and go over it again, and make anotber 
rating.—A. Well, we give a rating according to the years of service.

Q. According to seniority?—A. That is a factor. There are three facto66 
which govern; efficiency, good service, and seniority. These are combined 
submitted to the examiner—

Q. In case there is more than one applicant for the promotion.—A. Wh^j 
ever the number of candidates may be, they are all submitted with their offi61^ 
ratings to the examiner, and the man with the highest rating gets the prom0' 
tion.

Q. What about the recommendation of the immediate chief and the p05*' 
master?—A. That is placed before the Commissioner, too. The three rating 
are combined.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Supposing, for instance, that the immediate chief or the postmaster 
recommends one of these three, whom he thinks probably would do for the pro
motion, what happens to the other two?—A. Well, if he recommends one man, 
he will rate him higher than the others.

Q. Do you accept the rating, or make a new one yourselves?—A. We give 
a rating for seniority, that is all.

Q. Then, outside the rating for seniority, the matter of the filling oi the posi
tion rests with the postmaster, and the immediate chief. Did I understand that 
correctly?—A. Correct, sir.

By the Chairman:
Q. Subject, I presume, to what provision might be made by the examiner 

pf the Civil Service Commission.—A. Of course, as I said, the rating for seniority 
is added to their total, and the man who gets the highest total gets promotion.

Mr. Chevrier: Why not go right through with the whole process fiom be
ginning to end?

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. All other considerations being equal, seniority counts. A. W ell, it must 

«ave two out of ten. , . T,
Q. The person having the longer seniority would get the position. A. It 

i-'vo persons were rated the same by the chiefs, the man with the longest sen ice 
"’°uld get it.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What are the weights?—A. Two, three and five; two for seniority; three 

°r efficiency ; and five for fitness.
Q. Two, three and five?—A- Yes.
Q. What you do is to—?—A. Give the ratings.
Q. Give the weight of two for seniority?—A. Yes. 

j Q. Eighty per cent of the rating is left to the department. A. that is

Q. Then you agree with Dr. MacTavish in his general statement this morn- 
!ng that the department is the primary consideration in either the appointments 
0 vacancies or promotions? You heard Dr. MacTavish?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you agree with him?—A. Well, in what way?
, Q. In the point I am referring to. You remember his remark in the opening 

t, his statement?—A. Well, when Dr. MacTavish said that we tried to suit 
L*e department, I do not like that word “suit.” He did not define what he meant 
y that. We do not try to suit the department. We try to fill the position, 

hnd someone who can do the work—we try to suit the man to the work, w hether 
, e department likes the man or not. We try to get a man who is best suited 
0 fill the position. I do not like to leave the impression that we are trying to 
ld a man there who will be most acceptable to the department.

Mr. MacInnis: I don’t think that is the impression.

By Mr. Chevrier: .
Q- If Dr. MacTavish meant that, would you agree with him? A. No. 

j Q- If Dr. MacTavish meant what you mean here, as. t(> the suiting of the 
Partment by putting somebody in there who would be suitable for the position, 

Jj'fid you agree with that?—A. What I mean to say is, we try to get the best 
°d man to fill the particular job. ,, , , „

a Q- If he suits the particular job, he will have to suit the department .
• Uh__

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Mr. Bowman : They don’t, generally.
Mr. Chevrier: Only to the extent of two per cent.
Mr. Bowman: In what way to the extent of two per cent?
The Witness : I do not know what Mr. Chevrier refers to. Generally, it 

suits the department.
The Chairman: You must bear in mind, Mr. Bowman, that the two per 

cent, of rejections, is arrived at by taking the total number of civil service 
appointments, census clerks and others.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. You referred to the figure two for seniority. Is it two on ten, or two on 

one hundred?—A. Two for seniority out of ten.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. In dealing with postmasters in postal districts, the complaint was made 

that postmasters did not have an opportunity of applying for any other positions 
within any other post office outside there own particular locality. Do you 
consider it feasible that postmasters could be permitted to do that within postal 
districts?—A. Are you speaking of revenue post offices?

Q. Yes.—A. I don’t see how it could. City postmasters are eligible for the 
position of inspector, but they are under the Civil Service Act. If the position 
of inspector is open in the district a city postmaster is eligible to compete, but 
with a revenue post office, the man who is paid by revenue is not eligible.

Q. I believe that is the point. Of course I am not conversant with it, and 1 
was just wondering if it was feasible to allow them to make application for the 
position of postmaster within the postal district.—A. I do not think it is feasible 
under the present Act; whether the thing could be done, I don’t know.

Q. You have never given it any thought?
Mr. Ernst: That was the principle followed on the railways in regard t°' 

engine crews, and it worked a great dissatisfaction to them.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Tremblay, assume that a promotional examination is held with two 

candidates competing, we will say, A and B. A is declared by the Commission 
to be the successful candidate for the promotion. We will assume that B is very 
much dissatisfied. Is there any way or means by which B can have a re-rating 
or a reconsideration of his fitness, and so forth, because he does not write a 
written examination? Is there any method by which he can open up that cas® 
and ask for reconsideration, or is it a closed book as far as that particule1 
promotional examination is concerned?—A. He can always apply to his deputif 
minister to have the case investigated, and if the deputy should find out th8 
a mistake has been made—

Q. That is, he would have to apply to the very man who made the recoU1 
mendation against him?—A. Yes.

Q. That is the only method?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Take the case of an individual postmaster who has been dismissed 

cause. Later on it is found out that the cause was not proven, what redi'es" 
or what means has he of remedying that situation?—A. None.

Q. Do you think it is fair?—A. No, I don’t think so.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Of course, Mr. Tremblay, dismissals for cause take place only after 

investigation at which the man had a chance at least to be heard. A. Of course 
that is done by the department.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. A man has no appeal?—A. No, he has no appeal.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Not to the Commission?—A. No, not to the Commission.
Q. Because the Commission has nothing to do with the dismissal. A. To 

get into the service again he has to come in through the regular channels, through 
°Pen competition.

By Mr. Bowman: .
Q. The appointment generally to those small post offices, that is the appoint

ment of postmasters to small post offices throughout the country, is that generally 
carried on to your satisfaction?—A. Generally, yes, sir. , _

Q. Many complaints?-A. Not many. I don’t govern the Post Office de
partment myself.

By the Chairman: . . .
Q. Of course complaints would not come to the Civil Service Commission 

anyway?—A. Some of them do.
Mr. Ernst: I have never seen one filled yet where there was not some com

plaint.
The Witness: Well, generally speaking, it works out piett> well.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. A great deal would depend upon the inspector who went out to make the
Q^And very oftenhis report is not the final report which1 "

^commendation which is made?—A. Well, generally it is ac P -, '
^‘ssion unless on the face of it we have some little information t at it is not 
c°rrect, but that happens in very very few cases. . ,
r Q. Still, it does happen fairly frequently that the inspector s recommenda- 

lQn is not followed?—A. Oh, yes, it happens.
Q. And it is quite frequently changed?—A. Y es.

By Mr. Maclnnes: .
Q. Would you say quite frequently?-A. Well, no, but it is sometimes

Panged.

By Mr. Ernst: ,
Sjr Q- I believe Marine comes under you, does it not, Mr. rem a> . • es,

w, Q- I asked Dr. MacTavish this morning whether he saw^any valid.reason 
r y Permanent officers who were in the employ of the depar ,y ,, ar>d could not be brought under the operation of the Act.-A. Well, I think 

U !P°ke about superannuation. . . . Wp t .j ■
U Q- Yes, at least under the superannuation provision.—A. X e
Se/.the Superannuation Act. You do not have to bring , , , ,
sJ Vlce Act to give them the benefit of superannuation. An amendment to the

P°rannuation Act would be more feasible. __
I Q. Do you see any objection to bringing them under the A .uch, A.

°Uld n°t like to say before considering it. I have not thought. ^ ^
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The Chairman : Anything else from Mr. Tremblay?
Q. Mr. Tremblay, there is one matter that has come to my attention. If 

you feel that someone other than yourself should deal with it don’t hesitate to 
say so. It has been suggested in some quarters that there is no necessity for a 
Civil Service Commission of three, that one man might function as a Director of 
Civil Service, and it has been suggested in other quarters that a Civil Service 
Commission of three is too much of a packed type of corporation and it would 
be much better if you had five,—have you any views with respect to that?—A- 
Well, I think it works very well now with three. I don’t see any reason for five. 
I suppose it could work with any number.

Q. What reason would you suggest for three, for example?—A. Well, be
cause you must have a majority decision. Two would not do and four would 
not do. You want a majority of two.

Q. That leads me up to what I want. Are there many cases of promotions 
or appointments in which the Civil Service Commission are disagreed?—A. Well» 
there are some cases, I cannot tell you the number.

Q. I gathered from what was said here by Dr. MacTavish that it was & 
very small proportion of the total number?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. The element of three opinions does not become of any weight in that 
regard, does it?—A. Well, putting it that way I suppose not.

Q. What functions are there to be performed by the Civil Service Com
mission that requires more than one man, or more than one opinion, other than 
what you have just outlined about possible cause of disagreement as to any 
particular appointment or promotion?—A. Oh, I suppose one man could do it-

Q. What I have in my mind is this: Are there many matters that arise ljj 
the daily routine of affairs as the result of which it is necessary for the Civ1* 
Service Commission to meet as a body, that is, to sit down around a tarn6 
and thresh something out by way of discussion?—A. We meet regularly twic6 
a week on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Q. That is, as a body?—A. Yes. _
Q. And is that for the purpose of considering problems affecting the Civ*1 

Service generally and matters of policy?—A. Yes, or special cases. .
Q. And special cases in which there has been a difference of view?—A. ^ot 

necessarily. Where the views have not been expressed yet and a commission61" 
might want to discuss the matter with his colleagues, have a discussion on lt-

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Would the volume that would not be transferred to officials not be.tÇ6 

much for one man?—A. Well, it would be very heavy for one man. He certain^ 
could not follow it up as closely as three men. The work is divided among t*1 
three of us, and one man would certainly have a very heavy load.

By the Chairman:
Q. The departments of the civil service are divided into three. Certain on6^ 

are under your jurisdiction, certain ones under Dr. MacTavish, and certain on6' 
under the Chairman?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What is that division?
The Chairman: I think probably Mr. Foran will be able to give us that llS ’ 

Oh, we already have it filed. That is.all I have in mind, gentlemen.

By Mr. Chevrier:y Jig,
Q. How many departments does the Civil Service Commission han° 

departments of government?—A. We handle them all.
[Air. J. E Tremblay.]
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Q. Well, how many is that,—16 Ministers? A. There are more depart
ments than that,—38. . . „ . v

Q. And those are divided amongst the three commissioners. A. Yes
Q. One man could hardly deal with all of them. A. YVell, it would be a 

hard job
Q. That is the reason why there should at least be three?—A. Yes.
Q. No man could give personal supervision to 38 departments : A. 1 dont 

think so.
Mr. Chevrier: I am quite satisfied with that.
Mr. Bowman: It all depends on what supervision is given to the department 

I understand you take your recommendations largely from the deputy head of 
the department.

The Chairman : It is a question of degree, but the more departments you 
give to the one man the less supervision any one department gets.

By Mr. Bowman: .
. Q. Is not that so, Mr. Tremblay?-A. Well, our recommendations come 
from the department heads, yes, through the deputy minister.

By Mr. Ernst: .
Q. There is only one chief examiner at the Commission. A. es, there is 

°% one chief examiner.
Q. Through whom all recommendations go?—A. ïes, sir.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And he handles the examinations for all those different 38 c epartments. 

"-A. Yes, sir.
By the Chairman:

Q. Of course he has a staff of examiners under him. ■ • > ^c--

By Mr. Maclnnis: . .
„ Q. It seems to me that if you did not have the three commissioners you 

•°uld have to have more staff, because one commissioner wou 1 ,9
®1Ve the same consideration to applications as the three can. . . uld
erfainly take more staff.

The Chairman : Anything else, gentlemen? Thank ) ou, - r- icm ■

The Witness retired.

William For an, called and sworn.

V
By the Chairman:Q- Mr. Foran, you are the secretary of the Civil Service Commission? A. 

s> I am.in And have been associated with the Commission for how long. A. Since 
' establishment, the 1st September, 1908.

M 1918?—A. 1908.
In what capacities, Mr. Foran?—A. Secretary, filen .And you have now brought for the convenience of the Committee and 

us a chart showing the organization of the Civil Service Commission
fie different departments under its jurisdiction?—A. Fes.

Wgj. In their relation to the Commission?—A. Yes. A number ot those charts
e Published in the report of the Malcolm Committee.

°bsp suppose we might as well ask Mr. Foran to let us have any general
Nations, anything he thinks would be of advantage to the Commission to

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.] 
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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start off with, and then have members of the Committee ask questions arising out 
of what he has said. Then, Mr. Foran, are there any other matters, of our 
own initiative, that you would care to suggest to us?—A. I have not prepared 
any statement, Mr. Chairman, because I felt that whatever the Commissioners 
prepared would meet your purposes, for the time being at all events, but I think 
perhaps it might be well for me to say that for purposes of administration the 
Civil Service Commission is in perpetual session. What I mean by that is that 
daily minutes are kept of all the decisions and transactions of the Commission. 
All matters emanating from every branch of the Commission go to the Com
missioners, through the office of the secretary. They are sent to the Commis
sioner first, to the desk of the Commissioner in charge of the particular depart
ment. After he has considered the recommendation, or the report on that ffie> 
he initials it, or if he does not approve of it, he marks his dissent. That file is 
then sent, in rotation, in this order, to Dr. Roche, Dr. MacTavish, Mr. Tremblay- 
If it is a department over which Dr. MacTavish has control, it goes to his desk 
first and then from him to Mr. Tremblay, and then to the Chairman and so on- 
If the Chairman, or any of the Commissioners, think that the matters which have 
come to them for decision are of sufficient importance, they tag them for the 
full Board. They are sent iback to the office of the secretary and are put on the 
agenda for the next meeting of the Board.

Commissioner Tremblay explained to you that the full Board sits twice s 
week, on Tuesday and Thursdays. If it is a routine matter, or a matter about 
which they all agree, where it is a clear-cut case of an appointment with regard 
to which there is no special feature to be considered, the three of them sign 
and it goes into the secretary’s office for entry into the minutes, then it goes to 
the branch from which it emanates for action.

Now, we will take the case of a requisition of any kind. Take a requisition’ 
first, for the appointment of a stenographer. It comes in, and it is registered and 
a file made. Then it is sent to the organization branch for classification. Then 
it goes down to the assignment branch. The assignment branch has an eligih1 
list. The assignment is made. The assignment is reported for entry in the 
minutes.

By the Chairman:
Q. If you do not mind me interrupting,—when you say it goes to the assig*1' 

ment branch and an assignment is made, does that assignment branch au*0' 
matically notify the first person ranking on that eligible list in order of merit- 
A. Yes, that is true. .

Q. Invariably?—A. That is substantially true. You raised the question t*1*- 
morning about coming down on the list. There may be a case where, theexample, a stenographer is required to be bilingual. If the first person on 
list is not bilingual then you have got to go down the list until you g6*1 
bilingual stenographer. _ .

Q. Subject to that exception?—A. Subject to that exception, the list is 
fully observed, the order of merit is faithfully observed. t

Q. Then we can take it that if we come across a case where that has 11 
been done it is because someone in the assignment branch is remiss in his
and instructions from the Commission-------A. Have not been carried °.e
yes. If there is to be any departure from the order of merit the head of .1 
assignment branch must get authority from the Commissioners to depart fro11^.

Q. In other words, they are the only body that has power to exercise d Q[ 
cretion?—A. Quite so. Where there is an eligible list an assignment in orHer ^ 
merit is considered a routine matter and such an assignment is reported 11 
day for approval in the scheduled minutes to the Commissioners. 
fMr. Wm. Foran.]
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Of

In the case of a requisition being received for appointment to a class for 
"'hich we have no standing eligible list the requisition, after being recorded 

a file made, goes to the organization branch for classification, then it goes to 
the assignment branch for report that there is no eligible list for that class. Then 
?t goes to the examiner, who prepares a report for the Commissioners for author- 
% to hold an examination. In that report the examiner sets out the duties 
and qualifications as are specified in the classification schedule. _ He also 
tecommends the scheme of examination to be followed, where there is to be a 
Written examination and rating on an oral examination, he gives the w eights or 
tiiem, or for whatever other factors enter into that examination 1 he scheme of 
lamination is recommended by him after consultation with the chief of the 
^amination branch. Then it goes to the Commissioners tor approx al. After 
^at approval is given, the competition is advertised. Neither the Commissioners 

a°r myself see anything or hear anything practically with regard to that 
lamination until the eligible list is finally completed and submitted for
aPproval. , t ,.

Q. Oh, no. You are omitting one very important factor, the sending out 
one of those letters of yours?—A. That is all done by the examination branch.

• Q. I see, that never comes to your attention although it goes out under your 
s filature?—A. That is a matter of routine. These notices are sent out 
a" over the country. We have our regular mailing list. When applications 
ar,e received they are acknowledged, and if anything special should anse 
Vh requires the attention or the decision of the Commissioners, it is 

^Ported to the Commissioners through myself and they give their approva 
u?4 no official of the Commission has any authority to take any r> P Y
af°n himself with regard to any matter with which he is administer a
g ays been made very clear, because otherwise you cou
" stem such as has been entrusted to the Commission. examiners
rat. Q- As the result of this advertising you get a report ^°m yotir examiners

J°hn Jones, Bill Smith and so on, as the case You have outlined
tti appointment, and then act on that recommendation. here there ig
rlQ things which would occur where there is no eligible list, • ,
^.^PPointment, until after there has been an advertising and these. a *_as 
Aple a report and there is an assignment by approval by the Commiss o . A.

6 assignment is made after the eligible list is made up. develons
thp Q; Now, I am given to understand that, in innumerable cases, it ^develops
aM6 18 no eligible list and so someone is put to work as a I demrtment 
ana +!■tlle time they are working they are getting expen and ‘holding
thed e^s mutine is going on leading up to advartujm* the p * been discussed 
Hwexamination. Am I correctly informed.—-A. Yes, , ■

times. That is a condition that arises. 1 hat continge __ arigeg whobec-3" ^hat I am interested in knowing is, when tha Anointment before
tb0°om.os the lucky person who is going to get the temporary J P^^.^ olcn9Atie iS nTc 1U.U,SV iJciaui1 ,v “v id 6„u,6 vu &uv . ..f 'The j VertlsinS- before there is competition, before there is anything else?—
°r oopartment asks the Commission to certify to someone who is nominated-----______________*ur 11 '-'■'fr'O.l U111C11U CtaiVS U11C VVUUmilOOiUU vv wv * vaaj ____, _ A nf oftm.

titnj Ie temporary position. His or her qualifications arc t ;/mus+
%V° the Commission. The department usually reports that it must haxe 
Tlï °ne immediately and for that reason the departments nominee is certified 
the J>0sition is subsequently advertised, and very often the p - ■ ' 7
en t]dePartment receives the permanent appointment, ^ow the fact that he 1S 
tioft leJ°b is given no special consideration by the Board that makes . f' .selec- 
Wac )Jt gives him no prescriptive rights at all in the compe i < • ,, P ■
Xk? temporarily on the job because of the claims of the department that the 
klvti yitlent is urgently required, and this fact is usua y 1 ie

board bv the representative of the department when the permanent 
ntment is under consideration. His statement is to the effect that so and

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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so, naming the temporary incumbent of the position, is rated high because he 
has been on the job and has established his fitness for the position in a manner 
that is highly satisfactory to the department.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Who put him on the job first?—A. The department.

By the Chairman:
Q. When you say the department, Mr. Foran, does that mean that the 

deputy head of that department is the man responsible for engaging th* 
temporary employee?—A. Yes. All requisitions must have the approval of the 
deputy minister or some official designated by him with full power to sign f° 
him.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. And to that extent anyway the Commission assumes no responsibility?"' 

A. No.
By the Chairman:

Q. Would it be possible for us to get in any way, we will say, within th® 
last year or two years or three years,—I care not what period you take—jk 
number of persons appointed temporarily, because there was no eligible hs 
available, who ultimately became permanent employees?—A. Yes, we will h 
very glad to furnish such a list.

The Chairman: I would like to have that, please.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr. Foran, when those different candidates come up to you for 

sidération this man who has been in the temporary position has, as a rule» 
higher rating than the other competitors?—A. No, not necessarily, Mr. BownUyJ 
The applications will probably be considered by an advisory board. Now, ,J1,l 
advisory board, as you are aware, is composed of men outstanding in the n . 
of work in which this man is engaged. For example, if he is an engineer 1°^ 
have probably the President of the Canadian Engineers Association. We h® * 
been very fortunate in securing the services of some of the most outstand1 * 
men in every service and in every business in Canada, to serve without remuner‘

Q. Well, without going into the case of a man that you want for a positif 
with certain technical qualifications, I mean just the ordinary position, the & , 
or woman who has been in the department temporarily gets a higher 
prior to coming up to the Commission for approval, probably because of " 
experience which they have had in that particular department.—A. Mr. B0rC 
man, the rating is furnished by this board. The employee to whom you fj,e 
referring has no rating on his temporary employment. He is nominated by L 
department and we issue a temporary certificate for him until the compete' 
is complete. Then, when the Board meets, to make a selection, he get® 
advantage whatever by reason of his temporary services. -y

Q. You say that he has no advantage whatever by reason of his temp°r 
services?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman: j
Q. Mr. Foran, can that be so, because bear in mind he has had an ^ 

examination by a departmental official, nominated in all probability by y 
Civil Service Commission to conduct the examination, but nevertheless a dep® 
mental official and he is given a rating on that oral examination by that depa 
mental official?—A. No, he is not given it by the Commission.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. That is true, but nevertheless his rating comes to you, the trick has been 
done before you get it?—A. We have no knowledge of any such rating but I 
think I can say this, he is given no rating at all; he is simply suggested to the 
deputy minister either by the chief of the branch in which he is to be employed, 
0r by someone who is interested in his appointment.

Q. We are talking at cross purposes. When he gets his temporary certificate, 
and is selected, it is perfectly true he has no rating, but then you advertise this 
Position after he has been on the job?—A. A es. , XT

Q. For one month to six months or whatever it may be. Now, you say 
that position is going to be filled by the candidate having the best qualifications 
and it is going to be an oral examination?—A. It is going to be a rating by a 
c°tnpetent board of examiners. . ~

Q. All right. The first person who makes the rating is some official of the 
dePartment, is it not?—A. No.

Q. Not at all?—A. No. , . . T • .
Q. Well, then, who would be this board of examiners.—A. As I was just 

S°ing to point out, there would be a representative of the department nominated 
hy the deputy, in some cases the deputy 'himself. The rating would be given by 
the outsiders who are asked to come in and assist the commissioners. e have 
8lven you the file of advisory boards for some years past.

Q. When you talk of board-------A. Supposing we were picking a lawyer—
Q. No, no, don’t take a professional man. I want an ordinary position. Let 

Us take an ordinary clerk grade 3?-A. Those are filled by written examination 
there is no question of an advisory board in that case. I am speaking of pro

visional and technical men, the higher positions in the public service which are 
V*ed by what is known as non-assembled examinations, that is, a ratn g given 

a competent board. We call them advisory boards.
. Q. Let us get down to the ordinary every-day fellow. We will say that 
>°u advertise a vacancy for a clerk grade 3. There is to be an examination 
tln that case there would be a w-ritten examination?—A. Not in every case. If 
lere are other qualifications required in the case of grade 3, wlnci cues not 
ten happen, they are filled by a non-assembled examination too.

Q. Is it possible for me to pick something where there is not some special 
"tuatiou, where the advertising does not define the man. Can picv some 
ah!ilnary thing that anyone could qualify for who had reasonab c into lgence 

u education? It is the ordinary case wre want.
Mr. Ernst: A rural postmaster is a good illustration.
The Witness: A rural postmaster?

By Mr. Ernst:
^°ti?_'A^n the appointment of a rural postmaster there is no written examina- 

Oh, no.
jyj. G Chairman : There is no temporary appointment .

1 ■ Ernst: Oh, yes. It could be a temporary appointment very well.
6 Witness: The department selects the temporary appointee. 
r" Crnst: That wdll give you an illustration, Mr. Chairman.

By the Chairman :
there r^ht. Then a temporary appointee is appointed. In that case is 

a written examination?—A. For the temporary appointee? 
app0^i No, vyhen you advertise the position in order to make a permanent 

tuient- is there a written examination?—A. In many cases, yes.
4®322—gj [Mr. Wm. Foran.l
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Not rural postmasters?—A. Oh, no.

By the Chairman:
Q. For a rural postmaster no written examination?—A. Oh, no.
Q. There is an oral examination?—A. Yes.
Q. And that oral examination is conducted by whom, some official of the 

post office department?—A. Yes, a post office inspector.
Q. And when he conducts that examination, if he rates this man who 

has been on the job very highly, because of the experience he has already had. 
whereas all the other poor candidates have had no experience, than that rating 
is because of that experience related in the material that comes before the 
Civil Service Commission, is it not?—A. Quite so.

Q. And to the extent it is reflected there in the inspector’s rating, then 
that temporary appointee has an advantage in securing that position?—A. Welh 
it does not always follow that he is the temporary appointee.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. He is the final appointee?—A. No.
Mr. Bowman : Well, very often he is.
Mr. Ernst: I have learned that to my cost.

By the Chairman:
Q. All I was following up by your answer was the fact that he had be®11 

a temporary appointee counted for absolutely nothing?—A. Certainly.
Q. Well, he has had a good deal of credit from the Post Office inspect^ 

who went out and conducted the examination?—A. If the man is temporary 
on the job and has acquired his experience in the sense that he has been 1,1 
the office, and if he has not been in the office any particular length of tin16 
it is not given any consideration.

Q. No, but, Mr. Foran, is it not a fact that in a great many of thes 
cases those temporary employees are on the job four, five or six months befor® 
there is a competition?—A. Well, that is really a violation of the intention 0
the law. _ ,g

Q. I am not interested in what it is a violation of. I am interested in ™ 

fact. Is it a fact?—A. The understanding now is that an emergency app<nn ' 
ment is really only for thirty days. .

Q. If you will excuse me, no witness yet ever got away from answer!11® 
my question directly. Is it not a fact that in many many cases tempom1^ 
employees are on the job for a period in excess of three months before t'1 
position is advertised?—A. I would say many cases, yes.

The Chairman: In many cases. Thank you, that is what I started afteV

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. What is the actual time between the notice of a vacancy, where th6^ 

is no eligible list, and the holding of a competitive examination and making 9 
appointment?—A. Three weeks is the time allowed to receive applications- ^ 

Q. And are those applications called for as soon as you have a notice 
the vacancy?—A. Yes. _ ,j)6

Q. Well, then, how long after you do receive the applications until . 
appointment would be made?—A. Well, it varies, of course. If there is a writ 
examination that causes some delay, but if not I would say two weeks after 
time allowed for receiving applications expires. In other cases, it is longer'.5, 
course; that is, in the case of written examinations on account of the great d 
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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lances in the country. You have got to hold your examinations at all centres 
P’here there are applicants and that, of course, would cause some delay. That 
18 inevitable in a system requiring notices, requiring the advertising of vacancies.

Mr. Ernst: I have known cases of many months.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Ordinarily, then, you would make an appointment in five weeks?—A. I 

w°uld say yes.
. Q. Well, at the longest it would not require more than two months?—A. 
^°i it would not require more than two months.

Q. It should not.—A. It should not.
The Chairman: That is from the time they advertise?

By Mr. Maclnnis. ^ they are notified of the
Q. Yes. And I presume they adver that?—A. A vacancy might

Vacancy? I was given to understand that they d
exist for six months before we were notified.

The Chairman: And a temporary employee filling i •

By Mr. Maclnnis. ^ was a position for which there
Q. As soon as you vere notified t , assignment to that position,

was no eligible list, and it was necessary to make an a. g
y°u ^ad then notification of the vacancy?--* • t position without your

Q. And the assignment could not be made t correct?—A. That is
approval, or the approval of the Commission, is
right, yes. ,, , , „„„annv for six months without you
, Q. Now, then, there could not be a * • nQ vacancy that would not

aving notification of it, that 18>J*er® e the departments do not notify
ÇÇLUire someone to be appointed; A. Of > positions open for some time

as soon as a vacancy occurs. They hold these posm ^
ef°re they notify the Commission. _A No no thev

Q. How do you mean, do they make an appointment/ A. JNo, no, they
are not filled at all. , 4.va(. w. nrp

Mr. MaclNNis: Oh, well then, we are not concern 
°nly concerned with where the vacancy is filled.

The Chairman: By a temporary appointee. ,
The Witness: Outside of Ottawa, of course, they make an emergency 

aPPointment. They have got to carry on.

By the Chairman: PPrHficate?-A. Yes, they have got to
Q. They have got to get a temporary certificate.
a temporary certificate.

By Mr. Maclnnis. without notifying the Commission
i Q. So there are no appointments made w tl t > a classified posi
tion edlately that the appointment is made?—A. w eu, h

n’Q°Now, I may be wrong-and if you correct me I wilHake

tijsg"~+bufc 1 thought yoU fald ah>we rive8hiin a1 higher rating because of his 
«WÏÏÆSÏT5S that, did you make that state-

^nt?—A. N0; J don’t think I said that.
[Mr. Wm. For an.]
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Q. I understood you to say that. Well, then, the examiners would not give 
him any particular consideration, due to the experience of a person in a tem
porary position?—A. The fact that a man is in the position temporarily is not 
to be considered at all by the board rating the applicants. The candidates are 
all supposed to be on an equal footing. If a temporary appointment has been 
made, and the position is advertised, the man who has been placed in the tem
porary position does not get any advantage in the final rating for the position.

Q. Well, would the board be aware of the fact—
Mr. Bowman : I cannot follow that at all.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is, the Commission would not take that into account in making it® 

rating?—A. No. What would be the object in advertising the position if that 
were so?

Q. That is, the examiner does not take that into account, or rather the 
Commission does not take that into account?—A. They make their own rating as 
compared with the other applicants.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The point I am trying to make is this: Would the Commission in con

sidering the applications be aware of the identity of the person in the temporary 
position?-—A. In most cases they would be, yes.

Q. Well, then, if the examiners did give some weight to his application 
because of his experience, the board would know of his identity, and would the? 
give him the same consideration, or would they discard it altogether?—A. The? 
give the same consideration as they give all other applicants without referent 
at all to the experience he has gained while he is in the position. That applies t° 
the higher positions. With regard to rural postmasters, here is one of the 
questions. You have seen the forms, Mr. Bowman?

Mr. Bowman : Yes. Let us settle this business, Mr. Foran. Frankly, I "ra,s 
quite clear from what you said, in the first place, that experience did count, ant; 
I was quite clear from the evidence that Dr. Roche gave the other day with regab 
to postmasters, and the recommendation which he made with regard to filling then1 
by widows or others who have service in the office, that experience was taken in*0 
consideration in the weighting.—A. Oh, well, the experience is, but not experiencC 
while he is on the job temporarily, if the only experience he has had is the month °r 
two that he has been in the position, that is not taken into consideration.

Q. Mr. Foran, you know, and I know from my limited experience, that soib" 
of these assistants are really in charge of the post office and have been for year®1 
—A. Oh, that is a different thing altogether.

Q. And some of them are in charge for six months?—A. Any man who 
in a position for a year would, of course, get a higher rating than a man who ba 
had no post office experience at all. ?

Q. The man who had been there for six months would get a superior ratir^' 
—A. Well, the inspector would probably report that he had been there six monti^ 
performing the work satisfactorily, but I do not know that that should weigh, °e 
does weigh. The examiners in making their final selection, the applicants 9fs 
considered according to their qualifications, apart from the experience a man 
gained by reason of his temporary employment. ,e

Q. That is the point apart from the experience, but as a matter of fact, tb^ 
inspector whom you make an officer of the Commission, that is, the post 
inspector, or the superintendent as the case may be, who goes out to make Cj 
investigation and report, places these positions according to his judgment, 
he does take into consideration the experience which that man has had, if he 11 , 
had any?—A. He probably in that case would report to us that the applic£1
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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had had no postal experience until this position became vacant. John Jones was 
Put in the position temporarily and he has performed his duties satisfactorily 
during the time he has been there. That would be his report. Now, if the 
examiner in rating—
. Q. Do you mean the inspector?—A. I am talking about the inspector. That 
ls what he probably would report. He would probably report that all these 
applicants had had no previous postal experience, but that John Jones, who had 
ulled the position temporarily, had performed the duties of the office satisfactorily.

Q. Wait now, just a minute, and because of the fact that he has performed 
uose duties to the satisfaction of the board consequently that particular officer

your department—of course of the Post Office department—will give that manof
a higher rating?—A. Well, he may give him a higher rating, yes.

Q. That is the point exactly. For instance, take a stenographer: There is 
a vacancy in a department and a request comes to the Civil Service Commission 
,°r the appointment of a stenographer and you have no eligible list. There 
tlaPpens to be in that department a stenographer who has been there temporarily 
'"does she get a higher rating because of that experience?—A. A higher rating?

Q. Yes.—A. Well, she cannot get the position at all, she is not on the 
ellgible list.

Mr. Ernst: Quite true.
The Chairman: There is no eligible list.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
1 Q. There is no eligible list, but a vacancy occurs and you want to fill that 
• ^ a stenographer. You have in that department a temporary employee tak- 

the position, or filling the position temporarily until the permanent appoint- 
ent has been made. She becomes an applicant, she writes on her examination 

j S the others do,—does her experience count for anything?—A. Oh, yes, there 
' a rating in the stenographers’ examination for experience whether it is in the 
0vernment offices or outside.

. Q- The fact that she has had experience in that particular office, does it 
unt for anything more?—A. It would give her a preferential claim to assign- 
ent to that department rather than to any other department, that is all.

Q- You can see the point I am trying to make, Mr. Foran?—A. Yes, I do. 
Q. The Chairman in his examination tried to make this point, as to what 

outage, if any, a temporary employee taken on by the department had 
WiCr the ordinary competitors from outside the service who had seen no service 
v, ‘atever within that department?—A. Well, as I say, it would give her a

®rred claim to assignment to that department, her experience even in the 
ice or out of the service. In order to take the grade 2 stenographer’s exam

Pref,

and*°n s^e must have had a year’s stenographic experience to get a rating, 
as .,exPenence in a lawyer’s office or any commercial office is just as good 
t0 file experience she would have in the department, but then when it comes 
\viVs tle assignment to that class this girl could very well wait until her turn 
hav reached on the eligible list to be put in the department, because she would 
her j a knowledge of the work there, and it seems the logical thing to do to put 

n ™e department where she has gained the year’s experience.

3 3rv Tlie Committee adjourned to resume on Thursday, March 17, 1932, at 
u P.m.

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]





House of Commons,

March 17, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the con
sol and direction of the Civil Service of Canada, and, generally, the adminis
tration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 3.30 p.m.

Mr. Lawson presiding.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, it was intimated to us that there might 

come before us and ask to be heard some gentlemen who v ere in some way 
connected with this famous Bouchard trial, and I had handed to me a memo
randum given by the Civil Service Commission to the Secretary oi >-tate. 1 
thought it only fair that the position of the Civil Service Commission in con
nection with the matter should be placed before the members of the Committee, 
t had copies of the memorandum prepared last night and this moinmg lor each 
Member of the Committee.

William Foran, recalled.

By the Chav man. Foran you finished at a point
Q. At the conclusion of yesterday shearing, a’-pomtmentg filled by

here we were discussing the question J? Uent appointments and the
advertisements of an open competition and the su 1 temporary position by 
Gestion as to the benefit obtained by the one who is m a tcmP in [ and ’Mr

of the experience which that ^ tol wSen we
^aclnnis was asking some questions with referen U) that vou wanted 
adjourned Now, is there anything further, Mr. Macinn a,
10 ask Mr. Foran?

Mr. MacInnis. No. Committee who wishes
i The Chairman: Is there any other member o uatjon?
° ask anything in connection with that aspjt of the sit ^ ^ ^

The Witness: Mr. Bowman was obliged to e rating—as to what
adjournment, and he had asked a question jith rega igsion in order to

was given to a temporary stenographer by the ^ ^ afraid that he 
Improve his or her position. I gave him an am , desired I think if

away feeling that he had not got all the information he 
Mr. Bowman would repeat his question, I will ansv

Mr. Bowman : Go right ahead and tell us the facts.
The Witness: Will you repeat your question.

By Mr. Bowman. . , , tbat time—I have not had an
0n Q. The question which I had m mind at that tim ^ ^ Committee_ag
1 remtUnvty °l readmJ th? evidence of t c! u had a stenographer, say,
in IIîemf)er the question it was this. ». 11 ■ . . nd that stenographerf * Wcl, for which you did not have an el,g,We hst, »Jiantage m ^ a

11 there on duty temporarily, « em„îoyment!-A. She would
k fanent appointment by reason of her tempoia 3 1 -

Ve to pass the regular competitive examination.
83 [Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. But would the fact that she had had experience and employment in that 
department be taken into consideration in finally weighing the merits of the 
different candidates?—A. As I said yesterday, she would have a preferred claim 
to permanency in that department, when her name is reached. In a case of 
that kind, the department would probably keep her in her temporary capacity, 
notwithstanding the fact that she had passed her examintion, in order that when 
her name was reached they could make her permanent.

Q. You say when her name is reached?—A. Yes. Now, there is a regu
lation by the Commission that after a girl is assigned in a temporary position, 
after she has passed the examination and is assigned in a temporary capacity 
to a department, if she is occupying a permanent position and occupies that 
position for one year, then she can be made permanent in that position on the 
request of the department, without regard to her position on the list.

Q. That is what I was getting at?—A. There is a regulation covering that.
Q. Then, in other words, temporary employment is taken into consideration 

to a very considerable extent in making permanent appointments where the
temporary employee----- A. Yes. It is recognized in our regulations. It is the
logical thing to do. If a girl has been in a department some considerable time, 
that seems to be the logical place for her to be appointed to when her name is 
reached, or when she has served a year.

Q. Whether or not her name has been reached. After she has passed !l 
year?—A. Yes, without regard to order.

Q. Then, it would amount to this, that any girl, or for that matter any 
man, who happened to occupy a temporary position in the department, unde1' 
the circumstances you have intimated, would really become a permanent 
employee of the department more or less without a ruling by the Commission • 
Really on the recommendation of the department?—A. Oh, no. The appoint' 
ment would be made—

Q. Nominally it would be approved by the Commission, but in reality 
would be made how?—A. By the Commission, by reason of his having passed 
the competitive examination, his name having been reached on the eligibly 
list, he, having filled that position for one year, could be named for a permanent 
position without regard to his or her trying the examination.

Q. Does that situation, or that regulation, lead to any unfairness, do y°u 
think?—A. No. I think it is to the advantage of the departments, beoaUs® 
they are getting experienced help in that case. It follows that a girl or a in11 
who has been in a department for years, who subsequently qualifies by takh^ 
a competitive examination, wrould be far more useful as a clerk in that offictl 
than he w'ould be in any other department.

Q. But, after all, it leaves it open that the appointment in reality com63 
through from the department, as I see it?—A. In wrhat way?

Q. As you state: Presuming that this person has passed an examinât!0’ 
and is in a department for over a year, by reason of being there over a ye'\ 
the position on that list is not of very much importance, but the fact of empl°^c 
ment is of primary importance?—A. Oh, yes. The requirement is to pass * 
examination then.

Q. Not necessarily being placed highest on the list?—A. Of course, they &r 
assigned, even for temporary employment, in order of merit. ,

Q. Quite true. It does seem to me from what you say—it appears de 
to me I should say—that anyone, by reason of being a temporary empltT . 
has an advantage over somebody who is not that long in the service?—A- * J 
remaining in the department. If they are placed as a technical tempoph' 
clerk in a position that is permanent, after one year they are eligible, notw1 
standing their position on the list, to be made permanent.
[Mr. Wm. Forai).]
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Q. Would not that really permit the deputy of the department, if he so 
desires, pretty well to fill up his department with persons who please him 
Personally?—A. No, because in the first place, he has to take them irom the 
Commission, in the order in which their names appear on the list.

Q. Yes, but you might not have a list at all; presuming that. A. In all 
cases, she would have to be assigned by the Commission. He cannot choose his 
0Vyn temporary clerks. , , , ,

Q. For instance, supposing the deputy of the department comes along to 
the Commission, Mr. Foran, and says, “we want Miss Smith or Mr Jones 
Signed to this department temporarily,” do you accede to that request.

Q. Never?—A. Oh, I would not say never. I suppose in the absence of 
an eligible list, we would test her qualifications for some special reason. It is 
seldom done in view of the large number we always ^
Positions, such as grade 1 and grade 2 stenographers. It - . , t t

Q But it does happen?—A. In the absence of an eligible list, we Hold tests determine the qualifieations of employees Jo, temporary«jXT’Thh 
rate them accordingly. We have an eligible list ;1er temperairyhe,1.. T ibSr s? sepo"susr1“«srrs, dep»^

,SkSQ°'ItTa,TÆPercustom in the past, has it not?-A. I would not

talking about any particular
dass?_A Of course I am not speaking of some of the professional or technical 
clue cour-e, i a H ... f. , ,, apnqrtment might nominate some>Ses; If we. do not have an eligible ^tf^fSmtand.ng that if this is a

»' renewals3 of L* ® fhTÏfporff frtihc.le . the. Department

''«tes the^osition and asks that it be filled. Then the positron ,s advertised. 
„ iat is a practice which the Commission has, m its amnia P 
Jery strongly, because it leads to the impression outside that tho.e pos t ons are 

eiI1g earmarked for that particular person.

n Tf l the Chairman; moment i would like to ask this
fction, ,s not the objection of the Commission jo ftat ^ ^ ^on.
h‘at it results in permanent appointments being maae hi h t ■
fc"\»ho have qualified by ~
Where ob.tamed in the examination?-A ho .w Id y >elected by a board
few a temporary occupant of a position is suDseq -

Permanency he must get the highest rating by t îa ■ Qr & cjerb_t
m Q- Let me take a concrete case: A stenographer, clerks of grade 1

hot want to go into the class of technical employe. ^ that t gwa„f to 
sCp,, 0r 4> as the case may be, or a stenographer le des i and 2?"»'e such a Position' A. ï””
^»owe,Snt fSefne' ^le fat C°fn SidnddSal and I

Sfle tiâYcaf ffgtt tedep* mf r, rt,,;" department to write a 
2* to the CivdServtce Commission asking that I be approved of as a temper- 

y e^Ployee, can I not?—A. If there is no eligible list, yes 
in g 5^; 4 take a position for which there is no eligible i> • , ‘ ^ V , ,

8°t the approval of the Commission for that temporary emplo> ment, 1 start “ th= iob?-PA You are assuming that yon get the approval of the Commission?
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. I am; because you outlined to us yesterday that if there was not an 
eligible list, and I had, sufficient qualifications which would be required for such 
a position, the Commission would approve, in the ordinary course of events of 
that temporary appointment?—A. Well, of course, I cannot conceive a situation 
such as you have described.

Q. Mr. Foran, I will give you one immediately. Let us take—
Mr. Bowman: I understand Mr. Foran has already stated exactly what y°u 

are asking.
The Chairman: Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Foran, let me take a concrete case. I want to refer to open compel' 

tion No. 21599, advertising for a clerk, grade 3, male, for the department o* 
Pensions and National Health, Toronto—Christie Street Hospital. There waSi 
in fact, a man appointed to that position temporarily by the name of Leapard-'' 
Thomas Leapard. That was advertised, was it not?—A. Yes.

Q. Is not that so? Let us have no mistake?—A. I presume so. I do n° 
know the case exactly.

Q. Perhaps the Chief Examiner could verify that.
The Chief Examiner: Yes. That is the case.

By the Chairman:
Q. We will get a concrete case. We can take it that in the case of ^ 

position of clerk, grade 3, for the Christie Street Hospital, Toronto, departmeP 
of Pensions and Health, that Thomas Leapard was appointed by temporal 
approval?—A. In the first case. I presume, the department took advantage 0 
the emergency clause in the Act which allows his employment for thirty da)'5' 
and had the certificate renewed until the competition was held.

Q. I do not care whether it was done by that method or because there ^ 
not an eligible list. I say there was a man employed there temporarily witho ^ 
having submitted to any examination. Is that not so?—A. Under the ernere 
ency clause an examination is not required.

Q. I do not care what clause it is under?—A. Yes. That is right.
Q. Is it not a fact?—A. It is in accordance with the Act. t
Q. I am not suggesting that the Civil Service Commission does things 

are not in accordance with the Act. Do not be fearful or apprehensive. &-0^ 
many months was that man in that position before it was advertised for °Pcj 
competition?—A. I think we have given you a memorandum of the facts, 
have not got it with me.

Q. It was for some time anyway. It is an illustration of the case I am ^ 
ing to make that there was a man who had a temporary appointment?—A.
That is possible. There are a great many taken on under that emergency c-lauS^ 

Q. Then, there have been others taken on under the emergency clause 
the Act, or because there was not an eligible list?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. From time to time that has been done?—A. Quite so. . v
Q. When that happens, let me assume that you then hold a written examj’U 

tion. I want to get away from this particular case. You then hold a wrn 1 
examination?—A. Yes. .

Q. And as the result of that written examination the competitors are h5 
1, 2, 3 and 4 in the order of the marks they have obtained subject to the retm11 
soldier preference; is not that so?—A. Yes, that is so. jj/

Q. Now, with such a list established and with a temporary appointee °P\o 
fied somewhere on that list, does not the Commission appoint that person 
has the qualifications and who does not rank highest on the list if he has had , 
year’s experience in the department at the request of the department in Prl° 
over someone who may rank highest on the list?—A. I should say no.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. Then in that event I am absolutely at a loss to appreciate what you 
Were telling Mr Bowman?—A. I said after they had served a year, after they 
had passed the'examination. You say after this examination is held because 
he had been a year on it before he passed the examination.

Q. All right. That is the difference?—A. We would make the appointment 
from the eligible list in the situation you have described there.

Q. Let me put it this way: If a person holding that temporary position 
qualifies by examination, and after the examination, has had one year s expen
se, the Commission may, on the request of the department, appoint that 
Person permanently to the position in which he has been temporarily employed, 
Without reference to his standing on the list, so long as he is qualified. A. I do 
n°t think the Commissioners would approve of his appointment, because the 
regulation would really not apply. , , ,

. Q. If I produce papers where they have done so, what do you say. 
f This regulation I have referred to applies more to the general competitions 
°r the lower classes. Now, in the case of a competition for an mdnidual 

appointment, 1 would say that regulation would not be applicable, and I doubt 
y.ery much whether the Commissioners would allow the Department to veep 
bat man in that position after they had declared another successful m the 

CQrupetition held for the filling of this. ,, , ,
Q. Then, what is the answer if we find that we have brought icfore us 

e°ncrete cases of where it has been done?—A. Well, of course, if you wi gne 
the concrete cases we will show you exactly what happened. It is pretty 

‘1iard to say offhand exactly what particular circumstances arose in connection 
ffrti the appointment of some individual. I am quite sure that that is not done 
P very many instances, if it has been done in any instance. I pie?ume we 
v°uld have some reasonable explanation to offer.

Q- I may take it from you, then, that, irrespective of the regulations of 
,le Civil Service Commission, one who has been temporarily en p > 1 t ic
apartment is not appointed to that position permanently when the open com- 

; ?tition occurred unless the one so temporarily appointed has o bta: ned the 
fu§hest marks in that examination?—A. Unless there was some particular reason 
°r not following the order or merit. Q

Q. Now, what particular reasons are there?—A. I cannot conceive of any

^ Q. So that if that did occur it would be an extraordinary case; A. It would
„ taQ.“”S tdfof any reasons at the momentl-A. It would be an

Pn Q. And "if we found that sort of thing occurring once a mont i curing the 
'°Urse of the vear it would be more than extraordinary r—A. *es.
, Q. Now, when ! say and when you say that
grated to a permanent position unless he ranks first on the ^^^su»
to-an. examination, we are speaking of both the result i , . ,
lunation, and the rating by weights, when we speak o ' them‘being on the 
sfr-—A. Yes When that scheme of the examination has been prop i y applied 
0fUr suggestion is that we sometimes appoint a person who ^ not at the head 3^he_é_the person who is in the position temporarily, and who is away

°n the list.
That is my information, and I want to follow it through. You say 

where that would occur it would be a most extraordinary case?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
bripsP' I do not intend to labour this point at all, but I could not help but 
the father from the evidence given by Dr. MacTavish the other day that 

apartments—the chief of the department had a great deal to say with
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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regard to these appointments. You were here when Dr. MacTavish gave his 
evidence?—A. Yes.

Q. I may be wrong in making my deductions, but I could not help but 
think from what Dr. MacTavish said that the departments had considerable 
to do with those appointments.

Now, would you tell me in your own words, and without any frills, just 
what weight temporary employment under any condition is given in selecting 
permanent employees?—A. Temporary employment gives you no right what
ever to permanency, unless you have complied with all the provisions of the Act 
and the regulations made thereunder.

Q. All right. Go further than that?—A. And so far as the responsibility for 
appointments is concerned, that is entirely centred in the Civil Service Com
mission.

Q. Go a little further with your answer with regard to temporary ap
pointees. You do not really mean to say—at least, I did not understand when 
I was questioning you in the first place—that the temporary employment has n° 
weight in the final permanent appointment?—A. It has this weight; it gives- 
you a preferred claim to permanency in the department in which you are em
ployed when your name is reached on the eligible list or when you have served 
—after you have qualified—after one year in a permanent position. The regu
lations cover that.

Q. And in that case your place on the list does not make any difference ?^ 
A. Not if you have served for one year after qualifying, after passing a com
petitive examination, and after serving one year in that situation.

Q. Would this emergency clause—and the further clause in the regulation5 
having respect to the weight given to a year’s temporary service—not have the 
effect, in many cases, of taking the actual employment out of the hands of the 
Commission and turning it over to the department?—A. Not at all.

Q. The Commission are entirely satisfied with these provisions?—A. Yes-
Q. And the way they have worked out?—A. Yes.
Q. And the way they are working out?—A. Yes.
Q. They do not ask for any amendment of those provisions?—A. I would 

say not. We have, however, the emergency clause. It is quite valuable in 9 
country such as ours. If you want a position filled immediately and the Com
mission has no eligible list the only reasonable thing to do is to give locn 
selection for the time being. The department certifies to the Commission tlm 
the man they selected is qualified, possesses the necessary qualifications, an‘ 
that he has been selected without regard to personal or political consideration5’ 
We issue the certificate on that for a sufficient length of time to enable us ^ 
hold a competitive competition to fill that vacancy.

Q. Political consideration or some other consideration very often does entc| 
into the emergency appointment, and he might have gone into the departrncn 
for a year. That might happen, might it not?—A. It does not, because 
is not qualified. In a case like that, the regulations I referred to would n° 
apply. . j

Q. How do you mean?—A. It is only after a person has qualified and serve 
for one year in a permanent position that he may be put in that position at t*1 
request of the department without regard to his position on the list and witho11 
reference to our general examination. It would not refer, for example, to 
position as a local postmaster.

Q. But you have pointed out to me a specific case where a man, for install ' 
with certain technical qualification may, at the request of a certain depm\ 
ment, be put on in an emergency position where was no eligible list?—A- *

Q. His choice might be, I suppose, from personal reasons on behalf of t 
deputy?—A. Yes.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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0 It might even be for political reasons?—A. A es.
Q. And he would finally get into the Civil Service ,-A. He would get 

into the Civil Service. There has been a good deal of criticism of appointments 
of that kind, because the impression that it gives outside is that a position of 
that kind is earmarked for a particular person. Now, it often happens, as it 
does frequently with men in the higher positions that the man temporarily 
employed does get the position. There is quite a feeling outside, because it is 
said that that was all settled before the position was advertised. Now, I want 
to say this. We feel that our answer to that is very simple. W e claim that his 
temporary service has not been taken into consideration m connection with the 
rating which is given him, and that he got the position because he was the best 
of the applicants; he wai the best qualified of the applicant^ without taking 
into consideration his temporary service m the department. Now

The Chairman: I am afraid you are going to have some difficulty to 
justify that before we get through.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Under the circumstances you have been explaining to me, these facts 

are, apparently, not taken into consideration. The fact that lie has got into 
the service, that he has been there for one year enables the appointment to be 
jnade finally, permanently?—A. No, it does not. It does not necessarily do

, Q. Not necessarily; but it does happen, as you say, frequently? A It 
does happen, certainly. That is a practice of which the Commission has fre
quently complained in its annual report. _

The Chairman: We are not criticizing the Commission ; we are trying to 
pt at the practice that prevails, and if we do not get it from you, ve will have 
to try to put our fingers on concrete cases to show

The Witness: In other words, you are supposing that the departments 
hut it over on us sometimes?
, The Chairman : I am saying that that is as a result of the system. I may 
)e Wrong. My personal view is derived from information given to me and 
^cumstances that I have looked into. My personal opinion is that frequently 
p.eople get positions in the Civil Service after being temporarily appointed, 
either because it is under the emergency clause or because ere isno e lgi i e 
V or for some other one of a hundred reasons by which he can co e n^ under 
fr'e Act and regulations, and ultimately that person gets the perma Position, 
i1 spite of the fact that some other person has rated higher on an e a nation 
subsequently held. Now, my opinion may be all wrong, but that is what I 
Vnt to get at. I am not saying it is the fault of the Commission it is simply 
J Practice?—A. That would be a very unusual case, where he is g 
k Cc> given the appointment, if he is not first on the eligi • V
tV few cases of that kind, but I think if they V’T; brÆmissiX to den^ 
j could explain the particular reason that caused the — P

°ni their regular rule in a case of that kind.

By Mr. Chevrier: , f
Q. Have you many of those cases?—A. I S^rv1o°P’ were a. nn ThereWeV Xlave y°u many oi tnose cases i—n.. xCaSeg a number of cases. They are yearly decreasing. There were a number of 

Sequ, Vere men were temporarily in positions and the positions were sub- 
pertïV ^ advertised and these men were confirmed in the positions in a 
achVnent onpacity- They won them in the competition. The position is 
tqarx ri the advisory board is appointed, the applicants are rated and the

who happened to be in the position temporarily got the position. The
[Mr. ffm. Foran.]
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reason the Commission has always objected to that practice is that it gives the 
impression outside that these positions are earmarked for certain people, and why 
advertise them; but the Commission has no other way of filling those positions 
permanently than by advertising them. If a competent board of examiners' is 
appointed and they happen to rate the man who has the position temporarily 
as the best qualified, it seems to me—

The Chairman : I think, Mr. Bowman, before we get through, we will have 
here several of the gentlemen who make these ratings, and we will find out 
to what extent they give ratings for experience, and what experience the men 
had in the temporary positions.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Let us take the case of a temporary appointment, say, to a local post 

office. The man has been appointed for a long time temporarily?—A. "VVelh 
he is appointed for thirty days.

Q. Then you hold your examination?—A. Then we hold our examination.
Q. What has been the practice? How long may he still hold the job 

temporarily?—A. Well, prior to 1929—you remember you gentlemen were in 
the House of Commons at the time—you remember that there was quite 9 
discussion in the house as to the departments not placing in the position of 
postmaster the men appointed by the Civil Service Commission. Now, the 
question that engaged our attention at that time was how these men were 
being paid without a certificate from the Commission. Apparently, they found 
some way to do it. The Auditor General allowed the thing to go. And the 
question was raised in the House, and the Minister of Justice said he would get 
the opinion of his department. The opinion given by his department was that 
these people must be certified to by the Civil Service Commission in order 
to get their salaries legally. After 1929, when a man is selected by the depart' 
ment, if a vacancy occurs, he is put in the position temporarily. They ask 
for a certificate, and we issue the certificate for the usual two months, because 
it takes two months before the inspector visits the locality and makes his report’ 
If they ask for further renewals, they are sometimes granted. We have tried to 
compel the departments to speed up the competitions. We find that in a great 
many cases, on the request of the department, we have to extend these certifi' 
cates to an undue length of time.

Q. Four or five times?—A. Yes, before we get our report. There are 9 
great number of these cases pending at the present time. Now, what could 
do if the departments do not co-operate ; if the departments refuse to send 111 
the report in time to make an immediate appointment? We can refuse 
issue the certificate, but then the office will have to be closed because 3 
temporary appointee is not going to work for nothing. So, not to hinder pubh® 
business, we issue those certificates for temporary employment. Now, ther® 
are a great number of those cases at the present time, as I say, that have 
been held in the departments for two months, and we are sending out folio"'' 
up letters every week asking them for the report to be sent in. .

Q. So that the reason why they are not being filled permanently is 
through any fault of the Commission?—A. It is not through any fault of tIie 
Commission.

Q. It is the department?—A. It is the department.
Mr. Chevrier: If we have any of those special cases, such as the 0l\ 

the Chairman mentioned, why not turn them over to the Commission 
give them the file number and let them investigate and come up here with the* 
files, instead of putting up cases like this that are sky high and where we.,e 
not know where we are getting off at. If you have any of these cases, glV 
the file numbers to the Commission.
[Mr. Wm. For an.]
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The Chairman: As far as I am concerned, gentlemen, any specific cases 
1 have in mind I am going to have investigated before this Committee, and I 
will call in the witnesses, when I see fit, if the Committee will approve of the 
witnesses being subpoened. The Commission will have ample opportunity to 
show its files •

Mr. MacInnis: If we have any cases such as Mr. Foran has pointed out, the 
deputy heads of the departments will be the proper ones for us to hear. _ 

The Chairman: They will be here. My colleague has asked me to point 
out something which is important. Please do not let the view go abroad that 
this Committee is trying the Civil Service Commission or the Deputy Ministers. 
We are trying to get at facts. We are not trying the Civil Service Com
mission. We want to see how the Commission works.

The Witness : We appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Supposing that a postmaster is sick, or has been sick for some time, 
andhis somor his wife or some other member of his family or even some out- 
Slde man, is put in there as postmaster and remains there for a year or two, 
when the permanent appointment is under consideration, does that particular 
employee’s service receive weight?—A. I would imagine the inspector would give 
him the highest rating. He might be displaced by the application of the returned 
s°ldier preference, and in a great many cases that happens.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Where you use a departmental official to conduct an oral examination, 

r, Pmsonal interview, does that official get his instructions from the Civil Service 
°mmission or from his particular department?—A. From his particular départ
it- He has to use the forms of the Commission in making his report.

Q- I asked you that because I think it was Dr. Roche who said that for 
r Particular purpose the official was the servant of the Commission? A. We 
mhze that. He is the servant of the Commission, because under the law— 

}n Q- I wonder if it would not improve your system if you personally gave 
i ^ructions?—A. When this new system started—when the outside service was 
g ^§ht under the Civil Service Commission—the question arose; how are you 
(w’j'S. to handle appointments in all the provinces of the country—out in those 
h,i .^lng places? We are free to admit that at that time it was a gigantic under- 
an We made the suggestion that we should have provincial offices, 
c have one or two field secretaries to go around and do the work under the 
tho r°^ the Commission, but on account of the enormous cost of maintaining 

lh®e offices that proposal was not entertained at the time. Then the idea was
eoticeiv à ' je*aavv, ™------------------------------------servic ed °f usin8—the suggestion was made at that time—why not use the
tivpc Post office inspectors, and why not use the responsible representa-

1-------1— J-U™, _____

foref. °f the various departments for that purpose and make them your officers 
Hi particular work? And that is the reason that special provision was put 
ofthe statute, and we find it works out satisfactorily. 1 he suggestion is made 
aLC0Urse-you do not know this as well as I do-that sometimes these officers 
r,!. lr,fluenced by local consideration, but they take their oath to give their 
th^g Without regard to personal or political or any other consideration other 
fidplthat of merit, and I think in the great majority of cases, in fact I feel con

i’ that these men perform their duties honestly and emcien y. 
oathQ- Who administers the oath, Mr. Foran?-A. I imagine they take the

before some person-----  , , . ,,___,__ „
A. ft is sometimes more honoured in the breach than in ie >ei\ an ce.

should hope not. „ , , , .
îfe Q- I would like to know if the examiner actually does take the oath?—A. 

Bds in a copy of the oath with his report. Wm
4®322—o
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. One more question, with regard to the renewal of temporary certificates. 

You say that they are renewed from time to time, and possibly a person may 
remain in a position for quite a while, because of lack of co-operation with the 
head or deputy head of the department. Is there any possibility of a person 
receiving a temporary appointment without a competititve examination?—A. 
Obtaining a permanent appointment without a competitive examination?

Q. Yes. After a continuity of reasonable temporary service?—A. If the 
Commission has to make an appointment they must hold a competition. They 
have no discretion under the law to make anybody permanent without a com' 
petition.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you mean a written or an oral examination?—A. An examination'
Mr. MacInnis: It depends on the post to be filled.

By the Chairman:
Q. If Mr. Maclnnis had included in his question the word written, wha* 

would be the answer?
The Witness: Well, it is an examination not necessarily written. It ma-' 

be an oral examination; it may be a demonstration of skill.

By the Chairman:
Q. That is, a man may acquire a permanent appointment without a written 

examination?—A. Oh, yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is there anyone in the service now, so far as you know, who has be6*1 

holding a temporary appointment for over a year?—A. I would say there wa5,
Q. For longer than that?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. For two years?—A. I would say yes, perhaps for two years.
Q. Well, then you do grant renewal certificates indefinitely?—A. Well, we d°’ 

where the departments report that it is for purely temporary work, yes, becaT 
after all you quite understand that the Commission is not going to load up W 
department with permanent appointments, if the department represents t"9 
the work those people are engaged in is only of a temporary nature.

By the Chairman:
Q. What would be the explanation of a man being kept on as a tempd'^ 

employee for a matter of from nine to ten years?—A. That is not good practj® ’ 
but it is a practice that obtained long before we had any jurisdiction over 11 
service.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Did you ever stand up on your hind legs and make trouble about 

A. We have not. ^ _ jy
Q. Why not?—A. We try to get along with the departments as harmonic11^ 

as we possibly can, and I think we have succeeded to a very large extent, 
there are a number of these abuses in the public service yet that should re° 
be cleaned up.

The Chairman: WTell, that is what we are after. >
The Witness: We are the logical department to do that and, if we 

the proper co-operation from other departments, we are quite willing to un ‘ 
take that work at any time. We have always deprecated the practice of c 
tinuing people in a temporary capacity.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Wherever we find a man who has been working in the civil service in a 

temporary capacity for a period of time, let us say from one year to eleven 
vea,rs, without a competition and without further examination, can we take 

that it is always caused by the fact that the department has kept on 
tequesting extension, extension, extension?—A. Yes. A temporary certificate 
°an only be issued for six months at a time, and it is renewed from time to time 
at the request of the department, and when the necessity of continuing temporary 
Employees is questioned by the Commission we invariably get the answer that 
me work is there to be done and that this man has been engaged in this work 
or a certain period of time.

Q. Would not the Commission, in the ordinary course of events, after a 
)ear or two, say to the department: You have a permanent job, why don’t you 

Us fill it?—A. We have asked them that question, but they say that they 
want to make a permanent position. As I say, it would be bad policy on 

ae Part of the Commission to compel a department to load itself up with 
tuitions if the work is not there to be done.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
0 Q- Don’t you think it would be just as bad practice on the part of the 
Q0rnmission, if the reverse were the case?—A. If there is any way for the 

^mission to stop it, I think it should be done.
By the Chairman:

np Q- Have the Commission not that power now?—A. Yes, to refuse the 
ertlficate.

a], Q- Is it not the understanding that the temporary position would automatic- 
jsy" °nd at the expiry of the certificate?—A. We have had cases where we have 
'jj'ted a renewal on the understanding that this was positively the last renewal, 
it w*1 Comes along a request, a long letter from the department, explaining why 
tej °uld be very detrimental to the work of the office, if the Commission should 

to extend the certificate, and so on.
By Mr. Chevrier:

like ^ow many cases like that have you?—A. There are a number of cases 
hat. They are cropping up all the time.

1 th' i. y°u say how many you have?—A. We could give you a statement,
yeaJnhj of all the temporary employees whose periods of service extend over a

By the Chairman:
cCr..Q- Could we have that, Mr. Foran, showing the number whose temporary 
atv hicates were extended from one to two years and the number whose tempor
al Certificates extended from two to three years and from three to four years, 
ge.,?° °n, until they run out?—A. Yes, we would be very glad to do that. If you 
Uip 1 erilen can assist us to stop that, we will be the most appreciative people in 
6m atld. The departments hesitate to load up their establishments with perman- 
<wpositi°ns when they feel that this work, special work, will subside within a 

aitl time.
this Howman: Personally, I don’t see much objection to it, provided that 
DositieinP°rary service is not the means of giving preference for a permanent 

lQn without competitive examination.
Mr. Vallance:

Gift's ^ a^e the case of a man who is in there temporarily for two, three or four 
toty ' You must from time to time renew the certificate. I know an instance 

~'~~aud that is why I ask the question—of a post office where they asked 
493,0 [Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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for a temporary appointment and it was granted to them. An examination was 
held, in fact the examination was held some months ago and yet we have the 
position still being fdled temporarily?—A. Sure.

Q. It is possible then, as I have gathered from what you have said, that tin5 
sort of thing may continue for from one to five years?—A. Of course we are 
making an honest effort to stop that sort of thing.

Q. Don’t you think, then, that a recommendation from this Committee to 
do away with that sort of thing would be quite in order?—A. I do. We would 
welcome that very much.

By the Chairman:
Q. I was going to ask, Mr. Foran, another question just along those line3' 

There are cases, I understand, in which a person is in a temporary appointmen 
and then a competition is held for this position, and for some reason or other 
no permanent appointment is made but the temporary person is still continued a” 
temporary for some period of time,—what is the reason for that?—A. Well) 
would have to know— 3,

Q. I mean, Mr. Vallance has just cited a case, for example.—A. But Mr; 
Vallance has in mind a rural postmaster. But to answer your question I worn11 
say that probably the man that is recommended by the post office inspector 13 
not the man on the job and is not the man they want to give it to and the? 
are holding the report.

Q. And that is why a permanent appointment is not made, although a coD1' 
petition has been held?—A. We have not got the papers on which we could ma* 
the appointment. ,

Q. Just to follow out the illustration of the Post Office Department holm11® 
up those reports for a year, what is to prevent the same condition continuing?^ 
A. Well, of course, my feeling is that, the Commissioners should draw the line 
to how long they are going to allow that condition to exist. . e

Q. You are telling me now what they should do. I want to get the pract* 
as it now is, and I mention the Post Office just because that is the one j 
Vallance mentioned.—A. There are a few cases outstanding where we have cod 
sidered it quite unreasonable, that is, the time elapsing between the holding of '}1 
examination and the receipt of the report. *

Q. And under the present practive nothing happens until the departm61 
sends over those reports?—A. Exactly. We cannot make the permanent M 
pointment until we get the report.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The Commission, quite naturally I suppose, tries to get on as harm011 

iously with the departments as is possible?—A. We do. ^
Q. That is a natural thing; but cannot harmony be carried a little too 

sometimes? What is the Commission supposed to be for, for the good of 
service?—A. That is a difficult question to answer. , y,

Q. The Commission is not subordinate to the department?—A. On Tuesd^ 
in his evidence, Dr. Roche placed his finger on what he considers—and 6
I think we all agree—is a handicap under which the Commission labours, beca ^ 
of its having no spokesman in Parliament. Now, it has always occurred ^ 
me that the remedy for that situation is to have a permanent Parliament'^ 
Committee on Civil Service. As the Chairman and Mr. Chevrier pointed ° g 
the Commission is responsible only to Parliament, and that causes probamj’gf 
little indifference on the part of any minister to take 
the Commission. You have Parliamentary Committees 
and Commerce, on Fisheries, and on Privileges and Elections. In the book ^ 
issued by the Bureau of Statistics, there is a statement showing that the expeI1
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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ture, in 1930, on civil service, in salaries and wages, was over $90,000.000, and 
M the expenditure of that money is never investigated by a Parliamentary 
Committee. The salvation of the Commission is this, if you have a Parlia
mentary Committee that will go into the work and the decisions of the Commis- 
sion annually, where it can be pointed out that the Act is not working, because of 
}ack of co-operation on the part of the departments, or because of an unfair atti
tude on the part of the Commission or for any other reasons, then these difficulties 
S^uld be straightened out by this Parliamentary Committee. You will have, in 
^rliament, the Chairman of that Committee, you will have the members of that 
Committee to go into the expenditure, into the working of the departments, either 

le increase in the department, during the year, or the decrease, that has taken 
Place. You will have the members coming here feeling that any situation that 
a® developed in their constituency will be thoroughly investigated by such a 

c°namittee, and that a member will get the facts with regard to it. That being 
then you will remedy the situation which Dr. MacTavish spoke of with regard

• the people of the country. My own observation convinces me that the major- 
„y °f the people of Canada are solidly behind the merit system, but because of

le misrepresentations—
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Do you mean that the service would be investigated by a Parliamentary 
°mmittee each year?—A. I think if the work of the Commission, and the work

• the departments, was carefully scrutinized by a committee every year that 
"'ould lead to immense improvements. It would improve the morale of the

service.
By the Chairman:

Q. Your view is that it would be of benefit to the service at large if there 
as a committee steadily on the job?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
te Q- Supposing that were put into effect, and supposing this proposed commit- 
t made recommendations which were put into effect, do you think they would 
nVe the same amount of support in the administration of the civil service.—A. 
fo^uld be a great thing for the civil service and it would be a wonderful thing 
r the country. It would give the people of the country the confidence that 
Sew *!ave not now in your public service. There has been _so much misrepre- 

by the enemies of the civil service,—for example in the country you 
tow • r *t said that the system is all right, but the administration is bad. Well, 
'tin’ K y°u had this Parliamentary Committee, I am quite sure that this 
W0ll^Ss'°n would very quickly be removed and that the enemies of the system 

n have to adopt another line of attack.
By the Chairman:

sir 9'.In coming to that conclusion, Mr. Foran, have you given due con- 
tee a^'°n to the fact that the political lives of the members of any Commit- 
fr6Qar° usually very short. The House would have to change the personnel 
tViY^tly.—Â. That is true of some men, but in any case there would be, in 
givG aiïlent, the Chairman of that Committee, who would be in the position to 
V accurate and reliable information, when any matter affecting the public ser- 
{aUiirame.uP’ and then there would be the other members of the Committee 
rt)fcrr.ilar with Civil Service affairs, and it is really a work in which I think the 
the n °rs °f Parliament could render a very useful and very valuable service to 

c°Untry.
Ernst: I rather like your suggestion, Mr. Foran. I think there is

fef( in which matters affecting the civil service might very well be 
to such a Committee.

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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The Witness: Take our annual reports for the last ten years. There was 
-a reorganization ten years ago and since that time we have made many recom
mendations in our annual reports, but no action has ever been taken on those 
recommendations. If you had the committee I suggest, some action, no doubt 
would have been taken there and then on those recommendations. If our recom' \ 

mendations in the last ten years had been acted on, the condition that is in the 
service to-day would probably not exist at all.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Do you say that public opinion is against the administration of the 

Civil Service Commission?—A. I say there is an impression abroad, caused 
by the misrepresentations of the enemies of the system, that the law is badly j 
administered. That is my observation, that is my own opinion based up0*! 
my observation, that the majority of the people of Canada are solidly behind 
the merit system, but I do think there is an impression abroad—you see tba 
in the editorials of newspapers—that perhaps there is bad administration. ** 
you had this annual once-over—

The Chairman : The members of the Committee would get it from 
public once every four years.

Mr. Vallance: Some of us do not last very long.
Mr. MacInnis: Members of Parliament are in just as bad favour wit'1 

the public as are the members of the Commission.
Mr. Ernst: Speak for yourself, Mr. MacInnis.
The Chairman: I think your suggestion is worthy of attention.
The Witness: I am giving you an opinion based on forty-five years in ^ 

Civil Service. I do not. know of any work to which a member of Parham6** 
could more usefully apply himself than helping to remove the impression in t** 
country with regard to your public service. When you are spending the mo»e-. 
that you are on your public service I do not know that you could render 
more valuable service to the people whom you represent than to be able to g*v 
them the guarantee that this money is worthily and properly spent.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you know, as a matter of fact, if there is such a Committee of j, ’ 

British House of Commons, dealing with the British Civil Service?—A. 
Treasury Board there takes the place of this Committee.

Mr. Bowman : I think the suggestion a very good one.
The Chairman: Worthy of a lot of consideration.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You mean that the Committee should look into matters of organ* j^6 

tion as well as any differences of opinion between the Commission and 
departments?—A. Exactly. ,jS-

Q. That brings me to another point. What objection do you see to ^ 
associating the organization of the service as such, from the Civil Service j 
mission and placing it in our Treasury Board?—A. Well, I think the 
department to administer organization work is the Civil Service 
mission. It was organized for that purpose and I think we are well equip1 6, 
to do the work, better equipped than the Treasury Board at the present t** ,
It might be given consideration, that the Organization Branch of the 
mission be transferred to the Treasury Board. ,^1

Q. The suggestion was made to me by someone.—A. Well, I think ^ 
the system as it is at the present time should be maintained. I think that. 
get better results in that way.
(Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. Does it not occur to you that possibly organization might be more 
vigorously looked after if it were in the hands of the Treasury Board? It 
also has to look after finance and it would have the single eye to give under 
ordinary conditions— —A. Well, of course, we could work in conjunction with 
the Treasury Board. We have the staff for that purpose.

Q. Are you doing anything really tangible now along the line of organi- 
zation?—A. No, we are not.

Mr. Vallance: Mr. Chairman, might I ask what is meant by “organi
zation”?

Mr. Ernst: I mean going into a department and looking into its state of 
e$ciency.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Wasn’t that all done some years ago?—A. Yes. As the result of those 

Recent heavy reductions made in departments, it would be neces®a^ ([ ’ lb t 
the establishment of those departments. It will be necessary to re-dist l ute 
duties, and all that work we are equipped to perform, and I ‘
logical department to handle it, and we shall be glad to undertake that woik at 
aily time if we are requested by a department.

By the Chairman:
„ Q. I presume there would be a good deal of objection to that would there 
not, from the deputy heads of departments as interfering with their perogativesf
"-•A. The law clearly gives us that power now. . .. , , __.
. Q. I don’t think there is any question?—A. That opinion is valuable seeing 
lt comes from a lawyer.

Mr. Ernst: It doesn’t mean anything.
The Chairman: They are most disagreeable fellows, you see.

„ The Witness: We recently sent a report to the government asking o be 
alWd to go into certain departments and examine them organ «ate . he 
government returned the recommendation with the statement geem
P0wer under the law we could start in and do it Now, the C - ,{

be a little hesitant about undertaking the work because they feelthat itl ey 
oyestigate and make a recommendation and then submit {J council
lister of the department, who must sign it in order to g ’

aad he refuses, the time and labour is wasted.

By Mr. Ernst:
t Q- Which brings me back to my original question, would it no e e cr 
j? attach it to the Treasury Board? You say you are the logical body to do it
a0.you mean by that that you are equipped to do it. A. moreqauthority 5 i do not know that the Treasury Board would have any more authority

present time than we have. . ., a Tf Vnn willj Q* If they once clothe themselves with that authority
c°namend to give us the authority, why we will do it. vourselves in

Confié' Then you would come back to this position, 1 > temnorarv
ftet With the minister you would be just where you are with temporary

étions?—A. Yes, there is that handicap. ,DMrtmpnt nnd if
a rS- You might get into very great difficulty with . , narticular
den^reasury Board ordered an investigation into the 0I'gaIV j would have 
t®partment, the minister would not be in a position to demur, he would have

accept it?—A. In that case, yes.
[Mr. Wm. For an.]
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By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Mr. Foran, having in view the discussion that has taken place this after

noon—and I say this in the kindliest way—do you consider that the Organization 
Branch within your own department is so efficient that it would warrant other 
departments handing over to you the organization of their department?—A. Yes, 
we are specially equipped for it. I do not know that you would get in the 
public service to-day any number of men who know the organization of the 
departments better than we do. That has been our study for ten years, and we 
could do the work much more speedily than they can.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I think you miss my point. I am not suggesting that you are not 

equipped, as far as personnel goes, nor am I suggesting that the personnel of 
your department which is available for organization purposes should be trans
ferred to the control of the Treasury Board, but I am asking you to assum6 
that the same experts were available to the Treasury Board, might you not get 
better results by passing that part of your duties over to the Treasury Board, 
rather than having it done through the Commission?—A. Well, I have always 
looked on that as a possibility, but I still think that we should be clothed wit*1 
sufficient authority to go ahead and make those organization studies.

Q. Well, now, what reason can you give me for that?—A. Well, simp^ 
because I think that we have the staff.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The Treasury Board is not equipped?—A. No, not at all.
Mr. Ernst: I think Mr. Chevrier is also evading the point.
The Witness: I am assuming the Treasury Board takes that staff whic*1 

is available and attaches it to itself.
?

Mr. Chevrier: And what would the Civil Service Commission do the11
Mr. Ernst: It still has a fair amount to do with examinations and select' 

ing candidates for positions.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. As a matter of fact, Mr. Foran, your department has nothing to d° 

with organization at the present time, has it?—A. Oh, yes, everything.

By the Chairman:
Q. In what way?—A. Well, of course, they could make reductions, but t-hc> 

cannot change organization without the approval and concurrence of the C°^ 
mission. What is done is they proceed with a small committee of their o'* 
and they make their reorganization and then they call in the Commission 
look this over, and if everything is satisfactory the Commission very 
approves of it.

By Mr. Chevrier: ^
Q. Do you mean to say that all of these dismissals that have taken 

recently were made with the concurrence of the Commission?—A. Oh, 1 
dismissals, no; but organization. 0f

Q. Wait a moment. When you say that a small committee of soCi® ^ 
the officials of the department get together and then decide upon releasing 
certain number of people, probably for reasons of economy, surely you do 1 t 
mean to say that the Civil Service Commission has approved of that?—-A- 
at all. The Commission must be called in subsequently to readjust.

Q. But not in connection with these dismissals?—A. Oh, no.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Well, then, following that up, what has it got to do with organization, 

if you do not do the hiring and firing?—A. We are called in . We have 
done a lot of organization work. We are called in by some department that 
liants their department reorganized, or want some adjustments made. They 
tePort to us and we send our men in there, and we could give you the report 
°f our activities in that respect for the last ten years, which would show you 
that our staff has been very busy. . , ,

Q. In the great majority of cases the reorganization was made by the 
department itself and perhaps submitted to you for approval, because you 
nave to fill the position?—A. Oh, no. The reorganization has to have the 
aPproval of the Commisison, or it is not legal. XT

Q. I say the department made the reorganization - A. JNo, no, the 
Commission did that. If the deputy comes to the conclusion that things are 
not as he thinks they should be in his department, after consulting with the 
heads of branches, he may have reports made and a reorganization chart 
Ranged ; then when he gets that far with it he calls in the Civil service

. Q. That is just exactly the point I am trying to make. It originates — 
f: I think the law really contemplates that when any reorganization work of any 
h’nd is done the Commission should be called in at once. I do not think 
even the preliminary work is a part of the duty of a departmen .

The Chairman : I think you will find already in the hands o our Clerk 
a chart of the organization of each department which has been approx ed or 
lriltiated by the Commission already.

Mr. Foran : Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
m Q. Quite so, but that does not make this point any different, - r. iaiF" 
j, ail> as to who originates the plan of organization. Wha y 
cat, Mr. Foran?—A. In most cases the Commission does.

By Mr. Ernst: ... , .
6v Q. Can you, Mr. Foran, give me any concrete instance Sw called inbv 

years, where the Civil Service Commission has h.een yes
v department and has proceeded to organize that depai • ■,
ttave it here. ,

Q. Where they were the motivating factor?—A. Where they approved, 
u Q- No, no, where they actually went into the department and icorganized 

/here they actually did the reorganizing?-A. We have a number of

Se Mr. Chevrier: Whilst you are looking that up, Mr. Foran, I might read
10û 9 °Thhee Commission6 shall", after consulting with the several deputy heads, 

the heads of branches and other chief officers, Pr P" DPortjon of +1 
organization of each department and of each bra PJc th
civil service, such organization to follow, as far < P ’ 
general principles in all branches of the civil sen ice.

the Witness: That work has only been partially completed, and that is 
w°rk that we want to undertake now.

jw Q- And that is the work I am asking you if you don t think it might be 
e effectively done by an efficient staff—I am assuming your efficiency

J [Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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under the Treasury Board, using the British System, than under the system 
which you have here, as part of the Civil Service Commission?—A. There are 
a great many who have the idea that you have suggested to-day, Mr. Ernst

Q. I am asking you what great objection you can raise to it, Mr. Foran" 
—A. Well, I would say that my objection to it is that the Civil Service Commis- 
sion is the logical department to deal with it.

Q. Why the logical department?—A. Well, because it is the personnel 
department of the public service and should deal with all matters affecting 
personnel.

Q. I don’t quite see it that way.—A. Of course when you cite England as 
an example, the system there is somewhat different to what has developed on 
this continent, particularly in the United States where, as you are probably 
aware, there is a personnel branch in every large industrial and commercial 
establishment. In addition, the Federal, State, and Municipal Governments 
have their Civil Service Commissions, and in these personnel branches and 
Commissions, all matters of organization are dealt with. I imagine there is 9 
very good reason for that, and I would say that we would not make any nh5' 
take in following their example in allowing all personnel matters to be handled 
by the personnel branch of the Government which, in our case, is the Civ1* 
Service Commission.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That has been pretty much neglected in the government up to date.--'' 

A. Well, it has—the work that was imposed on the commission with regMa 
to fixing up of these, making surveys—our reorganization has not proceed6 
very far because of the preliminary work we have had to do in connection wD 
the reclassification of the service, but now we are ready to go on with the survey’ 
in the departments, and it was in that connection that the report I have ffleD' 
tioned went to Council, and we have under consideration now the commen66' 
ment of the work in the near future.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. May I ask another question. Don’t you think, Mr. Foran, that ^ 

Organization Branch should be where it would get the most motivating for6®' 
—A. Well, it should get that right down in the Commission.

Q. Don’t you think it would be more likely to get that from the Treasn1? 
Board, which is in charge of the expenditures of the country?

Mr. Chevrier: The expenditures should not be the primary reaso11’ 
efficiency in the service should be the primary consideration.

Mr. Ernst: I am asking Mr. Foran the question.

lUlf
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. My point was this. Let me take an illustration. Supposing the TreasU‘jl 
Board feels that a certain department, having regard to the volume of 
which it is doing, is over-staffed. It immediately has the incentive to se ,0 
efficiency experts—that is, an efficiency expert attached to that Board— 
the department, with a view to reorganization.—A. I would say that the log1,6 
thing for the Treasury Board to do would be to pass a minute authorizing 1 
Commission to go into the department at once. , ed

Q. That may be so; but when you have an Organization Branch attac ^ 
to the Treasury Board.—A. Of course, that is a matter for you gentlem611 
decide. y,

Q. Well, I am asking you. I have no opinion on it; I am merely asking > 
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Mr. MacInnis: I think, according to the Act, the Commission has very 
full powers in the matter of organization. ^ ou can initiate organization.

The Witnesss I think that is true, Mr. MacInnis.
Mr. Bowman: They have not been doing it.
Mr. MacInnis: That is the point. If they have not been doing it, then 

the fault lies either with the Commission itself, or it was dissuaded from carry
ing it out, owing to opposition from the department heads, t hat is my opin
ion, which may possibly not be right. Is that so.’ A. I think that, perhaps, at 
the present time, we should be very wary, as we were a few years ago—at all 
events, the Commission have hesitated undertaking this v ork because of the fact 
that they have feared there would be—they would not receive the cooperation and 
distance of the departments that would be necessary in order to make a success 
°f the work.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. That fear would .not be present in the minds of the Treasury Board.
Mr. MacInnis: The Commission do not pass these plans m ie departr

jnents; they are approved by the Governor in Gouncl1 ,^"Sfent °am branch or 
9 says: “As soon as the plan of organization is compte , 7
Portion of the Civil Service, such plan or organization shall be submit ed lor the 
aPproval of the Governor in Council.”

The Chairman: It would have to go through the minister of a department, 
as that is the only way you can get it through.

Mr. MacInnis: That is only a matter of courtesy.
Mr. Ernst: It is more than a matter of courtesy, it is a ma er o neces

sity.
Mr. MacInnis: Just one moment. Read subsection 3: “ *{te* suc^

groval, the deputy head of the Commission is of opmmn tha any s^hpan or
BiniZatl0n ™ght Wlth advantagC un/n Tuch proposed change, and shall

all> m a similar manner, prepare a report upon sucn Pr P chanee sha'l
sKuWit the same for the approval of the Governor m Council, ^change shad 

c made in the organization of any department unti it h^ ^ ^ ^ tQ
. y the Commission.’ Now, it seems to me that tn j 
ae Governor in Council.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. They must have it through the Minister. 

e . The Chairman: That is the only way of getting it through. In order to 
it through, it must go through some responsible par > •
Mr. MacInnis: That must be a fault in the Act.

ho Chairman. No. • «jf after such approval—” that
j, Mr. MacInnis: Let me point out again, u,

’ aPproval of the Governor in Council. .
The Chairman: No, approval by the Commission of the reorganization. 
Mr MacInnis- Read clause 2. “As soon as the plan of organization is >Pleted fo?any branch or portion of the civil service such plan of orgamza- 

1011 shall be submitted for the approval of the Governor in Council.
The Chairman : I beg your pardon.

rw Mr. MacInnis- “If after such approval, the deputy head or the Common isT^on that a'ny such, plan of organization migM with advantage 
6 ln any way changed, the Commission shall, in a similar
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report upon such proposed change, and shall submit the same for the approval 
of the Governor in Council. No change shall be made in the organization of any 
department until it has been so reported upon by the Commission.”

Mr. Ernst: The process is gone over again.
Mr. MacInnis: And again submitted to the Governor in Council.
The Witness: It must be submitted by the head of a department.
Mr. MacInnis: After the Commission makes the plan of organization, 

presents it to the head of the department, to the minister, I do not think the 
minister has any recourse but to submit it to the Governor in Council.

Mr. Ernst: If he is hostile it is not very likely to pass the Governor in 
Council, naturally. That is the point.

Mr. MacInnis: Then, why put the blame on the regular organization?
The Witness: I think if you change it to say “report direct to the 

Treasury Board”—

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. It would be the same thing.—A. If you say “report direct to Treasury 

Board,” the Treasury Board can deal with it without—
The Chairman : Don’t you think we have had enough facts on this t-° 

give it consideration?
The Witness: We will be very glad to give you a memorandum.
Mr. Ernst : It is one of the two chief functions of the Civil Service Com' 

mission.
Mr. MacInnis : There is no use making any selections, unless you have 

a good organization with which to put it into effect.
The Witness: I think it would be very useful if, later in your proceeding^ 

you would call in the Chief of the Organization Branch to explain to you exactly 
the amount of organization work that has been done. I make that suggestion-

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mention has been made of efficiency experts. You think that efficiency 

experts either in your own department, or attached to some other branch, migjy 
do good work?—A. I am quite sure they are capable of doing very good work; 
because they specialized in that work for some years.

Q. I suppose there is really work to be done in the departments?—A. 
question about that.

Q. I suppose there is some duplication of service?—A. Yes.
Q. Which might be avoided.—A. Probably slight overmanning in soi#c 

departments, certain duplication of work, overlapping, a great many conn1' 
tiens of that kind could be discovered, and would be remedied by a proper 
survey by officers of our Commission.

Q. Some co-ordination?—A. Yes.
Q. Of work and cutting down a lot of duplications?—A. Quite so.
Q. And so forth.—A. I think there is a lot of useful work which c°u g 

be done to relieve the government of a lot of criticism for not havi^ 
the work done in an orderly and regular way by those who apparently a 
looked to by Parliament to do the work, and so on. I think it would be 
proper thing to have the Commission’s officers start as soon as possible to wo 
that out. e

Q. You said a little while ago that classification had been attempted bo» 
years ago.—A. Yes. It was a big undertaking.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. About what year was that?—A. It started in 1919, 1920 and 1921.
Q. A lot could happen in 10 years?—A. Yes, and that is just what I say. 

There is no doubt that conditions have developed within that time that require 
to be remedied. If you have this Parliamentary Committee which 1 have sug
gested, I think it would be the means of checking any abuses growing up in the 
Public service ; it would place the public service, as I say, in a far better position 
ln the years to come, than it is to-day.

The Chairman: I was going to suggest to the members of the Committee, 
as our time may be limited before the end of the session, that as reclassifi
cation is probably of lesser importance than any of the matters assigned to us, 
We might leave that phase of the matter over until the tail-end of our hearings, 
t° see how much time we may have to devote to it.

Mr. Ernst : My only point was to see whether or not the Organization 
^ranch might not be very properly attached to the Treasury Board, and do 
IIl0re active work.

The Chairman: The reason for my remark was I thought Mr. Bowman 
v'as going to get into re-classification.

Mr. Bowman : I am not going into re-classification at the present time.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Have you any suggestion to make relating to examination of the appli

cants? Have you any suggestion to make to the Committee at the present 
lrne?—A. Well, not at this stage, no.

Q. Can you tell me if there is any exemptions from competitive examina- 
l0n for applicants?—A. Exemptions?

Q- Yes.—A. What do you mean?
- Q. I mean for certain positions. Don’t you think that those who have 

f'egrees from universities, or colleges, or classical schools should be exempted 
co® passing certain examinations if they are well recommended.—A. Well, 

j°u see, you get away from the element of competition there, which is a 
n(tamental principle of the present system.

Q- They have a degree from a University, after a classical course, and they 
J".6 Well recommended. Don’t you think it would be to the interest of the 
+,lvh Service to accept them?—A. As I say, Mr. Laurin, you get away from 

e clement of competition, which is a fundamental principle of the law. 
j Q- There is no law without exceptions—A. Well, I do not think it is 

Slrable to exempt from open competition because of holding any diplomas.
Cn Q- It is against the principle of the Act?—A. A es. I think it would rather 
urrTHeate things.

or ,,Tlr. MacInnis: How are you going to make a selection if you have two 
hree or four applicants with the same degrees?
^*-r- Ernst : From different Universities, 

y The Witness: There would be no possibility of making a selection, because 
eV(L cannot accept anything under the lawr but our examinees; you must place 

ybody on the same basis.

By the Chairman:
CaoH ?' Of course, under competitive examinations, where there are two or three 
the 'hates, you really make selections, at least, you deputize to some individuals 
bgf taking of selections, which is based on their opinion of the man who came 
Cerr.r^ them, all of whom may have equivalent degrees, so far as that is con
fie ecl- A. In that case, they would give some mark for education. If they 

w*th regard to education, they give the same mark, and then the 
est would be experience. _

[Mr. Wm. For an.]
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Q. In respect to all those oral examinations, I suppose in the final analysis 
the contest comes down to who are making the selections.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Do you think it would be a better method, you would get a better selec

tion, to have these young men accepted without examination?—A. No, You 
cannot do that with a system of open competitive examinations, Mr. Laurin. 
If you do not adhere to the general rule ; that is, if you are to allow applicants 
who had special degrees to be exempt from examination, you cannot make a 
selection on a general basis in that case.

By the Chairman:
Q. For all technical positions now, you do not have written examinations? 

You merely have oral examinations?—A. For some we do.
Q. Generally speaking?—A. Yes.
Q. It is oral examinations?—A. Oral examinations.
Q. Some one or more persons designated by the Commission make that oral 

examination, and generally speaking, all the men having equal classification, for 
example, if you were choosing a lawyer, only graduate lawyers could apply, so 
that it would be a matter of which man, in the opinion of the particular examiner, 
would be best qualified to fill the position assuming that no other influences 
came into play.—A. What happens is this, Mr. Chairman: you have ten appli' 
cants for a position, then the board rates the qualifications of those applicants 
on their sworn statements as to their education and experience. If the applicants 
are about equal in education and experience, then they are called in for the 
oral examination, but there is the preliminary rating on their education and 
experience by this board, before the oral examination.

Q. Now, the one who has the final say is the one who takes this oral 
examination?—A. Yes, that is the board—not the final say—the final say, of 
course, is by the commissioners, but they have entrusted this board with the 
duty of advising them, which board, in their opinion, is peculiarly fitted f°r 
that work. In most cases they accept the advice of this Board as to who is the 
best applicant in the competition.

Q. So, as I said, generally speaking, for technical positions, where written 
examinations are not held, somebody’s opinion has to be exercised in the fina 
analysis, and that somebody is the person-------A. Is this board.

Q. —designated by the Commission, I don’t care whether a board or whethej 
an individual, in choosing one out of the group of men?—A. It is the join 
recommendation of this board. ,

Q. Plus the person who makes the final oral examination?—A. The boar 
makes the oral examination.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. When that is done and when you have an examination and have n 

board for the appointment of a technical officer, do you simply examine the 
as to their education and the like, or do you take into account the positif 
which they are to fill, the capabilities and adaptabilities and capacities of f*1^ 
various applicants for the position in which they are to be placed? I undeI^ 
stand that on these boards there are representatives of the department, repr® 
sentatives of the Commission and a returned soldier, if need be, and—
One or two outsiders. ,

Q. —ratings were given as to education and the like, and also there is 
certain factor that has to be taken into account as to the suitability of /'^ 
applicants to suit the position?—A. That would come out in the oral exami,lil 
tinn.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. It is not only a question of educational rating ; it is also a question of 
adaptability to fill the position required?—A. \es; but the educational rating 
must have been satisfactory or he would not be given the oral.

Q. In regard to the appointment of lawyers, it is not simply a question 
of deciding between three lawyers, say, to occupy the position of Registrar of 
the Exchequer Court, but it would be a selection of their capacities, legal 
training and the like, and also other capacities to fill that particular position.

Q. If you wanted a lawyer whose work would be largely before the 
Exchequer Court, you would probably select from among the three men who 
"'ere called in the man who had the longest experience in Exchequer Court work. 
You would not select because of education purely and simply ; A. No.

The Chairman: Oh, no; there was no suggestion of that.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Would you give us once more the weights that are taken into considera

tion in appointments?—A. These are the weights for most of our positions. I 
think, with regard to the application of these weights, the Chief Examiner w ould 
he the proper man to question.

Q. I wanted the weights placed on record?—A. Shall I put these in.
The Chairman: They will be printed in the report.
(Table of weights filed in the record as Appendix A.)

By Mr. Bowman:
, Q. In glancing at this list of examinations and schedules of weights which 
has just been placed in the record, the first thing that strikes me is tie weight 
that is given to oral examination. In the first case, assistant migra ory bird 
garden; written examination, six; education and experience, nothing, ora cx:'m- 
lr>ation, four?—A. You see, the education and experience is determined by the 
bitten examination in that case. , , ...

Q. Take the position of caretaker. There nothing is allowed, or written 
lamination; three, for education and experience ; and seven, for ora . Cleaner 
?.nd helper, the same; clerk of works, the same ; and so on, ab the way down the 
lsE The great preponderance of weight is given to the oral examina ion. 1

('°hrse, in these low grade positions the oral examination should be the important 
,)ne; it should be the factor to which the highest rate would be given. _ 
l Q. Naturally, in these cases, the opinion of the man who has been appointed 
^ the board would be the predominating factor in the appomtmen . A. I he 

an who conducts the oral interview, yes. .. 9
, Q. Now, wrould you just explain what you mean by an eligib e is . An 

^ible list is a list of persons who have qualified for any particu ai class of 
umic service. . v

n Q. And what is the practice in connection with eligible lists. A. ou mean 
e Practice?

The Chairman: Do you mean how are they made up?

By Mr. Bowman: _
Q. The making up of them and the subsequent dealing with them.—A. 

e *> the life of an eligible list is—
A „Q- First, deal with it in order. How do you make up your eligible list?— 
^ ky the results of examinations candidates are placed in an order of merit on 
bj ?.Egible list for that class. The life of that list we have always held should 
(X nmited to one year, and that recommendation was made to the Malcolm 

^mittee, but at present there is no time set for the life of a list, and as a result, 
’ y [Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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if there are not any assignments made from it in the course of a year it is, by a 
minute of the Commission, renewed for stated periods until the Commissioners 
feel that its usefulness has ceased and they, by minute, cancel the list.

Q. How long would you say eligible lists have been allowed to run?—A- 
Oh, they have run for long periods, if there are not many assignments made from 
them. The Commissioners, because of the cost of holding further examina
tions, have allowed them to continue for some considerable time.

Q. What would be a considerable time?—A. I could not say exactly. They 
have run as long as three years. For certain classes, the large groups in the 
service, the eligible list is usually exhausted within the year or shortly after
wards, but I am speaking now of the classes for which vacancies seldom occur.

Q. Supposing you had a particular position for a grade 2 stenographer and 
you had an examination and established a list, how long, in the ordinary course 
of events, would that list last?—A. Eligible lists for stenographers are very 
quickly exhaused. We have found it necessary heretofore to hold examinations 
almost annually for that class.

Q. And when you make an eligible list, say, of grade 2 stenographers, an 
appointment from that eligible list may be made to any particular department 
which requires a grade 2 stenographer?—A. Yes.

Q. And when that eligible list is once made up, are the assignments made 
in strict accordance with the eligible lists?—A. Yes; with the exceptions I have 
indicated here earlier in the day.

Q. What are they?—A. For example, if you wanted a bilingual stenog' 
rapher, and the next in line is not a bilingual stenographer, you have to §° 
down the list until you get one. Then, if the person on that eligible list bas 
a year from that time—

Q. Temporary employment?—A. Temporary employment again—is fillip 
a position of a permanent nature and her appointment is asked for, she ma^ 
be made permanent in that position without regard to her position on the lis*’ 
but it is very seldom that that has been done for the simple reason that th® 
list is exhausted within the year. Their number or name will probably be reach® 
before they have served a year.

Q. Would the Commission care to make any recommendation to th^ 
Committee with respect to the length of time an eligible list should be in for®6 
—A. That is a question that really should be answered by the Commission®15; 
but I know their views, and I think they are of the opinion that the lit® °z 
an eligible list should not continue longer than one year. That was the recoup 
mendation they made to the Malcolm Committee, and I do not think they hav 
changed their opinion. ,

Q. That recommendation has never been brought into effect?—A. A ’ 
because the report of the Malcolm Committee was never acted upon. . ,,

Q. Are there any objections to the practice of setting up these eligible bg y 
and filling them—are there any objections to that practice of which the CoDl 
mission are aware?—A. No.

Q. It does not work any hardships to anybody?—A. No
Q. And you think it is a good practice to carry on that system?—A- yy 

a moment. I would like to qualify that. I do not like the practice of extend*» 
eligible lists. I think we should have a stated term for the life of a list, d j 
when that term expires, it should automatically expire after that time- 
think there has been some complaint about the extension of lists.

By the Chairman: ,j
Q. While you are on eligible lists, I have a letter which I received in my 

a day or so ago. The information in it was very sketchy, and I wrote bad® j 
details. It would appear that a man has tried to get on as a letter carri®r 
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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has written practically every examination—and qualified since 1920 and yet 
cannot get an appointment as a letter carrier, because the eligible list is always 
cut off?—A. Before his name is reached? Yes, that happens.

Q. That has worked great hardship.
Mr. Bowman : Can that actually happen?
The Witness: Oh, yes.
Mr. Chevrier: That is true; but is not the answer to that the merit

system?
The Witness: Yes, the merit system.
The Chairman: No. The answer is not the merit system ; the answer 

is that the eligible list is out of date and expired at a certain period of time.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Suppose that you hold an examination, this year, for the appointment 
°f letter carriers and that you have 96 people passed and placed on that 
digible list, and that this man is number 87. Then, you appoint a certain 
dumber during the year, and at the end of the year you reach the number 80. 
This man now remains seventh; but during the year other people hav 
who mav be just as well qualified as that man will be qualified for that 
Position, and, as I understand it—and I want you to te me l _ ana wrong 
aPpointments into the service are to be made on merit, that is the capability 
of that person to fill that position irrespective of anything e_e. A. les.

Q During that year a certain number of people have come up and when 
»= examination is heH over again this man was seventh onthe l.st when the 1rs 
?xPired, competes again and is unable to make a rank better than 5. 1 hen, he
16 not as good as the other 74 fellows ahead of him. - - x °-

Q. That is the merit system?—A. Exactly.
By the Chairman: ,. . ,,

... Q. Unfortunately, in this man’s case, from what I judge ndh^îtaîîrtî 
fh?nk another element enters into it. He is only 28 years g , ^
airly high in his examinations all the time, but, because f m iqf)„

Reference, he is automatically dropped?-A. As a matter of fact from 1908 
Utltil the 1918 Act we were required to hold examinations for a stated number of 
Positions. Then the examinations were held twice a year, w e y oui hold an 
lamination for 30 stenographers and we would have 300 candidates. The line 
^as drawn after the 30th candidate. Below that these people, man^ of whom 
,'ad done very well, were not entitled to appointments, the> wtie s t re or 
Horary appointment only. These same people won d come up again in six 
Months. They had failed to get within the charmed cncie, as we called it, withm 
dle given number, and I have known candidates to come up time an me again

they were always outside the number required.

By Mr. Maclnms: annlied?—A. As Mr. Chevrier
r Q. That would be because a great num 1 merit system you are going 
us pointed out, if you are going to adminis ^ ^hat eligible list is good
^ assign them in order of merit on the ehg and they have got to take
th 0ne Year. the line is drawn at the end • , unsUCCessful the next year,Pe examination over again. They may be equ. >

r they may be lower down on the list.

By the Chairman:
ejcpj Q- * suppose there must be some arbitrary time at which an eligible list 
• fithS"feven if it works a hardship?—A. We do not give an opportunity to the 
is °f the country to get into the service if we establish an eligible list which 

good for five years.
*9322—li
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is why I asked that question as to the opinion of the Board?—

I think the Commissioners think it should be one year and no longer.
Q. Under this list which I hold in my hand, where do stenographers classify ? 

•—A. That is a special memorandum with regard to the large groups in the 
service.

The Chairman : What we asked for was the lower grades.
Mr. Bowman : I did not ask for any; I asked for all grades.
The Witness: Mr. Bland will have the others with him when he comes oc 

the stand.
By the Chairman:

Q. Now, I have something in my mind that I wanted to ask you about soin6 
time ago. You have in your Civil Service Commission, I understand, an Organi' 
zation Branch and an Assignment Branch, and when a requisition comes in from 
a department for an employee to be approved by the Commission temporarily 
that request goes down to the Assignment Branch which has the available eligibk 
lists and the Assignment Branch automatically assigns the first person on tha1 
list?—A. Yes.

Q. That is the ordinary routine?—A. Yes.
Q. Has the Assignment Branch any information as to the marks in respect 

of any particular subjects of examinations which the persons on that eligibl6 
list take in qualifying examinations?—A. The record of the marks obtained b)r 
candidates at a competitive examination is kept in the Clerical section of th6 
Examination Branch, not in the Assignment Branch.

Q. So that the Assignment Branch, in the ordinary routine, would assign 
a person whose name was first on the list without knowledge of the mark® 
which that person had obtained on any particular subjects in the genera1 
examination?—A. Yes, it is the duty of the Examination Branch to look into tb6 
subjects; not of the Assignment Branch.

Q. Don’t let us get confused. I am only talking about the Assigning 
Branch. When a request comes in for a person to be appointed, am I corre6' 
when I say that the Assignment Branch, in the ordinary course of event6’ 
names the first person appearing on the eligible list, and at that time has n° 
before it the marks which that particular person took in respect of any P9*' 
ticular subject in the examination on which that person wrote?—A. Well, 6° 
far as I can recall—

Q. I mean, they have not the total marks?—A. No, they are kept in 
Clerical Section of the Examination Branch.

Q. What occurs to me is this: Let me assume that a department reqne6“ 
from the Assignment Branch, through the Commission, the appointment of 
clerk,—what is the lowest grade, 1?—A. One, yes. ..

Q. Of a clerk grade 1, and the purpose for which they want that clerk 1, 
ordinary routine correspondence, we will say. The Assignment Branch 
an assignment. The person who may have been highest on the eligible 
may have had a very low mark in those subjects which would indicate abb1 \ 
in correspondence and yet very high marks in mathematics, we will say. Th
is the fact, is it not, that that would occur?—A. Yes. t0

Q. And likewise, a department might request a clerk grade 1, someone i 
do figuring, and the person who had stood very high in other subjects, bj, 
just got a pass in mathematics, might be assigned. Is there any way in wh1 
that situation could be avoided, because I am informed that is one of , 
reasons w-hy there are so many rejections from the departments of PerS°y 
assigned by the Assignment Branch of the Civil Service Commission?^ 
Well, as a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, there are not a great many rejecti0 
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Considering the number of assignments we make, the percentage of rejections 
is infinitesimal, and there is nothing wrong with that, h or example, if you 
Want a statistical clerk or a book-keeper, we have an eligible list lor these 
Masses, but if you make the selection from the general examination there is no 
special rating, and that is the only way of dealing with a class of that kind, 
because we do not consider in grade 1, for instance, the special qualifications, 
ff that were done you might have to go down the list and it might lead to the 
bind of thing that you must guard against.

Q. So often complained of?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Madnnis: .
Q. The hypothetical case raised by the Chairman would apply ai e s 

appointment just as well as in future appointments m^efrom theAss^gnment 
Branch?-A. Yes. If I remember correctly that point
h°im Committee fnJ a suggestion was made t at Ü he qualifications
bave power to select anybody on the list posses, g , damrer
>ired for the position, regardless of the order of ^ C b t the^saw danger 
ahead, they thought, in every case, where they wanted a clerk grade l, they 
w°uld ask for someone who was away down on b f^t satisfactov

qualifications so it was finally deeded toAbound uniblï 
Method was selecting them in order of merit, and it tn y
re]ect them. But I want to emphasize the point that the rejections in this cla.s 
are infinitesimal.

By Mr. Bowman:
, Q. Mr. Vallance asked you a few questions a moment ago with respect 
0 ^classification, and you said the last work done by the Commission was 
0lhewhere around 1919-20.—A. We have done a lot of work since that time.

Q- In the matter of reclassification?—A. Oh, yes. 
t Q. A general survey of the whole system?—A. I think a general survey 
l '^ay would be very useful, although a lot of qualifications and of duties could 
lse Edified now, in the light of what has happened in the last ten years, in the 
§ht of the experience we have gained in that time.

Q- Betterment of the service might be effected?—A. Oh, yes. 
a Q- And perhaps for reducing the service?—A. Oh, yes, all that could be
acc°mplished

Q. Could usefully be performed?—A. Yes. .
v Q- And you would say, as the secretary of the Commission, and being con- 
h/k911* with the work, that that would be a very valuable and important work 

be done?—A. I do, sir.

By Mr. Madmis:
a Q- Office conditions and office equipment have changed considerably?— 

' °h, yes.

"Bhe Chairman: Any other question for Mr. Foran?

By Mr. Ernst:
ÜVoQ-.Mr- Foran, just one more topic I want to ask you something about. 
CoIt.r^bing from or to the Organization Branch and the Examination Branch 
sionel,qVei?dually into your hands, before going into the hands of the Commis-

aers?_A. Yes.
!?• Passes through you?—A. Yes.—V11J. J UU i--------XX* ju VlO.

dejj.yH- And what is your particular duty in reference to it?—A. My particular

[Mr. Wm. Foran,]
^ ls to look it over and, if I concur, initial it.
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Q. And initial it?—A. Yes.
Q. And you certify every document that goes through your office?-" 

A. Except the routine matter.
Q. I am talking now of appointments?—A. Theoretically everything goes 

to the Commissioners through the Secretary’s Office, but all routine matters are 
sent along without my signature. Any important matters and all of the 
organization reports are signed by me. All matters emanating from the exam
ination branch, unless there is some special feature in connection with the 
competition that requires the examiner to consult with me, are sent direct t° 
the Commissioners. They come back to my office to be recorded in the minutes-

Q. It is sent direct to the Commissioners, but before it goes there I presume 
that Mr. Bland, the Chief Examiner, signs it?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. In other words, he has to peruse results of all competitions and sign 
them?—A. Exactly.

Q. So that, really, the two of you have to pass upon all work which ulti
mately goes up to the Commissioners?—A. Yes.

Q. And then there are three Commissioners who sit on it?—A. Yes, there 
are three Commissioners who sit on it.

Q. If two of you succeed in doing it, is there any reason why it takes three 
men to do it when it goes up higher?—A. Of course that is a matter—

Q. You have been there since 1908, Mr. For an. I am asking you purely 
for your personal opinion.—A. I think that is a question that really the Com
missioners should be asked to answer.

Mr. Bowman : I rather think it is putting Mr. Foran in an unfair position
Mr. Ernst: All right, I won’t pursue it further, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Anything else, gentlemen? We can have Mr. Foran back 

again, by the way. I have some other information I want in connection wm' 
those examining boards, but I want to get some information myself from 
returns already filed with the Clerk.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr. Foran, rightly or wrongly, I have got the impression that the greflt 

majority of the employees—the class employees shall I call them—of the g?v'' 
ernment get the larger salaries that are available as against the smaller salarie" 
that is, a much greater number of the employees get large salaries than do $ 
smaller of your class employees?—A. The majority of the higher class employé 
get larger salaries?

Q. Get the large salaries in the service?—A. You mean—
Q. Through promotions and so forth? —A. You mean that the service ,s 

top heavy?
Q. Yes.—A. Well, I cannot say that offhand.
Q. Would you kindly consider that?—A. Yes, I will be very glad to.
The Chairman: Anything else, gentlemen? All right, Mr. Foran.

Witness retired.

The Chairman : Shall we go on with Mr. Bland?
Mr. Vallance: It is half past five. We have sat for two hours now. ^ 

should be back in the House before six o’clock. I would like to suggest t*1 > 
if possible to-morrow we hear the representatives of the Canadian Postmasters 
Association.
,[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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The Chairman: Gentlemen of the Committee, would you have any objec
tion if we heard the representatives of the Postmasters’ Association, who are here 
}rom western Canada, in the morning, so as to let them away, and then we could 
“ave Mr. Bland, the Chief Examiner.

Carried.

The Chairman: Then we will meet here to-morrow morning, gentlemen, a* 
o’clock and we will proceed first with the representatives of the Canadian 

“°stmasters’ Association and follow on with Mr. Bland.

The committee adjourned at 5.30 p.m. to resume on Friday, 18th March, at 
11 a.m.





House of Commons,

March 18, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the con
sol and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the administra
tion and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m.

Mr. Lawson presiding.

The Chairman: This morning, gentlemen, we are going to hear from the 
Canadian Postmasters’ Association. .

Mr. Variance: Mr. Chairman, before we start, there is an î em which 
appeared in last night’s local press that I would like to draw to the attention of 
tile Committee, having in mind especially the fact that we ha\ e had only two 
0r three sittings:—

TREASURY BOARD HAS MORE POWER

Appointments to Staffs Must now be Submitted to it Before Going 
to Civil Service Commission

A new order just issued provides that any government department 
desiring to add to its staff must first send the application to the Treasury 
Board and not to the Civil Service Commission as heretofore.

If the board approves, then the application is sent on to the commis
sion; if not, it goes no further.

It is also provided that expenditures must now be approved by the 
Treasury Board before instead of after such expenditures are made by 
a department.

to say, Mr. Chairman, is that in view of the fact that this Committee 
here investigating under our very broad order of reference, this is 
that I think, in all courtesy to the Committee, should have been 

for consideration to this Committee.
■Mr. Chevrier: Yes.

1 wish
sitting

^Hiething
Rented

W ^he Chairman: I did not see the article, Mr. Vallance, nor had I any 
tiom etige of the Order in Council in question ; but it would seem to be obvious 

W^lat y°u suggested that apparently the government desires to control the 
b(,f ^'titures and, therefore, before new positions are created by departments and 
sj0°re requisitions for new positions are asked from the Civil Service Commis- 
tL ’ tile government says: You must have our approval for the expenditure of 

e money.
hag Mr. Chevrier: That is arrogating to the Treasury Board a power which it 

u°t got; should not have.
tr0l Mr. Ernst: Debate that in the House. If the Treasury Board cannot con- 

expenditures, what does it control?
th Mr; Chevrier: Let me make my statement. I will make any statement 
Civ;] tike *° make, and I will take the full responsibility for it. There is the 
Ac+1 Service Commission charged with the administration of the Civil Service 

" Under the law, the Civil Service Commission may decide whether a new
113
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position is to be created or not upon demands being made by the departments ; 
then it goes to the Treasury Board for recommendation. The Governor in Coun
cil approves or disapproves of such plan; but it should not be left—not 
at this stage of the law—to the Treasury Board to decide whether it is 
in the interest of the service that that position should be created or should 
not be created. If it is necessary that the position be created for the benefit of 
the service, then it goes to the Treasury Board, and if the Treasury Board says 
that they have not got the money with which to pay the salary then, of course, 
the position would not be created ; but it is not up to the Treasury Board to 
say initially whether a position ought to be created or not. In this latter event, 
they are taking away from the Civil Service Commission the exact purpose for 
which it was created.

The Chairman: May I suggest that for the moment we may dispose of 
the matter, so far as this Committee is concerned, by suggesting that the matter 
be noted and given due consideration before this Committee makes its recom
mendation to the House. The Canadian Postmasters’ Association—

Mr. Bowman : Just a moment, Mr. Chairman. I, personally, cannot see 
any discourtesy offered to this Committee in the action of the Treasury Board' 

Mr. Ernst : Nor can I.
Mr. Chevrier: I do.
Mr. Bowman : I quite agree, Mr. Chairman, with your remarks that it is 

intended more as a measure of economy than anything else.
Mr. Vallance: Does it say so?
Mr. Bowman : It is quite clear.
Mr. Vallance: It is not obvious to me.
Mr. Chevrier: We cannot flaunt the law in a case like that.
Mr. Ernst: If the law is flaunted, we are not the people to deal with it.
The Chairman : The House is in session.
Mr. Vallance: All right. We will deal with it on the floor of the Hous6 

on the Orders of the Day.
Mr. MacInnis: As all the other members of the Committee have said some' 

thing—
The Chairman: You are entitled to your comment on it.
Mr. MacInnis: Not entitled, but it is desirable I should say something 

I do not know the law in the matter, or whether there has been any violati0 
of the law or violation of procedure, and before I say anything I would 
possibly, to make my ignorance known; I would like to have the Treasury Bo»r( 
defined. ,

The Chairman : The Treasury Board is a committee of the Cabinet charg®0 
with the responsibility for expenditures.

Mr. Ernst: And the collection of revenue.
Mr. MacInnis: It seems to me that heretofore the heads of departm011^ 

would make application to the Civil Service Commission when they felt thf- 
needed additional staff. All that has happened now is that the Treasury 
I presume, by the consent of the Cabinet itself, has taken away from the he»<\ 
of the departments the right to send applications to the Commission with0 
having the approval of the Treasury Board. Now, personally, I cannot see 
serious objection which can be raised to that. It is merely controlling the rig11 
of the departments to fill up their staffs to what extent they see fit.

Mr. Vallance: Yes; or excuse me, of allowing the government of the d°- 
to put in as many as they like.

The Chairman : Oh, no; there is no justification for that supposition-
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Mr. Vallance: Appointments for staff must now be submitted to it before 
going to the Civil Service Commission.

The Chairman: Only to authorize expenditure.
Mr. MacInnis: Has the Civil Service Commission—
Mr. Vallance: They have to approve. They used to make the recom

mendation and the government approved ; now it is the other way around.
Mr. Ernst: No.
Mr. Vallance: Well, we will thrash it out somewhere else.
Mr. MacInnis: I would like to continue. My opinion is that the powers 

the Commission have not been lessened in any way. I may be wrong, I 
have not given a great deal of consideration to what has transpired.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, may we proceed with the taking of evidence, 
believe Mr. K. A. Price, the President of the Canadian Postmasters’ Associa

tion, would like to be heard first.

Kenneth A. Price, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Price, we would like to have a picture of your organization. You 

re President of the Canadian Postmasters’ Association?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. And you reside at Moosomin, Saskatchewan?—A. Yes. 

j, Q. And might we inquire as to the membership of your organization? Is 
' made up entirely of postmasters in Canada?—A. Yes.

y Q- And what is the number of members which you have in your Associa- 
°n> approximately?—A. I have not the figures with me.

Q. Could your secretary supply his president with that information?
The Secretary (Canadian Postmasters’ Association) : About seven thou

sand.
By the Chairman:

Q- And do they represent postmasters of all types of post offices?—A. Yes. 
Q- Revenue and non-revenue?—A. All classes are members.

Coi ^ow> we will be glad to hear any representations you like to make to the

By Mr. Chevrier:
p0 , Q- May I be permitted to ask Mr. Price a question. You say all classes of 
citj ^asters. For instance, do postmasters like those in the city of Montreal, 
Po ?s Montreal, Toronto or Ottawa—do they belong to your Association of 
|w masters?—A. The majority of them in the city offices are practically 

°rary members. They do not have to discuss the same problems as we do. 
Win ^ P*oes your Association deal with a particular class of postmasters rather 
P,,;, postmasters?—A. We embrace all those except city post offices—the
p0g^ ems of all post offices except the city offices—an organization of revenue

By the Chairman:
p Q. Go ahead now, Mr. Price?—A. We have a small submission and we have 
e-1 , in as short a form as we possibly can, a copy of which I am giving to 

of you. If I may, I would like to read it, and as we go, if any questions 
du*6’- y°u can ask me for information as I go through it, or you could ask 

étions on any subject
[Mr. K. A. Price.]
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Q. If you proceed and pause for a moment at the end of each paragraph, 
if anything arises out of the paragraph, we will ask you about it.

“The Canadian Postmasters’ Association represents all:
(1) Classes of Postmasters paid from Revenue—approximately 12,000 

in number.
(2) Our representations affect:

Dismissals;
Appointments.

(3) As regards dismissals, we may point out that the general causes 
for dismissal are threefold:

(a) Political partisanship.
(b) Mismanagement.
(c) Location.

(a) As regard political partisanship, we would suggest that for 
offices under $400 revenue any charge made by a Member 
of Parliament specify the details of the charge and the post
master be given an opportunity to reply.

In all other cases under $400 that an investigation be ordered.
As regards offices over $400 we recommend that an enquiry be ordered in 

every case.
(b) As regards mismanagement and location we recommend that 

before dismissal takes place, an enquiry be made by 9 
competent Post Office official.

(4) Appointments.—We desire to point out that our status has been 
ill-defined. Our position is anomalous and in an attempt to rectify 
it, we suggest that the larger revenue offices be graded and th6 
postmaster be appointed to the regular Civil Service proper. 
suggest that all offices over a $3,000 revenue be included and that 
the postmasters

(a) be eligible for promotion from one office to another under
regulations to be formulated by the department and th6 
Civil Service Commission. ,

(b) be brought under the benefits of the Superannuati°° 
Act.”

By the Chairman:
Q. We had better take these clauses up one at a time. Clause 1. ^re 

there any questions arising out of that paragraph?

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. When the secretary said there were 7,000 members, that is in y°u 

Association?—A. Yes. y
Q. But there are 12,000 postmasters that you probably could say y° 

are speaking for in taking their case up?—A. Yes. *
Q. There are only 7,000 in your organization?—A. Yes, roughly t*1 

There may be more or less.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. That includes accounting and non-accounting offices?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis: ^
Q. Is there another association of revenue postmasters?—A. No. There 9 

branches of the parent association in the provinces of Canada.
[Mr. K. A. Price.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. What is the Dominion Postmasters’ Association?—A. Representatives 

of the whole.
Q. Are they affiliated with your organization?—A. Absolutely.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. They are affiliated with your organization, but are you affiliated with 

them?—A. Yes. Representatives of each provincial association attend the 
Dominion—Canadian—

Mr. Vallance: I think what is puzzling some of the members of the 
Committee is the fact that there are three western men who happen to be at 
the time in executive offices.

The Chairman: No. What is puzzling me is this: Here we have 
representatives of the Canadian Postmasters’ Association, and I am sure I have 
a letter here from the Dominion Postmaster Association asking to be heard. 
I am wondering what is the difference. Are they separate organizations.

The Witness: No. There is no difference. They are both the same, only 
that is our official name, as we are registered in the province of Ontario and 
have been for twenty-five years.

The Chairman : If you are both the same, how can the Dominion Post- 
toasters’ Association have a different set of officials.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. That might be the Ontario branch, I assume, would it?—A. No. That 

ls our title—Canadian Postmasters’ Association. That is the original one. As 
ji understand it, it was originally registered only in the province of Ontario. 
Cf course, in the last twenty-five years, it has developed until it has got all 
?Ver the Dominion, and branches have been formed from the parent association 
111 each province ; but when a Dominion convention is held representatives come 
r°m all over Canada, from coast to coast.

By the Chairman:
Q. And you, for example, would be elected to office at that Dominion 

convention?—A. Precisely. _ * • •
Q. It is the Dominion convention of the Canadian Postmasters Association, 

18 it not?—A. Yes. _ . . _ , ,
Q. I still cannot get into my head where the Dominion Postmasters 

■Association fits into this. Is it a different organization? A. J\o, there are 
Uot two organizations.

Mr. Ernst: What is your letter, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman : I have not got it here.
The Witness : It is a technical difference in the name.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. It is a part of the same organization is it?—A. The same organization.
Q. Is it the same organization of which you are president? This must be 

branch of your association?—A. No, it is not. If a letter came from us— 
j, The Chairman: No. It did not come from you; it is from the Dominion 

°stmasters Association.
Mr. Vallance: Instead of the Canadian Postmasters Association?
The Chairman : Yes.

[Mr. K. A. Price.]
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Mr. Vallance: Because when you mentioned that the other day, I said there 
was also another organization.

The Witness: The postal workers, is it?
The Chairman : No. I have not got the original letter now before me; but, 

as each request comes in, I have been making a list of associations and individuals, 
and the second one on my list is a letter from the Dominion Postmasters Asso
ciation. My recollection is that the letter came to me from the Secretary who 
resides in Toronto.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Did I understand you to say, Mr. Price, that your organization, in the 

province of Ontario, is known as the Dominion Postmasters Association?—A- 
No. I understand that it was originally registered, incorporated, or whatever 
you call it, in Toronto, twenty-five years ago, and the original name—

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The Canadian Postmasters Association?—A. Yes.
The Chairman : We can get the information from the Dominion Asso

ciation when they come here.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are you affiliated with the Civil Service Federation?—A. No. We arc 

not affiliated with them.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In fact, you are not civil servants in the full sense of the word?^A' 

No. That will develop.
Mr. Chevrier: That shows the difference. I know what you mean.

By the Chairman:
Q. Are there any other questions under clause 1 of this memoranda? Are 

there any questions on clause 2? Now, we come to clause 3: “As regards di=' 
missals, we may point out that the general causes for dismissal are three-fold: 
(a) political partisanship, (6) mismanagement, (c) location; (a) As regard3 
political partisanship, we would suggést that for offices under $400 revenue an)j 
charge made by a member of parliament specify the details of the charge arid 
the postmaster be given an opportunity to reply.” Is there anything you wis*1 
to say in extension of that memoranda?—A. No, sir; except, representing ti1® 
majority of our postmasters we desire—I may say, first, that these submission” 
are not just put together for the purpose of presentation to this Committee ; they 
have been worked on by our Association at all their meetings for a period of son1® 
three years. But now is our opportunity to embody them in these clauses, they 
are not very large. You will see there are just two things, and we have a W&e 
territory to cover and a lot of cases. But all that is embodied in there is wha 
we want to cure, what we consider to be the disabilities under which we suffer‘

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Never having had any experience with making charges of politi®9 

partisanship, would you tell me what is the procedure there?—A. What it is 0 
present?

Q. Yes. How are the charges made?
Mr. Ernst: It is a stock letter to the effect that to the personal knowled”® 

of a member of Parliament, so and so has been guilty of political partisans*11”' 
[Mr. K. A. Price ]
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By Mr. M admis:
Q. How is political partisanship defined?—A. That is for you to decide.
Q. How is it defined at the present time? How much or how little 

Would be necessary for you to-day to qualify as being guilty of political partisan
ship under the statute?—A. Well, to put it broadly, our Association does not 
propose to protect any man who knowingly takes part in a partisan spirit in 
any election. It is not our business. We have instructed them to keep clear of it, 
and if they do it knowingly they do it at their own responsibility.

Q. But I presume you would not go as far as to say that a postmaster should 
not discuss, say, privately with an individual, the merits of the respective 
candidates, or respective parties?—A. No.

Q. You think that he should not get in the habit of active political partisan
ship?—A. If, in any way, it can be better defined than it is at the present time, 
it would be very suitable to us. We would like it to be more propeily defined 
than it is at the present time. .

Mr. Chevrier: Have you any suggestions to make as to how it should be 
defined; what active political partisanship under the Act should mean, because 
it is defined under the Civil Service Act.

The Chairman : I have sent for the Inquiries Act.
Mr. Chevrier: If you can suggest a better definition I will be quite willing 

t° consider it.
By Mr. Vallance:

Q. As president of your Association, have you had many complaints from 
Postmasters who merely perform their function as a postmaster and voted as 
ordinary citizens would, either Grit, Tory or Labour—whatever w ay they 
wanted to vote—provided they confined themselves to that and did not use 
their offices in the furtherance of any one political group? Have you ever had 
Very much trouble with dismissals? I have had a postmaster in an election 
o°me out in the street and defy me, a candidate. I was not a member then 

-it I had been a member in a previous House. I asked him who he was. He 
Said, “I am the postmaster.” I said, “you are? you had better hit that little 
Place where you are postmaster, because you are not going to have veiy much 
1° do with it much longer.” And he did not keep it very much longer, am frank 
1° admit it.—A. Of course, we have cases both ways; but we are not here to 
“ght specific cases; it is not our prerogative to decide that.

Q. Has it been abused?
Mr, MacInnis: If it had not it would not be in here.
Mr. Bowman : That does not necessarily follow.
The Chairman : Oh, no. . . ,.
The Witness: If we can get any method by which when a man is in Ins

■ fR,ce—starts in his office so that he can get some idea, off ^^viceTuVif The 
J^Uce him to do everything in his power for the good of the scrvwebut if the
IMnciple is, “I am here and they can put me out as easily as that

h Q. Mr. Price, as a matter of practice, have not the postmasters, revenue 
^masters, for all practical purposes secure tenure of office so long as they do

mix up in politics?—A. I am doubtful. I would not sa> -
Mr. Chevrier: In what respect are they not?

By the Chairman: , , , 0 ,w .Q- In what respect are they not? We want to get a c ^ , JL ’
^ik,^ave not figures but you can get cases in the Post Office department, pos- which Zld give you some idea of how many of those cases there are

° [Mr. Jv. A. Price.]
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Q. Right; but let us stop a moment. A postmaster can be dismissed only 
for alleged partisanship by a member signing a document which is evidence 
against that member for all time and for which that member is answerable on 
the floor of the House?—A. Yes.

Q. What more protection do you suggest should be given? We must have 
some method of dealing with postmasters who go out on the streets and upbraid 
a candidate.

Mr. Vallance: Any citizen.
Mr. Ernst: In North Battleford
Mr. Vallance: South Battleford.
The Witness : Are you questioning me on that subject, just on clause (a) 

political partisanship alone, or do you take in what is said in clause (b) and (c) •
The Chairman : We will take it any way you like, but let us stick with 

political partisanship.
Mr. Chevrier: Let us get from Mr. Price what his objection is to this 

term partisanship. As I understand it, a postmaster is quite at liberty to 
express his own views. I believe that a postmaster also has the right to say 
whether he is a Grit or a Tory—any civil servant has the right to say that. An 
act of political partisanship is defined under the Act. If you express your 
views properly and exercise your right of voting, that is all right. I have n<j 
objection to that. Nobody could take objection to that. Nobody should hold 
it up to him. But if he becomes aggressive, if he falls within the definition °* 
political partisanship, that is different. What have you got to complain about- • 
Now, it may be that you would like to see that definition of political partisan' 
ship changed, made smaller or bigger. Now, will you tell me that and give n°e 
your idea?—A. That is the idea; it is not definite enough.

Q. We are sending for the statute, because it is definite in the statute. * 
says what political partisanship means.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Let me put it this way. I am taking it that this is your list of grievances- 

if I may call them that, that your Association feels that there has been in t*1® 
past dismissals of postmasters where their political activities would not warren 
it. That is under the active political partisanship definition; is that your p°in ' 
—A. Yes.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. You believe, then, that when a government changes from one gro^ 

to another there is an onslaught on postmasters ; is that what you believe-"' 
A. There may be.

Q. Yes. I know there may be.

fil6
By the Chairman:

Q. Oh, but Mr. Price, when a member of Parliament who is answer» 
to the people, has put his signature to a document charging political patron»^ 
and supporting it by his statement which he is called upon to answer fQl 
the House of Commons, it seems to me that that goes very far in giving Pr 
tection to the postmasters?—A. We acknowledge that. (1

Mr. Chevrier: Then there is an investigation under the statute where > 
have an opportunity to come up and give evidence, and it has been done tJ 
and time again since 1930. ,g

The Chairman: I do not want to be taken as agreeing with Mr. ChevP^i 
statement that civil servants should be allowed to go out and express poh 1 
views.
[Mr. K. A. Price.]
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Mr. Chevrier: I have no objection to that.
The Chairman: Actually, if you extend that privilege to the letter carriers
if you will give me the letter carriers and the postmasters and the barbers 

in my riding, all defending my cause, I shall never be defeated.
Mr. Vallance: Give me a Relief Commission and I will defeat you.
Mr. Chevrier: I spoke of a different kind of liberty. Provided they do 

n°t fall under the political partisanship definition they can do it to their heart’s 
c°ntent.

The Chairman: I think a civil servant should be at liberty to vote as he 
Pleases, but he ought not to talk on political questions.

Mr. MacInnis: I think I largely agree with Mr. Chevrier’s view. I do 
n°t know that I would draw the line anywhere.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Now, as I understand the procedure, in the ease of a non-accounting 

°ffice a dismissal takes place without an investigation if the chaige is made to 
the personal knowledge of the sitting member or the defeated candidate, as 
the case may be?—A. As far as we are concerned, there is no difference between 
atl accounting and non-accounting office, except the size of t ie o ice an
^counting or revenue office. __ ,•

Q. There is this difference—wffiere you come to an accounting office the 
Election of the successor falls to the Civil Service Commission; is that right. 
'~~A. With regard to appointments? „ t v T, $dnn. „„„

Q. Yes, wffiere the revenue is over $400? A. h cs. ,
^ight get an accounting office under $400. •

Q. I want to make this clear that if the amount of the account g o ce is 
?ver $400 no one can be dismissed without an investigation at w Inch t ie> can 
^ heard whether the charge is made by the member or someone else, that

Ql But under11 $400 they can be dismissed on the personal charge of the 
Member?_A Yes .
afts Q. If anybody else makes the charge of partisanship it has to be made b^y 
Jfidavit, and the postmaster gets an opportunity to reply.
Nation ; is that not correct?—A. Yes. ,
. . Q. What you are dealing with is primarily where the member himself 

ahes the charge?—A. Yes. , .
, Mr. MacInnis: In your memorandum regarding political partisanship you say;

Is

ch

We would suggest that for offices under $400 .^v®?ufh*nI ch®rg® Æ 
by a member of Parliament specify the details of the charge and the 
postmaster be given an opportunity to reply. 

n°t that the case now?
The Chairman: No. Only over $400.
Mr. MacInnis: Only those over $400?
Mr. Ernst: Over $400? There is an investigator who sits as a court.
Mr. MacInnis: The postmaster is given an opportunity to rep y to the 

arges?
I he Witness: Not under $400.

By Mr. Chevrier:
disjv.--' T>° you know of a number of such cases? Do you know the number of 
a*raid , have occurred since the 28th of August 1928?—A. No. I am

rp We have not any documents of that kind.
c Chairman: We know about them before that.

[Mr. K. A. Prfce.]
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By Mr. Vallance:
Q. For instance you mean that what you would like is that those post

masters in the group that are liable to be fired by the member of Parliament 
because they are under $400 revenue—would like them to have the opportunity 
of appearing the same as the other fellow has?—A. Yes.

The Chairman: Clause (b) reads:—
As regards mismanagement and location we recommend that before 

dismissal takes place, an enquiry be made by a competent post office 
official.

Now, is there anything you wish to say in enlargement upon that?—A. No- 
We are perfectly satisfied to leave it to the department to determine whether it 
is a valid reason for putting a man out of his office or not.

Mr. Bowman: As a matter of fact, that is done now.
Mr. MacInnis: What is the procedure now with regard to mismanage' 

ment or alleged mismanagement?
Mr. Ernst: The departmental official investigates and reports to hi3 

superior officer. Is not that the practice?
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Is that the practice?—A. I do not think it occured in all cases. I think 
there have been lots of cases—not lots of cases—there have been occasions when 
it has been a question of removing a postmaster for improper location, and n 
has been opened up on the opposite side of the street. Now, if that was investi' 
gated by post office officials, we are perfectly satisfied to abide by his judgment’ 
but at the present time it is not always done.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you think that has been done without there being any recommend^' 

tion therefor from an official of the Post Office department?—A. Yes.
Mr. Ernst: I do not think you can find an instance. The official may hav® 

acted in an improper manner in making the recommendation, but I think y°ü 
will find that the recommendation is there. ,

Mr. Bowman : If not, I would like to know some cases where that has be®11 
done without the approval of the Post Office department.

The Chairman: Would you like me to ask the Post Office departing 
on behalf of the Committee to let you have a list of those cases, and if so, 
what period of time?

Mr. Ernst: I think that would be a colossal task. f
Mr. Bowman : Surely Mr. Price and his Association have some grounds 

making this statement, and can give us the information now. I would lik® , 
know whether any post offices are being moved unless there is some author! 
from the Post Office department. I know of none at the present time. 
you tell me of any, Mr. Price?

The Witness: Personally, from my own knowledge, I cannot. You 
get some information from the Secretary, We have not come prepared xV\)6 
concrete cases. This is a general thing, and these are our suggestions for 
improvement of the service.

Mr. Ernst: If it is being done, I agree that it should not be done.
The Witness: That is it—that we should protect all these men.

By Mr. Vallance: ^
Q. This memorandum of yours is prepared from the discussions that 

place at your annual convention, is it not?—A. Yes.
[Mr. K. A. Price.]
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Q. And this matter we are discussing right now is discussed very frequently, 
“ not at your convention?—A. Yes. That is so.

cannot give you any specific cases now, but I know it has been done, 
your Secretary will be able to give us some details on that.

The Chairman: You see, Mr. Price, it is pretty difficult for this Com
mittee to swallow some mere recommendation holus bolus without something to 
“ack it up. Supposing we go into the House as a Committee and report in favour 
°t this change. You have to be able to tell us why. In other words, we have to 
Prove our case. That is why we are trying to get at some illustrations or 
incidents which would back up our judgment in the matter. Now, is that all 
inere is on that phase of it, gentlemen? Clause 4 deals with appointments:—

We desire to point out that our status has been ill defined. Our 
position is anomalous and in an attempt to rectify it, we suggest that the 
larger revenue offices be graded and the postmaster be appointed to the 
regular Civil Service proper. We suggest that all offices over a $3,000 
revenue be included. . .

Presume you mean by that included under the Civil Service Act?—A. Yes.
The Chairman :

. . . and that the postmasters be eligible for promotion from one office 
to another under regulations to be formulated by the department and the 
Civil Service Commission, (b) Be brought under the benefits of the 
Superannuation Act.

I think we had better take up the first part of this first, with regard to the 
RPestion of status being defined and offices over $3,000 being brought under the 

lvfi Service Commission. Now, are there any questions on that phase of it?

o Q-1 
Probably

By Mr. Ernst:
ag ,$• What you are aiming at is that the assistants in the office as well 
tQ the postmasters should be civil servants?—A. Not necessarily. You see, 
Undqualify that, our status has never been defined. The revenue postmasters 
Se ®.r certain conditions, and under certain circumstances, come under the Civil 
ben 'ce Act. In fact, to put it in a straight way, when it is a question of 

ehts, we do not come under the Civil Service but, when it is a question of 
abs i we do- That is a broad way of putting it; and we want our status 
the° tely dehned. The whole reason for our being here is for the good of 
8ygj Service. We want to be enabled to put in some system—we have got a 

worked out to a certain extent—for the last three years of promotion, 
Putt' er-e are certain clauses in the Civil Service Act which prevent us from 
Po\v!^g *n any such system like that, and we have come to the conclusion that 
the$ 18 ^he opportunity, when this Act may be changed, that we might have 

things changed in your judgment which would enable us to put in the right 
sbo^^ent which we want. It is only justice that a worker in a post office 
hunt *lave the ordinary justice granted to civil servants of having an oppor- 

y for promotion, and at the present moment he has not any.
1 r. Bowman : Because you are not under the Act.

By Mr. Ernst:
to {V- Tor instance, if the office of district superintendent or some junior office 
Uor rj ln a postal district became vacant you cannot be promoted to that, 

n° You come under the Superannuation Act?—A. No.
do not make payments to it, and when you are retired as post- 

, you have served your full term, you get no benefits?—A. That, 
, is the great hardship to a great many people in the postal service. 

^322_n [Mr. K. A. Priced
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Q. Do you go so far as to want your assistants in these revenue offices 
also made civil servants where the revenue exceeds $3,000?—A. That would 
be for the department to decide.

Q. That would mean, would it not, in the first place, a considerably 
increased payment in money to the assistants, if they were created Civil Servants ■ 
—A. I don’t know, but under this scheme they might not work it that way! 
they might be able to give a certain straight salary to the men as the postmaster 
does at present, paying his own assistants.

Q. For instance, in your revenue offices, you pay the assistants what they 
are worth?—A. Yes, but in some cases we are bound—in Alberta, where—

The Chairman: I do not want to switch you off your trend of thought' 
What I am concerned with at the moment arises out of this point regarding 
service to the public. Is not the public getting pretty good service at the preseiy 
time from the Post Office Department including those non-revenue offices- 
Instead of saying the department let me put it the Post Offices of Canada?

The Witness : Yes. We consider so.

By the Chairman:
Q. Does your organization have complaints when the public are compla,n' 

ing that they are not getting good postal service?—A. Well, we always get then1,
Q. I beg your pardon?—A. We always get that.
Q. Do you get much of that sort of thing?—A. No, not a great deal.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. When you get it do you report to anybody to improve conditions ?^ 

A. That has been the main objective of our association all the time.
Q. Do you actually report to anybody when you get complaints?—A. COIj e 

plaints seldom or ever come to us; they generally come from outside to * 
district superintendent.

Q. Do they come to you, the complaints?—A. Eventually.
Q. What do you do with the complaints?—A. Oh, we have to deal W1 

them.
By Mr. Ernst: fl

Q. They do not come to you in your capacity of president of the Canadlfl 
Postmasters’ Association?—A. Oh, no. ,

Q. People may write to the postmaster, the general district superinten< 
complaining that your office is not properly run?—A. Yes. . jf

Q. And the district superintendent communicates with you to ascertain 
that is true or if it is not?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman: ,g{
Q. Under clause (a) your suggestion is that postmasters be eligibly ^y 

promotion from one office to another under regulations to be promulgate^ f0: 
the department and the Civil Service Commission. Do I understand this, ^ 
example, that at the present time we have a post office in the city of T°r%ii 
and a postmaster, and we also have a post office and a postmaster in the jj 
of Weston, a town six miles from the city limits. Does your suggestion & e 
that your association recommend that when there is a vacancy in the o ^ 
in the city of Toronto that the postmaster at the town of Weston shonl® t(j 
eligible for promotion to the post office in the city of Toronto?—A. No. Tot 
is not a revenue office. It does not come under this clause at all.

Q. Oh, only revenue offices?—A. Yes.
Mr. Bowman : It would be the same if they were both revenue office®- 

[Mr. K. A. Price.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Let me take two towns in which there are revenue offices. We will say 

Y are s^uat6d five, ten or fifteen miles apart and one town is larger than 
other. Does your suggestion mean that if there is a vacancy in the office 

r Postmaster in the larger town that the postmaster of the smaller town should 
,e eligible for promotion to that vacancy in the larger town?—A. Exactly.

Q. I am afraid the poor postmaster who got the promotion might be a very 
UnPopular citizen.

By Mr. Vallance:
., Q. You made a rather singular statement a moment ago. Now, take in 
le case of an office like your own where you hire your assistants, where you 

are compelled by the Alberta Act to pay them a certain salary ?—A. Yes.
Q. A minimum wage?—A. Yes.

, Q. Now, let me ask you this question: You, now, as postmaster, take a 
en Per cent deduction this year, don’t you?—A. We understand so.

Q. And you do not—you cannot pass on the ten per cent deduction to those 
y°u are hiring?—A. No.
I Mr. Bowman: That is in the province of Alberta. It is not applicable 
0 tiie province of Manitoba.

The Chairman : It is not applicable to the province of Ontario.
Mr. MacInnis: There are provinces which are backward. 

g . The Chairman : They are just so backward that they are not affected, in 
Tite 0f the fact that there is a minimum wage law, because our postmasters 

0 Paying more than the minimum wage there.
Mr. MacInnis: That is not sworn evidence.

By Mr. MacInnis:
Q- How is that remuneration for revenue postmasters fixed?—A. On the sale 

tiiamps alone. If you sell no stamps you get no salary, 
oj., Q- Does that include post office orders?—A. The commissions on money 

Crs are put into your stamp sales and worked out in that proportion.

By Mr. Chevrier:
t0 ,,Q- Your commission on the sale of stamps is what?—A. It varies according 

amount of your revenue.
M Give me an example, for instance?—A. $70 up to the first thousand. 

g0 • M Seventy dollars on the first thousand? Please tell me—I do not want to 
details—tell me what your revenue is?—A. Seventy per cent, on the first

°Usand.

By the Chairman:
Q- That is, the postmaster gets 70 per cent, of the first thousand?—A. Yes. 

twM Arising from business done in the post office such as the sale of stamps, 
'■y orders, anything that brings in revenue to the government.—A. ies. 

ord ti. Vallance: You only get a commission out of the sale of the money 
rs- You do not get 70 per cent, on the sale of money orders.

CfwTl>e Chairman : No, no; 70 per cent, of the commission charged; 70 per 
Pogf the revenue which the government obtains from the operation of the

u office.
^dr. Vallance: I ran a post office once and I know a little about it. 

<8322_1u [Mr‘ K" A‘ Pric<M
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By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Do you get 70 per cent of the commission on your money orders?-" 

A. Yes; on the first thousand.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. It is just on the first thousand, and the percentage decreases?—A. Yes. 

If it is over $10,000 you would only get 20 per cent.
Q. Yes. It is graded downwards?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. If your revenue in your office has decreased, say, by half this year’ 

then, of course, your remuneration is relatively decreased as well?—A. Yes.
Q. And despite that, as far as you know, you have to take a ten per cen 

cut?—A. Yes.
Q. And you would not necessarily get an increase if there was an increas 

in salaries unless there was an increase in your revenue?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You would mend that situation by reducing your staff. If you do 

get the revenue you would not be doing the work. If you are not getting $ 
revenue the office is not as busy as previously, and you do not get the busine53 
in many cases?—A. In many cases.

■oil
By Mr. Maclnnis-:

Q. There would have to be a considerable decrease in business before y1 
could decrease your staff?—A. I would like to qualify that. There are cas 
where the office is just too big for one man to handle himself and \ 
has to take in an assistant. He has a reduction in salary, and the cut t*1! 
he might get, but his hours are not changed, because he may have to 
twenty-four hours, or, at any rate, be at the office at certain hours by reason 
night work, and he cannot do that all himself. He still has to keep on 
assistant and, in fact, there are cases where the assistant is drawing more sal*1' 
than the postmaster, which is unavoidable.

By the Chairman:
Q. Like any other business, there is a point at which there is a maxim111^ 

expenditure for the minimum of revenue. Correspondingly, you might read1 
point where there is a maximum of revenue for a minimum of expenditure.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Could you bring your office into the other class?—A. No. Not 

it is not large enough. Directly they get into that, they come under ot 
regulations. They get the mail delivery, house to house delivery.

Q. That does not necessarily follow, does it?—A. I think so.

By the Chairman: j
Q. And that is governed largely by population—delivery?—A. Yes. ^ 

making it into a “B” office is population too.
Mr. Vallance: Take the case of Yorkton and Battleford. At the ^ 

that they got into class “B” they took over the delivery also. It may o11' 
have happened, but it did happen.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, does anything else arise out of this?
[Mr. K. A. Price.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You were giving an incident a little while ago about your own office. As 

a matter of fact, there are plenty of offices within your Association that are very 
isalous of the fact that they are in this revenue class and they do not want to 
get into class “B.” It is a paying proposition to the postmaster. There are 
many cases of that kind, are there not?—A. Not many. _ There are some.

Q. And if that is the case in my own home town with a population of 4,500 
'~it is a revenue office—it could very well be brought under the operation of

Civil Service, but I do not think the postmaster would welcome it?—A. I 
"'ill go further than that and say that I doubt whether it would be for the 
eeonomy of the service.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- I know of a case which was changed from a revenue office to a class “B” 

mce where the postmaster gets positively less?—A. He gets less?
Q. His help costs more and the net result is the same.

By Mr. Bowman:
_ Q- As a matter of fact, in a lot of these revenue post offices a man employs 

embers of his own family and pays them as his assistants. That adds to the 
^V(siue of the family; is that not a fact?—A. Yes. When they all have to 

0rm I do it myself to save expense.
“B % Tou are asking for this privilege of transfer. In clause (a) of section 4, 
a e eligible for promotion from one office to another.” That does not exist at 

e Present time in class “B” post offices, does it?—A. No.
0«. Q- Then you are asking for the same rights they have under class “B” 
§ that are under the Civil Service?—A. When they come under the Civil 

Vlce, I think they could be transferred.

By Mr. Vallance:
pQ Q- I do not know whether you can answer this question or not. Do all 
of Rasters operating class “B” post offices receive the same salary, irrespective 

Usiness done?—A. Yes.
Ihe H- There would be no incentive for them to move unless it was because of 

Ration. In your instance it is entirely different, and that is the reason you 
c asking—

By Mr. Bowman:
yearp- How long has your Association been in existence?—A. Twenty-eight

you S' The average membership has been running to what?—A. I could not give 
ttlose figures.

By Mr. Vallance:
^arg Tifty per cent, of the total?—A. Yes. It has increased enormously of late 

By Mr. Bowman:
Have you considered the question of superannuation ?—A. We have it 

^ advisement at the present moment and have been at it for two years. 
raiSe, Chairman : For the information of the Committee, the question was 
It a few minutes ago about the procedure for dismissal of postmasters, etc. 
Util’s,, ^ appear that the matter is governed bv two orders in council passed in 
%au,ance of Part II of the Inquiries Act, which is Chapter 9 of the Statutes of 

aa> and Section 55 of the Civil Service Act, and by order in council 1467^
[Mr. K. A. Price.]
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passed on the 22nd of July, 1921, and P.C. 2125, which amends 1467, passed on 
the 16th October, 1923. I have not got copies of those orders in council at the 
moment, I will have some of them for you later. Apparently there is no change 
in 1930. Is there anything else the members desire from Mr. Price? If not, we 
will hear from the secretary.

Charles Griffith, called and sworn.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Griffith, you have heard the evidence given by the president of you1’ 
organization, Mr. Price?—A. Yes.

Q. I presume you are familiar with the memos. Mr. Price submitted?-'' j 
A. Yes.

Q. Is there anything you would like to add for the information of tbe 
Committee, or any other subject matter you would like to bring before us?-"j 
A. All of the points have been raised, Mr. Chairman, unless there are an)' 
questions you would care to ask me.

The Chairman : All right; are there any questions the gentlemen of ^ 
Committee would like to submit to Mr. Griffith? Apparently not, Mr. Griffin1’

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. One question with reference to promotions. Is it your view that if ,a 

change were made and over three thousand are placed in the category in whic- 
you want them, that the post office staff of those offices should be civil servau13 
too?—A. No.

Q. Just the postmasters?—A. Just the postmasters, for a post office assis 
ant does not make a permanent profession of the post office for a livelihood-

Q. I only want to ascertain if it was your view that if there was a vacauc- 
in the post office your assistant would be eligible for promotion?—A. No.

By Mr. Bowman: ^
Q. What would you say about the appointments to the staff of that P° 

office?—A. They could still be left in the hands of the postmaster. Those to-e9 
in the B class are left in the hands of the postmaster.

By Mr. Maclnnis: . e
Q. Under the heading of “ dismissal for political partisanship,” Mr. Pr'r 

said there were dismissals where the activities of the postmaster, in Wjj 
opinion, did not warrant dismissal; have you any specific cases that you c° .e 
give the Committee so that an investigation might be made?—A. No, we b y ! 
not brought up specific cases to this Committee, but we feel that in ew?e 
election that there is a tremendous change in the postmasters, and of c°u 
a lot of them think they have been given a dirty deal.

By the Chairman: f,
Q. Did you ever take occasion to investigate any of those cases, you 

self, or your organization?—A. We have had cases where we have prote5 flJ- 
but’the man is dismissed ; you cannot do anything ; the man has no defen1 
come-back, you see; he is out. t

Q. Under $400?—A. Under $400. We think that man should 11 
chance to defend himself. We warn the men to keep out of politics. If a gUr6 
has acted wrongly, we do not try to protect him, but we want to make 
that he has some form of protection. At present he has none at all. J/ 

Q. Unless he gets the matter brought up in the House by some menm 
A. By that time the man is out of office, and cannot get back again.
[Mr. C. D. Griffith.]
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By Mr. Vaüance:
Q. Those dismissals are with those offices under $400?—A. The greatest 

Dumber of them.
Q. How long have you been a postmaster?—A. Thirteen years.
Q. So that you must have come through two or three elections?—A. Yes.
Q. You have been through about four elections?—A. Yes.
Q. At any time did you feel that your position was in jeopardy ? Were 

you ever threatened yourself?—A. From a personal point of view it would not 
w°rry me at all, that end of it.

Q. You have never been threatened?—A. No.
Q. So that we will assume that you lived up to your agreement, and while 

you did that you would not be pursued in any partisan manner after an election? 
"A. No.

Q. So that you have been absolutely secure, speaking as secretary of the 
Postmasters’ Association; would you say that if they carried on as you did the 
^uie measure of security would be given? WTould you say that?—A. Not to 
those under $400.

Q. I mean your own type. Possibly the reason you were not molested at 
jth Was that you had a very good type of representative who did not bother with 
those things?—A. In my own case?

Q. Yes?—A. No; I had a good representative.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I think the point you made there is quite a legitimate one ; it might arise 

Jh two ways, first of all, that the member or the defeated member was intensely 
Partisan, or the postmaster might be; is that not quite possible?—A. You mean, 
hat would protect the postmaster? .

Q. You know it would not protect, but the postmaster would not be in such 
h difficuit position in regard to a certain man as he might be in regard to 
another?—A. Certainly.
t . Q. So that there is nothing much in the position that Mr. \ allance has 
.aken, that the reason that you were not molested is that you were more careful 
i. hot showing any partisanship?—A. If a postmaster in a large office minds 

ls °wn business, under the present understanding he should not be dismissed 
hless the case was investigated before commissioners. But what could be con

quered as partisanship absolutely is a vague point, because anybody could draw 
Postmaster into an argument of some kind politically, which might be used 

0~?ihst him. Unless the postmaster was deaf and dumb he must have some 
Pffiions on every subject.

„ Q. That would be wholly in the discretion of the member or defeated Candidate?
The Chairman : No.
Mr. MacInnis: He said his office is under $400.

&... The Witness: Under $400, if it is on the member’s word he has no investi- 
l0n and no defence.

d The Chairman : It is not on the member’s word only; if in the House of 
Pat?1110118 they take the responsibility of making an allegation of political 
clj 'Sar>ship, over their own signatures, then the postmaster under $400 may be 

^ssed without investigation.
f^i The Witness: That is a fair way of putting it; but we feel it would be a 
it r ^ay if the actual fact was stated and the postmaster had a chance to deny 
aDd ^'s hkely, in ninety cases out of a hundred, that a man might be guilty 
the Want to deny it, but we want to give him that opportunity. That is 

Position of our association. That is what we want to place before you.
[Mr. C. D. Griffith.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. As a matter of fact it is only one in a great many cases where there i5 

ever any injustice done, is that not a fact?—A. Well, in that one case that 
man should have that protection.

The Chairman: My recollection is that we had a case in Parliament prior 
to the last election in which a postmaster in the province of Quebec had bee» 
dismissed because he held a party on his lawn which was very close to a political 
meeting being held by one of the members of the House.

Mr. Bowman: I would say that is a rare instance.
Mr. Vallance: No, there is one in Saskatchewan, where a postmaster w»s 

lying in the hospital and somebody used his car to drive somebody to the poll5 
and he lost his office.

Mr. Bowman : Mr. Vallance, are you in favour of this being changed?
Mr. Vallance: What being changed?
Mr. Bowman : That every man should be investigated.
Mr. Vallance: I think all charges should be investigated.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In the last eighteen months has your association received any complain** 

about a $400 postmaster being dismissed in that way?—A. Yes; we have »° 
investigated them. The man is dismissed; we have to tell him we are powerless

Q. Have you a record of the number of complaints?—A. No.
Q. You cannot say whether it has been frequent in the last eighteen mont»5 

or not?—A. I could not figure in the last eighteen months. After every electi»0 
there seems to be a wholesale slaughter. ,

Q. If it is only one or two cases where it happened, then I think it is »° 
worth while investigationg ; the number of cases, however, does not change t»® 
value of the principle?—A. There are very few of them under $400 in »u 
organization; that is the reason why the great majority that are dismissed 1° 
political reasons do not get it.

By the Chairman: ,
Q. Political partisanship, is it?—A. There are practically seven thousa»^ 

officers under $400 in Canada. A large number of those do not belong to °u 
association.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. How many have you of the seven thousand?—A. I could not give y°, 

that figure, because I have never figured it up in that way. We take the .to® 
membership. The postmaster, to us, is a postmaster, whether he is in a vinag" 
or in the City of Ottawa.

Q. But the question of investigation is quite 
$400?—A. But we have never figured them out 
you the figure of how our membership is proportioned.

The Chairman : Are there any other representatives of this organiz»*10 
who desire to be heard? If not, our plans were to hear Mr. Bland next.

portant to a man who drfl.^e

Charles H. Bland, called and sworn.
By the Chairman: . .j

Q. Mr. Bland, you are assistant secretary and chief examiner of the t» 
Service Commission of Canada?—A. Yes. . \

Q. How long have you held either one or both of those positions?"' 
have been with the Commission since 1909.
[Mr. C. D. Griffith.] 
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. In what capacity?—A. The titles have changed, but the work has 
remained somewhat constant. . q .

Q. You have been doing practically the same work A. Yes.
Q. Would it be satisfactory to the Committee if 1 proceeded to get a few 

formal matters from Mr. Bland? (Agreed.) Mr. Bland, have you available a 
sample examination paper which is set as a working examination for minor 
Positions such as customs excise clerk, customs excise enforcement officer, cus
toms excise examiner, immigration inspector? You supplied us with a list yes
terday, you remember?—A. Yes; in addition I brought, at your request, some 
samples of examination papers, one, I think, for the position o eu» oins excise 
examiner, as a typical case of that kind. I am sorry I was not a e to prepare 
sufficient copies for the entire Committee, but I prepared one for the Committee 
as a whole. . , ...

Q. You will just file that with the Clerk as a typical examination paper set 
tor customs excise examiner; have you any others there touching customs excise 
clerk and customs enforcement officer?—A. Perhaps I might mention tie ones 
I brought. The customs classes all fall in the same category.. I broug it also a 
typical examination for hospital orderly, which is a Junior position.

Q. I understand there is no written examination in that. A. iNo. 1 also 
brought copies of the oral examination and the various documents that are 
required; also for caretaker, in which, again, there is no written examination; 
l°r stenographer, in which there is only a written examination and no oral or 
rating of education and experience; also for junior trade commissioner.

Q. Is that on the list?—A. Yes, it includes the three factors of a written 
examination, a rating of education and experience, and an oral examination ; 
lnspector of weights and measures, and rural postmaster.

Q. Is the postmaster a written examination?—A. No, not the rural post- 
^3.S"ters • • .

Q. Is there a rating for education and experience? A. The rating is a joint 
0lle of education, experience and personal qualifications.
,, Q. And an oral examination?—A. That is the oral examination—t le w hole 
I'bree factors combined in the oral examination. May I say that if tie members 

the Committee would like to have individual samples of those I can ha\ e them 
prePared.

that members of 
of the Committee 
)lerk, and he will

Grange with Mr. Bland to have them available?

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Have you filed one for letter-carrier?—A. No; I will have hat.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Immigration inspector?—A. No; I will have it, too.
The Chairman : Are there any others that any of the Committee have m 

mi&d? All right, gentlemen; any questions to Mr. Bland.

By Mr. Ernst: , , .
Q- Those examination papers are forwarded by o cer w o ta es tie 

Xai]Qination to whom?—A. Are you speaking of the written PaPei£- 
u,. Q- Yes.—A. Perhaps I might start right at the beginning, and indicate how 

ey are prepared, how they are used at the examination and ow they are 
^Urned. The examiner who prepares the written quwtions dra » u^er oath 
og^.with due precautions for secrecy, and submits those pape s direct to the 

°ial printer of the Commission,
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]

n The Chairman : Are there any other examination papers 
Committee would like for any lower class? If any member 

°Uld desire t.hnse t.n he filed would t.hev so indicate to the (
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Q. Are they printed by your printer?—A. Yes, they are guarded by the 
official printer, and seen only by him and the examiner and myself, and des
patched by him in sealed envelopes to the examination supervisor.

Q. The examination supervisor, in the case of written examinations, is an 
official of vour department?—A. A part-time official. He is usually the prin
cipal of the local collegiate institute, or the registrar of the local university, and 
he sees that the examination is conducted fairly, in accordance with the regu
lations.

Q. The only person who knows about them is the person who prepares them 
and the printer and the local examiner or professor?—A. And myself.

Q. They are despatched by you, are they?—A. They are despatched by the 
printer. I may add that they are kept in custody in his office. That is, when I 
see them I see them in his office. Then when the papers are received by the local 
supervisor, and the examination is held, the answer papers written by the can
didates are again enclosed by him in sealed envelopes.

Q. The candidates write under numbers, not under names?—A. Exactly- 
The papers are then returned bearing only numbers, in sealed envelopes and 
locked trunks, and the envelopes, when the seals have been broken, are handed 
to the examiner who is designated to examine and rate the answers, so he has 
not any names, but has only the papers bearing individual numbers.

Q. You have different examiners to different types of work?—A. Right' 
for example, for an examination involving a bookkeeper we would have a mau 
who had a knowledge of that particular subject. The same on other points- 
When the examiner has rated his papers he tabulates them under the nui»' 
bers, and the marks he assigned to each. Then they are filed in a different 
office in the clerical branch, and the names are attached to the numbers and 
placed on the list. That list is then despatched to me, showing the names 
those who have passed the examination.

Q. This list is despatched, or the papers?—A. The list only.
Q. You do not see the papers?—A. Yes, I see some of the papers when 

they are being examined. That is, I am in touch with the examiner as he 13 
rating the papers.

Q. But the papers themselves do not go to you, as a matter of office Pr0)'r 
cedure or any further than the examiner who actually examines them?—A. Onb 
a certain proportion of them. ,

Q. In what instances would papers be returned to you?—A. They won1 
not come to me in any instance, except that a certain proportion of the pap°r 
being examined by any examiner would be sent to me; that is so that a sati5' 
factory rating may be procured.

Q. Why is it not possible to have the original papers passed along, as pa! ‘ 
of the file, along with the rating?—A. There is no objection to it except that1 
would make the file very bulky. Suppose there are about six hundred candidat0" 
and three papers, that would make eighteen hundred papers. There is no oth° 
objection. The papers are available.

By the Chairman: ^
Q. How long are they kept for?—A. The regulations require them to be keP, 

for six months, but we keep them longer, until there is no likelihood that th°- 
will be needed. . e

Q. Are they kept here?—A. They are kept in the files of the Civil Ser^-1 
Commission.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Then the ratings come to you?—A. Yes, showing the names and the mar 

of all the candidates.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. So far you have only names and the marks—those marks are only on 
the written papers?—A. Yes. . , , , ,, . -,

Q. You have the age or education and experience attached to that. -A. Yes.
Q. Before you had that of course you know the name of the individual. — 

A. Yes, the rating on education and experience is given on the strength of the 
application itself. . ™

Q. Do you conduct any examination to verify those. A. 1 he application 
form contains the warning that all answers are subject to im estigation, and if 
any errors are found they are liable to exclusion.

Q. Do you require corroboration of their statements. A. Aot generally, 
for this reason ; for some technical positions we may have one or two hundred 
men claiming to be graduates of universities. We do not write in all cases to 
make certain that they are graduates, but in the ratings that are highest we 
Write to the universities to find their standing and the courses they have pur
sued. If there is one outstanding man he is checked by his work done.

By the Chairman:
Q. You spoke of many technical cases; what about the ordinary cases? 

Does the same practice prevail?—A. The same practice prc\ ails. Generally 
the declared application form is the basis of rating.

Q. If a girl applies for a position as stenographer there is no rating in that. 
^A. No. . A , ...

Q. Take one where there is a rating; take a junior trade commissioner, if a 
Person there applies for a position you will rate him on his statement in his 
aPplication, for example, as to what his experience is?—A. \es.

Q. And that rating is given without investigation to determine whether lus 
mcperience is what he states it is?—A. Yes, it is, except that I would like to 
qualify it in this way; his statement of experience is amplified by the reports 
he has received from previous employers.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. If he has not filed anything from his previous employers, do y ou in

stigate?—A. Only if he stands highest in his examination.

By the Chairman:
Q. How would you meet the situation where some fellow that is v ery modest 

111 sending in his application is found to be the better man. A. We c o not fine, 
many cases of that kind. ., , . .

Q. He would never be considered, because you do not consider him unless 
he is highest?—A. In the advertisement we state that his rating is based on 
Sat he gives us. That is, he must give us that if he is going to get the rating.

Q. Take the converse—a man that tells too much in his app ication for 
Snt of a better expression, who toots his own horn?—A. Well, that happens very 
°ften. Generally speaking, we have not found very much necessity or investi
gating such a man’s qualifications.

By Mr. Madmis:
Q. Those weights are maximum weights?—A. They are the relative weights 

of each phase of the examination. T , . ,
Q. That is, six is the weight for written examination. A. It has a weight of 

Slx out of ten marks—60 per cent, out of the total.
n Q. Would it follow that the highest, the best written examination, would get 
tlle mark of six’—A. No, not in that sense. The written papers are all rated

’ [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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on the basis of one hundred, but the written paper has a weight of six as com
pared to four for the oral examination; in other words, the written examination 
constitutes 60 per cent, of the total.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The ratings reach you, and I ask you if you make inquiries before giving 

your experience and educational rating?—A. No.
Q. But do you actually make that rate yourself?—A. No, the different ex

aminers ; one of the examiners makes that.
Q. You do not make any rate yourself?—A. I do in certain cases. I am 

speaking of myself as an examiner. I do not make all the ratings; I make some. 
There are nine other examiners who are on that work as well, and in many cases 
that rating of education and experience is given by a small board on which there 
is a representative of the department as well as the examiner of the Commission. 

Q. Of the department concerned?_A. Yes.
Q. And those ratings are passed on to you as chief examiner?—A. Yes.
7; T ie,n ^ p do you.do Wltb them?—A. They are passed on to me combined 

rating16 ^ ^ Wntten examination, and showing what we call the final

Q' Tbfn w^at do you do?-—A. They are further combined by showing the 
*f°!LWL°AaVemP1aSSed Wlth a clear 60 per cent, on each subject and 70 

1 , ' ,, ^ 0 a," ,,hose names are shown in order of merit, subject, of
course, to the returned soldier preference.

Q. Who determines the returned soldier preference?—A. That is determined 
by our clerical section. r

Q. When the combined ratings come to you and you have the returned 
soldier preference determined, and you have them all in the order of eligibility, 
what do you do?-A. I go over the file and satisfy myself. The file Is sub
mitted to me contains the original request of the department, showing the 
qualifications required, the examination papers, the reports of the examiners, 
the application of the successful man-the top man in the examination-and 
the combined rating on all the marks

Q But the papers actually written by the candidates, even in the case of 
othersthat ^ hlgheSt’ are not brought to your attention?—A. No, except with the 

Q. But I mean as chief examiner?_A xw „„ , ,
gen=ralI™akinggVMttefim ™'1 make notât!™ m'themî-A. No,
libmit to“h'J ,Sim?'y their 
approval as a list of eligibles. Statement of successful candidates for their

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. And you sign it?—A. Yes.
Q. And pass it on to the Commissioners?—\ Yes

cemed, ,UnCti°n “ “ded f” the time beingî—X. So far as that is con-

Q. In the case of successful candidates nr , , . , T donot mean that in the sense of an individual onlv_,w. °uf • ,wbo, ,rank blgb .* u6
to have the examination papers written by theses ndbd *1 n?t be ™Te desir]ong 
with the rating?—A. I do not know that I coidd t0 Y°U Ï5
nde would be necessary. certain casiNttffit dSbl? “ 8

Q. In view of the cases you had here m very uesirame. .
very desirable one?-A. It would be practicalW 1 * wou!d b6flU
handled in that way. Practically impossible to have them
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. I am not asking for all, but if those who ranked highest on the examina
tion papers in the celebrated case that was tried here and in Montreal, if those 
examination papers had been sent to you and you had seen them, that could 
not have happened?—A. In those cases there were over three thousand papers.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. How many of those would be available for immediate appointment? 

—A. I do not know how many have been appointed. Suppose there is a list 
of 100, that means there would be 300 papers attached to each file, if there were 
three subjects in the examination.

Q. You have no audit system in your examination?—A. Yes, we have.
Q. You did not have?—A. No. This is supplementary. This is something 

we have inserted as a necessary check.
Q. Up until that time you had no check?—A. As I say, there was a personal 

check, but we found it was not sufiicient. We had this check before: under 
the regulations a candidate who was not satisfied with his ratings has the 
eight to appeal, and those papers were re-read by an independent examiner. 
That we found was not sufficient.

Q. Only in case the candidate complained?—A. Yes.
Q. It was unexpected and periodical?—A. Yes.
Q. What system have you since established?—A. A percentage of all the 

Papers—5 per cent, in large examinations and 10 per cent, in small examinations 
are submitted for independent rating.

Q. Who selects the 5 or 10 per cent?—A. They are selected purely at 
random by the Clerical Section. There can be no opportunity of picking out 
special papers.

Q. It could not be the examiner?—A. He has nothing to do with that.
Q. The Clerical Section make the selection?—A. Yes.^Q. And they are different from the examiners?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. As I understand it, although as Chief Examiner T™ f 

Prepare all examination papers, all examination papers
aave to have your approval?—A. A es. „„_o a Yes

Q. Before they are submitted to candidates to write P

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In all departments?—A. In all departments, and all examinations.
Q. In looking over the Bouchard report—the report submitted to us yes- 

^rday in the Bouchard case—I rather gathered that your ten examiners were 
SPven charge of certain departments?—A. That is correct.

Q. Yet, nevertheless, all examination papers come ,to 
"TjA. Let me distinguish. Mr. Lawson’s question was as to the quest PaPe«.

question papers come before me for all departments be y y
spared and printed.

By Mr. Maclnnis. . ,e before or after the name
Q. Is the rating on education and expenen ma ^ rating on education 

the applicant has been made known. A. made on an application
ail(i experience the name is known, because t . disguise of identity
^rm bearing the name. It is not disguised. There is no 
111 that case.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now, when does the name of the candidate become known? At what 

stage of the examination proceedings?—A. When the marks are finally returned 
by the examiner they are compiled and tabulated by the Clerical Section.

Q. In numerical order?—A. Yes.
Q. Then you get out your list and the name is ascertained?—A. Yes, 

exactly.
Q. I think you went over this with Mr. Ernst, but, perhaps, not in detail- 

Now, what is the next step alter you get the returns from the written examina
tion? They are all placed in a certain order then? What is the next step?—A- 
I pass them, after going over them, to the Commission for their approval. If 
they are approved—

Q. Wait a minute now. I mean only after the written examinations have 
been ended and the standing has been given on the written examination. What 
is done next?—A. If there is a rating on education and experience in addition, 
that is added; if there is an oral examination that is added ; and when the com
plete examination is assembled, it then comes to me whether it be one part, two 
parts or three parts. It may be a written examination, a written and oral 
examination, or written, rating and oral. When it is finally assembled and com
piled it comes before me, and if I find it satisfactory I pass it to the Commis
sioners for their approval of the eligibility of the candidates.

Q. The weights have all been determined at that time?—A. The weights are 
determined at the beginning of the examination.

Q. The respective weights for the competing candidates?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Am I clear on this : The rating for experience, education and so forth is 

all given on the basis of the application and the accompanying documents be
fore the candidate writes the written examination?—A. Oh, no; not necessarily;

Q. That is what I want to get at?—A. No. There is no fixed rule. It is not 
necessarily made before the written examination or necessarily after.

Q. There must be some practice?—A. Yes, the general rule is after.
Q. After the written examination?—A. It saves work. We do not rate tl>e 

people who fail in the written examination.
Q. It is made after?—A. Yes.
Q. And that is made by whom?—A By one of the examiners on °ur 

staff. In many cases by a small board consisting of one or two of our examiner5 
and a representative of the department concerned.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now, we will take it that your examination is held and the rating 

been completed and that the rates have been given. Now, what happens?—W 
Then we list all names showing the final ratings, with each man in order 0 
merit, the top man first. That is submitted to the Commissioners and if th®^ 
approve it then constitutes a list of persons eligible for appointment to th 
particular position in the order in which the list is established.

Q. And does the Commission very often change your ratings?—A. No.
Q. Very seldom?—A. I do not recall any cases they have changed. The- 

may ask for further information. That happens. .
Q. And as a result of that further information are there any changes?

No. It is generally further information regarding the qualifications of the
Q. Would you say that in practically all cases the recommendation win 

you make are adapted by the Commission?—A. Yes.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. But those ratings which you make are in nearly all cases for appoint

ments to the outside service, outside of Ottawa, merely on approx al by you oi 
8, rating given by somebody else who was nominated by the Commission for that 
Purpose?—A. Except as applies to written examinations.

Q. I am only talking about ratings on orals. A. ies. 1 hough I may 
ask to qualify that even. I want to give you the facts.

Q. Now, let me get this straight. Where there is a written examination 
as well as an oral and rating, then in that event all the ratings are made b> you 
or your staff irrespective of whether those appointments are to the outside or 
inside service?—A. No. Not quite. I must explain that.

Q. Distinguish between an oral examination only, a written plus rating for 
experience, education and oral?—A. Where the examination includes a written 
test, a rating of education and experience, and an oral examination, the written 
examination is in practically all cases done by one of our own staff of examiners. 
The questions are prepared and the answers are rated by our own s aft. The 
ratings on experience and education in such cases are usually done by oui own

mQn<You are talking about the outside service?—A. Even for the outside 
service. The orals for the outside service appointments are usually clone by a 
small board consisting of a representative of the department concerned and a 
representative of the Commission who is usually, as I said before the principal 
°f the local Collegiate Institute or the Registrar of the local University, and 
also a representative of the returned soldiers’ organization.

Q. Now, you have given me complete details on the outside service situation. 
"~A. It is difficult to be complete.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That would apply to the appointment of the postmasters.—A. I was 

c°nfining it to the written examination, the rating ana the oral, remaps il I 
gave you the three classes it might clarify it. Take the Customs and Excise posi
ton where there is a written and an oral examination. The written, as before, 
!s prepared and rated by our examiners at Ottawa ; the oral is one by an 
Inspector of the Department of National Revenue, our representative in the 
Reality, and a representative of the returned soldiers.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. No education and experience?—A. No. There is separate rating on that. 

T hat is included in the oral.

By the Chairman. , , renresentative of the department
a , Q- The oral examination is mac e • organization?—A. And a represen
ts a representative of the returned soldiers ^ time educational men. 
ative of the Commission who is one of tho_ e pabodv nominated. It is usual for

s Q- Somebody nominated A. es. > in Toronto, Mr. James Brebner 
s°meone to do it continuously. For example, in 
Was our part-time man for years.

Q. Now, take the case of an oral examination?—A. Oral and rating. Take 
; case of a caretaker, for example, in which there is an oral examination and a 

- ating on education and experience. The oral examination, again, is conducted
the
ÏE

by
If

V" “—TT““ and if the examination takes place ineentreP?n which we have a part-time representative, by that representative, 
it takes nlace in a small place where we have no representative, the depart- >,.l only i, SSLSSk The rating on education and expenenee is

6,»to by onr staff at Ottawa from the application form. Then we come to
[Mr. V. H. Bland.J
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the case where there is an oral examination alone or a rating alone. If it is 
at Ottawa there are representatives of the Commission, one or more examiners, 
a representative of the department concerned and a reprsentativ of the 
returned soldiers organization giving the rating. If it is outside of Ottawa it 
is given by a representative of the department, a part-time representative 
of the Commission and a representative of the returned soldiers.

Q. Do you say that in the vast majority of cases there is that outside 
board, the Commission representative and the returned soldiers representative?-—
A. In the larger towns and cities, yes; in the smaller ones, no.

Q. How would you explain this situation to me: You will remember when 
Mr. Foran gave his evidence one of the things I questioned him about particu
larly was this oral examination, and he told me that there might be exceptions 
but invariably you had a board on which there were representatives outside 
the public service?—A. Oh, no. He was talking at that time, I think, of what 
we call advisory examining boards for technical and special positions.

Q. That, substantially, was his statement in regard to it. I wanted to see 
how accurate that statement was, because, frankly, I doubted it, and I made 
a little computation which I found was a tremendous job. We could get only 
about one year done in about three or four hours but, at random, I picked out 
the department of Agriculture. You sent us a return which we asked for- 
I took the first year you gave us, 1925, and here was the situation in twenty- 
three cases. In case No. 1 there was one technical outsider on the board, on® 
departmental representative. I will give you these competition numbers n 
you want them. In case No. 2 there was no technical outsider, one departmental ; 
case No. 3, no outsider, only the departmental ; case No. 4, no outsider, only 
the departmental; case No. 5, no outsider, only the departmental ; case No. 
no outsider, two departmental ; case No. 7, no outsider, only the departmental- 
In the next case there was one outsider and one departmental, and so on all 
the way down the list?—A. That is quite possible.

Q. And taking the computation of the total number of competitions f°r 
the year, we figure there were fifty-five, and in that number, the total numb®*’ 
of outside technical members participating in any competition was 26 as again5 
81 departmental representatives?—A. That is quite possible.

Q. Obviously, there is not an outside technical representative in the major® 
of cases?—A. In every case, of course not. I might say, Mr. Chairman, th® 
the list we submitted to you at your request showing the names of all tne 
members of the advisory board from 1925 to 1931 will give you accuraj6 
evidence as to the composition of the boards. It shows whether they are outsio 
or departmental. 1

Q. But will it give us the number of competitions in which there are n® 
outside representatives as compared with the total number in which there a1"6'

-A. Yes. 1Q. Now, then, after the department of Agriculture, which is a big one, 
took a small department. I took the department of External Affairs. In 
years 1925, 1927 and 1930 there was only one of those contests that are llSjfe 
here in which there was an outsider. In the Insurance department between * , 
years 1925 and 1931 there were seven boards and not an outsider on any  ̂

them. We started on the Post Office department, but that looked too enorfflo® ' 
—A. I would not like it to be thought that it was the invariable rule that th® 
was an outsider. f

Q. The impression that was left with me—I do not know about the otn 
members of the Committee—the impression that was left with me by Mr. F°r g- 

was that although it was not an invariable rule, it was the general practlCvé 
that when there was a board there was always on that board a représenta^ 
of the department, a representative of the Returned Soldiers and a représentât1
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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from outside?—A. If I might attempt to do a somewhat dangerous thing—to 
fry to formulate an invariable rule—I would say the rule is that we attempt to 
Set on those boards sufficient experts in the kind of work in question to make it 
thoroughly certain that we will get the best man irrespective of where we find 
him.

Q. Apparently, from the results I have indicated, you usually find those 
CxPerts in the departments?—A. In many cases we find them in the depart
ments. In many cases it is impossible to find them outside the departments.

Q. That may be. My point was that I gathered from Mr. Foran’s evidence 
|hat he was trying to convey to the Committee the impression that in all these 
technical appointments there was somebody outside the service who could not 
Possibly have any desire to get his friend John Jones in or Bill Smith in who 
Ms sitting there keeping on the brakes and looking after the interests of every- 

0riy outside generally, and when I made a computation I found that the reverse 
ft’as the situation?—À. Yes. In many cases it is impossible to get a man equally 

Well qualified in a particular line as we can find in the department or in a 
'milar government Department.

Q. That is a nice tribute to the Service?—A. Take the case of the selection 
■ a medical man. We generally find that we have had outside medical men.
,s a matter of fact, we have a board at the present time in which we are asking 
.Moral very prominent medical men—prominent in Canadian circles, not only in 
. frawa circles—to act, and in many cases we have a doctor from the department 
11 Question and another doctor from one of the other departments who is com- 

[^‘fr'ut in his own particular line. I think the purpose of the board to select the 
st uian is well served by such a board.

D . Q. That is a matter that might be arguable. I am only interested in the 
’ticiple?—A. That is the situation.

] Q- I can take it then that your view is similar to the one I hold that in at 
aM> we will say, 50 per cent.—if you do not want to go that high— A. I think 

1 * that high.
k . Q- —in at least 50 per cent, of the appointments to technical positions, there 
MM only an oral examination, the board which conducts that examination is 
]iieP°nderatingly departmental?—A. And the Commission, of course. I would 
tty6 add that. You have the departmental officers, but there are always one, 
ar° °r three examiners from the Commission as well on all these boards. They 

c n°t named on that list of yours but they are always present.
Q- If they are present, they have no say?—A. I think— 

jf Q- Except their persuasive and solemn influence upon the examiner?—A. 
°u will look at the note it shows in all these boards that there are one or 

re members of the board—
Ç){ Q- According to the departmental records that we have that is not an 
t>os'f-na*i°n- The explanation is that the departments, in respect of technical 
^ons, seem very anxious to have it so that they have always a departmental 
tw Mere and always a returned soldier?—A. There are always one or two 

Seutatives of the examining staff of the Commission. I think the clerk will 
^ that from the statement of the returns to the Committee. 

ti0n But this examining staff is not the board which makes the recommenda- 
j)e "-"A. It is part of the board. The board consists of three, four or five 
of y°ns of which at least one member, generally two, is an examiner on the staff 

® Commission.
of y You mean the local examiner?—A. I mean one of the examining staff 

® Commission.
of Do you include local examiners outside of Ottawa? You do not call one 
ManvUr examining staff from Ottawa, do you?—A. No. I include the local 
he) i lller in the outside—as a matter of fact, most of these technical boards are 

at Ottawa because most of the high technical positions are here.
49322- [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. Now, I take it from the number of years you have been associated 
with this position as Chief Examiner that you have had a great deal of experi' 
ence. I have had called to my attention an examination paper set about 9 
year ago to the position of secretary to the Board of Grain Commissioners) 
and I am told that one of the questions on that paper was, “name the different 
grades of wheat”? and another one was, “give the location of the termini 
elevators”? Now, what earthly worth could that indicate of a man’s qualifie9' 
tions for a secretarial position when, if he had any sort of ordinary education, he 
could go and look up information concerning the grades of wheat and the name» 
of the terminal elevators. After he was on the job an hour he would knp^ 
by heart every grade of grain and every grain elevator. And to be fair wim 
you I want to say this so that you may deal with it in your answer and give 115 
the information, it gives the opinion abroad, whether rightly or not, among ti,e 
public that that advertisement and that examination were all cut and framed 
fit the fellow who has a corn on the left toe of his left foot, because they 
“why, only a fellow who has been temporarily on the job knows those things • 
—A. I hope we will come back to that temporary question later, but as regard 
this particular position may I say this: The position of secretary of the Or®1 
Commission is not an ordinary position; it is a technical position. He is V 
technical secretary of the Grain Commission, and unless he knows the gr£ll| 
trade he is of no use to that Commission. Those are reasonable questions ask®, 
to find out whether the man has a technical knowledge of the trade with whic 
he is going to deal.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Thousands who made application for that job had that knowledge^ 

A. Quite.

By the Chairman: .
Q. Can I take it for granted that if I call here the head of one of the larger 

grain houses in Canada that he is going to be able to recite to me every 
elevator in Canada and tell me where it is located?—A. No; but I do say 
if he does not know the conditions in the grain trade he will not make a S°° 
secretary of the Grain Commission.

Q. That is getting wide of the mark. The question was why is it necess9 
to know the location of the terminal elevators in Canada?—A. My answer 
simply this: I think a good secretary should know where those terminals 9 
located. , ^

Q. Oh, yes; that may be, but my question is: Is it not a matter of a )C](j 
hours study to know them. For example, my ten year old boy in college c 
tell me more about the rivers in Africa and the countries and their cap1^ 
than I know, but I do not think he is quite as intelligent as his father, alth°l^e 
probably he may be more so.—A. I see your point. I do think, however, lIi 
case of that examination, that it is a fair indication of whether or not 
man has an acquaintance with and experience in the type of work he 1)3 
have to make a good secretary of that Commission.

By Mr. Madmis: ^
Q. It might bring out the fact as to whether or not he had ever taken.9 ^ 

interest in that particular matter?—A. If he had not taken an interest 111 
he would not know it. , g

Mr. Vallance: We would not want him if he could not answer 
questions.

The Witness: That is the point.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Mr. Bowman:
Q. You stated that finally the results of these examinations, with their 

^eights, were determined by you, and a list was prepared, and that list went to 
the Commission, and when that list went to the Commission the men were placed 
in their order of merit, their final order of merit? A. A es.

Q. And you said that as a general rule—in fact m practically every case— 
the Commission agreed with your findings?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. You spoke of submitting a list to the Commission. Did you submit that 

to the three of them?—A. No, Mr. Laurin, it generally goes to one commissioner 
first and is passed in rotation to the other two, unless there is something special 
about the case in which case it is considered by three commissioners in joint
session.

Q. But very often you submit that to one commissioner? A. A es. It goes 
through to the other two. It eventually reaches all three.
- Q. Yes; but they are not involved together to decide finally, are they? 
,ery often just one commissioner will decide?—A. Oh, no. It must bear the 

Sl§nature of the three commissioners.

By the Chairman:
Q. Pro forma they all decide; but unless there appears to be some dispute 

°r some one commissioner questions the appointment, then he may refer it for 
a full board meeting?—A. That is correct.

By Mr. Bowman:
,, Q. Then it goes back to you again?—A. Not always. It is considered by 
fi® three Commissioners in a joint session.

The Committee adjourned to meet Monday at 11 o’clock.

49322-Ï2J
[Mr. C. H. Bland.)





House of Commons,

March 21, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the con- 
pel and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the administra
tion and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m. Mr. Lawson 
Presiding.

The Chairman: Just one or two formal matters before we contmue the 
evidence. As you are aware, we asked for returns from *he PePuty -Imister. 
of all departments. Some of these have not yet been received. It r.°uld be a
fatter of great convenience to the Committee, if these deputy Jv’the^Snd° 
have not as yet made returns could let us have them by ^ ed“e"dayf’ ,t, ® i?"?’ 
at the latest, in order that they would be available for members of t e_ Com
mittee to look over during the Easter recess. We would like to have t o.e 
available in the hands of our Clerk by Wednesday.

Mr. Chevrier: May I suggest that, if they are not too lengthy, c<jPW*J>e 
made. If there is anything that is too lengthy, of course, let that go, but any
thing that could be done—

The Chairman: In seven copies, would be much appreciated Then gentle
men, I have a letter addressed to me as Chairman of the Committee, the 
Resident of the National Research Council arising as theresult. of some state
ments given here in evidence. It is really quite too lengt.iy . H with the 
mme schedules attached to it which are explanatory. I am filing t h the 
Clerk and it is available for members of the Committee who would like to see it.

Mr. Ernst: Is it taking exception to the views expressed by, I think it was, 
r- MacTavish?

n The Chairman: Yes. It is taking exception to the .fews ™ two respects : Cne, that the employees of the National Research Councilare highe p «j 
fmilar technical employees in the Civil Service generally ; tw^ it take, e ception 
to. bringing its appointments under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Com
mission.

. Mr. Ernst: I think the writer of the letter should be called to give 
mdence.

The Chairman: I think that is a good idea. We will bayeMother*dav^vith 
mmtlemcn, you will remember there was a question raised _ accused of
aspect to the procedure to be followed where a mvil serv - " , . ,

amended by P.C.
il have copies of each made and supplied to the mem Dei 

Sm a day or so. I also have a further request from the ,(dl^l feervice ss°" 
affi°Q of Ottawa and a request from the Amalgamated of Can-
ofa to appear here and make submissions, and 1 am or . - ,•J them that we will be glad to hear them in due course. Now gentlemen, 
b there any member of this Committee who wishes to bring anything orward 

°re we proceed.
143
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Charles H. Bland, recalled.

Witness: Mr. Chairman, before you proceed, may I submit, for the informa
tion of the Committee, the schedule for the examination for letter carriers, as 
requested by Mr. Maclnnis, and for the examination of immigration inspector, 
as requested by Mr. Vallance.

The Chairman : These will be filed with the Clerk.
Mr. Chevrier: May I ask this: Mr. Chairman, would it be possible to have 

copies of Dr. Tory’s protest? If it is not very long, it could be typed. I would 
like to have a copy of it.

The Chairman : Yes. I will have it done. Would it be satisfactory if * 
bad Dr. Tory’s statement printed in the record. It would save making copies?

Mr. Bowman : I think it might be in order to have it read.
The Chairman : I think we will have it put in the record.
Mr. Chevrier: I wanted to save time. If it could be read into the record, 

so much the better.
The Chairman: This communication, from the President of the National 

Research Council, dated March 17, 1932, reads as follows:—

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
CANADA

Ottawa, March 17, 1932.
J. Earl Lawson, K.C., M.P.,

Chairman,
Special Committee on Civil Service,

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Mr. Lawson,—I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letC 
of the 16th instant advising that it is not necessary that the Nation3 
Research Council should submit the information originally requested.

I note, however, that according to press reports in the evident1 
given before your Committee yesterday, the statement was made thil 
the employees of the National Research Council are paid about 25 Ve* 
cent higher than other branches of the Federal Service, also that appohU 
ments to the staff of the National Research Council are made by me. 
such statements were made, I must inform your Committee that they ar 
absolutely incorrect.

The National Research Council has, broadly speaking, three clas”e= 
of employees :—

(a) Employees of professional rank (requiring specialized P°s.^ 
graduate training in science in addition to high standing 1 
under-graduate courses) ;

(b) Administrative employees;
(c) Sub-professional employees in the National Research Lab°r

tories (including technicians, machinists, laboratory help01"’ 
etc.). ,e

With respect to the professional staff, the salary rates paid by 
National Research Council are those recommended by the Beatty Co
mission, as detailed in Exhibit “A” of their report of February, \ 
page 60, and subsequently approved by the Governor in Council- 
attach hereto a statement showing the six grades of professional c 
ployees authorized under the above authority.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Attention is particularly called to the very special qualifications 
required for an appointment to the professional staff of the Council. 
It must be borne in mind that in research work the difference between 
success and complete failure will frequently depend upon whether the 
individual carrying out the investigation has minimum or maximum 
qualifications for appointment. Consequently appointing staff to carry 
out research work exclusively only the best men, selected from the few 
at the top who possess the special mental equipment for research work, 
may be considered.

In considering the attached statement (Appendix “A”), it should be 
noted that the six classifications provided for the professional staff of 
the Council, the two highest grades apply only to two persons in each 
division—the Director and the Assistant Director. With regard to the 
salaries which have been authorized for these two grades, I may say 
that when the requirements as to specialized training, breadth of experi
ence and professional standing are taken into consideration, the rates 
which have been provided for these positions are certainly not higher 
than many salaries now paid under the Civil Service Act in various 
departments of Government.

All other professional employees of the Research Council are classi
fied in the four lower grades, and it is equally true that throughout the 
Civil Service there are employees who are receiving larger salaries than 
those provided for the professional staff of the Research Council, although 
in many cases the positions do not require as extensive period of training 
and experience as is required for appointment to our staff.

With respect to the administrative staff of the National Research 
Council, I would call attention to the fact that the employees of the 
Council falling in this class bear exactly the same titles and the same 
salary rates as exist throughout the Civil Service at large. This is also 
true of the sub-professional staff.

I have not the slightest hesitation in asserting that the compensation 
which is being paid by the National Research Council to its admini
strative and sub-professional staff is not higher and in many cases is 
actually lower, than the salaries which have been authorized by the Civil 
Service Commission and are being paid, for comparable service, in the 
various departments of Government.

To take only one illustration, I would call attention to the fact 
that my chief administrative assistant, who is also, secretary of the 
National Research Council, is receiving a salary considerably less than 
that provided for an assistant deputy minister. Furthermore, his salary 
is lower than that which has been provided under the Civil Service Act 
for the assistant chiefs of various departmental branches which are not, 
in any sense, comparable with the National Research Council. This 
merely illustrates the general fact that the salaries of the staff of the 
Research Council are by no means higher than those which have been 
authorized under the Civil Service Act.

This is equally true of the sub-professional employees of the Council. 
One illustration will serve to make this fact quite clear to your Com
mittee. Recently the Physical Testing Laboratory, which formerly 
operated in the Department of the Interior, under the Civil Service 
Commission, was transferred to the National Research Council, together 
with the employees of the laboratory. The salaries winch certain of 
these employees are receiving are higher than those paid by the Council 
to its own staff for comparable service, with the result that the Council
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is at present faced with the necessity for a downward revision of the 
salaries which have been authorized by the Civil Service Commission 
for these employees.

With reference to the statement which is reported to have been made 
that appointments to the staff of the Research Council are made by me, 
may I call attention to the fact that the method of making these appoint' 
ments is clearly defined in Section 10 (f) of the Research Council Act' 
Briefly, the procedure is as follows:

In the first place the Council must secure the authority of the 
Governor in Council for all new positions which it desires to have 
established and the salary rates must be specifically stated in each case’ 

When the position has been established in this manner, all applie3' 
tions for appointment to the professional staff of the Council are firSj 
reviewed by a Standing Committee of the Research Council established 
to deal with applications for appointment to the particular scientific 
division concerned. The recommendation of this Committee is submitted 
by the President to the Research Council for a decision and the decision 
of the Council is then transmitted to the Chairman of the Committee o’ 
the Privy Council on Scientific and Industrial Research for approval 

It will therefore be apparent that appointments to the profession3] 
staff of the Research Council are not made in any haphazard manner bu 
in such way as will ensure that all applications are reviewed by com' 
petent scientific authority and the best qualified applicants selected.

The procedure followed in appointing clerical and sub-profession3 
staff is the same as described above, except that the Council has author' 
ized the President to submit recommendations on its behalf to tn 
Chairman of the Committee of the Privy Council in connection with B1 
appointment of junior clerical and sub-professional staff.

In view of the statements which are reported to have been 
to your Committee, I feel that the foregoing facts should be placed °n 
record.

Sincerely yours,
H. M. Tory,

President.

Then there is a schedule of their employees attached.
Mr. Chevrier: Will the schedule be printed?
The Chairman : Yes. There is a copy of the Act attached; it will not b3 J 

necessary to print that. (Schedule as filed, see appendix “ B ” to Minutes 
Evidence.) ,

Now, Mr. Bland, I think you presented some typical examination p3Pe]' 
which were requested, and those were filed with the Clerk. Is there any oth 
information you wish to volunteer? ,

The Witness: I think it would be desirable, Mr. Chairman, that I shou ; 
answer any questions of the Committee first, and, possibly, at a later date, the 
might be some suggestions more valuable if made then than now. j

The Chairman : Are there any questions which you wish to ask Mr. B^3*1 
now, gentlemen?

By Mr. Ernst: f
Q. Mr. Bland, I understood you to say that all recommendations g 

appointments bore your signature before they are passed to the Civil Serv 
Commission?—A. Yes, sir.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. And in addition to that, your duties are to supervise the whole Exami
nation Branch?—A. Yes; and to assist the Secretary in the general administra
tion of the Commission. . . .

Q. To assist the Secretary in the general administration of the Commission 
and to supervise all examination papers for whatever positions they may be?
A. They are approved by me.

Q. Before they are sent out?—A. Yes.
Q. How many examiners have you?—A. Ten.
Q. Would it be possible to—could you give the names of them.—A. That 

information is filed, Mr. Ernst, in a memorandum showing the name, education 
and qualifications of each examiner and the duties he performs. That is all on 
file with your Clerk.

Q. Can you tell me what your own are?—A. They are on the file, too.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Does the filling of positions of the staff of the Board of Gram Commis

sioners come within your department?—A. Only partia y, or „
Commission has had a number of arrangements with the Board o Tan Com
missioners, it being rather peculiarly situated with regard uo the erop oyment 
of staff, and our idea has been to hamper as little as possïbletheemp.oyingof 
such additional help as they need when they need it. In other woid for the 
higher positions on their staff we conduct, at their request and promo-
h'onal examinations, but the great bulk of their lower staff is hired c ate y 
hy the Board of Grain Commissioners themselves and is employed on a purely 
temporary certificate by the Commission. ,

Q. Can vou tell me, off hand, what their permanent staff is A. 1 heir per
manent staff is largely confined to the higher offices—the
visors of the lower grades; what might be called the manual labourers, the 
Packmen, samplers and so on, are not permanent.
w Q. No. I understand that. Have we any material filed with the Com
ptée now that would show us what the permanent staff is.....................
S'ad to have that prepared.

The Chairman: You mean filed with this Committee.

, Witness: I do not think that has been submitted, but I will be very glad 
10 have it prepared and submitted.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q- If it would not be too much trouble?—A. Not a bit. _ 

t’ain/^' ^urnishin8 that information, will you note the salaries. A. > es, cer-

n Q. And will you also set out somewhat briefly in your memorandum in 
at report—the duties of the Commission itself?—A. Certainly. 

p Q. And the work which the Board of Grain Commissioners perform. A. 
Mainly.

By Mr. Ernst:
V What would be the nature of the examination for the department of 

and Fisheries, Pensions and Health, National Defence and Railways and 
tho a s?"A- Perhaps I could divide them in this way: The clerical positions in 
thJ56 departments, the position for clerks and stenographers, are t ie same as 
f * are in any other department, but for positions in the Marine < epartment, 
tic,.^ample, of a technical nature, the examination is designed to suit the par- 
eral ar Effarements of the particular position. I do not know that I can gen-

' 0n th™- Ob. C. H. Blaod.T
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Q. Does the examiner, grade 2, for the department of Marine and Fish
eries, Pensions and Health, etc., set the papers?—A. There are very few written 
papers for the technical positions in those departments. The procedure usually 
is to secure help from the technical officers of the Department or from outside 
the department who will assist the examiner in the work.

The Chairman: Is there anything else, gentlemen?

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You intimated the other day that you might have something to say about 

the weight given to temporary employees. We had some discussion about that, 
if you remember?—A. Yes. The comment I wanted to make before the Com
mittee, in connection with that, is this: I think the Committee realize that one 
of the possible evils and possible abuses in connection with the examination 
system is where undue weight is given to the candidate who happens to have 
temporary experience in a position, and, just on account of that possible danger, 
the Commission has been endeavouring both to reduce the weight that has been 
given for such experience and to go beyond that and to prevent, as far as pos
sible, the employment of even temporary employees without competitive exami' 
nation in the first place.

By the Chairman:
Q. You say that the Commission have been endeavouring to reduce the 

weight. What is to stop them in their endeavour?—A. Just this, that where we 
find a candidate who has been, through circumstances, perhaps, over which we h»ve 
no control, in a position for two or three years, in that case I do not think it 13 
either practicable, or fair, that no weight should be given to that experience; bub 
in the case of short term temporary employment, then the Commission does 
not give weight for that short term experience. It depends upon the length ol 
time the temporary employee has been in.

Q. But there is no regulation, or rule, laid down to say that experience 
shall have such a proportion of the weight? It is a matter of discretion wit 
the Commission?—A. Yes. It is a matter of pressure and discretion both.

Q. And under the term pressure, would come the force of the department5 
desire to have the particular person in that particular position?—A. Quit6’ 
Perhaps I might, if I have time, give you a case in point—the position of chi6 
page in the House of Commons.

Q. That is a famous one?—A. Would you sooner I did not refer to it?
Q. No, not in the least. I have to refer to it later?—A. In that particular 

case, the department had a number of temporary employees on its staff W*1 
did not come from the Commission. This position of chief page is a Pos^e 
regularly established. It is permanent in nature. When it became vacant, ^ 
department naturally desired to have it filled and also desired to have cou 
sidered the temporary employees on its staff who were not secured through j1 
Commission. That was a difficulty to meet at the very beginning. The Pos’*^6 
was advertised, a written examination was held, and a number of outs1 ^ 
candidates, as well as a number of those on the temporary staff, passed * 
examination. When the vexed question of rating on education and experien 
came up, the department naturally felt that some weight should be given f ^ 
experience gained over a period of years by these temporary employees, ^ 
the Commission naturally felt that, if that was carried too far, it was not t0• 
to the candidates from outside. That is what I meant by pressure—an attenT 
to be fair to all candidates concerned.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. How many years had the chief page been a temporary employee?—A. I 
should think three or four, at least. I do not know. I could get the exact 
Dumber.

Q. I think it exceeds that?—A. It is quite possible—half a dozen, or eight, 
°r nine.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you think the word “pressure” is the proper word to use?—A. Per

haps not. I am quite willing to change it, if it does not express—
The Chairman : I think it expresses it perfectly.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Is it not more or less the desire, on the part of the department to have 

s°niebody in the department whom they consider fit for the position. A. Quite
so.

By the Chairman:
n • ,Q- An expressed desire is pressure?—A. Quite so. On the other hand, I 

nk the factor must be considered of the desire of the Committee—of the 
hup r Canada—that the best man among all concerned be chosen, and the
onlStlon's that, in certain cases, the department has had large experience with 

y one man and naturally they think he is the best.

By Mr. Chevnei. . , , h Department to secure the
. Q. You have no desire to curb the desire o desire into the bestbest man?—A. Certainly not. Our only desire is to lead that aes 
Possible channels.

By the Chairman:
;nn, Q- In fairness to Mr. Bland, he is not expressing his desire; he is endeavour- 

K to give this Committee an intelligent view of a system, or condition, as it 
evails, as he sees it?

When r' Chevrier: I have no objection that he should do that. The only thing, 
the p °ne .us?s a wor(b I want that word to have a meaning, fair not only to 

ommission, but to the department concerned.
c^arlv1C aa uTNEtS: Chevrier, perhaps we can get it defined a little more
point 1 ’ f .aa,t I bad in mind was this, that in any competition there are two 
is a] “ °: ™w to consider: there is the point of view of the Department; there 
is to ? 110 P°*nt °I. the Commission ; and our desire, and our attempt,

larniomze those two views, to the best interests of the service at large.
Hot thi\C™ER: * have no objection to that, but at the same time, do you 
this w,nk , at there must be a certain amount of discretionary power used in 
sotne that the desire of the department to fill that particular position, with 
Or 0n ,,c actually experienced for it, might make for open hostility on your part, 

the Part of the Commission?
is Ho Witness: I am glad you mentioned that word hostility because there 

nostility ; we work very well together.
r- Chevrier: Then the word “pressure” was not properly used? 
ie Chairman : I think it was properly used.

By Mr. Chevrier:
CQ Q-. Then, at the same time, there ought to be a desire on the part of the 
Pô * lésion to send to the department the man that is fully qualified for the 

1 lon which is sought to be filled?—A. Quite.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. At the same time, without any hostility on your part, or without any 
pressure on the part of the department, do you not think that the special desire, 
or inclination of the department expressed toward a certain man would meet 
with a certain sentiment of hostility on the part of the Commission?—A. I think 
it does.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Putting that in another way, Mr. Bland—
Mr. Chevrier: If it is put in any other way, I want to know in what way 

it is put.
The Chairman : Just a moment, Mr. Chevrier. Other members on this 

Committee have their rights as well as you.
Mr. Chevrier: I do not intend to be bossed or coerced by any statement 

made here.
The Chairman: I do not intend to allow any member of this Committ-6® 

to give evidence or to put it on the record, without any other member of the 
Committee being given an opportunity to ask the witness any question he s® 
desires.

Mr. Chevrier: I am not putting evidence on the record.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Mr. Bland, I feel quite satisfied with your use of the word “ pressure ■ 

Would you not put it this way: The heads of departments, do try to influer^ 
the Commission in favour of a temporary employee in the department?—A- 
think I can answer that in this way, Mr. Maclnnis: the natural tendency 0 
the part of any departmental official, who has a satisfactory temporary employ6,, 
working for him, is to favour that temporary employee. By the word “ favour 
I mean it in quite a fair sense. He will express his views on behalf of 
employee quite strongly. ^

Q. That is sufficient to define the term, or the word, “ pressure ”?■—A. 
course the “ pressure ” I was speaking of was not pressure from the Depa,® 
ment, but pressure from the Commission, namely, pressure to try and bn 
about the fairest possible rating we could get.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Bland, take the concrete illustration which you mention. It 

desired to make the permanent appointment of a chief page of the House 
Commons, was it not?—A. Yes. v

Q. A man had been in that position for at least three years, we will s  ̂

temporarily. I understand it was a great deal longer, but that matters n. f 
The Commission advertises that as an open competition. It is necessary 
the chief page of the House of Commons, I presume—in view of the fact r 
there are new page boys coming in every year—to be thoroughly fa , :ch 
with all reports, stationery, Hansard and everything can be obtained 
any member of the House of Commons may request from his seat?—A- * 
is very desirable. . _ ,9r

Q. And, therefore, I presume, that the head offi'-ial of that parti® 
staff of the House of Commons may have intimated to the ComnW^e 
that he was very anxious to have appointed this man who had the expei’1® 
and knowledge of where all these things were?—A. Yes.

Q. And had the Commission nominated some person other than the 
who had that experience, the deputy head could have rejected such nomi»n p 
•—A. Oh, yes, if he had not had the experience he should never have 
appointed.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. And the result of that combination of circumstances was that there 
^as pressure, or moral suasion, or whatever you want to call it, from the 
department upon the Commission, of necessity, to appoint the man who had 
had that wealth of experience?—A. I would just like to qualify that, Mr. 
Chairman,—the word “ pressure ”, as I used it originally, only applied to the 
attempts of the Commission, not of the department. I think I said that our 
attempt was to have pressure brought to bear to bring about the fairest possible 
toting.

Q. Would it not be just as fair to say that pressure, such as I have indicated, 
js> from time to time, brought upon the Commission by the deputy head, or 
.ads, of any particular department, in order to get someone whom they think 
ls 1X1 ore satisfactory for an appointment?—A. Quite naturally.

Q. Have you any idea of the cost of advertising those open competitions? 
^A. Yes.
. Q. What would it run,—take this one you are speaking of, chief page?— 

A- Well, I should think that would run several hundred dollars.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What?—A. Several hundred dollars.

„ Q- To advertise for the position?—A. To carrv through the entire com
petition.

Mr. Ernst: More than that. I know one boy who tried the examination, 
°u Paid his expenses into Halifax.

By the Chairman:
j „ Q- To advertise that competition, across Canada, would cost several hundred 
u<toars?—A. Yes.
ty Q- Then each candidate who was permitted to come forward to examination 
Ye^ d have the expense of attending at the place of examination to write?—A.

u Q- Then the departmental employees, and officials of the Commission, would 
(l Ve handle all those applications for the position and would have to sort 
Parf1’ anc* a Board of Examiners would have to be appointed, an examination 

P°r has to be set, all this routine has to be gone through?—A. Yes, quite right. 
Q- All of which involves a considerable expenditure of the public’s money ?

A- Quite.
ojj Q- When it was fairly obvious, right from the beginning, that there was only 
s0 experienced man qualified to fill the position, and he had been there for 

e0^e^rs> at least over three years?—A. May I just add something to that, 
fiy " Chairman? I quite agree with everything you have said on the whole situa- 
ejj) \ tot the whole question would have been obviated, had the temporary 
Ciy °^ees °t that particular branch of the House of Commons been under the 
bee' Service Act instead of outside it, because then the promotion could have 

toade without the expense.
gra, *' Let me take the appointment of Mr. Leapard, to the position of clerk, 
^Pplieg3’ rL°ronto?—A. The same thing applies there, and the same answer

b6f Q- But he was under the Civil Service Commission, was he not?--A. Not 
<:- He was in the department of Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment, but he 
A°t under the Commission. That was the difficulty, 

ejjp Q; Yes, but is your suggestion, Mr. Bland, that all those apparently useless 
i^in^ures of public money are now obviated, because the Commission is still 

these certificates allowing a man to take a temporary position?—A. In 
Mth+Cases the competition would not be necessary, except that we are dealing 

Cvo phases of the public service, one coming under the Civil Service Act 
°ne outside.

[Mt. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. Let me take a case which is entirely under the Act—and I have some 
here—.—A. I will admit those, Mr. Chairman, certainly.

Q. There are a number of cases that- are under the Act?—A. Quite.
Q. We have a number of cases that come under the Commission, have we 

not?—A. Certainly.
Q. And in those cases there is that so-called open competition and that 

expenditure of public money, and, in the result, the person who was the tempor
ary employee gets the permanent appointment?—A. That is in a comparatively 
small number of cases, I think, Mr. Chairman. 9

Q. How many would I have to find in order to change your view on that- 
—A. I do not know that, I am sure.

Q. What do you mean by a small number?—A. I think a very small per
centage of the total number of appointments are those men who temporarily 
were occupying the position before.

Q. Yes, but you are speaking of a small percentage of the total number of 
appointments made under the Civil Service Act?—A. Take the total number oi 
appointments made by competition, if you wish.

Q. Would you say that the number of temporary employees who received 
the permanent appointment as the result of open competition, for positions 111 
respect of which there was already somebody already in the position, would be 
very small?—A. I am afraid I will have to clarify that a little bit again, Mr- 
Chairman. I think the number of cases in which the permanent appointment 
was given, after competition, to the man who was temporarily occupying it, 13 
very small.

Q. What percentage would you say?—A. Well, I do not think it runs mpre 
than 10 per cent anyway. Of course, it is hard to give the figure without working 
it out. -

Q. You are only giving us your approximate judgment. In 10 per cent. 0 
the cases that would happen?—A. I would not like to say that it is even 10 Pel 
cent., but I do not think it goes beyond that.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Does not the appointment of temporary employees, without compétitif 

examination, strike at the very root of the merit system?—A. Quite so, and to 
obvious answer to that is this, that those temporary appointees should f 
appointed after competition and then there will not be any abuse such as th® 
of which you speak.

By the Chairman:
Q. And the reason, Mr. Bland, that you now have to go through tb* 

formality of open competition, and this expenditure of public money, is becflU- 
of the very system under which the Commission must work, namely, a iBer 
system whereby the one ranking the highest is supposed to obtain eveu 
appointment?—A. May I add this, Mr. Chairman, that I think the abuse , 
which you speak has decreased very materially in the last few years, and 
where such abuses are found, at the present time, they are very largely due 
the fact that they are appointments to positions inside the service where 
cannot, for obvious reasons, consider applications from outside the service.

Q. I see for example here—going back to that question of expenditure^ 
that the printing for the Civil Service Commission for last year amounted „ 
$33,448.95. That, of course, I would presume, includes examination papcr 
—A. Everything, yes. _ ie

Q. That would include the whole thing—A. No, it would not inclu 
examination papers. They are printed by the Commission itself.

Q. What would this include?—A. All other stationery and printing.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. Oh, it would not include files of papers and the advertising that is 
inserted in the papers?—A. I think you will find that given under a separate 
item, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Bowman : What does that item cover, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman : The item of printing for the year 1931 amounted to 

$33,448.95. That included, however, all printing for the Civil Service Com
mission, not merely the circulars which are sent out all over Canada advertising 
open competitions, but it does not include the cost of advertising those open 
competitions in newspapers, periodicals and so forth.

The Witness: That is very low, Mr. Chairman. I would like to remark 
that the cost of advertising in the newspapers runs at a very low figure.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What does that represent?—A. That represents all the printing and 

stationery used by the Civil Service Commission during the year, not only for 
examination purposes, but also for purposes of classification, organization and 
everything else.

By the Chairman:
th Q- This other item, for 1931, “Cost of Holding Examinations:” $16,427.06, 
iua covers extra items other than the printing of examination papers?—A. Yes 
nr- Chairman.

ev 9- d hat would include examiners’ fees?—A. Yes, that would include 
a miners’ fees, cost of halls, supervisors and so on. 

y ts there any figure in here which would give me the printing of examina- 
thn PaJ?ers*> A- ^°> i* is n°t there. It is not included because it is done by 
he staff of the Commission.

Then another thing I wanted to determine, Mr. Bland,—some witness 
TorIn+ *° us that you have a Board of Local Examiners, for example, in 
jn ^t°,we are told it is the Assistant Registrar of Toroto University who sits 

departmental representatives and the returned soldier representative, 
Pai t°rth- Are these examiners paid, and if so, on what basis?—A. They are 

m on a part-time basis, only, at the rate of $10 a day.
0r 1 9' They get a fee of $10 for each day or part of a day in which they sit 

hold the examination?—A. Yes.
this i rfhen another matter on which I wanted to get some information: in 
°He y°u give us a variety of lower grade positions. Take, for example
tak wllere you have both a written examination and an oral examination,— 
wP an immigration inspector, for example. You give a weight of six, for the 

^ten examination, and a weight of four, for the oral?—A. Yes. 
tj. How is that weighting done? Assume I write the examination and I 
get 75 marks, do I get a weight of 4£?—A. Of 75 marks out of—

Of °ut of 100,1 get an average mark on the written examination of------- A.

Q- Of 75 per cent?—A. Yes.
can 7hen do y°u give me an award of Q out of that 6?—A. I wonder if I 
^eieh^f n more clearly. A written examination, Mr. Chairman, has a 

of 60 out of the 100 marks and the oral examination has the remaining 40. 
W0ll] j y A yes. Well, then, if I obtain 50 out of 60 on the written examination 
A. jf * he automatically given a weight for the written examination, of 5?— 
eqni y°u obtain 50 marks on the written examination, Mr. Chairman, that is 
sipinN 6nt *° ^e highest,—all the papers are rated on the basis of 100. It is 

my an easy way to follow it.
exarilf Assume now that I write a paper, a written examination, and on that 
for n!na .n f°r which 100 marks is the possible, I make 75, what rate do I get

the written examination out of 6?—A. You get 45.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. That would be 4-5 out of the 6? And I get it automatically?—A. Auto
matically, yes.

Q. And no one has power to vary it or change it or anything else?—A. No, 
that is given automatically.

Q. And does that apply to all the cases in which there is a weighting for 
written examinations, together with, or without, a rating for education and 
experience?—A. Yes. If I may add again, the object being to try and divide 
the phases, or the factors, of the examination into the weights to which they 
are entitled. Obviously, in some examinations, a written test is of more im
portance than an oral test, and, in other examinations, the oral test is of 
more importance than the written test. This is simply the weighting of each 
one.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I notice, Mr. Bland, in looking over your list of examiners, the total 

number is 11, counting yourself and the chief French Examiner?—A. Yes.
Q. That is 11 all told?—A. Yes.
Q. And out of that 11, four are graduates of one university?—A. Yes, 1 

think so.
Q. The same university as yourself?—A. Yes.
Q. And three possess old country education?—A. I do not think they are 

old countrymen. I think they were born in this country.
Q. But of the 11, four are graduates of one university?—A. Yes, that >s

true.
The Chairman: To what are you referring, Mr. Ernst?
Mr. Ernst: The Examination Branch.
The Witness: May I just interject there,—they have to secure their 

appointments by competitive examination.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I find, for instance, Mr. Kemmis, who conducts examinations for t'1® 

departments of Immigration and Colonization, Justice, Health, Trade an 
Commerce and Royal Canadian Mounted Police is a graduate of private an^ 
public schools in Ireland and England, with Cambridge local junior examina' 
tion.—A. He was a member of the Alberta Bar.

Q. His educational qualifications are old country?—A. Yes.
Q. And I find that Mr. Garrett, examiner grade 2, who does advisoi-^ 

examing boards and examinations for the department of Public Printing an(j 
Stationery, and examinations in editorial and publicity work, his education 
experience are matriculation to Cambridge University and extra-mural com* 
from Jamaica College. .

I find that Mr. Morgan, who does the department of Marine, Fishen6^ 
Pensions, National Defence, Railways and Canals and Board of Pension Com^ 
missioners, is a graduate of Edinburgh University and of a Theological Culle"G 
in Glasgow, of the United Free Church of Scotland,—so that three of the 
possess old country educational qualifications?—A. Yes, but they have all be 
residents of Canada for a very considerable period. They also served in 
Canadian forces with distinction and they have a fairly good knowle^ 
of Canada.

Q. I see they are all classed as returned soldiers?—A. Yes. ,ue
Q. It does not indicate what they served with?—A. They all served with 

Canadian forces. . 9.
Q. The point I am coming to is this, those men would give oral exaim L

tions in that particular department, or give educational ratings in the depa
ments with which they deal?- 
tion, yes.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]

-A. They would prepare part of the oral exa
,rt' 

min»'
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Q. And would not that give an advantagev rightly or wrongly, to the man 
who has an old country education, or the rudiments of it,—would not that 
examiner be inclined to take that into consideration, that the man with old 
country educational qualifications might be superior to the Canadian. A. that 
flight be possible, Mr. Ernst, though I do not think it is the case, in these 
^stances.

Q. There is an unconscious sympathy ?—A. The possibility of it is present.
Q. I mention that because I had a specific case drawn to my attention in 

t^hich one man had Canadian educational qualifications, with high university 
Gaining; lie had a better written examination than the other, but, on the educa
tional test, the other man, who had an old country education, w as rated higher 
and eventually secured the certificate?—A. Of course, I think we have to admit 
[his: that in the case of many of the applicants you wall find, where they have 
[ad old country schooling, their schooling is superior to the schooling of Cana
dians.

Q. In some lines?—A. In some lines, quite true. In general, I think that 
true. .
. Q. Then I find, on looking at your qualifications, the qualifications for 

pistant secretary and chief examiner are: education equivalent to graduation 
[roto. a university of recognized standing. Then the qualifications or Civil 
ervice Examiner, grade 2:—

Graduation from a recognized university, preferably with post
graduate specialization in chemistry, mathematics, engmcermg, bio ogy 
or other field; at least three years of experience in a fine of wo ^requiring 
familiarity with examination and investigation metho J? ’
preferably some knowledge of employment methods and modern office 
practice ; supervisory ability ; ability to meet the pub îc, g
judgment.

• i x-vmtr them in order as I find th Now, if I take your grade 2 examiners here, taking which I haveÏ ?>7-the first one, Mr. Garrett m the light of the qua” along the line 
Le,a.d, I would take it he would be a graduate from a univers ^

hlcfi would be involved in the fields of his ining' boards, and examina-
y Q- I find that he, as I stated, does advisor . and examinations in 

for the department of Public Printing and S a onery a: 
edltorial and publicity work. His educational qualification.

dim puui.v u, ., . pvtramural course from
Matriculation to Cambridge Lmve y > seven years’ experi-

Jamaica College; one year’s experience m £achmg, se ^
=„=« m office work; two years' expend*ne-W ^ ^ ^ ^
fatter may, or may not, mean anything. ^ a newspaper man.

0rt« page for a newspaper, but I would not call - 1 ,{ ]. gubmitted detailed
The Witness: Perhaps I could help the situ 

atenaents in regard to each.

By Mr. Ernst:
I wonder how he comes within the qualifications required of your own 

*\e <£»?■—A. Perhaps I might explain that, in this case, Mr. Garrett entered
'jnunission in 1919, I think.

'fatiUar Ne entered the Commission in 1918, received government appointment 
PtesenZ h 1920?—A. Those qualifications that you refer to were part of the 
‘9ter da^°®c*af classification of the Civil Service Act which were set up at a

e*atlfin • °^er words, if he had to qualify to-day he could not qualify as an 
er ln the position he now holds?—A. Yes, he could. He has had the 

<932L_13 [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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experience since. We are not too rigid in the requirement of university gradua
tion; that is, generally speaking, our requirements now, as advertised, will be 
graduation from a university of recognized standing or the equivalent qualifica
tion.

Q. That is the qualification you insist on, and that is not an isolated case- 
I find that very few of your present Board of Examiners could qualify, as far 
as educational qualifications are concerned, which you yourself now impose?-^ 
A. I do not think I could agree with that, Mr. Ernst.

Q. Let me read another. I will take Mr. Morgan, who examines depart
ments of Marine, Fisheries, Pensions, National Defence, Railways and Canal5 
and Board of Pension Commissions ; examinations in English and in office 
methods. He is examiner, grade 2. I read again the qualifications:— 

Graduation from a recognized university.
A. He has that.

Q. Graduation from a recognized university, preferably with post
graduate specialization in chemistry, mathematics, engineering or biology 
or other field?

A. I think he has the other field, but that again is only “ preferably.” <
Q. Surely you would not call a graduate of biology another field?—A- 

would like, in fairness to Mr. Morgan, to state that he was a graduate of y1 
Theological College in Glasgow, and he took a post-graduate course in classic-' 

Q. Has he the qualifications, within the meaning of your own qualification5' 
He may have an extended post-graduate course, or an extended college train10»' 
but are those of any particular value, in connection with the holding of examm9, 
tions for the departments of Marine, Fisheries, Pensions,—A. Oh, no, not for th® 
particular department.

Q. Let me read his qualifications:
Graduate of Edinburgh University and Theological College, 

Glasgow, of the United Free Church of Scotland; one year Minister c 
the United Free Church of Scotland; four years as Minister of 1,11 
Presbyterian Church in Canada.

Now, until he got experience with you, could he possibly have met thogC 
qualifications?—A. I think that is perfectly true.

Q. He could not have passed the test as laid dowrn here?—A. No, that1 
quite true. .

Q. I could take others.—A. I thought you were referring to the abse° 
of university graduation.

Q. No, no, any specialization along the line on which he has to examine- 
A. There are two or three cases in which the examiners have post-gradu® 
specialization. . e

Q. Let me take another, Mr. Kemmis : Part of his work is to exam1 j 
departments of Immigration and Colonization, Justice, Health, Trade 
Commerce and Royal Canadian Mounted Police. His educational qualm0 
tions are: _ .,ae

Private and public schools in Ireland and England, with Cambrme. 
local junior examination. Member of the Bar of Northwest Territor1 ’ 
14 years in the practice of law.

Can you, in his case, tell me his training fits him to deal with anything eXcefed 
possibly, the department of Justice?—A. Yes, and Royal Canadian Mom1 
Police. ,

Q. You say he was a member of the Bar of Northwest Territories, r 
do you know how he was called to that Bar?—A. He was a practising barn 
in Alberta.

Q. For how long?—A. Ten or fifteen years, probably.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. There is nothing to indicate his record at the Bar?—A. I do not know 
how he was admitted.

Q. Can you supply that?—A. Certainly.
Q. As to what experience he had at the Bar?—A. Certainly.
Mr. Bowman : As to how he entered and became a member of the Bar?

. The Witness: I think, Mr. Ernst, I would like to point out some of the 
le8al officers who have been appointed, and who have given very excellent 
service.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I cannot find one examiner who comes up to the qualifications. A. T ou 

lake Mr. McNaughton—possibly he does. ,
Q. I see he took a course from Lasalle Extension 1 niversity A. That 

c°vers that. Mr. Nelson also has special qualifications.
Q. Do you regard LaSalle as being a “university of recognized standing? 

"'"A- No. I would prefer it to some—
Q. Do you regard it as a university of recognized standing. A. No, nor 

Suivaient, no. . ,
Q. He does not fill the qualifications?—A. No. I would like the same 

tiswer to apply again, that they came on before those qualifications v ere set 
or established.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q- They were selected by competitive examination?—A. Yes. 

tjj Q- In that case it would" be assumed that they were the best qualified of 
°Se making applications?—A. They were the best qualified we could get.

Mr. Ernst: They do not meet the Commission’s own qualifications? 
f0 Mr. MacInnis: As he has pointed out, those qualifications have been 
rlUarfMte.d sjnce they made those appointments. Whether they meet the 
f0ly mentions or not, they would have to carry on with the best material to be 

either that or discontinue operations.
to "Mr. Ernst: It seems that they were first temporary, and then transferred 

be Permanent staff.
The Witness: I see your point.
Mr. Ernst: They do not meet your own qualifications.
The Witness: They do not meet those qualifications as laid down to-day-.

By Mr. Ernst: r
\ TUalifl' Poes not that strike you as being anomalous? You lay down certain 

À. Rations and your examiners do not measure up to those qualifications?— 
iat is also the case in many technical positions. 

ch0o r Does it not strike you as anomalous?—A. Of course, but if we were 
Slng them now, we would try to get men who would meet those qualifications.

By Mr. Bowman:
^dvpH- Tfke the appointment in the case of the chief page, has that been 

ised?—A. Yes, it has been. »
^ctio 9 an T°u lot me have the costs that have been incurred in that con- 

QI)‘rT~A- I can estimate it as closely as I can.
0 a 6 amount °f the examiners’ fees and advertising?—A. Yes.

Milk the total cost in connection with the proceedings to date?—A. Yes, 
rp he glad to get that for you.

hlatid 10 pHAiRMAN: If I might suggest, with your approval, Mr. Bowman, Mr, 
fiiw might let us have the number of people who applied?—A. Yes, I willgive

y°u full details. 
493^,3$

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. The number who were examined, and who was permanently appointed 

and the number of years that the man who was appointed was serving in 3 
temporary capacity.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Can you tell me what the average cost of advertising those position5 

was?—A. About the only way I can estimate that for you, Mr. Bowman, is t0 
divide the total cost by the number of competitions. It is pretty hard to keep 
an average cost for each particular competition, because of the many inter' 
locking services, but I can give you an estimate, I think.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The cost of appointments could be materially lessened by abolishing die

board-------A. If I might interject, Mr. Putman, the Chief of the Organizat'011
Branch, has just handed me a note—

The Chairman: I can make you several suggestions.
The Witness: May I just interject this note, on the point you are maki9»’ 

that Mr. Putman, the Chief of the Organization Branch, hands me. This no 
is that all those examiners came in as junior examiners, in which the class19 
cations were less stringent, and they have since been promoted to higher classe"'

Mr. Ernst : The only point I was making was this. According to your 
regulations, you have a most anomalous situation, of people holding posit10 
who are not now qualified under your own regulations.

The Witness: Quite so; I think that is fairly general in the service.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you find that the examiners you have now giving any difficulty 

—A- No. .„ tj,e
Q. ----- in the appointing of people to those highest positions, even 11 e

examiners have not the qualifications that new ones would have, if they g 
now selected?—A. No, I do not think so. I think the examiners are glV 
very satisfactory service because they have had experience with the dep9 
ments that has made them specially valuable.

Q. Those new qualifications are a result of what?—A. I think I had b° 
let Mr. Putman, Chief of the Organization Branch, explain that.

By Mr. Ernst:
TQ. In other words, you would need a superior type of man there. * 5|

quite imagine that the theological gentleman running the Marine examin9 g I 
naturally would get his experience from Noah’s Ark?—A. In fairness thelt’0f 
should say this, the gentleman who has under his charge the departiu®11 rp 
Marine, is assisted, in all those examinations, by technical men from the dep ^ 
ment, and they certainly know their department. That, of course, must h gj, 
case in many appointments, as far as the Civil Service Examiner is conc°
He could not know the whole thing himself.

By the Chairman:
Q. There is another class that I

ti4
am interested in, Mr. Bland, ann<^ajn ^

are called Investigators. What are their particular duties?—A. There » jjf- 
think in fairness to Mr. Putman, I should let him answer that quest10 ’ 
Chairman.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.1
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr. Bland, I remember during the last year getting the usual notification 

fr°m the Commission that a doctor was required to fill a posiüon in the northern 
Part of the province of Alberta, if I remember correctly. What was the cost 
to the Commission in advertising that position?—-A. That would not cost gener
ally, very much, because in the northern part of the province of Alberta it would 
be advertised only in that particular section, and not over the entire Dominion, 
and the cost would be comparatively less. The position probab y would be at 
Edmonton, I suppose, or in any case, if it was for the northern section of Alberta, 
d Would only be advertised in that section.

By the Chairman:
- Q. It would be confined to that province?-A Yes or quite possib> y, to a 
certain district in the province. As vou know, there is a section in the act,* a clause in the act,?which prescribes that the appointment to local posi
ons shall be made from residents of the locality.

A Q. Take the office of chief page, that was advmrtised Domimon-wideg 
^'Yes, because unfortunately, or fortunately, as the case ™?LbDo nffiffin of 
P°sition at headquarters, Ottawa, which is open to the entire I om on of
Canada
«, Q. Can vou tell me now what it would cost to advertise a position like 
T jt?—A Well my estimate would be it would probably cost $100 or $200— 
Wo°in°t -can for advertising alone. I mean a total cost The advertising, alone 
lÿd not cost very much, I do not know what the cost would be, perhaps

O % something like that, „estine: as I understand it, that
^ of the entire compcti-

Se0»! wiU try to get that infer-

lon for you, yes.

By JM'r CJflCVTÏGV.*

C Q. It is the total cost of holding examinations, with people from all over 
ada, inclusive?—A. Inclusive, of all costs, start to hmsn.

By Mr. Ernst:
S' Advertising, and your examiners?—A. Yes. . w n k_

itig In how many centres would that examination be he . ’
memory, i'should think five or six. , • Nhh, ^' One would be held, for instance, in Halifax, - •!

a?wick?—A. I do not think one in New Brunswick.
^ne — the province of Quebec?—A. Acs, perhaps

t thS, That would be $10 for an examiner a day?—A. $5 for half a day— 
h it took only half a day.

» By the Chairman: . ,, , , .,

AMS ££
«"<<racie=T'appte,nS1e AntoafcL’eTtMnk it wouldl be jply posting 

tlse-ents in local post offices and meeting places of that kmd.^ ^ ^
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In your examination staff, what assistance have you in addition to the 

examiners themselves?—A. In addition to the ten examiners?
Q. Yes.—A. Well, we also have part time assistance of outside examiners, 

as required. For example, in the examination for a veterinary inspector, none 
of the gentlemen named are qualified to examine on veterinary science, and f°r 
that we have part time assistants, professors from veterinary colleges.

Q. No further staff?—A. Similarly, on a similar kind of examination, f°r 
other special positions.

Q. Outside of the temporary part-time staff, what permanent staff have 
you beside examiners?—A. There are ten examiners, also I think, approximately 
70 clerical staff. I have those figures, and perhaps I had better be accurate-' 
62 other appointments.

Q. What are they, stenographers?—A. Stenographers and clerks. ,
Q. What would you say with respect to that staff? Are you over-staffed' 

—A. No, decidedly not. We have been cutting it very materially, and we pur' 
pose keeping that staff down to requirements—sometimes we would like 1 
keep it up to requirements. *

Q. You say you have been cutting it materially?—A. Yes; we keep a st» 
that is dependent upon the work to be done. It is very materially depends11 
upon the number of examinations to be held, and the number of candidate^ 
For example, last spring, when the census examinations were held, we nf. 
approximately 7,000 applicants. It needed more temporary people to hand 
that situation than when no large examinations were on. ■

Q. Probably from now on your staff may be down?—A. Quite so; ft 
dependent upon conditions.

Pf-
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Just one question. You were here this morning when a letter from 
Tory was read?—A. Yes. c|j

Q. For all positions, such as the higher positions on the National Reseff^
Council, it is a fact that the National Research Council is in a better posn
to pass on condidates than the examiners you have here?—A. Well, the V°e 
tions in the National Research Council, if they came under the Civil Ser' 
Commission, would be decided in approximately the same way as Dr. t 
prescribed in his letter, namely, by scientific experts. „0

Q. In other words, there would be no great advantage—A. I would no ” 
that far.

Q. You have to go outside for efficient technical examiners—A. The
benefit would be this, that the appointments would then be made by the 
Service Commission, and there would not be the same suspicion, if you like, ^ e 
any other agency is interfering in the selection. I am not saying that tany other agency is interfering in me selection. I am not saying tnaiq-^ 
is suspicion of this board, but what I do say is this: I think any position ffi,. 
public service could be better chosen, should be able to be better chosen, 11

itide'independent agency is doing the selecting, than if any department does.
Q. Would you suggest that the National Research Council is not an 

pendent body?—A. Well, it is not independent in the sense in which I uS® 
word; it is a government department.

Q. It is not an independent body?—A. It is a government department-^/ 
Q. After all, the Civil Service Commission is a government departmeffi^,

A. Quite so, but there is a little difference. I think Mr. Ernst knows the o
ence. I think the National Research Council would not make an app°lD 
quite as independently as the Commission would. ?/A-

Q. As it stands at present, your staff could not make the appointment. 
The present staff could not make them, no.
[Mr. c. H. Bland.]
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Q. You would need additional help?—A. There are many appointments 
that the staff can not make.

Q. You would need the help of others?—A. We would have to utilize tech- 
^ical and professional help.

. _ Q. That is at present?—A. Yes, in this particular case we would have to 
Utilize outside help.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In the way of appointments?—A. In the way of appointments, yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You would still have a chief examiner without any special technical 

training selecting people for higher technical positions?—A. Well, I do not know 
that I would like to go that far, for these examiners and members of the staff do 
a°tually select for those higher technical positions.

Q. Your object is—.—A. I would have some part in it.
Q. You have no special technical training?—A. No. _
Q. So that your organization, as far as qualifications go . A. When I
that, I might say—I do not want to put it in any exaggerated sense—but I 

dltlk I have some technical training in the methods of selection, 
g Q. I am not suggesting you have not, but I am saying as far as your quali
fions go—.—A. We would—

4 Q- —you could not improve upon the Oouncil who makes the selections?—
' No; we would probably utilize the same technical men.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q- That is true to a large extent in the appointment of all technical officers? 
Yes.

Q- Under the present system?—A. True, 
on, M It does not apply only to the Research Council?—A. Quite true in the 

er branches.
ree Q- Any time you have to appoint a particular technical officer, you have 

to that under the present system of appointment?—A. Quite.

By Mr. Madmis:
Q. They also appoint a clerical staff?—A. Yes.
Mr. Ernst: I was dealing exclusively with the question of technical officers.

By Mr. Maclnnis: , Thp Civil
§ Q- That principle should be maintained all the ^^g?_^A. Yes, and there 
is +klce Commission is a competent body to make • trative difficulties, ifv^he other point I raised, that you wil have great admmistrati^^^ ^ ^

have the Civil Service divided into sections, one s elastic
n v?ce Act, and the other outside. There are advantages to I{ yQU
> vd Service bv which you can make movements ro . tends to efficiency.have hard and fast walls between the sections, I do not think it tenus

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- Having to make appointments to the National Research Council would 

Jj'" ' ' ~ not a great deal; yes, some.
man, you would have to

Verv“‘l„Q f~~A. Very fortunately he does not charge us anything. They have been

additional expense to the country?—A. Well, no 
Pay v-‘ Every time you called in an outside technical
Vcvj, 'IlTl --Very fOrt/UD ^A >1/-V+ nViorrm no o

reasonable that way
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. They give their services free?—A. Practically all, yes. It has been very 
very remarkable the way in which the public men of Canada have assisted the 
Commission, free of charge.

By Mr. .Maclnnis:
Q. Would it cost you more than it is costing the National Research Council? 

—A. I do not think it would really cost any more, except an addition to the 
administrative and clerical staff, that is all.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The same thing would apply—it would cost less if you and other 

departments selected them?—A. I do not think there would be a great deal 
of difference in that.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. If the National Research Council selected them you would need 

create another clerical staff to help with the other departments?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Do you know, Mr. Bland, what duplications there are in the printing 
bureaus of the different departments of the government, or is there any duplic®' 
tion?—A. You mean in connection with printing staffs in the various depart' 
ments? ,

Q. Yes.—A. There is some, undoubtedly there is some. Some saving coula 
be made. Mr. Putman, perhaps, can answer that more definitely. The matte1 
has been referred to on several occasions in the Annual Reports of the Cod1' 
mission.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Supposing the Research Council is coming under the Act, would yolj 

suggest to them the education and experience of the examiner, or would they 
suggest to you what his qualifications should be, or would you arrive at 1 
yourself, as a Commission?—A. That would be worked out.

Q. Have you any department-------A. Do you mean suggesting the qua*1
fication of the man to be chosen? ,

Q. Yes.—A. That is worked out jointly between the department and ^ 
Commission. The department obviously knows the kind of man it needs, 
can suggest qualifications. They work along with the Commission, and a j°)0 
agreement is reached on the qualification to be required. »

Q. After listening to Mr. Ernst here with this list of examiners------ A. 1 ej
Q. It would appear to me------- A. They do not set the qualifications,

course. The examiners do not set the qualifications for the position; that 
done in Mr. Putman’s Branch.

Mr. Bowman : I think Mr. Vallance and you are working at cross purp°se ’

By Mr. Vallance: j
Q. Take the department of Marine and Fisheries. The department ^ 

Marine and Fisheries suggests to you that Mr. So and So is all right, being 
graduate of such and such a place. They do not suggest to you that 
individual who is to be examined for this position should have those qualinc‘ 
tions?—A. No. ,

Q. Who do?—A. Well, I would say that it was rather a matter of mak 0 
it out in the office. There is no doubt that at that particular time, from 
1920, it was a question of trying to get the work done in the best way P0®51^ 
under the circumstances, and a lot of conditions arose, at that time, which 
service has been trying to iron out since.
[Mr. C. H. BLand.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Vallance is trying to find out who sets those qualifications?— 

A. They are set by the Organization Branch of the Commission, and approved 
by the Commissioners. As I suggested, Mr. Putman should deal with these 
matters himself.

Q. I was just looking over this return of examination papers that you gave 
to the Committee. Take for instance, letter carriers. Am I correct in my 
understanding that a letter carrier’s job is to take mail which has all been sorted 
at the Post Office, and which is allotted to him, sorted in the proper order so 
he can deliver it with a maximum of dispatch?—A. That is the chief duty. 
They are employed to do other—

Q. What else?—A. He also has to make simple arithmetical calculations, 
for example, in dealing with householders to whom he wishes to sell stamps, and 
whom he may have to pay—he must be able to use simple arithmetic, and must 
he able to make a simple report to the postmaster as to any lost mail matter, or 
things of that kind.

Q. Now, there has been a good deal of complaint about the examinations 
tor letter carriers. It is one of the big difficulties.—A. Yes.

Q. A man does no work in the Department, and he applies to write the 
examination. As I understand it, there is no school for a letter carrier, where 
he gets any information of any kind before he writes his examination ; is that 
eorrect?—A. Well, there are some schools, as a matter of fact, but there are 
110 recognized schools.

Q. They are not maintained by the department?—A. No.
Q. Or by the Civil Service Commission?—A. No.
Q. Here is a question a man is asked: name five important post offices in 

^he province of Ontario ; five, in Quebec; three, in British Columbia and two 
euch in Alberta, Saskatchewan, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. 
"-A. Yes.

Q. What difference would it make whether a man going on a job, brand-new 
a letter carrier, knows the name of five important post offices in all those 

Afferent provinces?—A. If you look at the heading on that paper, you will see 
ff is an examination for a letter carrier or a mail porter. These positions are 
Sometimes interchangeable; and I will readily admit that for a letter carrier

knowledge is not necessary.
. Q. Supposing he wants to be a letter carrier, and does not want to be a 

^ail porter; is there any examination he can write?—A. The deciding of that 
j?°sition is with the postmaster; he may be used as both. That question is more 

r a mail porter than a letter carrier.
Q. There is no separate examination for mail carrier. That is, he must 

HUalify as both a letter carrier or mail porter?—A. Yes. This one paper is used 
for both.

Q- I mean, there is no other paper, is there?—A. No.
Q- That a man has any opportunity to write?—A. No.

, Q- So that this man, who wants to get this position, without any training 
^hool in the post office department or a civil service commission to tell him 

at he ought to know before he writes the examination, has. to write this. 
o\v; jUst take question 7: “In what provinces are the following cities and towns 

J^ted,” and it goes on to give you a whole list, “Lethbridge,” and so forth 
a ?hy unnecessary for a letter carrier, is it not?—A. It is unnecessary for the 
mited duties that he would perform as a letter carrier, but not if he is used 

other work.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. I will stop at that for the time being. Then let us go down to ques
tion No. 10. Give ten different countries--------- A. Yes.

Q. And ten of the States of the United States of America?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is there any reason why a letter carrier should know ten countries, or 

ten States of the United States?—A. I see your point.
Q. I agree about the Provinces of Canada, because I think a man ought 

to know that.—A. I see your point, Mr. Chairman, but I think even as a letter 
carrier a man should have some elementary education, and some elementary 
geographical knowledge.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. In other words, it would indicate some intelligence?—A. Indication of 

his knowledge.
The Chairman: Not as to geography, which he learnt in public school, and 

he may have been away from that for 15 years.
The Witness: As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, a man will be a better 

letter carrier, if in addition to those fundamental qualities, he has some general 
information.

By the Chairman:
Q. I do not doubt that. I have no doubt, if you took a lawyer, that b® 

would make a better letter carrier than those you have now.
Mr. Ernst : I doubt that.
Mr. Chevrier: I would not say that. I would not say that a lawyer woul 

make a better letter carrier than the ones you have now.
The Witness: With all due deference to lawyers, Mr. Chairman, it is not 

altogether clear that, because a man is a good lawyer, he would necessarily be 9 
good letter carrier.

By the Chairman:
Q. What are mail porters’ jobs?—A. Mail porters take bags of mail 9 

the railway terminals, those great bags of mail, load them on to the cars, an > 
when they come off the cars, sort them again, on arriving at the post office.

Q. That would require a certain geographical knowledge?—A. Yes, 1
would. ^

Q. You can find lots of men to apply for the position of letter carriers, a» 
pass those examinations?—A. At the present time, hundreds of them.

Q. Under normal conditions?—A. Yes. I do not think we have ever gp® 
short, except in such cities as Windsor, Ontario, where it is normally very din1 
cult to recruit, in any way. r

Q. What mark are letter carriers required to make.—A. He needs 60 Pe 
cent, of the entire paper.

Q. That is to get a pass?—A. To get a pass.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you an eligible list of letter carriers at present?—A. Yes. 
Q. Is it very lengthy?—A. It is.
Q. Quite lengthy?—A. Quite lengthy.
Q. For those who have passed over 60 per cent?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. How old is it?—A. We have one at Ottawa established last spring-

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. How many at Ottawa?—A. Speaking entirely from memory, I think it 

should be at least 100. . _r ,
Q. It shows they are quite intelligent? A. A es, of course.

By the Chairman:
Q. There are apparently some schools to which people can go to get some 

elementary training?—A. Yes. Some business colleges have, to a ceitain extent, 
recognized the Civil Service as a field for which they can instruct, and I have 
in mind large cities in which there are such schools instructing individuals.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. How long will that eligible list continue at Ottawa?—A Well, it will 

continue, under the terms of the act, at Ottawa for one year, and then it will 
be submitted to the Commissioners for determination as to whether it will he con
tinued for a further year or not. I do not think I could give a definite categorical 
answer in every case, because it varies according to the local conditions and 
circumstances; I do not think it is desirable that a list should last too long.

By the Chairman:
, Q. At the moment there is no arbitrary rule as to how long a list shall 
iast. All lists automatically cease to be eligible after a certain mie. A. The 
cnle at the present time,.Mr. Chairman—I will read you, if I may, t îe regula
tions. Section 31 of the regulations of the Commission provides that eligible 
lists shall expire one year after the date of the appointment except in cases 
where, in the opinion of the Commission, the public will be sen et y t ic con
tinuance of the list. , , , . „OQ_

Q. The rule of thumb is a year?—A. The rule of thumb is a jear.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is there a great turnover of letter carriers in the department. A. Yes, 

Ibere is quite a turnover. ., , , • « « T, ,
Q. The extension of deliveries makes considerable vacancies. - . It does 

n°t look very probable there w'ill be much turnover this year.
, The Chairman: Would you be good enough to leave with me that file you

the other day in connection with the appointment at Chris ic street 
hospital? I should like to look it over. I shall return it to you.

The Witness: Yes, certainly. If there are any more you want, I think 
here are a couple of supplementary files that I could let \ou ia\e.

The Chairman: I may get them. Thank you Mr. Bland.

Clarence V. Putman, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
c,. Q- You are, I believe, the Chief of the Organization Branch?—A. Yes, 

1(d of the Organization branch.
Q- Of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, Mr. Putman, are there any matters in connection with this pro

dding that you would like to lay before the Committee; any suggestions which 
,h°ou would like to give us voluntarily, or anything of that kind. A. Mr. Chair- 
n^n’ I think I would like to run over the work carried on by t ie rgamzation 

anch and show how it ties in with the other work of the Civi . ervice Com- 
Ssi°n. I will deal with it under its various phases. I think that the Orgamza-

[Mr. C. H. Bland.] 
[Mr. C. V. Putman.J
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tion work that is carried on is best, for clarity, explained under two heads, first, 
the Organization work necessary where a new unit is taken into the service, and, 
secondly, and in my opinion the most important, prosecution of what is gener
ally, and popularly, called efficiency or industrial engineering work. Now, the first 
class of work arises where, by reason of legislation, or the natural growth of a 
department, a service is undertaken making it necessary for the Commission to 
draw up organization establishment lists and classified positions. Efficiency 
work—the actual reorganization of departments—has been carried on to a very 
considerable extent in some years and to a very much lesser extent in others. 
Probably less of this kind of work was done during 1930 and 1931 than during 
previous years. This work has involved the careful examination of the work 
carried on by a department or unit, the charting of methods of work and pro
cedure, the installation of new forms of work, the consolidation of units, the 
installation of mechanical aids, and any combination of all of these. The latest 
piece of work that has resulted in any saving of money that I can quote is that, 
in 1931, in the Audit branch of the department of National Defence where the 
department, I think, at the suggestion of some audit committee which they had 
in the department, suggested setting up a separate audit branch in their Accounts 
branch. Now, the Organization Branch officers reported to the Commissioners 
that they did not think the setting up of that establishment was necessary at all- 
and after taking the matter up with the department, explaining the situation, 
the department said, “we will not do it.” They had already started and they had 
quite a considerable staff on this work. However, when it was dropped, there 
was an immediate saving of $53,000. Now, $53,000 is not very much in itself, for 
one year, but, in ten years, it amounts to half a million dollars. Now, if this 
scheme had been undertaken, in all probability it would have been continued and 
would have gone on at the expense of $50,000 a year.

Q. Would I fairly express the work of that particular branch if I suggested 
that, so far as the government departments are concerned, it is comparable to an 
efficiency expert and his staff in a large industrial concern which has a large 
number of employees?—A. Possibly so; only it has other duties to perform in 
connection with classification and other matters which are incidental.

Q. But one of your duties is the promotion of efficiency in the departments 
and their economical operation?—A. Yes, as laid down by Section 9 of the Act- 
Now, that phase of the Organization Branch work which probably has caused 
more publicity than any other phase of the Commission’s work is the matter 
of classification. The original classification was completed, as Mr. Foran has 
already told you, sometime in 1920-21. Since that date, there has been a con
siderable number of units, large and small, brought into the service. The largest 
unit that we have taken in since 1921-22 is that of the Pensions Division of the 
department of Pensions and National Health where, during 1929-30, there were 
some two thousand permanent employees brought into the service by legislation- 
These had to be classified and salaries set for all of the positions. They were 
rather large units. This last year, by legislation, the Royal Canadian Mint was 
established under the department of Finance. This has involved the classifie»' 
tion of only some sixty positions, and it brought an entirely new class of enr 
ployees into the permanent service. Under the heading “classification,” I think 
I should mention the fact that many thousands of requests for increased classify 
cation for individual employees are received. These have been investigated- 
from time to time, and reports made to the Commission, and to Council, where 
increased classification was recommended.

Q. To Council? What do you mean?—A. To the Governor in Council. Th»t 
is, we cannot increase the establishment or the classification of a position with' 
out having the authority of Council.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. For the expenditure of money?—A. The expenditure of money. The 
theory, as regards reclassifications, is that reclassifications are requested by 
departments to obtain for individual employees a higher grading because of 
the development of the work of the employee. I am afraid, however, that at 
times reclassifications have been requested by departments simply to please 
the employee. That is, that the department has not exercised its prerogative 
in stopping something that they knew themselves should not have been put 
forward, and that has very materially increased the Organization Branch work 
because, generally speaking, we investigate everything that is brought before us.

The maintenance of the classification involving as it does the creation of 
new classes, the revision of definition and qualification requirements, is in itself 
Ho small undertaking. We have, from time to time, issued new' classification 
Volumes and undertake, with the limited staff wTe have had, to keep the classi
fication requirements and definition of duties up to date.

The Organization Branch is also responsible for the maintenance of what 
are called the official position lists of the service. These lists are the lists in 
V'hich official action is taken by the department and by the Auditor Geneial. 
It establishes the proper classification for all positions.

One phase of the Organization Branch work which has already been men
tioned, or touched upon, is the scrutiny of all requisitions for temporary and 
Permanent employees. These requisitions come to the Organization Branch 
I°r classification, and, in not a few instances, requisitions have not been pro
ceeded with, because the Organization Branch, in reporting to the Commissioners, 
thought that the department did not need the services of this extra employee 
0r employees, or service.

I would like to point out that this matter came, in 1924, before a Senate 
Committee on the Civil Service, and there w'ere three recommendations made 
by that Committee that, it seems to me, could aid the Commission and aid 
Ihe government in keeping down this—I think I can say—constant pressure of 
the department for more employees. If I may, I would like to read lose t..ree 
recommendations :

(1) That when a vacancy occurs in the public service by reason 
of death, resignation or otherwise, such vacancy be not filled by pro
motion or otherwise except on report of the Civil Service Commission 
after consultation with the Minister or Deputy Minister. In case of 
disagreement the facts should be referred to the Governor in Council for 
decision, and a report should be made to Parliament respecting all such 
decisions with the reasons therefor.

(2) That an Order in Council be passed instructing the Civil Service 
Commission to proceed with the reorganization of those departments of 
the public service which have not been reorganized within recent years, 
and enjoining deputy heads to render the Commission the fullest co-opera
tion and assistance. This order should further require the Commission to 
report to the Governor in Council and to Parliament all instances wffiere 
their work is hampered or delayed by lack of co-operation upon the part 
of Deputy Ministers or their chief officials.

(3) That by carefully checking all requests for appointments, bv absorbing 
surplus personnel through transfer, and by any other means in its power, 
the Civil Service Commission use all its endeavours to obviate the neces
sity of filling vacancies with new personnel ; and further that the Com
mission endeavour to reduce the number of existing positions by having 
those which are not essential abolished.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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In this connection I can think now of one outstanding instance where, 
within the last five or six months, a department requested the services of a 
temporary editor. The Commission officers did not quite see eye to eye with 
the department in the matter, reported the matter to the Commissioners and the 
Commissioners ruled that the department should obtain the approval of the 
Governor in Council for his appointment. We have not got this approval yet 
so that the position has not been filled.

By the Chairman:
Q. Have you found, Mr. Putman, from your experience, that the Com' 

mission requiring the approval of an Order in Council to establish any new 
position is a very material check on the increase in the number of positions in 
the Civil Service?—A. Up until this last year or so, I would not say so, but, 
because of the strict economy measures now in force, it does mean something- 
I have, up to now, refrained from mentioning the question of salary, and of 
course this question of salary enters into every phase of classification work. The 
Organization Branch has collected a very large amount of information and data 
in connection with salaries of all provincial governments, a good many of the 
civil service jurisdictions in the United States, and we have also from time t° 
time got information of the wages and salaries paid by the big employers in 
Canada,—insurance companies and large commercial firms—I think all large 
commercial firms with the exception of the two railways, the Canadian Pacifie 
and the Canadian National, and we have never been able to get their salaries- 
If there are any details as to salaries, or allowances, or bonus payments, that the 
Committee would like to have further information on, I can quite readily get h-

The Chairman: I think, Mr. Putman, if it meets with the approval of the 
Committee, we do not know to what extent our time may be limited in this 
investigation, and I take it for granted that the members of the Committe® 
would probably desire to leave over, till the very last thing, any question of th® 
considering of classification, salaries and so forth, because it seems to me the 
other aspects of the situation are more pressing at this time.

The Witness: Yes. Mr. Foran, in his evidence last week, touched very 
briefly upon savings which might result if a vigorous policy of re-organizatio11 
were carried on in government Departments. There are two or three out' 
standing places where I think that there is overlapping in government Depart' 
ments.

Now, the first is that in five or six of the government Departments ther® 
are survey and mapping divisions. I cannot see why all of those should not h 
consolidated into one unit, and I am perfectly sure that, while a $50,000 savi’1^ 
per annum is nothing, I think probably it would reach double that. I would n°, 
be in favour of throwing people out on the street in connection with it, but 
would be in favour of consolidating their office accommodation, because 
accommodation runs into a lot of money. Their stenographic help probably 
could be lessened, and there are many ways that a consolidation would eff®c 
very material savings.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. On that score, Mr. Putman, would you say that these men that i»a^j 

maps in the Hydrographic Survey branch could make geological maps, coU 
make aerial survey maps, could make geodetic survey maps equally well • , 
A. I would not say that the individual people could do it, but I woU 
say that, in a consolidated service, the overhead would be obviated. That g 
that all of these men, with a very little specialized training, would be capaD 
of doing that.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. Do you mean to say that the man who works from filed notes, in the 
geological survey, could equally well prepare a map from the i> rographic 
survey?—A. With special experience, with a few years in contact with those
People, he would, yes. ............... ... , T , ,

Q. Are they not specialists in each one of their individual lines. Take, for 
instance, the maps that are made by the Militia department, shoving points of 
strategy and the like?—A. Yes. , ... ,

Q. Now, then, take the map that is made by aerial survey, do you think 
that the draftsmen who actually prepare that map could equally make the 
toaps for those different categories of surveys, could equally make one map 
as well as the other?—A. As far as the draftsman is concerned, and the drafts
manship involved, yes. . ... , , ,

Q. You are quite sure of that?—A. Yes. That is, a high grac e hydro
graphic map requires the same kind of high grade draftsmanship as it does to 
make one of the Militia and Defence maps.

Q. Do you think one man could do it equally well?—A. I think so, >es,
W?l,fe:=™tS it the result ot an absolutely diHerent training

"T^ay^.You^etitkd to your opinion and I am entitled to

° Q. Following0thal^up,8 these various map drafting departments, would not 
they have to be specially equipped and maintained as different umts. A. I

0 “q. The*man that goes out in the field to make notes for the map of the 

^logical situation of Canada gets his information in a certain w a>, does he 
hot?—a. You are thinking of two different things. . ,, , . ,
. Q. Of course.—A. I am thinking of the man who obtains the geo ogical 
formation. Down in the Mines branch, there are two sets of pe p . e e 

the service of the geologist. The geologist must put his geo on\ on ic map 
mat is prepared by the survey people proper. . , nf -, Tf

Q. Well, now, let us get together; we are getting at the bottom ofit.^ It 
"°tild only be the mapping men, not the whole equipment.—A. the e\ors 
and the map men, but not the geologists.
fo

-- —r- -—-I — w how you would get at,,Q- Not the whole fabric. Can you exp . , , geodetic survey
r instance, the geodetic survey. Do the men employed , ri&1 survey?

employ the same methods as are employed m connec i and partly done on
t, A. Well, the aerial survey work is partly done .n the ‘air and partly
Te ground, and the geodetic survey work is partly don done on the ground. The essential basic training for both kinas
6Xa<% the same. ™nrerned, but take the man

, Q. You mean, in so far as the map men white and black and
- ho makes out the homestead maps showing, in red <bl tie,r'T. bhe locations of the various homesteads, and school land sections, and 

o like? That is quite different from the man who has to locate the necessary
and material for a forestry map?—A. Specially, yes, 

0rtoation and the training of those men is the same.
Air. Chevrier: Well, I take it subject to that.

but basically, the

By the ChciXTTÏlŒTl *

ih i_9- If I may follow that up for a moment, I understand the point you are 
fa , lQgi Mr. Putman, to be generally this, you may have one concern manu- 
w’ifing tacks, another manufacturing nails and another screws, but after all, 
oii+ 'ave one overhead with three separate units?—A. Well, it you leave screws

X ^ >'cs-
Well, then, take tacks and nails?—A. Yes. [Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Then it is a question of degree, Mr. Putman—
The Chairman: Excuse me for a moment, Mr. Chevrier. I did not interrupt 

you when you were asking questions.
Mr. Chevrier: This is not a kindergarten, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman: Just a moment now. I gave you every opportunity, and 

I did not interrupt. Let me finish my point.

By the Chairman:
Q. I understand your suggestion, Mr. Putman, is that savings can be 

effected by the elimination of overhead?—A. Yes.
The Chairman: Now, Mr. Chevrier, go ahead.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Really, what you have in mind, as I understand it, is that once the 

material is gathered, they put it down in the form of a map; no matter what 
the form may be, the transcribing of it to that map basically can be accoi»' 
plished by the same people?—A. I think so, yes. That is consolidation of the 
survey service; and that leads me to a larger consolidation that I think can be 
effected, and that is a consolidation of engineering services and my idea would 
be that there should be in the government service an Engineering department 
That is, we have in Railways and Canals, in Public Works, in Marine, portion® 
of engineering work done; also in the penitentiaries branch of Justice and in 9 
couple of places in the Interior department. I know it would take a great dea 
of working out, to get a proper Engineering Service, but I think it could be 
accomplished and I think it would make for efficiency.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Take any department of the government, such as have legal branche®’ 

would you consolidate all the legal elements into one department?—A. ^ 
theory, I think that the only legal officers of the Crown are in the departm6® 
of Justice, those others, legal people in the departments, are simply depaft' 
mental solicitors.

Q. Why not consolidate them all?

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. It would be a very good suggestion.—A. As a matter of fact, it h9® 

often seemed to me that if all the departments were scrambled and then un' 
scrambled, improvements would be made.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Putman, you apparently have some very definite ideas on je 

organization to bring about savings and economy in administration.
Mr. MacInnis: And efficiency.
The Chairman: And efficiency.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is the situation, at the present time, in this regard. You -a 

very definite ideas about certain things you want to do. What do you do w ^ 
those ideas. Pass them along to the Commission?—A. I have, from time 
time, passed them on to the Commissioners. yeS,

Q. Your Commissioners, I presume, want to put those into effect?—A-
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. They want to put them into effect, and the only reason, 1 presume, they 
are not put into effect is because of objections from departmental heads? A.
That is logical. . __ ... ... ,

Q. Why?—A. And there is another thing too. I p until this last year or 
two, we had so many other things to do with similar staffs that we have not 
been able to get right down to it.

Q. Assuming you reach the point where you, as a technical adviser, or an 
expert adviser, or whatever you want to call it, want to put in a system, and 
the department head is opposed to it, is there any body, or individual, now who 
can arbitrarily rule as to what should, or should not, be done. A. Well, under 
the Act, the Governor in Council has that authority ; that is, we may îeport to 
the Governor in Council that something should be done, but the department has 
the right to report on the same matter as well.

Q. Under the Act the Governor in Council is the deciding factor. A. Yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Under this particular scheme that you have mentioned to-day, for con

solidation, have you made a full plan and submitted it to the Commission.
No, I have not.

Q. They are just------ A. I have not. I am simply
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. They are just opinions.—A. Yes.
Mr. MacInnis: They are a lot more than opinions; they are a sort of 

^htative plan in your own mind.

By the Chairman:
Q. Your own convictions?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman: y more to give us?—
. Q. Will you continue that P1^? lament. It has been in my 

Well now, I want to take the Post Offic U departmental officials
Jnd, and, I think, in the minds of someof the post o ^ throughout
JSo; that a very considerable saving could 1 district superintendent on 
the Dominion where they have a postmaster a < vith one or the other, 
festal services, that it would be possible to < 'P , t^e district superinten- 

him postmaster, but have him act m the Pjfcpe ^t duplication. Just for 
ent. Their work in some of the places is . , Qg-ice everybody writes

^stance, if anything goes wrong in the Toronto 1 os n pogtmaster)
^ bhe district superintendent, and that has got,neriltendent, and the district 
‘ ‘1 he writes a report back to the distri ■ 1 nnstmaster could simply
’’Perintendent answers that. Now, in most case , P^ gomething the same

j®ceive complaints and answer them. Now, they als why the postmaster
ln regard to the railway mail service There isno reae> J why the
. Pld not go on just as well as the district sup would probably receive
inspectors should not report to the postmasters Edm0nton—you would

Sher compensation. Then, there are place s j think, ten or twelve
Dobaifiy get a better grade of postmaster but there , ghould all be changed 
!Vhe district superintendents—I would not say Uiat r. ^ they might
'''hut as a postmaster dies or as a district superintendent aroi 

kast try it.

By Mr. Bowman: would need some district
Q. That really refers to the larger centres, You postmasters in the

,nperintendent in rural points.—A. No, I t“ dent inVancouver. There 
arger cities, for instance, there is a district sup ^Mr c y putman.]

«322-H
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is one in—it is either Vancouver or Victoria—one in Edmonton ; there is one 
in Calgary ; one in Saskatoon ; one in North Bay; one in Toronto; one in 
Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, St. John and Halifax. Now, there is no reason 
why some of these places should not cut out the district superintendent. Then, 
he has a clerical staff; overhead of the office is large; office accommodation that 
he uses is large in many instances. He has not got anything—he has no post 
office—

By Mr. Boivman:
Q. What is the next suggestion?—A. I brought those three suggestions 

forward—in the evidence that was submitted there is a copy of the recommenda
tion of the Commission to the Béique Commission in 1924, and in that there 
is quite a list I could give you. I have them here, if you would like me to run 
over them.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. They were all in a Journal editorial this morning.—A. Some of them are 

in the Journal editorial this morning, yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What about printing?—A. Well now, you mentioned that before, Mr- 

Bowman, and I did not just understand what point you are raising.
Q. How is printing done at the present time in the various departments?'-' 

A. Well, practically all the printing is done at the department of Public Print' 
ing and Stationery. To a certain extent every department must have 
printing bills passed by them and performed by the department of Pubhc 
Printing and Stationery, I think. ,

Q. There is no duplication of service?—A. No, not where the printing 
books or examination papers or such things are concerned, but there is probabv 
some printing such as, w-ell, duplicating machines—

Q. Mimeographing and work of that kind?—A. Yes. Multigraphing. Many 
departments have such plants. I have no opinion to offer on that, because 1 
is just possible that it could be done more economically in the departmen 
than by having a centralized bureau. The present system certainly makes f01 
speed in getting things out. I can think of the one instance in the Post OfBc® 
department where they issue a weekly bulletin. Now, I can say that there are 
only one or two employed on that, and they are on full time work. I would n° 
see any advantage in a case such as that, in having consolidated services.

The Chairman: Would this be a convenient time to adjourn? Would the 
members of the Committee like to sit for a while this afternoon.

Mr. Chevrier: No, I am not in favour of it.
Mr. MacInnis: It depends on what business there is before the Commit^ 

If we have more work to do than we can do during the time of the mornia» 
session, we had better try and get ahead with it.

Mr. Variance: It all depends on what happens in the House.
Mr. MacInnis: They can call us in, if our august presence is needed.
The Chairman : Well, wre can go on for three days this week, and pr°*^ 

ably we will have a chance to start afternoon sessions after the recess. I sUPt 
pose we might confine our meetings to morning sittings for this week, and sta1^ 
afternoon sittings next week. We will now adjourn until 11 o’clock to-morro' 
morning.

Committee adjourned until Tuesday, March 22, at 11 a.m.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]



House of Commons,

March 22, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into and consider appointments to 
and the control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and genera v the 
administration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a. . 
Mr. Lawson presiding.

Clarence V. Putman, recalled.

The Witness: I had prepared, yesterday, a chart “hke^to
and the distribution of engineering services therein whic 
show you.

By the Chairman:
. Q. This is a chart of the engineering services in the different departments 
the Civil Service?—A. It will illustrate the point I was making yesterday in 

Connection with engineering services—rather a combined engineering service o 
the Dominion of Canada. Pnfmnn f_nm

Q. Filed with the Clerk, gentlemen. Now proceed, Mr. Putmam Jrom 
"here you were yesterday.—A. There was another matte , ,, ,
uPon, very briefly, at the time Mr. Foran was giving his evidence, a l that 
ÏIas the possible transfer of the Organization Branch an ’ ® " d t c 
^reasury Board. I can see some difficulties in the way an , ‘dunlicaBnn 
^herever the Organization Branch is, it seems to me that t niched unnn

® to be allowed, practically all of the functions I have n P
Jt°uld have to be carried on by the Organization Branch became of ^ act 
hat organization, classification and salaries are so intimate ,

;° separate them would duplicate the work rather than consolidate it I have 
*° doubt that a more rigorous prosecution of organization work mig t e r ed 
5 under the Treasury Board. On the other hand I wonder if as 
t?nld be obtained by an Organization Branch working unde 
[J6 Treasury Board, the policy of which is apt to change with e cry go vern
is ent, rather than under the direction of an independent , ■®frvice Commission. We are firmly convinced, however, that spasJ“dl®
V organization and allied problems is not what will make e y

Ut that it requires sustained and constant attention. There , f 'b" 
Onions of Section 4 of the Civil Service Act about which no mention has been 

before the Committee and which are of considerable importance. i_ub- 
ction 4, sections (e) and (/) reads as follows:

The duties of the Commission shall be . . . . (e) ^ make an annual 
report on the organization and staff, including the du i ‘
such staff, of each portion of the civil service ; if) to arrange f the
transfer of supernumeraries or other officers, clerks and emp o> ees rom 
portions of the civil service where they are no longer requn other 
portions of the civil service where they are required.

8 It is our opinion that a very valuable piece of work can be done under 
Ration (e) which I have just quoted. We do not think that it can be done 

a year, nor do we think it necessary to make a complete review every year.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Is that not now done under this annual report filed by the Civil Service 

Commission?—A. Not just exactly as laid down by the Act, for this reason, 
that we have not had the staff, nor the time, to do it. It is our idea that the 
following matters should be looked into: 1. Housing, including working con
ditions; 2, layout of offices and equipment; 3, staff requirements; 4, procedure, 
methods of work, and manner in which work is done ; 5, efficiency of staff' 
This can be most casual or can be made the subject of very considerable inquiry-

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What section are you referring to?—A. Section 4 of the Civil Service 

Act, (e) and (/)—6, classification. Due to changes in the department it i5 
conceivable that, after 10 years, the classification of individual positions is not 
in accord with the work performed.

By the Chairman:
Q. Has the Civil Service Commission not the power now under section 4 («) 

to make, in their annual report, the recommendation for just such changes as 
you are suggesting here? And, if they have, what do you expect this Committee 
to do. I mean, if the power is there now, what changes are there that you 
suggest, or recommend, we should make?—A. That is a pretty hard question 
to answer.

Q. That is what you are here for. We are here to inquire into this matter 
of the Civil Service Act, the administration, organization and so forth, and 
make such recommendations as this Committee may deem advisable. Now, n 
there are already powers in the Commission, and you have ideas—and appaI" 
ently you are full of them—what is there for this Committee to do? Surely 
it is a matter for the sole consideration of the Civil Service Commission, and 
if you can sell them your ideas they already have the power of recommendation, 
and we will see that it is brought to the attention of Parliament, if it is necessary-

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The powers and duties of the Commission in reference to that point are 

covered in part II, section 9?—A. Yes.
Q. I do not see any difficulty at all in carrying this out—that is if the Coin' 

mission is of a mind to do the work—unless it may be opposition from tbe 
departmental heads?—A. Well, as regards reorganization work in the depart' 
monts, I would say it is almost impossible to make any progress, unless you bavC 
co-operation either voluntarily offered by the departments or forced upon the 
departments.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. By order-in-council?—A. By order-in-council, or some other way.

etBy Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. That is the point I have had in mind for some days. Now, do you g11 

that co-operation from the departments?—A. Where the departments "'aI1g 
some work done, yes ; where they have not wanted any work done, well, we ha' 
not got any place; we have not got anywhere.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Can you give us illustrations?
The Chairman: He gave us several yesterday. 

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is it your opinion that there are some departments now that are not 

organized as .efficiently as they might be?—A. I am quite satisfied that there 
are.

Q. Has the Commission drawn that to the attention of the departments 
concerned?—A. We have drawn attention to many things in two departments, 
in our annual report, from year to year, but we have not been invited in to do 
anything; but as far as the Organization Branch is concerned, up to the present 
time we have been so busy with other things that we have not been looking 
around for extra work to do.

Q. However, you are convinced that there are departments now that are not 
funning efficiently?—A. I think so; that is true.

Q. And that has been the case for a considerable number of years, I 
suppose?—A. I think so, yes.

Q. Possibly since the organization of the Commission? A. les.
Q. Now, has the Commission, at any time, drawn that definitely to the 

attention of the departments and said it would like to step in and put the 
departmental organization on an efficient basis?—A. A e have probably gone 
further than that in one way and not quite so far in another. Indecc, w r un the 
last three or four months, we reported this matter to the ^ccretaiy of State in 
Muite a lengthly memorandum. If I remember correctly he returned it with the 
c°mment that he thought the Commission had, of its own power, the right to

ahead. . . ,
Q. I quite agree with the Secretary of State?—A. We were asking for an 

°rder-in-council.

By Mr. Laurin: .
Q. Mr. Putman, how many years have you been m the^emhe? 11918°™" 

Hussion?—A.. I came into the Civil Service Commiss üon before?—A.
Q. What were you doing before? Vhat was >ou

™Qa a certificate?—A. I am a graduate civil engineer, yes.

Q. Thank you.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Now, Mr, Putman, as I gather you said thatj-ou had a sort gene^m

ssr &SSL3Ï whSwas -r„m »=
departments?—A. Well— . 9 » T
h Q. They did not try to get that general scheme into 0Pf*^io lortions of the 
p0t say that it was a general scheme; only as affecti g ; departments 
S*il Service. The treatment that would be nec.wo3d 
Aries with the requirements of the departments, so u L
apPly to all departments. , . . ,
t, Q Now, is there any marked oppositioni fromi any
^ schemes you have suggested?-A. 1 do»ot t^v have not gone ahead with
arn-anfCev°f oblectl01? t0 lL A\.ain5L.;th the exception that, perhaps, half.a 

y of the schemes we have suggested with the excep proceeded2°ton things, that were mentioned in the Béique report, have been proceeded 
with.
t Q. Is there any general opposition to any scheme you have suggestcd?-A. 

aiu afraid I cannot answer that question. ^Mr c v Putman ]
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By Mr. Vallance :
Q. Now, Mr. Putman, as has been pointed out to you, under the Act yov3 

have power to do now what you are asking this Committee to recommend that 
you may do?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, I understood you to say that you had made various représenta' 
tions to the departments of government to utilize that power which the Aç 
granted, to go in and reorganize?—A. Not to the various departments indi
vidually.

Q. You have not?—A. No.
Q. You mentioned the fact?—A. Although in certain instances, where We 

have been doing some work in the departments, we have known that there wa= 
something that might be done. We have suggested it to the department and) 
in many instances, the departments have allowed us to proceed.

Q. Have there been many instances, in your experience as chief of y°ul 
branch, when a department of government suggested to you that you might g° 
in and re-organize?—A. Yes. In two or three instances.

Q. Now, you told us that you sent to the Secretary of State a l°n% 
memorandum setting forth some matters?—A. Yes.

Q. And that it was returned to you?—A. Yes. ,
Q. And that you thought that probably an order-in-council might be passe® 

giving you further powers or backing up the powers that were already conferred 
upon you by the Act?—A. Yes.

Q. Would it be reasonable to expect that because of the unwillingness of 
department to allow you to go in and re-organize that the heads of the depap' 
ments would use their influence with the Minister who was representing them 1 
Council to see to it that that order-in-council did not go through?—A. That 15 
possible.

By Mr. Bowman:
!»t

Q. It is more a matter of reluctance, is it not, as to going into a departm6® 
and forcing your attentions upon it?—A. We have felt that we could not m3^ 
real progress, if we did not have the free will and consent of the department a11^ 
their whole-hearted support, or else an order instructing them that they m®5 
co-operate with us.

Q. You heard Dr. MacTavish give his evidence?—A. Yes. , e
Q. Do you remember Dr. MacTavish saying that it was the desire of t 

Commissioners to “ suit ” the departments?
Mr. Ernst : He considered it was the “ genius of the whole system.” j 
The Witness: As far as organization and classification are concerned) 

cannot see how you can make any real progress, if you have to suit the deP . g 
ments in every instance. I think if there is an efficient way of doing a t 
and the department does not want to do it that way, by putting in the efficl 
way, you will not suit the department.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Then you would differ somewhat from Dr. MacTavish?—A Yes, in 

regard, most certainly.

By the Chairman:
Q. Might I fairly summarize the situation, Mr. Putman, in this J)) 

Assuming that the Civil Service Commission has power to put in re-organiz®,^
rvi°?under the present provisions of the Act, though you may have had

views as to re-organizations which could have been made, the Civil
Commission has not, in the past, forced its will upon the Departments in 
regard?—A. That is substantially correct, yes.
fMr. C, V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Has there been any re-organization in the Civil Service Commission itself 

m the last eight or ten years?—A. You mean in the way the work of the Com
mission has been done?

Q. Yes?—A. Yes. I should say that we have had three or four reviews in 
the last ten years. The last in 1930, when a complete review of the work and 
staff was made.

Q. 1930?—A. Yes.
Q. What time in 1930?—A. I think, probably, it was during the fall—the 

iatter part of 1930.
Q. At what time were the two additional Commissioners added to the board?

A. In 1925—in 1926, I think.
Q. Was there any re-organization of the work in the Commission after the 

appointment of the two new Commissioners?—A. Oh. Mr. Bland has corrected 
me; the two additional Commissioners were added first in 1918, not in 1926. 
They were changed in 1926. That is it.

By the Chairman:
Q. Were there three from 1918?—A. There were three. There had been only 

two previously.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. When the two new commissioners were appointed in 1925, was there any 

change in the organization work of the Commission? A. No. vou not say 
m. The work of the Commission carried on just about the same as it did be tore. 
There was a redistribution of the departments handled by the various Com
missioners, but, outside of that, there was no internal changem orgmzation.

Q. How was that realignment of the work determined. A. I pie.ume it 
was determined by the Commissioners. „ . v

Q. By the Commissioners themselves, so far as you know A. Yes.
Q. There was no investigation within the Commission by & y p rt cular 

members of the Commission, or other officers of the staff of the C 
Not as regards that distribution of duties, no.
Q. You apparently have something else in mind?—A. W ell, 1 cal j think 

y°u should ask the Commissioners about that particular thing.
Q. I wras just wondering whether there has been am •

' CQanfn'l925 and 19267-A. There was no material 
|here certainlv have been improvements made right along ■ ts in
darned to do things since 1923 and 1924, there has been improiements in
method

By Mr. Vallance:
Q- Now, Mr. Putman, you said you reorganized the Commission in 1930? 
Yes.

vj Q- Now, in 1926—Mr. Bowman asked some questions as to what hap- 
..ehed then—now, does the same condition prevail to-day as far as the opera- 

mi of the Commission is concerned, as it did in 1926—is your system the 
hie or what change did you make in 1930?—A. Practically the same. We 
commended, because of the reductions in staff—We recommended differ- 

Ways of doing things, some changes in forms and that sort of thing. 
r Q- It was substantially the same as it was?—A. Yes, it was substantially 

same as it was.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q- You came into the Commission, you told us, in 1918?—A. \es.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. Since you came in, in November, 1918, has there been any thorough 
reorganization of the whole of the various departments at any time?—A. You 
mean the various departments of government?

Q. Yes?—A. No.
Q. Can you, from recollection, tell us of any department that you have 

gone into and reorganized?—A. Portions?
Q. No. The department as a whole'?—A. No. I think we have not carried 

on a complete reorganization of any department. We carried on complete 
reorganizations of various units.

Q. I am dealing with departments as a whole. You say you have not reor
ganized any department as a whole?—A. No. I think not.

Q. Now, tell us what reorganizing you have done with units, speaking from 
recollection?—A. Well, the Organization Branch was instrumental in having 
the—

Q. Don’t say instrumental. I am asking you. You either did it, or did 
not do it. Tell me which department?—A. The mechanization of the Money 
Order branch of the Post Office.-

Q. That is one?—A. The complete establishment and procedure and instal
lation of a double entry set of bookkeeping in the Accounts branch of the 
Immigration and Colonization department. A complete review of the work 
and staff—although not so much of the methods—of the Accounts branch of 
the National Defence department.

Q. You reviewed the staff. Was there any reorganization?—A. RedistribU' 
tion of duties. There, of course, was carried on—although not directly under 
the Organization Branch—the complete reorganization of the department o* 
Public Printing and Stationery.

Q. Did your branch do it?—A. No. It was done by experts, who were 
working under the Organization Branch.

Q. Experts brought in from outside?—A. Yes.
Q. They were not members of your staff?—A. No.
Q. That was not done by your staff, as such?—A. No.
Q. I am asking you, can you give me any others done by your staff?'?' 

A. It is pretty hard to remember these things offhand. I could supply you wit*1 
the information. The complete amalgamation of the Lands Branch of t*16 
department of the Interior in 1926-27, or 1927-28. ,

Q. Done by your staff?—A. Done by our staff entirely, yes. The Centra 
Record Bureau of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the" Accounts Branc*1'

Q. Done entirely by your staff?—A. In co-operation with the department8'
Q. It was not done entirely by your staff?—A. No, not entirely. T". 

methods—some by the departments and some suggestions made by us. % 
complete—this really is not reorganization work, other than the setting up_ 0 
an establishment for the Welland Ship canal operating staff—a complete revi6 ^ 
made of the postage paid in cash division of the Financial branch of the P°s 
Office department.

By Mr. Madmis:
Q. What is meant by a review—a complete review?—A. Well, it 

new unit and we set up the positions and helped the departments on proce' 
Q. Well, you organized that new unit on a working basis?—A. Yes.

was » 
dure-

By Mr. Ernst: ,

Q. Now, Mr. Putman, go on?—A. Central Registry division of the depa 
ment of Marine. , 0{

Q. What was done there?—A. A complete new plan of procedure and 
personnel which was partially adopted by the department.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. It was only partially adopted?—A. Yes, only partially adopted.
Q. I do not know—I did not keep track of the instances you have given 

Us to-day—I suppose there were seven or eight. Now, as Chief of the Organiza
tion Branch of the Civil Service Commission, can you give me any offhand 
estimate of the number of units there would be in all the different departments?

A. Well, there are thirty-eight departments and Commissions. I should say 
f°Ur or five hundred, maybe more than that. That is a comparative estimate.

Q. Four or five hundred?—A. Yes.
Q. You have done approximately-—well, we will give you good measure- 

ubout ten reorganizations in the last fourteen years?—A. Oh, no, I have a list 
here—I have my memorandum in connection with that and I can now go on 
talking for a long while.

Q. Tell us how many of those four or five hundred you have reorganized 
111 fourteen years?—A. Yes, but to be fair you should not question me on that 
Until 1923-24, until we get the classification finished, say ten years.

Q. All right, tell us what you have done?—A. There was a permanent 
establishment drawn up for the House of Commons staff.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Was it adopted?—A. It was approved by Parliament.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. And was it put into effect by the Head of the department? A. As lar 

as I know.
Q. As far as you know? Don’t you know when your recommendations are 

ac'opted?—A. It was approved by the House. I have no reason to believe it 
ls not operating the way the establishment was set up.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. So was this Act approved by the House, yet it is not operative.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Uj ,Q- Whose business is it to see that the recommendations of reorganizations 
a by the Commission are carried out? When you make a reorganization of 
C0, artment’ Set the plan, and have the plan approved by the Governor in 
Civile’ w.*10se business is it to see that this is put into effect?—A. Under the 
Act p.eryice Act, it is the Commission’s business—under that section of the 

^hich I quoted this morning.
in (,ff Do y°u know if any, or all, of these reorganizations you have made are 
io . at the present time, as you have planned them?—A. I would say that, 

ny instances I know of, they are working as organized, 
knn,. ' What do you mean by any that you know of? Are you not supposed to 

v. all of them?—A. I think I do; yes.
is How about the House of Commons organization? Do you know if that 
pres°rhing on the basis on which you organized it?—A. Well, I have not at the 

time any knowledge that it is not working.
>■ Have you any knowledge that it is working?—A. Not definitely, no.
J^st at the present time.

By Mr. Ernst:
ei'jj S: How, could you give us the rest of your list, Mr. Putman?—A. The East- 
Uoit ■ vision Offices of the department of Colonization. That is headquarters 

ln Ottawa which handles the eastern immigration.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. What did you do there?—A. A complete new establishment of position' 
was prepared, at the time of a change in the personnel of the unit. I think 
that the Division Commissioner was moved to England at that time.

Q. Was your plan adopted?—A. Yes.
Q. It is in operation now?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That was just a reclassification, was it not, of the position?—A. 

entirely. There was a redistribution of duties.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. All I want to get is the organization work. I am not interested in th® 

classification?—A. In 1928 all of the branches—in 1927-28 all of the branch°- 
of the department of the Interior were reviewed.

Q. You say all were reviewed. I mean reorganized, not reviewed.—A. "e 
it involved a certain amount of reorganization. t

Q. How?—A. Well, it involved the amalgamation and the consolidation 0 
the Natural Resources Intelligence Service which brought, at that time, the Chi® 
Geographer’s Branch into that branch. There were some other big thWr 
brought into that same service at that time. I do not know what they v'eVe 
A few years previous there had been the same kind of amalgamation of * 
Reclamation Services and Water Powers Branch, and at that time there "e 
actual reductions in salaries. sified

the
tb«
jiy

Q. I would like to get a list of the units you have reorganized, not reclas:
—reorganization work as such?—A. Since the original reorganization in 
department of Public Printing and Stationery, we did transfer a staff in 
Distribution Branch in the Shipping and Receiving section. That was re®^. 
continuing the work that had been started. That was not working 'c ' 
satisfactorily.

Q. It was really a part of the reorganization of the same unit?—A. Yes- 
Q. It was not a separate unit?—A. One separate unit had set up. jjy 

secretarial branches in both the Toronto and Montreal post offices were açtuj1 
reorganizations in which there were changes in transfer and also the consolidé 
of about ten different units into the Secretarial Branch. 0r

Q. If you start to include post offices as units, you have more than 
five hundred?—A. Yes. That is perfectly true. I was not thinking of the 0 
side service at the time I said that. cVe

Q. I want to get at how many you have in relation to those four or ^ 
hundred—how many different reorganizations you have had in ten years?—Y '{e 
far as actual setting up of procedure is concerned, I do not suppose there 
more than twenty-five. gIp

Q. You have not given us anything like twenty-five as yet?—A. I gt 
gradually trying to get them together. The Savings Bank Branch of the ‘ { 
Office department. There were actual changes in procedure put into e ^ 
there, and also in the Postal Note Branch of the Post Office department) ‘ j| 
also in the Equipment and Supply Branch of the Post Office department. p0t 
Contract and Rural Mail Delivery Branches were consolidated, but I -, 
know that there were any real changes in procedure. I do not believe I 'j^g 
tioned the installing—drawing up and installing—of a complete plan for 1°° 
after the records in Immigration and Colonization. In 1923 or 1924—I ^ver 
sure which—a complete review was made of all the units in the District > 
intendent’s offices. I think there were some seventeen or eighteen of then1, 
new procedure was involved and new units set up. 0uk

Q. That is the outside service?—A. Yes. Of course, we look after the 
side service.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. Yes, but when you are including four or five hundred you are not includ
ing the outside service. You would surely get up into four or five figures. A 
The Secretary’s Branch in the Interior department. I do not know that that 
involved very much more than the bringing together of quite a number o 
Untouched units into one consolidated unit; and a complete review of the Cus
toms department statistics and certain procedure there was changed.

Q. Well, your estimate is—exclusive of the outside service—you have done 
twenty?—A. Involving transfer, probably no more. ,,

Q. And there are probably five hundred such units.—A. Large and small. 
Some of them may only have a dozen people.

Q. You have given us some small ones?—A. Tes. That is r
Q. At the same rate of progress you would get the whole thing done in two 

hundred years?—A. That probably is so, at that rate. It is a question of simple 
Mathematics.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. How many of a staff have you?—A. I have six investigators.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Now, how many of those reorganizations that you did do effected 

economies in the public expenditure?—A. Well, offhand, I wou saY ia aIP- 
them where there were changes in procedure effected economy.

Q. That is, they reduced the cost?-A. Yes, either in personnel or in the 
Manner of doing things. _ ,

6. I wonder, Mr. Putman,—this is rather a difficult question to ask you 
°ffhand—could vou give that information to the Committee in the forin of a 
Maternent, a written statement, if you have time to prepare it over the Easter 
Mcess?—A. I think, probably, I could get quite a comprehensive statement. 
v Q. As to what economies were effected in the various reorganizations^ A. 
^es- I have some figures here regarding some work we did in lyzo—roa urnce. 
^stal note division, $13,000 saved. Now, I cannot tell Y°u J^her thls was 
" aff, or method, from my notes. The Savings Bank Branch, .. , •
. Q. Perhaps you would save those figures until you could give us more 
®°Mprehensive figures. Tell me what they really mean in the statement you 
tubmit—as to what savings you did effect in each system, and vv he c it is a 
Auction of personnel or not.

Mr. Bowman : Or perhaps an increase in personnel.

By Mr. Ernst:
j^Q. Yes. I am going to ask for that next?—A. That means quite a state-

r-. Q. You have a week or so to do it in. The Organization Branch should not 
frlMd that. You can tell me whether it resulted in increased costs to the country. 

A. Yes.
Q. You talked about not having co-operation from the departments at 

>*. Can you give any specific instance to this Committee over the period
have been in charge of the Organization Branch I do not wa ^ a general 

watement, unless you have something to support Jt withJ—A. Tes. 0 e thing. 
Jhave tried to put a mechanical system into the Statistical branch of the 
withrt|nent of Customs> and they iust simply will not have an>thing to do

Mr. Bowman : Why?

By Mr. Ernst: . ,
it? Q- Do you know the reason why they will not have an> ung o o vvî i 

?^A. I doy not know what their reason is, but I have an idea what it is
[Mr. C. V . Putman.]
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Q. Perhaps, you had better get the reason. Can you give me any other 
specific instances?—A. I do not recall any at just the moment.

Q. Will you agree with me, Mr. Putman, that what you have given us—the 
instances of your efforts at re-organization and the actual re-organization 
work done under the Act—that if there is ever to be any complete reorganization 
of government departments, there must be more driving force behind the 
Organization Branch?—A. Yes. That is exactly—

Q. There must be more impetus given to your efforts?—A. Right. I agree 
with that.

Q. How many investigators have you on your staff?—A. Six. ?
Q. And then you have secretaries—a stenographic staff in addition to that’ 

—A. Yes.
Q. Do you do your own drafting?—A. I have one draftsman.
Q. When did you draw up the qualifications—you prepare the qualifications! 

standard qualifications—for investigators grade 1, 2 and 3?—A. Yes.
Q. You do that yourself?—A. Yes.
Q. When were those prepared?—A. I think the latest ones were prepared'"
Q. The ones which you have filed with us?—A. In 1929 and 1930. I will not 

be exactly sure which. They were prepared at the time the change was ma^ 
The original classes were junior investigator and assistant chief of the Organic®' 
tion Branch. It has now been changed to Investigator, grades 1, 2 and 3.

Q. I read one of the qualifications laid down in 1929, or 1930:
Qualifications for Investigator, Organization Branch, Grade 3: Ed»c®, 

tion equivalent to graduation from a university of recognized standin»’ 
at least four years of business experience, one year of which shall ha ^ 
been in investigational work; knowledge of routine and technique 0 
making business investigations ; supervisory experience; initiative, 
and good judgment; good address.?—

A. Yes.
Q. Now I take, at random, page 2, an investigator who was appointed 

April 1, 1930—W. B. Cole—as the result of a comparative examination. P ' 
educational qualifications I cannot find; at any rate, not graduation from 
university?—A. You say he was appointed from April 1, 1930? *

Q. Yes. Investigator, Organization Branch, grade 3, from April 1, ^ ' 
—A. Yes.

Q. That is investigator grade 3?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, I see “ experience.” Apparently, he does not fill the qualificatif, 

which you yourself laid down?—A. No. Mr. Cole has been on the mveS 
gational staff since 1918. ^

Q. I know that; but I am asking you—apparently he does not fil|■ , a 
qualifications which you yourself laid down for investigator, grade 3?—A- " )(;6 
is perfectly true, but the qualifications I laid down are for original enti’®1 
and are not rigidly adhered to, as far as promotion is concerned. . u

Q. I want to see how far you can go in dealing with your own staff- * 
lay down certain qualifications. Will you look at Mr. Cole’s qualifications 
tell me if he complies?—A. He does not comply with the educational 
fications. ygS,

Q. So you made an exception, because he had been on the staff?—A- ^ 
Q. I am trying to see how far you adhere to your own rules, because, to 

mind, the Commission should be, like Caesar’s wife, above suspicion. ,s

The Chairman : It is the old story of those who are in trying to keep 0 
from getting in.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Yes. You quite see that your qualifications become worthless?—A. Yes; 

“tit if we were to take a man from the outside to-day—as you will see if you 
lo.ok at the two junior investigators we got last year—they comply completely 
"’fih the qualifications set forth.
, Q. That is not what I have asked you. I was going to take another one— 
Aft. Boutin?—A. Yes.

Q. Apparently he is not a graduate of any university ?—A. No.
Q. And he was appointed as an investigator, grade 3, apparently on 

APril 1, 1929?—A. No. I think not until April 1, 1930, was he appointed to 
pade 3. He came in, by transfer, to the Civil Service Commission, April 1, 
.29, as an investigator. At that time we wanted a man who had had account
's experience, and he was an accountant.

Q. Then why do you lay down qualifications. This man was not appointed 
a competitive examination, apparently—yes, he was—upon a competitive 

^amination. I assume that anyone in Canada who applied for that position 
'euld believe that you were carrying out your own qualifications to the letter 
hen you said that the applicant must be a graduate of a, university of recog- 

a'Zed standing?—A. He was not brought in under the duties and qualifications 
s taid down for investigator, grade 3.

. Q- You have it on the list which you gave us: “as the result of open com 
etitive examination”?—

• Ppointed to this class. 
vestigator, grade 3.

Q. In 1929 he was simply made an investigator?—A. Yes, right
Q- I am wondering how you made him an investigator, grade 3, if he does 

‘ fill the qualifications; you promoted him?—A. Right.
The Chairman: Once he has his foot in, they promote him.

,1.Ve examination”?—A. Yes, but not to this identical class. He was not
He was appointed as an investigator, not as an

By Mr. Ernst:
that ^ point is this, that you are not living up to your own regulations ;

7s the point?—A. As regards original entrance, we are. 
by | Original entrance to grade 37 Grade 3 is not grade 1?—A. No. but 
^tder 7I,n°tl°n- The qualification requirements are not as rigidly adhered to 

lthe Civil Service Act, when it is for promotion.
Ut)rç ; Hot why lay down the qualifications-—maybe the qualifications are 
Ifialifi011^6—* am not suggesting that they are reasonable—why lay down 
We locations, if you do not live up to them?—A. Maybe the solution is that 
entJlould have two sets of qualifications, one for promotion and one for original 
c0hptnce' is not an unusual thing. The same thing will happen in business 

c®rns outside.
bistnA * am not suggesting it is an unusual thing. I am asking you. For 
1&29 tnke Mr. Boutin. I do not know what grade he went in on April 1, 
Win r A ou do not. say that. I assume he went in as investigator, grade 3. I 

ead what it says:
Investigator, Organization branch, grade 3, appointed February, 1919, 

011 authority of the Minister of Naval Service.
7) tl?”rnes without competitive examination?—A. Originally his appointment 

e service—

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]

service-
î Q T)6 Gnftrs without competitive examination?—A. Yes.

Wat », laC to start with, is a violation of the Civil Service Act?—A. Yes. 
q nT°t then.

It is to-da.v?—A Yes Tn-dnv
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Q. “Transfer and appointment to Civil Service Commission April 1, 1929, 
as result of open competitive, examination?”—A. Yes.

Q. “Transfer and appointment,” I take that to mean as investigator, grad6 
3?—A. It happens that it was not grade 3; it was to the position of investigator

Q. Then, by the back door method, you made him investigator, in 1929, 
and, in 1930, you promote him to grade 3?—A. There was nothing back door 
about it.

Q. You could not have got him in as investigator grade 3, in the first 
instance?—A. At the time he was brought in, there was not a class investigator, 
grade 3. §

Q. I wish you would give us the exact date that these qualifications wer 
brought in?—A. I will.

Q. When it says in the case of Mr. Boutin, “appointed, February, 1919, 
authority of the Minister of Naval Service,” would his appointment be temporary 
or permanent?—A. I think it was permanent to the outside service.

Q. Permanent to the outside service?—A. Yes.
Mr. Chevrier: May I interrupt for a moment, Mr. Chairman. The spe6lil 

committee on Bill No. 5 has been sitting since 11 o’clock and it is a vef. 
important meeting and I am a member of that Committee. With the leave 6 
this Committee, I would like to attend for an hour, and I would not like th 
witness, or the other witnesses, to think that I was disrespectful, or discourteous, 
in asking leave to go away for an hour. ,

The Chairman : One of the unfortunate things about being a member C 
Parliament, Mr. Chevrier, is that we are expected to divide ourselves in ha 
frequently.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Do you know whether he has been temporary or permanent?—A- & 

has been with the Commission since 1929. t ^
Q. Appointed, February, 1919, on the authority of the Minister of ATav 

Service; appointed to what?—A. To the Department of National Defence.
Q. He only came to you in 1929?—A. 1929, that is right. He applied 1 , 

the position of investigator which was advertised in 1929, and, as the result 
that examination, being in the service, it was a promotion and transfer.

Q. And one year later he becomes grade 3?—A. Yes.
The Chairman : By promotion, not having the qualifications.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. He could not have come in under the present qualifications to grade 3- 

A. No.
Mr. Laurin: It is easier by promotion than by qualification by exaiUin 

ation.
Mr. Ernst: It opens the door.

By the Chainnan: f
Q. Promotion, like emergency and temporary appointments, are the roe?.fl"c@' 

circumventing the popular idea that always the man with the highest quah 0f 
tions gets every position in the Civil Service?—A. The Civil Service A6 » 
course, is such that, if possible, you should fill a position by promotion.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Surely, it must mean if the man possesses the qualifications?—A- 

very fact that a man has been working for a number of years in that Partlpr5oi> 
kind of work, should, at least, give him the advantage of ability over a P6 
from outside.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. Why not make it so that the public know what it is?
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By the Chairman:
j. Q- In spite of the evidence we had here already that previous experience in 
'-mporarv appointments is of no advantage?—A. This is not temporary ; this is 
Permanent,

Q- It was work in another capacity?
Mr. MacInnis: It was work of an altogether different nature, was it not? 

Mr. Ernst: A much higher grade.
Mr. Bowman : A much higher salary.
Mr. MacInnis: Than his previous work?

Sal ^r- Bowman: Certainly. If he is grade 1, and gets into 3, he gets a higher 
*uary.

Mr. MacInnis: I know he had a lower salary before, 
jjj Mr. Ernst: It rather alarms me to see these gross inconsistencies in the 

Cr Workings of the Commission itself.

By Mr. MacInnis:
U Q- How is promotion defined bv the Act?—A. I have not got a copy here. 

Seerns to be stretched.
•<$> The Chairman : Section 49, regarding prenotions, reads as follows:— 
c0tn °tio? is a change from one class to another class with a higher maximum 

Pcnsation.. ..' That is really the only definition.
Mr- MacInnis: This is a change not only from one class to another class 

Prom1*0^ one department to another department. This is a transfer as well as a 
•notion.
The Witness: Yes. This particular instance was of that nature.

By Mr. MacInnis:Q- Is that a general thing in the service?—A. It is not an unusual thing.

By Mr. Ernst:$ee 1 hope you will not find it to be too usual, because I can quite 
atp at !t.“Pens the door to grave abuses. Applying the same principle, if 

Ioti6g running the department of National Defence, and if I want to get John 
farin'0 as a clerk in some high position, clerk grade 4—that is one of the high 

is it not?—A. Yes.%alifv I have to do, under your method—I know perfectly well he can not 
% Q“’ as a clerk, grade 4—all I have to do is to get him in as grade 1, where he 

tight • • anc* Promote him, as you did, in the case of Boutin, in 1930; that 
a it not?—A. I do not think that would be possible.
^ Why not?

By the Chairman:
Q- Wouldn’t it be possible?

By Mr. Ernst: afraid, when I say that it
1Ï- Y°u have done it yourself.—A. wen, a question,

not be possible, I have not got the first part oi yo u q%ld
. V. Putman.]
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Q. I will simply repeat the question for you. I am a Minister—I do not 
care of which department—and I have John Jones’ earmark, I would like t0 
bring him in. He does not possess the qualifications for the position in which 
I want to put him and I, by one means or another, open a lower position, * 
have the power of dismissal, theoretically?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. John Jones is a returned soldier, and it is likely he would head the 
for grade 1 clerk, and then, by having a good report of him, he is promoted 
to clerk grade 4, for which he originally did not have the qualifications?-" 
A. Well, he would have to qualify first as to grade 2, to get the promotion t° 
grade 2.

Q. But he does not qualify. I am taking a concrete case of Mr. Boutin 
where he does not qualify and you promote him.—A. My knowledge of the 
promotion procedure is not very detailed, but I think he has to qualify f°r 
grade 2, before he can be promoted to grade 2.

Q. I do not care if you bring him in as grade 3, or grade 2, but knowing 
that he cannot qualify as grade 2, I bring him in as grade 1, and then I promût 
him. That is what happens?—A. Yes.

Q. Then what becomes of your competitive system?—A. The position 15 
thrown open to competition in the department.

Mr. Ernst: That is surely not competition.
The Chairman : Bring us the file in connection with that appointment, a 

the files, till we see now what the open competition was. If you do not min( ’ 
take them to Mr. Ernst and let him have them.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I do not know Mr. Boutin. He may be the ablest man in the 'vV°1!^ 

and may thoroughly deserve his position, but what I am pointing out is 
weakness in your system, or the fact that you do not apply your system, 
in that way, throw the doors open to abuse in your own organization.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Mr. Putman, in the case of this same individual, Boutin, when he got P^e 

motion, did you also advertise the position publicly so that others could co.1 ,jj 
in under the competitive system for examination?—A. No, not outside the C1 
Service Commission itself. .. jy

Q. So that it is possible to permit a man to fill a position without 
advertising the vacancy?—A. Oh, my, yes. It could be advertised only in 
Department.

Q. Was that the reason why Mr. Boutin got this?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
■Ç oV^

Q. And when you were talking about him getting in, as the result oi u^c6 
competition, you mean open competition shut except to those in the Civil 
Commission?—A. Mr. Boutin’s case is rather different from that in that, in jjed 
we advertised for open competition a position of investigator. Mr. Boutin apP^, 
for that position, wrote the examination, but because he was already a civn 
vant he was transferred—

Q. Was that a written examination?—A. Yes, sir, it was written and ora ■

Mr. Ernst: That was a beautiful means of getting an unqualified man
post.

The Witness: I will not admit that, in this instance, it was. .^y

Mr. Ernst: I am talking of the principle. I am only using it as an 1 
tration, a beautiful method of how you get around the rules.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You mentioned several times, Mr. Putman, about reorganization in the 

department of the Interior during the last four years?—A. \es.
Q. Did this reorganization mean a reduction in the personnel of the depart

ment?—A. In very many instances they happened because of reduction in per
sonnel.

Q. Amongst the information which was asked for a little while ago, will 
you give particulars of that too.—A. Yes.

Q. My recollection is that the personnel of the department of the Interior 
deceased, instead of decreased, the last couple of years. If I am wrong in that 
y°u can correct me.—A. I think in some instances you are wrong, Mr. Bowman.

Q. While you are giving those figures with respect to the department of the 
■Interior, will you give the figures showing decreases or increases in staff, say 
Slnce 1925?—A. I will endeavour to get that. . .
v.. Q. You were also to give particulars with respect to the Grain Commission. 
~>d you get those, Mr. Putman?—A. I think it was Mr. Bland who was to get 
those.
> The Chairman : I have some things I want to ask when you are through, 
^r- Bowman.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In your opinion, after all those years of experience, there is now very 

t'bstantial room for reorganization of the different governmental departments. 
I think so.

Q. A reorganization which would save the country very substantial sums of 
«toney?_A. I think so. . .
i Q. And you have given specific instances where reorganization would be ofbenefit?_A. Yes.

Q. And would entail a saving?—A. Yes.
Q. You mentioned one instance, yesterday, about the Post (Juice départ

ent?.—A. Yes, district superintendents’ offices, 
j., Q. Yes, where you made the suggestion that postmasters at different points 

r°Ughout the country might act as district superintendents?—A. Yes.
ii Q. I have a letter here, making the same suggestion, in which it is estimated 
,ab possibly $100,000, annually, might be saved by following that suggestion

yours.—A. I said at least $50,000, possibly $100,000.
„ Q. Yes. Have you made any estimate as to what might be saved the 
tOtry in respect to following your suggestion of amalgamating, or merging 
^ e different engineering services of the departments of the government. A. I 

aVe made no estimate of it at all. ,
suh dWt you are of the opinion that, in that instance, there would be a very 

^antial saving annually?—A. Yes, in overhead particularly. 
s Q- Yes, and you mentioned the fact that vou had a fairly small stall your- 

n> of six?—A. Yes. ± . . .
e Q- It would really be impossible for a staff of that size to undertake a 

6ral reorganization of the governmental departments?—A. Exact I>. I hate 
atl ays looked upon it as if we were the family practitioner, and when we want 

°Peration, why we call in specialists.
Q- It would really be necessary for you, as you say, to call in outside help r 

^0rk 6S’ anc^ bo have an appropriation which we could use for that particular

By the Chairman:
of pS' Has that been done from time to time?—A. At the time the department 

ablic Printing and Stationery was reorganized, there was an expenditure in 
«322-15

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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1921, I think, of some $177,000. Well, that included the employment of 
specialists, and the cost of making the changes, in the Printing Bureau itself- 
That reorganization resulted in the saving of some $500,000 annually. Well, i° 
ten years that is $5,000,000.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And would you say that now there was need of reorganization, no matter 

whether it be done by your body, or by the Treasury Board, as suggested by Mr- 
Ernst?—A. I think so, yes.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. I suppose you have made those suggestions very often to the depart' 

ments?—A. We have made suggestions, through our annual reports, on very 
many occasions.

Q. I mean to the departments?—A. To some of them.
Q. To which departments?

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is your branch competent to carry out the reorganization?

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. I wish to know to which department you have made those suggestion6' 

—A. Well, we have made certain suggestions to various departments in wlhc ’ 
the work might be carried on, but for such a thing as the engineering service6' 
as I have suggested, it is something affecting twelve or fifteen departments, s° 
that it has been a general suggestion.

Q. To save money, Mr. Putman, take the case of a post office or a p0®;' 
master. In this proceeding, I understand that you would take a man from l'11 
Post Office department to investigate?—A. We have never used any dep-ql 
mental officials for any of the organization or investigational work. , g

Q. Suppose a man there should investigate, is he supposed to be paid by ^1 
department, or the Civil Service Commission?—A. All of our investigators ar 
paid by the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You realize that with your organization work, with your staff, where ^ 

was under the control of the Treasury Board, there would be greater incent'\ 
and greater opportunity for your organization ; I am dealing with your orgflPu 
zation work, as far as reorganization alone is concerned. You agree with me 
would probably get better results?—A. Probably you might get better resuj ’ 
but I do not know whether it would be continuous. That is where I see the » ” 
difficulty is. ,gr

Q. It would be continued as the policy of the department, I mean, un( 
the control of the Treasury Board?—A. I understand.

Q. As long as the personnel remained constant?—A. True.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is there not something that you could suggest where you would

combination of the two? You have admitted to Mr. Ernst that there should to
some more driving power behind the reorganization. You have certainly 
have the co-operation of the department. You have got to have the dr1 > 
power as well as the desire on the part of your organization to do this ' ^py 
Those things are all necessary, are they not?—A. Yes, I have not thought ot 
middle .course.

[Mr. C. V. P»tnl
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By Mr. Ernst:
A. Assuming you have not the co-operation of the department, under your 

Present status, and you are sent in—I do not care whether it is by order-in- 
council—I do not see any great success with that, because when you reorganize 
a department your report is sent by your branch to the Commission and from 
|he Commission it has to go through the very minister whose department you 
have been in and then back to the Governor General in Council?—A. I think in 
hhe case of the reorganizations that were carried on in 1920-21, the reports all 
went through the Secretary of State and not through the minister of the depart
ment.

Q. At any rate, vou have no minister in council who is a spokesman for
y°u?—A. No.
> Q- Which makes it improbable that you will get results, if the particular 
•Minister concerned is hostile to you, as a matter of practice?—A. That is 
Probably true.
- Q- Whereas, if the Treasury Board sent you in, in the first place, you would 

e far more likely to get results?—A. Right,
P Q- Your chief objection to the Treasury Board is the question of classi- 
lcation and salaries?—A. Yes, and continuity of policy.

Q. Yes, and continuity of policy?—A. Ÿes.
. Q. I cannot say that that phrase impresses me unduly, Mr. Putman. You 

‘!-So object to the fact that salaries and reclassification come under that 
division?—A. Yes.
Q. Q. How long before you would be likely to make, in the ordinary course 

evcnts, a reclassification?—A. It is going on all the time.
] Q. You have made a thorough reclassification of all branches of the service, 
lave you not?

Mr. Bowman : 1920-21?
The Witness: 1919-20 was the last complete reclassification.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- Since then it has been only partial?—A. Since then it has been partial, 

nd there have been reviews of many units, but no complete review.

By the Chairman:
"^r\ Butman, we have had handed to us here charts of all the depart- 

organ- c°ming under the Civil Service Commission, dated March 1, 1932, 
A, Yes 10n C^art Me Pe™anent staff. Does that come from your Branch?_

diffe?' Pated March 1, 1932? I take from that, and from the dates on the 
A. p sheets, that that indicates that it was a true chart as of that date?— 
°f thp n ma^er Met, those were compiled very hurriedly, after the request 

jr Committee.
of the must have been compiled from records available in the files
to «. Service Commission.—A. Mostly. In some instances, we had to go

department, to get detailed information, 
of çj0_ ^ a^e this one, organization chart of the permanent staff of the House 
'Ptorm 1,1-°ns" ^ am taking one we happen to be a bit familiar with. Was that 
by m a j®1? obtained from your Branch?—A. That information was obtained 

q A in 1929, or 1930, from the Clerk of the House of Commons, 
then ^ ^as not been revised since then?—A. It has not been revised

^POiiniH^ e^’ Men, I would suggest that, if these things are to be useful to this 
tee, they either be brought up to date,or, instead of March 1, 1932, 49:to' - [Mr. C. V. Putman.]’
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being on them, they ought to be dated as when compiled, because, in going 
over this list, I find some men on it who are dead, some who have been super
annuated, others promoted, and some who have retired, and I have had picked 
out here about fifteen errors, in this one sheet.—A. That is perfectly possible; 
because it has not been revised since 1929, or 1930.

Q. Then there is not then on file at the Civil Service Commission appar
ently, in respect of some Departments, up to date schedules of who are employed 
and what positions they are in?—A. Yes, there are position lists, but not charts.

Q. Well, if there are position lists for this Department, would not that 
indicate it? For example, here we have, in the Serjeant at Arms Branch, the 
position of Chief, Protective Staff, shewn as vacant. Ever since I have been 
down here, as a member, I have been looking at a very handsome looking gentle
man, I think his name is Laundv.—A. He has never been appointed permanent 
by the Civil Service Commission.

Q. Does he draw any pay? I imagine he is not working for the good 
his health.—A. I do not know, but I do not think he has ever been appointed 
under the Civil Service Act.

Q. Would it be possible, without too great a job, to get us a chart which >s 
accurate?—A. I can get you any of those charts brought up to date, if gh'eD 
a couple of days. Is it just the House of Commons you would like to have?

Q. No. What is the use of bringing in, and filing before this Committed 
charts of all the different departments of government dated March 1. 1932, 0lj 
which we are going to rely for observation and information, and which are not 
accurate, as of that date?—A. Mr. Chairman, it would take several months.

Q. To make them accurate?—A. It would take several months.
Q. Then we might as well forget about it, except it is a chart of what th® 

positions were at some time or other.—A. They show the general set-up 0 
departments, but cannot be taken as now accurate.

By Mr. Boiuman:
Q. As a matter of fact, Mr. Putman, is that not one of the difficulties 0 

your Branch, that you have not enough staff to bring this work up to date?-''' „ 
Well, I certainly could use a good deal more staff than I have, to keep just t*1 
ordinary things up to date.

Q. Quite true, and as a matter of organization, the staff you have there. L 
comparison to the amount of work that has now to be done, is really itge 
incapable of doing the work, is it not?

The Chairman: Oh, it is impossible with that staff.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is that correct, Mr. Putman?—A. Yes, impossible, certainly.

By the Chairman: ,j
Q. Your Branch, which is the efficiency department of the whole cl'je 

service, apparently is most handicapped for staff?—A. Well, we have been & ^ 
to do the ordinary things that we have had to do, from day to day, but ^ e 
a big job has come up, why we have worked nights and got it done as best 
could. _ eS?

Q. And to be thoroughly efficient-, you ought to be doing the bigger 01 
—A. Yes. ad'

Q. I know this subject matter may be delicate, but then you are the 
ency man of the government and you are a gentleman with qualifications,
I am afraid we are going to have to ask you to deal with it. Let us start PD0f 
at home. What about the Civil Service Commission, and the employ665 
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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that Department? Have you any views as to whether that could be more 
economically administered, and whether there should be reorganization, and 
changes in it?—A. The staff itself? _ , r

Q. Yes Leaving aside the Civil Service Commissioners-dealing with 
'the staff of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Well,, asI pointed out, in 1930 
We made a very careful and extensive study of both the staff and procedure, 
and I would say that I cannot see that there can be very many changes made 
and still do the work that we are doing. , ..

Q. I see the cost of the Commission has been mounting at a terrific rate. 
In 1918 it was $31,280. In 1931 it was $280,000, an increase of something over 
300 per cent in salaries alone. And then I see you cut your salary list down a bit 
by, apparently, dispensing with some of your temporary enap oyeess in t ie last 
year, because the estimate, for 1932, is $270,000. A. Ye .
very considerable temporary staff was carried. __ • 1Q18

O Yes I see that You originally had ten temporary emploi tes, m 1918. 
Their 'salaries, gross, amounted to $907.07, and in 1921 they came up to

’ Q2 However^in spite of that enormous increase in ^ertTsing

Service Commission administration in that time, not dealing; "ltl‘ s J
*nd all the other matters, that is one Department which you think, on its
Present basis, is efficiently organized?—A. I am satisfied t u • .
, Q. Then I would like to find out something else from you, Mr. Putman. 
What. work is actually done by the Civil Service Commissioners, other than the 
•Patter of reports of the different examiners and so forth, go g semi_weekly 

in turn, as outlined by Mr. Bland, and other *an ti eir sem wcekly 
feting, in which the three of them convene, in respect of matter, winch they
dei discus» among themselves, discuss in conference,

th,

j eth of sufficient importance to ____ _ ____ e_____
s 1Quld say?—A. Must I answer that question, Mr. Chairman ? 

g». Q. Yes, I would like you to. Who am I to get it from? You are the 
i ciency man of the government.—A. All questions of policy are determined 
y the Commissioners.

Q- They have a semi-weekly conference, so we are informed?—A A es.
Q- By policy, what is covered by that? You mean by that as to whether 
"’ill force some organization on a Department that you are recommending? 

jn* • No, I was thinking of various things which come before the Commissioners 
ha j •Ph there is something new, and a new policy must be outlined for 

Piling it.
Q. Yes.—A. The volume of the ordinary matters which go before the Com

moners is tremendous.
e Q- Well, now, let us have an instance of it.—A. Hundreds and hundreds of
s g° to the Commissioners every day.

0r x; Oh, yes, but that is in respect of appointments or promotions?—A. 
lor, *Zati°n matters, classification matters. I have myself taken as many as 
an .j^PP^te cases to the Secretary for transmission to the Commissioners, and 

changes in classification.
cr x- In which vou are recommending changes in classification?—A. Either 

anges or not.
>ie Q- And have you found, in many cases, the Commission disagree with youi 

?•—A. There are some cases.
0- Have you found many cases?—A. Not a great number of cases. 

ccnp> ' T^hat percentage would you say, five per cent., two per cent., ten pei 
T~A. Oh, my, no. I should say it is less than one per cent.

It j '■ So that in ninety-nine per cent-----------A. Yes, I think more than that.
4 t‘ie very, very exceptional case.

fit

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. In almost all cases the Commission have acted on, or approved of, your 
recommendations as to classification and so forth?—A. Yes.

Q. And we find, from Mr. Bland, that in 90 per cent of the cases of appoint
ment and promotions-----  ,

Mr. Bowman : More than 90 per cent. He did not know of any instance 
where the Commission over-ruled.

By the Chairman:
Q. They approved of his recommendations or the recommendations coming 

through the examination branch, for appointments and promotions and so forth- 
—A. Yes.

Q. Now, all that, therefore, would appear to be more or less routine?
Mr. Bowman : When it got to the Commission.
The Witness: I would not say that, because there is vested in the Com

missioners the only authority there is for making changes.
By the Chairman:

Q. Quite so, but if their minds are always apparently ad idem, and in agre6' 
ment with you then it does not look as though there is much room for discus
sion. People who agree seldom discuss, particularly when it is agreeing on y°u 
recommendation or the examination branch recommendation. I am not suggest' 
ing there is anything wrong in it, I am trying to get at facts.

Mr. Bowman : I think, Mr. Chairman, that is pretty clear.
By the Chairman:

Q. Are there any other duties which they perform, other than these huu 
dreds of files which you take to them when you recommend some reclassiâcatm^ 
or reorganization and the matter of these files going around in a circle from o1^ 
to the other and they put their initials on them, if they approve of the recom 
mendation for appointment, or promotion, as the case may be? What oth 
duties do they, as individuals perform, or is that the summary of their dutie ■ 
—A. Well, they perform all of the duties as laid down under the Civil Servl 
Act for them to do, and there are quite a considerable number of them. „ 

Q. I can take it then, that the sum total of their duties are what has be 
outlined, plus whatever they have done under the provisions of the Civil Se 
vice Act?—A. Yes.

Q. And that all comes under section 4. Now, I think you told us of se 
eral of those Investigators in your branch?—A. Yes. ^

Q. And those Investigators, I judge from what you said in answer to » g 
Bowman and to Mr. Ernst this morning, are gentlemen whose duties are to » 
into departments—A. And ascertain facts. r to

Q. Look over their staff and personnel and ascertain facts with a vie^ ^ 
determining reorganization of the department for efficiency, or economy, or 9 
other good reason?—A. Or classification or salary.

Q. And then these Investigators, or one of them, brings back a report 
you and the matter is then for your judgment and consideration as to wffiat s 
should be taken in respect to it?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, do those Investigators perform any other duties?—A. I haVe]0oK 
departments roughly divided amongst the various Investigators and they ' ^ 
after all the positions that come in from the departments and generally super
the departments.

Q. What I have in mind is this: supposing a complaint comes t jji 
John Jones, who is a civil servant, employed in the Customs depart^611 ^ 
Toronto, got uproariously drunk and created a disturbance on January 
and failed to show up for work on January the 2nd, is it one of your Inve.® j^e- 
tors who looks into that?—A. We have nothing to do with matters of disci? 
That is entirely up to the department.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.l
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Q. That is done through their own investigators?—A. I presume so, but 
that is a pure matter of discipline. , . T , , , , „

Q. Frankly, the reason I am trying to find out is I have learned of some 
remarkable things being done by Investigators and I was wondering if > our 
staff did it, and when I hear of an Investigator making an investigation of 
something done, or not done by some civil servant, that has no relation to those 
Investigators that are under you?—A. Not a bit. ,

Q. That Investigator is some departmental officials A. Right. The e are 
investigators in Pensions and National Health who investigate all sorts of n gs 
and persons in connection with pensions. . , .. . T

Q. I asked you yesterday, or rather suggested to you yesterday, that I was 
going to ask you a question, something I would like you to take up. n vie\\ 
of the fact that the Organization Branch is apparently more familiar with the 
detailed requirements of all departments than any other branch of the Oiv 1 ber 
Vlce Commission and in view of the further fact that the Assignment Branch has 
aPParently little before it, other than an eligible list, would it not be better if 
appointments to the Civil Service, when requisitions are made, be recommended 
by the Organization Branch rather than the Assignment Branch. ■ el - 
lankly Mr. Chairman, I would not want to be bothered with it because it is 
fch a routine matter appointing from the top of an eligible list. \\e are supposed 
to assign the first person. Now, the Assignment Branch can do that just as well 
as we can, and when it is an appointment with special qualifications, usua y it 
ls in technical positions where they hold an examination and only probably one 
Qr two men are certified— . . . ,

Q. Mr. Putman, let me put to you this hypothetical case: A epar ment 
^ants a clerk grade 1 or 2. They say we want a clerk grade 2 e gn- 
^ent Branch has no knowledge of the purpose for which that n ms to be 
u$ed. You with your knowledge of the department, know that probably his 
I* will lie answering routine correspondence. The clerk «toBjybrJp man of 
•fhat eligible list barely got through his examination, on literratone, we w say, 

there was any literature paper, or grammar or things of that k , -P ng 
yet a chap may be assigned who had very poor marks on those subjects and 

!et had 100 in mathematics; and the same situation might occur m^rsa; you 
re trying to fit a square plug into a round hole. Would that no - >.

>™r No rS iuSto other sS;
jPhe picture that youPahouM consider, Mr. Chairman; that Mection^with”the 
çj* to examine application forms and do everything m ^ t
^nation, and that it is not the qualifications that the department ants so 
^uch as picking the man to fit those qualifications, and it is the examiner s job
k. Q^There is an eligible list established a month or two months or four 

°nths ahead?—A. True.

By Mr. Ernst: . , . ,. . , .
W Q- One deals with positions, and the other branch deals

different things?-A. When the requisition comes in, ^department will 
rpY tell us, if the}7 want special qualifications, they 

^isition.

By the Chairman:
case Vpf^0 n°t g° into special qualifications; take an ordinary clerk, a simple 
ffoai 16 department requests a clerk grade 2, and you have an eligible list, and 

p0Ur. knowledge, -as an efficiency man, you know that the job that that 
s going to perform, in the main, is answering correspondence?—A. Yes.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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That is a special qualification for a clerk grade 1, if I am looking at it that way- 
Now, we have to take over an eligible list. Your suggestion would be that we 
choose from the eligible list a man who has got those qualifications. Is not that 
the examiner’s job? After we tell the examiners what that man should possess 
in the way of qualifications, it seems to me that is the examiner’s job.

Q. You suggest that instead of these assignments being made by the 
Assignment Branch, that when the requisitions come in they should really go to 
the Examination Branch and the Examiners should do that?—A. If there is some- 
thing special in connection with it; and, as a matter of fact, I think that is the 
way the thing is handled now.

Q. That is, when it comes to the Assignment Branch then they do 
automatically assign the first man on the eligible list?—A. No. I think there 
are times when they do not; especially if a man must be bilingual.

Q. No, no, leave aside extraordinary things. Some witness before this 
Committee solemnly said that in every case they automatically assigned the , 
highest man on the list?—A. I do not know. You will have to ask Mr. Bland 
about that. I do not know enough about that.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Do not you think to do it in the other way would be to strike at the 

principle of the Civil Service Act itself?—A. No. Because—
Q. If, when making your first appointment, you do not appoint the m9,11 

wrho has the highest marks—the highest aggregate marks regardless of what hi- 
mark on any particular subject may be—then you are not choosing by coD1' 
petitive examination.

Mr. Ernst : You are giving to the Assignment Branch the functions of the 
Commission itself.

Mr. MacInnis: Yes. I cannot agree with the Chairman, if there is an)" 
thing at all in his contention.

The Chairman: I am not making a contention. There has been sugges^ 
to me by one who has been for years connected with the Civil Service admin15' 
tration that there might be greater efficiency.

Mr. Ernst : In spite of particular instances, I doubt it.
The Chairman : I am merely trying to find out.
The Witness: I think—may I say this, that if there is to be any select1011’ 

the selection should be made by the examiner rather than—
The Chairman: And not by your Branch?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman : You have no views on the matter.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I would like to go back to reorganization again. In the matter 0 

organization, I have the wording of the Act, section 9, part II. It puts the on 
on the Commission for organization. I will read to you two lines : “ The C0,1pf 
mission shall, after consulting with the several deputy heads, the heads ^ 
branches and other chief officers, prepare plans for the organization of efl j 
department and of each branch or portion of the civil service....” Noff\e 
take it that all that is required here is that the Commission decides thM ,|)C 
Department should be organized. You are sent in and you consult with r 

head of the Department, and alter taking into consideration what he 111 
have to say, regardless of whether you agree with him or not, then you l0‘^5 
your plans, as you say in sub-section 2 of section 9, which implies that the P1^- 
will be prepared: “As soon as the plan of organization is completed f°r 11 '

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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branch or portion of the Civil Service, such plan of organization shall be sub
mitted for approval of the Governor in Council.” Now, I asked a little while 
ago, if your Branch is competent to carry out a general reorganization such as 
you suggest?—A. I think we have the nucleus of the staff to carry out that 
work. It has to be carried out under some general direction, and the Organiza
tion Branch is the portion of the Civil Service Commission, under the Civil 
Service Act, to do that work ; but if we are going to do real reorganization work 
w'e would have to have quite a number of specialists to do special kinds of work.

Q. My particular question now is: Is your branch, as it is constituted now, 
capable of surveying a department and making recommendations to the Gov
ernor in Council?—A. Yes.

Q. You are?—A. Yes. There would be in some special departments the 
Necessity of getting a specialist’s knowledge about certain things, but on my staff 
I have two, three or four men who are well trained and competent to do that 
bind of work.

Q. Of course, you could get those special advisors in the ordinary course?— 
A- It, is possible we could get those special advisors from the departments them
selves.

Q. Is there any instance where you have prepared a plan of organization, 
submitted to the Governor in Council, where you did not have its approval ?— 

Have the approval of the Governor in Council?
Q. Yes, the approval of the Governor in Council?—A. I do not remember 

ariy. There may be, but I do not remember.
Q. Now, I think possibly this may come under your jurisdiction. Do I 

'mderstand that the retirement age in all departments is sixty-five?—A. That is 
b® age at which a man may voluntarily retire—at sixty-five; but he may 

reiHain until seventy, or he may remain after seventy, if a special order-in- 
?0,,ncil is passed retaining his services from year to year, and passed prior 
0 the date on which he would go out.

(V Q. He may retire voluntarily, or he must retire at- the age of sixty-five? A. 
‘ 15£ty-five.

By Mr. Ernst:
fj Q- He cannot be retired until seventy. It is purely voluntarily from sixty- 

c to seventy?—A. No. I do not think so.
Q- He can be retired at sixty-five?—A. I think so. Mr. Ernst. I think he 

^ be retired.

By Mr. Vallance:
r , Q. Or he mav be compelled, after sixtv-five. Take the department of 
com -°r?—A' “Retirement from the Civil Service shall be compulsory on every 

tributor to whom the superannuation or retirement allowment is offered.’

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q- At what age?—A. Sixty-five, I presume. He can be kept until seventy.

y.e niay be kept until seventy without any special provision, but o\ vi sev enty 
*ey must get an order-in-council. „ „ . ... ... •

§UpQ. What is the section?—A. This is not the Civil Service Act, this is the

y Q. Have you any opinion whether that age is rather prolonged, generally 
aklng?_A.' Mv own personal opinion is that the age sixty-fixe, as tar as 

> are concerned, in most cases, is all right; but I think it is too high for 
I am expressing only a personal opinion.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Vallance:
Q. After a man is sixty-five, he may be retired say by the Minister, or the 

Deputy Minister?—A. I am not sure of that.
Q. We have instances of it?—A. I think that is so.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now, you said you had thousands of requests for increased classified' 

tions?—A. Yes.
Q. That would take up very considerable time of your staff?—A. It does 

and it has. These last sixteen months we have not had so much.
Q. But prior to that?—A. Prior to that, three, four or five years prior to 

that, I should say we averaged at least one thousand a year.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. From whom would these requests come?—A. Deputy Ministers.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. With what particular object?—A. Getting more money for their people-
Q. To please the employees?—A. In a great many instances it was war' 

ranted, and in some instances it was not.
Q. It was not warranted?—A. I should say that we—that the Commissioner5 

—turned down as many cases as they approved—maybe more.
Q. The requests invariably are for higher classification?—A. No. Thei-6 

are some requests for downward revisions.
Q. Very rarely, I should say?—A. Yes. There are not many.
The Chairman: Gentlemen, I think this would be a convenient time 

adjourn.

d

By Mr. VcUance:
Q. I would like to ask one question. Section 7 of the Act reads as folio"'; 

“ the deputy head of a department shall, subject to the directions of the head 0 
the department, oversee and direct the officers, clerks and employees of 
department . . .”. Now, I want to ask you this question, and I suppose y°g 
will be in a position to answer it: Does the appointment of the Deputy coP3 
under the Civil Service Commission?—A. No.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, in view of the fact that both Mr. Bland 
Mr. Putman will be available from time to time, do you want Mr. Putman to Ç° 
tinue at the next sitting, or will we hear the various Civil Service organizati0 " 
who want to appear before us. Gentlemen, we will adjourn until Wednesd9^ 
March 30, when we will be very glad to hear representatives from the differl6 
civil servants’ organizations who desire to make representations. I will ask 
press to make special reference to that.

Mr. Ernst: Will these persons have their expenses paid?
The Chairman : No witnesses who come before this Committee are t° 

paid, unless they are subpoenaed.

be

The Committee adjourned to meet Wednesday, March 30, at 11 o’clock.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]



House of Commons,

March 30, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the con
trol and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, tyC administra
tion and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this da\ at 3.30 p.m., Mr. 
Lawson presiding.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I have a communication here from an associa
tion we have not heard from before, the Dominion Customs and Excise Officers 
Association. They have asked to be heard. I am not sure of the relationship 
°i all these civil servants’ organizations. It looks a good deal to me like duplica- 
Lon, in a great many cases. What shall I do; shall I communicate wit t em 
and tell them we shall be glad to hear from them? , .. Q

I think we are going to hear to-day from the President of the Cm ben ice 
federation, Mr. V. C. Phelan.

Mr. V. C. Phelan, called and sworn.

F Q. Mr. Phelan, I believe that you are the president of the Civil Service
vedeQatlWouMAyoudescnbe, briefly, to the Committee ihen^oit^org^ 

> knorn as V CiviltSf™ Fedmtion and^re^omWyf^y, to aU 
^°se other civil servants’ organizations?—A. there are ’
J^ent time, something over forty organizations of cml Fed’era_
7Ve m the Civil Service Federation, or affiliated vith t
fe ^irty-seven. Our membership is 70 per cent^.all
^vil servants who belong to any organization rhe q{ Canada> the Pro-
rtvice Federation are the Amalgamated Civil Sei Vmnlnvees of Canada 

Institute of the Civil Service, the United Po*alBmpl«y=^ «‘Canada 
ÿ the Dominion Rmlwny Mail Clerks’ 1 J^al! Xrs 1
„hr organizations, we have, m affiliation with our 

lnk those four cover all who are not with us. - vour organiza
tion 9' Air- Phelan, is each individual civil servan a ,ization consisting of

n by the payment of dues direct, or is yours an b _ latter
>resentatives of those different civil servant orgamzatio ^ A^ te i

explanation, yes. We have no individual due-paying "J vffiich affect a 
I might say that the arrangement «^ggJ^iTaticm seeks to

looue nlass or P°sslb1y a single department the ind d^ ^ J ^ M service>
or k affer them on ds own account ; matters whic t Federation as a whole 

Practically all, to large classes at an> rate, the
heavours to deal with them. . Wp «re mnHp ™

Hah' X7e can take {i that the representations yoUQm^^r haye named?
l °f all civil servant organizations, other than , ,^ e conferrpd

Wi^ y?" anvd aS a matt7r °f fad’Jth thJpossiMe exception of two or three 
a those other organizations, and, with the possm + k

nor Points, they too concur in the representations we propose^ ^ k
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Q. Would you just go ahead, then?—A. Might I point out first, Mr. Chair
man, for the information of the Committee, that when we speak of civil servants, 
we are referring to a class of people numbering about 45,000, who in the main, 
are relatively low paid. I use that term in the sense of—perhaps I should say, 
relatively, modestly paid. Some times I think there is an impression that civil 
servants are all high paid officials of the government when, as a matter of fact, 
the great majority are not. It can be recalled that there was a return tabled D 
the House not long ago, showing that only 803 persons in the public service 
received salaries of 84,000 or more, the balance of the 45,000, therefore, received 
less than $4,000. I have here a table which I might file with the Committee, n 
it is agreeable, showing the average wage per month for each civil servant from 
1912 to 1931, showing that in 1931, the average salary was $127.47 per month- 
In other words, the average amount paid to civil servants in January, 1931, was, 
at that rate, about $1,525 per annum.

The policies which we wish to present to this Committee, Mr. Chairman-'

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Possibly I should not interrupt Mr. Phelan at the moment, but let him 

make his statement first, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : I do not think it makes any difference.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The average of $1,525 per year, per civil servant, what does that prove, 

Mr. Phelan?—A. Well, I submit—I just submitted that for information, aS 
sometimes statements are made in different places, which might lead one D 
believe that all civil servants were highly paid employees—I just submitt61: 
figures to show that the average paid annually per civil servant is $1,525. Th9 
includes all classes of civil servants. You see that the average civil servant 13 
not a highly paid person, but he is relatively in the lower salaried brackets. .,

Q. How is that based, on a full time class?—A. Those are full time 
servants. Some of them are seasonal. They are only paid for the month they 
are working. Those are full time civil servants.

Q. How many seasonal employees have you in the list?—A. Well, lS 
based on the figures which are published by the Bureau of Statistics each ye9^' 
and the figure is taken for January of each year. There would not be m911- 
seasonal employees in the month of January.

Q. Would you give me an idea how that sum is arrived at, how you ma*\. 
it up?—A. Yes. Each department makes a return to the Dominion Bureau 0 
Statistics. j

Q. Never mind that. You can give the figures upon which you have bas6^ 
your final calculation?—A. The figure is, as shown at page 42 of this publ*cf' 
tion of the Bureau of Statistics, “ Statistics of the Civil Service of Can9'9 
(numbers employed and expenditures, salaries by departments)” the figure 9 
the month of January taken in each case, and the total number of permanellj 
and temporary employees, which is shown as 45,167, is divided into the tot 
amount paid for salaries and wages, which is shown as $5,757,554.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Are there any holidays in January?—A. There would not be ®aI1/ 

public holidays in January, no, apart from the 1st of January and the u[ ' 

perhaps.
By the Chairman:

9- Excuse me, you said the figures are based on January; is that Januîirî 
of this year?—A. No, January a year ago. " ,e,

Q. January, 1931?—A. January 1931, which is the last figure avail9 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In other words, you have taken this number 45,167 and divided it into 

$5,757,554, and arrived at your figure of $127.47 a month?—A. That is correct, 
sir.

Q. Personally, unless you have greater detail than that, I do not see that 
't signifies anything, because you have not there the proportion of the number 
°f seasonal employees who are hired during those months.—A. That would not 
affect it.

Q. You might have one man working one day, or you might have 100 
'üen working one day, or two days, and that would certainly cut down 
^our final return.—A. Well then, in addition, I should mention that the classes 

which you refer—those were purely casuals, or persons who maybe have a 
s*Uall job with the government for which they receive $50 or $100 a year, or 
Something like that, such as postmasters in the smaller post offices, are not 
deluded in that figure. .

Q. No; but charwomen here in this building would be included in that 
c|ass?—A. I think not, unless they are regular employees. If they are just 
^art time employees or something corresponding, they are not included.

Q. Do you know, Mr. Phelan, whether they are included or not.—A. I do
know, positively, but in discussing the matter some time ago with the official
the Bureau of .Statistics who compiles this, I understood irom him 

Jjey are not included; but I just would not want to be too positive about it. 
ais is only full-time employees, as I understand it.

Q. I think an important matter for this Committee is to find out whether 
r not the civil servants are relatively low-paid or not. That is really why 

1 °" are here, is it not?—A. Well— .
„ Q. One of the reasons you are here is to look after the interests of the civil 
j.ervants—to see that they receive proper pay?—A. That is the point, yes, but 

" as not proposing to make any submissions on the question of salaries.
Q. You have made a submission.—A. Only as a matter of information. I 

|,a!? not coupling with it any suggestion, or request, to the Committee, or any- 
'Dg of that sort.

Q- You say, then, that civil servants are relatively low paid.—-A. Yes.
^ Q- I, for one, would like to know whether that is so, or not. A. 1 think 

°Se figures bear that out.
>. Q- No, I am sorry to say I cannot see that, at the present moment, unless 
s 11 cnn give this Committee a little more definite information as to how jour 
j^es are made up, I do not think they prove anything.—A. IX ell, the figures are 
Uip 0 UP in this way: they have taken the employees of the dilierent depart- 
WlwiS’ Whether permanent or temporary, or wdiether on prevailing rates or 
bp °tuer they are paid a stated annual salary. Now, the fact that a person may

“ usonal, that he r---------- 11 " ‘ I --------- * ““ V
iq vllis; it is largely 

'e month of January-

De s are paiu a stated annual salary. i\ow, tne iact uiau a person may
'Dto ?js.onak that he may w’ork three months in a year, does not really enter 
in ti, Us; 't is largely a matter of whether he was employed or not employed 

d month of January.
ettmi Quite so. That would include seasonal employees.—A. Well, if they are 

moyed—
they^' during that month.—A. During that month, they are included; if not, 
6Dmi are excluded, therefore it wmuld not upset the average, whether they are 

P1°yed or not.

By Mr. Vallance:
of jQ- Is there any reason, Mr. Phelan, why you should take just the month 
^boiI<.riVary—A. Yes, because these figures were started back in, well, started 
ÿearg *922, but the Bureau of Statistics took them back to 1912, and for the 

1912 to 1922 they only compiled the figures for the month of January,
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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thinking that that month would be about typical of the twelve months, and d 
was too late then to get the data for the earlier years for the other twelve months. 
Since that date, that is to say, since about 1922, they have published the figures 
for each of the twelve months, but when you come to make a comparison pri°r 
to 1922, you have to take the month of January, to have the figures comparable-

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I think, Mr. Phelan, that a fair way to arrive at what the civil servants 

receive, that is the average wage, would be to take the permanent employee»! 
and from that arrive at what annual salaries they receive, or the monthly
salary-------A. Well, I think that would not be accurate, for this reason, th»
there are people, you know, employed in the government for upwards of thirty 
years, who are still temporary.

Q. I agree with that. But after all, those few temporary employees in th® 
service of the government, would not affect the average to such a large amount. 
—A. They are not few, you know, there are some thousands of them who ar® 
temporary employees.

The Chairman : Thirteen thousand.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Those temporary employees should be figured as permanent employ6®5' 
more or less. Put them in too.—A. I do not think you could compute the figure 
on that basis, because it is so hard to distinguish between them. They ar 
either temporary or permanent, technically, and yet, on the one hand, y°*j 
might have permanent employees who have been in the service one year, aI1a 
you might have temporary employees who have been in the service twenty yeaiva 
ït seems, if you are going to figure the average salary, it is reasonable that 
person in twenty years, whether temporary or permanent, should be include ' 
whatever happens about the person in one year. That is the reason why b°
temporary and permanent were used in connection writh this average. JSJO-W)

this calculation does exclude some 20,000 persons on the government payroll 1 
one capacity or another, but almost wholly on a part-time basis. For insta»® ’ 
there are certain groups of correspondents, or postmasters, or Labour Gaze 1 
correspondents, or people of that nature. They are not included in those figlir
at all, either as to numbers or salary. . e

Q. We do not know what is included in that figure.—A. Just the full'*111 
employees. i

Q. Oh, I did not understand you to say that.—A. Well, I meant to say $ 
You did mention one specific case only. You mentioned the case of charwoff1®^ 
I just would not want to be too sure, because some of them are temporary 
part time, and some are full time, I believe.

By the Chairman: ^
Q. Of course, those who are full time, w-ork only'two or three hours in 

morning, and they get one dollar and some cents for that service. They a 
permanent employees, I imagine?—A. No, they are temporary employees. ?

Q. Those who just work in the morning cleaning the offices are temper9 
—A. Temporary, though they may have been in the service— gj-

Q. A great many years.—A. Yes, some have been in for 25 years; D® 
theless they call them temporaries.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Mr. Phelan, you use the average of $1,500 per annum?—A. $1,525- 
Q. Well, then, have you this information: are there more of the civil sprite 

getting more than $1,525, or how many are below $1,525?—A. I think it 18 ^ 
impossible to get that information.
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Q. You can easily see how you can take ten individuals, three of them 
getting $10 a week and three of them say a dollar a week?—A. The tendency 
Would be to have more below the average than above for this reason, that the 
salaries run as high as $15,000 in one or two cases, and those salaries are included 
to the figure named; but the minimum salary is around $60 a mo ;• , $ -U a 
year, and I think you can see, mathematically, that the greater number would 
have to be below the average. , , .

Q. You see, that is why I say that your $1,525 per annum does not paint 
the true picture to those who believe that the average civil servan is oo ig^ > 
Paid, because of the fact that a great number of them are below the average.
A- That is quite true. We have been trying to get those figures ^u refer o 1 
Understand the Bureau of Statistics was asked by the Beatty Commission to 
Prepare some such figures. We have never seen them though, a 18, 1 a aiA 
groups.

Mr. Bowman : Yes.
By Mr. Maclnnis: ,

» Q. Is not there some indication given in the returns that were made to the 
House?—A. There was that one return showing people over $4,000. i do not 
toruember any other returns.

. Q. I should think, Mr. Phelan, representing as pu do per^€01
J those different civil servants, that you could almost g dous compila- 
hrough your own federation?—A. Oh, no, it would be a 

Uon. . .
Q. In order to present to the Committee a much better

?,°u have given us to-day, certainly .-A. The only  ̂JtnypTdenartment to 
hrough the different departments. You would have to g 

Ie11 you how many people they had at each salary rating and then 
gures up from that, working the figures together.

Q. Sure.—A. There» no other way you at least an
ij, | l I think it would give a mue i e ' ■ i way?,—A. That is quite
.aderstandable estimate, than just arriving at it m this way.
ltoe.

By Mr. Vallance: ,

th «'And I think it would show up to 
etoselves?—A. It would. We have spoken to the bureau >

thev never had the figure, although as I say I behevethey are com- 
$lPg it for the Beatty Commission-^ they were to. Whether fi wa^ever gone 
ÿad with, I am not sure, but there isn’t any figure available, anywhere, that 

ever heard of, which would show that. , ,
^ Mr. Chevrier: Mr. Chairman, there was a return as jc n°J’T°moVe now 
fiha+ari^s earning more than $4,000 a year. If I am m A ‘ statement <riv 
itig Jou ask for the production, from the ProPer a'f^ a year,"so that we may 
tg number of civil servants earning less than $4,UUU

able to compute for ourselves. , „__ ...
t'kai^be Chairman: Does it meet with the pleasure o ic omm t , now 

We should ask for that information?
^r- MacInnis: If we are going to ask for information o we^want

that^e not better ask for information that will real y g ^?
ls, the number of employees, to-day, in the differ " .

Petry?'^6 Chairman : What you really want is a statemcn o ie num er o 
fanent and temporary employees in each salary range. ^ y Q phe]an ^
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Mr. Chevrier: If I am not interrupting, there are various classes of civil 
servants. Or, may I put it this way,—there is only one class of civil servants, 
but there are many classes of government employees, and probably we might, 
at a later date, thresh it out and get what the civil service has, within the mean
ing of the Act, and then the number of other government employees. We already 
have a return of all of the civil servants earning more than $4,000, but if ^ 
could get a return of all those so-called civil servants earning less than $4,000 
a year, I mean the number of civil servants that get less than $4,000 a year, that 
would at least give us part of the information we require. Then there is another 
category, those who are not called civil servants but who, for the purposes ot 
computation, ought to come in. _ ..

Mr. Bland: We are preparing, for the Committee, a tabulated list of civn 
servants in permanent positions showing how many there are in each grade; 
and so forth, which I think will be of considerable value to you.

The Chairman: That covers everything except temporary employees.
Mr. Bowman : As long as we get a general picture of it.
The Chairman: Has that been filed?
Mr. Bland : It is in course of preparation, Mr. Chairman.

By the Chairman:
Q. The Secretary of the Civil Service Commission told us that there we' 

35.000 civil servants of whom 22,00 were permanent and 13,000 temporary- 
notice you said 45,000. Is that apparent discrepancy covered by the nuffih^ 
of civil servants not under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission ■< 
A. Yes, not under the Civil Service Act. I presume that figure of 35,0 
relates only to those under the Act. . e

Q. How accurate is your statement of 45,000?—A. That is shown by 1 
Bureau of Statistics,—45,167 full-time employees as of January a year ago- 

Mr. Bowman : While we are talking about that, Mr. Chairman, I b®! 
a memorandum here to ask some of the members of the Commission, or - 
Bland, or some of the officials, to make a general return to us, in short f°l! ’ 
so that we would have a bird’s-eye view of the number of civil servants.

Mr. Chevrier: When you say “ civil servants "—
Mr. Bowman: I know what you have in mind, Mr. Chevrier. In ^ 

event it would give us something upon which to go. I wanted to get inforD3^ 
tion as to the total number of employees in the service divided into inside a 
outside and temporary and permanent positions. yS

The Chairman: I think the Organization Branch could probably give
that.

Mr. Bland: That is practically available now.
The Chairman: Very well, Mr. Phelan, go ahead.
The Witness: I might say, Mr. Chairman, that we propose to submit r 

this Committee for its consideration certain suggestions which are based ra ^ 
on an assumption of normal conditions. We realize, of course, that at. u 
moment conditions are abnormal, and if any request or suggestion we 
advance now were considered from an immediate point of view naturally , 
might be considered as somewhat extravagant or somewhat ridiculous. 1 
however, is not our intention. In the main, the suggestions we advance ‘ s 
suggestions for improvement in the administration of the Civil Service fr° 
long-time viewpoint. t0r6

First of all, might I say that in connection with the Bill, which was b® ^ 
the House of Commons recently, on the Civil Service, there were cC 
features of the proposed measure which, in our judgment, would not be 1 0]d 
interests of the public service. First, the Bill proposed to reinstate tn 
distinction between the inside and the outside service.
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Would you give that bill its description ? Is that the Gagnon Bill.

Y Yes, the Gagnon Bill. Now, that distinction was wiped out several years 
?8°) and, from the point of view of the civil servants, there is nothing in mak
ing that distinction which would warrant its being returned. At the present 
httie, in certain departments, there are promotions made to positions m Ottawa 
r°m outside of the city and to positions outside of the city from the service in 

0ttawa. ' '
Q. Mr. Phelan, this distinction between the outside service and the inside 

service,—is there any such thing now- as the outside service and the inside 
service?—A. Very often, in speaking of the service, people call the service m 

ttawa the inside service, and the service outside of Ottawa the outside service.
Q. But there is no such thing?—A. There is no legal distinction.

By the Chairman: The Bill further
Q. Just terms of convenience? A. That is 1 departmental appoint-

hroposed that appointments outside of Ottawa shou Service Commission,
ftmts, while those in Ottawa should be made by that would not be a step 
The opinion of our members outside of Ottaw ant*
m the best interests of the service. _ . , and promotions?—A.
p Q- Does that relate to -both initial appoint practically all promo-
;;Xactly. Then the Bill also, of course, proposes to tak p ^ > measure at
l0ns out of the hands of the Civil Service Comm ’ far as the service 
^ rate as far as Ottawa is concerned and m toto _ members ig that the 
°utside of Ottawa is concerned, there the opinion rcepects, has been an
f'es°nt system, though it might be improved m t> b
Improvement over the system which existed previously, and tms
°thing except reintroduce the system abolished ac organization from out- 

■ Q. Mr. Phelan, you say that the members o J opposed to any change
' he, that is, members who' are in the outside sen n , * ^ 0f a poll of your
,TC!‘ as is suggested. Do you make that sta^|?eJ|o We make it as a result of 

®rubers or any majority vote?—A. Not a poll, • •
>rr from our organizations outside of the(V -Mentations which have come to us °

hy of Ottawa. We have received quite a number of s ta tern »at

affil
attitude in opposition to the Bill. . . ,

x- Can you tell me whether the statements coming to you from tnese
tatement of the officer^ oi those organizations,rated organizations come as a Sia^u-. There has not been an

, has there been a poll in those organizations - - ^ meeting8) that is,
bctual poll, but there have been meetings. They are -
lr°ugh local associations. associations as to how they stand

rm Q. But no recorded evidence in those local ap;q I never heard of anyone 
°Qn this question?—A. I never heard of any, because
^sing that attitude in the organizations been associated, either

Q. Here is what is bothering me: How lon? ba 4nizations?—A. Oh, about 
* member, or as an officer, with civil service organ4 years.

, knowledge of the situation, v Q. Well, you ought to have a pretty accurate overstating it, if I say
tC- here is what is bothering me: I am sure I a® knew hyed in the

between 50 and 100 civil servants whom l who interviewed me must 
I represent—and I am sure that the 50 to 1 ^ riding of West York— 

>esent a large bulk of the civil servants Bvmg ^ one story was that 
£ me within thirty days after the last ufie they had been living in
S could never get ahead in the Civil Service ») and now that a
tevding which was represented by a pUll .which I might put behind
Uw government was in, if they only had the UttJ-P in favour of the aboli-
S why everything would be rosy.-A. Well, were .
°n of the Civil Service Act? [Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
«322- •16
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Q. Yes. Now, I am astounded to find out that I get resolutions from soine 
of the very organizations to which I know these men belong (and in one i‘asC 
they told me it had been unanimously moved, seconded and carried, and s° 
forth), that there be no interference whatever with the present system. Am I t0 
take it that all the people who saw me are just those who are disgruntled, 
did not get promotion or something of that kind, or what is the explanation fi
t-hat situation?—A. Well, of course, the person who seeks to secure his o''1; : 
advancement—whether in the Civil Service or any other line of endeavour— 
means such as those suggested by yourself, Mr. Chairman, really would not g . 
to a meeting and advance the same views. ,j

Q. Of course, mind you, that is not my individual experience. I have askej 
a dozen members if they have had the same experience and they have inform^ 
me they have.—A. You, of course, may find some who, through misfortune, or 
cumstances over which nobody may have any control, do not get along just a’ 
rapidly as they would like; well, I suppose, they are always in favour cu 
change, because they think a new deal might give them a better shake, a bej1®, 
hand ; but, at the same time, I would not go so far as to say that every ,flrj 
civil servant is opposed to the Gagnon Bill. Our submission is that the grefl 
majority are.

Q. That is your confirmed opinion, is it?—A. It is, yes. u \
Q. That a very substantial majority of all the civil servants whom 5'° 

represent are opposed to the Gagnon Bill?—A. That is so.
Q. They desire a continuation of this merit system for appointing and Pr j 

moting?—A. That is quite right. I might add, too, that while we have receh ^ 
some dozens of suggestions and acknowledgments and so on with regard to g 
attitude of opposition to the Gagnon Bill both last year and this year, we 
not yet received a single word of criticism of our attitude from any of our 
bers, nor any suggestion from any of our affiliated associations that we ou» 
to reverse our attitude; but even at that, of course, I would not go so far a" 
say that every individual civil servant all over the country might feel that- ■ 
about it. There would always be a few who would feel differently.

By Mr. Vallance: j
Q. Usually those who received their appointment under the old system , 

patronage would, I think, be interested in reviving it, but coming from a rU ^ 
riding I have never received any representations from any who were in 
of my supporting the Gagnon Bill. Everyone has been absolutely opposed 
it; they are absolutely opposed to the principles of the Gagnon Bill.—-A. * 
you might find one individual civil servant.

Q. Well, it has never been suggested to me. u
The Chairman: Some of you would have a very interesting time, if 

read my correspondence.
Mr. Chevrier : It may be because you are the chairman of this Commit 
The Chairman: Some of it came before this ever happened.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You said something in respect to promotions. I have been reading t 

reports submitted by the deputies of the different departments and note f . 
written examinations, in so far as promotions are concerned, are very rare- U- 
and far between ; and might I read to you what Dr. Roche said in giving ..j. 
evidence before the Committee? In speaking about promotion Dr. Roche s*1 

Written examinations are resorted to but seldom, and the Coinn^ 
sion’s selection is based almost entirely upon the reports given bv dep-j)6 
mental officers upon the efficiency and fitness of the candidates.

[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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function of the Commission in connection with promotions, therefore, is 
not so much to conduct independent tests of the candidates’ fitness for 
promotion as to ensure fair consideration for all qualified candidates on 
the basis of the reports of the officers who best know them and their 
work.

In other words, both from Dr. Roche’s testimony before the Committee 
?nd from the reports that I have perused to date, the function of the Commission 
s more or less to approve of the action of the department in making pro- 
Motions?—A. If they are satisfied.

Q. I beg your pardon?—A. If they are satisfied.
, Q. If who are satisfied?—A. If the Commission are satisfied that the 
apartment's recommendation is a reasonable one.
, Q- Yes, but the Commission passes their judgment on the finding oi the 
ePuty.—A. Well, of course that is a point the Commission would have to 

' Pswer. I am not competent to answer for them ; but, as far as the Civil Service 
t is concerned, the Commission is expected to pass upon promotions, that is 
'J Say, if there are three aspirants for a vacancy, and if the department rec.oni- 

l etlds in favour of one who obviously is not the one who should get the job 
°cause he lacks fitness for the position, the Commission most assuredly must 

Pass upon that. . , .
Q- That is the theoretical view?—A. That is the theoretical view, yes. 

f Q. You have never,—or have you investigated the number of promotions 
(.^°minended by deputies of departments, but which have been refused or 

ered by the Commission?—A. I think the number is very small 
l Q- Have you any figures?—A. I haven’t any figures, but I think the number 
ltl vCrv small. At the same time there is this that cannot be overlooked: I he 

fact that the department has to show this thing to someone else, such as 
e Civil Service Commission, sometimes has a deterring effect, 

tyi. Q. What would you think of a suggestion that the matter of promotions 
D-Ich, at the present time, is largely in the hands of the deputy perhaps 99 
hj 1 Cent.—be left entirely to the deputies?—A. I think 99 per cent, is rather a

estimate.
Q- Well, I do not think so.
The Chairman : Indicated from the returns made to us by deputy ministers, 

of The Witness: As I was just pointing out, it may be that only one per cent, 
tlit le deputy minister’s recommendations are rejected by the Commission, but 
l e 'act is that the other 99 per cent, have to be referred to the Commission and 

taUse they are going to be reviewed by the Commission, makes the department 
D ,rc careful in its recommendations. If the departments were answerable to 

°dy, then it would not be a question of one per cent which the Commission 
cities being in error; there might be several more per cent in error, because 
department was not subject to any check at all.

By Mr. Bowman:
(V Q- Yes. But if you note what I just read, Dr. Roche mentions that the 
1H 'Mission’s selection is based almost entirely upon the reports given by départ
it! d officers?—A. Well, yes, but that does not mean, necessarily, concurrence 

® departmental recommendation .
w p It does not necessarily mean that, but to all practical intents that is 
It j happens.—A. After all, promotion has to be made in the Department. 
WjT 1° the department that anybody must go to find out the records of those 
(W, are trying to secure the vacancy. If a man has been employed in one 
1% ^doient for ten years, and he is trying for a vacant position, naturally it is 
5i)(j 'J11 department which can tell whether he is industrious, capable and so on, 

he Commission or nobody else would have to do that.
^lej [Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Q. Quite.—A. The only alternative would be the scheme of written exa®' 
inations, which would ignore entirely a man’s record in the department. TM 
would be objectionable too. 7

Q. The number of written examinations is, apparently, very very small’ 
—A. For promotion?

Q. For promotion.—A. Yes, that is true, and at that I think most of the01 
are confined to the lower grades.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Mr. Phelan, as you represent a large proportion of the civil servi0 ’ 

what would be the attitude of the civil servants with reference to those t*. 
alternatives? Would they rather that the promotions be left entirely to * 
discretion of the deputy ministers or would the civil servants prefer that p1? 
motions be made along the lines, if I understand them right, laid down 1 
the second alternative—that is, that promotions should be made upon Cj 
recommendation of the deputy minister subject to the scrutiny of the Ci 
Service Commission?—A. Well, as I see the system now, Mr. Chevrier, * 
second is the course followed, in practice. That is what it amounts to.

Q. It may be followed, Mr. Phelan, but we are trying to find out soin0 
thing about the law as it affects the civil service. What is the feeling of * 
civil service toward the manner of making promotions, that they be left in , 
hands of the deputy minister or the commission and the deputy?—A. T11 
feel it is better when left to the department and Commission both. j,

Q. And if they feel in that way can you say whether they have any refltr 
to offer why they feel that way?—A. Well, the chief reason is just as I 
"tioned before, that the fact that the department has to go to the Commis51 e 
has to report on the different applicants and those reports are subject to SL 
•check by the Commission if necessary—that gives the civil servants a fpe 
lhat after all promotions are more apt to be made fairly. j

Q. I do not know whether I get it right, but by following the seC°-$ 
alternative the civil servants feel the merit system is better observed by ha', 0f 
the promotions recommended by the deputy minister subject to the approva 
the Commission—is that it?—A. Exactly.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I had this in mind in asking my earlier question, Mr. Phelan, that 

tremendous percentage, in fact almost entirely, as Dr. Roche said, 01, 0{ 
promotions are made by the departmental officials and that a great df al ^ 
expense and time to the Commisison and the government could be saved wd ^ 
any particular harm to the service, if the promotions were left entirely \ 
hands of the deputies.—A. Well, that would be true in a great many 
suppose. There are a great many of the departments which, if left to d° ^ 
thing themselves, would make the promotions very fairly. There rnig^gd 
officials, however, who would be prejudiced for or against individuals* up 
while it may appear to be a lot of trouble, without much result, to ch^^ti
on all promotions just to discover those few cases, I think the net result war v 
whatever expense may be involved. At that I do not believe the exp6^ 
great. The Commission would be able to tell that, but it does not seem 
there is very much expense involved.

By the Chairman: 0:
<Q. Just following on what you have now said, has your organizatioPv,jtb 

any of those civil service organizations, set up any machinery to de» 
complaints of your civil service members who feel that they have no 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Properly treated in the matter of promotions, or is there any person to whom 
y°u can make representations that a departmental official or deputy minister 
15 Playing favourites, or anything of that kind?—A. There is not, no.

Q. Has anv attempt been made on the part of your organization— • A. I 
"'as going to describe that and advance a suggestion on the subject. There 
1$n’t anybody to go to now except, in each case, the person against whose 
at'tion it is desired to lodge complaint, that is, if a department does something 
• the individual does not like and feels is not equitable, then the only recourse 
ls to go to the department itself and ask them to undo what they have done.
, Q. And I suppose under the present system, Mr. Phelan, assume that the 
?ePuty head of the department recommends a man for promotion, the Civil 
' crvice Commission exercises its function and refuses to sanction that promotion, 

oppose if that civil servant ultimately obtained promotion, by force of the 
P°Wer of the Civil Service Commission, his position, I should imagine, would

‘ " 1 “ 1 " it wouldb,l Pretty near untenable in the department, would it not?—A. XX ell, 
extremely difficult, yes.

tyi Q- May I ask, just so that I may get your viewpoint on those things— 
0f Position do you hold, Mr. Phelan?—A. Head clerk, in the department 

labour.
.. Q- How many grades up the scale is that, is that equal to a chief clerk? 
iCi ' .^°> it is the grade below. The standard grades are 1, 2, 3 and 4; then 

tlc‘ipal clerk, then head clerk, then chief clerk above that.
Q- So in the structure of civil service appointments you are about the 
r°, or middle strata of it all, at the moment?—A. Around about that.
Q- Or probably a little higher?

By Mr. Maclnnis:
the 9' What machinery have you for taking up grievances?—A. None, except 
tpis • lrect approach on the part of the organization to the Civil Service Com- 

lrm department, that is, the Deputy Miniser or Minister, or by
with the Treasury Board or with whatever other authority is

cf)m ui uie
i^municating

You said that it was your opinion that if there was an appointment 
abie t a Prom°tion made by the Civil Service Commission, that was not agree- 
that to the head of the department, to the deputy, that the person receiving 
ba§ Promotion would have a rather bad time of it. Do you think that that 
of bearing on the Commission in acquiescing in the selection of the head 
c°ns”<j department?—A. Well, I suppose naturally the Commission has to 
Hy ■ w^b the department. That cannot be avoided. There isn’t any reason 
the' n sh°uld be avoided, and I suppose there is always some tendency, on 
UqiG^rt of the Commission, to accept the recommendation of the department, 

’ on the surface, there appears to be something wrong with it.
he Chairman: That would seem to be the natural course.

thetll le Witness: Of course there are promotions given, quite a number of 
f°r th W lere th.e department does not recommend any one individual specifically 
^ent f Promotion. There may be a vacancy in one of the grades in a Départ
it, eand the Commission will be asked to fill the vacancy. They may, or may 
the’^Ve a written examination. There may be six, or a dozen applicants and 
%jr °nimission makes the promotion, in due course, after having gone through 

procedure, but the department will not have made any specific recom- 
tavç atl0n that anyone get the job. In other words, they are quite satisfied to 
afe Sptn^one get it who is determined to be qualified by the Commission. There 

'eral cases of that, of course.
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.}
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Do you think the Commission aids as a check on undue favoritism in tl'e 

department?—A. That is our opinion—not a complete check, of course, becau?e 
you have the human element to deal with, and you cannot make everyone 5®e 
things in the same light, but it is a partial check, at least.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. It is extremely hard to check favoritism?—A. Well, it is impossible-

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Could you devise a better system than at present, to insure the obsep 

ance of the merit system in promotion?—A. Well, I do not suppose it is possib 
to devise any beter system which would have any hope of being tried out. 
one of us could sit down and, in theory, work out an admirable scheme, but 1 

might— ,
The Chairman : It is a pretty difficult question to expect a head clerk ^ 

the department of Labour to answer. He has got to live in this “ burg ” f°r 
lifetime. ^

Mr. MacInnis: But merit governs. There is no reason why we should 111 
say it.

a k;
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Leaving aside your own personal judgment, your federation, (you spe; 
ing as representative thereof), feel that this is as good a system as could be h* 
—A. Well, we have some improvements—I might refer to them as minor 11 
provements—to the promotion system to suggest, but as far as the princip ^ 
involved in the present system are concerned, we think they are generally a‘3° 
as good as you can get. ?

Q. And they might be a little better with the improvements you suggest : 
A. WTe feel they would be better.

,ut

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The Commission really act as a referee in the matter of promotions • 

A. That is their place in the scheme of things. v
Q. Would there be any reason why a select committee from your own 

ization should not occupy that position as referee in the matter of promotion5 • 
A. That would be fine for us.

By the Chairman: 9
Q. Or a committee composed of a representative of your association^ 

representative of the department and a representative of the Commission -"^)6 
We have a suggestion to advance for an Appeal Board, the idea being 
promotion would be made as the present system stands, but that in cases w jj 
either the department, or the individual affected, was not satisfied, either 
go to this Board and could have the matter reviewed; and we sugg®3 Lpt 
connection with that Board, that the Civil Service Commission, the Depart ^ 
and the employee, through his organization, be represented on that board ^ 
into the case. But there are, after all, a great many—a pretty heavy percen yr 
of these promotions made in the service—where no question of unfairne3"’eS- 
favoritism, or anything like that, comes up. It is perfectly true that that Q \ 
tion—one of those questions—comes up in connection with quite a numb® ■ ; 
suppose you hear more about those, where somebody takes exception to 
where everybody is satisfied, you do not hear much about them. .

The Chairman : If a dog bites a man, we hear very little about & 
if a man bites a dog, it appears in scare headlines.
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Mr. Chevrier: You always hear about doctors losing their patients, but 
do not hear so much about doctors curing their patients.

„ The Chairman: Of course, Mr. Chevrier, doctors are a poor illustration; 
they bury their mistakes.”

Mr. Chevrier: Take the lawyers, for example.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
, Q. Do you find it is difficult to have your grievances heard through the 
apartments?—A. No. As a general rule we are very well treated, when it 

to hearing of our grievances. I would not say, however, that it often goes 
j y°nd that. But we have not any complaints to make with regard to the hear
ts of our grievances from time to time. As a matter of fact, all authorities are 
dually most anxious to listen to what we have to say.

. The Chairman: We have got two of your suggestions; now, what is your 
lrd suggestion? , TT

Y The Witness: I am still dealing with the Bill which was before the House. H with regard to the matter of dismissals: a change m the procedure m cases 
dismissal was suggested by the Bill. The present regulations for drsnnjsal 

r- a Permanent employee require that he be dismissed ,. .1 , ,Sncil. For that the Bill would substitute dismissal by the Minister of the 
}ePartment in which the permanent employee is engaged Of course the rules 
J dismissal are different in the case of temporaries and permanents. I am 

' eaking now only of permanent employees.
The Chairman: I understand.

f. The Witness: We feel that there is not any reason for making a change lrot* the present system. If a person is to be dismissed, then the matter is 
Laf®ed upon by Council, and we feel that that is a safeguard against a con- 
T'euous number of dismissals in this type of case in any one department.

By the Chairman:
Because the Minister must back up his recommendation to Council and 
the other members of Council?—A. In theory, at any rate.

M In practice?—A. In practice—perhaps so too.

By Mr. Bowman:
<liiesS' That would certainly become the case where there was any particular 
the'|.u>n. arising as to the correctness of the dismissal or the appropriatness of 
V0ui lsrnissal?—A. Oh, yes; it would arise in any such case. The other ministers 
*0p,d Undoubtedly wish to know why the recommendation was made, which 
tiw.d get away from giving any one person, whether the head of the départ
ie 0r otherwise, the right to dismiss permanent employees. Of course, with 

Porary employees it is different.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
tL Do the Civil Service Commission review the dismissals? A. I think 
t(w s°metimes review them, but actually they have no power, except so far as 

°Wn employees are concerned, where they make their recommendations.

By the Chairman:
tw.M Take number four now?—A. Well, the point of departmental appoint- 

A as suggested in the Bill before the House, I have mentioned.
M I have that grouped under suggestion number two^—A. see. those

views of the Bill as considered by the House of Commons. I would 
0 refer just briefly to some of the evidence which has already been given.

J [Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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We heartily approve of the Civil Service Commission system. That does not 
mean, of course, that we approve in every detail of its procedure now in effect
if does not mean that we do not think this could be improved, but as a system
we believe that it cannot be improved upon and that any change by way of
abolition of the Commission and the returning of the power to the department 
would be a retrograde step, as far as the Civil Service is concerned.

Q. Is that what you mean now when you say “system”, or do you include 
in the system the question of holding open competitions, for example, for a per' 
manent appointment, where some person is already in the position for a numbf 
of years and probably he is the only one who could fill the position ; do you com 
sider that part of the system?—A. No. I mean, so far as the system is con* 
cerned—the principles, not the details, of the Civil Service Act. That other p°i® 
you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, would be one of the details. There has bee® 
some evidence submitted to the Committee by the Civil Service Commissi0® 
with regard to the necessity of suiting the departments in the work of the Civl 
Service Commission, and also there has been some discussion of the possibi'^ 
of one of the branches, namely, the Organization Branch of the Commissi0®' 
introducing economies into the administration.

Q. You are grouping two things?—A. Yes, the suiting of the department8 
one of the Commissioners mentioned as important.

Q. That is with appointees?—A. Well, with the work of the Commissi0®, 
I think it referred chiefly to appointments, but in that same general way. 1 
referred to all the work of the Commission. Then, the Chief of the Organizat10 
Branch in giving evidence referred, in different cases, to the economies whi° 
had been effected, or could be effected in certain instances. Now, I would b^
to point out, en passant, that the term “economy” seemed to be used always ch

the

the sense of just saving expenditure. In other words, it would almost appr°a n 
parsimony; because, after all, it is not always economy to fail to make ® 
expenditure to a good purpose. ^

Mr. Bowman : I do not think Mr. Putman’s suggestions in that respc 
could be taken in that light.

The Chairman: We did not gather that impression.
The Witness: Reading through the evidence it looked that way. Per®a 

the word “parsimony” is a little too harsh; but the idea seems to be—
The Chairman : I grasp your thought, but I do not think that any 

Committee were left with that view, as the result of Mr. Putman’s evidence.
Mr. MacInnis: I think Mr. Putman stressed the saving in financial expf® 

iture, but I believe it was implied there was an economy in efficiency as wed-
The Witness: I thought it was an economy in dollars and cents. j
Mr. Vallance: From the evidence, I think the witness could arrive at 

conclusion, because he stipulated sums of money when asked what savings ° 
be made.

The Witness: Yes. olP
Mr. Bowman : But he gave the answer in reply to a direct question [ 

myself as to what saving could be made. In his original general state ^ 
he did state the fact that economies could be made—overlapping and 0 
manning of service could be avoided—which, I think, is a very important 
for this Committee to consider. ^ 0f

The Witness: The point we wish to make there is this, that the w°* epd 
the Organization Branch of the Commission should be primarily to reconi ^g6 
on what is fair and what is equitable, regardless of whether or not °*P [o 
may be warranted at the moment, for, after all, the Treasury Board b‘C g( 
pass upon these cases of changed classification, and naturally, they say 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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or not the money is available to make the change recommended There is 
some feeling, in some parts of the Civil Service that the work of the Organization 
Branch of the Civil Service Commission could be improved. In this a\ at 
the present time, when a department wishes to secure a change in classification 
for a position, or a class, they send a recommendation to that effect to the 
Civil Service Commission ; the Civil Service Commission then send an investi
gator to the department; he goes into the facts of the case and eventually the 
Organization Branch of the Civil Service Commission repoits to the Commis
sioners, and the Commissioners pass upon the case most often I think, in accoid- 
ance with the recommendation made by their own Organization Branc Now, 
in cases where the department has recommended that certain action be taken 
and the Organization Branch of the Commission concurs that that action 
should be taken, then there is no dispute and, naturally, it is not necessary 
to bother too much about it; but, where the Organization Branch of the Com
mission proposes to recommend adversely on the department s request, we 
would suggest that a copy of that adverse report be returned to the department 
at the same time it is given to the Civil Service Commissioners, and that the 
Commissioners appoint a day when the Department may sene a represen a n e 
before the Commissioners, at the same time having present a représentât i\ e 
of the Organization Branch, so that if the Organization Branch happens to 
rePort in error, the department may be in position to defend^its original request 
atid to see that the whole case is clearly and fairly presented to the Com
missioners before they finally pass upon it.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Something in the nature of a re-hearing?—A. Practically that.

R'?/ thp ( ' h fliTWinYi *
Q. Where the Commission has heard only one side, the idea is that you 

want them to get the other side of the question?—A. That is it. They get an 
0riginal statement from the department in a brief form I hen the Co mission 
>e.nd to the department and get their own report. That is what amounts to 
If that report is adverse, the department questions it; waxits t,o take some 
fecial action and press the case, or make an inquiry direct to the Commission. 
^ has not had an opportunity of having its case fully heard, it s onh a 
Preliminary hearing.

By Mr. Bowman: . , ...
• Q. Of course, Dr. MacTavish says that the whole genius of the organization
* “suiting " the department?-A. Yes; but there are cases where that factor 
ls overlooked. There are cases where the department rcqucst® ia ceUam 
étions be regraded "and the Commission reports adversely on tnem.

By the Chairman: . , , ,
Q- What you have been saying refers to reclassifications as'e or by a 

apartment?—A. Yes; reclassifications asked for by a depai 1

By Mr. Maclnnis:
c Q- What would be the use of the Organization Branch, if it was merely to 

w'th every request made by a department?—A. 1 here would not be 
hef Use f°r it- That is perfectly true. But, at the same time, this does happen 
jy, ’ °ccasionallv ; the Organization Branch sends an investigator to the depart- 

and he reports to the Commission, but his report may be in error. After 
(V occasionally an investigator will make a mistake ; he will overlook some- 
^ some important detail of the work pertaining to the position, or some 

Pr representation of the department will not be given the weight it deserves,
^ is just to correct this action that we suggest this procedure.

[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. I suppose, Mr. Phelan, that as nearly all requisitions for re-grading 

recommended by departments mean increase in salaries to the civil servant 
and, therefore, more outlay, if the Organization Branch were efficiently perform
ing its function there would be a natural resistance in that Branch to increasing 
expenditure?—A. Not necessarily, because sometimes work is expanding in a 
department and they may have to add to the staff.

Q. That may be true; but would not the natural thing be, if the Organization 
Branch is to be a true efficiency branch of the service, that obviously their whole 
natural training is to get the maximum of operation for the minimum of expense? 
—A. I think it should not be. That is more properly the function of the 
Treasury Board. One can understand the Treasury Board being just as econ
omical as it is possible to be to save money.

Q. What position is the Treasury Board in to know anything about the 
details of departments? Here is a branch of the Civil Service which, if I might 
compare it, is following the function of, we will say, an efficiency expert in a 
large industrial plant. Now, I am not saying that their object in life should 
be to reduce civil servants’ salaries; that is not my point. I say there should 
be in that Branch a natural resistance to an increase of expenditure which would 
be caused by re-classification?—A. I think the position of the Organization 
Branch should be more judicial than that; it should go into the Department and 
determine whether or not, in their judgment, the change suggested should be 
made.

Q. Now, you see where we are heading. I have been trying to help out 
your case. If they are going to be judicial, why the necessity of having any 
copies of the report sent to the department?—A. Because they may make 
mistakes in the judicial field. It is possible to have appeals from a judge ’ 
decision. The case is similar here. It should be possible to have some appea 
from the initial judgment of the Organization Branch.

Q. But, you say it has already been changed by the Civil Service Com
mission?—A. Yes; but our suggestion is that that be not done until the Depart' 
ment is furnished with a copy of the report and is given an opportunity to appear 
before the Commission.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. We have been given the impression here, at least I have, that the Civl 

Service Commission, in the performance of its duty, generally has been, 1 
I might use the term, catering to the heads of the departments, or to the deputy 
heads. That is to say, the first consideration, possibly, was harmony with tlie 
head of the department. I do not know whether the rest of the Commit*6® 
got that impression, but I did. Now, don’t you think that it is essential th^ 
there should be no pressure brought to bear upon the Commissioners or, partm^ 
larly upon the Organization Branch of the Commission?—A. Well, it is not 
question of bringing pressure to bear on them; after all, if the Commission61” 
w'ere to hear, on the same day, a representative of the department and a repre^ 
sentative of the Organization Branch, that should be fair enough. It is not •
question of trying to tell the Organization Branch what they should do. They
have already done what they thought they should do. But it is a question ^ 
the Organization Branch being prepared to support their recommendation wit*1 
representative of the department present. . -

Q. Yes, but if there were a few adverse recommendations by the Organisât1 
Branch, and the matter was taken to the Commission in the way you <ul . 
suggested, and the Commission ruled against the Organization Branch, w° 
not the tendency be for the Organization Branch to concur with the reco 
mendations of the department? What is the use of bringing those reconnu611 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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tions before the Commission, and have them thrown in the waste-basket? A. 
No, because at the present time the Commissioners do not always concur in the 
report of the Organization Branch, occasionally they disagree with the Organiza
tion Branch and deal with the case in a way other than the Organization Branch 
may have recommended ; and then, too, if the Commissioners are to become 
routine in dealing with recommendations of their Organization Branch, it is 
Passing the powers which are statutory xvith the Commissioners along to the 
Organization Branch.

Q. But you say, even now, without the method you suggest, the Commis
sioners do, at times disagree with the Organization Branch, so that there is no 
Possibility of their becoming merely routine performing perfunctory services. 
—A. The Commissioners, I submit, rely very largely upon the report of their 
Organization Branch for the facts of the case. They may dispute the judgment 
of the Organization Branch as to the recommendations, but, for the facts of the 
case, they rely on the report of that Branch. Sometimes the repoit of the branch 
18 in error as to facts. , , L. , , , ,

Q. Don’t you think, instead of having the head of the department and the 
representative from the Organization Branch who made the investigation appear 
before the Commission, it wrould be better for the head oi the department to 
report back that he was not satisfied with the report, and tor the Commission 
to send their investigator in again to see if he had overlooked something. A. 
At the present time, the department does not receive a copy of the report at all.

The Chairman : You are asking a man to review his own judgment.
Mr. MacInnis: No, not necessarily. Any man who is worthwhile should 

be always willing to go over his own work to see if it is as good as he thought 
Was.

The Witness: Of course, the Chairman has pointed out that there is almost 
^evitably a natural disinclination to alter its opinion on t ie par^ of the 
Organization Branch who recommends those changes. Now, I sa> lat should 
n°t be so. I suppose though, you would always have it. 1 bat mig i always 
e*ist, and so long as any attitude of that kind does exist, it is use es> to send 
Sot*ie man along to recommend a second time on what he has alrea > reported 

once. He might change his mind. That is to say, would it not be better to 
!ave the thing done in just a little different way, to try to get at t ie acts in a 
rt-tle different way to see whether or not the change should be ma e.

By Mr. MacInnis: . .

^ Q. No. I would think the Organization Branch is not interested in the 
fatter, excepting to get as smoothly a running and as eflicien \ a îunning 
°rganization as possible.

The Chairman : Without regard to costs?
Mr. MacInnis: Yes, without regard to costs.
The Chairman: You may as well scrap the whole organization.
Mr. MacInnis: Not at all.

• By Mr. MacInnis:
Q- If the Organization Branch is performing the functions it should per-
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ceived, would alwavs be less than otherwise would be the case. that is not 
>. 6 fase, then your Organization Branch is really superfluous. ou have no 
J* °f it at all, or it is performing no useful function. A. Well, it is not our 
.P’nion that the Organization Branch should not pay too much attention to costs, 
t fer all, there are two other authorities who have to review costs. 1 he primary 

Action of the Organization Branch, first of all, is to make recommendations.
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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The department has to have some idea in mind what that change, if made, 
would cost, because then the department has to find money to make the change, 
in the sense that even if the Organization Branch may have recommended to 
the Commissioners and even if the Commissioners approve of the change sug
gested, the matter still has to go before the Treasury Board. If the Treasury 
Board approve it will be then—

The Chairman : Mr. Phelan, when you argue that, are you not blowing hot 
and cold at the same time? Your organization comes and says: “We stand 
behind the principle of the Civil Service Act.” Why? Because it removes the 
principal causes of partisanship and so forth, to a large extent, in the civil 
service. Now, the Treasury Board is a political body. When you have the 
Organization Branch deal with the matter of organization, you have the same 
principle of a non-partisan political body dealing with the suggestion of the 
curtailment of expenditures ; so, having regard to that aspect of it, if you want 
the principle of the Act adhered to, how can you harmonize that with your 
suggestion?

The Witness: Well, Mr. Chairman, the Treasury Board in one sense, is a 
political institution, inasmuch as the six ministers who constitute it are members 
of Parliament, but I never heard of any complaint of the Treasury Board hold
ing up any of these matters on a political basis at all. I do not think it ever 
does. As far as we can ever say, the Treasury Board has only one thing in 
mind: can we or can we not spend this money? There is always the financial 
consideration. I do not think they ever held a matter of this kind up on any 
other basis.

By the Chairman:
Q. Then, I might have no faith in the judgment of one Treasury Board, 

and my friend John Vallance might have no faith in the judgment of another, so 
we try to get a branch to look after organization which is apparently, to al| 
intents and purposes, removed from partisan influences?—A. Yes; in the final 
analysis, the Treasury Board is responsible for all expenses, and it was never con
templated in the Civil Service Act that the Organization Branch of the Com
mission would have the final say as to those expenses.

Q. I am not suggesting they should.—A. That could not be, really, but the 
fact is if the Organization Branch always has the money question in mind, 
then it is going to temper its judgment.

Q. I think it should.—A. Well yes, if the requests of the Departments were 
absolutely extravagant, but what I mean is merely because a change as sug' 
gested is going to cost some more money, does not mean the change itself should 
not be made.

Q. No.—A. Or an argument against the change.
Q. Nobody is suggesting that.—A. That is what it always comes down t°> 

if people start to give too much weight to the financial phase of it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What is the function of the Organization Branch, its service to the 
departments?—A. Well, that is covered in the Civil Service Act.

Q. What does it do with respect to the departments?—A. These matters 
which we are referring now are cases where the department requests a -chang^ 
be made in the classification of an individual or a class, to take account of 30,11 
new duties or change in duties. r

Q. That would be made with a view of promotion or reclassification. (g 
with a recommendation for promotion or reclassification, meaning an exp 0,1 ^ 
of money, would be recommended for what purpose?—A. Because it is feb 
is earned. r

Q. Because it is earned? Would it be for the purpose of assuring gre9 
efficiency to the service?—A. Yes.
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. That is a theorv?—A. Yes, if you admit that after all it is cheaper 

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I am not giving evidence. I am trying to get at the bottom of y our 

case. From what you have said, I supposed the function ot the ( rgamzation 
Branch would be to secure the best employee in the way of promotion for 
appointment, particularly promotion, that would ensure the efficient working 
out of the work of that department?—A. That is it, exactly.

Q. If that be so, to what extent, if to any, the element of cost should enter, 
is a question of having efficiency in the Service. Should the element of 
cost come in at all?—A. Not so long as you can get the money to meet the 
bill.

Q. That is what I want.
The Chairman: You can get efficiency in anything at a minimum price, 

and you can get it at a maximum price.
The Witness: Well, the point is this, Mr. Chairman, it you admit the 

theorv that it is cheaper to pay what a job is worth, then, win should the 
element of cost enter into it? It is like this. You may be able to get common 
labour for five cents an hour, because there is a surplus of it. \ou may also 
Pay as high as twenty-five, or thirty, or thirty-five cents. It may be a whole 
lot cheaper to pay thirty cents per hour for labour than fhe cents per hour. 
It is the same thing in other walks of life.

By the Chairman:
Q. I am taking an extreme illustration. For example, you answer Mr. 

Chevrier in a way which, frankly, I cannot agree with, that ie jo of the 
Organization Branch is to see whether the work which it proposes at a man 
has to do, additional work, is worth so much more money I <- o no conceive 
that to be a job at all.—A. That is one of their jobs.
. Q. Is it not this: a certain department requests a reclassification, and 
Mr. Putman, or one of his investigators, goes down there, and lie comes back to 
the Commission and he says the department has recommended a rec assifica- 
tion for John Jones, because he is doing work that is rea y no p i o the 
duties of a clerk, grade one, which he now is. In his opinion, nit work 
c°uld just as well be done by Jim Brown, who is already a clerk, grade two, 
and being paid for the work on a higher basis, and therefore there is no necessity 
t° make this change in classification of Jones. That is what I concilie o e the 
true job of the Organization Branch.—A. Well, of course, that is all part of pass- 
lng upon the request of the reclassification of the one position, n ie case you 
outline, they reject the request, because they have found con 1 ions were not 
sUch as alleged. , , .

. Q. If it is a case of getting the same work done by someone who was being 
Paid a proper scale for it, there would be a saving, of eouise, m expen lture, 
hy reason of someone else not being on the higher basis.-—A. Tna is meieh an 
rucidental function of the Organization Branch, after all. , .,
, Q. I think that ought to be the main function—A it should not

placed on the Organization Branch of the Commission to go a through 
^he classes at all. Departmental men ought to run their a airs. fter all, 
ea<ffi department should have some idea how best to allocate its own work 

, Q. The point under discussion is, when the departmen s "an o make a 
change in the way outlined in the way they run their affairs, they get more 
Salary for somebody in the Department.—A. Well , . , .

Q. It comes to the Organization Branch to say whether or ot, in their 
upinion, it is a necessary change—A. Well no, Mr. Chairman. It does not 
w°rk that wav, because when these requests come to the Commission for 

J ’ [Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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reclassification of individual positions or class positions, there is supposed to 
have been an actual concrete change in the position affected. It is not for the 
department—of course, in every case the Organization Branch might be sent to 
a department to reorganize the work in advance of the application for reclassifi
cation, or something of that sort.

Q. Let us stay with the case I have suggested.—A. Well, in that case, there 
is supposed to have been a change before the date on which the application 
went in. Of course, if it is, one would expect the Organization Branch to report 
accordingly, but it is not the main function of the Organization Branch, when 
requests of that kind are to be passed upon—not as we see it at any rate—to 
go around, and, to put it bluntly, start in and tell a Department how to do 
its work.

By Mr. M admis:
Q. Just one moment, Mr. Chairman. You say it is not the function of the 

Organization Branch, or you say it is not the function of the Commission, 
because the Organization Branch is part of the Commission, to go into the 
various departments and organize the departments?—A. Oh, that is the func
tion of the Commission, of course.

Q. Yes. That is what you said a moment ago, that it was not the function 
of the Organization Branch.—A. No, I did not. I must not have made myse° 
clear. I did not intend to say that at all. AVhat I did say was this: I did
say that it never appeared to us to be the function of the Commission to g°
around—and I am stating it rather crudely. I must admit—to go around and ten 
every department how to do its work. There are times, I think, from time 
to time, when the Commission has properly, and regularly been called in to reor
ganize a branch of the service. That has been done different times, of course- 
I presume so long as the present system obtains, it will always be done from 
time to time. But these cases we are referring to now usually affect only one, 
sometimes they affect two or three or four, but usually very small numbers Me 
affected.

Q. Is it not a fact that although it may only affect one person at one time’
that it indirectly affects a great many people. That is, if you promote Bl!1
Smith from one classification to a higher classification, and, consequently 
increase his salary, you do not increase the responsibility, that generally show- 
in another department, and a person in the same department will make m1 
application to have his classification changed, and indirectly it will have a 
great bearing on the organization of the department—A. That might happcn’ 
of course, it could.

Q. It does happen.—A. Well, you see in these cases it is not a quest10” 
of a person, of an individual making an application to get a classificatj0” 
changed, it is a question of the department recommending to the Commis*10 
that the classification be changed. I might suggest that my job be changed, an^ 
I be given a higher rating, but that would not necessarily mean anything a 
all. These changes are not so easy as all that, you know. -t

Q. But if you had influence in connection with the application, then 1 
would be the case?—A. Well, I would not term it influence. I would say }
I could impress the deputy head that my duties had increased or changed 1 
some respects, well then, I suppose he would recommend it to the Commission-

Q. Yes.—A. But it is just in that way that these cases come up.
By Mr. Bowman: .

Q. Do I understand now that you are suggesting that the Organiz^10.. 
Branch, in all applications for reclassification, before the final decision 
made, a representative from the department, a representative from 
Organization Branch and the Commission meet and finally review the app11 
tion?—A. Yes—if the report of the Organization Branch is to be adverse.
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Q. And Mr. Putnam has told us that there are thousands of applications 
for reclassification?—A. I thought the figure was about a thousand, over some 
years, was it not? . . _

Q. No, my recollection is thousands, but it makes no difference. A. I 
think it was a thousand over a period of about five years.

Q. Well, all right.—A. That would be about 200 a year.
Q. Yes, and the object of all those reclassifications is really, to a very 

substantial extent at least, an increase in salary to the individual whose reclassi
fication is asked for?—A. Yes, to the individual.

Q. Yes.—A. But it may not mean an added expenditure. It may be that 
a small division is being reorganized. It may be that some one individual has 
left and that his duties are being divided up among two or three others. I hat 
often happens. , ... , .c ,.

Q. That often happens, and in the majority of cases tins reclassification 
means an increase in salary?—A. Yes, I would agree with you, so ar as the 
majoritv is concerned. , , ,

Q. All right, and the real object of your Federation, and your duties as 
^resident, and your executive, is to get as many salary increases a» possible for 
Your civil servants?—A. Yes, in so far as they are entitled to them, based on con
siderations of justice and equity, but not just blindly to go looking or increases 
0r promotions. , . , ... ,

Q. Quite so. It would not improve your position, or the position ol your 
Association, if you went around blindly asking for increases, you would soon 
lose the confidence of the powers that be, but that is the idea of your organiza
tion—to advance the interests of the different employees with whom you are 
Associated, and in those reclassifications, present their views as far as possible, 
m order that they might get higher salaries?—A. Exactly, where we eel they 
are entitled to them.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Would you go so far as to say that you would advocate reclassification. 

with a view to securing a higher salary, if that was not consistent w it î e îciency 
--A. No, I added just after Mr. Bowman finished “if they are entitled to them.

Q. Oh, if they are entitled to them?—A. Yes. ,. , „
Q. That is not the primary idea.—A. The primary idea ot w nc 1.
Q. Of your association?—A. Oh, absolutely. .
Q. The primary idea?—A. The primary idea of the organization as Mr. 

k°'vman mentioned it, is to advance the interest of its members, w îere the 
Clrcumstances warrant.

Mr. Chevrier: Oh, that is all right.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. Can you conceive of a plea being made for an increase in salary, where 
^cumstances didn’t warrant it?—A. Oh, yes, we have at different times been 

s,ked to take up matters with a department, and we have adysed t îe people 
j asked us to do it that we did not consider that they had a case, lliat 
las happened quite often. , , , . . , ,,

Q. Well, I did not have just that in mind. What I had in mind was that 
t?metimes the head of a department w'ould suggest an increase and the rgamza- 
, 011 branch would not agree. In that case, you would not say t îat you did not 
,§ree with the head of the department?—A. Oh, no. In a case like that, we 

aVe a good deal of confidence in the head of the department.
The Chairman : You would not be human, if you did not.

QWnThe Witness: When it comes to that, of course, we believe he knows his
)0b‘ [Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Don’t you really think, Mr. Phelan, that there should be some body, 

or organization, that should act in the capacity of a check to those applicants 
for reclassification?—A. Oh, absolutely. There isn’t any other practical way 
to deal with them. Someone has to investigate them and report upon them- 
I hope I did not give the impression that we thought the Organization Branch 
should be abolished, or anything of that sort.

Q. No, not at all.—A. Because we certainly do not think that.

Id

By the Chairman:
Q. I understand the impression you wanted to convey, Mr. Phelan, was tb]“ 

—that where there is a disagreement, between the Organization Branch an 
the departmental recommendation, both sides should be heard before tj1® 
Commission as a judicial body to determine the issue.—A. That is it exactly- 
The suggestion, Mr. Chairman, developed in the Committee—I just forget !l 
the moment where it came from—that possibly it might be advisable to transi0' 
the work of the Organization Branch direct to the Treasury Board. Is tha 
not correct—that was under consideration?

Mr. Bowman: Oh, no.
The Chairman : Some questions were developed along that line.
The Witness: I might say, on that point, that in our opinion, that won ^ 

not be a wise move from any point of view. After all, the Treasury B°aI.t 
checks up on the work of the Organization Branch, where it is going to c0? 
more money anyway, and we feel that the one check would be quite enough- ^

There are, in the civil service, as was mentioned earlier, some thousands 
temporary employees. Some of these employees are what are known as l°n” 
term temporaries. They have been in the service now for upwards of twd ’ 
or thirteen years, running back, I believe, to twenty-five or thirty years in s°' 
cases. These employes were not blanketed in, when the Civil Service Act beca ^ 
effective, partly perhaps through carelessness on the part of the departm® 
in which they were engaged and partly because of other technical reasons, 
have not an exact count of those temporaries who are in the capacity of 1???, 
term temporaries, though I believe the Civil Service Commission is comp1*1^ 
a list which would show the number. It would appear that, perhaps, there 
two thousand of them in the Civil Service, and we wanted to bring this to , 
attention of the Committee, to see if they would give it consideration 11 
perhaps recommend that these employees be made permanent, if necessary) • 
some special legislation. Just to take one example: There are some engine®ot 
that is, stationary engineers, in public buildings throughout the country-" 
only in Ottawa but in other parts of the country—who have been in the serv > 
now since before the time when the Civil Service Act was passed. They ar® ,jCe 
permanent, though they are given the benefits, in some case, of the Civil S°r' . 
Superannuation Act; but they have been pegged for several years at a sah[5, 
somewhat below the maximum which is allowed to the class; in other "0l.ter111men in the same category who entered the service after those long - ^ 
temporaries entered it and were made permanent immediately, and who s 
gone ahead in respect their salary till they reached the maximum, w'ie„go- 
those men with longer service have remained where they were several years ”

By Mr. Chevrier: ^
Q. Are you aware of any others that were temporaries for a further nynj g{ 

of years than that, that is, who have been temporaries for a longer per.10 foe 
years, going back of 1918?—A. Well, yes. We have some members 1,1 ^ 
department of Marine, at Prescott, who were appointed there at the tun gy|l 
marine signal depot was started in Prescott in, about 1913,—those men me 
temporary.
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Q. Are they not enjoying the benefits of the so-called Civil Service Act?— 
They are under the Civil Service Act, I believe, in a way, but they are not 

Permanent under the Act.
Q. I just say that because I happen to know, personally, three or four who 

have been appointed since 1897 and they are still temporary ?—A. Yes.
Mr. Bowman : Do you know why, Mr. Chevrier?
Mr. Chevrier: Well, it is just because they were never taken under the 

^ivil Service Act.
Mr. Bowman : That is, legally they did not come within the provisions of 

‘he Civil Service Act?
Mr. Chevrier: Nor do they get the benefits of the Superannuation Act or 

anything of the kind.
o Q. Mr. Phelan, are you sufficiently familiar with the provisions of the 
^uPerannuation Act to tell me, if these temporary employees were taken in now 
hy statute, by an amendment to the Civil Service Act, which we might recom
mend to the House, or is there a provision in the Act to take care of that situ
ation, or do we have to consider amendments to other Acts as well?—A. Strange 

it seems, some are under the Superannuation Act now.
Y Q. So that we would not have to take that Act into consideration?—A. 
*°u would not have to take that Act into consideration.

By Mr. Chevrier:
. Q. You do not mean all of them, Mr. Phelan?—A. Well, thej had the right 
u elect to come under it. They are not all under it, it is true, because some 

0 them failed to elect to come under it.
i Q. In order to get to my point, as I understand it, in order to enjoy the 

eUefits of superannuation, is it not so that there must be a stated annual salary, 
m fixed rate?—A- Oh, yes. If they are under prevailing rates, oi course, it 

°Uld require special legislation. „ . .. ,
t. Q. And full time over $600, and not under prevailing rates.'’—A. Well, lull 
upe—if seasonal they are included in the definition of full time. A man 

e,?rks six months or eight months in the year, and if he earns $600 or o\ er he is 
18ible to come under the Superannuation Act. .

Q. At a stated salary?—A. At a stated annual salary in excess of $600. 
Then too, some of the departments for reasons, or for no reason, are dilatory 

Ù '',ut making permanent employees when first appointed. It would, perhaps, be 
etter if i did not mention any department, but we have had cases where men 

tiere appointed in a temporary capacity and were just trailed along or two, 
sJee or five—or more—years for no reason at all, apparently. Now, that is a 
Ration to which we would like to call attention, because the Civil service Act 
slides for certain probationary periods. An appointee may be temporary for 

Months, then even if he is made permanent— , . , ,. q
. . Q- May I ask now what would be that particular class, clerical or artisan. 

Some of them are manipulative staffs. They are at stated annua sa anes. 
ey are not on prevailing rates. „ -r, . •

Cn Q- Are they under the clerical staffs?—A. In some cases, ye?>. v
Ban8, they would be manipulative staffs of one sort or another on stated annual 
Qes. just why any department acts in that way, it is pretty difficult to

NS:v °°Ver, but, nevertheless, there are cases where departments are dilatory about
Mi, permanent people for whom they have permanent positions or rather for
PafY1 they have permanent work. It is not a question of making people
^teni-rtent when they are on purely temporary work. We wanted to bring the
to gj ion of the Committee to that point in the hope that it might be possible

15 Ve *t some consideration. „r Tr _ ,
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you know of any cases where these temporary positions have been 

filled for a number of years, as you say, where the departments have tried to 
get the appointments made permanent but have not succeeded in getting the 
approval of the Commission?—A. The Commission would not hold them up- 
Of course there are cases, you know, where work may be temporary, and yet » 
may last a long number of years. For instance, there is work now being closed 
out on the Welland Canal which has lasted for approximately twenty years, but 
all during that twenty years it was really temporary work. There was never 
any hope of it becoming permanent work. The other cases that we refer to ar® 
cases where the work of a department may increase, and increase permanent!?' 
and where people are kept on temporary, for several years and quite unneces
sarily.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Mr. Phelan, in the branch of the Soldiers Settlement Board, and a fe"_ 

other kindred boards, those employees are still temporaries?—A. Still temp01" 
aries, yes. +

Q. And they are not enjoying the benefits of superannuation?—A. No, thfl 
is quite right.

Q. This work has been going on for a number of years?—A. Oh, yes. t
Q. And will undoubtedly go on for a number of years?—A. Well, yes, m°f 

of it.
Q. Until the last of the soldiers have been taken care of? Now, is there an? 

reason why those employees should not be made permanent, so that they n»1? 
enjoy the benefits of superannuation and the other privileges that go with D 
Civil Service law?—A. There is no apparent reason, no. They have been in the ^ 
now, I believe, some of them, since immediately following the war, 1919-20, and r 
on, and they are still temporary. j

Q. When I mention the Soldiers Settlement Board—of course there are oth61?' 
A. There are other Boards and Commissions in the same status.

By the Chairman: _.j
Q. It would appear, Mr. Phelan, that the power to remedy the evil, if e'Qf 

it is, is already in the hands of the Commission. Section 38, subsection 31, 
the Civil Service Act reads: .,

Temporary employment in the Civil Service shall be authorized °a5, 
for such time, not exceeding six months, as the Commission deems nef 
sary, and the period for which the employment is authorized shm1 • 
mentioned in the certificate of qualification issued by the Commit1 tg(] 
and one or more extensions of such period of employment may be gra^03 
by the Commission, but each such extension shall be limited to a P6* 
not exceeding six months. ^

Surely the power is already in the Commission to cure that situation, by re-c$\ 
to issue more certificates?—A. Well, yes, but then there are always teC^nlfit,’s 
difficulties coming up, you know. Sometimes it is a matter of the depart»16 i 
appropriation. They may not be able to pay them. If they are perm»116 <} 
they may not have any money to pay them, so that the department 
it more convenient to trail employees along as temporaries, rather than » . ),
them made permanent. Well, the Commission would not appear to have 
option in a case like that.

i»uC 

r. th°-
Q. Oh, yes, the Commission could say “At the end of the fiscal yeafc^tes 

men have got to become permanent, we will not issue temporary cer*1Cian(,e 
any more.” Then if the department requires the men for the perforn^jC|i 
of the duties, obviously the department must provide the money with 1 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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to pay them?—A. Oh, yes, I think that could be done. Some of the evidence 
indicated that the Commission feels they have to “suit” the department, and 
I suppose they do not want to start in telling the department what it ought to 
do.

Q. You see, we cannot legislate that which is already law.—A. No, but 
I think if that were insisted upon, by calling the attention of the Commission 
and the department to that section of the Act it would help, because, after all, 
while the power rests with the Commission, to a certain extent, there are other 
details which the department has to agree to and fix up.

Mr. Chevrier: On that score—of course I cannot give evidence—we are 
here to investigate the working of the Act, and in connection with some of these 
employees that I have mentioned, if you feel that they should be called with 
a view to permanency in the service—there are a number of these employees, 
for instance, in the Soldiers’ Settlement Board and other branches of the service 
where the department take the attitude that, in view of the law, the position 
18 not a permanent one, because it is bound to be extinguished after a certain 
dumber of years ; for instance, the historical section in the department of 
•National Defence, that has been lasting for a number of years and those people 
are being deprived of the privileges of the Superannuation Act and the like. 
I am just pointing that out to you, Mr. Chairman, if you feel that we should 
6° into that aspect of the case, where men have been employed since 1918, 
and will continue to be employed until the last of the returned men have been 
taken care of, because it may be that a recommendation of this Committee 
Would be the only thing to secure the permanency of these men and women, 
thus bringing them under the provisions of the Act.

The Chairman : I would think, Mr. Chevrier, that the Committee would 
approve of any person being called before the Committee whom any member 
°t the Committee requested to be called, and I would suggest that just as soon 
as we get through with civil service representatives and deputy ministers, and 

forth, it would be the convenient time, if you thought it advisable, to bring 
^hat matter forward.

Mr. Chevrier: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : Any witnesses you desire.
Mr. Chevrier: Having said that much, Mr. Chairman, I should think 

“his will be public notice to those concerned who feel that they should be
heard.

The Chairman: Let them get in touch with Mr. Chevrier, 
tj. Mr, Chevrier: I am not here to bring more work to this Committee. 
However, I think they should be heard.

. Bowman : If you had one or two representative men it would be

Mr. Chevrier: Oh, yes.
Mr. Bowman : That would probably be sufficient for our purpose.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Has there been any real movement, on behalf cf the^e me^ to become 

Cognized or to be brought under the operations of the Civil be e Acta 
T'A. Yes. I believe one of the other organization representatives who is going 
1-0 aPpear is going to bring up that point.

Mr. Chevrier: Oh, that is all right.
t. The Witness: Earlier I mentioned, in connection with the Gagnon Bill, the question of promotions. Now, we have some suggestions to ^^ ^ cnnnec-

«322-17J
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tion with promotions which I would like to outline now. The report of the 
Civil Service Commission for 1928 dealt with the question of departmental 
delays in making promotions as follows:

In their last report the Commissioners drew attention to the prac
tice, which has frequently been found to exist, of placing officers in 
vacant positions in an acting capacity for considerable periods of time 
before asking the Commission to take steps to fill the vacancies either 
by promotion or by open competition. When the competition is finally 
held, the temporary incumbent of the position has obviously an unfair 
advantage over the other competitors.

The Commission accordingly requests that requisitions for appoint
ments or promotions be filed at as early a date as possible, so that when 
the position in question becomes vacant there will be no necessity for an 
acting appointment, but the new appointee will be ready to take over 
the duties.

The Commissioners have again to refer to the considerable number 
of complaints which have been received regarding the delays which have 
taken place in connection with promotions in certain departments. In the 
great majority of such cases inquiry has disclosed the fact that the delay 
has been caused by the failure of the department concerned to furnish tne 
Commission, with reasonable expedition, with the reports upon the quah' 
fications of the candidates in question, upon which, in large measure, sele®' 
tions for promotions are made. When these departmental reports _ ar 
furnished promptly and promotions are allowed to proceed without hind' 
ranee, the result is decidedly beneficial to the public service, as protracte 
delays and the dissatisfaction and uncertainty which they arouse in 
minds of the employees are bound to react against their efficiency an 
morale.

That point which the Civil Service Commission called attention to in th*^ 
reports of 1928 is one which has been the cause of some dissatisfaction in 1 \ 
Civil Service, from time to time, as the Commissioners point out, and we won 
suggest that if the Committee can devise any means of urging the depart®®11 , 
more promptly to make application to have vacancies filled which are to be f®® 
in future, then we think it would react favourably on the administration of 1-11 
public service.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. There would not be any delays if the departments----- -A. I think s°]l1

of them,—as a matter of fact those delays are departmental delays now. t 
Q. That is not what the departments say, according to the statements ^ 

are filed with us. The statements would indicate that some of these delays We 
because of the actions of the Commission.—A. Well, it is pretty difficult, 1 
know, two or three or five years afterwards to find out who was at fault; but . 
fact is, though, that some of the departments—not all of them, of course, 
some of the departments—are just slow about getting round to filling vacan® . 
when they have it in mind all along to fill them and fill them by promotion. 
just fool along about the thing, in some cases without any apparent reason- 5 
many cases the position might just as well be filled a year earlier, and, in fajrn j„ 
to the employee, the position should be filled whenever the vacancy occurs 
the normal course. e

The Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, when giving evide® ^ 
referred to delay in promotion due to the fact that retiring leave is paid oU^{er 
the salary appropriation attached to a given position. We would like to r' 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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to Dr. Roche’s comment in that regard and to say that that ïs a point which 
we hope will some day be corrected, because we feel that if a separate appro
priation, which would not necessarily be very large, V™^ ^v"
ment of retiring leave, then promotions would be speeded up m a rea.ona ay.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You mean, for instance, an employee is retired with six months’ leave 

and you cannot fill that position, by promotion or otherwise, until his six months’ 
have expired?—A. Only in one department. One department has special legis
lation.

Q. But, in the meantime, in the other departments, the position cannot be 
filled, because it would mean the necessity of paying two salaries? A. Quite
right.

Q. The suggestion was made—at least I think it was made that a lump 
sum should be paid at once?—A. Yes, exactly, a gratuity.

Q. Then the other incumbent should be appointed at once? A. Exactly.
Mr. Chevrier: I think that is only fair.

By the Chairman:
Q. I take it your organization approves of Dr. Roche’s suggestion in that 

regard?—A. Exactly.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In other words, for this period you would be paying two salaries for the 

*ame position?—A. If you consider the retiring leave salary, yes. Of course, 
we consider it as a gratuity, a gift on retirement after long service, then you 

w°uld not consider it as paying two salaries for the one position.

By Mr. Madmis:
Q. It is a matter of gratuity—a gift?—A. Yes, it is in consideration of 

l°ng and faithful service.

. By Mr. Chevrier:
, Q. And then we would get over that difficulty that we had1 the other day of 
having somebody in a position for a length of time an 1 . f ' ie 
Position with special rating for experience?—A. To a certa - , Y ■

By the Chairman:
.. Q. In these individual cases?-A. Yes. You would get away from the 
h'fficultv of a person being put in to learn a job pending the filling ot it, to a 
obtain extent.

Mr. Bowman: I say this would be a bad time for this Committee to make 
a0y suggestions which would increase the cost of the public service.

The Chairman : We appreciate that.
Mr. MacInnis: I do not think this would increase it.
The Chairman: It increases the outlay of this country to the extent of 

Paying six months’ bonus to everybody who is retiring; increases the burden of
C t0 that eXteDt- [Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Mr. Chevrier: No. They get six times one month, and if they get it 
all at once, it would only be a matter of the interest thereon.

The Chairman: If they now get six times one month’s amount, another 
person promoted to that position gets the same six times one month’s amount 
at the same time.

Mr. Chevrier: It would be different.
Mr. MacInnis: He does the work of that particular person, and if he 

does the work he is entitled to the payment.
Mr. Bowman: It does not alter the fact that it does double the cost to 

the government at that time.
Mr. MacInnis: No, no.
The Chairman : Is this not a matter that we should argue later?
Mr. Bowman : Let us understand Mr. MacInnis’ point.
Mr. MacInnis: A man has been in the Civil Service and has served a 

considerable number of years. He is due to retire, and he gets a retiring allow
ance, according to the number of years he has been in the service, retiring over 
a period of years—he gets five or six months’ pay—I do not know how many 
months—but he receives every month the cheque that he would receive when 
he was doing the work in the Department, and while he is retiring there is 
another man in his position doing the work that he was doing. Now, the two 
salaries are paid in any case.

The Chairman: No.
Mr. MacInnis: Yes they are. The retiring allowance is paid and the 

.salary is paid to the man who is doing the work.
Mr. Bowman : Yes. That is quite true. I follow you that far.
Mr. MacInnis: Now, if you pay the retiring allowance right away and 

allow a permanent promotion to be made you are not paying any more. Possibly 
you are paying a slight increase in the salary, but it is not at all necessary 
that you should do so, nor is it at all certain that you would do so.

Mr. Bowman : No. That is not the object of the suggestion. The object 
is that during that six month’s period you may put somebody else in the service-

Mr. MacInnis: But you have somebody else in the service anyway ; y°u 
must carry on.

The Chairman : Take a simple illustration. Let us assume that in a 
certain department John Jones and Bill Smith are employed. Jones is getting 
$150 a month and Smith is getting $100 a month. Jones’ retiring time haS 
come and he retires, but continues to draw the $150 a month for six months, 
and Smith does his work without getting any more than $100 which Smit'1 
previously got.

Mr. MacInnis: That is the very point in my explanation.
The Chairman : Therefore, if you now move Smith up into Jones’ position, 

and you bring in a new man to fill Smith’s position, you are still paying tne 
same amount as you paid before, but, in the meantime, you are going to give 
Jones this six times $150 because his retirement equals $900.

Mr. MacInnis: Are you going to leave Jones’ place vacant?
The Chairman : That is what they do now.
Mr. MacInnis: How is the business carried on?
The Chairman : By this man Smith.
Mr. MacInnis: Who is doing Smith’s work?
The Chairman : He is doing both.

[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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The Witness: It just shows, Mr. Chairman, how hard some civil servants 
Work.

Mr. MacInnis: The case is all the better for the change.
The Chairman: Now, you suggest that a change should be made. All Mr. 

Bowman is suggesting is that, having regard to present conditions in the 
pountry, this would be a very bad time to bring it into effect, because you are 
Increasing taxation, and we are having difficulty to raise money enough to 
onance the country now.

Mr. MacInnis: That is the point I cannot see.
The Chairman : I presume, Mr. Phelan, you will be some little time before 

y°u get through?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman: Most of the members would like to have a few minutes in 

Ale House before it adjourns, and to-night we do not sit after 6 o’clock in the 
douse. Would it be convenient for us to adjourn now until 11 o’clock to-morrow 
Corning?

The committee adjourned to meet Thursday at 11 o’clock a.m.

[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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House of Commons,

March 31, 1932.

t , ^le select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the con- 
tin an i ^'rection of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the administra- 

n and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m., Mr. Law- 
s°n presiding.

Examination of Mr. V. C. Phelan continued.
By the Chairman:

Q. I think when we adjourned last night, Mr. Phelan, >ou xxeie ea mg 
with the question of promotions?—A. Yes, sir. ,

Q. And you were giving us your suggestions in connection tlierew t . <1you just proceed from that pointé. At the conclusion of yesterday s 
Meeting, Mr. Chairman, the point under discussion was whether or not t e pro
posal with respect to the granting of a gratuity in hen °f reir jm ortaQCe 
involve additional expenditure. There is one point that is - . P' . -,
111 that respect and it is this: Owing to the practice by which civil J® J, ® 
Varies are fixed, namely, the fixing of a maximum and mimmum for eac class 

an annual increment provided, it is almost always the cas wherever 
horson retires at the maximum, or at nearly the maximum of his class, wherever 
luew appointee is promoted, of course, he receives only 
^here is, consequently, some saving when a person leaves 
^hen the position is filled by promotion—some saving vvhi ... , • ,
Period of three, four or five or possibly more years. Then, i 1 - .
ecomes vacant through the retirement of the incumbent is i "

^ades that may necessitate promotions all along the hne, ‘ otions fur- 
n in the senior position leaving, there may be four, five o gve or s-x
ler down. Consequently, there is a saving in each of t - ’

c9,ses

„. q.

«loted 5a,L !“ving' He TU be le£mg ma”peisL%ouiTbe promSêd

tiJ* e<* at ^e minimum which would be $2,520, so t • • u „
Wi Son at the maximum of this class, actually he is at .,L , -h i ,,
rv e,r you get down to the last class you bring somebod> i -

fea.ïssÆ.ffl.'SÎÎSÿtStuïSiti? seras*"—.-«-"i-,
e nf whom is at the minimum of the class. , , .

re .% And four of whom are at a minimum of a higher c, , /
cla^ng a higher remuneration than their maximum in P j *
<®?-A. Not necessarily; because when you get tower gades. &e
-r>,axirnum of one class coincides with the minimum of the next highest class. 

6 result is that, though a promotion may be made, no increase m salary is
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granted immediately. It works out this way, that even though three or four 
might be receiving a slightly higher salary you are replacing one chief clerk at 
$3,720 with one grade 1 clerk at $720.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is not true, is it?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. No. You have somebody at the bottom that you are replacing by your 

$720—not the man at the top?—A. Well, I say that the set-up is so changed 
that even though, out of six people, one of whom is leaving, five may receive, 
after the changes are made, slightly higher salaries, the one person who is 
leaving and who is receiving $3,720 is eventually replaced by one at the bot
tom receiving $720.

Q. No.—A. Yes.
Q. I do not see that at all.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is the maximum salary of the lowest grade?—A. The maximum 

salary of grade 1 is $1,020.
Q. And what is the minimum?—A. The minimum is $720.
Q. To follow your illustration, admitting that you have five persons each 

being moved up one grade and each person at the maximum at that time, y°u 
would be effecting a saving of the difference between $1,020 and $720 on that 
new man coming in to grade 1 as an offset to your increases in the other grades 
where they have been moved from the maximum of a lower grade to the min1' 
mum of a higher grade?—A. That is not the total saving. Take the case 01 
the chief clerk—the man at $3,720 replaced by a man at $3,120. There is a 
saving of $600 per annum to be reduced in future years in accordance with th® 
granting of the annual increases. The next man would be at $3,000 and worn1 
be promoted to $3,120. He is paid $120 more. The next man would be a 
$2,400 and he would be promoted to $2,520 and he receives $120 more; that ^ 
$240 of added expenditure. The next man would be at $1,920 and would b 
promoted to a class with a minimum of $1,920. There is no change. The ueSi 
man would be at $1,620 and he would be promoted to a class with a minimum 
salary of a like amount. Consequently, there would be no change. The ne* 
man would be promoted from $1,380 to $1,380 and there would be no chanë6. 
The next man would be changed from $1,020 to $1,080 and there would be 
change of $60. Then you bring in a person at $720 in the place of $1,020 
you are saving $300 there.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Quite a difference to your proposition of replacing a man at $3,700 b> 

a man at $720?—A. I was slightly in error in my calculation, but I was tr- 
ing to arrive at the same conclusion.

By the Chairman: ,

Q. That is an error in your deduction?—A. Not exactly. Of course, I 
not in error in this respect that I said that the saving would be $3,720 less ^ 
less the increases granted. If you take it on that basis it will work out the sa 
way.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That happens to work out in that particular position to which yo^L^y 

referring. There are many that would not work out similar to that.—A- ^ 
not?
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Q. Because the man who might be retiring might not be at the top of the 
class?—A. We were assuming that.

The Chairman : We were assuming that everybody in the position was at 
îhc maximum salary of his grade ; we assumed that for the purposes of the 
lustration.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I say it would not apply in all cases?—A. It would not apply in all cases, 

^though where people are being retired through age, for instance, it usually 
ls the case. It would be the case more often than not. I just mentioned that 
P°int, Mr. Chairman, because it has a bearing on the suggestion that a gratuity 

e Paid in lieu of retiring leave.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. When there is a retirement made, there is nearly always another ap- 

uuiiitment made?—A. Well, of course, that would depend on the circumstances 
I the work. Quite often, if it is thought necessary or desirable, the staff may 
Pe rcduced by one on the retirement of some individual. Then the position held 
i the person who retires may be abolished, or even if the position is filled then 
e Position lower down may be abolished, 

it Q. You were having in mind, when we were discussing this last night, that 
e Personnel of the departments concerned would remain the same?—A. Yes. 

, Q. And where that is the case, in nine times out of ten, there is an appoint
ai made during the continuation of the retirement allowance?—A. Nine 
y es out of ten, although sometimes the department may delay in filling a posi
tif1 for no apparent reason and the position may not be filled at all some- 

although the retiring leave has expired.
^ Q- That is the case at times, but the general procedure is to fill the posi-
‘op?- -A. To fill the position at the time the retiring leave expired.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q- At the time the retiring leave expired?—A. Yes. 

th^t i T^at is what Mr. Maclnnis was trying to get at. Mr. Maclnnis said 
during the time the retiring payment was being continued—

By Mr. Maclnnis:
When the retiring leave begins?—A. That cannot be done. The position 

tot,, .tided in a sense, but the person cannot actually be promoted. He can
ts ,.®eeive the salary because the person who is on retiring leave is construed 

' 1*1 filling the position.
HiçC' * have that in mind, but the position is filled, in the sense that there is 

epe else doing the work?—A. Yes. Someone else is acting. 
this pn' . e personnel of the department has not been decreased by one because 

çjan's away on retiring allowance?—A. That is quite true, 
tattp d'hère is no other point, as a matter of fact, to discuss in regard to this 

except that one point?—A. The next point I would like to bring to the
Hwj *-10n of the Committee is this: Some time ago, in discussing a series of pro- 

l0lls> reference was made to the fact that promotions are made—and they 
!'esi+lllade quite frequently in fact—where a promotion is made to another 
itpH. !(JP and where no financial benefit accrues to the person being promoted 
k> ufdpvtely, and, in fact, in some Cases, the benefit of any financial gain due 
W.? Pr°niotion is not derived for a period of twelve or often as long as fifteen 
°°Po 1c a^er the promotion is made. We feel that a promotion, where it is a 

fide promotion, should always carrv with it some—small though it may
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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be—financial gain to the person promoted. To illustrate : the class grade 3 clerk 
has a maximum of $1,620; class grade 4 has a minimum of $1,620. If a person i" 
at the maximum of grade 3 and is promoted to grade 4, under the Act, as it stands 
at the present time, that person has to remain at the minimum of grade 4 f° 
at least one year before he receives any financial benefit from the promotion1 
We would suggest, for the consideration of the Committee, that some means b 
devised for giving some financial consideration to the person being promote 
immediately on promotion.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. How would you do that?—A. At present, section 13 of the Civil Service 

Act prohibits that being done. That section reads:—
“13. The rate of compensation of an employee upon appointment te 

a position in any class in the civil service shall be at the minimum ra.5 
prescribed for the class; provided however, that when the appointee > 
already in the civil service in another position, the rate of compensât! 
upon appointment to the new position either through transfer or Pr“ 
motion shall be the same as that received before such new appointing’ 
or, if there be no such rate for the new class, then at the next higher ^ ' 
but no appointment shall in any case be made at less than the minim1 
nor at more than the maximum rate prescribed for a class.”

The word appointment there covers also promotion.
Q. Are there any other situations similar to the one you have 

tinned?—A. Oh, yes, there are a great many of them. For instance, i» l'0f 
clerical classes the maximum of grade 2, $1,380, is the same as the minimum J 
grade 3, $1,380. The maximum of grade 3 corresponds with the minim»111 s 
grade 4. The maximum of grade 4 corresponds with the minimum of the c 
principal clerk. Then, owing to the fact that there are several special class! ■ 
tion rates—classification rates for special positions such as the accounting 
—there are cases where the maximum of one class may be half way uP g!)d 
rating for another class. That happens in the case of principal clerk ^g5 
accountant. Accountant grade 1 has a maximum of $2,220. Principal der .g(je 
a maximum of $2,400. If a person were to be promoted from accountant 
1 to principal clerk he would often have to wait a year, possibly fifteen m°n 
before receiving any financial benefit from the promotion.

Q. Have you any suggestions to make as to how that should be cl!’er9te 
A. We would suggest that the clause in the Act be worded as follows: “Tbecj9gS 
of compensation of an employee upon appointment to a position in any ^ 
in the civil service shall be at the minimum rate prescribed for the jn 
provided, however, that when the appointee is already in the civil sen-1 s£,;d 
another position, and is receiving a salary equal to, or greater than, tn 
minimum rate, the rate of compensation upon appointment to the new p? ajiV 
by promotion shall be the next higher rate, but no appointment shall J ^ 
case be made at less than the minimum nor at more than the maximun 
prescribed for a class.” A-

Q. And would that interfere with the present classification ranges A"
Q. I wanted to get that in sequence in the record.

By Mr. Bowman: c
Q. You would shove them up to second class in those cases?—A. The -

>•!
step.

Q. If necessary?—A. Yes.
By the Chairman:

Q. If I understand your point correctly, there are many cases now w* 
promotion means to the civil servant no immediate benefit in tjp)e 
of salary, but merely the possibility of a higher maximum at some futul 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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"T'A. Exactly. Our idea is that as an incentive to employees to try for promo
tion there be a definite, shall I say, “cash nexus” with promotion based on 
®erit—at the present time promotion entails a change of duties, presumably the 
taking on of duties which are of greater difficulty than those previously per
formed, and where a lapse of a year has to occur before any cash benefit 
accrues to the person being promoted, it robs the promotion of some of its 
efficaey in stimulating industry in that department.

Q. Although I have no desire to open up the subject in detail, I would like 
fo get your view as to whether your organizations are favourable or not to the 
Posent system of minimum and maximum salaries and automatic raises at the 
fod of fixed periods and so on?—A. Yes. We are favourable to that. It is, per
haps, unfortunate that so frequently these increases in salary are referred to as 
annual increases, or statutory increases, rather than by the term which may more 

, Properly be applied, namely, annual increments.. These increases, in our opinion, 
not increases in the ordinary sense of the word. When the classification is 

drawn up it is not a question of fixing one rate of pay to apply to a given position;
!J rs a question of fixing a scale, and that scale then is an integral part of the 
eiï>uneration attached to an individual or given position. After all, a person 

'footing salary ratings in the Civil Service usually quotes the maximum of the 
F ass, which is reached only after some years of experience in the position. The 
Creases, it is true, in most of the departments, are given almost automatically, 
Tough, in some of the departments, there are tests applied before the annual 
• dement is given. Then, in all of the departments—for cause the increase 
a withheld in individual cases. That happens more frequently in some depart- 
letlts than in others. _

■ Q. I presume that would be because of absence without leave or, as a dis- 
Plinary action?—A. Yes. It is a matter of discipline, of course; the lack of 
fontion to duty, though in the case of some of the departments, Mr. Chairman 

the case of the Post Office department—they have “ case examinations in 
*ain classes, and unless a man shows a high degree of efficiency on the 

‘H‘ examination, and the mark is fixed and known in advance, he does not get 
l,'V annual increment—not in that year—although he has a chance of qualifying 
a er on. Then there are cases in other departments where it is impossible to 
bp’ess w°rk so directly as that where a man, because of diminishing efficiency, or 

(-'ause of not improving his efficiency, loses the annual increment.
By Mr. Mclnnis:

çj, Q. In other words, the annual increment is the scale that is paid accoidmg to 
‘ Patience and efficiency in the employment?—A. A es.

Q- Now, in connection with the suggested amendments to section id. the 
promoted, does he serve a probationary period, when he is piomotcd, the 

ih lle as a new assignment to the service?—A. I think that is true, in îeory, but 
I* J)ractice it is not a common custom at all to demote people after piomotion.

n°t unknown, but it is not common. The fact is, of course, that a person who 
ihr1ns Promotion within a department is pretty well known as to his ability and 

and so on, and care is taken as a general thing to avoid promoting a 
h0 where there are grave doubts that he would be able to carr> on in ic new 
UriV*l0n‘ Cases of demotion are not frequent; though, as I have said, they are not

I foiown.
Q- In reply to a question by the Chairman a while ago, you said that at the 

of time there was no financial benefit from a promotion, but le possibility 
{^.financial benefit for the future. That is not just correct, is ltf it is not a 
I8,1>llity; it is a certainty of financial benefit in the future, i> it not. A. 
tlleUpP°se in practice it is more of a certainty than a possibility. I think what 

'airman had in mind was the possibility would become a certainty it and 
11 the annual increase is granted. v c p, , ,
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The Chairman : A person might die, or he might become ill, and never be 
able to go back to work. Many things might happen. That is why I saw 
“ possibility

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. If a man still continues in the service, it is a certainty that he is going 

to get his annual increase, generally speaking?—A. Generally speaking, providing 
he complies with whatever regulations there may be in the department.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. After his promotion, if his services are considered satisfactory in t-h* 

particular position, then the annual increment, or increased pay, comes to hint 
because of his promotion as a matter of course?—A. On the recommendati0 
of the deputy head of the department.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. After all, his promotion does carry with it something of considerab 

value?—A. Not immediately. . ,
Q. Yes, immediately, because it puts him in line for further increases, w!llCjs 

he would not have had, had he remained in a lower class?—A. Of course, it 
not what the banks would term a realizable asset; it is a deferred benefit.

The Chairman: I was going to suggest to Mr. Phelan that what he mean» 
that he wants the man to get a tangible asset instead of an intangible one.

The Witness: Yes. That is it exactly. An immediate rather than 
deferred benefit.

By Mr. Boicma.n: ^
Q. You have not any suggestions as to where there could be economies ma 

in the organization, have you?—A. In which organizations?
Q. The organizations you are talking about?—A. In the Civil Service?
Q. Yes. Of course, I can understand your position. Perhaps you had bet 

not answer that question ?—A. I can answer this on a point I intended to H1® 
tion later on. From time to time there is considerable discussion of anialgat£r 
ating different branches of the Service, for purposes of economy or gr®:l ^ 
efficiency, and we would suggest that, in all these cases, first consideration. ^ 
given to reducing the numbers in the Service wdiere reduction may be reCl^Lt 
by failing to introduce new appointees from outside of the Civil Service. * 
is to say, if a branch is construed to be in such a position that some reduc 1 
might be carried out, and if it happens that some two or three people leave, t*1 
in our judgment, a good way to start that reduction is by just not filling m 
vacancies. That is particularly the case at the moment.

Q. I think that is generally conceded by the members of the Comniitte®- 
The Chairman: That would not require any argument. ^
The Witness: On that point of annual increases, Mr. Chairman, 

undoubtedly the Committee is aware, of course, these annual increases will n0tti,e 
granted during the forthcoming fiscal year, so the discussion of them at. -ng 
present time is, as I understand it, as in connection with other things—someth 
looking to the future rather than the present. ^

The Chairman: I think all the members of the Committee still ha'®^)6 
mind your preliminary statement. You are taking a long-range view o* 
situation on the basis of normal conditions.

The Witness: Yes. I might add on that point that the value to the jn^to 
service—I do not mean to the individuals employed in the public service—b ^ 
the public service, the value of annual increases is to hold out some induct'1 
[Mr. V. C. r-helan.]
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to people entering the service to continue on in the service—an inducement which 
can be held out by private industry through more rapid promotion. The Beatty 
Commission, for example, reporting in 1930, mentioned the fact that promotions 
in the public service—in the Civil Service of Canada specifically are not so 
frequent as are promotions in outside business.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I would be inclined to doubt that?—A. In comparable lines of work, I 

should add. , 0 T . , T
Q. It would depend upon certain branches of the Service. For instance, I 

do not think there is any service that has promotions equal to go\ eminent promo
tions in the matter of, say, stenographic services or clerical work and so foith. 
In mav be possible that, in technical branches or offices, that are specially 
qualified the promotions are not so fast?—A. Of course, there is this to it, that 
the upset limit in promotions in the Civil Service is not so high as in private 
business. . _

Q. Again, in certain positions, having certain special qualifications. A. In 
nny position. After all, a man can possibly enter an outside business as an 
office boy and eventually own the plant.

The Chairman : We have many instances of it.
The Witness: No man can start in a government department as office bov 

and eventually own the department.
Mr. Bowman: Or own the government.
The Witness: Yes. Now, that is a consideration.
The Chairman : Of course, he is compensated by security of tenure 01 

office, superannuation and so forth.
Mr. Chevrier: For which he pays.
The Chairman : We will leave aside superannuation. He has the advantage 

°f security of tenure of office and so forth which the one hundred men who 
parted at the bottom in a large plant did not have. Then that fe o\\ in a 
hundred may become the owner, but not more than one.

The Witness: No. Not unless they introduce socialism.
The Chairman : Unless we introduce Mr. Maclnnis co-operative industry-.
The Witness: Even that factor of security of office in the Civil Service is 

occasionally over-stressed. For instance, many clerical employees in sue i corpor- 
at'ons as railways have a certain security of ofiice too-—perhaps not qu te to the 
saitie degree as those in the public service have—nevertheless they lave a certain 
Measure of security in office.

By Mr. Chevrier: '

Q. With regard to security of office, what has been the character of the 
Security of office within the last four or five years, as compared with the security 
?f office in preceding years?-A. Well, security of office would appear to be less 
fo-day than it was in the Civil Service five, ten, fifteen or twenty-h e 5 ears ago.

The Chairman: Yes. That really is because of extraordinary conditions.

By Mr. Ernst:
a Q. To what is that due?—A. Partly to abnormal conditions and partly to 
cae transfer of the natural resources back to the western pi ovinccs. ouch a 
Edition as that cannot be avoided, of course.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. And by the nature of the Act itself, is there any permanent position
permanency to the same extent as under the old Act. A. > • - n-

J [Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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position in the Civil Service—it does not matter what it is—may be abolished 
by Order in Council, which means that the incumbent——

Q. The security of office is not as great a security as when this----- A. It lS
not an absolute security.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In practice that works out as a fair degree of security?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. And in some departments it is almost complete?—A. Depending up°n 

faithful and efficient service. .
Q. Leaving out the abnormal conditions and the return of the natura 

resources to the western provinces, you would not say there was any grave degree 
of lack of security of office?—A. Well, it is pretty difficult to generalize for the 
whole service. For example, there is one branch of the department of Publie 
Works—the mechanics in the city of Ottawa—they have had a staff of 234 u.p 
to the present time, and to-day there are being released from that staff appro*1' 
mately 85. Those persons have had service—one as long as thirty-four yearS 
and one as short as three months. Technically they are not permanent ein" 
ployees. Legally they are temporary employees. But, after all, when a person 
has been working for fifteen or twenty years if you have any employees clasSl' 
fied as permanent you are inclined to look on that man as a permanent employ66'

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Those are the exceptions?—A. Of course, for several years, largely du® 

to the effect of the war—the after effects of the war—the Civil Service was o 
an expanding basis, and necessarily so. That day would appear to be pret ; 
well finished. From now on, apart from the normal growth of the country» 
there would not seem to be any exceptional growth in prospect.

By the Chairman: Â
Q. Now we are suffering the pains of contraction?—A. That is what 

amounts to, and when you start to suffer from those pains there are going t° 
results, and the results are bound to be a lessening of the number of employ6^. 
If thd contraction is painless, by reason of the non-filling of vacancy, nobo . 
is hurt.

By Mr. Ernst: ,
Q. How long would it take you to get the necessary contraction by 

method? What do you mean by that?—A. There might be an argument 
how far the contraction is to go. If the contraction were not to be a 
contraction it should be possible to do it in a fairly short time by normal s 
ments—by making use, for instance, of the Superannuation Act. A few >'c e 
ago people used to be carried on beyond seventy up to seventy-five years of y
when they were eligible to superannuation as a matter of course. That P°* .
has been pretty well discarded. AVhen we discard that policy we speed up rC 
ments from the service. That is a sure and simple means.

By the Chairman: fe
Q. If I am not interrupting your train of thought, Mr. Phelan, what is ' 

about the Civil Service that makes it so attractive? Thousands of people _\e 
to get into it?—A. That is difficult to answer. I think it must be that P6 jCe 
have the impression that a dollar received from Government goes about 
as far as a dollar received from anybody else.

By Mr. Bowman: ^
Q. Either that or you get more dollars from Government?—A. I tbiu^ 

because there have been some positions—the Civil Service Commission ^ 
in a better position to give that information—but I know myself of '

• [Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Positions in the Civil Service which were advertised where, taking account of 
!e qualifications required, the salary was anything but attractive, and even in 

£°°d times, they would have dozens of applicants for the position.

By the Chairman:
g ^ cannot be an illusion on the part of the public that Civil Service pay 
^ s farther than that of a man who works in an industry, because we see a tre- 
thp111 °US num^cr °t civil servants who are being employed and very few of 
âll(j1lever resign, in order to go out into business. There must be some attraction, 

am wondering what it is?—A. It must be psychological, 
anv MacInnis: Has it been proved that the attraction of Civil Service is 

greater than the attraction in other employments?
The Chairman: Under normal conditions, yes.

Hot M-xcInnis: Just a minute. I know of one of the Woolworth stores in 
ti0)Ku Very large city, which advertised for a girl and got three hundred applica- 

s' The salary was not attractive—possibly ten or twelve dollars a week.
The Chairman: When did this happen?

advert-1"" MacInnis: That was two years ago. I also know of a farmer who 
b°art ed for a man to work on a farm without any wages at all—just for his 

u—and he got over fifty applications.
^r- Vallance: He was not on the prairies, I will tell you that. 

a%\v F" ^ACINNIS: 01 course, to live on the prairies you should be paid for it 
av4v/' 1 do not think there is very much in that. It is a matter of getting 

1 rom the grind of looking for a job ever)7 week or so. 
he Chairman : Security of tenure.

t0 J Witness: The attractiveness about government employment appears 
i-eSj„ at entrance. Now, you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, that not many people 
any rom the Civil Service to take other positions; but so far as I have had 
^opportunity to observe that seems absolutely true of all other lines of steady 

rnent. There are not manv resigning from the banks to take other
1 loyrnent.

ke Chairman: Oh, yes. The number is enormous. 
bpe. lG W itness: There have been, in recent years, due to bank amalgamations, 
goVft"0 those who were working for one bank prior to the amalgamation almost 
ProJOZ(;n out on the absorption of one by another. It is true that they were 

Jjed jobs, but they got nowhere.
Hic/ Ie, Chairman: I do not agree with that. Your illustration is one with 
tot sn , happen to be familiar. One of the worst worries of the banks is—I am 

^ to-day, I am speaking of normal conditions in this country—that 
Play | young men and, just when they get them trained to a point where they 
ïake )6Gonie very valuable, they will leave and go into a private corporation, 
ttid »a • the young chaps who come out of Collegiate Institutes, and colleges, 
tfaiajV lnt° banks and stay for a year or two. They want the experience and 
they an'd then they leave voluntarily and go into a private enterprise, because 

nmk there is a greater field.
thr0 Witness: Of course, the banks offer a training which is marketable 
at go0 lout the country. To market one’s Civil Service experience is not always 

thing to do.

By Mr. Bowman: , saiaries as compared with
u, Q. Banks as a matter of fact, do not Pa>' f°f) v' hoid out the prospect of 
C Paid by the Civil Service?-A, No bec^e th^y ho tell him that
" at training to the individual who is entering the’t is worth

49322.
money.

■18
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Mr. MacInnis: He gets tired waiting and resigns.
The Witness: Take the case of the railways. There are not many who 

leave the railway systems voluntarily; their employment is pretty steady. Their 
clerical employment is particularly so.

By the Chairman:
Q. It is always a mystery to me what the explanation of it is?—A. I think 

it is a mystery to everybody. If I might add this further thought, that attrac
tiveness of government positions is confined largely, or chiefly, to entrance 
because civil servants after two, three or five years after entrance become dis
satisfied.

Q. They are just like members of Parliament in that respect.
Mr. Vallance: But they are still staying “put”.
The Chairman : Yes, until they are defeated.
Mr. Ernst : They have a little more security of tenure.
The Witness: That was our point in connection with the suggestion abend 

some immediate salary increase on promotion. The next point I would like t° 
bring to the attention of the Committee is that respecting promotions for em
ployees known as prevailing rate employees. There are in the Civil Servie® 
several hundred prevailing rate employees—I believe about fifteen hundred i? 
all—who are not eligible for promotion to positions which are under the Civl 
Service Act.

By the Chairman:
Q. Did you say about fifteen hundred?—A. There were about two thousand 

prevailing rate employees in all. About fifteen hundred are affected in the mM1' 
ner I have mentioned. About five hundred are eligible for promotion throng 
special regulations. The other fifteen hundred are scattered among about n' 
departments, the chief Department affected being the Public Works.

Q. How are they not eligible for promotion?—A. They are not eligible 
promotion. .

Q. Why?—A. The reason is that these employees are appointed by Tg 
Departments and promotion would entail appointment under the Civil Servi6'
Act.

Q. These employees do not come under the Civil Service Act?—A. TheJ 
are not under the Civil Service Act; but there are certain types of positi°n?’ 
such as clerk of works in the Public Works department in the city here, wln®g 
is a position which can logically be filled by promotion from amongst the5 
employees, but they are not eligible to make application.

Q. If they do not come under the Civil Service Act, who fixes their re&K 
neration or salaries?—A. They are paid at prevailing rates. The Departing 
fixes the rate, but the rate is supposed to be based upon the rate current in 
district.

Q. There is nothing to prevent the Department from changing the 
from time to time?—A. The rate is changed from time to time, up or down 9 
the case may be. «

Q. And would these be persons in the main engaged in mechanical work; 
—A. They are practically all mechanics—practically all without exception5 
mechanics of one class or another. There are not many positions opening 
from time to time to which they would be eligible for promotion, but those Ie 
there are are blocked to them by reason of the technical difficulty, that di&ctil70 
being that they are not under the Civil Service Act whereas the position5 
which they would seek promotion are under that Act 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The government would have to have latitude in dealing with a man 

sUch as this at prevailing rates. You could hardly bring all this class under the 
Civil Service Act, could you?—A. I was not suggesting that at the moment, 
‘Although the men themselves do prefer that. They would prefer to be engaged 
Under the terms of the Civil Service Act. I mentioned a few minutes ago that 
’n the Public Works Department it has been found necessary to release eighty- 
five or so of those mechanics after serving five, ten, fifteen or twenty years and 
s9 up to thirty-four years. Now, those employees are not under the Civil Ser- 
v>ce Act; they are only temporary, in a legal sense, and, on retirement, they 
receive nothing; they are just given notice to quit. If they were brought under 
jue terms of the Civil Service Superannuation Act—if they had been allowed 
j° contribute, to provide pensions for themselves—they would now be entitled 
to something. That is not the situation however.

Q. Could not the provisions of the Act, with respect to superannuation it- 
sdf, be so enlarged as to permit any government employee to participate in the 
Way desired and to reap benefits according to the extent of the payments made 
!tlto the fund?—A. That is our contention, yes.

Q. Could that not be done without bringing the employees under the opera- 
l0n of the Civil Service Act?—A. Yes, because not all of those who are entitled 

ijuder the Superannuation Act are under the Civil Service Act. The. Income
■ ax Branch of the Department of National Revenue, for instance, is eligible to

brought under the Superannuation Act. Many of them are under the Super
annuation Act, but they are not under the Civil Service Act. There are other 
^amples of it. Deputy Ministers are under the Superannuation Act; they are 
°t under the Civil Service Act; they are not appointed by the Commission, so 
'at there is not any necessarv connection between the Superannuation Act 

and the Civil Service Act.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
■ Q. Are there appointments made by the Civil Service Commission where, 
j" the same class, promotions could not be made?—A. No; any person appointed 
.y the Civil Service Commission to a permanent position is entitled to proino-

to any other permanent position under the Civil Service Act. Aesterday, 
y16 question of some right of appeal, or some machinery of appeal for civil ser- 
, a.uts was touched on. I have a memorandum which I would like to present to 
x, s Committee. I presume it will take about ten minutes to read it. Have I 
' °Ur permission to read it or would you prefer—

The Chairman : If you think the written memorandum states the matter 
0re concisely than you can do it yourself why go ahead and read it.

Mr. Bowman: Perhaps you could summarize it.
The Witness: The gist of it is that at the present time the civil servant is 

jJ^ically without any channel of appeal against any regulations or any action in 
ç,e$Pect of him, except to the authority against whom he desires to take an appeal. 
^Ppose that the Civil Service Commission were to issue a regulation which bore 
0 ? heavily, in their own opinion, on some employees in Departments. They can 
tr ^ aPpeal to the Civil Service Commission against that regulation. The same is

where regulations are on a departmental basis—appeal must be taken to the 
I ePartments. For several years the Civil Service organizations endeavoured to 

established a Civil Service Council following more or less the Council 
Abolished in the British Civil Service, in 1919, and known as the Whitley 

!)Uncil. The proposal was to have a National Civil Service C ouncil to which 
in i6rs appeal, affecting classes rather than individuals, from all departments 

parts of the country, might be taken. The proposal further was that the
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Board, or Council, would consist of about the same number of representatives 
to be named by Civil Service organizations and by the government, with the 
Council to act in an advisory capacity. That is to say, the Council was to have no 
authority other than to consider and report. Some appeal board was suggested >n 
the report of Arthur Young and Company as long ago as 1919, when they reported, 
on the classification of the Civil Service. Subsequently, the Malcolm Committee 
of the House of Commons, in 1923, reported favourably on the establishment of 
some joint departmental appeal boards. Later, in 1928, the Select Committee 
of the House of Commons on Industrial and International Relations recommende*1 
favourably on the establishment of a joint Civil Service Council in the publ'c 
service. That report of the Committee was approved by Parliament in 1928) 
but it was not, however, until 1930 that any further action was taken. Then ;>u 
Order in Council was passed. That Order in Council was passed early in 
1930, and provided for the calling together of a meeting to approve the con' 
stitution for the proposed Civil Service Council, the constitution to be approved 
by this meeting and then referred to the Governor in Council for consideration, 
and, if desirable, approved. Nothing further, however, has been done since- 
We had the matter up with Senator Robertson, when he was Minister of Labour, 
on two occasions, and Senator Robertson was quite sympathetic to the idea 
some appeal board ; but he did not see eye to eye with "the proposals contained jn 
the Order in Council of May, 1930. Incidentally, Senator Robertson had had this 
question before him and had given it rather favourable consideration when prej 
viously in office as Minister of Labour, back in 1920. That, briefly, is the history 
of the effort that Civil Service organizations have made to secure some practice 
means of appeal for civil servants, either as individuals or as groups. We n°vV 
have an alternative proposal, or a supplementary proposal, that we would 
to submit. It is this: “We would respectfully request that the Committee give 
serious consideration to the present lack of appeal machinery, and to the folio"" 
ing proposals for the establishment of an Appeal Board. We would prop0®6 
that there be established an Appeal Board of three members, the Chairman of t*ie 
Civil Service Commission, who would serve on the Appeal Board ex officio; °n_c 
member, thoroughly conversant with the staff side of Civil Service problem5) 
to be named as representing the Civil Service— ”

By the Chairman:
Q. Appointed by whom ?—A. We would suggest that he be appointed bv ti|C 

Civil Service organizations, as representing the Civil Service.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Who did you say the Chairman was to be?—A. The Chairman of the 
Civil Service Commission.

Q. Then, you would have another man appointed by the Civil Service Com 
mission?

The Chairman : No; one member by the Civil Service Federation, l°r 
example.

Mr. Bowman : Oh, I see.
The Witness: “And a third member to represent Government, to be name<^ 

by the Treasury Board, wffien matters affecting more than one department ar 
under consideration— ”

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Has this memorandum been adopted by your association?—A. Exact L 

As I said before, “ a third member to represent Government, to be named by t 
Treasury Board, when matters affecting more than one department are unp 
-consideration, and to be named by the department affected when matters 1 
volving only one department are under consideration.”
;[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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/

“ While necessarily the Board itself would have to determine its own pro
cedure to some extent, the following suggestions are made as to principles which 
^ould govern its activities: —

“ (1) Appeal may be taken to the Board either by a Department, the 
Civil Service Commission, a class of civil servants, or an individual civil 
servant, on staff matters affecting the interpretation and enforcement of 
existing statutes and orders in council concerning salaries and working 
conditions in the Service ;

“ (2) for this purpose “ civil servant ” should be interpreted as 
meaning any full time employee of Government on salary or wages (as 
distinct from those paid on commission or emoluments of office) ;

“(3) The Board itself should simplify its work by establishing rules 
of procedure to exclude appeals without foundation;

“(4) generally, matters to be dealt with would affect the following: 
classification ; promotion ; suspension ; abolition of office; new appoint
ments; hours of employment; the withholding of annual increases ; regu
lations under the Civil Service Act; and the interpretation of existing 
overtime pay schedules;

“ (5) the Board would report to the Treasury Board, in the same 
manner as does the Civil Service Commission, and also to the parties to 
the grievance ;

(6) representations for changes in existing legislation would not be. 
> heard by the Board.”
. Q other words, our suggestion is that it deal with regulations and statutes exist- 

g at the moment, but not to hear complaints about existing legislation.
t> The Chairman : These are matters that really come within the sphere of 
Parliament.

The Witness: Exactly.
“(7) Civil Servants’ appeals might be presented in person, in writing, 

or by another civil servant on behalf of the appellant.
“(8) Board to be Inter-departmental: It will be noted that earlier 

recommendations proposed departmental boards in some cases. What is 
now proposed is an Inter-departmental Board, since distinct departmental 
boards would scarcely be practical or necessary in many of the smaller 
departments ; since the experience of one department would be made avail
able to all through an inter-departmental board ; since final appeals 
should not be made solely to the authority to whose action exception is 
taken; and since an inter-departmental board would tend to unify pro- 

rp cedure throughout the Civil Service.”
t 10 gist of this is, of course, that the Appeal Board would consider and report 
sv t'le Treasury Board. It is not our suggestion that the Appeal Board, of itself, 

°uld have any power to dictate to anybody. It would be—
By Mr. Ernst:

a] Q- A fact-finding board?—A. Exactly. It would pass its recommendation 
0tlg to the Treasury Board for consideration and action, 

ii. Q- Would it strike you that that would be a fairly busy tribunal?—A. I 
lr*k not. It might be, at first.

Q- It would probably be in constant session?—A. I doubt it.
By Mr. Bowman:

o Q. What about salaries for the members of the Board ? A. b ve 1, there
°uld not be any salaries. •_, ,

^ Q. I am afraid you are going to be so busy that you are going o ia\t per
cent officials on that Board and have a secretariat. j-Mr v c phelan -j

L
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The Chairman : The persons that Mr. Phelan has suggested as belonging 
to that Board are already in receipt of remuneration, Mr. Bowman, in some 
branch of Government. The only one who would not be so would be the rep' 
resentative of the civil servants, and I presume that Mr. Phelan would act f°r 
the service pro bono publico.

The Witness: Pro bono “ civil serviceo.”

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Only cases would be brought before the Council that you would not be 

able to dispose of in negotiations with the departmental heads?—A. Oh, yeS’ 
because we do, from time to time, take matters up with the Departments, either 
with the Minister or the Deputy Minister or with some official, and, if the mat' 
ter is satisfactorily adjusted, naturally it dies there.

Q. Procedure of this kind is adopted in large organizations, particulars 
where the employees have recognized associations, or unions, where, if the sup61' 
intendent or head of the department cannot deal with the matters, the Genera 
Manager is the last resort?—A. Yes. The railways have boards. There is ® 
Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, at Montreal, which is a joint board rep' 
resenting both the employer and the employee which sits, I believe, once 
quarter for one, two or three days to consider small matters in dispute betwee 
the employees—between individual employees and the company, or small class6" 
and the company. i

Q. That is what I have in mind?—A. The next subject I would like to de- 
with is that affecting superannuation. Are we at liberty to make a submiss*0 
in that respect?

Mr. Bowman : Does our reference cover that?
The Chairman : I do not think that comes within the field of our acth'hP 

and we would have no power to do anything with it.
Mr. Variance: We are dealing with the Civil Service and the Civil Ser''ce

Act.
The Witness: Of course, it has a connection with the Civil Service A6*; 

in this way, that the means of exit from the Civil Service is an important matt 
in Civil Service administration. ^

The Chairman : May I suggest, if the matter is considered by you to be 
importance, that you let us have eight copies of a written memorandum W1 
reference to that.

The Witness: We will be glad to do that and we will make it as brief fl" 
we can.

The Chairman: We might try to deal with it as ancillary to our assiS0 
ment.

The Witness: There are one or two points, if I might mention them bn6^ 
which are of some consequence at the present time. For example, when ^ 
Superannuation Act was passed, in 1924, and subsequently to 1927, the rigy 0f 
come under the Act was extended to those in the service prior to the 1^'jgd 
July, 1924. Some, however, through misunderstanding or carelessness, y1 > 
to elect to come under the Act and, since 1927, they have been penalized by ^ 
doing so—penalized in the sense that if they were released they would m1. jy 
receive the benefits of that Act. It seems to us, that the Act might reason:' 
be opened to give these people the right to come under it.

The Chairman: Somebody has mentioned that. _ g5
The Witness : Then there is the matter that the prevailing rates emply^], 

be given the right to come under the Act. That is a question we are very n} i^e 
interested in, and we will give you a memorandum on the subject. One o 
[Mr. V. C. Phelan.]
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Un ainm£ P°ints I wanted to deal with is one which Mr. Bowman has touched 
>nW’ name)^’ prevailing rates employees coming under the Civil Service Com- 
thawn ' ^ *ien ^ say prevailing rates employees I mean mechanics. We feel 
Civ'i Q6re .W0ldd be an advantage in these mechanics being brought under the 
thru' .1 'ervice ^ ommission in - respect of appointments and permanency, even 
the '?1 some latitude in the selection of individuals might have to be left with 
eUml ePar^men*—a latitude which would not exist in the case of clerical 
hu| °' e®s’ some latitude in the selection to secure competent mechanics, 
in 0 lce^ lo^orcstcd, however; and some of the employees, notably those 
the C 'Opartment of Public Works in the city here, have asked us to mention 
third-' i 01 to ,18 Committee to see if it could be given some consideration. I 

K that concludes everything I have to say. 
be Chairman: Have any of you gentlemen any questions you wish to ask 

the v' ae arh’ arising out of his evidence? I think, Mr. Phelan, that I express 
Ser .lcw® °* the Committee, as well as my own, when I say to you that the Civil 

ice Federation are to be congratulated on their choice of a president.
The Witness: Thank you very much.

bep,,^1? Chairman : 'I our submission here has been extremely clear. It has 
Siven in a very intelligent manner, and I am confident the Com- 

regRee appreciate the moderation with which you have stressed the views in 
sb’on^ 01 wbich I know that the feelings of those you represent must be very

Con The Witness: With your permission, Mr. Chairman, and members of the 
Ulitt rnit^ee’ ^ m^b* say that it has been a pleasure to come before the Com- 
***• Cur experience as an organization, as I mentioned yesterday, in deal- 
ah\-„ V u departments of Government, is usually a very happy one. It has 
Comn^een particularly happy when we have been dealing with Parliamentary 
I th' | ees> we always seem to receive a very courteous and kindly hearing. 
leas*lr; Hie bearing that has been given to me by this Committee has been at 

as kindly and sympathetic as those given in the past, if not more so.

0<m Edna L. Inglis, Second Vice President, Civil Service Association of Ottawa, 
alled and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Miss Inglis, would you tell us, at the outset, what is the relation of the 

gj. A Service Association of Ottawa to civil servants ; is your membership con- 
c0 el what is called the inside service?—A. The membership, Mr. Chairman, is 
to * , d Practically to the Civil Service at Ottawa, The Association does not refuse 
t0 |‘'be into its membership those employees who previously were considered 
froldre been in what we call the outside service at Ottawa, as distinguished 
tOe 1 headquarters at Ottawa. We have also, in the Association, some outside 
in J yrship throughout the country. They are, shall I say, employees who are 
solvated districts and have not an opportunity of really organizing for them- 
cqu?s and look to Ottawa for that channel through which to make their diffi- 
iH-e 68 and problems known. I am sorry Mr. Lawson, our President, has not 
ta]. edcd me. That is the natural way in which this matter should have been 
cia*;11 uPi as he would have given you a complete outline of what the Asso- 

°n at Ottawa is.
Set . You have given us quite sufficient for our purpose. I just wanted to 

1 picture?—A. Now, as I say, we have some members from our London 
A.SsCe .in London, England. They are direct members of our Civil Service 
Ration of Ottawa. We also have some from the agricultural offices through- 

he district who have not any other means of organizing. 1 hey come in as
[Miss Edna Inglis.]
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members of the Association at Ottawa. Now, I think, perhaps, in order to place 
both myself and the problems of the women before the Committee, it would 
be well for me to say that I have been in the service since 1904. I am what 
they call an original political appointee.

Q. The patronage system seems to have done very well?—A. I have been 
converted to the merit system. I came into the Auditor General’s Office. m 
1904, and remained with that office until 1920, when I transferred over to the 
Civil Service Commission. I have been with the Civil Service Commission ever 
since. My work with the Commission- is on the Administrative Branch of the 
Commission, directly on Mr. Foran’s staff. My work covered the administration 
of the Civil Service Retirement Act, introduced in 1920, until 1924. Since that 
time my work has been special correspondence, Civil Service Commission 
statistics, parliamentary returns, editing of the Commission’s annual report; 
including the tables, and anything in connection with extracts from Hansard.

Q. Just before you proceed, as we have appeared to disturbed the order 
which you had planned, if I, or any other member of the Committee, should 
ask you any questions which you would rather should be dealt with by Mr> 
Lawson, do not hesitate to say so and we will be glad to leave them for Mr- 
Lawson to answer?—A. Now, in the matter of women in the Service, we hav6 
in our membership a very great number of women. I canr.ot tell you definitely 
the number, but I should say between 45 and 50 per cent, of the Civil Servir6 
Association is comprised of women, and they are very anxious that some of the 
difficulties they have encountered in their work should be presented ; or, rather' 
the difficulties should be made known to this Committee. As you know, 
Civil Service Act embodies the principle of equal pay for equal work. Th1® 
theory is carried throughout the classification; that is, each position is classified 
according to its duties irrespective of the person occupying it. However, 
women claim that this does not work out in actual practice; that frequently 
because a woman is occupying a position it is classified at a lower grade than 1 
would be if held by a man. This situation is attributed to the age old prejudi61 
towards wromen in business. Unfortunately economic conditions have forced 
women into business and whether we like it or not they have to be dealt "'it ,

Q. I do not think there is any prejudice against women in this case. ^ 
experience is that they get many preferences now.

Mr. Chevrier: Well, they are entitled to them.
The Witness: May I say that the women of the service are not asking 

preference—just their rights.
Mr. MacInnis: They are objecting to discrimination.
The Witness: When the status and probable career of women in.^ 

Service is discussed with male heads of departments, the probability of mam8», 
is claimed, by them, to be the factor that interferes with the advancement ^ 
women. The fact that the Civil Service Regulations require a woman to 
from the Service upon marriage—i.e. there is what is known as the ma.rrlu,e 
bar—has an effect on the careers of women who do not marry but remain in ^ 
Service. However, this is claimed to be a psychological condition that ought 
be corrected. The fact that a male employee may leave the Service after h 
or ten year or fifteen years has no bearing on his original appointment- _-c’ 
too, the chance that a woman may marry and consequently leave the Scr' 
after a few years should not prejudice her in the matter of appointment. . pr

Now, I think, probably, to give you some idea of the growth of the bun\-e 
of women in the Service, and the way the situation has developed, I will g 
you a rough idea of the situation.

In 1886 there were twenty-four women occupying permanent position-^ 
the Civil Service, the earliest appointment being a deputy matron in King® g 
Penitentiary, in 1870. The next was a lock-labourer on the William®6 ” 
[Miss Edna Inglis.]
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Cana,], in 1871, and various clerical appointments, including three clerks in the 
Windsor Post Office, during the years following, up to July 1886. There were 
jdso a few temporary employees at this period who were women. In a calcula
tion made from Parliamentary returns tabled in 1928, it appears that of 30,655 
civil servants, 5,775 were women. This was exclusive of the Post Office Depart
ment, which furnished no data re sex.

From 1900 to 1902 the Department of the Interior probably had a larger 
Proportion of women than any other office, except the Auditor General’s which 
has had a preponderance of women since 1904 and in 1929 employed one hun- 
I fed and thirty-one women to its eighty-three male employees. During 1931 it 
had one hundred and seventeen women as compared with one hundred and ten 
males.
Pp " Prcsent, both the Income l ax Branch of the Department of National 
19ns UUe ani * ie Department of f inance employ more women than men. In 
a “an> temporary employees paid from Outside Votes and “ notwithstanding 
and "uf m f £lvli Service Act, ’ were legislated into the permanent Service 
Derr.’ a;though definite figures are not obtainable, it is probable that as large a 

mon T01?,11 as m the “ blanketing-in ” which took place from De
pp.. !' , , ^ ü, 1924, when out of a total of 4,060 employees made
mi«-aneiv’ ^ ^iWjre-w°men- The Annual Reports of the Civil Service Com- 
hpr®lon s“ow th,at during the last twelve years (1920-1931 inclusive) of 30,357 
1] ?t)lncn appointments, 4,982 were women ; of 54,121 temporary appointments, 
ll’ot-o xvere w°men. Of all the temporary appointments numbering 54,121, 
for v were women ; you understand that these might be re-employed over again 
of P 1S’ ^verid times. When it is remembered that the Outside Services
RpiV*51 Office^Customs, National Defence, Marine, Fisheries, Public Works,
th

always and Canals and Immigration, employ few women, some idea is had of 
'e number of women in the Service at Ottawa, 

j Mr. Coats, the Dominion Statistician, was having prepared for us figures 
u connection with the employment of women in the Service which I will be 

I e to give you later. They are classified as to the positions they are in 
Tgether with classes and salaries and the various departments. The statement 
^ n°t quite ready yet. However, he has been able to give me this figure, 7,617 

UInen in the Public Service, exclusive of postmistresses.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are those in the classified positions?—A. Yes. 
Q. Only?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
o, Q. At the present time?—A. At the present time. The date actualh is the 
lst of October, 1931. Now, there are four points to be covered. In order to give 

;°u an idea of the difficulties of women in the service, there are four points prac- 
1Cally that we want to present to you. One, entrance ; next, promotion, next 

superannuation and insurance (they are tied up together), and, lastly, L ivil 
0|vice Councils, or some court of appeal. , ......

ih While the Civil Service Act and classification make no distinction regard- 
g sex, i.e., examinations for appointment are open to both sexes, unless the 

, Puirements of the position demand otherwise, it is claimed by the women that 
r °PUently on the specific request of the Department applications are so îcited 
h V1*1 males onlv and in practice many positions are closed to women, which 
£’8ht otherwise be filled by them. This results in most women entering the 

as Clerks and Stenographers Grade 1 and 2. Nearly all the lower grade 
in the Service at Ottawa are filled by women, such as Clerks, îrades 1, 2 

T. typists, grades 1, 2 and 3.
[Miss Edna Inglis.]
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As you know, the Civil Service Act makes provision for the head of the 
Department to state whether or not the position shall be filled by male or female, 
and that is the difficulty that the women now are up against. One point I would 
like to make clear is this, that even supposing certain classes of positions might 
be advertised now without specifying male or female, possibly some of them 
might not result in many women applying, but if such a practice were continued 
ultimately we would have women educated to fill those posts.

The situation is this, a woman completes her University training and 13 
anxious to enter public service. There are few openings for which her qualifica
tions fit her. If she has taken higher mathematics, there is little chance of her 
getting placed. If she has qualified in modern languages, she may enter as a 
junior translator, although the secretaryships in the Department of External 
Affairs, i.e., the Diplomatic Service, are closed to her. That seems to me an 
awfully unfortunate thing. The British Government does not close this service, 
its Diplomatic service to women. In the United States there are quite a number 
of women—I cannot give you the number—but quite a number of women em
ployed in the Diplomatic Service doing extremely useful work.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. As a matter of fact, for appointment to our Diplomatic Service, we are 

insisting on a legal qualification, in practically every case?—A. Yes, practical^- 
Q. And we ask for special training, if possible, in International Law?—A-

Yes.
The Chairman : Of course, there are a great many women who are success

ful graduates in law. I happen to be married to one myself.
The Witness: There is this point; until these positions are open to wome11 

there is no incentive to train for them particularly. I am delighted to find tjia 
we have such a sympathetic Chairman; we could not possibly do better in tha 
respect.

By the Chairman:
Q. Are the positions of Examiners, in the Examination Branch of the Ci_vl 

Service Commission, closed to women?—A. No. We have three women holdi1^ 
positions of Examiners in the Civil Service Commission.

Q. It just occurred to me that that is a position which, I think a woman, 
is a University graduate, is well qualified to fill.—A. Yes, well qualified. Havi°» 
tried different channels she finally decides that in order to enter the Civil Se1"' 
vice she must learn stenography, since there is usually, i.e., in normal times, ^ 
steady demand for stenographers. So most of our University women have ^ 
enter the Service through the lower grades. However, if a woman has special’21:^ 
in Science she has a better chance to enter public service. While not great 1 
numbers there are in the Service at present women analysts, chemists, botan13 P 
bacteriologists and palaeontologists and occasionally vacancies occur for wb1 ^ 
women may apply. The library service is a field open to women. Indeed i»°t 
of the library positions are held by women, and it is claimed that this D 
accounts for the low classification of this branch of the Service. It is very w. 
The situation regarding women here is in strong contrast with the condition ^ 
the Civil Service of the United States. Over there women occupy most import9^ 
positions in the Public Service and I am given to understand, by a member > 
the Federal Civil Service Commission, Miss Jessie Dell, that women have a»11 
equal opportunity with men.

It is rather surprising to us to find the number of positions they do 0c1 
They are chiefs of divisions, in the State Department, and in the office of 
trailer of Currency and the Treasury Department. They are in the Legal a

cupy’

the
of the Bureau of Economics. There is a woman, whom I know very we lb °nr rg 
Tax Appeal Board of the United States, in the Customs Department. The} 
[Miss Edna Inglis.]
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in the War Department, in the Public Printing and Engraving Department. 
Then, of course, they occupy very important positions m the Agricultural De
partment and in the Department of Labour, where they hold positions at t ic 
head of various lines of economics such as household economics, and in different 
branches where they make research into the uses of materials, such as cotton, 
and so on. I suppose everything I say goes into the record.

The Chairman: Oh, yes; but we will have expunged anything if you 
it»

The Witness: I would like to say something if my friends of the Press 
Would be kind enough not to publish it. I would not like the case to be identified. 
Some years ago, before the Act of 1918 and 1919 was passed, but after the ct of 
1908 was passed, it was necessary to fill a vacancy in one of the Departments. 
IVe will say, for purposes of illustration, that it was a legal branch, and it adver- 
tised to fill this position. A woman applied along with the others. There was 
great consternation. She had all the qualifications, and the powers that be 
hardly knew what to do. However, they finally decided they would hold an 
lamination, which they did; but the woman came out first and they ha< to give 
her the position. I think that probably that case may have resulted in the care 
that is taken now in always stipulating, so far as possible, that vacancies s iou d 
he filled by men-I mean when a specific vacancy is advertised they advertise it 
t°r male applicants only.

By the Chairman:
, Q. What is occuring to me is this: Is this a matter that can be dealt with 
ky the Committee? Is that not only within the jurisdiction °f t 16 Civü Service 
1 ommission?—A. It is not under the jurisdiction of the Cm Service Com
pulsion, Mr. Chairman, to this extent ; the Act permits the departmental head to 

how he wants the position filled, whether he wants it filled n male or 
^male.

Mr. Chevrier: You say the Civil Service Act?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman: You see, if this Committee were to come out and recom

mit! that such a provision be abolished it might lead to very unfortunate con
fluences in some circumstances. I mean, there is no question tha t iere are 
positions which women could not very well fulfil. Take, lor example, Pre- 

untive Officers.
Mr. Ernst: I knowr of one.

u The Chairman: I am speaking in a general wav. They have iadies at 
ie Ports of entry who examine other ladies to see whethei • ‘ ; S
Jench or American made clothes when they come back lro ' s’ ,,
^ 'Uerally speaking there are positions in the Civil Service w n ,

very well fill. If we were to recommend an amendment to the Act, under 
e Provision as it is now, it seems to me it might create a di eu ' a 10n- 

t. The Witness: Yes. The suggestion that is made, Mr. Chairman is not 
K lat. a recommendation of that description should be ma c> ju . 
h .f'ble in opening positions the women should be given an PP . "

$ wVoLn «Km unSfbtŒ L not appertain to a,l the

étions.
tef The Chairman: I am just informed that the provision to ^ic* you are 
;eferring is not in the Act but is in the Civil service regulations. Now, it that 
6 *■ «L regulations are made by the Civil Service Comm,ss,on .^approved.
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I presume, by Order in Council. Well, surely as the matter is one to be dealt 
with by the Commission, either by an amendment to their regulations or by their 
persuasive powers with the Department, the requisitions coming in for the 
filling of a position—

The Witness: This is a clause of the Act.
The Chairman: What section?
The Witness: This is section 26, subsection 3: “ Except as herein provided, 

the examinations shall be open to all persons who may be lawfully appointed to 
any position within the class for which the examination is held, with such limita
tions as may be specified in the regulations of the Commission as to age, sex, 
health, habits, residence, moral character and other qualifications that are in the 
judgment of the Commission requisite to the performance of the duties of sud1 
positions.”

By the Chairman:
Q. Now, you would not suggest that we should change that?—A. No, * 

would not. ?
Q. It becomes a matter of regulation, does it not, by the Commission ■ 

These regulations are approved by Order in Council. So that, irrespect!'^ 
of whether we might agree or disagree with the submission which you have ju' 
made, it really is a matter within the jurisdiction of the Commission, as I -e 
it?—A. It is rather within the jurisdiction of the Department, because the Com
mission on the strength of that clause in the Act passes this kind of a regulation 
This is section 13 of the regulations:—“ Unless the requirements of the positif 
demand otherwise, applicants of both sexes may be admitted to any exam111
at ion.”

Q. All right. Now, that is, to say the least, a gesture on the part of * 
Commission to give women equal rights with men?—A. Yes. ,

Q. Now, if the departments preclude women from these positions when t*l£y 
apply to the Commission for an appointee, there is nothing to prevent the C°m^ 
mission from taking up with the Department the question of having these 
tions open to women as well as men, and in the final analysis, if they are de» . 
locked, it would appear that subject to the power of the Department with reg^ 
to what I may call unsuitability for the position, the Commission now has ^ 
ultimate say?—A. Yes. I think one might say that; but, as a matter of *a ^ 
if the Department goes to the Commission to fill a position and that position g 
advertised for male only, I do not think you can expect the Commission to k > 
the stand that it must be open to male and female alike. I really do not tb
SO. . „jQfl;

Q. You say that the person who has the ultimate power to make a deci- 
when somebody else is in disagreement with him should steadfastly adhere to ^ 
position that his is the right one?—A. May I point this out, that in the matte.trt- 
appointments the Commission has before it the recommendation from the I)eC 
ment, and the Department can bring all the arguments to bear, if it desu', 
support of that. On the other hand, there is simply, shall I say, an attitu 
mind against it, or in support of it, and since that attitude of mind is so l:U^0n
in support of what the Departments ask 
to go against that.

rou can hardly expect the Com»11r'

By Mr. Bowman: j)f
Q. As to that point that it is an attitude of mind, after all, that has 

rectified, inasfar as your claims are concerned, by a change of mind whic 1. eSe 
only be brought about by the women showing their capabilities of filling 1 
positions.
[Miss Edna Inglis.J
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The Witness: Largely that. Publicity and education.
Mr. MacInnis: I do not think it is altogether dependent upon the women 

showing their capability to fill the position.
The Chairman: Or demonstrating their persuasive powers.
Mr. MacInnis: Possibly. And the removing of prejudice by showing 

reasons. You have to remove prejudice by bringing pressure to bear that will 
remove it.

Mr. Ernst: Agitate.
Mr. MacInnis: Yes. .
The Chairman: How can this Committee deal with the situation.
Mr. MacInnis: I do not see any difficulty for this Committee: to .make a 

recommendation that, where there is no particular or definite bar to the emi lo> 
ment of women, all positions should be open to them on the same basis as men

The Chairman: They are now. Our recommendation is to the House of 
Commons, not to the Deputy Minister. , , .

Mr. Vallance: Unless the requirements of the positions demand otherwise.
Mr. MacInnis: According to the evidence that is laid before us now, the 

Prejudice of the head of a department interferes with the propel functioning of 
lhat clause of the Act. , ^ ,

Mr. Vallance: Would changing the regulations change the attitude of 
mind? I am in sympathy with Miss Inglis; I think it is an attitude of mind.

The Chairman: I do not see how this Committee can help the situation.
. Mr. MacInnis: 1 think it comes down to the same thing that we harm 
.mind on so many occasions, that the Commission do not "an o g •
'e wishes of the heads of Departments.

t The Chairman: All right. Then we cannot change that view. I am trying 
° ^e if we can do something to assist in the situation which -. iss 8 I - -•
t the moment I am at a loss to see what we can do.

The Witness: May I sav this, that I have seen a good many Commissions 
2 on Civil Service affairs, and I. think that any recommendation-by any 
r°perly constituted body of members of Parliament, or expei k , ‘
y called in at different times to deal with Civil Service aft" had 
p°ry appreciable effect on public—and departmental opinion in < 

lvb Service affairs.

By Mr. Ckevrier:
of Q. Section 13 of the Civil Service regulations reads, ‘‘ unl^v bVadmitted^o 
^ the position demand otherwise, applicants of both sexes '.

^ examination.' ?—A. Yes. , m,io+inn? A Yr>«
it. Q. Now, that is the law as it stands today; that is the regulation. A. Ac.,

9- It is the regulation made under the law, but it is not in the Ci\ il Ten ic e 
tt; it is in the Civil Service regulations?—A. Yes. , ,

yourQarNow' then inasfar as I am concern^ I ff^|e ^PrC'Ca‘recommendation 
t0 IT ar8uments, but at present I do not see how 1 could maac nnrnnR.
-j, change this, because we are here investigating something i ,P the^denart 

thing I could sec would be for us to express » pi« «> the depart- 
t&k that, in the future, if the practice that you complain of has b^ a iced.

give to women a larger latitude. I suppose that is about a. far - J
thlrA' That is about as far as you can go-the expression of an opinion. I 
cfffw I*16 expression of opinion from this Committee wi 1 . -
V^t. Now I have taken these positions at random during the la.t ear or so. 

positions were advertised for males only. I do not wan particularly to
[Miss Edna Inglis.]
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indicate the department—that is always invidious—: “ Junior Botanists ; Prin
cipal Clerk (male), for the Administration branch of the department of Mines! 
Editorial work, Editor, grade 1. male, Commercial Intelligence branch ; Chemist- 
cereal, Agricultural, (male), Experimental farm; Principal Clerk, Statistics; 
Actuarial clerk, Insurance.

By the Chairman:
Q. Those are positions which you submit women are equally well qualifié 

to fill, if not better qualified, than men?—A. I will not say better.
Q. Well, say equally qualified? I have no hesitation in saying I am 

inclined to agree with you offhand unless there is some specific reason.
Mr. Bowman : A lot will depend upon the circumstances.
Mr. Chevrier: All things being equal.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Have you any statistics showing the length of service of women in the 

departments at the present time, women who have come in the departments an 
dropped out?—A. No, Mr. Maclnnis, I cannot give you that, not in any forlD 
in which it would indicate very much.

Mr. Bowman : We have these records on file in returns given by the varie115 
departments in which names are given of all those who have dropped out sincC 
1925. A considerable number of them are on record now.

The Chairman : There was a return brought down in the House showing 
all the married women in the Civil Service, those who had to maintain themseb'6 
or had dependents. I think that was fairly complete.

The Witness: Yes, it was a very complete return.
•lit

"forMr. MacInnis: What I had in mind was one of the arguments brou| 
against women in any particular position in regard to receiving equal pay. 
equal work, that they are usually only taking the position as a temporary thmS’ 
until they get married, which is supposed to be the general outlook of all worn6 

The Chairman : That has changed.
Mr. MacInnis: If Miss Inglis had those figures, as to the length of serV}ul 

of women in the departments and those who have dropped out, it would be 
best argument against that or for it.

The Witness: Yes. I think that would indicate a good deal. Of couf5®' 
practically since 1900 there has been a general influx of women into the servJ^, 
There are a great many women in the service now who have been there for twe11^ 
or twenty-five years, and some for thirty-two or thirty-three years. At ptosa 
there are in the service 1,365 women over the age of 50. Now, those women ^^ 
not old when they came in. Those women have had service ranging from,
I should say, twenty or thirty years. This statement which Mr. Coats ^ 
supply will give you a good deal of information, Mr. Maclnnis, along the 
you suggested. ^

Mr. Ernst: It was suggested, I think by Commissioner Tremblay, that 
retiring age for women should be lower than for men. 9

The Chairman : No. It was not Commissioner Tremblay. There 
statement made by Mr. Putman, I think, that the retiring age should be 1° 
for women because they wear out more quickly than men. je

The Witness: I can say this, that I think women who are doing lower fto e 
work, say, class 2 work, whether it is stenographic or clerical work, and con j0 
at that work through the long period of years, twenty or twenty-five yea|,s’;0g;, 
wear out. I think that very monotonous work of that description is very a”\red 
and there is a feeling amongst some women in the service that they be ah 
[Miss Edna Inglis.]
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to retire voluntarily at sixty rather than sixty-five. The voluntary age, as you 
know, is sixty-five, but there is no unanimity of opinion on that subject. Cer
tainly women who are in the service for a long time and gradually get to be doing 
important work do not get old, and they do not think sixty-five so very old.

Mr. Ernst: Not to-day anyway.
The Chairman : That is a common view with the men too. There are very 

few men who think they are old at sixty or sixty-five.
Mr. Bowman: Now, that is suggestion number one. What have you got for 

number two? . , , ,
The Witness: In connection with promotions, women labour under a some

what similar difficulty here. There is a tendency on the part of some deputy 
ministers and heads of branches to claim that certain vacancies can be filled 
only by the promotion of male employees and in advertising the competition, 
aPplications are solicited from men only. While the women, themseh es, are the 
first to admit that some positions can be filled more acceptably by men, they 
claim that in many instances this practice of restricting promotional competitions 
fo male employees creates a serious impediment to the advancement ot women 
h the Service,hand when continued over a period of time destroys initiative and 
tends to promote indifference and inefficiency.
.. In one Department the situation became so unbearable to the women that 
they were goaded into an appeal to the Prime Minister. When he referred the 
appeal to the department head he was advised that it was the considered policy
t° eliminate women from all but the most minor posts. Undoubtedly, as the
departmental head is responsible for the conduct of departmenta business, he 
*nust be given a free hand, under the Civil Service Act and regulations, with 
Aspect to his staff—but in this connection the women claim that an injustice 
18 being perpetrated when discrimination is made respecting sex.

Mr. Bowman : That is another case of the removal of prejudice?
. The Witness: Yes. Prejudice. Comparatively few women in the Ser-

VlCe have been rewarded for meritorious service by promotion.. I he only 
w°toen Chief Clerks are those private secretaries to Ministers who have been 
1° classified and granted permanency, as a result of the amendment to the 
Wl Service Act of 1929. They number five. Theirs can scarcely be con
ned service in the Public Service, nor can they be coiJ~°“f0tpnS- 
?e8ides the posts of Chief, Division of Child Welfare; Supervisor of Per- 
«otinei, Civil Service Commission: Chief Dietitian and Chief Matron, Départ
it of Pensions and National Health; and Supervisor of WomensDivi- 
‘.°n, Department of Immigration and Colonization, al o ‘ i, '
Ossifications, there are only seven women holding Head Clerkships^ There 
pe one or two Secretary Clerkships filled by women and only thirty-five 
O'Tcipal Clerkships. These women, with few exceptions, have given almost 

lifetime's service to their respective departments. Practica > . epar- 
i ents have their Secretary to Executive who. is a w -U1U/11 VVCtJ. J VU JL_Jvx\^wtUA » v ----

e keen classified as Clerk Grade 4, and this is a class the women consider 
iri>1u d be opened to them more generally. There appears to a rooted objec-

I—g ■■ * • ‘ nrnrymn +.n A
" K,V vptrucu uu vuLciJu muic guuuiMnj . —----- xx

Cip°n. the part of some heads of departments, to promote women to Grade 4 
*?hips and beyond.

Will ^Probably will, this afternoon, have that statement from Mr. Coats which" —1 — hiv\ rvv»o r]n A. Tr->showW.-vw us exactly the number of women in Clerkship, grade 4. In con- 
Qj, "l011 with stenographic classes: the stenographic classes feel that a class 
Pfe e 4 Stenographer should be added to the classification, d lie practice, at 
4. '>nt, is to deal with exceptional cases by reclassifying them as Clerk, Grade 
Hw ^ is felt that this curtails wrhat should be legitimate promotions. Further
ed J3 ^ 'e adding of the fourth grade to this range of position would permit 
$pe„Pncial recognition being given to those stenographers wdio do bilingual, 

l£u or technical work. [Miss Edna Inglis.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. There are three grades now among stenographers?—A. Yes.
Q. What are the salaries?—A. From $720 to $1,020; $1,080 to $1,380; 

Grade 3, $1,380 to $1,620.
Q. What is it for typist?—A. Typists are the same. That covers clerks, 

typists and stenographers. The three grades are the same in all classes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do not some of the girls who are law stenographers get higher than 

.$1,620?—A. Well, I would say that they must be classified as Clerk grade 4, 
and in that case they get from $1,620 to $1,920.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What class is that?—A. Clerks, grade 4.
Q. Do you know what proportion of the stenographers and typists are 

grades 1 and 2?—A. No. I cannot give you that. Possibly Mr. Coats’ state
ment will give that definitely. In most of the departments they deal with the 
stenographers by means of a pool; they pool their stenographer^. This method' 
which was instituted by the Commission, is considered particularly economical 
both in space, time and also salaries, so that when a stenographer is not work
ing for one person she is working for another. The bulk of the stenographers 
in pools are grade 2.

Q. That seems to be a pretty fair salary, $1,080 to $1,380 for a grade * 
stenographer. Where in ordinary business will you get stenographers receiving! 
that amount of money? For instance, in Insurance offices, in banks and la'v 
offices and other similar institutions, I question whether you will get man! 
girls running from $1,080 to $1,620.

The Chairman : Surely it depends upon the locality. We have not a 
girl in our office getting as low as $1,080 a year.

By the Chairman:
Q. With regard to a stenographer who is a grade 2 stenographer, can sh® 

type 160 words a minute?—A. I hardly think so. 110 words is what they !l,t 
supposed to write. My stenographer is very good. Of course, she is Grade ’ 
but Grade 2—

Q. How many words a minute does a girl have to write to pass an exannn 
ation for Grade 2 Stenographer, Mr. Bland?

Mr. Bland: Ninety, and one hundred and ten.
The Chairman : How many words can she typewrite?
Mr. Bland : She is supposed to type at forty words a minute.
The Chairman : Are they all writers by the touch system?
Mr. Bland: It is not obligatory, but I think they all are.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. How long does it take a stenographer in the ordinary course of evC(rjjt 

to get up to Grade 3?—A. Grade 3? Oh. it might take her ten years. It rlll^|e 
take her longer than that. Nearly all Grade 3 stenographers have consider:1 
experience. , ut

Q. And Grade 2?—A. No stenographer can come in as Grade 2, wit1, t 
having had at least a year’s experience outside. There is a tendency, I irUr 
say, throughout the departments not to want a Grade 1 stenographer. , ey 

Q. So that they practically do get in?—A. No. I will not say that. j 
do not practically get in as grade 2; but there is a tendency to want people 
[Miss Edna Inglis.]
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C:)ine in after having had some experience, and they do come in at $1,080. Then, 
course, it takes another six years to go from the minimum of grade 2 to the 

Minimum of grade 3. I will say this, that most of these people go right along 
to their maximum. The question of promotion is not considered very much 
llntil they get to the maximum.

Q. What grade do you mean? Grade 2 or grade 3?—A. In both.
(Statement showing the numbers of employees in classified positions at the 

Maximum salary of their classes filed by Civil Service Commissioner to be 
Panted as Appendix “ C.”)

The Committee adjourned to meet at 3.30 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION 

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m.

Mr. Lawson in the Chair.

Miss Inglis, recalled.

to i Gentlemen, if I might start out by correcting a misapprehension that seems 
Per l!lVe keen abroad this morning, I started by saying about 40 per cent, or 45 
$eem'eiî*’ °f the Civil Service Association of Ottawa, consists of women. The idea 

s to have been that I wras speaking of the Service generally.
The Chairman: No.

e°Jhe Witness: Before leaving the question of promotion entirely, if there 
Opjj? he some system devised whereby—it is really I might say as a personal 
o° father than an Association opinion—there should be more flexibility in 
t0 <]ection with transfers. As it is in the departments, promotions are confined 
feelin a-rtment®’ frequently closed to the branches in certain departments, and the 
trat|j? 18 that if a greater flexibility could obtain, in the matter of promotion and 

w , from branch to branch, and from department to department, ultimately 
ol)r ‘"rid have higher trained officials at the head of branches—not implying that 
this ~resent heads of branches are not highly trained, because they are; but 
hy ' Tstëm, obtaining as it does at present, where a vacancy should be filled 
of a "motion as far as possible, we can conceive, a period over several years, 
hy Quation obtaining where the higher positions might very possibly be filled
Ne»; P, of mediocre education and talent or ability, which would be very

^lrable.
"°Pi0 °'V’ fr I might touch on the matter of superannuation, as it affects the 
§ivenn m the Service. In the matter of superannuation, the women have been 

Particularly unequal treatment ; they pay exactly the same rate as the 
lat is, five per cent, of their salaries. Yet it is impossible for them to
le same benefits. For this reason many of the women did not elect to

'vh0 Under the Superannuation Act of 1924, when it was passed. Of the women 
?Pd m the Service when the Act was passed, on July 1st, 1,585 at Ottawain the Service when the Act was passed, on July ---, -- ------
Nic I6 outside of Ottawa elected to come within its terms—now these figures 
dttie „ c a very large percentage of the women who were in the Service at that 
^aih are sfrT in the Service will fail to benefit by superannuation—they will 

under the Retirement Fund. This is unfortunate. The superannuation 
G mould embrace the entire personnel.

<8322-_lq [Miss Edna Inglis.l
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you suggest that it should be made compulsory?—A. Well, it is, f°r 

the people who come in now, who have come into the Service since the 1st of Ju • ’ 
1924. I do not suggest it should have been made compulsory, not at all. I c°n' 
sider that people enter the Service under certain conditions and when these c°D 
ditions were changed they should be given the right to elect.

Q. What do you suggest now?—A. I mean many women have not elected 
come under the Act, for the reason the terms are so unequal, as far as they :U 
concerned.

By The Chairman:
Q. What are the inequalities?—A. To begin with, in the Superannuate 

Act a male employee has the benefit of insurance. In no case have the wo»1 
this protection, except a widow with a family.

the
bis

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In what way? I think you are not making it clear?—A. Under 

Superannuation Act, if a man dies, either before or after superannuation, 
widow w'ould receive half what he would get were he retired at that time; u. . 
is enjoying superannuation, she receives one-half the superannuation of "'I'1 
he was in receipt. The children under the ages of 18 would receive, also, ^ 
sidération up to the amount of 25 per cent., or one-quarter. The widow *° 
get 50 per cent., and the children 25 per cent. ~

Q. Additional up to 50?—A. Which makes 75 per cent—of what the e 
ployee would receive had he been superannuated as of that date.

Q. The children at what age?—A. Up to 18.
By Mr. Bowman: ;i)e

Q. In other words, while you were paying the same fees, paying the ^ 

proportion, the men get these additional privileges?—A. If a man dies, a  ̂

with dependents, his widow or family get these returns, but with the unmal 
employee, the estate gets nothing.

re<By the Chairman:
Q. Supposing a spinster dies and has dependents?—A. All the 

received is the return of the contribution without interest. The difficulty 1 ^ 

is how much a person may be dependent. I have in mind a case, a veU^r 
case, that came to my notice not long ago. This woman had an aged 10 
to keep. If she went into the superannuation—it might be difficult to P^g 
although her mother was actually dependent on her—it would be a difficult 0f 
to prove, before the Treasury Board, the fact she got from her son an inC°(11)dd 
$200 a year, might jeopardize the whole case. She elected not to g° ^ j5 3 
superannuation. Her mother, in the last two years, had died. She herse^ ;j,e 
woman between 50 and 60. had been laid off from the department and 
gets is her small contribution. I think she wras a clerk, grade 3. . <bc

Q. What about the case of a married woman, working in the Servie 
may have young children?—A. The children will get her contribution- 
come under the dependent clause, you see. . ,

Q. Do the female employees, without dependents, rank equal wit ^ti11 
employees without dependents?—A. In so far as a man is always the P . 
head of the family, he really gets that insurance whether he needs it or n - j;1ct 

Mr. Bowman : We can only take her representations. As a matter ^ 
we have no authority to deal with the Superannuation Act. The suggf'^jtt^
women have to make, and a suggestion they would like to see this - , v.
make, as applying or having a bearing on the Civil Service generally, 1 'r je^1' 
should be a minimum return of contributions to the estate in the event o 
[Miss Edna Inglis.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Which minimum would be something in excess of the actual contribu

tion?—A. No; just actual contributions.
Q. Do you get them now?—A. No.
Q. It is only if there are dependents upon the spinster who does, or the 

Carried woman, that the dependents may receive an amount equivalent to the 
c°ntribution?—A. Yes, otherwise there is nothing.

By Mr. Bowman:
-, Q. Nothing goes to the estate at all?—A. Nothing goes to the estate at all. 
* “at is what has kept so many women out of it, and the same arguments that 
-‘Hild be advanced originally in applying superannuation to the Service can be 
^vanced in this case, because it is most undersirable that part should be under 
"uPerannuation and part not.

Q. As a matter of fact, do you not think the individual would be just as 
i?r> if not further, ahead if she spent the same money in taking out insurance, if 
/}e women paid the commensurate rate? So they would then be in possession 

* a certain amount of money which would pay for insurance in outside com- 
anieg^—where they could take out endowment insurance, for example. It really 

to me if a woman was paying less into the superannuation fund she^would 
greater returns proportionately by investing in ordinary insurance?

- The Chairman: The same thing would apply to the whole system, but 
j *°rtunately one does not do voluntarily those things which it is not difficult to 

’ if they are compulsory.
v,. The Witness : Linked up with that is the inequality obtaining in connection 
J/h the Civil Service Insurance Act. It was a long time before the Act was 
c er}ded, to permit women to take out policies and even then, under unequal 
^ditions. If a woman marries she is required to drop her policy—the only 
ac.f0rnPense offered her being the cash surrender value which, by the way, is not 
t-• Warily calculated. It is, roughly speaking, about forty per cent of the pre- 
I) I1!118- Or a paid up policy which could be purchased by the premiums already 
().*'■ Women have frequently to provide for their dependents in this manner. 
\ °f 9,000 policies carried by civil servants, less than 100 have been taken by 

if this inequality were removed, they could avail themselves of this

xUn *s the insurance carried under the Civil Service Insurance Act self- 
it • Porting? Is it on an actuarial basis?—A. I think so. Yes, I am quite sure

By the Chairman:
Q- In that case, I do not see there should be any objection. V, hat is the 

for the inequality, if it is on an actuarial basis? If that is the case, 
(It, ' the factor of the number of women who are likely to marry, and therefore 
in i? policies, would not come into the calculation?—A. W hat they tell me 

^nsurance department is, of course, a woman is considered a greater risk 
^ those conditions.

tlie That is probably so because the average life of a woman is less than
Hi!' era§e life of a man, under insurance tables. My recollection is that on the
itnd ‘lr’al tables a man has 59 years and some months and a woman 52 years
'Otti^0rrie months to live—all these factors must be taken into consideration by

€rcial insurance companies writing insurance every day.
t,li. he Witness : It is felt by the many women throughout the Service that
tiçni ablishment of Service councils would result in their receiving fairer treat- 
v it. in - -

thi councils they would have a chance of stating their difficulties, which
SL? initial and perhaps the most- important step in having them corrected, and 

Uld like to state that the women stand four-square for the merit system and
[Miss Edna Inglia.1**--191
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the submission of their difficulties to a council in which they would have repre- 
sentation. At the present time they are told that the Commission is acting 
the recommendation of the Department. The hands of the Commission are tied; 
women find themselves up against a departmental attitude which is unsyro' 
pathetic and which seems impossible to break down. I had a very inter' 
esting experience, when the Civil Service Commission was administering 
the Calder Act—the Public Service Retirement Act of 1920. We retired, in tin» 
time, 2,284 civil servants. In that Act there was provision made for an appea 
to the Civil Service Commission. Each person had to be notified of his retire' 
ment; he was given an opportunity of coming to the Commission and stating 
whether he wanted to appeal. They frequently came with members of Park*1' 
ment, with lawyers, or anybody they thought could support their case. Tn 
department also appeared, and we had a regular court of appeal. I acted llr 
clerk of the court. To me it was amazing, the satisfaction it gave people, wl’0 
went away from this appeal court, knowing that there was not really going * 
be any change in what had been recommended in the first place; but they wea 
away from this court of appeal, satisfied they had stated their case. The Depar, 
ment had stated its case—there was a general feeling of satisfaction all arouD ; 
In that time we dealt with 263 appeals. Only 47 were allowed ; 90 were defini^ •_ 
disallowed and several recommendations were withdrawn. In several c:l'J 
action was postponed for a few months. I merely cite this as an example 
what can be done in the matter of an appeal board of some kind or anothae 
Now, the women of the Service are very anxious that some tribunal should 
set up, such as either a National council, or an Appeal Board, on wrhich ,g 
Service itself should have representation and to which not only class apPej- 
but appeals of nation-wide importance should be dealt with; individual apPe< 
as well. .j,g

Q. You probably heard Mr. Phelan suggest, yesterday afternoon, duj\, 
his evidence, that where a Department recommended some change in classic 
tion or something of that kind and the Organization Branch of the Civil SeT' 
Commission recommended against it, both sides should be heard before the I 0 ^ 
mission to determine the facts. You are supporting that view, I understand?"'^, 
Yes. I was going to say, in some cases, I understand, and I am quite sure I 1 
right in this, that the Commission does consult with the Department.

cCQ. That is the next thing I was going to ask you, because you are
down in the Civil Service Commission. Is there anything of that nature ‘ j5 
ring now?—A. Not exactly that. Sometimes I think what could be set rig'jgo 
this : when a decision is reached by the Organization Branch they should 
straight to the Commissioners with their report ; ultimately they must reP 
but they should also consult again with the heads of the departments. ^

Q. The Organization Branch?—A. The Organization Branch, but they 
not compelled to do it.

By Mr. Bowman: m
Q. When making their appeal, is not an informal board set up by sonrt^y 

from the Organization Branch or somebody from the departmental branch ■ j, 
That is in connection with the initial appointment, but we are discussing reC 
fication. ^

The Chairman : Mr. Phelan left a very distinct impression on my 111\\fi 
least, that in substantially all the applications for reclassification, wher^ 
Organization Branch of the Civil Service Commission disagreed with the rC^v6r 
or recommendation of the Department, that the Department’s case was 
heard before the Civil Service Commission and that his view was tha ^yil 
should be a formal hearing, in which both sides should be presented and the 
Service Commission should act as the tribunal to determine the question ■
[Miss Edna Tnglis.]
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The Witness: I think your use of the word “ formal ” is well chosen there, 
.here is, in many cases, an informal hearing; that is, the Civil Service Corni— 

Sl°n is usually aware, either through memoranda or otherwise, why the Depart
ment is asking for the re-classification.

Q. Initially?—A. Yes.
v. Q. And subsequently they have a recommendation from their Organization 
branch?—A. Yes.

Q. So that, to the extent the department’s attitude is conveyed in this 
0riginal request, the Civil Service Commission have before it both sides of the 
Gestion?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I should think this council that hears grievances would have a beneficial 

°ct on the morale of the Service?—A. Yes, that is what I do think. I think 
mtj if I might put it this way—I think that even supposing you do not get 
'bat you want—and when I say “you” I mean the individual civil servant, 
bowing why you don’t get it, places you in a totally different frame of mind 

J»*, should not, except in very few instances, have the effect of destroying 
mciency.

The Chairman : I quite agree with you. To the extent that we have the 
Mi'Ver *° consider the matters submitted to us we shall try and give the ladies 

b°m you represent every consideration.
The Witness : I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Vernon L. Lawson, President, Civil Service Association of Ottawa, called 
sworn.

By the Chairman:
tj0 Q- You may proceed?—A. I am the president of the Civil Service Associa
is ” °f Ottawa. On behalf of the Civil Service Association of Ottawa, which 
d^jdably the oldest and largest organization of civil servants in Canada, I 
n-it r° to make certain representations to this Parliamentary Committee dealing 
by 1 matters pertaining to the Civil Service of Canada. First, I am directed 

organization to endorse the representations made to you by Mr. Phelan, 
ent °f the Civil Service Federation of Canada, of which federation we 

affiliated body, and those representations we fully endorse in general 
y0lI m particular. There are certain other matters which I wish to bring before 
Hof.', 1 understand that representations regarding the Superannuation Act can 
tye i eally be urged before you, but I should just like to say this, if I may, that 
Mth e leXe that the minimum return should be the amount of the contributions 
that °l u interest; antf we further desire that the Act be amended to provide 

c*vü servants on stated salary, who are not yet contributors, shall be 
to elect to come under the provisions of the Act. V\ e urge that the 

|)r0m of any promotion shall accrue to the individual from the day such 
^°U]H k *s effecf,e(l- At present that is not the case always and we think it 

f? be a uniform rule in the Service.
Mth t you mind if I interrupt you to ask if that is not something dealt 
4 jj. |)y Mr. Phelan. If I understand you, the matter you just mentioned was 
tW: mr dealt with by Mr. Phelan?—A. I have a mandate to emphasize the 
6vic|eCl,far points I am mentioning now. I did not hear all of Mr. Phelan’s 

q e6> so I am a little in the dark as to that.
Mttpn e will check it up as you go along?—A. Y e would ask this Com- 

recommend to Parliament that some machinery of appeal be made 
able for the benefit of those civil servants who have reason to feel that

[Miss Edna Inglis.] 
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.],
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they have a real grievance. Coupled with the idea, I suppose, the outsider, 
the non-civil servant would say councils are about the same thing, but they 
are not, to our mind. As far as Civil Service councils are concerned, our 
organization believes we should have a National Civil Service Council to deal 
with the large matters relating to the Service—a permanent tribunal before 
whom the Service might, from time to time, make represntations to solve sud1 
problems as are bound to arise in the Service in Canada.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Would the personnel of that Council, or court of appeal, as suggested 

by Mr. Phelan, be satisfactory?—A. No. I have a memorandum here of £>ur 
platform on that, if the Committee would care to have me submit it. ,

Q. It is quite all right, if Mr. Phelan is in accord with what you say. : 
asked Mr. Phelan with respect to the question of salaries. He said he did n°: 
think there should be any salaries paid. You suggest having a permand1 
tribunal connected with the Association?—A. Yes, both in connection with tj1® 
National Civil Service Council and the court of appeal. I suggest it mig11 
be set up in the same way as the present advisory council on superannuate” 
has been set up. There is no remuneration paid to those persons acting in t”e 
capacity of members of that committee.

Q. You can appreciate the difficulty that this Committee would have 1 
endorsing any suggestion to set up, at this time, an expensive tribunal, °t 
council?—A. We do not ask that now, nor in times of prosperity. That is 110 
our idea. There is another suggestion that, I think, was overlooked 
previous witnesses for the Civil Service, and that is the matter of long-ter' 
temporaries. We think they should be blanketed in and, at as early a 
as possible, steps should be taken to bring that about. There is a questi0^ 
regarding appointments made by the Civil Service Commission with regW 
to departments, that the department should not have the power to reject tW , 
appointee without a fair trial. It looks as though the department may reJ^ 
the appointee on any trivial ground, for any reason, or no reason ; is it D 
apparent to us why many rejections are made. s

Q. I find, on going over some returns from the different departments, ‘ 
lot of those rejections are made without the departmental head having 
opportunity of examining the appointee?—A. Without having taken an opP° 
tunitv. we

Q. Yes, or without his having been given an hour’s probation?—A- ^ 
think the appointee should be given an opportunity to prove his ability ^ 
fitness to serve in the position assigned to him by the Civil Service Commis51 ^

Q. I was just wondering on what grounds a man or a woman, as fal 
that is concerned, could be rejected without being given some trial. 6,

The Chairman: “ Unsuitability.” That is the word we had told us he

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That would hardly apply where the person was not given an °P' 

tunity for a trial at all.
Mr. MacInnis: I think that is stated, the position taken by the Com11 

sion’s Chairman. , jp
The Witness: It may be that in some cases a departmental head il£l cts 

mind the appointment of a particular person and for that reason he lCJ 
other persons who come before him on the list. I do not know what ^jpk 
reason but, in any event, there are a large number of rejections. ”e 
that the appointee assigned by the Civil Service Commission, having Qu?t, to 
himself for the position, should be given a full and complete opportun1 
prove his ability to fill the position.
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.]
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There is another matter: The Federation with which we are affiliated and 
the Association are not presenting any general case on the salary problem, as 

present peculiar circumstances would appear to make it inadvisable to do 
So> but I would like to observe that we are reserving our plea with the intention, 
when the financial condition of this country presents a better opportunity, of 
bating it then.

The Chairman: And when some group other than those that now form 
‘he Committee will have an opportunity of listening to it and dealing with it.
., The Witness: Now, I would like to break a little fresh ground. 1 here is 
rv°.piece of legislation known as the private secretaries amendment to the 

u’il Service Act, properly known as Chapter 38; 19-20 Geo. V, an Act to 
attend the Civil Service Act, assented to June 14, 1929, which we believe to be
■ ep'dedly contrary to the principle of the merit system. Perhaps I could put

this way: A new government comes into office following a general election, 
minister brings to Ottawa a young man he has selected to be his private 

,e°retary—John Doe. Already in this department is one Richard Roe, who has 
:Ccn employed in the Service for twenty years, having successively held a 

ln'or clerkship, a principal clerkship and now is a head clerk these various 
(Pvances having been effected by promotion after the usual investigation by 

e Civil Service Commission. Richard Roe is now looking fon\ ard to a chief 
. Dkship. There may be only one chief clerkship in that department ; the
■ esent incumbent is some years older than Roe and is due for superannuation 

a oniir^e 0f years or so, but manages to hang on human nature most of
do the same. In the meantime the ministry, with a small majority, 
ready for the inevitable general election which in four y eais follows.

. _nistration is changed. Under the legislation I have referred to, the
(jDster, ceasing to be a minister or member of Government, the said secretary 
si 0 D Doe) “shall thereupon be appointed to a permanent position in the public 
», Vl(?e classified not lower than that of chief clerk, provided that the said 
■k Dtary has been acting as such for a period of not less than one year. 
eue .department has no need, or no place, for an additional cruel clerk. I he 
$PrCr Y incumbent is now retired and John Doe fills the position. As a con- 
JWence Richard Roe’s opportunity is postponed for years or it may be for- 
4 ,rv Further, the principal clerk next in line to Richard Roe, the clerk grade 
IjV'1(1 clerk grade 3, grade 2, grade 1, all efficient public servants, a are m a 

Predicament. The line of promotion in that department is > oc "ed m- 
el^fely. Not only may this unfortunate circumstance occur after a générai 
st> '.0lb but it may occur in any department, at any time during any adnnni- 
W, l0n, when anv member of the Government ceases to be a member ot that 

Dnrnent.
mi^f course the evil is multiplied after a general election and change of 
Jiw^.ry- Every private secretary having served as such for one year, must be 
a 'ded with a chief clerkship, thus blocking the line of promotion for nearly 

re of groups of civil servants in as many departments, 
thjdere js nothing personal in this objection we raise. ’V'e believe most 

secretaries (for the most part young men, or women) to >e capable, 
hw and worthy citizens. We concede all that. But in oui opinion, as 
•nJ'Ded with the “ permanent ” civil servant in a given depaitment, who has 
Pot fi Public service his chosen field of endeavour, the private secretary has 
'torn lv Plièrent right to a comparatively high position over the heads of these

experienced.
i 6 submit, therefore, that the amendment to the Civil Service Act which 
violatc Quoted should be repealed, as a piece of legislation which most unhappily 

Cs the just principle of the merit sy'stem.
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.]
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. That is the amendment of the 14th June, 1929?- 

it as a violation of the merit system.
-A. Yes. We objectt(1

By the Chairman:
Q. By the merit system I presume you mean the present so-called coin 

petitive merit system in which the presumption is that the man having **’. 
highest qualifications gets the position?—A. Yes, other things being eqnfl 
That, I think, is the general understanding of what we term the merit system 
I believe that covers about all the ground I was asked to speak on specifically'

Q. Just before you leave that—I am not expressing my convicti®11' 
because I will reserve it until after all the evidence is heard, but I have A 
hesitation in saying that I express my view to you, at the moment, to see ■ 
you can develop anything that will change my present view. This if j 
democracy and the people must have some rights. We must have cabi? 
ministers and there is no question, if a cabinet minister is going to fund1®, 
efficiently in that office, he must have as his secretary, someone in whom he ‘ll( 
absolute confidence. Truly it may be a man who was previously a PrlV:lj 
secretary ; on the other hand it may not be; he has to get a secretary °nv 
under our present merit system, it is called, the secretary must be paid • 
the government and as the political life of any cabinet minister is very uncerta* 
surely it is necessary some provision must be made somewhere for that seW. 
tary. Ordinarily a man who has the executive ability to hold a position ‘ 
private secretary to a minister for any considerable period of time must b^ 
some qualifications and, in the main, from my observation, fairly high Qlia 
fications. Even though we favour the merit system, must there not be 
latitude in it in providing for these secretaries, even though it may disl°c^e 
what we might call a direct line of succession for promotions ?—A. We con1'^ 
that these people who come in as private secretaries have ability. I think , 
that part we agree, but we do not think the line of promotion should be uP"fl, 
by projecting these people into the Service when there is no place for 0% 
a specific position of chief clerk. What I do think might be done—the stT^j 
says not lower than chief clerk, seldom higher, unless the man has some tech111. ^ 
qualifications such as engineering—a position could be found for him. b,?!i,le
I could put it this way, that these private secretaries might go on an eW

niig1litlist for a class of position, fairly high in character, for which they 
compete. ujc?

Q. Then they are in no better position that any part of the general pu 
—A. Yes, I would give them a special examination, open to that class. ^<5 

Q. But you are dislocating your competitive merit system. You arc & 
to allow these men by special examination, presumably easier than that '' ^jl 
would be set for a special classification. You only postpone the. evil? 
of these private secretaries have not the same qualifications when they 1 t],e 
into the Service. They are not equal in ability or efficiency. They are n<) 
same age. There are some differences in their abilities and capacities; 
moreover they are paid different salaries, as a recent return to the House s ^ P| 
Therefore I think this competitive examination should be set up as a s° 
test, something to guide the Civil Service Commission in assigning these 
to suitable positions. f]erk

Q. How many positions are there in the Civil Service as chief ^ tfi) 
Can you tell me, Mr. Bland—approximately?—A. In the neighbourhood 0 

or 250, with that salary. I will not say they are all chief clerks. . c tbe
Q. How many private secretaries were put into the Civil Service sin 

election of 1921?
Mr. Bland: There have been 54 altogether.

[Mr. Vernon Lawson.]
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Q. In how long?—A. Since the Act was passed.
Q. That would be since 1918?
Mr. Bland: I am trying to get it.
Q. Fifty-four since the Act of 1929?—A. Fifty-four since—since about 1920.

By the Chairman:
Q. How many positions were filled by private secretaries annually?
Mr. Bland: I was trying to figure something out for one year, 1919, since 

the government changed.
Q. If we add a few to that we will get an average over four years, or would 

you think, Mr. Lawson, over a period of years the number of private secretaries 
injected, if I might use that word, into the Service, under this Act to which 
you are referring would exceed an average of 5 a year, say?—A. Possibly not. 
p do not think anyone has any means of knowing lengths of parliament-. 
Private secretaries might change. There is the one year clause mentioned. A 
Private secretary for one year may be injected into the Service.

Q. Even if we take it as high as ten years there would be 10 out 200 to 250 
Possible positions, so take 10 out of 200, the maximum one way and the minimum 
the other, it figures out about 2 per cent, does it not?

Mr. MacInnis: I think Mr. Lawson is objecting to the principle.
The Chairman: I do not mind telling you this is one situation that gives 

nie some concern, and I wanted from Mr. Lawson an expression of his views 
on it?

The Witness: It is giving considerable concern because of the long line it 
upsets.

By the Chairman:
, Q. In private commercial life do not we get back to the same situation. 
Men may be in insurance companies, or loan companies, and feel they are in line 
0l.' promotion, the insurance officer or the district supervisor, and yet the 
Agencies of the business necessitate people being brought in from outside and 
Put over their heads?—A. True, but in commercial life there is not a printed 
rule which is liable to bring in so many at stated intervals.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I suppose it is a strain on the Service thatj ""^"LCcausing 

one time upsets the line of promotion and I. suppo^ , ig brought in with 
* feeling of discontent in the Service, ^ell> thl® 8® experience?—A. It is

year or two year’s of experience and I iaxc 1 wear 0ff, once catastrophe 
a natural feeling to have, and it takes a long time to vea
°Ccurs. A man is stopped by an outsider coming in.

By the Chairman: . .
Q. A promotion in the Civil Service, I suppose, means an increase in sa ary.
And it is proverbially slow. q{ inroads made on the

Mr. Chevrier: When there have been a mu mv mfnd •
aSf SyStem’ f have no hesitation m saymg. nght j am not in favouv
Uother encroachment and that is the thin edge oi t 

0 that legislation at all.
Mr MacInnis- I think I agree with you. .

, Mr. Chevrier:' In four years you get twenty something 'else bv
^vicc. If we tie up the legislation, why canmk e do"hmgJse by 
e§>slation to wreck the whole system. That is the thm edge^ je.^
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The Chairman : It appears that since this Act came into force in 1929 
there have been eleven private secretaries appointed to permanent positions, 
classified not lower than chief clerk. Somebody gave me a figure of 54. Is that 
just an estimate or may I take it this return of the Civil Service Commission 
is accurate. It gives the names and particulars and what positions they were 
appointed to.

Mr. Bland: The number 54 was from memory, I was speaking without the 
list, and I was figuring since 1919.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Were all of the private secretaries of the last administration appointed 

to chief clerkships.
The Chairman: No. I know half a dozen of them personally who were not.
The Witness : Under the legislation they may be. I have not the figures. 

I do not know, but the legislation is there, and we think it is improper legislation, 
with all respect to Parliament.

By the Chairman:
Q. Many members of Parliament think, from time to time, legislation as 

passed is not good legislation.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Mr. Lawson is protesting against legislation which permits private 

secretaries to take positions over the older men?—A. In each case, of these H 
or 19, whatever the figure is, it caused a great deal of heart-burning in the 
Service. It is this appointing, a bolt from the blue, where a private secretary gets 
a position for which a man has worked for 20 years, and probably a younger 
man, who has forever blocked the older man’s opportunity for promotion.

Q. Do you suggest it is more suffering on the civil servant than it is on 
people working in private commercial fields?•—A. No, 1 would not say that, but 
in the Service it is settled by legislation in a sense. In the commercial world 
the individual who feels that he should have the preference may have an oppor
tunity for an argument. There is no argument in the Service. There are many 
positions in the public service, even under the Civil Service Act, where men take 
their chances on length of service. Take, for instance, engineers on construction 
work—the Welland ship canal, for instance. They go into that, knowing it is 
of temporary duration. Some of those people have been on that job for ten 
years; some probably ten or fifteen or maybe twenty years ; others have been 
there for shorter periods, anywhere from two or three years up to ten or fifteen-

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Would it not be just as well to have permanent private secretaries?—A’ 

I should think so. I heard a minister of the Crown say not long ago that the 
person who held the position of private secretary before he came into office was 
perfectly capable and—

Q. Are there not many secretaries serving present ministers who served 
other ministers?

Mr. Ernst: Yes. That is a matter individual with the minister. d*lC 
secretary must know the most intimate details of the minister’s business.

Mr. MacInnis: I do not know why private secretaries should be provided 
for, any more than a member of parliament should be provided for, after he 
out. He is taken in here and he is taken in over other people who were long61 
in the Service.

The Chairman : Is there anything else, gentlemen?
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.]
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The Witness : There is one other thing I omitted to say a while ago,— 
coupled with appeals and councils is the question of permanency of position. 
We would like to stress the need for some assurance to the person who enters the 
Service as a career that he might safely regard his tenure of office as permanent, 
subject to good behaviour.

Q. Have you not got that at the present time, to the fullest extent human 
ingenuity can give it to you?—A. I do not think so.

Q. What do you suggest? That we pass legislation on that, that once a man 
is a civil servant he can never be dispossessed during good behaviour?—A. I can 
remember a time when they were always permanent. There was no abolition 
of the office.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Let us assume there was a duplication of service, with the result a number 

of positions would be abolished, you surely would not want any administration 
n°t to abolish these positions if it was in the public interest to do it?—A. My 
answer to that is: I think since the 1919 reorganization of the Service no situa
tion like that has arisen, because the Service then was reclassified and reorgan- 
lzed by a body of men who were spoken of as experts—they were to go through, 
and did go through, the whole of the Service at Ottawa and put it on what was 
mtended to be, and was said to be, a sound basis of efficiency.

By the Chairman:
Q. Surely you do not suggest because that happened—
Mr. Ernst: It did not happen. There has never been anything like a com

plete reorganization. At the rate they are now going it was said they are going 
to take 200 years to reorganize it.

Mr. Bowman : All we can gather is that there have been reclassifications 
and not very much reorganization.

The Witness: I have been given to understand at different times—I do 
?°t know whether it is very efficient—that the Service is pretty well organized; 
ln a complete reorganization of the Sendee you might take care of permanency 
and we do not know that there is very much wrong with it. Now, perhaps in 
‘le course of time it has appeared that that view is wrong. I do not know, but 
do sav after some years, that the situation could be met by making so many 

l)e°Ple permanent, taking care of the other situation by temporaries.

By Mr. Bowman:
, Q. In other words, your suggestion would invoke another chapter 38 of 
929?—A. No. I do not say that.

Q. In the one case your chapter 38 of 1929 applied to private secretaries 
a'id you want it applied to the rest of the Service. You say leave the private
ecretaries out and let us provide for ourselves------ A. No.

] Q- —once we are in the Service, so long as our conduct is good, we are 
ere forever?—A. Quite. The present Civil Service—

km, ^r- Ernst: Do you think any private enterprise would adopt any such
Scheme?

Tbe Chairman: They would not dream of it. 
the J1*16. Witness: All things are not parallel between private enterprises and 
effi ■ rv'ce. I had eight years in private enterprise, with the well-known and 
fc <lent Canadian Pacific Railway. I have been in the Service for twenty- 
kt)/ years—I have had some opportunity of comparing them, and I do 
. .that, in a. private enterprise, such as the Canadian Pacific, they have

- viivj VUXXQXUC1 CX OXVCXCLUXi XX.ica.a.i'-i.a v .-vv* aa ,   ------------ ------------0

lt I refer to now. ... „
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.]
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Mr. Ernst: They would not submit to a statutory provision; they would 
not have that staff as a permanency.

Mr. Bowman: Talking about railroads. At the present time there are 
thousands of railway men in the country who have fifteen and twenty years 
rights and they cannot hold down a job for three months in the year.

The Witness: You are speaking of the operating men?
Mr. Bowman : Yes.
Mr. Ernst: Not only the operating men, but others too.
The Witness: Everyone will admit that these times are abnormal.
Mr. Ernst: It seems to me that the proposition is that the people of 

Canada should get the best service they can at the lowest cost, whether it is 
in the Civil Service or in something else.

The Witness: Do you not think that the government should set an 
example to other employers?

Mr. Ernst: I do not think Government should sponsor ineffciencv for 
five minutes. I do not think the people of Canada would want it to do so.

Mr. Bowman: Nor would Mr. Lawson, the witness, sponsor inefficiency.
The Witness: Not at all.
Mr. Ernst: Our proposition is that if there is inefficiency and duplication 

any such step as you propose would prevent any government dealing with it-
The Witness: T think a little foresight would have stopped that duplication.
The Chairman: That is true; but our hindsight is always so much better 

than our foresight.
The Witness: Unquestionably.
Mr. Ernst: I am in sympathy with you from the standpoint of the men 

in the Service. On the other hand, I think the people of Canada, who pay the 
bill, are entitled to every consideration.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is it not a fact that, under normal conditions, you have, to adopt yollt 

own words, a skeleton or permanent organization in the Civil Service. Y*1" 
know that once you receive your permanent appointment, providing your be
haviour is good, no ordinary circumstance can disturb that. I am not speak
ing of an extraordinary thing such as the transfer '‘holus-bolus” of the nature 
resources to the western Provinces or something of that kind?—A. Even 111 
that case, I maintain a great many, if not all, of those civil servants could haVc 
been taken care of with a little foresight.

Q. I suppose you mean by that if for a few years before the transR1, 
actually took place the Civil Service Commission or somebody in authority ha° 
declared a moratorium on appointments there would not have been that sitnfl? 
tion?—A. Surely. They should have anticipated it. That is exactly what 
would say.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. It is not a question of legislation; it is a question of administration 

A. I think so.
Mr. Bowman: After all, Mr. Lawson, you are doing your duty in makb’k 

that suggestion in view of present conditions.

By Mr. Chewier:
Q. I felt very keenly about that for some time. Probably, you can IfM 

me out. I am speaking now of permanency in the Service as compared wl 
permanency outside. Now, you mentioned, the Canadian Pacific Rail"1'1- 
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.]
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' °T’ ln (;anadian Pacific Railway, in those large commercial enterprises 
ls . ere aaything to compare in the light of permanency such as a permanent 
position within the terms of the Civil Service Act? I understand that under 

:le Çivil Service law there is a permanent position, but that, to my mind, is 
Purely a name—a misnomer—because, in the event of some extraordinary pro- 
| ceding, that permanent position may be abolished. And it is not only abolished 
u the case of an extraordinary circumstance, but it may be abolished at any 

nlnae: So that the element of security of a permanent position in the Civil 
en lce is n°t s° great after all. That is the way I look at it and that has been 
y experience?—A. Of course, we have a more or less permanent quarrel 

p h Biat abolition of office clause. I do not know that we have anything 
oncrete to offer in place of it. In connection with the first part of my remarks 
out railway companies, I have had some familiarity with their organization, 

‘ ud there are a large number of permanent positions. For example, the general 
Passenger agent, the general freight agent, the auditor of passenger receipts and 
0 on. 'X ou are all familiar with those offices. We all are. Those positions I 
'ould refer to as permanent positions, and there are other permanent positions 
led up with those—essential positions that must be filled for all time as long 
^-the railways operate as they do—or until the air takes their place, or some- 

"ug of that kind. Those are permanent positions, and it is positions such as 
^ t° which I refer. I think that similar positions in the Civil Service should 
r,f r®£arded as permanent, and the occupants of them entitled to permanency 

office.
By Mr. Bowman:

a 1 5\ That is what obtains at the present time, is it not? It would take 
jjj 0 to persuade me that there was not equally as great a degree of per-
_« e^7,,ln *he government service as there is in the railway service to-day?
gov , ’e ’ '^r' Bowman, we have known of cases where a high official in a 

6nln^n-*; department has taken a dislike to an individual, 
has i Quite true; and the same with the C.P.R. I suppose?—A. What he 

as done is to abolish the position.
^Ir. Chevrier: That is what I wanted to get at.

cotnn r-' Bowman : Is it not the same thing in this connection with railway 
lames : If they do not abolish the position they would abolish the man.

do 3jr' I hevRIer: That is better ; you do it fairly and squarely, but you 
uot say a position is permanent.
The Chairman: The result is the same.
-^Ii. Bowman : The result is the same as far as the men are concerned.
Mr. Chevrier: i i z-^• *i no A pf in WHICH UI1C iSCCLlUIl C3,11s... vximmr-n. \\c have a law, a Cim > be abolished. I knowt Position permanent and in another section says it ma . out because

lQw it works. I cannot give evidence, but I am gla >0 1 . ^he ’ t t 
ln my years of experience I have seen that time and again, me way get 
ri(l of an incumbent is to abolish his job.

The Witness: If he is inefficient he ought to be fire .
Mr. Chevrier: Fire him. . ,

n Acenciation, the Federation and The Witness: Fire him by all means. Our Ass pffieiencv That mav be 
every civil servants' organization that I know of is for efficiency, mat may 
c°ntrary to the popular idea.

By the Chairman:
W..Q- Now, you are branching from dismissal without cause into dismissal 
^ cause. Of course, we all endorse that principle. But the difficulty seems 

be that there may be cases in which for no cause and that is your suggestion
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.]
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—a man’s services may be dispensed with by abolition of the position?—A. 
Then, if we had an appeal board, or something of that sort which we have 
advocated in previous submissions to you, the thing could be threshed out.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is a different proposition?—A. I know. I would like to interject 

that remark there. You see where an appeal board would work.

By the Chairman:
Q. We have had a real impression made upon us re appeal boards. But 

what you are suggesting now is a status, absolute in terms, that once a man is a 
civil servant, for all time and irrespective of any conditions, his salary, his pay
ment or his remuneration is a charge upon the tax payers of this country?—A. 
During good behaviour and continued efficiency.

Q. During good behaviour and continued efficiency.
Mr. Ernst : You would find it hard to get public favour for that.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Supposing that something happens in a department where the work 

ceases, for some reason or other, why not put that man on an eligible list, why 
not appoint him to some other position instead of putting somebody else into 
the position?—A. That is what has been done for the private secretaries.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is what is being done with a lot of other people that are being lot 

out of the service, is not that so? They are being transferred to other positions 
and have been given the first opportunity?-—A. Yes. Quite. I am speaking 
personally in favour of greater flexibility of transfer. Miss Inglis brought up 
that point.

By the Chairman:
Q. You see with regard to the concrete case you gave us of a deputy min' 

ister taking a dislike to a man and abolishing his position, it is the old question 
of “man’s inhumanity to man makes countless thousands mourn.” You cannot 
cure it by legislation, as I see it?—A. I just want to make this remark. I may 
not be able to convince you that our idea is the right one. We think this, partly 
because we have been taught so by administration after administration since nA 
organization came into being. The Laurier government—we went to the member» 
of that government on certain matters. We were told that our positions were 
permanent. While they were not able to give us what we asked for, we wer6 
told our position were secure and we ought to be content. We went to y1® 
Borden government—the Union government—the Meighen government, the Kin» 
government, we went to all those governments, at different times, and we wer- 
told that our positions were permanent and why worry about the thing that we 
brought before them. The Service has been taught that from its youth up.

Q. I still regard it as such.
Mr. Bowman: I think every member of this Committee is of the opm^ 

that the Service should be permanent in as far as possible, but there do arlr 
occasions when, perhaps, exceptions to that should be possible.

Mr. Chevrier: But we should not place so much stress upon permanency - 
we should not place the stress that is now being placed upon the word permane^ 
The civil servants are told, “you have permanency, you have security, you ba 
this and that; now, why should you ask for something more?” They have 11 
got that security or permanency which we want to make ourselves believe be
have.
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Lawson, after eight years in a private enterprise, what position did 

you accept when you first entered the Civil Service. A. What position did I 
accept?

Q. Yes?—A. The grade and so forth? . . .
Q. Yes?—A. It was known as sub-division B of the second division.
Q. And what is it equivalent to in classification now. A. About a grade 

3 Clerkship. It had a salary range of eight to sixteen hundred.
Q. And what were the attractions that made you leave private enterprise 

to come into a Civil Service position? Now, that is a personal question so I do 
not want you to answer, if you do not wish to. May I say frankly that what 
I am after is this: I asked the same question of Mr Phelan, lo me it is a 
mystery. What is the attraction of Civil Service that makes thousands want 
to get into it?—A. (Witness does not answer, with permission of Chairman.)

Q. Now, that was a personal question. Perhaps I might phrase it differently 
and get an answer down. What do you suggest to me is the reason that makes 
the Civil Service attractive to so many people who seek positions m u A. I 
think up to recent years the idea has been that it was permanent that it was 
a large public service, and many people, I believe, are actuated >v t ie idea that 
they would like to get into something that is big and offers an opportunity for a 
career. There is a feeling throughout the country that the government is a good 
institution to work for; that it is not so liable to fail, gml that the Cnil Service 
offers an opportunity for one to develop himself and to arm e somew lore, 1a 
many private enterprises do not offer.

Q. And all this under the Act as it now is?—A. No. I say up to. a few 
years ago. I am not so sure that that is the right answer for t ic ater lncum-
bent5;

Q. But, Mr. Lawson, I understand from the representative» of the Civil 
Service Commission that, with the exception of Windsor in all Canada, they 
always have more applicants, qualified applicants for position» than they can 
Possibly provide positions for. That was right in the boom times of 929. Now, 
I am leaving aside some technical position that might require some ng i qualifi
cation?—A. I suppose that not one candidate in one thousand has ever seen the 
Civil Service Act or the Civil Service regulations, or, if he has, has been able 
t° digest them to his own satisfaction to know what the ultima c e ect would 
°e upon him of the different provisions of the Act and Hegulations

Q No; but he knows the minimum or maximum salary of t ic position he
seeking; he knows the holidays he is sure to get. with pay; he knows of the 

Slek leave with pay that he is bound to get if he is ill • A. • ome < o. .
Q. And all those other factors which are not assured to him in prix ate com

mercial enterprises. -
O Mr. MacInnis: I do not know if there are more applications lor Civil 
ervice jobs than there are for other jobs?

The Witness: Just what I wanted to say.
n Mr. MacInnis: I do not know. I had experience with a school board at 

time, and where there were school teaching positions \ acant- we had over 
lree hundred applications. You get those applications in whatex er line you take. 
would like to say that I agree with Mr. Lawson in his reference to the private 

‘^Cretaries, but I do not agree with him when he mentions that their positions 
h °uld not be permanent. Of course, I believe the trouble arose over giving 
Permanency its definition. I suppose, according to the dictionary, as a matter 
t l/aC^, there is nothing permanent, and I suppose civil servants will have to 

*e their chances with the rest of us.
[Mr. Vernon Lawson.)
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The Witness: If we are wrong in asking that positions be absolutely per
manent, then, surely, those administrations which told us of the security of our 
positions were just as wrong as we.

Mr. MacInnis: But it has been brought to our attention that politicians 
have made promises which they could not fulfil.

The Witness: I have heard that somewhere.
The Chairman : Some of them even go to the extent of making promises 

that are beyond the possibility of fulfillment; still they make them.
Mr. Chevrier: Is that confined to the Civil Service?
The Witness: All we would like is that they make a promise that can be 

fulfilled.
The Chairman : Mr. Lawson’s evidence, and our discussion of it, has cer

tainly been productive of giving us many matters to think about. We thank 
you very much.

Mr. Ernst: I would like to apologize for not being here during a portion 
of Mr. Lawson’s evidence and that given by Miss Inglis, but I will read both 
with care.

The Chairman: Now, we have next Mr. Burns, president of the Dominion 
Customs and Excise Officers’ Association.

Thomas H. Burns, called and sworn.

The Chairman: Go ahead, Mr. Burns.
The Witness : I represent, sir, the Dominion Customs and Excise Officers 

Association—a departmental organization of the department of National 
Revenue, of the Outside staff only, the field staff. That is to say, our members 
are composed of the port staffs and others—customs and excise ports. Of course, 
we include the port of Ottawa, and all the ports throughout the country, with 
one or two exceptions. This is your first experience in connection with the 
Outside service, the administration of which differs materially from that of which 
you have already heard. If I may be permitted to explain, the ports represent 
a number of units throughout the country and are graded and classified and 
establishments are made up for each port according to the grade it happen® 
to be in.

The Chairman: Do all the members of your association come under the 
jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission?

The Witness: Exactly. Until that took place, by the adoption and expan' 
sion of the Civil Service Act, we were under what was known as that “perniciou 
patronage system most of our officers were appointed by political influence an( 
patronage. I myself was one at the time when I was appointed, in 1907.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are those appointed under the “pernicious patronage system” still there • 

—A. There are some survivors.
Mr. MacInnis: There were some good appointments.
Mr. Bowman : We have seen one or two to-day that are pretty fair example 

of any appointment.
The Witness: Yes. In spite of the system, some very good men vv°rC 

appointed, and carried on.
The Chairman : I only wish I could file before Parliament, as exhibé®, 

some of the representatives of the patronage system whom we have alrea 
heard.
[Mr. T. H. Burns.]
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The Witness: Thank you, on behalf of the previous exhibits. I wish to 
state that our organization is affiliated with the Civil Service Federation and 
fully endorses, in every respect, the statements made by Mr. Phelan who, in 
turn, is simply presenting the mandates of his constituents—the result of con
ventions and meetings that have been held from time to time We, however, 
as an independent organization, as a departmental organization, handle our own 
affairs with the department and the Civil Service Commission I am glad to sax, 
in a very happy manner. The first thing, of couree, which we emphatically 
endorse is the merit system. We believe in it. It has been °ur salvation. It 
has removed nearly all the difficulties we laboured under until ite adoption and 
the administration of the Civil Service, under the merit system, by the Civil 
Service Commission, we also desire to state here, has been \ er> satisfactory 
pur methods, of course, are slightly different from what have been explained 
f° you in connection with reclassifications, regradings > P L ' : •
verv nature of our departmental organization we have practically no individual 
^assification. In the first place ports are graded according to cer am actors, 
f'hat is to say, the number of the staff. I might put revenue fir^, the number 
?f the staff, the number of entries, the manifests received and iorwaided the 
fact of whether the port is a seaport or a frontier port, whether this port.has 
Attain special duties to perform which entitles it to be placed m a certain 
grade, which carries different salaries than the lower grades for certain offices, 
^ch as the collectors, surveyors and technical executive offices o t e p ts. 
X°w, the grades of ports are at the present time eight m number. I ot o 
rtto ports, beyond mentioning one or two of the larger ones.iorte’of Montreal and Toronto, where the collectors anddye officers are 
Paid the same salary. The rank and file receive the same rate throuB out the 
country Therefore;when you undertake to classify one positiori in the county, 
lt reacts by relativity on one in Halifax or Vancouver So we have not the diffi-
;uJties as mentioned to-day regarding classifications, becaus individual
balk about reclassification it is reclassifying a group and not an mdixidual, 
therefore it becomes a large question.

The Chairman : And it involves a matter of departmental policy. 
n Witness: Yes. The first grade is Montreal and Toronto, followed by
Umber 7 grade which includes Vancouver and Winnipeg. T l - , ’

Sich is Hamilton, number 5 takes in a lot ol ttS
J'»gara Falls, Quebec, St. John, Halifax, and so on. I w,l!h” ‘ S V 
lefails because it is simply a matter of illustration. Now, the methods of the 
organization in obtaining results are different from those a rea y men mne 
Ultiative comes from the men themselves. I might state t a J ■

^ganization is to promote the welfare of its officers and to increase the efficiency
the service, and with regard to the latter we are very Now

and we have the sympathy and support of the department in that respect. -Now, 
g an example! some years ago we found that the mating revenu^ and
nCreased responsibilities—I might point out that at' tha __ .^.eyenue department was absorbed into the Customs depart 1 .
>on was made for increased remuneration for the men whowere g a great 
g of extra work and responsibility. So we went to the department hreti We 
^ d our case before the department. Our relations aie fi > g J.e could go to the Deputy Minister and sit down, man to,™\a*dena b ^> about our problems—our Deputy Ministers have draxvn un
fcet us half way -and as the result of our conferences a scheme was d a v n up 
lhen we would go to the Civil Service Commission, with the approve of the 
ÿartment, and fight the matter out with them, or discuss it, 1 1 say.
Retimes use the word “fight,” but we mean ^scuss the mattery^ them, 
betimes we were successful, other times not so success , ^ T H Burna -j

*9322—20
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result has been satisfactory. When the department was reclassified by the 
Arthur Young Company and the Griffenhagen concern we made three appeals, 
if I remember rightly, to a board that was set up known as the Board of Hearing 
and Recommendation—set up within the Commission—in which a member of the 
staff side sat in with this Board and listened to evidence on the claims made. 1 
happened to be the staff representative and sat with the Board for nearly three 
months, and our organization emerged from this particular Board—that is why» 
perhaps, previous speakers have been so anxious to have some tribunal set up. Ye 
endeavoured on the whole to get a classification which is practically intact with 
a few alterations at the present time. Now, it is on those classifications with a 
few exceptions that we are working to-day. The regrading of the ports, how
ever, did not proceed at the time when they were being granted. We began i° 
1924 our agitation and two years later an adjustment was made in the regrading 
of the ports of Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Hamilton; but h 
stopped there. In connection, however, with the next grade, grade 5, such as 
the ports I have mentioned, Ottawa, Windsor, St. John, Halifax, Quebec, etc-» 
no attention was paid to the collectors, but their superior officers were increased 
in salaries, and to this day we have never learned why this was done. This 15 
a burning question. Of course, perhaps, this is not the time to discuss the que®' 
tion of remuneration, but I want to explain the modus operandi. Incidentally’ 
I might mention I got a return to-day which would show that in 1910 the co ' 
lectors at Halifax, St. John, Quebec, received $3,500 salaries. In 1932 the sal' 
aries were $3,750.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. How many more have they on the staff?—A. The staff is so much larger 

and returns are so much greater that the amalgamation of the two department; 
of Excise and Customs makes the situation ridiculous. And more so when I g1; 
that this by 10 per cent reduction which goes into effect to-morrow, the remune1' 
a tion of the collectors of these ports mentioned will be $125 each per annum Ie63 
than in 1910.

Q. It may have been too much in 1910.
The Chairman : Having regard to the value of money in 1910, it seems k 

me that, as a group, these gentlemen were handsomely paid at $3,500 a year.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. You would not contend that the Customs officer, for instance, in Halil1* 
has to-day as much personal work as he had in 1910? He has an efficient st-1.,rd5around him to assist him in his work?—A. For your information, as rega . 
the revenue, this will give you an idea. At Halifax, in 1910, the revenue 'v1t 
$1,772,883. At the present time, according to the Auditor General’s report 
is $3,307,802.73, and the staff is about 50 per cent, greater. This is really 
the way, because we cannot discuss remuneration just now, you know, but p 
one of the problems we have to contend with. Now, each port has an estabm 
ment which is arrived at by an understanding between the department and 
Civil Service Commission, and we have not very much fear of over-staffing j 
the elimination of many of the members of our staff, because our Departm6 
is always administered most economically and, if I might add, intelligently- y 

Q. You have in Canada about three times as many ports of entry as * s 
have in the United States?—A. Yes. The public there are not as well g(,r' 0f 
You might have to go in the United States about 200 miles from the plafe 
shipment to get your goods. Here, perhaps, it is too much the other way. y 

Q. I am merely pointing that out as a fact. You have three times as 1131 4 
ports of entry in Canada as there are in the United States to handle bg Yyf 
customs?—A. I understand-—I have no business to say anything on beha' 
the department—I understand there has been a drop of nearly 150.
[Mr. T. H. Burns.]
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Q. Yes, in small ports of entry within the last two years?—A. The estab
lishment of the port is created and no excessive help is accounted for, and if it 
happens that the business increases and more help is required then temporaries 
are taken on; but I was informed by a departmental official recently that the 
Jaying-off problem in our department through shrinkage of revenue and lost 
duty was not serious because no vacancies have been filled for some time. As 
an example, in the port of Montreal there are now over 40 vacancies which have 
n°t been filled, so you can see that relatively that problem can be taken care of.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q- ^ hat suggestions have you to make to the Committee?—A. Well, I 

tr e one here. One question was raised by two of the speakers here regarding 
nipt °rs ^rom one department to another. To use the language of a certain 
diff 6r our association not long ago, the Department, made up of once 
fr eient departments, is in practically water-tight sections and transfers 

department to another, excepting in inferior positions, would not be 
«“able. For instance, what use would a Customs officer with many years 

perienec be in the Post Office, or vice versa? The work of a stenographer or 
den °r+C erk 1® the same everywhere possibly, but as far as the transfer from one 

Partaient to another to the senior position, it is not at all practicable.
^ Yj- That is so far as the department you are representing is concerned?—

Q- The departmental officials you represent?—A. Yes. 
is ^hc Witness: You were speaking to-day about private secretaries. There 
to n'1 amendmenC also, to the department of National Revenue Act, assented 
ge V ' une 11, 1928, whereby certain positions are exempted from the Civil 
C ’ce Act—Customs appraisers and assistant appraisers, all officers of 
itlV('l,ns and Excise Preventive service and all officers assigned to duty as 
of :\’gators of values and claims for drawbacks. Shortly before the passing 
den !f amen<dment to the Act, an investigation into the Customs and Excise 
andai+ ment was as you all know—it caused quite a furore at the time— 
he m. i Fecommendation of the Committee was that certain changes should 
ablp1 at Appraisals branch, and the Minister at that time, the Honour-
rec Alr- Euler, conceived that this amendment was in accordance with the 
aud . men<dation of this _ Committee. Now, when this legislation was drafted 
Civilly" • ^own it not only eliminated those I have mentioned from the 
°gf *ervice Act, at the pleasure of the Minister, but it also included the 
In' .Vs °‘ the staffs—they were all subject to appointment by the Minister. 
sem f-er worcE> we were going back where we were before. Naturally, repre- 
"’her Vons yere UFade to Mr. Euler at the time and a compromise was made 
deal yA" this particular amendment was put into effect. Now, there is a good 
\ye to be said for and against this change. From the staff side, of course, 

F16 same. arguments made by Mr. Lawson this afternoon regarding 
deVo?ers secretaries, that when a man is working up to a certain position and 
aad !nf a ^ his time to give efficient service and studying his regulations, tariff 
it ' alues, and so on, then to find an outsider brought in over his head, well 

auses dissatisfaction.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You are speaking of the appraisers?—A. I am speaking now of the 

appraisers alone. While the department has made several appointments direct 
the Minister, for some time the department has made twenty-two appoint

ants in the regular way, that is, through the Civil Service Commission, during 
e calendar year.

[Mr. T. H. Burned
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Q. To what positions?-—A. Appraisers and assistant appraisers. Mr. Euler 
said at that time that if qualified men could be found in the service he would 
have no reason to go outside. At that time evidence was submitted to him that 
qualified men were in the service as instanced by outside advertised positions 
for appraisers for which examinations were held by gentlemen supplied by the 
Civil Service Commission—outstanding men in that particular line—and in 
four or five cases in question the successful applicants were members of the 
Customs and Excise staff.

Q. I do not know that the history of the matter helps us. You want the 
appraisers brought back under the Civil Service Act?—A. Yes. I think that the 
interests of the department and the public would be served by the withdrawal 
of this amendment.

By the Chairman:
Q. Are the appraisers who are now in the service of the government members 

of your Association?—A. Yes.
Q. Substantially all of them?—A. You see, I am not acquainted with the 

individual members. We have many of them, indeed most of them.
Q. And may I take it that you are expressing the views of the appraisers 

themselves and the Assistant appraisers?—A. Yes.
Q. That they want to be taken under the Civil Service Commission?—A- 

As a matter of fact, there are only a few who are not at the present time. 1 
do not think more than fifteen or twenty taken in altogether, and several—-

Q. Let us not get at cross-purposes. Appraisers are now appointed by the 
Minister?—A. No, not necessarily, but the Minister has the right to appoint 
them if he likes, but the Minister is not exercising that right as much as in the 
beginning.

Q. If the Minister does not exercise the right to appoint appraisers, what 
happens?—A. The position becomes vacant and the department asks the CL'1* 
Service Commision to fill it. There is one point about appraisers I want to 
mention.

Q. That disturbs my whole idea. Will you tell me, Mr. Bland, do Civn 
Service appraisers come under the Minister or under the Civil Service f°r 
appointment?

Mr. Bland: I think the fact is this, that the National Revenue Act permit5 
the Minister to make all appointments of appraisers, if he so desires, by appoint' 
ments from outside the service. If he does not so desire he may apply to the 
Commission to have them filled by the Commission. That is his option.

Mr. Ernst: The reason given at the time was to improve the quality °* 
appraisers.

The Witness: In the test made subsequently, in open competition, out
siders were allowed to compete. The successful candidates were all Custom5
officers.

Mr. Phelan : Mr. Chairman, there was a point under discussion when I
was giving evidence this morning. Mr. Bowman was questioning me as to tie 
price effect where a series of promotions took place—the price saving to th 
government. I have prepared a very brief statement in seven copies which 
would like to present to the Committee.

The Chairman : Thank you very much, Mr. Phelan. Will you let me haVu 
it, for our files.

The Committee adjourned to meet Friday morning at 11 o’clock, a.m-

[Mr. T. H. Burns.]



House of Commons,

April 1, 1932.

cnm^î16 Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the
t '01 anc* direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the adminis- 

ion and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this dav at 11 a.m., Mr 
Dawson presiding.

The Chairman: All right, Mr. Burns.

Thomas H. Burns, recalled.

The Chairman: Just proceed, Mr. Burns, from where you left off last night. 
Witness: I believe we were discussing the amendment of the depart- 

oi National Revenue Act and its effect on the service.
oaJhe Chairman: Excuse me, we have no authority to deal with any Acts 

cner than the Civil Service Act.
sp„, T1>e Witness : We desire, if those positions were removed from the Civil 

, ervice Act, to have them replaced.

By the Chairman:
Com^Xou us you wanted all appraisers appointed by the Civil Service 
Vain nH5sl?n- A. Also of course, the other officers such as investigators of 
rea e!~ rn< 11n.ves*1iat°rs of claims for drawbacks. Now, as I said yesterday, the 
^jtt°n lor this amendment was due to the findings of the Parliamentary Com- 
br0. e? ln * le Customs Investigation some years ago,—when legislation was 
Servi ,downfbe whole Customs Service was to be eliminated from the Civil 
PortiCe f •" representations were made to Mr. Euler and he withdrew that 
reg on °* but this particular clause remained. Now, there may have been 
Satin'18 ^16 ^or bhis change. We believe however, that when an investi- 
this n 0 ■ a Particular port is being made regarding the vacancies mentioned in 
Hw Particular amendment, that if in the judgment of the department, the 
Vritl|Gria i *s n°* avadable for promotion, they might go further and still keep 
p0rtm vbe precincts, as it were, of the department. That is, go to an adjoining 
Selv;°r,otherPorts.’ and give an opportunity to the men who have qualified them- 
vac s °î promotion, if not in that particular port, in another one where a 

4ncy happens to be in that particular line.

By Mr. Ernst:
^bey do that in the Customs and Excise now?—A. Not according to mv 

upstanding of it.
broin^u1 kaC* a Particular case in mind, in Nova Scotia, where there was a 
^oiii i0n’ an(^ bhe assistant applied for the promotion and got it?—A. That 

be in the district.
in a , *n. bbe particular Province?—A. Well, the Province. It would happen 

yes- But we do not deny the right of the department to seek 
advice outside, if the exigencies of the case require it, because in the

[Mr. T. H. Burns.]
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very difficult and intricate problems in connection with collection and the pre
vention and the protection of the revenue, we feel it to be logical that the depart
ment’s hand must not be tied in seeking men to carry out its business intelligently> 
but we do maintain that at least every officer should be given the first oppor
tunity to qualify for any vacancy that might occur.

Now, there is one amendment already referred to that meets with our hearty 
approval ; in fact, from Dr. Roche down, practically each witness desires to 
mention the example set up by one department in the matter of gratuity in lieu 
of retirement. Ours is the department referred to. It was not mentioned 
by name, but it is our department that they referred to, and this amendment 
contains this clause, allowing gratuity in lieu of leave of absence. This is a 
good thing, because if a man is allowed or entitled to a certain leave of absence

By the Chairman:
Q. You are speaking of something now you already have?—A. Yes. I aIfl 

merely taking this opportunity to say we approve of it entirely.
Q. Excuse me. We have no intention of making any changes that are not 

asked for. Nobody has asked for that to be changed?—A. Mr. Chairman, it 
an explanation. Previous witnesses have mentioned this particular instance, but 
did not give you any information as to whence it emanated. I am merely givlllr 
you the information now, if you desire to have it.

Q. Frankly, we are pretty familiar with that explanation. I will say t0 
you I am confident no member of the Committee has any desire to change it;"' 
A. That is all I have to say about that particular subject. Now in connectio1' 
with promotions. Several witnesses have already touched upon the advisabm1- 
of salary increases beginning with promotions to higher rank. I think it 1 
logical. That is a rule followed by corporations and commercial establishmc» ’ 
Where a man is promoted to a higher position, and has greater responsibiW-j 
he is naturally more valuable to his employer and it naturally follows his stip°n' 
or salary should be increased accordingly. Now, take for instance—

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Pardon me, Mr. Burns. Have you anything new to suggest?—A- 

that particular instance? . -
Q. No, that has not already been recommended. Have you someth11 - 

new?—A. Not in that particular instance, no, sir. If you are satisfied on 
point, I will go ahead. . at

Q. Yes, pass on.—A. With regard to further promotions, I might state t 
the impression might have been given to you that where a vacancy occurs, P t 
motions are made on the recommendation of the Deputy Minister. Well if 
is the case in other departments, it is not so in ours. That is, as far as our ° , 
side service is concerned. If you desire, I shall give you a brief account 
the promotions are made.

Q. We are not interested.

By the Chairman:
Q. On whose recommendation?—A. On the recommendation of the i1111116 

ate chief of the department. Now, it might help you—

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Through the Deputy Minister?—A. It comes through the Deputy .^1, 

ister, yes. But the ratings are made by the inspector, and it is not the ind>vl flre 
no individual recommends the man. The applications of the candidates 
there, I mean—

The Chairman : We thoroughly understand that.
[Mr. T. H. Burns.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. With the approval of the Deputy Minister.—A. Yes, everything in the 

Department, of course, has to be subject to approval.
The Chairman: We understand that situation now.
The Witness: Now then, one word with regard to port regrading. The 

ratings on ports have been proceeded with up to a certain point, and there it 
stays. Now there is a considerable complaint from the men in the small ports, 
111 the out-ports. No doubt as members of Parliament you have heard com
plaints from these men, due to the fact that for years they have been 
overlooked, and they claim that although their fees are small and their 
entries may not be large, they have the administration of the whole Customs 
A-Ct, and so on, and they are required to know just as much as those in a large 
P°rt, only of course, their business is on a smaller scale, and for that reason 
'■hey are very anxious to have the question of their regrading given attention to.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. They carry on other business as well while in office. A. Lp to a 

Certain point. , ,, • , ,
Q. I can tell you of some who carry on activities other than theircu^toms 

"ork.—A. Well, the Act does not permit it, above a certain salary. I ncv are 
doing it at their own risk. , . ,,

Q. I know of one person who carries on as a stipendiary magistrate for t e 
tQWn and municipality, and holds court in his customs office. A. w e l now,

Q. I do not see any reason to protest against that procedure, proxic i g he 
8ives due attention to his duties as a customs officer.—A. There is a regulation of 

department against that, a very strict regulation up to a certain po t, tli
8aQ. Youalare talking about salaried men?-A. Yes. Now, regrading and 

^classification were mentioned, but classification was practically as it stoodffioi 
three or four years. We had been instrumental in reducing the nu ici of
gr°ups, or classes, from about 40 to half that number, about 20. two years

we approached the department for a still further reduction in groups or 
Masses, to promote efficient facilities in handling staffs and so on. e ha\e 
reduced the classes to actually half a dozen or less. , . .
. Now, just one word more, and I am through. I cannot close without stat-
ln8 that our reorganization in the department and the CivilJTlm^denmTment'to 
^by the way, I forgot to mention 1 am the representative of the department to
tbe service, and have access to the Civil Service Commission staff, and e discuss 
f dumber of these matters to our mutual benefit and satisfaction, an m posing [ would state that our relationship between the department and the Commission 
atld the Government has been so satisfactory, that the usual pro ems of the 
iervice in general are very easy ones, because of the attitude of a part es con- 
Cffied. We have practically set up within ourselves a sort of co c We 
lleet the department and the Commission on the basis of a jo nt eience, 
|'?d we have never had any trouble whatever. Are there any questions you would 
lke to ask?

V, The Chairman: Are there any questions the members would like to ask 
Mr- Burns.

Mr. MacInnis: No; I think he has covered his case pretty well.
tin. The Witness: There is just one little point I forgot to mention The ques- 
> of permanency in the service has been brought up. Now a few days ago 

officers of one branch of our Service, preventive officers, permanent
[Mr. T. H. Burns.]
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officers with many years service, have been given a choice, with two or three 
days’ notice, of either getting out of the sendee or joining the Mounted Police 
at a very reduced salary.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. They come under the Civil Service Commission?—A. Yes. I have refer

ence to one man of eighteen years’ service. This particular amendment of the 
Act took that out of the hands of the Commission, and they were ministerial 
appointments. I am referring to that just merely as an indication that really 
the tenure of permanency we have been told so much about in the past does 
not exist.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Of course that may be avoidable, although there might be provision 

made for these men again entering the service.—A. They have been given the 
opportunity of joining the Mounted Police under those conditions, and they can 
take it or leave it.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Many of them who are given the opportunity are being taken in under 

conditions which are such that they could not join otherwise.—A. The salary 
is from 25 to 75 per cent less.

Q. Is there a reduction in salary?—A. A very serious one.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is much better than having them out of the service entirely, fln_ 

not having any job at all?—A. Yes sir, but at the same time it is rather distress' 
ing to the employee, and to the people outside, who have always looked on 11 
jobs as permanent.

By the Chairman:
Q. It does not so appear to me. I think that most of the civil servants 

pretty well protected as to permanency.—A. That is what brought me into t1 
service—the permanency of it—the protection of permanency in the position-

Gerald Dennehy, called and sworn.

By the Chairman: ^
Q. You are president of the Dominion Railway Mail Clerks’ Federation- 

A. Yes. ji
Q. You wanted to make some statements on behalf of the railway r0^ 

clerks, I assume?—A. When our written statement was made, Mr. Chair1®
I did not know that the inquiry would be quite so exhaustive. Our Federa 
concurred in certain proposals. ■

Q. May I interrupt you to ask a question as to how many men your org9 
zation represents?—A. Approximately 1,300 men.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The men who sort mail on the trains?—A. Men who sort mail en 1,0 

in the mail cars on the train.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Are they all in your organization?—A. Well we have, I believe, 

exactly to date.
[Mr. G. Dcxinehy.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Out of 1.300 men?—A. Yes; some of the others are suspended for 

non-payment of dues, but practically all are in the organization.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Go ahead.—A. Our organization knows that the Civil Service Commis- 

Sl°n has very wide powers, but it is not aware that these powers have been 
Doused. We believe that the Commission has operated to secure a greater degree 
0 oquality and justice in staff matters relating to our service.

By the Chairman:
Q. You are favourable then, to the railway mail clerks being left under 

e administration of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. And to the merit system, what we call the merit system, of appointment 

and promotion.—A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is the present situation?—A. Yes.
The Chairman : He endorses Mr. Phelan.
The Witness: We endorse Mr. Phelan. Of course, we admit there are 

grievances and a certain amount of dissatisfaction in the service created by 
^equalities of classification as well as by the non-existence of some type of 
u0rni^ittee, or council, on which the civil servant could be represented, so that 

e viewpoint of the staff side as to the causes of any grievance could be sup- 
^°rted by the accredited organization. We believe in what has already been 

r°posed here. In other words, some form of an appeal board.

By Mr. Madmis:
n Q- Did you hear the statement made by Mr. Phelan yesterday ?—A. I do 
ot know whether I was in the room or not.

Mr. Bowman : Mr. Phelan was not here yesterday, it was the day before.
The Chairman : Pie was here a short time.
Mr. Ernst: It was part of the question raised yesterday.

Q. ntve'you read "anything that has been presented before the Committee?

read, relating to «hat « are now talking 
b°Ut, you are in favour with the suggestion?—A. ies.

By the Chairman: » ,,
o Q. Mr. Phelan suggested an appeal board with the_c lairma 

erV'r;e Commission as the chairman of the board.—AJt Federation Q1,
u Q. And a representative, chosen either by the u second
J1 s°mc arrangement among the civil servants organi ’ ^ nominated
£®*ber of the board, and a third member to be a

the Treasury Board, in the case of matters affecting more * a ff^t 
?nent- and by the department, where only one department Are
that S faV°Ur !,f T iaPÎ?fial fTrt to° anmSse the petition in accordance with 
tv1 the principle of classification is to appraise ine +,S* duties connected with it, rather than the >ndivid a!i fi lmg th^ positiom

' toust be understood that the duties of several positions m the semce^are
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constantly changing. As an illustration, since the completion of classification 
by the Arthur Young Company, considerable extra duties have been added to our 
branch of the Sendee. Since the inauguration of the air mail service, railway 
mail clerks have had to memorize air mail schedules and be efficient in an" 
mail despatch, and this involves considerable additional work and study. Thev 
are now obliged to make a primary sortation of city letters in their regional 
areas, which means the preparation and memorizing of additional distribution 
lists. Hence it may be shown that there should be no finality to classification 
and that a need exists for some permanent appeal board.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is not that the assumption, that there is no finality in classification, th&l 

a reclassification can be made at any time, when circumstances warrant?
The Chairman : You see, Mr. Dennehy, you come before this Commit!®® 

and you say, “Now we are absolutely satisfied with the administration of th® 
Civil Service Act by the Civil Service Commission,” and yet classification 
entirely in their hands. If you are satisfied with what they have done, I thinK 
your submissions should go to them, and not to us.

The Witness: Well, we would like an appeal board to which we cou^ 
take—

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Grievances?—A. Yes. There is just one other thing here. There are,^j 

subjects, one called efficiency and the other called fitness. They are stand»1" 
tests.

Q. They are what?—A. Standard tests.
Q. Yes?—A. Set up at all special promotional examinations by the Co»1 

mission. We believe that they should be treated more in detail. For instan® ; 
efficiency may mean knowledge of rules and regulations, quality and quam1 , 
of work, alertness and resourcefulness, capability and executive ability i a. 
fitness may well mean orderliness and amenableness to orders, willingness, he» . 
and physical condition, personal address, impartiality, conduct and educati°nÿ 
qualifications. We suggest that it would be more suitable to allocate marks 
these components and, in this way, arrive at a fairer total for the candidat 
efficiency and fitness than by the present system. . g

Q. Rather than by rating it on a mass basis?—A. Yes. That is a suggestl 
from our organization.

Mr. Ernst: Maybe Mr. Bland will take note of that.
f tb®Mr. Bland: May I just say Mr. Dennehy’s suggestions are the basis oi . 

present rating system ; in other words, it is not based on mass totals, but on tn 
particular ideas.

By the Chairman:
Q. You do not segregate your marks, do you? j
Mr. Bland: Yes. On the present form 5 of the Commission, you will 

the segregations.
Mr. Ernst: That will probably ease your mind on that. ^
The Witness: We have a further suggestion. We believe that governing 

employees when, and if, enlisted by the Commission to make recommend*1 
and ratings, should he sworn to the faithful performance of their duty- 
has already ben recommended by the Malcolm Report.
[Mr. G. Dennehy.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. It is supposed to be done now.
Mr. Ernst: I might say I asked one of the Commissioners, or Mr. Bland, 

f do not know which, just how thoroughly the oath was administered. I have 
seen oaths administered. They can be administered—and administered. We hear 
a lot to-day of oaths with reservations.

The Witness : I just want to say Mr. Chairman, that it is the experience of 
°Ur organization that the executive officers of the Post Office department have 
§reat administrative capacity and foresight and a study of the Post Office institu- 
hon will show that they have created and continued to develop a wonderfully 
Soient institution.

By the Chairman:
Q. In the Post Office department?—A. Yes, in every branch of it.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Due, in no small measure, to the very able staff at the head of it. I am 

n°t talking of the minister, I am talking of the executive staff?—A. A es.
> Q. In other words, you find your superior officers efficient?—A. 1 es, very. 
-i1 our branch of the department, railway mail clerks are 98 per cent, efficient.

Ije records show that, and their initiative, alertness, and resourcefulness are of 
a high order.

By the Chairman:
Servi?' sh?ulcl think that would be necessary, because we do get good mail 
there % m ^ , eountry ! there is no question about that?—A. To our knowledge, 
°Ur rj13 comP‘ete co-ordination and co-operation between the various branches of 
that ±Partment. Therefore, our organization cannot concur with the suggestion 
5b,. , j duties of the district superintendents of postal districts should be 

' °rDed by city postmasters.

Q. In other' îronb, you think it would make for a breakdown in efficiency? 
"""A. Ybs X bcli.6V6 so.

Q. That each has his separate functions?—-A- Yes. ier and the city
. Q. The mail clerk, the rural mail carrier, the cits rna ■•<11 postmaster ?s°St offices and the rural post offices have their funct on and the^rty^ ^

not the one to co-ordinate?—A. They have the , • t d t purely local ^oblems. We believe the duties of postmasters are ■ . . ^ «uperinten-
Sal matters and are altogether distinct from those ^ the in

ent, which are regional. The latter, that is t - q{ ^al communica
tif01^ areas, are responsible for keeping open a ^ regicJial area; and this
w ®,s' and the inspection of all post office. rt an(i experienced super-
v° -k necessitates a specially trained staff unde per ^ interestg of mral and

,i°n. Furthermore, it must also be borne in mn utility like the post,San centres are often divergent and that “ a ‘ We believe, however,
thaCte there is a possibility of friction from an> > the manipulative work
• aJ considerable economy could be effected by P ing} d thereto under the
^ terminal post offices and the transfer t time they are under
d°ntrol of the Railway Mail Service Branch. At the p 

le control of the postmasters.

By the Chairman:
ecoj,^' 'fust pause there. I have not followed all that. You suggest that an 
the f0rtl". couid be effected by doing what?—A. By placing the terminal officers, 

erminal post offices, and the transfer agents—
[Mr. G. Dennehy.]
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Q. By placing the terminal post offices?—A. And the transfer agents con
nected therewith under the control of the Railways Mail Service branch of the 
department.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Take the city of Ottawa, or Toronto, or any large city, and explain 

that to me, because I do not see it that way. Will you take the city of Toronto, 
for instance.—A. The city of Toronto?

Q. And show me just how it will work out.
The Chairman: Let him take Winnipeg, he is more familiar with the 

city of Winnipeg.—A. We have in Winnipeg a postmaster who has control of 
the terminal post office and the transfer agents at that post office.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. At Winnipeg?—A. In all centres.

By the Chairman:
Q. By transfer agents do you mean the people who transfer the mail from 

the mail car into the terminal station and from the terminal station into the 
main post office or sub post office, from which it is to be distributed by letter 
carriers.—A. Well, yes. Of course, their duties are not quite so—

Q. That is the general idea.—A. Generally, that is the idea. They arÊ 
the men who load the mail cars, and who unload the mail cars and transfer the 
mail in the station from train to train. Their duties should peculiarly belong 
to the railway mail service branch ; but at the present time they are under the 
control of the postmaster. They load cars, and, as you know, space in a rah' 
way mail car is a very very valuable thing. Now, the railway mail clerks 
those transfer agents, I say it is their particular duty to check space, and 
out what space is essential, or what space is necessary. Nevertheless, y°u 
find that these transfer agents, and I think men in those terminal offices, 
under the control of postmasters who really cannot have an expert knowledg 
of that kind of work.

Q. Whose main job really is to see that the mail service functions efficient • 
in the distribution in the municipality in which he is postmaster.—A. Or 
urban centre in which he is postmaster.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Just explain to us where you would suggest the railway mail 

should take this service over? At what point would they take it over fr0,1r 
the postmasters, as it exists at the present time?—A. They would take it °^c 
at their terminal. I am speaking particularly of the railway mail clerk. 
does not check into a terminal. He starts in the postal area from an import^ 
centre. That postal area is allotted to the man working under the supervis10 
in that car. r

Q. Where would you suggest that this service be taken over by (i 
organization?—A. I say that the whole terminal office and the staffs connec 
therewith should be under the control of the Railway Mail Service Branch-

By the Chairman:
Q. Not suggesting that the organization should take it over?—A. N°- vg
Q. The mail service branch of the Post Office department should * p 

over the transfer agents and terminal post offices from under the jurisdm 
of local postmasters in a particular municipality. .

Mr. Bowman: I do not yet see where the economy is going to come 
Where is the economy?
[Mr. G. Dennehy.]
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The Witness: The economy is in the conservation of space in the mail 
car. The men who would be in the railway mail service branch under the 
direction of the terminal office, would be in charge of that, and they would know 
the need for space over certain areas, and they would be able to consolidate 
and despatch mail, and therefore economize in space.

The Chairman : When he speaks of economy, he does not mean in dollars 
and cents.

Mr. Ernst: Not a visible economy.
Mr. MacInnis: It would, no doubt, manifest itself in dollars and cents, 

because railways charge for space.
The Witness : Admittedly, and space could be conserved to a great extent.
Mr. MacInnis: I agree with you.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. By more efficient packing?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you know what the space rates are?—A. W ell, I would rather îcfer 

*at to someone else.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do the rates depend upon the amount of space used?—A. Yes. 

a Q- Well then, your scheme will really result in economies in expenditures?— 

• Most certainly.
Q. That is what you are suggesting?—A. Not altogether on that ground.
Q- That is one of the grounds?—A. That is one. 

eç Q- After all, in times like this, Mr. Dennehy, you agree if there could be 
{0rI10Iriy in expenditure, without loss of efficiency in service, that is to be looked 
taj^jard to by your organization as well as other organizations?—A. Yes, cer-

By Mr. Chevrier:
aCc Q- Outside of the space, which is a very valuable factor to be taken into 

°^nt, would it improve the service?—A. Yes, Ï believe it would, immensely. 
1, 0- Will you say just how? I am very much interested in what you say. 
t|w Sorry I just do not grasp all the angles. I wish you would explain it.—A. If 
Vf"!5 terminal offices were under the control of our branch and the mail clerks 
ati,j | ke appointed, or at least a senior railway mail clerk would be in charge 
tost,, w°uld be peculiarly fitted to know all train schedules, which the average 

al clerk does not know.

By Mr. MacInnis:
4tn0^‘ Would it increase the number of employees necessary to handle the same 

M of mail?—A. Not necessarily, no.

By Mr. Bowman:
•titnA ^'our suggestion is it ought to be taken hold of by the mail service branch 

lately before the mail is sorted in the terminal offices, 
he Chairman : No. The mail is all sorted when the mail clerks get it.

Mr. Bowman : No, it is not sorted at all.

By Mr. Bowman:
'ontr-oi * ,^° n°t just follow where the change starts.—A. Well, if the complete 
htg, . °t the terminal offices were taken over by the Railway Mail Service 

1 We believe that it would effect economy and efficiency.
[Mr. G. Dennehy.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Do you mean particularly outgoing mail?—A. Outgoing or incoming] 

all mail.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. I want to follow up Mr. Bowman’s question. I was hoping he would 
get an answer.

Mr. Bowman : I have not got it yet.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Just tell us what happens in Winnipeg, for instance—what is happening 

at the present time—and what changes you suggest so that we can follow d- 
You are very familiar with this procedure, we are not.—A. Yes. Well I 
try to make this clear, if possible. We will say that a car loaded with nan1' 
comes in the mail car into Winnipeg, and certain of that mail is worked up 1,1 
ivhat we call “straights.”

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Sorted?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In the different mail bags for the different points?—A. Yes. 

unloaded by transfer agents at the Winnipeg depot.
It

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Over which you have no control to-day?—A. Over which we have n° 

control.
Q. You wish to control them?—A. Exactly.

By Mr. Bowman: f
Q. Just go ahead.—A. Now, that mail is brought down to the terro111^ 

office. It is brought from the railway mail car down to the terminal office. 
the railway mail clerks, if they were in charge of the office, could arrang6 
reassortment of that mail which would materially cut down space.

By the Chairman:
Q. Space in the next mail car?—A. In the next mail car. ,ge
Q. Into which it goes for forwarding?—A. Exactly. They have a knowle^j 

of schedules of mail trains and routes with which, of course, the average P0^ 
clerk is not familiar. It is not part of his job, so if the terminal officer were R e 
under the control of the Railway Mail Service Branch, economy would 
effected thereby in the conservation of space.

Mr. Bowman : That suggestion seems to be very reasonable.

By the Chairman: [0
Q. Mr. Dennehy, assume that to-day I mail two letters, one address61 

Winnipeg, and one to Saskatoon. When the letter addressed to Winnipeg 
to Winnipeg as I understand it, it is contained in a bag which contains Wit111! 
mail exclusively.—A. Yes, sir, it would depend on the time you mail6,
If you mailed it very late, that is to say an hour prior to the departure 0 
train, it would be put in what we call a grab-bag, and the clerk would open ^ 

Q. When you say the clerk will open it, you mean the railway mad 6 
on the train.—A. Yes.

Q. He would put it in a bag designated for Winnipeg, would he 11 
A. Yes.
[Mr. G. Dennehy.]
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Q. When that letter which is addressed to Winnipeg gets to Winnipeg, it 
ln some bag which contains Winnipeg mail exclusively.—A. Yes.

Il Q- Now, when the mail car gets to Winnipeg, the transfer agent as you 
uff nrn’ *a^es charge of those bags and transports them to the terminal post 

ce- A. No, not in the case of the head office mail; that would be transferred 
rectly to the head office. I am speaking of forward mail.

Your transfer agent is now under the jurisdiction of the local postmaster?

Q. And so far as mail designated for Winnipeg is concerned, he might just 
w- xv®b take charge of that as the mail clerk on behalf of the postmaster at 

innipeg as on behalf of the railway mail service.—A. Well, I want to say that 
ail for the head office, when it arrives at Winnipeg, is taken and transferred 
Qrri the Winnipeg railway station.

Q- Direct to the post office?—A. Yes, and, of course thev transport it on 
a contract basis.
tyi Q- That is the one case. Now, take the case of my letter for Saskatoon. 
(L .en mY letter to Saskatoon gets into Winnipeg station, is it in a mail bag 

S1gnated for Saskatoon exclusively?—A. Yes. 
the fhat case the transfer agent who is under the jurisdiction of

Postmaster of the city of Winnipeg takes that bag of Saskatoon mail and
tak,es it up to the terminal post office.

Mr. Bowman: No.
The Witness: He makes direct communication with the station, probably.

By Mr. Bowman:
a VQ- Then he takes it to a mail car on a train on its way to Saskatoon?— 

• Tes.
a J5- And turns it over to another railway mail clerk in that other car?— 

' Exactly.
(ju . Q- Now, for those operations, you say it would be economical and con- 
dj ?Ye to greater efficiency, to have him under the jurisdiction of?—A. Of the 

r>ct superintendent.
Q- Rather than under the local postmaster.—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
poitiiS', ( 8L?.*"eP. Mrther, if you will, say to a point north of Winnipeg, mail
>*g,Vnto Winnipeg would go to a terminal post office at Winnipeg for resort- 

' Yes.
rj' Then you would make connections-------A. Yes.
rf *or gomg north on another train?—A. Yes 
v- At another hour?—A. Yes.

-CrviCe ?ow’ y°u think if that were under the control of the local railway mail 
A. pv lcre would be economy in space, and probably increased efficiency?— 
Nil ;‘nC ’ that is just the point. There would be, however, a portion of the 

tran t °,r’g’na^ car coming into Winnipeg, probably that would have to 
N eJrc^ farther west. There would be probably a great percentage of 

1 f°r other routes, which would have to be sorted in the terminal offices.

By Mr. Bowman:
Of Have representations to that effect previously been made to the deputy 
HlUst eT Tost Office department or to the officials of the department ?—A. \\ ell, 

‘ f answer that?
Chairman:

The Witness:
There is no harm in it. 

I believe so, yes.
[Mr. <j. Dennehy.J
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By the Chairman:
Q. Or to the Civil Service Commission, or anybody?—A. I do not believe 

there has been to them.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. It would have to go through the deputy to the Commission?—A. I do 
not believe it has been sent to the Commission.

By the Chairman:
Q. We can take it such representations have been made to the departmental 

officials and not acted upon?—A. I believe so, yes.
Mr. Ernst: I believe we have Mr. Dennehy’s point.
The Chairman: Yes.
The Witness: Our organization, Mr. Chairman, beg leave to refer to an 

appendix in which we say that subsection 2 of section 49—■
By the Chairman:

Q. Of the Civil Service Act?—A. Yes.
Q. What section?—A. Section 49, subsection 2. We recommend, Mr. Chair' 

man, that the section should be revised to read as follows, “Promotions shall 
be made for merit by the Commission upon such examination, reports, tests, 
records, ratings or recommendations as the Commission may by regulation 
prescribe.” Our organization believe, sir, that the word “or” in subsection * 
should be deleted, and the word “and” substituted in lieu thereof. It woukj 
have an effect in making promotions for merit. We had a convention last 
year, and this matter was brought out, and the convention executive officer6 
tried to get this matter fixed, if they possibly could, and that is one of tbe 
reasons I am bringing it up here.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You do not know whether any of these promotions have been made 

purely and simply on one of those aspects only? Maybe you know and mayb6 
you do not?—A. I have no knowledge.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. As a matter of fact, as it stands now, Mr. Dennehy, there are very feW' 

written examinations for promotions?—A. Yes,
Q. I cannot see what the idea is. It would be pretty hard to say that all

these things, examinations, reports, tests, records, ratings, and recommendating 
should all be a part of the scheme of promotion. That has not been a practri, 
in the past.—A. It is our contention that it should read “and recommendation- 

The Chairman: Excuse me. Mr. Bland, or Mr. Putman, of the Ch1 
Service Commission, has regulations that deal with that very subject.

Mr. Bland : There are several regulations passed under that section- 
The Chairman: Do these regulations prescribe that each of those thin?' 

must be taken into consideration?
Mr. Bland: They do prescribe the system that is being followed now- 
The Chairman: Can you give me the numbers of those regulations 1 
Mr. Bland : Regulation 56 to 64.
The Chairman : Inclusive?
Mr. Bland: Inclusive.
Mr. MacInnis: Have we got copies?
Mr. Bland: They are on file with the Committee.

[Mr. Gr. Dennehy.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Following up Mr. Bowman’s question there, it strikes me very forcibly, 

how can you have all of these various elements combined when in certain cases 
there are no examinations, as in the case of promotions where there are purely 
and simply ratings, and no written examinations?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Are you dealing with matters in your own particular organization? A. 

Yes, our owm particular problems. My knowledge of the Civil Service is not 
sufficient to go into any details.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. As a matter of fact Mr. Dennehy, I do not see, for all practical purposes, 

that it would make an awful lot of difference. I can see perhaps, that your 
organization might benefit a little, but I cannot see for all practical purposes 
that it would make an awful lot of difference.

The Chairman : The regulations, gentlemen, do not seem to advance the 
Position much. Regulation 59 seems to be the one most germane to the subject. 
“Promotion examinations may include practical, oral, or written tests, or be of 
such other nature as will in the opinion of the commission, best determine the 
relative qualifications of the candidates and their fitness for the position in 
Question. The factors to be considered shall be seniority and efficiency in the 
service, and fitness to perform the duties of the vacant position, but the marks 
given for efficiency and seniority shall not exceed one half of the total marks 
that can be obtained at the examination.”

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Your Federation do not make any recommendation with respect to calling 

t°r written examinations, do they Mr. Dennehy?—A. No, sir.
Q. All you are asking for in this amendment is that examinations and reports 

aud tests and records “and” recommendations shall all form a part ot the general 
scheme of promotion?—A. Exactly. Now, we would like to suggest another 
jjhing, and that is that in section 21 of the Civil Sendee Act, where the word 
locality” appears—

By Mr. Ernst:
. Q. Subsection 3.—A. Yes, Subsection 3. We would suggest that 

after the word “locality” there be added the following. Except that m the case 
a post office with a revenue of $5,000 or more, per year, application» may be 

Accepted from postal employees with 10 years’ experience in the postal district 
ln Which such locality is situated.”

By the Chairman:
Q. Ten thousand dollars or more?—A. No, $5,000.
Q. I must have a duplicating mind. „ „
Q. Except in cases of post offices with a revenue of $5,000 or more per 

anuum?—A. Applications may be accepted from postal emplo>ees with ten 
r^ars experience in the postal district in which the locality is situated. At the 
Present time the word locality is rather vague.
0 Mr. Chevrier: Is not “ locality ” defined in the rules of the Civil Service 
^mission.

nto Mr. Bland: Perhaps I can clarify the situation. In the case of city post 
rt^ces the appointment of postmaster is filled by promotion open to the postal 
strict, in which case railwav mail clerks in the district can app y. In the

[Mr. G. Dennehy.]
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case of rural postmasters over $5,000—revenue post offices only—the position 
of postmaster is open only to patrons of the office. As a result, railway mail 
clerks of the district are not eligible to apply.

The Chairman : We had some representations by the Civil Service Com
mission of which I made a note with respect to this particular matter of locality-

Mr. Ernst: With regard to revenue post offices—postmasters of revenue 
post offices?

The Chairman: Yes.
The Witness : A railway mail clerk has no control over where he may 

reside. He may be brought up and raised in a town and have gone to high 
school and then have gone into the railway mail service and he may be com
pelled to have his headquarters at a town twenty miles from there. He has 
not residence in the town where he was born and where there is a postmaster- 
ship vacant.

By the Chairman:
Q. So that in dealing with questions of both locality and residence under 

the Act you think special provision should be made for railway mail clerks 
to make them eligible?—A. Not necessarily railway mail clerks in that par' 
ticular sense. I believe all postal people in the postal districts who have an 
experience of—I would not limit the experience.

Mr. Ernst: You propose a general amendment which covers this par' 
ticular case and others as well.

The Chairman: Yes.
The Witness : That is about all I have to say, with the exception of onL 

remark. Sometimes railway mail clerks are penalized. I believe there are 
postal employees penalized by the imposition of a fine for an irregularity^ 
mean an irregularity with respect to inaccuracy in their work. For instance- 
a mail clerk, to give an illustration, may have five or ten years with a prew 
good record, an excellent record, but he may sort a few letters wrong—-quit 
easily done when you figure out that he has eight or ten thousand letters whic 
may pass through his hands in a given time, and perhaps five or six hundrc 
packages may pass through his hands with widely differing addresses and n 
mày throw one of them wrong. The case is investigated locally, and, in som 
instances, a fine is imposed.

By the Chairman:
Q. For a first offence?—A. Oh, yes. They have been fined for first offence^
Q. Inaccuracy constitutes an offence?—A. Yes. I believe that it works 

considerable hardship in many cases. We really believe that a man wh° j 
98 per cent, efficient—the record would show that no good purpose is sep0 
by a fine imposed on this man. I mean it is just a human slip. A man is . 
against a difficult proposition with eight or nine hundred or a thousand packs* '' 
to go into a number of bags in a certain time, and he has a number of conn 
tions and various things to think of when he is throwing these packages in- ^. 
he may make a slip, and in many cases the fine is imposed—I will not sa} 
many cases—I say in some cases a fine is imposed.

By Mr. Chevrier: ^
Q. Is the fine imposed by virtue of the postal regulations?—A. I do ^)6 

know that. Of course, it is the practice of the Post Office, and perhaps 
practice may make it legal.

Mr. Bowman : Do you know anything about that, Mr. Bland?
Mr. Bland : It is purely a departmental procedure.

[Mr. G. Dennehy.]
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
th ^ Y°U Sa^ ^nes were imposed in some cases and not in others. Now, 
. ere should be at least some system, because Jones, to-day, might put a package 
s a wrong bag and he might be fined, whereas Smith, the next day, might do the 
it ething and he would not be fined. That would not sound reasonable, would 

A. No. It would not sound reasonable, but, nevertheless, that is the case.
By Mr. Chevrier:

n Q- Who imposes the fine?—A. Well, I believe that the fine is imposed on 
e rec°mmendation of the local district superintendent.

By the Chairman:
Y ^ Q- The district superintendents are the judges who sit on these errors?—A.

es- Of course, naturallv it has to go to the headquarters staff to make the 
Penalty effective.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
u Q- Do you find that certain superintendents are more prone to impose fines 

an others?—A. Well, I would not say that; of course, they may be.
^ Q. The point I wish to make------ A. There is no particular superintendent
atiri6 Cannot find out—we are speaking of a grievance right through the service 
;nc cannot point to any particular superintendent, any particular railway 
fifi(^eCt0r mail service, who is more severe than others in recommending

for The point 1 wish to make is that if fines are imposed they are imposed 
hut ti purpose- Now, we might make some recommendation in regard to that, 
js ./'hat fines are indiscriminately imposed surely you would not say that such 
ofThe case?—A. I would not say they are indiscriminately imposed. There is, 
corn°ilrSe’ .an investigation in all cases, although sometimes it may not be very 

'nplete ; it may be cursory.
By the Chairman:

in Q-.Your broad proposition is that if each one of us were 98 per cent, efficient 
aSL Ur j°b the world would run a great deal better, and, therefore, we should not 
(W m°re than 98 per cent, efficiency?—A. Yes. That is what I mean, to bring it 

n to brass tacks.
By Mr. Vallance:

take^'i Would you suggest that no action—no reprimand or anything—should 
place?—A. Not unless offence is conclusively proven.

Are the fines sometimes imposed without a case being conclusively 
en?—a. Oh, yes; that is the representation I am making. I am protesting

1 LI______ 1_______  J 1. 1 J ___1 ‘__ fl«TT AOOAC> f All 4- 1n$t the imposition of fines by the department in many cases for trivial

Q- And they are not proven?—A. Well, I would not say that, 
thç s j^e Chairman : It is a question of a person’s opinion. It may be proven to 
satisfaction of the District Superintendent, and it may not be proven to the 

faction of the men.
SS1/- Vallance: What I would like to know is what would Mr. Denneby 
doDg? should be done instead of fining, or would he suggest that nothing be

acc°jtc Witness: I imagine that the general record ought to be taken into

PaCkgIr- VIacInnis: That is the point.. If a mail clerk inadvertently puts a 
Pr00fage a wrong bag, the proof that it is found in a wrong bag is sufficient

[Mr. 6. Dennehy.]49322- ■211
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Mr. Chevrier : If that is what occurs on his first offence, what about his 
second offence?

The Chairman : No. Mr. Dennehy’s proposition is that if, on his record, 
he is 98 per cent, efficient, first offence should be overlooked.

Mr. Chevrier: Suppose his efficiency is 98 per cent, and he makes a mis
take, and suppose he is let go because he is 98 per cent, efficient, the fact remains 
that he has made a mistake.

The Chairman: That reduces his efficiency.
Mr. Chevrier: What about the next time? He is no longer 98 per cent- 

after he makes one mistake.
Mr. Ernst: It is a pretty hard proposition to deal with. It is something 

like an engineer inadvertently going past a signal, although his record may 
be excellent for twenty years, the fact remains that he may cause a wreck.

The Witness: Oh, yes; still, of course, in our work, we have considerable 
manipulative work of this kind, and a man who can make a good average—say 
a man has been free from all errors or mistakes for twelve months, there 
should be some recognition of that factor.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. From your original general remarks, Mr. Dennehy, I take it that yoU 

are pretty well satisfied with the way the postal service is run?—A. Yes sir.
Q. By the higher officials?—A. Yes, very well.
Q. Do you not think that this point is a matter of consultation betweeI1 

your organization and these officials, and not really a matter for this Committ®®’ 
it is departmental matter?—A. It may be a matter for the Committee in t'11? 
respect, that it is pretty hard for a man making a small salary to pay a fine 0 
three, four or five dollars or couple of days’ pay.

The Chairman: He would be fined that much for parking his automobd6'

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Would you not suggest that probably the reason why this man is 98 Pe£ 

cent, efficient is due to the fact that first errors are fined? Would that n° 
follow?—A. Oh, no. j

Q. It might have a tendency?—A. No. I do not think so. The experience 
man who is a mail clerk is trying his utmost to do well.

Q. I think we give credit for that to all the departments of government r" 
A. It is just the practice of the Government, in some cases, if a man makes 
mistake. It is pretty hard to penalize him.

Mr. Chevrier: If there is no exercise of arbitrary power, I do not kn°" 
that we can deal with it.

Mr. Bowman : And it is really a departmental matter.

at dtifc'?”!By Mr. Ernst:
Q. There was one question I wanted to ask you. You had up, au u«- . ^ 

occasions, the question of retirement superannuation, have you any suggcS jg 
to make in regard to your particular calling? I know that the physical dema ^ 
it makes must be fairly great. You have fairly long hours on the train and J 
are standing on your feet a great deal?—A. Mr. Chairman, we would v ^6 
much like the Superannuation Act to be reopened and we certainly would 
the superannuation age—the optional age for retirement under the °up 
annuation Act—to be lowered in the case of railway mail clerks.

By the Chairman:
Q. Lowered to what age?—A. I would suggest sixty years. 

[Mr. G. Dennehy.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Instead of sixty-five?—A. Yes. Sixty years is the age which the American 

“oard of Actuaries recommended for the American railway mail clerks, and 
J-hat is the optional age at which the American railway mail clerk can retire, 
the reason was that it is a hazardous job—a railway mail clerk is exposed 

extremes of heat and cold, he is working in a confined space in his railway 
rna-il car. Perhaps three or four men on the front line are working in confined 
sPace, and oftentimes some have to go out of that car and go back two or three 
Cars and handle eight or nine hundred bags of mail—sometimes when it is 20 
degrees below zero—and come right back and go into that car again and just 
M the ball right through for the rest of the night, or the day, as the case may 

e. Now, we believe that that worker ages by reason of that work, and that he 
c ,es earlier than the average civil srvant, I would like, if it please the Com
mittee, to send in a memorandum on that very thing.

The Chairman: I think we have got your point.
Mr. Chevrier: Do you voice the sentiments of your Federation?
The Witness: Oh, most assuredly.

By the Chairman:
,, Q. It is obvious that you have a hazardous occupation as compared with 
le average civil servant?—A. Yes, we have, industrially and physically.

Q. I was using the word in a very broad sense?—A. Yes.
Mr. Chevrier: There is considerable in that.
The Witness: Yes. WTe believe that we should have a lower option of 

a ^'animation age. It was quite a study in the United States. United States 
c Varies went into it very fully, and ours is simply a parallel case.

Q, Fred Knowles, National Secretary-Treasurer, Amalgamated Civil Servants 
Canada, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q- You are secretary of the Amalgamated Civil Servants of Canada, Mr. 

Knowles?—A. Yes.
Y Q- Is your organization affiliated with the Civil Service Federation, or are 
0r " °ne of the separate and distinct organizations?—A. We are an independent 

Snnization affiliated with no one.

By Mr. Ernst:
. Q. And you represent how many civil servants? A-.^®■ h*ne 4,899 paid 

P members—approximately 5,000 members, counting deli q - ,
• Q. And are they largely at headquarters at Ottaw a. 
n Ottawa ; all outside of Ottawa.

By Mr. Chevrier:
t: Q- In what classifications, are they?—A. All departments. Our organiza 
'°n believes that there should be only one Civil Service orgamzatior 5L Canada, 

J'd We set out with that idea some years ago, and we have , _
e should have one organization in Canada, organized by c P. a w + v " 

in Q. Do you take in the clerical side and the mechanical side?-A. We take 
any person hired by the Government. [Mr_ Q Dennehy ]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You believe there should be one organization, and that your own should 

be that one?—A. Not necessarily.
The Chairman: You would be satisfied with ony one, so long as it is one- 

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What is the objection to the Federation?—A. Because the Federation 15 

an organization of separate organizations affiliated. We want to see one organic3' 
tion under a direct voice. We do not care if you call it amalgamated or an}' 
thing else. . .

Q. Your idea in your organization is that you want a direct membership 1 
the association which is to represent you?- A. Yes.

Q. Not a delegate representation?—A. That is right, autonomy on depai 
mental affairs, and real unity on affairs common to all.

The Chairman:
Q. Go ahead, Mr. Knowles.
The Witness: Now, Mr. Chairman, I might state that I am in either 3 

fortunate or unfortunate position, inasfar as practically all of the questions th- 
I have to set before you have already been covered by someone else. u

Q. You might tell us those which you endorse and those with which 
disagree?—A. I would like to read our proposals and just give you a number 
statements here. Then you can question me if you so desire :

(1) That the Civil Service Act be amended to provide : ^
That whenever any officer in the service may be granted a period ® 

leave of absence with pay on his or her retirement from the service, 
shall, in lieu of such leave of absence with pay, be paid out of the 
solidated revenue fund, a gratuity equal to the amount of pay which , 
would have received if he had been granted such leave of absence, 
the position occupied by the employee concerned shall become vac3 
from the date of such payment.

In the first place, this is already covered in the National Revenue Act 
employees in the National Revenue department, and from what I understa 
it is working well. I believe it should be made all-embracing on all departing 
of the government, and not have one department of the government treated ^ 
way and another department of the government treated in another way- yp 
support of the principle I would like to say it would be a good thing to sc l 
promotion in the service and also to allay what is merely a suspicion in TeSP0gi 
to promotion. For instance, under existing conditions, a person retiring 1 up 
the service with less than ten years of service gets an accumulated sick *eftVtÿ0n 
to a maximum of sixty days, and after that, if he is under the Superannua^,e 
Act, or the Retirement Fund Act, he receives on a graded scale retiring 11 ^er 
of three months up to ten years, four months after fifteen years, five months a ,e 
twenty years and six months after twenty-five years service. When these Pe pe 
are retired, in most cases—speaking of normal conditions—the position is y.es 
filled by someone. If a man is leaving for six months, then some person ^is 
his place for six months and does the work. In the mind of some Pe0.l. ofl 
creates a suspicion that that person has been placed in a promoted P051^ the 
purpose to give him a leverage for the promotion when it is advertised. u so
other hand, if that person, after doing six month's work, does not get the Pr<\oes, 
tion, he feels that he is not being treated fairly. So, no matter which way lt'J.gtire 
I assume that the Civil Service Commission are blamed. If a man was to 
[Mr. F. Knowles.]
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the position could be filled by promotion, surely without pretence or without any 
suspicion of favoritism, for that is a charge that is pretty hard to prove or 
disprove at any time. That, in effect, is the reason for our requesting number 
one.

(2) That the Civil Service Act be amended to provide that: The 
status of any employee in the Civil Service appointed prior to the loth 
dav of February 1918 whose employment therein has since been continuous, 
shall, subject to the approval of the department and the Commission be 
deemed to be and shall be such as to entitle him (or her l to all t e e efits 
enjoyed by employees classified as permanent.”

This clause refers to employees who were in the public service prior to the passing 
of the Civil Service Act and who were not blanketed in under the Civil service 
Act along with other employees prior to the abolition of the blanketing m regula
tion in, I think, 1922.

By the Chairman:
Q. Excuse me, but we are familiar with what you are telling us ecause 

that ground has been covered before. I was wondering if a sugges ion mig . 
n°t be in order that you take these things up one at a time and give y 
views on some cases, and if any of the members of the Commi ec îun across 
anything with which they are not thoroughly familiar they wi jus P y 
and ask you if vou would give your reasons for that particular thing.
Aspect to this number 2, I would like to make some remarks as to tne enect 
of it.

Q. I think we are thoroughly familiar with the effects of it. XX e ha\e had 
similar representations made by two different witnesses.

By Mr. Bowman: . .
Q. The effect of the recommendation which you make is rea y o ma -e 

entry into the Civil Service retroactive and have the same effe ^ / ,
?°ne in in 1918?—A. Yes. Some of them have been thirty years on the job 
now as temporaries. I understand that these people canno 1

The Chairman: Yes. We have had all this explained to us.
The Witness: Number 3:—

(3) Appraisers and Preventative Officers, National Reienuc Depart
*YY\j

We request the repeal of Chapter 37, 18-19 George X , 1928.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. How many appraisers do you represent? A. I do no now •

By Mr. Chcvvicv ’
r Q. Do you know whether you are speaking for an> appraisers. A. I kno\v 

am speaking for the Customs officers in our orgamza^ ion P s 
i,Ur convention, but how many appraisers we have I could no ’
•enow.

By the Chairman: , , .
Q. Mr. Burns went pretty thoroughly into this question about the appraisers 

ad was requesting the repeal of the same Act. A. I ,
Aspect to appraisers that since this Act has been passed I understand that 
y arge percentage of them have been taken from the «Bjlar wmee by promo- 
f i°n from within the staff, and, that being so that w°uld thef ^cessrtyfor the legislation that was passed. A man not hired under the scope of the Civil

[Mr. F. Knowles.]
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Service Act can't be promoted to a position inside the Civil Service Act, and it 
creates a condition that is not very good.

I would like to say something with respect to the Preventive Officers, and 
what is happening at the present time, to show you the anomalies that are 
created by taking a section of the service from under the Act and placing other 
sections outside of the scope of the Act. I have a set case: Four individuals— 
during this week only—four individuals hired in the Civil Service away back 
in 1920 by competitive examination, passed the examination and, subsequently; 
while the Preventive service was under the Civil Service Commission were 
promoted for efficient service, then taken away by this legislation from the 
scope of the Civil Service Act, and again, for efficient service, via the Minister 
of the Crown, received a further promotion for good work. Now, we find that 
the Mounted Police are taking over the Preventive Service. They are not going 
to search vessels, that is the particular work that these four individuals do. 
There is nothing in the establishment of the Customs department, as it is to-dav; 
to provide for facilities for searching ships, and these four fellows do not know 
this morning whether they are going to work or not.

Mr. Chevrier: By having the Mounted Police to do that work I assume 
that the Minister had in mind greater efficiency?

Mr. Ernst : And economy.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What is the reason for objecting to what has been done? Surely the step 

taken in that direction must have been with a two-fold idea. The first, 1 
suppose, would be the efficiency of the service, and, secondly, economy.—A- 
Well, am I to assume, in answer to that, that civil servants are taken away 
from the scope of the Civil Service Act on the grounds of economy?

Q. No. I am not trying to argue with you.—A. My argument is that 
these people should be heard by the Civil Service Commission and should be 
retained under the Civil Service Act, and, unless it can be shown that economy 
can be served by taking them away from the Act, why take them away?

Q. There must be some reason.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. They were taken away some years ago?—A. We are objecting to that- 
Q. They were taken away by the Statute of 1928?—A. We are objecting 

to any particular class in the Civil Service being taken away from the scope ? 
the Civil Service Act because of the anomaly it creates between individuals 111 
different sections of the service, when one man can be promoted to a positm® 
and another man cannot.

Q. Do you contend that the Preventive Service, as it exists, should be unde 
the Civil Service Act; that the present personnel of the Preventive force shorn 
be made civil servants?—A. Now, you have got me between yesterday an 
to-day. _ . ,he

Q. No, that is a fair question?—A. Yesterday I would have said that ^ 
Preventive service should be retained under the scope of the Civil Service Ac 
Whether the Mounted Police should be under the Civil Service—

Q. That is another question?—A. That is another question entirely; , g 
Q. You, as a civil servant, are aware that the Preventive service in . ^ 

present government and the previous government have not been merit app01 j([ 
ments within the meaning of the Civil Service Act?—A. I say they sh°u

Q. They have not been. They have been patronage appointments larg6^ 
—A. Some of them; some have not. How about these four men?
IMr. F. Knowles.!
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Q. I am talking about the Service which came into existence after 1928. 
There were some transfers, but, in the main, it is composed of a new personnel?— 
A. Yes. Hired by the Civil Service Commission.

Q. No, not hired by the Civil Service Commission ; appointed by order in 
council?—A. That is news to me.

Q. I am telling you that there are a great many that never would have 
been hired by the Civil Service Commission, or else, I would have gathered a 
very poor opinion of the Commission?—A. Oh, that strengthens my stand.

By Mr. Madnnis:
Q. The position you take is that that class should not be taken from outside 

the scope of the Civil Service Act?—A. I say the Civil Service Act is either good 
0r bad. Personally, I know it is good; and, if it is good, it should be all-embrac-
mg.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Under no circumstances should any civil servant be taken away from the 

°Peration of the Act?—A. Exactly.

By Mr. Ernst:
of +i5^'t?0U ar.e reaMy contending on behalf of the old employees and on behalf 
pi le Preventive staff as a whole?—A. I am contending on behalf of all em- 
oute'n68 °/ i T*003™011 government, as far as I know them. Those that come 
Civil ia 0 t.e scope of the Civil Service Act are tickled to death to get under the 

Service Act—after they have got through the door.
Prin v ", * have no doubt. I am talking about the absolute negation of the 
then?1 • " ^ y°u take them from under the Civil Service Act, you would have 
thev e’hhout merit appointment?—A. That happened in the first place. When 
das'fl8,*" ext€nded the scope of the Act in 1918, all those in the Service were 

^fied irrespective of how they entered the Service. Then, later, the depart- 
Updf, 0 , Pesions and National Health—the D.S.C.R.—when they were brought 
hni,)1 , le vvü Service Act, were confirmed in the positions that they were 

eing at the date of transfer.
aboiit + are back in 1918 when the Act was extended. I am asking you 
haDn to‘day. You are coming here and arguing for the Preventive force. I 
to.', (:n to be familiar with some phases of that force. Do you contend that 
A. wV ,ey should be brought under the operation of the Civil Service Act?— 

' nether they are good servants or bad?
h- I am asking you if you contend that as a class they should be broughtPtid,er the operation of the Civil Service Act?—A. Yes. 
Q. You do?—A. Yes.
Q. Do you believe in the merit system?—A. Yes. 
Q. I cannot see how you can.

By Mr. Maclnnis. , lir»dn the wron0*
th Q. As a matter of fact, your position is Yes, prevent

has been done, but you can prevent it being done again, 
being done again.

Air. Ernst: I cannot see the logic in it, , w
The Witness: I on see the logie in it. II some hmg ha wrong

g>ch .1 cannot undo, I cannot see that I am inconsistent wnen >
<!^d be debarred from happening again.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
P0]i ^ Apparently ^ is going to, if they become members 

Ce"—A How about those fellows who entered originally?
of the Mounted

[Mr. F. Knowles.!
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Q. I agree it is a case of hardship, but I further content that if your suggestion 
is given effect to, you are doing a great injustice to the country?—A. If that i= 
so, why doesn’t the country fire them?

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you want them fired?—A. Exactly, if they are not good servants. 1 

we see these people are not good servants I say that they have no license to dra" 
salaries from the Crown.

Q. Nobody is saying they are not good civil servants?—A. By inference, 
friend says so.

Mr. Ernst: I say they are not appointed under the merit system.
The Witness : You said a little while ago that some of these men would 110 

have been hired by the Civil Service Commission. The only inference was the. 
were no good.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I have no hesitation in saying that from personal experience some of the®® 

are fine men and some would not have been hired by the Civil Service C°®, 
mission?—A. Then, they are no good and they should not have been paid • 
the Crown. . e

Q. How can you draw the line?—A. Oh, you can draw the line if you des1 
to. There is no difficulty about that. Now, number 4:—

(4) . We request the repeal of “An Act to amend the Civil Service A 
(Private Secretaries) known as Chapter 38, 19-20 George V, 1929.

Mr. MacInnis: That was gone into pretty fully yesterday.
The Witness: Do you think they went fully into it? ,
The Chairman: We had quite a lengthy discussion on that with ^ 

Lawson, President of the Civil Service Association, in order that we might h 
all that might be said on it both ways. ^

The Witness: I did not read his evidence. Are you of the opinion that 
put up a good case?

The Chairman: Yes.
The Witness : I will let it rest at that. Number 5:— ^

(5) We request that P.C. 1053 of June 29th, 1922 which removed fr®e, 
the scope of the Civil Service Act some 13,000 employees previously P1® 
under, be cancelled, and that the positions affected be returned wlt 
the scope of the Civil Service Act.

The Chairman: Now, just a moment until I get the gist of P.C. 1053- 
The Witness: In effect it took out those classes under prevailing rates.

By Mr. Ernst:, Y?u, 9sta*fc )vi;h the employees on government railways, is that r#’ 
schedule (c) ?—A. I do not think that is P.C. 1053. I exclude those on g°ve
ment railways. eluded 9s

Q. There are a great many there that you would not want inciuuv" er 
civil servants?—A. Yes. I do not think that the railway employees were e 
under the Civil Service Act. I am referring to classes that were previously u 
the Act and were excluded.

By the Chairman:
Q. I think your schedule (c) covers the situation, because wher®^Je? 

exclusion has taken place under P.C. 1053 it is so indicated in your sc 1
[Mr. F. Knowles.]
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—A. Yes. Well, the reasons are similar to the other reasons. I would like to 
give an illustration—a stated case. Here an employee takes an examination 
for the position of cleaner and helper inside the scope of the Civil Service Act. 
During the waiting period—that is while he is waiting to get a job he was 
offered and he accepted a position as fireman labourer which was outside the 
scope of the Civil Service Act. He worked as a fireman labouier, I think for 
the last twelve years—a returned soldier, a disability case, and so on—in the 
Southam building at Calgary. He came to the Federal building in Calgary 
and because the Federal building is not heated with coal they found that there 
is no position for a fireman labourer. The department transfered this man 
because he is a good worker as a cleaner and helper in the new building. They 
cannot make him permanent because he is not under the scope of the Civil 
Service Act. It seems to me that conditions of that nature should be obviated. 
Why have a position outside the Civil Service Act? If that position was within 
fhe Act he might have been promoted to cleaner and helper and transferred 
from one position to another. Instead of that, unless special dispensation is 
to:vie, the man is put out on the street. That is not an isolated case, there are 
aU kinds of cases where men could be transferred to another position, it they 
"'ere all under the Civil Service—the Outsides and the Insides, .Now, it is 
tibsurd. I do not think a business institution would stand for running its busi
ness in that way, where one man could not be promoted and another man could, 
tiud this man goes by the back door and this man by the front door. It seems 
f° me an absurdity. I think it is wrong. Very much so. Now, number b. •

. b) Ve request that the Income Tax Branch of the department of 
National Revenue, and the Soldier Settlement Board be brought within 

the Civil Service Act, and, progressively all other branches 
^ °i the service now exempt.
J-1 fbat the Income Tax Branch of the department of National Revenue is 
etit i, na.acnt institution. I think it will be conceded that Income Tax is a perman- 
bc m.7tUtl0n tor a ^ong time, and I see no reason why that branch should not 
Utidertv a Permanent branch of the government and the employees brought 
tiftd in 1VI Service Act in the same manner as the Post Office department 
bfouiri f 16 fame; manner as the Pensions and National Health department was 
re$Dp",! under the Civil Service Act ten years ago. The same thing applies in 
Settlpm + d j ler Settlement Board. There is little difference. The Soldier 
y©ar tnent hfoard employees are all hired on temporary service certificates from 
Hiain ° /ear'. them have been there twelve years. They are in the

soldiers that have been placed there under Soldiers Civil 
^°tecrabllSTuent’ an(^ ^ seems to me that these men should be given some 
a njj .10n- f he staff has been reduced. I understand it is down almost to 
of maL-mum,no3V-, ^ woufti seem to me to be a good time to tackle the question 

lng the Soldier Settlement Board permanent.

By Mr. Bowman: . . ,i r ,, n
reorffQ' The staff is about at a maximum do^t you think. ^,g ^
|.| Organization last year, and I understand that tne s

le boinimum.
The Chairman : He was speaking of Income 1 ax

*e,eTile W,TS';,a| f°' 1 a"1 ,taSderltondSbSrfrom the Minister of the 
S-tmeT»ïfte CMrman of the Board that the stofT^af. an hreducible 

n,nium at the moment. Now, the last, is Civil Se .
(7) Civil Sendee Councils. We request that effect be given to the 

provisions of P.C. 970 of the 7th of May, 1930. ^ p
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I think Mr. Phelan spoke on this. The matter came up originally in 1923 via 
the report from a committee such as this known as the Malcolm Committee. 
The question was brought forward in the House of Commons by one of the 
members of parliament from Winnipeg, and the principle was agreed to by parlia
ment and subsequently by order in council. This order in council P.C. 970 was 
passed.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Are you in substantial agreement with the suggestions made by Mr' 

Phelan yesterday?—A. On that?
Q. Yes?—A. On this particular point, yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Mr. Phelan had an alternative proposition?—A. I do not like the alterna

tive proposition. Because I do not see the force of an appeal board separate an1* 
apart from this Civil Service Council to take up grievances of individuals.

Q. Of course, Mr. Phelan meant it to be broader in scope than that?-—yj 
Yes, it was so broad in scope that the broadness of the scope was 
weakness. I have been doing nothing else since 1928 but interviewing heads o 
departments, the Civil Service Commission and people generally, on individus 
grievances. Perhaps I am the wrong man to say it, but I think I do very wel 
on individual grienvances. If we had an appeal board to appeal somethin 
other than individual grievances perhaps it would be all right. I cann<^ 
see an all-embracing appeal board. Why, they would never have time to d 
anything else.

Q. That was my suggestion to Mr. Phelan?—A. From my own experie’,c 
I know how many hours they would put in.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Are you a Civil Service employee?—A. I am a letter carrier on leiP 

of absence without pay. I am paid by the men I represent. I am paid by 
organization and I get leave of absence from the Post Office department sa*10 
tioned annually by the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. So as to keep your standing?—A. Yes, sir.

By the Chairman:
Q. You favour a Civil Service Council as outlined in P.C. 970?—A.
Q. And your organization is opposed to an appeal board such as Mr. PllC js 

suggested—A. Well, perhaps it is not for me to say that the organization 
opposed, I have no authority from the organization to concur in it. .,

Q. You are personally opposed to it—A. Personally, I am opposed to 1 1

By Mr. Maclnnis: ^
Q. You think it would be inoperative because of the multitude of apPc‘'a]s 

—A. I think what Mr. Phelan was driving at,—he wanted to make aPP ^ 
against classification either for group or individuals. I contend that » 
provisions of this order in council are carried out, the principle of which has o.^ 
adopted by Parliament, he would gain the same objective, without the créa 
of any special committee such as he suggested.

By the Chairman: ,
Q. I have been looking over P.C. 970. It appears to be pretty wide 111 

scope?—A. It does not say anything.
fMr. F. Knowles.]
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Mr. Bowman : Is that why you are in favour of it?
The Chairman : Some of us on this Committee might contend that is 

characteristic.
The Witness: Well, you see all it does, it outlines who shall represent the 

staff side and who shall represent the administrative side—the departments—and 
h says between them they shall draw up a constitution. Now, I do not know 
what kind of a constitution they would draw up, and you do not know. There
fore, to that extent, I say, it says nothing except that when the constitution 

drawn up it shall be approved by the Governor in Council. But apart from 
mat what does it say?

By Air. Bowman:
fQ- * was wondering why you were so much in favour of it?—A. Because 

'vH 66 11 a co™mittee composed of the administrative side and the staff side 
y0 a representative of the Civil Service Commission could draw up a constitu- 
I tv>v° C0V,er * iese c*asses that would be approved by the Governor in Council. 
adnv1CVe -a^ ^an done, and it can be done better by co-operation with the 
gav ^^trative heads, the Civil Service Commission and the staff side—I would 

y better than by anybody else.
I d Mr. Phelan’s idea is more or less a modification of that?—A. Oh, yes. 
oVp„ 5.. think Mr. Phelan wanted his suggested committee to take precedence 

cr this.
Mr. Ernst. He put it forward as an alternative only, 

have IP, ^ ïtness : \es. We want the whole thing, not the alternative. I 
hian to ac^> anc* that is in respect to a question which the Chair-
I havV' i Mr. Bland the other day with regard to letter carriers’ examinations. 
The n - )CCn a etter carrier for twenty years and I know something about it. 
^amitw™1113*1011 ^°'^ay *s n°t an examination for letter carriers ; it is an 
carriPr a t/1 • r Postal helpers. There is no separate examination for letter 
be ass,: tt is an examination for postal helper. Now, the postal helper can 
WT'V0 any duties that the postmaster or his deputy desires him to 
clerk ^ v Jt C e’t^ier ^ assigned to be a clerk for a period, if there is a 
or k sked for, he can be a letter carrier—if there is a letter carrier asked for— 
e*anijan be relieving a mail porter who is taking his annual leave ; so the 

ation is not merely for a letter carrier.

By the Chairman: . . „ .
c. ,Q. Go a step further. Why should there not be an *°r Aet£j
friers?—A. Well, I will agree with you, because we have been trying to get 

e abolition of the postal helper class for some time, because Alness. I think the Civil Service Commission agrees to the abolition of the 
tk!tal helper class and the Post Office department to do so In
h,c Postal helper class, but it would cost the country $>70. —
.^ estimates for 1932, that $70,000 was struck out, and I think I am safe in

1 ying it was struck out this year. „ . Yes- hpp-mse
nf Q. It would cost that to eliminate the postal helper class.- - • - >

The postal helper start, in at a salary of «1,020 P=r ,eTr
maximum of $1,300. There he stops, unless he is Pr™ t carrier heharrier or clerk On the other hand, if you hire a man as a lettci ca er lie

tiiUst „ • , , Jr1 . a • • „i„r„ TtrViieh is $60 per annum greater
tho So into the Service at a minimum salary which is î>oo F |7n nnfl> the minimum salary of the postal helper, and that is where the $<0,000

UU1(J go
car ,Q- The question I raised with respect to examinations submitted to letter 
eS -ers was that they asked questions eliciting knowledge which no letter 

need have?—A. That was it. I was here.
[Mr F. Knowles.]
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Q. And the reason given me was that it is a joint examination for both 
letter carrier and postal helper. Therefore, it seemed to me that a postal helper 
must have knowledge beyond that which a letter carrier would require?— 
A. Sure.

Q. If that is so, on what earthly basis is the postal helper class lower 
than the letter carrier class, because their maximum is $1,260 and letter carrier s 
maximum is $1.500?—A. Do you want me to answer that honestly.

Q. Yes, I do?—A. Cheap labour.
Q. I do not see why cheap labour would make the man who must have more 

qualifications, more knowledge, not qualifications—more knowledge of geography 
—why should he be so ambitious to be in a class which pays less than another 
class which does not require as extensive a knowledge?—A. It is, perhaps, better 
to get a proper background, and to go to the real reason for the formation of the 
postal helper class. When I started in the service first there was no Civil Service 
Commission, but, subsequently, there were examinations for a mail porter and 
examinations for letter carriers and examinations for clerks as separate entities 
entirely. During the wrar quite a number of letter carriers and post office em
ployees generally enlisted and went overseas. Naturally the Post Office depart
ment had to fill their positions -while they were absent at the front and they 
guaranteed to the men when they enlisted their employment when they returned' 
After the war was over. When the men returned there were other men working 
in the Post Office who also were returned soldiers—holding the position? 
temporarily, they were let out and hired as relief men from the 1st of Aprlj 
to the 1st of October. Then they were brought up from October to the 15th 0 
December. Then they worked for four weeks during the Christmas rush, wen- 
laid off again and hired again on the 1st of April, and so on. Naturally, tm 
returned soldiers complained at this idea of working as temporaries for three> 
four or five years at the minimum salary. They wanted steady emploi' 
ment, and a schème was devised under the then Postmaster General, t'1 
Honourable Charles Murphy, whereby they absorbed these returned soldier- 
and formed the postal helper class with a maximum salary less than the maximum 
salary of the letter carrier and a minimum salary less than the minimum salari 
of the letter carrier. That is how it originated in the first place. There is anotm 
phase to the examination question besides this; there is the question of P1!’. 
motion. The higher the educational standard of the entrance is, I mig1" 
say, generally speaking, the better class of civil servant you will get.

Q. Oh, yes, that may be true as a general statement, Mr. Knowles, but 
matter I had reference to was, for example, asking a man in what Country ‘ 
certain city was. It might be somewhere in Europe. The man might not 
able to answer that before he entered the service, but as soon as he was in r 
service, knowing that he had a possibility of promotion if he became fa®1 ’VJl

leal'11’
with the geography of Europe, it would be a simple matter for him to 
and learn that?—Â. Not so simple ; he would not do it.

Q. Then he would not get the promotion?—A. If it is so simple to - ,e 
when he is in the service, what is the trouble with him learning it before 
comes in?

Q. Because he does not know it is required of him?—A. He does not kn°
Q. No. He does not know it is required of him?—A. He could find out. j 
Q. I do not want to make it a personal matter, but this is the only 

can think of illustrating my point. You will probably agree with me, 
none of the other members of the Committee will, that with my éducatif ^ 
qualification I could probably get promotion in the Post Office departure»
I studied for it—but I could not answer some of the questions that were ,°ncjties 
examination paper for letter carrier and postal helper as to where certain ^ 
were in Europe and what countries they were in and so forth ; but, as I
[Mr. F. Knowles.]
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before, my eleven year old boy in school, who has just finished studying 
tirf^^ky Europe and has now gone on to Africa, could answer those ques- 
a ?ST‘ A- Perhaps it is a peculiar case, but I took the examination in 1928 
9 1 never studied at all and it was a similar examination to that, and I got
gj cent- I did not find anything hard about it. Any question that is a 

pie question is a hard question if you do not know how to answer it. 
j w- bhat is true. At the moment I seem to have propounded one. However, 
a ] Etke it that you are favourable to a separate examination being set for 
hei6 ter carrier? A. The organization is in favour of the abolition of the postal

APGr Cl8rSS.

By Mr. Ernst:
ex 9- Would they make them all letter carriers?—A. No, but a separate 

mation for letter carrier, for postal helper, and postal porters.

By Mr. Bowman:
ba«i S'. Probably that change would come about if the salary was put on such a 
rej s boat there would be no increase in cost to the country?—A. Do you mean 

cing the salary of letter carriers down to the postal helper class?
^°- A. That is one way you could do it and save money. 

y0. b am not suggesting this would be saving any money ; but the suggestion 
Tha ,made means expending more money—to the extent of $70,000 a year?—A. 
ittln ls correct. I sincerely believe that- if the present economic conditions 
is r°Ve that the postal helper class will be abolished because the Commission 

greeable, but it is a question of the financial condition of the country.

By Mr. Ernst:
it j 9- And if it can be done without scaling the letter carriers down you want 

°cc?—A. Yes sir.
A, rS' Put you do not want letter carriers reduced to the postal helper class?— 

0 you want me to be shot? No, of course not.
The Chairman: That is expecting too much of human nature.
^br. Ernst: Your candour is delightful.

Vallance: I would like to pay you the compliment, Mr. Knowles, of 
“7°u bave matched wits with at least the legal brains of this Com-

kgp^^be Chairman: The farming element of the Committee is wise enough to
P quiet.

Mr. Vallance: I knew Mr. Knowles long before he came here.
The Committee adjourned to meet Tuesday morning at 11 o’clock a.m.

[Mr. F. Knowles.]





House of Commons,

April 5, 1932.

i The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the con- 
and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generality, the administra- 

“a and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m., Mr. Lawson 
hiding.
0 The Chairman: Mr. Yallance ’phoned me he had to gothe Ag^ It ^ patnmittee for a while. There are a couple of our memb h
V for part of the time. Is there any particular schedule arranged 
Corning, Mr. McEvoy?

The Clerk: No, Mr. Chairman.

William Neville Duncan, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
(j . Q- I understand, Mr. Duncan, that you are the national secretary of the 

Postal Employees of Canada?—A. That is correct, sir.
How many members are there in your association?—A. Twenty-four

Q- Twenty-four hundred?—A. Yes.
10 , j- What classes of civil servants are represented in that membership?—A. 

al clerks; postal porters; transfer helpers and chauffeurs.

By Mr. Ernst:
TtypS' How many, did you say? I did not catch how many you said.—A. 

n‘y-four hundred.

By the Chairman:
United Postal Employees of Canada?—A. Yes.

' that generally speaking, Mr. Duncan, the membership of your organ- 
%\are those holding lower grade appointments in the Post Office Depart- 

q ^ the postal service?—A. That is correct, sir. 
this then, Mr. Duncan, I believe you wish to make some representations to 

0,nmittee on behalf of this group of civil servants?

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Are you affiliated with any other organizations that have already been 

Rented here?—A. No.

By Mr. Laurin:
!Wa‘ Are you still employed?—A. I am an employee 

1011 at present of national secretary-treasurer.
on leave, occupying the

ç. Ay Mr. Ernst:
q' In Ottawa?—A. I am not a resident in this city, no. 

Aou are resident where?—A.. Toronto.

299
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Have you been employed a long time?—A. Twelve years.
Q. When did you quit or leave the employ of the Service? gj
The Chairman : He is on leave, without pay, so that he can act as nah°n 

secretary of this organization. jp
Q. Then, Mr. Duncan, you wanted to make some statement to this Com g 

tee on behalf of those you represent?—A. Yes, Mr. Chairman. First, I liaV ;5 
short memorandum I would like to read to you and, after the memorandun 
read, you may ask any questions. , jjy

Q. We may interrupt you as you go along?—A. Gentlemen, we respem a e 
wish to present certain observations to your Committee which will reflec 
opinions of the members of the Civil Service whose occupations are mostly y 
fined to the inside manipulative staffs of the different post offices in the cou ^ 
Our members are definitely in favour of a system which has for its inm0^ 
the observation of the principle whereby promotions are accorded to merlt' ver9 
understanding of the Civil Service Act which, at the moment, serves to g 
the administration of the Civil Service, is that the .intention to promote by „f 
is definitely set forth, and for that reason we believe that the best intere 
all can be served under a law such as we have, than operated under a sC* jre 
through patronage. Our present interest in your inquiry is caused by a cao, 
further to safeguard the Service in regard to merit by suggesting, if " eQ]. b)' 
where changes can profitably be made, either by amendment to the Act» 
more widened application of its provisions as it now stands. ^ in

We are not satisfied that the intention as to merit is fully observed, 
this we do not wish definitely to attach any blame to the Civil Service jj. 
mission itself, because it is realized that under the present plan of rating yj 
cants for promotion, the Commission bases its decisions very largely UF’ rJIed- 
evidence which is submitted to it by the officials of the department colj,ir0uf$*i 
In accordance with the procedure now required, ratings are procured , 5 o'- 
departmental channels which are intended to set forth the qualifié1 cllper' 
candidates for promotion. These are first furnished by the immediate - pg$t 
visors of applicants, sent by the postmaster of the office concerned to t jjiF 
Office department and from there to the Civil Service Commission- j}0w) 
process it appears as if the deputy minister has the final authority» $1 
we have no actual evidence which would indicate the ratings un<*e*fjn8te®' 
change once they have left the postmaster of the office where they 0 gjjef9' 
It is felt, however, that there is too much leeway for the operation of c° 
tions other than actual merit, such as, favouritism by supervisors for caI1^[Ce f°j 
and all the elements of personal relationship which, in the end, may n,‘fepi1 

" ' the s>=ep9ri
Under the system of rating now use, ij,fl s»11’1

patronage, even though it cannot be considered political. Under the s"(jepf‘r ' 
cannot be considered political. Under the system of rating now usedke s»111, 
mental patronage could be employed in the filling of positions, and, at ^et 
time, appear respectable, because ratings could be made in such a rtj9 j tP9' 
might convince the Civil Service Commission that the most highly Qua 1 
had been chosen.

By the Chairman:
• • i Vg:Q. Have you finished with that aspect of your statement?—A-

cryQ. Am I to understand from what you have expressed in v
language that the objection of your «association to the present sysfteIfltr°D wit 
you think you have a system of favouritism, rather than a system of P‘ ^ 
operated under the so-called merit system?—A. We believe there is r0? syste,e 
kind of thing; there is leeway for that kind of thing in the present ra jj us ^ur 

Q. Now, we ask you to go further than that; that you merely te p J'° 
is room for something, does not help this Committee very much.
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]

IS
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I will bring that out further in/•Pinion there has been favouritism?—A. Yes. 
v evidence.

r The Chairman: Are there any further questions any gentlemen wish to ask 
111 this phase of the question?

Mr. MacInnis: I think the Chairman put a wrong construction on the 
ess’ attitude towards the Civil Sendee Commission. He is satisfied with%

the system, with the intention of the Act.
. Q- You are not satisfied that it works in the wav in which it was intended. 

A. No.

th ere

By Mr. Chewier:
Q. Then, as you go along, can you tell us more- -it is all very well to say

are " are rumours of something, but if you feel there is something like that, you 
01 offering any constructive criticism?—A. The suggestion for improving is 
concerns us most.

tow h.e Chairman: What concerns me most, is the evidence of any abuses that 
xist. We will find a mass of remedies, if we find there are abuses. 

t>r°u^'.C° ahead?—A. Another aspect of this system of rating candidates for 
Nrn i?011 is that the percentages obtained bv different officers applying for 
the - tio- ......................................................... ' ' “ ■ ' ’

h 
thi

- diff n may. not ho true indications of merit,~ because they can be affected by 
Hve j,er.ences inherent in the minds of separate rating officers, all of whom may 
he }lr !eir own opinions as to the maximum percentage which can be given to

-pst man on their staff. 
fLCotties ^justl'ate what takes place,—a position for a principal postal clerk 
tat ofè acant m a city post office: Any postal clerk or senior postal clerk in 

Q. plls eh.gble for promotion and may apply, 
nf ies nfafferent staffs?—A. Now, as a possible means of obviating diffi- 
,, a ratj at nature, the United Postal Employees of Canada are in favour 

expei^,c!J0arc which, it is believed, could be established with very little, if

^lfl Position^ ^Government?—A. To the representative of the personnel where

By Mr. Bowman:
ConJuf9 a moment. Would you mind repeating again o.f whom the boards 

!>e ■—A. A representative of the Civil Service Commission, a representa-
he .me Department concrened and a representative of the personnel where 

i Q ^on is to be filled.
t? from . ul(f that third man mean, for example, in the case of a man coming 
r|.0ld(j n y)llr organization, a representative of your organization?—A. No, we 
^nizatiorecommend that a man belonging to the staff should belong to our

N the ow would you choose as between the representative of the personnel 
CfS°nre[e^resentative °f the staff?—A- By decision of the membership, or the 

> m the office of a district superintendent.

^ q A?y Mr. Laurin:
6tlhatiVpUPP°se there are five or six branches, will there be five or six repre- 

L Q. pi5"" A. No. I think I can illustrate that a little better.
K 0 ahead.—A. Then, for instance, many ratings of candidates could 

°sti0tl ec‘ to justify their ratings before the board. I think that co" your

*2} [Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Let me see if I follow you. Your idea is that not all the candidates 

promotion should, in the first instance, come before this board, but that tl>e' 
should be rated as they are now, by the department?—A. Yes.

Q. And officials?—A. Yes. , u
Q. And that this board should then sit as a board of review, if I mté1 

so call it, to equalize all these ratings?—A. Yes. ]e
Q. And the board of review would be available if so desired ; not only 1 ^ 

officers who made the ratings, but the men in respect of whom the ratings ^ 
been made?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. All the candidates would mme before the board?—A. Yes, all 11 

candidates.

By the Chairman:
Q. If the board so desired?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Do you not think a superintendent, who has from fifteen to t",entj 

years’ experience, is efficient to make the necessary choice?—A. Yes, I do- . e 
think he has the capacity to choose a man from his staff to characterize 1 
different viewpoints. ,j

Q. Suppose all the branches make their choice, do you think it 
be necessary to have a representative of the Civil Service Commission on 
board?—A. If you have one representative of the personnel and one reP 
sentative of the Department.

Q. Do you think it would be necessary to have a representative from 
Civil Service Commission?—A. Yes, I think so.

Q. Why?—A. Under the Civil Service Act, as it now stands— vfjtl'
Q. Do you not think you have the competence to make the choice ' c 

the two representatives?—A. I believe the supervisors and the men in c*“ 
of the staff concerned are competent to choose the correct man. . ^

Q. Then you would have a representative of the Civil Service Comm1®5 
—A. Not if the board were composed of three representatives.

Q. Do you admit the representatives of the Department have the nece'*‘ 
competence?—A. Speaking in a general way, yes. $

Q. If you have a representative of the personnel, that would comp^e.Jy 
choice. If they disagreed, it might go to the Civil Service Commis51® uld 
A. Yes, the inclusion of a member from the Civil Service Commission 
obviate a deadlock.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I am more interested in the representative of the personnel. You,

thinking, of course, of your own particular problems, as postal workers- 6) 
you make that suggestion, say a promotion was in view in the post 0 .^plfr 
representative of the personnel of the post office would be perfectly s vgV! 
Let us take the problem further, in that connection. Would you have 
representative of the personnel a permanent representative or a reP1'65^ cub- 
for a stated period of time, or, finally, for each promotion as it occurs?-"- ’ 
ject to the decision by the personnel, from time to time.

Q. How often?—A. Annually.
Q. To make annual representation?—A. Yes.

[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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Let 115 *'a^c a promotion in the department headquarters here at Ottawa :
you U? Saq customs branch of the department of National Revenue, would 
tWpSa^ luat uVr’one customs branch of the department of National
cWr,9Ue» ?u t iave a voice in the selection of that, from the Commissioner 

nn__A- Yes, that principle ought to apply.
Le* You would hold an annual election for that personnel representative. 
h9v So a step further and take a case which involves the district; would you 
4 -K»a P°ü taken from that district, once a year, to select its representative?— 

' ftoi b a vacancy occurred in the office—
filled^ US Sa^ a vacancy occurred in the superintendent’s office and is to be 
* ,’you would say everyone, down to the lowest employee in the postal district, 
eonfi . ve a risLt to vote in the rating of the personnel?—A. No, I would 

ane it to the lower grades.
a p Q. \ou would confine it to the lower grades?—A. Yes. In the case of 
thp ,0rnoLon °i that kind, they so rarely occur, the higher positions do not exist; 

ower grades, to a certain extent.
"’ho] ’ Ple rePres.entative of the personnel would represent the personnel of the 

s of the district. I mean if he were selected for a year?—A. Yes. 
x- You say the whole?—A. Yes.

Potyp. i°wer grade employees would control this election, as far as voting 
sUt)p ' 'Y hat qualification has the lower grade employee to select a postal

P ^tendent?—A. His experience as a postal worker, 
x- It is quite possible they might select a letter carrier?—A. Yes. 

quai-,r ,° y°u think his qualifications as a letter carrier would give him any 
v°tin 1Ca*10n to select a superintendent. I can understand the letter carriers all 
Pot 3 *or one man and putting him in?—A. Even if they did that, they would 

necessarily carry their choice.
*P a vf Have y°u any idea how many promotions would have to be dealt with 

year. A. Oh, I suppose, in the Toronto district, perhaps ten in a year, 
reht-n . u are thinking of the postal service alone?—A. That is all I am 
Renting.

Pth Tou are n°t advocating it as a general principle for promotion?—A. I 
Qvg Particularly for the postal service.

Ppplv + °U no* y°u should have any particular scheme that would 
V™ Postal work which would not apply generally to other branches?— 

N°t m regard to promotion.
Us a ^r: Laurin : Take for the whole of the Service, Mr. Bland, can you give 

y idea as to how many promotions there would be in the last year? 
vlr. Bland: Nine hundred and sixty-two individual promotions, 
iy Laurin : Would you have a board for each promotion? 

for e Whmm: It might mean a comparatively small number of boards, 
T~ch there would be ten promotions?

ftarw, Ernst: It seems to me the last stage of your scheme would be worse 
n the first?

CernJ/ie Witness: I believe, if the Civil Service Commission itself were con- 
Prea„_,ln such a scheme, it would favour it. I can see the imperfections of the
Or,nSent system, but I think these would improve. It certainly would give more 

P°rtunity of thorough inquiry into any ratings that were made. 
s6i x- I am taking the lower paid class of civil servant; they would undoubtedly 

a representative ; they would have the voting strength—-let us take the 
tQ er carrier, it would hardly be thought that they would ha\ e the qualification 
tQ who should be selected as superintendent?—A. Supposing there is fault 
sUd- G I°uud with the representation coming from the staff, the principle that is 

Rested on this representation regarding ratings of the boaids, in our minds,
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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the system by which ratings could be thoroughly checked and the ratings giveD 
in regard to any candidate proven.

Q. Suppose you had a representative of the Civil Service Commission 
see that candidates have their ratings explained, would not that be just a: 
workable?—A. I believe it would, yes.

Q. Well, it would avoid these multitudinous selections?—A. I think "e 
could overcome that difficulty right now.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. If representatives have the necessary competence, do you not 

selection should be made between the superintendents first and have 
choice, if they do not agree, go to the deputy minister?—A. I think, in sori 
instances, that is what happens now. Generally speaking, it does not.

think ti1® 
the fin9'

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. You believe the head man in each department is perfectly capable 

selecting the best men in that department?—A. On his staff

of

Q. But because of a different idea in rating, or in giving the perceritage
al>'of efficiency, the two would not necessarily give the same percentage of Qu 

fication?—A. That is the point.
Q. In regard to the question Mr. Ernst raised in connection with his sd 

tion of a representative, these staffs would, generally speaking, elect the 
thought best fitted for the position, regardless of whether he was the man ^ 
fitted for the Service. Is it not possible, Mr. Duncan, in the case of some of 
gentlemen selected—is it not only possible but very probable—that they 9 
selected because of their experience and because they can better represent 
than persons who have not had experience?—A. I do not believe, genera ^ 
speaking, the lower paid classes of the Service are so lacking in intelligence 1 
to make bad choices.

Mr. Ernst : 
choices?

Do you not believe that democracies very often make ba1A

Mr. Chevrier: There was a very good choice made in Montreal last
lit.

theBy Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr. Duncan, Mr. Bland just stated there were 962 promotions >n 

postal department last year.
Mr. Bland : Oh, no—in the entire Service.
Mr. Ernst: Is that an average number?
Mr. Bland: I think perhaps a little low.
Mr. Bowman: As a matter of fact is it not considerably lower? ^ 
Mr. Bland: Yes. In past years it has been running considerably more

that.
Q. About 50 per cent, more than that?
Mr. Bland: In some years, yes.

By the Chairman: jp
Q. I notice, between the years 1925 and 1931. there were 62 promotion 

Toronto?

By Mr. Bowman: efc ffie
Q. Mr. Duncan, did you read the evidence by Mr. Phelan?—A- Ju 

newspaper reports of it.
[Mr. W. X. Duncan.]
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He recommended a court of appeal?—A. That is applying the remedy 
cue disease has ravaged the body.

By the Chairman:
this fin appointment would be made and the man in the new position, but 

f°W " , *ie bad been badly treated would have the right to go to the 
6 °t appeal.
^Ir. Lacrin : I doubt whether he would go, being in the Civil Service.

By the Chairman:
in tjS'p am Yd to believe something similar to what you advocate now prevails 
ttia<je 0st Office department. I am led to believe there are monthly ratings 
Ottawa ^ ° i eac 1 «“Ployee and that these monthly ratings are kept on file in 
Hrhen c,,an(* on<^e a promotion is available the superintendent makes a rating. 
^Perint*eS4 ra^in®s ^or promotion come to Ottawa they are reviewed by the 

oooent of the Postal Service at Ottawa and if there is any discrepancy 
tendenT1 tîle moathly rating and the rating for promotion made by the superin- 
6jiPlannt° tlie department, then the matter is checked up and considered and 
1ear]v 10ns 8,6 from the official advocating the rating. Does not that pretty 
Ciyj-i ^our present suggestion, if that system prevails?—A. I believe the

q !Jlce Commission can check ratings handed in by any officer. 
île$Wm t thT° Service Commission?—A. I am speaking solely of the
CoQj^i 10. ^ I understand in the department at Ottawa they have files of the 
a prompt °n 6 ratin« ^a^en monthly. I have a sample copy here. Then when 
’tent vvl! Ion eomes along, the departmental official of the Post Office -depart- 
uecke,]10 es the rating sends the rating in to the department, and they arc 
uie «P here against the monthly rating. If there is a discrepancy between 
aSicer nf . j ^?tjng and the rating for promotion then it is checked up by an 

• e "ost Office department before it is sent down to the Civil Sendee 
mission.

By the Chairman:
U?' ^ is then possible the man making the rating would not have any 
tiojjo rating on the monthly rating than it" would be on the one for promo- 
Cett e believe we have a clerk who is never late and who takes 98 per
I'atin 0l} llis examination and those percentages, when they are included in the 

" by the supervisor monthly, cannot be changed.

By Mr. Bowman:
9: Your point is quite clear. The question is what is the remedy. Perhaps 

c0tlceriuncan might go on, so far as the requirements of the Civil Service are

By the Chairman:
9- Excuse me, Mr. Duncan. A moment ago, in speaking about rating—I 

text ja. nS about the monthly rating report—I should have said annual. The 
q • Promotions or appointments?—A. Promotions. 

ttojLv.Y railway mail clerk is eligible for promotion to a post office?—A. Yes, 
Ç? lon to a head clerkship or assistant clerkship or assistant postmastership. 

^erks ^r- Dennehy said for more efficient sorting of mail?—A. They are mail 
e0w forking on the railway. They know bettet how to stack mail so as to 

rve space.
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. You think all they do is to add the knowledge of a postal clerk on ;1 

scheduled train?—A. That is all. Just as an instance, in Great Britain there 
no railway mail clerk. The postal clerk, from time to time, is warned to go ou 
and work the train. ,

Q. That involves a great efficiency in speed and everything of that kind'

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Would you go so far as to say we adopt the British system and do awa- 

with the railway mail service, as such?—A. I think that is purely a matter »° 
departmental consideration.

Q. Would you advocate the change?—A. No, not for the moment.
The Chairman: Do not forget, this witness has to go back to work.
Mr. Ernst: I thought he would say yes. .
The Witness : In the final analysis the government endorses the proposal /^ 

the Civil Service Commission to forward any recommendation to the Civil Servi ^ 
Commission for increases of salary ; the argument that has always been used * 
that there is a certain relativity between the different classes of civil servafi 
which admits of everybody being considered at the same time.

Q. And the Civil Service have ways for dealing with reclassification. tbe
popular notion, as I gather it—I have been approached by people for years ( 
desired to have their salaries increased—the popular idea is that the governing 
can step in and raise salaries here and raise salaries there. It is really °. 
compact scheme?—A. During the interview we had with the Prime Minister, 
regard to the recent salary cut, it was intimated, by the Prime Minister, cla^V, 
were to be paid in accordance with the work they were performing, as exac,^ 
with the postal service. For a number of years it has not been comparable vv1 
any other branch of the Service and for that reason should be altered.

Q. In other words, you think you are not being paid enough for your v?°r 
—A. That is the idea. As promotions in our Service are few and far betw<# ' 
it naturally follows that in most of such cases applicants will be numerous, t j, 
result will be that applications come from many different staffs, each of 'V*11 
staffs has a different supervisor, who will be called upon to furnish the rating A 
his subordinate. “A” is a supervisor on one staff who is to rate “B”, an app'i03'^ 
“A” goes on the assumption that no matter how good his candidate is he is ar 
perfect, and in consequence rates him 95 per cent. “C” is a supervisor on an°î ct, 
staff and is possessed of the generous belief that all his men are nearly Per 
and therefore rates his candidate “D” 98 per cent. An examination of the t 
candidates could quite possibly show that the difference in rating is not due to a .p 
great disparity in efficiency, yet it is there and will be a very potent fact°r ■„ 
deciding the successful applicant. This illustration of varied viewpoint is n°u 
plied by the number of applicants from different staffs. U

As a possible means of obviating difficulties of this kind the United 
Employees is in favour of rating boards which, it is believed, could be estabng 
with very little, if any, expense to the Government, and could comprise represel! a 
tion from the Civil Service Commission, the department concerned, aDj.;jig 
representative of the personnel where the position is to be filled. Officers ma;.cli 
ratings upon candidates could then be required to justify their ratings before )s 
a board, and it is believed by such procedure the apparent differences in 
and all the underlying dissatisfaction relating thereto, could be systematlC‘ 
enquired into, and their real worth determined. crjt

So far as recruitment to the Service is concerned, we believe that the 11 ^ 
system is the best, if it is allowed to operate without interference. XJndcr 
plan of examinations to determine entry, we are of the opinion that acad 
[Mr. W N. Duncan.]
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tests, and enquiries as to honesty, are more capable of maintaining a high 
standard than any other system.

What is stated above regarding ratings is the outcome of an underlying 
belief in the minds of our members that notwithstanding the intention of the 
Civil Service Act, the merit system does not seem to be unimpeded. One case 
brought to our attention recently is in connection with the position of assistant 
postmaster in the post office at Quebec city. According to members of the staff 
concerned, the position was given to the successful candidate over the heads of 
more qualified employees who had also applied. I have several letters with me 
in connection with this which I am at liberty to read, if you wish me to do so.
I may say in connection with this particular office, however, that employees 
there claim that it has been indicated to certain officials that they would get 
the next promotions even before it was definitely apparent that there weie anv 
vacancies. Under such circumstances it is difficult to understand how merit can 
apply.

Another definite complaint, in regard to promotions, comes from an ( ntano 
Post office from which a goodly number of railw-ay mail clerks have then urns. 
The present postmaster of that office is a former railway mail clerk, and while 
for a moment we do not wish to present the view that railway mail clerks should 
hot be promoted to positions of responsibility in inside post offices, it is significant 
that six of the last nine promotions in this particular office have been gi anted 
to mail clerks. The employees of the office where this has taken place icieve 
that the ratings have been made, as they have, as an outcome of the relation
ship of the postmaster to the Railway Mail Service.

In the opinion of postal employees, the operation of the Civil Service Act, 
as it affects remuneration, has been a cause of dissatisfaction, it has been 
stated by those who administer the Act, and no doubt they are correct, that no 
'^creases in salaries may be granted to the employees of any Department vvitn- 
°ut a similar undertaking is made to the employees of other Departments. In 
°hr past experience we have found that even though the opinions o our own 
departmental officials indicated that they were satisfied that postal salaries 
should be increased, nothing could be done to carry out such an opinion unless 
every Civil Service department were considered. This application ot the Act 
Seems to establish the position where one department which may be considered 
as deserving of higher pay shall continue to receive the admittedly ow sa ary 
rate until such time as any government may feel in a position to increase the 
salaries of the whole Service and provide the expense. It is our belief that the 
Act should be made to provide for the possibility of any department icing 
c°nsidered upon its merit. About nine years ago, when the postal service was 
attempting to obtain salary increases, the word “relativity as applied between 
°Ur department and others was continually used. 1 he only îe at ions up vye 
£an see between ourselves and other departments is that we are une ci t îe Act.

far as duties are concerned there is neither any department o government, 
>,°r is there any outside occupation with which we may reasonab > >e compared. 
<0r that reason we believe that an amendment to the Act, if it is necessary to 

athend it, in order to obtain direct consideration, would be welcomed by the 
f>0sfal employees. _

In regard to superannuation as it affects promotion, it may be said that 
he Practice of retaining in the service men who have completed the necessary 

;®ars of service, or who have reached the superannuation age, is looked upon 
v1* disfavour. The avenues for promotion are choked all the way down the 
S when supervisory employees who are eligible for superannuation are 
stained in the service and men who have given good seiyice aie deprived of 
lancement, and while this point may be foreign to the matter of your enquiry

® 9- Civil Service condition which it will do no harm to mention, and in 1 egard
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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to which, if you find it possible, we hope you will make some recommendation 
of a favourable kind.

During the past few years there has been a tendency towards the abolition 
of supervisory positions upon their becoming vacant. This plan is not approved, 
due to the fact that supervisory positions are few enough as it is. We submit 
that if this is being done in the interests of economy, such economy can be 
effected by filling the positions from the staffs, and abolishing the position at 
the bottom rung rather than at one of the higher ones. We also have viewed 
with disfavour a practice of advertising supervisory positions on manipulative 
staffs which have become vacant through death or retirement, and giving the 
position to some person whose duties were far removed from the staff where the 
vacancy occurred.

Q. What position do you refer to in the reference you have just made?— 
A. It became effective in a registration branch.

Q. As what?—A. As clerk, which was advertised.
Q. You think those positions should be limited to the manipulative staff? 

—A. No, they should not be limited to the manipulative staff but, when the 
position is filled, the man who is in the position should be placed on the staff 
where the vacancy occurred.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I do not get you?—A. Suppose we have two staffs and two applicants.

By the Chairman:
Q. In the ordinary course, in the registration branch, for a principal clerk? 

—A. Yes.
Q. That position is advertised?—A. Yes. We find, when the position is 

filled, the man who has the position is in the carrier branch (Montreal Post 
Office) and he continues his duty, he holds down two jobs. Now, the position 
on the registration staff is not filled at all.

Q. We can put it that the position which the man in Montreal is holding 
and that of principal clerk are amalgamated and held by one man?—A. No, 
not quite that, Mr. Chairman. The position of the principal clerk becomes 
effective due to retirement or death of the supervisor of the registration branch-

Q. And that was held by a man?—A. Yes, and that position was advertised-
Q. Somebody holding another position in the Civil Service is appointed to 

that vacancy as principal clerk?—A. Yes, but he does not go to it.
Q. But he is appointed to it. He still holds the position in Montreal- 

Who does the work as principal clerk in the registration branch?—A. Some 
other officer, on whose shoulders the responsibility is placed, without the classi' 
fication.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In other words, in one branch of the post office there may be concern 

trated all the higher positions?—A. Sure. Then follows a few resolutions fi’0111 
our convention held in Montreal, that vacancies should be filled from the date 
of their occurrence. .

Q. We have had that statement before?—A. The next is that offices wi 
a revenue of $5,000 or over be staffed from city offices, under the jurisdiction 0 
the Civil Service Commission. _ ...

Q. Let us say a vacancy occurs in Ottawa. I do not know whether it 13 
a city office?—A. It is a city office now. j

Q. Let us say it occurs in Paris, that it should be staffed from Brantf°t 
or Toronto or one of the other city offices?—A. The real intention of the f?Sor 
lution, as it was passed in our convention, is that revenue offices of $5,000 
over, should be brought under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commiss10 
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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Q. What do you think the reaction of the people in Paris would be if 
they brought down a man from Toronto to fill the position?—A. I do not 
think the reaction of the people concerned would be so much as the reaction 
of the people in the Service.

If this practice continues we shall have a serious dearth of higher positions 
upon the manipulative staffs, while there will be an unreasonable number of 
higher grade officers attached to Departments where clerical duties of the writ
ing and filing kind occupy the time. Positions which are originally classified as 
belonging to manipulative staffs should, in our opinion, remain there.

The following are the resolutions passed at our convention in Montreal 
last September relating to the Civil Service Act:—

That vacancies be filled permanently from the date of their 
occurrence.

That all offices with revenue of $5,000 or over be staffed from city 
offices under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, appointees 
to be classed according to revenue of office on basis of present classifica
tion.

That the postal helper classification be definitely abolished and those 
helpers actually fulfilling the positions of carrier, porter, clerk be given the 
classification covering the duties they are performing retroactive to the 
date of the abolition of the position last year.

That when promotions to senior clerkships or a higher rank occurs 
in the office of the district superintendent that postal clerks in city offices 
be given the privilege of applying for same.

The postal helper’s class to be abolished.
At present it does not appear they are giving any opportunity to the can

didate for these fields.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Why limit it to city offices?—A. The terminology “city offices” used for 

a Purpose.

By the Chairman: . „„„ . „„
Q. Would you go back now a moment? You outlined two in ^0^0^ om- 

Plaint and gave some detail of it. I did not just follow 
rePeat these for me, please.

By Mr. Bowman. , • extent I understand you
Q. To summarize your remarks, to a certain extent, force?-A.

jjUclorse the merit system, but you doubt whether it is Y 
*hat is our view.

By Mr. Ernst: •
Q. Does that view pertain to appointments as well as promotions. A. In 

0tUe instances. Take the part-time staffs in the large offices.
Q. They are, of course, only temporary employees? A. Yes, but they are 

appointed by authority of the Civil Service Commission. . .
Q. Let us take the permanent employees. Do you think that sys em is in 

evf-jt, where the permanents are concerned?—A. Yes, I think it is. e laie noevideuce to the contrary.

By the Chairman:
,Q- These temporary employees subsequently become permanent?—A. They 

in the ordinary course of events.
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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Q. So if there is objection and complaint as to the appointment of these 
temporary employees, then that temporary ultimately finds himself in the per
manent service?—A. Yes.

Q. And one of the methods of getting into the permanent service under the 
merit system is to get a temporary appointment and then the path is not so 
rugged to ascend to a permanent position?—A. During the last four or five years 
it has been necessary, at times, to employ part-time men during the night. When 
that system was first put into operation it resulted in young men, university 
students, being employed. During the last year or two, for some reason that we 
cannot explain, those employees had been confined to that certain class—uni
versity students. There are young married men, who have family responsibilities 
to perform, and, for some reason or other the Department has employed only 
these university students for part-time in the post office. They work, simply for 
the sake of obtaining pocket money. In a general way it could not be said that 
the number of students that were employed in the Toronto office—

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. I think 80 per cent, are working to get money to pay their university 

fees?—A. Quite a number of those young fellows drive down to the office in cars 
at night.

Q. You are objecting to engaging university students but you are not object
ing to university students in favour of all others?—A. No.

By the Chairman:
Q. These university students would never work into the permanent service? 

—A. That is not their objective, no.
Q. I thought you were going to give me some instances of men who were 

working on the permanent staffs and could not find themselves a position. That 
does not occur at the present time?—A. No.

Q. If they come into the staff eventually it would be on the competitive 
basis?—A. You asked me to give you a specific case. I have a letter fro® 
Quebec city, addressed to our President in Halifax, the President of our organ' 
ization—F. L. Goodwin, of Halifax. It says, in one instance a vacancy occurred 
on the floor of the office. The position was filled by a member of the postmaster s 
office staff. That is one of the postmaster’s selections in the administrative end 
of the post office in Quebec, although this same clerk was not capable of passing 
successfully the necessary sortation tests. He was employed over the head 
of more experienced men. He has since been railroaded over the heads of other 
postal clerks, after failing three times to pass the necessary examination. ±

Q. A,re you complaining that a man from the administrative staff was P® 
on the floor of the post office?—A. No, but we are complaining that the n®, 
who was promoted to this position xvas not equally qualified with men who ha 
been working on the manipulative staffs.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. This happened where?—A. In Quebec city.
Q. When did it happen?—A. In 1933. I made inquiries over at the C° ^ 

mission in regard to the case and I also inquired at the Post Office depart®erC 
It appears there was some doubt in the minds of the Civil Service Commission ^ 
regard to the promotion and they wrote back to the department for furt 1 
inquiry. the

Mr. Bland : If I could get the case I would be glad to put it before 
Committee.

By the Chairman:
Q. Will you give the name of the case to Mr. Bland and he will see 

we get the file?
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]

th»1
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By Mr. Bowman: ,
Q. You say a man gets a promotion and yet he does not perform the duty 

of the office to which he is supposedly promoted. Would you explain that.—A. 
In the post office, in different departments, there are men handling different kinds 
of work. The registration department will handle the registration.

Q. I understand that. Say we have a registration clerk; there is a vacancy ; 
there is a promotion to that position. Would you say somebody is promoted to 
that position who does not do the work?—A. Tes.

Q. Wlio does?—A. One of the other officers in that department.
Q. In other words, somebody who does not do the work gets the piomotion 

and the increase of salary?—A. Yes. . , ., ,
Q. There is certainly something wrong about that. W hat is tne idea 01 

giving the promotion?—A. The explanation we have offered to us is that the 
Position has been transferred to another branch.

Q. The position has been transferred?—A. Yes.
Q. W'e would like an explanation later on from the Organization bianc 1 o 

the Commission as to how these things occur.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. You mentioned a special case in the registration branch, just for 1 u»- 

tration. Instead of giving the grade for this department it has been given o 
another one; but the person who died or leaves the branch, is he rep ace > 
another one? Supposing there are nine persons in this branch, the person w 10 
is replaced there, is he or she replaced by another one in this branch or are 
there only so many left in the branch?—A. Only eight left, as far as 'nov.

Q. They do not replace them?—A. No.
Q. They just give the grade to another branch?—A. ies.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. As near as I can see, it is giving the increased salary to someone w 10 

does not perform the duties and leaving the duties which were pei ormed b> 
that person to be performed by the rest of the staff. That is coirec , is 1 no

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. And this grade is given by the Civil Service Commission. - • e>.
Mr. Bland: In order that I might place the facts before the Committee, 

will you, Mr. Duncan, give me an explanation of the case.

By the Chairman:
Q. Can you name any one case where this has happened?—A. The principal 

clerkship in the registration branch, of Terminal “4, Toronto.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. How long have you occupied your present position as national secretary, 

Mr. Duncan?—A. Seven years ; six years as secretary, one \ ear 1 was president.
Q. One thing, Mr. Duncan, is peculiar: The civil servants come and ask 

l°r increased efficiency in the service. They point out the detects in the system, 
jr think, to date, we have had about seven civil servants associations appear, 
t heir recommendations have been almost uniform, which, I would think, shows 
Collaboration at some stage, either collaboration or imitation, which would seem 
o be a, coincidence. I do not know how many more we are going to hear. 

There are a number we have not heard yet. Each one, I suppose, engages a
national secretary?_A. Do you not think a condition of that kind instances the
^ruth of what they all say?

fMr. W. N. Duncan.]
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Q. It looks like inefficiency on their part to come and advocate inefficiency 
on the part of somebody else.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Are you supposed to do anything else but that work in connection with 

your duties? You have an annual salary—A. It is quite a common experience. 
I think it is pretty general throughout the world among workers just now, 
among people who work for a living.

Q. Your members consider it a good expenditure?—A. I think so. I think 
they consider it a good investment. It is just the same sort of thing as parlia
mentary representation. There is only the difference of degree.

By the Chairman:
Q. I have had some allegations made to me from time to time of abuses, 

people holding positions in the post office in Montreal, also holding other posi
tions at the same time. This I am told exists in the Post Office department. 
Have you any knowledge of that situation?—A. Well, Mr. Chairman, I have not 
any direct knowledge, but I have heard statements so many times to that effect, 
that I must believe it.

Q. You are in the same position I am. All you hear is what somebody else 
told you?—A. Yes.

Q. Could you give me the name of any person, or persons, who might have 
direct or first-hand knowledge of that situation, if it prevails—anybody con
nected with your organization who has first-hand knowledge of it?—A. You 
mean in the service in Montreal?

Q. I do not care where they are working, in the service or out of it, as long 
as they give us direct evidence of it?—A. Mr. Paquette.

Q. Is he in the service?—A. He is the fourth vice-president of our organiza
tion in Montreal.

Q. Where is he? In the Montreal post office?—A. Yes.
Mr. Chevrier: If we investigate there we will have to investigate every 

other post office. If that system exists, an investigation might show a prev
alence of that throughout the service, not only in the Montreal Post Office.

Mr. Ernst : An isolated case proves nothing.
The Chairman: As I stated some time ago, the Committee are authorized 

to call before the Committee anyone the members of the Committee wish to 
be called. I do not think there will be any limit to any matter which the Com
mittee thinks of sufficient importance to be brought to its attention.

Mr. Chevrier: Quite so. I do not know what this would show, but I sub
mit, Mr. Chairman, it would not be fair to have, say, the Post Office at Halifax 
investigated and not the Post Office at Vancouver. It might be shown, in one 
case, there was something wrong and that would not prove the whole service 
was wrong. I have no objection to the whole of the service being investigated— 
if anybody makes a claim or makes a charge. In other words, just as Mr- 
Ernst says, an isolated case does not prove anything.

The Witness: Was not there an investigation conducted by the Civil Ser
vice Commission in Montreal in regard to malpractice in examinations just a 
little while ago?

Mr. Ernst: That was conducted by the courts.
The Witness: I think it was instituted by the Commission. There is a 

case of one individual office being investigated.
The Chairman : Are there any other questions to put to Mr. Duncan, ge°' 

tlemen. Thank you Mr. Duncan.
[Mr. W. N. Duncan.]
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John J. Reaves, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. You are secretary in Toronto of the Federated Association of Letter 

Carriers of Canada?—A. Yes.
Q. May I take it, Mr. Reaves, that the membership in your organization is 

limited to actual letter carriers?—A. Letter carriers and such postal helpers who 
are doing letter carrier’s duty.

Q. What is the membership of your organization?—A. It is between 1,400 
and 1,500.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Representing any particular section, or throughout Canada? A. In 43 

staffs in Canada. We have branches in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, 
and running out to Victoria, B.C.

Q. Are you still a civil servant?—A. I am in a similar position to other 
witnesses—as a letter carrier on leave.

Q. Devoting your time exclusively to the affairs of this organization?—A.
Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I do wish the unemployed organization would keep a man here for the 

purpose of looking after their interests?—A. The organization is merely exer
cising a function.

Q. I wish many people who have elected representatives here, could main
tain paid representatives purely for the purpose of looking after their individual 
interests, it would make our duties so much less?

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you be good enough, wherever your representations agree with 

those made by Mr. Duncan, instead of reading some memorandum, would you 
just shorten it for us by saying you endorse his statement in that regard and 
bring before us anything additional you would like to add?—A. What I have 
is not very much. The Federated Association of Letter Carriers desires to thank 
the Committee for this opportunity of presenting our views on the workings of 
the Civil Service Commission and Civil Service Act.

May I be permitted to remind the Committee that the Federated Asso
ciation of Letter Carriers is the pioneer association in the post office, having 
been organized in 1891. There is no desire on our part to show any animus 
towards the Civil Service Commission or the Civil Service Act. We believe in 
the principle, but we must also judge it by our experiences before and after 
the passing of the Act. We have been bitterly disappointed with the workings 
°f the Act. Prior to coming under the Civil Service Act the letter carriers were 
Paid on a par with policemen and firemen of our cities. From 1908-1912 the 
Maximum salaries in the City of Toronto were : policemen, $900; firemen, $800; 
letter carriers, $860. To-day the policemen and firemen of Toronto are in receipt 
°f salaries of $2,100, while the maximum salary for letter carriers is only $1,500.

These figures speak for themselves and are positive proof that under the 
Civil Service Commission the letter carrier has not made the progress in secur
ing adequate remuneration as he did prior to being placed under the Act. The 
toain cause for this, in our opinion, has been before the classification of 1919, 
which did not take into consideration the exacting and responsible duties of 
the letter carrier. After being placed under the Act every eftoi t to secure higher 
remuncration has been met with the answer that the Commission would have 
to take into consideration its relationship to the whole Sci vice.

[Mr. J. J. Reaves.]
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In 1928-1929, the government and the opposition were willing to increase our 
salaries, and Mr. Heaps, speaking in the House of Commons, called attention 
to the fact that Government was willing, the Opposition was willing, and speak
ing as an Independent, he was also willing, and yet, by virtue of the refusal of 
the Civil Service Commission, nothing could be done.

We contend that when a government, supported by all political parties, 
is willing to increase salaries, that a third body—its creature—should not have 
the power to prevent such action being taken. Imagine what would happen in 
industry if an employer was willing to grant an increase of pay and some third 
party was able to intervene and prevent it. Yet such is possible under present 
conditions.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I think an Act of Parliament might cure that?—A. It puts you in this 

kind of position. You are putting up your case, and you go to the Minister 
and he says, “I am agreeable. In fact I have put forward my recommendations 
and I think you should receive it.”

Q. “Passing the buck”?—A. Exactly, and we want to get away from that 
thing if possible.

We are informed that if the Commission were to submit a salary schedule 
too high, that the Government could refuse to accept it, but that the Government 
have no power to make them amend it; and if the Commission refuse to submit 
a schedule, there is no power under the Act to compel the Commission to increase 
salaries.

We contend that it is in the best interests of the Service to settle such 
questions with the least possible delay.

With regard to promotions which are supposed to be by merit, we are not 
satisfied that the principle involved is being carried out, although it is difficult 
to prove the contrary. I am referring particularly to promotions to the positions 
of senior letter carriers, overseer and supervisor. The practice followed is that 
a vacancy is advertised by the Commission and applications received. Rating 
papers are sent to the postmaster and two of his subordinates do the rating 
and return the papers to the Commission, who issue the certificate based on 
those ratings. The result being that any applicant, no matter how conscientious 
he may be, if he is not favourably regarded by those performing the rating, will 
never get promotion.

These in the main are our views in regard to the present Act. I think 
promotions have been fairly well covered.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Do you not think possibly the question was settled?—A. It was settled, 

without an increase in salary ; knowing that you have a grievance and it is recog
nized, the quicker you get it settled the better. We say we would do it if we 
could, but the machinery is not such that we can do it. There is another fea
ture in regard to this: I believe Mr. Bland stated to this Committee some
thing to the effect that the letter carrier’s duties created the impression he had 
just to walk into the office, pick up his mail and deliver it.

Q. You did not get the proper interpretation of the fact?—A. I am sorry 
that that was the impression that was conveyed to me.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I think Mr. Bland allowed that the letter carrier was a man of fairly 

high intelligence, for a man required to pass an examination on that classi
fication, and that his classification was too high, but he agreed with me too 
[Mr. J. J. Reaves.]
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that they should not require that classification for a letter carrier? ^ Take, 
for instance, the letter carrier ; he must have a knowledge of his g o d, he 
must give satisfactory service and he has to face the elements outside and per
form different arduous duties. We find a lot of our men who, after a service of 
around fifteen or twenty years, are not as young as they used to be, they are 
not as vigorous as they used to be; they find it difficult to stand up under the 
Pressure, and promotion is very difficult. They had been at sc o -
tain length of time, and the work they are doing, while it is essential to the 
Post office, places them in a difficult position. We have some of them who 
Went inside; they could not carry on inside. They could have 
hotter physically outside in comparison. They are m a positio y
have to make good as a letter carrier or go out. I am of opinio y 
to put in as much physical work as somebody else would in a g P

. We believe that when a government is willing to increase the salaries of 
*ts employees, that no Commission should have the power to 1 „
We also think that too much power is given local officials with regar P , ' 
tion, and we hope that as the result of our representations, somethin,, m.. 
done to improve the Act.

By Mr. Bowman: , ,
Q. I think we are pretty familiar with that If y°u have any genera.

^commendations you would like to make, I think we wou ajLreciate we 
[hem. I do not want to shut off your representations but you 1 1
have quite a lot of work to do and we have to do it in a s Committee
have any general representations you would care to ma e when
Naturally we would like to hear them?—A. We look at it m woufdiikc to
P°nditions get better, and we come to the question of salary, 
be Put in a different position from this “ passing of the buck.

v Q. I am impressed with the point but, as Mr. Bowman says, I think 
T’e know, Mr. Reaves, about that. Outside of those points t_ you
haye mentioned have you anything else to suggest to the Commttee 
T'A. No. We have the same feeling in regard to promo on. The point
J, Would like to make in regard to that, when a promotion is e t 
fould be out of the hands of the Civil Service Commission. We had aman m
tonl °f T°rt0' 7!-e raÜng-Paperw Tnew hiserPecSord That man had been 
rpmotion in the part-time service,. We knew his recora. l f
Tte many times. He was taken down to a sub-station because of his . mess

duty", 5“ SUperVi-°r T'arned Se sTaüon I put in a Complaint 
^Pointed a senior letter carrier in charge of the station. y
“ thi «me because I thought a man who had been ate

Q. You put m a complaint to whom?—A. t o the recommendation
& They replied that they had issuedP^?“£ue^ev”“l no fur£ 

ade by the department and once the certificate v as i- ,
fTrt in the matter at all. He had got the position. We could not do any-

Un8- We did not even know he had made his application. ordinarv
c, Q. So far as I can see this man was recommended through the ordinary 
Smels of the post office and then it came to the Commission and theCommw- 

issued a certificate and he went into the position. You protested to the
lyil Service Commission?—A. Yes. . n^mmieeinn infnrmprl mp

U Q. What hannened next?—A. The Civil Service Commission n ormed methat +k , at, app,,, T'e ti,p ratings furnished by the department“t they had issued the certificate on the ratings » , f '
lnd were sending my letter to the department. I never heard anything more. ^ 

«322-23
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Q. This man was demoted?—A. He has been demoted since. He could not 
fill the position satisfactorily.

Q. You did not make any further representations?—A. He was demoted 
because of his own inefficiency. It has been conclusively proved.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is the pith of your complaint that those certificates of the Civil Service 

Commission being issued are not recommendations of the Civil Service Com
mission ; or, in other words, they are rubber stamped?—A. Yes.

Q. What you want is some remedial legislation whereby that situation wm 
be rectified and the department will not be the whole show?—A. Some of us 
may be unfortunate or fortunate to get into this kind of work, because we lmve 
got there. I know, for a fact, if you are active in the interests of an organize 
tion, you need not look for any promotion, no matter how efficient you may be-

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Do you mean there is hostility towards the members of your organiz8' 

tion?—A. Towards members who take an active part in it. ,
Q. Towards members of your organization?—A. That is apparent, I would

say.
Q. Did the department at any time indicate that they had taken objeC' 

tion to it?—A. We have no difficulty, as far as that goes but just the same 
overseer will go to a carrier who possibly has done a little kicking about tn 
conditions and tell him if he wants to get on he better not be in the organization

By the Chairman: .
Q. Do you find that attitude in all of the cities or only in some of the cities • 

—A. Only in some of the cities.
Q. In what cities?—A. I have noticed it particularly in the city of Torom > 

because I have been an active officer there.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. A matter of personality?—A. It is a matter of personality.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Has it lasted a long time in Toronto?—A. The man we have there is ^ 

hardest man in the world to deal with. He thinks he is something next to tr 
Postmaster General.

Q. You are giving a personal experience of Toronto. You know a super* 
tendent who takes this attitude. You want to make a representation of s0l^u 
little internal working in connection with the organization after he will tell >
“ Are you trying to tell me how to run my office?” rd

Q. All you are doing is being the mouthpiece for your organization in regAg 
to some grievance, and he thinks you are trying to tell him how to run 
position?—A. Yes. ^y

Mr. MacInnis: I do not suppose it is suggested we could remedy that 
legislation.

Witness retires.
j I à0The Chairman : There is still the Professional Institute to be heard- 

not think they have their representative here now. Dr. Tory, too, can c 
this afternoon.

Mr. Bowman: Is there nobody to be heard now?
[Mr. J. J Reaves.]
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The Chairman : I believe there is nobody here from the Professional 
Institute. We can take Dr. Tory this afternoon and the Professional institute 
after him.

The Committee adjourned at 12.45 p.m. until 3.30 p.m. this afternoon.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee resumed at 3.30 p.m.
Dr. H. M. Tory, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is your official position, Doctor?—A. President, National Research 

Council.
Q. Dr. Tory, you gave the Committee a memorandum some time ago, 

s a result of which the members of the Committee asked that you personally 
.Ppear before them. Is there anything you wish to add to what was contained 

your written memorandum?—A. I would like to make a general statement 
■ °ut the Council’s organization. May I be permitted to stand, as I can be 
eard better.

ç Q. If you prefer?—A. I would like at first just to call the attention of the 
omrnittee to the way the Council was organized and some reasons for its 

-Sanitation that would explain the significance of my previous memorandum. 
a le Council was organized first under an Order in Council, in 1916, and under 
t| Act of Parliament, in 1917. At the very beginning it was recognized that 
n ® Council’s work would be of a very special character; that is to say, it was

called into existence to serve the department as such but rather to serve 
ay Research for the various departments of the Government. It was not, 

eref0re) put under a departmental committee—under a departmental head, in 
Ü5 ordinary sense of the word—but under a committee of the Privy Council. In 
y ^mg the organization into being, it was intended from the very beginning 
thi ^ sh°uld have a certain degree of freedom of action. It was not until 1924 
e at the present Research Council Act was passed. After six or seven years’ 
haMrience in the working of the Council, this Act, a copy of which I hold in my 
exrx ■ was passed, embodying what was believed to be the result of years of 
to | rience during which it was in operation. It was intended from the beginning 
^gani^E Certain amount of freedom as part of the ordinary routine of the
Co fiAly business was to get together a set of young men, in whom I had 
°Pp hence, with whom I could carry on, and their business was to carry on 
p plions. I was the liason officer between them and the Government and 
lipp Ia,menC In no way did I, as the liason officer, attempt to influence the 
ip . °* work executed by that Council. In a certain sense the Council was put 

a Position somewhat similar to the position of the state university in one of
* " Dprvtri v-> ^   J.T J. Î- 1 • i • • t 1 L V ~ « V>yj Cin 4-V» 4 L. ~ ~ i 1

°Ur A~WOA.ulU11 sumswnai similar to me position ox me state umvuonj m uuc ui 
Provinces; that is to say, it was given an independent board. On that board
Til ÎYlTtrn 4- K ^ .., . — 1' 1 _ i f 1 i • i /V» J  TY-i 1

W
------------------,----- ---- IX, O..J, IV given an ^nTsoending the money voted<as thrown the responsibility of selecting a staff < jn seeing that the

nr them. The only qualification consisted ™ h° the Government of Canada; 
, ’Jncil must undertake any work asked of them . denartmental organiza- 
Î* clause 7 of the Act created the body as an internal depart Kcurili‘S| real
e°n °f the Government, having the power to a q erWjse. In other words,
. tate or property by gift, grant, bequest, dona 10 ouncil’s hands in addition
tassumed private funds would come in 1 no=ition the universities are t the appropriations by Parliament, such as he pcs^tion

and the staff would have to be a special body ol m • [Dr- H. M. Tory.]
«322-231
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. That hope has not been realized to any extent?—A. Yes, it has. Already 

we have received—I can quote the total only from memory, but I say somethin? 
like $75,000 have come to us, about that amount. One company gave us $50,000 
to carry on a special phase of research.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. An American company?—A. No, a Canadian company, 

looking for Canadian money.
We have been

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Research is not national in its scope?—A. No. When the question wa_; 

being discussed as to how appointments to the Council should be made, the Ac 
provides definitely—I will read the Act:—

With the approval of the Committee, to appoint such sclenting 
technical and other officers as shall be nominated by the President, aI1, 
to fix the tenure of such appointments, to prescribe the several duties o 
such officers, and, subject to the approval of the Governor in Council, tL 
fix their remuneration.

That clause practically puts the appointments up to the Research Counc'^ 
Most university appointments are at present similarly made. All the provint
have authority such as set out in that section.

These men are of a very special character, selected from a small group of
Wmen, and they must be selected, having regard to their very special duties. v 

way that is applied, the men start with advantages of such a character that the. 
have to be sought after. They do not answer advertisements.

By the Chairman: ^
Q. Just what is the nature of the work undertaken by the National Rese‘argc 

Council and its staff?—A. Would you want me to answer that by taking speel 
cases? 0„

Q. No, just give a general description of it, so we will have somethin? . e 
record.—A. There is a certain description of our powers in the Act—and I 1 
that as an illustration.

To Promote the Utilization of the Natural Resources of Canada
dgin

Researches with the object of improving the technical processes g 
methods used in the industries of Canada, and of discovering ProC j0p- 
and methods which may promote the expansion of existing or the de' 
ment of new industries; ;d

Researches with the view of utilizing the waste products ft 
industries ; 0f

The investigation and determination of standards and mcthotJil)e, 
measurements, including length, volume, weight, mass, capacity, 
heat, light, electricity, magnetism and other forms of energy ; of 
determination of physical constants and the funamental propel' 1
matter;

. The standardization and certification of the scientific and t(1( .fl tbe 
apparatus and instruments for the government service and for use ijty 
industries of Canada ; and the determination of the standards of uppl’e3 
of the materials used in the construction of public works and of 5 
used in the various branches of the government service.

[Dr. H. M. Tory.]
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st hast clause gives to our Council the right to establish a bureau of
andards for the commercial interests of the country, corresponding- to the 

Pfiysical laboratories in Great Britain.
The investigation and standardization, at the request of any of the 

industries of Canada, of the materials which are or may be used in, or of 
the products of, the industries making such a request;

Researches, the object of which is to improve conditions in Agricul
ture;

had ^°’ ^ one. can define it by law, that is defined. In its application we have 
o', opportunity to use almost every investigation required in trying to find 

something new about material that is to be used.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q-. Not- only relating to government industries but the problems relating to 

Pha ln ^le wcst> problems to improve agriculture. You cover almost every 
tho ri ^anadian industry?—A. Any phase of investigation we are asked by 

e Government to do.

By the Chairman:
he so^jcrijf understand you said men were sought after?—A. These men had to 
f-o accent ^ ^ i' °e -was a mos* distinguished chemist. I had te persuade him 
ipg, jj. , Ta P0M'ion with us. He accepted a smaller income than he was receiv- 
the persuaded him to come to us, after having gone over the whole of
Such men'i 1 he same thing applies to our department of Engineering 
i order t ‘‘‘Y’ vi >e ?ouSht after; they are not watching advertisements. 
have alura °. u that, from long experience in the university situation, we 
^r COm„ "'h (el' „0“nS hor men to fill important positions. We have on 
eadine- mV-N. 512 P.eoP^e> our Research Councils, representing the 

Us in nln. n-CrS1'V i11611 ln.the. country, who serve on the committees, helping 
3cholar«},‘inni°®n™ organization. In addition to that we have a system of 
i.0ltiing f ps m Canada, the purpose of which is to collect the cream of the men 
■ that Jr*’ 1 “old in my hand a document showing Fellowships for 1931. 
îj'g, aru] 1’ unx'a complete record of 275 men that we have put through tram
line of ^ atehed their careers from the time they applied for scholarships.

studi |Cm \a'e ^one t° the universities of Canada; some have gone abroad 
Torn tyi • - ’ and XÇÇ are looking to this group of highly trained men as a source 
ltlstancnv V i ccdcct the choicest men to bring into our sendee. In some 
r,°rk vo, 1 ix °een our habit to say to a man, “That is the line of research 
^biadiTTi - 01i *d/° follow.” We have had to go abroad. Where we found
are try- abroad we tried to bring them back to our service in Canada. We 
l'°ots nf .O select a very^ special grade of men, men who have learned the_ ____  o--------- tv; ,.n SDecial work. It is true,:uts of science, have qualified thcmeslevcs to taKe uf Jing scientific journals;Ie d° a little advertising. I hold in my hand t^° Academy of Science, the 
Ye Published in the United States by the Amer who has any pretence to 
Cer, “Nature,” published in England, and every m thoge papers the?! a scientist reads these two papers Y e have al t Pfrom abroad about men 
tkct that openings were occurring. We get informa ^ have never appointed 
„ at might be studying. Then, in addition to t work> already published 
Jen. on our staff who had not already clone re-e. cl ^ ^ what kind of work 
n. rks that we can take hold of and study forrn tl’e seven grades of men we 
h can produce. That is almost fundamenta . in ^ any of the top grades.Clthat would aPP'y with almost abso ute_ ‘ to be appointed on the
r>a man who had not done such work wou 
"°Uncil at all.

[Dr. H. M. Tory."]
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With regard to appointments, this is the way we go about it. When a 
list of men is brought in for consideration the names of the men are handed 
over for study to the Director of the Department.

May I just call your attention here to the fact that the nomination lies 
with the President of the Council. They are brought under observation; pub
lications of these men are handed to these men for study ; the publications are 
gone over; perhaps, at the lowest, seven or eight are chosen for selection and 
the rest are wiped from the slate. They are brought to my notice again in the 
review of the circumstances, and, if necessary, I write to these men to find 
out what they have to say further, if I have any doubt about the credentials- 
After that committees appointed have jurisdiction to bring the whole thing 
under review before the reports are finally sent up. I realized the responsibility 
was very great. There are three others besides myself who look after it. We 
had a leading physicist consulting with us before we ventured to put them before 
the Council ; then I nominate the names to the Council.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You are a Research Council in a direct sense?—A. I nominate them 

to the Research Council and then they go to the chairman of the committee 
of the Privy Council for his approval.

May I be permitted to say this, that no political patronage has ever entered 
into the appointment of the technical men on the Research Council. My 
previous main task had been to select men to fill important university posts- 
I can say with a clear conscience that in twenty-five years I have never made an 
appointment, giving political consideration in any sense whatever.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Has political pressure been used at all?—A. In twenty-five years-" 

twice only in the twenty-five, has pressure been brought upon me to make 
appointments, but both times it happened the appointment could not be made 
because the men were not suitable and they were not named. I served undcr 
former governments, Liberal and Tory governments, and I will say that f(,r 
them all, that those appointments could not be put through.

Q. I think it is very acceptable?—A. The question of political influent 
has been raised at different times and it has been murmured political influence 
has been exercised. It has never been exercised. Our staff, in addition to bein& 
a research staff, is also in itself a training school for industry. I will give y°l‘ 
an illustration. I know this will grow at an enormous pace. We were carry'1’® 
on a piece of work for a certain industry. When the time came that that com 
be taken out of the laboratory and put to application, the firm came to us an^ 
said, “ We want the man who is in charge of this work.” They took him °Uj 
and paid him 50 per cent, more than we were paying him and he is at the he® 
of that industry. I would say he was the only qualified man in Canada 
do that work.

By Mr. Boilman:
Q. What about replacing him, Doctor ?- -A. That is a test we have to faCCj

in aa year .Before we take a man we might have to send him out to study 
certain place. The industries send us men—we will have a 
problem—and they pay their salaries. That is in addition to the $75-’ j 
I spoke of. We want to encourage that as well, if industry has a man a 
want him to work out problems, we will let him have his training un< ■ 
our direction. After he has had his technical training he can g6* 
industrial training in our laboratories. We bring all the help to bear 
him that it is possible for us to do. You might be interested if I take ju 
[Dr. H. M. Tory -
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or two cases of the sort of men we have had to find I have in hand the 
credentials of the head of our chemical department. He 1!adi^n"at1mna scho ar~ 
ship on the Board of Great Britain, from 1903 to 1906; m 1906, he was super
visor of chemistry in the Royal College, London; 1907, President of the Institute 
of Chemistry; 1908, Associate, Chemistry Association; 1928, awarded the medal 
of the rubber industry in Great Britain. He has fellowships in sex en scien i c 
societies. In addition to that he is the author of over 60 publications in various 
fields of organic chemistry. It was in those fields he was given the Ca d veil 
gold medal for chemistry research in Great Britain. That is the type of man 
|hat has to be coaxed to come into our service. Having found out .... .
he was, we made an effort to get him. I will take the Une o o -, -,
Physics and engineering. This gentleman is a graduate °f - . , "
He has had a long professional experience; he served diu?ng 
scientific research under the British government; he perhaps had more experience 
m solving the submarine problem than any other man. I have - .
Papers and books he has published, many of these being of the greatest theo cti 
cal value and some of them of great practical value. , t

Those two men are the men who have been placed at the head of those two divisions.

By the Chairman: .

Q. Do you mind telling me what salaries are paid to thosetwo ^^16^ 
cespectivelv?—A. Their salaries begin at $6,500 and end at $8,000. ., »
from $6,500 to $8,000. , ,

Mr. BowrMAN: You are very fortunate, Doctor, in getting nun o u. 
Calibre for salaries like that.

The Chairman : I do not see how they do it.
„ The Witness: When I come to the question of salaries I will say some- 
tfiing further. We made a proposal to the government that a scale ol « e 
should be fixed which would draw the best men out of the ;dirstri^il
Heir intellectual equivalents out of the research institutes. I know 
^search men are paid $25,000 a year.

By the Chairman: . , , _

Q. I should think you would have a little chance of drawing romm ns rj 
"A. We realize that we could not compete with a big organization, bu an 
So to an industrial school and say to a good man, “We will give you^ a $ ,000 
m°re than you are getting now.” He would rather have an mcreas , $ , 0
extra, and give up consulting work. . nrpfor
t Q. Have a lot of research work ahead of him.—A. Ye , - ^

go into research work. When the Privy Council consulted as to the a erages
? salaries they had some doubt about them and they went over to the Beatty 
Commission. The Beatty Commission went into that m d 
f once we were looking for special men, and I think it is not^ divMgmg any 
Sccret to say we were told, “If you can get men for that salary you are not 
ï?a>’ing them too much” and a scale of salary was given to them, t ne an wa 
ceeiving^ through his university a sMary more than I pmd Pq much

j °ome into research work, and I do not think we ougi i
<n ,wlm do that sort of thing. rWacter I suppose not more than

, In our work there is very little routine character, ill R d ti
't,PCr cent, of the work being done in our laboratories should be c “ ^ tln^'

is testing, whether it is true or not. Nearly every bit ofit £ 'somethin,g ilew
din a out enmpthinff new We are making a special study at the n c mei t ot the

*aHt?weed"ZtZt^comedowi to Fort William with the summer’s crop. IU*ders7aend there are" 50 0S) tons of these seeds, that have no value. = We have
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gone so far as to study the extraction of oil from them and we hope a new indus
try may grow so we are making a study of these weed seeds. The only way is 
try, and we are trying by every process now to see to what use these things can 
be put. That is an illustration of what is going on in our laboratories. Another 
thing is the research going on with maple sugar. You know the process of map*6 
sugar getting so hard, it is difficult to use it, after six months, without a hammer- 
We have gone so far as to get maple sugar that is friable. It is now being 
passed out to sugar manufacturers in Canada. We are trying to get a patent 
in the United States to cover the possible use of it in the United States. Those 
are two illustrations of the work that is going on. I cannot over-emphasize that 
all our work is not routine. We want to do new work, and our men are 
employed for the purpose of doing new work, and I am not anxious they should 
get routine work to do. On the question of salaries, I think we put in a salary 
scale in that letter.

The Chairman : Yes, we have it on record.
The Witness: Did I put in the Beatty Commission document approving ti16 

salary lists? The salaries that might be regarded as large salaries represent a 
very small number of our people. Unless we have the type of men for tha 
work we might as well close our doors. A man must be a Doctor of Scienc - 
of from ten to fifteen years’ standing.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Your service would be absolutely no use unless you had the very bc; 

men?—A. Every dollar spent would be absolutely wasted, under any other cir 
cumstances. Unless we can get these men there is no place for us at all.

The Chairman : I do not think you need to emphasize that to the Commit6 ’ 
Doctor.

The Witness: The question of the size of salaries paid us—I am s°! 
to have to refer to this. I have made this chart. It was prepared some ti ^ 
ago by the Professional Institute of Canada, setting out the salaries that w 
being paid in the various departments of the government to the various gra, A 
It now shows the salaries paid us. A statement was made the other day t ^ 
our salaries were probably 25 to 50 per cent, more than paid to any other bran ^ 
Anybody who makes that statement does not know what our salaries _ are- 
have put them on this chart but I would like the privilege of taking it aV 0f 
because I had to mark it in lead pencil. This is intended to show the salarie* -j 
the various grades, the range of salaries of the various grades in the*-', 
Service. This was the range of salary, to the lowest grade. In this partie 
case we represented ours on the chart, from there to there (indicating)- . y 
have two grades of men that are junior service men. We take in juniors-—* j, 
have to prove themselves and we have to try them out. AVe have a re»- { 
for doing it, first getting men in our laboratories, in addition to testing them ^ 
in the universities. These men are paid lower salaries than in the other grn“eS 
The average salaries were higher than ours. We have tried to put the sain 
on the top grade.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. That would cover the comparison to the deputy heads of the dep\e 

ment now, if you could make a comparison?—A. There is no one could 11 
a comparison except the deputy heads.

By Mr. Bowman: .gS)
Q. And the deputy heads would be getting much higher salaries?—A". rdiy 

much higher. I am sorry to have to refer to that but I thought it was ha 
just to have that statement go uncontradicted. It has been repeated m 
city here that our salaries were so much higher. That is not so.
[Dr. H. M. Tory.]
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The Chairman: The statement thfa^0^
Jt was made by Dr. Maclavish, one o. the matter with Dr. Tory
be quite safe in saying: “because I have discussed the ^«er^v-i^ ^ ^
"'ben he was selecting his staff; I think his staff P P very indefinite.
cent, higher than any similar positions in the service. It was _ . geryice

The Witness: Broadly speaking, there are no Poslhave jocated men of 
comparing to the service of our higher grades. A ^hey are being paid
a similar standing, wherever there are men of that qua _, 
equivalent to what ours are being paid. +prme When you say

I would say the confusion has arisen from the ^e of terms.^vv g ^ y
a.director, he may be a director of a great railway c 1 \ ^ , between what 
Erector of a boot and shoe store. You have to disc™“ of the terms. 
";ork men do. I think there has been discrimination m th • t. usuany
]Ve have a considerable staff of the type that will ma q and’ Jf it [g 
rÇsearch necessitates the designing of equipment to carry ’ it on We 
c’ectrical research you must get a good deal of eflu,P™™ d ing‘that is this, 

ave quite a little staff working on that. Our method o g tQ ask yye 
aad here again I am perhaps answering a question no °n tions say an
advertise and find out where men are who have peculiar q - the men
Instrument maker, and we might get 25 or 30 men in a year We^take tne
Individually into the shop. We put them ^ work under a foreman,
bstruments they have to use, to see if they know how •. c£m do the
® Put on that work until he is tried out in the workshop to.e

we want done. It is not hard now to do that classs ™ale wmuld not 
i1=.° it was exceedingly difficult. As a matter of fact oui - * ■ emrtment of Ss the best men to us. Last year we took men fromthe Department^oi 
uterior laboratories. In the first place the salaries the m £ di atjsbed
S higher than ours. Those men have ,„m= Sin paid Mgher
„ db the fact that men in no superior grade to them a perbaps
juries. We are not going to extremes in making claim f nr‘ofessional men,
tbÏÏ8w meuti0n f0ne-°thir thing: T hahweW190nsub-profesSnal laboratorians. 

at we call professional men, and we have 1J suoprui
Ur Workshop staff is 23; our administrative staff, 25.

By the Chairman: d ^ the learned pro-
fri .Q. When you say professional men, is that university training. Of 
jcssions?—A. The kind of men who have gone thro S of them are Masters 
bose 47 men, 26 have taken their science degree, , ^ make the statement 

are working under the senior grade. I jus, grade of salaries. Alltvat> of the 47, only 3 can be regarded as in that g * thg merit scaie, and 
.^rest belong to the lower grade, whose satané ^ because we
S. he days go by the lower paid will .be mcreased “they 6

always be appointing junior men instead _ Committee and, I think, 
Q I think the question of security was raise suggested they could do
5 of the members of the Civil Service Commission suggest ^ ^ ^ think
t], w°rk better than we could do it, they could g d kke we are doing it.rVS other way to do work in the ResearchXoun m as
ablQMr. Bowman: I could only wish the rest of the Service

0 a manner. , s0 far as taking men
w. f’be Witness: There is no other way we ca ^ the state universities 
ytar‘ire n°t familiar with the details oi thew ■ ■ will recall, Mr. Chairman, 
that fag0 tned t0 make appointments. 1 a . , ^dependent appointments, and thGt j°r some years Toronto Lmversity , [f the university staff and 

6 chaos that resulted meant a complete change [Dr H M Xoryd
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later a change was made to appointments as we have it here. All of our state 
universities have followed that example and do in the same sense to-day ; and, 
so far as we are a training school, we take towards the Government the stand 
that the state university takes towards the provincial Government.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I have one thing in my mind I would like to follow up for a moment 

and while I say it it may bring something else to your mind. You would like 
to see this staff of men you have described, who have to make the things with
which you work-------A. Men who are instrument makers. We have not many
men of that sort in Canada. They are nearly all Old Country trained men, 
who have come to this country.

Q. When you selected these men did you, or your Council, give considera
tion to the method prescribed in our Service, wherever a man is appointed and 
the board gives him a rating according to what he says in his application and 
subsequently he gets a rating as to what the concensus of opinion of that board 
may be as to his ability?—A. We certainly consider that the sub-professional 
men on the administrative work might be men in connection with the Civil 
Service organization. But we came to the conclusion we could do it for our 
purposes at infinitely less cost. We created them all on the same basis. We 
gave consideration to that.

Q. You are still of the opinion your method of taking them in and trying 
them is still more satisfactory than the other system?—A. Absolutely. We 
get credentials first, but, before we accept the credentials, we know how weak 
the credentials are. A man goes to the foreman of the workshops ; he is tested 
out to see what his quality is and the selection is made from the test of quality-

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Does your department sometimes bring in an individual who is develop' 

ing some idea or theory, in order to encourage him. For instance, I have 111 
mind right now-—is not your department to-day working on an electric moisture 
tester to determine the moisture content in wheat?—A. Mr. Vallance, what 
happened was this. Under the Board of Grain Commissioners there was a young 
fellow of considerable ability, and the Chairman spoke to me and said vve 
might give him advice, and we had him six months, and he perfected the equ'P' 
ment while he was here and we sent him back to his own staff on the Boar1 
of Grain Commissioners, to find out whether it was too fine an instrument v’ 
be used by the rank and file. That process is in use at the moment. The>c 
is another gentleman who is interested in a certain treatment of apple products- 
He had an idea in mind if a certain thing could be done it would be of tren)Cn
dous value in the by-product of apples. I said, “ Are you willing to pay the
price for getting it done.” We said, “If you will pay the price we will sdeCe 
the man.” We have a man working on that problem for this firm. We -1* 
giving him all the help we can for developing this process, but he is taking t1 
responsibility of paying for the investigation.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I suppose you are familiar with the work of the Biological Council 1 

the Government?—A. Yes. j.,
Q. Is there any reason why the work of the Biological Council of Cana 

should not be coupled with the Research Council of Canada?—A. I have am^ 
been in a somewhat embarrassing position, since I came to the Service, 1111 (,j). 
the fear I was trying to bring things under the control of the Research Cou v 
I would make this statement—if we were sorting the organization of our " 
de novo we would never do the way we were doing; we would centralize it111 
one organization.
[Dr. H. M. Tory.]
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Q. y ou would have research into biological matters made by the Biological 
oard? A. Made by the Biological Board, as they have it in England.

Q. The work of the Biological Board is extremely valuable work, the 
ork they have done, but I was wondering if co-ordination would provide 

in p ^ac^^es ’—A- In the first place we have assistant researches. Any man 
Canada that can show us that he is working on a piece of research work 

a is progressing and all he needs is to get equipment, or a junior man to 
, 01, under him, we have made grants to such organizations. I think, last year, 
tjC ia<a 100 researches going on and it only cost us $300 or $400. We helped 
x etP '' ith junior men or equipment. We have given co-operation in research 

°r that is so big it could not be done by an individual.
^ Take the research going on for the last five years in Canada with regard 
s: ril>t in wheat. 1 he department of Agriculture and ourselves had a discus- 
of e °yer ^ anc* we ^ormed a joint committee of one member of the universities 

■ askatchewan and Manitoba; we found the money and gave such additional 
tri'h +S V'6"7 reduircfi 1° the Universities to carry on that work. We have 
stiff to .bring all the persons available in the country that could have some 
bef "ntial ^ought about it and bring in the men to work on it. We have 
Asf uomg that in a score of researches going on to-day. The departments of 
tlir 1CUfUre federal Government and of the western Governments and the
ç Ce ” estera Universities have made a complete survey of weed in Western 
^ nada, for the possible elimination of weeds. That is costing us about $10,000. 
a y ot*lcr Universities of the provinces are putting ten men on the work. Now, in 
t0.(,crA sh°rt time—as a matter of fact the report is going through our press 
in j 0y—we hope to present to that committee a picture of the real situation 
deal'0 Western Provinces regarding the dangers of weeds and with conditions to 
thè pWlth that- Tllcre has been complete co-operation with the Universities, 
ev ederal ( lovemrnent and the department of Agriculture of the provinces, 

erybody paying something to it.

By Mr. Ernst: . . .
> Q. Has there been co-operation between your Council an ^hoard?-A. To this extent-we have asked the Biological B ^ onghe
10U an illustration: An application was made to us to mak ahcad with
n/scolouration of lobsters. The Biological Board vas aske 
that.
a, Q. Tinned lobsters you mean?—A We solved the^ ?t°wa™ worth about
lônol ^n,000. The packers on the Atlan ic c■ j - ^ thing was first done;^00,000 a year. That was the first estimate when the « matter

certainly the fishermen got the advantage of it a yp tQ Montreal;
a as the question of bacteria on fish shipped frome investigation on that 
I t,air. Percentage was going bad. We had a tho g ^ treatcd in that way 
y0l,lnk h cost us 8U500 to do it. We san , discolouration ofIS SS have no further worr>'- . Another thing was tneg ^ ^ ^
a u' ,We made an investigation and we found, to ou ücular localitybacteria that actually lived on salt, and the salt fro , the j and

to our coast carried with it the bacteria which injured the nsn ana it
°ul,l require treatment if that salt were to be usee . éliminât

n . , , . , j -,o a We hive shown a way oi euminat-Q. And you have eliminated it?—A. V\e uaw *ag jt v
Wo We have a number of scholarships. In selecting men for our scholarships 

select a man from each— [Dr H M Toryd
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Before you leave that question of fish, have you not been called into 

consultation with respect to white fish in Manitoba, in Lake Winnipegosis and 
Lake Winnipeg?—A. Our attention has been called to that and we could not 
undertake it until we get into our new laboratories, when we will have equip
ment for dealing with a case of that sort.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I think the question of the fishing industry depends entirely on approved 

and simplified methods. I am very sincere in asking you whether there is a 
connection between the Biological Board and the Research Council? Might 
that not be valuable?—A. If we could co-ordinate, agreeing to work together, 
assigning the tasks, carrying them out, I venture to say we could add to our 
efficiency 33 per cent. I am convinced of that.

By the Chairman:
Q. As a member of the Committee who knows nothing of the situation, 

except what I have heard about it, what is the objection to the affiliation with 
the National Council of any other research organizations in the departments ■ 
What is the objection to it?—A. I suppose it is the objection of established—-

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Established institutions. The Biological Board is responsible to no one’ 

It is not under any Department?—A. We are responsible to the Committee of 
the Privy Council. The Biological Council is responsible to no one; they are 
not under any department or under any council.

By the Chairman:
Q. That seems a remarkable situation, that any public board should be 

in receipt of money paid by the taxpayers and not be responsible to any on6'

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. I think the Doctor will agree as to the Wheat Standards Board. No on® 

has jurisdiction over it?—A. I think they act under an Act of Parliament, but 
they are not responsible to anybody.

Mr. Ernst: The Biological Board ally themselves very closely with the 
Minister of Fisheries, because they deal with fishery problems.

Mr. Vallance: The Wheat Standards Board are responsible to nobody- 
I think the industry agrees they are doing various works in many respects.

The Witness: What you really need in the departments of the government 
are confidence, co-operation and willingness to work together.

By the Chairman:
Q. Are you not more likely to secure that desired result if all the scientihc 

departments were amalgamated or affiliated under some head?

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I think the Doctor does not want to be placed in the position of advoca 

ing bringing these other departments into the National Research Council for fe^ 
they might think it is a personal matter.—A. Whenever we have to tackle f 
problem that touches another field we have to try and bring in men from othe 
departments of the service. We had Dr. Camsell, when he was on the ResearCe 
Council; we hoped there could be goodwill established between us; and we ha' 
done an enormous amount of work together. If we could get away from tl) 
fear of the talk and that sort of thing we could still do more together.
[Dr. H. M. Tory.]
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Mr. Eagleson has just suggested to me vou might be interested in the work 
we did in connection with the Trail Smelter. The Trail Smelter had a case 

1 G1_eGJaSamst ^iem by the state of Washington, for something like $6.000,000 
$7,000,000. A group of scientific men from the United States went into 

- an i •t*ie g°vcrnmcnt was appealed to. Here was a great bm 
th° euL mv°lving an enormous sum of money, so we threw ourselves into 
rpo s( ^m<U we organized a staff and, I think, we brought common sense and 

fon, 0 bear on the problem. The people who were making complaints. 
Ini °a' ,.ot getting $6.000.000. had I think $350,000 given them by the 

Joint Commission unanimously as the award for the damages that 
as ,. een done. That was a very high-class piece of work ; and when we wanted 

0I\a l>roP°pition like this we went straight to the department and 
vJ ,e , d.^be> had anyone to give us, and they had a young man who had com- 
a j ec b,s training, and the training we would give him would be of the greatest 
an l t ^ i !im- ^ e Save it to him for two years. We solved that problem 
nip ’ ^ think, we saved the Canadian company a few million dollars by that 
p cc °, "ork alone. I think we saved more on that than the whole Research 
^uncil cost to date. I am sure of that.

By Mr. Vallance:
ri Q\ ^°ur findings, in any investigation you make, you give free to 
. nadian industries?—A. Perhaps a word of explanation of what we do would 
on In °Tfer‘ Jbere are two ways of viewing the subject, of throwing a scheme 
ten. If a discovery, we will say, is one that requires a large expenditure of 

ney you cannot get a company to go into the development of it, if it is 
bpi 6 °Pen- In that case we have been taking a patent ourselves; the patent 
o ongs to the Government of Canada, the Research Council, or can be handed 

er to anybody only on the approval of the Privy Council. Take the sugar 
tent, where it will be a help to the community at large, we throw it wide 

I en ; everbody has it. Where it would require organization of business to 
ndle, we are considering what is the best way to handle that. In England, 

exactly the same position with their Research Council. If you 
ow it wide open, no one person will go into it, unless he sees he is protected 

P Kig the preliminary stages of his work. The United States have the same 
no blemi they have thrown them all open to everybody. They are considering 
hanri ether tlieY can charge a royalty. I hope some day we will get quite a 
it f.-n0me r°yalty that we will apply to research. That is the way I am hoping 

Wl*I work out.
of ,Q- In your investigation, and in your research, you take in the treatment 
it r' .t?'—A. Yes, wherever there is a business organization. It is only where

?9uires business organization of money to do it. Take the fellow who is 
have jj-8 °n apples> we 8‘ve him space. If he can get anything out of it, he can

By the Chairman:
the S' ** benefits ultimately by the building up of an industry?—A. During 
c°uld ar Austrian magnesite was kept out of this country; during the war we 
pï0vc. n°t get that in from Europe, so we developed some low-grade ores in the 
Plan-.1”00 Quebec, and the moment the war was over, and the Austrian 
\va^ Gslte began to come in again, the whole thing closed down, and an appeal 
°Ptii ” •e I°r. help. It was made to me. Perhaps I might be a little over 
everv Is^lc 1° jumP m and give help if help can- be given. Anyhow, we tackle 
iïivesf-pro.blem. We spent altogether a considerable sum of money on that 
solution. I* was fundamental stuff from the beginning. In the end, we 

p the problem, so that that industry to-day is flourishing. Last year' the
[Dr. H. M. Tory.]
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Canadian Pacific shipment of freight was $100,000 alone. That industry 
on its feet to-day. I was thinking of sending our material to market in England, 
and on this sidé we have entered the American market, in spite of the duties and 
that sort of thing, and we have some of the business of some of the big American 
steel companies, because our product is a better product than the Austrian.

We have been doing a lot of work in grain. We were very lucky in that- 
There was left over about $200,000 from grain overages, and the government 
turned that over to the Research Council, and we have been carrying on 
for the last few years without any charge to the government. It was taken 
from the overages turned over to us and we are using it for research purposes. 
We have practically two large volumes of reports already out. In that work 
we are co-operating with the Department of Agriculture and particularly with 
the Agriculture departments in Western Canada and the universities there.

The Chairman : Are there any other questions from Dr. Tory? On behalf 
of the Committee, Doctor, I wish to thank you very much for coming here. Youi 
evidence, to me, at least, and I am sure to other members, has been extremely 
informative.

Dr. E. S. Archibald, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. You, Doctor, are President of the Professional Institute of the Civd 

Service of Canada?—A. Yes.
Q. And, Doctor, you wish to make some statements to this Committee?"'' 

A. As President of the Professional Institute, I have a brief memorandum which 
I would read and perhaps that will bring out some questions. In introducing 
this memorandum, however, I wish to say how much I have appreciated the 
evidence of Dr. Tory and the emphasis he placed on the qualities of the 
he has so kindly and freely mentioned in the department of Agriculture an1' 
other departments who are doing research, and who co-operate with the research 
council in so many ways. Departmental men in research are really careful^ 
picked ; there should not be any misunderstanding about this. Even though undo 
the Civil Service Act and the Civil Service classification, we very often do 
get the best men in the Service, yet the fact is that all possible care is used ir‘ 
the selection of all technical men such as specialized chemists, plant pa^' 
ologists, etc.

By Mr. Vallance: ,
Q. You direct the Experimental Farms?—A. In my capacity as 

servant, I am Director of Dominion experimental farms, which by the way, bav., 
some 1,800 lines of experimental research going on. In plant pathologist w°r^ 
alone we have more workers than all the other institutions in Canada combiné. 
These are different research services, and Dr. Tory’s committees at all tin^' 
have full co-operation from us assisting in research. Those men are the men " , 
are doing the largest part of plant disease research work in Canada; the ota 
workers being the universities. These men all combine with Dr. Tory on c°’! 
mittees. The men who are doing research work in plant pathology must be . 
best men available, and the greatest trouble we have in developing or hold1 J 
a certain class of men is the matter of classification. This is one of the princ-’P* . 
reasons why we are losing them to the United States or to industry. The * 
classification is the deterring factor, not the machinery for appointments. ^ 1 
it comes to selecting high-class men, in any phase of research work, the v®g"e 
logical and first step taken by the departmental or the branch head is to 
where well trained men are available and to try to induce them to proirdj®,., 
answer Civil Service advertisements. Simultaneously the Civil Service ad'
[Dr. E. S. Archibald.]
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lises in any province or in any country the department wishes. From then on 
the Commission has a Civil Sendee examining board. I do wish to emphasize 
that point, that research men in departments are just as highly valued lor theii 
ability and their training and are just as carefully selected by the heads, bu„ 
with this verv meagre salary classification always as a deterren .

Q. May I take it that your view is you cannot get the best men, t e
best men you want, because the salaries are low A. Tes, no dou •
Beatty Commission acknowledged that. The Beatty Commis ( 
all salaries of professional men. , .

Q. And made a recommendation as a result of the in\ estigat - • •
Q. If the recommendation made by the Beatty Commission t_

effect would it bring about, an improvement in the situation y , • • ,
lined?—A. Very largely. We want a cereal chemist not to ^ “ £ 
research work. ' We have two or three men in our department making a 
analysis, routine chemical work and I wanted a man specially qualiüed 1 
hdn investigations. That position has been advertised four 11 ,b,, ’. (icci(led it 
The Civil Service board has all the representations needed and tl -

^’as unwise again to advertise, under the present classification. needed to
tlon that might exist also in departments where high-class me h
apport the work men are doing in allied lines, experimental work or ^rnaps 
some other phase of work in the department. In that connectio , < j
^lustration of the relative salary classes. The Dominion B° $5 500
uf $3.480. The Beatty Commission recommended a classification p ’ ^
That man is in charge of 11 branch pathological laboratories, o the ^
Research Laboratory' at Winnipeg is one of the largest, but ( I ; botany
^ has a staff at Ottawa. He has all the other phases of a^onomiii 1*>timy, 
fetology, and all the various aspects of botanical investigate > 
bunk it would be humanly possible to replace the prient in a 
effual experience under the classification of $5,000 or $6,000.

By Mr. Bowman: „ . TT ____
n Q. Does he come in a general class of some kind —A. e c 
Lhief.

By the Chairman: „ , ,,________
Q. His recognized maximum is now a littie over $3,480 an^ house
him with a house or give him an allowance. A. n

0. Tse we must add that to the $3,480 maximum?-A. Yes T^e Dominion 
Sjmist, recognized all over Canada and in the Çutod Ste^mOreat Bntam 
£d other countries as one of the leading agncuH-ura are well known

contnb üons tu science, to practical agriculture^ ^ successive years the 
ri j fi salary at the present time of $4,0U • _xrQi niq anDointment
bePartment has been compelled to ask for an annuad re 'Headg'of university
.cause no successor is available at the salary ont we ]iave been

UnahlStr>r dcPartments a11 ov.e,r Caitada hadeeucce^or in agricultural chemistrv 
f able to find even a reasonably well trained success r

r a salary under six or seven thousand dollars.

By the Chairman: • +bere is a note to com-
hD Q- I note in the classification of the Cm ^cre when the presentRation to this position. That it is subject to” ng t0 cut it down? 
lambent relinquishes his office. Does that mean they are g

It means they might cut it down to • qualifications and where
yn, Q- Where you have to get a man w P ... are y0u going to have. y°u have to seek, if men are looking for such a position, ^ | g Archibald ]
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in the ordinary course of events, to make the salary scale such as would appeal 
to the man you want in each individual case and to the party who pays the 
money?—A. Yes.

Q. Then in view of that situation, would it not be better if positions of that 
kind were taken from under this classification altogether? Employees in a 
similar position to those under the National Research Council, where they are 
not bound by the hard and fast rules of the Civil Service Act would and could 
deal with the individual man for the individual job?—A. There must be more 
elasticity in his appointment.

Q. How many key positions would there be in your department?—-A. Just 
in the Experimental Farm alone, not including the Entomological branch, or the 
Health of Animals, we have eight positions that you might call major key 
positions.

Q. Possibly the amalgamation of two or three, under one, in order to have 
a very high-class man at the top might pay eventually?—At the Central Farm 
the heads of each major plant breeding division is outstanding and of world 
recognition. The heads of the Divisions of Chemistry and Botany are equally 
good examples but on the branch farms these are generally trained superin
tendents, and in the branch laboratories it is entirely different. We have 
in the Rust laboratory in Winnipeg a whole string of men, comparatively 
young men who have earned their doctor’s degree, and with the encouragement 
of the Research Council and the encouragement of the Universities they have 
become recognized as the ablest men in wheat rust research anywhere in the 
world, and it is the best organized body of men. These men cannot possibly 
be replaced for their present classification, and, certainly, the senior man at j 
most of our plant diseases laboratories is a key man. So, you see, in the | 
various grades of key men there would possibly be twenty positions, and whether 
or not these should be recognized separately in the Civil Service classification! 
or handled in some other way, is immaterial, as long as there is enough salary 
to hold them and to fill vacancies as occurring with really high classed men.

By the Chairman:
Q. Of course, you appreciate that the subject matter is one with which tin5 

Committee cannot deal?—A. I fully realize that.
Q. The power is now in the Civil Service Commission to initiate tin3 

method. The Beatty Commission has made a recommendation. We are really 
concerned more and have to be concerned more with what statutory amend' 
ments, if any, we should recommend, and not a Board administration?—A. If _ 
have gone a little afield it is perhaps to emphasize the two facts which really 
are under the Act, that so far as most of the departments are concerned evfiF 
care is taken in the selection of high classed men—the high class men as rep1"6' 
sented by the bulk of the members of the Professional Institute, are not second' 
rate men. They are the men who have been doing the work for the Civil Serving 
of Canada, taking the initiative and leadership in engineering work, medic9 
and research in various aspects, and these are the key men on whom the Reseat. 
Council which has put up such an excellent case for the proper evaluation 
good men, are dependent, just as the Government and the people are dépende^ 
on them for high-class work. And they are doing the work. Now, may I 
a memorial?

By Mr. Maclnnis: <
Q. While you are on the question of classification, may I ask a questing 

You maintain that the classification for these key men is too low, and I thJ®h 
from what you said that the Committee agrees with you. Now, what is }U 
obstacle to a reclassification of these positions? Is the obstacle in the C1 
[Dr. E. S. Archibald.]
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Service Commission?—A. No, no, there has been no obstacle in the Civil Service 
Commission. The Civil Service Commission, a year previous to the bringing 
down of the Beatty report, also presented a report to Government, particularly 
emphasizing the necessity for a reclassification of the professional and technical 
positions, particularly of research men in the department. That was set to one 
side as being inadequate, the government, saying that the recommendations 
Were not sufficiently high, which was true; but they were infinitely better than 
existed then and which still exist. It was set aside and the Beatty Commission 
Was appointed, which as you know, presented the Beatty Commission report. 
The Professional Institute, by the way, when the Beatty Commission report was 
brought down—although more or less on solicitation pointed out some of the 
small inconsistencies and errors which were bound to exist in a report of that 
kind and for which machinery was set up for the correction, they emphatically 
recommended to the Government that it implement the application of the Beatty 
Commission report. So that the Civil Service Commission report and the Beatty 
Commission report on reclassification of technical men would have been a dis
tinct step forward, and both of which would have been favourably accepted by 
the professional men.

Q. When was the Civil Service recommendation for reclassification made? 
A. Just a year previous to the Beatty report.

Q. When did the Beatty report come in?—A. The year before last—1929.
Q. Here we have a peculiar situation. The Civil Service Commission are 

a greed that the classification is too low, and the Government, evidently, are 
Agreed that the classification is too low, and yet the classification remains where 
T was before the recommendation was made?—A. Minus a 10 per cent cut, sir.

The Chairman : Because, in the meantime, it became very necessary, in 
®.rder to carry on the business of this country, that very heavy additional taxa
tion should be imposed upon the public. I imagine that is the reason why 
Prompt consideration was not given to put into effect the recommendations of 
lbe Beatty Commission.

The Witness: But you recognize then, gentlemen, that these professional 
and technical men, many of whom could have gone to the United States Depart- 
?}ents or to Canadian or American universities, but decided to stick with the 
blg field of opportunity in Canada, have been carrying that 10 or 5 oi -0 per 
^ent cut for a number of years. There has not been a complaint, or a whimper 
,roin any of the technical men regarding the 10 per cent cut as a patriotic move, 
'T they do recognize that the 10 per cent cut, and a great deal more, has been 

|arried by them as compared with salaries in other institutions in Canada and 
°ntside for many years.

Bv Mr. Vallance: , ,T , ,, -,
, Q. I do not know whether the question is pertinentjor not War» y. 1 am 
Interested in agriculture and its developments. If it hto have up until now- 
t carry on your department, paying the salai îes that you h* am afraid'I must mention this—in going through the estimates n ced that
°Ur estimate is particularly slashed this ycarV~ \ ?ant you to answer if it is 

Q. How do you propose to carry on. 1 do not w a y 
Pertinent. Naturally, I noticed that—
Mr. Ernst: I doubt whether the question is in order.
Mr. Vallance: I do not care. I will ask it at some time w en 1 is. 

tt„. Tho Witness: May 1 oBe, the othermgteand
S>g theTas™e^yeV»T8TnceCth” Arthur' Young and the Griffenhagen reports 

brougta downier departments have had upward

<9322- -24
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ing that the departmental heads were by no means satisfied that their technical 
and professional men were being fairly dealt with. Nor was it fair in the 
departments to hold men under such low classifications. Agriculture was the 
only one, in all the technical groups, that did not benefit in any way. And so 
there have been men in all the sciences pertaining to agriculture who have beeD 
carrying a double handicap for the past ten or twelve years as compared with 
the men in other branches—other technical men in the service, and all of them 
as compared with technical men in other services.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In other words, the technical men in the agricultural service are lower 

paid than technical men in similar positions in other departments?—A. Yes. 
have in agriculture a very high percentage of our men with their doctor’s degree® 
in science, and these men receive from 10 to 15 or 20 per cent, less than men 1,1 
similar academic qualification often with less responsibilities and less potent^1 
earning power to the people of Canada.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You have our sympathy, but we have not much to do with it 

A. I fully realize that. Pardon me for digressing. I did want to state the faC, 
that there are high class men in this service that are not half appreciated aI,'( 
that were carefully picked, and we have tried to fill the vacancies as occurrij1- 
when it is possible. The only great stumbling block is not the machinery l0 
filling the position ; it is the classification.

By the Chairman:
Q. When you say filled what do you mean, by whom?—A. The departmeao
Q. I thought these positions were all filled bv the Civil Service Commissi0

—A.

Serv
of the department?—A. Yes. ^

Q. So that they really have no say in the matter at all, except that if 
some reason or other the Department was making some recommendation wb1 
was ostensibly inadequate they might oppose it?—A. Of course, there is L ; 
full machinery for filling positions, whether by open advertisement, prom01* 
or otherwise. r; !

Q. What I am trying to get at is this: We have gone along for some ye.^g| 
under the impression that we had, in this country, the much vaunted compel 
merit system whereby the Civil Service Commission, by a process of examinatleed 
always secured the appointment of the man best qualified, and that they exer uee(i 
their discretion in selecting that man. Now, since this Committee has v 
sitting, and from matters I have heard, it would appear that the depart1110 ^ 
have a tremendous lot to say—the departmental head has a tremendous 1°; ;1( 
sav—as to who is to be selected. I am not objecting to it; I am trying to 
the facts. Your intimation would seem to bear out that fact, would it not 
A. To a certain degree. I will say this, that when the Boards are called; ^ 
department has one, or perhaps two, representatives, the Civil Service C 
mission has two representatives, and the returned men have their represents ^ | 
and, if they are highly technical positions, almost invariably Dr. Whitto ^ 
Dr. Boyle, or someone else from the Research Council, or someone fro**1 -ty 
Mines branch, or the Biological branch, of some other department or univ'e Y-r 
—McGill, Toronto, Queen’s—are called on very frequently for another ,0* jd 
sentative—in other words, an independent technical man in that particular y 
Now, I will say this : I attend all of the Boards for the Dominion Expert0 
[Dr. E. S. Archibald.]

Yes, on the request of the department, sir. . ,jj
Q. Again we get down to the plain, ordinary, every-day faj-t that the C1' 
ice Commission does fill these positions, at the request and recommends'1
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0 arrn ^or technical men. I do not leave it to anyone else. I get assistance, 
thpCRUrSe’ 'n reviewing anything which must be reviewed either previous to 
g .J,oar^ °.r niter the Board from my own technical officers, but at none of the 
ivof. meetings has the machinery of the Civil Service Commission been in any 

y an obstruction in picking the best men. 
tj. Thank you.
The "Witness: Now, Mr. Chairman, may I read this memorial quickly? 

By Mr. Bowman:
beenS ^,as pivii Service Commission been of much assistance, if it has not 

an obstruction? No, I will not ask that question of you.
The Chairman: It is hardly fair.

\ve J?16. Witness: I can say it has been of assistance, but I do say that when 
field h lnt° higher classes of men the Department must first survey the 

’ ecause we alone know where these highly technical men may be found.
By Mr. Bowm.an:

fron^ can see where the technical men are in an entirely different position 
A. From clerical and stenographic positions, absolutely.

16 Chairman: They are in a class by themselves, 
he Witness: Now, if I may, I will read my memorial :—

The professional Institute of the Civil Service of Canada was formed 
Jn 1920 to promote the welfare of its members, to maintain high pro- 
essional standards, and to enhance the usefulness of the service to the 

hyhlic- Our motto is “ We Serve the State,” and our aim, to serve it 
" hole-heartedly and with the maximum of efficiency.

Our organization numbers some 1,300 members from all parts of 
y-anada, embracing 33 professional groups as shown in the Appendix. 
Approximately 70 per cent of the professional and technical personnel 
01 the service is included.

The Professional Institute wishes to present the following points for 
e consideration of the Select Special Committee:—

1. The Institute has always approved of, and supported the prin- 
ffiie embodied in the Civil Service Act, and now wishes to reaffirm its 
inswerving belief in the merit svstem of appointments to and promotions 

ln the Public Service.
V , 2a wou*d strongly recommend more elasticity in the Civil Ser- 
ah°e ,unc*er Proper safeguards, to enable officers to take leave of 

with pay, or to accumulate holidays for the purpose of pursuing 
st-graduate studies or undertaking departmental research work at 
«rational institutions. Such a policy would result in increasing the 

th Cle/lc^r °t the professional and technical men of the service, who would 
ty qi Us he enabled to keep abreast of progress.

D mentioned that, privilege and found it very important.
q By Mr. Maclnnis:

[j'at ariin 'n Principle that privilege would be very desirable, the difficulty 
", •'Oiig n"cs 18 that it can be very easily abused, if you have not an extremely
s -NTevp f)11 head who will censor every case on its absolute merits?_
"'tap jtheless, sir, I think the possible wastage and abuse would be very 
s'^Uirio' *t that with men all of high standard academically and ail
l^tej ^Post-graduate work and actually taking,' to the university or to the 

1'0blemsSeareh institution in Great Britain, or wherever it may be, the research 
8 °f the departments on which they were working and for which they 

5322 24j [Dr- E. S. Archibald.]
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were responsible, that the possibility under those safeguards is very small; 
and if the branch chief, or the departmental head, cannot safeguard the Gov
ernment under those circumstances and allow that much elasticity, then surely 
there is something radically wrong. I know absolutely that we have lost high- 
class men, men some of whom have had Research Council scholarships and 
promised to develop into real key men—we have lost them to the Experimental 
Farms’ Biological service simply because they could not pursue their post
graduate work with a very little assistance, and when they were actually taking 
the department work to the university or to some sister Research Institute.

By the Chairman:
Q. All of which, Doctor, comes back to what has been expressed before, 

that the deputy head or departmental head should have a tremendous amount 
of say—I use that for want of a better word—in determining which man o* 
several applicants is the most suitable man for a particular position which is 
available at that time?—A. With privileges when appointed.

Q. That is what I mean?—A. “ We recommend that section 13 of the Civil | 
Service Act be amended to permit permanent appointments to be made at ® 
higher rate of pay than the minimum of the class, where the public interest 
would be served to better advantage.”

We have, within my recollection, in my branch, lost the opportunity °. 
bringing back to our service men who had formerly reached the maximum °* 
their position. To bring the mback into the same positions they would have to 
right down to the minimum. They would not go to the minimum; they dj 
not ask to be taken back at the maximum. Some intermediate point worn 
have brought these men back to the work.

We believe in the principle that all promotions should carry wit" 
them an increase in salary which is frequently lacking owing to ovefi 
lapping salary ranges. We recommend therefore that promotions show1 
involve a stepping-up to the next higher rate in the new salary class-

Q. That was developed quite fully by the Commission.—A. I might say th-1* 
we had this prepared or roughed out before much of that evidence was given

We strongly recommend the repeal of the Order in Council of 18/*’ 
which imposes the cost of removal expenses upon a civil servant accept" 
a promotion in another part of the country. It is our opinion that t*1 
public interest is unfavourably affected by this regulation.

Mr. Ernst: I did not know there was such an Order.
The Witness: The old Order still persists. It is obsolete but it still ig *y 

existence. If we have two plant pathologists, say, in the university laboratÇk, 
at Edmonton, and if we desire to move one to Ottawa to a position of sen1 
pathologist, he may be at the maximum of his class, but he comes into * 
minimum of the other class, which means practically no salary increase f°r,, 
year, and yet he has to pay his removal expenses. Yet, if the Government traR, 
ferred him as a plant pathologist they would pay his expenses. It is rea 
detrimental to proper promotion.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Was that taken up in 1924 also?—A. Yes. yeS, |
Q. And was it the opinion then that that should have been altered?—A- 

We endorse the recommendation made by Dr. Roche that ret 
leave be replaced by a gratuity, thus obviating the necessity of P1 
longed vacancies. (Minutes of Evidence, page 6). ,gjj

[Dr. E. S. Archibald.]
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We recommend that Civil Service Regulation No. 73 be amended so 
as to permit retiring leave to be based on aggregate service instead of 
continuous service, as at present. This could be affected by substitution 
of the word “ continually” for “continuously.”

W'e view with disfavour the appointment of temporary employees to 
positions which are obviously permanent in character.

We favour the establishment of a permanent Parliamentary Com
mittee on the Civil Service, as suggested by Mr. Foran in his evidence 
before this committee on Thursday, March 17 (Minutes of Evidence 
page 94).

We realize that the present is not an opportune time to urge increases 
in classification, but we request that as soon as economic conditions per
mit, the recommendations of the Beatty Commission with regard to the 
technical and professional service be implemented. In the meantime the 
Civil Service Commission might be instructed to prepare for the adoption 
of these recommendations.

We consider that where the Civil Service Commission is aware of the 
existence of anomalies or dicrepancies in the organization or classification 
of any department it should be incumbent upon the Commission to 
notify the department of the fact and to offer co-operation towards adjust
ment.

By the Chairman:
n Q- We think that exists now under the Statute?—A. Yes. It exists under 
ro ^t£)tute, but the Civil Service Commission is not at all active in assuming its 
esponsibility in that regard.

In conclusion, we would reiterate that it is the firm conviction of the 
Professional Institute that the matter of government appointments and 
promotions should remain in the hands of the Civil Service Commission 
according to the provisions of the Civil Service Act. We believe that the 
best interests of the public service would be served by the establishment 
of the closest co-operation between the departments and the Commission, 
so that the deputy minister’s intimate knowledge of his department may 
be utilized to the best advantage.

ïç Q- Doctor, I simply cannot reconcile in my mind the last statement you 
t0J from your memorandum with the spoken statement which you gave here 
sa'Qay in answer to questions. In its final analysis somebody must have the 

as to whom ought to be appointed to any particular position. Now, in your 
statement you say this ought to be left with the Civil Service Commission?
Under the existing Act and regulations.

U- Under the existing Act and regulations. If I conceive your prior state
's vT8 fr was that the departmental heads are in a better position to know who 
CQ?|os.t suitable to fill these highly technical positions than the Civil Service 
I mission. How on earth can you reconcile the two statements?—A. I think 
of n° your viewpoint, sir. Where we have, however, parallel positions with men 

fraraUel scientific training in two different departments, if there were not some 
vervns °f standardizing under a common Act one departmental deputy might 

y easily have men—
ti0ll Standardizing in what rsepect?—A. In as far as evaluation to classifica-

a jQ- I should think that the only thing in the world you could not do with 
pew,1!11 in a highly technical position is to standardize either the man or the 
a tn.'011' I understand it, for these highly technical positions, you require 
Cat]411 wh° 18 above the standard—everybody has a certain degree of qualifi- 

011 when he leaves the university he has either gradtiated in science, or
[Dr. E. S. Archibald.]
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in law from a law school, or medicine from a medical college. I cannot see 
your point on standardization?—A. Perhaps the word was incorrectly chosen, 
but a classification within which men of similar scientific attainment might be 
paid.

Q. Yes. But I am not thinking of pay and I am not thinking in ternn= 
of classification; I am thinking in terms of obtaining for the public service o’ 
this country the best men available where we can?—A. For senior, inter
mediate and junior positions alike?

Q. No. I do not want to bother you with the ordinary positions of clerk 
and all that?—A. I am speaking of technical and professional men.

Q. Say technical and professional men in your own field. Who is in 9 
better position to judge the most suitable men in those positions, the depart' 
mental head or some of the officials of the departments who are familiar wit*1 
the position and the qualification of the men required and all that sort of thing’ 
or a Commisison, aloof and apart? Who is going to determine it on the be9t 
basis?—A. Obviously the department knows its men.

Q. Then, if the department—and by that I presume you mean depad' 
mental head because I presume he reflects the views of the department^1 
the departmental head is in the best position to select the man, then how d° 
you reconcile that with the view you have stressed that a system wherebh 
theoretically at least, it is left to the Commission to determine, should be endorse 
by your organization? That is what is bothering me?—A. Our interprétât!0!1 
of the Act, sir, is that the department has a full voice in the promotion an* 
in the selection.

Q. At the present time?—A. Yes, through the Civil Service Commissi°ns 
Now, all the other various factors which come under the Civil Service Act 9 
to holidays and leave, they naturally apply to all of the service, and t*1^ 
selection of these men under the Civil Service Commission brings them into 111 ^ 
with all the routine to carrying on under the regulations of the Civil SerV’1 
Act. ,e

Q. But so far as getting the men most suitable for the position at 1 
present time, you think that, under the present system, the Department re9 jy 
has full say and full scope to get the man whom they think is the best quail’1 e ^ 
—A. So far as my personal experience is concerned, we have had the fu* ^ 
co-operation from the Civil Service Commission, and no hindrance whatever 
the securing of the best men available. a

Q. Thank you. That clarifies something that has been bothering nie 
good bit.

By Mr. Maclnnis: v

Q. Following, and possibly getting to the root of the questions asked . 
the Chairman, if you will pardon me, the Civil Service Commission was 
appointed because the departments were incapable of choosing the best 119 gy 
I assume that the Civil Service Commission was appointed not because ^ 
were incapable, but because it was not generally done. Is not that really 
foundation of the whole thing? You do not need to answer that.

By Mr. Ernst •

Q. In the lower classes?—A. In the lower classes.
Q. You would scarcely say that applied to the technical classes?—A- 

I do not think it would apply to the technical service.
Mr. MacInnis: We are talking about appointments. y
The Chairman: I was only questioning Dr. Archibald so that there 

be no misunderstanding with regard to technical and professional nae” 
technical and professional positions.
[Dr. E. S. Archibald.]
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^acInnis: We will come back to that. The deputy of the depart- 
question n°*" ®cnera^y selected because of his technical understanding, of any

The Chairman: Oh, ves.
Mr. MacInnis: Oh, no.
Mr. Ernst: He has assistants.

t0 MacInnis: Of course, he has assistants, provided he is wise enough 
^ouiri j V1Ce assistants ; but at the same time, the ideal Commission
of .1 D(r one that had wisdom enough to use the intelligence and knowledge
denr,,!? departments and strength enough to resist the encroachments of the 

Partnients when necessary.
n°t?Tl\v^ I,TNESS:. ^11 d both of these points are covered by the Act, are they 
official ti t believe, and may I make this statement as a departmental 
as aj| ’ tllat tiie Civil Service Commission, by probably assuming more initiative 
in» +i°" j un(ler the Act, could be a much stronger co-operative factor in help- 

department than it is. That is, there is not the close bond of co- 
tlVe assistance that there might be.

By Mr. Chevrier:
e, k?ow the system that prevails at the present time for the appoint- 

they °u ^'clinical men. That has been a point of difficulty all along as to whether 
than ,, uld be appointed on the recommendation of the deputy minister rather 
With h 01, the recommendation of the Civil Service Commission, in conjunction 
tiertnj le deputy minister. Now, you have cleared up in my mind that point to a 
A. j 11 extent. Were you in the service under the operation of the 1908 Act?-

eame into the service in 1912 
> Then it was the old Act?-
Q- I wonder if you remember the operation of Section 20 in the old Act?A. Yes.

rp, i wonder if you *■ . , n jt was something like..hat had regard to the appointment of technical n • practice, because
.-and I want your view on the old practice a . ' ent of technical men— "at is the point that is always coming up in the aPP ld and selected a man 
^"der tile old Act the deputy minister went out into lifications, and if the
ond then the Civil Service Commission passed upon n 4 ^ for the position,
plvd Service Commission were satisfied that lie was H ‘ A. l did not havea ey issued a certificate. Do you remember ia P then.
ny intimate association with it. I was a dmsiona ^ for the election of

Q. That gave much more power to the deputy i which one of the two 
,ve technical men. Having those two systems m m , Institute, I would 

you prefer?—A. Well, as President of the Professionarcely care to express an opinion. do want to answer it.
Q- Maybe so; but an individual view. -Vln> ■ , d •„ a Verv difficult

p The Chairman: We realize that the witness is P'acca 
Sltion; he is a civil servant himself. , m;nd giving you an

lfaThe Witness: As a departmental chief, I do not »■»

By Mr. Chevrier: ilt works well with the
c Q- Let us go back to the present system. ^ -

operation of the Civil Service Commission : • salary?—A. Yes.
Q- And that the difficulty is as to the question - were increased to, say, 

if the ranges of salary for these tech a l m help you along inC1 the Beatty Commission had recommended, would
selection of these men?—A. Oh, yes. Yps it would remove our

dig. % Would it remove all of this difficulty? Y Yes.Culty. [Dr. B. S. Archibald.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You were going to say something, as the head of a department?—A. As 

the head of a department, I do not mind saying that as long as the deputy and 
the chiefs of branches are in harmony, that the deputy is prepared to leave to the 
chief of the branch in question the surveying of the field for highly qualified 
men, whether or not there is a letter of application to the deputy or to the 
Commission, or whether there is no letter it is immaterial as long as you have 
that field of men to pick from. I am speaking as a departmental official—if we 
had the proper classification, there is nothing in the Civil Service Act and there 
is certainly nothing in our relationship with the Civil Service Commission, 
which would preclude the possibility of our inducing those 5, 6, 7 or 8 highly 
qualified men to apply to the Commission, and as the voice of the Depart
ment on the examining board. I would have just the same power of selecting 
the best men as though the Civil Service Commission did not come into the 
picture at all, and the Deputy Minister had sanctioned my selection. The 
personal relation exists there, but the harmonious condition which does exist 
between my branch of the department, the Experimental Farms Branch, and 
the Civil Service Commission is not in any way an obstruction in getting the 
best men to apply.

By the Chairman:
Q. No; but I suppose you are still affected by this hard and fast rule that 

your best man might put in an application one day too late and they would 
write back and say, “you cannot even be admitted to examination because y»lj 
are a day late.”—A. We have had no trouble in that connection. They W»1 
take delayed applications. There have been one or two cases where there haB 
been a delay between the finding of the Board and the signature of the Co»1' 
missioners, whereby the best man has been lost.

Q. How many years have you been in the service?—A. Twenty years.
Q. Have you ever had a case come to your attention where a man who w»s 

highly qualified for a position was refused to be examined because his app»' 
cation came in a day after the time set by the open competition advertisement- 
—A. No. And repeatedly, when the Board of which I happened to be chose11 
as a member made a preliminary survey of the candidates, and four or fiv® 
of the men whom I had practically secured promises from to apply were fou»^ 
not to be there, the Civil Service Commission quickly and readily agreed to 9 
delay and to the acceptance of the late applications.

Q. That would seem a very sensible thing to do?—A. In other words, sT 
so far as I, in my departmental capacity am concerned, the Examination BranÇ1’ 
has always done everything it could to help us pick the best men, whether 1,1 
junior positions or intermediate or senior, or getting into real key positi°lP 
higher up.

The Committee adjourned until Wednesday, April 6, at 11 a.m.

[Dr. E. S. Archibald.]



House of Commons,

April 6, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into anddaPgenerally the adminis- 
control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, ge 2 - Mr.
Ration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 
Lawson presiding.

J- C. G. Herwig, called and sworn.

By the Chairman: representative of the
n Q. Mr. Herwig, whom do you represent?—A. 1 amCanadian Legion of the British Empire Service . 1 » Committee on behalf of 
., Q. You wish to make some representations to'this ?__A. Yes, sir.tke Canadian Legion of the British Empire Se would like to

v Q. Will you proceed?—A. I am not sure whether or not hear something about our organization nrst—vnoi tiye 0f the Canadian
> Q. I think we know that. A ou are the I - , Qut the organization? Legion?_A. Yes. Do you wish to know any detail . ^ature of your orgam- 

Q. I do not think we need it. We know- what then The ex.service men, 
Zation is and all about it; some of us are members ot . - .q the federal field
Slhce they have returned from overseas, have been 1. „ d to Canada. I am not 
of service. I suppose some 500,000 ex-service men ercnce established under 
S,Ure of the figure; but even if there had been no P haye thought of the 
^ Civil Service Act, ex-service men would natitfaj^^ However they 

ivil Service as a field for employment an which has been included inJ,We a special interest in it, in view of the preference q{ re.establish-
ttle Act. They regard the preference, of course, as .g more than that,
?ent, and perhaps a little more. ïn some respec - fir a reward for service. 
>ecause it is more or less in the nature of a gift, PeI?‘ 1 ’ f the Justice depart- 
* think that view has been supported by an °pm do not attempt to

So, in talking about the preference at this t - attacks that may ,ffend it in any way; we simply accept it as a lac , ' km ^ to its operation 
. We been made upon it are probably expressions o op perhaps I could
^d. effect which may or may not be borne oi t > it In regard to the 
oake a few statements regarding the preference as obgervers 0f the merit 
sw1 Service Act, ex-service men have been C fi d of their preference. 
lst,em. They regard the merit system as th® ™-n a few figures about the 

erhaps, at this time, it might be a good thing top service. I have some 
c "'her of ex-service men who have been aPP?in . Commission. From the 
i^res that have been supplied by the Civil S ® i ing the figures I have 
g1 of October, 1918, until the 30th of June, 1930 compn 
n this block, 38,381 ex-service men have been appom

of
By Mr. Ernst:

Q- Out of how many appointments altogether?—A. 
1 Ppointments, during that period, of 91,770.

Out of a total number

By Mr. Bowman:
sUbso From October 1, 1918?—A. To June 6, 1929. I have some figures for 

"huent years up to 1921, but they have not been co-ordinated yet.
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. I may say that the returns we have here give us the details of all 

appointments of returned soldiers from 1925 to 1931, and there is a compilation 
of them?—A. If that is the case, probably I am correct in saying that roughly 
there may have been over 100,000 appointments of all classes and probably 
about 40,000 returned soldiers. I am not sure of that. In other words, about 40 
per cent of all the appointments in the service, since the preference has been 
introduced, are ex-service men. Of that number there has been a total of 3,477 
disabilities, or, let me add, disability cases who have been appointed under a 
disability clause. In other words, approximately three and one-half per cent 
of these employees include that type of appointment. The figures I have on 
permanents, if you have them, perhaps I will not need to mention them.

Q. We have them from 1925 to 1931?—A. Are they classified as permanents, 
temporaries and so on?

Q. Yes.—A. The point I want to make there is: The permanent man, we 
regard him as having been re-established ; of any person who has had a 
temporary appointment you cannot say that.

Q. There is one point in connection with returned soldiers’ preference that 
I am interested in. I have received quite a number of letters from individual 
returned soldiers, both prior to and since this Committee started its work, and 
some of them seem to complain very much about the nature of the preference. 
I am not now dealing with the question of whether or not there should be 8 
preference. There seems to be a little doubt in that regard—but as to the nature 
of the preference. Section 29, subsection 2 of the Civil Service Act provides:''

The Commission shall prepare and maintain a special list of persons 
in receipt of pensions by reason of their services in the war who

(а) have from causes attributable to such service lost capacity f°r 
physical exertion to an extent which makes them unfit efficiently 
pursue the avocations which they were pursuing before the war;

(б) have not been successful re-established in some other avocatioDi 
and

(c) desire to be placed on such list.
Now, these letters coming to me would indicate that a number of returned 
men feel that the man who is in receipt of a pension should not have a prefe1'' 
ence over the chap who is not in receipt of a pension because, they say, 111 
many cases, a. man who is already in receipt of a pension, on which they exisb 
has that supplemented by obtaining a salary. Now, may I take it that the con' 
sidered view of your organization is that the preference should remain as 
now is and should not be extended?—A. That is the disability preference? .,

Q. Yes?—A. Yes. Taking in all the factors and considering it from 8 
angles, we think it should remain. .

Q. And if there is a view amorig returned men such as I have expressed, it 
a minority view?—A. I think so.

Q. So far as the organized returned men are concerned?—A. Yes. I thh* 
generally speaking, that introduces what we may call the economic factor. 
a man with a pension secures a position by reason of his disability where8” 
there may be a good qualified returned soldier who is out of a job and has 
family to support. Questions arise there. There is no doubt about it. A1*1 
like nearly all laws, there are some exceptions, which are hardships.

Q. But there is no question about the fact that your organization, as 8 
organization, is in favour of the maintenance of this preference?—A. Absolutely 
sir. Perhaps I should mention some of the figures here in regard to pension0 " 
in a general way. There are about 66.000 pensioners in Canada. I think abo 
5,000 of those are in other countries, which would leave about 60,000 rough - 
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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Pensioners in Canada. Of that number about 6,000 are in classes 1 
Per cen* to 100 per cent. These men might be referred to as being 

^ most unemployable. There is another figure between 6 and 17 who have a 
„ asiderable disability but are capable of some employment. They represent 
j igure of 35 000.. Now, we cannot very well say that these fellows should not 

employed, but in order to become employed they must have some assistance 
of a,v86, f0. emPi°yeri generally speaking, wishes to undertake the charge 
em 'j lsa ) pd men and we feel that the Government, being the largest 

p°\er in the country, should take cognizance of that problem. They 
thpS?J,n ,16 disability preference. Now, in working out the different'cases, or 
bp „■ cu. ies in Putting the preference into effect, we think some latitude might 
For 1,Vm reÇard to cases of that kind to the Commissioners—some discretion, 
for mstanCif,’. * can recall a case, in Saskatoon, where caretakers were wanted 
tak- nC" Puhhc buildings. Several ex-service men, married with families, were 
coni'1 fv temP°rarily, I presume under the thirty day clause. When the 

! Petition was held some single disability cases passed the examination 
feii Wcnt to the head of the list and were appointed in place of those other 
nior(''? i _ow’ naturally, we did not like that very much. We think that is 
Servi °r 6SS a hardship. It is placing the heavy burden on the married ex- 
ebipof0 Tarî, aPd some way could be found to get around that we would not 
be^ ■at a*1 ^ but in a general way, we think the disability preference should

By Mr. Chevrier: • • ^924 before the
^ Q. Mr. Herwig, the same kind of evidence was gi MacNeil wentParliamentary Committee of that date?-A. Yes. I think Mr.
lnto the question. . . ... there been any improve-

Q. Now, since 1924—that is in eight yea ,, ‘ fi2Ures more or less, speak 
*nent in the returned soldiers case?—A. I suppose the ^ ured employment in
i')r themselves. Out of 60,000 odd pensioners, 3,000 y roughly speaking,
the government service and only about, I think 1 . ?
Perhaps 2,000 have been appointed permanently. , came into effect.

Q Si„=c 1924?—A No, since 1922 when thepreferei« but , think
Q. I agree with the system of the retuine expressed it in 1924, and Ithat I have some doubts about the wisdom, ]ust as -1 ^ of granting the

exPress it now—I still have some doubts as to mpared to the returned 
Preference to the disabled man who draws a pension ^ aiake my point plain. 
Soldier who draws no pension and has dependents, n thgn and repeat again, 
t.am not arguing against the preference, because, as to submit whatever
that it is whollv within the jurisdiction of the return ting preference to the 
they want. But I still cannot see the reason for u, < nsionable man with 
Pensioned man without dependants as against U*T? . M j say something
dependants; but if it is your will, “thy will be don®m Nation for a degree of 
^ that point? The pension is granted as a tion__
Usability. Now, you take a man with an arm a P tensioners have obtained 

Q. I agree to that; but I have seen cases here * Quite true. When the 
a Preference as against a starving non-pensioner. • thing to administer. 
Economic factor enters into it, the preference is a very

By Mr. Vallance:
k, Q- I am quite familiar with the case you referred to in Saskatoon, and I 
tv w that it did exist with men there—married men who had been m the service 
ttw1 1915 to the end of the war, but had no disability, were displaced by single 
C i 7ho had a disability. I know the case and think in that case there were 

( S‘‘ips. I am glad vou mentioned that fact because there was a feeling that
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.l
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if something could be done to prevent a recurrence of that, I think it would be 
desirable?—A. In that particular case we wrote to the Commissioners asking 
whether they had any discretion in that matter and, of course, they had not.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Perhaps you cannot answer this question, and perhaps you can answer 

it only partially : Where there are married men applicants, who are ex-service 
men but who have no disability, and a single man who has a disability, would 
you have any objection to going as far as to allow them to rank equally, as to 
preference as between themselves, and simply rate them on ability?—A. I 
think not.

Q. Would you have any objections?—A. I would like to see the economic 
factor considered. I think all returned men want that done.

Q. I will not say the whole way. I am only taking them on equal competitive 
basis to the extent of the disability preference. The man who has not a disability, 
may have a large family to support. I, too, have seen instances of it. Would 
the returned soldiers organizations object to placing them on an equal competitive 
basis, maintaining the preference as against those who are not ex-service men?— 
A. Of course, I would not be in a position to answer that.

Q. It is only going half-way?—A. Yes.
Q. To meet the economic situation?—A. I do not know that the situation 

arises very frequently. It arises, of course, in times of stress like these; but, 
generally speaking, it does not arise very often.

Q. Of course, if you just gave the preference to married men I can see that 
a single man might get married and make application.

The Chairman : That might be a laudable action.
Mr. Ernst: That is, if there are any ex-service men who are still single.

By Mr. Bowman: ,
Q. Of course, there are a few cases, like the case referred to at Saskatoon, 

and they give rise to a great deal of criticism, particularly in hard times like 
these, and they have a reaction, I think, against those things which you are so 
anxious to maintain?—A. Our own organization—that is the branch concerned^ 
of course, were very much opposed to it.

Q. I think if there could be some relaxation of the rule, or some rights give11 
to the Commission, to exercise discretion that might help some?—A. We believe 
a little discretion there would not be out of the way.

Mr. Ernst: Some rule could be applied. I can see where it might help the 
situation.

By the Chairman:
Q. Apparently you do not wish to make a definite answer to Mr. Ernst s 

question as to whether or not a married veteran should not rank equally l0' 
preference with a non-married disabled veteran?—A. No.

Q. Has that question been considered by the Legion?—A. Not in that WW 
sir, no. When we discuss questions of that kind, a lot of the Legion members’ 
the majority of them, are potential applicants for positions in the service, an ’ 
in a general way, they do not like the situation as it is; but it is pretty difficU 
to suggest a remedy.

Q. May I ask when was this question of disability preference last eo
sidered by the Dominion or Provincial command of the Legion?—A. Well,
not think—I will put it this way—I do not think it ever had any exhaust!'
rhcnnQ.cirvn of omr rvm.m i nn .pnnwnfinn Kanonco if. xxtqq crpnprn llv idiscussion, at any Dominion convention, because it was generally 
There was no voice raised at our conventions against it, but we get it thro 
the various cases such as the Saskatoon case.
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Mr. Herwig, I want to ask you two or three questions regarding the 

organization and its members. How many members has the Legion to-day in 
Canada?—A. We have an enrolled membership of 115,000, about,

Q. And what other returned soldiers’ organizations are there?—A. There 
18 the Army and Navy Veterans and the Amputations Association.

Q, That last one only takes in cases of amputation; it is comparatively 
hrnited in scope?—A. Very limited.

Q. Amongst your 115,000 members, how many are disabilities?—A. I could 
n°t say; but I imagine there would be a very large proportion of them.

Q. They are actual disabilities—that is in receipt of a pension or perhaps 
applicants for pension?—A. Well, yes, a lot of them would be.

Q. Many of those who are not actually classed as disabilities to-day are 
Applicants for pension?—A. Yes.

Q. Probably the preponderating voice in the Legion itself is the voice of the 
disabled men?—A. I would not like to say that. I could not define that as such, 
t hat is what you might call almost imponderable.

Q. I know that is not true in the local branch to which I belong? A. I 
hink if there have been there would be a great number of resolutions affecting 
118 Particular situation—defending it.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Hardly defending it?—A. Defending the preference Mr. Bowman. 
Q. You mean the preference for— A. The disability pre erence.

By Mr. Ernst:
,Con 9- I have had resolutions on the returned soldiers’ preference, but I am 
of tilnced that many of the Legion members do not understand the true nature 

o preference?—A. That is quite true. We have found that. 
cnce? / *lcy think that every returned soldier is equal in the matter of prefer- 

■~-A. As a matter of fact, every disability has not got the preference, 
tj. No.

By the Chairman: ftled with the Clerk of the
Q. I notice in the resolutions which you have resoiution No. 2 con-committee, and of which I received a copy in the mail, reborn 

cmdes as follows:— . , , , ,

Therefore be it resolved that this ““'“Sere^MW acctdeTand 
against any alteration or modification m the l
as granted by parliament in 1921. , , XT.

^hen was that resolution passed?-A. That was passed last August at. g a

{ Q. Was that by resolution of the Dominion convention.o A_ Bycr^olution
the Dominion convention. All those resolutions are ^

Solutions.

By Mr. Eni^t. Dominion Command of
the tQ' How long would it: take y0Uf onhdon which would be authoritative?-A. 
. e Legion and get an expression of opinion wme
1 executive would have no

rV^Th^mW^^rcïmionl-A. Yes, individual opinions on the 

Peration of the preference. [Mr j c G Herwig-]
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Q. May I go a step further. In regard to the situation as explained, I have 
no doubt that inside of two weeks, across Canada, you could get opinions from 
practically every branch of your Legion?—A. Yes. I suppose you could do it 
by telegram.

Q. And I suppose you would not get those opinions by sending them a special 
resolution with a request to pass it?—A. We agree that in the operation of this 
disability preference there are many anomalies, when you look at it from a 
human standpoint, and we would welcome some change which would not, when 
you get a bona fide disability case, disqualify a man who needs the job and needs 
re-establishment. We would like to see that man taken care of, and preference 
given in a case of that kind.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. How could you do that under the present regulations, unless the 

representatives of the soldiers were instructed that if the appointment was made 
by the Commission, in a case such as you mentioned, they could exercise their 
discretion? Otherwise, I fail to see where anybody has any discretion?—A- 
Some discretion should be given to them there after making due enquiries. In 
this case we have been referring to, at Saskatoon, I am quite sure they could 
have secured some opinions to enable them to appoint a qualified married man.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The difficulty is the Act. As I understand the Act, the disability man 

gets the position, if he is not re-established, irrespective of whether he is married 
or single. I merely suggested as some measure of compromise that in the case 
of a single disability man and a married ex-service man with family who is 
not a disability applicant that they might be ranked equally and judged on a 
comparative basis, the married disability man, of course, being given a pre
ference over an unmarried man who has not a disability?—A. I would think, 
personally, that is all right.

Q. It does not meet the whole situation?-—A. No.
Mr. Bowman: You might get a man who was receiving 90 or 100 per cent 

disability. He is getting sufficient for his position in life to carry on.
Mr. Ernst : You are getting into double amputation cases when you get 

90 per cent.
Mr. Bland: Might I interject a point. There is another clause, in con

nection with disability preference, which I think has considerable bearing on 
this. That is, in addition to the man being in receipt of a pension and not being 
established he must also, under the terms of the Act, be unable to resume his 
pre-war avocation, and the practice of the Commission, in such cases, is to 
obtain a report from the department of Pensions as to the physical capacity 
of the applicant. I think there is an opportunity for scrutiny in that particular 
regard. In many cases where objection is raised at the present time it is because 
the man claims disability preference—claims he cannot go back to his pre-war 
avocation—and I think a strong scrutiny would in many cases prevent the irrita
tion that results from that particular cause.

Mr. Bowman: I think it is something very important that should be cleared 
up by the organization itself.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. It is something for the rank and file of the returned soldiers?—A- -*■ 

think the returned soldiers, if you could get an opinion such as you suggest’ 
would probably agree.
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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Q. Bear this in mind. If this Committee should make some recommenda
tion, it practically will not be acted upon until next year, and there wil be a loss 
of time in taking action?—A. Of course, there is another aspect of the case of 
disability and that is the placing of ex-service men in training, which, unfor
tunately, never seemed to have been very effective. That is to say, taking 
a man who could not go back to his pre-war occupation and really needed 
training in a new avocation, and the idea was to have some positions 
in the service opened up to these men, and in that way exempted Irom the 
operation of the competitive side of the Act, the man placed in training, and 
at the end of his period of training he would be examined and if qualified given 
a permanent status. That order in council never worked very successfully. 
In some cases it has, of course; but it has not really taken in any considerable 
number of cases. I think we have a resolution in regard to that paiticular 
phase of re-establishment.

By the Chairman:
Q. Now, is there anything else which you wish to bring before the Lom- 

mittee?—A. We have some resolutions regarding the merit system itseit. 
As I said before, Mr. Chairman, the Legion has been a close observer 
of the operation of this Act and naturally have come in contact with the merit 
system and with other systems of appointments. We have two resolutions in 
that regard, the first one is that the Canadian Legion of the British Empire 
Service League endorses the merit system of appointment to the government 
service, as set forth in the Civil Service Act. We might discuss that in con
nection with No. 3, which refers to exempted positions. The Canadian region, 
°f course, is wholeheartedly behind the merit system of appoimincn s i am 
not sure of the figure, but I suppose there are some 15,000 to 18,000 
Positions. It is a very large proportion of the positions under the go e nent 
service. We feel that that is not a very satisfactory state of atîairs to nave 
half the service on the merit system—at least a considerable portion un er the 
merit system—and another large proportion on what must be regarded as under 
the patronage system. A great deal of dissatisfaction, we feel, ari^e» among 
our own people from the fact that they fall between the two ies. . may 
be applying for a position and if it is going to be appointed on pure n ent, all 
right, and if not they will find themselves up against the patronage factor, or 
the influence factor.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Could you enlarge upon that?—A. Naturally, with the interest the ex- 

service man lias had in the Civil Service—our duty has been . uc^ 
them as to the manner in which they can secure aPP° nt ^ . , the 
service. Now, we have had very great difficulty when the n“ ^ 
comes up in the branch, explaining what is to be don • Lesion’servi™
?f our branches understand perfectly well the situation. -g constnntlv
ls granted to all ex-service men, whether members or not, and we are con. tanth 
8?ttmg letters of complaint that in the exempted positions ex-service mni are not 
Siven consideration. We cannot do very much about that in Ottaw a. \\ e simply 
tell them they will have to get in touch with the local patronage people, which 
>0,ne of them do effectively. That is to say, the rciationships between the 
Region and the various political organizations are reasonably g > , , at the
?ame time, we are a non-political organization and ^m do n°t like very much 
living to deal in that way because it gives rise to a great deal of 1 satisfaction 
în some instances we get complaints that ex-service men are not gmn the least

of consideration; in others, as I said, the relationship is _ , the
fmit system a man knows he is getting a chance; be stands on is own feet, 
he has something which he can do of his own accord to place his ca.a? He 

° [Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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makes application and he is reasonably satisfied that through the system if 
is properly conducted, if he does not get the job it is because he has not suc
ceeded and there are better men who have applied. That is quite satisfactory 
to most of our men ; but, in the other way, it is something that causes great dis
satisfaction among our people who are a considerable portion of the public- 
and, I presume, it also is of great dissatisfaction to the general public. In other 
words, it clouds the public mind on the general issue of appointments to govern
ment service. They do not know just exactly where they are at.

By the Chairman:
Q. Your view is, Mr. Herwig, that in the main where appointments are 

made under the Civil Service Commission and a returned man gets the appoint' 
ment, there is no dissatisfaction among the other returned men?—A. Returned 
men, do you mean?

Q. Other applicants who have applied?—A. There may be dissatisfaction- 
but the dissatisfaction would be that of the person who really probably knows 
in his own heart that he has not succeeded ; that is, his qualifications have not 
been regarded as sufficient to place him in the position. ,

Q. Mr. Herwig, when you see in the press that we are taking up individu»1 
cases, I would like you to come here and listen to some of the evidence that 1 
am going to have subpeonaed, evidence by returned men in individual cases- 
and see if they express the same view.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Are we to understand from what you have said that in that portion 

of the Civil Service that does not come under the Civil Service Act, the returne 
men do not get a fair shake, or are those who are responsible for the appmj1 * 
ments prejudiced against the returned man?—A. We have had this complaJllf 
from different parts of the country. Of course, here in Ottawa we have a v€l? 
busy staff and the Civil Service, while it has a major interest, it is not the who 
interest, and we have a lot of other things to deal with.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You have pensions?—A. Yes, pensions and so on. There is the reSPSL 

sibility in the matter of local appointments in the exempted positions. 
branches complain very frequently about the treatment they are receiving- v 
other words, it is a reflection of what the general public would feel abo 
patronage appointments. That is how we regard it.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. But you also have complaints, do you not, with respect to appointing 

that are made under the Civil Service Act?—A. Yes; but what we are able ^ 
do then is to present the men with the facts. Under the Civil Service Act we a 
able to secure the facts regarding his application and present them to him- n 
knows then where he stood and why he fell down. We can usually tell the i° 
exactly why he fell down in any particular competition. . jy

Q. Generally speaking, to my knowledge, the returned soldier certai 
receives the preference in the part of the country that I come from. g

Mr. Vallance: That is why I asked that question, because he (1 
where I come from.

Mr. Ernst: That is my opinion too.

By Mr. Chevrier: e
Q. Do you have any complaints about Ottawa?—A. At times I have s°
Q. When was the last?

[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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Mr. Bowman: That is not the point I am nuak“j:L^VScTorS1^18 
n° matter whether they come from appointments within t . -

Mr. Chevrier: Quite so.

By Mr. Bowman: ... „ the eovern-
Q. You appreciate this fact that there are many non ‘cannot possibly be 

{^ent that are necessarily temporary m their natu not?—A. I would
brought under the operation of the Civil Service Act, do you not.
a°t take that position entirely, no. for all exempted

Q. I say there are many?—A. As I say, we
Positions to be brought under the Act. , citions, part-time
n ,Q. There are hundreds of .positions and thousand of po^on , ^
Positions and seasonal occupations, that cannot po 
Act, are there not?—A. I think they could; yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
four n'imfi! US fishery guardians, for instance. They are on for three or 
b°achino- i' eacl1 year, in the east, looking after the rivers to make sure that 
PMtiorK °?S *a <c P‘ace- Would you consider it possible to put those 
‘ion. 6 nder t ie operation of the Act?—A. That would be a seasonal occupa

ncy^ \ cannot see how it could be brought under the operation of the Civil 
;he aDt)*''■ i oo know that when the departments send out word asking for 
c ©von m,'™ent of guardians they specifically state that returned men are to 
pe, Preference?—A. It could be done.. I do not know what the cost would
% posit; xnow , j e,se things could be done.' That is to say, the applicants for 
-eryjCe .°n eould be examined; they could go before such a body as the Civil 

e3taminpd ommission or the officials of the Civil Service Commission and be 
Mty Wp ancl Put in order of merit. In other words, select the best men. The
agen I ----

— cuu puv in umci ui menu, xn y<-n^‘ ",C T’+Viov are the employment 
We see the Civil Service Commission is that tnev

cy of the Federal sendee. , nf nrocuring applicants for
Q. I agree with you, but I think the cost of proemmg pi--------, Minixrx r prohibitive in proportion^talent to seasonal positions like that w° leave it to the judgment,

ye amount of work involved. I think.you_ have to i ^ m;m wl 1S repre- 
W a11' of the men; it devolves upon the judgmem ^ miguses his position 

nting the constituency in the final analvs' > ^at is true. ...
h Public have a remedy against him?—A- Ac ■ whole of it; I find it a 

cUr Q- Personally, I would be glad to get rid ofService of Canada 
Why could you not make use of the Bmpio> 

a l°t of these positions?

By Mr. Bowman: ranker and the positions to
Whi> Take, for example, the appointment of fire r | to Ottawa, how

Mr. Ernst refers, if you are gomg to send^^tho ^ ^ these smaller 
hoJvU going to get your appointments made. 1 knQW with regard to the 
Wp°ns there are a great many delay-- f cbain men and cookees, 
M Zy Parties that go out that in the pra .{ oU want to have these
appointment of that kind is absolutely imp0pSS -b. !;miS5ion. As a matter of 
f??t°lntments made through the Civil SerJ, cfh^Smission and the approval 
V’Soine of them are supposed to ?o through the ^ the summer s work is
°Ver?°ne through often, in cases that I M A wav : but I think, Mr.

A- Tbe!>an Yes.
Ul VU1J, 111 UitECC LJiao x J.VUVT. _______

a*riPan believe that has been done that way ; but
^stionnri1 /] s Particular point, if some of the Civil Service officials could 

a’ they could probably give you some ideas.
1«322_.-25
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By the Chairman:
Q. No. It is more important than that. You come here as a representative 

of the Legion. You make a very broad statement. If we allow that broad 
statement to go out publicly over this whole country then, obviously, this ques
tion is asked : Why do you not accept the representation of the Canadian 
Legion? Now, some of the members of this Committee are endeavouring 
to point out the difficulty. Let me give you another instance. We took on 650 
temporary employees in the Toronto Post Office for the last Chritmas rush. 
You would not suggest that those men should all be selected by the 
Civil Service Commission, would you?—A. If the Commission had repre
sentatives in that city, I do not see why it could not be done.

Q. Do you realize the time it would take the representatives of the Civil 
Service Commission to interview probably 10,000 men?—A. Somebody must 
select them, surely.

Q. Yes, but they must be selected in time. Your Canadian Legion selects 
50 per cent, of all the appointments in the ridings around Toronto, and about 80 
per cent., of the 50 per cent, with which I had anything to do, were returned 
men. You cannot ask for a larger proportion than that?—A. We are very 
grateful. I am telling you the complaints we have received. I am not sur® 
that I can necessarily uphold those complaints. I do not know that we have 
the information that would definitely settle a point of that kind, but we hav® 
received complaints from different parts of the country, not, perhaps as man} 
from the urban centres as we have from the rural centres.

Q. You will appreciate our position. Do not think the members of th1? 
Committee are trying to discard your recommendations; we are probers aft®r 
facts, and we are trying to get at all aspects of the situation?—A. Of cours®' 
we are referring to the smaller positions that Mr. Bowman "has mentioned. The} 
are purely temporary.

Q. Take the higher classes. Did you hear the evidence of Dr. Tory?"^ 
A. Yes. I heard some of it yesterday.

Q. Would you suggest, in view of the complaints that you heard here fro®1 
Dr. Tory, that positions in the National Research Council of Canada should ® 
selected by the Civil Service?—A. Well, I do not know what I would do. I 
not see why they should not be, if you give them enough latitude. In the high6, 
positions, of course, where special knowledge is required, I do not see why 1 
should not be done.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Let me ask you two questions: Of the portion of the Civil Service tM 

comes under the Civil Service Act, what percentage is being to-day filled j" 
returned men. Take the Civil Service to-day—that is under the Civil Sery’L 
Act—what percentage of the service would you say, offhand?—A. Well, I L1 . 
to get some figures in that respect from the Bureau of Statistics but they v'rejJ1 
not able to give me any definite figures beyond some on a survey they mad® ^ 
1930 and these would bê approximate figures. I think there were 40,000 pe°P 
in the Service. Of these, 15,000 were returned men of all classes. ,

Q. That portion of the Service does not come under the Civil Service Co 
mission?—A. Yes.

Q. What percentage would you say of these positions are filled to-day ^ 
returned men?—A. That is a rather hard thing to answer because I do 11 
think there are any sound statistics.

Q. You gave me the impression that the portion of the Service th®\0t 
outside the control of the Civil Service Commission—that the veteran is 1 
getting a fair break?—A. Yes.
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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. Q. I would say, from my experience, coming from one of the rural cities 
*n Saskatchewan, they are getting a fair break. I would go further and say they 
p*"6 getting a better break than they do otherwise?—A. Yes. Here are some 
cgures, Mr. Vallance, that were given to us in 1928 by the Civil Service Com
mon, which dealt with the exempted positions in the various departments. 
Hey have it under the heading of appointments. I presume some of these men 
rtlay have been appointed twice, doing temporary work. There were 1,093 ex- 
^ervice and 10,259 non O. S. appointed.

By the Chairman:
<5 Q- That was in 1927?—A. From the 1st September, 1927, to the 1st 
September, 1928.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. In the whole Service?

By Mr. Ernst:
iiistan m.us* include all sorts of seasonal employees?—A. Yes. For
Posit; Ce’-, ln aSrlcnlture there were 1,005 non O. S. appointed. Take labouring 
of ex_°n' m * "e Experimental Farm—we often get complaints about the lack 
ooe !'er.VIce mcn on those jobs. We have not got the time to investigate each 
that , _lese things. We simply write to the member or to the branch about
they f s a general position the Legion does not like to have to do that because 
into n ear they may get tangled up in politics, and I feel, if politics once got 

Ur organization, we would cease to be.
By Mr. Vallance:

Patr^' ^ight I say the Legion are just political enough that they can enlist 
Patr age ^or those who are doing the job. In Battleford, as a case where the 
Pfcfenage i.s’ 1 would say that the returned soldier at all times has got the 
bran , nce in those positions?—A. Very difficult situations arise sometimes in 
for g • • °ne is a branch in Ontario; the president and the secretary applied 
SorjJ Jnb. The president was a better man and got the job but there was 
Polit; yjection to him. It turned out to be simply an interference from a 
v„u Cal organization and this man was rejected and the secretary was appointed.

ton just imagine what that does to one of their branches.
8aitie ti ■ u can imagine what it does to a political organization also?—A. The 
We _ hing. That is the reason we want to avoid that as much as we can. 

°uld rather have the appointments removed entirely from patronage.
By Mr. Maclnnis. . you would rather have

Ml I would just like to get it a little more c because in that case you
Positions come under the Civil Service Commision

U d get appointments according to merit? A. Yes. ., ■ easv
to And when you do have complaints fronV°" t thc reason, that there 
W 0W the member who did not get the aPPomt™ , the appointment?— 
^ pS°ttieone better than him, on equal standing, w S

^aetly. . ... 0 p:v;i Service Commission, as
an .J- Your general position is, you believe the., \inn md have all depart- 
tte^Ppioying agency, should be able to find a sltu‘ . C i?__a. I think so. 
iff8 equal, as good as any other organization or individual!

have demonstrated that to our satisfaction. reason as a matter
ffC; 1 am quite in accord with you. I ° ca„y out the provisions

°f th t’ glven Proper scope and having the courag , tter than any other 
Hv, Act> I cannot see why that man had it any better 

mual.
483J2_
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What you wanted, under the Civil Service Act, not because of the merit

system but because of the preference system to returned soldiers-------A. I think
I have tried to make clear in the first instance we did heartily commend the 
merit system. That is the only way it can be properly administered. There 
is a measure of self-interest in our attitude but at the same time we appreciate 
the position of the people of the country.

Q. It must be to combine merit with preference?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. If there is a merit or a preference definitely in the Civil Service Af 

that would be implied in all other individual appointments. If they put k 
definitely in the Act it would assume to work then without being definitely 
mentioned in all other appointments?—A. It is mentioned in the Orders jk 
Council which exempt from the Act. Naturally there is a measure of self-interest 
in the stand we take but at the same time our close observation of the merk 
system leads us to believe that is the only system that should be adopted 111 
this country.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I do not see how you can make it a purely seasonal occupation without 

saddling the country with exorbitant cost?

By the Chairman:
Q. You said a few moments ago you were favourable to the administratif 

under the Civil Service Commission because a member wrote in to you df 
satisfied or having complaints. You had a body to whom you could go a® 
make a protest, write back to the man and tell him why he had not got tf 
appointment. I would like to know the extent to which you go in there af 
get the facts. Did you ever get the files and examine them yourself?—A- 
frequently go down there and an officer of the Commission usually goes over 
file with me. In some of the competitions where the advisory boards are held " 
have a representative on the board. 6

Q. Where you have a representative on the advisory board, in that 
do you go and examine, when you receive a complaint, the Civil Serf ^ 
Commission files or do you write back and tell your man your Legion had 
representative on the board, you would feel the case had been taken care of- 
A. Yes, after the appointment has been made. On the advisory boards, 
they are all more or less sworn to secrecy, we make sure ex-service applic^f 
are given full credit for their qualifications, but after appointment we go lD 
it with some detail with the men who complain. e<j

Q. May I take it, when you receive a complaint from a man, a returf0 
soldier, because he has not received some appointment, that you go down ^ 
the Civil Service Commission and personally examine the files yourself- 
may I take it that where the Legion had a representative on the rating < 
examining board, you do not examine the file?—A. Where we are on the bof,e 
we usually know the factors which enter into the case of appointments, 
are conversant with them and can usually speak from first-hand knowledge, ^ 

Q. In that case do you follow the matter up by looking into the file? 'S0j 
a matter of practice, or do you say to your member who has complained-^ 
the returned soldier who has complained, that we have a representative of ^ 
board and we feel fairness has been done towards the returned men?—A- 
cannot speak from first-hand knowledge unless we go to the Commission. , jef 

Q. When you go to the Commission, do you go to the Secretary or the Lf # 
Examiner or whom?—A. Sometimes we go to the Commissioner. It is juS
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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Natter of finding out the facts and using our own judgment as to how far the 
complaint should go, and passing the information back to the individual or 
branch.

Q. What I am very interested in is the extent to which you go in finding 
facts. Do you get out the files in relation to any particular competition and 
examine those files, or do you go down there and accept a statement from 
whoever you happen to interview on the Commission?—A. Sometimes we will 
get the files, and sometimes accept the word of the examiner.

Q. If I produce for you a file where the Secretary of the Commission wrote 
;° one of your returned men who communicated with your organization and 
mid that returned man he could not be considered because he was too late for 
jbe examination and then subsequently a special examination was set at a 
ater date for a man, who ultimately got the job?—A. I think—

Q. That would be an instance where your organization did not look into 
j'be file carefully?—A. If we had received any intimation of that we would 
have gone hot-foot to the Commission.
v Q. I did not know it myself, until I got the file and knew what happened. 
*°u would accept the word of the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission, 
celling you this man’s application or qualification had come in too late to be 
examined?—A. I would have gone further than that. I would have taken that 
UP with the Secretary, or the Assistant Secretary, and found out why, in that 
Particular instance, they would do it. Late applications are received right to 
he last minute, when the board is sitting. We will consider late applications on 
hese boards—I have seen late applications being presented while we were 

actually considering the others ; not only that, but boards have been sitting, even 
0 consider late applications, to my knowledge, as there might be a particular 
eason why the man was late. Of course, in the written test—

Q. This is not written. This is an oral case?—A. Was that an Ottawa case? 
Q- No, Toronto.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are you aware of the terms of P.C. 1053?—A. That is the exemption 

order.
Q- Yes.—A. I do not recall it specifically now. 

u Q- Do you remember there is a clause in there following up the regulations 
„ her which positions are exempted. Section 59 of the Act shows how positions 
„c to be exempted. You know under the provisions of this exemption the 
yrder in Council was passed. Do you remember in it there was a question of 
OrH Thiers’ preference?—A. Yes. I believe there may have been subsequent 

hers in Council—I am not sure of this—in which other positions have been 
a(!'tiipted, that have not specifically included the preference but we generally 

CePt it as implied in all those positions, 
n Q- So that even for the exemption of positions the terms of the soldiers’ 
hn rrence must be observed. Under the exempted positions there are certain 
ahri °ns °f the Service, of course, in Ottawa here like the Income lax Division 
A Soldiers’ Settlement Board that are outside of the operation of the Act?— 
Act lose branches particularly we feel should come under the operation of the 
tiP j. Consider the Soldiers’ Settlement Board, for instance : It is prac- 
ovp, 95 per cent, I think it is, returned soldiers. They have spent their time

^Seas; many of them came into the Board immediately upon return and have 
Serv*ce in the Government from ten to fifteen years. A lot of them went 

tL, year; some of the men were long service; they had no superannuation ; 
ifj ? had been civil servants for some time. Their cases are particularly hard 

hat respect.
tgi. Do I understand you to say that 95 per cent, of the appointments are 

upned men?—A. There is 95 per cent, of that staff now returned men.
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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Q. That is not in the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission?—A. N°» 
generally speaking. Of course, in the soldiers’ departments the preference was 
90 per cent., if not 100 per cent.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. It is much better than the average. The average is about 40 per cent.—A' 

Those fellows go out with a comparatively small gratuity, although 
believe they get a better gratuity than the average temporary. We might Pj^ 
in a word for those men who have been temporary. The gratuity shoui 
be paid on retirement, particularly so in the Soldiers’ Settlement Board. Ther3 
is one point in connection with the administration of the Act we feel that mig11 
be strengthened, that is the hands of the Commission might be strengthened ; th® 
has to do with the examination system on outside positions. We come int 
difficulty in that regard quite often, delayed exemptions. That is the case whef 
a departmental representative is called to act as an examiner. There was 
memorandum presented to the government some two or three years ago and 
might read that to you.

Under present conditions, the Civil Service Commission has becl! 
obliged to have a large number of its examinations at points outside 0 
Ottawa conducted solely by officers of the various government dep®r 
ments, acting in the capacity of examiners of the Commission. j

Although there is statutory authority for utilizing the services °t 
department officers in this manner, the Commission apparently has 11 _ 
the means of ensuring that a departmental officer conducting an exam'113
tion will forward his report to them as soon as it has been completed-

■ nan 
oneThe examination process has frequently been delayed by some depA 

ments retaining the reports of their officers for periods varying from 0 
month to a year or more and thus preventing the Civil Service Comm 
sion from completing the competition. In brief, the Civil Service C°r 
mission loses control of examinations in such cases. e

Investigation has indicated that the influences causing delay h® 
been open to question and not conducive to the impartial conduct of < 
examination. This situation gives rise to a great deal of suspicion ® 
uneasiness among applicants and the general public causing them to ‘°s 
confidence in the integrity of the administration. .pt

Suggested Remedy—That the Commission be authorized to apP01^ 
two or three travelling examiners who would conduct examination3 
places outside Ottawa. A representative of the department could 
present but conducting an examination is a function of the Civil Ser'
Commission and control of same should be retained in its hands.

■jc6
Thi5

procedure would eliminate delays and strengthen public opinion ot ,,^e 
bona tides of the administration. In cases where it is necessary to 
department officers as examiners, such officers should send reports d*1 
to the Commission.

. gjofl

Q. What is your suggestion in that connection?—A. That the Comm1"’; jp 
be authorized to pay travelling examiners who would conduct examination 
places outside of Ottawa. -m

Q. That suggestion involves additional expense and it would not oh' 
the difficulty, to some extent?—A. If the examiner had to report directly t0 
Commission, I think we recommend that should be done.

Q. That is an alternative?—A. Yes. . ;0D
Q. That is simply an opinion?—A. That is-simply an opinion, an oP1^ to 

expressed to us and I do not know that there are very many facts produr'^ 
support it, but in the case of a department officer there may have been 
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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influence brought on him, in which he gives certain individuals advantages. I 
feel that the Commission should control that, because 3 
such influence.

By Mr. Bowman: , ,, _ , u •
Q. They do control it, as a matter of laJ'?~o'effect "or to enable them 

fluite true, but that means expense to put it into encci
to have actual control of the examination. . oa«es in

Q. We have understood from Mr. Bland that the practice in these cases in 
the vast majority, if not all the cases, to have the
collegiate, or high school, or public school generally ^ ^ smal|er posi_ 
In the positions of higher grade but there are a large 
dons in which that is impossible.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I think Mr. Bowman is speaking of where there is no written examina- 

■ lon- Take the appointment of a postmaster?—A. The only thing that lappens 
the post office, the inspector goes down and interviews the app leant and 

Writes a report; particularly in post office reports, there is a fee mg îeie îas 
b®en a great deal of influence brought to bear, one way or other in the reports 

these inspectors.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q- Since how many years? Always?—A. Yes, that is a very general cora

ls ^Mr. Chevrier: I do not think the depression is so strong to-day as it used

. Phe Witness: Some cases which come to our attention certainly show 
fVldence of very bitter partisanship. That is usually the on y objection that 
s being taken; an ex-service applicant may have no political affiliations 
, he might be just pushed aside, in order that somebody favourc > 16 Pa't>

S,0^ld be appointed. In a case of that kind the Commission cannot do very 
mUch because they get the inspector’s report and they canno < ep 10m it. 
p e §et the inspector’s report and examine it immediately am compare 1 vu i 
£e facts we have of the case, and we write to the Commission and tell them 

m6 rePort we have of the man, and they write to the man, am \ a U)U 1 
LjSCUss the facts for himself there would be some satisfac ion m : 0 la 
^Uld.

By Mr. Bowman:
m Q. That would work out very well theoretically, if you have an examiners’ 
tin^artment of the Commission to go all over Canadato make t o e e. amina-
__*S" It would seem to me a tremendous expense and abso u e ^ •
Cn • I think if that were done a great deal of expense w nc i » 1 11 lc
omission at Ottawa here for their administrative expense, if t e? h^ men 
blthe road, I believe their administrative expense would be cut. ™^erially 
walause they would not have to do so much correspondence and delay m other 
inf's > they do their business in a more business-like way I e

IOrmation.

By Mr. Ernst *
pl Q. Your first complaint is the delay in many instance. T-he second com- 
iw ^ *s that more or less, quite true, partisanship does not intervene m some 

f n°6s?—A. In lots of cases we know it does because we have traced it down
^ ^ 11 WaS; P°ssible to 8°- [Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You might have personal partisanship in the appointment as made? 

—A. That touches upon the very essence of the examination system.
Q. Quite?—A. And that would apply to almost any appointment you want 

to make. You are bound to rely on the integrity of the people carrying out the 
examination. We would have been quite satisfied with reports of the P.0- 
inspectors if in many instances we had not found we could not rely on their 
facts. I will give you an illustration : There was a young fellow in Quebec, an 
ex-service man. We can see from his letters and so on and the general set-up of 
the man and the references he has submitted that he is an excellent type of man- 
Now, he is one of the few returned soldiers in that particular district. He has 
been battling the fact that he was a returned soldier in that district. He had 
trouble with his neighbours, because he was a soldier, and it led to a fight 
and the returned soldier, I suppose, “ planted ” the other fellow. That happened 
some years ago. He is now an applicant for a postmastership; advanced as a 
reason why he should not get that postmastership is that he is a man of quarrel' 
some character and once brought before the bar of justice. He lost his tempeb 
because these fellows were getting after him so much and had even gone to the 
point of wanting to pay somebody to beat him up.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Even the Commission would have to take cognizance of a fact like that' 

—A. That is put in the inspector’s report and it looks very bad. You would 
think that that man certainly would not be the right man if you read the 
inspector’s report.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. If there was a conviction, I could see the difficulty of drawing the liuc' 

I do not think you could very well go behind a conviction in inquiring into tb® 
merits, once he is convicted?—A. We will say it was a conviction; it was up6., 
as a reason for the man not being appointed. There is nothing in the Civl 
Service Act which says a man convicted of a proposition of that kind should u° 
be appointed. It might be considered as a factor, all right.

The Chairman : I know one particularly, where 1 defended the return® 
man for manslaughter and he was not convicted; it was a very easy defence * 
this case. The decision was that the man had not been guilty, but it would n _ 
a black mark against him, if he was even tried, and if the man was convicted f° 
assault and paid bis fine, whatever it was, he would be quite satisfied.

By Mr. Boiuman: .
Q. After all, an odd case of this kind would not prove any general situati°n' 

—A. I would not say they were odd.

By Mr. Ernst: ^
Q. How many would you have on your files at the present moment out 0 

the total number of cases you have dealt with?—A. In the ordinary nostmast® 
ship. 0t

Q. I am taking generally speaking?—A. Generally speaking, I could 
say. The difficulty with this is, of course, a case of that kind creates so U111 
disturbance.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Just the same case we were taking a while ago with respect to a 

getting disability, by way of pension ?—A. Precisely.
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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By Mr. Chairman:
Q. Have you any idea as to what percentage of cases investigated are well 

founded?—A. They usually come in bunches. After an election there is usually 
something of that kind.

By Mr. Ernst: _
Q. The blood runs high?—A. What I am saying applies to all parties, of 

course.
The Chairman: I was thinking particularly of after elections.
Mr. Ernst: He said “all parties” including Labour.
The Chairman: We have not had a Labour government yet.
The Witness: While we are on the same subject, I suppose we might deal 

Mth the resolution on political partisanship, dismissal for political partisansh p. 
In a general way, so far as the dismissals for partisanship are ’ an
do not think the man’s livelihood should be dependent on the sa. 
ln such a matter, and we suggest putting political partisans up ' • ■
^solution, of course, we ask for an investigation by an indepe

By Mr. Ernst: .... ,
Q. Rejections, you are talking about?—A. No, discharge COmpl^nts

Lsanship. In regard to the Commission inquiries we have had . 1 ‘ ;
regarding those It seems that in some instances complaint iS that jn 
?ach instance a prominent person or a person affiliated v it i 1 - P fai^
la power gets the appointment and the man does n .g. that to vmir 
'how, and in that respect I think perhaps the only way remember one
Jttention would be to submit one or two reports ™asTconserlative, who had 
rather curious letter, a lawyer in Nova Scotia he was a pvnlained the
hpen defending a returned soldier, who was under such charg e • ‘
Ration. The charges were so and so. In the last Paragraph he^^ As a 
Member of the Conservative party, he feels this man sho R ^ ^ alj 
a Liberal,” but as a defender of the individual, he could -

The Chairman: I do not think you need submit tous any^^ecmc^cases. 
I'e are familiar with the situation and, frankly, wha & mem^er 0f
Parfider is th® ™Proving of the position have the respons-
Pka.rliament, who is the elected representative of the peop » nn,:t;rai Dartisan=hin
Sft his own signature in making an accusation o çolrbcal 
. hich results in dismissal in certain cases.—A. v c > . f . error in
hrden should not be placed on the member because * should be brought ^at respect. Since a man’s livelihood is at stake  ̂j^Æfend himseffi 

m a proper manner and he should have an opporti y

i Q- When it comes to that question there are scarcely any^cas^thatdo^not
A ih0 be inve6tigatedby‘the Commission, ofwhowas dismissed 
f ' 1 have a case in mind of an Indian agent in Saskat charges had been[^Partisanship. I think he was a
evidp^1 ^hat specific manner, I unders an , district that not one of them
i hence from every political organization in the disc

ew of any partisanship he had indulged in. . . ^ __a w
tiled',W‘S 'Lat =»s= investigated by tbaen^™f“ot granted'and'that man
>« not' get Usm jïannuiüon back. This fellow was a returned soldier, with 
tlree children

vmiaren. [Mr- J. C. G. Herwig.]
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Q. When a man is under ten years he may return it or he may keep it?—A. 
At that time I think a man being dismissed, was not allowed to receive his pay
ments back. There were quite a number of cases in the higher grade positions 
where that has occurred, and if you have not any of these I would like to sub
mit one or two for your consideration. There was one case in Nova Scotia that 
was on the recommendation. It was only after we had made pretty strong 
representations that an investigation was granted. It seems to me the type of 
evidence that is brought out in a case of that kind is not even reasonable. I 
think there was one case in Quebec, and the charges were that this man had 
invited somebody in to listen to an election speech over the radio and the basis 
of the charge was that they were listening to Liberal speeches.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Do you live in Quebec?—A. No.
Q. Because I note you use many illustrations from Quebec?—A. In this 

particular case, we have the copy of the transcript of the evidence. That i= 
another complaint that has been made; there is very rarely any transcript of 
the evidence made, and the accused does not have a chance at all.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The point is, you would like to see a different system?—A. Yes. We 

had an experience—our B. C. Provincial Command had such an experience- 
There was an ex-service man there, rather prominent in the Service, who was 
dismissed presumably for that reason and they obtained a hearing before the 
courts in B.C. and, of course, the charges were not sustained.

By Mr. Madmis :
Q. It was a Royal Commission, in the case of Watts, in Prince Rupert?—A- 

Yes, I think that was it.
The Chairman: I think we know the principle that was involved in the* 

thoroughly.
The Witness: I think I have gone through everything excepting the queS' 

tion of layoffs, and we feel we should bring it to the attention of the Committed 
We feel that preference has been given. This will also be extended, when lay' 
offs are the order of the day, as they are just now. In other words, the govern
ment has expressed itself as giving preference to the layoff, retaining the retur:'-eC 
soldier in preference to others. It has been pointed out, and we agree with it1,1 
principle, that no reference was made to disabilities. If anybody should b? 
retained in the Service, provided the efficiency factor is considered, the disable 
man, and particularly the married disabled man, should be left. There 
many instances in which that has not been carried out. We have received qult® 
a number of complaints of men who are losing their jobs and naturally do ti° 
want to do so, and we feel some influence on the part of chiefs has been exercis6 
and that the preference has been neglected. We have some cases where that 
been changed. This is more or less under investigation at present.

By the Chairman:
Q. There is one thing rather important. You make a recommendation thaj 

Section 24 (1) should be amended?—A. I think that has already been refei'r( ^ 
to by the Commissioners; in so far as our experience is concerned, we know ° 
a lot of cases, quite a number of cases, and I think the same thing would apP1^ 
in this instance as it does to all charges and complaints. While we could n 
produce any figures to show it was widespread,—while we do not think it is 
spread, the cases that occur are very disturbing. We have had cases of ex-serv- 
men being rejected merely on the ground of unsuitability.
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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By Mr. Ernst: ' „
Q. How long have you been secreta^î-A 1 am the “dju, °

who has Civil Service matters in his charge. 1 va.
of the G.W.V.A. in the early days. 9 . Y • p iqonQ. In that capacity, in Ottawa, doing that same vork. •

Q. What steps do you take in the case of a reyt.0. ^departmental
head after a certificate has been granted a man bv the C , . . .
sion?—A. As soon as we are aware of the rejection we get in touch with the
Civil Service Commission and ask them to withhold any u. tl
We have a chance to present the case of the returned soldie ,
minister with a copy of the representations. f th tQ. Do you take them up with the departmental head, wheni a ci at
kind occurs?—A. We usually go to the minister in a case of that K •

Q. I do not know whether you remember specific: cases I-ha e a ber 
m my hand at the moment covering from 192o to 1931 inclf ' turncd
the reasons for rejection?—A. Yes, we assert the position Brunswick and 
as being duly qualified. There was a postmastership m Ne* Brunswick and
the reason was there was a married woman, with some child j 1 \
should get such a position, and the minister felt he was qulte^ificd m reject 
ing the returned soldier in favour of the lady. We were quite prepared to accept 
a reason of that kind, when the economic factors were told us‘?. H

Q. Before whom the returned man will invariably gi •. ■ (,hijdren 1 
the woman was running a good general store and mo> 
married. She also had money in the bank. . 1irM to vour attpn_

Q. I was wondering generally where rejections are b g 
tion, just how far you go in following a case of re ectiom^ Suppose^ you
get an answer “unsuitability,” what do you do abou • ti will
Commission to withhold any further action so no fisher action will
he taken to get the minister or the department to chang . + ;s ’made „nd 
the Commission does not withhold its hand and *h®,aPP^K Variably’. d 
after that we make a protest to the department, to the n

Q- In fdrm °î a le^ter!’7A" ^ es.‘, ? a Not always. Sometimes we 
Q. And that is the end of the matter !—A. aoi j

make representations. 4 Tmto see him, interview him.
I ufr„0U h“?„Wew gVou -m"unsuit-

- ■— -
there; no action can be taken in the matter. K u nn ;n pnri;„Q Do you go to anybody and try< tc> have‘he’«Mb 

by some person responsible?—A. As lar a- 
matter the man himself must determine. , „__» nunne Mr
Ven.Q;, IUs no.t >7°ur P°lic>' t0 antagonize tlm powers t^. tmagterships;\hat
.v knot’s time there was quite a racket in the House a i‘sr just illustrating the point. We had no hand m that at all. .^Ve^w Mr 
^ eniot and we told him we wanted these things cleai P,
P°licy to embarrass the administration in any way. returnedQ. Even when you thought rank injustice has been done returned
soldier? a. We cannot thrive on ra Jet f ^ were 15 returned soldiers

, . Q. Let me give you year by year: In lt^o unn
ojei ted, 3 of them without trial? A. ^.SV . There was a sub-collector

of customrand^excieserrej^ecteda^'ithoutItrîalS^aWould you make any investigation 
of tlmTease?-! If the cïe was brought to our attention we certainly would

ger the department about it. [Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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Q. When the appointment was made you would simply wash your hands? 
—A. No. We would proceed the same as in pension matters. If we get a diffi
culty in a matter of that kind we put it aside, to make representations at the 
proper time.

Q. You leave it in abeyance, to bring it to the attention of a Civil Service 
Commission like this, when it sits?—A. Yes.

Q. You do not stir them up. I find 3 rejected without cause in 1925; 19 
rejected in 1927, 14 without trial?—A. I might say that -was in the only Depart
ment in which there is much trouble at all.

Q. I mean how far does the Legion follow the matter out?—A. We leave 
it until we get to a point like, this, where we can air our views.

Q. In how many cases did you succeed in getting the minister to change 
his mind?—A. We succeeded in one case recently. In a general way, no.

Q. Generally speaking you do not?—A. Generally speaking, we do not, no. 
We usually find, when there there is a political issue, say a local political 
issue, of the matter, that the politician will press it very hard indeed.

Q. In 1927, 28 men rejected; 7 without trial. Lightkeeper at Drew’s Head, 
New Brunswick; no reason given, except another candidate was offered but 
was subsequently not required as a non-resident of the district?—A. I do not 
think that came to our attention, that particular case.

Q. I find another one, health, physically unfit?—A. If there are good 
reasons we do not object.

Q. Another one “ department does not consider it in the best interests of 
the Service.” In 1929 there were 25 rejections, 11 without trial ; in 1930, 18 
rejections; in 1931, 21 rejections, 12 without trial?—A. You must remember in 
rejections—

Q. I am talking of returned soldiers only?—A. You might take this from 
our experience: I might make the statement that we have never tried to force 
any case of service men into the Service. It would be foolish to do it. Sup' 
pose we had forced a man in, that man’s life is not going to be very happy- 
Suppose rejection comes from the Department, a reason is given which we might 
regard as not being a satisfactory reason—nevertheless we succeeded in getting 
him in against the department’s wishes. He will either lose his job very soon 
or his working conditions are unhappy.

Q. Take another one. I see in 1931 the reason given “ department states 
candidate not entitled to disability preference ” after the Commission found he 
was?—A. I am not familiar with all the reasons. I am not familiar with ah 
the different cases. I have some cases in mind, of course, where the rejection 
has been made we think for insufficient or improper reasons. There should be 
some check-up of the department’s reason.

Q. I find again in other cases age had been given as a reason and had been 
concurred in by the Commission, in spite of Section 30 of the Act. When you ge* 
a rejection like that, do you follow it up?—A. When you get a rejection for age 
there is always a complaint made. Age is, of course, a difficulty which wih 
become more prominent as we get older. À returned soldier, in spite of the age, is 
supposed to get into the Service without a question of age. It is a factor whic'1 
can hardly be avoided.

Q. I am assuming a case where the Commisison grants them the certificate- 
They tell us, in their opinion, he is able to perform the duties of the office ijj 
accordance with the provisions of Section 30?—A. We take the case up wit*1 
the department.

Q. Have you ever taken such a case up with the Commission?—A. I d0 
not recall having taken such a case up with the Commission.

Q. Have you ever taken up with the Commission the question of age in 
returned soldiers so as to get their views with respect to Section 30?—A. YeS’ 
in specific cases. 1
[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]
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Q. To find out as to what were the views of the Commission in respect to 
age?—A. I think generally speaking this would be the stand ; this was our 
stand, and the Commission did not agree with it.

Q. What I am interested in, has the Commission ever expressed any view 
to you in individual cases?—A. Yes.

Q. What views?—A. That as long as ex-service men or women are 
Physically capable of performing the work, possibly not over an extended 
Period of years, that person should be given an opportunity of doing it, if 
he or she is qualified. That is the general principle.

Q. I am perhaps wrongly informed, but age is not pleaded by the Commis
sion as a bar to the issue of a certificate, but it is a good cause of rejection on 
the part of the department. Have you experience of that?—A. Yes.

Q. With the Commission itself?—A. No, not with the Commission.
Q. I am informed the Commission takes the view, as taken by the depart

ment in specific cases, that although they grant a man a certificate as coming 
'pithin the provisions of Section 30, over the age limit, but able to perform his 
(|uty, and likely to be able to perform it for a considerable time, yet the depart
ment may reject by saying he is over the age limit. Have they ever expressed any 
^Uch view to you, that the department had a perfect right to point out that 
me returned soldier is over the age limit as a cause for rejection?--A. No.

Q. And that they concur?—A. No. I would say in the majority of cases 
XVc have taken up, they agree with us that the reason is “ not suitable .

Q. I am asking you in the case of age?—A. No, they have never advanced 
hat view that age is a satisfactory reason for rejection in the case of a returned

soldier.
Q. Although they have never expressed the view, do they concur age is a 

Satisfactory reason to reject?—A. Not to us, not to the Legion. For instance, 
take nursing sisters. We have a lot of nursing sisters unemployed around the 
p°untry now and it is, of course, a difficult matter for them to carry on and they 
aturally turn to appointments in the government service. Take the depart - 

■ cm of National Health. .At one time they were strong opponents of appoint
as anyone over 35. There were a considerable number of people over that age 
ad people who, as far as one could see, were able to perform the work for a 

. ery considerable period. I think we were able to get the department to modify 
m view to some extent.

Q. I was interested in whether the Commission, or any of the Commis- 
l0ners, expressed to you any view with respect to rejection on the ground of

—A. No, anv case we have presented in that regard they have agreed with 
°Ur Point of view.

By Mr. Maclnnis: kind is to try and get
. Q- The first thing you do in taking up a,'n; t wkat the real reason is, their definition of “unsuitable ?—A. We try to hi d
course. . , ^ fnrther?—A. I would say in-

> . Q- It y°u are satisfied with that, you go are unanswered or in the
‘ riably we do not get a reason. Lit ici 0 . -ven Usually silence is

Majority of cases no sound reason based on facts is g 
he answer.

The committee adjourned until Thursday, April 7th, at 11

[Mr. J. C. G. Herwig.]





House of Commons,

April 7, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into ^^encïaîv the adniini- 
c°ntrol and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and; ge 
stration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day 
Lawson presiding.

G. J. Desbarats, called and sworn.

its J?16- Chairman: This Committee is inquiring into the Civil Service Act, 
^nist ministration> ar)d we were desirous, first, of asking different deputy 
tiocome here and let us know if they cared to make any representa- 
chana ° • e Committee as to amendments which might be made to the Act, or 
madp f ln. tlle regulations, or administration, and so forth, which might be 
had ' °r 116 betterment of the Service. Then some members of the Committee 

p°me specific matters on which they wished to get information ; first, as to
-  1 -d Zi O V/-1 cwi Vvrv-t^-i-the general aspect of the situation. Isj a-i <

n0 the Committee ?-
J V would care to submitthere anything you womkind ^ ^

q -v uumunneei—A. I have not prepared in a very reasonablyService Act, as far as I am concerned, is worKing great improvement
Sfttisfactory manner. The Act, as it stanos, is n [ntments, on the whole, are 
°Ver the Acts as they existed previously. The api relations with the Civil 
|°°d. The routine appointments are quite g°°u- and friendly; we get
^rvice Commission in our department are satis - we haVC n0 com- 
f °ug well with them; we find a spirit of co-opt 'The svstem of appoint
ments to make as to the general working of the a • make of that, would 
î^ents works well. The only criticism 1 na e tments made and the 
h)e the delay that frequently occurs in gettmg PP ts and holding them 
eÇessitv of departments making temporary aPj* n be made. 
lu,te a long time until the permanent appointme that the Commission

. In the case of promotion, we have general y department. I think
•'as quite prepared to take the recommendatioiimprovement of its personnel 
I is natural, where a department is looking to j make reasonable recom- 

of its administration, in the ordinary .coul, ’ :fic.ltions. In questions of 
^dations for promotions and changes m cia Commission power to re
alization, so-called, I think the clause gu mn 
rganize is practically a dead letter.

atid

By Mr. Ernst: Pal results arc concerned
Q. A dead letter?-A. Yes, so far as any 
merely results in holding up the work of P‘

By the Chairman: k 0f the department?- -
. 0. Excuse me. It results in bolding up the no*

' ^s. ,.r r .. . nresent clause results in bold
ly Q- Let me see if I grasp that. A ou pa; ,, organize would hold up?ÎJjUp the work of the department, or any attenp 

The attempt to organize.
[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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Q. Is that because of the inconvenience caused to the department by 
some person outside the department going in to investigate the system in order 
to determine whether or not there was efficiency, in their opinion, or what?—■ 
A. There are two reasons. If the department wants to organize a branch, or 
a section, it studies the question ; it knows the conditions thoroughly and it will 
put forward a proposal. My proposal is the department’s proposal, not that 
of the Civil Service Commission. The Civil Service Commission will there
upon send an investigator into the department to look it over. The investigator 
maybe a young man who has passed his examination, has been appointed investi
gator. He has, as a rule, no administrative experience. He has a certain 
theoretical knowledge, by nibbing up against a Deputy. I might say, as a 
rule, one particular investigator is allotted to one, or two, or three depart
ments and in rubbing up against and talking with the officials, he acquires 
a certain knowledge of a department, and, if it is a question of merely 
classifying one individual, he converses with officials and finds their views, and 
the reasons for the change in classification. That is fairly simple. If there is 
an important reorganization then this man, whose knowledge of the depart
ment must be superficial and whose expert knowledge of it is very small is not, 
as a rule, competent to dictate what the organization should be. He may find 
fault. He generally does, with some detail, and the result is that the organiza
tion is held up for quite a long time sometimes, and the officers,—the depart
ment—may suffer from that because the intended organization does not go 
into effect. That is the main clause which, I think, • might be improved.

Q. Excuse me just a minute, before you leave that, Mr. Desbarats. Is your 
view, then, that matters of organization, or reorganization, of the departments 
should be left entirely in the hands of the deputy minister or somebody under 
the direction of the deputy minister?—A. I think we get the best results that 
way.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Would you say that the Organization Branch of the Civil Service Com

mission is rather weak in personnel at the present time?—A. I do not think 1 
want—

By the Chairman:
Q. To express an opinion?—A.. To express an opinion, not personally, but 

I think in the nature of things the men who are appointed and the salaries they 
are paid—you cannot expect them to be expert on organization or to put in an 
organization in a big department. You need a man with wide experience, you 
need a man with a thorough knowledge of the department. Now, I do not 
see where we could get that, except under experts outside the Commission.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I suppose you would feel vou would need a man with military or naval 

experience as well, would you not?-—A. Not necessarily. It depends very much 
on what the reorganization was. Our department is peculiar in that way, that the 
civilian element is not the dominant element in the department. We have about 
1,800 employees in the department.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. How many, did you say?—A. Eighteen hundred. We have some 5.500 

naval, and military personnel. So that the military side is very much larger thaI1 
the civilian, and any organization to be made in the civilian end must necessarib 
take cognizance of the military needs, but when you are reorganizing an account5 
branch, you do not need very much acquaintance with the military end.

Q. Would you mind telling the Committee who the investigator is that 16 
assigned at your particular department?—A. He is a gentleman by the nam6 
of—well, now, I do not remember his name.
[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Could you tell us, Mr. Putman, who is particularly charged with National 

Defence?
Mr. Putman : Mr. Cole.
The Witness: That is not the gentleman we had recently.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr. Boutin?—A. Now, the gentleman who came down to investigate us 

'as a gentleman engaged once as a junior clerk in a branch of our own depart
ment. I do not think he was competent to reorganize that branch.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Civ'iSj not that signify a weakness in the Organization Branch of the
ioh? i5^rvlc® ^omm^si°n, if they send you an inexperienced, weak man to do the 
v 1 A- * d° n°t think he was exceptionally weak. I think he was a bright 

ng man. He was without wide administrative experience, 
p 0- 1 hat is what I had in mind. Possibly the word was not well chosen?—A. 

ossibly.

By Mr. Ernst:
A H’ ?:hat would Mr. Boutin’s work consist of, when he was in your branch?— 
l)n {, nnk he was in the naval end, accounting, and in that work he had to do 

u°Kkceping, entering up accounts.
y, Q- Ordinary bookkeeping?—A. Yes. He had no administrative work. He 
a, under an officer himself and he did routine accounting work. He was a good 

an’ 1 will say; he was quite good.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Wou]9‘ \ Person that would be competent to do reorganization work of that kind 
standirf °t necessarily need to have an understanding, that is, an intimate under- 
0reani 8,°» any department, but he would need to have a wide knowledge of 
kfiowl0nfW, —Qudc so; and he would also need to have a pretty good 
he w ^ gc °‘ the department. He would have to study it very carefully, if 
four hfg0mg r? mahe any wide organization. I have had experience in three or 
firuis ° f “lg departmental organizations and I have had to deal with firms, 
that th u ,i na,t10nal experience, who were brought in to advise, and I found
izati0,1C‘V iaC^ ^meat difficulty in adapting their experience of commercial organ- 
h^othnH eonditions of government administration. They found that the 
reqUj / s which were excellent for commercial purposes did not fit in with the 
ationsemen^ °f a government department. A great many of their recommend- 
iffipo, ";ou d be very good. Some of them would be quite difficult, if not 

le, to apply in a government department.

By Mr. Ernst:
civi]Q- I think that is quite understandable, because they have information on 
y0 affairs, but those are different from relations to the public. A. ies, when 
haiLare, reporting the department you are reporting to a large public. T ouLi. IV ucpai LIlivJii L VUU aiv J. -- * , .

to keep your records generally in an entirely different way and do a great 
' ) ^ °f organization which, in commercial organization, one would not attempt

Q. There are checks and rechecks which do not exist in commercial business? 
Yes.

[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]<#322
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. During the period from 1925 to 1931, you did have a reorganization ® - 

your department. There was an amalgamation of three departments?—A 
Yes, there was an amalgamation of three Departments in that service; the Naval 
Service, the Militia Department and the Air Board. They were brought together 
and fused. ,

Q. At whose initiative were they brought together?—A. The Government® 
initiative. It was a thing which had been mooted for quite a few years. 
was after the election of 1922. You gentlemen are more familiar with election 
dates than I am, perhaps.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. That date is a little bit premature for some of us.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. 1921. Was that reorganization looked after by the Civil Service Co®' 

mission, or was it attended to in your own department?—A. It was both. A 
that time, I was deputy minister of the Naval Service Department, and, wl®8 
the departments were brought together, I was appointed acting deputy minis^ 
of Militia, in addition to the Naval Service, because it was some time befor 
the actual bringing together of the departments was authorized. In the me®1', 
time, the Civil Service Commission was asked to prepare a reorganization °_ 
the civil branch, and they prepared a list, which went to Council and ^ 
approved. I might say that was really before I took over the Militia depan' 
ment. That was approved. The departments came together. That reorg®1' 
ization was never put into effect. It would not have worked ; it did not tak 
into account a great deal of the work that had to be done. It was too theoretic8 ’ 
if I might say, in practice ; and after a few months the department drew 
another reorganization. .

Q. The department itself?—A. The department itself put one forward 
the Commission. The Commission approved it. j

Q. With any change?—A. Not that I remember, and it was put forwa 
and an Order in Council was passed and the department works on that. 
that time, necessarily, there have been amendments from time to time. Y,‘,e. 
you bring three departments together like that you have to work out y°l 
salvation and adjust yourself to consider actions that occur from time to

Q. It is within the department itself?—A. It is within the depart®6,, 
itself. Since that time we have not had any nature of reorganization, excel 
two years ago when we reorganized the accountants’ branch. I might say * 
department had been anxious to reorganize that branch for some time, and t g 
minister considered it would be an advantage, if we might get the advice o , 
prominent firm, and he called Mr. Scott, who at that time was vice-preside 
of the Audit—

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. A Montreal firm?—A. It is a prominent firm; P. S. Ross and Sons. a
Q. Gordon W. Scott?—A. Yes, and he came into the department WIVeg. 

staff of assistants and he spent a few months there. They visited all the brancl* t 
They discussed matters with all the officers; they got their views, and they Î 
forward an excellent report, in which they expressed their various recommefl 
tions.

By Mr. Maclnnis: .
Q. Did you consult with the Civil Service Commission at that time?""

No.
Q. This was done without any consultation with the Commission?—A- 

I Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]

ye®-
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By AÆr. B owman. • i o+
Q. Why?—A. We were looking for advice from an outs* thought they 

would give us a commercial view. The minister, and his officers,
would like to get the situation reviewed by an outside pa y. p g Rogg and 

Q. Were you looking for expert advice when you brougn
Sons?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
strafni ^ ere 70U l°°king for what you said previously, somebody with admini- 
Wantp 1° exPenence an<f not theoretical knowledge?—A. Largely. The minister 
Were 0 "e sure he had a good organization in his department. If there

O p W^i SP°*S’ he wanted them exposed. He wanted to know.
Mr T) ' °! * PurPose’ he went to an outside firm?—A. Yes. May I say that
hot *ia* *lme’ wa? *he vice-chairman of the Audit Department—I have
charm,,] -C correct term—it was an audit committee of Government that were 
Government & ®enera* way> with an oversight of the financial operations of

Won]d" you think that Mr. Boutin, to whom you have previously referred,
this rp lavc . eerl a man with wide enough experience to have superintended 
Savin,, ~°rganiza<:aon to which you have referred? You have no hesitation in 
*that?—A. I have no doubt—

younff Admitting- as y°u have already admitted, Mr. Boutin is a smart, clever 
be *fan hut lacking the necessary experience?—A. I do not think it would 

n t° LcomPare Mr- Boutin to that class of man.
H- 1 have not got that in mind at all.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
to oiSn Civil Service Act, as carried out, it falls on the Commission

O rv!u t ie VariOUS departments?—A. Yes.
0rga^7qf;ld ?e Commission ever approach your department with an idea of re- 

°n+ u 1 have never had any initiative, any move on the part of the 
•bent nTn t0 x-at efect- When a proposal has been put out from the depart- 

q su8gestion of a change in organization has come from the Commission, 
the (jen ,len would I take from. that, as long as there was no suggestion from 
•t Was •™en7. that- the Commission should take charge of that organization,

S quite satisfactory?-A. That is my experience.

By the Chairman:
deputy Ma? "*■ tuterpose : Assuming that the Commission came to you, as a 
°Ur Oro-mi-11S^3r' °r a memher of a department and said, “Now, in order that 
dePartin >n°n Branch may be thoroughly familiar with the affairs of your 
hhder vn, ’,rV°U^d you have any objection to taking one of our men in there, 

,0rous*M r direction, and let him work for four of five months, so that he mav 
0^ectinr,y+ a™diarize himself with the department ”■—would you have any 

•on to that?—A. I do not think so.
J-hank you.

i q-mJiït“m,

We l t" certainly would not. there is no ou other investigators
w tooked up—I would put Mr. Boutin on a par witn

0 came from time to time to our department.
«322-26J [Mr. G. J. Desbarats.J
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In other words you think he is equally as good as other investigators 

from the Organization Branch?—A. I think so.
Q. To put it the other way, they are all equally bad.
The Chairman : I think it is obvious Mr. Desbarats does not wish to 

criticize any investigator, simply the man was not equal to the task.
Mr. Ernst: Simply he had not the experience.
The Witness: He had not the experience, and the other men who were 

occupying positions of that kind were young men, able men, if you wish, but sti" 
within the limits of their experience and their knowledge.

Mr. Bowman : Mr. Putman has quite frankly admitted his branch is ver> 
small and certainly not large enough to handle any general scheme of organization 
which he thinks is necessary.

Mr. MacInnis: This is somewhat of an observation rather than a question 
In asking these questions of the witness, I did not wish to belittle the Organ1' 
zation Branch of the Civil Service Commission. The point I wished to dra" 
out, there was an Organization Branch and if the personnel were merely account' 
ants and men of that business character I do not see why it should be con' 
tinued. It would be better, from my point of view, either to go outside and gel 
expert advice from private firms or to build up in the Civil Service Commissi01’ 
itself an Organization Branch that would be expert.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I was going to ask Mr. Desbarats—I some time ago asked some of ^ 

witnesses whether they did not think you would get more effective reorganize 
tion, or a more effective Organization Branch, if it were placed under the dh'e 
control of the Treasury Board rather than under the Civil Service Commissi0. 
Can you express any definite opinion on that, as deputy minister?—A. I 
not think you would get very good results. .

Q. You think that the intiative really will have to come from the dep°r 
ment concerned?—A. I think so. t

Q. Let us put it'this way: If the initiative came from the départi®61’ 
concerned to the Treasury Board and the Treasury Board designated who "'jj 
to go into the department’s affairs in the reorganization, do you think it w°°j. 
be better than the present Organization Branch?—A. I think a constant ch6 
on the department on minor reorganizations is useless. ..

Q. Useless?—A. Yes, if the department gets into bad shape once in a wh' ’ 
through lack of organization, from defective heads—it will get into bad shfl^0 
Then you may get results from calling in a body of experts, but they have 
be experts. a

Q. You find that?—A. Yes, as far as ordinary organization of a depart®16 
is concerned, the department is far more able than any ordinary outside b° 
Now, may I give a personal regression, or history? ^

Q. Yes, go right ahead.—A. Perhaps I might as well finish with the S6 t, 
Commission: The Scott Commission, after three months, gave an excellent refi0^
I call it excellent, because most of their recommendations were recommendatj0 
the department wished to put forward and which we discussed with 
After I had discussed conditions with them they said, “Well, now, there 
conditions we do not know and we are not prepared to insist on certain rec° 
inondations,” but later they put forward a very good alternative re6° t 
mendation. The department drew up the plan to reorganize and 
to the Commission with it. The Commission sent Mr. Boutin 
at first and we asked him if he would put forward an organization schel],e 
He could not. I did not expect he could. Nevertheless I told him, ^ 
Commission is charged with reorganization. Will you come in and reorg3’1 
[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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ï Wan^ ^ reorganized.” He said, “What do you wranf done?”
Wittwu ^ wan* the Commission to do something.” We did not get anywhere 
Th , * la* ’ 80 I s.aid, “Here is our proposed organization.” He took that. 
Werre was ?ne point—it was a moot point; it had been discussed, and there 
shnn jW° Vlews *n the department, one was as to whether the stores audit 
it vv ^ come nnder the Accountant or not. Boutin took that up for months; 
the a8, over a year, and the only suggestion he made was that we should adopt 
the n er alternative for that particular purpose, and after a little over a year 
^oarH0nJ!111S^r°n a£ree<t w’th our recommendation. It went to the Treasury 
hnan ■’ i 6 T1reasury ^oard passed it. Then we were getting into different 
bran fi’al c®. fimns and there was a proposal to transfer the accountants’ 
had n \to. . inaoce. The appointments were held up. Now the department. 
2ation° 'fL,ai' ■ *16 approval of these proposals; they had made the reorgani-
largpi ’ h8’ ^hey had shifted their personnel. The reorganization consisted
Worv , ooing away with the Pay Corps and putting all the accountants’ 
and one oranch. d he effect was to increase our civilian expenditure
6JcPenriV scaen7 Pu* forward to the Commission really meant an increase of 
$5o onn Ure' 1 11 l le whole it meant a saving to the department of about 
Were ^ a 7ear gross, because it meant pensioning off a number of officers who 
depart ra"lnS salaries. Nevertheless it meant very important economy. The 
in lan.r Proceeded to pension a number of officers ; they shifted the men 
ttien ], Clvi lan organization; they put in some temporaries and a number of 
Were fiaVe f iaf ^me been doing much more important work than they
about +?ing oeiore. They are still drawing their old salary. I think that is 
°f thp „^ oars ago. Now, if the department alone had made the organization

audit it would have been done right away.
Zatiop iat 18 * ia,l' ' A- H the department had the power to do that reorgani-

I^ith the approval of the Commission?—A. It would have been done 
in inn/’° a?n men would have enjoyed their increased salaries, resulting 

q eased work and increased responsibilities.
Xv°rk?l_A0Xrr °ng ^ ^ la^e Mr. Scott and his associates actually to do the

A. He may have been three months or so in the department.
By Mr. Bowman:

A rS: It was a very very important reorganization for your depaitment
' ^uite.

By Mr. Ernst:
n Q. And then the Commission’s Organization Branch came in, and Mr. 
ti„^ln too, representing it, came in and after a year, over a year, mace prac- 
toal]y no change in the suggestion?—A. Practically, no. I was going to revert 
Za much older case. That is when I was deputy minister of Marine and Fish; 
ip; s: I took over that department as a result of a Report o ie * 11
to ,Sl°n to inquire about the Public Accounts, which showed the departmen 
rnit7 to very bad shape, and that is a case like where I was saving to the Com- 
depat! il would be an advantage to bring in a body of exper^ o^goi^over a 
w,Partment, The minister of that day got in a firm of New York accountants, 
wl.had a branch in Montreal. Their specialty was organization and they 
O for months in that department. It cost the government an awful lot of 
aC(, (‘y’ they putting forward a very complete scheme o oo eeping an.( acting. I have a copv of it in the shelves of my library. I think that is 
t0 all the good it did After I was appointed deputy minister I proceeded 
Hiane°^amze the department, to get it into shape. It had been prctt> bad. One 
a.? v sh°t himself ; four or five men disappeared. It was about as bad a situation 

y°u could get, but it was handled, finally, by departmental order.
[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.l
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By the Chairman:
Q. It was a matter in that case of “making hay slowly”?—A. Yes.
Q. Just reverting, for a moment, to the comparison some members of the 

Committee made in connection with Mr. Scott’s reorganization. Did Mr. Boutin 
have some other representative of the Organization Branch of the Civil Sendee 
Commission with him; would he be working alone, or would he have a staff to 
assist him?—A. As far as I was concerned, he was alone. He may have had 
assistants.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I take it it is your judgment that where a major reorganization is neces

sary and assistance is desired by the department outside of its component per
sonnel, that assistance should take the form of some outside experts?—A. I 
would think so, but I would think that that would only be necessary in excep
tional circumstances.

Q. In major cases?—A. Yes.
Q. And that for routine reorganization the Commission’s Organization 

Branch is practically useless to the department?—A. I think the department 
is far more expert and has far more knowledge on the subject than the Com
mission can possibly have.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. He said, before, their check of minor matters is practically useless?—-A* 

Yes, minor matters are far more easily handled by the department.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is it not possible the deputy minister might be a very good deputy 

minister from certain points of view and not be a very good business organized 
in his own office?—A. Well, he should then not be a deputy minister.

The Chairman : It is one of the qualifications required of a deputy minister’

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Going back for a moment, Mr. Desbarats, to the matter of organization 

the main connection with the Commission is in the matter of appointments and 
promotions?—A. Yes.

Q. Dealing with the matter of appointments, I note, in going over the corre
spondence passing between Mr. Bland and Mr. Brown, with respect to th 
appointment of caretakers—I will just refer to some of these letters in the1 
order. Under date of December 30, 1926, there is a letter from Mr. Brown, whnj 
I presume, is your assistant deputy minister, to Mr. Bland, as assistant secretaU 
of the Civil Service Commission. It reads as follows:—

Dear Mr. Bland,— IWith further reference to our telephone conversation this morning g 
am sending you herewith a list of re-appraisals of positions during y 
last eight months,* showing the time lost between the date of the Orç ^ 
in Council, the date of the position list, and the date of the promob0, 
certificate, respectively. You will see from this that the average time 1W 
between the date of the Order in Council and the date of the position 11 
is twenty-one days. |j

I am sure you will agree with me that no time whatever sh°1' 
elapse between the date of receipt of the Order in Council in the Co 
mission, and the date of both the position list and the promotion oer® 
cate.

[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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If, as I understand, the delay is due sometimes to the supposed 
necessity of obtaining the signatures of the Commissioners, I would sug
gest that there should be no necessity whatever of the Commissioners 
signing or approving these subsequent routine papers, viz., the position 
list and the promotion certificate. These papers merely give effect to 
the decision already made by' the Privy Council, on the recommendation 
of the Commissioners; and consequently are purely routine, and require 
no active discretion or authority. Consequently, it surely should be com
petent for any subordinate, dutly authorized therefor, to issue these 
papers.

Yours faithfully,

C. H. Bland, Esq.,
Assistant Secretary,

Civil Service Commission, 
Ottawa.

H. W. Brown,
Assistant Deputy Minister.

* For List of re-appraisals: See Appendix “F.”

There is a subsequent letter under date January 7th, somewhat along the same 
s, but dealing specifically with caretakers. Might I just read a paragraph or 
from that letter between the same parties. It is dated January 7th, 1V27.

Dear Mr. Bland:
As I have already explained to you this morning, I have been looking 

into the procedure followed in connection with the routine extensions of 
the employment of the temporary civilian caretakers of this department, 
with a view to seeing if it was not possible to obtain the Commission s 
authority for the extension more promptly and with less loss of tune.

As perhaps you know, all our caretakers are temporary, and are 
employed under six months’ certificates of the Commission. As we have 
an establishment of caretakers authorized by Order in Council, the 
requirements of Section 106, sub-section 2, of the Civil Service Kegulations
are satisfied. . , , ,

In all such cases the procedure is as follows: sometime before the 
expiration of the authorized term of employment, a requisition is made to 
the Commission for a further extension of six months, on r orm . . 2 in
quadruplicate. In the course of time, one of the four forms is stamped in 
the Commission, and returned to the Department.

It will be seen, therefore, that this matter is purely routine, and the 
granting of authority does not even involve the labour of writing a letter, 
but merely the stamping of a form prepared by the Department. Under 
the circumstances, an immediate, or at least a very prompt, return of the 
form to the Department might be expected. As a matter of fact, this 
process of stamping a printed form takes from two to three v- eeks, on an 
average; and the delay sometimes causes considerable inconvenience.

I understand that the delay is due mainly to the fact that these 
requisitions are presented to the Commissioners for their authority. teurely 
this is unnecessary to give instructions, could give a blanket- instruction 
and authority to some subordinate to adt for them in all cases of this 
kind. I am speaking now only of purely routine extensions of emp oyment, 
where no difference of opinion arises between the Commission and the 
Department. _ , _

[Mr. Gr. J. Desbarats.1
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I enclose a list of thirty-six such extensions, taken at random from 
our records, from May last. In all these cases there was no dispute or 
any cause for delay whatever ; and yet the time taken to stamp these 
printed forms averages sixteen days in each case—and in some cases 
running as high as twenty-five days.

I would suggest that the method now followed not only causes incon
venience to the Department, but must quite unnecessarily waste a great 
deal of the Commissioners’ time.

Yours faithfully,
H. W. Brown,

Assistant Deputy Minister.
C. H. Bland, Esq.,

Assistant Secretary,
Civil Service Commission,

Ottawa.
And that letter of January 7, 1927 is accompanied by a list of 36 cases, t° 

which Mr. Brown refers.
* For List: See Appendix “G.”

Under date January 11, 1928 is a letter Mr. Brown writes to Mr. Bland. 
Dear Mr. Bland:

In accordance with the terms of our telephone conversation this morn' 
ing, I enclose herewith a list of ten recent re-appraisals, showing the tii° 
lost in each case between the date of the Order in Council, authorizi11^ 
the re-appraisal, and the issuing of the position list. The only one 0 
these now outstanding is that of Mr. Cauchon, about whom I spoke to y°u'

You will see from this that the time lost, and as we see it, Qu*.^ 
unnecessarily lost—between the passing of the Order in Council and tn 
issuing of the position list averages about a month. In Mr. Cauchon - 
case, it is now forty-four days since the passing of the Order in Cound > 
and we have not yet received the position list. .

In this connection, I am also enclosing copy of my letter to you 
December 30, 1926, on the same subject; together with the list 0 
re-appraisals mentioned therein.

You will see from this that whereas according to that list, the avd 
age time lost by the Commission was twenty-one days, it is now thirty 
one days. This is not altogether encouraging.

As the issuing of the position list is a pure matter of routine, thdc 
surely is no excuse for this inconvenient and unnecessary delay.

Yours faithfully,

H. W. BROWN,
Assistant Deputy Minister-

Mr. C. H. Bland,
Assistant Secretary,

Civil Service Commission, 
Ottawa.

Accompanying Mr. Brown’s letter is a list of ten cases. (For list» £Ê 
Appendix “H”).
[Mr. 6. J. Desbarats.]
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Under date April 4, 1929, Mr. Brown again writes to the secretary of the 
u Service Commission:

Dear Sir: Replying to your enquiry of the 2nd instant, I would 
suggest that the applications and instructions with regard to the competi
tion for Caretaker, Grade 1, at the Strathroy Armoury, be sent to the 
District Officer Commanding, Military District No. 1, London, Ont., 
direct, with a request that he transmit them to the Officer whom he may 
choose as the military representative on the board for examination of 
applicants.

May I suggest, further, that it would save much time if the posters 
required applicants to send their applications to the Chairman of the 
Board, or whomsoever the Commission may select to represent them 
locally ; rather than have the applications sent to the Secretary of the 
Civil Service Commission at Ottawa, and then returned to the place of 
origin for examination and report. This latter method, which I believe 
is now in effect, results in the papers travelling back and forward several 
times needlessly and consequent unnecessary delay.

For instance, if the position advertised should happen to be at 
Victoria, the posters are apparently prepared in the offices of the Com
mission at Ottawa, and are sent some 3,000 miles to their destination. 
The applications resulting from the advertisement are then sent back 
3,000 miles to the Commission at Ottawa. Thereupon the Commission 
returns the applications and instructions to their representative at 
Victoria (3,000 miles), for examination and rating. After the candidates 
have been examined, the applications and rating sheets are returned to 
the Commission at Ottawa. The Commission then send a notice to the 
successful candidate. This would seem to indicate that the papers in the 
case have travelled this distance of approximately 3,000 miles five times.

If the Commission would send the posters and application forms in 
the first place to the District Officer Commanding, or their local repre
sentative, with instructions to advertise and receive the _ applications, 
examine the applicants, make out ratings, and send these with the appli
cations, etc., back to the Commission, at least two unnecessary trips 
Would be saved.

Yours very truly,

The Secretary,
Civil Service Commission, 

Ottawa.

H. W. BROWN,
Assistant Deputy Minister.

Q. And this all with respect to the appointment of a caretaker in Victoria.
The last letter apparently filed with y°ur report in thus connection is un er

: April 4, 1930, again from Mr. Brown to Mr. tiianu.
April 4,1930.

Dear Mr. Bland,-I spoke to ^ou £ ÇLÏt procedure
about the possibility of making sometakers’ positions. The pay for 
with regard to the advertisements to jipoo a year or there-
these positions, as you know, ranges from 1$ 
abouts,—

AU in connection with the appointment of a caretaker at 1220. ^
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—and the correspondence relating to each new position is, in my opinion, 
quite disproportionately heavy.

Take for instance the various stages now necessary when a new 
part-time caretaker ($220 a year) is to be appointed—

1. The Department notifies the Commission that a new appointment 
should be made.

2. The Commission advertises the position.
3. Applications are sent to the Commission.
4. The Commission sends the applications and rating forms to the 

Department.
5. The Department forwards them to the District Officer Com

manding.
6. The D.O.C. forwards them to the Officer in charge of the Armoury.
7. The officer in charge of the Armoury makes the ratings and 

passes them back to the D.O.C.
8. The D.O.C. forwards to the Department.
9. The Department forwards to the Commission.

10. The Commission notifies the Department of the appointment.
This is the minimum number of stages.

What, in Heaven, is the maximum number?
There may be, and frequently are, many others, so that fifteen or 

twenty letters may pass between the parties concerned, before the appoint
ment is made; and the delay in making the appointment often extends 
over months.

To save time and unnecessary labour, 1 would suggest the following 
procedure—

1. The Department notifies the Commission.
2. The Commission advertises the position, or causes an advertise

ment to be made by their local agent; the advertisement would 
provide that applications, instead of being sent to the Secretary 
of the Commission at Ottawa, would go to the Chairman of the 
local examining board, or to the Officer in charge of the Armoury-

3. At the same time, where necessary, the Commission should send 
to the D.O.C. a copy of the poster, together with a request thaj 
the representative of the D.O.C. on the examining board should 
be available at the time and place fixed in the poster. This would- 
of course, be a stereotyped request, and could be stamped on the 
poster, or pinned to the poster on a printed slip.

4. The examining board would send the applications and ratings 
the Commission, and a duplicate set of the ratings, and if possible 
the applications, should be sent to the Department at the same 
time.

5. The Commission would notify the Department.
This proposal, if adopted, would keep the minimum number of com' 

munications down by half. I shall be glad to know if your Commission see 
any objection to the adoption of this change.

Yours very truly,
H. W. Brown,

Assistant Deputy Minister.
C. H. Bland, Esq.,

Assistant Secretary,
Civil Service Commission,

Ottawa.
[Mr. Gr. J. Desbarats.]
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An acknowledgment of that is on file, under date April 8, 1929, addressed to 
Mr. Brown, Assistant Deputy Minister, National Defence, by Mr. Foran, 
Secretary.

Ottawa, April 8, 1929.
Dear Sir,—As suggested in your letter of April 4, your file H.Q. 

14-179-2, I am to-day forwarding to the District Officer Commanding, 
M.D. No. 1, London, Ontario, the applications received for the position of 
Caretaker, Grade 1, Strathroy.

The suggestion contained in the second paragraph of your letter has 
been noted, and will be acted upon when vacancies at a distance from 
Ottawa are being advertised.

Yours truly,
Wm. Foran,

Secretary.
H. W. Brown, Esq.,

Assistant Deputy Minister of National Defence,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Q. Is there anything to indicate it has followed or are they still fo owing 
the old routine? , , ,

t Mr. Bland: I think it is only fair that both sides of the ease be Presented. 
I would like to say that the suggestions have been acted on ai •
^rown will admit that himself.

The Chairman: They are very good suggestions.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Might I ask when they were adopted, Mr. Bland.
Mr. Bland: They were adopted very shortly after the sugge.. ions veie 

rpade, Mr. Bowman. , , ,,
Mr. Bowman: The point I was coming at, in placing these c ers on^re^ora 

with regard to positions like caretakers, watchmen, clea,ne, 7 • d 1 whât is Vour 
°Perators and so forth—in connection with positions of 1 kind should be 
°Pmion as to whether the appointment to positions of t itself?_
cA°ntinued in the Commission or should be made by the P , r ; ht 
f- Certain classes are handled just as well by the department Im^say 
ln a general way, I would like to have the Commissio procedure
aPpointments as possible. But I would like them to cu simnler An art

not have so much routine, let them make the oper intment ‘Inb-oin that, I have no objection to the Commission making PP &nd trouble_ 
111 any cases it is an advantage. While the routine at prese • S 1 
s°me, we get very good results. , +h anm;nt_
^ Q. It would not be very difficult for your department to make the^Pkjnt
P^nt of an elevator operator in the city of Saskatoon. 
any.
. Q. Well, say caretaker?-A. Caretakers with our department^ are^special. 
Probably. They are the caretakers of armouries an „ccoutrements of the
uSt in l0°king f/ter thc buildiTi b Officer Command ng‘the corps, whatever

occupying the armoury. The Officer Uornman ^ . F.vprv
ls—it is his personal responsibility to care for t1 . j has to „„^ear ap storpc. are checked up and if there is any deficiency ne nas to pay 

it ’Tu m® stores are cnecKeu nnnointed caretaker in whom he
l ‘ That officer objects very much if a man is appoin i

no confidence. In some minor cases we have had men put j these places 
a»<i the Officer Commanding the corps sa,d, "I wont havejhat man the
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armoury ; I won’t have him touching my accoutrements. I know he is no good. 
On paper the man was perfectly satisfactory, had good references, but the 
Officer Commanding the unit knew he was no good.

Mr. MacInnis: All the more reason why the appointment should be made, 
Mr. Bowman.

The Witness: And he said he would not be responsible for putting his 
accoutrements and his stores in the hands of that man. We have had that 
from time to time. Occasionally we have had officers who have resigned. I" 
that case, in appointments, what we really need is to satisfy the Officer Com
manding.

The Chairman: If I interpret correctly Mr. Brown’s letters, it would 
appear, in most cases, the Officer Commanding as a rating officer or an examin
ing officer has a good deal to say in connection with appointments?

The Witness: That is generally the case.
By the Chairman:

Q. Consequently, in the general routine of appointments as caretakers, 
where the man chosen by the officer commanding is appointed, they are satis
factory and where that does not happen there is disagreement?—A. The Officel 
Commanding should be consulted.

Q. I should think he should be?—A. He should be. He gives his opim0,L 
The trouble is that the Officer Commanding is not familiar with the Civil Ser
vice routine and he is given a sheet of ratings and he has a number of men "T 
are applying and one of the questions is, 11 Is this man capable to fill tnJ 
position,” and the Officer Commanding, who knows all these men, happens r° 
say he is no good. He says, “ I think the other man is the best and thej>® 
ratings come into the Commission and it is not their fault. They have t 
exercise a certain preference towards pensioned men, etc. They say these me 
are capable of doing it. These men, under our regulations, should get the app°'n __ 
ment. They appoint these men and the officer is sorry he made the recoup 
mendation but he has had to appoint him, and when the thing comes out he 13 
thoroughly dissatisfied. . j

Q. Would you tell me any reason why more suitable men are requit® 
to fill these more or less menial positions, by having all this routine of 11 
Civil Sendee Commission instead of letting the department do it. Routine ha_g 
what you call, gone wild—if you reduce it to a minimum can you tell » 
why more suitable men, if required, could not be found by means of promot10' 
by the Civil Service Commission, instead of appointments by the departmen ■ 
—A. There is no difference, reallv, if the department makes the appointing'g 

Q. I judge if the responsibility were put upon you, you could make 
appointment?—A. We have had a good deal of experience and I know that^

rkiiré
is extremely difficult, under certain conditions, to make the appointment
really want. I am quite frank with you gentlemen, as you know the wor 
of it— jlt

Q. We are taking facts as they are?—A. On account of the pressure br°u8 
to bear by the member representing that constituency. . n

Q. Is the situation any different for the Officer Commanding, in connect1^ 
with making his ratings, where the member is close at hand and the OmÇ^ 
perhaps, lives in the member’s riding, than for the Deputy Minister, 0'^. 
probably 3,000 miles away?—A. The Deputy Minister has necessarily to 1 ^ 
on the recommendations of his local officer, the branch, or with the member 
Parliament himself. It is his local representative in that particular spot- j.

Q. It is pressure all the way along the line?—A. Yes, a member may ^ 
know a thing about a small place he has visited, probably, in the coU^f?j5eS 
his campaign, but he has a representative—he has somebody there—who adv - 
[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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him, and when you get down to the end of the chain, your aduce may^
somebody who is not reliable. I am not cnticizi = reliable'but he is getting his advice from somebody who may, or may not, reiiaoie, 

and the result may be objectionable.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. That is not in any way different from tlie ^itiolltJ Committee, the
itself. Might I refer to a return made on you.- letter
Case of a caretaker at Edmonton, Alberta, file H.Q. ■ t a Caretaker

March 18, 1931: The Commission was asked to appo 
at Edmonton.

April 11, 1931: Blank was appointed.
April 28 and 29, 1931 : The Officer Commanding the Blank Field 

attery and Blank Battery protested against this appointment, and asked 
0 be relieved of the responsibility for the stores and equipment if Blank 

was appointed.
May 21, 1931 : The Commission was notified of the objections made, 

and on the 23rd was asked to make another appointment. Affidavits 
"ere received from two Companies, Edmonton, as to Blank’s unreliability. 

August 1, 1931: A. N. Other appointed to the position.
^issio lc.^°.m™ss^on was asked to appoint a caretaker, so that even the Com
ète,?^1» 1!?rp,la . *° make some mistake with respect to the man being honest, 
y°u' 1 | “at is quite true. The difference is this—if the Commission gives 
^r°uble)at aPP°^ntmentj you can fire the man without any compunction, or any

Memh' Quite true'—Whereas where you get a bad appointment, through a 
G6 mu °U bflVe Sreat difficulty in getting rid of him. 

depapf ^ here is another case of a caretaker in Montreal, March 31, 1931. The 
1932 ) m®XT as^®c* ^or a bilingual caretaker and recommended R. (March 12, 
a e..,, , , lX,° satisfactory appointment yet made by Commission”?—A. Was this 

‘ y aker or watchman?
*bund ,caretaker- 80 that within a year, the Commission had apparently 
difljcui/- difficult to find a caretaker in Montreal.—A. Oh, we have lots of 
these • ,’eS' /)n *be wliole, we get along pretty well. Now, while I have made 
are an 6™arks about the Members, on the other hand I would say our firemen 
The e °lntec* locally and I will say we do not have much trouble about them. 
$otnc ases of trouble are very occassional, but you are bound to have trouble

By the Chairman: . what it is, and having
Q- Having regard to the fact that human ^ the Commission, of

^ard to the fact that in making all those appo t ^ thesc oral examma- 
becessity, must rely on local people to make rating «, appointments by reason 
A00*, etc., is it not obvious that you might h That is always a possi-
,Afavouritism or nepotism, instead of patronag ■ The establishment of 
'3lldy, and it is a thing that has to be Suf afa£ing that is receiving care in 

bureaucracy, as a method of Government » has to be guarded
! ^ democratic form of Government an 1 1 department are anxious to 
gainst. I think you will find the officers oi • J[lly as you say, human 

t the very best appointments they can. . very very few, I think.
nat*re comes in and we may get a case of favouritism,

By Mr. Maclnnis: nerfect but that appointment by
Hi S' Would you agree to this—no sys J . ’̂ e 0y way?—A. That is
Hiv Civil Service Commission is more dcsi ‘ t nd promotion on merit,

opinion. I am very much in favour of appomtme ^ q ^ Degbaratgl
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Now, as to what is the best way of getting at it, is difficult to say, but my 
experience, before the appointment of the Commission and since, is that, on 
the whole, we are getting good results from the Commission. I criticize them 
and I find fault with them occasionally, but on the whole we are getting good 
results.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I agree with you, but I am pointing out the routine with regard to 

these minor positions and the fact—the fact or not,—as to whether appoint
ments could just as well be made by the department. Might I refer now to 
promotions?

By the Chairman:
Q. Before you go to promotions, what is bothering me, in my own mind, is 

this—having regard to what you previously said—it is causing this country a 
tremendous amount of money in paying local examiners and that sort of thing— 
going through all this enormous routine for picking a job as caretaker some
where at $225 a year; from that range up to $1,000—I am just wondering 
whether it is worth the candle?—A. As you see, we were continually urging the 
Commission to lift off the procedure and get away from all the letter writing- 
It takes the time of our men all through the department.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. It seems, however, if they are not paying them for writing those letters 

they are paying them for receiving them?
The Chairman : We must consider the economic view, as well as the 

political one.
Mr. MacInnis: It may be costing us more, when we consider the degener

ating effect on those who are receiving them. I am considering it from an 
economic point of view. Surely that is really the economic aspect of the case- !

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You say it is pretty difficult, Mr. Desbarats, to justify the expense of 

these proceedings in connection with the appointment of minor positions, such 
as caretakers, watchmen and so forth?—A. These minor caretakers have to be 
tound locally. The pay is $10 a month and, during the months when he is 
attending the furnace, the man gets a little extra for looking after the furnace- 
It is not worth spending an awful lot of money on, to make an appointment of 
this kind.

Q. And after all, if it was made under your department, it would be 
officially decided on the judgment of a man in your department; whereas, at the 
present time, the position is determined by somebody nominated on behalf 
the Commission.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Would the replying to applications, and such things as that, for ap 

appointment made through your department, be a material factor?—A. I beg 
your pardon.

Q. Would not you have a great deal of work in replying to applications, p 
they were made through the department?—A. Not if they were made localb''
You take firemen and such, the local officer is generally given the power 
appoint them.
[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Respecting promotions, did you ever make an estimate of what portion 

promotions was made as a result of written examination?—A. Apart from 
ordinary clerical situations, which are made on group examination, I think 
inere arc very few written examinations.

Q. 1 es. I think Dr. Roche stated that in his evidence. Now, you made 
is statement, in giving your general statement, that the “Commission was pre

pared to take the recommendation of the department in promotion and changes 
n classification.” Has that been your experience?—A. Perhaps it would have 
een better to say that they did become so. I would not say they are prepared 
o take it. I think theoretically they are at perfect liberty to refuse.

Q. Theoretically, you said?—A. Yes.
Q. In the matter of promotions and reclassifications, in what proportion of 

e recommendations made by your department has the promotions and recom- 
endations been declined by the Commission?—A. I could not say, but I 

oink as far as promotions are concerned there would be very, very few refusals. 
Q. Refusals?—A. Except on the department’s recommendation, yes.

• Q- Likewise in the matter of classification?—A. That might be more 
erious. The Commission is rather more inclined to refuse an improved classi- 
cation. Sometimes the department considers the refusal for a classification 

s purely routine. But the department does not put up an improved classifica- 
?°n, unless it thinks a man is earning it, and under the system of classifica- 
>on it is fairly rigid and not very elastic, and it is rather difficult to get an 

proved classification for a good man, a man who steps out of the bounds of 
is original classification and does the better work, is the man who suffers from 

cne classification system.

By the Chairman:
se • *suPPose the difficulty in the way is that in a private enterprise the 

nior officer, who is daily in personal contact with someone under him, has 
eat power in procuring additional salary, or a promotion, for the efficient man, 
ercas m a sense, the Commission is a body which, say, is far removed from 

fact°na1̂ touch with those who may be entitled to that increase?—A. That is a 
’ a^d it is not in position to appreciate the personal qualifications of the 

Qu n' . Y°u have two men doing the same work—one man is doing twice the 
n, ‘ , ,ty °i work the other man is, but you would have great difficulty in getting 
ttle better classification for him.
all y°u suggest any change which would remedy that situation at
a J 0T b,e*P remedy it?—A. The only thing that would remedy that would be 
tionGCr ^an<^ *0r department in making changes in promotion and classifica-

By Mr. Bowman:
firm cann?t have a freer hand than you have in promotions?—A. In
y ufaons *bere is not much difficulty ; the trouble is in classification. When 
hut' a^G PromoLng a man, the recommendations are pretty generally taken, 
and ere y°u have a man who has been doing a piece of work for a long time 
diffi h department thinks the work justifies superior classification, it is very 

cult to obtain it. It is not an encouragement to that man.

By the Chairman:
Re lP' ** *s.no encouragement for that man to demonstrate initiative?—A. No. 
<j0 as a neighbour who does his work well but does not go out of his way. He 
of s ,n°t Put himself out—he gets along just as well. This is one of the defects 
bable t”6 or^an^za^on- ^ bright man loses his incentive after a while, or he is

[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Have you had any experience with the Organization Branch of the 

Commission in connection with classification?—A. These have always com
bined classification and reclassification, and the line that is drawn between 
classification and reclassification is sometimes a little difficult to follow. Where 
we have put forward a request for classification, it has always been considered, 
but quite frequently it has not been granted.

Q. Questions arising in your department on classification are referred to 
some man who would deal with organization?—A. Yes, he comes down, looks 
over the case, then talks it over with the chiefs of branches and makes his report-

Q. Do you consider him any better expert in classification than in organ
ization?—A. He is easier to get at and he is much more liable to agree.

Q. There is no great difficulty regarding classification?—A. Except the 
inertia. The tendency is not to reclassify.

Q. Unless the department ask for it?—A. It is never reclassified, unless 
the department ask for it. There is no initiative on the part of the Com
mission.

Q. When the department does ask for a classification, your suggestion- 
are accepted or rejected?—A. I would not say what the percentage would he’ 
but the inclination, in the first instance, is to refuse the classification, unless 
some strong reason is put forward.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I understand, from what you said, the Commission really acts as a brake 

on excessive improved classification?—A. That is really the result. They criticize 
the proposals put forward by the department, and they certainly do act as a 
brake—a retarding influence—on expenditure of improving the classificatio11 
of an individual.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. A brake as a result of inertia or as a result of investigation?—A. ^0’ 

as a result of the opinions which govern the classification and as a result of 3 
disposition to hold on to whatever the present organization is.

Q. As a result of inertia?—A. Yes, I would put it that way.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Classifications are largely standardized?—A. Yes. ,
Q. If they were to make an improved classification in one department thf 

might have an effect in some other department?—A. No, improvements  ̂

classification generally result in classifying the work of a man in the next star 
up, not actually changing the paper classification, but actually classifying l’11 
in a higher rank. It does not affect other departments.

Q. Supposing Mr. Smith, in your department, received a higher class‘j 
fication ; then he would talk to his friend, Jones, in some other department, aW 
Jones would approach his deputy minister and say that he thought he shou 
receive a slightly higher classification. Well, his deputy possibly might ag>1 
with him, although he had never thought that before, and here you would ba 
two improved classifications, one where it was probably merited and anotb6 ’ 
probably, not necessarily so, but you might get that condition quite frequent1^ 
Then the Commission is a useful brake in a case of that kind, which preset ‘ 
abuses?—A. That is the idea, but, as I said, it has the effect of keeping baC 
a very useful man, a very good man. It works well on the average. e

Q. I suppose the very good man receives the reward of work well d°n '
Mr. Ernst: Later—in Heaven.

[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.l
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The Witness : That is quite true. Ultimately the very good man will get 
s°nie promotion, provided he does not get discouraged in the meantime.

The Chairman : I am delighted Mr. Maclnnis has such good faith in our 
Posent system.
,, Mr. MacInnis: I have faith where the material reward is the same, ut 
he other rewards will be better.

By Mr. Bowman:
^ebBtrf orV'.nuinS this discussion, where you say the recommendation of the 
Statempnt a i?,, at governs promotion, I find on looking at the first page of 
that n,Ur • y ,attached to your return made to the Committee—I presume 
Mlich th 18 " of the other pages—that in the matter of promotions of 
tor promei,? ar® , on that first page, that between the date of the application 
*ifi i the Civil Service Commission and the date of the promotion
£ays e| mre ihas elapsed considerable time. There are three cases where 528 
Jhere », between the application and the date of the promotion certificate, 
then thnr . caffs "here the period elapsed had been over 100 days.
“eeP 11 ca,ses °t the remaining 19 where the time taken has
'''here it j ns ’ 80 that out of 38 cases on that first page, there are 30 cases 
say as f la,8 taken 75 days to obtain promotion certificate. What do you 
General n tn, ■" , that a question of routine again?—A. It exemplifies my 

0 4°mPIamt regarding the delays which occur °ver a \7' s ,° routine?—A. Yes, and in these very long cases, 500 days, that is 
senin,Cfr’ ‘lnd ®ven ™ the 100 days, it might mean the man would lose a year 

.that rl\y’ because his salary increase will not go back of the 1st of April. 
Mil e*ay Pjts h™ back of the line of the 1st of April, it means his increase 
Ve two vtarde^mti° ^at extent. In a case of that kind the man might easily 
le has u ears" ,e man has probably been doing the work all this time, because 

practice fCn ,Put iat° that place and he has been doing the work. There the
6ack ,s "’ben the certificate does finally issue, the date of promotion goes

Q -p Pru 1 of the same fiscal year. It would not go back any further, 
is « + 18 wiy t notice, in a lot of the returns, that April 1 of any particular 

j,eeb doint +kUt as,*he date of promotion?—A. And probably that man had 
"'as Ha* j ï,e w°rk a long time before that date, but the certificate came and 

Q t ted the lst of April.0biipiSs,; tak.e ^rom your general remarks, that the principal business of the
v Q. pPn,/s ln the matter of original appointments?—A. Yes. 
tl^chme,: ^ way> you were talking a little while ago about caretakers and

6 Cornm- • °«t office boys now, do they receive their appointments through 
c Q- D 1Shlon : A. Yes, they are appointed by the Commission. 
rpOfigh ? you not think somebody in your department would be capable 
u?b)rv,j . appointing an office boy?—A. We get very good results front the 

> appointing office boys. They have lots, and we have no trouble.
1 ' am -œ— orirl khev send us one

0 He is a good lad „ ■ ite satisfactory, an office boy, yes,
He is quite satisfactory?—A. He is q however.

gained, up to the age of 18 years; theJ d° ™ination and become a first- 
After that?—A. They have to Pass a^*™ ntment.

8 derk or they go out and get some other a] P

By Mr. Maclnnis: ^ emnlovment?—A. The great
'"'hall 1 suppose they go out and look foi o U1 do not have those
N ^age in having them out at 18 department. You get smart
y%» |ers dragging their feet for years acro..s tne v

^ Allows, who run around lively.
[Mr. G. J. Bnsbarats.]
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By the Chairman:
\Are those office boy appointments mostly from the city of Ottawa here? 

from Ottawa™5 Irom.outsi^e’ as ^ar as we are concerned, they are almost aU

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The same remark would apply to office boys from outside, as you sai 

with respect to caretakers?—A. They are very very few and they would ®° 
come under my notice.

I do not know if this is a thing in which the Committee is interested: '' 
have a number of caretakers who are on the temporary basis. Some of the 
have been with us for 20 years and up. I think we have a couple above 30 ye£l'""r 
a great many of these men are getting old. Some of them are really too old 10 
their work. You cannot put them out on the street, after 30 years’ service. T®6" 
are temporaries ; they have no right to superannuation. We have tried 
times to have them made permanent. We have succeeded from time to time 1 
getting a few put in the permanent ranks.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is the obstacle to their permanent appointment?—A. There ® 

two obstacles. It means a permanent appointment. The Commission, in mm{1 jjj 
a new appointment, must advertise. They will get a number of applicants 
for the position. The chances are they will not again appoint the man who ^ 
been in the position and who has been doing the work, ultimately, for twenty 
twenty-five years. . pS.

Q. Why?—A. Because someone will come along with better qua'lificat10^
Q. Rated higher?—A. Or he may be a returned man and entitled to 

preference. ajd
Q. You know positions now, when a man has been in a position for upy.. 

of a year or two or three years that he may be appointed permanent by the 
mission without open competition?—A. Not unless he has obtained his .jy( 
appointment as a result of competition. If he has been appointed temp01"9’^ 
as a result of competition, then, after he has held that a year, he may be ®° 
permanent. . s;0n

Assuming your department applied to-day to the Civil Service Com®01 ^ 
for a man for a certain position and they have no eligible list, and you 
mend somebody for that temporary appointment, can that person never be j, 
permanent except by open competition?—A. I think that is right, unless the P 0f 
tion was advertised in the first place, in which case it would be the res® 
competition, although he might be the only applicant.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I think the Committee agree that such men should be on a PerlB^gte^ 

list?—The department has put forward recommendations and has sug£ “ J 
methods, but has always met with obstacles, for one reason or other- 
am not saying it is the Commission.

Q. Not at all. I understand that?—A. But they have blocked the
and I think it is a thing that should be remedied. ret® fpSi

Q. Going back to the case of watchmen, I have in one of your 
your exhibit “A” at page 3, two night watchmen at Montreal, June, 
department asked the Commission for two night watchmen for the Cr 
Department in Montreal and explained why these should be absolutely 
worthy, reliable men. The District Officer Commanding recommended 1° j 9af- 
for this position, all of whom had been formerly employed and were ^eS6 
favourably known. In the 18 months following, some five appointments 
[Mr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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Unp P(fS+V°nS were.made, although the Commission refused to appoint these men. 
thom,! ^P^nfees had been convicted of theft; another was stated to be 
on * 1 \ UJlr?,1,a^ ® ,ant^ untrustworthy ; a third had to give up the position theCfif,°)Unt ° 1 _hea th; the fourth was suspended for not doing his duty; and 
great TaS ,susPlnded for absenting himself without leave?—A. We had a t)eLrt' oa , .01 difficulty in that case, through thefts in our Ordnance 
beino- mcnt m Montreal. Goods were missing and thefts on a large scale were 
therp ,Carri6d 0I? ** was evident it was the result of some inside work, that 
It w 'as c? jusion among the men in the place. They were almost all soldiers, 
conlrt ? military organization, and the thefts were carried on at night. We 
Who unger on it and we thought if we put reliable civil watchmen,
to Ket u:b , be m. any dose contact with a military person, we might be able 
0ne fa,, an(1 certainly stop it. As you see, our experience was very unfortunate.

q the appointees had been convicted of theft before.°f theft’’? aS -v0t hecessarily say, “previously” but says, “had been convicted 
dan ' A;jS’ I think we later found out he had been convicted. Another 
and ,ln'fS rr"i;d “ J"*16 Rehabilitation Committee to be thoroughly unreliable 
^oup-Io rostworthy. It was an unfortunate experience. We had four men we 
^htoiission"6 WC dtted’ dut they did not live up to the regulations of the

By the Chairman:
HiittS' y*e heard a good deal of complaints that the holiday system now persil cn7 servants under the Civil Service Act is very much abused. I 
for a °™ed they are enabled to let the regular holidays accumulate 
the SPpTnod ?! two or three years, by getting some holidays each year under 
{doueU1?11 whlch permits leave for illness and death in the family. One case 
5iig]a ,t0 ™y attention, I think, was two months at a time to take a trip to 
a staff V^i rvoaS a result °f that sort of thing, the department have to carry 

C'n-° f ,025 Persons to meet the requirements of the department. Would 
e to express any view on that?—A. It does not exist in our department.mat r—a. it uuc= — ,,take his annual leave withm the year; if the______ r______|

fy0jdir department a man has to

all 5 Would y°u think that a reasonablejegulationjo
h:

H- Would you think that a reasonable by doctors or some.'AaVtmel! except in special circumstances certified ^ tc| do s0. I
S official of the department?—A.Yes, * t0 entnfR ~~-------- > -------- x- - -x- .thinV +v!Cla °t the department?—A. Yes, and I always reiusc w »a chanthe annual leave is given to a man to enable him to get a rest and get 
that c and he ought to take it in the year and that is what I tell every man 

can me® to me with a complaint of that kind, that he cannot get away.
nSa2,, ‘get away”, but I do not practice it myself.,1 here may be conditions that make it impossible for a deputy minister?

avp not, taken annual leave for years.

"‘ose

■*■ HCl c 111 Cl J hJ V V/UUVUUJ.VJLXU v*JL vu v   -

have not taken annual leave for years.

By Mr. Maclnnis:Is there a certain amount of sick leave?—A. There is, and \\e keep a
- touch of our sick leave. , , . , „ T bher ■ ossibly the Committee would be interested in looking :n c 6 ‘

<17 1* ^ 1 T * Æ“8rT,hr;'Sy tbit'” Memeh-°™etîaet

sssirJssss.to k Months, but, as we get to the spring, the vitality of ou I
exhausted and they are very much more liable to be sic^ ^ ^ Desbarats ]

‘8322_.■27J
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By the Chairman:
Q. I think that is true in all walks of commercial enterprise?—A. I think 

so. There was a good deal of abuse on some lines of sick leave. There 
a regulation, and we think it still exists, whereby if a man is away on Saturday 
Sunday counts as leave, and there were certain branches in which some wer® 
very expert on the subject. We found men would be absent on Friday, bu, 
they were always turning up Saturday morning, so Sunday did not count again5 
them.

The Chairman : It was really hard to have to turn up Saturday morning 
as compared to any other day?

The Witness: However, we settled that.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What is the sick leave a year?—A. It is two weeks.
The Chairman : I did not think there was a limit on doctors’ certificates-^ 

A. There is a limit, and we enforce it. On doctors’ certificates, you can 
quite a long leave and that man is allowed to accumulate his leave. I 
I have about four years’ sick leave coming to me.

The Chairman: You seem to thrive without it.
The Witness: Oh, yes.

Ii e.,
think

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The Chairman of the Commission might explain what the sick leave 
Mr. Bland: Sick leave is found in Section 67 of the Regulations of a 

Commission, the date is one and one-half days per each completed 
of continuous service, and it may be granted without a medical certificate 0 
for a limited term, that is where the absence has not exceeded four days.

By the Chairman: . 5

Q. Do you find, in your department, the period allowed by the régula 1 j 
is taken up pretty well by the servants of the department?—A. We (*° 
allow much sick leave without a doctor’s certificate. e]/

Q. Without cause?—A. No, we do not allow sick leave to be used 
for the purpose of being used. There are cases when we get very susplCl 
doctors’ certificates come in and there was abuse in connection with it.

Q. Very difficult to check it up?—A. Very difficult to check it up> 
the cases are very few. . j,ut

Q. I say this without disparagement to the medical profession at a.’i\oV 
I understand that, in connection with pension administration, on invests , u 
it was found out a doctor had never seen the man although the man.'1' jiy 
certificate from the doctor?—A. That will happen and we have occasi0^ 
gone to a doctor and enquired as far as we could. It is a difficult situât10 

Q. It is not abused in your department?—A. No. You can see fr°nl 
chart absences are very reasonable. jyP;

Q. The Commission have made representations to this Commit06.’ jstd 
Desbarats, that some check should be put upon the power of a deputy l0ngr) 
to reject candidates or appointees for “unsuitability” without actual proba 
trial of that candidate being granted. May I ask for your views P1, 
regard?—A. It so very seldom happens to us; we always give a man a t-rl‘ coir 

Q. These cases of caretakers are examples of that, where the local n3‘at|1orit-, , 
siders that caretaker is no good, having regard to the fact that ultimate au^ o' 
must rest in someone. Are you favourable to the continuance of the P^pcC 
the deputy minister to reject without trial, having regard to all the circuity ^ 
or do you think he should be compelled to try any employee who is a> ‘ 
tMr. G. J. Desbarats.]
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h the Civil Service Commission?—A. I which' it has ’been
my experience has been occasionally, m the / _ We prevented a lot 
exercised, it was very useful to be able to th® ma ' month 0r two months 
of waste time. You take a man in, give him a trial tor ° , if the man 1S.
''that wastes the other people’s time—to get himinto 1 ';'n { do not SC€
Nearly unsuitable, I do not think that he should be taken on at an.
"hy he should be appointed in the first place.

By Mr. Maclnnis: , „ +r;ai?_
. Q. How can you find out his unsuitability witho^/^/"pecial'qualifica- 
y- !n cases where you have special need, where you need . ^ P know he
S and you are given a man who has not these Qualifications and y^
'as not, I do not see how a man like that should get t < PP

By Mr. Bowman: is unsuitable?
. Q. There are quite a number of cases on record wne ,;table. You are

There are quite a number of cases where the man ^ " • him. A man
.lmPly wasting time and the time of the men who nave , taught what the 
>es into the position; he has to be trained; he has to be taug 
w°rk is.

By Air. Maclnnis:
IhinlPu^011!^ ,1* l36 Possible to overcome that on examination?—A. I should 

* it would be.
tot 0n]J a man tell me this morning that he had a stenographer who was
^ y satisfactory but very efficient and when the position came open, on a 
<WjVe oxamination, he was given a stenographer that had passed the 
the onoV01? j n , lHlt who was totally incapable of doing the work, while 
'vhere 16 la< could not pass the examination?—A. We have a case at present 
V ae 0 our officers is paying for his stenographer out of his own pocket, 
^Satisf considers the one that was appointed to him was so thoroughly 

doipgactor^- ^ ^o no* know whether he may be a crank, but that is what he

q f. rathcr generous crank?—A. Yes, but he can afford it.
“'at m j. !;s, n<’t always the people that pass examinations for highest marks 
0tlt WorP° j °es*' men?—A. No, there is a great deal of difference in earning 

K and passing an examination.
*lc committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION 
The committee resumed at 3.30 o’clock.

The Chairman: Mr. Bland, would you come back for a moment.

^r- C. H. Bland, recalled.

By the Chairman:
% You have been sworn already, Mr. Bland?— .^6»^ q{ the Committee)

1 would like to get one thing clear for the tition No. 21599. Am I
C°rrect ®°lng into this file m connection ". f tjon available to, and which 

ct m my understanding that the only int< jMr c H gland.]
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goes before the rating officers who originally give a man a rating, are the appli
cation forms and the statements therein contained?—A. You are referring, Mr. 
Chairman, to the rating on education and experience?

Q. And experience?—A. Not all ratings.
Q. Not all ratings?—A. Yes, that is correct.
Q. So that this rating should be based, if the system is carried out, on the 

information contained in the application forms?—A. Yes.
The Chairman : That is all thanks, for now, unless the other gentlemen 

want to ask any questions.
Mr. Bowman: I have no questions.

Roderick Morgan, called and sworn.

Q. What is your position, Mr. Morgan, with the Civil Service Commis
sion?—A. Examiner, grade two.

Q. How long have you been employed in that position?—A. I entered twelve 
years ago, as a junior civil service examiner.

Q. You have been engaged in that capacity ever since?—A. About twelve 
years.

Q. In the ordinary course of your duties, I presume you have occasion to 
rate men according to their application, and act with the rating officer a great 
deal?—A. Yes.

Q. On the file of Competition 21599, I find memo, to Mr. Daley. The date 
of the memo, has become torn off at the top, but there is a stamp on it whir’1 
says, “examination branch, January 16, 1932, clerical section.” The memo. 15 
as follows: “Please arrange to have Thomas Leapard, orally examined at 
Toronto by same men as examined other candidates.” It then says that he Is 
“A”. What does that “A” mean?—A. The he is entitled to disability prefer- 
ence.

Q. “He was not previously called because he stated on his application 
that he has been re-established. He, however, is occupying a temporary position- 
On whose instructions did you make out that memo, to Mr. Daley?—A. W 
own, nobody's instructions.

Q. How did the matter come before you for attention?—A. I do not 
recollect.

Q. Possibly I should tell you, for your information------- A. Probably 11
was because Mr. Leapard’s file came before me at the same time.

Q. Might I tell you, for your information, that in this particular comp6*1' 
tion, all the candidates were examined orally by a board of examiners at Torom° 
on December 20 and 21 previously?—A. Yes.

Q. And this memo, is one to arrange for a subsequent, and separate, exam1- 
nation for Mr. Thomas Leapard?—A. Yes.

Mr. Bowman : What date is the memo.?
The Chairman: The memo, was dated January 16, 1932.

By the Chairman:
Q. The other candidates who had made application all having been exaniD6 

on December 21 and 22. Did anyone speak to you, in any way, in connect^ 
with arranging this special examination for Mr. Leapard?—A. Not as far »s 
remember.

Q. So far as your recollection goes, you were the man who initiated t!l\ 
subsequent examination?—A. Well, probably it arose out of Leapard’s VeTS0?J 
file that comes before me for the extension of certificate, and I knew that he l’9 
been an applicant in the competition.
[Mr. K. Morgan.]
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Doçif^ leapard, by the way, was the man who had been holding this temporary 
!°kn,° clerk, grade 3, Department of Pensions, National Health?—A. 
that particular one, but one similar to it. 
y. Well, one similar to that?—A. Yes.
Q. He had been appointed temporarily without competition?—A. Yes. 

Previously?—A. Yes.
f0r ^ow lon? had he been in that position before the position was advertised 

°À>en, compétition'? Do you know?—A. It would probably be nine months, 
your nme mon^hs? And you think that what brought this matter to
âDnl' Y" f ntl0n ,was *he fact that the extension of his temporary certificate was 

°r, and hence the matter coming to your attention that he had not been 
aPplicaCXaminC<^’ ^°U ^ssued this memo.?—A. I knew that he had been an

Q- For the position?—A. Yes.
in 5^' ^°.u have no recollection, then, of anybody speaking to you personally, 

nnection with Mr. Leapard’s application for this position?—A. No.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. Do you know Mr. Leapard personally?—A. No, I don’t. 
tV u ^ customary, or usual, to have a deferred examination of this kind? 

Z c ' 1 has been done on several occasions, yes. The reason why it was held, 
been exPlain that. Mr. Leapard stated on his application form that he had 

. it Ief"e joshed. That would not give him disability preference, but later 
tot vvf , ou,nh out that he was occupying only a temporary position, which does 

1 make him re-established.
By the Chairman:

feads^ ^lP16 *orm application put in, Mr. Morgan, every application form 
lisher?aS 1° lows> among other questions: “Have you been successfully re-estab- 
«on some other vocation?” I am reading now from Mr. Leapard’s applica
nt^ ho ie aaSoe,r “ycs'” The very next question was, “give particulars,” 
^ett rST’ .°°hhers’ Aid Commission of Ontario from 1923 to 1930; Départ
es in (“ensi°ns and National Health ’’—that is the temporary position he 
day/» Veterans Bureau in Toronto from October 17, 1930, to the present 
^'estnkruj ’ was °hvious from the man’s application that he was not 
Veg. ®llshed, if that employment did not constitute re-establishment?—A. 

0 TkWaS notlced iater; that was not noticed at the time. 
q y at was not noticed at the time?—A. That was not my work.

( *°,u were one °f the three members of the rating board who rate appli- 
lor those positions?—A. Yes.

aPplic„ *or some reason, every other applicant for this position, but this one 
§0es “F wrote in his own handwriting, as required by the circular which 
°f out in Mr. Leapard’s case there are three separate applications, one
23, l9„cfi was received in the office of the examination branch on November 
very „/» and that one, by the way, is filled out in his own handwriting with a 
aPplie„!°rt statement of his educational and experience qualifications, another 
°Wt! j.atI0.fi with his name and address, and a third application written in his 
they afiuwriting, but instead of writing out his own experience qualifications, 
tion_ t6 typewritten at great length, and extended and attached to that applica
nt 0tl show you these three applications for your observations. When you 
tiong A6 rating board to give this man rating, did you have the three applica- 

Leapard before you?—A. I cannot say.
I q A" merely read?—A. I cannot say.

S° yoii have n9.recollection of that? I should like you to look them over 
5otPe n Wl • be familiar with them, and then I want to get them back to ask 

MUestions concerning them. [Mr. R. Morgan.]
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Mr. Bowman : Mr. Chairman, I do not want to “butt in” on your line of 
examination, but how many candidates were there for this position?

The Chairman : There were 222.
The Witness: There were 222, yes.
The Chairman : According to the file.
Mr. Bowman : For this one position.
The Chairman: It was advertised as one, but as a matter of fact, fher 

are two positions.
The Witness: There are two positions.
Mr. Bowman : Were all of the candidates examined, except Mr. Leap®11 

at this examination in December?
The Chairman : Yes.
The Witness: No; only those entitled to disability preference.
The Chairman : How many?
The Witness: Forty-four, I think. Forty-four out of 222 candidates we,e 

entitled to examination because it was—

By the Chairman:
Q. As a matter of fact, some of them were disabled and entitled to di°j 

ability, but they were told they were not. Let me put it this way. The C'jv t 
Service Commission allowed 44 to proceed to examination on the ground t*1® 
they had disability preference. Now, I observe on one application put in, ••
Mr. Leapard, namely the one received in the examination branch on the 
November, 1931, and that is the only date mark I can find anywhere,

23rd
tl#

it was sworn at Toronto on the 20th November, 1931, before a notary Pu
"sswor-1by the name of R. W. Smart. On the other hand, I notice that the applied'0'1

in which the experience of Mr. Leapard was extended and typewritten, was 
before Harry Bray, a Justice of the Peace, in Toronto, on the 19th Noveio^,' 
1930. Obviously, the application which has the typewritten extension of ' t 
Leapard’s experience must have been made out and sworn before the subseque 
one of the 20th November, 1931, must it not?—A. Yes. .ujs

Q. By the way, Mr. Harry Bray, the Justice of the Peace, who swore j 
application of Leapard’s on the 19th November, 1930, to which this exten»^ 
typewritten memorandum is attached, is, I believe, the district pension advoc‘ 
at Toronto.—A. He is, now.

Q. Well, he was then too, was he not?—A. Probably. , e\J
Q. But considering both the temporary position which Mr. Leapard 

and the one which he now holds, he received promotion under this competI 
Is that correct?—A. I am not quite sure. I think probably it is. jn

Q. In making these ratings, Mr. Morgan, do you rate—for instant >5 
making ratings for education and experience—do you allocate part of the m 
for education and part for experience?—A. Yes, that is the usual way. c0{e 

Q. Let me contrast one or two applications and ratings you had 
you. I take Mr. Leapard, for example, the successful candidate : I find 'ie 0[. 
a public school education and eight months at the vocational training fc \ 
Then his experience, which is included in your educational rating 0f 
compare with that, for the moment, the application of a man by the nan 
Challenger, who had a public school education, high school education ;Vage- 
business college education and remained in school until he was 18 years o 
You rate the first man, Leapard, the successful candidate, at 80 per cen ■■ 
you rate Challenger 48 per cent?—A. What was the rating on education • ^

Q. You do not separate them, so I cannot. It is evidently a joint ^ei"6" 
for education and experience?—A. I think there are some separate rating»
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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Q. I would like to have them. If you would be good enough to show me 
where there is a separate rating for education and for expei 1 1 untjer tjie
me very materially for what I have in mind m this cas ^ , , •
heading “Rating on Education and Experience, 5 cdumns headedo p 
education; higher education; clerical experience; experience N the
tion; experience in pension legislation outside of dcp' ■ ' 2n to'both 
maximum mark for primary education is 20. and I see M ^ , Hiaher
Challenger and Leapard, the two I am comparing for i Challenger the 
education, I see you give nothing to Leapard and you give 3 to Challenger, the
men I am comparing for the moment.

Q. What is the maximum?—A. Ten. , f WW
Q. May I consider that the only credit out ol 10 a nossible 10?

education in high school or business college is 3 marks 0 “ '
—A. Those marks are relative. It depends what were given i^ ™e ot ier^ 

Q. You have given 3 to men named Challenger and Fraser. Have you got 
Eraser’s application?

By Mr. Maclnnis: , , ,
Q. Have you got Ritchie’s?—A. Yes. Ritchie, for example, gets the g es 

mark of anybody for higher education—5.

By the Chairman: zde£rree or diploma) “King's
Q. Here is his standing: He obtained a ( 8 d three years in a

Scholarship at Marlborough College, Dublin, j 1 > massed his course at
teachers’ training course in Dublin, Irelan< • 1 ‘Westminster College,
^larlborough; then came to Vancouver. H ‘ , two years’ course'
Vancouver; then went into business; he con 1TT :vprsity was a student of 

higher accountancy for the La SalleExtension uage’s and was a school
pencil and Latin for five years in Berlitz School of Languag f ^ man>
teacher and accountant.” He writes a most be ■ ts 0ver the man who
*»th that education, gets an advantage so far ot on mnin) Challenger,
had only a primary school education. This Ritchie a advantage of only ô
who had a high school and a business education, g . which ratings
and 3 points over Leapard on this rating. Is that tne 
are made?—A. I think it is fair.

Q. You think it is fair. All right.

By Mr. Maclnnis: necessary in order to get 10?
Q. What educational qualifications would b< n can'go.

A. Usually university graduation is as g

By the Chairman: Grade 3 needed a man
. Q. The job that was being advertised here . about pensions claimsto walk up to a desk, talk to returned men q{ their allegations and
and interview them, and make a record of t e requirements required of

forth, and file documents. Were there any oU l islation, departmental 
him?—X. He should have knowledge of ^ of posions.
Procedure; that is the procedure of the àIp e [iere that a man got no
R, Q. So that, when we were told in netition ratings because of his
advantage whatever when he came to ope must obviously have been
,xPerience in temporary positions, ta. , statenient?—A Usually, if the
neorrcct, must it not, in view ot Yom p , 0 t nature, it is not considered, but 
Tmporary experience has been of ,a ,vc ~ trpments were required, it was bardlv 

a case of this kind, where specia i d f the applicant.P°ssible to disregard the temporary experience ot PP
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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Q. I see. So that we can take it, in cases where they have only had a short 
temporary experience, that they do not get an advantage but in cases where 
they have a long temporary appointment and have the experience required, 
obviously the man who has been in the temporary position has a very great 
advantage?—A. Well, in circumstances, yes.

Q. Now, you say that a rating had to be taken into consideration for 
departmental experience.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is that the third heading?
The Chairman: The third is clerical experience.

By the Chairman:
Q. You say they were to be rated according to departmental experience as 

veil?—A. They had to have a knowledge of departmental procedure.
Q. No man who had not been in the department could have a knowledge of 

departmental procedure, unless he had been in the department at some previous 
time?—A. There are cases where he might have come into contact with the 
department.

Q. May I read you the advertisement that went out to the public to induce 
those men to make application. There is not one word said about acquiring 
departmental experience or knowledge of departmental routine?—A. No.

Q. From whom would you receive your instructions departmental experience 
was required?—A. It was stated on the department requisition as a requirement.

Q. This is made by the department initially and comes to you?—A. Yes.
Q. So that neither you, nor the Civil Service Commission, would have any 

say as to whether these men should get a rating for previous experience in the 
department or not because the department requisition for the position had 
required previous departmental experience?—A. Asked for a knowledge of 
departmental procedure and pension legislation.

Q. That is, the department requisition for this position asked that the 
appointee have a knowledge of departmental routine?—A. Yes.

Q. That is what I want to get at. Do not let us get away from that. There
fore, I say, obviously, no man could qualify for this position, except a man 
who was in the department or who had been comparatively recently in the 
department or who had come in contact with the department a great deal in 
the course of whatever duties he had?—A. Yes, that is correct, if his work 
happened to bring him in there.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Before you answer that—“could qualify,” if you did not have someone 

who had that departmental experience, one of the others could qualify for the 
position without that?

The Chairman: Oh, yes.
The Witness: Well, we would want the best we could get.
The Chairman : We are not concerned about what they had.
Mr. MacInnis: I am concerned about the questions that go on the record- 

The man who was not in the department could not have a ghost of a show t° 
get the job?

The Witness: I might say one man who was considered qualified had n° 
experience in the department.
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Before these men could even get a chance to be orally examined they 

had to get a sufficiently high rating from the examining board, of which you 
were a member, or else they could not get an examination? A. Ao. 1 he oral 
examination was held first for the main body of the candidates.

Q. We were told by witnesses here who thought what always happened 
Was, you sent on these application forms to a rating board- I think it was Mr. 
Bland told us that—and that the rating board bad nothing else before them 
except the rating forms and after the rating was made then certain ones might 
be called upon to undergo an oral examination?—A. That is the procedure in 
many cases. ? * v

Q. In this case you say the oral examinations were held first.—A. Yes, in 
that case; in other cases the oral is held after; there are two dmercnt pro
cedures. . ,

Q. The oral is first?—A. The oral is first. The education and experience 
]s considered later. . „ . v

Q. In this particular case the oral examinations were held first. A. Yes. 
Q. Can you tell me the date on which you and your fellow rating officers 

tnet to rate those men?—A. No, I do not remember. . . .
Q. You are sure it was after the oral examination?—A. Yes, certainly it was. 
Q. Can you tell me if it was after the oral examination which Leapard had 

°n the 20th of January?—A. No, it was before that. .
Q. So far as Leapard is concerned, you rated him before oral examination 

but all the others were rated after their oral examination? A. Ao, that is not 
c°rrect. , , ,., ,

Q. Explain it to me?—A. There were a number of candidates as 
^ whose disability preference we had not sufficient information. 1 iey were 
not included in the first examination. Later a question came up as to whether 
they should be orally examined or not at Toronto, and in order to avoi laving 
to call them for oral examination, if they did not have the necessary experience, 
we rated them on education and experience first. Leapard was the on y one of 
those who were rated who was called for oral examination.

Q. How many marks would a man have to get a rating or experience.
A- Sixty, I think. . , . ...

. Q. Sixty marks. You did not rate any candidate in this examination, in
this competition except Leapard until after they had taken lc'r Çra exam-
cations. Is that correct?—A. No, that is not correct. You will find a number 
°t names there are also rated after the oral examination was e •

Q. How can I distinguish here which men were rated before the oral 
^amination and which after?—A. I am not sure whether we rom
the file or not

Q. Have you any other records, any other method, by which you can do it? 
'"A. There might be a record in the clerical section of the Txa _ ranch.
^ Q. Would you look and see if there is any record an e us "now a our

. Q1 We take" iffpart of the applicants for this competition were rated before
beir oral examination and part after their oral examination • -, apard
as the only one who was orally examined because the o ra C(^
'ere not considered worthy and therefore were not cal ec o ‘ "

Q. You are all wrong.—A. 1 am taking the second bunch that were rated. 
wri Q. I realize Leapard was the only one who got a special examination, 
^hen you made out your memorandum, pointing out t ia 1 am"

Cation should be held for Leapard, because his application had stated that 
was re-established and that is the reason you give me for ^? Would you 

the file before you when you made out that me 1
mk S0* [Mr. E. Morgan.]
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Q. Did you observe on this file that another man, Challenger, for example, 
had advised the secretary of the Commission—Challenger advised the Commis
sion on the 29th of December that he was in receipt of a pension and was 
entitled to the disability preference. Mr. Foran, on behalf of the Commission, 
acknowledged his letter for the first time the day after Leapard had his special 
examination, and this is what he says:—

Following your letter December 29, your application form was sub
mitted to our board of examiners to review carefully your pension 
experience and they have considered your experience in pension matters 
as inadequate. Under the circumstances there will be nothing to be 
gained by giving you an oral test in connection with competition No. 
21599 for Grade 3 at Toronto.

A. Yes.
Q. When you were making up this memorandum on January 16 and went 

over this general file, should not Challenger have been entitled to examination 
for this special examination, as well as Leapard, unless he was not entitled, 
because of his education and experience even to be considered to be an appli
cant for oral examination, according to your rating board?—A. That is why 
he was not called, yes.

Q. That is why he was not called?—A. Yes.
Q. Let us just go back for a moment to a comparison. I dealt with the 

experience and education of Ritchie. For the moment, at the request of Mr- 
Maclnnis, as compared to Leapard, now, let me compare Challenger. According 
to Leapard’s application of November 20, 1931, apparently filled out without 
the assistance of the stenographic report and so forth, sworn to before Smart, 
he lists his experience as follows:—

Was employed by the Soldiers’ Aid Commission of Ontario from 
1923 to September, 1930.

Three years of this time I was attached to the Pensions Claims 
Branch, under the direction of Mr. Harry Bray. On October 17, 1930, 
commenced my present duties with the Veterans’ Bureau.

I have had approximately four years’ experience in pension work 
in the nature of preparing of claims.

Let us bear in mind he was with the Soldiers’ Aid Commission, and then nine 
months with the Department of National Health.

Let me read Challenger’s application. I will omit all his previous occupé' 
tions, “ I was Provincial inspector for Imperial Ministry Munitions,” etc.

“ In charge of the academic course for the D.S.C.R., after the Armistice 
Toronto; „

Placement officer, Toronto Rehabilitation Committee, until discontinued-
I will omit his special duties.
He has “ organizing ability, diplomacy and tact combined with a broad 

knowledge of psychology.”
“ I have a good knowledge of the Pensions Act,” and he continues: “ Fro111 

experience should be valuable for position under consideration.”
Have you got in mind the qualifications of these men?—A. Yes. ^
Q. And then I call your attention to the fact that you rate Leapard 80 ant 

Challenger 48?—A. That is including both education and experience. . ,,
Q. It is obvious Challenger had far more education than the other mam 

—A. We gave him higher rating for education.
Mr. Latjrin: Three points.

[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Challenger’s marks for primary education, 20; higher education, 3; 

clerical experience, 20; experience in pension legislation work in Department, 
5; experience in pension legislation work outside the Department, 0. Now, 
contrasting with that Leapard on primary education, 20; higher education, 0, as 
against Challenger, 3. Clerical experience, they each get 20. Experience in 
Pension legislation work in the Department, Leapard, 20; Challenger, 5. Ex
perience in pension legislation work outside the Department, Leapard, 20; 
Challenger, 0. Eighty for Leapard and 48 for Challenger. Let me take another 
°ne: Is that what you call the merit svstem? By the way, can you explain this 
to me, Mr. Morgan, before I take the* next one. ' The average of all ratings for 
Leapard was 84-52. It was the highest but the man recommended for the 
second position was Mr. Blank, with a rating of 73-56 on the whole, whereas 
Ritchie, the man with a very very superior education was apparently passed 
ccer although he was second highest in the rating, his average being 74-6. 
Can you tell me the reason for that?—A. No, not without seeing the file.

Q. I will give you the file in a moment.—Q. Apparently he was not entitled 
to the disability preference.

Q. Oh, but he was entitled to the disability preference.—A. I would have 
see the file.

Q. Ritchie, 30 per cent, disability. He' 
and he gives you his pension number? A. But h P j gay you I ara

Q. It does not say, but in his case l no Service Commission, I
speaking of the whole Examining Branch ot tne . ore c]ear. You directed 
do not say you personally. Let us make the situa Minister of Pensions
a form of inquiry with respect to him to the P - ^ disability?—A. He 
and National Health to find out whether or not ae . abiUty preference.
May have had a disability without being entitle ■■ *bility preference.

Q. Yes, and really to find out whether he had a disan y
That is why you wrote this, is it not?—A. Acs. same?—A. The file

Q. I observe the form of all of them seem to be the . a
Would show. , t win compare him with
T Q. Just let me give you Humphreys next ana ^ <>f gl.5 Let meLeapard. Humphreys, on his oral examination n h the T Eaton Com-
take Humphreys: He commenced Ins business - , various positions,
Pany at the age of 14, being in the office ; pas ed throug &nd Rr
eventually being located with mens gloves as p0iumbia Photo. Company 
Moved to Vancouver and started with the British Colum ma^ ^ ^ ^ Qut_
M Vancouver; in business for himself as photog -1 ,^e sta^ 0f Eaton and
break of the war; returning from Overseas, re] much study, believes
Company. While he “ had not given the pension - , cducation consisted of
be has a very fair knowledge of ta»-' Jgrade” school; never failed 
English board school ; then attended St. Map ■ » . m£m a rating at all. He
to Pass an examination set, yet you do not g"e ■ d>g go. Do you not
êçts nothing for education and experience as aga < jiave see the file. I
th'nk this man is entitled to some credit. • successful in the oral
do not know why he was not rated, unless he vas not su
examination. Cent, the second highest man

Q. In the oral examination he got nf course, on the supplementary
nf all in the original examination. Mr. Leapard, ot course,
sPecial ranked higher with 91-3. , , . ,

. ’ & .... nn the record the general material withMr. Bowman: Would you kindly put on the recoiu
regard to the oral examination.

[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. I have picked out only the high ones. There are marks as I have them 

under oral examinations and then a rating under education and experience. 
F. H. Humphreys, oral 81-5; education and experience, no rating. Humphreys’ 
name is included amongst those who had not an adequate knowledge of pension 
legislation, so any fellow who you thought had not an adequate knowledge of 
pension legislation and procedure, no matter how many high marks he got, 
he was otherwise out of the picture?—A. Yes, together with the other examiners.

Q. I said I was not personal in these matters. You happen to be the 
witness who is here at the moment.—A. His name is included below the rating 
there.

Q. This man was not given any rating at all, as he does not show any 
evidence of having the special experience required, namely, adequate knowledge 
of pension legislation and procedure. Will you look at another fellow, who 
had a very high standing on education: McElveney got 82-5 per cent on oral 
examination. He was employed by the Department of Pensions and National 
Health in the Central Registry as a file clerk from October 27, 1930, to 
September 9, 1931, as temporary help, so he had been in the same department 
as Leapard for approximately the same length of time?—A. Yes, but in a very 
junior position. His departmental experience would not have been of much 
value.

Q. He had been at Christie Street hospital. That is where Leapard was, 
wasn’t it, at Christie Street hospital. Mr. Leapard, while he was filling a tem
porary position in the Department of Pensions and Health was working at 
Christie Street hospital, wTas he not?—A. If that is where the offices are, I am 
not quite sure.

Q. Bear in mind you knew nothing about this except what is on the applica
tions, according to the evidence before us. He was at Christie Street since 
October, 1930, to October, 1931, paid by the relief department. Apparently he 
got his salary through the relief department instead of through the ordinary 
channel. He has a fair knowledge of pension procedure, pensions claims, etc. 
That man, you rate for education and experience at 37, as compared to Leapard’5 
80?—A. McElveney is only a clerk, Grade 1 in the department, and his experi
ence is not of any value.

Q. What was Leapard in the temporary position?—A. Clerk, Grade 3.
Q. I would just like the members of the committee to compare the hand

writing of the two men, if there is any question, and then look at their educa
tion. In fact, this man, McElveney, as well as a public school education, 
obtained a second-class army clerk certificate; also a certificate from the 
Military School of Engineering at Kirkee, India. You give him 37, while yon 
give Leapard 80, when he only had temporary experience as a clerk, Grade L 
whereas Leapard had a temporary experience as a clerk, Grade 3?—A. Yes, the 
experience he had as a clerk, Grade 1, is apparently of no value in gaining 
knowledge—

Q. Of pension procedure and legislation. Although you had never seen the 
man, never questioned him, but on the oral examination he was given a mark 
of 82-5 as against Leapard’s 91-3. Are you aware of the fact that in that ora’ 
examination, in respect of which these men were marked, they were brought 
into the room and asked what experience they had in connection with the 
pension work and would have these marks put on?—A. I do not know what 
questions they were asked or whether they were asked any.

Q. That brings me back. You told me Challenger should not have been 
allowed to have this special examination set for Leapard because his rating 
for education and experience was too low?—A. Yes.
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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Q. Can you tell me why McElveney was allowed to write the examination 
when his rating for education and experience was 37?—A. He must have been 
one that was rated first before the experience and education was rated.

Q. So that the fellow who got an examination before his education and 
experience was rated had a chance, while the man in the reverse posi ion never 
had a chance, unless he was rated higher than 60. When I say you, 1 say your 
Board. Here is Challenger rated 48 and he is not allowed to take the oral 
examination, in spite of the fact there was one held after he had established that 
he was entitled to the disability preference, even though the Civil service Com
mission had denied it; originally he was not allowed the oral examination and 
yet McElveney, who had only 37, was allowed the oral and written examination. 
—A. McElveney was rated at the oral examination first, before he was given
any rating in education and experience. . ,Q. Here are a group of returned men, all entitled to disability pre erence, and 
some of them with a low rating for education and experience are allowed an 
opportunity for education and experience and the others are not allowed. Do you 
think that was fair treatment for those men?—A. We could have called them.

Q. You could have called them yourselves. A ou did have a special 
examination for Leapard?—A. It would have been useless. Un education and
experience they failed to qualify, , . , , ,.

Q. Why was it not useless to call McElveney ?—A. We did no ia\e ns ra ing
on education and experience, before he was orally examined , ,

Q. Orally—Ritchie was allowed to proceed to oral examina ion an ie iad 
a mark of only 50, so he failed. You say there is no wav o ma mg a man 
take an oral examination if he has failed in education and expenencc. . o.

Q. You would not have allowed Ritchie to come for oral ecause e ai e in 
education and experience?—A. If he had not been called ioi ie or •-

Q. When you averaged it up he ran second to Leapard anc > e , o . y,?,sls’ 
you would not have allowed that man to proceed to oral examina io . . ien
we rate the candidates for education and experience we have no no cc ge as to
what mark they got for the oral. , ' , . , ,, .Q. You told me a minute ago in this case a great .many alread> had their
examinations in the oral and you rated many of them anc. .■ j- , ne 
Was one that you rated?—A. We did not know whether tiey q •

Q. Is it not a fact that a man failing on his education and ejienence does 
bot preclude him from being so high in the so-called older ^
he may get so many marks on the oral examination. A. 1 0 5 - • .

Q Will you answer this problem for me. On your own system Ritchie 
having gotten less than 60 marks for education and experie , not
let him proceed to oral examination but, by a turn of the wheel he d d proceed 
and he got so high on the oral that when he is average up g V e°t
higher than a man whom the Commission ultimately chose o ■ < PI t-
blent. Is not that a fact?—A. It appears to be, yes.Q. While we are on that, the second man chosen never filled the job, did he? 
—A. Not so far as I am aware. He was rejected by the department, I think.

Q. Yes. I wonder if the press would be good enough to omit this As a 
matter of fact it was found that Blank, the second choice, had gotten into 
Serious embarrassment financially with his employers, a so i g . lza 10n> 
ete., hence he was rejected for unsuitability ? A. one ,s gnen the
second appointment up to this date. I had no knowledge of that. I only know 
be was rejected by the department because of his past recor

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Why was Blank appointed over Ritchie, who made a larger mark?—

A. Ritchie failed to secure the necessary marks on education and experience.
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. I would like to compare with Challenger because experience runs so 

similar. Challenger, prior to the war, was a factory manager. There was nothing 
in Mr. Blank’s occupation to indicate his pre-war occupation. Since the war 
Challenger was a provincial inspector for the Imperial Minister of Munitions for 
Ontario. Blank was an Imperial Munitions Board chief inspector, 1917, 1918. 
Challenger was in charge of the academic course of the D.S.C.R. after the 
Armistice and Blank was with the D.S.C.R. as inspector on vocational training 
and relief. Challenger, in addition to the one-formerly read, was an officer for 
the Toronto Rehabilitation Committed until discontinued. Then Blank was 
secretary of the Canadian Legion and Mr. Challenger had served with the 
Canadian Legion. We expect to have him here before this is finished. He was 
well known in it. Blank says, ‘T have a complete knowledge of the Pensions Act 
and all other legislation for the welfare of ex-service men.” He does not say how 
he got it except as he has here outlined. “I have given advice to thousands of 
veterans and their dependents during the past ten years ; have addressed meetings 
on pensions administration; have sat on many veteran committees on pension 
legislation”. Challenger says, “I have a good knowledge of the Pensions Act and 
its relation to ex-service men and from experience should be valuable for the 
position under consideration.” On those two statements Blank gets a rating 
of 67 for education and experience ; Challenger, 48. Bearing in mind Blank’s 
education was in Scotland, public school, and two years’ grammar school. Now, 
in connection with these ratings you had two other gentlemen associated with you 
on this rating board?—A. Yes.

Q. Major Wright, of the Department of Pensions and National Health 
and Colonel C. B. Topp. In making these ratings they, each one of you, took 
the file and rated these men separately. Did you all three consider each case 
jointly?—A. Yes. One takes the application form, reads it out loud and we 
come to some agreement.

Q. So I can take it ratings we find here for education and experience are 
not your sole responsibility but the consensus of opinion of the three rating 
officers?—A. Yes.

Q. I think it is pretty obvious a tremendous amount of experience was 
required in the position?—A. It was required in the position.

Q. One must conclude that a tremendous weight was given in these rating5 
for departmental experience in that department?—A. I do not think so.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. It is given in all cases, according to your rating?—A. Not a tremendous 

weight.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. You gave the maximum rating?—A. We gave the maximum rating-

By the Chairman:
Q. To the one man who was in the department?—A. Not the maximum-
Q. Oh, yes, 20.—A. The maximum was 25. .
Q. We should have said the highest rating of any of the competitors, 1 

the man who was actually on the job for nine months?—A. Yes. *
Q. You also gave him along with the second choice, Blank, the high6® 

rating of 20, out of 25 for experience in pension legislation outside the depm 
ment?—A. Yes.

Q. But on this sheet you have handed me there was not another 
the grade, on any grade for experience in pension legislation outside the 
ment?—A. Probably they did not have any.
[Mr. R. Morgan.]

man in 
depart'
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Q. What about Challenger? What experience in pensions work did he 
*ave outside the department?—A. 1 don’t remember. until after the

Q. In charge of the academic courses of the' ,m officer until 
Armistice; was in charge of the Toronto placement ,e of pensions?
discontinued. Do you not think that would give him ^Toronto thing
7~A. That was within the department of the D.S.C.R. and tne
15 an outside committee. , , . • incite the deoart-

Q. He gets nothing for that. He gets 5 for Ins expen d knowledge and
?ent in spite of years of application. He says he has a g jderation How- 
fr°m experience should be valuable for the position un - “experience
ever, I will leave it. The two men who got the only marks underjxp^ ^ 

Pension legislation work outside the department arc ^ ^ credit for
ultimately recommended for this position, lake Mr - >
experience outside?—A. No, he did not have any. , d vet, he onlv

Q. Apparently he did not. It was all in the départir _ vajue for the 
^ts 5 as compared with 20 for Leapard?—A. He was really
Position.
. . Q- I think you said experience with the D.S.C.R 

'thin the department?—A. Ye
was marked as experience

expehn ^on8'der f°r a moment as compared with Leapard with nine months’ 
blent• ft' °n ,a temP°rary job—let us consider the rating given in the depart
ment f ^aPar,l gets 20; Ritchie, 5. Here was Ritchie’s experience in the depart - 
got 2n U j- *lc Sets 5 marks, as compared with the successful candidate who 
Was for ter ftcharge from service, obtained a position with the D.S.C.R. and 
0rad « Peno(l °( two years employed as chief clerk, not a clerk, Grade 1 or 
Signori'll as —'e^ c^er^ and ledger keeper under Colonel Morrison. Then he 
fowled Ulat ^>0S't’0.D' My experience in D.S.C.R. enabled me to gain a thorough 
touch -I yfi recju'reci in such a position as is now open. I have always kept in close 
the Can.'r Pe,ft0n matters, and when overseas was employed as a clerk in 
Preffi/ fat lan Casualty Assembly Centre at Folkestone.” All you give that man 
A. ye_, °f’ m yiew of that statement, is 5, as compared with Leapard’s 20?— 
the rpm,• 'at 18 not recent experience, for one thing, and does not deal with 

puirements of the position.
By Mr. Bowman:

that np,.ft" Morgan, I would like to clear the record up on one or two points 
Y laPs are not very clear.eXaminrU,. ftre 'n émargé of this particular examination?—A. Yes, I am the 
n 1 01 the department of Pensions and National Health, 

the raL 11(1 y°u were in charge of this particular examination?—A. As far as 
die eVnrv5 on. education and experience, not as far as making arrangements for 

^amination."i'at f„A,ow,w'ii y°u start at the beginning and give us in chronological order
" ’ • ■ ’ —i:*:—9

Dor,

:■ ixow will vou start at tlie beginning anu 
took place?—A. For this particular competition-

I \V a t, t _ ' J—
_^ XU1 ullo .«uauiar cuiupvvAvruA.- asked for a tem-Q. Ÿes!-Y If I can remember. The deP“ ftked if the position was to 

lae,'7 appointment for three months. The> w nQt_ s0 then it was not
, ?t longer and they were of opinion that employment of the tern-

Later they «M for on extenomn %»**» w„ to last. When 
H arV appointee until they were sure how 8 ( years we proceeded to ho c
ft' found the position was likely to last a couple y

'^Petition to obtain a qualified ippomt^ __A Well we usually get
tllR Q- What is the first step towards the compet^ ^ ^ submit to them a 

authority of the Commissioners firs ‘ , ^yhen we got that approval in
tlP of the proposed advertisement for short advertisement to the
ft ca&e it was advertised by newspaper, . t 0f applications

Or°nto newspapers, setting a time limit for the receip
<9322—28 [Mr. R. Mcrs-an.]
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When these applications were received—the chief of the clerical section 
could tell you better—the Commissioners had already approved that the oral 
examination be held. As there were so many applicants in that competition it 
was decided to limit the oral examination first to those who appeared to be 
entitled to disability preference, 44.

Q. That is, you cut out all except those who apparently were entitled to 
disability preference?—A. Yes, in the first instance. We arranged the oral 
examination by setting a day and notifying our supervisor at Toronto of the 
date when it would be held and notifying the candidates when and where to 
appear, and also notifying the department that it was to be held and asking 
them to have a representative present, and notifying the Canadian Legion in 
the same way. The oral examination was then held.

Q. At that oral examination you had a rating board?—A. Yes.
Q. Composed of—? —A. Of our supervisor at Toronto, Mr. Laidlaw, the 

assistant registrar of the University of Toronto; Mr. Playfair, for the Depart
ment of Pensions and National Health, and a representative of the Canadian 
Legion, W. S. A. Norman.

Q. That is, the board for the oral examination consisted of these parties 
that you have just named?—A. Yes.

Q. Upon what subjects did the oral examination take place?—A. There 
are these printed forms and there are four factors.

Q. What are they?—A. (1) Personality ; the impression that the man makes 
upon the examiners : (2) Experience: (3) Intelligence and mental alertness1 
(4) Physical fitness.

Q. That was the oral examination?—A. Then there is a question suppl6' 
ment ary to that: “Do you consider the applicant qualified to fill the position- 
If for any reason the candidate is regarded as not qualified physically or in 
so far as character and integrity, industry, sobriety and trustworthiness are con
cerned, give reasons in writing on the other side.” So these are factors that 
considered that are not really amongst those four I have enumerated.

Q. Was there any particular rating given to those four factors?—A. Y®5 
each factor is given a separate rating on a basis of 100.

Q. That is 25 to each?—A. No, each is given 100, and then they 
averaged.

Q. 100 on personality, 100 on experience, 100 on intelligence and alerta656 
and 10Q on physical condition?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you tell me what mark was given to Leapard for example f°r 

alertness?—A. Eighty-seven.
Q. In his application which he filed with the Commission I see this:

What was your age last birthday?—A. 41 years.
How long have you resided in Canada?—A. 43 years.

And they ranked him 87 for intelligence and alertness ! There are a half d°zCl1 
things like that right in his application.

I am going to bring all these men before the Committee, the high-ranker”' 
so you can observe how well the job was done.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is there any mark given for the extra credit to which you have refeU6^ 

that is on honesty and character?—A. Not necessarily, no.
Q. Nothing with respect to that. Is that the sole basis of the oral exa*11 

ination?—A. Yes.
Q. Nothing with respect to education?—A. No, unless it came under-- 

[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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“ l 9’ ^n<*er intelligence or alertness?—A. Yes, or under his career. It says: 
/ leek over the career of the candidate” that is his experience. It might 
deluded in that.
i Q. I want to know the basis of your findings. His education is not taken 
“ consideration in the oral examination?—A. Well it may be.

Q. Well is it?—A. It depends on the oral examiners, 
on ti?" There is no special rating given to education?—A. It is not mentioned 
Vai f°rm" ^ say$i ‘‘having checked over the career of the candidate, what 

ue would you attach to it as fitting him for this particular position.” 
jn , there a rating of 100 given to that question?—A. Yes, that might
tin*.*? e<^ucahion and experience. It depends on the oral examiners, what ques- 

°n$ they wish to ask on that.
ar Q' that gives a total of 400 on the oral examination?—A. Well there 
figurin'"^11 We^^s ^iven to each factor making a total of 1,000, or certain

Y Q- ill you be so kind as to explain to me so that we can understand it. 
lave S'ven me now ratings of 100 in four cases. Give me the other weights?

• 1 do not know whether I should. Is it all right, Mr. Bland?
Mr. Bland : Certainly.

0uJ4e Chairman: If we do not get it from you, Mr. Morgan, we will find 

The Witness: These weights are usually confidential.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I am not asking the man’s rating, I want to know the basis o y our 

0ral examination?—A. Each of these factors is given a weight. d
A. Q. You have given me four: Personality, Experience Intelligence and fatness, and Physical Condition, now will you g've mc he rc^ d ' , ^ 
[j®tor of personality is given a weight of 3. Perhaps Mr. Bland could explain

m Q- You said something about 1,000. Will you no" complete w S ^ke up the 1,000?—A. The first factor is given a weigh.of 3.that^makesÆ 
th Q- What is that?—A. Personality. After we get the rating v. ^ mu tiply;he rating again bv 3. The second factor has a weight of 2, and

ei8ht of 2 and the fourth a weight of 3, giving 10 altogethc . experience
100 Q‘ In o^r words you do not really give 'Pe^tfgiven on the b Js of 
iSS anxd 80 on?-A. Well the rating by the examiners is 8™^ second_ 87 on 

• For instance this man gets 93 on the first factoi,
° Qlr^land 90 on th.6 ,fo^h‘ , 0990? A Yes and then take the aver-

5gc x- Then you multiply those by 3, 2, 2, 3: A. 1

s Q. Now what is this other factor you were talking about? Tou referred to 
6thing’ would >’ou repeat that?—-A. t lified physically

If for any reason the candidate is regai 1.^. ^briety and trust
or in so far as character and integrity, inch. y. side
worthiness are concerned give reasons in writing ^ fitness win

Reasons for disqualification other than P - 
Yj be treated as confidential.

Cr° is no mark for that. . . ? . ,r
Those are reasons why a man should* different headings

y0u S' Tlven though he does get certain markings 
oave given?—A. Yes.

49322-28i [Mr. R. Morgan.]
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Q. AH right. Why is it that you go through this performance of giving the 
ratings first at 100 and then multiplying by 3, 2, 2, and 3?—A. Some of these 
are more important than the others. Instead of averaging them we consider 
some to be more important, and give them greater weight.

Q. You find it easier to figure on the basis of 100, and then because of the 
weight that should be given to the first and last, really give then a 50 per cent 
higher rating?

Mr. Bland : That is right.
Q. For personality and physical condition? 
The Witness: Yes.
Q. Do you think, in the experience of the examiners, that these should ha^ 

higher ratings than experience and intelligence or alertness?—A. These v’eî 
the weights, the standard weights approved by the Commission for that. j 

Q. Now the candidates come before this board you have referred to a» 
get their examination on the basis of these different weights?—A. Yes.

Q. Then what is the next step? Do you make a finding?—A. They do 1 
the Clerical Section. That is not done by the examiners. j

Q. You send that back to the Commission?—A. The oral examiners seIj 
the ratings in to the Commission, where they go to the Examination BrancJ 
clerical section, where these figures and percentages are computed and place 
in a register. .

Q. For instance you have Mr. A. before the board. Do the three memo ' 
of the board consult with respect to the factor of personality and come to ‘ 
general conclusion as to what the marking shall be, or do the members of 1 ; 
board give separate findings?—A. I think some times it is done one way,9 . 
sometimes the other. I have not been present at any of these oral examina^0 

Mr. Bland: In practically all cases in consultation. ?
Q. And the final result being the considered opinion of the three of tbenl
Mr. Bland: Set out and summed by the three.
Q. That is there is not a different finding by each member of the Boaro ■ 
Mr. Bland: No. ^
Q. Then that goes back to the clerical section, Examination Branch of 

Commission, and they sum up the ratings?
The Witness: Yes. ^
Q. And they place the man in order of merit according to the result of ^ 

examination?—A. No, not necessarily. Their names are placed in a regis^yl 
alphabetical order with ratings following, and those who obtain a 9U«ceS 
mark—

Q. What are the requirements for a successful pass on the oral exam 
tion?—A. I think 60 in this case.

Mr. Bland : In any case.
The Witness: Yes, sixty per cent.
Q. Sixty per cent in the case before us?—A. Yes. 0fgl
Q. What happens next?—A. Those who obtained 60 per cent in the o» 

examination, their applications were referred to the examiner for a rati e 
education and experience.

Q. That is they came before you?—A. Yes.
Q. For what?—A. Rating on education and experience. . eg I
Q. What do you do, what is the next step?—A. It depends. Someti

do the rating myself, other times we have a board of examiners.
Q. What did you do in this case?—A. In this case we called in repr®5 

tives of the department.
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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tive representative?—A. We asked the department to send a representa-
and they sent two.
ft aJ?ybody else?—A. No, that is all.

A v„' • '?.n. tie board consisted of two representatives from the department?— 
1 es m this case.
ft n?t y°urself?—A. And myself, yes. 

ratjng. Ia/ happened then, what did the board do?—A. The board gave a 
0 °xT ec‘ucation and experience from the application forms.

The hno te us what, weights are attached there?—A. Well it all depends.
0 TC,, ws UP a rating scheme on the various factors, 

out bv +i,e ,us. w lat happened here?—A. Well I think you have that as read 
q jlc rnairman. On primary education we allowed 20. 

bitten?— ™1S Paidlcular case the board—On the oral examination or the

he Chairman : No, this is just the rating for education and experience.
Witness: les, from the application forms only, 

r. owman: Not anything to do with the oral examination?
1 Jle Witness : No.

^ou, bad this rating board, consisting of two members of the depart- 
ana yourse f, went over the application forms?-A. Yes.

0 bat e'se-—A. We gave a rating on education,
billing ' °U lave anything else before you except the application?—A. No,

ft Fiom those applications you made another rating?—A. Yes.
biaxirh 1 be basis of that rating, primary education, to which you alloted a 

^«lum of 20?—A. Yes.
ft î?.’gber education, to which is alloted a maximum mark of 10?—A. Yes.
0 I?b'rical experience, to which is alloted a maximum mark of 20?—A. Yes. 

1baxi)nubXPrrienCe in Pensions work in the department, to which is alloted a 
"’bid, ,, 0 „25i and experience in pensions work outside of the department,

0 Xf allowed 25 maximum?—A. Yes. 
q ^king a maximum total of 100?—A. Yes.

'"A- Yc< Cn you made UP your rating as you say from the application forms?
the raH^T°W you bave two ratings; the rating on the oral examination and 
C0ltibined8 °n tlle applications. What happens next?—A. These ratings are

[he comb’1 basts" Would you mind in this particular case giving me
have it -m , ratings with respect to two or three of these men, so that we 
^tipg definite figures and can understand it? Give me the combined
e*attiinDt- LeaPard and Challenger and Blank?—A. Leapard, on the oral 

Ration, got 91.3.
Ch ^IlIcation and experience, 80.

°bly 4o‘l €nSer was not called for the oral examination, because he obtained 
q nn education and experience.

ah?^_A unsequently he would not come under the second examination at 
Q a ?’ b° was n°t qualified.

abd exper^n^ank?'—A. Blank obtained 83.4 on the oral and 67 on education 

r^ben finally, as the results of the combined ratings, the men were.......... ... u, Y-hat vou thought their merit?—v- on an eligbile list in accordance vun »i< ^ducation and experience a
W v ’ the oral was given a weight ol lour, « and experience was multiplied ÿgbt of six; that is to say. the mark on education and 1 

^ x> and +Vio yv' — x1l ^ vxy » viiv iimiiv uii cviuvdiJuii ca

( the mark on the oral was multiplied by four.
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That it to say you multiply oral by four?—A. Yes.
Q. And education and experience by six?—A. Yes.
Q. Is that correct?—A. Yes.
Mr. Bowman : I think, Mr. Bland, it would take a Philadelphia lawyer to 

follow this.
Mr. Bland: I think you rate 100 per cent, Mr. Bowman.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Then you take the final figures from that and place the man in order 

of merit?—A. Yes.
Q. As found by the oral examination and the examination of the applies' 

tion?—A. In this case that happened to be because they were all entitled to 
disability preference, all those qualified.

Q. It is quite apparent, is it not Mr. Morgan, that those totals on the 
education and experience, a very very large part of them, more weight of marks 
is given to experience both in and outside the department.—A. Yes.

Q. And not only on the face of it does it appear to be fifty per cent of 
the total of 100, but that again is multiplied by six as against four for the 
oral examination, putting it up another fifty per cent.—A. Well, that includes 
the education as well.

Q. It puts it up another fifty per cent?—A. Yes, but fifty per cent is f°r 
experience in the rating.

Q. Why is high education placed so low, given a low value of ten out of a 
hundred, as compared with twenty for primary education? Mind you, I apprel 
ciate the importance of the primary education. Primary education and cleric*1 
experience is given twenty, higher education is given ten?—A. Well, it is not s° 
much required in a position of this kind, as long as a man has primary education 
or a little better, he is qualified.

Q. I suppose those different ratings are changed in view of some particule* 
position. That is, if you have a position requiring a higher education— — 
Yes.

Q. —then a higher education would receive a higher proportionate mark?-^ 
A. That is so. ,

Q. Might I ask Mr. Bland, at this point, just to carry it out, just off-ha°L_! 
Mr. Bland, not having gone into the matter of examination in detail, serioUSu’ 
it does seem to me to be somewhat complicated—does it work out?

Mr. Bland: It looks very complicated. The reason we have adopted i* J” 
that we found most examiners, outside examiners, found it easier to give rat%‘ 
on the basis of 100, than on the basis of 150, 200, 250, or 300. It is prim»1"1 j 
simply a matter of convenience. The reason for having different weights aI\, 
different scales for different factors is because in certain positions one .f*ct, c 
may be much more important than in another position; for example, take 
position of letter carrier. The physical fitness factor is of prime importaI1gg 
there. In another position, where it might be a sheltered one, the physical fitn j 
factor is not of so much importance. There is, therefore, a sliding scale ^ 
weights. It looks complicated, but in reality it is the same system used 111 
university and school work for checking different weights and different sea16"'

By Mr. Bowman: -g

Q. Well, in school work, in rating ordinary examinations, if the maxim0111 
100, and a man gets 87, that ends it?—A. That ends it.

Q. He gets 87, and it is not multiplied by four or by six.
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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Mr. Bland: That is quite true.
Q. Is it not also true with respect to universities?
Mr. Bland: No; in certain cases some subjects are given more weights than 

others.
Q. Naturally.
Mr. Bland : Some work may be given a mark of 200, that is, a more 

unportant subject, and a lesser subject given 100.
Q. Once a mark is received, that is the final mark.
Mr. Bland: That is the final mark.
Q. The weighting of the subject is given in the very first instance?
Mr. Bland: It might just as well be given here, except for a matter of 

convenience.
Q. It strikes me that is a lot of routine and red tape which the Commission 

«light very well eliminate.
w _ Bland: We originally did it that way, but we found this was a simpler 
if'° '‘9As a matter of fact, we would just as soon do it the other way. 
rliff: m«ke it more simple. If you have to explain it to somebody, it is
U«neult to explain.
a , Q must be an exceedingly difficult thing to explain to a man. If he gets
tn lanc lor instance, of 90, on an oral examination, then you have to explain 

um that really is not his standing at all, it is some other figure.
Mr. Bland: It does bring about difficulties in certain cases, undoubtedly, 
fhe Chairman: I presume, Mr. Bland, with your keenness of intellect, you 

on 1 ,ately °hserve the opportunity there is for abuse in this system of ratings 
applications and rating on oral examination? 

th ®LAND:. I would not like to go that far, Mr. Chairman, due to the fact
filial f 3 a^°cating of rates is not done by the examiner; it is done, if you 
Can ivi USe ^le worc*i mechanically, independently, without knowing who the 

( 'dates are, and this possibility of abuse is largely removed.
Wher (”HA1RMAN:. I* I bring here another five or six cases similar to those, 
con n- G man previously in the temporary job, got the permanent job under 
«esq1 j10ns suc*1 as ,w'ii be illustrated, particularly with the 87 mark for alert- 
of nkd° yo? n°t think I can change your mind at all in regard to the possibility 

uouses that there are in this system?
Bland: I hope my mind is open, Mr. Chairman, to anything that 

u,d improve the situation.
- The Chairman: I wanted to ask Mr. Morgan, if I might, with Mr. Mac- 
n«is’ permission, one question.

By the Chairman. those three applications
Q. You told me you did not know wdiet îer Y_ j cannot remember.

of the successful men before you or not at the tm • • ’ Harry Bray, dated
Q. Can you tell me whether you had a etto from^Mr. g^Y ^ yQu

uth November, 1930, recommending this ge nen«ion, placing incoming
Rs duties had consisted of interviewing claimants P the filing system.

on files, looking after occasional corresPOR^r Wlth the knowledge he flHls tact and courtesy as an interviewer, togeuic ble member of the
JJ^ired of routine pension matters made him a m & ,ike capacity with
Saff> and I sincerely trust his services may be retame ^ w&g there

lc Veterans’ Bureau.”—A. I cannot remembei, P_ ÿes
Q. Before the rating board on apphca ion orms other candi-

j Q. You did not have letters of recommendation ol any da*- -3«tes?_ -A. If they were attached to the applications, yes.
[Mr. C. H. BIand.1 

[Mr. R. Morgan.1
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Q. I see.—A. If there were not attached, there would not be any in front 
of us.

Q. Can you tell me any reason why, if letters of recommendation went 
into the Civil Service Commission, they were not attached to their applications, 
the same as Mr. Bray’s recommendation of the successful candidate?—A. If there 
were any, they would be attached.

Q. They would be attached?—A. Certainly.
Q. You are sure of that?—A. Yes, certainly.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you mind if I ask a question in respect to the final ratings. I do 

not think I got the final rating of these two men. What was the final rating 
of Leapard and the final rating of Blank?—A. Leapard was 84• 52, and Blank 
was 73-56.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you please give Mr. Bowman too, the final rating of Mr. Ritchie 

from the record?—A. It was 74-6.
Q. He was the second man, but he did not get the job.
Mr. Bowman : WThat was his rate?
The Chairman : Ritchie’s rate was 74-6.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Will you give me Mr. Ritchie’s oral rating?—A. Yes, 86-5.
Q. And education, experience?—A. Education and experience. That 

50. Not having received 60, he could not be placed on the eligible list; he v'aa 
unsuccessful.

Q. Why did you give Mr. Ritchie a final rating of 74-6 if he was not 
eligible?—A. Well, it just worked out that way, it was not necessary to give h-

Mr. Bland: Mr. Bowman, I think in fairness I should explain that tljc 
final rating is attached to the register in any case, whether the candidate fad; 
in other subjects or not. That is a complete record of the marks obtained 111 
each subject, and on the total.

Mr. Bowman : I think, Mr. Bland, the final total there would rather ind>' 
cate what I have to say; that is with regard to explaining to the candid^ 
how he had got a certain mark.

Mr. Blamd: I quite appreciate the point you make. 1
Mr. Bowman: Because you take Leapard. He gets 91-3 on the °r:\ 

examination; he gets 80 on experience and education, yet his final total 
84-57.

Mr. Bland: Quite so. I might add this. This is sent to the candidat6’
and in addition to the marks being given, a note is added explaining the fact that
the weights are as follows. For each subject his final weight is according 
made up as follows. That is, the explanation is given in each case, and, geIiel 
ally speaking, I think it satisfies the candidate.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The Chairman directed your attention to some seeming mistake» 

the application that Leapard had forwarded. As was stated here, there we' j 
two or three application forms put in. I do not know on which one you bas 
your marks. One of the questions asked here is, “Do you consider your»6v 
physically fit to carry on the duties of the above position in a satisfactoc(, 
manner’’? Mr. Leapard’s answer to the question is “No.” Now, in the
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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of the fact that the applicant insisted that he was not fit—that is, according to 
“fs application—to discharge the duties in a satisfactory manner, yet you gave 
him the highest rating, and gave him the position. How do you account for it?— 
A. I cannot account for it.

Q. Now, I said there were three applications.—A, He must have made a 
““stake.

By the Chairman:
Q. You did not make a mistake, he did?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. You would not give him a high mark for alertness because of the 

““stakes he made?—A. Of course, the mark for alertness was given by the 
°ral examiner, not by me.

By the Chairman:
Q. You have a record?—A. No, we do not have a record.
Q. You have now?—A. Yes.
Q. They marked him 87 for alertness, didn't they9—A. Tes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. In his application of November 20th, 1930, which is a year before this 

application—in the application of November 23rd, 1931, he gave lus date of 
, “'th as August 19, 1890—in the application of November 20th, 1930, he gave 
ls date of birth as the 19th August, 1891. It seems to me that possibly Leapard 

® ““titled to certain marks, good marks, for alertness, but certainly the examiners 
ere not entitled to very high marks for alertness.

By the Chairman: „ , , „
,. Q. Would vou mind telling me, Mr. Morgan, if any ot in can n-o^over h'gher mark than this man Leapard, for alertness?-A. I would have to go ovei 
l“em all.

Q. It would be interesting to know.

By Mr. Bowman: , what would it cost to
, , Q. While Mr. Morgan is looking that up. Mr . ’ iti n m s0 far as thehold an examination of this kind, and finally fill the poatio

ommission is concerned? Bowman, that I can only
Mr. Bland: Well, I told you once before * ination would probably 

lakc a guess. Off-hand I would think that, this give at the
jost $75 I am only guessing. That is the closest figure

““lent. ooo applicants, at least one
, The Chairman: There were letters written to 2-2 P.
le-tter by the Civil Service Commission. , ?

Mr. Bowman : You mean separate and . 6 ^Lnhed—one of them would 
b The Chairman: Some of them were mimeographed
)c mimeographed. ;« looking that up, may I

Mr. Bland: Mr. Chairman, while Mr. Mo g 
ake one remark?

The Chairman: Yes. „ +hose three Toronto examiners
Mr. Bland: In connection with alertne. , that they gave their

r-u; not here> and 1 think it would be on > “ ' 'made before them. It£>gs not on the examination form, but on am a ,
be that that does not affect the general question.

[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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By Mr. MacInuis:
Q. Who gave the rating on the application form?
Mr. Bland : It is given by the examiners on the statement of education 

and experience. It is not given on the front page details as to physical condition 
and so on.

The Chairman: I might also make this observation, to make it clear. In 
dealing with this separate examination from Mr. Leapard, the successful can
didate on his first application which went before the rating board, it was dated 
in 1930, an application for this position, a year before it was advertised.

The Witness: May I see that, sir.
The Chairman: And attached to it was this high recommendation of Mr. 

Harry Bray.
The Witness: That is the application that came in when he was temporarily 

appointed in October, 1930. There was a later application came in when the 
competition was held.

The Chairman : I am only pointing out that he went to the rating board.
Mr. Bowman : Mr. Bland, when you said that $75 was the cost, did you 

mean to include in that figure the cost in as far as the clerical work in you'' 
Commission was concerned?

Mr. Bland: It would be hard to estimate that, Mr. Bowman. There were 
no written examination papers to prepare. There would be the cost of the 
advertisement in the Toronto Press which I do not think would run more than 
a few dollars. Then there would be the cost of the correspondence with the 
candidates, the fee paid to one member of the Board, probably, $10, and the cos* 
of the correspondence.

Mr. Bowman: After that there is also the clerical work in making the fina* 
compilations?

Mr. Bland: Yes.
• Mr. Bowman : How long would that take?

Mr. Bland: That would not take very long. Probably one clerk would d° 
that in half an hour or an hour.

Mr. Bowman: He would only be making it on a small number?
Mr. Bland: Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Morgan, you wanted to reply to a question on this rating?—A. YeS' 

There was one candidate obtained a higher rating.
Q. What candidate?—A. Mr. Ritchie.
Q. What rating?—A. Eighty-eight.
Q. They gave him one mark more for intelligence and alertness than Mr' 

Leapard—one more mark?—A. Yes. ,
Q. Now, a letter was apparently written dated January 20th. I though .. .. 3?—A-

ot
you told me those quotations under the letter “A” meant experience 
Entitled to a disability preference.

Q. What does “B” stand for?—A. The ordinary returned man who is 11 
entitled to disability preference. t

Q. Mr. Foran wrote a letter—I cannot put my hand on it at the mou101' 
—dated January 19th, to Mr. Laidlaw, one of your oral examiners in Toront^j 
giving him instructions and directions with regard to the holding of this spec* 
examination for Mr. Leapard. Now, these examiners, Mr. Laidlaw, Ml 
Playfair and Mr. Norman are supposed to subscribe to an oath as to the 
examinations, are they not? We had a considerable discussion in the ca! - 
part of the evidence as to whether they really took these affidavits as to fm1 
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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their positions and so forth. Now, I notice that the affidavit sworn to by Mr. 
Norman, Mr. Playfair and Mr. Laidlaw is a joint affidavit and was sworn 
before Mr. A. B. Fennell, a notary public of Toronto, on the 20th of January, 
1932, and yet the document itself bears the stamp on it indicating that it was 
received in Mr. Laidlaw’s office, the registrar’s office at Toronto university, on 
January 22, 1932, two days later. Can you explain that to me?—A. No.

Mr. Bland: I think it was sent back for the signature of Mr. Norman.
The Chairman: It came down first with only two having sworn?

Mr. Bland : Yes.The Chairman: And it went back and Mr. Norman was added.

Mr. Bland: Yes.The Chairman: Without re-swearing the affidavit before Mr. Fennell?
Mr. Bland: I am only speaking from memory. I should have to look up 

'•he papers to be sure.The Chairman: I would like to know whether these examiners are actually 

taking these oaths or not.

By Mr. Laurin:Q. Mr. Morgan, after the routine proceedings of the examiner, could you 
e*' me whether the applicant who has obtained the highest rate is finally 

aPpointed? I wish to be clear?—A. Yes. The first man on the eligible list is

dually appointed to the position.
Q. Is it final?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:. Q- By the way, as the result of this competition, you did not establish an 
Jgible list. All you did, as I understand from the memo, on the front of that 

1 e) was to appoint two eligibles, Mr. Leapard and Mr. Blank. A. There is
n e^gible list with two names on it, just Leapard and Blank, 

v Q- That is what I said in the beginning. You did not establish an eligible 
st of men in succession of merit?—A. These were the only two who obtained

hnal percentage of 70 per cent or over., Q- No, no; they were not. Don’t let us get at cross-purposes. Mr. Ritchie 
tamed 74-6?—A. No, he did not obtain 60 per cent on one part of the examina-

üri’ You have to obtain 60 per cent on ea?h part.Xv;,1 Q- I can take it for some reason or other that by the time jou got thiough
v, n this oral and experience and rating there were only two men v ho could 
y ssibly qualify for these two positions and they were Leapard and Blank. A. 

tes, sir.^ Mr. Bland: That is not quite correct. There still remain the returned 
dler candidates who have not yet been examined, but who max be examined.
, fifie Chairman: How can they, if they do not take 60 per cent on experience

and rating?ab|Mr. Bland : The other returned soldiers who are not entitled to that dis-

1 fiy preference have not been rated yet. ex Chairman: That is true; but of all the disability men vliom you

arttined there were no other eligibles?
Mr. Bland: Only two parties.thn .^le Chairman: And no matter how high a mark they got on the orals, 

ext? ,cannot pass because of this education and experience requirement— 
out flence is the department which was no part of the advertisement which went

1 to the public?
Mr. Bland : That is true in this case; yes. [Mr. R. Morgan.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I want to clear up one point to make sure that I understand this matter 

of examinations. Education and experience are based on an examination of 
the application forms?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, I see on the face of these applications such questions as, “Are you 
in good health?” “Do you write English or French?” “Do you consider your
self physically fit to carry on the duties of the above position in a satisfactory 
manner?” Surely to goodness those questions are considered by the Board in 
arriving at their final weights?—A. Not as far as their education and experience 
is concerned; they should be considered at the oral examination.

Q. Now here is a question: “Were you at any time employed in the Civil 
Service?” Surely that is taken into consideration when giving the final results 
on education and experience?—A. No. I do not think so. That is only for 
information.

Q. Then may wre take it that the examiners do not pay any attention at 
all to that page of the application?

The Chairman : The clerical section, not the Rating Board.
Mr. Bland: Yes. That is correct. The first page is checked by the clerical 

section, not by the Rating Board.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. There must be something to account for somebody overlooking this vital 

question: “Do you consider yourself physically fit?” And the man says “No’ ! 
and yet he gets the position. Nowt, what part of the application is taken into 
consideration by the second rating Board?—A. Where the man gives his educa
tion and his experience.

The Chairman: If I ever want to get a job in the Civil Service, I will 
certainly puff myself on that part of it.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is it usual or unusual to appoint persons to positions of clerk grade 3 

without a written examination?—A. I do not know whether it is usual or not-
Mr. Bland: I do not think Mr. Morgan should be asked to answer that 

question. It depends entirely upon the nature of the duties. Where the dut>es 
have to do with correspondence, or the keeping of books, a written examination 
is usual. In this case the duties were largely counter work in which the keepin» 
of books or the answering of letters "was not a major part of the work, and 
written examination was held.

The Chairman : May I ask this question : Of all the appointments to P0?1g 
tions for grade 3 clerk during, say, the last year, approximately what percents 
were made without written examination?

Mr. Bland : I am trying to think of another case of clerk grade 3 otheJ 
than this one. I cannot think of another one, during the past two or three year- 
Generally they are filled by promotion. There is another one—

The Chairman: Usually they start at grade 1 and go to grade 2 and 3-
Mr. Bland: Generally the entrance examinations are for grades 1 and 

They are written, and grade 3 is usually filled by promotion.
Mr. Bowman : Why was it not filled by promotion in this case? ^
Mr. Bland: It was a temporary position; and a temporary position cann^_ 

be filled by a permanent employee. The position itself was of a tempo1"3 
nature.

The Committee adjourned to meet Monday, April 11, at 11 o’clock a.m- 
[Mr. R. Morgan.]
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April 11, 1932.

cont^j16 Standing Committee to inquire into appointments to and the
and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the admin- 

Tvr„ T10n anc operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 o’clock a.m.,

Ar- Lawson presiding.

Charles H. Bland, recalled.

would like to clear 
things I would like

By the Chairman: „9
Q. Mr. Bland, in connection with competition < twQ things l would use 

UP a few points I have in mind. There arc ju ^ ^he original departmen
to get on the record from that file. Woulc > temporary appointment made,
requisition for this position, when they wan ‘ . ,, »_\ Yes, Mr. Chairman.
m October 1930—1 think it is in 1930; is that ay.al,™ was any requriement at 

Q. Would you look at that and tell a knowledge of departmental
that time, in their requisition for anyone h ^ ‘ requisition, Mr. Chairman,
Procedure, pension laws or policies—A. I m , Qn ^is requisition, dated
for the temporary employment of Mr. Leapar . rience in pension regula-
Cctober 30, 1930. I cannot see any mention oi tof •\ 
lions and procedure that was subsequently ' c

Q. Nor of departmental procedure?—A. °. thQUgh) ;n 1931, for further 
Q. Then in the requisition which came th n > fQi_ gome nme or ten months 

aPppintment, after Mr. Leapard had been on the ] departmental procedure
^did that requisition require adequate kno . prvening requisition dealing wit
Pension laws and policy?—A. There was an That was in July, 1931. It
fhe temporary employment of a second emp <■.
lad not reference to Mr. Leapard specified y ■ Qnd position of the same

0. Put it. was for a similar position. A. ■ ---- “Adequate knowledgeQ. But it was for a similar r quisition was,
k«id. And the experience specified m this icq Ucieg >. 
of departmental procedure, pension laws t second Potion
T. Q- Was anyone appointed of Mr
^he department requested the tempo ri y 
XYl|o was certified for a period of three montl ^ Mr. Chairman.

Q. And he was so employed temporally ^ afc ad at the time of that 
Q Was Mr Charles A. Brown in the Pep the file. The requisition

requisition?—A. I will have to take a second iougly employed on the staff
ln question states that Mr. Charles Brown w P that means that on a form 
111 the capacity of investigator grade ijj probably prior to his coming 
°ceasion he had been employed in the department, P
7sthDoCfw“rihe length of Ms previous service - the ep.u ■ ■

' QTwiSMr‘ C. examined, in any way before period

‘^'ary appointment?-A. He had been taken
of thirty days in accordance with the Act. n0 examination.

Q. There was no examination ?-Ajher<y^ ^ j thmk he did
Q. Did Mr. Brown enter competition [Mr. C. H. Bland.]

_____i?—A. Yes.
‘Charles A. Brown
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Q. Was he able to qualify for examination under the returned soldiers’ 
preference?—A. He was a returned soldier, but he was not entitled to the dis
ability preference. Consequently, he was not called for the original oral 
examination.

Q. I can summarize that by saying that in the original requisition by the 
department for the appointment of Mr. Leapard temporarily, there was no 
requirement for “adequate knowledge of departmental proceedure, pension laws 
and policies”; and that the first time that requirement appears is when they 
wanted the temporary appointment of a second man to a similar position in 
July, 1931?—A. That is the way the papers on file here are.

Q. Then Mr. Bland, as to these weights which you have described in some 
detail to Mr. Bowman—how is it fixed as to what weights shall be given for 
education and experience and what weighting for the oral examination? Are 
they fixed before the applicants are rated for education and experience and 
before they are orally examined, or after, or at what point?—A. Before, Mr. 
Chairman.

Q. That is before there is any examination of any kind, or any rating?—A.
Yes.

Q. And who fixes them ?—A. When the examination is originally proposed 
and outlined, what we call an examination schedule is prepared giving the 
subjects of examination and the weights for each.

Q. Who fixes the weights?—A. They are proposed by the Examination 
Branch.

Q. That is under your direction?—A. Yes.
Q. Are you the man who actually determines the weights, or is it some other 

official?—A. The same procedure is followed in connection with the weights 
as in connection with the original recommendation for the examination. The 
recommendation is made by the examiner. It comes to me from him.

Q. And in the ordinary routine, unless you had reason to question it, you 
would approve of it, I suppose?—A. Yes, I think that is true, Mr. Chairman.

Q. Now, take this particular case, for example : When these weights are 
determined—a memorandum of November 10, 1931, made by “R.M.” who, } 
presume, is Mr. Morgan, shows oral examination weight 4, education and experi
ence weight 6—that record remains on the file?—A. Yes.

Q. And to the extent that any person or group of persons have access to 
that information which is recorded on that file they could ascertain what weights 
are to be given for the oral examination?—A. Yes; any person who had proper 
access.

Q. Whether it was proper or improper; anybody who has access?—A. The 
point is this, Mr. Chairman, that we endeavour to try to keep the file confined 
to the people who are supposed to have access to it.

Q. AVho are supposed to have access to it?—A. The chief of the clerical 
section—

Q. The members of the Examination Branch would have access to it,/ 
assume?—A. I think I would like to have the chief of the clerical section expiai.0 
the steps we take, if you would call him. The point I would like to make Is 
this, that we endeavour to see that the file in such matters is kept to the persons 
who are properly supposed to see it, and not generally circulated. I think 
Mr. Daley can explain that to you better than I can.

Q. Have you ever considered the possibility of some one person such aS 
yourself, as Chief of the Examination Branch, setting these weights and keepip^ 
the information to yourself until after the examinations are made and then dis
closing it to the party who registers the weighting?—A. Yes. I have though11 
of that.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. Together with the figures of thefRa^“g TiutMhSfarë also some
-A. I think there are some things in favoui ot mat,
arguments against it, in the present situation. know the list of

Q. Now, I would like you to look at one other Rll^nation?__A. Yes. 
reports that are entered in the record of this ora m ^ ^ by Mr. Norman,
.. Q. I notice that in many cases they are not sg d ^ notice that in some 
the representative of the Canadian Legion ;
eases they are not. . . , ?_\ weil I do not know that
T Q. He is supposed to sign all these, is he not- • representative is given 
lean give a “yes” or “no” answer to that The Legionrei^^ gatisfy himself 
the opportunity of attending oral exammatio nrooerly carried out. Now,
!^at the claims and preferences of ex-service men a P Ç what }ie is there for, 
lf he satisfies himself, as far as we are concerned tl &hould sign it as a
and we would not, I think, feel it essential the preference had
Member of the Rating Board, provided he was other two.
been carried out. He is in a little different position Legion representa-
,. Q. There seems to be a public impression abroadIt.you, it is purely 
tlve must be at these examinations. Now, if 1 un ■
°Ptional?—A. Yes. . T1 . ollv „ nrivilege that is extended. Q. If he wants to attend he may?-A. It is really a pm ueg
0 the ex-service organizations. . . Qan you tell me, from
n Q. That is my first question. The other one i» corrcct when I make the
7e record, anything to indicate whether or not l f the days of these
Renient that Mr Norman did not attend at all on une 
laminations?—A. If I might look up the official e we went over these
r, Q. Maybe I can help you. With some dejr h Mr Norman’s signa
lements; some are signed and some are not sigi thjnk the 21st was a
Vire- Examinations were held on the 21st anc rating papers of all those 
r*°nday. His signature appears apparently on i was arranged between
tv'o were examined on Tuesday. A subseque December 24th—as you
,b.ese examiners for December 24th—the morning 24th, 1931, and no one 

'll see by a letter from Mr. Laidlaw, dated Norman’s signature on his
7®? came before the Board on this morning has • inquiring from Mr.
Tatlng sheet?—A. I could only answer that de ^ Laidlaw’s letter of
^idlaw, who was our representative. I quote from ■ 

ccember 24th, as follows:— t? C Playfair who represented
I should like to pay tribute to ' 1 health and to Mr. S. A.

the Department of Pensions and Aationa rice League. Both these 
Norman who represented the British Bmp , f j nd contributed very 
gentlemen were extremely

T» eonsiderably to the examination of animation.
bat would indicate that they were present at t t() Aether Mr. Norman 

aH Q- Would you enquire from Mr. Laid . 1 December 21st, 22nd
^nded all three sittings of this examination beam
a"d 24th?—A. I will be glad to, Mr. Chairman.

By Mr. Bowman: nroceedings of that board?Q- Was there a minute kept of the record of J g 
A- Well, Mr, Laidlaw would have that record at town

By the Chairman: •T1<.i.:nns I notice, is not sworn
b, A The oath in connection with pff.X tat day.

^fr. Norman?—A. You mentioned tlia -nt0 tliat also.
Q- Oil, did I?—A. You asked me to mq until you can get the

fin Q- I think that is all the further information 1 van ,
s of Mr. Creswell and Mr. Reith. [Mr. C. H. Bland ]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I want to know a little more about the representative of the Canadian 

Legion. As a matter of fact, while he is on the oral board, in a more or less 
official capacity, he really has not a great deal to do with the examination, 
has he?—A. Except as concerns satisfying himself that the returned man 
receives a square deal.

Q. That is all?—A. Yes.
Q. In figuring out the weights and percentages that were given by Mr- 

Morgan the other day, when it comes down to a final summing up, apparently, 
the oral examination is given a weight of 2 and education and experience are 
given a weight of 3?—A. Yes, it comes to that—6 and 4 or 3 and 2. The reason 
is, Mr. Bowman, we try to keep these on the total basis of ten, which saves a 
good deal of computation?

Q. As I say, you are working it out on a percentage basis?—A. Exactly- 
In connection with the returned soldiers’ representative, in 1918 and 1919, 
when the returned men were coming back in great numbers and apply- 
ing in great numbers for an examination, there was naturally considerable 
interest, and sometimes considerable dissatisfaction, as to the application of 
the returned soldier preference. The Commission, at that time, thought if 
would be in the interest both of the Commission and the returned soldiers 
themselves if a representative of the ex-soldiers’ organizations was given 
opportunity to be present at the ratings or examinations. This has been fol
lowed since, and I think it has generally worked out to the satisfaction of both 
parties.

Q. There is one thing that occurred to me, very strongly, in considering 
Mr. Morgan’s evidence, and that is that your examination as to education and 
experience is based entirely on what the man himself said about himself?"' 
A. You may add this ; it is what the man himself says, plus what documents 
he submits or what documents are submitted by his referees. As was pointed
out, in one case there was a letter submitted by the former employer of one of
the candidates. Such letters would also be considered with the application 
statements. ,

Q. In other words, the man who was most diligent in getting letters 0 
recommendation from his friends or from his office would be the man wh° 
would get, perhaps, higher markings on education and experience?—A. In so f?J 
as rating for education and experience is concerned, that is quite true.

By the Chairman:
Q. But, unfortunately, all the other applicants have no notice of the faC* 

that they can send in such information?—A. Oh, Mr. Chairman, excuse me, 0^ 
the application form the statement is made that the fullest possible inform9 
tion and references are desired by the Commission.

Q. And references, yes,—and the man who fills in the names of people 
write into the Commission?—A. May I read the statement on the applicati0 ’ 
Mr. Chairman? These were letters referring to their qualifications for y’ 
position in question, preferably from their most recent employers, and I thin 
that is in the interests of the applicant. f

Q. Is it not a fact that you do not even bother to check up that kind ® 
reference until the man has been examined and you have determined wheth ^ 
he is a successful candidate or not?—A. I quite realize that the question ^ 
verification or corroboration of statements is an important one. I do not thin 
the Committee would feel we could possibly corroborate or check up a sta cg 
ment before considering it. It seems to me it is almost impossible and a useje~ 
expenditure of time. In this particular case a corroboration was made, I 
by inquiry of the records of the department of Pensions, with whom this m 
had had previous contact.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
0r Q; ^ ba* I bad in mind, I suppose you often have 100 or 200 candidates, 
nipn\01*e-’ an~.“le fellow who puffs himself up the most and gets the most recom- 
not atl0I}s.fr0m prominent people is the man who lands the job?—A. We do 
we arcePt it as final in that ease, but we make our investigation. Last year 
all tlaminad 2?.000 applicants and I think it would be impossible to check up 
samp °Se „those unfitted for the job, but if three or four or five men have the 
in i,.i clua.‘1ficat1°ns, we would not think of giving it to the man with the most 

a,ks> without further investigation.
By the Chairman:

boar?’ ?t would be possible to see that all the applications that went to a rating 
repom either contained all the recommendations of all the candidates or the 
all +i ,nenVatlc>ns of none of them?—A. As a matter of fact, with this procedure.

O T11?,8® °n fiIc shouId to the rating board, 
the fir t k ■18 *ase bere mV recollection is nobody was rated anywhere near 
Undp,. pnr i01f1e’, r- Leapard ; the man nearest to him had 67 and the rest were 

r b0- and they were out?—A. Quite right.
By Mr. Bowman:

hut Hi ^ reas°n he got that rating was for experience inside the department, 
firevi' lat about the outside experience?—A. The man had had eight years’ 
C0,nmu^ ex peri en ce outside the department in connection with the Soldiers’ Aid 

ission and that, it seems to me, should give him a pretty high rating. 
rases^LÂ mi after. a,1> is apparently the determining factor in a great many 
"ithout A' That brings UP the unfortunate situation, when a man who is selected 
to bp , a competition, has a certain period of employment on the job and comes 
timp , ated twelve or fifteen months after. The time to take that up is the first 

ne goes on temporarily.
By the Chairman:

S°Ienuii* tllink t,lc Secretary of the Civil Service Commission came here and 
any v ,v ^wore that experience in the job in a temporary capacity was not of 
etperi Uc-~A- I think what he had reference to was a short term of temporary

By Mr. Bowman: auestioned him on
r Q- I think the record discloses, Mr. Chairman, m^ ingtance of chief
,.°ta cases, both emergency appointments, and evÇ“ , at the last sitting the 
^ of the House of Commons. Mr. Lawson "Ktionî-A. Yes.
1Uestion of this man Leapard receiving a separate c. - ^ C£U1) the facts Mr.
vr Q- Why was that?—A. I will try to repeat, as v e < them than I am.Ior8an brought out. Perhaps he is better acquaad},c May i ask if there was 
a Q. Just very briefly. I did not follow it very • ^ same as the other 
p y reason why he should not have been exa was not, was because
0fUdidates?—A. He should have been. 1 he reason ability preference on
hia misapprehension on his part; he did not c am‘ our "attention, from

aPplication. I think if that point had been brought to o t ferenœ;if°>to. and complaint had been made, he would have recc . . .
t^fie con,,)!.,:-) ' ’ 1ie Q0n I . ncivi uccii nmuG, ne vvuuiu nave reuciveu mao pieierence ;

Pefofi’laint had been brought to the Commission, the man had the right to 
cnee and would have been examined.16 Pvef

wras
——-----—7'"~y."~ V ■ i •.9 \ Yes. He said hePp, Q. There was a question about his disability . •

manentlv re-established, when he was no . the j0b he was in?—A.
Y0 Q- He had in mind permanent re-esta » ' was obviously unfair
ft can understand he might answer in that way, out 

llni to disqualify him on that apphea ion.
4$)322_ [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. The reason I bring it back to your mind is that another candidate, 

Challenger, had been written one of the stock letters. He wrote back to the 
Commission two days after they had held their examination, on December 25th. 
Then he gets a letter from the Commission that he is too late and in any event 
he is disqualified because of the board rating him below 60, although they held 
a special examination, on the 21st January, for the man Leapard, who was 
already in the job, because he satisfied them there was an error in his applica
tion. They set a special examination for him, but they would not allow the 
other fellow to come up to have an examination.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Are these ratings set forth in this particular case?—A. They are fully 

set out on the record, general ratings for most competitions. You mean are they 
general ratings for most competitions, typical ratings?

Q. Yes.—A. No. This rating is not a typical case on account of the fact 
the department came under the Commission only in 1929 and that the legi5' 
lation under which this man was being employed was in the making at the tiro® 
and no one knew whether the job would last six or nine months, and the position 
is not such that we can say definitely yet what is going to happen. In this case 
that was the situation. It is for that reason I would not like it to be thought 
this was a typical case.

Q. Would you mind giving us the ratings of the typical class?—A. They are 
ratings for such positions as postal clerk, immigration officer and such. Th6 
position of clerk, Grade 3, is almost a misnomer in this instance and the man 15 
not doing as much clerical work as he is in giving information, and there is 9 
great multitude of the other cases compared to this. Those are, I would saw 
the typical examinations. I do not know whether I should take the time tffi” 
morning in going into that to bring out the detail. I hope to have an opportunity1 
and I think the Chairman was good enough to indicate I would have an opp°r' 
tunity of going over the ground in the typical classes.

By the Chamnan:
Q. These ratings were handed in by the Commission and are printed 

Appendix “A” to our Minutes.
Mr. Bowman : Apparently they do not mean anything.
The Chairman : They were supposed to be typical.
The Witness: I think the customs examinations are much better than th15 

as types.
The Chairman : Is there anything else, Mr. Bowman?
Mr. Bowman : No.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Bland, I probably might clean up two other cases in connect*^ 

with the competition, while I am at it. I have before me an application P .g 
in by John Reith, 3 Hemstead avenue, Toronto, 13. Would you tell me if ’ r< 
man was reported satisfactory for education and experience or if he was P v 
mitted to proceed to oral examination?—A. I am sorry I appear to be so 5 
with these papers. Reith was apparently not entitled to the disability PrC 
enoe or hence he was not called for the oral. -5 9

Q. Have you any wray of checking that, because as a matter of fact lie 
twenty per cent disability. He was an engineer before enlistment?’—A. M ®
I see that form?
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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°f timG in ond<?r lf >r°u would come up and sit beside me. It will save us a lot 
^titled tn ufSS|vr*ar°Un? Papers?—A. The reason I said this man was not 
^essfully reae’tabIiTderenCe ^ s*'a^es on his application he has been

^ tlie UP &hoye that, he states what he is doing. He says he is a “clerk 
^0rkina fnr t (rPart™ent of Department of National Pensions and Health and 
i Presumn rC 161 ad°wances only.” Would he be considered established?—A. 
t o Tm l“01:e or less of a continuous job.
^■°spital in t t6 2t’ h if a man is getting relief from Christie Street
Qonsidero’oroot°, and working there in a clerical capacity, then the man is 

Q m? re-established?-A. I do not read it that way. 
a tJniyer-jf 18 e^actly what the man is doing. I can tell you of another fellow, 
iVe won’t ï g*?duate> who is there peeling potatoes. The Department says: 

would sav t),and y°U °ut relief for nothing?”—A. If that is what he is doing, I 
Case t0 acj. upQraan 1S entltled f° preference and we would be glad to have that

tl°r tal“ * man was not rated either for education or experience
answer fron| to Proceed to oral examination?—A. That seems to be the
rPied^thlf'V*16 reason i® because somebody at the Civil Service Commission 
^Plication ° "aS re-established, based on the following information in his

What position are you now holding?—A. Clerk in the relief depart- 
ruent, D.P.N.H., working for relief allowance only.' 

ud the further question. „
Have you been successfully established in some other avocation.

ts tor
A- Yes.
Daley here? 

IVlr- Daley: Yes.

St,An ley J. Daley, called and sworn. 

By the Chairman:q ~a «•«« e,nairman:
tojpy?^ hut is your official position with the Civil Service Commission, Mr. 

tn LQ. W„," . °f the clerical section, examination branch.
a r v fman ^edd? ruled re-established and, therefore, not permitted 

, ..S for education and experience nor oral examination because of
Icltlnn r»rrr>+r« i vnl • i . , . . — i z* • ,

!£>•«

-e - **mng I or education and experience nor oral exan > minutesPgo?. ^rmation contained in his application which I just rc<
(TCp Tes.

■ That is the whole reason?—A. Yes. __ ... + +i -
fPpliCntT lan.k you. T would like to point out to the /om ideneec tQ the 
fPct +i.tl°n> in addition to what I previously stated, also be - , .
^ltleerinat ,tlle man has 20 per cent disability. He wa. jL„(.ation are 
v^Cuit § before the war, and then his qualifications for i ^^ob0rt school, Aberdeenshire, Scotland, from 4-j years 2 ears 0f aee ’’’
J<rt Gordon’s College. Aberdeen, Scotland from 9j yeanlg*** 
Xchh eaviug certificate examination and passed with honours in g sn,

I A Mathematics, chemistrv, science and art.’ 
ui omiHir,—n i- :Si^ ?mitting a11 his Prevl0US career'has allowed him to meet and

wvie leaving the army, in 1919, his <
hh the public.” . e .. a until early in 1924.

I was a commercial traveller m Scotland, [Mr. 8. J. Dale,.]
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He was employed “ in the Relief and Central Registry Departments of the 
D.P. & N.H. at Christie Street Hospital at Toronto.” During this period lie 
handled over 30,000 cases of relief and was extremely conversant with the 
pension laws and policies of the D.P. & N.H. At the present time has “ the 
handling of at least 200 applicants for relief daily and has authority to grant 
them relief,” which means that before he can do so he has to study their pensions, 
income, members of family working, etc., etc. This authority to grant relief has 
been given him despite the fact he was working on relief allowances only. He 
has passed both Grade 1 and 2 examinations for Clerks.

Q. Will you take the file, which I understand bears reference to a man by 
the name of Cresswell. Cresswell, I understand, was allowed to proceed to 
both oral examination and rating?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Would you let me have it, please.
The Witness: He claimed, Mr. Chairman, the disability preference and 

was allowed it.
Q. That is all I want from Mr. Daley.
Witness discharged.
Now, Mr. Bland: I see, according to this man’s application, that before 

enlistment he was a bricklayer. Let me get his education first, and experience, | 
if you wish. Then bear in mind he is rated 50, which automatically puts hi#1 
out, as against Leapard’s rating?

Mr. Bland: Was that at the oral examination?
The Chairman : That is at the rating for education and experience. Hc 

gets 50 marks, and previously we were told if a man gets less than 60, n° 
matter what he might make on the oral, if allowed to try, he has no chance 
on the oral. He was given 77-6 as against Leapard’s 91-3, and in the rath1* 
for education and experience he gets 50 against Leapard’s 80. His education 
was public school, seventh standard, leaving at 13 years. That is practical1? 
the same as Leapard’s public school education. Since 1919, he was a membC 
of the staff of the D.S.C.R.—later the department of Pensions and Health"^ 
the first 6J years of which an officer; he was replacement officer and loan5 j 
inspector. For the past five years he had been employed in the relief section 
temporarily. The duties of replacement officer consist in interviewing fif11’" 
and placing students, placing them in trades that would fit their disability’ 
keeping in touch with the Commission. The duties of inspector of loans c011, 
sisted, when student had finished his vocational training, if his record was 
factory to the department, in obtaining a loan to help him carry along 11 
business along the line of training. ^

Inspector’s duty: Valuations of business being bought, equipm6.1^' 
etc.; calling upon them weekly, semi-monthly and monthly for a perl°, 
of five years. Investigations were for anything pertaining to pension 
relief, departmental inquiries.

Relief section: Counter clerk; reviewing medical files as to entdjj 
ment and eligibility for relief and the amounts set for applicants a.^ 
passing of same to order clerks, “Through coming in contact 
thousands of cases, I naturally was called upon to inquire from PenSJ0^ 
Commissioners as to entitlements, medical, pension and treatment V1 e 
cedure, and have gained knowledge thereby, which I believe would & 
for this position.”

I might explain also the reason for my not being absorbed into j 
Civil Service was, when loans were repaid, I became surplus to stan- , 
have worked each winter for the department, Pensions, National Be9 
during relief period, also a few months in central registry; familiar " 
all departments of P. & N. H. procedures.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q- Is there anything to account, Mr. Bland, for a man having all that 

xperience, and apparently, having the same education as Leapard, to explain 
e different rating for experience?—A. Yes, of course the experience he quotes 

^ ere was valuable, yet at the same time it was not as valuable as Leapard’s, 
?r “lc work of this particular position. These people must know something 

out the actual procedure and the actual requirements regarding pensions.

By the Chairman:
pe 9' r^^1's,n^n ,^oes know. This man's former chief in the Department of 
to i,'10ns a,. Rational Health wrote a letter which was apparently attached 
0 hls application. It reads:

Mr. F. C. Cress well, 
Building.

352 Christie Street.

Dear Mr. Cresswell:

I have been given instructions that you are to be replaced b> a suce^ 
fill candidate in the recent examination set by the Civil servie 
mission . . .

thp In. . a^e t ns 0PPortunity of thanking you very much indeed for 
and ehn/u8 ‘V0U ,oave rendered, which have béën entirely satisfactory, 
T i ( ^ oua, any time desire references for a prospective employer, 
Central R testify as to your good work whilst in the

W. Leslie Flemming,
for District Administrator.

}°u see, this man appears to have quite a broad experience? A. J t^ok the 
Perience has been so broad it has not been centralized on the pai 
experience needed for this job.

By Mr. Bowman: this particular job?
, Q. What particular kind of experience is_ requir here and are more

t May I suggest, as Colonel Topp and Major . g that they should be Jjiliar with this matter and are to be called as witnesses,
^ed that question. . ^o-Hmlar iob?—A. In order

tn i Q- What is there out of the ordinary m tins p extensive experience in 
.I ke of any use in it, the appointee must have claims should be made 

aling with pensions claims, that is, he must kno gionS) how best he can
a S what the departmental regulations are govei o ^deration. Experience in
Ï? -the aPPlicant in makmg out a c a-nfv°; anv direct bearing on work of 
tlii^11nistrative work would not necessarily hay t pension claims.
nis kind. Leapard’s experience was specifically m maKing

13 y the Chairman *
thjv.1^- Because he had been in the department ; so had been Challenge —A. I 

k the evidence shows that Challenger’s work was hardly on pension claims, 
in „ 3' Is it not a fact that the work Leapard does is to make out these claims 
hJ /kr that they may be handed to Harry Bray, or one of his assistants who 
p0i>!f to the office of the Tribunal on behalf of the soldiei. A. That is a 

I would like to have Colonel Topp heard on as a witness.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I cannot see why this man was given only 50 on education and expel"1' 

ence. If there was ever a man should pass he should pass. Otherwise how is * 
man ever going to get a job in a department?—A. I do not think Creswe*1 
had the experience Leapard had. Might I bring in one point. I find 0” 
the file there is a letter I had not quoted before. On January 14th, R®®1 
was advised of the reason he was not called for examination, namely, for th® 
reason he said he had been successfully re-established. Reith did not give a® 
further reply to the Commission, asking for a further examination.

Q. Apparently there was a letter written by Cresswell to somebody on y1 
Civil Service Commission, apparently the Secretary, on January 29th, in whi^ 
Mr. Cresswell acknowledges receipt of a letter in which apparently he 
advised that he had been successful at some competition. I see Cresswe'*6 
letter in the file but I cannot see the letter, which was written by the Secretary' 
I wonder if you could locate that for me?

I read, gentlemen, from a letter by Mr. Cresswell to the Civil Service Co& 
mission, dated January 29th, 1931 (attention of Mr. Foran), the follow- 
excerpt:— j

Receipt of your letter of the 23rd is acknowledged advising a°. 
declaring me successful and securing sixth place in the recent co®Pet 
tion.

If there is such a letter advising this man that he had been successful and receVo, 
sixth place, then there must be some error in the sworn information which f 
Morgan gave me, that once a man got a rating of less than fifty per cent, “ 
sixty per cent, he could not be further considered, and, therefore, could not 
successful. Is not that correct?

Mr. Bland : There has to be an explanation. I will have to find that l®^£f(

The Chairman : Well, we will let it stand until you can find the letter, 
is all I want to clear up on this aspect of it in the meantime.

Witness retired.

Adrian M. Wright, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. What are the initials, Major Wright?—A. A. M. j
Mr. Bland : May I interrupt for a moment, Mr. Chairman? I have 1°^ 

what you want. The letter to Mr. Creswell was in reference to an examinai- 
that had taken place for the position of cleaner and helper, a different co®P 
tion in which he was sixth. Would you like me to file the letter? It reads

January 23, 1932-
Dear Sir,—We are very pleased to advise you that as a result of * 

competition for cleaner and helper in which you registered, you have j 
declared successful, having secured sixth place on the list of those q1,a 
for employment of this nature at Toronto..........

He evidently was an applicant for two positions at the same time.

By the Chairman: 0{
Q. Major Wright, what is your official position with the Depart®® 

Pensions and National Health?—A. Chief Administrative Assistant.
Q. And you were a member of what I call the Rating Board, to ra*yC5 gif' 

tion and experience of candidates in open competition No. 21599?—A. * 3| 
[Major A. M. Wright.]
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Q. Did anyone, Major Wright either^for^you^made^that rat g;^ any of
the time you were making that rating, speak > recommendations to you 
the candidates whom you were to rate, or ma . > •
Personally in connection with them?—A. JNo, sir.

Q. Not of any kind?—A. Not of any km- that at the time you made
, Q. So that I can take it your sworn testimo y connection with any of the rating you had not been approached by anybody m conn

those candidates?—A. That is right, sir. ' , j:j_Mr. Leapard.
Q. Did you know any of them personal > . • 1031—J saw him in
Q. How long ago?—A. I think it was m October,

Toronto. fins?—A The occasion of that
Q. And what was the occasion of that meeting. tv Minister to go down 

Meeting was that I was asked by the Assistan of the department, to
t° Toronto, and there, with the financial com] Toronto, because Mr.
look into the question of the Veterans Bureau bra ditional staff over and
Bray at that time had pointed out that he reQ wanted to have some
above what he had. The Assistant Deputy Aim •_ additional staff was 
investigation made into the question as to « ^ ,
accessary over and above what they already n one up to look over the

Q. So you had really been one of those >' 10 ‘ very position which
necessity for creating what is a permanent P°" " A. No, sir, if I might 
^r- Leapard was holding as a temporary emi .
explain— .:nn 0f whether there should
, Q. You among others?—A. No, it was a qu
J° any more staff and above Leapard. Quite sir. May I say that
,, Q. Any more in addition to Leaparc • _ coanecfion with these pro
féré appears to be perhaps a misapprehension i there js no permanent
eeedings. There was no permanent vacancy. 
vacancy in Toronto.

Q- Now, If I might make a brief state-,. „uw. just what does that m.ean,?"7 uft= Vd up°t° this whole t|img: In ?ent just to give you an idea, sir. o ^h ^ pengj0ns Act o organization 
"he summer of 1930, after the amendments t creatl0n of anc 6 
Promulgated, the amendments provided into was created and the appeal 
kn°wn as the Veterans’ Bureau. The trib ndeaVour to set ui ^
f^rt. In the summer the department proceede^.^ Commission, to créa ^
‘shment, with the concurrence of the . \Ve had nothing , be We 
ocessarv organization for these new ‘he situation w®? gT asury Board

cLA* that time x;’e hxati?n£ent which was approved by th T agygistance’
pated a permanent establishment vn 0ffrCe and stenog p j

cou”ci1’7‘;";;ould. », ^ rtimpS‘ Y°uld 01 WOu d v0t' nn what would be require -wag on September

RafisBrder in rm—n 1 '>•“, i think, 1930, that a lot ot tnese Pp*1®1"" “the 1st October, 
in Council. The Act became operative ^ q{ all sorts.

1 immediately absolutely inundated wi . ^ became apparent
Q-. We are all familiar with the situation.-A. > , :j. — in October iQ0!!e are all familiar with the situation.—n.. -l* ------- - --£.r0virio *hat the department had not realized that it was necessary to 

topn e clerical assistance. I think it was in November, 1930, that Colonel
’ Lhief Pensions Advocate in charge of this branch of the department’s

[Major A. M. Wright.]
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work, reviewed the situation. A communication was sent to the Civil Service 
Commission with a view to setting up a permanent establishment such as we 
thought would be required for clerical assistance to the pensions advocates. 
The Civil Service Commission approved of same, and Mr. Putnam came down 
to our head office and went over the whole situation with us, and it was approved 
by the three Civil Service Commissioners and our Minister.

Q. Might I say this, we are not interested in investigating the motives 
which created positions, or anything else.—A. The point I am trying to make, 
Mr. Chairman, is that at the time the original application for Mr. Leapard’s 
services went in, we did not know exactly what the situation was going to 
be, and we expected, at that time, that there would be forthcoming in the near 
future a permanent establishment, which has never yet been given to us, and 
it was on that account really that the rather nebulous application went in to 
the Department in the first place. The reason why it was more specific in the 
second instance was that in the interim the Treasury Board had refused to 
grant the establishment we had asked for, and there is still no establishment. 
I think that possibly some have an impression that this competition was held in 
order to fill a permanent vacancy. There is no permanent vacancy even yet.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is what was in mind when the competition was called for?^ 

A. No, sir.
Mr. Bowman : In any event, I cannot see that it makes an awful lot of 

difference to what took place.
The Chairman: All we are trying to do is to find out whether certain broad 

sworn statements made before this Committee are borne out by facts, and I 
say to you that we have had a number of matters brought to our attention 
which we are going to bring up here, 1, 2, 3, to test out the matter.

You say you met Mr. Leapard in Toronto last October?
The Witness: Yes, sir.

By the Chairman:
Q. Was it merely that you incidentally came in touch with him in the 

course of carrying out your duties in the department?—A. Precisely.
Q. Did you have the opportunity, while you were there, to observe hi5 

work, what he was doing, and the character of it?—A. Just incidentally, that i^ 
in so far as reviewing the procedure that they were carrying out.

Q. Did you talk to the man?—A. I talked to the man, yes.
Q. Concerning his work?—A. Concerning the work of the department, not 

concerning his own work. That is, I talked to him with reference to the question 
as to whether the work could not be speeded up in some way, in order to avoid 
having an additional staff assigned.

Q. May I ask if, in your opinion, Mr. Leapard is still the best qualified man 
for this position?—A. I think he is, sir.

Q. And you thought so at the time the ratings for education and experience 
were given?—A. I thought that at the time those ratings were given.

Q. And still do?—A. Still think so.
Q. By reason, I assume, of the fact that he has had the experience in tin5 

very particular work, in this particular job which nobody else has had?—A. Ph's 
the fact, sir, that he had had eight years’ experience with the Soldiers’ Aid Com
mission doing the very same kind of work.

The Chairman: That is all, thank you.
[Major A. M. Wright.]
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By Mr. Bowman:Q. By the way, just what out of the ordinary duties did Mr. Leapard have 
perform?—A. Well, I would say this, sir, that ordinary clerk grade 3 duties 

''"ould probably be concerned with routine correspondence, filing practices and 
™ings such as that; but in this particular instance—

Q. Grade 3?—A. Grade 3, yes.Q. Are the ordinary duties of a clerk grade 3, filing and things of that 
sort?—A. No, not actually in so far as the filing itself, but in so far as you have 
S°t a clerk grade 3, in the accounts branch, it would probably be a different 
category job than grade 3, for example, in some other branch of the depart
ment. The difference in this case is that Mr. Leapard, in addition to doing 
ordinary clerical work, was actually interviewing those applicants for assistance 
and getting their cases proceeded with before the tribunal or the Pensions Board.

Q. He was taking the applications, filling out forms-------A. No, not neces-
sarily] sir. He may have filled in application forms but his chief work, I would 
Say, would be if a man would come in to him and say, “Now, I was refused 
Pension on such and such a date by the B.P.C., I want to appeal my case before 
,le tribunal.” Leapard would thereupon go through the file and ascertain as 

the grounds on which the Board refused this application and endeavour to 
^ntisfy himself as to what additional evidence would be required in order to 
^'Present that case without any difficulty and with satisfaction to the tribunal, 
Pat is to say, it may be the man did not produce satisfactory evidence,

' m* it might be possible to advise the man, “If you can get a doctor’s certificate 
nowing that there was continuity in a certain disability from such and such 

‘ time to such and such a time, you might have some chance of having your
Case re-opened.”Q- Was that his position in the office of the soldiers’ advocate in Toronto? # 

Bensions Advocate, yes, sir. In other words, he was, in a sense, preparing 
mses for the Pensions Advocate up to a certain point. That is to say, that the

Usions Advocate—Q. He took the information for the Pensions Advocate?—A. A es, and he 
r°bably went further. That is, he probably actually advised the man as to 
lat was necessary for him to do in order to proceed with his case, 

v But what was out of the ordinary about it all, I have not heard anything

■ ot-—-A. Just that fact, sir.. , Q. After all, that was nothing particularly out of the ordinary for a man 
0 could fill the position of clerk, grade 3.—A. I think he would require to have 

special knowledge, sir, as to how to go about finding these cases and as to
What the B.P.C.—

By the Chairman:n Q- Major Wright, could not a man take the Pensions Act and the Regula- 
0t ns of the department and get the whole thing up in a week ; could not a man 
So °J'**nary intelligence filling a grade 3 position do that?—A. I would not say

By Mr. Bowman:
Q' And the man that had the experience of Mr. Reith—
The Chairman : Jack Reith’s file, please.

By Mr. Bowman:Q- Do you remember the qualifications of this man Reith that is mentioned?
aw,1 don’t think his case came before the oral board at all, sir. I here is just
tyk: iCr. Point I would like to make, sir, if I may. In 1918, or in 1919, during
of p B*ne some of these men had stated that they had had experience, the Board

ension Commissioners had their own office in Toronto. It was in a different
[Major A. M. Wright.]
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building, entirely from where these chaps who were carrying on with vocational 
training, and so on, and I do not think they would have any possibility of coming 
into .contact with the pensions aspect. A person would have to have some knowl
edge of the Act in order to be able to fill this position.

The Chairman : Creswell was the man, Mr. Bowman, who had thirteen 
years’ experience.

Mr. Bowman : Let Mr. Wright see that file as to Mr. Creswell’s experience.
The Witness: May I just comment on this, sir? The vocational man who 

was running that vocational training would have no possibility, I think, of com
ing into contact with the question—

By the Chairman:
Q. Respecting Creswell’s application, and his experience, wouldn’t you think 

a man who had successfully held a job in your own department for six and 3 
half years with a high recommendation from his superior officer showing adapta
bility to secure knowledge of pension procedure in a very short time—wrould be 
able to hold down such a position.—A. I think probably he would.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is the point that strikes me, Major. It seems rather odd that that 

man only got a mark of fifty, with all the experience that he has. In any gem 
eral position, you can hardly expect a man to step into a position and kno" 
the routine details of a department.—A. Quite true, sir, but the fact remain»' 
in my opinion that what was required, so far as the department wras concerned 
was to have someone who could come right in and do that work. Colonel TopP 
can tell you, if he is asked, just exactly what the position is now. Approximated 
25 per cent of the pensioners in Canada reside in the Toronto area, and th1' 
Bureau is absolutely inundated right now. I don’t know how they are goto® 
to get on.

By the Chairman:
Q. May I inform you that the statement of District Pension Advocate, Mr' 

Harry Bray, made last Thursday or Friday, was that all the cases in the Toronto 
district were right up to date?—A. This is the point I want to make—this was 3 
temporary position to be filled—I cannot say even at this date—even after the 
Act has been in force since October, 1930—1 would not like to express the opto' 
ion that within any certain time it will be possible to do away with this temp°r 
ary help, and I would not like to say, right now, that these temporary positin'15 
are going to be required for a definite period.

Mr. Bowman : That really has no bearing on the matter that we have 
mind.

The Witness: Well, to this extent, sir: What appeared to be necessary ^ 
do was to provide the necessary assistance at that time to enable us to get alto10 
with our job. ... .3

Q. Really, Major right, it came down to this in the end, that you P'ck^J 
a man who was on the job, who had the experience in that particular branch'"' 
A. No, sir, I would not say that. .

Q. You would not say that?—A. No, I would not say that. If there ha 
been anybody else, among the former employees, who had had the same exper 
ence as Mr. Leapard, I would not have hesitated to have rated him higher.

Q. I know that, but that was the very reason you rated Leapard high6^ 
because he had the experience in that particular position.—A. I would not s3- 
that that was the factor in mind. The fact is that he had been doing this wo 
for seven or eight years with the Soldiers Aid Commission.
[Major A. M. Wright.]
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Q. And he had been doing the same work in that same position for some 
considerable time?—A. He had got an edge in that respect.

Q. I would think you would be a very poor examiner if you did not give 
some weight to that.—A. But that was not the sole consideration.

Q. It was the main one?—A. It was between that and his previous ex
perience.

Q. And, after all, it did not take much perhaps to rate him a little higher 
than the next in order?—A. Precisely.

By the Chairman:
Q. I would like to ask something. When the rating board sat on all those 

candidates, did you know that if you rated a man less than sixty per cent, you 
automatically put him out of the running for the position, that no matter how 
high he stood on his oral he could not get the job?—A. I will have to admit I 
did not.

Q. It struck me as rather significant that there were only two men rated 
mgher than 60 per cent, and they were the two men who were recommended 
or the two jobs, namely, Leapard, with a rating of eighty per cent, and Blank 

Wlth a rating of sixty-seven per cent. You were not aware of that?—A. I 
hasn't aware of that, at the time.

Q. Having been through the experience of considering what was in the 
interest of the department, in order to get efficiency, if the department had 
had the sole choice of a man to fill the position, and you had sat in the capacity 
°t making the choice, would Leapard have been your choice?—A. "ies, sir.
, Q. So that the result of all this circuitous business of holding a rating 
oard, advertising an open competition, paying to hold examinations, is 

mat the man whom you would have selected, in any event, is in the position?— 
it happened in this case. It might not always happen.

Q. Do you not think, then, that your department could function and 
obtain just as satisfactory appointments for positions such as clerks, grade 1, 
^ and 3, if the departmental officials alone had the choice of those employees? 
""A. That is rather difficult of answer, sir. So far as the ordinary positions 
are concerned, that is, clerks grade 1 and 2, we certainly have no complaint at 

as to the personnel that have been selected by the Civil Service Commission.
. Q. I should not think you would if you always got your own choice.— 

No, but I mean with grades 1 and 2. Those are always written examinations, 
^hat is a routine examination held bv the Commission.

Witness discharged.

Charles Beresford Topp, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
, Q. Colonel, you were a member of the Rating Board who rated the candi
des on the applications submitted to you for competition No. 21599? A. I 
Was, sir.
,. Q- And I assume that you concurred in the ratings which were made and 
aich are now recorded in the files?—A. I have.

Q- Did you know Mr. Leapard personally before these ratings were made? 
^ Yes, I did.

Q- Lor how long, Colonel?—A. Since October, 1930.
Q. And did you come to know him in the same way as Major wright, as a 

csult of going to Toronto to go into the establishment of a branch of the 
apartment of Pensions and National Health?—A. Exactly. I knew him only 

yS an employee of my own department in a junior capacity. I only have a 
ery slight knowledge of him. rT, n , „ T m ,
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Q. And while you were in Toronto, Colonel Topp, did you have an oppor
tunity, in October, 1931, of observing this man's work and the nature of the 
work he was doing?—A. I made a point of doing so, yes.

Q. And was it satisfactory to you?—A. Entirely so.
Q. So that when this man’s name came before you for rating on experience 

you already had a personal knowledge of his ability to do the work?—A. I did.
Q. And of his knowledge of departmental procedure, pension laws and so 

forth?—A. I did.
Q. And was that one of the contributing factors in your rating him so 

highly?—A. Unquestionably, sir.
Q. And if you had had the chance, or the choice of the employees of this 

department, without reference to the Civil Service Commission, or anybody 
else on the rating board, you would have chosen this man Leapard for the 
position?—A. I would, sir, yes.

Q. Did you either before the Rating Board sat or at the sitting of the Rating 
Board, advise your fellow members of your knowledge of this man Leapard and 
his ability and so forth, from your personal observations?—A. I do not recall 
having advised them of my knowledge of the man personally. I did advise them 
very emphatically of the necessity of having a man of most extensive experience 
in this position, and expressed my opinion—I think quite emphatically—that 
Leapard’s experience was, in my opinion, the type of experience required for this 
particular work.

Q. Yes. And I presume, Colonel Topp, so far as you were concerned, that 
was the dominating factor in rating this man so highly?—A. It was, sir, un* 
questionably. I was responsible for looking after the interests of pension apph' 
cants up there, and in Toronto particularly, where about one-third of the applied' 
tions we have before us emanate, we have a most arduous task. To place a 
man without the most complete and intimate experience of the Pension Act in a 
position of that sort would very very seriously handicap the work of the District 
Advocate.

Q. By the way, Colonel Topp, I do not believe it is on record, you are the 
chief pensions advocate for Canada, are you not?—A. I am the Chief Pension» 
Advocate for Canada, and I am responsible under the minister for the administra
tion of the Veterans’ Bureau.

Q. And your desire is to give the greatest service possible to those veteran» 
who are seeking to establish their right to pensions?—A. Not only my desire, but 
it is my duty to do so, sir.

Q. I will change the word “desire” for “duty.” I think that is all I want 
to ask, Colonel Topp. Thank you very much, Colonel, for your utter frankness, 
in the situation.

I have nothing else I want to develop in competition 21599. I think I have 
established the point I started after.

The Committee was informed the other day that Mr. Gaboury, the Deputy 
Postmaster General, was not then available, and so I asked the Clerk to have 
Mr. Coolican and Mr. Underwood here to-day instead. Are they here?

As there is only a half hour left this morning, we might better adjourn, 
presume the Committee will not want to sit this afternoon.

Mr. Bowman : We might spend a few moments, if the Committee think ^ 
desirable, in questioning Mr. Bland on a few matters that I have in mind.

Witness discharged.

[Lt. Col. C. B. Topp.]
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C. H. Bland, recalled.

By Mr. Bowman: r
Q. Mr. Bland, I have been particularly struck with the amount of routine 

1 loceedmgs, and more or less red tape, that has taken place with regard to 
animations and appointments of caretakers and watchmen and such minor 

options as that in the various departments. Now, I read into the record the 
-ier day, you will remember, letters passing between Mr. Brown, who, I think, 

i as tie assistant deputy in the department of National Defence, and yourself 
^-gard to the appointment of caretakers at outside points.—A. Yes, Mr.

kinder *'"°W’ wou^ y°u mind detailing, Mr. Bland, what examination of any 
t , ■ . any. takes place, for instance, with respect to the appointment of a care- 
f0« 111 Saskatoon, or Winnipeg, or such outside point?—A. The examination 

1 a paretaker, in the department of National Defence, consists of two parts,— 
oral examination given at the nearest centre, usually at the place where the 

si Cancy exists, and a rating on education and experience given in the Commis- 
_ n, the oral examination being given a weight of seven, and the education and 

penenee rating being given a weight of three. In the oral examination the 
or,] !Catl0IîS are received usually by the local supervisor of the Commission in 
oCoei-to ohminate the delay that Mr. Brown mentioned had existed on prior 

asujns The examining board for the oral examination consists of the com- 
s ™caI representative, the local officer of the department, who is usually 

of Cer 111 . arge °f the armoury in question, and, where required, a representative 
j. ®.x'serv^ce men. The object of having the oral examination locally, and of 
sec, S 116 officer m charge of the armoury concerned taking part in it, is to 
stand6 aS amirate information as possible regarding the type of man, and the 
ÎXK'r g ^1C man ’n the community, and his consequent qualifications for the 
he !■ 10a as caretaker of that particular armoury. For example, -one man may 
eq j0r miantry purposes. One caretaker may be' required to look after infantry 
ine ’ an.d in another case he may be required to look after artillery equip-
resiffj !Vhlchi IS a veiT different thing. The local board sees the applicants 
in tl nt m *16 *own’ anci reports upon them from the point of view of standing 
licence community> character and career in the community, and general intel-

cat) 9: Factor No. 1, intelligence.—A. General intelligence and knowledge, 
the Ji i’/0 Perform the duties, ability to get on with people. By that I mean 
deal •ti to make a satisfactory caretaker in the unit where he will have to 
duties h a number of higher officers, and of course, physical fitness for the

he ^T°w’ this examination, can you enumerate the-------A. Well, I shall
a<t to file a form with the Committee.

Mr W ratings. Can you tell me now, what rates are given?—A. I am sorry, 
f0 ‘ ti°.wman, I did not expect to be called on this question and I have not a 
flier' Wlth me" 1 do not know that I can give it to you from memory. I think 
ca„ e are tour factors in the caretaker rating. I think the first one is 
f0r f and standing. I am not positive as to the weight, but I think it is four 
aim l- ^ese are subject to correction. The second one is general intelligence 
tlvu kn°wledge of the duties, knowledge of the equipment concerned. I think 
B0 . 1S__I am not sure of those weights. I had better leave that out, Mr. 
sune?an’ * may he wrong. The third one is the faculty to get on with his 
SUne -0r °dipers. In other words, his ability to give satisfactory service to his 
j°int]10rS: and 9le f°UI"th is his physical fitness. As I say, that report is made 
of +j_x ’ the ratings are given under joint consultation with officers in charge 

le armoury and our local representative, and a representative of the
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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returned soldiers. I must say though in some of those towns, we would not 
have a representative, and the rating would be made by the department officer 
in charge, alone.

Q. Take, for instance, the small towns to which you referred, Mr. Bland, 
why do you not have a representative of the department make the appointment 
for that town?—A. In the small town a report is made by the representative of 
the department—

Q. Why not just simply permit the representative of the department to 
make the appointment and be done with it. Give me your frank opinion, Mr- 
Bland, if that would not be the best way to do it?—A. I do not think I can put 
it better, Mr. Bowman, than the way Mr. Desbarats put it to the Committee 
the other day. I think he put it excellently.

By the Chairman:
Q. Frankly, I know you are in a very difficult position, as you are a Civil 

Service employee and chief of the examination branch of the Civil Service Coni' 
mission. It seems to me that a great deal of the time of men of your intelligence 
and some of the other examiners, is wasted on a lot of this stuff in little small 
jobs that do not amount to a hill of beans.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. After you have gone through all those rating proceedings and given 

weights of four or five in these things, an oral examination is then given?—M 
Then the men are rated, yes, on their experience, education and experience, with 
a weight of three.

Q. What is the basis of that?—A. That is based on the sworn statement 
made by the men on their application forms.

Q. That is on their application forms?—A. Yes.
Q. Just as in the Leapard case?—A. Just as in the Lcapard case.
Q. What ratings and weights do they get there?—A. It is dependent upon 

the nature of their duties. Education, not a particularly important factor, 
probably gets a weight of three out of ten. Then experience in the handling 
of equipment in question is very important. In an infantry armoury, a man 
should have some experience in handling infantry equipment or something of a 
similar nature. In the matter of an artillery armory the same thing applies-'" 
there is not much use in having a man unless he previously had something to d° 
with artillery equipment.

Q. He is examined by the man in charge?—A. The man in charge, who is 
responsible for the staffs and material in that department.

By the Chairman:
Q. He is the man in charge?—A. He is the man who will do the question' 

ing of the candidates.
Q. The O.C. of each unit?—A. Yes. ^
Q. Who is responsible for the equipment?—A. I must say you find a gr^ 

variety of opinions between Os.C. One O.C. thinks one man is best for 
particular purposes, and another O.C. has a very different opinion.

Mr. Bowman : It is very fortunate that they have separate jurisdiction?
Witness: Quite.
The Chairman : So far as the army is concerned, there is always the G-0-

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. When you get the rating on education and experience, does it all co 

back to Ottawa?—A. Those are made out in the Commission.
Q. I beg your pardon?—A. Those are made in the Commission offices.
Q. At Ottawa?—A. Yes.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. That is on the man’s application?—A. Y .
Q. What he says about himself?—A. recommendations say?—A.

v Q. And if he has recommendations, on wh m one might placeYes. I do not mind saying right here, I think cases as caretakers and
uP°n a weighting on education and expei 1 examination by a man v h
Watchman is not a great deal. I say that a good oral exai
knows his job in such cases is a primary iactor A As i say, by a man

Q. By the man who knows what the duties are. a. 
who knows his job.

By the Chairman:
or You have got to have an old soldier who has been in the orderly room, 

jomething of that kind, or with the quartermaster sergeant.- -A. There are
vari0Us opinions of quartermaster sergeants.

q By Mr. Bowman:
Î f,1? aiakinV in Care ''^at rank he has. But do not those general remarks that 

I'dnk thev f„ if r.esP®ct to caretakers applv with respect to watchmen ?-
v Q- What o If Same class- Mr. Bowman.must flifr . (r. clas^ would you say?—A. Well, minor watchmen. Of course,
r erred tn a*e between watchmen. I mean, Mr. Brown the other day
ro,P a watni 8 camfn M the salary of $200. That is a very different job

„ Q. Eniimüw 10 "e*s *1-000 in charge of a large armoury.* a,l helppj^ ate “'em.—A. I would sav minor and major watchmen, cleaners

Yhosn n»Jla^ other positions do you think are in the same class, Mr. Bland?—A.
’ 'T~ Those are the positions

-A. Yes,

Q. What other positions do y°V thjnBowman. Those are 
-nose are the major positions, I thm , elevator oper-

Ucb occur in the greatest number. , operator?—A. 0f elevator
at Q. What about the positions f c^at the great ma °r >either by the

is in a different category for this rea^° have been fiHc or by the 
Perator positions, in the past five or ^ 0f the depar ’ are not

potion of cleaners and helpers from the sta ular job. {ov
>ins of returned disabled soldiers for that P^ &re not thrown l .. .

'•hrown r They are 
They are a

bhbli^^^for competition in the same^ense.^ ^^^rved for disabled

iQr

retZ competition in the same way. are more or
Urhed soldiers. . m js concerned, tl >

j Q- In so far as the order of choosing 
Ss a the same class?-A. Yes, quite referred?-A. Quite right.

Q. In the class to which I have already rete think 0f what they are
Q. There are others I have in mind, but IJ^ a Ust 0f those that call
The Chairman: I am going to let you know^ Bland to run throug i 

an oral examination, and I am going t

By Mr. Bowman:
9- Guards, customs guardsî-A. Yes e ( Mr. McEvoy could let me have 

twQ- And customs truck men?-A. I wonder 
ust for a moment.
The Chairman : Yes. • wkich the examination con

sist Witness : These are the cases, Mr. Bov man, 
ts of oral

havG\I,r- Bowman: Would you be good enough to enumerate them so we will 
1Cm 0n the record? [Mr. C. H. Bland.j
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Witness: Caretaker, cleaner and helper, clerk of works, customs guard, 
customs truckman, elevator operator—though I would like to make a reserva
tion in regard to the elevator operator.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The reservation that you have already enumerated?—A. Yes. I think 

it is very desirable and a very helpful matter for disabled returned men. Fish
eries inspector, graduate nurse—I do not think that I would include them 
in the same category. They are different jobs.

Q. I can see quite a distinction there.—A. Yes. Hospital guard, hospital 
orderly, immigration guard, inspector of construction, minor customs positions,-— 
where they are part time on the job, and the salary is very low,—packer and 
helper, park warden, truckman and watchman.

By the Chairman:
Q. You are not forgetting local postmasters?—A. I do not think they will 

be forgotten. While these are the positions that more or less fall into the 
category where oral examination is the best type of examination—

By Mr. Boivman:
Q. Would you go on with your lists? You gave us packer and helper?— 

A. I am sorry.
Q. Park warden?—A. Yes, park warden. I did not mention prison guard? 

because I think prison guard is in a little different category, again. The 
experience we have had in the past with disciplinary officers in Kingston pen1' 
tentiary, for example, and in St. Vincent de Paul penitentiary, is such that onÇ 
could hardly put prison guards in the same category as the lower grade manua1 
men. It is a different type.

By the Chairman:
Q. If I might be excused, by the wav, I know something about prisons 

I go there frequently.
Mr. Chevrier: For how long?
The Chairman : Fortunately, for a short duration. At the present time_' 

in the selecting of guards for a prison, the warden has a good deal to say a 
to the type of man he is to get.

The Witness : Yes. Perhaps I could put it this way, in the selection 0 
prison guards, the warden has every opportunity to select and compare »n 
rate the men whom he considers the most suitable for that type of employmen ^

Q. I should think that very necessary.—A. I think that has worked 
pretty satisfactorily, because you will remember in a recent press article °' ^ 
of the wardens commented most favourably upon the type of guard he h 
been able to secure under the present system of personal choice.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Then, stationary engineers, you have included them?—A. Yes 
Q. And truckmen and watchmen?—A. Yes, I included them too.
Q. Would you say, if a different method from the present were adopted 

would save considerable routine and more or less red tape?—A. I think in
it

the
these positions, Mr. Bowman, the rating on education and experience might
instead of being given as now by the Commission- 
examination given by the officers who know the type- 
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. In other words, you would put the responsibility for those particular 
Positions on the Officer Commanding in one case, where is was a storekeeper 
ln an armoury, or upon the particular man to whom this employee must be 
responsible?—A. I think that he should certainly be the questioning officer in 

oral examination of this kind, but I would like to say this, that we find in 
any such cases, I think in the majority of such cases, the local officers do 

Ppreciate the fact that associated with them is a representative of the Com
ission. I think they feel it gives them an element of protection.

Q. And if that work were done by these men, it would just leave that much 
°re time for you and your staff to devote to positions that were of some im- 
°itance and upon which your knowledge would be of some value?—A. Yes, 

that is true.

The Chairman : Thank you, Mr. Bland. Well, then, I assume ve shall 
ïïïeet to-morrow morning at eleven.

Committee adjourned until April 12th, at eleven o’clock.
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House of Commons,

April 12. 1932.

coJ> Standing Committee to inquire into appointments to and the
^tratiJnd;llrectl0n Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the admin-
Mr T o,1 and °Per^tion of the Civil Service Act, met this day at li o’clock a.m., 

• Dawson presiding.

beginChairman: Gentlemen, I am told that it would have been well, at the 
Should ,ig ° °Ur slttmgs’ have elected a vice chairman, so if the Chairman 
aame ;UC’ °r anything, the Committee could carry on. I notice Mr. Bowman’s 
think u?" ™ ^he list of this Committee, as named by the House, and I 
approval?Sn°Uld °e glven *be v^ce chairmanship. Would that meet with your

Mr. Chevrier: I am quite satisfied.

Louis Joseph Gaboury, called and sworn.
By the Chairman:

q Xou arc Deputy Postmaster General, Mr. Gaboury?—A. Yes, since 1923. 
8estions i16 Committee asked that you come to give us the benefit of any sug- 
CoQunj v ou might have in connection with Civil Service matters, Civil Service 
Mth re<T101f controJ of appointments in your department, promotions, both 
?6y inf,PeCt .• 11C mside and outside postal service. Would you just let us have 
18 resDpnrna*l?n ?,?u.,care t° m connection with the matter?—A. Yes, sir. That 

Q Ye«" ^ \ ^1V1 ®erv'ce Act. May I read from my statements?

... ,y representations as to changes which might be made in connection 
,,1 , * ie working of the Civil Service Act, are not extensive. In general, 

e have experienced no great difficulty and our relations with the Civil 
civice Commission are of a fairly happy nature. The only suggestions 
'ave to make deal with reclassifications and reorganization.

In these matters we feel that more weight might be given to depart- 
wit a Y6WS’ as *s ^le case with promotions. I believe that nearly every 

ness has agreed that the present promotional system is working out 
r ry satisfactorily and it has also been indicated that a department’s 

commendations are generally accepted. In other words, the Civil Service 
th rnrrussi°u and the staffs of departments agree that the Deputies handle 
interestm0^0na* Sys*em Quite aSreeabIy to all concerned and in the public

s ^ f*en it comes to reclassifications, the departments run up against 
monri +-ng of a stonc wall> inasmuch as the majority of their recom- 
con da ,ns are n°t followed and, from the point of view of the employee 
oneCC\?6 r°ne Pai"ticularly annoying feature is the thought that only 
®rgani t' CaSk ^as rea,Ly been presented, namely, the view of the
ness ?'e s}fua*i°n .is that, owing to added responsibilities, particular fit- 
tlint °r . position, or other similar cause, the department considers 

a certain employee, or group of employees, are entitled to a higher
[Mr. L. J. Gaboury.]la322_3
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rating. They send a request to the Commission to investigate these 
claims and in due course an investigator appears and makes soffle 
enquiries. The exact nature of his report is usually not known and to® 
frequently the case is closed out by a formal report that the Comm18' 
sioners have decided against any change in the classification. I reali*® 
that we can not expect the Civil Service Commission to accept the dep&r ' 
ment’s views in every case, but more consideration might be given t 
them if there could be a little freer discussion before the decision 1 
reached. Some investigators do thoroughly discuss the case with depan 
mental officers before making their report, and when this is done t*1 
department feels that it has had a fair deal. Other investigators &r 
secretive, however, and then we feel that we are working in the dark.

My suggestion, and I believe it has been advanced in effect by otn® 
witnesses, is that before a decision is made a copy of the investigate 
report be sent to the head of the department for his comments, and th 
the Commissioners will have two sides of the case on which to base tne^ 
judgment. If necessary, they should even go farther and call fa£ 
departmental representative to present the department’s case, 
seems the fair course to follow because after all the Commissioners shou , 
be a judicial body and should not close out a case solely on the se°T 
report of an investigator who, in the short study he necessarily giveS 
the case, may have some misconceptions as to the actual facts.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is referring to reclassification now?—A. Yes. ^

Now, on the matter of reorganization, my own feeling is that 1 
departmental head is worthy of his position he will naturally be in, ^ 
ested in organizing his department on the best possible basis, and ^ 
he and his officers are in the best position to make recommendati®^ 
owing to their intimate knowledge of the situation. For that reason 
department’s views should be given the first consideration. ^

I really do not care to suggest any definite procedure, because 
cure might turn out to be worse than the disease. _ -A

At the risk of repeating, I would like to say again that in v 
reclassification and reorganization the Civil Service Commission sl:1 jjt 
attach more weight to a department’s representations. The th°l r^e 
naturally arises that this might involve increase in cost because 
Organization Branch is now said to act as a brake on expenditure. ^es 
ever, the* yearly estimates and the Treasury Board review of all C^{S 
should be a sufficient brake on departmental heads. Deputy nup1" 0t 
are not likely to run wild on recommendations for reclassificat^ ^ 
reorganization knowing that they will be judged by results, and tha ajj 
increase in cost of administration will have to be explained. $
that is the way a manager is judged in outside business, namcO > 
results.

By the Chairman: ^vjl
Q. You said, Mr. Gaboury, that in nearly all cases of promotion the 

Service Commission acted on the recommendation of the department?—-V 
we can say yes. We have no difficulty with promotions. . ff the

Q. And the reason you have no difficulty is, because, generally speakin^^, 
Civil Service Commission acts on the recommendation of the departmen 
Because we co-operate. ^

Q. Let me see if I can get something definite from that. In what PerC t the 
of the cases would you say the Civil Service Commission refuses to acce|eV?. 
recommendation of the department, in matters of promotion?—A. Very 
[Mr. L. J. Gaboury.]
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Q. Who is the man in your department who has ”
Postmasters, rural postmasters, ete.?—A. That is ^ with these-people?—

Q. Who would be the man who would con pnqtmaster General, writh Mr. A. It would be Mr. Coolican, the Assistant Deputy Postmaster u 
Underwood as the immediate contact.

By Mr. Bowman: . ,inn in the department
Q. Your suggestion with regard to any reorg ._^ What I mean is

Is that that be left pretty well to_ the department- ., department because 
oco-operate. Anv reorganization should be staini co-operation with

the difficulties we have. We see it first; then, Je reorganization
the Civil Service Commission, we have no trouble. We had some
ln 1919, or 1920. . , • , Rrflnch we had quite ex-
. Q. Not since then?—A. A es, in the Imamu _ - qDeeci up adjustments.tensive reorganization in regard to the audit work 1 & frame work and 
be started the work in the two reorganizations, we ■ ! which has given

e had the Commission criticize it and wre came to <
try good results. . ,, , nrettv well adopted by

,, Q. Was that plan of reorganization in that v a. p
le Commission?—A. Practically everything.

By the Chairman: ... „ . p
9- If in a large percentage of cases of promotion the _r’” , eg_

SiiSslotl accept the recommendation of your department, iï 1 . ' - ‘ * your
I - °f interposing the Civil Service Commission between difficultJPartmental officials and the person to be promoted ?-A. It would be difficult, 

are working with the existing machinery.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
P^rtmem °U > m the matter of promotions, the relations between your de- 

Q ,, ‘y1!1 the Civil Service Commission are very satisfactory?—A. Yes. 
that the p 1 tc? take it that you think the reason they are so satisfactory is 
are certoi 0Inin.lssl01? accepts your recommendation for promotion?—A. There 
r t DenJ'/n01™0^0118" It goes from one branch, or a division, to the Assist
ée Coni • ■ ostmaster General, or mvself, but most of them which we send to 

q j usy°n are accepted.
yis8i0n the matter of promotions, you say your relationship with the Com
mua but y eC' satisfactory, because the Commission accepts your recommenda- 
R0lïlbiiRSinln 116 mattcr of reclassification, it is not so satisfactory, because the 
1 Gtl1 perlin f. °uS n°t accePt your recommendations ?—A. Well, I cannot blame 
° diseuse ,‘lÆ,but we do not know why. We want to know why they refusecT'n 5t with us.

^cided L° they refuse to discuss it? 
0 and so,” and that is all.

-A. Absolutely. They say, “ It has been

By Mr. Laurin:
file o ' ^ hen it is a question of promotion, you admit you have no trouble with 
tr°Uble klis®io.ners of the Civil Service Commission?—A. We might have a little 

0 ’n t *t is not worth talking about.
A. I (.j • t means the officers of your department are perfectly competent.— 

llnk so; everyone of them.

ç. By Mr. Bowman:
Vou it, ^our promotions, as suggested, are adopted by the Commissioners. Do 

XTan to say all of these promotions should be made by the department? 
' Ao- I just answered the Chairman that we are working harmoniously.

[Mr. L. J. Gaboury.]
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By Mr. Laurin:
Q. How is it, if the officials of your department are competent, you have 

no opportunity to discuss with the Commissioners of the Civil Service Co®' 
mission about the reorganization?—A. The reorganization is not in the sa®e 
province as reclassification. ,

Q. You mean------ A. The reclassification is a matter concerning individu»
civil servants, or a group of employees.

Q. And the Commission . has always refused to discuss the matter?—'Y 
They do not always refuse. Sometimes they do. Sometimes we get an opp°r' 
tunity to discuss. That is the point I was making, if we co-operated ®°’e 
closely it would be easy to say for what reason. We might have a reason, or we 
might not have a reason, but we feel we are in the dark when we have no chance 
of discussion.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Do you think the Commission serve any useful purpose in the mat^ 

of promotion and reclassification, since the officers in your department »r 
quite competent to take care of that?—A. We are following the Act.

Q. What do you think of the procedure laid down in the Act, as outli®®' 
—A. I do not quite get that. .1

Q. I mean in connection with reclassification and promotion?—A. I c<® 
not answer that.

By Mr. Laurin: ,
Q. If your officers are competent, what is the use of having the consent 

the Commissioners to appoint the men for promotion?—A. I cannot say ®1 
than the facts; it is difficult to answer your question.

By the Chairman:
Q. We appreciate the delicate situation ;rou are in?—A. Thank you.

-A. Really " 

ro®0' 
oil

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In matters of promotion you have no trouble at all ?— 

have no trouble.
Q. Are you satisfied that the merit system is carried out for these Pr° 

tions?—A. I am thinking of the inside service. , 01,
Q. You just said, in matters of promotion you have no trouble, to speak 

in that connection?—A. No.
Q. Are you satisfied the merit system is carried out in that?—A. Yes- 3 
Q. In matters of reclassification and reorganization you say, some i , 

you get no reason for the refusal of your recommendations. When your 
mendation is accepted I suppose you would say the merit system is followed 
—A. Reclassification is more internal machinery than the other thing.. . 0f 

Q. In connection with reclassification of employees and reorganizat® fo! 

work, when the Commission makes its own ruling and gives you no reaso -g 

it, do you think, in that event, the merit system is carried out too?—A. T- 
exactly what we want to know. pot

Q. You do not know whether it is, or whether it is not?—A. We £0pv 
know where we stand. That is the point I wanted to make out before this 
mittee.

Witness discharged.

[Mr. L. J. Gaboury.]
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P. T. Coolican, called and sworn.

By the Chairman: 1? a Yes.
Q. You are Assistant Deputy Postmaster Gene vice you really have
Q. Mr. Coolican, I understand that in 1 } ; ‘ or departmental staff, at 

two main divisions. You have your headquarters ^ ^ you have
Ottawa which for convenience, we will call th we will call the outside
revenue offices, postal helpers, letter ca.rr,ierf ’ • estions and get a lot of in forma- 
service. For my purpose I want to ask a lot o Q should question, or, if you 
tion about the outside service. Are you the m \,__A It \s quite immaterial. 
Prefer I shall deal with them through somebody eke. _ otions. Mr. Gabourv 

Q. If I may, let me deal for the moment with P Commission acts on the has told us, in practically all cases, the C turn a part of the functio
recommendation of the department which become Then I further under-
°f the Deputy Postmaster General in making P dvertisements go out, limited 
stand, in connection with promotions, there^are ‘would there be ma
to post office employees. How many of thés 1 office department is about 
year?—A. Probably the labour turnover in tne ru.
five or six per cent. 9 A Two or three hundred. T le

Q. What would that be m numbers/—A. There would be at least
actual numbers I could not give you without tne •
that vimatelv 200 or 300 competi-

Q. So that in each year there would be “JfSrtising, etc., for these pro
tons being held, with the necessary expense ot a
motions?—A. Yes. . , _ , Qnfllvsis the man recommended by

Q. And in nearly all cases, in the fin a , ’the Department gets the promotion?—A. As a ru _ why those promotions 
Q. Can you tell me, or suggest to tne any reas^ ^ by fche depar- should be made by the Civil Service Commifei ^ the man who gets 

Rental officials when in fact, in the result, in “*J L?_A. Generally speaking, 
the departmental recommendation gets the 1 ^ recommend and arrange or
the departmental officials are quite as competent Commission Apart
Promotion as are the members of the C interests of the public
rom that, it is a matter of public policy or order, i ^ ghould done by an 

service; generally in the interests of good se
^dependent body. . . wun any independence, or are t icy

Q. Is the independent body functiomng ^th^^ is?__A I would only
acting on the recommendation of the departmental ^ introductlon of the Civil 
P°mt to the result of the Civil Service Act. 1 r t postal employees who
Service Act, there was certainly dissatisfactio h they were entitled.
Were unable to obtain a good many positions t made over the heads of

Q- Under the old system appointments wou fit> generally, under thethose in lower positions?-A. Yes. There is mor
Present system than under the old sys,te™-mntion in departments on the recom- 

Q. Supposing the statute required Pr™°n t meet the objection you have 
Sudation of the departmental official, would tna competent to get the
just raised?—A. As I said, I believe the officials 

est men for the job.
Q. If they are left alone?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman: T der to give every man in the
j Q. What is the object in advertising?-^ ^omotion, a chance to compete, department who thinks he has a chance i.or P complaints from the organ-
formerly, without advertising, we had * g°°£tence 0f the source to which they 
lZed men that they did not know of the existen
c°Pld apply; hence the advertising. [Mr. P. T. Coohcan.]
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Q. What is the difference, if the department makes a promotion?—A. It 
makes a difference that the rules and regulations have been laid down by the 
Civil Service Commission, giving the scope, the area in which the promotion 
could be made available.

Q. That is just a matter of policy, in the matter of throwing promotion 
open to a certain area?—A. But within that area each man has the right to 
know if the vacancy is open or not. If it were not publicly advertised, there 
would not be an opportunity for men to qualify for the position.

Q. The department would know?—A. Yes.
Q. And it is the department’s recommendation which is finally adopted?— 

A. The department can only decide between those men who apply, and the wider 
the publicity the better chance there is of getting the better qualified man.

Q. Why the publicity? If you had a man who was eligible for promotion 
within a certain area you would not advertise outside that area?—A. No.

Q. Would not an advertisement in the department itself, by notices sent 
out in the department, bring the desired result. I am talking about promotions 
only. I will leave the question of appointments separate because I realize they 
are on an entirely different basis?—A. It used to be said before the Civil Service 
Act, that a man was put into a position without any chance being given to any- 
body else to compete for it, and that difficulty has been obviated by the adver
tising giving a chance to everybody.

Q. Is there any reason why that advertising would not be done by the 
department itself?—A. It is done by the department. The forms are mao® 
out by the Civil Service Commission and, when the vacancy is advertised, the 
publicity is given by the department itself.

Q. Is there any reason why the form should be made by the Commission 
come to the department, go back three or four times, as it does in many cases' 
—A. Only in so far as it is public policy, for public good.

Q. Is there any reason why it should not be done by the department?-'-*' 
I can only go back to the situation that existed prior to the present syste,n 
when the department wras under considerable criticism for not giving suffi®1611 
publicity to vacancies that occurred.

Q. There is no reason why that publicity should not be given by the depa1 
ment?—A. No, sir. ..

Q. If regulations were laid down by which the department did give it; \ 
would obviate the difficulty to which you have referred?—A. The departm60 
could carry out the terms of the Act as well as the Civil Service Commiss10 _

Q. Is there any reason why it could not?—A. There is no practical reas°' 
why it could not be done. *

Q. The point that seems clear to me is that promotions are, in the vi* 
majority of cases, probably in 99 per cent of the cases, made by the
ment?—A. Yes, the recommendations, generally, of the department are acc<
by the Commission. Where there is a difference of opinion, the Commis51 
naturally asserts its prerogative, under the Act, of not carrying out the tei 
of the recommendation.

By Mr. Madmis:
Q. Am I right in assuming the department exercises possibly better i T 

ment in making the appointments because of the fact that the Commis 
reviews the appointments?—A. Yes, that is always the case. jQiry

Q. The Commission, in this respect—I hope you will pardon the ana ^ 
I am going to draw—exercises similar functions, in some respect, to 'y'y 0f 
policeman does. The good he does does not always depend on the mini 
arrests he makes but on the number of crimes he prevents?—A. rIne 
[Mr. P. T. Coolican.]
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is in tbe same position as the Auditor General and the 
of t]1(, ,r ei 01 tbe treasury. They stand on the side lines to see that the rules 

e 8ame are observed.
ht Chairman: I think that is a very good analogy—a better analogy.

By Mr. Maclnnis:Hot DncJl P16 ( iyil Service Commission was not there, the regulations would 
Q a f’ . carried out by the department?—A. We might agree with you. 

they inp"r . s.aid, the Civil Service Commission fulfills a useful function, when 
they y,glve , eir O.K. to what has been done by the department, and that 

ave the n&ht to refuse that O.K., if they see fit?—A. Yes.

it not?—A. TheBy Mr. Bowman:
^gulati^ _js Quite clearly, after all, routine, or practically so, is 

0 T>nS u 1,a certa'n extent, are routine, must be routine, to. §’ 1 °bably I put the question a little broadly, in a light I did not intend 
able °Smg that the department carried on this work itself, some consider-

11 tine could be done away with?—A. Yes. in the JjUt stl11 bearinS in mind that the Commission is there to be appealed to.

to A, B
VUIIllinooivu ----------to whether the promotion should come 

"minated even at present, 
a lot of these matters there is

event of there being a question as to w-neuuci «7 1-7-, , nreqent' routine could be eliminated even at present
un Q. s

outside At pres^he^'hy the increase should not be mad then sent to t need to
Purely a check-over of the ratings which an increases, all we n ^
J the department were allowed to “a lenient as to ^ho“trance to the 

0 ls to have the postmaster make ■ „ ebgible list for 1 hundred 
recommend. The same question with the two or three
Civil Service. At the present time there may ------ oc necessary to P. -«.vice, ac me present islt becomes necessm^to^p^hlisons on the eligible list. The com q the man who .... J
!r°m that for two or three years and very one
tRiitl vuat îor two or three years and very oiten L.uv, “‘“C "vere restricted and thJ^P to our standard. If the number on the ellgl jike]y to get the best men
7e eligible fist freshened up every year, then we arc

r the appointment. . , tme in this class of ma 1
as Q. Has there been any change in the routme^^ The routme has 
.I the Commission is concerned, year a 

anged but the volume is there. . .
Q- It is still continued?—A. Yes. r many years’ expenenc ,

Con S' It would be y°ur considered opinio . ed with?—A. ln
>iderable red tape or routine could be dispe
Clasaes. the volume of business to your
a Q- After all, it is the lower classes pic 

hutment and the Commission?

By the Chairman: , suggestion to the
Co,3wMr- Phelan, of the Civil Service Federation, mad gted) m. a board
of I’u.'ttee that some board of appeal, on a basis servants and sub
mit’ should be set up to deal with grievances of & propQgal in
order ”8 to the department. What n dMr° Bowman referred, whereby the

“1. !n?,dS departure' from th= reasons which prompted
Placmg of the Civil Service Act on the statute • ^ p T Coolican]
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Q. In modem times there are many radical departures from many things, 
public policies and everything else?—À. A board of appeal might be a very 
good thing. The Amalgamated Civil Servants approached it in a different way. 
They appointed one of their men, permanently resident in Ottawa, to take up 
their cases. That, I think, has worked satisfactorily. Mr. Knowles, who is a 
clear thinking, clear sighted man, is able to emphasize the viewpoint of the 
men and have his people see the viewpoint of the department. That has worked 
very satisfactorily. A board of appeal would mean constant recommendations, 
and employees coming and going all the time ; difficulties in the post office couh 
be solved by going direct to the postmaster or getting the difficulties arranged 
by their representative here. ,

Q. In the matter of appeals, what I have in mind is this, 99 per cent o 
the promotions in the department are made practically automatically by th® 
Civil Service Commission on recommendation of your departmental officials an® 
provision for promotion must be made within the department ; in other words, 
the maintaining of your merit system would not, sometimes, perhaps, u® 
accepted by the Civil Service Commission, being a board of review of y°ur 
departmental decisions, only in cases where there might be some dispute, 0 
where somebody raised a question about promotion?—A. My answer is the saff1® 
as before, that the positions in this department could be filled by the depart 
ment if that is to be the policy. An independent body is preferable.

Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. That brings in the question of the procedure, that for several reasons i* 

is very difficult to change an appointment that was once made?—A. Yes.
The Chairman : And that is what happens right now.
Mr. MacInnis: No:
The Chairman: Those are the main complaints I get.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I would not go so far as perhaps intended by the Chairman in tus

ealremarks, but if the Civil Service Commission were a body of review—not apP®\ 
—perhaps there is a distinction there, that would O.K. what the department n .g 
done before the final decision was arrived at. Would not that be really what - 
done now but by more circuitous methods. Suppose your department has 
promotion on hand and before you finally made the promotion you a 
mitted it for review to the Civil Service Commission, would that not cut ou 
lot of the circuitous proceedings?—A. We review the qualifications of the apP 
cant and submit them to the Civil Service Commission in a certain order. *■ 

then review those and give us the best. n,
Q. There is communication after communication passing back and *° 

between your office and the Commission?—A. In case of dispute.
Q. No, without dispute?—A. No. r0,

Q. Would you mind telling me just what the facts are with respect to P 
motion—A. A vacancy is advertised.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do not start with that. A vacancy occurs?—A. Yes. r

Q. Now, what happens?—A. That is reported to the Civil Service Co 
mission.

Q. Then what happens?—A. We advertise. t;se
Q. You got instructions from the Civil Service first?—A. Yes. We adve 

and the applications come in. The rating officers are notified to go ovei 
qualifications of the individuals.
[Mr. P. T. Coolican.]
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_. Q- That is, without any further reference to the Civil Service Commission?
- • that is without any further reference to the Civil Service Commission. 
10 rating forms come in, they are reviewed by the department and sent to 
e Civil Service Commission.

tli n- a recommendation?—A. No. The forms themselves are sent to
G Clvnl Service Commission and copies kept on the file.

, ithout any letter of recommendation from your department as to who 
should be appointed?—A. Yes.
m ,.Q- Ahd the Civil Service Commission, in 99 per cent of the cases auto- 
I'orwai d? man w^° has ^he highest rating on papers which are sent

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. When a vacancy occurs for a promotion why not go ahead and do the 

^ork in your department instead of submitting your final rating to the Civil 
Service Commission for approval? Would not that take considerable time in 
Edition to that considerable correspondence passing back and forth? A. Yes. 

Q. And you would get the same result?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. In any particular case, I understand where there is a vacancy, in order 

0 keep things moving, you put somebody else into the work, to do the work 
temporarily?—A. Yes. After all it is our business. We are a postal service, 
and the less we are bothered with these promotions the better we like it.

By Mr. Chevrier: ,, ,,
*Q. If this change came about, such as has been suggcs e , wo_A j see A

system prevail to the same extent, as it is supposed to exis "
reason why it should not.

Q. But would it?—A. I cannot forecast the ,, sv t m
Q. As a result of this new change would you an 1C I ,, refer „ro.

w°uld be preserved?—A. I think the organized men department
Motions be submitted to a body independent ot the Bos

The Chairman: Nobody is suggesting you should c unge.

By Mr. Bowman. vacancy it should go to the
Q. Before you make any promotion or fill a would COme to the same p'vil Service Commission for final approval. A. 

thing.
. Q. It would do away with some of the circuitous proceedings in the initi-

at,i°n proceedings?—A. Yes. , f appeal. I think perhaps
Q. We might finish up that point on the c gay) that this court

m°st of the members of the Committee agree " i , - usV and would perhaps be 
of appeal would be a body that would be exceei g have to circumscribe
^viewing decisions that have been made ; A.
the references to it accordingly. , • vour opinion?—A. Yes.

Q. It would cause more trouble than now.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. What is the method of taking up grievances now. oes *e aggiie-u'd 

^ake representations to the department he is directly under. A. I he recom- 
. °ndation would go to the postmaster and failing am agreci ic eience
Is ruade to the department by an organization, by individuals as well as organi- 
atl°n. Then there is a final appeal to the Postmaster General always.

[Mr. P. T. Coolican.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. There is another aspect I am interested in in regard to your outside 

service. At present, I understand, increases are given automatically, unless the 
department recommends against somebody having an increase?—A. Some 
infraction of duty or something of that kind, unless the man’s record does not 
warrant it.

Q. From your experience, are you satisfied that the system of annual 
increases should be left to the recommendation of a departmental official, for 
efficiency, or something of that kind?—A. Increases—

Q. I understand at the present time they are automatic unless they are 
vetoed?—A. At the present time a man’s increase is granted on the strength 
of his work in the department during the year.

Q. On the recommendation of whom?—A. On recommendation by his 
superior officer.

Q. Concurred in by the Commission. Then the system in force in the 
department is that the men get their increases not automatically but on the 
recommendation of some superior officer?—A. Quite, that has always been the 
case.

Q. The next thing I had in mind was this: I understand in the outside 
postal service you have really four lower classifications of employees, the lowest 
being the postal helper?—A. Yes.

Q. Then the mail porter and letter carrier and then the postal clerk, whose 
minimum and maximum is higher than any of these I have mentioned?—A- 
Yes.

Q. This postal helper group has always appeared to be of a somewhat 
anomalous nature. Is it your view that these positions should be maintained 
as they are?—A. The postal helper class developed on account of a labour fcrisi8 
a few years ago—prior to which we used to take temporary help in the 
summer and at Christmas time. It was found we were letting them out- 
at the beginning of the winter and at the time it was represented we should 
keep them on. There was only one way to do that; that was to estimate the 
amount of time taken for annual leave and sick leave, special leave and s° 
on and figure out the proportion of men it required in the year round to take 
up that slack without letting the men out at an unseasonable time, and I think 
it ran one in seven. As a consequence our staffs were increased, and the post9 
helper class came into being. We paid these men $5 less a month. To-da? 
that class has outlived its usefulness and we can appoint men direct to the tlu'c( 
classes mentioned, that is, letter carrier or mail porter and postal clerk. The 
question being taken up, to abolish that class, we found that the cost o 
carrying out that scheme would be about $60,000 or $70,000 the first year, wu 
a gradual tapering off.

Q. Assuming a postal helper is employed in the Toronto post office, there i® 
a vacancy for a letter carrier on the eligible list, for letter carrier. Is tha 
postal helper promoted to the position of letter carrier, or is a new letter cam6 
appointed from the eligible list? I understand from some of the papers I h»^ 
seen that a man writes an examination on a classification both as a letter carrie 
or postal helper-------A. Mr. Underwood would have the details of that. _ ,

Q. Assuming there is a vacancy for a postal clerk, is someone appointe._ 
to that by promotion from a letter carrier or is that a new and separate class 
fication?—A. The postal helper may be either a letter carrier or mail porter-

Q. He is a sort of a general utility man?—A. Yes. The idea was you w°u 
have a pool arrangement to take the men for these positions. The idea was • 
pooling these men you could pick for the positions the men best adapted 
them.
[Mr. P. T. Cooli'can.]
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Q. Generally speaking, when you want a postal clerk in the Toronto post 
Icf> somebody who is already a letter carrier or mail porter or postal helper 

°uld be appointed in the ordinary course?—A. Yes.
Q. Not somebody from the outside?—A. There is procedure there that could 

ave been simplified. Perhaps Mr. Underwood could explain that, 
j Q- There seems to be a good deal of irritation in the outside postal service, 
to Y"* mean among the civil servants, but among those who are ambitious 

get m from the fact they pass the examination and get on the list and never 
t c°? be able to get appointed, for many reasons with which I am familiar, 
oli-^any method to improve the situation instead of establishing these 
cnnl i C hSlS liave an enormous number of names on them of people who 
av -Vn0t i appointed in the ordinary course of events? Is there no way of 
the1 s^tuati°n?—A. Yes, by restricting the number of people who pass

examination to the number of the requirements of the department. 
x-on o' P°?s the post office send a list of the appointments to be made every 
year?—A. No, it could be done.

Q- So that you would have your open competition?—A. Yes. 
y0 x>' Y°U1' idea is instead of putting all those who had passed—whom would 
year t*ut on the list?—A. Just the number of the requirements for the coming

By Mr. Maclnnis:
thp ^ °Y y01? n°t be in the same position for those people having passed 
ann r®c|[uire(t examination, that they would still think they had the right to the 
notir when the appointment occurred?—A. They would have to be

ed, if it was only vacant for a certain time, min' ' 1 was linking the best possible way to avoid that would be to raise the 
WaylmUm rnar^s t°r examination?—A. No, I do not think they could do it that

By the Chairman:
be Y The Civil Sendee Commission recommended in report of 1930 that there 

estrictions on the eligible list because it created a lot of false hopes in the
v,i uuc cii6iuic n=v iV ''‘XTTW should not be extended tobreasts of a lot of people. Is there any reason *. ■ gome of them are lucky

Postal helpers, letter carriers and so forth. A"
lhey did not get the job. M roolican about revenue post-

Q. I would like to ask some gestions Mr v, Committee?-A. Yes I 
masters. They are a source of great difficulty to have a view on that
would like to deal with that. As a matter of fact I ceitai
and I would like to express it. ■ ht done and let us have

Q. Would you give us your views as to ™have noticed from the evidence 
your suggestions in connection with that. ■ _that this question lias no
brought before the Committee—in the news^lt r stmasters ^ dlfferent al-
heen brought out clearly altogether. Reven J ! „roperly described as civil 
together from the city postmasters, who areoZbe described as civil servants, 
servants, and revenue postmasters cannot propei > not always do the work 
the revenue postmaster has no superannuation, paid from parliamentary
tor which he is paid; he has an assistant, ne , /th»t revenue postmasters 
Appropriation, and I do not think it was ever i 
should be under the Civil Service Act.

By Mr. Bowman: , accident. I think when in
Q. How did he get there?—A. He got » postmaster was approved

, 0 brown classification book the definition o cOTlld n0t possibly be known.
7 statute they did not know what it a* mnpnsati0n for the non-accounting 
°ne of the indications of that is that the compensate ^ p p
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postmaster includes money paid for money order commission. The reason 
he is a non-accounting postmaster is because he does not do money order busi
ness, and I think the Commission agrees with me too because they certainly see 
they could not economically appoint the revenue postmaster since they elimin
ated all those with a revenue of less than $400.

Q. You said they came in because the statute included all classifica
tions in the “brown book.” I wonder if we cannot get a proper description for 
the “brown book”?

Mr. Chevrier: It used to be called the “joke book.”
The Chairman : I take it, Mr. Coolican, you mean “The Classification of the 

Civil Service of Canada” as approved in 1919.
The Witness: Yes. In eliminating a certain number of offices I think the 

Commission did not go far enough but it is peculiar that the major part of the 
criticism against the Civil Service Commission probably comes from the 
appointment of revenue postmasters.

By Mr. Bouman:
Q. How far would you suggest they should go?—A. I think if the Civil 

Service Commission appointed those postmasters, whose salary or allowances 
were sufficient for a full day’s work plus that of an assistant, the Commission 
perhaps would be doing a good work in taking hold of it.

Q. For a man to be a proper employee he should devote all of his time to 
the Service. You say therefore where postmasters are receiving such an amount 
in revenue they are full time servants?—A. They should be left under the Civil 
Service Commission, in the field of a civil servant proper, paid from parlia
mentary appropriation.

Q. Could you draw a line for us in dollars and cents?—A. I would not 
care to do that. It could be worked out though.

Q. Approximately?—A. Four or five thousand dollars revenue.
Q. Would that mean four or five thousand dollars share of the postmaster’s 

revenue or would that be gross revenue. Would that be the total revenue taken 
in by the post office, of which a percentage would be received by the postmaster? 
—A. Yes.

Q. Your view being that if the gross revenue of the post office were some
where between $4,000 and $5,000, then the postmaster would be receiving an 
amount from that which would enable him to devote his whole time to the 
matter and engage some assistant, and the volume of business would require his 
whole time and some of the assistant’s?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are you prepared to say what that would equal in salary?—A. No- 

That would require some thought; but if you put the salary of a postmaster 
at, say, the maximum of a postal clerk, plus that of an assistant, or some other 
grade in the Civil Service, you would arrive at a near figure.

Q. The maximum of a postal clerk, $1,740?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. I suppose a fair salary to these people might run around $90 or $l0(j 
a month?—A. Yes, we could make a definite allowance to the postmaster and 
from that he would pay his assistant.

Q. You think, Mr. Coolican, that that would lessen a lot of the difficulties - 
—A. Yes, I think it would, and the result would be just as good.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. These men would be named under the recommendation of the depart

mental officers?—A. Yes. We could arrange a procedure of inquiry the same 
as is done now.
[Mr. P. T. Coolican.]
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Q. From a business point of view it t ^ i tmlnts postmasters you 

come in with the merit system?—A. In these appo”1,ol,lier preference is
not observing the merit system. The ^I^nvthmgsto consider with a legal violation of the merit system. A ou have man} »

regard to public service.

By the Chairman:
hag }h ^°ur v^e'v Is generally where these people are not civil servants there 
tHastoiwiw mUC , Ravelling and expense in the appointment of revenue post
ât n,.f>r ‘ ,9 y°u tlnnk something should be done to remedy the condition existing 
they pi '1 j *. Inlnk the Civil Service Commission had the right idea when 
good mjnated from their jurisdiction those under $400. I think the same 
twice ofU S ,cou '* be obtained in cases over $400. We have appointed 
not so ? maJ1^ Postmasters in the last year and trouble arose in that connection, 
dismissa1/110 1 ll0m appointment as from the circumstances surrounding the

By the Chairman:
the rnôr!?ne+ * j6 Civil Service Commissioners—I have forgotten whom for 
Post offipen maf c a. submission to this Committee that the report of your 
°f rural n 1I?spec/:ors> iu matters of promotion, and in matters of the selection 
the Civil ^ostmasters, was neglected and that the report should come direct to 
^Partnumf cryicer Commission at the same time as the report goes to your 
are held ” ’ } 1C C,v , Service. Commission outlining in many instances they 
is y0ur UP l°r months at a time because they do not get the reports. What 
Oot he „ Iew on that.—-A. From a disciplinary point of view I would certainly 
Office rù, J)af " to having any of our men report to a body outside of the Post 

0 vPm ^ woui(i lead to complications.
ou tpmk it would affect the discipline in the department?—A. Yes.

1. Bow man . That would be attempting to serve two masters.
Pense. enWl™ESS' 1- object to that at the present time on account of the ex- 
and Wor, ur 1,r!spe/,'tors sPer|d two or three days, leaving their own work to go 
blicatiorm mtl • Civil Service field. It is very cumbersome and leads to com
ho it T. ?. iy>,ln?ppfb)r himself, although it is very logical to have those officers 
;°r that w 't C.1V1 Service Commission had to use their own travelling officers 
bifie ‘ lt would result in a great deal more expense than at the present

We bear the brunt of that.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q- It is work that necessarily must be done?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
aPd thm suggestion wras made that the post office inspector be done away with 
Afraid v ie °cal postmaster be appointed to fulfil his duties?—A. I am 

Q t • " ere n°I given a very clear idea of that situation.
K an ideViuV ^ant t0 know y°ur comments. I have my own ideas?—A. It 

done ‘ 18 no* new and in possibly one or two places some say it could
^et iu y'1(1 ^ vould have to be very carefully gone into, because the higher you 

Q p ‘Sorvico the more you have to consider the men not the position. 
yery We],( fsoually I do not see how it can work out in a rural community 
C°Pfitry f 1 a Jnan is going to be a postmaster and he has to travel all over the 
e*tent in °pm 1 6 iuspodion?—A. The system is one that prevails to a certain 

■England. They have what they call a surveyor postmaster, which
[Mr. P. T. Coolican.]
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corresponds to the position that is suggested. When you speak of amalgamating 
with the city postmaster, or with the district superintendent, it becomes a ques
tion of one position governing all positions in a given district.' The district 
superintendent governs all the rest of the post offices, particularly the revenue 
post office in his district, but at certain times does work in the city offices too- 
The idea was to have one officer in one area responsible for every postal activity) 
no matter where it occurred, in the revenue office or the city office.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you find the district superintendent’s position working out well 

the interests of the Service?—A. Yes, it is working out very satisfactorily. *
Q. And your present view would be against any such change?—A. No- 

have an open mind on the matter, but I think it would have to be very carefulv 
gone into, because it would depend on the calibre of the men we might get iu . 
position like that. A position like that would be a very high position and 
very great responsibility and would require a great deal more thought than 
have given to it at the present time before it could be adopted.

Q. I know your Toronto superintendent and your Toronto postmaster. Bo[ 
seem to be very busy gentlemen?—A. They are.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The question of temporary employees came up several times. Have 

in your department, employees that have been there for a number of years w 
are still classified as temporary employees?—A. I do not think so, not in 
outside service. Mr. Underwood could better answer that question.

ho
the

By the Chairman:
Q. We neglected to get down how long you have been Assistant Dep11^ 

Postmaster General and how many years in the Service?—A. I have been twenv 
five years in the Service?

Q. With the Post Office department?—A. Yes.
Q. How many years Assistant Deputy?—A. I have been General Sup6rin 

tendent since 1923 and Assistant Deputy since 1924.

E. J. Underwood, called and sworn.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. What is your position?—A. Chief Superintendent, Post Office Servie6'

By the Chairman: ,y
Q. How long have you been with the Post Office department?—A. dweI 

years. . . T m not
Q. How long in your present position?—A. Since 1919, or 1920. 1 au 

just sure. . . ^th
Q. I understand you are the gentleman who comes directly in contact- ^

all the outside service, if I might so describe it, of the Post Office depart^1 ^ 
—A. Under my office come all personal matters connected with all emP\Ara- 
of city post offices, of revenue post offices, the question of management, op0 
tion and accommodation for all post offices.

Q. You really are the direct contact man?—A. Yes. eCt
Q. Mr. Coolican suggested we ask you to give us your views with reAcfr 

to the abolition of the postal helper class or the revision of the lower dasS1y0u 
tion. Mr. Coolican has already explained why this class was introduced, 
do not know when a man comes in which branch he may be suited for? 
did consider that some time ago. We figured the purpose for which A 
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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started was outlived and we did make a 11 +bai it would necessitate
tinued. The reason it was not gone ahe-v v 1 ‘ vear and as- men v ere
an expenditure of approximately Çi 0,000 1 would be gradually reduced,
gradually assigned to other positions the amoun ifi pOSitions they are
)Ve have the class of postal helper From it men^ P ^ are made mail 
best suited for. Men of fairly good physique, strong ^ men might have 
Porters because they have to handle heavy , The original pur-
aecounting experience and these are assigne 1 iu«t as the winter season 
Pose was to prevent releasing temporary employees ] Coolican has explained 
7as coming on. It was somewhat about 1922 - s , additional help is required
a Postal employee gets three weeks annua. * 4 . extra men to handle
to cover this leave. At Christmas time we have to take^. ^ ^ 300 or
this Christmas rush so that in October we woi out immediateh after

men to take them on again at Christmas, let ^ .j instead of this Christmas and take them on again at the begmm K months and by doing 
)Te spread the annual leave over ten and P°ssibly v ^ cab the postal helper, 
mat we were able to establish the relief start wr
aJ l'lc beginning we refer to it as Postal Pool because we

s required.
can take men from it

By the Chairman
thp S' ^o I understand correctly that the men j 

abolition of that class from the Civil Service
themselves are favourable to 

A. Yes, but we always

em
it is first

• V, , ' toVina: the man....... vu u. vu»u -.vu, we would we haveappreciated there was one advantage in 1 most fitted tor. porters
the class to carry out the duties he wa^ ^ ktter earners, maMJ^he^stal helpers we have a class which fits ghall have to go example.

?r Postal clerks. If that is done away with y mail porter, ioT \ *Hc
^ividual examinations for each respectée c^could not stand *e bandic
'ust be a man of good physique, othen ' iqq pounds. He - tempo-£ould be 5 feet 10 inches tall and weigh about the question 1

îeavY bags. I think Mr. Maclnnis already men^ to the ehgmie
^ary employees. Perhaps I could explain i"igible list for pern ■
k'* taking of men in order of merit, 1C-. t man on the is ■ ^ ^1
; °yces. A vacancy occurs. Me select the next,^ ^ not. We then asK^ ^
T lr business to determine whether we ne a position \ye

if he wants the position He says No be permanent ot not.;h0t know at the time whether the position is gomg He says, ^

wUnnot put MJ **
fe. t() then So back to the first man, Mr Jonej if lt lS permanent, 
tuition, Mr. Jones?” He savs “Yes. I will taa , 
merefr- • - ’ ' rvwitions between-eetore have these men in temporary 1 • cy occurs.Heaney occurs and the time a permanently . ,r-

r\ —-

We,
the time a temporary

but I do not see howuuv v„c vuuc » j-fKfpity?—À- A es, - Jones to leavev0l ^ That creates a great deal o • j.ust to ask * • k fair
C Ca* do anything else because it would be^J He has a more or le^
P°s£rmancnt P°siti?n t0 ttktnacome into the Civil ÿrV\c%0U want the job?” 
y &utk 'he may be” ck“oiVco or fovjr ro®^ tot may .« only 
b Wly fair task man to »”c b= "*“* '"3
O rn0n^fi' !ong 35 be vn°'" ' ryir. E. J. Underwood.]

Ptance or rejection.
49322^3,
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By the Chairman:
Q. I think Mr. Maclnnis was interested in knowing whether you had tem

porary employees in the outside service, who had been temporary for a number 
of years and never got a permanent position?—A. We might have a few possibly 
at a point where the eligible list has lapsed. We go to the Commission and 
tell them there is no list and they give us power to make a local selection. It 
may be some time before the list is established or it may be that when he gets 
in the conditions are such as to enable us to keep him on, although he has never 
qualified for the position by examination.

Q. When the examination comes along to establish such a list does that man 
have a right to apply ?—A. Yes, but unfortunately he might not rank highest; ! 
even if he got the highest marks he might not be a returned soldier and others 
would have preference over him.

Q. So as not to put him out on the street, you put him on as a temporary?
—A. Yes. These are the difficulties that arise.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. You have not, then, the class of temporary employees some other depart- ' 

ments have?—A. We have no seasonal or purely temporary positions.

By the Chairman:
Q. Once the Civil Sendee Commission has supplied you with an eligible 

list you pick out the men for jobs that are vacant?—A. The Commission have 
given us great co-operation in regard to our outside service.

Q. You could not carry on otherwise?—A. Our service has to be carried on- 
We cannot say, “You cannot get your mail delivered because the Civil Service 
Commission have not supplied us with men.”

Q. The letter carrier is really appointed from the Civil Service Commissio11 
eligible list and the Civil Service Commission ratifies that?—A. Yes.

Q. Where there is no eligible list, you have your postmaster pick some' 
body?—A. Yes, and that man is told he is getting the job on the understanding 
it is a temporary job we say “If you do not come first on the list we are sorry 
but we will have to let you out.”

Q. But if that man were ninth or tenth on the list, you would try to keep him 
on temporarily?—A. If there was actual work for him to do.

Q. You heard what Mr. Coolican had to say about revenue postmasters1 
—A. Yes.

Q. Do your views agree with his?—A. Probably I might be able to ampli^ 
that a little for you. We have a staff of employees in the city officeS' 
They are paid by parliamentary appropriation. We have revenue postmasters' 
Revenue offices vary in revenue ; one might be $10 revenue or even less, up t0 
the office with $30,000 or $35,000.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Give us an instance?—A. Simcoe, $36,475 revenue; Preston, $22,3Ü’ 

Prescott, $16,423. They are all paid on commission. They get 70 per cent °n 
the first $1,000 revenue, they get 30 per cent from $1,000 to $10,000 and 20 Pet 
cent over $10,000. Then in addition to that there are allowances which f1 
granted. There is, first of all, what we call the rent allowance. In dealmS 
with the rent allowance you have to bear in mind the rent allowance is on*y 
granted to a postmaster who provides his own accommodation. If the Pubh ' 
Works department rent the building we do not give him anything for rep; 
The rent allowance is not supposed to cover the cost of the whole building.

callsupposed to be an assistance towards paying for cleaning and light ; it is hasp,
on a certain scale which we feel should assist him. 
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]

Then we have what we
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aA'f allowance, an allowance for night duty in some offices. Trains may arrive 
L or 2 in the morning. We are paying on a revenue basis but we feel that 
s„^not Quite fair that he should get up at 2 or 3 o’clock in the morning without 
s°me compensation.
~~~A S ^ *S no* allowance which governs the actual time the men work? 
haw ^ 18 some kittle compensation for the inconvenience the man suffers in 

UP at that hour of the night.
ovp *s.based on a schedule?—A. Up to $1,000 we base it on a schedule; 
he hag ^ *s on *be report of the superintendent, who tells us what work

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What would be the amount of the rent allowance at Simcoe? A. There 

°uld not be anything there; it is a public building.
Q. What would the night allowance be?—A. It would just depend whether 

^ ^ is an office where trains come in at night. I could make up for you the 
°tal compensation the postmaster at Simcoe receives.

By the Chairman:
i. Q- Suppose you take Simcoe, Preston and Prescott as an illustration of the 
'gher paid positions?—A. And in addition to that we have what we call 
rward allowance.

vs, 9' What is that?—A. Forward allowance. That is explained in this v ay. 
*i -° will say there is one office and there arc a number of subsidiary offices from 
* 18 office. Now, these subsidiary offices are not large enough for other offices 
t, 111 ake up a direct bag so what we do is to make it up on this office, v Inch in 
itiff1 it up on the individual offices. For doing that we give the distribut-

§ Postmaster something, based on the work he does.
9' He does the work of sorting and delivering?—A. Yes. _

U-, ^eir compensation will vary from a minimum of $100, which is the mini- 
L 'n saIary, no matter what the revenue is. Even if the revenue is $2 we pay 
ak1 up to $10,000 or more. He has to pay for his building, heat, etc., and 

S° his assistants.

By Mr. Bowman: „
; , Q- I suppose the general desire of the postmasters in these icy n!1^ °p1-('e-j 
^ 0 continue them as revenue offices, otherwise they would e in fee Commission?—A. I think if we put them in the ?«ded offi^ they 

uld get less remuneration than they do to-day. In some ms , _■ Service
C iters’ Association have come to us and wanted to be unclei i o •
Cession but did not want to take their employees under ie , ^
iWmiS8ion- What they have in mind is they want a broader / , ,
^tiy ^ *he larger offices. At present the rural postmaster is o 1 

y °ther position in the Service.

By the Chairman: T , ,
V Q- In other words, he is not a true civil servant ! A. ^ ^
offipCr °fhces they want to have the privilege of being promo ( ,jcfe.or to the Civil Service. In some cases it may be a good thing, n other 
pfQiS 1-t would not be so good. So far as the Department is 1 ’ ,,■
feebly be an advantage in being able to promote a man ms > g

| to k Mr. Coolican explained we hardly think that it was the original intention 
th6s the rural postmaster under the Civil Service Ac ., a V' jy ‘ ,c

| ' : first, the question of appointments. The Commissio^ ^ ^ e
,93^3,j
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certain exceptions. It passed an order in council making certain exceptions. In 
the second place, had there been any intention of putting the revenue post
masters under the Civil Sendee Act surely some provision would be there to 
take care of them. You will not find any provision in the Civil Service Act 
regarding revenue postmasters. Certain benefits are given Civil Servants, annual 
leave, sick leave, superannuation and so on. The Civil Sendee Act provides 
that the salary range of a civil sen-ant shall include a minimum and maximum 
and intermediate rates. The scale of a revenue postmaster does not include a 
maximum range or intermediate rates. I do not think it was the intention to 
place the whole of the rural or revenue postmasters under the Civil Service Act. (

Q. Now, would you endorse what Mr. Coolican said about the amount of 
salaries?—A. I think he was a little high.

Q. What is your personal opinion?—A. My personal opinion would be 
somewhere around $3.000 or $3,500. AVe always express our own individual 
views. My reason is this. If you take $3,000 on the scale I have given you
you will find on the first $1.000 there is $700 compensation. That is 
per cent. Then you have $2,000 at 30 per cent, which is $600. That makes 
$1,300 total without the other allowances. Generally speaking, I think yoU 
might take it as a general rule that the total amount of that office would be 
$1,500 or thereabouts, $1,500 compensation. In an office of that size we would 
have to have one assistant. I do not say he would be full-time. ■ I figure that 
would allow $500 for an assistant and possibly for incidental expenses, so thftt 
the postmaster will have $1,000. The minimum salary of a postal help®1 
is $1,020 a year, therefore I assume it is logical to pay a postmaster who }s 
just coming into the office the same salary as you would that employee who 
just commencing his career. There must be an arbitrary line somewhere and 
that is the reason I say $3,000. I may be a little low.

Q. Mr. Coolican puts it a little higher. He says the assistant should ha'e 
the salary of a postal helper or postal clerk.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
t? I

Q. I think Mr. Coolican was reluctant to give an opinion as to the amoun 
—A. Mr. Coolican has many other duties to perform and he is not intim8 
with the actual details.

By the Chairman:
Q. You think he is more generous?—A. Yes. It is all a matter of opin’0” 

and a matter which would require a certain amount of consideration. I lu 
suggest $3,000 on that basis.

«ter,
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. Do you think it would be any advantage to have a revenue postm8^, 
paid that amount of revenue, excluded from the Civil Service Act?—A- I -ce 
the postmaster up to that point should be removed from the Civil ,jie 
Commission. In the matter of appointment they are civil servants. I* 13 tjie 
impracticability of appointing all these postmasters. If they had gone ^°.üUr 
point where they could go to the man and say, “ We want the whole oi X ^ 
time when you are a civil servant,” then we agree. Suppose we take the aPP°g;0n 
ment of a postmaster, say at $500. Now the procedure with the Comip13'., 9 
must be more involved than that which we follow in the department. 1 \
matter of considerable correspondence and it takes our inspector’s tune- 
might tell you frankly, where an office is less than $1,000 we simply tak 
man’s application and judge it on that.
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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By the Chairman:
DostmnoP0 * understand as a matter of practice in your classification of rural 
]lv . 1 ners< where the revenue is under $1.000, if the inspector is in the locality 
-—.a'(Tf makf a sPe<?ial trip unless requested by the Commission to do so? 
ht< „ , , 16 lnsPector was in the locality he would interview the candidates, but

e Would not make a special trip.
Mr. Mr. Maclnnis:

of y°u mean that in making appointments or in the general supervision
he ion ,?°'sta; service/ A. In making appointments, in the general supervision 
Point V if Practlcally every- office. We have an objection from the stand- 
tatpo *• 1 ie , ? takes. The second point is the question of cost. It actually 

tteL t'me and it takes money.
samP^' ^ow ^°. y°u think the appointments should be made?—A. Just the 
Postal We mf ke them UP to $400. We have, roughly speaking, 12,000 rural 
inent h.ven to-day 7,500 out of the 12,000 are appointed by the depart-
that lou do not hear a word about that. There is very little trouble with

"A ou do not hear so much about the appointment as about the dismissal? 
to aJr6’ 7°U put y°ur finger on the sore spot. If you could do something 

Qlst ln that matter you-would be our everlasting friend, 
am of Could not you give us a suggestion as to how to remedy that?—A. I 

raid that is not in the scope of Post Office affairs.
h0u 10 Chairman: Perhaps to finish with Mr. Undervyood we could sit for an 

1118 afternoon—say from 3.30 to 5—instead of sitting as late as 5.45.
The committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION 
J. Underwood recalled.

Chairman: Gentlemen, at the adjournment, Mr. Underwood had been 
^ePartn2entSOme ln^ormat*on as to the handling of rural postmasters in the

to mvI"v(?0LICA?: Mr- Chairman, may I be allowed to offer a slight correction 
pr0ceduiv! • nCC °f thi.s m°™ing? Mr. Bowman questioned me regarding routine 
how thm ^uu^tion with promotions and I explained that procedure, but 
?ePior ni .u)UtlSf- ias keen dispensed with up to and including the position of 
’Mission rK" 1 ns was done with the co-operation of the Civil Service Com-
tll Air. Bowman: Perhaps we had better get a further explanation as to what 

Proceedings are.
Adr. Coolican : Mr. Underwood will make that explanation

f0r * he Chairman: You are content to let Mr. Underwood make the correction 
r you?

the
^r. Coolican : Yes. 
Phirue Chairman: I think, Mr. Bowman, you were asking some questions at 

Pdjournment.
it ^he Witness: I think I was explaining the reason why ve considered that 
at nas n°t intended to place revenue postmasters under the Civil service Act 

the time of its inception. In the case of 7,500 out of 12,000 the appoint-

[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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ments are made by the department. Now, there are a couple more points 
I would like to add to the ones I mentioned this morning. The next point is 
with regard to dismissals. In all cases of revenue postmasters, dismissals are 
made by the Postmaster General, not by Order in Council—they are made by 
virtue of his power under the Post Office Act—as distinct from dismissals of full- 
fledged civil servants.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. They are distinct?—A. Yes, in that way. A civil servant must be 

dismissed by Order in Council ; a revenue postmaster is dismissed by the Post
master General, without any Order in Council.

By the Chairman:
Q. This is just another difference?—A. That I am pointing out.
Q. To indicate that these revenue postmasters are not civil servants?'" 

A. Not civil servants within the full sense of the word.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. If a revenue postmaster is dismissed for any reason whatsoever, the 

Postmaster General has to confirm that dismissal, or he has to issue the order 
of dismissal?—A. He has the power under the Post Office Act to dismiss hu13, 

Q. When we hear of postmasters being dismissed because of political Par,' 
tisanship— —A. In those cases, since Mr. Murphy was Postmaster Genera ’ 
it has been the practice to confirm those dismissals by Order in Council, bu 
it is not necessary under the law; it is simply because the Postmaster Gener8 
prefers to do that. ,

Q. I wonder if I could ask a question in connection with the appoint^08 
of postmasters we are dealing with, those under $400. I understand at t*1 
present time they are now excluded from the Civil Service Act?—A. L*n(le 
$400 revenue, yes. .

Q. How are those appointments made now?—A. By the Postmaster Genera ’ 
whichever way he determines. He may get information from whatever soUrC 
he deems advisable. He may use the District Superintendent, or he may n°v 

Q. And is that appointment quite satisfactory?—A. Perfectly satisfactory 
We have never any trouble in regard to that. We have less trouble in regard 
those than any others. You touched the point this morning when you t°uCJyc 
on dismissals. That is where the trouble comes, not in the appointments. * 
have no trouble with regard to appointments.

Q. Of course, the appointments being made as they are, the dismissals ca 
not be very much other than they are?—A. No. We might also say that 1 
dismissal leads to the appointment. .,

Q. Or the appointment leads to the dismissal?—A. Whichever way y°u l1 p- 
Q. Have you any suggestion to offer as to any improvement in that? JUF 

posing that we assume that the appointment can be made better by the P° ,j 
master General or by the department?—A. Just as well, not better, just as w’e ' 
but more economically. . j

Q. Can you suggest any way in which it could be done without being sub] ^ 
to the reproach, if you wish, that attaches to the way it is done now?—A- 
regard to appointments? j,

Q. Yes, and dismissals as well?—A. Oh, the dismissals. I could not t°ut0 
on that. As regards appointments there is very little reproach in reSal„Lrd 
appointments; they are perfectly satisfactory. We have no trouble with regYp 
to appointments. I have never heard a criticism—or very very rarely"" 
regard to an appointment.
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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By Mr. Ernst: , -•

Q. You get efficient service?—A. We get efficient service. ^ 12,CM)0factory postmasters, and we get it in the majority of cases , ^ ghow ’you
already appointed that way without any cost. I could, > q -
the difference between the two methods of appomtmen • , Qivil
through the routine which the appointment of rural pos - '
Sendee Commission entails.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is there no actual cost in connection with the appointments as they 

are now for revenue postmasters under $400?—A. Practically none, sir.
* jQ' Is it not possible that there may be a cost which is not appaient. • 

p There may be, just an incidental cost. That is to say, there may be a 
01 tain amount of correspondence ; but we have not the cost of advert ising, 
fe ^terview of the inspector, the submission of the report, the consideration 

the report of the department, the submission of the report to the Commis- 
Q0n’ the consideration of the Commission, the vetoing, the O.K.’ing by the 

^mission. It is more economical.

Q
By Mr. Laurin:

There is no red tape?—A. A pure appointment without any ques 10

By Mr. JM dclnnis *

Q. I presume there must be some way of picking the best roan^ut of the 
umber applying?—A. Yes. I suppose there must be, but that îai }

By Mr. Ernst:
, Q. That does not cause you so much difficulty as the rest oi it? A. None 

hr, a? ' We usually get satisfactory postmasters. The point I am making is 
firing in mind the small offices to which you are appointing these men, the 

°es with $25 or $30 or $40 a year revenue.

By the Chairman:
case vvh* in Plain language which everybody seems to be avoiding. In the 
reallv ^ 1 - are n?t appointed by the Civil Service Commission they are

T°nage aPP°fntments—the member for the riding recommends the 
Q V i n}a,n^ cases that is up to the Postmaster General.

Would n k ,u,n ess you fjud some reason to object to that recommendation he 
say ir°Pamy be appointed and there is no expense at all?—A. All we can 

at the appointments are very satisfactory.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q A1 ^n+ departmental standpoints?—A. Yes, absolutely.

^Ueratin? a t Practice of making the appointments has been the same for 
ons.—A. For generations.

By Mr. Bowman: reason why they should
K Q- And as a matter of fact there is a very e g ' .gg^on of the members 

satisfactory?—A. If you want to go into L,nerallv speaking, about
tr °mmending, absolutely. The member knows i > inspector would ever ^community and the people in that community than any

w Q- And about the people who are to be served ? A. Not only that It is 
diffplr f"0 an inspector to expect him to go in there am > °f ‘

erent people and give these men a percentage rating on a brief interview
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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with these men. He could not do it. It is not a fair thing to ask an inspector 
to do. Moreover, sometimes criticism is brought to bear upon the inspectors 
for which they are not responsible. They go into a place to rate a post
master and they get off at the station and see the general storekeeper- 
Probably they have never been there before. They go to the store and 
they say, “We have applications from John Smith, John Jones and Mr- 
Robertson for this position ; can you tell us anything about them?” Well- 
the man may be all right and he may not be. He may possibly be someone 
whose views are influenced politically. He says, “Yes, Robertson is the best 
man.” The inspector says, “ why?” He gives some reason. The inspecte' 
says, “is there anybody else you can tell me about.” He says, “sure; go and 
see Mr. So and So.” He gets the same story. He makes out his report, tl'c 
report goes to the department, and it looks all right, it is passed on to tl'c 
Commission. It looks all right to the Commission. The appointment is made- 
And the member says, “Heaven’s above, that man got that inspector to go l1’ 
all my political opponents.” Then he asks in the House for the papers. S' 
gets the report. Now, the inspector went there in good faith to make th»1 
appointment. He did his best but he is criticized. We want to protect tn® 
inspector from criticism of that kind.

Mr. Ernst: It happens not only in the Post Office department,
The Chairman: All Mr. Underwood is concerned with is the mail servi6® 

which is under his direction.
Mr. Bowman : I think that fits pretty well, Mr. Underwood.
The Chairman : Mr. Underwood has given a very succinct picture-"' 

graphic picture would be a better way to put it—of what happens.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is there not a reason too in that the small post offices are of servi®^ 

you may say, to the great bulk of the rural constituency where the public n 
intimately concerned, and it is up to the member—if it is a member, who is I'M 
ing the recommendation—it is up to him to see that the public get decent servi| ’ 
that the post office is conveniently located; and there is every reason in/ 
world why the member should do his best to see that the best service is Pv . 
to the public?—A. If the member does not give the best service, he hc‘ 
about it.

too-By the Chairman:
Q. More than the department tells him about it?—A. We tell him 

Will I go on.
Q. Yes, please?—A. The next point, still on this same question of sho^'ji 

why we think these rural postmasters were not intended to be under the Ç . 
Service Act, is the question of compensation. True, the classification book w? ÿ 
you referred to this morning in a brief manner says they shall be paid 1 .p 
certain way, but as I pointed out in reply to Mr. Bowman, there are cer 
duties to be performed such as night and forward duties, and the depart1? ;g 
decides the amount which shall be paid, not the Civil Service Commission. ? . $ 
are the points which justify me in making the statement that in my °Pir^efS 
it was never intended when the Act was first prepared that revenue postm*® ^ 
should be included under it. Do you want me to go on with the advantages 
the system we propose? • ,

Q. Yes?—A. Mr. Coolican this morning suggested we should leave wit
Commission certain appointments where the postmaster is called upon to glV® tb®

va"1whole of his time to his post office work making him a full fledged civil se 
with the privileges which go with the position in the Civil Service. ^ 0f 
advantages as he considered them from that point of view are these : I'rs 
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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all, it would free the inspectors to perform 11 leir oon new
offices, seeing that the service is properly maintained, maKi g
offices, closing offices and so on. , , T„„_ r-mnncal here, that these

Q. Just excuse me , minute. If I n„t?»meTd'er the Commission
appointments as revenue postmasters which do no , asters should become 
and are made by the Commission, then these reven P 1 ntatjve suggestion 
full-fledged civil servants?—A. Yes. This morning 1 gave
of over $3,000. , . .. „ircmt-?_A Yes, in accord-

Q. You say they should be full-fledged civil servants f a.
ance with the request of the Postmasters’ Association. free the inspectors

Q. Would you give me No. 1 again.—A. No. i, k { reporting on
for proper post office work. It would free them from the tasics 
the various applicants.

By Mr. Bowman: , a vacancy is
Q. The first one again?—A. At the Pref ’to travel probably to

advertised, the inspector has to leave his^head]l • ’ and make a report,
wherever the office is, interview the candidates, c : that consumes may
hU in his forms, send his report to the Deputy. $3,000, or had them
he two days per competition. If we move these o time used by the
appointed in the same manner as those under • t 0ffLCC work,
uispectors could be better used in the performant «3 ggg should be brought

Q. Are you offering the suggestion the posi 1 . Service Act. A.
Under the Civil Service Act and have it stay u certain advantages to the
They should stay under the Civil Service Act, but with ceitai
aPpointees which they do not have to-day.

By the Chairman: become a full-fledged civil
Q. That is the incumbent of the office shm' , ,.now whether he is a civil 

servant?—A. The rural postmaster to-day does . ^ej0W that $3,000 and
servant or otherwise. I say put them on a revenue nas^ ^ full„fledged civil
ef the department appoint them. Above •.3, test vou like, to deter
ments so they will have to pass some test, whatexer 
uhne the qualifications of these men.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q- Do you know why they make a limit of $400.-_A The reason is at

1JÜ you Know wny tnev mane » nrjpr :n
(Z1 f^me we were paying 50 per cent, of the revenue in sa a . >

- uncil exempted all positions with salaries up to $200; hence '' J , to 70 ner 
centnUe’ i-e., $200 salary, later when the percentage was increased to ,0 per 

1 We still maintained the same revenue limit.

the appointment should beBy Mr. Chevrier: nn0
Q. If I understand it, over a revenue o ^.uggested. - ,

made by the Commission?—A. That is what - S ,uggest that the appointee
, Q. Once the appointment has Service Commission?—A. 'tes, that
uould have the full endorsation of the C , , hereto.
s toy suggestion, with all the advantages

By Mr. Bowman: 9_A Yes, but the inspection
. Q. Do not the inspectors inspect yacant and there is no use
fPd the —J~- 1 ’ ' 1 A

uuu me mspeeuuis njopwu v..„ -------- "• '•”> . *
—e postmastership do not coincide ; the office is vacant and there is no use 

meeting it on that occasion. He wants to inspect it when the man is there, 
really makes it an independent trip to make the appointment, 

be ) • He makes an independent trip?—A. Yes, in many cases it is an inde-
trip S°Iely tOT thBt PUrP°*e- [Mr. B. J. Underwood.]
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Q. The third is the elimination of criticism which has already been explained. 
—A. The fourth, Order in Council, P.C. 1053, which removed the $200 appoint
ments from the Civil Service Commission, still maintains the returned soldier 
preference. Of course it is understood the returned soldier preference would 
still be maintained.

Q. If this office over $3,000 came under the Civil Service Act, would the 
provisions of the Act apply with regard to all assistants?—A. Not necessarily. 
It would obviate the question which has been brought before the Committee, as 
to whether the report should go direct to the department or to the Civil Service 
Commission. Mr. Coolican explained it should go to the department direct, 
that the man could not serve two masters, I think was the statement of Mr. 
Bowman. The next point, it would eliminate the need for inspectors trying to 
estimate the percentage of the respective capabilities of a man whom they only 
saw for a few minutes.

By the Chairman:
Q. What would you think of the job of trying to estimate the experience 

and capabilities of a man you had never seen?—A. I would not like to do it. 
Our inspectors try to do it sometimes.

Q. The next?—A. To eliminate the difference of opinion between the man 
who interviews and the examiner at the Civil Service Commission. From fi
nirai post office point of view, there is a certain atmosphere to any rural post 
office and the inspector more or less sizes that up when he goes into the 
office. This postmaster is entrusted with departmental funds. That is to 
say he is given a stamp credit. He sells and pays money orders and he 
must have a certain financial stability. There is no use putting a man there 
who does not know the people and is liable to hand mail out to wrong people- 
Then there is the site, the accommodation and the equipment the man provides 
for the transaction of postal business. I say an inspector under the present 
system is able to weigh up these various factors. You cannot weigh them up 
from forms. It is essential, under the present arrangement that these reports 
should come to the department first of all. If we follow the suggestion in regal'd 
to the $3,000 we eliminate a good many of the troubles I just mentioned.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I think the statement was made that reports were held up in the 

department for months after a certain person had seen the travelling inspector ’ 

—A. I think the statement was the department delayed them before they went 
to the Commission. In the majority of cases we say the delay is justified. An 
inspector goes out and reports on several applicants. He has to classify fir£t} 
of all, as to whether the returned soldier has disability, whether he is a resident 
or non-resident. He gives certain information as to the site, etc. We check 
up the classification report. We might have to write back to the inspector, 
sometimes he has to go and make another visit to that point. In some cases we 
have to write four or five times; that causes delay. These cases are equally 
delayed in the Civil Service Commission. We appreciate their trouble ; w« 
experience it ourselves. When they get it they are possibly in the same position 
we are. At our suggestion, in some cases they send their own representative t° 
obtain additional information.

Q. Taking that for granted, are the reports that have been approved by tilC 
inspector held up at the instigation of the sitting member?—A. The inspector 
does not approve it. He just fills out his report, which he sends to the depart' 
ment.
LMr. E. J. Underwood.]
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Q. Is the report held up at the department?—A. At the request of the 
member?

Q. Yes.—A. I think he is interested in the appointment and he might know 
omethmg about the man and he will make his representations in regard to that.

Q. \\ ould you say they are always held up?—A. No.

By the Chairman:
Q. From a practical standpoint if you had in your hands a report of the 

fn?P^c^°r .a^d he rated John Brown first and Jim Jones second and the member 
°r tliat riding came in and said, “Jim Jones is a better man than Brown,” in the 
st rating, you would naturally hold it up?—A. In that case we would send the 

hspector and say, “We have this information, what are the facts.”

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. You said that after the inspector had made his report that you might 

have to write back to the inspector again?—A. Yes, in some cases several times.
Q. That would bring about approximately the same condition of affairs as 

|vhen the appointment was made by the Commission and the report had to go 
Jack and forth and letters had to go back and forth that we have been finding 
so much fault with?—A. I am afraid I do not follow you.

Q. From your observation just a moment ago, letters would sometimes nave 
go back and forth four or five times—possibly more than that for the 

same candidates?—A. Not necessarily because, bear in mind, we recommend 
hat S3,000 and over rest with the Commission. We have to be more careful

^ '0 larger the office gets; hence we are more particular in regard to information 
We get.

By Mr. Bowman. . , ■ . f over $3,000: as a general
Q. Before you leave that question of appom ™ which are now run as

rule what would the change mean to the post 01 lary> j would take it
revenue offices in the matter of increase or decrea* ,r the ^ct now is be- 
Senerally that the reason these larger offices are which can be paid is
cause it goes back to the fact that the total al_ ,g that we take these 
based on a certain revenue plus allowances .'—a. v §3,500—and ascertain
figures—take an office, for example, between $»,uu of office Out of
frhat- would be the approximate compensation lor , • Then we take $3,500 
tliat $1,000 for the postmaster and $500 for the ass - the postmaster, so much 
aud $4,000 and fix those. So on up the scale, so . to do it now in some 
f°r his helper, under departmental supervision^ ' tor his own staff. He 
Cases, although the revenue postmaster is resP° where they are making
aPpoints his own staff and we do not bother, bu ’
In°re money, “Pay a little more to your help. . postmaster gets

Q. How would you fix it?—A. Our idea abou,
s° much and there is so much for his help. . help. You have to
. Q. He chooses his own help?-A. He chooses his own 
bave that. Shall I proceed?

By the Chairman: regard to rejections for un-
. Q. Yes.—A. There were several remarks ■ -nto that I would like to 

suitability. There was quite a lot said, before . Post Office depart-
^ention just how many people have been'rej fiscal year there were
^ent, that is, rejected without a trial. During the Pa
Welve such rejections. [Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. How many ?—A. Twelve. Since the present Civil Service Act has been in 

operation I think there have been from 65 to 70, that is from 1919-1920 to the 
present date.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. How many?—A. Twelve in the last fiscal year. Sixty-five to seventy 

since 1919, when the present Civil Service Act was put into operation. During 
the calendar year of 1931, 1.570 approximately appointments were made to post 
offices, that is revenue and city post offices. Out of these 520 were made by the 
Civil Service Commission and 12 rejections. The question was asked as to 
why the Post Office department did not give these men a trial before they re
jected them. That is a reasonable question, and in regard to other departments 
I would consider there would be no trouble at all. In our city post offices we 
do not reject a man without a trial, but when you come to the revenue postmaster 
it is a different story. The postmaster has to supply quarters, equipment and 
accommodation. It would be grossly unfair to put him to the expense of providing 
accommodation, equipment and quarters when you know he is not going to make 
a satisfactory postmaster and you are going to reject him. That is the reason we 
reject them without trial. We submitted it to the Justice department and they 
ruled the Post Office department had authority to do that.

By Air. Bowman:
Q. In your Post Office department from 1925 to 1931 there appear to.be 

77?—A. I referred to post offices only when I spoke. That would include inside 
headquarters service, railway mail service and so on.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. In city post offices there is practically no rejection unless there is. a 

trial?—A. A man may have a bad record. In that case we would reject hi'n 
without trial, but you may take it in all city cases, there is a trial given. Refe>' 
ence was made to the paucity of information given, and I think it was state 
there was an inability on the part of the Commission to decide whether a ma» 
should be blacklisted or not. If there were instances where a man would 
unsuitable for another position in the public service we should so advise tn 
Commission. There are cases where we reject him possibly in regard to 
character, and we hesitate to publish that any more than we have to. We hav 
to have men of financial stability, men you can trust with funds. In soi», 
cases there may be men who are perfectly all right but you cannot trust the 
with public moneys. We have difficulties in many cases where people get m 
financial troubles and so on, very often.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. First of all we have such a record as “unsuitable and unreliable.” $0 

would you get that information?—A. From the inspector and from the man m 
worked for previously. We communicate with the employers and they tell 1 ' 
he was let out because he could not be trusted.

Q. Why could not the Commission get that information?—A. There is n 
reason, I suppose, why we could not give it to them.

Q. Why could not they get it themselves?—A. Possibly it might have bee 
something which came to our attention between the time that the report 
received and the certificate issued, if we had the information beforehand the ^ 
is no doubt we would have eliminated him before it was sent to the Commi
sion. rye-

Q. I find in other cases “unsuitable, slow and without initiative?”—A- 
must have men in the city post offices with initiative.
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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« 9' ■*- that at Moose Jaw there seems to be a number under one heading,
WoH^1 ri 6’ s*ow’ indifferent and without initiative?”—A. There is one point I 
tat.' ( lbe to make, that these men were given a trial. Every Christmas we 
nie)0 °n temI?oraiT help. The case at Moose Jaw brings that to my mind. These 
and '•Cre 9 ,n on at Moose Jaw, given a trial during the two or three months 
them" Cre absolutely unsatisfactory. The postmaster said it was no use to have

hat] ? But they had successfully passed their .written examination?—A. They
nn 9'irCes^u^ passed their written examination, but they were unsuitable for 
nust office work.
Cov Q-Jhere another man “physically unfit,” could not that be earlier dis- 
PastT' ^ ^ es’ it could. I do not know what date that is but within the 
exa ."o years the Commission have set up a scheme whereby there is an oral 
eour ln+i10n held, where the postmaster or his representative is present. Of 

m 9lilt c.nables us to get away from conditions like that, 
tion * ^*s reterred to at the oral examination?—A. That is the oral examina-

tive ^ ^ hich the Commission have a representative, you have a representa-
innm.a?- .e ^turned soldiers have a representative?—A. That is a recent 

uition, in the last two or three

not
~-~A

Q- I do not know
a

years.
«p, . ........... .. how these are arranged, whether they are in order or

sically unfit for postal service” seems to be quite a prominent reason? 
Carrjcr 1 nian ias oniy one kg we could not \rery well take him for a letter

Were !bey Permitted to be successful in the written or oral examina- 
thero L- * ien rnjected because thev xvere physically unfit?—A. I would say 

O n n° T1 examination in these cases
9" oral examination?—A. No.

the ]aN + as that not been the practice?—A. I think it has been the practice in 
ast two or three years.

soldieî‘\B,LANI); h°pger than that. I think these cases refer to disabled returned 
and it ,v;, ' f° §lven an opportunity to show on the job what they could do 

‘ s round in certain cases they could not carry on and they were rejected.
]yjle ^HAIRMAN: That would be necessary, under the disability statute? 

is in forc^LAND: ^s" ^ e are getting less of these since the present oral test

By Mr. Bowman: determined prior to the
Q. Surely that is one of the things that shou <- where the men’s testi- 

^en being placed on the job?-A. There have been cases wr
^ouials have probably been found not bona fide.

By the Chairman: gureiy that should be
.. Q. Where the man’s testimonials were not oonaj^ ^ • An odd case -ls

f.1 discovered before the man comes for the wor*: de jf y0u compare these 
. e'y to slip through in all appointments tha a’ . ‘ an individual case looks

Llta appointments made there are very few. generally speaking, are
ab, but the appointments we get from the Co ^ . ’ -g concerned, we have

] ®r,y satisfactory. I might say, as far as our‘ ^ ,md promotion in city
ari splendid co-operation both in regard to « Pt

POst offices. c pivii Service regulations for
a Q- Is there an age limit prescribed >y, goidiers.
PPointments?—A. Thirty-five, except for re - [Mri E j Underwoodd
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Q. Does that apply to all your department or merely to the lower grade?— 
A. I believe it applies all the way through. I can only speak with confidence 
in regard to the outside service.

Q. Does that limit determine experience for efficient service?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Would you mind repeating the three recommendations?—A. First, annual 

increases should be authorized by the department rather than by the Civil 
Service Commission; the second was that promotions on the basic classes should 
be left with the department, from postal helper to letter carrier; postal helper to 
mail porter should be made on the basic class.

Q. Is there any reason why all the promotions should not be left to the 
department, except that they should be finally left to the Commission for review? 
—A. That is what is done now, as far as we are concerned. There is very 
little red tape in our promotions. A vacancy occurs, as Mr. Coolican said, 
and up to a senior clerk we do not even go to the Commission. The depart
ment advertises it without going to the Commission. We know that man is 
necessary, on the establishment of the post office. We want to get it filled as 
soon as we can. Some of our men are on days and some on nights ; we cover 
24 hours a day, and some of the men on the day staff would like to know about 
the position. Unless it is advertised he cannot see it. It is advertised; the 
postmaster gets his advisory officers and they make the ratings. They coure 
to the department. They are checked up and sent to the Commission. That 
gives the employees somewhere to go to. They know the departmental office?; 
plus the officials of the city post offices rate the men. They like to have some
one else to appeal to, and the Commission is the board they appeal to. That 
is the procedure we follow to-day.

Q. Would you mind bringing me your file, setting out some promotions?-^ 
A. Yes.

Q. They work satisfactorily?—A. Yes. You do get some complaints. 
had one in the postmastership at Quebec, which I propose to take up in a ^ 
moments. You will get that in any case; you are bound to get complaints, but 
the fact that the Commission have a review is a good thing because we li^ 
to keep the men satisfied and they find if they can go to an independent body 
and get a hearing they are satisfied.

Q. In other words this Committee may take it that promotions are handled- 
to all practical intents and purposes, by your department?—A. They are made 
in the department and submitted to the Commission. I just make this point, w_ 
do not say John Brown is recommended, but we say his rating for quality °} 
work is so much; his rating for integrity is so much. We know fairly well who i 
going to get the job. There may be an odd case where two men are rated very 
closely. Now, we do not care whom we get of the two men; one is just &s 
good as the other.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. In other words the department is the examining board?—A. Yes.
Q. And the board makes the appointment on the score made by t’1 

examination?—A. This procedure was put into effect with the co-operation 0 
the Civil Service Commission. Mr. Bland came up to the department and sa" 
our difficulties, and since this procedure was adopted we have had no trouble.

By the Chairman:
Q. Apparently then your department is a working demonstration of 

well the system of promotion, on the basis you have outlined, has worked ou 
—A. Yes.
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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• w cpn that patronage does Q. So the Commission is the balancing weight ^ ^ trouble. Third sug-
not creep in?—A. So long as we hew to the hri ,? that the Commission put on
gestion. We would like the eligible lists so arrang for thc year only.
the eligible list sufficient men to cover our requne ^ office department. 
A man is advised he is going to get a job ™ u , inquiries. Sometimes 
After twelve months he gets no job and he s a yye take men from the ^
before he can get a job the eligible list is oance _ by with 60 per cent, 
eligible list after two or three years who have WSt H that they cover the 
All that we ask is that the eligible lists be so arrangea _
annual requirements of the department. number of the positions?

Q. Who would have jurisdiction over limiting i gervice is more or
r-A. The labour turnover due to the separation from
ess constant. .U1 _\ We could ask the Com-

Q. Could the Commission set an eligible nsw nominations for such and 
mission to please make an arrangement to ge I
SUch a class for the beginning of the year. may have 300 names?

Q. The Commission calls an examination ana
—A. Yes. ^ „an they delete 200 or 250

Q. Now, the Commission having 300 names, • examination has
and leave 50 as an eligible list?-A. You mean when 
tak^"-en place already? would advertise that 60 people

say that. I 
their own Act. I am not

, Q. Yes.—A. What we suppose is that ation. 
who got the highest marks would get the j could not

Q. Can you do that without legis a J01, , ;n 
Pagine the Commission have power to c 
SUre, but I imagine they have that power.

The Chairman: Look at Regulation 31. time but not
Mr. Bland: I think Regulation 31 restncte the 

as to the number of names. am piking about.
The Witness: It is the number of name. they have power to
The Chairman : It is under a section 

strict the names. i.p regulations with regard
t The Witness: I think they have power o
0 Hme and probably names. - :on shall make such regu-
,.. The Chairman: Section 5 provides the Conm 0f the Act

"10ns as it deems necessary for carrj n 8 , practically no chance
t Mr. Bland: The younger civilian aPP^ son both sides of thecase. It to fin the appointment. There is dissatisfactio^ interests 0f the Service.

is to restrict the 
the

Question of choosing which is the better, in 
^he Chairman : The lesser evil of the two. 

list. Tlle Witness: Yes. We think the lesser evil of the two 
assist n .^bink representations were made by Mr. Duncan =• 

m postmastership at Quebec.
Was Chairman: In the course of the presentation of their suggestions, he 

' bed to give an individual instance of the point I 
questiî6 Witness: I am not speaking of it in a spirit of criticism but the
f'he of the assistant postmastership in Quebec was ° as, on
it Cnatln8 board myself and therefore I would like to mention that case how 
Mr4? about. I cannot do better than read a memorandum I prepared for 

°°lican, when I came back from Quebec. [Mr_ E j UnderwoodJ
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. What is the date of that?—A. 1931, October. My memorandum is 

dated then. It must have been somewhere about that time.
Re: Ratings for the position of Assistant Postmaster, Quebec
The ratings for this position are at present before the Civil Service 

Commission. The department does not yet know who will be the success
ful candidate, but from our appraisal of the ratings it will be Mr. J. B. L. 
Morin. The ratings were made out by the postmaster at Quebec and 
by the superintendent at Quebec, and the undersigned reviewed the 
ratings for “Fitness for the vacant position.”

If any officers are competent to judge the qualifications of the various 
candidates, they are the postmaster and the district superintendent and 
in the presence of the undersigned these men discussed the merits and 
demerits of all the candidates who applied and the ratings given were 
arrived at after the ability, qualifications and personality of each candi
date had been weighed up.

It was known at the time the ratings were made out that Mr. Morin 
had failed at certain examinations in office duties and procedure. If the 
position for which the ratings were made was senior clerk or principal 
clerk more consideration would have been given to his fitness in this 
respect, but when the candidate is an applicant for the position of assistant 
postmaster the rating officers must look further than the man’s ability 
to pass a written examination. They must consider his ability to super
vise and administer a staff and to deal with the public on general post 
office questions, and it was on this basis that Mr. Morin was rated for 
the position.

Dealing particularly with the question of examinations, it might be 
stated that Mr. Morin in his last three examinations on postal laws and 
regulations, obtained a percentage of 97, 93 and 86.

On the 29th September, 1931, he passed a minor sortation examination 
with a percentage of 91-2.

It is true that in October, 1930, he failed on an examination on office 
duties and procedure, obtaining only 62 per cent, but on looking at the 
questions set at that time it is found that Mr. Morin lost his chief marks 
on questions concerning international reply coupons and transactions of 
savings bank- business.

It is practically an impossibility for any employee to know every 
minor detail of post office laws and regulations so that he can answer 
satisfactorily any question set, and although the department does noj 
countenance failures in any examination, nevertheless it is considered 
that notwithstanding his failure in the examination he had other quali
fications more important in the present competition which justified the 
rating given to him.

In conclusion, it might be stated that in this case not only was Mr 
Morin the selection of the postmaster and the district superintendent but 
the choice is also concurred in by the chief inspector, Mr. Fortier, who B 
in a position to judge the merits of the various candidates, in view 
the fact that he was acting postmaster at Quebec for an appreciable 
period during last year.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating.
The Chairman:

Q. What was the point involved in this Quebec case?—A. The point wa= 
this Morin was a senior clerk, who stepped over several other employees to t*ie 
position of assistant postmaster.
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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Q. These other employees were higher in rank than Morm? ^! es.^ 
Q. Did they write the same competition f—-A. mere 

examination. You mean the one Morin failed on.
, Q. Did they write that, these other candidates?-A T^o of » J 
have to pass that examination. These examinations are purely depart 
examinations, not the Civil Service examination at al . -iye :nsjst on

Q. They take the place of the Civil Service scratdi We
all our men taking examinations each veai to keep tue I 
toust, do that, to keep them up to scratch.

By Mr. Laurin:
, Q. Is it very important for the efficiency of the Service that they should 
lave an examination each year?—A. I might say it is absolutely necessary. 
u's a very good thing. The point I want to make here is this man failed on 

a very minor tecnnical point. I do not know to-day the particular regulations 
which he failed, which I probably should know. They are on the back of an 

'aternational reply coupon. It is a very minor detail and this man lost marks 
this ground. We mark these papers in a very technical manner. W e do 

'at with malice aforethought. We want to keep them up to scratch. We 
'vant them to know the details in regard to the Post Office department work, 
Properly expect them to know it thoroughly in detail.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q- Is it necessary for a man to pass an examination befoie he get' an 

anual increase?—A. AVe use that as a basis for annual increases. ur em- 
Î1 °yees to get an annual increase must pass an examination of some une, eitier 

11 examination on sortation, or office duties and procedure, or pos a avs am 
dations.
l Q- What happens to those men who do not succeed for man> > cars an 

ave no increase in salary?—A. We have cases that have not had increases 01 
a a,ny years, by virtue of the fact that they have not passed lon’
• d often when they have got past the point where they are en 1 13
,. Creases—the maximum of their class—we nevertheless insist on ■ ' ‘
« ns to maintain the standard of the service. I can exempli y >

tin ^Uestion of sortation. If a man does not keep up with his su‘ 5
tt v e becomes useless to us as a sorter. The method in whic i o _ , : ’

e lines by which they are served are changed every time there is• a ■ >go m
t. ailway schedule. If we put in a new office the sorter must n •
w that man keeps up to scratch he is no good to us. icr -
K be can do that is by our calling upon them to pass this exa_ ■ ■ .. ,
tapft I would make in this case is that the examination was _

‘ tor in this competition. There were other factors wh'ch ,".c ,, ■
antnT~the man’s initiative, his ability to administer a staff, w }1C ‘ the man
ti, /act°r, and his ability to meet the public; and, as I say, m » A” , 1 ,we put in has improved the service to a great extent in the Quebec post

/> 11 thp \ h ni yiy) nyi *

to Q; Apparently, Mr. Underwood, this was a case where Morin w^ promoted 
f e?S1S^ant Postmaster from a lower grade than other app ic
w VliJSe reeommenefation of the department, for the reasons whieh you 

°iit, was that he should obtain the promotion?—-A. Yes. . . „ .
C0rr^' And it was confirmed or approved by the Civil -eruc

[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
«322—32
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I would like to ask Mr. Underwood a question which I do not believe 

has yet been touched upon by the Post Office department officials. What expeia' 
enee have you had with the Organization Branch of the Commission?—A. Welt 
I have had quite an extensive experience, in as far as the outside service is com 
cerned, but our service is a very small one from an organization point of view.

Q. Put it this way: Has the Organization Branch of the Civil Service been 
of any material assistance to your department?—A. Yes, I would say in the 
matter of classifications they have.

Q. I am not talking of classification?—A. Not as regards organization 111 
the outside service, for this reason—

Q. Or the inside service?—A. I cannot speak of the inside service ; I do n° 
know much about that; but as far as the outside service is concerned—the cn, 
post offices follow along natural lines. That organization falls on letter carriers 
forward sortation, money orders and the like.

Q. I do not think it is as simple as that. You spoke of the outside servie6- 
I asked you in so far as the Organization Branch is concerned, if the Commis510’ 
has been of any use to you and your answer is no?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, in the second place, there was a suggestion made by the Organiz*1 
tion Branch, or by Mr. Putman, I think, that your outside service could 11 
improved and economized; did you see that suggestion?—A. Yes. ,

Q. That some city postmasters should take over the district superintend^1 
work?—A. That point was dealt with fully by Mr. Coolican this morning.

The Chairman : He is against it.
Mr. Eknst: I agree with him.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Just one thing further. Your work is concerned largely with the out511, 

service?—A. Yes.
Q. Entirely?—A. Practically entirely.
Q. Although you are a cog—.—A. In the departmental machine. . *0
Q. You do not know whether the Organization Branch has been called inflt 

your department in any way to render any assistance?—A. No. I would n 
know anything about that. That would be a matter for the Deputy.

cut, inBy Mr. Bowman:
Q. I notice at page 36 of the returns from the Post Office Departure: ,p 

answer to the query of the Committee for a statement showing the inerca-e^ 
the departmental staff due to the operation of the Civil Service Coninri5'1' | 
this answer: “If the Civil Service Commission did not exist, the staff re,llllll0- 
would depend on the procedure adopted in respect to appointment and P1’01 
tion.”—A. Yes.

Q. Well, with regard to promotions, apparently from what you say it 
not make a great deal of difference because you arc handling this yourself 
Not a great deal. The only thing is that we would not have the correspon' 
in referring it to the Commission. oP-

Q. “If all communications with the Civil Service Commission were dr- ^ 
tinued, an approximate estimate of the possible staff reduction would llC 
employees?”—A. Yes, $e

Q. It takes six employees to handle the work?—A. Correspondence >e 
revenue postmasters, and the filing which is necessary for it. _ v xve

Q. What filing?—A. You know the filing clerk. Take it this way: p0t
have 12,000 offices—we must not take 12,000—7,500. The Commission doe^ oI) 
appoint them—take the remaining 4,500 files. Every time a letter comes 1 
a competition we have to go and get that file and bring it up backward 
forwards.
r AT r. TP T TT
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Q.
Aspect
service
service.

Q.
a great 
thefts?-

Q.
Q.

So that the suggestion which Mr. Coolican and yourself have made with 
to the transfer of post offices with revenue less than $3,000 out of the 
would mean quite a saving?—A. A corresponding reduction in the inside
in addition to the saving in the outside service, yes.I notice also in looking over the report, that as might be expected with 
number of employees, that there are a number of dismissals because of 

—A. Yes.Is the department protected by bonds, or insurance?—A. No.
No protection whatever?—A. Not of that kind.

By Mr. Ernst: he a system.
Q. Do you not take personal bonds?—A- There ^ nQW; We used to

, Q. You do with the mail drivers?—A. 1.do no_ tl ^ ^ thoge cases, but 
-ave it. Oh, yes, for mail contracts, yes. There 
hot in regard tb our ordinary civil servant ; no.

By Mr. Bowman: i know they are bonded?
Q. I had not in mind the mail contracts, b

"A- Yes, they have a bond. that the Post Office depar -
Q. But in the other cases, do you mean to ->.

^hnt has no protection?—A. No bonds.

By the Chairman:
Q- Revenue postmasters are not bonded ?- Vrvt. bonded.

Q.
By Mr. Bowman: You mean all employees proper

-v It is not only revenue postmasters.
Q CEmployees proper?-A. The regular civil servant ^ ^ ^ 70 cases^of

j. Q- I did figure out roughly the num . cases so far as " Tpissais because of theft. What happens m thos ^th which I am not
?ss is concerned by reason of the theft?-A. It * a P Mr. Coolican would 
Xkery familiar myself, but I will explain it as well as 
n°w more about it.

By Mr. Chevrier: . ,?__A The efficiency of our
j Q- The honesty of your employees i~ 

sPectors is very good.

By the Chairman: deoartment? A. We have
to ,Q- You are a great booster for the Post Offic ^ o{ the public service, te- We have one thing in mind, and that is the g
We W to pull together.” , t timc with different oars?-A.
acc. Nou mean that you all pull at the ‘

°Pt the correction.

By Mr. Bowman: 1931 according to your returns,
te Q-Apparently, there have been from 19 0 '

of dismissal for theft?—A. Tes. 1 js protected —- • " QÆceQ- And would you say that the Government n P that the Post Office

M;,y 1 r* ft #"* STSabiiity Of the m*. * «doSf'^nt is very keen on, and that -
Q1 ThSto tiie first principle?—A- Absolutely. [Mt. E. J.

49322—32j
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The amounts would not be substantial?—A. No, small amounts. Never 

anything very serious. We have never allowed it to go that far. We pick them 
up before it gets to that.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Does a prosecution follow?—A. In some cases. We are very generous 

in that regard. What we are more concerned with is getting rid of the man.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The punishment is rather severe?—A. It is very severe for tampering 

with the mail—very very serious—there is a minimum of three years.
The Chairman: In my experience in defending people I have found that 

very punishment very often helps me with the jury to get a man off.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Have you any suggestions to make, Mr. Underwood, as to any saving 

in the matter of routine proceedings as between your department and the CN1 
Service Commission?—A. Not other than the three points we mentioned. 
have a very good working arrangement with the Commission, and we have tn 
red tape backed right off the board.

Q. I am glad to hear that?—A. We can say it because the Commission 
give us a little more latitude than other people, but we have got to have it. 
have to run our service. We cannot have any delays as far as the service 15 
concerned. We simply have got to give the public the service. j

Q. And you have been given considerable latitude in connection with a lot0, 
these matters?—A. Probably I should say that we have had 100 per cent c° 
operation, and latitude where it is necessary.

By the Chairman:
Q. Now, Mr. Underwood, with regard to the statements which you have ju= 

been making, in order that we may have the matter clear—these references 
the Post Office department and its service, other than the revenue postmaster^ 
you dealt with them in a separate class?—A. Yes. I have dealt with the 
separately—two different classes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I have some inquiries to make with regard to certain appointments ^ 

the west. Does that come under you?—A. Yes. If they are in the city P°9 
offices.

Q. There is the appointment of Mr. Morrow as assistant postmaster ■ 
A. New Westminster?

Q. Yes, 1929, I believe; and Mr. Huff, the position of overseer, and 1 „ 
Bolton to the clerical staff, and the demotion of Mr. Dransfield?—A. Are tP v 
all in New Westminster?

Q. Yes. All in New Westminster?—A. Would you like a memorandum ■ ^
Q. If you will have the files here, we will ask questions on them?—A. ^ 

ever you wish ; it is all the same to me.
Q. You had better bring the files.

[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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The Chairman: I would like to take this opportunity of co^ectmg some-

M, Chevrier is credited

encroachment and that is the thin edge of the wedge. I am not in lavour 
of that legislation at all.

That is dealing with the question of private secretaries. The next > 1
according to the record, is:

I g ^he Chairman: I think I agree with you.
my Wt ^a statement. I think the honourable gentleman who sits on 
statement r Mac^nnis> *s responsible for the statement. I think that was his 

• 1 cannot understand his dulcet tone being taken for mine, 
r. MacInnis: I think that is correct.

> rr" Chevrier: I still agree with what I said.
* T. i IacInnis : I still agree with you.

The Committee adjourned to meet Wednesday, April 13, at 11 o’clock a.m.

X

[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]





House of Commons,

April 13, 1932.

Cotitro|1e Standing Committee to inquire into appointments to and the
Nation andiirec*10.n the Civil Service of Canada and, generally the admini-
Mr r anc °Peration of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 o’clock a.m., 

■Lawson presiding.

Dr‘ Author Beauchesne, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
C0tolThe corrcct title of vour official position is Clerk of the House of

O n’ 18 ** not?~A- Yes-
all emn' Beauchesne» some representations were made to the Committee that 
be iJr 1 oyees and those engaged in the service of the House of Commons should 
Wouj,| !g,ht llncler the Civil Service Commission. The Committee thought they 
kn°wle-^e to have your views with respect to the matter, because of your 
Vim, - 1 §e of the Service and vour intimate knowledge of the situation. Wouldy°u be a Lne service and your intimate know ___
Whilst \r O< r.(|'nougl to *et us have your views in connection with that?—A. 
°f the H ' Lila™n- intention was to bring in the temporary employees 
°*e^Un(1U-'e°f Commons under the terms of the Civil Service Act as permanent 
are the n T 110 ^Ct’ at tke Present time, the permanent employees of the House 
there js n.7. ones that come under the provisions of the Civil Service Act— 
•tOo jn 1(>thing in the Act with respect to temporary employees, who are about 
altogethprUlll -^r ,uring the session. They are appointed on recommendation 
°f the Sp ’ WU l t lc aPPr°val of the Speaker,—on my recommendation and that 
the stan^ j* Anns, with the approval of the Speaker. This is done under 
^e$e pmn| Urders the House. Of course I am decidedly opposed to having 

O T) °7eeS aPP°inted by the Civil Service Commission, 
the Civil elt 18 fchc, permanents?—A. Of course I am opposed to both. I think 
toinhc it ‘ m’lce Commission does not work out well in that connection and I 
CotlUnons as a gr°iat mistake to bring the permanent employees of the House of 
Jasons a Under the Civil Service Commission, because there were a great many 
h is one nfai/LSt • t; In the first place it is a question of principle. I think 
t» haVc p the privileges and one of the immunities of the House of Commons 
i tinguriL^j °,f its officers. In a memorandum left by one of the most 

cd Clerks of the House, Sir John Bourinot, before the Civil Service 
as Passed, I find the following:
com contf0^ and management of the officers of the Houses are as
conP 6 6 • within the privileges of the Houses as necessary to the 
le^.atT of dignity and the efficient conduct of public business, by a 
Walk' » Vmi °dy, as “any regulation of its own proceedings, within its own 
0f ,,S' These officers are under the guidance of certain Rules and Orders 
and !" "°use® which are among the regulations of its (sic) proceedings, 
the aS f^tiaHy matters of privilege as the appointment of Committees, 

conduct of public business and the procedure of the Houses generally,lno] v yuuuu uusjness aim wie. pruqtmure wk
Ic ing the acts of the Speaker himself in the Chair.

[Dr. A. Beauchesne.]
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Now, of course, the House of Commons has divested itself of some 
of its privileges by transferring to the Civil Service Commission the ap- 
pointment of its employees, their classification, the fixing of their salaries, 
their promotion, but not their dismissal or not the organization of it® 
staff. The matter was brought up in 1908, when the first Civil Service Act 
was passed, by the late Sydney Fisher. Sir Robert Borden then took the stand 
that the organization of the House of Commons should not be placed under 3 
Commission responsible to the Governor in Council. The opinion °* 
the late Sydney Fisher will be found in Flansard, June 29, 1928. The House of 
Commons is not a department of Government ; it is not under a responsible 
Minister of the Crown. The members of the House of Commons come to Ottawa 
in order to control the government. It seems to me the House should have 
the right to appoint its officers and the officers should not be appointed by Govern
ment. There are no departments of the Service in which the duties are sim»8 
to those in the House of Commons. No man trained in ordinary governmen 
department affairs is competent to fill any of our ordinary positions. For 
instance, we have Committee Clerks. There is no department which could train 
a Committee Clerk for us. We have six or seven. We have the Journal® 
Branch. Where is the department which could train a man for the Journal- 
Branch? If a man leaves the Journals Branch, or the Committee Branch, wher,, 
is the department which could give him a training to fill such a position; 
There is none. We have our Law Branch. Our Law Branch cannot be assis®1 
lated to departmental Law Clerks. Our Law Clerks draft laws for the depar ^ 
ments. at the request of the deputy ministers. Upon their experience depen 
a lot of very important decisions. It may be the ruination of a famiUj
it may be the downfall of a Government. These men need special training Weare very good men. The Civil Service Commission never understood that,

laryhad the Civil Service Commission, in 1929, to reclassify our staff. The 
Service Commission refused to give our Law Clerks, for instance, a higher sa

ntlei- _
from the Civil Service Commission, Mr. Putman, who had charge of J1 A

U4UVO, Ml

than the Editor of Debates. I never could understand it. We had a gentle#1 
Service Commission, Mr. Putman, who had charge of } j 

reorganization. He was not with me more than half an hour and he reorgan1 _ ^
a staff of 80 or 90 people, in the special branches of the House of Common5 
where there are specially trained officers—like the Journals Branch ; the Go 
mittee Branch ; our Accountant’s Office, where we require special accoufi 1 
and our Stationery Branch. We spend $25,000 on our stationery here. g 
Chief of our Stationery Branch is also in charge of Requisitions: he ha- 
very important position, but still the Civil Service Commission think his po51 _ 
must not be classified higher than that of a stationery clerk, because he belo 
to a class. They have an automatic classification, and they apply it nt. 
We claim they cannot apply it to us because the circumstances are diffe1’ g 
Our people work day and night during sessions. True, they may have a ^ t0 
recess, although not as long as people think. If you consider they ha''e , 
work, morning, afternoon, and evening, during the session of 125 days 
their work increases a few weeks before and after the session, if you fig#1"® ry 
out they, of course, put in more working hours in the year than the ordm 
civil servant who works only during statutory hours in the departments, 
far as that goes the House is quite different altogether from the departme»

1 see that the Chairman of the Commission suggested in his evidence ^ 
the law be amended so that in case any decision will have to be taken p 
regard to our officers’ classification and salary during recess, that that dec 
be taken up by the Governor in Council. The Chairman of the Comm15 s 
said that was an old law but that it was deleted in the revision of the _>Aa 9
in 1927. I do not understand it that way. It was always the law ; h 
law passed in 1908. In 1927, when the revision was made, they divided 1
[Dr. A. Beauchesne.]
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t in a period. They madetwo paragraphs. Where there was a comma t_ic>_ pu we can see by reading
a new paragraph in order to make it cjea^c! ; . tb Governor in Council would 
^e Debates, it was distinctly understood recommendation from the
®evcr have anything to do with the approin', vees> Since we have our own 
Civil Sendee Commission respecting our P ■ g j saV as to the classifica- 
wganization is it not logical that we should have the nn inU0US encroachment 
tlQn and the salaries? We have always had toresis When we asked

the part of the Civil Service Commission upon o » classify the staff, n 
the Civil Cervice Commission, some years ago, m a preamble of its report 
made an attempt at organization and classifie a
reads as follows:— inondation of the Honour-

The Civil Service Commission, on the re J &g provided in Section
able the Speaker of the House of Common , < &g {oR s m con-
61 of the Civil Service Act, respectfully begs^t^ P ^ members of the
nection with the organization aod ( _ and submits for faio
permanent staff of the House of ^ \ the House :
consideration and approval by Reso , j0 with our organiza-

t. The Civil Service Commission had nothing^ subroitted to the House^n, still it assumed that power in this report ^ organlzation and classi
f Commons for its approval a report resP®ctmgne for classification which washeation. I had to divide their report in-two, wag under our control,
^der their control and one for organization wli^h ^ accepted and !passed.
q1/' Speaker presented both to the Ho • • about half of the SS ■
0f course, the Civil Service Commission refund R seems to me it“
7® made and we have never had any reason ft ^ laSgification was ^*Js
Sortant for us to know those reasons After U * ^ House of Commons

Gre was more dissatisfaction amongst ‘ unrest of the s < ,> there had ever been before H increases, in order make
>rse than it ever was. We had asked ïorjn ^ reason. I submitted 
wie •- wwn n ever was. we nau ““T without any ifTurnals Branch, i e salaries uniform. They were re ; Chief of nbates Branch were 

the civil Service Commission that th of the Debate chief ofïe Chief of the Committee Branch and j claimed tha^ comes next
itreer chiefs who should have the same ^ He is the offic charge of the

hfe Journals Branch was the most impo^ ^ tfae Table. H Hig rep0rt is
d ter the Assistant Clerk, after the eports the P''°c , e proceedings which
Rafting 0f votes and proceedings, he ^ ,g & report of * P ^ be estab-
• c res gestae of the House of Comn • ■ casê where c\ man who drafts 
a accepted under the Evidence Act 1 certain matters. Standing Orders.ftd as to what the House has done on certa^ ^ certam Stan.^^^ hag

must be very familiar with cer ^ done now by 1 Putman, in the 
bVS really a technical position. It er forty yefs- L that Mr. Kings
ti ®n there for a great number of yea‘° nd did not ref - increase from 

he was here probably did not intend,,» ^ Kmg legg. The gapI lary should be more than Mr. - P assistant, with S • er grievance. 
& 4+0 to $4.440, leaving Mr .Boyce- h *» ^assistant, had a pr^ left 
T? too large and, of course, Mr. Bo) ’ Bvanch, where - • h Mr Todd was
at tv.Same happened in the Commi ^ tbe Branch 0 gu{bcient to say that
r ^he same salary. He is now C p that, but it 't-cfaCtion of knowing

Chief- Now, I need not go through JU ^ the was
reasons were given to us. ^ c , . , we had prepai Service Com-

reff °nr request for reclassification, regard to 1 ' tb 0f time it takesLtUs< One of the great drawbackis lengnassistant curator 
t0 5|°n in connection with the Ho = appointmcn .'n by requisition
of ?ake an appointment. We needed ™.f^rvice Commisse
or xi6 heading Room. W e asked aDpointment. [Dr. A. Beauchesne.]n November 14, 1930, to make the at 1
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What date?—A. November 14, 1930. The appointment was made on 

May 12, 1931. It took all that time, from 1930 to 1931, to make that appoint
ment for a salary of $1,080 a year.

Q. Just before you leave that: Why?—A. That is what I do not know. I 
do not know that.

Q. To your knowledge is there any reason for that?—A. Not at all. It 
seems to me the system is bad. I do not know what happened.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. If you had had the rights and privileges you are now suggesting you 

should have, how long would it have taken you to have made that appointment? 
—A. Half a day.

Q. What would your procedure have been?—A. Well, I have a long list 
of applicants and I know a lot of people here,, in the Civil Service, and else
where, and I could have selected one in half a day.

Q. You would have confined your selection to the city of Ottawa?—A- 
Not necessarily. I would not do that as a principle. If anybody came from 
outside and was competent I would have considered him.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. How would he know in half a day there was a vacancy?—A. I would 

know.
Q. So that you would know in half a day. That would be half a day from 

the time the vacancy occurred until the time the vacancy was filled?—A. Yes- 
Q. How were you to get word to a person outside of Ottawa in half a day- 

—A. I was not considering that at all. I will give you some more examples- 
I can admit, when one has to choose his civil servants from over the whole 
of the Dominion it will take some time, but I do not think it should take 
six months.

Now, I will give you some more instances; There was a man to be 
appointed as assistant parliamentary reporter. The requisition was sent to 
the Civil Service Commission on July 23, 1930; the appointment was made on 
February 25-, 1931. There were two appointments.

By the Chairman:
Q. Excuse me. What were the appointments? As what?—A. Appointment 

as assistant parliamentary reporter. Then there was a position in the account' 
ant’s office. There there was some delay. We asked that the proceedings be 
held, but it was on the 6th May, 1930, that we made the application and the 
appointment was made on the 17th April, 1931.

Q. What was the position?—A. Clerk in the Accountant’s Office.
Q. Any reason that you know of for delay there?—A. There were some 

appointees ; one of them did not accept; it took some time before one made a 
decision ; another one found another position and did not accept and then thert 
was some other delay. One of them was in British Columbia and he stepPed 
out, and I took the fourth that had passed the examination and that, of course 
caused some delay.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. In 1930, in 1931, how many positions were filled in the House of Com' 

mons staff, or what you are reviewing at the moment?—A. In 1930 and in l9y’ 
offhand, I would name Howe, Butt, Bissonnette, Schryburt. There were mu. ' 
four more in the two years. Four would be a big year.
[Dr. A. BeauchesneJ
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Q. How many?—A. Four.
there ^ ° Were on!y ^our altogether?—A. There may be some years where 
n0 vacancie'm in' &S ™Ur vacancles ; there may be some years where there are

By Mr. Vallance:
Comm *n y,our °Plnl°P would it tend to improve the service in the House of 
Priviin°nS’ a, •, would it make the staff itself any more efficient, if you had the 

O T ??? y0U thmk you- should have?—A. I think so.
I askerl . Blcn’ course, as has been pointed out in the previous question 
I <j0 'ou’ 'ou would confine your choice pretty much to a limited area?—A.
Proviu 'i COnf!1 , r iat Ihe least. I would gladlv accept the present system,
, roxided we made the choice. '
are in ® ,oniÿ difference?—A. The difference is very important. We
US gn otter position to choose men. The Civil Service Commission has given 
final nnnf1-6-1 r'^re S°°d—and some men we could not keep. In the
Posit in \vi’ We Cld mahe the choice. The Commission is in a very happy
appoint i ien a g0°d appointment is made it takes credit for it, but if the
ztian •,ee d°os not make good, it says : the deputy head accepted him. Every

qS appomted on six months’ probation. Thus we have the final choice, 
refuse r ,<lepTlty head has the right to refuse?—A. If he has the right to 
Hot ken" lyThas , n°t the right to choose? They gave us some men we could 
keep 1 wou d say they gave us a translator last year whom we could not 
keep o ?]was n°t a good translator. They have given us people we could not 
an,( thin - rt ior Pers.onal reasons, people whose behaviour was not good 
in .gs. ]lke that. I think perhaps the svstem mav work fairlv satisfactory 

appointing people from the outside.
throuti, ffhaps? Perhaps fairly satisfactory. We have made appointments 
Would ue estimates and I would say most are very good, with some bad. I 
&°es In 6 ( 'vB Service Commission might work it all right as far as that 
out. well l0r promott°n it is different. In promotions it does not always work

work^,?eCaMSe seniority?—A. Because of seniority. It does not always

tHon3 ^re you giving your evidence now for the staff of the House of Com
as 0np | mean did you discuss it with them, or are you merely speaking now 
havc t,U" .c suggestions if adopted and recommended to the Government would 
Speaker? n t0 make a11 the appointments, subject to the approval of the 
the /-mes-the staff approve of vour statements?—A. I am speaking in

mterests of the House of Commons."
of the If y°U sPe‘*in8 for the staff?—A. I am speaking for the management
A. Q BTuJy°u have not discussed it with the service, as you have it to-day?— 
^sidération* efficient management of the affairs of the House is the first

Q- It should be.

By Mr. Chevrier:
"ftfun j.Pr'. Beauchesne, in making the appointments of those who are not now 
Pot C0T1file Jurisdiction of the Civil Sendee Commission, those appointments are 
fr0m ™.ed to the city of Ottawa?—A. Oh, no. We have a large proportion 

1 °utside of Ottawa.
By Mr. Vallance:

have mB),r' Peauchesne says if he had the power to make appointments he could 
ade them in half a day instead of taking nine months?—A. In some

[Ur. A. Beaueliesae.]
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instances. That is what I object to even in some instances. I would not lil<e 
the idea to go abroad that I said I would make every appointment in half a day, 
but I would be perfectly willing to send out notices all over the Dominion and 
not wait, and I do not think it would take nine months, as it did in the Civil 
Service Commission, in some instances.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. It would not be fair to have the idea go abroad that it takes nine months 

in every instance?—A. I do not say in every instance, but it takes a long time. I 
have given you cases where there was no interference and it took nine months.

By the Chairman:
Q. Dr. Beauchesne means there was no departmental interference?—A. No 

departmental interference, and there is no correspondence with the Civil Servi06 
Commission showing that I asked for any delay. Now, the Civil Service Commis
sion must have very good reason, which they probably have, to show why their 
system is very slow.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. In regard to these half-hour appointments: If appointments in the House

of Commons are open to people of Canada in general------ A. What do you mean
by half-hour appointments— ,

Q. You said you could fill the appointments in half an hour?—A. No, hal 
a day.

Q. How can you advertise all over the Dominion and get replies in half a 
day?—A. I would not insist on making the appointment in half a day. Wha 
I had in mind was, it should not take more than half a day to make tbe 
appointment, when everything is ready.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. My question to you was, following up your statement that it took ti'e 

Commission nine months; how long would you take. You said half a day, h 
against nine months?—A. Now, that you explain the question to me, I will n° 
say half a day. 9

Q. You said it took a long time, leaving it to the Civil Service Commission 
—A. I might have said it would take half a day. That is not the gist of &• 

evidence here, that I would say it took half a day. v
Q. I merely ask you how long it would take you?—A. I think five or sl 

weeks at the most.
Q. I do not wish that evidence to go out through the country that you cag 

do something in half a day the Civil Service Commission could not do in llin 
months.

By the Chairman:Q. I consider Dr. Beauchesne was speaking figuratively, not literally- J 
presume when you referred to a list of persons you had available who vrc> 
desirous of procuring appointments, I presume there are people on the staD 
other than from Ottawa?—A. Yes, there are some from all over the Domini?11’,

Q. I suppose, from time to time, you receive requests or representation 
from people, or on behalf of people, who desire appointment to the House 0 
Commons staff?—A. I do.

Q. And those are now available to you?—A. Yes.Q. Would you just outline, in a rough way, for the Committee, thos 
appointments generally to the House of Commons staff which are now perman611 
appointments and hence made by the Civil Service Commission, as distinguish
[Dr. A, Beauchesne.]
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■ + pnts made on your recom- 
from those which are purely ternporary appomtoe > intments are those 
mendation, subject to approval?—A. The gamam vv* of their sessional 
officers who require special training ioi j , • order that their services 
duties, and they are paid the whole year r Branch, the joint Law
may be secured every session. There are m ine . u» chief and there are two 
Clerks. In the Law Translation Branch, there is ^ aggigtant and a
assistants. In the Journals Branch, there w a c ^ thg Committee and 
head clerk; the chief of French journals, there ^ assistant chief, senior 
Private legislation Branch, the chief ot 1C * , general translation branch, 
committee clerk and four committee clerks, in t e tfae debates and trans
féré is the chief, and ten parliamentary translate • ^ translators. Then
ation branch, there is a chief, an assistant cmei ^ ^ English section 
"here is the Debates Reporting Branch, withi an^ enSes appointed on the

civ «nriiomort.arv reoorters. Thcy^ a ^ ^Qhntes and one French pailia-
iporting Brancn, »**u“ ,„naps appuiiivv''-1 — —

id six parliamentary reporters. They have ftnd one French parlia-^
mporary staff. There is the editor of Fr with two accountants^ There
entary reporter. There is the chief accountant,^ gtaff 0f over 80 steno-

■ the chief of parliamentary papers. There . ^ has an assistant and a 
faphers, who are temporary. A Posfc™a ’ine temporary clerks. There a 
ermanent clerk there and there are eight o n of the reading room,

Curator of the reading room, two assM ‘ iatribution office, consisting o a 
;Ud then there is the joint parliamentary ®tarliamentary messenger and t e 
hief assistant and a clerk. There is tie c
Fief housekeeper. . Those are temporary. i e>' are

Q. Those under them are temporary. , ,.
^Pointed every session. , House?—A- The pro cc i\e

Q. What about the protective servic® ° the Sergeant at Arms, 
device of the House is temporary-. It is un

By Mr. Laurin: classification of all these the
n -n, x OQ„r fnr organization or„ t went before the

Com^’ D° y0U mean,t0 Say„nv for suggestions?—A. -, f an hour and a
Commission never ask you any lor sugë 0nologue there io • • were 
p!yil Service Commission and I deliv e The three Co , baE^ and they did not put me a single question. about an hour and hall.
fere, with some of their officers, and I spoke 

■‘■uey never put a question to me.

By the Chairman: refused half of my requests.
, Q. Any action taken as a result. - 

never knew why.
Mr. Vallance: You were lucky. would have been much

, , Q. They refused half of Ht-A. been less
^etter if they refused all, because there would ization and we
h staff. There is a great question, ^ Grade 4,
ÿn start,. We decide we JnetThS a£

a the requisition to the Civil , Pierk of that grauc- Henart-youa clerk grade 2. You needonlj submitted to the depart
Cncroachment on our organization? The m the opinion that, m makng
?Gnt of Justice and the department of Justu^ eould encroach on the organi-
f o. classification, the Civil Service Cornas encroach on claSSf-f ghould 
f^on. If they can do it, why cannot w applied m one case,
a akmg our organization. It seeme [Dr A Beauchesne.]

1 P*y m the other case.
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You say Mr. Putman, who is chief of the Organization Branch of the 

Commission came to the House of Commons and spent half a day going 
over— —A. That is a little exaggerated. Half an hour.

Q. Going over what? The whole staff of the House?—A. He came to 
my office.

Q. How did he come? By request?—A. By request, yes. It was under
stood he would send a gentleman here to look over the situation, and that was all 
that was done.

Q. Was there any concrete suggestion for re-organization?—A. He had 
nothing to do with the re-organization. It was purely re-classification and 
salary.

Q. With whom did he confer, while he was here?—A. He was with me for 
half an hour at the most and he went down to the Accountant’s Office, and I 
think that is all he did.

Q. I suppose he was very busy?—A. I am sure he is very busy.
Q. As a result of it, did he propose any suggestions for classification or 

not? Did he himself initiate anything or did you initiate it?—A. I initiated it, 
and after he had considered my scheme he came here—after we had some 
correspondence and negotiations with the Commission—he came here to see for 
himself, before he made a report to the Commission.

Q. Was the House in session or not?—A. I do not think it was.
Q. And there would be a number of permanent officials who would not be on 

duty then?—A. They were all told to be here.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Did you have a chart?—A. Yes, I had a chart specially prepared for

chat.
Q. Was that chart prepared by your officers or by the Civil Service Com- 

mission?—A. By our officers. I have a copy of it here. Here is my chart.
Q. I will give it back to you.—A. The red ink figures are our suggestions- 

If you want the Commission’s report on that, I can let you have it.
Q. I take it the red figures are the suggested changes?—A. The suggested 

changes.
Q. For re-classification?—A. Yes. Perhaps I could produce that as an 

exhibit.
Q. Let us take first your first suggestion, for re-classification. I will not 

give the figures. For the alteration? Now first there is secretary to the Clerk 
the House?—A. Yes. That position does not exist. It was our intention t° 
create that after. We wanted it classified first. Then in the Law Branch ; two 
law clerks; clerk, Grade 4; and a law stenographer. In the translation branch- 
a chief, law translation branch, and the chief of general translation branch and 
the ten parliamentary translators. In the Committee Branch; the Chief Clerk 
Committees.

Q. In the Committee Branch you suggested re-classification for practical!) 
everyone?—A. In which branch?

Q. The Committee Branch?—A. Yes.
Q. For all except one?—A. Yes, and that exception is in red ink there.
Q. In the reporting branch you suggested the reclassification of assistai1 

parliamentary reporter and senior reporter of committees to parliamenta1^ 
reporter and senior reporter of committees. In the Hansard translation you sug'
gested chief, Hansard translation branch, and the chief editor of debates jjd
chief of reporting branch. In the Accountant’s office: departmental accountan > 

grade 4; departmental accountant, grade 1. Then you suggested the clne 
parliamentary messenger and housekeeper and assistant chief parliamentar)
[Dr. A. Beauchesne.]
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Messengers, three confidential parliamentary messengers ; two pages ; two super- 
Vls°fs of char service; chief of protective service and four sergeants of protective 
service ; manager of joint parliamentary restaurants?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, you have chief of stationery and requisition branch?—A. les.
Q. Principal clerk?—A. Yes.
Q. Clerk, grade 4; chief clerk of the branch?—A. Yes.
Q- Two clerks, grade 3?—A. Yes.
Q. Clerk, sessional papers?—A. Yes.
Q- Clerk of orders?—A. Yes.
Q. And of notices?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, the editor of debates, your changes are in red?—A. les.
Q. Postmaster, House of Commons?—A. Yes.
Q. Assistant postmaster?—A. Yes.
Q- Curator of reading room?—A. Yes.
Q. Two assistant curators?—A. Yes. . ., Q. And in the parliamentary distribution office, chief government distin

ction office, title to be changed to chief of parliamentary distribution office? 
Yes.

"Q- Principal clerk and clerk, grade 3?—A. Yes. .Q. Have you any comprehensive summary of these requisitions which
cre granted in your suggested reclassification?—A. Yes, there is tl 

_Q- Yes.—A. The maximum granted by the Commission was
the law clerk. 

$4,620, the
chief1 and Mr. Troop. Mr. Troop

That would

Was o-r * j1»fêtant—you see Mr. Olivier there 
■ gi anted $4,620 and Mr. Olivier, $4,440.

V- that is the maximum?—A. Yes. be tiY' i e™aPs y°u could file a copv of the Civil Service report, 
ne best way to get that?—A. Yes, I could file a copy, record ,eJraP£ that could be put in the record?—A. I will put this in for the 
Id- (For Report: See Appendix "I”).

By Mr. Vallance:Com!v,^as the House of Commons been under the Civil Service
everv||1SS10n s'nce the Commission started to operate?—A. Yes, since 1908. for 
of n, ung except organization and dismissal. There is a section of the House 

mmons Act which governs dismissal.V- How long have you been Clerk of the House?—A. Since January, 1925.
(T were Assistant Clerk before that?—A. Yes.

■ ^nice how long?—A. I was assistant from 1916 to 1925. 
nitssinn a -lat gtaff has been under the control of the Civil Service Com- 
Coi^r,,-. ■ ur,ing y°ur term of office?—A. These matters have been under the 
at iei<!>NOn s control, yes. We asked the Civil Service Commission to give us 
from »r Par iamentaiy service which would be different from the other services, 

uch there could be classes for appointments and promotion.

Committees, for instance, 
■form se

of the year when

By the Chairman:
a„ Q-. Does a provision apply to the Clerks ofout \?lnct from other civil servants, that they are allowed to perform services
the . e their duties to obtain money during that part 
62 ^ rare n°t required here?—A. That applies to all our officers, under section 
UimI Civil Service Act. During recess of Parliament they can work and 
w, ke money and be paid, even by the Government, We have some reporters 
m Work as reporters on Royal Commissions. They are paid by the Govern- 

t and there are some of our other officers who work in court houses.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Reporters?—A. Yes. [Dr. A. Beauchesne.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Frankly, what I have had in mind was this: since I have been Chairman 

of this Committee, I have had a much better conception of the responsibility 
long hours, and good work done by the Clerks of Committees—and the reporter» 
—of this House. Yet I notice the remuneration provided for them by the Coni' 
mission is not what one would call princely?—A. We have asked the Commission 
to increase the salaries of the parliamentary and assistant parliamentary report' 
ers and they have refused to do it. We have referred the matter to the govern
ment at last because we have been unable to get a reporter for debates and com
mittees, since the salary is too small. We get good men from Butcher’s staff; v'c 

get good men from the Court House in Montreal. These men are willing to com6 
here temporarily but, when we ask them to start permanent here for $2,400 a 
year, they refuse it. It is too small. As a matter of fact we have been unabl 
"for six months to get an appointee on that staff, and it is overworked. 
examination was held and we could not find a competent man—nobody passed-

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Do these reporters come under the Civil Service Commission?—A. They 

are under the Civil Service Commission. .
Q. Formerly they used to be appointed by the Debates Committee?-^' 

Tes. s
Q. The stenographers are practically in the same position as the reporte > 

that they have to work here part of the year and part of time it is rath 
difficult to get other employment, between seasons?—A. Well, I do not kno 
about that. Stenographers are not appointed permanently. I do not know ho 
they fare during recess.

By the Chairman:
A. Are you talking about House of Commons reporters, sessional report615 

or stenographers?—A. Sessional stenographers.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I thought they were all in the same category?—A. No, they are 1,6 

A correspondence stenographer does not need to have the same skill as a rep01 ^ 
who can report speeches. It is very difficult for those stenographers to get w° j 
between sessions. They never know how long the session is going to last a 
they never know when they will be called on. I think some of them conic jj 
and after the session, they get temporary positions for six months, and t 
they are eligible for another session.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Is there not a proposal on foot to put the stenographic staff here j. 

permanent basis?—A. No, not for that. There is a movement on foot to 1 
the debates amanuenses on a permanent footing because the Editor of 
tells me those typists must be superior typists and we have a staff 
has been here for years ; some of them have been here for fifteen or 
years. They work here session after session; they are not eligible for Pcn^een 
however, because they are not permanent. They make about $1,000. It has 
suggested they be paid on a yearly basis and then they would have al 
privileges of a permanent classification. ,

Q. Why could not that be arranged?—A. I think it could be arranged-^ ^ 
Q. Do you not think it would give a more efficient staff?—A. I “llD 

would, although we have an efficient staff now.
[Dr. A. Beauchesne.]
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r Q- I am not condemning it, but would it not give you a greater efficiency, 
come here one year and I have one stenographer and another } eai ia\ c 

- J- a.------------ 1. t nnmp from, there are a great manyîicic une \

Mother to do the same work.
ve one stenograpnei wu --------- v

Peonlp\ uie saiue wurtv. Where I come from, there are a great many
fiarne*?—/1 y™an names. Every time I dictate a letter, I have to spell the 
*L : ^ynnk our stenographers average about $600. You have a session

lL— four nr five months they will be-ruCSl-A. r tmnk our stenographers average anou^^ they mil ^
that lasts pretty long, so if they work on Y to t position at $600 and
Paid $600 a year at the most. If you * tP„iris_-
you make it lucrative enough to attract

By the Chairman: , ««OO?—A. We might appoint
Q. You cannot get efficient stenograp1C!® ,, session. ,

them as permanent, but pay them only d^r\| treai good stenographers wi 
Q. If we take Hamilton, Toronto and Mo ^ £hey have no deductions 

|et $25 a week in salary and work the year ^ ^ season. Where are > ou g 
°r ordinary illness and they get holid.. ■ a week or more,to get girls of that type, where they are pa 

three and a half to six months.

By Mr. Bowman: {or these positions?—A. I sup-
Q- Do you not get hundreds of app lt a applications.

P°se this year we must have rejected over 101W year_ i think you will
The Chairman : This year is a veiy ex r nographers. 

n°tice an improvement in the efficiency of the .ten

By Mr. Bowman: :u vop have eachr Q. In normal times, how many “PPjSftiKt ^self. 11 is Mr' ’
;n normal times—I did not always hand 5Q* would not imagine he would have more - T e generally have em 
, Q. Do ““lave to advertise for themJ-^Tot idle; they usually have 
î?» sessioë to session. These stenographers

sitions during the recess. , ,-me to get permanen ,, v
u Q- Between sessions they have al >• sessional woi "■
!;af it?—A. I think it is a bad thing to rely ^ much_ 

fact the public thinks now they aie ^ -
The Chairman: Thank you, Dr. Beauchesne.

E. J. Underwood, recalled: tion which Mr. Bowman

a, Mr. Underwood: Might I first submit ^^venue postmasters: Preston, 
(vhed for in regard to the allowances ^ p.Q.

Prescott, Ont; Simcoe, Ont,; and Bagotvin ,

Preston, Ont.
j i qi ot MarchRevenue year ended dis ^ 20,522 40

Stamp sales...........................p'„iêrl from public- - •
Money order commissions collected

.. T275 89
Box rent collections............................. ^2,36^20

Gross revenue........................................... ................... “ ' [Mr. B. J. Underwood.]

«322-33
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Remuneration
Percentage on revenue................................................ $ 6,016 00
Forward allowance...................................................... 82 00
Box rent commissions................................................. 638 00
Commissions on Postal Note, Savings Bank and

Government Annuities business........................ 36 45

$ 6,772 45
Prescott, Ont.

Revenue year ended 31st March 1931
Stamp sales................................................................. $ 14,129 17
Money order commission collected from public.. .. 1,130 12

$ 15,259 29
Box rent collections................................................... 1,167 75

Gross revenue.............................................................. $ 16,427 04

Remuneration
Percentage on revenue................................................$ 4,452 00
Night allowance........................................................... 400 00
Forward allowance...................................................... 373 00
Box rent commissions................................................. 584 00
Commissions on postal note and savings bank

business....................................................................... 35 54

$ 5,844 54
Sim coe, Ont.

Revenue year ended 31st March 1931
Stamp sales.................................................................. $ 33,538 42
Money order commissions collected from public.. 1,182 99

$ 34,721 41
Box rent collections..................................................... 1,735 12

Gross revenue.............................................................. $ 36,456 53

Remuneration
Percentage on revenue................................................$ 8,344 00
Night allowance........................................................... 40 00
Forward allowance...................................................... 29 00
Box rent commissions.................................................. 867 00
Commissions on Postal Note, Savings Bank and

Government Annuities business......................... 79 74

$ 9,359 74
Bagotville, p.q.

Revenue year ended 31st March 1931
Stamp sales.................................................................. $ 2,739 69
Money order commissions collected from public.. . 385 79

Gross revenue........................... :............................... $ 3,125 48
[Mr. E. J. Underwood.]
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Remuneration
Percentage on revenue...........................
Night allowance.....................................
Forward allowance...............................
Rent allowance......................................
Commissions on Postal Note business.

1,416 00 
210 00 

3 00 
175 00 
16 85

$ 1,819 85
Post, ^0Wman a^so asked for two files showing the procedure followed in city 
Vertised Ct ' in- re^ard *° promotion. In one case senior clerks, where we ad- 
atid onn a Portion without submitting the case to the Civil Service Commission, 

iere we submitted it to the Commission and they advertised it.
he m'6 Chairman : Leave them with Mr. Bowman, and then if he wants to 

a> ask any questions later.
re8ard YiNDERWOOD: Then I have the cases asked for by Mr. Maclnnis, in 
tiiotion °ft u Pr°m°tion of Bolton to the position of postal clerk, and the pro- 
hJojj. ® t0. the position of letter carrier overseer, the promotion of

t0/ke position of assistant postmaster. Also the file in regard to the

after^Llc Chairman: Turn them over to Mr. Maclnnis and he will return them 
hereon laS lad °PP°rtunity of looking at them, and, may be, question you

Any other questions from Mr. Underwood?

Georges Gonthier, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
A vQ- Mr- Gonthier, you are Auditor General of the Dominion of Canada?— 

x®s, sir.
1924^" For what length of time have you held that position?—A. Since January,

Q0tl±T!le Chairman : Some members of the Committee, I think, asked that Mr. 
Huer be requested to come here.

By Mr. Bowman:
te]/ was l°°king over Mr. Gonthier’s report to the Committee. Would 

Z0,tltniss'US ,pneral|y the relations between your Office and the Civil Service 
Ve irrm°n,be relations of my Office with the Civil Service Commission 

tk^oueli i °Ve , - ti0nsiderably in the last few years. They understand that 
k 6 assiéZ (1Ua;, ed men are required in my Office and of late they are giving 
;.ut I njf. fn®e they can. I had a little difficulty to convince them of that, 
glad. ‘ admit that the relations are much more satisfactory. And I am very
5hdit^QfRba* ,was the difficulty previously?—A. Up to the time I came to the 
hroper n ce’ there seemed to have been some difficulty in that Office getting the 
P°rt on^ti t Re first thing I did when I came to Ottawa, was to ask for a 

re«t,,n ne sta“ hy the different branches. We had a staff then of over 200.
A Q. Wu Werc not ver>" satisfactory.
pdit Qtt. en Was that?—A. That was in 1924. It was a great handicap for the 
vatlche<? yf-’+jf handicap from which I am still suffering now. We had seven 
v,th thp ’u'1 i an average of about 30 clerks, a few over that, making a total 

6 headquarters staff, of about 210.
49322-33à [Mr. G. Gonthier.]
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I can give you some extracts from the reports. I am sorry I was only 
notified at half past five yesterday, and I had to collect these notes hurriedly.' 
I am thus a little handicapped in giving you all my information.

This is one of the reports “These lists are based on the result of examina' 
tions, the names appearing in the order in which they have passed, with the 
exception, however, that men with overseas service are placed first on the l>st’ 
so that a man who had served overseas and who had received at the examina' 
tion only the minimum number of marks required to pass, would rank abo'r 
one who had taken full marks, but who had had no overseas service.

Again, permanent employees who had been laid off in good standing °, 
account of abolishing offices, with efficiency and fitness for appointment certifie 
by the department, are placed on the list above all other eligibles.

As appointments are made from these lists, according to the order in whi^1 
the name stands thereon, it by no means follows that the man assigned to 
position is the one best qualified for the same. Not infrequently the round pe° 
gets into the square hole, and vice versa.

From the clerks assigned from time to time to this Office by the Commissi°n 
I have succeeded, after rejecting a number who were altogether unsatisfactory1 
in forming a staff that may be regarded as satisfactory, but at the same 
none of them have so far given evidence of any outstanding ability, such 
would ultimately qualify them for the higher positions in the office.”

Q. Is that the situation at present?—A. Well at the time, when I took 
Office, this was general in all branches. And this is a great handicap. TP 
is to my mind a weakness, because as the older members of the staff ® 
higher, and finally out of the service, there should be juniors well qualified 1 
every respect prepared to fill their places. j

Q. What was done to remedy that situation?—A. I introduced reforms- 
arranged with the Commission for a modification, not exactly of their sys*e ' 
but of their examination questions. I myself suggested a number of quest!011' 
I succeeded in getting a few good men in the higher classes.

Q. That is the suggestions to the Commission came from you?—A. Yes- 
Q. Not from the Commission to you?—A. No.

By Mr. Maclnnis: .
Q. You felt that if you had the setting of the examination you could & 

a better type of men than would be selected by the examination by the j 
mission?—A. Yes. I had a representative on the committee, and I 00 
suggestions of a number of questions, from which they chose a certain num 
And these men passed on these questions. . ^

Q. Did the Commission welcome your helpful suggestion?—A. Well llc 
at that time, yes; for the higher grades they accepted my suggestions.

Now, to give another example ; in another section of my Office the apPÏ1 
ments that have been made to the Office by the Civil Service Commission 1 
not always been satisfactory, especially in the last seven or eight years. 
of the trouble is that the standards set by the Commission I considered ^ 
low. Efforts have been made at times to obtain the privilege of making ^ 
own selection from the eligible list, and in this way obtain men who 
special qualifications, or who have had certain office experience. The ^ 
mission refused to appoint others than those at the head of the eligib^^st 
with the result that we did not always obtain the man with the nig 
qualifications. &J.y,

Q. What is the date of that report?—A. This is 1924. I arrived in JallUa 
I immediately requested these reports' on the staff.
[Mr. G. Gontliier.]
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By the Chairman:
JUst macfpia+ lÿ’ ^ * aPPr^ciate the significance of the statement that you have 
Editor rvl Wf,s ^our opinion then that the most highly qualified men for the 
fitted to '-110? 8 dePartment did not rank highest on the eligible lists sub- 
are qualifié ^°> because as you well know, in the Audit Office men who
aecountino-CC c 0 !^e work must have some knowledge, a good knowledge, of 
kept a locPr an<f a,uditing- I* i® n°t sufficient to have been in a bank, to have 
ant. bCr’ t° nave been a teller, or a bookkeeper, or assistant to an account-

°f qualifipn!|)Prec^ate *bat in your Office you would require a very high standard 
ability no^t1011 a?d efficiency, and that you would require men of real intellectual 
enart^rr,i mereiy men who could pass a given test in order to graduate as a

Ha? ccountant> say.
keen disent ?iev^ changed since 1924 in respect of the matter we have just 

Q- Dn . ^s0’ but there has been an improvement.^nkin» ,nJou, find that you get the men best qualified for the position
a° generally™^ere °n hst, not first, second, third, or fourth choice?—A. I

n?at<a befh y°U tf.1I me it in all cases where you find such a condition, that is 
: bat is atj. .v" qualified man does not rank highest on the list, the reason for

Q- In °Ut‘ab 6 to the returned soldier preference?—A. Not in every case. 
abf5olutelv f01?0, cases it is and some it is not?—A. And I must say I refuse 
Cnce, esnL; u .e a man who is not qualified, who has not had certain experi-

v„ to ? the -W" grades.
■ °u have m l 9 a°count to a large extent for the number of rejections which 
ng those wh tT"A" indeed it does. I think I am perfectly justified in reject-

no, 1 believe, are not qualified. 

q Mr. Bowman:
co?dition that was there in 1924 is still there, but to a less 

nder thn«o "tlj. persists, on account of that part of the old staff who came in

Q conditions.
accent cxists with respect to new appointments? That is you do not 

other Ql, J. ratings from the Civil Service Commission?—A. Well that is

tj Q. We > !°n' i® the matter of the eligible list.v16 record,ttICttaIkinë ab°ut appointments being made to-day. I know from 
y°u tell Us |nat you do not by any means accept the first man on the list. Will 
t] Q- That’ wbat you do?—A. I inquire into the qualifications of everyone. 
ci G emp]()v„ ,ls you do n°t accept?—A. No, I communicate with the referee and
leered h ls and I ask for information. Not long ago I had a list of 
bi ink, anriC?iUntants and 1 accepted one out of a certain number, five or six 

6tl who Wi at one refused to come and there had to be another list. The

fyi On a ,, Passed were not satisfactory to me.hi 0lb I th ‘?r occasion there were a few eligibles and I chose one of them
Pi! cbaractor ^ dad the experience and was perfectly qualified. I inquired of 
0 |s up m and found that the man was of such a character that he would
cli ae Woni i ers’ be would not be working in harmony with the rest of the staff, 

0f c„ause trouble for the Office, because he had caused trouble with
sC°Unt. Tf 7 fms with Whom he had been. He was not recommended on that

d | bad taken the report of the Commission on the examination, I
dilation v t0 accePt him, that is the danger of qualifying only under an

^ , ou have got to go back of the examination.J~'~~ up briefly, you exercise y~"" nffn judgment
^-^mission i

ad taken me . to accept him, that is the danger y» -,,, Q <rr!°n- r ou have got to go back of the examination.7 elimk, ev to sum the matter up briefly, you exercise your own judgment on 
e,ect tLne bst that is handed to you by the Commission and do not necessarily

m m the order they are placed by the Commission. A. Yes.
[Mr. G. Gontlnvr.J
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Has it ever happened that you have had to employ an accountant or 

an officer who was not on the list? By that I mean, does it ever happen that 
you have had to exhaust the list and then not find one competent?—A. Yes, 1 
just cited a case.

Q. If I understand, there was nobody to your satisfaction on the list, and 
you went outside of the list to secure the man?—A. No I did not go outside 
of the list.

Q. Under no conditions did you employ anyone that had not gone through 
the civil service examination?—A. No.

Mr. Bowman : But you have rejected the whole list and asked for another 
examination?—A. Y es, I did just once. I think that is mentioned in the answer 
to the questionnaire.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In that case why did not the men who competed the second time coin' 

pete in the first place?—A. It is a matter of publicity, and the accident 
whether or not men see the advertisement.

Q. If there is a poor eligible list it may be because the people interested, 
the better ones, did not compete?—A. A good many men who have been praC' 
ticing for a number of years will not submit to an examination by the Civn 
Service Commisison. ,

Q. And one reason is that when the position is advertised the range 0 
salary is also given and they may not be interested in that salary?—A. Tha 
is one of the great obstacles nowadays to getting properly qualified men.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The conditions you complain of in 1924—they have improved you sa) 

through co-operation between yourself and the Civil Service Commission-)'' 
that is attributable not so much to the Commission, as to your predecessor 1 
office?—A. Not necessarily, because I find that the Civil Service Commissi0 
refused to let the Audit Office choose. ^

Q. But if the proper approach was made, such as you made, they wou 
have agreed?—A. I came into the service under particular conditions.

The Chairman : Probably Mr. G ont hier is a gentleman who insists °n 
asserting his will in the efficiency of his department?

By Mr. Bowman: ^
Q. But the point is, Mr. Gonthier, you do go over the Civil Service list, 

you do not accept the men rated by the Commission in the order of ra*in®n 
—A. Yes. A draft list is made and in addition the applicant has to pass * 
examination or an oral test or both. . -gt

Q. That is, a further examination or enquiry by yourself?—A. Yes, I in^r 
that I see the man, investigate his case, and I even do so in certain of the lo"
—not the lowest grades, but middle grades. It is a well known fact—

Mr. MacInnis: This point is important, I would like to have a little , 
light on it.—A. I am going to give you some more light. May I tell you wtl 
is being done in the United States? i

Mr. Bowman: Well we do not want to interrupt, but perhaps if we J j 
dealt with matters that are in your own Office, we might not get astray-—\ 
just wanted to give you an idea of what is the practice elsewhere, because ^ 
have been working under such a handicap that it has been nerve-wracking- ^ 
was in the business 30 years before coming here, I knew how to handle a s V 
how to choose them. I was very anxious to give a good account of nay® 
But when you require an axe and you are given a hammer, you cannot ac° 
plish much.
[Mr. G. Gonthier.]
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The point I wish to clear up is, when there is a position vacant in 

Jour department, you notify the Civil Service Commission? A. I do.
Q. Then they advertise and hold an examination for that vacancy, and 

^fter the examination is held and a rating is made there is an assignment made 
J° your department?—A. The assignment is not made until I have gone through 
'he list of eligibles, and I choose the man who I think is best qualified.

By the Chairman:
Q. There was a day when the assignments were made, but that day is 

Passed?—A. Yes, the day when the assignments were made and the first man 
°fi the eligible list, whether he knew how to handle a pen or not, had to be 
Admitted into the Office is passed.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
all oU >^i'e p(dn* * wis.h to make now is that as far as I can understand, for 
the 6r departments with the exception of yours, the assignment is made, and if 
and ,, 5lgnment is not suitable he is rejected by the department after it is made, 
the nr Vacancy referred back to the Commission. But you insist on going over 
whipk tlngs arici showing the Civil Service Commission the particular applicant 
loWer J 0lj think would best fill the position?—A. Because on that list, in the 
had „ œ-s ^or instance, there may not be anv accountants, or anyone who has

'Efficient experience in accounts, to understand the elements of the work in
f,e" j course in the very lowest grades we choose young men who have 

‘rough a university or collegiate and have taken courses in commerce, 
trained n ,lave a number of these to begin at the bottom of the ladder, to be 

since I have been here [ have tried to strengthen the upper grades,
hav,

and
a°'vledge of bookkeeping.knoxviîüu?.® ttle,se *°,wer grades I have tried to choose men who had at least some

By the Chairman:
P0r ®ome Possibilities for doing better work with experience?—A. Yes.
Pizia,,.' a?Ce a®t year, by agreement with the Civil Service Commission, and the 

0 department, I had two young graduates of universities.
My Mr. Maclnnis:

ti°n j)' making your selections not only would ability be taken into considera- 
able’ ’ ,. a very large extent, character?—A. Character was given consider- 

», vntlon- And good judgment.
rp.r' Bowman : Just to quote from the report filed with the Committee.

‘e Chairman: Of what year? 
r. Bowman: This year.

By Mr. Bowman: , d Mr_ Gonthier, that
Q. In the report filed with this Committee 1 "t accepted according to

e.n m the case of the lower grades, candidates correct?—A. Absolutelyhe‘r standing on the Civil Service eligible list, it that
°rrect- . m] have stated?—A. Yes, and

j Q- That is, you make a review yourse , ‘ => . t even the young men
g,must add that the Commission admits my contcnti

'°fild have some knowledge of a£cou^tan<'u': narv measure in that you do not
Put en And you also 1° ow a”°ther P „nent list ‘but on the temporary list forS m 'i.tmP1°y»« on th«P”™n™4 ’’here I am absolutely sure.

x months?—A. Generally, excepting mem. Yes
Q- That is a secondary precaution whic î y • • [Mr Q Gonthier ]
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Q. And you gave some further illustration with respect to particular parties. 
In one case you referred to one S. V. Roberts, and in another case you say that 
“the selection of any candidate from that list was not made until the Auditor 
General had an opportunity when on his visit to the west in August to personally 
meet some of the candidates’’?—A. I met a number of them in Toronto, Winni
peg, Regina, Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver, where I met Mr. Roberts.

Q. And in another case, that of Mr. J. D. A. Macfie, you say: “A requisition 
was submitted August 15, 1929, and the Commission replied there was an eligible 
list for this position and submitted the names, and the Auditor General rejected 
all candidates except one who declined the appointment, and a competition to 
establish another eligible list was requested. This competition was advertised 
and held and a list established in February, 1930. Macfie was first on this list 
and was assigned on February 17, and reported on March 10, as soon as he was 
released from his previous position.” The point I wish to make in that connec
tion is that the eligible list that you had received from the Commission was in 
that case of no value?—A. In the first case?

Q. The case of Macfie. You requested them to re-advertise?—A. Macfie 
was on the second list.

Q. On the second list, yes?—A. I knew Macfie at the time. He had been 
recommended to me by a chartered accountant who was a member of the Board 
of Audit, Mr. Thompson, who was a friend of mine, and the local partner of Peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell and Company with which firm I was connected to a certain 
extent at that time.

Then, you have another case of Rodriguez; “A requisition submitted >n 
August 15, 1929. Correspondence followed respecting candidates on existing 
eligible list. The Auditor General rejected all of those except one who decline1- 
the appointment.” So that you again exercised your discretion?—A. I think 1 
is the same list that you mentioned.

Q. Is that the list containing Macfie and Rodriguez?—A. It is the same li3*- 
Rodriguez was on the second list.

The Chairman: It was to fill the competition, but there were two li5*5' 
In the first one he rejected and in the second he accepted one.

The Witness: Yes. I accepted one from the second one.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. The eligible list can only be made up of those who have competed?-" 

A. Oh, yes.
Q. And if people who were not worthy of the position are the only °n 

that compete then, of course, they have all got to be rejected.
Mr. Bowman : Yes, but there is a point further than that. That does 

go quite far enough. The Commission submitted a list which they consult''1 
to be fit to fill the position.

Mr. Chevrier: The list is made up from a number of those who have c0lïl 
peted and who stand the examination.

Mr. Bowman : And passed the examination. ^
Mr. Chevrier: Surely, and the standard of those who competed i11"'- 

have been relatively low because of the salary that was paid for the position-
The Chairman: Surely, the point between you two gentlemen at ^ 

moment is this that for some reason or other, which is not material, the Co ^ 
mission submitted a list of men whom they considered qualified in or~frtije 
merit to serve in the position on the staff of the Auditor General, aiuv 
Auditor General rejected them all and said that none of them was qualified-

Mr. Chevrier: Quite so.
[Mr, G, Gonthier.]
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thenisoive^ITNESS" ^ course> there is the quality of the candidates who offer

deni;? Chairman: Quite so. I am not questioning the matter of worth : I am 
waling with the facts.

By Mr. Chevrier:
^ho ^'V on^ Point is that an eligible list can only be made out of those 
you aa\e competed, and if the quality of those who compete is poor, well, there 
Mr s'v~r? i ^ misht say for your information that on the first competition 
accoùnrV ' tmherts took part and also Mr. Hopkinson who were appointed audit 
and T . s' ek’ the salary was reasonably large—it was a higher salary, 
doinrr " as able to approve of two very good men who are still with me and 

mS excellent work.

By Mr. Bowman: • , ,,

^ T ^ , rnr.:, referring to the reasons. Q. Have you another case of S. L. Conroy. This
0r delay, and your comment is:

I ■ |y.le delay in this case was due to the Civil Service Commission’s 
li J6C nn ^Ir. Conroy was not the first candidate on their eligible 
cf iv ltcasons were given on December 12th why the candidates ahead 

> him were not accepted, but he was not assigned until more than a 
week afterwards.

happen fere Wfs an°ther case where the man chosen for the position did not 
A.‘j r n° rank the highest on the list as furnished you by the Commission?— 

eauy do not remember the case.
■ H those are the comments, I presume those are the facts?—A. Yes.

And you go on further in the statement and you make this comment:
It is estimated that in a large proportion of the assignments, other 

an for election purposes, the candidates selected and assigned were not 
Is tha the t0P of the Hst.
Servie true?—A. Yes. I may add that it was with the consent of the Civil 

ommission that they were chosen.
Quite true.

' „,vprp soecial competitions were In respect of the higher positions order to select men with
held with or without written examinait , unt;ng and auditing, in prac- 
professional qualifications in the lme ot an interview with
tically all cases no candidate was accep -eW py a chartered account- 
the Auditor General personally following a „ture of their experience 
ant in this office as to their qualifications, tne n 
and their personal characteristics?A' Yes.

Q- Might I continue:

And when it was considered that a candidate was not acceptable, 
either because of age or lack of satisfactory experience in positions of 
responsibility or for some personal reasons disclosed as a result of infor
mation received from former employers, the Commission were informed 
°f his not being acceptable and another candidate was appointed in his 

4 y stead from the established list or a new competition was called for.

[Mr. Ü. Gonthier.]
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Q. And might I continue:
It is also considered highly desirable owing to the fact that very 

special qualifications are required for the personnel of the Auditor Gen
eral’s office that not only should special competitions be advertised f°r 
the higher grade positions, but for the lower ones as well?

A. Yes, graded with care.
Q. And may I quote further from your report :

In nearly all cases the assignments were made first on a temporary 
basis, an opportunity being so afforded the chief examiners of branches 
of ascertaining the qualifications and estimating the value of the clerk, 
who if he proved entirely satisfactory and gave promise of ability to 
assume increased responsibilities in the future was recommended for pel" 
manency; if not, his period of temporary employment was not extended 
after it was evident that he would not be satisfactory?

A. That has been the practice.
Q. Summing the whole situation up, inasfar as your Office is concerned, y°u 

really exercise, let us say, the final say?—A. I do; but always with the consent 
of the Civil Service Commission.

Q. Quite so?—A. Who examine the facts.
Q. And do the Civil Service Commission accept your finding?—A. They 

do.
Q. Have they ever defused to accept your final decision?—A. Well, the} 

may have some years ago.
Q. Not of late years?—A. No.
Q. As a matter of fact, I presume I would be safe in saying that th 

Civil Service Commission and your department co-operate pretty well?'"'. 
Well, of course, in cases where the law or the regulations will not permit certai’1 

latitude where there should be—
Q. —where you think there should be greater elasticity?—A. —gi"cil*e_ 

elasticity in the law or regulations or in the means to be taken by the Com1111’" 
sion to satisfy the requirements of the service.

Q. You have found it necessary, I would judge by your remarks, to ie 
organize to a considerable extent the Audit Office since you have taken c°n
trol?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. And in that re-organization, did the Civil Service Commission take 
initiative steps or did the initiative come from you?—A. No when I inadC 
requests the Civil Service Commission came and made inquiries of me or of r0' 
assistant chief executive who was in charge of the staff. „

Q. And the result was that they adopted your suggestions, or did they n°fn 
—A. Generally. Sometimes I had to fight for a few weeks and even months >n 
order to get my point.

The Chairman : You seem to be a doughty fighter; you usually get y°ur
way.

The VViixess: Well, it is reasonable. I am only asking for what is re£1 

sonable. I never ask for anything else.
The Chairman. The Auditor General is a sort of benevolent autocrat in a 

democracy.
T lie tVnness. I ha\e to fulfil mv duties and thev are very onerous.
The Chairman: I realize that.

By Mr. Maclnnis: j
Q. We have, of course, a very high opinion of your important office ^ 

your only idea is to perform your duties in the best interests of the coun ^ 
But supposing there was one who was just as insistent upon having his own * 
[Mr. G. Gonthier.]
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• a who would not have
as you are upon having your own ,m ^'^“t^the Civil Servicel ^Viîite
the welfare of the country so muc 1 f0’r a freer hand ■ A- mdgment
great difficulties by acceding to his r 1 yon exercise then ,^ have,
‘rae ; but, of course, the Civil Ser™ ÆSt I want is what I 
to the matter; and then, you understand, t^ e meetmg an m®°'

The Chairman: There you . Mr
able body with the Civil Service m between. to the point that ft •
„ Mr. Chevrier: Of course, we have tojme 
Gonthier says he always asks wha is 1 tQ accomplish-

The Witness: Well, in view of v- ia
By the Chairman: , Gonthier, in connection w^ge

Q. There is one thing that puzzles m, ^ j understand tha^ on the 
this situation of the rejection of an 8 q{ ur department Doeg that 
Positions, for example, a represent ^ Service Commiss ■ {or the
examining board at the request of . selections and he takes
represent their report to you in respect of these ?__A Of course,
eligible list, that lie has been over-ruledl * to the best of hisffi g^ ,g
toy instructions and directions and he a] p ^ conditions under 
and according to the circumstance;- an make the one
Working. . . y . hen it comes beforeA fore you was the

, Q. But what about this eligible list whe ^ that came before> y ^ Qne
where you rejected it completely ; this e „ which your rePre* ratings of the 
aggregate view of the Board of Examine s on w made up on the ratings 
of three?—A. Yes, but that eligible list is alway Board?-
aPplications. rpnresentative on the < , ° committee

Q. Oh, yes; and you have not a P ^ other members after
A- I have, but lie is rating these men, WuM and also m other 
on the facts __+R» ««nlieations in some u» . „ _

yes; and you have not a rfP1 pother men}b®r® ^hèr cases after
-.but he is rating these men hkej ^ and also m oth 

°n the facts given in the application- f,ir+her information.-
an examination or an oral test. means of getting 1 n his intellectua
4 Q. I see your point. He has no me*» ^ of this man^.^, he may 
A- That does not tell me the mora may have use for that man,
aptitude or the nature of his experie • Well, 1-ha gervice. .
have heor, «.Jain» cr,mo mrner grocery - —into the tv into'ave been auditing some corner grocery srore. into tben^c'case we went into
tod that would be the man who would like tion with one ^se ^ of his 

, Q- As we found from our experience inco ^ h own 
tother carefully, the Rating Boards arenSon?-A. Absolutely.
3Wn ability as set forth in his own app - . , ly

jo A That IS the only
By Mr. Bowman: before the Board - • _ be s0 caretulQ, That is the only material whichi b reas0n why I h have to be care- 

^toenal before the Commission. That is licatU)ns, and 
to going back of the facts given m the.

eV6n With the refereeS' the representative of the
By Mr. Chevner: ««tutive, just as the R. form m which

r. Q- In other words, your rePres. jjgdosed in the apt
fftoiimission, must judge upon what is Q Absolutely- tative must judge

e applicant may have boosted hi ^ and y°ur reb ^ is sometimes not
Q. But the Commission’s representative^ gQ «g a suggestion

s, l-be evidence as it is subnu ab right? A- - . g ebgible lists that
efficient for your purpose. That m : consider that T = who Come
Zh ^ard to the lower grades m my Office ^ Office, toe ^ in
•Ae prepared for the whole service do not g relating to my
5° toy Office should have to answer q - [Mr. G. Gonthier.]
ne lowest grades.
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By the Chairman:
Q. In other words, you think there should be a special eligible list made up, 

having regard to the requirements of the Auditor General’s office?—A. Absolutely.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is there any reason why you yourself and the Civil Service Commission 

officers could not get together and draw up the necessary examination?—A. No. 
There are no such classes, you see; the classification would have to be accepted.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In other words, you want a higher classification or a separate grading?— 

A. If I might give an example : In a chartered accountant’s office there is the 
chartered accountant, of course, who is the head, there are his seniors who are 
generally chartered accountants, then there are the auditors, semi-seniors you 
might call them, and then the juniors, and they are all accountants.

Q. I thought you were talking about the lower grades, the stenographers and 
so on?—A. The lower grades would be junior accountants and auditors.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. According to the provisions of the Act that is entirely in the hands of 

the Civil Service Commission?—A. Yes, in the hands of the Civil Service 
Commission.

By the Chairman:
Q. There is no reason why they cannot set a special examination and give you 

a special eligible list for your department?—A. I am going to ask for it.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I think that request is particularly reasonable, but is there anything in 

the present regulations?—A. It is a new classification.
Mr. Bland: Might I say that that is in effect now. If the Auditor General 

requires special classification for all these types they are supplied to him at his 
request.

The Chairman : You make out now a special eligible list of men specially 
qualified for audit work as distinguished from ordinary accountants?

Mr. Bland: That is particularly true of the higher positions. I think the 
Auditor General is referring to the lower grade, and in those cases he has been 
given the opportunity by the Commission of taking from the eligible list those 
who have the special qualifications which he deems necessary.

The Witness: Yes. The difference between Mr. Bland and myself is that 
the questions—the examinations—of those lower grades do not contain the ques
tions that I would put to them myself.

Mr. Ernst: I suggest that when you get the requirements you meet Mr- 
Bland and Mr. Putman and give them a lecture.

Mr. Bland: Mr. Chairman, we will be very glad to co-operate with the 
Auditor General in getting the questions he wants into the examination.

The Witness: I just wanted to mention that, Mr. Bland.
The Chairman: This Committee has the most benign influence in bring

ing about co-operation. Really, I have been surprised at our persuasive ability- 
There is no personal application in that remark, Mr. Bland.

Mr. Bland: We are glad to admit that.
Mr. Chevrier: How long will it last?

[Mr. G. Gonthier.]
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The Witness: Well, it is sincere upon my part. , ovr^r:cn„Q
The Chairman : I appreciate that. Those of us who ntant to do

in commercial life realize that you require a different type accountant
audit work from the type of man who might ma ko a Jman chS° "lïm 
ln a Department. One man keeps books and another typ , .

The Witness: Absolutely; and out of 100 accoun hI qualification to 
five, or a few more, fairly good auditors. So .it is not . - •
be a book-keeper or even an accountant that makes an au 1

The Chairman: No. We appreciate that.

The Committee adjourned to meet Thursday, April 15th at 1

[Mr. G. Gonthier.]





House of Commons, 

April 14, 1932.

control Standing Committee to inquire into appointments to and the
^nistratiim ' lr, mn °/ the Civil Service of Canada and, generally the ad- 
a-m Mr t ant °Peration of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 o’clock 

nr- Lawson presiding.
Llr. Arthur Beauchesne, recalled.>eauuhesne, recaueu. yesterday, has another
The Chairman: Dr. Beauchesne, who gave ev^ situation in which 

Problem which confronts him by reaso generally and I as cUlty? 
House of Commons differs from the in mind as to his.t"/case 0f
back and give us an illustration of what of the committee ^ rcport

The Witness: I want to bring to ie a ^ geographer, aPP° a requisition 
a,n assistant parliamentary reporter, tha ’ rV 1930, there - appointment 
"he evidence in committees. On the 20th January,The aPP 
t0 the Civil Sor^r-tv +

n requTstbiuu
_____hnmmkj X» 3K January. i«M“* The.he evidence in committees. On the .i,,. appointm w9s sPPoin. ..

to the Civil Service Commission 0 - prederick Gore v , i e was under sex
^ made. On the 20th February, l9^ ^en he arrived he The Editor
He came here to perform his duties a id dytieg during *e .enifcy on the floor of 
nervous strain. He came to perfon • en him an opt qie reporting 
^ Debates reported to me that he had g committee. not do the work,
the House of Commons and ^^Kiided the man couWA ^ shoWs the 
and by the end of the session of 1930 he - ^ with u., ■ that we can->e sye2n was prorogued. The department, “̂fcting. Whe*
difference between the House of Comm 1 the House ^ ^ session he 
aot Put a stenographer under probatio baCh home an ^ account of i-

House prorogued this gentlemai him t0 do his tbat the mans s fid not came back. It was impossible i^ Commission repiied that tl.e 
health. Then 1 reported to the Civil bej >e Commission ^ rmanent 
^nths’ probation had expired. The CiviU.e^ ^ a reg^ could

*x months having expired the man ' ^rvice Comnn - which, oi cou^ 
empioyee and the secretary of the Civ 1 ClVll Service Act ^ Commons Act 

‘by be dismissed under the terms , under the H - gpeaker agre 
wrong. The man could be dls"“\Jr Speaker Black. the date of his?hat was done. I reported the case to ^Jime, Perry,J^arch) 1931, was 

1° !et Mr. Perry out entirely. ® q{ his dismissal alel; the case of
' Ppointment, February, 1930, to >_l There was ti annUm. Wlmn 1
Çd by the House of Commons $2,531.08. $2,040 Per be cnd of Febru-
fhomas Little: appointed February 5 1»» resigned toward^ . He did 
^rived here he was a total nervous wreck. B ; g&lary received-and thrown
tim’d1926, owing to continued nervo ^ have taken a d These cases s i 
n do a stroke of w7ork. We might - b but he was p.

m the river. The man did not w ° v 0{ Commons. questions.
,e defective system annlied to the House Are there an> 4defect;!,Cr' Die man did not work at an um up ..... 

The r' 6 systcm applied to the House of Commons. 
hairman: Thank you, Dr. Beauchesne. A

n By Mr. Bowman: „ „ , ,?Ppo?tu?!d you hear the Auditor General give his evidence. Him: youiiac an 
test nightty °f readinë it?—A. No, I just saw a short report m the newspaper.

[Dr. A. Beauchesne.]
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Q. It was quite clear, in that department, where they have auditors mostly! 
that he practically chooses his own men?—A. Yes. I noticed in the newspaper 
report, he practically chooses his own men.

Q. That is not quite true. Practically is not right? He does actually.—A- 
Where does the Civil Service Commission come in?

Q. He submitted the applications to the Commission for formal approval but 
that is all it amounted to.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The Commission would advertise and get applicants. He would take 

the applicant he wanted, no matter where he was on the list?—A. I do n° 
think I could do that. I think that would be against the law.

Q. He would reject the others.
The Chairman: His veto power was exercised to some extent.
Mr. Ernst: The Auditor General thought it was right, since the Commissid1 

agreed with him. j
The Chairman : He said he was not strong for it once but now it was a 

right. t
The Witness : I have no objection to the Civil Service Act, if it is not 

in operation, if I have the choice of every employee required in the House 
Commons.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Glancing over your evidence again, in the matter of reclassificat10”’ 

were you principally concerned by the Commission’s finding, owing to the 
that increases in salaries had not been granted in all cases?—A. No, no. ^ - 
principal concern was that the classification was not uniform. There was 1 
system to it. iy

Q. I thought that was your intention. I would just like to get it proper ■> 
on the record?

By the Chairman: ctQ. I think you have covered the matter before the Committee with resp 
to the staff of the House of Commons. You have a staff which is different 
that in other departments. Therefore an Act that might apply to some depu. 
ments is wholly inadequate to meet your particular problem?—A. Yes, tr\(j 
is one of my contentions. Another one is that the House of Commons sho 
be independent from a body which is appointed under the control of the Cover 
in Council and you should have here all the convenience and facilities to apP° c 
your staff. We work for you, for the members of the House. Both parties
represented here, the opposition and the government. You could have a Com'
mittee to look after the internal economy of the House the same as the ,^every 
have and make your appointments of the staff to work under you. It 13 A 
much easier for you to control them. ^

The Chairman: I again thank you, Doctor. We will now deal with 
matter of the appointment of a postmaster at St. Arsene, Quebec. „g

Mr. Bland: Regarding this difficulty, concerning parliamentary reP°r l0s- 
the root of the trouble is the fact that, for the salary offered, it is almost ipT^g 
sible to get a competent reporter for the kind of work that is required me]lCe 
House of Commons. The gentlemen to whom Dr. Beauchesne made retd 
were selected after an examination in which the Chief of the debates staff °.^eCj 
House of Commons was one of the examining officers, and the men aPP°'c0n' 
were the best available at the salary offered. They came here under those y 
ditions ; their nervous condition was such that they could not carry on, and 
[Dr. A. Beauchesne.]
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fnp+orv but the onlycould be released at any time they were £ matter that Dr. Beau-
solution, in the minds of the Commiss , » parliamentary reporters,
chesne brings forward is a raise m sal.a”es. f°JJmen qualified for that portion 
Present conditions, it is almost impossible to get me q
°r the salaries offered. . . hp„t man in the country and ne

The Chairman: Suppose you appoint the tnity to test him during
suffers a breakdown to-morrow and ^"cLvice Commission appoints h 
the session or the recess and the Civil .
the six months, therefore he is permanent. , ü can be extended for

Mr. Bland: If it is so desired, his period of probat 
another six months. , ; this case.

The Chairman : Apparently it was no
Mr. Bland: It could have been. . -HoI1 the Commission might

, The Witness: Do you not think that is a posrt.on 
eave very well to the House? been secured have ,

Mr. Bland: I might say all the men v ^ y. kas become mere 
);ery satisfactory service but in the last -
difficult to get good men for that salary. <m nesting any personal
, The Chairman : Dr. Beauchesne was no - —demnation of the Commission in that regard. to the Committee what

Mr. Bland: It was simply in the hope the Problem really was that I make these remark..

Dr. W. J. Roche, recalled.

By the Chairman: . , ,, postmaster at St. '
> Q. Would you get the files in connection witl ^ make more rapid P 

hink if you would turn to the back o i kacb and worked upnraxnission'. 
| ess-> that is the earlier date. I started a the Civil Service^ yeg
jn cause that is the method by which you Province of Quc „ \ ]^0

Arsène, I believe, is a village, or town, m theof ^ place?-A. JNo,
1 e =7 -V »» “ to tbe °rP0P it is 1 see here it

. Q. Can you tell me what electoral constituency ^ ig26
" ln Temiscouata. , before you, I believe death'

n. Q- According to the records you hay Arsène, owing
% was a vacancy for the postmasters!» ) at bt.

lie then postmaster, Joseph Roy? A- • temporarily in charge 
offi Q. And his widow was immediately placed P to
°ffice?-_A yes ^vertised, with applications to
he > From the file I judge that vacancy was advert

received up to August 21, 1926?—A. Ae .
Have you the file in that case :

By Mr Bowman: 4cn«rtment or the Commission?
, % Who was the advertisement by? The ^d P ^ & period when the Com-

Èy the department but at that tl , nrocedure was changed. 
lssi°n was doing the advertising, but the procedui

By the Chairman: . , .. g done under the authority
of I see bv the file that it looks as though it was J authority 0f the Com- 4?e Commission?—A. Yes, it was dope unde
mission. r [Hon. W. J. Roche.]

is

ffiis:

48322_-
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Q. I think the file next discloses, between August 21, 1926, when tbe5C 
applications were to be filed, and January 28, 1927, a period of approximated 
six months, eight letters are written by the secretary of the Civil Service C»11' 
mission to the Post Office department, all requesting a report of the distrid 
superintendent which apparently the Commission up to that time was unab-1 
to obtain?—A. Yes. That is what occurred.

Q. Then I believe that before the report was received by the Civil Servi1-® 
Commission on January 28, 1927, the then Postmaster General, Honourab9 
Mr. Veniot, wrote a letter recommending the appointment of Mrs. Roy- 
A. Yes.

Q. Would you read to the Committee, please, the letter from the tj16” 
Postmaster General of January 28, 1927?—A. There were two letters, I unde'-' 
stand. I have a letter here dated August 31, 1927, from Mr. Veniot. ,,

Q. There is one prior to that, January 28th?—A. No, there is one M»1"1 
23, 1927. January 28th, you say? ' ,

Q. Yes. These files run from back to front?—A. Here is one March M’J 
Q. Get January 28th?—A. Another on February 7th. January 28th, V

Ottawa, Jan. 28th, 192'-
To the Civil Service Commission,

Ottawa. <
Sirs,—In the matter of the vacancy of the St-Arsène Post Office- ; 

beg to call your attention to the fact that Mrs. A. C. Roy, who is r*t 
first in order of merit from a Post Office standpoint, is the wife of 
late Postmaster,. who met an untimely death. If she gets this app01^' 
ment, it will bring about a situation which will cause a great dea^j, 
trouble, owing to irregularities and other misconduct in connection 
this office while held by her husband and attended to by her as agSl rj 
ant. I am in receipt of request for investigation of her past reC'°(,n 
should she be appointed permanently. I feel it my duty to notify ' 
of these facts before reaching your decision. * . ]

As the other two applicants appear to have equal ratings, 
suggest that E. Rioux would seem to meet the wishes of the people.» 
according to recommendations received.

Yours very truly,
P. J. Veniot-

Q. You will observe in the last paragraph of the letter the then Post»9" 
General refers to the other two applicants as having equal rating?—A. }eS\l 

Q. It would appear from your file that the Civil Service Commiss»11^ 
that date had not received any report from the district superintendent otf to 
Post Office department as to what his ratings were or were not in respeCD 
the candidates?—A. Yes, it would appear so.

Q. Then I observe there is on the file a report from the district suPeLn 
tendent, which is dated September 14, 1926, some four months before the fl, 
Postmaster General wrote that letter to the Commission. Is there anyth'11^ 
indicate, Doctor, when that report of the district superintendent was for"9' m 
by the Post Office department to the Civil Service Commission?—A. R 0 
to be stamped at the date received.

Q. I think there is a covering letter?—A. Yes, February 4, 1927. s4‘
Q. So that at the date when Mr. Veniot wrote to the Commission .^t 

gesting Rioux’ appointment and that the applicants had equal ratings- 
report was not in the possession of the Commission?—A. No , yo"

Q. Then would you look at the report dated 14th September. Wou», 
just tell me as a matter of fact if Mr. Rioux and the other applicants ha" y, 
same rating?—A. Well, candidates ranked in order of merit, first, Mrs- 
Jean Baptiste Laforest, Edmond Rioux.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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that according to the report of the district supeiintendent for the 
Wa ,P^lce department, Rioux, who was being favoured for >£ > 1 P

S ^ third for rating?—A. In order of merit, yes. district suner-
ititnnu' *hen, Doctor, would you look further at the report o .. .ij^ent of the Post Office department, and does that report not set up that
Hiqii"1 ore?t were appointed postmaster there would be a decrease 

** service cost of ‘RQi 49that^°Uld you Point out also if Rioux, the third choice were made postmaster, 
dV ^ould cost $60.95 more for postal mail service?—A. Xes;
0- Then the superintendent’s report, I believe, also says as a"

If he is appointed the post office will be kept in us s ore, 
location is not as central as the other candidates.

A. Yes.
diaeS' ■i'i'011. Doctor, there is also on the district superintendents 
sue the village in question, showing the location ° «chool’the ha ,the Roman Catholic church, the public hall of the village tl . I , 
the pnk’.the site of Laforest, the site where the post office had been,

rVxir1*6’ also the site which was proposed by Rioux. _ , . Dasted on
carjP' ^onld you look at this little diagram which I have■ < n t]ie rep0rt
of t>aj.d and tell me if that is a fair facsimile of the „ diar^a°ni
was .district superintendent, although I might say to y jt includessol ?en Rom a later diagram?-!. Yes, I think it has beem Wmcmc

n aces of business but shows the proper locations o under con
sidérer ^ shows the proper locations of the three sites ' j have before
me fh 0n f0r the post office?—A. Yes, and looking over and

’cCstf ï',°f Mrs' R°y. b™8 “ ,f°ur TZAïntàÔ*™* Hotsite ..."11 ,site was south of that, while at almost an <1 
as Rioux’.

By Mr. Bowman: , , »~.4.%h the old site where the post office had ten for a number of years.

By the Chairman: , . .
then' Dr; Roche. th.e department, OT the tt=nJos mas]g27’

;«vjl ™v£VolSsioPnPnnordhav.Tnp to that’ time functioned with

Q. HCTappointment?—A. Tes. , report 0f the district
SPcrintphrin J..Wouhl also like you to tell me 1926, neither Laforest,
10 Was sdent lf he did not set out that on Septembe » . order of merit,
id hari Second in order of merit, nor Rioux, YVrtJ?nne of them.
. Q. Previ°us post office experience9 A. - Ç1 wbich is not signed but
Wh isTl ‘enre 18 on the file, I believe, a memorandum 1 ^ then Postmaster 
eneral in PP,a.rent*y identified by a covering e. ncrainst the previous post
er Rm hlC l detail is set out of the c°mf,Ia1^ hpgappointed, she being the 
■st choi y.’ and reasons why the widow should not be api

Q ttC ln the order of merit?—A. Yes. would it be?
ft. LTF ktoonVe. to. Rote, from tie ihen Postmaster General,

■ 5 Be Md! ’ rand which deals with objections to the appom
l9322^ of the former postmaster?—A. Yes. [Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. Will you look at the paragraph down near the foot of the first page of 
the enclosed letter and tell me if what I read is a correct quotation from that 
letter, that is, the writer of this enclosure, in writing to the then Postmaster 
General, said:

With my excellent friend, Mr. Jean François Pouliot, member of 
Parliament for this county, I have recommended to yourself and to Mr- 
J. Emile Tremblay, a member of the Civil Service Commission, the 
immediate nomination of Mr. Ed. Rioux as acting postmaster.

—A. Yes.
Q. I did not bother to finish the quotation. Then the letter continues:

Mr. Pouliot has acquainted me with the correspondence exchanged 
between yourself and him and I was glad to see that you had given 
orders in your letter of the 14th instant that Mrs. J. W. Roy, acting 
postmistress, was to be immediately relieved of her duties and replaced 
by Mr. Ed. Rioux.

—A. Yes.
Q. I think, Dr. Roche, you will agree with me that in justice to the writer 

of that letter there was real good reason apparently why Mrs. Roy, the firs* 
choice in order of merit should not be appointed?—A. It would appear so.

Q. I think I already pointed out that Rioux was appointed to the depart
ment temporarily?—A. On November 11, 1926.

Q. Then I would ask you to look at the letter of October 4, 1927, from Mr- 
Coolican, assistant Deputy Postmaster General, to the secretary of the Com' 
mission?—A. October?

Q. October 4, sir, 1927. Immediately before that is a letter dated March 
14, 1927, from the then Postmaster General to the Commission with an enclosure- 
—A. Yes, I have that.

Q. October 4, 1927?—A. Yes.
Q. I have not the quotation from it here, Dr. Roche, but does this letter 

point out to the Commission that as Rioux has been acting postmaster since tbe 
11th November, 1926, and as no complaint has been received against his manag6' 
ment a certificate should be issued by the Commission confirming him in thu 
position?—A. Yes, with the additional declaration here that it is noted al=° 
that there is “ very little to choose between the different candidates and undef 
the circumstances, considering the satisfactory action of the acting postmast^ 
that the interest of the Service would be well served if he were confirmed in hi 
position.”

Q. I see in that file a memorandum, which I presume to be a minute of **1 
Civil Service Commission, dated September 8, 1927, in which apparently tbj 
appointment was considered by the Commission. According to that minute 1 
appears that Mr. MacTavish and Mr. Tremblay—I do not know whether I U5V 
the correct word when I say voted to approve the appointment of Rioux and y°
dissented?—A. Yes.

Q. Would you mind reading to the Committee the reason you endorsed o', 
that memorandum as to why you were opposed to that appointment?—A. ‘ \ 
Laforest has been placed second in order of merit and his site reported m°re 
central than Rioux’, the former costing the department less at present and $ 
latter costing more, his education and experience being, to say the least, equal1- 
good with Rioux, I am in favour of Laforest’s appointment.”

Q. Without any record of the opinion or reasons given either by Dr. Mjlc- 
Tavish or Mr. Tremblay as to why they appointed Rioux, in view of your u1"
senting?—A. I do not see anything on the file except just their decision in faV° 
of Mr. Rioux.

iib

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. Then I believe, Doctor, as a matter Rioux/the third in
Civil Service Commission on October , der 0{ merit?—A. Yes.
order of merit, instead of Laforest, the sec Doctor, if I said that

Q. Now, would I be making a fair summ &t that time, was
apparently the reason for your dissenting V 0f the merit system?—A.
that you felt the appointment of Rioux was 
Well, I would explain it in these words.

By Mr. Bowman: . T SUDPose?—A. I do not
, Q. In the words that are written on your minute, f ^ ^ an honest 
know that you might express it in °ne ''or ; t:ve applicants and I justified 
difference of opinion as to the merits of the r sp , ,, my colleagues can 
my decision by this notation I have just read: • nothing'on the file so to
Justify their opinion just as strongly, although there is notn g
indicate.

By Mr. Laurin: ^ disagree with you?-A.
Q. But they never mention any reason -

am afraid you willV^frequently, yes.have tn /uS ^ d^d n°t give any reason here?—A. 
t0 ask the other two Commissioners. .

By Mr. Ernst:or are it customary, with a Commissioner, for a dissenting reason to be given 
majority reasons given?—A. As a rule I practically always, when I am

0r are the majority reasons given?-
dissenting, give reasons for it. . vou are b1""» „ _Qrtv__
J Q. But if someone dissents from Y°u a<C_A. If the dissenting party 
decision, do you put your majority reas°n® hold one way—let us sa>

Q. Suppose a file comes to you and Mr. Tremblay the other
c°mes to you last, Dr. MacTavish find- frequently, yes. _ ^0t
way, do you give the majority reason: ■ t in that instan • ity

Q. I suppose it depends who got the We a it is because 
necessarily. Oftentimes, if there is no reason P ’ without reciting reasons 
have approved the report of the Examination Bra
tor that approval.

By Mr. Bowman: , ,__,, a firiai
deci,?' In this particular case was therc a m.utU,al a <geiicral 'consultation among 
the n°n Was arnved at 1 shnuld not sa>" ™utU i whether this particular case 

t ommissioners?—A. I cannot recollect as to "h i.pn there is a
doubt ?P a fm,'mr1 board mftnS; U frequent\L„aPPth,at we have a board 

or in the mind of anv one of the t
i. - , meeting. It irequcuw.r —rtieetin- -le mind any one of the three Commissioners, that w----------- -- «nd con but I cannot say, in this parti—u 1U me mmu 01 anv une v> """ n(i con 

meeting where we discuss the case Î b a case would
Cular case, from recollection. ,. course of even s, _ important things,

Q. Would you say, m the mc or two rather imp ^ Laforest
J°me up for consultation. A ou poi ^ u point out tl about the same
frst of all I think the matter of coat, t n ^ attainments a not think
s the second on the list, that their on an equal ba—- . probably was
tfdt°Put it very mildly, I p'should be consultation ^ between the

mt should be a case where th there was con. between mv
Well, I « have h»W™da wiUnotice d,dhiee Commissioners. I do not k examination branc one 0f the

not C0l!cague?’ but this report from of the appointmen ^ ^ states here, for
make a recommendation in t , Commissioner., recommenda-

aPplicants. The facts were submitted to the without any recommenda
t^deration by the Civil Sen ice £Hon w. J. Roche.]
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Q. Just take the facts, as they have been presented to the Commission up 
to date, it would appear that the logical appointment would be in the order 
named, except as the Chairman pointed out, there was some reason why Mrs. 
Roy should not be appointed but, failing her, it does appear there is some 
reason that has not already been disclosed, that Laforest was the man who was 
entitled to it on merit and fitted for it, and you went to the trouble of so endors
ing the memorandum to which you have referred?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You still think so?—A. Yes. I have not any reason to change mj' 

mind in regard to my first decision.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Would that not be a case where there should be consultation among the 
Commissioners?—A. There are very very many cases on which we have con
sultation. It would be possible it would have been advisable here.

Q. Possible on the facts?—A. I really could not say. I do not recollect.
Q. You do say in cases such as this, consultation does take place?—A. Very 

often.
Q. As far as you are prepared to go, you do not recollect whether con

sultation did take place or not?—A. No, I do not.
Q. Now, I suppose, in the ordinary case, all things being equal, or unless 

there were some outstanding features such as you have presented in this memo- 
randum, that the appointment would go through without any special com' 
ment, or any special memorandum, being made?—A. Yes, we have so many 
cases to pass upon, that in order not to hold up, or delay, appointments we paSS 
the file from one to the other. It is only in unusual cases that actual written 
memoranda of any kind are placed on the file.

Q. I can appreciate that.
By the Chairman:

Q. The next milestone I would like to deal with in connection with th15 
file is the year 1931?—A. Yes. ,

Q. In 1931 the Post Office department, or the then Postmaster Genera^ 
transferred this post office from Rioux’ location, on the 10th September, I thm^ 
1931, to J. B. Laforest, the man who had ranked second in order of merit m11 
ahead of Rioux in 1926?—A. Yes.

Q. Am I correct in the date that that was done? The 10th Septemb0 ^ 
1931, when the Postmaster General or the Post Office Department or whatev°_ 
official does it ordered and had transferred the post office?—A. Yes, that 
correct, the 10th September.

Q. The 10th September, 1931?—A. Yes. g
Q. Then the vacancy for postmaster in the little village of St. Arsène W 

again advertised?—A. Yes.
Q. Applications to be in by December 30th. 1931?—A. Yes. , , e
Q. And a report from the district superintendant, with a diagram of. 

location, of buildings, etc. in the village was made on the 19th January, 193-•
Q. And according to that a rating was given bv the district superintend0^ 

of the Post Office department to Laforest and to Rioux?—A. Two applied1®',c 
were received. Laforest rated first in order of merit, from the postal sen1 
standpoint.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. What was his rating?
The Chairman : Ninety per cent. It shows right on it there.

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Mr. Laurin: Rioux, 85 per cent, second?
The Chairman: Yes.

By the Chairman: iQ'io there is a memoiandr
, Q. Then I ==, that an the 5th of Febmarj. Have you that

the Civil Service Commission apparen . Com-
^emorandum before you? A. Tes. memorandum that theic ^ Arsene 

Q. 1 see Mr. Bland sets out in his mem ^ the village at V, wasa 
fission a resolution from the Municipa ^esite, and that Mr. a ^ RiouX; 
shoving that they had requested a change i e ^ ^ memorandum) ^ had 
better site to that now (apparently a Q jn which he had P ^aforest’s

Rioux was offering another site from the one^^. opposlte Mr. Lai 
fhe post office, which new site was al®°; .{ ,cd .
store to which the post office had been tr . ?__a. That is ng • District

Is that a correct summary of Mtua™» of the report of ^ as
« Q. Then I see that the Commission, in P gecond, reappointed Superintendent, rating Laforest first and gave in
Postmaster bv unanimous decision. A. , ^he reasons tn > , second
lao Q. Would you just read to the although he was rated -
.931 for the continuance of Rioux as P tjon 0n the file. ,
” °rd« »' “riO-A. The following -s ‘ „,th as port™*» because

If Mr. Rioux’s services were dis^'-fable and he now offer a ^ the
the then site of the post office was u as ‘Good, an as well as
which the District Superintendent jat^ ^ Mr. Laforest ^
advantage of age and post office - P -nterviewed, I c° 
the fact that candidates were not oral .
is entitled to the position. , js it customary

,j- 9- Now let me deal with this decision n o^ intments of (^district 
superintendent of post offices m f^didSaT-A. Not for jnall places personally to interview t , other day,

uPerintendent, but for the post office mspe ffice department here h that is 
vr Q- So that when an official of the P° _ interview them P 
• r. Coolican, swore it was not customai > called his
Correct?—A. That is incorrect. . ade that statement wiU

, Q. You will remember at the h® interested in the ma > tbem person
ne, °Ut*on to it, told him I was vital > customary to inte -n mind the

member he still persisted that it was n he no doubt1 h e theÿ—A. In justice to Mr. Coolican I might say ^ mentioned it 
j mcedure years ago, when cases—and tQ interview. ntendent was

enue was not more than $1,000 were J the district si P d t 
tv Q. Did you have any knowledge whether m lt?-A. 1
^oioughly familiar with this village an who made the

v,.porrttlng he did n0t
-A. No I didn’t know

the same supermvwiu™.. ------
............. -A. As a matter of fact while he fathers

ort ° “v u,u J'UI- personally give the rating. He endorse! us in,pec or s

dho^\ere y°u aware that it was the same inspector ?-
0 v* Was or not. . , .ici * (,u observed in each case the superintendent put a diagram in Ins report
Q vFr.fb6 locations of these different buildings?—A. Tes.

'am. hen you refer in your decision this time to Mr. Rioux having the 
va;a?e °f experience, the only experience which Rioux had gained was while

b ln possession for the last four vears as postmaster under a majority
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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decision of the Committee, where he had not been appointed as the first in order 
under the merit system?—A. Well Mr. Rioux, of course as you say, had soi® 
five years additional experience.

Q. No not additional. He had five years experience.—A. But he mean* 
from the time that the first decision was given appointing him. And post offi® 
experience counts very materially not only with the Commission but with the 
Post Office department and with their officials when reporting. Because of that 
additional post office experience I personally could not see how, viewed fro® 
the point of view of the post office service, that would not prove most valuable-

Q. Will you come back to my question, please : The whole experience which 
this man had gained was while he was in possession of this post office as tb® 
result of an appointment he had obtained when he was not ranked highest under 
“the order of merit from a Post Office standpoint”?—A. That is very true.

Q. Now Laforest had had experience being a postmaster from the previous 
September, that is from September 10, 1931, to February 5, 1932. Was there 3 
single complaint to the Commission from any resident of the village of St- 
Arsène that they were not receiving good postal service from Mr. Laforest?^ 
A. I am not aware that there was a single complaint against either of the ge® 
tlemen.

Q. Were any representations made to you as Commissioner, either by letter 
or telephone, or personal conversation, with respect to either man before y°u 
concurred in this decision in 1932?—A. Well—not to myself, no.

Q. You started off by saying “Well”. Were some made to some one e-b6 
which, in turn, were relayed to you?—A. No, I would not say that.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Would you care to say anything in that connection?—A. Well, Mrl 

Lawson, I thought, was asking had there been any representation made in reg®’1 
to Mr. Rioux’ experience, or Mr. Laforest’s experience, or any complaint again- 
the latter while he was temporarily occupying the position. I must admit there 
has been no complaint as far as I know. But instructions have always beÇ3 
issued to the post office officials not to count the experience while temporarily 
occupying these post office positions pending the making of a permanent appoint 
ment.

By the Chairman:
Q. Are you prepared to swear before this Committee that the Civil Servi^ 

Commission does not give weight in making appointments of some one as a p°s 
master who is not rated highest on the merit system, on the ground that he h® 
had experience in the office while occupying it temporarily?—A. When a pc®0’ 
has been appointed by the department in a temporary capacity as postm.ast6 » 
should the post office inspector take that into consideration in giving a rath1-’ 
he is violating his instructions.

Q. Never mind the post office inspector, I am interested in the Commissi^ j 
I will deal with the inspector, or superintendent, in turn. You made the sta*-^ 
ment, and I want to get it very clear on the record, you said, if I understood y°. 
correctly, that the Commission in appointing a postmaster did not give weté e 
or consideration or preference to one person for appointment by reason of y ^ 
fact that the only experience he had over another person was while occupy^ 
the position as a temporary appointee of the post office department?—A. 
the Civil Service Commission does not, in fact they have given instructions, *
I say, that that weight must not carry in regard to the temporary appointai611 ' 

and the Commission, as a Commission, do not recognize such employment. .
Q. Then, if I produce a file in which the reasons given for a unani®0 

decision of the Civil Service Commission in making an appointment of ^ 

second man on the list, according to the merit system, instead of the first, " 
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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because of the previous experience he had had in post office voik, his onh
experience being while he was temporarily occupying the position,—you win sax

' and that did not come to your notice?—
that must be some exceptional case 
A. I will say so, yesQ- All right, I will give you one before the morning is over. Now to finish 

Arsène, Mr. Rioux was again officially gazetted postmaster on

I?—A. It

Ain WUth St" —, —
larch 10, 1932?—A. Ye

By Mr. Bowman:Wag tranîf" di1dL«f°rest get hold of the post office in September, 1931'

Q Whrr?edA m by the department.Rioux sit ^ ^ .because—this is the reason assigned—the other man’s,
the othe 'i.".3? not satisfactory. It was one of those cases brought up here 
of Casesr ( n' by the Postmasters’ Association, their President said a number
site was oc,cur. where a postmaster was dismissed on the ground that his 
And ,not sunable, when perhaps, he said, it is only moved across the road.

ne was objecting.

By Mr. Ernst:Rioux question of moving across the road?—A. The new site offered by 

0 VlTu* across the road.the timn t 6 transfer had nothing to do with the new site?—A. No, not at 
that if y 01 116 transfer. But it did strike me, as a member of the Commission, 
ship n ’ , " as the only objection to Mr. Rioux’ incumbency of the postmaster-
+L- po/ime y 'atjhis then site was unsuitable, while I do not wish to say what 

cy x cUnnjfj he. I think it would be only fair, if he were
1 it, lt})0 Llla,v 11X0 U11V1X ___,PV of the department should be, I think it wouiu wtisfaction to the public and the department, to put it up to Mr.

ic not, S. ------- j the dep^^lInenî', xve will have togiving satisfaction to the public and the^ ^ ,g not suitable, ^ „
Rioux: “Here, Mr. Rioux, apparently } provide a suita
remove you from the position, unk1" .

By the Chairman: to put it up to him. when
uu me f go to pm iv . 1C)of;?—

Q. But vou would have thought ^ ^ ym but in spite of- p would 
hAe was appointed, not under the Jit ppointment, ongin - ’ It is an
A- While I was not in favour of Mr. Kioux ^ tfae merit system.
^°t go so far as to say he was not app 
bonest difference of opinion.

By Mr. Ernst: . . uae that term. Y® c“
Q. I do not think you have the rig t to^ cannot give .JJ, Well,

term you please, about your own opmmn- T^at js for us to ju g •
"cent about what your confreres’ opinion is.
1 always take a man for an honest man- t but I do not thiink o
, Q. I am not saying we take them for m ^ Qpinion. You have a. 
bave any right to say it is an hones expreSsing my ow n op 
Justify your own opinion.—A. Well I am exj _
expressing Mr. Ernst’s. witness, you haxe n

, Q- I am merely suggesting that, a ^ dishonest. A ou can I'„ ^ to draw’, 
whether your confreres’ opinion is hone. wuo r-nnclusion is for
and the ;+ nr,a +Vipv can

is’ opinion is honest or uio.av,.----and they can give theirs. The conclusion is for us to draw, 
mit I am not sufficiently acquainted with those fine legaln,l the reason for it, and

,7A. Well I must admit x **— , , to do with you
f^There is no «ne legal • ™tive ‘° ‘hat ‘

frying to shield your confreres.—A. .
lhlnk is unworthy, Mr. Ernst. . bis own honest opinion.

Mr. Bowman: I think the Doctor has f> [Ho». T.J. K~he.l
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Mr. Ernst: I am not saying his own opinion is not honest, I hope Dr 
Roche does not think that.

Mr. Bowman : And he thinks his confreres have done the same.
The Witness: That is as I take it, yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now, Doctor, I cannot understand the attitude of, shall I say the Com

mission as a whole, when, after a very pronounced difference of opinion, in 1927, 
you did finally allocate the post office to Mr. Rioux against your original judg
ment; then, in 1931, you transfer the office to Laforest. I cannot understand 
that.—A. It is the department’s doing.

Q. The department did that?—A. Yes.
Q. The Commission had nothing to do with it at all?—A. Nothing at all-
Q. Have they the authority to do that, without consulting with the Com

mission, put a new man in charge?—A. Apparently they have and that is one 
of the complaints we make. I believe, under the Post Office Act, they are 
privileged to do that.

Q. It is a rather anomalous position, is it not?—A. It is rather.
Q. Particularly in this case.—A. Well I would say so.
Q. The point raised by the Chairman might perhaps be cleared up, that Is 

with regard to the weight given to temporary appointments. I understand yo11 
to say that the instructions of the Commission are to the effect that no weigh'- 
should be given to temporary employment?—A. Yes.

Q. In the letter on file under date of October 4, 1927, I think the Com
mission are asked to bear in mind the fact that the present incumbent had 
satisfactorily occupied the position of postmaster.—A. Yes. In-regard to that 
question, you speak about the temporary occupancy of the position not being 
counted. Here is the post office inspector’s ratings, the form of which has been 
left with the Committee, in which appear these words:

60 per cent to be regarded as barely satisfactory, and experience a5 
acting postmaster in the position in question not to be taken into con
sideration.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. I cannot see how it is in favour of the merit system when there are thre 

there. Especially Laforest who had 90 and Rioux 85. I mentioned the last da) 
when Mr. Morgan appeared here as witness, I asked him: “After the routin6 
proceedings of the examiner could you tell me whether the applicant who ha® 
obtained the highest rating is finally appointed?” His answer was, “It is final- 
How is it that the Commissioners do not render their judgment according to tn 
highest rating? Is it not final?—A. I think when you were asking that question 
of Mr. Morgan it was referring to certain ratings which had been given by t*1
Commission's own officers on education and experience with another class_ of
position. But, in this case, the post office inspector frequently gives a civilian 
the highest rating and a returned soldier just sufficient rating to qualify him- 

Q. But there was in this case no returned soldier, there were only thrcc 
applicants, and besides Mme. Rioux there was only Laforest and Rioux.-y^ 
Well. I see your contention is that we should in every instance take the rating 
given by the post office inspector?

Q. I think you will agree that you were in dissent from the others.—A- 
the original appointment, yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. So that there may be no misunderstanding, I know what Mr. Lai'^ 

has in mind, but he has not the facility, in English, to express it precisely. ’ 
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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for some about the fact that the person rated second was appointed
tell us that.a+J0n’ 6 bad *he Secretary of the Civil Service Commission solemnly 
aPpointnie t Per?on who ranked highest in order of merit always gets these 
c°Untry \yS’ *ia* the impression that was sent out through the press of this 
think v01, e Wanh to know whether or not we have such a merit system.—A. I 

- ay be confusing the examinations. That is the case there.

le Chairman: Oh well, Doctor!

By Mr. Bowman:mr. aowman: ... ,
care^vi^'6 are n,ot confusing that- Doctor, b,ecause ^ee ^w^on*botlToral and 
VrjfJ th regard to two or three cases, and got the rating thg Commis„
sio,Au examinations. It was quite clearly represented final resUlts, not the 
intnv le? Prepared a list of ratings in accordance with t different classes
5te*«e «teps-A. Well there is « different Prfofficer of the 
ComCtl0ns- h do not think you have had.any evidence, invariable
pr missi°n, that where a post office inspector gives a ra mg . . , t rating. I
R11,06/or the Commission to appoint the one getting the highest rating

? hhmk any officer of the Commission could possibly say th^t to believe 
that ?i' * wfll grant that. But, all other things being eq » , 

at those ratings will be followed.—A. If the file justified then . 
kh All other things being equal, I say.

By Mr. Ernst: , ,
interv' 1 find rather an amazing system, that the ,™aaJia°/Overruled1"b>r a 
file oW’ actually sees the candidate, should have u' ..PuT,. twt ^.rson can 

rtainlv ran draw a conclusion 85 ^ ^ pelBVUWV-7 ™
.nr_-A Well, we take everything

own application form, but also the 
own aj h pntlv looks very

file b actually sees the candidate, siiuuiu -ave ms +W nerson canrun aBecausc he certainly can draw a conclusion as to wfh€*;herJi«JLjntv of an

into r. f’. which, in a post office, is a vital factor. 
ritiesHr(>nsicfcrati°n, not only the man's own application_ y
c°ntra.)as, and answers of the post office inspector. I lic,j w‘]iere the post 
office : 1Ctory’ hhe ratings,—not frequently, but not iniieq j. ’ , disclosed 6Ve* bv?hCtor’s stings do not seem to be warranted by the facts as disclosed

q - ic inspector. i,ave two applicants for a
Postmast,? u glve you a hypothetical case. j°u et° gch(x)1 at
Ne 3 eJp’ one a high school graduate, the oth h{ th].ough life> he is 
say ■>« ' f he man who left at grade 3 has applied , me re«Dec+°f the cyo "rS °fage- bf attained some posit ion -I^onaht, imd th expect
otic ^ommumty. The post office inspector sees them, ana s
‘Oh no lcft school at grade 3 highest; but you with v tnd exnerience'’- 
A. ?M we cannot take that man because taking education and experience

0 ’ Tv?ause we take experience.
Q j la(; experience?—A. Post office expci iente. mjnfj a case ;n my

°'vii p atn leaving post office experience out. 1 h . nnnortUnitv to iuede U'« Sgfcri- To my minff fjtmpCmmgÿgg** jMgt
l quasi-ju5 °Uad and Justlfy anything.—A. Well the C jt is true we do not 
*n0\y Judicial character, and we have to weigh the <

o Ie two men. It is not a case of favouritism. :n„ our ;ur]p-mPTit
On dle } am not suggesting favouritism.—A. It is a case op.

O TUits as submitted in the files. . Pnnccrnprl it ;=
5yÿ S of its con-

» (-”îsmS2S'a7y betS ti°r*=mKitya ofi* n̂mbera' 1 -
lng any reflection, I am merely stating that as. P P ^ ^ ^
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The Chairman: Anything else, gentlemen?
I may say, for the information of the Committee, so that I will not 

accused of “playing politics,” that in the cases I have selected to deal with j 
have taken them all under the regime of the present Government. I think j 
took five, under the present regime, or seven out of 40 or 50 files which * 
reviewed.

Mr. Ernst: I do not think it makes the slightest difference which way they 
are, it is the principle we are after.

J. E. Tremblay, called.

By the Chairman:
Q. You are a member of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Yes, sir. ..
Q. In what capacity were you engaged before you were appointed as Chf1 

Service Commissioner?—A. From 1910 until 1926 I was in the Justice depart' 
ment as secretary to various Ministers of Justice.

Q. Private Secretary?—A. Yes.
Q. From what date?—A. 1911 to 1926.
Q. Prior to your acting as private secretary to respective Ministers ol 

Justice during that period, in what occupation were you engaged?—A. I was f°r 
three years at the Court House in Sherbrooke.

Q. As a court official of some kind?—A. Yes.
Q. What official?—A. Deputy clerk of the Circuit Court. And later for 9 

year with the Canadian Pacific Railway in Montreal.
Q. Are you a graduate advocate or barrister of the Province of Quebec?-^ 

A. No, sir. „
Q. Your court officers in Quebec do not have to be qualified barrister?’ 

—A. No sir, not in the lower courts.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Have you any degree?—A. No, sir.
Q. Then in this St. Arsène case we have been dealing with, I observe 

were one of the Commissioners who gave the majority decision appointing Mr' 
Rioux, the third on the list in order of merit, in priority to Mr. Laforest, blC 
second on the list in order of merit. Is that correct?—A. I think so.

Q. Are you looking for the memorandum of your decision?—A. Yes.
Q. I have quoted from a letter that we have this morning, which said:— 

With my excellent friend, Mr. Jean François Pouliot, member ° 
parliament for this county, I have recommended to yourself and to 
J. Emile Tremblay, a member of the Civil Service Commission, -!lv 
immediate nomination of Mr. Ed. Rioux, as acting postmaster in 1,1 • 
parish.

Did you receive any communications from the writer of that letter recommend 
ing Rioux to you?—A. It is hard to recollect at this date but I think Rev. Mr- ' 
came to see me, or wrote me, at Ottawa.

Q. We can leave his name out of the picture. If he wrote you, would the!^ 
not be a letter from him on the file?—A. Not necessarily, if he wrote me Per 
sonally. ,i

Q. If it were a letter addressed to you and marked “personal and private 
it is your personal and private property.

Mr. Ernst: I cannot agree that a letter written to a man acting in ^ 
official capacity can be considered personal and private. ,

The Chairman : I will withdraw the proposal and say there is no sl,c 
letter on the file anywhere.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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The Witness: I may say I have not seen this file for som .

By the Chairman: Hpridin* that Rioux shouldl be
Q. Can you give me the other reason io à q{ instead of Lafore^,

appointed postmaster, when he was third district superintenden - -
"ho was second in order of merit, m '1

By Mr. Bowman: ,ime Lo„k over »»-*• 1 have *"*
Q. If necessary, you can take a 

seen this file for some time.
By the Chairman: „ » I then considered Rioux

Q. Read over your decision. Take^L* rcommendations made to n . 
was the best man, on the document and on tne 

The Chairman hereupon left the Chair.

By Mr. Bowman; Vice Chairman: man for the position?—
Q. You say you considered Rioux va»
Q. On what ground?—A. On the ground of his qua^ which you weie

i . Q- Will you please point out the pa n ^cation forms m 1926.
basing your judgment?—A. They were PI are not here. Roche,

Q. In view of the application forw^ l information. Jr Roc 
_,Q. Mr. Bland, Mr. Tremblay is "a™nfgrom Mr. Tremblay and wn^ ^ 

hile we are waiting for some inf or ■ ^ructions, it must Coolican’s
§ay be true that the Commission give iat™loug statement m M ■ o{ the 

°st Office department, there is a rathei writes to the sc - thep^ter of October 4, 1927, in which Mr Coohcanj ^ postma ter since^t^ 
^mission, pointing out that as Rmu . d been received aS 
Uth November, 1926, and as no complaint had ^ b that position.
agement, a certificate should be issued c 

Dr. Roche: Is that about Rioux?
By the Vice Chairman: , Commission, in which Mr.

C Q. Ko. that is a letter from * jgg&SS,
P°°hcan himself says that as *1° received agam*t hisman ^
November 11, 1926, and no complaint has b _ Mr Coohcan Pm t c&m_
t. oortificâte should be issued to lum, consideration? *

that temporary service is taken into cons ^ ^
f ^Apparently by Mr. Coolicanî  ̂trRt°su?eriStendente’ ^
act. inspectors do sometimes include di c ible to get a 
^port in order to make as strong a p office depart-

olnnussion does not. . , „ :u„n that. Does the
Q- Is there not something fur h ' 1 ; how can you

e;nt not furnish you with ratings. f irnished you with ra 1 S > j that„ Q- If the Post Office department .^"^Jement of Mr. Coolican m tliai
^oncile what you have just stated with he do decide.
Matter?—A. I am stating what the Comm^sm

l "h0 h“ttoently™ ve^v^lhl^eBicient officer of »e S=rv.« ^ hm
Q. Are y„ ready no# Mr. Tremblay?-*- "»■ [Mr. J. E. Trembla,.]
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Q. Perhaps while we are waiting for that we might go back to the early 
part of your testimony, to your appointment which took place in 1926. You 
were secretary in various departments?—A. I was secretary to various Ministers 
in the department of Justice.

Q. Various Ministers?—A. Yes—three of them.
Q. I suppose your last position being secretary to Mr. Lapointe?—A. Yes-
Q. Prior to that you were deputy clerk to the Court of Sessions?—A. Ye 

call it the Circuit Court.
Q. The Circuit Court, in Quebec?—A. Yes.
Q. For how many years did you occupy that position?—A. Three yeai’Si 

less a few months.
Q. When I said you were secretary in various departments, you were 1° 

various parts of the department of Justice?—A. Yes.
Q. This position in the Circuit Court, was that a little prior to your coming 

to Ottawa and going into the department of Justice?—A. No, I left there and 
went to Montreal, to the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Q. What position did you occupy there?—A. Stenographer.
Q. How long was that?—A. Nine months. 9
Q. What did you do, prior to your being deputy clerk of the Circuit Court ■ 

—A. I just came out of school then.
Q. At what age would that be?—A. I was 16.
Q. Sixteen?—A. Yes. ,
Q. What age would that make you, at the time you became Commissioner- 

—A. That was in 1926. I was 36-37. . j
Q. Then what did your primary schooling consist of?—A. Just a commercé 

course.
Q. Prior to that I suppose you had attended public school?—A. Well, in 

Quebec we do not call them public schools.
Q. Will you just explain, in your own words, to the Committee of whaj 

your primary education consisted?—A. I started school in the county, at 
Actonvale, and from there I went to Sherbrooke and I got through the con1' 
mercial course at Sherbrooke, at the Sherbrooke Academy, then went into t‘|C 
Circuit Court.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Did you follow the whole of the commercial course there?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst: .
Q. At Sherbrooke Academy.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. How many years were you there, at the Sherbrooke Academy?—A- 

think I was there six years.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Graduating at what age?—A. Sixteen.
Q. Of what subjects did the commercial course consist?—A. The ordinal- 

commercial course. ,.
Q. If you started in at ten years of age, you did not start with a PulC ■ 

commercial course at that age?
Mr. Laurin : It is different in Quebec.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Did he start at the actual commercial course?

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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. Mr. La™,,,: There is a classical course and a commercial course and he 

nbght start in the commercial course at ten.

By Mr. Ernst: insist?—A. Just the ordinary
Q. Of what would the commercial cour., 

course; geography, spelling— , -,nmp SUch thing?—A. No,
Q. It sounds as if it might be accountancy or =ome

iust ordinary subjects. . vnu are preparing to go into
Q. I suppose if you take a classical course y are just preparing

«ne of the professions. If you take a commerc al 00^^ Yes_ 
to go out into the business world and earn y

By the Vice Chairman: _ ephool?—A. Yes, nearly.
Q. Does it correspond to our provincia pu 1 y es.
Q. Or the latter years in the high schoo • - •, more 0r less graduating. Q. When he graduates from that school it is pernap

irom the first or second grade in high school r--A. ^ Court at Sherbrooke.
Q. After that where did you go?—-A. 1 w , f the Circuit Court.
Q. In what capacity?—A. I was deputy vier ^ Circuit Court and

.. Q. Deputy Clerk of the Circuit Court?-A. l ne
t ie Superior Court. , _:th our County Courts? A. Acs,

Q. The Circuit Court would correspond vutr
1 think so. „ . ye,Q. And you went as deputy Clerk.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- For three years?—A. Yes.

By the Vice Chairman:
-A. Yes. sténographe c?—A. Yes and I

in the

Q- And you came to Ottawa,- —Xv , For about nine mo*nths where you were
nt back to newspaper work.

By Mr. Ernst:§• fn wha* capacity?—A. General repo^en General reporter ir 
offie ' jencral reporter, type-setting or wnat. o..

' O axxldoing general work reDorter?—A. It was a weekly
Dan ^ hat sort of stuff did you cover as a rep 

anc* we bad to cover almost anything.
0 ^..^ee^ly paper? A. Acs time it did not have a verybj„ H- With a circulation of what?—A.. At tnat, 'en

b clrculation; it had just started.

By the Vice Chairman: . n ,Q- You were a sort of jack-of-all-tradfes around the off . • Yes.

By Mr. Ernst: 
Q. After that?

q /jy the Vice Chairman:.. Q. a ,tor *bat he came to Ottawa?—A. I came in December, 19l(),
tloh of tlu, rACre,tary?—A. No. 1 came in as stenographer, passed the exam;Civil Service and was sent to the office of the Auditor General ma~

[Mr' J- E" Tremblay.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. As stenographer?—A. Yes.
Q. You remained as stenographer how long?—A. A,bout a year.
Q. And then you became what?—A. I was taken in to the office of the 

Minister of Justice.
Q. In what capacity?—A. First as stenographer, later, as assistant secretary.
Q. Let us get the experience. How long as a stenographer?—A. I am not 

quite sure whether I was a year.
Q. That would bring it down to 1912?—A. Yes.
Q. Yes. Go on?—A. Then I became assistant private secretary.
Q. Assistant secretary when?—A. I think it was in 1916.
Q. That is from 1912 until 1916?—A. Yes, when I was appointed joint 

private secretary.
Q. Joint private secretary from 1916 until when?—A. Until 1921.
Q. And from 1921 ?—A. Then I became private secretary alone.
Q. Alone. From 1921 to when?—A. To 1926, to various ministers, to 

different ministers : Sir Lomer Gouin and Right Honourable Mr. Doherty, be
fore that. While you are waiting for the files perhaps I could deal with the 
question of site.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. No. Clear up one matter first. While you are waiting what do you say 

with the matter of site?—A. In this instance, the site was not as central, as 
reported by the inspector, as that other, by Laforest, but we have an opinion 
from the Justice department.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. You had an opinion then since that time?—A. It was some time away 

back in 1923.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. Before we go to that you say you had a report from the inspector?—A- 

The inspector’s report states that the site offered by Rioux was not quite as 
central as that offered by Laforest.

Q. The post office inspector’s report was that Laforest’s site was the better 
site?—A. Yes, but the Justice department ruled that the Civil Service Act 
does not vest the Civil Service Commission with the selection of post office sites 
or buildings ; therefore that is not a matter which the Civil Service Commission 
has power to consider in the selection of postmasterships. If the inspector 
reports the site is not satisfactory, so far as I am concerned that settles the 
matter.

Q. What is the use of quoting these things to the contrary?—A. Well, here 
is another one here.

Q. I want to know what the practice of the Commission is, Mr. Tremblay?-" 
A. If the inspector reports two sites are acceptable, then it is up to the Post 
Office department.

Q. You do take into consideration that one post office site may not be 
satisfactory or one most satisfactory?—A. Not the most satisfactory.

Q. What do you take into consideration?—A. If it was a site that was not 
satisfactory at all, we don’t appoint the man.

Q. So you do not pay much attention to the ruling you have just given> 
so far as the department of Justice is concerned?—A. Yes, I think it bears it 
out.

Q. In what way does it bear it out? Surely to goodness if you are going 
to appoint a postmaster the place where he is going to do business is very 
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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or not ^ *-S rePolded by the inspector and he says if it is satisfactory
0 Y Sa^s ^ 1S n°t satisfactory, we do not appoint the man.

■ ou do take the question of site into consideration?—A. To that extent.
there iei,e anything else with regard to the matter of site. In this case
btSDeptnV n° dispute as to site. Laforest’s site, in the opinion of the post office 

Pector- was better than Rioux’?-A. Yes.

Hy Mr. Laurin:
• W as it at the time Rioux was appointed or before? 

rpj‘C A 1CE Chairman : This was before.
extent16 ^ITNESS: There is another opinion, which modifies this to a certain

to“Vbe selection and appointment of postmasterships appertain 
xi 16 V1,'?. ',erv^ce Commission in the exercise of their statutory functions,

. establishment and closing of post offices is, on the other hand, a 
wti tY function of the Postmaster General, and I apprehend that 
tlvH , r- ^®wc°uibe meant to imply in the statement above quoted was 
it , ttie Civil Service Commission had not authority, in performance of 
tli" unctions, to determine the selection of post office sites or buildings, 

a p clnS a matter entrusted exclusively to the Postmaster General, 
offi ' onsistently with that view, where, as in the case of the smaller post 
hi CeSf . seIecti°n of the postmaster if coupled with the provision by 

m 01 suitable quarters for a post office in the particular locality con- 
g r. ’ f consider it to be not only proper, but essential, for the Civil 

rvice Commission to ascertain what quarters, offered by the several 
sm> m eS,’ the Postmaster General would be disposed to regard as a 

Place for the establishment of a post office, in order to deter- 
m the selection of the most suitable person for the position as post- 
arm ^rj. the Commission cannot, in the exercise of its power of
ion V+ntment’ determine the location of the post office for any particular 
sisr'fiu ex-cept in the possible case where, the Postmaster General having 
- gnihed his willingness to establish a post office in any of two or more 

cue quarters offered by the candidates, that is an incidental result of 
appointment.

Q tfte Vice Chairman:
faring ; hat has no bearing on the matter at issue just now?—A. It has a 
site. b n thls way; we did not appoint the man who offered the most central

q ^°u did not appoint him?—A. No, we appointed Rioux. 
applicatLCan,not real,y see what bearing that has on the matter at all. Are the

Q here now?-A- yes.
R27) Was at 18 the foundation for your judgment, that this post office, in 
ft the ’ awarded to Rioux instead of Laforest?—A. Notwithstanding the fact 

°f Uierit I'lsPeet°r told us Laforest was higher, I did not agree with that order 
netted t 1 considered Rioux was entitled to the position and, on the facts 
he eff6cx me> and on representations made to me by the parish priest to 

Was thn ^ ,oux was the choice of the whole population and his appointment 
6 m°st satisfactory.

q Mr. Laurin:
9,111 PretT- ifc.you based your judgment on a letter?—A. It is not a letter.
«•> " certain the priest came to Ottawa to see me.

22~~35 [Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. You received a recommendation from Mr. Pouliot too?—A. I do "ot 
think I did. ,.

Q. There is another letter in the dossier, recommending Rioux from - ' 
Pouliot?—A. There is none on this file. I may have received one from *. 
Pouliot, or I may have seen him. As a matter of fact I think he brought to 
priest and introduced me to him. I am not certain, but I think very likely tn 
is what happened.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. Do you know. Do not give any evidence you are not certain of. ^°u 

have just stated that representations were made to you by the priest.
Mr. Laurin : I would suggest not to give the name of the priest.

say because
By the Vice Chairman:

Q. I would suggest the name of the priest be left out. You 
representations were made to you, personally, by the priest that that was one 
the deciding factors in your arriving at the decision to give the post °®cem., 
Rioux?—A. I considered Rioux’ education and experience equal to, if not belt 
than Laforest. ^

Q. Kindly answer my question. Was it because of representations made 
you by a priest that you decided in favour of Rioux?—A. Partly.

Q. Partly?—A. Yes. ll6
Q. Did you communicate with the Chairman of the Commission u’?-A. Ido not recollect-representations that had been made by the priest to you?- 

I may, but I do not recollect if I did. ■ <,
Q. Do you not think it was your duty, as one of the Commissioners, to t>r 

before the Commission all the facts that were bearing on this appointment,. * ^ 
if the influence of the Rev. Mr. X. was such that that had weight with y°U’ ^ 
you not think the attention of the other members of the Commission shorn 
drawn to these facts?—A. I think so, and, while I do not recollect, I cannot 
whether I did, or not, but ordinarily I would. ., ct„

Q. But you would know if you did in this case?—A. No, I cannot reC°1;0n, 
Q. May I ask Dr. Roche if any representations were brought to his atten ■ 

such as Mr. Tremblay has referred to.
Dr. Roche: No, not that I am aware of.

By Mr. Lawrin:
Q. Did you think the 

recommendation for Rioux?
priest came here to Ottawa specially to ro^e
Did he come to Ottawa?—A. He came to Otta'vil'

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. Are you sure of that?—A. 

merely my recollection.
I am speaking after five years That

Q. Will you please confine yourself entirely to what you are pretty cel
■ta'”

reaWof, to facts. Please do not guess?—A. I cannot answer that, because I 
do not recollect. eI)ta'

Q. Did, or did not, the Rev. Mr. So and So write to you making répé
tions on behalf of Rioux?—A. Either he wrote or came to see me.

Q. You are not certain wdiich?—A. No. .
Q. But he did make strong representations to you in favour of R'°ux'

He was specially against the appointment of Mrs. Roy for reasons given.

By Mr. Laurin: _
Q. Against the appointment of Mrs. Roy, but not against the app?1” ^jjgt 

of Laforest?—A. No, but he did tell me either in a letter or in conversatm >

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]

k
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ftioux Was tho I •aPpointmp"nt ,e Cij,lce most of the population of the village and that his 
nt Would be satisfactory to all concerned.

q y^!/ T ice Chairman:as to tell Jou^qUite,Certain ,now’ after thinking things over, that he went so far 
Articular vill ? tie appointment was satisfactory to all the people of this 

Q. You ,age‘~L ^ w°uld not say that; to the mass of the people. 
erbal. j r.,)n,(,'ll110m )er that quite clearly?—A. Yes, that is, either written or

Q. Are \-n° .IG™ember, but I know he told me that.I rempli,h" surmizing that, or do you remember that quite distinctly?

Q. And +iC1 ™at Quite distinctly.(°0siderak]c t,!K- rcP.resentations made to you by the Rev. Mr. X. did bear 
Q. And i- 5/ +y°ur arriving at a decision?—A. Yes, it did. 

j?e°Ple to Vfl Ji lat the way the Commission perform their functions in appointing 
°rmation\ °Us Pl,bhc positions?—A. We are always anxious to have all the 

q . un v*"e can.5'0rnmission?^!!\t ™f°rmation not being available to all the members of the 
ase- Generally it was, and I cannot say it was not done in this

"Aether T du'V 1 beard Dr. Roche in answer to mv inquiry?—A. I do not know 

‘ but ordinarily I would.

Q \ Laurin:ln,‘aVour oTp-’11" your memory, was that the only recommendation you had, 
°t of peopip10,LX’ ^, om this priest?—A. No. I think I had correspondence with

Q. ** the bbce Chairman:
Q. WheL°-f corresP°ndence?—A. Yes. s0 Q. I be 18 -Vour correspondence?—A. I have not got any of it now.

al corresn, ^ Pardon?—A. I have not got any of it now. I keep my per- 
Of Q. Was ti + ce on!y five or six months and then it is destroyed.

me Comm; • f'orrespondence brought to the attention of the other members 

mmission? A. I could not say now.

or superintendent, make

Cjvuuciivc

-A. I could not sax
By Mr. Maclnnis: inspector. w ““C'Y name—it is

r Q. The Post Office department had st I think, ~ Rioux? A.&rt?’ and according to the «specter, ^a ted higher “an
R?cult to remember French ™me*Tlom a post office in this matter

- Was placed higher in order of merit from ^ & personal ^ Nq_ x did not 
his 9' And the parish priest, who> » ?, t 0{ the mspec

weighed more with you tha - - tiffed. Why not.—the inspector’s rating^was justiff • ^ rating was ] other just on the
A t%. ;Tust a moment. A ou did n higher tha came to me he
L did not see anv reason for placing on^ ^ the pries
tfi disclosed by the application form, ‘

the balance in favour of Rioux.

By the Vice Chairman: Qr madc to you lns^eP'mentation,
that?; You say when the priest came to yo ?__A. That is - 

at that gave the balance in favour of Rmu

r L . a,.priced you in makingBy Mr. Maclnnis: . of the priest m» hel d me form my
Your^j In other words, the represen i ducnced me, b
ow decision?—A. I would not say it mnu 

i°n as to who was the best man.
49322~35à [Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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By the Vice Chairman:
Q. It must have influenced you in forming your opinion?

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. In other words, it had greater weight with you than the report of ^ 

inspector, who was sent out to make the rating on the application for this p°sl 
tion?—A. I suppose so. Put it that way, yes.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. Had you ever met the priest before he came to Ottawa?—A. No.
Q. You had never known him before?—A. No.
Q. You did not know the priest previously?—A. I did not know him.
Q. So you not only accepted the priest’s recommendations, but y° 

accepted them without knowing anything about the priest?—A. He was iiAr 
duced to me as the parish priest for St. Arsène. . s

Q. And you accepted these representations and gave these représentât'0 
such weight that they put the balance in favour of Rioux?—A. Well, yes. ,e

Q. Now, we are going to adjourn. It is 1 o’clock, but this is a very 
matter, in my opinion, and I would appreciate, Mr. Tremblay, your consider’ ” 
this matter seriously between now and our next sitting. Examine these m ^ 
carefully in the interim and if you have any other light that would bear up0 
the matter from your point of view, we would be glad to hear it.

The Committee adjourned until 3.00 o’clock p.m.

iotfl

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m., Mr. Lawson presiding.
J. Emile Tremblay, recalled.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. At the time of adjournment I pointed out to you the somewhat ser^j 

nature of the statement made by you to the effect that you had been influe0^ 
in your appointment to this position by someone outside the Service. Have 1° 
anything further to say in connection with the matter?—A. Just to make im
position clear I have put down a few notes. ve

Q. That is, you have further considered the matter carefully?—A. I 
just looked over the file, just to resume what I said this morning. ' jt

Q. And you have now^ made a memorandum. Would you like to Slyfs. 
that memorandum to the Committee. If you would, you may do so?—A- * ^ 

The Commissioners receive and welcome representations from rePjg. 
able residents of the locality in which the appointment is to be ^ t<j 
They weigh them and form their opinion on all the facts submitteCl 
them. J\

The parish priest or the minister of a church, particularly in a sll^re 
community knows all his people intimately and his representation5 ‘5t 
generally genuine, made without political considerations and in the 0 ^ 
interest of his fellow citizens. In this case the representations m°l 
me appeared to be for the public good and I received them and acceP ce 
them in good faith. I could see no justification for the pre^clCplii 
accorded Mr. Laforest by the inspector in his ratings. From the s’* r 
declarations submitted, it did not appear that the qualifications of r 
applicant were outstanding. Both had elementary education sum1, ^ 
to carry on the work_of the office and the experience of both —me
be about the same. 

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
Therefore as Rioux was a younger man w ith 11
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family 
tioil , into considerate support I approved of '^L^^^nXding their respective ages, tion the qualifications of the app i ajX)Ve stated.
plus the representations made to n ^ ‘ , + rnents by reputable

„ Q. Now you say that the Commissioners welcome stetemcn .
PeoP'e in the district?—A. Yes. , were not brought to the a

Q. The statements to which you re .tl0n the Commission?—A. I did not sav that the Commissioners
Tko +

Of ^
Ue^omed^rns>1S wba* y°u stated before noon?-

Q. if ^commendations.
°®ce, these 'Z are rec0111 mcndations upon which you make appointment to an 

Q. Not , ''c 1 >mmendations should go to the Commission?—A. Yes. 
t Q- In this °ne member °f the Commission?—A. No.
° atlybody pv ca®e no representations from the parish priest were communicated 
^°Heet whet] ep,t'yourself. That is what you did say?—A. I said I could not 

ot know whpH°r , 8 ree°mmendation was before my colleagues or not; I do 
ier oe sent them to the others, I could not say.

q y V Mr. Maclnnis:
r?e°tne nan S‘'!-idi representations are made. Should not such representations 

1 they fre fcvey?e record, that is " " 'AA V/ lllUVIV, fw/ÜW» WiV» ------ X 

when you base your decisions on them?—A.

By Mr. Ernst:
stances Dyyou nofc think they should be made under oath, under these circum- 
yoder oati 0LL sen<t your inspectors, or the examiner goes there, and they are 
Otters to infl -ou mean to say you allow unsworn testimony 1
Pot mfluenc—wuce your decision?2eaTn \e.act on them.
said h n,™s Particular instance you say you 

°°k them into consideration in making

in the form of 
You just said you accept them?—A. It does

ou were influenced by them?- 
the appointment.

-A. I

q t^le Chairman:
~^est, the^carfdv, t!1's moming because of the statements made by the parish 

the anrJl;/jK ates were so evenly balanced, his statement was sufficient to 
i PPointment to Rioux?—A Vps

giv.

Piad Q- AnT
recoll to

Rioux?—A. Yes.
you were further asked as to whether or not the representations

ect jf diH°re *3rouSht to the attention of the Commission?—A. I do not 
Q. T)0 v„„ _fr n°t bring them to the attention of my colleagues.---- 0--------- vm ""7“”" T r1j' tiocheT who dissentedyou remember me asking Dr. Roche, and • representations

case from the majority of the Commissioners said these rep^.^ Qf
rePre<Cntb+e.en brought to his attention. Can,5'°1uJp lini becoming part of the 
fec°r.d. jtatlons made to you orally, in the first place, n ^b ^ ^ Commission
to f0 ’ ln the next place, not being brought to the at member of the
CoZ? any Part of the weight which should be given by any memoe 

■ssion in making the finding?—A. It does happen.
• 0 TT haPPened?—A. I think so. - * ït has been followedln the fSf that been t0 a certain extent the P''actlJc,ep r' mmissioners may have 
person ,7nmission- Well, it is not a practice but the Commit 

a knowledge of certain facts.

By Mr. Ernst: . , , , ,
theirQat.Do you mean personal knowledge after certain things are brougit o 

attention?—v. Yes.
I hat is different?—A. Yes.

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Are we to understand, not only in this particular case, but in other cases» 
generally, that statements made by men in authority before the individual Cod' 
missioner are weighed and are considered before the final decision is given ?-^ 
A. When we give our decision we consider all the representations, whether they 
come from a member of Parliament or any person in authority. It does not 
mean we do what is represented to us but we take them into consideration.

Q. In any general case, where candidates’ ratings were classed, you say n 
has been your practice to weigh carefully representations made to you verbale 
by men in authority, such as police magistrates, the local minister, the local 
parish priest, or such other men as I have mentioned?—A. Yes.

Q. And those representations are not often put upon the records of ti,e 
Commission?—A. If they are made officially, they are placed on the record.

Q. That is, if they are made in writing?—A. Yes.
Q. But where they are not made in writing, there is no record of them with 

the Commission?—A. No.
Q. They do, however, have influence. In speaking of this class—you can 

only speak about these—they do, in so far as you personally are concerned, haVe 
a certain amount of weight?—A. They have some consideration.

Q. If they are taken into consideration, they must be given some weight?'-"' 
A. Yes.

Q. As a matter of fact you told us this morning it was because of tlje 
information given to you by the parish priest that finally determined the sc»y 
in favour of Rioux?—A. Not because of his information but because of 
representations which he made to us.

Q. Which, after aid, is the same thing?—A. Well, I do not know.
Q. Have you anything further to add to the written statement you ha'c 

"presented?—A. I do not think so.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Either you, or Dr. Roche, said you considered yourselves a court, sittrt1» 
in this case?—A. I think it was Dr. Roche. ^

Q. Have you had court experience. You told us you were deputy Clerk 0 
a Court. You have seen a court sitting?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you ever seen a court, after the evidence is given, taking unswor 
statements from any person, to influence the decision of that court?—A. No.

Q. I hope you did not.

of

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Did you ever see a court acting upon decisions or statements which are 

not put in the records of the court?—A. I do not think so.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Have you ever heard them act upon statements that the applicants 
litigants did not know were made at all?—A. No, I cannot say I have.

Q. If you are a court, these people are really litigants?—A. Yes. ^
Q. Have you ever seen a court accept testimony which the litigants 

not know anything about?—A. No. I have not noticed any. a
Q. Have you ever seen a court where one member of that court would art* 

a statement and allow it to influence him without at least making sure the °t 
two knew of it?—A. I have not seen it. I do not know about that.

Q. You say you take it for granted police magistrates or clergymen 
no politics?—A. I feel that the parish priest, anyway, is not a politician.

haye

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What about the local magistrate?—A. I suppose, when it comes t0 

local magistrate, it is out of place.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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By Mr. Ernst:oth Y°u do not want to say that many many parish priests and clergymen of 
denominations do not actually interest themselves in politics in this 

x -M-ipv should. I do not think they should.
1 --*■ -«rH I do not

)U do not WHin tu aaj —om, i —ominations do not actually interest tnemseivco -- . ,,ntry?—A i am not saying they should. I do not think y ' know.
Q- Do you know that happens?—I have heard it said. tdling the

I have seen them acting as chairman of political mee î g ‘ you” callKence they ought to believe one side, but not the other. Would you call

taking sides?—A. I have not seen it.

By Mr. Bowman: ,tak ? suPPOse you have heard of some members of Parliament w

en sides in some political matters?—A. ’ïes.

By Mr. Ernst: , ...^ °U knew that the name of a member of Parliament vas^co je^er 
sho^y S16. pfrish Priest in making the sa“e rf°p“the priest on the subject. 
His n]mlat the member of Parliament conferred w th P confidential
lettp ?e was coupled with somebody else as well. 1 have some

-rs from him since.
By Mr. Bowman: ,letters' fMr‘ Tremblay> y°u say that you have been ™ tlsonaHy?—A. Yes.

0 ]°m People that have been addressed to yo P i(jered those as being
person i*n reSard to these matters and that you h ?_* j have not
PUtthal and confidential and have not put them on • "read them to my collet16111 0n the file- if they are personal. Sometimes I have y

08UrefS;, .. Jn vnu not think they should be
Put on fii liley were shown to your colleagues, do y v and they are not
saPPo Jle?—A- Well, they are marked “ personal to me

rf CT, be Put on the file. would you be justified in
5Ÿ tte? „;&bei°of the Commissionl-A. I would

^ onUamette, of degree whether you *ow it to^.WJt 
....... * dass?-A- K^tTSoJ did that

SooAjtt o7y «'matter of degree whether you show it to> one »r_ fifty It 
<^-L^=-^o^rÏÏL^at as teS

By Mr. Maclnnis: ., . ,applicants]1 Said the board welcomed letters from the outside m re erence to

aXte2; it Jat amatter of policy witb th^ bf^tDn 'weï before makinfthe 

»aÏÏi‘HtS- 1 ™-ott0me,n p^Mmation. hut about the persona,

th« lAnd XyoTîeeeived a personal letter you say thatthat might influence 
It t£f°n you would give as between the applicants for a certain position

!» t£ » a tomaSVti iSent to you you would take it
lu,i8tncntlme way?—A. If I thought it were honest. I e my own

- as a member of the Civil Service
Vmi flre acting in an

^naent "“J ' **" ~(a * . member oi rut? viva kwx v
2oinw Tbe Point is, when you are acting as . You are acting in an 

mmission, you are not acting in a personal capacity. ^ ^ R Tremblay ]
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official capacity. I cannot very well see how you can be influenced by persona' 
considerations in an official capacity and still be true to your oath of office?-" 
A. I do not say I was influenced.

Q. But you must be influenced?
Mr. Bowman : Not only must he be, but he has sworn he was influenced’ 

By Mr. Madmis:
Q. If Mr. Laurin and myself are applicants for a certain position and h 

Mr. Laurin gets the parish priest to speak a word for him privately with the 
Commissioners and I do not, then evidently I am at a disadvantage with ^h" 
Laurin in securing that position?—A. No, not at all. It would depend on t'ie 
representations.

Q. It would depend possibly on what the parish priest said, but if he w'8? 
coming to speak in his favour he would not say anything that was detriment8 
to him, and if you were taking the information from an outside source, if 7ÇU 
like, then as a matter of fact you are opening the door for lobbying on tb 
part of applicants for positions?—A. We send men from here sometimes; ^ 
interview the men.

Q. I quite understand if Mr. Laurin and myself gave certain reference 
you would investigate these references either by letter or personally. That1” 
different altogether, but what I want to draw your attention to, in your officl8? 
capacity, you are allowing personal consideration to enter into official decision8' 
—A. I suppose they are individual because they come from an individual thong 
sometimes from an association or a body of people.

By the Chairman: , 1

Q. Is that all, gentlemen? Mr. Tremblay, the district superintended8 
report shows in this case (1) that the second choice in the order of merit had 
better location than the third choice, whom you appointed?—A. Yes. e

Q. It shows that the government would save money if the second man xv"erc 
appointed instead of the third man, whom you did appoint. It pointed out so# 
advantage in the second man over the third man, which, for the moment, h8j 
slipped me. According to the letter on file, which influenced you in your jud”. 
ment, there is not a single word said in favour of the second man but, in fa^0^ 
of the third whom you appointed, from “my excellent friend, recommended 
the Postmaster General and to Mr. Tremblay” were representations made . 
you other than those contained therein? If so what were they?—A. I t'11 
the parish priest said he wrote to the Postmaster General and myself. 0f 

Q. He does not set out anything against the second man nor in favour 
the third man?—A. Not in that letter, but he did to me when he came to see 11

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Might I also say, before the noon adjournment Mr. Tremblay said 

prior to the time these representations were received, as far as he could s^,g 
Laforest and Rioux were about on an even balance and that the parish prl.e£L 
recommendation to him had led him to make his decision in favour of #10 
Is that correct?—A. Yes.

The Chairman : I am sorry. My confrère, Mr. Maclnnis is anxious 
know if in the representations that were made to you by the parish priest a |<5 
thing was said that was detrimental to Laforest?—A. No. It is merely ia,Lt 
opinion and in the opinion of the majority of the members of the village 8 
Rioux was more entitled to it than Laforest. He needed it more. He ha 
large family and he was the choice of the majority.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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By Mr. Maclnnis:into con^ma.kinS appointment, did you take the largeness of the family 

•consideration ?—A. Well, in some positions we do.

q Mr. Bowman:Q TJ(!iyou co this case?—A. I admit it did weigh some.A. Yes th . ler-e any^hing on the record to show the question of the family?— 
•children Kre 1S" ^ y°u look at the inspector’s report I think he mentions 12

^ lnt° the question of how much money or what lands a man
'n” nppds this post office job to support that family?—A. No.

'— ;f a man is in a position to
^lidren.'^Os^an!?0 u °Ui ™to the question of how much money or wu»t ....Q H W!iet ler he needs this post office job to support that family. . uPport l°" ,are ,y°u going to get a true picture, if a man is in a position to 
Parish tamily?—A. These are the representations made to me by the

’ ----t™= better fitted?—/'°rt his family?—A. These are «« e fiHpfi?-A. Yes.
?h priest. , th;rd man was better n • nity was
Q. He told you the second, or t standing m the , viHage,
Q. In what way?—A. He told me » s h?(l been mayor oMcn ^ 

‘tftcr than the other man. 1 think ^ f with tbe residents than 0g-ice, I
I am not mistaken, and stood in be bje to the patrons

lnd his appointment would be more a P 
only speaking from recollection.

By Mr. Bowman: , : 1927, of which the*e *1*1°
Q. Recollection ot something that £Te „„ written record what

Written record in the Commission, of 
iver?—A. I have none.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Do you understai

?°st office?—A. I think so. That, oi ’tjîoux. . ., v iqoo
think he is, still we issued a certificate fi t issued in Mar ’ . '

The Chmkmm,: I thought there was ^'‘“ointment of 
Mr. ; That does not mean the taal though the cert
The Witness: It is still in the c ar . ,• from the same

$syed some time ago. . or Teceive a communication
. Q. Since that time did you ev 

>riest?—A. Yes, I did. miration?—A- YeS"
Q- You have received a commu
Q- About the post office?—A. N°- t office. , iest still stating
Q. The site?-—A. No, not abou‘Iffiktion from «» P™slcertieMte?- 

l Q- Did vou ever receive am • ce you iss^ 7- i »
«as in fav0ur 0f Rionx or the otter one «confidential.

• Yes. I received one this morning.
By the Chairman: Committee thisimmj1^ “ ^Sce

Q-. Did you give evidence befor . A*g at all bef .
.receiving that letter. Did you revi did not have

ClQpp xi • ... . 1 •_ — nr-mPd —A. x

By Mr. Laurin: , f ps<. js still in charge of the
Q. Do you understand, Mr. Tremblay, that for the post office, but
office?—A. I think so. That, of course, is a mar

V. .... o certificate for Hioux. _ ^ . March, 1932.

1UCUUU --
ving that fetter. Did you review this me -phave it 

e this committee this morning: A.
vuiljllllivuct/ --------

W. J. Roche, recalled.

By Mr. Bowman: _ . .. $• Dr. Rochp chairman of the Civil Service Commission, are you in
arribit °f «ceiling and weighing oral statements made by people in order

cwm ve at a final decision, such as was arrived at in this case?-A Mr.
man, we get hundreds of letters on behalf of this candidate or that candidate

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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from reputable citizens of Canada, including members of Parliament, and we 
make the stock reply their representations will be given every consideration.

Q. Yes?—A. Unless there is something vital, that is not shown on the file, 
I do not allow it to influence me in making my decision, if there are two candi
dates and it is very difficult to judge as to which of them, so far as the file 
shows, should be selected from the standpoint of merit. If the community at 
large exhibits by a very largely signed petition their wishes, they are given some 
consideration.

Q. But you make further investigation to find out whether the repre
sentations are true, as a matter of fact or not?—A. As we oftentimes say, 
petitions that way are rather viewed with a certain amount of dubiousness.

Q. Would I be correct in saying if any such representations were received 
and if they did bear any weight with you, as Chairman of the Commission, you 
would have to be very certain that the representations were true, in fact?-" 
A. As a rule these petitions do not convey any more information by way of 
representations, a petition in favour of so and so or a petition against so and so; 
it would not be in the interest of the public service, etc.

Q. Those are put on the file?—A. Yes.
Q. And anything of that kind that may weigh with the Commission would 

be put on file?—A. Undoubtedly.
Q. And would be drawn to the attention of all the Commissioners so that 

they all might have the same information in arriving at a judgment?—A. Yes.
Q. As a matter of fact you can hardly conceive of any other situation?-y 

A. Not unless there was something marked private and confidential to an indi
vidual Commissioner.

Q. I can understand exactly as you have stated, that you would be deluged 
probably with letters, you would probably receive hundreds of letters, that is 
quite understandable, but before the statements contained in these letters are 
given weight by the Commission, they are placed on record in the Commission? 
—A. I would say yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. If oral statements were made to you, if statements were made to y°u 

orally, personally and they were going to affect your judgment in a close com
petition, you would communicate these to your fellow Commissioners before 
giving them effect?—A. That has frequently been done. If there is something 
vital that ought to be taken into consideration and I was getting this informa
tion and it might form the basis of one of the factors of our decision I would 
really think it would be my duty to inform my colleagues.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Not only think, but that you would have done so?—A. Yes, all of uS 

have done it.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Would not that be more likely to happen when something unfavourabl® 

came up with a candidate for the position than when there was something favour
able, when a person is seeking an office or a position—I am not blaming *he 
individual at all—it would go to a person whom he thought had authority °r 
whose influence would be considered of value and ask them to say a word 0’] 
his behalf. You would not give as much consideration to a case of that kiu0 
as you would if you heard something that would be detrimental to the positm1’’ 
if a certain individual got it?—A. Very true.

Mr. Bowman : I would suggest that, subject to Mr. Chevrier’s questions t0 
Mr. Tremblay on this matter—I presume he will want to ask some—we hav6 
Dr. MacTavish before the Committee at its next meeting.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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V l r 1 * ----------- ^ ^

The Chairman: That will probably be we could
, Mr. Bowman: If Dr. Csmsell was avail* 1= ™““tion! exempted from the 
brmg him to-day. We were supplied with a (r^od idea if they were mcor 
Civil Service Act. I think it would Perh*ps,ib J reference because we have 
Derated in the records but more as a matter for different temporary
representations made to us by differen «hould think it could be p
Positions that could be taken under the Act.
as one of the appendices. OVPmnted from the operation ofu The Chairman: It is a record of positions exen pt ^ 5> 1932> printed as 
ibe Civil Service Act as supplied to us, béai g
Part of the appendix to to-day’s repoit. statement supplied to us of the

Mr. Bowman: I am not certain whether the- h ^ civil Service was placed 
numbers and salaries of the temporary employe t us by the Commission
°n file. If not, I would suggest the statement suppue^ ^ ^ of the appendices, 
covering the month of March. 1931, be placed on we will hear Dr. Mac-

The Chairman : We will have it done. 0 
" avish and Dr. Camsell, at 3.30. ^2

The Committee adjourned to meet Friday, Apii





House of Commons,

April 15, 1932.

V» Select Standing Committee to inquire into appointments tc' a^mjn_
ntrol and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, gene . » 0’ciockRation and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 3.3U o ciock

'm'’ Mr. Lawson, presiding.
■Dr- Charles Camsell, called and sworn.

By the Chairman: ..Q- What are the initials, Dr. Camsèll?—A. Charles Camse
Deputy Minister of Mines?—A. A es.

By Mr. Bowman: annoint-
m Q- Doctor, you have presented a report to the Commi e co state
ment’ ?rSanization and promotion. Would you mind Svj=dc an| generally if 
satSj!tlth resPect t0> say, appointments, how they Commission in
thaf ofcory> and what your relations are with the L concerned, I have
lfereSp?c.t?-A. Well, in so far as the Civil Act,
Don egoism to make; with the principle invohed any previous
Acts t*" a^‘ * have had no experience with the a m ‘ -g far jn advance 
of n’ trom what I do know I realize that the pr nrineiple of the Civil 
Serv^hing we have had in the past. So that mu Qommittee sitting here 
is sit 9e Acfc I have no criticism to make. I pmsm , . . f determining what 
deRng,for the purpose of hearing evidence with the object of aeie

nS r!le. Aot has, or the regulations in connection w_A Exactly. So
that Qu*te so, so that we might recommend impr operation of the Act
i;ac2°U are asking me for my opinion wth regard to the operat

rtam of its details where I find there are there js 0ne statement that 
I did n Tes: A- Now, with regard to appomtm , ' wou](j like to make here, 

not vive vou in my written submission^ 1 ^ very largely, a technical
technical officers, with clericalre you in iiv "V''" Mines u^y— ,

l*- empWes «-

heir,,-------1. ------- *•’ 4 xxpu- W» Zn «Wfi let
Q. Of that total how many woU . : j can give - °.u , { qy 0r 50 per r°ughly?—A. Well, I do not know that1 neigh,bourhood of 40 or

accurately, but I should say somewhere A And labourers,
„ Q. An™ the rest would be 2“ ^‘oTdepîrtment
S>«uies and so on. I was gomg “technical otSce^to thejepartm^

‘Panics nnd . uId ^ ■ °rd!"ajL Vhat there is one statemenu a. --------ofab.in connectionwith the" apportaient of technical officers to the department 
‘ Mines Wo c j lu i f Pi joiova which make it difficult for us some-
"Uto° ™d«tak” certain work tot is presented to "End owing to the method
standPOxmtment’ and perhaps having to operate under the Civil service Act as it
tigS to-day, we find that though we ate authorized to carry out certain inves-

8atlVe work in connection with mineral resources, and if there is considerable
[Dr. C. Oamsell.]
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delay in securing appointments very frequently that work goes to another 
organization where those delays do not prevail.

Q. Then you would say, in the first place, that with respect to appointments 
the point you wish to make is that the delays are too long?—A. Yes. I gave 
you a submission with respect to that matter in my general statement.

Q. Would you mind, Doctor, reading that into the record, please?—A. A es. 
We gave you a statement covering seven years, 1925 to 1931 inclusive.

In 1925 the number of appointments were twenty-six. The length of 
time required to receive the approval of those appointments was twenty- 
five days.

In 1926, twenty-six appointments, twenty-eight days.
In 1927, forty-two appointments, thirty-nine days.
In 1928, thirty-eight appointments, twenty-two days.
In 1929, forty-five appointments, twenty days.
In 1930, fifty-five appointments, thirty-four days.
In 1931, fifteen appointments, fourteen days.
Making an average, for that whole period, for thirty-five appoint

ments, twenty-six days.

By the Chairman:
Q. In 1930, fifty-five appointments and thirty-four days?—A. Yes. You will 

notice that in 1931 there were fifteen appointments, fourteen days. In that 
particular year most of the appointments were clerical assistants, so that the 
greater delay in making appointments lies in connection with technical positions- 
With clerical assistants the delay is not anything like as long.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And the statement which you furnished, in that connection you have a 

furher statement, have you not. Doctor? According to the memo. I have before 
me it is statement No. 2.—A. Yes.

Q. Have you that before you?—A. Yes.
Q. Would you mind reading that into the record, please?—A. That is 1,1 

reply to question No. 2, “statement giving examples of unusual delays in making 
appointments, and the effect, if any, on the administration of public business- 
The statement that I gave to you in writing is this:—

No record has been kept of unusual delays in the making of appoint' 
ments, but it is felt that the average length of time as shown on tbe 
preceding statement is too long. This general delay is believed to be 
mainly due to the fact that under the present procedure all requisition5 
must pass through the Organization Branch for scrutiny before a11', 
action whatever can be taken toward securing the assistance require' 
by the Department. From their experience in these matters the officia'5 
of the Mines Department have been forced to conclude that the Organisa' 
tion Branch has become more of a hindrance than a help in the makm= 
of appointments. The attitude adopted by the Organization Branch h8,5 
been one of frank “control” and, in some cases, of actual obstructing 
and in view of the fact that each requisition is scrutinized and sigllC _ 
by the Deputy Minister or the Assistant Deputy Minister before it leau" 
the Department, such a policy would seem not only unbusinesslike 
unnecessary. No other branch of the Commission shows any unwilhn° 
ness to co-operate with the Department in these matters. e

The effect of this general delay is to slow up the securing of assista11 
when required; to introduce an element of doubt as to whether 

[Dr. C. CamselL]



. . i i-, +n he obtâ-ittGQ j • v, of a grc&t deal 
required assistance is u^ima ^ , an(j the Commissi0 . &
exchange between the Depar written communie^
of otherwise unnecessary verbal and wr

By Mr. Bowman: Doctor, that would help
. Q. Have you any suggestions to ma^,my ^Organization Branch, 

his unnecessary or prolonged del y through the 0 »m.tant Branch of
'ecessary that these appointments - to be the i (ip eration, and
-ecause the Examination Branch seems to ^ fullest co oper
he Commission, and with that Bra 7ation Branch?—
lever have any difficulties. , with the Organizatioi

Q. Your troubles are almos - u„s become more
k. Yes. . . . , ,hp present time that it has

Q. Your considered opinion 18 a r appointments.
a hindrance than a help in the ma ' a

By Mr. Madnnis: d ly the Orgenieation Branch?

Q. Was your department e\ci 1 ., not fully- reorganization
~~A. Only partly, just certain pbase~ c(j?’ To what ext done, I think,

Q. In what respect was it orSp nch?—A. Well, t the main branches 
carried out by the Organization Br , which was one divisions and
about 1920 or 1921, when the AimesuCins the number 
of the department, was reorganize > er 0{ divisions. int.ment to new
consolidating the work m a smaller Ya(.ancies or in the »PP the Orgamza-

Q. Is the delay m the ffihng 0 . the delay occmi • the filling of 
Positions in your office, or m both? . jn positions, or
bon Branch? Does it refer to the neW positions. there will be
vacancies?—A. Mostly in the f]ling °Jstion is that I takeA ^ ^ fiUing 

Q. My reason for asking the 1 giving their app ex-g^gj the posit 
^ccessitv for the Organization Bra Ovhere a vaca . • . Oeanizat
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/oreinfiboth?°J^ofdnew.ptS, or to the filling of

ancies?—A.^Mostly in the filing of?°that I take^A *ere wi^be no 

Q. My reason for asking that d iving their app exigtSj the position
essity for the Organization Bra *where a vacan Organization
ancies?—A. I should not think so . hardly necessary 
t has been classified, it seems tc>me respect. 
mch to come into the picture m

By Mr. Bowman: . j believe it does.
Q. Does it come into the pictuie.

, ont and I can quite By Mr. Maclnms: departmem ghould feel
Q. You have had reorgamzati ^ tbe Organisa where there is a

derstand in a case of that kind, ~ ■• tl0eîlt.—A- Q -tj’0T1 that has been
A it should scrutinize any new appo ^ filling of a ;on
w Position to be created, yes. think it nc,, p ctfief of the Organi
sed alreadv, there is where 1 < y/[r. Putman, suggestion as to+. Q- I am inclined to agree ™th S and made ^ g and al
bon Branch, appeared before ^J^where there is^ap
e amalgamation of various depar tion was thi • briefly upon
Bering. His statement m hat co^ ^ ^ touched ^

Mr. For an, in his e ,f a vigorous 1 T^ere are two or three 
savings which might re ent department ; ing in government 
were carried on m the gov . , there is 0 
outstanding places where
departments. _ t departments which carry mn ev

is J'¥n’ he refers to five or six S°'01 nn [Dr. C. Oamsell.]
& and map-making------ A. Acs.
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Q. Is there any surveying and map-making in your department?—A. Yes, 
there are two classes of surveying in our department, geological surveying’ 
which does not have any contact with any other department; topographic 
surveying, that is to say, the system of surveying which produces the base map 
for geologists to work on. We do come in contact there with other departments 
who are making similar kinds of maps. .

Q. Have you given the matter of the amalgamation and the co-ordination 
these services any thought?—A. I have given some consideration to it, but 
this was some time ago. I think it is desirable that there should be some con
solidation of topographic mapping services.

Q. Would you be prepared, either now or at some future time, before the 
Committee ends, to put before the Committee what your conclusions are in that 
regard?—A. Yes, I would. Not at the moment, because I think I would reqnir® 
to collect my ideas on the matter; because it is some time since I have giveD 
thought to that question. Of course, the argument that is put up by sort® 
of our own officers in the Mines department for the maintenance of a top0' 
graphic unit in our organization, is that very frequently our topographers an° 
geologists work together in the same field, and, for that reason, it is better t0 
have those classes of men under the same administrative control, rather tba® 
to have the topographer who is working in the same field with the geologist 
under the control of a different department from the geologist himself.

Q. Have you discussed the matter with the heads of any other depaW 
ments?—A. No, I have not; if there is to be any kind of consolidation of top0' 
graphic mapping, I would make this observation. The department of Mines 
perhaps the biggest user of topographic maps of any department of government 
it is not the biggest producer of topographic maps, but is perhaps the bigg®5 
user of topographic maps. And we use topographic maps, not only produced w 
our own department, but by the Interior department and the department 0 
National Defence as well.

Q. Do I take it from that, if there was a consolidation or an amalgam® 
tion of mapping services, you think it should come under your department 
—A. Yes.

Q. You would be agreeable to that? At some future time, before the Cort^ 
mittee finishes its works, we can have your views on that, if you will be g°° 
enough to give them.—A. Yes.

thatBy Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Just on this last aspect of amalgamation. I understand you to say 

your Department is the greatest user of topo. service maps—topographic sU 
veys—topographical surveys of the department of what?—A. The Interior.

Q. And you are a special branch?—A. No, we are a separate departm0 
Q. A separate department altogether, the Mines department?—A. 1 

Mines department.
Q. Taking care of geology?—A. Yes. j0r
Q. I think that you and I are agreed that it has been a moot question 

some years, the amalgamation of those various activities. Did I understand i 
to say that these various surveys could well be amalgamated and placed un 
the jurisdiction of the Mines department; namely the topo. surveys, and 
military surveys.—A. No, I do not think I would include military surveys- ^ gg 

Q. I understood you to say, “ including National Defence.”—A. YeSi j 
producers of topographic maps. I referred to them as producers of topograpm 
maps. ajer

Q. I have had a very great interest in those maps, and have been a re- 
of those maps for many years. I think they are very worthy of attention, b®ca p 
they are most educational. Do I get you right when you say that your dep 
ment is the Mines Branch?—A. Mines department.
[Dr. C. Camsell.]
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''°uld bfi Mmes department could prepare the geological maps on whichwoiiW k .'"v uie iVlines depa - . -, tU onne time the strategicPoints be ududed the topographical features, and h s make a geological 
man ’^a11 on one map?—A. The procedure is th^. betore wQrk The
tonn’ We ™ust have a topographical map as a ba-

graphical map must be produced first of all. selves.
9" ^ ho makes the topo. map?—A. We do some o , T ajs0 w'e use

bothQ' Who else?—A. The Interior department does some o t by the
InLh.0Ur own topographical maps and topographical maps P

r'or department, as the base for our geological maps. . ?_A That
8 a Q- Well, can you then run this triangulation m with the Geodetic

separate branch, again, of the Interior department. - - . -
dennJi What help, ifeposû ' ’ f,at help, if any,’is that to the geologist m the °yf provide c0;SVf minerals?—A. Well, the Geodetic Survey must first all pro

n ^or any topographic map; they are the first peop things
are °ther words, they provide the spider’s web wherein all those other things

O Tu i • 1094 Doctor, this amalgamation of +h 1 18 my concern, because it came up m 1 > could place it
Under t£6 surveys- and I could not get it mto my head that y ^ ^
and eon/ i?ne direction. If it could be done, to eff could be done by
one Sorvd’ ^u.t it has not been shown to me yet wher , the Topo. Survey,
the HV(bn’thc ^.eodetic Survey and the Geological M way of strategic 
Points„0SraPhic Survey and the National Def . , f strategy. YoucainoV11 m °ne. We naturally think of the various po nts of ^trat g 
«onîicti erykwel.l Put a strategic point on a copper‘ deposit. I am

°n, but it has never been shown how it coi follow that youWot* B»wman: I do not see how that would necessarily ^
■ninera ‘lVeY° put a strategical point of defence on op 1 k would be done
In thP You Would Drenare diffpront. mans but the basicue one J

IV KJXX XV T « AAAg IVX. IVkj C4JAAVA--------v6.ua, puinu ux ucicixvc vxi vvy ^ “.“work would be doneif ou would prepare different maps, but th
department.

?gre, Q
Mr. Chevrier:

Howe that"”kWould you do it, Doctor? I quite agree with Mr. Bowman; I quite 
h?6’ take * Mr* Bowman says is perfectly right. They are all experts in their 
? ehd tu ,the aerial survey, which is the most interesting one How would you 
% idea ;head of aerial survev with the geological survey?-A. I would not. 
80 that !uls not to survev with the geological surv ey,, -........ put them uTr the same branch, but in the same department,

0. "Umi are Under the administrative control of one minis er. , , ,
>vey „ ed> there may be something in that, but it is those va^ atSgome
SreVa nfhU8ed idfas‘ However, I may be anticipating.^ If you can, at some 

y ^* before, t.h a — —-- —-> I w ’ umre the Committee rises, give us some idea as to *b°ran^hes Cof your^idenee T°Uld be very glad- H I may just go into the, dXulty in the
of ’I understand that in the clerical positions jouha say

*kes * PPomtments. I understand that in the technics p 5 ^ . includes all 
apf)°intrn VeragC of 26 days for the technical appointments.-A. That includes all 

0 T °n'ts, clerical as well as technical. . , Qr.nn;nfmpnts?_
Yes suPpose you are most concerned with the tec n

* The any Sreat lensth of times in the appointment;of 
p°siti0ns statement as I have given, as I say, covers both clerical 

Q lp, have not separated them.
+• Q l T,re would be an average of 26 days.—A. Tes.
Uon 1S there —

A,

"on-

19322^
any way in which that could be simplified?—A. The simplifica-

[Dr. C. Camsell.]
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Q. With regard to the 26 days, that is in connection with the appointm6^ 
to the technical branches of your department.—A. Yes. You had evidence • 
other day from the President of the National Research Council on that quest10 
Why not follow his practice?

Q. I do not know, Doctor. I am not arguing against it. Could you s°; 
that you could make appointments that are just as good as those that have be 
made in less than 26 days?—A. Yes, I should say so. *

Q. And following out the merit system?—A. Yes, following out the &e 
system, for this reason: that the members of the department of Mines are 
cemed with the mineral industry, and are in touch with the men connected wl 
the mineral industry. We are in touch with the sources of supply of men who l 
into that industry ; that is to say, the universities. We are also very closely 
touch with the organizations which use those men; and if we have an apP0*!1, 
ment to fill, wre can pretty well say where we can get that man, without ha'1 " 
to go through a great deal of routine— j

Q. So you would like to be placed on the same footing as Dr. Tory?-—^ 
am not prepared to answer that question, because I am not so fully in tou^ 
with Dr. Tory’s method as that; but I know that his method is much 
elastic than ours. u

Q. Could you let the Committee know just what procedure you wo 
follow rather than the present one?

The Chairman: I think he has already indicated that, has not he?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. What would it be, Doctor? j
The Chairman : He says it would be the same procedure as that foll°fl 

by Dr. Tory. }
The Witness: I say I do not know the details, exactly, as to how he 

his appointments; but I know the facility with which he makes his apP01 
ments, and it is much greater than ours.

By Mr. Chewier: 9y
Q. He has nothing whatever to do with the Civil Service Commissi011' 

A. No. , ÿlî
Q. That is exactly what you would like to have?—A. No; I do not d1.^! 

I would wrant to be divorced entirely from the Commission, because the 
Service Commission has a function in establishing eligible lists.

Q. I thought you would come to that.—A. Yes.
Q. That is the only thing?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You would like to have 

technical men?—A. Yes.
a little more elasticity in the appointm611^

By Mr. Madmis : ^y
Q. You said, I think, a moment ago, that you are in touch with the; ^ 

versities, the source from which those men are appointed, and as a P°" 
becomes vacant, you know pretty well where to lay your hands on a nii'tl 
would fill that position?—A. Yes. pep

Q. Well then, if you knew where the man was to be found for this va<\,0ul® 
and if you are going to fill that vacancy on the competitive basis, y°u .\ yo° 
have to advertise, and allow more than this man to know about it, woul 
not?—A. That is the present system, yes.

Q. Yes it is. You told, I think, Mr. Chevrier that you could fill the P°- ^ 
in the same way, or on a competitive basis, according to merit, the sa®e 
as done now.
[Dr. C. Camsell.]
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feature, because he is leaving out e ’ heied your-g »,
The Chm-man: No J Service C=™"»s=

*t. You are not opposed to 
The Witness: No.the Witness: JNo. ^ whom

By the Cfcamnan: rtunity ojsjjjf that position.—À. Qulte

Q. But you should have t duly qua i Canada tor
»u m„ take in your depart- , ^ „„t rank as

Q, You do not want to be bc told»a‘vJE
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you have had no opportunity o 8 n to take.
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Mr. MacInnis: That is - -
The Chairman: No, it is n0 ■ ^

By Mr. MacInnis: osed to well qualified
Q. Just a moment. ^°u/^jones for that question- but do not

with you when you select Jol tbe Chaired interrupt y > system
take it. That was your answer » » „ot want ^ favourablet„

The Chairman: Excuse l dij not say ,, said he ya sbould have 
«upstate the witness’s answer. bjg choice- Commiss . £gon gaid
vhere the Commission approve be wante , if the b Doctor
^ system whereby, if he had the “fqualified orjok gQ far as the d
^ say as to whether that man was d ^ o{ the ma
f was not qualified, that would be ,

8 c°ucerned. , Art of 1908-
The Witness: Quite so. cection 20 of t1® ^ the man taken was
Mr. Chevrier: That is the old se^ tQ a system
Mr. MacInnis: He would e 

°t satisfactory.
The Chairman : No. one is correct.
The Witness: No. pressity, if °, \.p ;s in favour °f «nT
Mr. MacInnis: He must, of ne , /^l. certified M

b The Chairman : I cannot sec g rVice, shou man w <? appointed
who is appointed to the Civil b necessurily ^ q£ examiners aPP 

& Civil Service Commission, but not fey aboar
rêhest in a comnetitive examination 1 see it.
by «le Commissiom That is hj po^t, ^ the Civil Service

The Witness: That is rig 1 ■ y other way extremely wi? ^ condi_
G Mr. MacInnis: Well, I itout tfnjfggW consideration
f^mission can make appointments^ have to tat
cf «lit it may not be the best, but y trying to express Doctor

under which they work. 1 am »er c. CamseU.]
na The Chairman: I am not arg

^sell’s view, as I understand 
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now, with regard to promotions, Doctor. I have been looking over y011' 

return on which there are recorded 140 promotions, and out of those, there °rC 
139 without examination. There is just one written examination, in all the 
promotions.—A. Yes. ,

Q. Have you any recommendations to make with respect to promotions ‘ 
At the present time the ratings are made by the Civil Service Commissi011 
and your own department. You might just explain what procedure is followed- 
—A. Would you like me to read this statement I gave you?

Q. Yes.—A.
In the making of promotions within the Department, the part of ^ 

Deputy Minister is as follows: Under the merit system, all vacancy5 
arising are filled whenever possible by promotion. The decision as * 
whether any vacancy is to be filled by promotion or by a new appointj 
ment rests, subject to the observance of this principle, with the Depu*' 
Minister.

There is a variation there, I believe, from the terms of the Civil Service Act.
Q. I was just going to ask you about that. That is, you decide wheth°r 

a new appointment is to be made, from the outside, or promotion made.-?,' 
Yes. Under the Civil Service Act, I understand that the prerogative rests wi ; 
the Commission ; but in the practice that we have been following, it h® 
been with the concurrence of the Commission transferred to the deputy minisW 

The Deputy Minister also recommends whether the promotion* 
competition shall be confined to the staff of the branch in which 
vacancy has arisen, or shall be open to the department as a whole. ** 
may, again, recommend to the Commission that the promotional c°^ 
petition be extended to the entire Civil Service or to the service at Otta"1 ' 
and in either case his recommendation is likely to be followed.

Q. Now, when you say “likely,” you mean to all practical intents all ^
time?—A. Yes. Our experience has been it has been followed. .

01
The practice in the Mines Department is to leave the rating . 

candidates on promotional competitions to the branch heads, that .. 
the applicant’s present efficiency is rated by his present chief, and ^ 
fitness for the promotion is rated by the chief of the branch in wdi’6 
the vacancy occurs. In cases where these are two different officers, 
second rating, which is fitness to fill the position, is made only after 0 ^ 
officers have conferred. Both ratings are then submitted for review 
the.Deputy Minister who, before endorsing them for transmittal bo s 
Civil Service Commission, closely scrutinizes each rating, and sab5 
himself that each applicant has received fair and just consideration w 
regard to each of the factors rated. . m

The rating of applicants for promotion is a particularly deh0*^ 
matter, and one from which it is difficult to entirely separate the bun1, 
factor. The rating system now used by the Civil Service Commi8:^ 
has been gradually improved during the past decade, and is now 
as good as any humanly devised system could be. By it the responsible 
is shared between heads of branches with personal knowledge of ^ 
applicants, the deputy minister who has their files and records at his ^ 
posai, and the Civil Service Commission. The statement to which j, 
rating officers are required to subscribe, is of a character that no one 
make lightly and without honest consideration.

Q. Now, with respect to your department. Would I be correct in 5‘ ylI-t/ 
this, that the promotion is, shall I say, formally decided upon by your dep1 
[Dr. C. Camsell.]
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^ent and approved by the Commission. far) as I know, civil Service
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n Q- I thought yours being a more ^o^ ^ ^ hat the P?_A Wlthin recent
Doctor you could give me a defin , ve pot been

fte the l»f““”hnthe report toport-
g* ot S ïïetn* presented "“d «
branch. This, in the final analysis. Without the depart 
^ce is often made by the investigator Commission.
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The Chairman : We had that ou 
The Witness: Yes.
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By Mr. Bowman: . ion makes the » x The Organization

goi Y°ur point is that the C°ni ber consultation ■ missi0n decides i s
|01»8 back to the department for ’ ission and the tunlty of support
lrtanch submits its report to the Com tment an of [Dr c. CamselU
&Ctl°n on that report without giving tne
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ing its case before the Commission. In other words, we have to speak to the 
Commission through the Organization Branch.

Q. Doctor, just a final question with respect to promotions. Would yoUi 
or would you not, advacate promotions being left entirely in the hands of the 
department. A. As tar as our technical men are concerned, yes, because 1 
think we can rate fitness and qualifications of such men for promotions perhaps 
better than any other outside organization, because of the fact that we have 
such a large variety of technical men of whose work the investigators of the 
Organization Branch cannot have as full or as expert knowledge as we have.

, j;66 a ^ou are including in the matter of promotions reappraisals.
The Chairman: That means classifications.
Mr. Bowman: Yes. Reclassification.

By Mr. Bowman:
, Q' i-t would be rather difficult, of course, to have your technical men under 
ie con ro o > our own department in connection with promotions and to have 

the clerical staff under- the control of the Commission?-A. Yes.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Doctor, on that score, supposing that vou had two equally deserving 
technical officers to be promoted to the one vacancy, I suppose you would a? 
that absolutely on the individual merit of the two contestants for the promotion 
—A. Absolutely, yes.

Q. Supposing that some outside influence in the way of a member of 
liament, or somebody else, was sought to be exercised, would it be taken 1111 
account if the two men were equal?—A. It should not be.

Q. Should not be, but would it be?—A. I do not think so. ^
The Chairman : That, I suppose, depends entirely on the backbone an 

uprightness of the Deputy Minister.
Mr. Chevrier: It might, and it might not.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
of the men according to thefr î»+-ClV1,1,Service Commission invariably approve® 
ferring the promotions without tv mg’ t iere would be nothing gained by tran3' we have had in the matter of approval <* the Commission?-A. As I ^ 
system. The ratings we have fi™» »ns er>tire satisfaction under the preset 
been accepted by the Civil ServiPP n m-en. who are eligible for promotion hav

Q. You have everythin^ that ~ommission in every case as I remember it- 
mission did not give you whatd have even if the Civil Service Con1

The Chairman : Except that 't lad'~A- We have.
of having this correspondence with n—? o°Untry some money for the r°utl°,
that is necessary to carry it out Vlvi Service Commission and the mean*

Mr. Chevrier: It was points tthere was some saving factor in that°as ^ n °^her day, and it was agreed, tha
The Chairman: The votn 5 Wel1-that Mr. Maclnnis is referring to^is'+l^6 ?^er side °f *he question, Doct°r£ 

Commission against the recommendatinnatf^uer^th€re is a veto power in * 
it acts as a brake, or a check againtt f= °f .tlle deputy Minister for promet10 
tb«g- gamst favouritism and prejudice and that sort

The Witness: Quite so. It does.
The Chairman : That is the other side of the story. 
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman : Thank you, Doctor Camsell.

[Dr. C. Camsell.]
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Newton MacTavish, recalled.
Mr. Chevrier: May I have the indulgence of the Committee for a few 

foments with Dr. MacTavish. I was unavoidably absent yesterday, and I 
'ant to question him on a few matters.

, The Chairman: Mr. Chevrier, we have been going through a certain 
0rtoality in that we have been asking each of the Commissioners, as they 
Wear, as to their previous occupations and so forth, and I would like to get 
aat information from Dr. MacTavish.

By the Chairman:
Q. Dr. MacTavish, when were you appointed to the Civil Service Com

ission?—A. In 1926.
Q. What was your occupation prior to that?—A. Editor.
•Q. Of what?—A. The Canadian Magazine.
Q. And for what length of time?—A. Twenty years.
Q. Twenty years editor of the Canadian Magazine?—A. Yes. 

ju Q- And what were you doing prior to that?—A. I was correspondent at 
Q.°ntreal of the Toronto Globe, four years in Toronto on the staff of the 

°be. Prior to that I had various occupations. 
a , Q- Generally speaking, you have been engaged in journalism?—A. Yes, 

P twenty years as editor of the Canadian Magazine.
Q- Is that not journalism?—A. Some do not call it so. 

j. Q- In my ignorance I thought an editor had reached the heights of 
realistic ambition?—A. No, a journalist is a man without a job. 

ye Q- Oh I have been rating them too highly?—A. Might I say this that for 
"(vr® the magazine of which I was editor had as its slogan—its chief slogan—■ 

Iyil Service reform”.
of Q- You have had an active interest in Civil Service matters for a number

years?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
ça Q- You have not been editing that magazine lately?—A. No, not since I 

^e here.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q- But following that principle?—A. Following that lead.

By the Chairman:
I [, Q- Then, Doctor, what were your educational qualifications?—A. Well, 
ec0'high school, up to the second form, from that lectures on literature and 
(An °MCS at McGill and an honorary M.A. from Acadia, and Doctor of Letters 

vadia).

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q- What does your appellation “ Doctor ” stand for?—A. Doctor of Letters. 

By Mr. Chevrier:
file 5^ Doctor, have you got the file of that St. Arsène post office case?—A. The 

as put in front of me now.
tot Now, I want you, for a few moments, to skip through it. Have you 
fatecbere the documents on which the three contestants in 1926, or 1927, were 

•~~A. That possibly is here.

By the Chairman:
°Pport that there may be no misunderstanding about it, you have had an 
Ml jnity of going through this file and looking over it?—A. I know it pretty 

t do not know where that is.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. That is not my point. Since this Committee investigated this case, 
and evidence was taken in connection with it yesterday, we took the means to 
have the hie made available to you this morning so you could have the opp°r' 
t-unity of going through it and familiarizing yourself with it?—A. Yes.

Q. And you have had that opportunity?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That is quite possible?-

It is a large file. I think this is it rig^

now.intenlnïofQuebec0whôseanaemïï diS?Ct SUp6r'
O What docs it JYu V,s Ureen- 1 think?—A. Mr. Tanner Green, he rate them? How does Vth® t.hr^e contestants for that position? How does

as they appear here he hasf PlVhem out on that l>st?-A. Well, on his 1**

O ff v, L it8 {ean BaPtiste Laforest first.Edmond Rioux, and Mrs Adelaïc'K"r are?~A‘ Jean Baptiste Laforest;

O No «À uote-Koy.is the first one—Edmond Riou^and3^8 j6<J -0n document?—A. That

O How orp tVio-<- i oux and Mrs. Adelaire Cote-Roy.Q! Whl "fdSlLf list7rA- A ‘hat order"

Q What i« it?_a " flat j have just read.Adelaide Côté-Roy. ^ ' J®an Baptiste Laforest, Edmond Rioux and MrS'

three contestants there -"ont to save a of time. Now, with those
C6ttiioy*“fr

I do not know that Lean mldiR16^ 0n,the fiIe that eliminates her?—A.
Q. If it is therp 7 i aaUy" It is here somewhere.Mr. Bowman: I think It" find it?“A’ CaD y0U find ifc’ Mr' Bla”d' 

with good cause. "as generally conceded that she was elimin"*

Mr. Chevhier: So much the better. She is eliminated.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Now will you j„5t_ _A. May J read thii;

ing to the CommSn^ld/^^ be afforded the opportunity of preseljje 
regarding the irregularities fepresentations as they may desire to ro^ consider Mrs. «» ™ ‘he PJM.G. letter so far as 6#

rri, . . , , y resPonsible for same.1S "IgnC( 7 11C three commissioners and the information came from ^
,dPostmaster General and he concurred tw v, , ,Q. She was properly eliminated t Ï shefmust be eliminated.

the qualifications as they appear aeaiw ^ f°rget hcr T Wil1 you for#1 and as they appear against the namf nf ÜT °f Jean Baptiste L»J° by
the District Superintendent at Qu^c?—\™^to^

Educational qualification® ennd- , ,.general store; location ISO vard= f ’ accommodation offered—m d.
Then it gives the decreases- d irom present site; mail service

like that, Arsèn^ and yViKer10d’ <iecreaS(‘ $81 pr0 rata, or somet^j
route, decrease $6.40; residentiald®Creaf $4 02- St- Arsène N°‘ 1 cVpe- 
nonce, no post office experience^IhT bficatl°ns’ forty-one years, ^ 
willing to give office full n ’ character and integrity, very good,

[Dr. N. MacTaviah.1 e; whether returned soldier, no.
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Q. Now, will you read about Rioux?—A.
Educational qualifications, good; accommodation offered, in his 

general store ; location, 120 yards from present site; mail service affected, 
increase $54 pro rata; St. Arsène to the railway station ; St. Arsène and 
Viger, $2.68; St. Arsène, No. 1 rural route, increase $4.27 ; residential 
qualifications, 48 years; experience, no post office experience; character 
and integrity, very good; time willing to give office, full time; whether 
returner soldier, no.

Q. As a Commissioner of the Civil Service Commission, can you say what 
discrepancies there were between those two men, and which of the two is the 
better one for the post, just for the moment, on what you have before you?— 
A. On the age—there is no difference—practically. I remember the ages.

Q. I do not care where the axe falls or where the chips fly?—A. On what I 
have here, yes; the cost is increased by Rioux over Laforest and there is a 
difference in the site.

_ Q. Can you say by how much?—A. I have read that. Not so very much, 
fr is a decrease in favour of Laforest.

Mr. Bowman: About 
The Witness: It is an increase in one case and a decrease in the other.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Is there anything in the individual merits of the two contestants that 

Places one above the other, outside of the cost to the department?—A. Are you 
asking now as to this or to the whole situation?

Q. Just on that. Is there anything there that places the one contestant 
above the other on his own individual merit, as separate from the cost to the 
department?—A. It is exactly the same ; almost word for word.

Q. The only difference, then, there is probably the cost to the department? 
~"A. Yes.

Q. Now, tell me this, inasfar as the individual merits of these two men are 
concerned, they are practically equal?—A. As to that, yes.

, Q. Now, then, will you now go to the file and say if there is such a document 
.ere the Commission made a disposition, or an appointment, or a recommend- 

‘ l0n, as to whom between Rioux and Laforest should be appointed?
, The Chairman : Before you turn from that page, would you mark the place 

.. ere the report is, because I do not want to interrupt Mr. Chevrier with a ques- 
tl0n or two?

By Mr. Chevrier:
dirl Ju " Anticipating the standing as those two contestants show on that sheet, 
jjj d^be post office inspector, Mr. Green, or the District Superintendent, Mr. Green, 
tun a rec°mmendation as to who should have the post as between those two 

n' A. I do not think he did.
H- Just look through and make sure?—A. No.

Did he say what was the order of merit as between those two, or as 
dijWeen bbe three, as they originally stood?—A. He does not here; whether he 

any other place or not—
^be Chairman: Oh, yes; read the report. The report starts off— 

ffier't JTNESS: b am subject to correction “the candidates ranked in order of 
1 from a post office standpoint are”—

By Mr. Chevrier:
sheet?’ bAdJMr. Green place those three contestants in any order of merit on that

'A. Yes. I find it here.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.].
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The candidates ranked in order of merit fromQ. What does he say?—A. 
a post office standpoint are:”
And it gt tde'Sriptioîtte 1 rStlu™' Wi<,°W ot J"stmafr

g! SoÏÏTe p,Lê°S'”ng 2—^7 here,
candidates in order of merit from a post offir> + 6Y’ • Y He glves that as t0 

Q. From a post office standpoint^ theS P , , A,
as it appears from that document it heinn- ',eeV? or^.er °Lrne,rlt' 
eliminated subsequently for good and vsliri° a^mittcd that Mrs Côté-Roy was 
on that document, that would brin» Vnur ' reasons, is there anything on there. 
Service Commission to decide between +v0 as a Commissioner of the Civ» 
dual merit, irrespective of post nffipo + j° ™en as who, in order of indivi- 
A. On this document? “ standpoint, should have the position?—

Q. Yes.—A. No.
Q. Now, turn to a document—if tv0 •

mission has taken a decision a« tn i,.i re ?s suc^ on the file—where the Com
be appointed?—A. I have that. 10m’ between Rioux and Laforest, should

Q. What does it say?—A. No To-, ,,
Q. Is that the original doeumprH 6St,y have not come to a decision, 

through its three Commissioners rWiu ? hereby the Civil Service Commission, 
Q. Let us start off by the Chn' < e< w 10 should have the post?—A. Yes. 

recommendation?—A. The Chairman™8”" Yllat is the Chairman’s decision or 
second in order of merit, and his è> ,says: “ ^n(l Mr. Laforest has been placed 
the former costing the department Y ref,orted more central than Mr. Rioux’— 
more—his education and experience' k ■ than afc Present, and the latter costing 
Mr. Rioux’, I am in favour of Mr t flng’ t° say the least, equally as good as 
„ Æï» i= • mcomLlfiff1 ’ appointment,”

A. Yes. He
Q. Is there a recommendation f n

has signed under my initials. " rom Commissioner Tremblay?—xv^. - 
Q. So that the result would he +K +

appointment of Mr. Rioux, but tim ni ^ ar*d ^r- Tremblay recommended the 
Q. Now, when the Commission , lai™an> Dr. Roche, dissented?—A. Yes- 

the Commission, or not, take into * Cldes uP°n the question of merit, does 
testants as they appear, or does it tv - only individual merits of the con- 
case, the cost—the highest cost that won u Yi? account, as might arise in this 
rather than the other? Does that fl ’ , foIlow in the appointment of the one

Q. In other words,—I can folloYit 6nter mto the merit of the case?—A. N°; 
me if I am wr°ng—merit, as j m.j,r,^,no'v that you have said that—correct 
individual candidates irrespective of P ^ ^ 18 merit on the standing of the 
A. Yes. °'t to the department or otherwise?

Q. Tho-t is—correct me if I
applicants to fill the position, irresnecf°ivp”_fllat caPacity, or adaptability, oftilC 

Q. Is that it?—A. Yes mesPectlve of cost?—A. Yes.
Q. Now on that file i« +vprQ ...

Tremblay—I will ask Dr. RocbeY™' lng that decided you—I cannot ask Mr> 
The Chairman : We will v

S’0" T',. “Ve Commissioner Tremblay back for you, 11
Mr. Ch=,me„: So mu,h the ktter

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Is there anything on that ei

judgment to swing to Rioux rSher thY Tftuted a factor to determine y<f
The" *™ 10 U,0resl- ‘«hmg i-to account #■
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Q. The what?—A. The age of Mr. Rioux.
. Q. That militated, I presume, in favour of Mr. Rioux’ appointment?— 

A es, taking into account the fact that Mr. Laforest was 62 and getting near 
0 the retiring age ordinarily.
, Q. To what extent does the recommendation of Mr. Green, or any other 

QePartmental officer, influence your mind in making a selection when candidates 
a.re r about as closely—not rated because there is no rating—but as closely 
®ffifllar as they are? In other words, are you bound to accept the recom
mendation of the Inspector or do you use your own judgment?—A. The Com
ission, as a whole, judges very frequently from the recommendation or the 
k atement of the District Superintendent.
• Q. Now, is there any other factor on the file that contributed to your 
lodging Mr. Rioux a better man to fill the position than Mr. Laforest, outside 
ejg*he factors you have mentioned already?—A. I do not think there is anything

Q- So that, in the exercise of your own discretion, if I take it so, you 
Ppointed Mr. Rioux to the position?—A. Yes.

Q- For the moment that is all I have to ask. Of course, there is the further 
c Pe°t of the second appointment in 1931 with which I am not presently con- 

I am onlv concerned for the present with the original appointment of 
26 or 1927?—A.' 1927.

a ,Q- If anything comes out of it, I reserve my right to examine the witness 
®ain on the later appointment.

By the Chairman:
ty,. Q: I can say, from what you have just said, that the factor in this case 
a caused you to favour the appointment of Rioux in place of Laforest was

Se rTA‘ Larsely-
‘j- Is there another factor?—A. I cannot recall any.
Q- None at the present time?—A. No.

a Q- And the reason that age was such a factor was because Laforest was 
\vt!,)1>'T^rriately 60 years of age at that time and the other man was approximately 
0r at—A. Laforest was 62 I think. The other man, as I recall it, was 47—

By Mr. Bowman:
Q- Does that appear on the file?—A. I think so.

By the Chairman:
9- That would be a difference in age of about 15 years?—A. Yes.

7o v4 hat is, the factor you had in your mind was that the retiring age being 
retirfars man whom you chose was about 15 years further away from that 
""A \v a^e than the man who was recommended by the post office inspector ? 
if W CA we are loath to appoint a man getting on towards the retiring age, 

q6 is a younger man equally qualified. 
q é;n(^ would that apply in all cases?—A. Not necessarily, 

other,' .en y°u do distinguish between different cases?—A. We may have 
O'Tplicants. Here are two men only. We have only two candidates, 

years a case where you have two candidates only and one man’s fifteen
the olJ°Tger than the other, would you always prefer the younger man over 

> er- A. I might not. I might if it were a matter of age only.
W°niJ r- Chevrïer: Mr. Chairman, "with the permission of the Committee, I 
Octohe ,e to have included in the record the letter of Mr. Coolican, dated 

4th, 1927.
lc Chairman : Very well, Mr. Chevrier.

[Dr. N\ MacTavish.]
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The Secretary,
Civil Service Commission,

Ottawa, Ont.
Re—St. Arsène

Dear Sir, Referring to previous correspondence regarding the vacant 
postmastership at St. Arsène, Que., your file 37614, permit me to inform 
jou that .the matter has again been brought to the attention of the 
Department.^ is noted that the office has been in the temporary charge of Mr- 

clmona Kioux .or a long time, or more exactly since the 11th November 
meffi111 iat n° cornplaints have since been received against his manage-

Tt is noted also that there is very little to choose between the 
eu erent candidates and, under the circumstances, considering the satis- 

f+vryama^agement of tbe Acting Postmaster, it seems that the interest 
0 t ^ Service would be well served if he were confirmed in his position-

Ihe Department would be pleased to have a certificate in this case 
as soon as possible.

caseBy the Chairman:
Q. If I take up with you, as soon as we are concluded with this, 

in which I think we can eliminate all the factors except age, and show yo 
where you signed a certificate appointing a man who was exactly 15 years olo^ 
than the man whom the Post Office Inspector had ranked ahead of him
That might well be. , eQ. —then your statement you have just now made would hardly fit
situation.—A. I would have to know what the situation is. . • a

Q. I will give you an opportunity, because I intend to take it up in^
moment. Then I am to understand from you, 
factor in this case of Rioux of St. Arsène post

Dr. McTavish, that the on®to

-A. It is a report, or w,'ha*

post Office Stan*' 
The Civl

* ctU VUJ[ i,| I I w ...favour the addointm^nt^ r “n • "‘ ”v' office wbieb caused you
tion of Laforest +v Rmux over the Post Office Inspector’s recommends'
recommendation6' H h , mafc^r of age.-A. Well you say the Inspectors 

O En If h€nhadn.ade one, which he didn’t-
«•= oSi M wb“1,0 made7 A «P»"7- •

poinV;-ïnYÔ5 iL”ÎVf merit is "hat lie calls it 
Service Commission arc n0t y,et established an order oi mem. ±-..v makes the recommendation h™* W1° establish orders of merit. The Inspector 
Service Commission ‘ ’ Ie is an employee, for the time being, of the Civ 1

Civil^Service CommlSon rn'tliï m’^A Y esta'blishment of merit by ^

tliat you ca£atakekitVltandarï^t°f m°rit can, we?—A' 1 do not.kn^v 
opinion. " rd> but you can take it as of merit, m 11 y

Q- Did you ever see Rioux, ever meet him?— \ xt 
q: ad aft you on his behalf?—-A. Noapproving of Kioux- appointa™!? Ke dillT "7* ‘° T T*

h«.l talfer0” his 'oliing you ttS “of ‘which h-

™astiT Genera™a’kl’lrthiux'ln ” tl,e île ,rom Hon. Mr. Veniot
id although I might have at the tirnpPPTimme-nt'~A‘ * do not remember see 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.] 1 Saw it this morning.

post'
ing
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Q. Your explanation of your judgment in this case, then, in its final analysis, 
comes down to this; that in spite of the fact that the Post Office Inspector had 
Pointed out that Laforest had the more central site, in spite of the fact that it 
"'as going to save $150 odd a year in postal expense, based solely on the differ
ence in these men’s ages, you favoured the appointment of Rioux?—A. I have 
said that we have nothing "to do with the cost of the service.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Surely you do not mean that?—A. That is a matter of departmental 

administration.
Q. One of the functions of the Civil Service Commission is to deal with 

patters of reorganization and classification and matters affecting cost.—A. If 
chat is the case, it is a peculiar thing that in practically every post office file 
chat comes before us we do not know of the changes in cost.

Q. Whether it is a peculiar thing or not, you surely do not want to tell 
Cj? that knowing about it, as you did, having it pointed out to you, you 
disregarded it, because you say it has no part in consideration of merit.—A. Yes.

Q. Do you mean to say it has been the practice of the Commission not to 
ahe into consideration the costs to the Government?—A. That is a depart

mental matter.
, Q. I am asking you about the Commission, not the department.—A. Not 
0 my knowledge, no.

Q. Your Commission has paid no attention to matters of cost?—A. I would 
jmt say that, but for a matter of that much I would say no. In other words 

" question of cost does not come in.
Q. You say that the matter of cost does not come into it?—A. Yes.
Q- Is that the case in regard to all matters that come to the attention of 
Commission, that the matter of cost does not receive consideration?—A. 
no, the matter of cost, according to the deputies you have had here, is a 

Pient61" Very much *n dispute as to the Civil Service Commission and the depart-

Q. Why was it not a matter for the Commission here? WThy was this the 
^option?—A. Might I put it this way; we make an appointment, and if the 
adPartiment fiuds it necessary to send that appointee about the country in the 

ministration of his duties we know nothing about that, 
est- Ki •' you were not sending anyone about the country here. You were 

Wishing a position well known to the Commission and to everyone. You 
0 -r<r ‘Appointing a postmaster to perform certain duties, and that appointment
i« £ht save $150.
11 they

the

the
Oh

That is one thing------ A. Do you see this, that the department
it -•> were not satisfied with the appointment of the man on his merit, because 

as costing more money, could reject him? They have that privilege.
c°nsid

Q- Then you say, in this particular case, the matter of cost received no
Aeration by you?—A. It did not from me. 

it xv ' "^nd the site of Laforest was the best?—A. I do not know. 
as doser to the station. It saved money.

Apparently

By Mr. Chevrier:
it m <T How much?—A. Well, there was a difference. It is sufficient to say 

ude a difference of $150 in the transfer of the mail.
But how much by the file? One is $180, and what is the other? $320? 

^he Chairman: What is on the file is a difference in cost of $152.37 a year. 
Chevrier: It also says the difference. Why not give the difference? 

le Chairman : The Government pays in dollars.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Mr. Bowman: And the file says something else. It says that the village 
municipal council forwarded to the department a resolution suggesting that 
this very post office be transferred from Mr. Rioux’ place to Mr. Laforest’s 
place.

Mr. Chevrier: In what year?
Mr. Bowman : 1931.

into 1931.CHEVEIER: BUt W€ are °nly dealinS with 1926. I have not yet gone

Mr. Bowman: That is all right, but the other file does show that there was
MrTSest's^Xe ^ C0Uneil ** this post office be tran sieved to
Mr. Laforests place because of the convenience to the people of the village.
.. Witness. There is a letter from someone here saying that that resolu
tion had been passed but I do not think the resolution is here
nf r,VilA£rvice rv!m you.look at the recommendation of the Chief Examiner 
1931?6 Commission in which he points it out------- A. Are we on

The Chairman: On 1931.
last one ShoXouM not be°fafi1 wUlwne Cka™n,Tand Mr Bowman is the 

1926 appointment first, because to mv t
I am not much interested in 1931. B,lf at 18 the 7°,6 crux of this cal 
quent one, I should like to examine the v, > are g0m+? \° dla , Wi the su7he 
^ates examine the witness on that. But let us get the

? “'Jr is nothing t0 Pavent your doing it, Mr. Chevrier. 
me M We > mentl0n the date of that resolution, that will satisfy

The Witness: If I can find that letter
Mr. Chevrier: It does not affect the finst appointment.

the recommendation made bJXhVpoVoffithepeople of the village supported 
Last's p,a« ™ the mS ^ ^

I was only concerned wit.rthe'Xestton^f merit m 1926. ^ 1931 appointmCnt' 

The Witness: I am afraid I cannot find it 
Mr. Bowman: It is sometime in 1931.
Mr. Chevrier: But that had nothing to do with the appointment in 1926- 

By Mr. Bowman:
ment^as^far ^as you^arTconcerned?6 anything to do with the matter of appoint' 

The Witness: Not as far as T t,™
the function of the Commission to make 7Ce+med,iv 67USe 1 hold that xt 15 

Q. And absolutely the sole thin?^L &\a chief ,factor' +Vlflt
the one man was about 15 years older Vh n X consideration by you was t 
course, but I make this reservation that ethe ot^~A- Well I saw that oj 
remember the details. Since that time fin 7 WaSj7e years ag0 and 1 d? Ly 
hands. With the document in front of m tIJ?usand Lfiles have passed through m.

Q. That seems to be the reason 18 th? reason’ as 1 see lt: 1f to
your mind other than that, in goin» over theVl!?notAhlng that presents ltse

§• neither *4 mecr„^A 1cn7 'No-
It hatnÏÏy tabwtTJlfsTn"™ * *e?-A. «98 at that ti»<='

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. So you did not think that in an appointment to a post office where the 
revenue was $298 a saving, or an additional expense of $150 should be taken into 
consideration?—A. As I say, that has not been a factor with us. I did not so 
think in this case.

Q. And you say that is not a factor with the Commission?—A. It is not 
with me. My colleagues may see differently.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. On that document signed by Mr. Green, the District Superintendent of 

toe Post Office in Quebec, I think you will read:
Standing in order of merit from a post office standpoint. Will you see 

if those are the words?—A. “The candidates ranked in order of merit from 
a post office standpoint.”

Q. Will you tell me if anything appears in the qualifications of Laforest with 
regard to post office experience?—A. The Inspector says, “no post office experi
ence.”

. Q. Will you tell me whether from that document there appears anything 
w'th reference to post office experience with regard to Rioux?—A. “No post office
experience.”

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now that memorandum with respect to post office service, the man who 

Iïlade that report was also an officer of the Commission?—A. Yes.
Q. That is, the post office Inspector, in making these ratings, not only makes 

"'em as a post office inspector from the Post Office departmental point of view, 
bl't he makes them on behalf of the Commission?—A. Well, wre do not know 
w‘1at the Post Office standpoint might be, but he is acting for the Commission, in 
a capacity, at the moment.

By the Chairman:
. Q. Dr. MacTavish, are not the words of all recommendations, or reports, 

Tich you receive from postal superintendents, couched in the same language as 
laC—A. Oh no. Very many of them are. 

i Q- Every one I have seen is. In that very report of the District Superin- 
, ndent that you have before you, from which Mr. Chevrier has had you read, 
P.Çs it not set out that Laforest’s site is more centrally located in this town or 

la£e?—A. Well it may do that.
l Q- Will you please look at the report? You had nothing else on which to 
j Se your judgment except that report, according to your own statement.—A. 

SaY it reduces the cost—
Q. Never mind the cost please, we have dealt with that. Will you read the 

Port and tell me if it is not set out in that report that the site of Laforest is 
n/’r°.centrally located than that of Rioux?—A. It says here as to Laforest, “his 
st-ir11868’ although not as centrally located as that of Mrs. Roy, are on the 

*2? road, nearer the Parish Church.”
Arg'J'^en as to Rioux it says, “he is qualified for the postmastership at St. 
is n ^e- If he is appointed the post office will be kept in his store, which location

as central as the other candidates’.”
^iouS ^ow.’ when Mr. Chevrier was talking about you recommending Mr. 
the o aPP.°intment, he kept using the word “recommend.” As a matter of fact 
aPDrnvIjmissioners were making an appointment, xvere they not?—A. No, we 

q of the appointment.
0 tv ose aPPomtment were you approving in that case?—A. Rioux’. 

ousiy ”men you say you were approving the appointment, nobody had previ- 
job v,rr!, e any had he?—A. Eut a man is not appointed until he is put on the 

the Post Office.
[Dr. ST. MacTavish.]
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_ Q" y°u approving of Rioux’ appointment, the effect of it was
to appoint him?—A. Well unless—

Q. Unless the Post Office vetoed your approval?—A. Or rejected him. 
p , ad you knew perfectly well they would not reject Rioux when the 

- mas er General had been writing the Commission asking for his appoint
ment/—A. I would assume that.

By Mr. Madmis:
,Dld you know the statement made by the inspector that the Laforest 
,7ltl?1VVas more centra! before you made the appointment?-A. I possibly 

did. I do not recall that If I did, I do not consider that was my function.
TTn,oC=W??dnn0t *take 11 into consideration?—A. No. Might I qualify 

mat th,MuaMcar,menl ""*• *» « “d ™ 1

and 2:, tor’fi/ïnn irtment’ in this cas.e’ through the inspector, wrote to you 
a nnst nffinp «t i central, which would mean more satisfactory fromcase standpoint? A. Well I would not regard that as a factor in this

Q. You did not take that into consideration?—A. No.
decision ascfLT'S.tfa Styes1 PreSUme’ bef°re ^ **” *

a s» ^ *
v- I OU had read that?—A. Yes.
Q. But you would not take that into consideration either?—A. No

these factors Y°U 7°uIj n?t do that> 1 think you said, is that if both of
sidération HiJ! uT the department thought them worthy of con-
this other elementTl d+deC ,t0 accept the appointee?—A. Quite so. There * 
and the deLrtmen^nntifv^h kave not th°ught of; if a man is appointed
received +bp m • ot ; kim that his Slte is not satisfactory he may, havingfflÿoS reason S-Tjhf Z ? £ sati?f“t»1 That is a possibility; 
tion the site milo - ti i niik tle Commission should not take into considérais not saSactorv A d^rtmc?} officialIy notify us that the site of so-and-so 

satislactory. And it would apply in that case.

By the Chairman:
whole Commi^ion^in eiQ3iCaSehdiu you not pass a unanimous judgment of the 
whom the Postmaster r , andchange the postmastership back from Laforest’ 
a site directly opposite 7^7 7 aPP°lnted, because Rioux had now obtained 
to 1931? • PP°Slte the one of Laforest?—A. Now you are switching back

made to a fello^mmber’rS ^0ur rnind.back to an answer which you have just 
Pardon me, I lay 7 anumv^ °f°™mittee?-A. No, my mind is Lt changed- 
qualifications, as originally I did f Rl°UX aPPomtment a second time, on blS

Q- That is not what the judgment says that is recorded there. Turn to »•

Mr. M admis:

mattQ °TfV l0Cati°n 7 matt<?r 0f Cost andftbe
net t } hen m making your appoints * 0h> certainly with the department-

ry to make an appointment that entsi',0tker things being equal, would y fc 
n the matter of site and cost?-A w p°TUld meefc the wishes of the departing 

tnatiUt7ately a department must be°‘- 777 my examination the other da. 
rn xt*’ but 1 stdl hold that that nifSUlt.e<?' Some exception has been tak 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.] at’ that ultimately the department must be suited-
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j-f the department should not be suited with, say, Rioux in this case, they could 
have rejected him on the ground that it was costing too much or that his site 
Was not satisfactory. And we would have appointed the only man left.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You could not possibly reject Rioux on this ground, because the site 

"as not satisfactory or the cost not satisfactory, because the reverse happened 
° be the case, the site of Laforest was the best and the cost would be less if 

Were given to him.—A. Of course, Mr Bowman, you jump from one appointant to the other. P W
, Q- No, I am answering your argument.—A. I thought we were talking 
o°ut the appointment in 1927.

ç Q- But you were talking about cost. Mr. Maclnnis was talking about cost. 
°st is under discussion now.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
sav S' *n, making an appointment, all other things being equal, would you not 
4 ® the Crown, of which you are a servant, $150 if opportunity offered itself?— 

■ * °t to appoint a man that I thought was inferior in merit to the other. 
a„ ^r- Bowman : Where is the inferiority in merit here?—A. As I say, in

1926

The Chairman : Anything more, gentlemen.
Nlr. Chevrier: I have nothing more to ask Doctor MacTavish on this
appointment. It may be that later on, with the permission of the Com- 

I may take up the 1931 appointment, but to my mind it was just aGestion of the merit. At present I have nothing more.

By the Chairman:
C0 Dr. MacTavish, I have another case I wanted to bring before this 
hercmi^ee- It wTill not take long to get the facts. Do you prefer to remain 

! now you are here, to save us bringing you back?—A. What is the case? 
The appointment of postmaster at Burlington?—A. I will hear it now. 

is m 16 Chairman : Who is most familiar with this file? I will take whoever 
ost familiar with the file.
•Hon. Dr. Roche, re-called.

By the Chairman:
We wj, T>r. Roche, if you will please turn to the back of the Burlington file so 
Burii 1 *he history. Is it a fact that the vacancy in the postmastership at 
Vrt ’ Ontario, was notified to the Civil Service Commission by the 

ment, January 16, 1928?—A. Yes.
Office i ^ correct that the report of the District Superintendent of the Post 
A. Yeg °Partment, dated March 8, 1928, was forwarded to the Commission?—
Tom^a *S ^ correct that according to that report the candidates were set out, 
f'eatt? office standpoint, in the following order of merit; 1. Vickers M. 

Q. qV" Tes.
Q °J?las M. Waumsley, 2nd?—A. Yes. 

v, q" pIcCa!1> 3rd?—A. Yes.
■ red ]3 nncis T. Nevin, 4th; William MacFarlane, 5th; Harold Kearse, 6th;

Q A,7th. Is that correct?—A. That is correct. 
atl(i Haro fïse seven candidates I believe that Thomas Waumsley rated second 
'"'A. y ( Kearse rated sixth were entitled to the returned soldier preference?

<9322_ [Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. Then is it correct that Waumsley was selected by the Civil Service
ison of his being entitled to the returned soldier preference 

Yes.

X liVil XU X U VUI X

Commission, by reason 
in June, 1928?—A. Yes.

A9H.Aw„Wa,=™Tthat he i'ad b=™ selected, and if so on what date? 
-A. He was notified, and I see a letter here of November 13, 1928:

deferring to the vacant postmastership at Burlington in connection
S.T J,WoWd a certifici“e favour of Thomas Waum fey returned
fc offic tothe ciarT ÏZ that ^led for the transfer of

Ls now been ,ece”S from S 1? P°sl™stCT' but communication 
• irom him declining the appointment.

tv’ comm™?cati°n is dated November 13 1928?—A. Yes.
JuneQandS November?—A "wdf ftp" ™dlicate ”h“* "used the delay between

Superintendent^6 "°m ™*r
t i r • , .

because he ha
Q. In which he said he cmiM

obtained another permanent ml; + a?cept the Position, because he »au 
Q. But there is quite a laZ J+ment\ ln the meantime?-A. Yes. T 

am wondering if there is anythin» ÀmeJbetween June and November, and 1 
the cause of the delay?— 4 ^ell t ”«• ,file to indicate, or if you can tell roe< 
do not know whether this is tho w«n°tlce here also a letter from Mr. Gaboury? \ 
24, 1928, enclosing the report of +1 e£/?u. reterred to before, under date of Apr' 

Q. But what is bothering me t Superintendent,
man and his refusal. In other wo ? «, ay between the actual selection of the 
June to November. I am WOn<lor!n thlng was apparently in the air fr^ 
caused the delay?-A. Well there ! g “ .there is anything that indicates what 
the part of the Commission. S nothing on the file to indicate any delay 0 

Q. I am not suggesting tint? a
department would know about it k t delay that occurred, very likely tbe 

Q. Anyway the Commission ’JLUt ther.® is nothing in this file, 
sley, the first man entitled to the rZZ notl,fied November 13, 1928, that Wau»1' 
the position?—A. Yes. returned soldier preference, would not aocep1

Q. Then the next thing that h up
Commission then selected Kearse’PAPe^ed was that on February 9. 1929, *he 

Q. Quite properly, the next ^ Y,es- a
who was entitled to the returned ST** S?ldier wording to order of ^ 

Q. Can you tell me what caused Preference?-A. That is right. l3
to February of the next year?_A t the dflay ln selection, from November J
the Secretary of the Commission?- 6 a letter here of December 19, 1928,

lington, would you be kim/enn ° ,vafancy in the postmastership at B1? 
further advised by the department t0 suspend action in this case un 

Q. Then I believe there is „ 1 ?h
iater saying to proceed with the ?e dePartment, not quite a *°nl

Q- The department asked you t January 16> 1929- a Ye*-
Q. Then the department w^s rein Wlth the appointment?—A- \g

to January 16. Can you tell me wh?fP b,e for the delay from December . 
he being the next in order of merit caused the delay in Kearse’s appoint e 
from November 13 tn n.!L0t ment entitled to ri.vL a r^Li' Leferen?-

d°

----- «VI vm- ueiay irom xjw*1!uau you tell me what caused the delay in Kearse’s app»1 he being the next in order of merit entitled to the returned soldier pre 
froni November 13 to December 19, when the department stepped in?—A 
not know just why there would be that delay

Q. Nothing there to indicate?-A. I cannot see anything, in a hurried 8
the «• carefully ™d l/conld not tec «ÿgSjjf 

3 some explanation muon Umnncr

* Q T 0 v vu muicatey a ~v 
thought you might^aWeTo1- J? anything, in a hurried gl fj
Kearse, on the 9th of Fch,-* glVe me some PJnfnd }■ cou,d not see anything',^ [Hon. w. j. Roche.] ebrL>ary, 1929 Vou ^ianation. Then, having seifL

> U were subsequently advised that «
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^lan had died on February 1, 1929, 9 days before he was selected?—A. There is 
a letter here from Mr. Gabourv, under date February 19th:—

I wish to inform you that the District Superintendent at Toronto 
now reports the death of Mr. Kearse, which occurred on February 1.

Q. That removed from the list all the candidates who were entitled to the 
burned soldier preference?—A. Yes.

t, Q- And left ranking in order of merit; 1-Peart; 2-McCall; 3-Nevin; 4-Mac- 
*arlane; and 5-Fred D. Ghent?—A. Yes.
^ Q- Then, on February 9, the same day the department notified you of the 
ea_th of Kearse, they also forwarded to the Commission an application for the 
sition from another returned soldier.—A. That was not included in this list.

Q- Not included in this list?—A. Mr. Wyeth.
Q- I don’t know the name. I just made a note, one.—A. Yes, March 4. 

y Q- Again on February 21, the department forwarded you another applica- 
n from another returned soldier for the position?—A. Yes.

U. Q- Is that one there?—A. I do not see it on this file, nothing more than 
118 one.

rL. Q- Just have a look and see if you can find it.—A. Oh, there may be. What 
ie Was it?

ano,Q- The 21st, February 21, 1929. They sent you one on February 19, and 
O r°ne on February 21,—A. It is on this file February 21, yes, Mr. Bayliss. 

t)le j-. Then Dr. Roche, I should like you to look at the recommendations of 
Vy (.'lllef examiner to the Commission, which bears date February 25, 1929. 
eyQ, . you please read to the committee the recommendations of the chiefXarniner?-_a.

A certificate in favour of the appointment of Mr. Harold Kearse, 
O.A.S., to the above position issued on the 9th inst.

A communication is now at hand from the Deputy Postmaster Gen
eral, immediately hereunder, informing that the district superintendent 
°i Postal Service at Toronto reports the death of Mr. Kearse, which occur- 
Fed on the 1st of Februarv, and requesting that another certificate be
issued.

In view of the fact that this position was advertised over one year 
a.g°> the Examination branch is of the opinion that it should be re-adver- 
t]sed, and recommends accordingly.

tiQentg ?^en Doctor, there is endorsed in that document the respected judg- 
0 Axr69,0*1 *Fe members of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Yes.

"■■A. ” 0uld you read first to me the judgment of Commissioner MacTavish?

9 io^S certificate for Mr. Kearse was issued so recently as February 
’ ,29, and as Mr. Kearse died on February 1, 1929, I see no reason for 
Advertising ; but I approve of the appointment of Mr. Fred D. Ghent.

^iliano?’ 'Dr' Roche> Mr- Fred D. Ghent was the fifth in order of merit of the 
Q Th 1 °n af that time, was he not?—A. Of the civilians?

■ ' Well Te,burned soldiers entitled to preference having been disposed of.— 
lng ret,,, , n°t think he was fifth; I think he was seventh on the list, includ- 

Q Y d so?diers.
Avilie KneS’ originally but the two returned soldiers, Waumsley and Kearse 

Q YC,en disposed of.-A. Yes.
Q. left him fifth in order of merit on that list?—A. Yes. 

n Q. D cluding those who were returned soldiers, but non-residents.—A. Yes. 
d «ft!, ir,68 Dr- MacTavish give any reason in his judgment there for picking 
° n°t sen an 0I? fhe list in place of the first man left in order of merit?—A. I 

49a, anything on the file.
22"37i [Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. Then, Dr. Roche, you have written a judgment dealing with the matter. 
Would you be good enough to read that to the Committee?—A. Well, I ap
proved, in the first place, of the recommendation of the Examination Branch- 

Q. You originally approved of the recommendation of the Chief Examiner 
that the position be readvertised?-A. Yes. Then, it went to my colleagues and 
this notation of Dr. MacTavish was made, to which Mr. Tremblay subscribed.

Q. By merely initialling it.—A. Yes.
Q. He did not write any formal judgment of his own?—A. No. 

i , e.D’ 1 r' .,c would you read your judgment?—A. Later, when i* 
came back to me, as it always does, if there is any dissenting, I put this note on:

Since this position is not to be readvertised, although more than 
the CpqndhtnLa SmCe Previous competition, I cannot understand why 
Innl ^t w thPlaced first in order of merit (Peart, the only 
from the* Pn«. n£ I®06 exPerience> and with such an excellent report 
nassed over in d 6 nfPu°r and district superintendent, has bee»

Q. That is March 6.—A. Yes, 1929
Tren^’lay?—A^Welf^thMaroh it°f the juds™cnts °f Dr- MacTavish and Mr-

O I nresume that tn -j was entered in the minutes. ...is, an expression of vour"'view^hafth^fi1' 7°” Wff ,then’ and ri!
pointed?_A Well vm- i i ' tbat the first candidate should have been ap

Q Then I 8h0,fflhave seen no reason to change my view.
the district superintendent Y°U t0 look at the rePort for a moment, put in
38386-G. Look at Uie renn°rt ?°St °?Ce insPector> which is found in foW
there, I believe, that Patrick T 0n Patrick L' McCalk He sets,°?j

Q. Id» not know ;-heth °“e w‘»Tr nït™ e“"ated- 
-AQYS pSTmcS”6 a“ °f 11,6 ‘i'ilians, but'he was a non-reside* 

Q. Probablv I should ati a ret,u.rned soldier, not a resident of Burling^: 
advertising this^s an onen cnJ^tv1®' Did the advertisement which went oa{ 
Burlington?—A Oh it oiwn mPetltlon state that it was limited to residents

Q. Is it set out in the advertriment?-™ t0 ^ Patr°nS °f the office'
from^eside^StiribXn0®^ I fBurlington’ applications are mvlt^
fications for the poritionlf P ? dlstnct> Possessing the necessary Qua 

n Position of Postmaster at Burlington.
I notice there is^anothei^mln InUl ¥cC,a11’ because he was a non-reside^' 
was Francis T. Nevin?—A Also eV llst> ahead of Fred Ghent, whose

Q. He had been a resident of n!T ef fo^ bTg a non-resident. j,estill owns his home there but he f°r foUr years- U states thfLv
working in the Veterans’ Hospital iS î nnï whllev he,has been IV
residential qualifications, resident fom- vî°n'_A‘n T ¥ hlS fonn he\6’ 2U 
to London, where he has resided for tï.e h 7 7 Burl,mgt°n, Previous t0 g 

Q. If you look at the report of t P Pnt nm *7 & years‘ •„ see sets out the man’s name, and his view! P f °ffice Insp.!ctor- you wllL7 1 
would like you to tell me, if he dois It d +opm?0?u Wlt,\ resp,ect to
still owns his house in Burlington Id tVH ? t,heje.’ that thls ?The ^ 
been living in London.—A. 8 ’ a d that he has had it rented while he

before loin- to" the hn V of1? ^ age’ wh° lived in Burlington for four Y®^si 
[Hon. W J EoeK] 8 hoSpital ln Lond°n where he has been for the 1®
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four and a half years, and in which he is now employed as stockkeeper. 
There are 500 patients in this hospital, and his work is of some import
ance. He still has his house in Burlington, which he has rented since 
leaving there. Mr. Nevin came from Ireland 15 years ago, where he 
had served in the Postal Service for 11 years, from which he resigned 
to come to Canada. His wife also was an employee in the Postal Service 
in Ireland for 25 years. Mr. Nevin is well and favourably known in 
Burlington, and his present characteristics are above the average. He 
has a striking personality, and is active and energetic. His knowledge of 
Post Office work should be a very considerable factor in the considera
tion of his application. The building at present occupied as the post 
office will be available for any of the applicants for this position. Mr. 
Nevin is prepared to give full time to the duties of the office, and he 
would be assisted by his wife in the performance of the duties. He is a 
returned soldier, having been in England and France, where he was 
wounded, causing the amputation of his left leg below the knee. He is 
therefore, disabled to the extent of 65 per cent. He is able to move 
around actively, and his disability would not interfere with performing 
the postal duties, if appointed. He is married and has no children.

^ Q. Then, Dr. Roche, will you also read, for the purpose of putting on record 
,,e qualifications of Vickers M. Peart, who was first in order of merit, among 

°Se not entitled to the returned soldier preference.—A.
Vickers M. Peart, is a young man, 21 years of age, son of the late 

postmaster, who was born in Burlington, and has lived there ever since. 
He has had a good education, being in public school 9 years and high 
school 2 years, after which he entered the Royal Bank as clerk, where 
he had worked for years, and in addition assisted his father in the Post 
Office in his time off from the bank. He is at present acting Postmaster, 
having carried on the Post Office since his father’s death in a most satis
factory manner. Although only 21 years of age, he is of a serious- 
minded disposition and very steady in his habits, and has been very 
carefully brought up by his parents. Every confidence can be placed in 
his integrity and honesty. His mother died a few years ago, and now 

■ he and his brother are the only members of the family left. They reside 
within a few yards of the Post Office; the house having been owned by 
the father, will now become the property of the two boys. The applicant 
is very highly esteemed in the locality, and his appointment to the posi
tion would be a popular one. His banking experience and Post Office 
experience together eminently fit him to carry on the work of the office 
ln a satisfactory manner. Mr. Peart is not married ; and is not a returned 
soldier, having been too young to enlist.

anfi 9t" H°w, Dr. Roche, I deliberately got from you the qualifications of McCail 
c,vin first so as to separate them as they were actually non-resident at the 

Peart > ^°w’ that you have given us the qualifications of Mr. Vickers M. 
reafi +) 0 ranked first in order of merit and who is a resident, would you next
Uierit 10 fiUahfications of William MacFarlane, who ranked fifth in order of 

among those who were actually resident in the municipality?—A.
. William MacFarlane is a young man, 37 years of age, who has lived 
It Burlington for 5 years, during which time he has worked in Hamilton.

c came to Canada from Glasgow, Scotland, 17 years ago; and has been 
employed in various places as salesman in connection with the Shoe 
+,Usijmss. For the last 5 years he has been employed as inspector with 
i e yrestone Tire & Rubber Company of Hamilton, Ont. Mr. MacFarlane 

as had a good education and a long business experience, which should
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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eminently fit him in carrying on the work as Postmaster. He writes a very 
fine hand; and his personal characteristics are above the average. He has 
excellent certificates from former employees, copies of which are herewith. 
Mr. MacFarlane owns the house in which he is living in Burlington, where 
he has resided for five years. He is married, and has six children. He is 
not a returned soldier.

Q. Then, Doctor, would you now read the postal inspector’s report on Mr- 
Fred D. Ghent, the man who was appointed by this majority decision?—A- 

ïred D. Ghent is a man, 52 years of age, who has lived in Burlington 
all lus nie. He has always been employed at farming and has been elected 
to various positions by the local authorities. He, therefore, stands high in 
the estimation of the residents. He has had a good education, and is also 
a good business man. His farm is on the outskirts of the town, and he has 
therefore, been m close touch with the residents all his life. He is popular, 
and bears a very high character. He would be quite capable of carrying on 

, Ç , 0bt , lc.e m a satisfactory manner. He is married and has three 
children. He is not a returned soldier.

Q Now, Dr. Roche, just before you leave that report, would you olease 
glance back again and let us look at the factor of age which has arisen again 
here. I observe from that report that Mr. Peart is 21 years of age, the first on the 
list?—A. Yes, 21 years of age.

Q- Then, the second on the list, eliminating the returned soldiers, and 
eliminating non residents, is William MacFarlane, 37 years of age?-A. Yes!

Q Ant in (1 y, eliminating all these other people, the man who was 
appointed was 52 years of age?-A. Yes. So the file says.

, ,,Q‘ °Mfotffier D™?to,r- ,Is there anything there to indicate the revenues
qi \ m6 1 nSioofiCeSi A" ^, lan Wl11 be in the advertisements for the year ending 
31st March 1926, salary and allowances $4,042.29.
received?—A *Yesf ^ ieVenUe '3Ut the amount of money which the postmaster

Q. $4,042?—A. Yes.
to alD^ïod.e ^ »”*«• Ums “7 °‘h“ Smtim»

Dr. MacTavish, recalled.

By the Chairman:
Q. Di. MacTavish, you have heard the record read from the file of tin®

appointment at Burlington in which thero nvo c f h - j„ment•1 y, ,, -p. b . : mere are no reasons given for your iudg®e
m the ma ter. Do you wish to offer any explanation to the Committee as t° 
why the third man m order of merit was picked in preference to the first and 
secondhand, when I say third, I mean after the elimination of the returned sold* 
candidate and those who might be disqualified for non-residence?-A. Yes- 1 
can speak only for myself not for Commissioner Tremblay. ,

Q. No. We accept that?-A. He has agreed with me on that. Now, you hf 
Dr. Roche read the qualifications of the several applicants, and here in th 
inspector s report is the fuither information that Mr. Ghent had three years a ' 
b“e f° 86 Hamilf°n and hewas a gardener and fruit grower, and in ^ 
n t ™ vt a [arMr- The insPector says that he was a gardener

mavnr nf Tta • lfe’ had bcen “ 'town council four years, reeve8 four yef-r 
mayor of Burlington, one year. Those are the Qualifications larWlv that *M? plaît apointment over the only man ^considered as a cîmpeW'

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Are those the only factors which influenced you in that judgment?—A. 
Mo. I think that a post office of that importance should not be put in the hands 
of a man of 21 years of age as compared with one of 52.

Q. In this case it is a disadvantage to be young instead of old?—A. Too 
young or too old, yes.

Q. What about the man who was 37 years of age?—A. I did not even 
consider him a competitor as against Peart and Ghent. I might make this 
observation, Mr. Chairman: The inspector who went to make these ratings— 
I do not wish to reflect on the inspector, and I am not reflecting on the 
inspector—but we have to take this into consideration that in making his 
report on the candidates he was quite convinced no doubt—he would have 
reason to believe that no matter what he said about the civilian candidates 
a returned soldier would get the appointment. His experience would lead him 
i° that conclusion, and therefore, he might not—I do not say he was not— 
Put, he might not be as particular about his reports as he would have been, 
jf they were all civilians. And there is a further possibility of his having 
become acquainted with' the young man during his visits there and that a 
friendship or personal acquaintance had grown up. I do not say that, but that 
p? a possibility, and I take that into consideration. I thought then, and still 
rhink, that Mr. Ghent was the choice for that appointment.

Q. And is that another reason, Dr. MacTavish, that you want to give us 
*?r basing your judgment to pick the third man in order of merit—the pos- 
Fbility that the inspector might have become friendly with his first choice 
S order of merit?—A. No, Mr. Lawson. This is not a list in order of merit. 
1 here is no list of order of merit until the Civil Service Commission establishes 
'•he list. It is not a list like the others.
,, Q. You can call it what you like Dr. MacTavish, but the fact remains 
hat for the purpose of making these appointments the system which the Civil 
e^vice Commission used is to take an official of the post office department

to make him, for the time being, an official of the Civil Service Commission 
nh send him out to rate these candidates in order of merit?—A. Yes.

Q. That was what was done in this case?—A. Yes, in his own opinion.
Q. In his own opinion. That is right. That is all we ever get on any 

r,al examination in connection with the Civil Service?—A. I, finally, as Com- 
issioner must rest on my own judgment.

I Q- That is right; but now what we are trying to determine is the value 
this country of your judgment. That is one of the things we are trying 

0 determine here?—A. I rest my judgment on this case.
Q. Now, Dr. MacTavish, let us stop a moment. This man is sent out 

® an official of the Civil Service Commission and makes this report. Does 
ca ,-reP°rt not start off the same as the others by saying they are the listed 

ndidates in order of merit?—A. It is similar, although the arrangement is 
nerent from the one we were talking about a few moments ago. 

oj Q- The point I am interested in is that you knew when you had the docu-
blt'b Ü Af nro "xrrvn or»r1 m a Ao +V»o

of the before you and made that appointment- -you knew that the opinion 
O — post office inspector who was then acting as an officer °,f it,hei(;iTvll^er71“ 
~0tnmission, was that Peart ranked first in order of merit and that Mach arlane 
anked second?—A. Yes. But I did not agree with him. _ 

t Q- I am not saying you agreed with him. That is obvious from t ic icsu 
Say that you had that*before you, did you not?—A. Yes, exactly. 

h Q. And you knew at the time that was the opinion of the man who had 
®en sent out by the Commission to rate those who were in the order of merit 

101 ding to his opinion?—A. I knew that, yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q- Did you see any of these candidates?—A. No, sir.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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-A. Well, his report would indicate that.Q. The inspector had seen them?- 
I do not know.

Q. That is the practice, is it not?—A. For the inspector to see them?
Q. Yes?—A. We insist on that, where we can.
Q. Is it not the practice?—A. Where we can.
Q. Is it not the practice of the Commission?—A. I did not see the can

didate.
The Chairman . \ ou did not see the candidate, the inspector did.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I mean the Commissions representative, the post office inspector in 

this case?—A. We practically insist on it. We had some trouble, in Quebec, 
with the very District Superintendent wThose case we were considering a few
moments ago, but generally speaking we insist on the candidates being inter
viewed.

Q. In this case I presume the post office inspector did see the candidates?— 
A. I presume so.

Q. And it was from his personal inspection that the ratings were made?— 
A. I presume so.

Q. And it v as because, or on the basis of the opinion furnished by him, 
that you changed the rating?—A. Yes.

Q. And you saj that it rather entered your mind that perhaps the post 
office inspector in this case might not have been very particular ?_A Well W 
Bowman there is that possibility, and I, as a Commissioner, have of mv judg- 
ment of the circumstances come to the conclusion as to what man I feel is the 
best entitled to qualify for this position

Q But what made you, in your own mind, think that the post office 
inspector might not have been very particular ?-A. Well, the mere fact, as 1 
say, that the returned soldiers-there were two qualified Returned soldiers, and 
he wmuld know that we would appoint a returned soldier if he were qualified, 
and therefore, he might not be-I made a qualification as to that-he might 
not have been so particular as he would have been if there had been all civilians.

By the Chairman:
_ , 9- D,r' MacTavlsh> lf that were so and you had that in your mind, is that 
not the strongest possible argument why you should have accepted the recom
mendation of the Chief Examiner approved of by Dr. Roche, that this position 
be re-advertised and returned soldiers given an opportunity to come in on it? 
—A. I did not make that inference

Q. I am not making any inference. Stop a moment. You just answered 
Mr Bowman by saying that because-you had in mind that because the post
-AeSetCwCgkr«g blS ratmSS »at a returned

to J'ttïnl8?! thought that a returned soldier would be sure
rating P°sltlon+,and therefore would not be so particular about his other
to denVr? ilacmg th€Se men m order of merit, and therefore you felt disposed 
to depart from his views or opinions. Now I sav is that not the strongest
îhTSV" the :hy ,0U SlWUld lave adopted the re'mmendaL”»
toe ch ef examiner which was concurred in by Dr Roche the Chairman of theSTS™,/1/ *hiS P°Siti? ?h™ld lave b2n Averted a"n yf
wouia have had a re-appraisal of all these men œ _It was net mar eu uue&e men by the post office inspector:—toWe Sh,M"d re-Sdv“llse il » long as w= lid qual^

theirQmSr„ûaM.rn„TriqT?i0“T their merit qualification, the order of 
[Dr.N.XlaS order is established by the Civil Servie®
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Commission. I say that this man Ghent, and I thought so then, was better 
Qualified for that position than Peart.

Q. We realize that. What we are trying to get at now is what were your 
basons and how reasonable were they?—A. They are there.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. There was some doubt in your mind about the correctness of the report 

a the post office inspector?—A. Oh, no. I have made a qualification that I 
0 not like to criticize.

, Q. Is there no doubt in your mind?—A. I think he did not rate the 
est man highest. I thought so then and I still think sc.

. Q. Is there any doubt in your mind as to whether or not he had properly 
Smiled his duties?—A. Oh, no.

Q. None?—A. No, except as I say that he did not rate the best man highest, 
Wording to my opinion.

v Q- Why do you sort of make a conjecture that he might not have been 
particular? What was there to found that conjecture?—A. On the fact 

i £lj-> as I say, the two soldiers—the soldier preference was eliminated. If that 
çj been the case in the first instance he might not. It is conceivable, and I 
of°»ot charge it. He might not have made the same rating. In my opinion, 

"'ose who were left, Mr. Ghent was the better man of the two.
, Q- And you say there was then the possibility that he might not have been 

careful?—A. Yes that is possible.
Q- But is it a probability, or a bare possibility?—A. No probability, 

jj -j. Then why do you bring these matters to the attention of the Committee, 
Wo ] e Was no probability?—A. I said it is conceivable—or I did not use the 

o conceivable, I said it is a possibility, 
x- But these matters weighed in your mind?—A. Yes.

I w ^ This possibility did weigh in your mind?—A. Yes for the reason that 
whored why this man who had been in that community so many years, 52 

age, established there practically all his life as far as I know, who was 
but ^Gars’ I think, Reeve, and had been councillor as well, and not only that, 
tnUtl-?a^.or °t the town, there is a man of considerable substance in that com- 

was my opinion then that that man, of the civilians, was the man best 
Qe(r/0r bhat position.

of 0)y ' .Do you not think that in a case of this kind, where there was a difference 
^aki 10n between the Chairman and yourself and Mr. Tremblay, it was worth 
port nS Some further inquiry to justify the final choice to a position of the im- 
furt(1nca °f this one?—A. Well I know I should not ask questions, but what 

cr inquiry? Do you mean re advertise?
make further inquiry, perhaps from the Post Office department.

By the Chairman:
N- Why not send for the Inspector’s report?—A. Well the report is here, and 

lace " ’ '

Q. In

on why not s
n Iace °f his report in my opinion Ghent was the better man.

lrUh
you Irishspite of all the post office experience the other men had, one 11 years

postal service, the other working in it since he was a boy?—A. But- t^vci.a.1 service, une uunur
to put • b&ke into consideration the man’s age, he is 21, and that is pretty young 

ln a P°st office of that size.

0 ^r' B°wman:

both of t,^lab about the man who is 37?—A. In my opinion he was eliminated by 
Thp ‘ohi. I told you I do not consider Waumsley— 

about \[ plAIRMA*'T: We are not talking about Waumsley, we are talking

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What eliminates MacFarlane?—A. I did not think he was as good 3 

candidate as either Peart or Ghent. If I had to do it over again a second tiro® 
I would give it to Peart even over Waumsley, notwithstanding the age.

Q. Over Mr. MacFarlane?—A. I say Waumsley, but I mean MacFarlane’
Q. Ihere again 37 and 21 do not make any difference coming down to your 

ratings?—A. That is what I considered.
Q- You «aid if you were giving the ratings over again you would put Peart 

ahead of MacFarlane, or second, which?_A. Ahead.
!Ui aTe as aSain*t a man of 37 did not make any difference?^ 

A. Well his qualifications are superior to MacFarlane’s in my estimation.
Q Where does the question of age come in in these matters?—A. Against 

the other qualifications of Ghent.
Q So that we are to take it generally that as far as the ratings of th® 

Inspector of the Post ( ffice department, who is also an officer of your Commis- 
sion, are concerned, they do not amount to much?—A. Oh most of the time We 
take his repoits. But you probably have not noticed that the other appointment 
at St. Arsene the department there apparently, we might assume, was in favour 
of Rioux, and I was.

a The Ckairm.vn: A ou had a letter from the department telling you that’ 
—A. But in this case the department also was in favour of Peart, they Pu' 
him in as the acting postmaster, and the Inspector was in favour of him t°°' 
notwithstanding that my opinion is not with the department as it was in th® 
case of St. Arsene. ^o that the departmental view does not prevail always.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I suppose you have the right to exercise some judgment?—A. I must 

exercise my judgment. 6
Q. To v hat extent are you bound by these recommendations by Post 0$®® 

Inspectors or Agricultural Inspectors, or any kind?—A. We are not bound at

Q. When a list for merit is established, who establishes it?—A. When ]t
is approved by the Civil Service Commission.

nLr!!h1/ beoause ifc is most vital. Can you speak wi*« - ------ -*e**«, veuause it, is
authority to tell the Committee when does a list of merit become the estap
lished list oi merit. A. When it is approved by the majority of the Civil Serv1 
Commission.

Q. And not until then?—A. Not until then.
By the Chairman:

Q. And in the case of rural postmasters there are no written examiU1'1 
tions, no oral examinations—A. Oh yes oral

Q. Wait a minute. What oral examination was set these men?—A. ^ 
Inspector went out—

Q. 1 hat is just what I was going to say. There is nothing on which 
Commission can base its opinion to establish a list of merit, other than “ 
Inspector’s report, is there?—A. Oh yes. t

Q. What else did you have before you in this case?—A. I had a record 0 
the various applicants.

Q. Who made the record?—A. They themselves.
Mr Bowman: Their applications?—A. Their applications and their exper1' 

ence and history.
By the Chairman:

Q. Is there anything in the application that disagrees?-A. The Inspe®^ 
who made this did not appoint Ghent mayor of Burlington 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.] 6
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Q. I am trying to keep the political aspect out of this thing—A. There is 
n°t any in it, as far as I am concerned.

Q. I am not saving there is, I am trying to keep it out?—A. Yes, I think vou
are.

Q. To come back to my point; in the appointment of rural postmasters 
‘here is no eligible list in order of merit established. All that happens is, one 
6lan is chosen and appointed to the job, is not that it?—A. Yes,

Q. And the getting of that job meant a salary and allowances of $4,000 
°dd a year in this case?—A. Yes, it is a good, big important post office.

Q. Then there is no oral examination, no written examination, there is 
Nothing except the candidate’s application form plus this report from the tem
porary official of the Civil Service Commission?—A. The Inspector orally 
examines each candidate.

Q. But I am distinguishing that from the oral examination we have heard 
ah°ut here, where vou set up a board of three men and so on.—A. It is not the
same.

Q. So in the case of postmasters there is no such thing an an eligible list 
ln order of merit?—A. No.

By Mr. Bowman:
j. Q- Is that correct?—A. Oh yes, we appoint only one. We cannot appoint

The Chairman : That is what I say.—A. No, there is no list.
,, Mr. Chevrier : I call your attention to this: subsection 2 of section 21 of 

e Act says that the Commission shall thereupon appoint the person whose 
anjc stands highest on the Commission’s list of eligible persons.

that The Chairman: I am not interested in that. What I am interested in is
ejs • .in this so-called competitive merit system the man who, after everyone 
a^e ls_eliminated for some cause, ranks third becomes first in order of merit; 

cording to Dr. MacTavish he would rank the first man second and the second 
an third.

Con ^Ir' Chevrier: I see no objection to that, unless you consider that the 
niussioners are “rubber stamps.”
The Witness: I was just coming to that.

By Mr. Bowman:
In this instance when you received the application for the position at 

A. \vff0n Me Commission sent out an Inspector to interview the applicants?— 
effPn. c * the Post Office would send him, the District Superintendent, but in 

yes.
aPphi ^ examination by the Inspector would be an examination of these 
a§ :rna«ts, wouldn’t it?—A. Ï have just said that. He interviews them. Accepted 

ai examination.
appijT hen you have other examinations the examiners place on the list the 

. ants in the order in which they made marks in their examination?—A. Yes. 
the IjA • d in the same way the Inspector that you send out places them on 
"-A n ln the order in which in his opinion they would qualify for the position? 

A 'A those are different lists.
() t <now> hut the principle is the same?—A. No, it is not the same.

S\v0rri 11 what way does it differ?—A. In one instance, there is a board, a 
Civil e °a.rd, where they all agree on the list that they will recommend to the 
Wh0 spe7lc.e Commission, but in this other case of the Post Office it is one man 
°fîiee sÀn a hst and the only way he makes the list is according to post 

6 Ending or rank.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Well he takes all things into consideration the same as the other examin
ers do, and he puts them in the order as they would best qualify to fill the 
position.—A. From the Post Office standpoint.

Q. That is what you want the man for?—A. Yes, but that list— Well g° 
ahead.

Q. Then in this particular case Mr. Peart was first in order of merit?—A-
Yes.

Q. We have here the statement of the Chairman of the Commission, Dr- 
Roche, which he placed on record, let me read it again:

Since this position is not to be readvertised although more than a 
year has elapsed since the previous competition, I cannot understand why 
the candidate who was placed first in order of merit, Mr. Peart, the only 
applicant with post office experience and with such an excellent report 
from both the Inspector and the District Superintendent—

So you must have here a report not only from the Inspector, but from the Dis* 
trict Superintendent as well.—A. Yes. But— Pardon me, I might amplify that- 
The Superintendent makes the report. He might also have been the Inspector; 
I don’t know that he was in this case, but that one case is the opinion of t^ 
other, you might take it as one opinion, one merely goes through the District 
Superintendent, that is the Inspector’s report goes through the Superintended 
to the department and then to us. So that is one report, not two reports.

Q. In other words the District Superintendent would not have anything ^ 
go by except the report of the Inspector?—A. Oh he might have. That is what 
he is supposed to go on, but he might have information of his own.

Q. Isn’t it possible that he had information of his own in this case?—A- 
Yes, quite possible.

Q. Here we have not only a man who has an excellent report from the 
Inspector, but also from the District Superintendent.—A. No, I do not 
there is a report from both of them. ?

Q. The District Superintendent concurs in the Inspector’s report in favour • 
—A. Yes, if he did not concur he would not send it.

Q. So there is an order of merit that is made by the examiner who iiAer 
views the applicant?—A. In his opinion. He does not establish a list at all-

Q. He establishes a list that he places before the board so that they 
understand which one he thinks best-qualified to fill the position?—A. Yes. b ^ 
I hold the right that I have to go on my own judgment, notwithstanding w*ia 
the Inspector says.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Will you tell us now how you get the eligible list?—A. For the P( 

office? 1 t
Q. Yes.—A. There is not one, except the one that is appointed. Tha 

the list for the time being. ,-£jl
Q. And in other cases for civil service positions, how do you get the e £ 

list?—A. There are various ways. Usually where there is no written exau ^ 
tion the list is provided by the advisory board, and that is submitted to us> ^
does not become a list until we approve of it. That is it is not an estab 
list until it is approved.

Q. So that it comes up before you for approval?—A. Yes.
Q. So you check over all the ratings; the Commission checks all the 

mgs?—A. We might; we have that privilege.
O TTrvn, — j -

juu cnecK over all the ratings; theings?—A. We might ; we have that privilege. . , n0t
Q. How often do you do it?—A. We check everyone. I wou

we check every candidate’s report, but we must examine every 
Satisfied that it is rr>rrnn+

______  vtwj UtMlU.lU.HUv
satisfied that it is correct.

Q. Is that correct, doctor?—A. Yes 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. You take an examination where you have 300 or 400 competitors. You 
famine the files personally?—A. I do not say that. We would have an ad
visory board.

Q. You had an advisory board in this case. In one case here the other 
there were 222 applications, out of which only 44 were examined.—A. That 

V’as a very exceptional one. That was at Toronto, where 44 finally came on.
Q. Did you examine each of those files, go over them and check up the 

ratings?—A. You know better than that, Mr. Bowman. We could not do that. 
Q. I am asking you.—A. No.
Q. I understood you to say you did.—A. No.
Q. What do you do in that case?—A. We consider the report, as it finally 

c°mes before us.
Q. Yes.—A. As a final analysis.
Q. What do you do to consider a report?—A. There is a list established 

here. The way I do it is to see whether it is approved by the examining board, 
vnd signed by them, or the advisory board, rather, in the first place, and as the 
lst pomes in, checked by the examiners, approved by the chief examiner, I 
«U-der the disabilities cases first and after we dispose of them, the ordinary 
°ldier disabilities and if that list apparently is in order, I accept it.

By Mr. Chevrier:
. Q- In putting up those original lists—I do not want to lead you at all, but 
e hie if I understand it aright—

Mr. Bowman : Let me finish.
Mr. Chevrier: I am sorry, Mr. Bowman.

By Mr. Bowman:
, . Q- In this examination where you had 44 candidates coming in, and dis- 

1 % cases among them, did you go over all their files?—A. No.
Q- Did you check up the ratings at all?—A. I did not, personally, no.
Q- That was done in one of your branches?—A. Yes. 

jj. Q- When the final original list came up to the Commission for approval, 
"as then approved as a matter of form?—A. That is largely so, yes.

(jj, Q- Was it in that case?—A. You will see if you look at that file, that I 
^ ssented in several cases there, from my colleagues in the conduct of that 
di mmation from the beginning. There were one or two questions as to the 
if y1 My entitlement of several of the candidates. I checked that over. But 

thing is obviously correct, I do not go into the matter, 
thr i ^M'at do you mean by “obviously correct”?—A. Well, after it goes 
shirt1 a^ *h°se things, and we have the cases of disability—those were dis- 

% cases, as a matter of fact, and all candidate disability cases are accepted, 
Matter of fact, yes.
M And the list is set up by your Commission?—A. Yes. 

pU£ M And only comes up to you for formal approval?—A. Yes, you can 
1 as formal approval, if you wish.

By Mr. Chevrier:
-f" J^ow, in the making of this situation—I do not know that I am leading, 

thosp am leading unduly the Chairman will check me. In making up 
y0ue 'Ms that come from the postal inspectors or the agricultural inspectors, 
e*a.rn'eXaminers no^ Meat them in the same way as they treat the other 
exarïl-na^ons that have taken place when the position is advertised, and a written 
citjcl '"Mion comes into the commission, because there the processes are final, 
to vn 16 's^ i® drawn up through your examination branch, and it finally comes 

U" A. The Postal Branch is different.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Why don’t you say so?—A. I am saying so now.
Q. I know how it is done, but I cannot get the evidence from you. I know 

how it is done.
The Chairman: Mr. Chevrier, nobody is suggesting—
Mr. Chevrier: It is not fair to the witness to leave it in that way.
The Witness: In fairness to Mr. Bowman, I will say he asked me fairly 

enough, but when I answered Mr. Bowman, I did not enlarge on it.
Mr. Bowman : Nobody is suggesting anything else. I do not think Mr- 

Chevrier is stating that.
Mr. Chevrier: No. However, I am not here to give evidence.
The Chairman: There is no suggestion in any place of a written examina*

tion.
Mr. Chevrier: We are talking about eligible lists—playing with eligib’6

lists.
The Chairman : There is no eligible list for postmasters.
Mr. Chevrier: Therefore, if there is no eligible list you cannot monkey 

with it.
The Chairman: We are not saying you are monkeying with it.
Mr. Chevrier: If you take a third or the first, it does not make any differ' 

ence; there is no eligible list.
The Chairman: We are talking about the order of merit list.
Mr. Chevrier: There is none yet.
The Chairman: You can call it what you like. The Chairman of the CWJ 

Service Commission refers to it as the order of merit list; the Postmaster 
inspector refers to it as the order of merit. He lists them from the Post On*c 
standpoint, in the order of merit. You may change the terminology if you hk ’ 
but we all know what it is.

Mr. Chevrier: Unless the Commission can ultimately pass on it, then, they 
are rubber stamps. There might as well be no Commission.

The Chairman : Mr. Clerk, would you please advise Commissioner Tren^ 
blay if he cares to appear before the Committee, to offer any evidence in c° 
nection with his judgment in this case, that we have just heard, we shall be vc - 
glad to hear him. We shall now adjourn until Monday morning at 11 o’clock.

Committee adjourned to Monday, April 18, at 11 o’clock.

[Dr. N. MacTavisli.]



House of Commons,

April 18, 1932.

, The Select Standing Committee to inquire into appointments and the con- 
f°l and direction of the Civil Sendee of Canada and, generally, the administra- 

V.°n and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 o’clock a.m., 
vlr- Bowman, Vice Chairman, presiding.

Charles H. Bland, recalled.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- Mr. Bland, in advertising a local position, such as that of caretaker of 

. Public building, to whom are notices ordinarily sent?—A. To the postmaster 
G loeality> t° any other public buildings in the locality, such as the 

•W.V.A. or Canadian Legion hall, the employment office if there is one,—
■ Q- And to the head of the Legion in Ottawa?—A. Exactly, as a matter of 
„ Ofmation, and also to the department and to the local member for the con- 

'tuency. I think that covers the list fairly well, 
p Q- They are sent out by the secretary?—A. They are sent out from the 

Olïunission, yes.
jj ,. Q- Who gives instructions to the secretary’s branch with reference to whom 
Vj ,lces are to be sent?—A. There are no specific instructions given in each indi- 
pi Ual case. The procedure is to send the advertisement to public meeting 
bf, ,c<rsi always- including the post office, in which prospective applicants would tu llkely to ■ — • • ...... ... - • "

e Places
see it. That is there is a general list for all small places, including 

I have mentioned.
Q- Take the province of Nova Scotia, an advertisement for the position 

to]Caretaker, do you maintain any list of persons other than those you have 
PotT ^es’ we a^so maintain a mailing list of persons who ask to be

med of examinations when we are advertising for particular positions.
Ver , Have you that list as to Nova Scotia?—A. I haven’t it here. It is a 

y large list, I could gladly find out any particulars you want from it. 
a.0 i- the month of September last you advertised a vacancy, asking for 
find l ti°ns for the position of caretaker at Liverpool, N.S. public building. I 
ip a the notice here and I find attached to that notice in your file the follow- 

S, September 19, 1931 is the date of the notice:—
Copies of poster sent to the following:—
A- B- Stoneman, Yarmouth, N.S., and Hon. Robert Irwin, Shelburne, N.S.

(They were Colonel Ralston’s right and left bowers) ;
°an Smiley, Esq., K.C., Amherst, N.S.

(This was the defeated candidate in the last federal election for Cum-
T berland) ;

■ H. McQuarrie, Esq., Pictou, N.S.
r, (Defeated Liberal candidate in Pictou) ;
reter Jack, Esq.
p (Defeated Liberal candidate in Halifax) ;

■ Cragg, Esq.
tr (Defeated Liberal candidate in Halifax) ;
Hon. J. j —Kinley, Lunenburg, N.S.

(Defeated Liberal candidate in Queens-Lunenburg) ;
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Sam Pickup, Esq., Granville Ferry, N.S.
(Defeated Liberal candidate in Digby-Annapolis) ;

Michael Dwyer, Esq., Sydney Mines, N.S.
(Defeated Liberal candidate in Cape Breton North-Victoria) ;

A. L. MacDonald, Esq., Halifax, N.S.
(Defeated Liberal candidate in Inverness) ;

E. C. Doyle, Esq., Arichat, N.S.
(Defeated Liberal candidate in Richmond-West- Cape Breton),

Hon. D. A. Cameron, K.C., Sydney, N.S.
(Defeated Liberal candidate in Cape Breton South) ;

G. T. McNutt, Esq., Stewiacke, N.S.
(Defeated Conservative candidate in Colchester) ;

J. L. Ilsley, Esq., Kentville, N.S. .
(Present member of the House of Commons for Hants-Kings) ;

L. D. Currie, Esq., Glace Bay. . , , pR
(Who, I think, was not a candidate at the last election, but had

in previous elections). -
Q. Can you explain why?—A. I would like to look at the file. The ans^

I would give, without looking it up particularly, would be that these gentle 
asked to be advised of any vacancy in Nova Scotia, and they were so advi 
as anyone else asking for the same purpose would be. , a

Q. On a local appointment of caretaker, where you could only appon 
local resident?—A. Any resident of Nova Scotia asking to be advised o 
vacancy of this kind would be so advised by the Commission. e

Q. What I would like to find out is why these particular gentlemen j 
on the file, and not others. I would like to know why they would be n0 
of a local appointment, in any instance?—A. The only answer I can give, 
out obtaining information from the office, is that they must have aske 
so notified.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. How many on that list, Mr. Ernst? ^eg
Mr. Ernst: Fifteen, representing every county in Nova Scotia,— 

pardon, somehow Mr. Duff was left off. . . eoXe
The Witness: I will find out what the definite answer is and put it 

the Committee. ues-
The Vice Chairman : Does anyone else wish to ask Mr. Bland a Q 

tion?
Mr. Chevrier: Not at this stage.

J. E. Tremblay, recalled. 
By Mr. Ernst: fledfor first for the^nosVHnn U? ^\e> y°u will find that applications were cal

January 23, 1928?“ A? JanuaTy' 23^1928^ Liverp°o1’ N'S' Publlc building 

Q n response to that advertisement there were six applicants:—
Charles Maurice Sehnn^’r?™', ÇaIph Corkum, Gilbert Smith Winter; 

A. Right, sir. ‘ pe' Daniel Forrest Winters and Henry James Lake

°°"*‘fearMt|?TI\P“htCent diSabiIit!,?-A- Kight'

[Mr- J- E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Now will you look first at eligible list No. 17574. What does it say?— 
A. Schupe first. Lake second, Spurr third, G. S. Winters fourth, and D. F. 
Winters fifth.

Q. That eligible list is signed by whom?—A. Dr. Roche.
Q. It is not signed by either you or Dr. MacTavish?—A. No, sir.
Q. Will you tell me who Spurr’s references were?—A. This is from a letter 

addressed to the Under Secretary of State:—
S. R. Forbes, Esq., c/o Madden’s Pharmacy, Liverpool. A. W. 

Hendry, Esq., General Shipping, Liverpool, N.S. J. Ross Byrne, Bar
rister and Solicitor, Liverpool, N.S.

,. Q. Now, will you turn to the letter of February 22. You will find a nota
is1011 of some reasons which you and Dr. MacTavish gave for not appointing 

c'ttipe to the position. Will you read?—A.
“ I am not satisfied that either Mr. Schupe or Mr. Lake are entitled 

to the disability preference. Neither appear to be incapacitated to such 
an extent as to make them unfit to pursue the avocations which they were 
pursuing before the war.

Mr. Lake states that he is in good health, and Mr. Schupe says his 
health is fair.

Q- Is that your notation?—A. That is mine.
Q. And Dr. MacTavish’s?—A.

I think we should have from the Pensions Board information as to 
whether Messrs. Schupe and Lake, who apparently are physically fit for 
the position of caretaker, could not pursue their previous occupations, as 
barber, the other as sea-farer.

Q- Any notation from Dr. Roche?—A. I wrote under that,
I have no objection, in fact I think it would be advisable to ask the 

P-S.C.R. whether or not the war disability of Messrs. Schupe and Lake 
is such that they are unable to pursue their pre-war occupations.

Dr. Roche dissenting.
Q- His reasons given?—A. No.

22n -Now will you read the letter written on behalf of the Commission on 
p d February, 1928, to Mr. Scammell, Secretary, Department of Soldiers’ Civil

'establishment?—A.
Dear Sir,—I am directed by the Commissioners to ask, in regard to 

Mr. C. M. Schupe (regimental No. 522062) and Mr. Henry J. Lake (regi- 
mental No. 67764) applicants for appointment as caretaker at Liverpool, 
N.S., whether in the opinion of your department the disabilities of these 
two men are such as to entitle them to the provisions of subsection 2 (a) 
°f section 29 of the Act, which reads as follows: The Commission shall 
Prepare and maintain a special list of persons in receipt of pensions by 
reason of their services in the war who

(a) have from causes attributable to such services lost capacity for 
Physical exertion to an extent which makes them unfit efficiently to pur- 
SUe the avocations which they were pursuing before the war.”

Mr. Schupe gives his pre-war occupation as barber, while Mr. Lake 
describes his pre-war occupation as sea-faring.

Yours truly,

F- H. Scammell, Esq.,
Secretary, Dept, of Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment,

Secretary.

493=2~38
Ottawa, Ontario. [Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Is it customary in the case of appointments for you to make inquiry?" 
Oh, yes, if we are not satisfied that the man is or is not entitled.

Q. You make it a rule to make an inquiry?—A. Generally, I think we do.
Q. You make it a rule?—A. I think in almost every case now we refer it 

to the Pensions and National Health department for their views.
Q. Before making the appointment?—A. Yes.
Q. And you apply the law in this manner, that where a man is able, even 

though he may be out of work, if he may be able to do what he had previously 
done, you do not give him the preference?—A. No.

Q. Will you read Mr. Scammell’s reply?—A.

Ottawa, February 25, 1928.
Re No. 67764—H. J. Lake

Dear Sir,—The disability from which this man is suffering is flaj 
feet. The degree of disability was estimated at 5 per cent. He elected 
to receive a final payment, which was made to him on the 30th Deed»' 
ber, 1926.

Mr. Lake’s pre-war occupation was that of a sailor. He made appi1' 
cation in 1919 for a course of vocational training on the ground that a= 
a sailor it would be difficult for him to go aloft and stay there any length 
of time, also to take two or three hours at the wheel. It was recommended 
that he receive a re-training course in interior decorating, which was 
granted. He does not appear to have followed the occupation for whi° 
he was trained.

Yours faithfully,
E. H. SCAMMELL,

Secretary■
?

Q. Anything there about him being able to continue his pre-war occupation • 
—A. Except that he claims it would be difficult for him.

Q. Now will you read the letter with reference to Schupe?—A.

Ottawa, February 25, 1928.
Re No. 522062—C. M. Schupe

99 7)ea1? 8ir> * keg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of th6 
TZ in,sfant,.enquiring whether the marginally noted man is suffer»1? 
nf ?Jdl nrl1^ sVch as to entitle him to the provisions of section 2 (fl; 
chmnin10n w+°f the Çivil Service Act. Mr. Schupe is suffering froD? 
up • . ep nitis, a disability for which he has for several years Pat

in receipt of a pension of 40 per cent.
could nVn'nr 1“ 1918 for VOC3ti°nal training on the ground thatJf 
disability Tt"6 "S t)reTwar occupation, that of a barber, because of t*1 , 
Branch It twT?S c°nsidfed by the Medical Officer of the Vocation»1 
man with this r 'n-f18 barbering would be a suitable occupation j
was* therefore *"d ^

Yours truly,
E. H. SCAMMELL,

[Mr. j. E. Tremblay.] Secretary■
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Q. What finding did you make subsequent to those letters from Mr. Scam- 
®ell (eligible list No. 17648) ?—A. I see here this note, I do not know whether 
"'s is my note or Dr. MacTavish’s:—

“ I do not consider that either Mr. Schupe or Mr. Lake are entitled 
to the special preference.”

Q. And Dr. Roche’s memorandum?—A.
I have approved of the eligible list below, because I think, from 

perusing the file, including the applications, that even aside from the right 
of Mr. Schupe and Mr. Lake to the disability preference, they are better 
qualified than Mr. Spurr for the position, and I feel the rating officer 
gave a higher rating to the latter because he has been temporarily occupy
ing the position.

Q. Do you see anything in those letters which justifies the finding which 
you made?—A. Yes.

^ Q- You think there is not disability within the meaning of the Act?—A. I 
‘ ve not got the applications here, but, after looking into it, I think there is not. 

ao, . Q- Now, if you will go on, you will find that the Civil Service Commission 
b‘Ul1 advertised the vacancy on September 2, 1931?—A. October 1, 1931.

2 ^-1 beg pardon, the Public Works Department asked you on September
’ ‘*nd applications were -called for on October 1?—A. That is right.

0- Do you -see the list of persons to whom the notice was sent?—A. Yes. 
pQs;. Can you offer any justification for sending notice of a purely local 
ili-1 d n those gentlemen, and the expense involved?—A. That would be
' r- «land’s part.
p Mr. Bland : I have the information for which Mr. Ernst asked now: The 
t0‘^tlce of the Commission in such cases is to furnish copies of advertisements 
ki "y Persons who ask to be kept in touch with positions of any particular 
or °r any particular case. This is not restricted to any political party 
tke ,.y 'Class of persons. The names of the persons named on the file appear on 

>st of persons on the mailing list for Nova Scotia. 
p0sit:ir- Ernst: Can you see any justification for sending notices of local 

>°ns hke this to people in Cape Breton?
^ir 1 • .Eland: No, I do not; for a local position, I do not see any reason for 

it outside the locality concerned.
^8 it? ^Hevrier: D they have asked for it, is there any objection to send-

Sctldino:
^Ir- Bland:

it.
No, there is no objection, but I do not see any reason for

By Mr. Ernst:
T°u tell me what applications you received as a result of that? 

A. I can get it a little quicker. You received, I think, 8 applications?—
Seî /a“«* Albert Anthony ; Edwin G. Bower; Marlow Falawn; Henry 
a rs0ns- u’ '^lat Is the Mr. Lake who was an applicant before; Alexander 
A- Tfie ’ Hubert L. Smith; John D. Stewart and Daniel Forrest Winters?— 
1 ■ Q. T +f an°ther, Verton Ernest Roye.
‘itti. bought he was too late?—A. He is on this list, just a telegram from
gI'4^Laue ^esPective ratings were, Anthony, 81-1; Bower, 80-95; Falawn, 
85"25?__We,T76‘4; Parsons, 83-05; Smith, 83-95; Stewart, 72-9, and Winters, 
i. Q. ^r.'. Bight. Roye did not present himself for oral examination, 
bst 0f y ‘ you look at your eligible list of November 7, 1931, the unanimous

a,,,, ° Commission?—A. There is one here marked cancelled.
a322-38j [Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Whom did you nominate?—A. Henry James Lake.
Q. That is the same Henry Lake who applied in 1928?—A. I think so.
Q. You nominated him on what ground? Did he rank first in the «0 

petition?—A. I see he is rated as a disability case. _ ...,y
Q. Will you tell me what evidence you have to rate him as a disabi -, 

case in 1931? He was not a disability case in 1928, you expressly so fou ^ 
after investigation, and you have the file. Tell me how you decided he wa 
disability in 1931?—A. I do not know who decided it. It was submitted to 

Q. I cannot find how you decided it. There is nothing on the file to sho 
.—A. I see a memorandum here: “ Whereas Lake is entitled— a

Q. You will find the same memorandum in 1928, where you expresse 
doubt, and you are one of those who found he was disqualified? A. Yes.

Q. Now I want to know what changed your mind?—A. There is a mm 
here, “ See minutes 25/1/32.” . .

Q. Tell me what inquiry you made in this case in 1931?—A. Ihis is a m 
orandum from Mr. Bland. ,-Dg

Q. I am not talking about a memorandum from Mr. Bland, I am as 
what inquiry you made from the D.S.C.R., if any. You will find a memorano 
from Mr. Bland, in 1928, that both Sehupe and Lake were disabilities? A. 
this is a memorandum about something different altogether.

“ Henry J. Lake was successful in the competition for caretaker 
Liverpool, N.S., but it was pointed out by the Deputy Minister of r
Works ”■-----  , a

Q. That is a different thing entirely. That has nothing to do with ^ 
question of being classed as a disability. What I want to know is what chan&^ 
your mind, to make you find him a disability, in 1931, when you went to -s 
of trouble to prove that he was not, in 1928?—A. Well, I did not pass on 
thing, it was submitted to me and I signed it. I took it for granted he 
entitled to it. _ c\»l

Q. On what evidence? What I want to know is why you made sp y 
inquiry to disqualify him, in 1928, and then passed him, in 1931, witnou 
inquiry, reversing your decision. Can you give me any sound reason.

The Vice Chairman: In fact give any reason at all?
The Witness: I do not remember that it was submitted to me. D 

submitted on that memorandum from the Examination Branch stating t 
was entitled, and I let it go at that.

By Mr. Ernst:xj y xr± 1 . jjj 1 ilol .

Q. Can you not give any better reason that that?—A. That is all I
ÿOigive.

Q. Did you have any private information, in 1928, on that case? 
none at all. _ ^5

Q. You were not aware that the man you selected by majority decision y? 
the nominee of the defeated candidate of the Liberal party in Queen’s Co 

A. No, I didn’t know anything about that. . ^g3b
Q. You can offer no explanation for reversing your decision, in ,ggb 

without any new evidence?—A. No, except that I did not investigate it in 1 ced 
I took the memorandum from the Examination Branch that they had sati- 
themselves that he was entitled to it.■uocivcs un au 11e was eniiiieu. xo it. -,

Q. Why did you not accept the finding of the Examination Branch 
Look back and see what Mr. Bland had to say about it in 1928: A. g 
accept it. I had the applications then and I looked into them and 1 
satisfied.

Q. What did Mr. Bland have to say then?
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]

*0
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A. Mr. Spurr secured the highest rating, but ranks below C. M. 
Schupe and H. J. Lake, who are entitled to the disability preference.

?nd the application forms were submitted with this memorandum, but on look- 
ln§. into the application forms, and the reasons given why he claimed to be 
titled to the disability preference, 1 thought he was not.

Q. Perhaps you would like to read the particular things that were different 
ln 1931 in the application?—A. I have not the two here.
fi Q. Yes, they are all there, there is a private file of Lake’s, small private 

e?~—A. This is Lake’s application in 1931.
Q. The application of 1928 is not there?—A. I do not think so.

,, Mr. Bland: I do not think the 1928 application is on this file. I think 
explains the difficulty, it is not here. I can send for it.

fo: can give me any reason 
I cannot, any other reason

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- That is all right. I still want to know if you 

tha comPiete reversal of front on your part?—A. 
n that I investigated in the first place.

Q- And you over-ruled Mr. Bland’s judgment in the first place?—A. Yes. 
,jjj M And also Dr. Roche’s?—A. Well, he did not take that view, I did. I 

n°t over-rule him.
estnKr ^r- Scammell’s letters were to the effect that the men were not re- 
to 1 bhshed?—A. They were not re-established. But that is not the only reason 

*1 entitled to the disability preference.
the* ^hey were both disabilities?—A. They were both receiving pension, but 

eomust be three things------
pre And both contended, and they had not as a matter of fact pursued their

^ar vocations?—A. No, but I claim that they can. They have to be------
tion How did Lake become a disability in 1931?—A. Except that my atten-
. . XV9 Q 1-. ^ 1 --11 1 J - • 1 IT T 1 . I ‘ * i T • 1 ■ •» ' 11t-"u was not called to it, and I did not notice 

n M the Examination Branch. . . ,
th Q- Was your attention called to it, in 1928?—A. Nothing special.

e Application forms were submitted to me at the time, 
w, did you not, innqu)Ty?-A. We did, I think, 
v %>. From ]y[r_ gcammell?—A. From the 
Clonal Health.

it, I signed on the recommenda- 

Probably
i to me at the time.

1931, follow your usual practice of making an

Department of Pensions and

Whe Q. w„ ,, ould you read the letter of 1931?—A. There is no letter, it is a form,
haSgL: tley state 20 per cent disability; rate of pension 20 per cent; what he 
6ltlpiov°n as Pre"war occupation? Sailor. What is the nature of his present 
op pe^ent? Unemployed. Details of the nature of his disability as recorded 
opinio Sl0n Flat feet with valgus and collosities. Whether or not, in the
frojp M the department, the candidate’s disability is such as prevents him 

tliG n ,nuing his pre-war occupation as given above. Yes. Whether or not, 
Satisfac?H1nion of the department, the candidate could, despite his disability, 
°f caretape^ Py*'0™ duties which would be required of him in the position

3?° ^ICE Chairman : That is virtually the same as the report given in 1928? 

letter r‘ ^RNST: Yes, except then they did not have a form; in 1928 they got a

pract; r" Hland: I would like to explain one point. In 1928, it was not the genei a 
spbcJ'6 to secure a report from the department of Pensions in every case, but 
beiu 1° that date, in view of the many claims for disability preference
staj1u„1an'^e) the Commissioners decided that a report should be secured on a 

i °rm- In 1931 this report was part of the regular procedure anu vas 
'kiless q 1° the Commissioners. In 1928 there would not be such a îepoi.,

1 Was specially asked for. _ u m ,, -,
J [Mr. J. B. Tremblay.]
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Mr. Ernst: And it was not generally asked for?
Mr. Bland : It was not asked for, except when the Commissioners deemed i* 

necessary to secure further information.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. You issued a certificate in Lake’s favour when? You got your report froi’1 
Mr. Russell on the 16th October, your rating list?—A. Yes, it is dated the 16th 
but reached us on the 24th.

Q. And on the 17th November you made your eligible list and issued your ert' 
tificate to Mr. Lake?—A. No, I do not think we issued the certificate to Air. Lake 
at all.

Q. Yes you did. You do not show it in your file, but you will find Mr. Lake 
refers to it in his letter. I have very good reason to know that you did.

The Vice Chairman : I think what you said before was that the certificat 
was issued November 17th nominating Lake because of disability?—A. Oh, yeS'

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Yes, and notification given the Auditor General?—A. Yes, on the 21^ 

November, it is so dated. And I see he was rejected—
Q. Well, do not take any credit to yourself for that, just yet. Vou did as 1 

matter of fact issue a certificate?—A. Yes.
Q. Then what happened in December?
Mr. Bland: I do not like to interrupt, but Mr. Tremblay has not looked ^ 

this file yet, I can help him a great deal in getting the facts the Committee war> 
Mr. Ernst: Yes, do. On December 12th you got a letter from.... I do n° 

want to mention names, it is a confidential letter from Liverpool.
The Witness : This is addressed to the Secretary of the Commission on f16 

19 December. ,
Q. I thought it was the 12th?—A. This is a covering letter from the depaW 

ment. It went to the department, and it was transmitted to us on the 19th- 
Having reference to the appointment of a caretaker, public buildj^ 

Liverpool, N.S., position No. P.AV.-C.A. 3-114 enclosed is a copy of a let 
received in the department. The department understands that the Co 
mission thoroughly investigates the character of an applicant beio 
making an appointment, and certainly if the statements made in 
letter, copy of which is enclosed, are true then it would appear that * 
Lake would not be a fit and proper person to be appointed to the govci 
ment service. g

Q. Well, you found out as a matter of fact that that letter made very gr9^ 
allegations against the man to whom you had given a certificate, didn’t it?-"" 
Yes. . 1)6

Q. And as a result of that, then and only then, you communicated with 
people whom he had given as references?

Mr. Bland: I wish you would ask me these questions. . g
Mr. Ernst: Two months, I think, after, you got in communication with 

icferences. AY hat is the date of the reply from the references?
Air. Bland: January 7th, 8th and 11th, 1932.
Air. Ernst: Almost three months after the certificate was issued?
Air. Bland: No, one and one-half months.

By Mr. Ernst: ^
Q. AY hen did you first communicate with the references?—A. I think d 

•i most coincident with the date of receipt of this letter from the department,
1 d0 not think it was as a result of that letter.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. On the file what is the date? It was as a result of verbal communi
cation as a matter of fact?—A. Not altogether. It was partially that, and 
Partially that the investigation would have been made anyway.

Q. When did you first write to the references?
Mr. Bland : That is what I am looking for. I cannot see the date, there 

ls °ne date November 21, I do not think that is correct though.
Mr. Ernst : From the replies it is obvious—
Mr. Bland: Obvious that we did not communicate until late in December.
Mr. Ernst: Or early in January?
Mr. Bland: Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- And when you did communicate you found the grave allegations were 

Estantiated?—A. Yes.
Q- By the people whom he had given as his references?—A. Not altogether.
Q- Well, but two out of three?—A. Yes.
Q- And you had to revoke the certificate?—A. Yes. 

on What good reason was there for not communicating with the refer- 
ces before issuing the certificate?—A. Well, the certificate we issued was tei»Porary.

Q- I do not care, you only issue one certificate?
Mr. B-land : No, two, Mr. Ernst.
The Witness: Temporary certificate and later on permanent.

By Mr. Ernst:
,Q- As a matter of fact, in this particular case, the result of the commis- 

k,11* action was to place a man who was highly unreliable in a position of some 
sy~~A. Temporarily.

Where he would have access to the mails, as janitor of a public build- 
•~rA. Well, he cannot very well.

A I ]■ c°uld not clean the building without going around the post office?— 
hul not know whether it was a post office. 

reSu]A M is a post office, customs office and a good many other things. The 
Unrep the commission’s action would have been to place apparently a very 

'mile man in that position?—A. Yes, temporarily.
Mth f] * Wfint to know what good reason you can give for not communicating
del F.Tn Terences before issuing the certificate? 

A the issue.
-A. If we did that it would

y°U ^ J°u had almost a month from the time you received the ratings until 
free to * ] ^le assignment—about three weeks?—A. Perhaps we should, I am 
a tenm a< miti I am inclined to agree with you that we should before we issue 

iporary certificate even.
blunder k°x ,WM admit, that the commission would have made a very grave 

out for the intervention of outside parties?—A. Yes.
Mr- Ernst: That is all.

Gestion .9 ICE Chairman: Any other member wish to ask Mr. Tremblay any 
Q y [No resPonse)-

changec| °U lave not given the Committee any explanation whatever why you 
hetitfonY^epapletely around as to Lake between the first and second com
er goin„ „ A- Except that I signed it without looking at the application forms 

Q Dvi er i*’ that is all.
lc‘ y°u merely sign it, in 1931. as a matter of form?—A. Well, I willhot Say that.'

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. I do not want to put words into your mouth that convey a wrong mean 
ing, but that is what I gathered from your answer, that you signed it m ISM 
as a matter of form?—A. There was then a report, and I accepted it, 
report from the Pensions and National Health department with a coven $ I 
memorandum from the Examination Branch, and I signed it on that, took i 
for granted that they had investigated it and satisfied themselves that he w
entitled to disability preference. . ,. ,

Q. As a matter of fact they advised you in answer to a direct commu 
cation, in 1928, that Lake was entitled to the disability?—A. Well, the> di < I 
not to the same extent.

By Mr. Ernst: _ , ^ I
Q. Schupe, in particular, they advised was a 40 per cent disability, n°

30 as the application showed?—A. You stated :— j6
Mr. Lake’s pre-war occupation was that of a _ sailor. He m , 

application in 1919 for a course of vocational training on the gr° 
that as a sailor it would be difficult for him to go aloft and sta> 
any length of time, also to take two or three hours at the wheel. I 
recommended that he receive a re-training course in interior decoi a 
which was granted.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. Which was entirely different from his pre-war occupation? A. eS-

By Mr. Ernst: ar
Q. They only give that vocational training when they are satis ic ie ^ 

not continue his pre-war occupation. That is the basis on which it was gi 
—A. I cannot say as to that.

By the Vice Chairman: .
Q. Surely vou can say as to that, Mr. Tremblay. This is one of the imi 

ant sections of"the Civil Service Act, the returned soldiers preference/-A- - 
the vocational training.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You will find it if you read the letter about Schupe? A. ),e

He applied in 1918 for vocational training on the ground 11 
could not pursue his pre-war occupation, that of a barber, because 0 ai
disability. It was considered by the Medical Officer of the \ oca a
Branch at that time that barbering would be a suitable occupation ,e<j 
man with this disability to follow, and the course of training recomm 
was therefore not approved.

Q. Because they thought he was still able to barber?—A. A es. .
Q. Which makes it apparent that they only approve the vocational i a 

course when they consider that a man is not able to carry on his Pr ^.as 
occupation. And they tell you Lake was given his course, in other wore s, 
a disability?

The Vice Chairman: And entitled to the disability preference?
The Witness: They do not decide that, we do.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. What did you write that letter for?—A. To have some facts, 

them we found the judgment.
Q. And on these facts you disagreed with the facts they gave?—A.
Q. In the Lake case did you disagree.—A. I disagreed because I 

that with flat feet he could carry on his pre-war occupation.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. And the D.S.C.R said he could not?—A. Yes. 

them.
I did not agree with

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. What is the use then of referring the matter to that department?—A. 

Well, as Mr. Bland explained, it was not done in the same way then as now. Now 
We have a standard form.

Q. Now you get it as a matter of form, before it was given to you as a matter 
°f special request for a special purpose?—A. Yes.

Q. In these particular cases, in the Schupe and Lake case?—A. Yes, we 
a$ked specially for it.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Is it not a fact that the disability is much more definite in the filled-out 

0rin than in the letter?—A. Yes, it is.
Mr. Ernst: No.
The Witnesss Yes, it is.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q- I would like to have it read again?
Mr. Ernst : In the form the answers are “yes” and “no,” in the letter you 

the substance.
, Mr. MacInnis: I thought the letter was rather indefinite. I would like 
0 have it read again.

Mr. Ernst: It is definite that he has the disability.
The Witness:

The disability from which this man is suffering is flat feet. The 
degree of disability was estimated at 5 per cent. He elected to receive a 
final payment, which was made to him on the 30th December, 1926.

Mr. Lake’s pre-war occupation was that of a sailor. He made applica
tion in 1919 for a course of vocational training on the ground that as a 
sailor it would be difficult for him to go aloft and stay there for any 
length of time, also to take two or three hours at the wheel. It was 
recommended that he receive a re-training course in interior decorating, 
which was granted. He does not appear to have followed the occupation 
for which he was trained.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
ans\v^ ^°w read the form?—A. In the form in 1931 there are some questions 
Tlat e/ec^ Details of the nature of his disability as recorded on pension file? 
^Vfieth^ val§us and callosities.
is Sllcl or not, in the opinion of the department, the candidate’s disability 
abovoV -?s Prevents him from continuing his pre-war occupation as given
Wheth Yes-
his dis^i-ÏÏ n°t> ln the opinion of the department, the candidate could, despite 
in the °

r-ysuuiuii oi caretauer f x es.
are. There is the amount of

disability, satisfactorily perform the duties which would be required of him 
ee position of caretaker? Yes. T,

v,' Q- Are there any other questions?—A. inert . 20 per cent. Hasb t»W disability, 20 per cent. Hi, Present rate of pens™, ^
commuted the pension? If so, what va. ’ [Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. In the first he says 5 per cent disability, and in this one 20 per cent, 
which I think makes a difference?

Mi. Ernst. And in both instances the department say he is not able to 
carry on his pre-war occupation. From the mere fact that they grant him 
vocational training they recognized that he was unable to go on as before.

By the Vice Chairman:
9' Ït 1931 competition Spurr was not an applicant?—A. No.
Q. Nor Schupe?—A. No.
Q And if \ou had followed the same line of reasoning as you did in 1928. 

in making your nomintion in 1931, you would have nominated D. F. Winters?
no?™titïedtodihbmtyaprekreSd h‘d dedded that Lake waS

Q. Ygs « .Al • os »
that ^nu "should fl"0! C°nSider the matter of efficient importance, in 1931, 
reversed the decision whiph^*611 memorandum showing the reasons why you L Si tS îme "a J ôuS "f™? >* >" «“f-A- k" Uf

examination branch and the-m™ Came tof “e ^th the report of the
Pensions and National Health. P ymg rep°rt fr°m the dePartmcnt °f
tionQasTa matter' of'y°U mor.ev or less ÿi"ncd the a01™?,3' 
examination branch and the Yn ‘-1^ned ^ on the recommendation of th 
Pensions and National Health. p0mpanying rePort flom the department of

By Mr. Maclnnis:
—A.( None °wh at cvci • * ' tllCre was no connection in your mind between the two? 

By Mr. Vallance:

first to your knowledge'held''™you naturally go back to 1928 when you 
to the file of 1928 to find out “T**101*’ f°Vld ,you not naturally go back 
unless the matter was special!? poI?*??11 you had taken at that time?—A. Not 
the same. When we hol!l a new o led2?. my. attention that the candidates are 

Q. So that you were not Pnnf1-petltl“ d 18 a new competition, 
applicant, in 1928?—A. No. nscious> ln 1931, that this man had been a°

By Mr. Chevrier:
f if)'tempo?Sfyi?Î.Aenpei^Stretaker'

valued ,?W0“per annum.falary annum, less quarters

Q. And situated where?-A. Liverpool, N.S.

By Mr. Ernst:
who wero Eliminated as'n’oTbeithat the *7 
and Mr. Spurr was the nomine? of S f f ’A1928’Yere supporters of 
nothing about that. the defeated candidate?—A. Well, I kno*
coincMence11’ ' °U1 ^udgmcnt u is a peculiar coincidence?—A. It may be 9

By the Vice Chairman:
sentations°from ouTaidfparües?—'4° No" sir°f 1928, you receivcd
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.] ' ’ SIÎl
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Q. You did not receive any, you remember that?—A. I do not remember.
Mr. Ernst: I would think it just as objectionable a coincidence if the thing 

wcre reversed, if you eliminated the men who voted against me.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. As I understand, there was nothing to call it to your attention that this 

was the same case as had already come up?—A. Nothing whatever.
Mr. Chevrier: I have nothing further at this stage.
The Vice Chairman : Have you any other case, Mr. Ernst?
Mr. Ernst: No.
The Vice Chairman : Have the other members of the Committee anything 

to take up?
Mr. MacInnis: While Mr. Bland is here, I have received some complaints 

!'t>out the tardiness of the Commission in replying to communications.

Charles H. Bland, recalled.

By Mr. MacInnis:
Q. I have one before me now, a letter in reference to a temporary appoint- 

jijT as stenographer, Grade 2. This letter was written in Ottawa, September 
i-r 1 and a reply to the letter was not made until October 8th?—A. I would 

Kc to look at tire case.
u Q- I have had several complaints in this regard. There seems to be an 
j I Ue delay in replying to letters or carrying out the decisions arrived at?—A.

do not hesitate at all to say that in certain cases I think there has been too 
^ Uch delay. But I would like to say that up to, perhaps, the beginning of the 

(jEcnt year we have had about twice as much work as we could do, with the 
tlr Wc had- The result has been that things have been held up. But I do not 

nk that is the case at the present time.
Did you ever have the organizers go over your department?—A. Yes, 

nad, that is why we lost the staff.
^Ir. MacInnis: That is all, Mr. Chairman. 

t},;„ ^*le Vice Chairman : Is there anv other business ready to be gone on with
nis morning.

WhcttIr- Bland: Might I make one statement, in regard to this question of 
the 16k °r no^ aPP0intees are properly qualified as to record for appointment to 
inve ic service. I would not like the impression to gain credence that no 
of pgation was made in any of these cases. In the larger lists, that is lists 
ogw^ns eligible for appointment to the more common classes, such as customs 
avai'h’t F°S^ °®ces’ ote-, the investigation as to character is made so that it is 
ciatp iK kefore appointment is made. In these particular cases, I quite appre- 
mak' 10 i>0’nt Mr- Ernst makes. But the reason for not making it beforehand, but 
costln? t*‘e appointment subject to investigation, has been the delay and the 
Will > * ^'ink, under the circumstances, there are probably enough cases that we 
°He lilVe do something, but out of perhaps 1,000 appointments we might have 
taken ,^Wo cases where this kind of thing occurred. In other cases we have 
ti^ati ^16 reP°rt of the examining officer and put the man on, subject to inves- 
aris °.n> and investigation has proved the man all right. The question that 
t'on h1S blether there are enough bad cases to make it necessary that investiga- 

0 made beforehand in all cases.
W]l0 Ernst: My point is this,' that you put men in, as in cases like this, 

nay be thorouglily unreliable, in a position where he has opportunity to be
[Mr. C. II. Bland.]
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thoroughly unreliable if he desires, where he has access to the mails, or the 
customs office, with all their contents. I think this is just the kind of ckse that 
makes it necessary for us to do something more.

Mr. Bland: In advance?
-, • fpr;„E“T: In advance- 1 think this is the kind of case that proves that

very^very^few°' ^ 1 Say that we do not get many such cases, in fact

The Vice Chairman: Do you not think that in a case like the one beforeus the local member would be ahla in moi™ ^ _mission has made? 6 t0 make Just as good a choice as the Corn-

such Ya^tteofficL^ ?„ade*L recommendation to the Commissioners that in
examines the candidate shSd atX^Z’Hm1 iS 7 *
man’s standing and record in the commun'! 1?e.nia!îe- investigation as to fairly well if competently done C°mmunity’ whlch 1 thmk would meet the need

is thatwe"" inouire in/n^t ^ through with this evidence, the order of reference
— ol th1eT"lSte0n-S„7clUdT W? "d
operation of the Civil Service Act.” Now we hfvfhad recentlyZTSTseven 
hrthTwmbrouahTM “"Æ"8 »s how ïhïeÔSs we or
ab™fIh^rca'setSttey'klKT ”f$
anv cases I have nn+ Jl ti. ,° be brought forward. I have not selected 
bring up anv special ca«P an^ records, or been advised by anyone to
the Attention of the Cnmm-H ^ WiU be °ne at a11 events that I will call to 
House when the PriSe Mi ’ because ib was brought out on the floor of the 
be a partv anv Wp?in ?n Stter mtroducGd this matter. But I do not like to 
provePnothin-r or at ](.ncfnVfStlgating sPecial cases, because, to my mind, they 
to the general ’ d° not Prove much, reasoning from the particular

I am going to move:
this ComnflttecCtfrnmb+lg^n and means taken to have produced before 
mission ™he first onTi he 9,entral Regist^ of the Civil Service Co*' 
B's the’first 20 in the O’’ ^ ?bey now stand, in the A’s, the first 20 in the 
that all these files he h S ai?d S0 on trough the alphabet right down to 2, 
tLmTn^eal w^hbethmUght "P herG and that thc Committee delve into

th^meriHysteTis'followed'tVnot WeRW,inThave opportunity of finding whether
taking these isolated cases, because^or the fi d° not.thlnk W€ can do itbyju.
down to the Commission and bring in °r S1X cases brought UP 1 ca” g

I therefore move accordingly? 2 ° that were Properly dealt with.

Seconded by Mr. Vallance.
Discussion followed.
Phe X ice Chairman : I mav sav +l0a • • .other member of the Committee has l Itf *? °Pimon> Mr. Chevrier or anz 

his opinion may be needed fnr’ ,.Per^ect right to call for any files which
from the start of our sittings that lgatl°m That was distinctly understoo
proceed to call 'T ?at Wwith the intention of bringing to the attend tbe+,contents of aaY of these m 
he deems of use in our investigation ‘ \ tPP nV t he Committee any facts wh 
whether or not the merit system is rbrkt 6r a ’ lb 18 hardly a case of our stati
gation at all; our investigat oTis lit ? n°t; 1 do not think that is our inveg» 
[Mr. C. H. Bland.] mVeStlgatlon 18 as Wlda as it is set forth in the order of refer
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once. Personally, while I am not sure of the procedure, I am of the opinion that 
the motion is out of order. Now, having in mind our investigation according to 
°Ur reference, how are we going to bring out the facts, unless we actually get 
Proof of the actual operation of the Act. In any event, I rule that the motion 
18 out of order, and in doing so state that if Mr. Chevrier wants to make a 
request for any files he is at perfect liberty to do so.

During the early part of the proceedings, we heard evidence given by 
members of the Commission, but up to date, outside of what has resulted from 
examination of certain files, there bave not been very many constructive sug
gestions which have been submitted to the Committee. After all, we are supposed 

do our best to remedy any situation which we think should be remedied, and I 
w°uld suggest that, perhaps, members of the Commission or members of the staff 

the Commission might now be prepared to make some further recommendations 
«the Committee with a view to improving the Act. Possibly they might consider 
«is, in the next few days, and come forward with anything new they have to 
offer.

The Committee adjourned to meet Tuesday, April 19th, at 3.30 o’clock P.M.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]





House of Commons,

April 19, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the 
control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the 
^ministration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 3.30 p.m. 
Mr. Lawson presiding.

Mr. C. H. Bland, recalled.

By the Chairman:
. Q. Mr. Bland, I want to prove some formal matters in regard to file number 

(jR-F-3327G, appointment of canning inspector at Toronto?—A. Mr. Chair- 
an, perhaps I could deal with the first questions and then I have two of the 

^miners here.
j Q- My purpose in bringing this file before the Committee is just to 
cmonstrate what happens in cases of rating for experience and education, with 
0 °ral examination. Would you look at that file and tell me if that is a 

/jSe in which a man is appointed to a position on rating by a rating board for 
th^^tion and experience without oral or written examination?—A. There is 

statement, “one of the members of the Board was personally acquainted with 
candidates who were selected and had some experience with them.”
Q- You mean one of the members of the rating board?—A. Yes. 

j Q- Which one?—A. Mr. McGillivray, chief canning inspector for the 
cpartrnent of Agriculture.

a , Q- All right. Subject to that qualification, it was a rating on education 
a experience?—A. Yes.

c 9- And the position was advertised in the province of Ontario, to obtain a 
y ni,ng inspector to be assigned with headquarters at Toronto, so I judge from 

e file?—A. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
re 9; Now, then, I see that under date of September 4, 1930, the department 
i fsitioned the Civil Service Commission for the appointment of a canning 
tiofctor, Fruit Branch, at Toronto?—A. The last document is a recommenda- 
tei c° the Commission for the holding of a competitive examination for a 

Porary position as canning inspector.
9- And that is dated the 4th of September, 1930?—A. Yes. 

by j.i ' And I think at the same time the department recommends that a man 
com lc ,n.ame of Van de Water be appointed temporarily?—A. Yes, pending a 

^Petition.
Q- Was Van de Wrater appointed?—A. Mr. Chairman, with your permission,

this
the

if Weassist8^ to the Point where Mr. Garrett, one of the examiners, can be of some 
emploi us’ then I think I would like to bring him in. Yes, he was

q you tell me from what date?—A. From September 5, 1930.
Hot ]. j then, Mr. Bland, an advertisment was published, applications to be in 

q ec than October 6, 1930?—A. Yes.
WerG And I believe that as a result of that advertisment some 30 applications

received?—A. Yes. I think that is right.

569
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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f ,S" TJ.10.1]’ q0ldd " °}? ^°°k at it a minute, I think, of the Examination Branch of the Civil Service Commission dated September 25, 1930, in which it is 
recommended that the following be an Advisory Examination Board. Whose 
memorandum is that?-A. That is mine, Mr. Chairman.
of GQ E IMcIn1tosheCKfIratlOI1'W?S that the Examining Board should consist 

G E. McIntosh 1 ruit Commissioner, department of Agriculture; a repre-
Examiner CivUSeSfr?0“ Leg?°n; Mr' J' W Bourbonnais, departmental
Service CoLiLtSf A yTT? ^ C ?' Ga"ett- b°"d Exami”er’ 

n a/Tv u . > tnat is correct.
would he be somebodyonthe stï oEth^r 38 departmentaJ‘ Ef1 
on the staff of the Commission ° SemCe Commission?-A. He *

mad?th?mtir^co?s5ao^ÏÏyS-lvhe The Board that actual?
ment of Agriculture, tte e r ̂
Garrett, G. T. Jackson Mi^G T Î of ,the staff of th(r Commission; C. E- 
Legion. ss T- Beid, and a representative of the Canadian

ing board ETof °J the Commission put on the examj»*with agricultural qualifications “ ,ended by you?—A. This is a position dealing 
ation Branch to utilize the • m,s^h cases 13 the custom of the Exam»}' 
«*” from the oZZaSKZ Wl° “ » 8"‘d“at= ia ^

Investigator. 1 °n C*°Ca be bob4 m the Civil Service Commission?—-A-

Q Ancfwi?rganiZati°n Branch?—A. Yes 
mission?—A. Miss IteicUs aEexamT Reid dold with the Civil Service Coin-

Civil Service Commission?—fxaJ™ners on the regular staff of examiners of *he

canning inspectors?—A ° wTl f11 f c,ations to deal with matters in connection widl 
Bourbonnais for the demi rim1 bappens that Miss Reid is the assistant to Mr' 
attending the Board. " ment oî Agriculture and on that account was

Q.‘ How* long hasïh^beeï1" recommÇndation for Mr. Bourbonnais?—A. YeS’ 
Q. And especially charged ®xami?er?—A* Practically twelve years.Mr. Bourbonnais. g d Wlth agricultural matters?—A. When assisting

J. A. R.; who would thatE?—A mTen^r^?dum there of October 24, 1930, fr°in
Q. Who would that be?—A Mi thmk’ probably.
Q. And that memorandum MlSS Reid' 

mation on a list of names?_^Sl^gests that the Board wanted further inf°

Q. And that list of names MVan de Water, H. M. Snider -md TjaiI1o tbe names of Burlingham, Jones an
Q. Then, I obnerve Zet a And °‘b“. ,„,0

signed by J. G. Reid giving a lEt ™em°randum of the 4th of November, l9,,
their names the reason for their r • cai?dldates that were rejected, and opP°s

. Q. And included in that list nrfejectlon?-A. Yes. ,Snider?—A. names of those who were rejected is H-

, Age 481 younger men preferred.
Q. Now, in that list of those wim „ . citeeach one. With a very few excentinn T rejected ifc gives the reason oppose

having had previous experience in this^ndustr *? 3,1 re^ected by reason °f
No experience in the fruit „ US ly."TA'

[Mr. c. H. Bland.] Ult canmng industry.
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, Q. Then, Snider, by the way, was not rejected for no experience, but because 
le was 48 years of age?—A. Because younger men were preferred.

Q. Now, will you turn to the list of those who were selected, and I think you 
JTl find in order of merit Mr. Jones was selected first, Burlingham second and 

an de Water, the temporary appointee, third?—A. Yes. 
r, Q- Will you tell me the age of Mr. Burlingham, the second selection?—A. 

°rty-four.
, Q. So, we can take it that Mr. Snider, without consideration being given 
0 his qualifications was rejected at 48 years of age because younger men were 

Preferred whereas the second man ultimately selected in order of merit was Mr. 
Ui'lingham who was only four years younger?—A. There is an explanation for 
at. Mr. Snider was 48 years of age and was not a returned soldier applicant. 

_r: BurlingliE 
ai>d the

lam was 44 years of age and was a returned soldier applicant, 
age limit, by the Act, does not apply to returned soldiers.

^ Wait a moment; there is no age limit for this competition by any Act?—

fa , Q- That does not apply?—A. It does in this sense. I know you want all the 
ts- This is one of the facts from the advertisement:—

While a definite age limit has not been fixed, for this competition, 
age may be a determining factor when making a selection.

, Q- The fact I am interested in at the present time is that one man never 
^ a chance of being rated because he was 48 years of age, whereas another 
is n°t °nly rated, but rated second in choice of order of merit, because he 

p-~~A. Quite true.
th , >•. There is no question now. The Statute did not in any way operate in 
8ta, discrimination, if discrimination it was?—A. Only in the sense that the 
dpi u .> as expressed in the terms of the advertisement, states that age is a 

fining factor.
Wat, It says age has not been fixed but may be a determining factor?—A. It 

’ as a matter of fact.
draw I™!* for age was drawn somewhere between 44 and 48?—A. It was 
the a? a.ccording to the judgment of the departmental representative as to what 

aximum age limit might be as to further efficient service, 
objg.i' I to take it that the departmental representative was the one who 
apçj cd, on the Rating Board, to Snider being considered because he w-as 48, 
ash-,. Was willing -to consider Burlingham who was 44?—A. I will have to 

you to ash that question of the Board itself. I was not there.
Whic] • ,w> would you just turn over to the list of qualifications of these men
egCe . ls given in the file and read to the Committee the qualifications on experi- 
hifa JF the canning industry. Now, start with Burlingham and we will contrast 

Vlt,h Snider?—A.
Burlingham ; general knowledge of canning industry through employ

ât with two canning companies of district.
48 he w °W’ *urn t° Van de Water and tell us what experience he had had— 
that }, as ranked third in order of merit—if any, in the canning industry, except 

e Was a temporary appointee on September 5, 1930?—A.
„ Summer vacations worked with Beaver Canning Company, Bloom- 
,, d, and with Bloomfield Packing Company and A. C. Miller Canning

„ Comply
^°Ul(] j lere is nothing to show the nature of the work he was doing?—A. I 

q 1JlVe to look up the nature of the application to make certain of that.
|hig a ' understand. Probably your examiner can tell you that there was in 
^Win'3 a memorandum made up from the applications which went before the 
^dtin/FF ^oard giving each man’s education?—A. It was from that memo- 

tliat I was quoting.
49322-.3g [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. It would give each man’s education and experience?—A. Of course, the 
applications went before them as well as the memorandum. This is simply a 
synopsis for the purpose of convenience.

Q- Now, I note that when the rating board sent this list of order of merit 
that Mr. Jones was first, Burlingham second, and Van de Water third. I note 
that Mr. McGillivray who was one of the rating board refused to sign. Do you 
know the reason.—A. I do not know that I quite agree that he refused. He 

Slgn M1./hat time, an.d the note I find is, “department phoned that Mr- 
McGillivray is 1 and Commissioner McIntosh could not attend. Board meeting 
postponed.

Q. Go back a little and you will find that Mr. McGillivray refused to sign 
and they tried to get another meeting?-A. I think I had better let Mr. Garrett 
answer that, because he was there and I was not.
n * 9' Aing?' A* any ra/e> a gentleman by the name of Jones who was listed 
first in order of merit was selected and gazetted on December 22, 1930?—A. Yes- 

9' Al/C t \e next t-hat you find on that file is that on March 3, 193b 
the department was writing the Commission pointing out that Mr. Jones had
Mr VanPde Water?-AtThitshatfin0tïer man be aPPointed- and a§aia suggesting 
Mr. van ae water. Ai his is the statement to which I think vou refer Wis a copy of a memorandum from the Examination Branch:- ™

Ontario wn/wT1]1 of, competition, Mr. R. A. Jones, O.A.S., of Aylmer- 
first on’thc h«t C„ar(jc ellgible for such appointment, his name appearing 
Februarv 23rd ’tbo /VaS buly a881ëned to Position. Under date o aletterTrom Mr p ^partTmcnt of Agriculture has forwarded a copy.0/ 
he advises that Mr’ V' Mc,Intosh hearing the date January 28th, in whic 
for dutv when rr-miir °ilesTbas n°t yet stated that he is prepared to rep°r 
fer to have the rl’uf' -In any case .the Fruit Commissioner would Pr°' 
this position in m-rW Commission assign Mr. Jones temporarily
is made permanent. ^ h® may be given a trial before his appoint

reported^ J°neS ncvcr did actually assume the position, did he?—A. Yes, 1,6

1930^en WaS that?~A- 1 have a letter here from Mr. Jones dated Deceit

my LrviVcLbCe Myai^™gt to befl r .f "rther .from you as to when you req< 

December 31st and we are stm narV W f7j emPloyer. ,a%ry”a“nf mey“ H mc thirty lys in iTà^Ttlelime ï»“

22ndQ‘ DoheyoïekIowwhy he'di^noS^ eif^ays b^ore that» on Dece»^ 
reason he gave us; he was under ConbVt ,w?rb■ A- * think on account 

Q. Until when?—A. Until Decembeï sV'8 Pr6Sent employers at that 

Q In that eventlnfcouff b* wanted one month’s notice before he repoM
at tk'end of Januaïy lSfcou™ “."UoS^

Q. No; because on March 3rd of laqi tk" / tblnfk tbat 18 wba/ baft?ng i0e°p™i,ïttCtheir man iuSt’ thr== months aftormtehauTAStï Jink 6*

i,‘eZld,s li'“ 7 ïpr&t
is customary to allow an anno nZ Ï dePart™n . of Agriculture ^ 
private affairs before he assumesYy reaSOna,ble time to arrang

letter to the deputy Minister of Agriculture from the Civil

31,

That is a
Commission.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. What is the date?—A. March 11. 1931.
Q. That is in reply to the letter of March 3rd enquiring where their man 

Mr. Jones was?—A. Exactly. I think the explanation of where Mr. Jones was 
as between January 1st and March 1st is that Mr. Jones and the department 
''’ere negotiating that he should leave his present employment and report to the 
department of Agriculture. He reported on March 3rd.

Q. To the department of Agriculture?—A. Yes.
Q. Did he actually assume the position?—A. I have Dr. Grisdale’s report, 

the above named person reported for duty and began work. . . .
Q. How long did he stay, or what happened to him?—A. He is still there.
Q. No, no; you appointed Mr. Burlingham subsequently?—A. That was 

'he second position; there were two positions.
s Q. Oh, I see. Jones was appointed and is still on the job?—A. Apparently

, Q. A second position became available and Mr. Burlingham, the second 
j-hoice on the list in order of merit, was appointed to the second position, was 

If so, what date?—A. He was assigned on March 11, 1931, to report on 
nstructions from the deputy Minister of Agriculture. He reported and began 

w°rk on April 3, 1931.
Q- Now, then, the department rejected him for unsuitability. What 

as the date of their rejection?—A. June 1, 1931, effective June 15, i931.
Q. Then, would you look up in the file a letter from the deputy Minister to 

I Civil Service Commission of June 1, 1931, which letter encloses a report 
v G. E. McIntosh, Fruit Commissioner, Department of Agriculture, dated 
lay 28, 1931?—A. Yes.

j. Q. Would you read the enclosure which was a letter from Mr. McIntosh
Dr. Grisdale, the deputy Minister of Agriculture, which he, in turn, for- 

jM'rded to the Civil Service Commission?—A. This is dated May 28, 1931, 
a 0n? the Fruit Commissioner, G. E. McIntosh, to the Deputy Minister of 
SMculture, as follows:—

Mr. R. C. Burlingham has been employed as canning inspector in 
position AGR-F, 139 since April 1, and I recently asked Mr. G. S. 
McGillivray, chief canning inspector, to make some personal investi
gation into his work and let me have a report as to whether or not 
Mr. Burlingham appeared to be capable of performing satisfactorily 
the duties expected of the appointee to this position.

In a memorandum of May 27, Mr. McGillivray referred to an inter
view on May 19 with Mr. Blank who claimed he was in close touch with 
the work Mr. Burlingham had previously done for the Canadian Canners 
and Mr. Blank declared that Mr. Burlingham knows nothing about 
panning or grading and was not a success as a road man when ordering 
ln crops as he lacked judgment and decision..............

cxpe3' Excuse me, but on Mr. Burlingham’s application form report his 
it wonce was supposed to be two years with Canadian Canners Limited, was

ot?—A. Yes.
I have a general knowledge of the canning industry, having been 

employed by two different canning companies in this district.
Does he specify who they were?—A. He does not right there, no.

Am at present roadman or crop overseer ordering in the various 
crops when they reach the proper state for canning for the Canadian 
Canners (Lgkeside Plant No. 45) at Wellington.

<liatw;. ^len w°uld you read the next paragraph of the letter about the Cana- 
wanners (Lakeside Plant No. 45) ?—A.

49322~39i [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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.r)Ir, Plank',when asked whether he considered Mr. Burlingham I 
samPles of canned foods, stated he did not consider 

hmi qualified to do any work in connection with the canning industry, 
without direct instruction and personal supervision.
Mr Burrhngham0didrn5fm ™ ?r(?0 informed Mr. McGillivray that 
grades hbe!s Tout Seem know about regulations,
Mr BÛrl iïhâm was Anv- ^ c+ert,lficate3- In InsPcctor Graham’s opinion 
the'ideas and LC^ ?S to, 1,earn' but appeared very dull in grasping 
the ideas and lacks executive ability to carry on bv himself.
time^at'tL officeVnfyrStateS,heT,,questioned Mr‘ Burlingham from time to 
etc but he did nnt ^rosse<k Blackwell, manufacturers of Jams, Pickles,
fbok and Mr McGiKav°thgPraSfP TCrt ?f ?at he was talking , 
and questioned him aboTïh^^S™ Mm" ^ ^

Inspector had ^nvfl!^ B,urlmgham said he had no idea that a Canning 
clean and that the fr > to j° but to see that the factories were kept 
adnfits he knows no S T tvegetabIes were fit for food. He frank * 
appointed an Inspector8?? cannia? fru,,ts or making jam and, un*1
standard containefs or lnsn«pkreWfn0thinf ab°Ut standards of duallty’

t ,, . . ' or mspection for grades or marking.
ing to make PMr° Burl? AfcGillivray, R wid take a great deal of train' 
charge and ho forthingbam fit to be sent out to a district to take f^1 
WO gd\aankdehae aUt ertStateS 1 do not eonsider that Mr. Burling!^

In ?PW of at tCt0ry.mSpector for Toronto position.
Burlino-ham be roioct ft’ihivray’s report, I beg to recommend that ^

0“ «* ^ **aod 

board and see the' nameVf^ tUm ba,ck to that list of rejections ,by the rating
that he is entitled toThe ? turn?/ Cf cd / H/ ^kman, O.A.S. That ^

Q. And opposite fhe nZ nf piiefercncc’ 1 believe?-A- Yes.fruit grower without any dire? in,],,?' ,Rfyck™an the examiners have writ a 
reason why he is not rated?—;.!ySfcnal fruit canning experience. Is that ti

O N? ^ a?°ng those rejected?—A. Yes.
and qualifications of^ these'men'C1’ 4° ? lisfc &iying the educational expert? 
pencil in brackets.-A and read the part that I have marked with 3

and with sizes and types? ”letbods’ and with four standards of dua? 
Foods Act and regulating ntain.ers-. Familiar with Meat and GannIJ 
vegetables. Knowledge of^drf/™? insP.ection of preserved fruit ‘ j , 
of defects and diseases ?=?? • gUlsh,ing characteristics of varieties, ^ 
and methods of canning g m ea°h and storage conditions to be u

Q. That is all, thanks.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

returned soldiers?—A. Nof th/fir???811? and Van de Water, were thO^p 
de Water. L two’ Jones and Burlingham were—not

By the Chairman:Q. Incidentally, Van de Water had nru- „ • . , kind
according to his application, had he, except whit h/b?® exp.erif.ce

a summcr =T«i=-=e Pp,LTt Vh.th,s "cc,mred m th,s p j
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Charles S. McGilltvray, called and sworn.

By the Chairman:
» Q- I understand, Mr. McGillivray, that you are—.—A.—Chief Canning 
inspector.Q. For the department of Agriculture?—A. Yes.

Q. And I believe, Mr. McGillivray, that you were a member of the rating 
apd examining board in connection with this competition for canning inspectors 
at Toronto?—A. Yes, I was.

Q. And I observe that when the Board put in this report fixing a list in 
^er of merit consisting of Jones, Burlingham and Van de Water that you were 
billing to sign that report?—A. In that order.

Q- Yes, that is' what I mean?—A. Yes, in that order.
,. ’ Q- And were you satisfied that those three men should constitute the whole 

of order of merit?—A. I was satisfied of these three men being the only real 
ngiblc ones in the lot.

Y Q- But you wanted them arranged in some order?—A. I wanted Jones first, 
an de Water second and then Burlingham.

{L Q- Somebody—I think Mr. Bland—said you had personal knowledge of all 
e men before you sat on that examining board—knowledge of their experi- 
b Ce-—A. I had met Jones, and I knew the others personally, and I knew Jones 

Cause he was manager in one of the plants over which I have supervision, 
of tv ^ seems to go without question that he was by far the preferable man 
on aM> I judge, by looking at this list of qualifications?—A. By his list of 

ahfications, he was.
q pQ- You heard read here a few moments ago, by Mr. Bland, the report of 

. ■ McIntosh, Commissioner, to the deputy Minister of Agriculture, most of 
lch apparently, was based upon your report?—A. Yes. 

fa , And among other things you point out there that Mr. Blank, of this 
ex 0ry> No. 45, of the Canadian Canners, where Burlingham had had his 

P^nce, when asked whether he considered Mr. Burlingham qualified to grade 
iti ? es canned food, stated he did not consider him qualified to do any work 
Sotl aimection with the canning industry without direct inspection and per- 
Can suPerv^mn) and further up you said that Mr. Blank, of Canadian 
§rarpers Farms, declared that Mr. Burlingham knows nothing about canning or 
jU(j and was not a success as a roadman when ordering in crops as he lacked 
the an<d decision. Did you have that knowledge at the time you sat on 

gating board?—A. Not in its entirety.
You had some of it?—A. I had in a way, yes. 

pla M I suppose that was one of the reasons why you wanted Van de Water 
this | ahead of Burlingham?—A. Well. Mr. Chairman, I feel very keenly about 
I felt Gfctause Mr. Burlingham has been a friend of mine for years and years, and 
capai | at it was not being fair to him to appoint him because I felt he -was not 
but n 6 taking the executive position that he wanted; perhaps a rural factory,
When0/01, a hig one. I have not had a trace of him for the last five years, but 

q S°t a further trace of him and met with him, I knew.
you advise your fellow members on the rating board of your feeling9- Did

hethat j
Y I did"aS\n°k ® Pr°per man to be appointed to a position of that kind?— 
*1°shiou advise that he was not a proper man to be appointed to the 
Doper mV time, but I did advise them that I did not think he was a 
tuition _n, , an executive position. At that time I had in mind the rural

Qn and the city one.
Y Two cn hhis Board sat you were choosing two men for two positions?—

men for two positions.
"hich c?ty and one rural?—A. One of which Jones got and the other

“urimgham got.
[Mr. C. S. McGillivray.]
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Q. AA Inch one did Burlingham get?—A. He got the city one.
Q. And did Jones get the rural one?—A. Jones got the rural one.
Q. vSo you put your best man in a country place?—A. That was the man

we iad have. AVe had to have one for the country any wav; it was forced
on us. J ’

A I n0tice ™ |00Hhig over the list two men who seem to have a lot of 
qualifications, namely H. M. Snider and J. H. Ryckman. AVere they before 
the rating board at all, or were they knocked out by age or other factors before 

ie rating board sat: A. I am unable to recall Mr. Ryckman at the moment. 
I am not sure if he was one of two men up in Hamilton whose qualifications— 
, .9- W-M you mind letting Mr. McGillivray look at that list of quali- 
tlm two'men "n<m ° Rleir Qualifications, Mr. Chairman, but I cannot place

rememberam Wondenng lf they ever came before you for rating?—A. Yes. 1

by th^Board™ ^°nc ^lem was eliminated first; they were all considered

seen, and, until I saw this file about wh Ryck,man’,whom 1 have nevC‘
of age-and thev seemed to’^ V 13f never heard~a man of 36 yfrf
he seemed to have considerable ™ 7 get yo\mg men—R struck me that
years older than the second man ^ and M,r Smder was only
25 or 30 years’ experience in thebiisines^Imgham, and apparently he had had

Mr. Bland: May I interrupt?--- - -"ViHipn I wanted to say that in the information got from the file I did not bring out the fact that Mr. Snider was one of We 
thirty who was considered by the Board, and about whom further information 
was secured prior to the second meeting. He was not eliminated for any 
technical reason, but after consideration.

The AA itness : Mr. Chairman, I really cannot speak of that with any 
confidence.

By the Chairman:
Q; You cannot recall just why Ryckman was not considered for rating 0,1 

the eligible list, or Snider ?—A. I remember Snider, of course. ,
Q. Do you remember whether he was put out of the running merely by {1

fact that he was 48 years of age?—A. I have known Snider since he and I v'e f
boys, and if he had stopped when he was 48 years of age, he would be dca 
a long time.

Q. A ou think he is older than that?—A. If he is not, I cannot keep track 
AVe were boys together, and I am sixty-five.

Q. You look younger than that.
Mr. MacInnis. He might look older, if he was looking for a job.
The AVitness: AVe worked together.

By the Chairman:
Q. AVas that a factor ?■ A. No, I would consider him absolutely imposs'ki 

m an educational way I am sorry to say so, but I am under oath and I ^
Q Frankly, why do you say educationally. Apparently he has the 

education as this man Burlingham except that Burlingham had a high sound ^ 
qualification of having been at Upper Canada College, which would not
m n inH7gAT ia T°S tilm the matriculation which the ot

l wi t’ f dld n0t fed t0 read either of their statements, becaU5 
did not W BUrlmgham had every chance and the other ^
[Mr. C. S. McGillivray.]

I
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Q. What do you mean by every chance- 
for a higher education.

-for a higher education?—A. Yes,

Q- But, apparently, he did not take advantage of his chance, because they 
are each graduates of a public school and each have matriculation?—A. Oh, no, 
surely Snider never said he had matriculation.

Q. I will not say that. His application said that he went to the high school 
nd public school until 18 years of age, and Burlingham says he went to public 

'-chool and high school and Upper Canada college until 18?—A. Yes, and after 
at> business college. There is no comparison, Mr. Chairman, between educa- 
°nal qualifications.

g Q- So that the situation, in this case, was that you yourself thought that 
wider was much older than 48, and from your personal knowledge of the men 

r,°u. thought he had not sufficient education to meet the requirements of this 
Position?—A. Yes.

Q- Is that the situation?—A. Yes.
Q. And the other examiners accepted your view in that regard?—A. I do 

ot know how far they went into it.
Q. With respect to the other man whom I noted seemed to have high 

re n ati°ns—Ryckman—you have no recollection of him?—A. I have no 
co lection between Ryckman and another man in the same district. I did 

know them personally.
^ Q- Mr. Burlingham was rejected. Has anyone else filled the position?— 

" *~is position has not been filled.
0f Q-. Can you tell me why you only established a list of three, on your order 
yert^er't list, when you had two positions available?—A. We did not have any 

I Promising material.
Q- At that time?—A. No.

aL Q- And hence you limited it to the three?—A. Limited it to the three, and 
y,e ut Ike time we got ready for it we had to cut down as far as possible so 

cwt down, and when Burlingham went out— 
xvag You just left a vacancy?—A. Left the position vacant. Last year it 

a very hard year, in the canning industry, and we made our men double up. 
had u" ^°w> R I have gathered the purport of your evidence, although you 
Wa known Burlington for years, in a friendly capacity, you did not deem he 

s qualified for this position?—A. No, I did not. 
eXanv fi',e other examiners had a different view?—A. Yes, the other
eXa ?ners read his application. I am not at all surprised that the other 

Winers gave him the preference over Van de Water, 
am kl" Recause of the information contained in his application?—A. Yes. I 

Wot surprised.
kn0w, ^ou were the only man on the examining board who had personal 
ktio\V]gCj®e °f any °f these candidates?—A. I was the only one that had personal

9: I hat is all, Mr. McGillivray. 
r- Bland: Is it not proposed to call the other examiners? 

them 1° Chairman : What is the necessity? We are perfectly willing to hear 
€xWin* ^ does not look as though this is a case in which to hear the other 
to hav°rS' least so far as the two men whom I picked out as appearing 
the vie outstanding qualifications were concerned—apparently they accepted 

®ws of Mr. McGillivray, who knew the men personally.
If yn,,r'. Bland: It was with reference to the qualification of Mr. Burlingham. 
^ do not mind-

^yself• The only reason I was quitting was because I have satisfied 
hiig^t be 1 ^kere was not anything here about which very much complaint

[Mr. C. S. McGillivray.]
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Mr. Bland: Thank you. I am quite satisfied, if that is the case.
Mr. Chairman: I rankly, that is why I was not bothering calling your 

examiners. I am delighted to find a case turn out one way or the other. If 
I take a file and it looks as though there is something which is not explanatory, 
I want to find out why. In this case, mind you, I am not conceding that I think 
this is a good way of examining candidates.

Mr. Bland: The reason I suggested that the other two examiners be heard 
was this: I understand from them that at the Board meeting—I am sorry Mr. 
McGillivray is not here Mr. McGillivray was not willing to say that Mr- 
Burlingham was not qualified.

The Chairman: I should not be at all surprised. Mr. McGillivray himself 
told us he was in a very difficult situation. Here was a man who was a personal 
friend of his.

Mr. Bland: The examiners felt that Mr. Burlingham being a returned 
soldier, and Mr. McGillivray, who knew him, being unwilling to say he was 
not qualified, they must give him the chance.

The Chairman . I can appreciate the position.

The Committee adjourned to meet Wednesday, April 20, at 11 o’clock.



House of Commons,

April 20, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the 
control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the 
administration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 
o'clock. Mr. Lawson presiding.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, our first witness this morning is the Hon. Mr. 
George Black, member of parliament for Yukon.

Hon. Mr. Black: I am not appearing here as Speaker of the House of 
Commons, but as a member of Parliament.

The Chairman : That is why I put it the way I did.

Hon. George Black, called and sworn.
By the Chairman:

Q. Go ahead now, Mr. Black?—A. I want to tell the Committee the 
Perience I have had in dealing with the Civil Service Commission concerning 

c le cases of a number of civil servants. This matter concerns some eighteen 
, employees now in the service of the Government, and some recently retired, and 
me widow and infant children of a civil servant who died last June; and the 

_ on of the Civil Service in dealing with all of them indicate to me that they 
'le cither incompetent or extremely indifferent. These civil servants are paid 

L amount consisting of salary and living allowance, and the salaries differ. 
s 10 living allowances are pretty much on an even plane, although there are 
°Qle slight differences in them. In all cases they are fixed amounts paid 

dually. They are annual payments paid monthly, but the}7 are not based 
the cost of living or the expense of living. They do not vary from year to 

ar; they are fixed, settled amounts.
of these people have been in the Civil Service about 20 years. One
the em llas been in the service over 30 years. And all but perhaps two of 
tllomnWere Permanei)t residents of the Yukon Territory for years before entering 
ai Civil Service. They did not come in from Ottawa to take jobs, or from 
Ser • °ther place; they were residents there who were taken into the Civil 
ge vîce- At that time there was no Civil Service Commission, and no Civil 
2q Vl„Ce Act; and when the Civil Service Retirement Act, which is now chapter 
t0 0 the Revised Statutes of Canada, 1927, was passed, the matter of how 
t]leaPPly that Act to the Yukon civil servants, or to civil servants employed in 
2 tt-v , on> was raised, and particularly the meaning of subsection (l) of section 

llch reads:—
Salary of a contributor... 

lat is contributor to the Superannuation Fund—
■ • - means the regular salary paid in respect of his service together with 
the value of living and residential allowance, but does not include 
allowance or payment for overtime or other extra allowance or pay or 

jÿ any gratuity.
V’ that, to my mind, is a very plain section:

Salary of a contributor means the regular salary paid in respect of 
his service together with the value of living and residential allowance.

[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
579
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As I said, at the outset, the value of the living allowance in these cases is 
fixed and determined and not a fluctuating figure. I think, to make it clear, 
I had better read a little of the correspondence that took place at that time. 
Here is a letter from the Gold Commissioner of the Yukon written from Dawson, 
September 5, 1924, to Mr. O. S. Finnic, director of the Northwest Territories 
and Aukon Branch of the department of the Interior at Ottawa :—

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 19th ultimo, file 
4559, having reference to the Civil Service Superannuation Act, with 
enclosures as stated. Each of the employees of the department here 
has been furnished with these forms, and will no doubt in due course 
complete the same and forward them to the department of Finance as 
requested.

It is noted that in the Civil Service Superannuation Act, the word 
salary, ’ as defined in “k” of section 2, includes the value of living and 

residential allowances.
He was then referring to the old Statute as passed in 1924, being chapter 69; 
and the subsection in that was “k” instead of “l.” There is no difference h1 
any other respect:—

As you are aware since April 1st, 1923, 5% of the salary of the 
permanent employees of the department here has been deducted for the 
Retirement Fund, but the deduction has not been made on the living 
allowance, as it would now appear that it should be under the provisions 
of the new Act.

Would you be good enough to take this matter up with Mr. P- 
Marchand, Financial Controller of the department, and advise me.

G. P. Mackenzie,
Gold Commissioner.

Q. What is the date of that letter?—A. The 5th of S I Territories
is from the Gold Commissioner to the Director of the Noi i 
and Yukon Branch, department of the Interior, at Ottawa. g_

The reply to that letter was dated the 27th November, 1924, r°m /' -g as 
Finnie, Director, to the Acting Gold Commissioner at a 1 
follows :—

With reference to your letter dated 5th of September Inst, - 
No. 31186, in which you request information regarding o Per in
tion on the amount paid employees as living allowance in t îe ^ , J-^g
accordance with the Civil Service Superannuation Act, 1 am en 0f 
copy of a memorandum on this subject by the Financial Con ro ge 
the department, from which you will note that 5 per cent m 
deducted monthly from both the salary and living allowance noi j
date the employee elects to come under the terms of the above men 
Act.

Then follows a memorandum from Mr. P. Marchand, Financial Controller’ 
dated November 21, 1924, to Mr. Finnie, the Director, as follows:— .j

Re deduction of 5 per cent from the amount of living allowance 
to Yukon officials who elect to come under the Superannuation Act ly 

In reply to your memorandum of the 27th September last relate 
to the above subject, I am to advise you that a number of rulings, 
cerning the new Act, have recently been received from the Departrn
of Justice and among them there are two touching upon this subje 

[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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They are as follows:—
(a) Contributions must include 5 per cent of the value of living and 

residential allowances, both in respect of past service and in 
respect of future service.

(b) Where a contributor has paid into the Retirement Fund, no 
contribution is required for living and residential allowances 
receiving during such period of contribution to the Retirement 
Fund.

The effect of these rulings on the cases of those who elect to become 
contributors under the new Act is as follows:—

1. The sum of 5 per cent must be deducted monthly from both the
salary and living allowances from the date of election.

2. In the cases of those who started to contribute to the Retirement
Fund on the 1st of April, 1923, no deduction is to be made from 
the living allowance from that date to the date of election.

3. In the cases where employees desire to contribute for their tem
porary service, a deduction of 5 per cent must be made from 
the salary and living allowance received during such period or 
periods of employment.

I am advising the Comptroller of the Yukon Territory in connection 
with the above rulings so that he may be guided accordingly when pre
paring his pay-lists, and you will be supplied with a copy of my letter 
in this respect.

here I will put in a letter from the Deputy Minister of Justice, W. 
Co ar* Edwards, addressed to the Comptroller of the Yukon Territory, Dawson, 
SenfCeJ.ning one of the civil servants on whose behalf I am making these repre- 
R(ur' /ons’ Mr- H. G. Blankman. It is dated the 17th of July, 1925. He is 
trnr rar anc* Reporter of the Territorial Court of Yukon Territory and Regis- 

and Reporter at the Police Court, and Deputy Sheriff:—
I beg to inform you that Mr. H. G. Blankman has elected to come 

under the provisions of the Superannuation Act 1924, and that his election 
ls dated 1st April, 1925.

I am therefore to request that monthly deductions of 5 per cent be 
uaade from his salary and living allowance, and the amounts be remitted 
to this department in the form of cheques payable to the Receiver General 
along with your monthly statements of expenditure connected with this
department.

These payments- should date back to April 1st last.
W. Stuart Edwards, 

Deputy Minister of Justice.
''Uty il
^*at or not XUl<i f/vcn «ie right to elect as to whether they would come under 
‘ ^°> they on,,*- a did so, and from that time on, up until a few months

11 mue(l to pay 5 per cent of the total amount of their compensation,and
tor

------- -- pay 5 per
u some case, to pay up the back amounts. I know it was quite an efforttheJey Went ni °/e t m.oney together to pay up the back contributions, but 

,d age nn‘i . an'* did it. They regarded it as a form of insurance for their 
Î ^ie dervi t eir dependents. And that was done on the considered opinion 
i, read y0,‘ , Illent of Justice that they must pay on the whole two amounts. 
i,9* departlrom deputy Minister of Justice concerning a man in 
f saipe e,,v ■ due course some of those civil servants were retired, and
°tlred on n dect came up again for consideration as to whether they should be 

sum based on both living allowance and salary.
[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. At this time the question arises as to whether they should be super

annuated on a straight salary or a salary plus allowance, is that it?—A. Yes; 
and a decision is given. Here is some correspondence that took place in the case 
of Captain James McLeod. This is a letter from George P. Mackenzie, Gold 
Commissioner, to R. R. Farrow, Esq., Commissioner of Customs and Excise, 
Ottawa, dated at Dawson, August 7, 1924:—

Dear Mr. Farrow:—Captain James McLeod, for a number of years 
in your service in this territory, is being retired from the service under the 
provisions of the Calder Act.

Captain McLeod informs me that Mr. Foran, Secretary of the Civil 
Service Commission, has notified him that his retiring annuity is being 
based on his salary alone. This, I think, is the first case of the retirement 
of an official in your department in this territory, where, as you are 
aware, employees are paid in addition to their salary what is termed 
a living allowance.

In this connection I would respectfully direct your attention to 
retirements that have been made from other departments of the govern
ment here. George Craig, Court Stenographer in the Justice Department, 
was retired some three years ago. The computation of his retiring allow-

was ™aiac on the basis of his salary. At a later date Charles Couture, 
William Rrownlow and others in the Government Telegraph Service 
heie under the 1 ublic Works Department, were also retired. In their 
case, a ter lull consideration, their retiring allowance was based on the 
amount ot their salary and living allowance combined. When Mr- 
Craig learned of this he asked that his case be again reviewed by 

îe overnment and the Civil Service Commission, which it was, and his 
re irmg annuity fixed on the basis of salary and living allowance.

is o course very obvious that the action taken in these other 
Civil Service observation of your department and the

, , ?J0 houbt. Captain McLeod will make representations on his own 
, e a respecting this matter, but inasmuch as the other cases referred 
o came un< cr my personal review, it seemed to me desirable to bring 

these facts to your attention.
+T!1 rw™epa Mtev m repS Rom R- R Farrow, Deputy Minister of Customs
September 2 1924, inïoei]ows!L i,8i°ner °f the Yukon Territ0Iy’

7,v 1 have the honour to acknowledge the reecipt of your letter of the 
/th ultimo, respecting the retirement of Mr. James McLeod, under the 
provisions of the Public Service Retirement Act (Calder Act) and the 
allowance he should receive upon such retirement.

In rep y beg to advise, that recommendation is being made to 
Council for . r. I IcLeod s retirement under the provisions of this Act, 
with an allowance calculated on his salary plus the living allowance he 
has been receiving. J ^ 6

And that was done, and it was done in all cases of retirements to my personal 
knowledge. The matter was considered settled and the retirements were made 
on the sums based on the combined amounts, and the remaining employees of 
the government in the Yukon continued to pay their premiums on the combined 
amounts. Everything went along all right until March 17, 1930, when the 
deputy Minister of Justice gave a hair-splitting and involved opinion on thf 
question which was too deep for the Civil Service Commission to understand, 
and they misinterpreted it, and have caused these employees to whom it >s
[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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applied a lot of grief, most wrongfully, I think ; and I have been unable to 
get any redress from the Civil Service Commission on the matter, although 
the Chairman of the Commission admitted to me that they had made a mistake 
and promised to rectify it, but the Commission simply does not act.

By the Chairman:
Q. This is a ruling from the deputy Minister of Justice which was given 

hy the same deputy Minister of Justice who gave the 1924 ruling and which 
specifically states that allowances should be based on compensation, not on 
salary ?—A. Exactly. This is his opinion of March 17, 1930, addressed to J. C. 
launders, Esq., Secretary, Treasury Board, Ottawa, and is is follows:—

Dear Sir,—In accordance with the request signified by your letter 
of the 20th June last, I have had under consideration the questions set 
out in the accompanying report No. 6 of the Advisory Committee on the 
Civil Service Superannuation Act upon which the Treasury Board desires 
my ruling. The questions and my answers thereto are as follows:— 

1. Are allowances, pay, or other consideration, whether in kind or 
otherwise and whether described as “ living allowances ” or 
otherwise, made to any contributor by reason of the fact that 
(a) the cost of living as such in the place where the service is 
rendered is excessive, or (t>) the nature of the position is such 
that to properly discharge the duties thereof the incumbent is 
obliged to incur expenditures or to maintain a standard of living 
involving expenditures in excess of his personal and ordinary 
living expenses, to be deemed to be “salary” within the meaning 
of section 2 (1) of the Act?

While this department has already, on several occasions, ruled that 
living and residential allowances where granted to a contributor are to be 
reckoned, for purposes of the Superannuation Act, as part of the con
tributor’s salary, I have not previously been asked to lay down any ruling 
governing the differentiation of the allowances which are properly to be 
treated as living and residential allowances, within the meaning of the 
statutory definition, from other allowances which would not properly be 
reckoned as such. My view upon this point was, however, indicated 
incidentally in the ruling which was the subject of my letter to you of 
the 26th November, 1924, in reply to your letter of the 10th idem. In 
that ruling I dealt with the question whether, in the case of a civil servant 
otherwise eligible to become a contributor but whose regular salary was 
less than $600 per annum, there might be added to such salary the 
value of living and residential allowances for the purpose of rendering 
him eligible as being “in receipt of a stated annual salary of at least six 
hundred dollars”, within the meaning of section 2 (6) (1) of the Act, 
and upon this question I said:—

I am of opinion that in such a case the ‘salary’ of the civil servant 
is not ‘a stated annual salary of at least six hundred dollars’ within 
the meaning of section 2 (b) (z), unless the living and residential 
allowances be in the nature of a fixed sum of money or of an allow
ance in kind valued at a fixed sum of money and part of the com
pensation attached to the civil servant’s office.
More recently, I was required, upon a reference from the Under

secretary of State for External Affairs, to give a ruling upon the question 
whether the living allowance which it was proposed to provide for a 
number of the permanent staff of that department for the time being on

[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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loan to the Geneva office, should be approved by the Civil Service Com
mission before being authorized by the Treasury Board, and in my letter 
of April 11, 1929, (our file 515/29), I said:—

If the proposed allowance is to be granted, not as part of the salary 
of compensation in respect of his service in the position in which 
he is now serving, but merely by reason of abnormal conditions 
affecting the cost of living in Geneva and special obligations 
incident to the proper discharge of the duties of the position- 
then, in my opinion the fixing of such an allowance is entirely 
outside the statutory power of the Civil Service Commission and
comes within the exclusive competence of the Governor i° 
Council.

Which was obvious. . .

\ am> accordinglyf of the opinion that the interpretation of the
definition of salary ’ in section 2 (1) of the Act which the Committee
has suggested in its report, is correct,, namely, that only such living and
residential allowances are to be reckoned as part of the contributor’s
salary for the purposes of the Act as are, in the same sense as the con-
tri u oi s regular salary, paid or allowed “in respect of his service;” i*]
ot ier words, really form part of the compensation or emoluments attached
to the position m which the contributor is serving.

t o eras lat allowances of the kind described in the question arc
°(- ' reckoned as part of a contributor’s salary within the meaning

( . toe Act, except in cases where they really form par
trihntnr’°I^ffiCnSa 10n ^tached by or under authority of law to the con
tributor s office or position.
answer thTseconch &nSWer to the first question, it will be unnecessary t°

W. Stuart Edwards, 
Deputy Minister of Justice.

the ruii^XheSg^e inT1924?^AnNhilK\aS Y°U se| ifc’ in that rulin8 that reverses 
O He mprplv 0i0k„„ h A" , ’ but a very fine distinction.

those allowances which are fi\e™ln? ’ i drEW a dist.inction. bctw°5
those allowances which may vawflmf u anT partlcular p0Sltl5,a 
conditions in anv particular locality “le to tirac because of cost of hv 
a Yes and the Civil !^Cdllt/ to which the civil servant is assigned? ,
to the ’conclusion thaUhat shut*!?^ e™ 1 received that opinion, jumijj 
blanketed that opinion on the Yukon and tw îyeeS m *16 \Uv0n’ and ^ire 
the men the proportion of their retirement- , g0ne- 80 fa[ as*° rc, !vc
paid on living allowance, thereby rodnrm, f owan.ce premiums that they , 
of retiring allowance that these men will J p0SSll,1>r pcr cent> the affi« ^ 
in years and the time is coming when many of ti fSb °^.tbe5ie men are setting f

„-;ii ------,, 6 1 man> ot them will be retired, and man> y
-jr * ’ — - ! the

,vinê

,, - ... , v-----"“en many of them will be retired, and manthem will be retiring vithin the next 12 months, from what I can learn, from
department because of the necessity of cutting down the staff and sa 
money.

By Mr. Chevrier:
A. Yes.™0 dVi‘ Se™tS ” the Y"kon .re paid first , BtatcJ annua, s„,ary?"

salaiy an/stated^hving’.l/vance "1K allowa”ces?—A. Yes. A stated anW1-11 

A yQ. First a feed annual salary and then a feed annual living allowance?" 

(Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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Q. Does that living allowance fluctuate in any way with the cost of living?— 
A. No, the living allowance does not fluctuate.

Q. I did not think it did. As one who helped to frame the Superannuation 
Act, it has always been in my mind that once you had something that is stated, 
frxed, and not fluctuating, the contributions should be based upon that.—A. I 
WlH quote some figures. For instance the position of Gold Commissioner, 
cutside of the Judge of the Territorial Court is the most important position 
here—he represents the Government. He gets a salary of §4,140 and living 

allowance of $3,000, total $7,140.
Q. Then the Commission holds now to the opinion that because of Mr. 

Fdwards’ letter the $3,000 living allowance should be taken off?—A. Yes. Not 
'le $3,000 living allowance taken off, they have still continued to pay that, 

^ut they say that does not form part of his salary.
By the Chairman:

Q. In other words they say his superannuation must be based on his salary, 
a°t on his total compensation, therefore they returned to him that proportion 
. the premiums which he has from time to time paid, and said in effect, your 
lnsurance is cancelled to that extent?—A. Yes, exactly, as if the man had been 
Paying premiums to a company on a $5,000 policy, and after carrying that all 
he while they say: Oh, we will not insure you for $5,000, we will insure you 
or $2,500, and pay back the back premiums. Just as unfair.

By Mr. Chevrier:
j Q. And the only reason for the Commission’s attitude is Mr. Edwards’ 
etter, the one you have just read?—A. Exactly, that is the only reason. None 

ptfler at all. I quoted the Gold Commissioner’s salary. G. A. Jeckell, the 
Elector of Income Tax and Agent of Public Works, and holder of several other 
^ces receives salary $4,200, living allowance $1,300, total $5,500.

Then Mining Recorder, salary $1,920 and living allowance $1,500, total 
A20. They have all reached their maximum pay. Here is a stenographer, 

a-ary $i;5i5 an(j living allowance $1,200, total $2,715.
as Now those combined amounts are not greater than, in many instances not 
A much as, the going salaries and wages of the country, and not any more than 
Hot Sa^ar*es Paid by the local government. They make no distinction, they do 
Su Pay part salary and part living allowance, they pay straight salary. The 
lab "ln*enc*en^ roa(*s S6*8 $3,600; the territorial treasurer $3,600; territorial 
Wa°Urers’—^ue the depression there has been a cut in pay, but the going
the^6 **lere> tor labourers, is $7.50 for an eight-hour day. For machinists, 
°'ol la'jera£e wage scale in the Yukon is $300 a month ; engineers, $300 a month ; 
Fionti emPl°yees, $200 to $350; mining company accountants, $350 a
cotnh' ’ elec trie ians, $300; general labourers, $175 to $225 a month. So the 
Pav salary an(t living allowance is not in excess of the going wages and 

y the country, and was never intended to be such, 
reve S ^ ®ay, on that occasion the Civil Service Commissioners completely 
^ their former action. I say further that the deputy Minister of Justice 

P°mg a long way in drawing any distinction at all. The Act makes no 
Paid • on’ says that the salary of a contributor means the regular salary 
allow,111 resPect of his service together writh the value of living and residential 

Ajnces. That is plain enough.
1927 °W ^ere Is an order in council, P.C. 45/1147 passed on the 16th June, 
rn,atj niaking regulations under the provisions of the Civil Service Superan- 
lati0n°n The Act provides that the Governor in Council shall make regu- 

S- Here is regulation No. 4:—
The value of living and residential allowances shall be determined 

Jy the Governor in Council upon the joint recommendation of the Civil 
Service Commission and the deputy Head of the Department concerned.

[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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All the living allowances in these cases I have quoted have been fixed by the 
Governor in Council and the Civil Service Commission and the deputy Head.

Regulation No. 5:—
The average salary received by a contributor during the last five or 

ten (as the case may be) years of his service shall be taken as one-fifth 
or one-tenth (as the case may be) of his total salary (including the value 
of living and residential allowances as fixed in the manner prescribed 
above) at the stated annual rates in effect during the last 60 or 120 
months of service.

Showing that by the regulations made under the Act the Government and the 
Civil Service Commission and the deputy Heads intended to include the value 
of living allowances as well as the salary, as by law they were bound to do.

Further than that here is a form prepared by the Civil Service Commis
sion under the authority of the regulations from which I have quoted There 
is certain information to be filled in, Name, Rank, Department, Date of Retire- 
ment, Cause of Retirement, Age at Retirement Date, Service at Retirement 
Date, Period of Contribution, Period of non-contribution, and Average salary
for the past ...... years, Average living allowance for the past..........years,
Total average salary and living allowance for the past.......... years; Annual
tetTfXfng'a'liowS™8 “ was and ah"l's was in contemplation to

11!?::,alS0>to lefer t0 the °Pini°n which the deputv Minister quoted 
as having been given by him on the 26th November, 1924 He says:-

I am of opinion that in such a case the “ salarv ” of the Civil Ser- 
Qa -Staterd annual salary of at least six hundred dollars ”

1, , ca.nmg °f section 2 (b) (?), unless the living and residential
allowances be in the nature of a fixed sum of money-

He stresses that point.
-I'?111 aPowance iu kind valued at a fixed sum of money and part 

of the compensation attached to the Civil Servant’s office.

By the Chairman:
. OQ<?;,ÜaLPcfinn°f u1Sirulmg’ if 1 understand it correctly, was only applicable 
to salaries of $600 and less per annum?-A. Yes, but you see he stresses the 
importance of its being a fixed sum of money. I quite admit, if these employees 
were paffi a salary of say, $1,000 a year and then the actual cost of maintenance, 
w !1C 1 " p1 ? be made up, and vouchers provided, I would not say that was 
salary. J ut m tins case, regardless of whether a man lives on $1,000 a year, 
they pay the average employee $1,500 a year.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q" That was the difficulty at the time of determining those who should 

come within the Superannuation law. Compensation had to be fixed, in order 
to determine the amount oi contribution. It is quite obvious you could no4 
have superannuation on prevailing rates, for instance, because they fluctuate’ 
But I cannot see why your situation has" arisen.-A. They seem to have lost 
sight of the fact that on the retirement of these people their cost of existent 
is not going to go down. It will cost them just as much to live in the Yukon» 
whether they are m or out of the Civil Service. It may be said that they wü1 
move out, but no one has a right to say that.

The Chairman: Surely that is their own affair, whether they move out of 
or stay in the Yukon.
[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Superannuation is based on what they earn, not on what they may sub

sequently live.—A. I went to see the Civil Service Commission, and I wrote 
them a letter, I am not going to read the whole of my letter, but in it I set 
the situation out completely, gave them the instances I Jiave given you. I 
tvrote this letter on the 27th of July, 1931, and took it to them personally, 
discussed it thoroughly with the Chairman of the Commission. I have here 
the note I made on the duplicate of the letter at the time : “ Delivered to Dr. 
Roche and discussed thoroughly with him, he favours continuing on original 
terms all those who have been contributing on salary and allowance.” He 
admitted to me that the change was wrong, never should have been made, and 
that they should carry through to the end on the terms these people have 
been employed on. He said in employing new employees if the Government 
wishes to make another deal, well and good, but I admit these arrangements 
should not have been interfered with; and he gave me to understand that the 
Commission would revise their ruling, but they have done nothing. They 
evidently do not intend to do anything.

By the Chairman:
Q. Have you not had any intimation in all that time as to what disposition 

^as being made of the matter by the Civil Service Commission?—A. Not from 
the Civil Service Commission, but I have from the action of the Government, 
based on the Civil Service ruling that they are retiring these men on the reduced 
amount, and, as I say, giving them back the premiums paid based on the 
combined amount.

Now another case, just to show how inconsistent the Commission is and 
how absolutely unfair they are, and that they indulge in favouritism. They 
do not treat all alike. Take the case of the postmaster at Dawson. In the 
glassification of the Civil Service of Canada published in September, 1919, they 
delude the position of postmaster at Dawson. They give the definition and 
qualification and lines of promotion and compensation, monthly $500, annual 
™)000. No mention of living allowance at all, they rate him at a straight 
salary of $6,000 a year. It was a big salary, but it was continued and paid— 
n°t paid in full, as a matter of fact they paid him $5,900. That was their 
planification in September, 1919. And the same classification for that position 
F contained again in their classification published as late as 1925: “Postmaster, 
—awson, compensation $6,000.” Nothing further said. And the man was paid 
?H those years, as I say, $5,900. He was due for retirement the year before 
ast. He was not well during the last two years of his life. They extended his 

employment for a year. He came to Vancouver, went into the hospital and 
led- Mind you, since 1912, down to 1931, he had been paid a salary of $5,900 

?, year, of which he had contributed 5 per cent every year. After his death, 
he Civil Service Commission reclassified that position, said he should have 
,Gen paid a salary of $3,900 and living allowance of $2,000, and the pensions 
0 the widow and infant children have been correspondingly reduced; instead of 

Fv’ng them a pension which would amount, for the widow and the two children, 
? '$1,507.45, they give them $996.45. They say that old classification was not 
'ght, it. never should have been a straight salary of $6,000, and that he should 
ut have been paid his salary during all those years of his life of $5,900 but 
9uld have paid $3,900, and he should only have paid premiums on the $3,900 

a u not on the $2,000, and that is the basis upon which is widow and children 
e n°w pensioned.

[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.l4932a_jn J
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Did they give any refund?—A. They gave a refund of the premiums 

collected from him on the opinion of the department of Justice that they should 
be collected, a refund of the premiums paid on the $2,000, was given after his 
death.

By the Chairman:
Q- Yw said ihe widow and children were receiving?—A. They should have 

received $1 507.45 I forget what the apportionment is as between the widow and 
the two children—they actually gave them $996.45.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. For how many years had the payment been made?—A. 1912 to 1930. 

flowed?—A^No^ ^ r(dund you have referred to, was there any interest

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I want to put this on record; I suppose some of the officers of the Com- 

t0fieXFlaiTn their attitude! I understand this position at DaW- 
W J 11 aPPears in the 1930 classification! that this would
«1 500 tier annim with t P^master at Dawson shall receive an allowance of
another man has been appobted Th? w!T"^ 3 "^' m”™ this ™a,n’S dea5 
they have regraded the position ’ the P°st office servlce there> a°d
thev^n^bf1 nbtn<t!° ma,ka ^is clear so that they will understand my point and

SlTitWi T,1tn redTfi,e,d d'i""8 thc "2decreased during his occunanc7oMh!r ^’ therpJncumbient ® salary is neve
at the reduced salarv.—A I understand P2;,ltlon’ The next incumbent takes 

t> \. unaerstand. This man was not decreased.
making!' °WMAN ‘ reaIIy would not have any bearing on the point you are 

The Chairman: No, this man is dead.
The Witness*' f0’ îu61"6 18 no demotion, there should be none.

how they dealt with these eighteen peonie n^11- w^h.that c,ase" 1 have told y°U
° People now in their employ.

By the Chairman:
A. I an/right rmw^thTca «p°üfgf!° glve us another case to contrast with that?^ 
Yukon. HewiTâid* Mackenzie Gold Commissioner of the 
1924, or 1925, he was brought out fi’°^ “d hving allowance of $3,000. AboU*
and given another position th /°fmrtbe Yl^on, replaced by another appointee,
salary and same living allowance °f, Arctlc Exploration, at the sal»6
He has since been retired And tL n’-°°? Jalary and |3>000 hving allowance- 
their ruling that I have given as £+P .Ti}Semce Commission; notwithstanding 
of the Interior as follows: ’ s May 15, 1931, wrote to the departme11

int—NT—3
(t° L!smW1Tr’ ESq" DePU‘r ofTlS.Ottlw»1,

29thIÂ”rinr^nSlctionCw™™v?"ers,'i0 “knowledge y™r letter of &
George P. Mackenzie, and to ll g allowaace °,f $3,000 paid to 
agreeable that a livina a 11m advi®e you that the Commissioners ar

salary6 for superminuationWpurpores.^3 Sh°UM bc lncludcd as ^

Yours truly
(Sgd) W. Foran,

[Hon. Oeo. Black, M.P.] Secretary•
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, Could you have a more direct reversal of policy, or action, than that? In 
“e case of these eighteen employees, they have ruled that their living allowance 

’nust not be included for superannuation, in the case of the dead man they say 
0 the widow: we cannot pay what the premiums have purchased for you; but, 
n the case of George P. Mackenzie, they are quite agreeable that his whole remu
neration be the basis upon which his superannuation allowance is calculated. I 
W that is either incompetence or rank indifference to the rights of civil servants.

: Q- You say that letter was in May. 1931. When was it they gave the ruling
the case of the postmaster’s widow?—A. It was in 1932.

^ Q- What was the date of that comparatively recent opinion from the 
epartment of Justice which apparently they are misinterpreting?—A. 17th 

starch, 1930.
il Q- So they had that latter ruling of the Department of Justice before 

ein when they dealt with both these cases?—A. Yes, when they dealt with 
11 these cases.

r, Mr. Bowman : What was the date of the death of the postmaster?—A. 
June, 1931.

By Mr. Vallance:
te n Q- Right up to his death he had been paying the five per cent on this 
a(.’ had he?—A. Five per cent on $5,900. Although the position is classified 

a compensation of $6,000. He was never paid more than $5,900.
Cow ^ Was Mter his death they reclassified it, and they are paying the widow 

°n the reclassification?—A. Yes.
let i/1*16 Chairman : Mr. Putman, would you be good enough to find out and 
cas le Committee know if the rulings of the Civil Service Commission in this 
Con the postmaster at Dawson, and also the case of Mr. Mackenzie, were 
^©n^t in by all the Commissioners, or whether there were any dissenting

Mr. Ernst: I wonder if the files could be brought, in each instance? 
tm-^he Chairman: Would you be good enough to ask for the files, Mr. Put- 

and let us have them.
&Upe ' h° would be the officer in the Commission, if any, dealing with these 

^nnuation matters, or are they dealt with direct by the Commission? 
Com' • .Rutman: There are some of these things dealt with direct by the 

?lss^oners. I think I have most of the files here which you will want, 
* Probably could answer some of the questions myself.

Com • Witness: I would like to put in a letter I wrote to the Civil Service 
mission on July 29, 1931:

Ottawa, Ont., July 29, 1931.
Re Superannuation Allowance of Yukon Civil Servants 

In connection with the above matter about which I wrote you on the 
j°th inst, may I bring to your attention the action of the Commission in 
dealing with the case of Mr. George P. Mackenzie as outlined in your 
Secretary’s letter of May 15 to the Deputy Minister of the Interior, in 
Miich it is stated that the Commissioners are agreeable that a living 
a_fiowance of $3,000 should be included as part of salary for superannua- 
tl0n purposes.
p Mr. Mackenzie was formerly a mining recorder in Yukon, and later 

°'d Commissioner in Yukon, in which position he was exactly on a 
Par with other civil servants whose remuneration was paid partly under 
.'s heading of salary and partly as living allowance, and he also paid 
rnto the superannuation fund a percentage of the total amount of 
emuneration, both salary and living allowance.

322—40J [Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.l
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W hen Mr. Mackenzie was brought to Ottawa and placed in another 
position, his remuneration continued to be paid to him partly as salary 
and partly as living allowance. The fact that his living allowance was 
•continued at Ottawa seems conclusive evidence that the Commission 
considered the total amount paid him, both as salary and living allow- 
ance, to be remuneration, and the same terms were continued at Ottawa- 
The Commission, as above stated, is on record that his living allowance 
should be included as part of salary for superannuation purposes.

I have no desire to criticize the action of the Commission in so deal
ing with Mr. Mackenzie, but I say that it is entirely inconsistent for then1 
now to deal with Mr. Mackenzie’s co-employees who are being remuner
ated on exactly the same terms as Mackenzie, on a less generous basis> 
and I trust that you will see your way clear to alter the classification 
in which you have placed these Yukon civil servants.

I never got a reply to that.
Well that is my experience with the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q- How long \\ as Mr. Mackenzie in Ottawa after being retired from the 

Yukon.—A. We 1 he is here yet, but he is not in Government employ. And 
— (the Civil Service Commission I believe approved of this too) he had either 
six months, or a } ear, leave of absence, I am not quite sure which, and they 
continued him on full pay throughout that leave. Mr. Mackenzie was retired 
from the service on the 30th June, 1931. After that he was allowed his 

i edi nVe ° .a^se?ce> Whatever that was. But I am not quarreling 
with that at all, or with the terms upon which the Civil Service Commissi011 
recommends his retirement, but I say they should give the same terms to the I 
men who worked side by side with him in the Yukon territory, where he w»s 
taken into the Government service.

Q. When did he retire from the Yukon?—A. About 1924.
Q. He was t icn in Ottawa, and paid the same salary and same Ib'i11^ 

allowance as while he was in the Yukon?_A. Yes.
Q. 1 he point I would like to get some light on is, if he was paid a livipf 

allowance of 13,000, because he had to live in the Yukon, why was M 
continued when he came to Ottawa?-A. The fact is he was paid a salary « 
$8,000, call it what you will. They chose to cal! $5,000 of it salary and $3,0°° 
ivmg allowance, but when he came to Ottawa, where it is not customary to V*l 

living allow ance, ic being an accepted and graded civil servant, supposed } 
have some rights, and they having removed him from Yukon as Gold CommlS' 
sioner, not because he was not properly carrying out his duties but just beca°56 
they chose to make a change they felt they must continue to pay him just * 
big a salary as he had in Yukon. Which was fair and right.

• T1]f Chairman : Maybe it is just as expensive living at the Chateau Lau^
aVm- îe+n “ in ?°T not ^ he live* at the Chateau, but it goes j 
establish the principle that I want you to realize, that is that these total ^ 
are the compensation on which superannuation should be based

Mr. MacInnis: I agree with you on that, but I want to try and find 
why it was allocated in that way.

i CHEVRIEB- Some one else can say that, I do not think it is fa'r 
ask this witness.

Mr. Ernst: The files will be the best answer for that. Apparently Ç 
Black has shown great inconsistency ou their part; now, it is for the Conn*15 
sion to explain.
£Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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Tlie Witness: I had it from an old-time civil servant here that when the 
original government employees were sent into the Yukon salaries and wages were 
much higher in there than they were in the rest of Canada, and rather than 
Pay what appeared to be an enormous salary, for instance $8,000 or $10,000 as 
the case may be, for the position of Gold Commissioner, it looked better to the 
Public to give it part as salary and part living allowance. That is the way the 
Practice began, I am informed.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I presume the reason would be that they would pay them the same 

alary for the position that would be paid in any other part of Canada, where 
i1Xl?g expenses would not be so high, so as to have the salaries on the same 
jasis, and to make up the difference they paid a living allowance.—A. Yes.

Q. Then I am wondering how can they justify paying the living allowance 
hen they come back, say to Ottawa?—À. Well if it was, in fact, being paid 

living allowance, there would be no justification for it. But if, as the fact 
s> was salary, they had no reason for reducing the man’s salary.

, Q- Unless they make an exception of Mr. Mackenzie, it must of necessity 
,,ave been taken by the Civil Service Commission as a living allowance, because 
lat is the way they have looked on it in all other cases. 

g. Mr. Chevrier: I do not think it is fair to the witness, or to the Commis- 
°ni or to Mr. Mackenzie, to try to get that information in this way. Some 

J1.6 can explain why Mr. Mackenzie is getting what he is getting, I do not 
t, lnk we should try to get it out of Mr. Black. It ought to be explained by 

e Commission.
f The Chairman : But Mr. Maclnnis is surely entitled to ask the witness 

his views on it, if he has any. If I get the point Mr. Maclnnis is trying 
Us Illa^e’ h" is that the fact that they pay Mr. Mackenzie treating the allowance 
tyj Sillary makes it very obvious that they are discriminating against the others 
aj '?n they say to them, only that which we say was your salary was salary, 
out ^ou should get superannuation only on that basis. Mr. Maclnnis points 
a]l that Mr. Mackenzie was living in Ottawa, and yet it was not called living 
H !Wance in his case, while the other people were still living in the Yukon, and. 

as not salary in their case.
I^qMi-. Chevrier: With that I have no quarrel. Mr. Mackenzie is getting 
thin now tor some reason. I quite agree with Mr. Black that there is some
th Peculiar about it, but I do not think we are getting the proper explana- 

• Let us get that explanation from the proper source.
C0tri^e .Witness: In my opinion, you can take it for what it is worth, the 
eCti II}lss^on did exactly right in dealing with Mr. Mackenzie, and is doing 

rely wrong in dealing as it does with the others. 
sucj, Ernst: We have no licence to inquire into Mr. Mackenzie’s salary as 

Our reference covers the acts of the Commission only.
&laJ^r‘ Chevrier: That is what I say. We have obtained the facts from Mr. 

now let us hear the Commission’s side of it.____AAVv*A «,àiv U UiUO V A A V.

The Chairman : Have you anything else, Mr. Black?
The Witness: No. I said there was nothing else, but I should like to be 

eJ?Yed to add another citation to strengthen the case which I think those \ ukon 
ye t3'oyees have. I am quoting from the report of the Auditor General for the 

r ending March 31, 1931, volume 1 at page lv:
Gratuities to Families of Deceased Employees.—Section 56 of the 

Civil Service Act (R.S.C. 1927, Chap. 22) makes provision, in the event 
of a person dying while in the Civil Service, for the payment of an amount

[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.1
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equal to two months’ salary to his widow or to such person as the Treasury 
Board may determine. In the Introduction to my report for 1929-30 
(page xlviii) I referred to one difficulty which had been met with in the 
application of this provision. A question having subsequently arisen 
regarding the interpretation to be placed on the word “salary” in the 
section referred to above, I submitted the matter to the department of 
Justice who replied that the gratuity should be paid “upon the basis of 
the compensation provided under the Civil Service Act for the particular 
position in each case concerned, or in other words, upon the basis of the 
salary paid in cash, plus the value of allowances, whether in cash or in 
kind, which really forms part of the compensation or emoluments attached 
to the position.

There is the Auditor General and the Deputy Minister of Justice, again-
Mr. Bowman : Might I suggest that the files in connection with these 

matters be made available to Mr. Black, and perhaps at a later date he might 
have something to add.

The Chairman : Mr. Putman has the files here for the Committee.
Mr. Putman : No.
The Chairman: Would you let us have them when you have the files cor®' 

18 aftcrnoonh shall probably be sitting this afternoon, and theIÏ’ 
i r- B°wman wemake them available to Mr. Black. If there is anythin^ 

that Mr. Black wishes to add to his evidence, he will be given the opportunity- 
Thank you, Mr. Black.

Gentlemen, I did not arrange for any other wutnesses this morning! aS 
certain of the members had committments for 12.30, I anticipated a compar®' 
tively s ort session. So we will have no further evidence this morning. * 
there any other matter that any member would like to deal with?

, . Mr. Ernst. I should like to make a motion for some specific document5’ 
winch Ibeheve are in the custody of the Commission. Perhaps I should say » 
w,0£, n Wa~' °- eXiPlanation. There was a report made on the organizati®, 
of the Commission by two members of the Commission staff, Mr. Kemmis, and 
Mr. Simmins, in, I believe, 1927.

I am moving, seconded by Mr. Bowman:
For production of the original order of the Civil Service Commissi®^ 

directing . an investigation into the organization of the Civil ServlC 
Commission by Messrs. A. C. Kemmis'and R. G. Simmins in or abo* 
t e years 1926 or 1927, together with any memorandum, or memoran^ ’ 
con aming any notation, or notations, as to the reasons for the decisi®
“ ™ Chairman of the Commission and Commissioners Tremblay aP
MacTavish in relation thereto •

Also for the original report of Messrs. A. C. Kemmis and R-. Q 
Simmins made in obedience to such order, together with any endorsati®1 j 
thereon, or memoranda attached thereto, by Mr. C. H. Bland,
Examiner, and Mr. C. V. Putman, Chief of the Organization Bran®1” 
and any other person or persons ; ,

Also minutes pf any meetings of the Commission for consideration 0 
said report;

Also all correspondence between the Commission, or any men®bcf 
thereof, or any person, or persons, relating or referring to said report

Also all documents of any kind or description relating or referring 
said report.

The Chairman: Are there any objections? 
Carried.

[Hon. Geo. Black, M.P.]
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Mr. Laurin: I would like to make a motion, seconded by Mr. Ernst: 
For a return showing particulars of all expense accounts paid to 

the respective members of the Civil Service Commission for each of the 
years ending March 31, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931 and 1932.

The Chairman : Is there any objection?
Carried.
Mr. Ernst: That refers only to the members of the Commission themselves ; 

? does not refer to the employees of the Commission; it refers to Dr. Roche, 
Ur- MacTavish", and Mr. Tremblay.

The Chairman: Are there any other motions?
Mr. Bowman : I ask for the production of files relating to the Post Office 

at Sutton, Ontario.
All right, Mr. Putman, you have been already sworn.

C. V. Putman, recalled.
By Mr. Chevrier:

ç Q- By virtue of what section of the Civil Service Act does this Civil Service 
^■^ïïhssion deal with superannuation?—A. Under the Superannuation Act, not 
^ der the Civil Service Act. The only thing which the Civil Service Commission 

® do with that under the Civil Service Act is to certify whether or not a 
w lrement is in the public interest. The question which came up this morning 

°nly incidental, in that the matter was referred to the Commission by the 
easury Board, and the Treasury Board and the Commission were asked for an 

^Pinion.
Q- That is the way it came to you?—A. Yes.
Q- That is all right. I have nothing more to ask you.

By the Chairman:
Q- Under the provisions of the Superannuation Act?—A. Yes. 

the The Civil Service Commission act in matters of superannuation under 
Provisions of the Superannuation Act?—A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Matters with which we were dealing this morning were under the Super- 

it 1011 Act?—A. Partially; because there was a question of salary involved, 
11168 under the Civil Service Act, as to the question of salary.

By the Chairman:
^oul^ KMr' -^u*mani could you tell me who in the Civil Service Commission 
thin]? °e dealing with the matter referred to by Mr. Black this morning?—A. I 

Probably you will want me.
do Sq so, would you be ready by 3.30 this afternoon?—A. I would try to 

' There are some ten or twelve files which are wanted this morning, 
he Chairman: All right, 11 o’clock to-morrow morning.

^he committee adjourned to meet Thursday, April 21, at 11 o’clock, a.m.

[Mi. C. V. Putman.]





House of Commons,

April 21, 1932.

. The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the con- 
r°l and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the administra- 

>l0n and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m., Mr. 
awson presiding.

The Chairman : I think Mr. Ernst has promised to keep us busy this 
orning. Whom do you want to call?

. Mr. Ernst: Before I start, Mr. Chairman, I wish, in justice to the officials 
c the Civil Service Commission, to make a statement as the investigation pro- 
®eds. it must be obvious that someone has given me inside information in 

^sPect to certain matters, someone within the list of employees present or 
rmer employees of the Civil Service Commission. The gentleman who gave

't toMi, , me has asked me to mention his name, Mr. Grierson, clerk, Grade 4,
0 is not now on the staff. That is in order that no blame may be imputed to°tiiers.

I Would like to call Dr. MacTavish.

T>r. Newton MacTavish, called.

The Chairman: Dr. MacTavish you have already been sworn.

By Mr. Ernst:
^ Q- Before we go on, Mr. Chairman, in view of the nature of this file, I 
ç to make a request. I do not know of it ever having been done before in 
jy^jmittee, although it has been done in court. The file relates chiefly to Dr. 
tj. °Tavish and Mr. Tremblay, and I wanted to have one excluded from hearing 
jjae °ther’s testimony. I do not need to make a motion, as I see Mr. Tremblay

8°ne out.
Ve The Chairman : I think it is only fair to comment that I think that was 

ry commendable on the part of Mr. Tremblay. 
fr Mr. Bowman : I have not had an opportunity of looking at this file, but 
st' f1 formation which I have received, I understand that there are certain 
is i6-1,11611*’8 made with respect to two men interested in the file, one of whom 

s m a public servant.
Uj Mr. Ernst: Perhaps we can cross that bridge when we come to it. We 

y not come to it for some time.
Bowman: You have in mind what I am thinking of, Mr. Ernst, and I 

v 111 aT fairness there should not be too much publicity to the matter, if it 
n be avoided.

0no ^r- Ernst: Perhaps when we come to that we will find the press will co- 
Pernte with us.

WiiL^e Chairman: I have always found the press very willing to co-operate 
ns so as not to do any injury to anybody.

Mr. Chevrier: I do not know with what this has to do.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.1
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Mr. Ernst: The file I have to do with is that relating to a report hJ 
Kemmis and Simmins, of March and April, 1927. I saw the file for the first 
time last night, and I gained my knowledge of it between the time I got it aod 
one o’clock in the morning.

Mr. Chevrier: Of course if there is anything serious about it, the writer5 
ought to be protected.

Air. Ernst: There is nothing of that in the inspection, at any rate.
Q. What was the date of your appointment to the Civil Service Commis- 

sion, Dr. MacTavish?—A. June, 1926.
0; And when did Y°u start to function as a Civil Service Commissioner■' 

—A. Shortly thereafter. I did not come for all the time until perhaps a month 
after, but I was down repeatedly during that period.

Q. Well, some time during July or August, 1926?—A. Yes, somewhere about 
that time.
signed'‘‘J.EY.’’nand“N!eMacTf’’!0Wing mlnUte’ bearhlg date March 29’ l927’ 

Mr. Chevrier: Would you mind identifying the file, please?
Mr. Ernst: The file is marked “Confidential Papers re Kemmis-Simrniu3 

Report.
and Mn Tremblay^—minUte’ Dr' MacTavish’ si8ned apparently by y°u

ckw ♦n8e+Ck!tory WaS ?n9tructed to have Messrs. Simmins and Kernm’5 
Commissioners whatever suggestions they may have with

Commission P b ® lmprovements in the methods and procedure of the

That is dated March 29, 1927?__A. Yes
^V'!0/0 a kTvVV "t*?11 tbat matter was first considered by the Commission 

as a whole?—-A. No I have not seen that file, I do not think, ever as a fil* 
I certainly have not seen it in some years. I do not know when it was com 
sidered as a whole, by the Commission as a whole I mean.

Q. W as it considered by the Commission as a whole prior to the time the 
minute was first made?-A. I cannot tell you that. It might have been.

Q. \ as t o sidered by you and Commissioner Tremblay in conjunction 
before the minute was first made?-A. I think likely it was.

Q. Can >ou tell me, Dr. MacTavish, on what basis you selected Mr. Simmin5 
as one of the persons to make that investigation?—A. Yes, he was one of ou,r 
investigators and we wanted a report specially on the Organization Branch and 
the Examination Branch We did not wish a report from the heads of those 
branches at that moment, so we asked Major Simmins and Mr. Kemmis,- 

Q. Confine yourself for the moment to Major Simmins?—A. Yes, ^ 
asked him, but we did not ask him singly; they were asked together.

Q; l a“+nM WSnrÜM t «at’ but 1 am askins you what qualifications made 
you pick out Major or Mr. Simmins, to make that report. He calls himself 
Major Simmins?—A. Yes, and I think he was a major.

Mr. Ernst: So am I, but I do not use it
The Witness: I myself thought he was qualified to make such a report- 

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. On what information did you come to that conclusion?—A. Well, what 

we would see of his work there.
Q; ™ ™ what particular information with respect to his work made y°u 

come to that conclusion?—A. No particular information
nrcJL ^ WaS °ne °f S6Ven men then in the Organization Branch?-A- 1 
presume there were seven.
IDr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. The file shows later that there were seven?—A. I suppose there were
seven.

Q. There had originally been ten, I think, and the organization staff was 
'ttlen down to seven investigators and Mr. Putman?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Why were the heads of the departments or branches passed over?
Mr. Ernst: I am coming to that, Mr. Chairman.
Q. I am asking you what, in particular, about the qualifications of Mr. 

"•tomins made you choose him?—A. Nothing in particular. We thought he 
could give us the needed information. At least I thought so.

Q. What did you have before you with relation to Mr. Simmins, when 
chose him?—A. Just his record as an investigator and what I saw of him. 
Q. What part of his record as an investigator did you have before you 

hen you made that selection?—A. Just his general record.
, Q- Did you have his personal file?—A. Possibly I did, I do not know. I 
lau the privilege of doing that, but I do not know whether I did have the file

°r not.
Q. What made you select him in preference to the other six investigators? 

A. Might I amplify that?
-r Q- As long as you answer the question?—A. I will answer it as best I can. 
t will require a little explanation. I was a new Commissioner, and I had heard 

j ai*y complaints, many rumours, such as I presume you gentlemen have recently 
eard. There were all kinds of charges and such like made against the pro
cure especially as to delays in procedure ; and we were confronted with that 
tuation very considerably. I was unable to make a proper explanation to 
nybody who would make that charge to me, and I had it very frequently. It 
as against the delays in two branches,—

Q- The examination and the organization?—A. Largely those two branches. 
] , Q- To come back to my point; at that moment, my question was not what 
ijC *° make an investigation, but what led you to select this particular 
^vestigator to make the report?—A. I was coming to that. Somebody had 
I ,?uPply us with the information, if we got it. Somebody had to supply that, 

mscussed the matter with Mr. Tremblay and he discussed it with me—
Q. That is, before you approached Dr. Roche about the matter?—A. Yes, 

e had not discussed it with Dr. Roche at that moment.

By Mr. Bowman:
9- Do you say you had not discussed it with Dr. Roche?—A. As I recollect 

- Cll]cumstances, we had not; and we decided that Mr. Simmins was qualified 
will not say the best qualified, but was qualified to make a report.

By Mr. Ernst:
in 9- I am trying to get the particular reasons which led you to select Simmins 
elgg ace of somebody else on the staff?—A. We might have taken somebody 
st)p’. i We just determined upon him. I could not say whether he was 

O*y T-ialified, but he knew the details.
M Can you say that the other six were not qualified?—A. Oh, no. 

that ' ^or wha,t reasons did you choose Mr. Simmins?—A. For the reason 
thought he was qualified.

Was he the senior investigator?—A. I do not think so.
O- Next to Mr. Putman?—A. I do not know. Possibly he was.

Sim •' you discuss the matter with Mr. Putman prior to choosing Mr. 
®lQUnins?—A. No.

Mr. Putman was Chief of the Organization Branch?—A. Yes.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. And you did not discuss it with him before appointing Mr. Simmins? 
—A. No.

Q. Did you discuss it with Mr. Simmins before making the appointment? 
—A. Yes, I asked him if he would.

Q. What information did you have before you as to Simmins’ particular 
qualifications?—A. None, except what I say.

Q. You have not told me anything as yet?—A. Yes, I say that I considered 
he had qualifications and experience enough to make that investigation—we 
wanted a report; it was called an investigation, but it really was not an investi
gation.

Q. What was the basis of forming that conclusion?—A. None but his 
experience.

Q. What was his experience?—A. He had been there for some years as 
an investigator.

Q. For how long?—A. I do not know, but he was there a considerable time 
before I went there. His file no doubt would show; I do not know.

Q. I am afraid it does not, because it only relates to present employees? 
—A. Mr. Putman could say, no doubt, offhand; but I am not able to say at the 
moment.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Were you acquainted with him before you came onto the Commission? 

—A. No, I never saw him before.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Was there any particular qualification which impressed you?—A. He had 
the largest department.

Q. What was that?—A. That of Interior.
Q. Was there any particular work in connection with that?—A. No particu

lar work. He had practically all the work to do.
Q. Do you remember anything that particularly impressed itself upon your 

memory in reference to that?—A. No.
Q. Who first suggested Mr. Simmins, you or Commissioner Tremblay?"" 

A. I do not know; I could not say. We discussed the whole situation, and he 
may have suggested it or I may have ; I do not know.

Q. Did you have any personal files before you?—A. I do not think so; we 
may have; I do not know that I had.

Q. Now, with reference to Mr. Kemmis, what led you to choose Mr. Kemru'5 
from the Examination Branch to make that investigation?—A. The same reasons 
I have given you apply to Mr. Kemmis.

Q. I would like to know. I forget the number of examiners—
Mr. Bland: Ten examiners.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- Ten examiners, seven on the organization staff. What led you to choc 

Mr. Kemmis from that ten?—A. The same reasons, exactly, as I gave for IV 
Simmins.

Q- What had you seen of Mr. Kemmis’ particular work which impress 
you A. Well, I thought he was a good examiner. I thought possibly he kne 
or should know, the special routine and how we might speed it up.

Q. You knew that Dr. Roche had been Chairman of the Commission for 
very considerable time?—A. Oh, yes.
,, Q- j’rior to signing the minute quoted, did you discuss with Dr. Roc 

ie qualifications of either of these men to make the investigation?—A. I 1 
not think I did.
rn S' 3°U ^scussed them with Commissioner Tremblay?—A. Yes.{Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Did you discuss with Mr. Bland the qualifications of Mr. Kemmis to 
make a report on the organization of the Examination Branch?—A. No.

Q. His work was not organization, but it was that of an examiner, was it 
not?—A. Mr. Kemmis was an examiner.

Q. Not an organizer?—A. No.
Q. Did you have Mr. Kemmis’ personal file before you?—A. I do not recall 

that I had. I may have had, but I do not recall that I had.
Q. Did you have any knowledge of his personal habits and particular 

qualifications?—A. No.
Q. None?—A. Habits?
Q. Personal habits?—A. I know nothing about his personal habits.
Q. Did you know anything about his qualifications?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. What particular qualifications impressed you with reference to Mr. 

Nemmis?—A. I was impressed in the same way as I was with Mr. Simmins 
as an investigator.

Q. But he was an examiner?—A. I say, as with Mr. Simmins, as an 
^vestigator.

Q. What impressed you?—A. The work he was doing and his personality 
and the way he seemed to seize on his work. I cannot name any particular 
instance of it, but you form an impression of a man whom you see from 

to day.
Q. Would you see Mr. Kemmis from day to day?—A. Not every day, but 

°Ccasionally.
Q. Frequently?—A. I would not say more than once a week, and probably 

n°l that often.
Q. Would he be in your office discussing things with you?—A. He might 

corne with a file to ask me something about it, or I might call him in.
Q. To ask him about a particular file relating to examination?—A. I sup- 

P°Se about that.
. Q. I suppose you had the same contact with every examiner on the staff?— 

No, I had not.
. Q. I mean with those who examine in the departments allotted to you?— 
. For instance, Mr. McNaughton, in the Customs, which was one of myde mightPartments, I would frequently see; but some of the other examiners I 

see very often.
. Q. Did you check up Mr. Kemmis’ qualifications, that is from the stand- 

P°int of experience and education, to see how he would measure up to such a 
ask?—a. No, I do not know that I did.

w Q- Did you discuss the matter with Mr. Kemmis before the minute of 
*arch 29, 1927?—A. I think I asked him, as I say, as with Major Simmins, 
hether he would make a report. Pardon me, if I might amplify that again.

. his was not an investigation but it was to be a report as to how the machinery, 
1 might put it in that way, of the Commission might be improved. If these

PVlclor] T rviTTenlf T 1' yi rvrir r> vv r-1 Jx, ays existed, I myself, I know, and, I imagine, Commissioner Tremblay had 
e Same idea that we would like to improve the system, if it could be improved.

of Why, Dr. MacTavish, did you not ask Dr. Roche’s opinion of the merits 
these gentlemen, inasmuch as you were comparatively new to the Com

mon?—A. There was no reason at all.
Q- Can you give the Committee any reason?—A. No reason at all. 

a CQ- Why did you confine your conversations to Commissioner Tremblay?— 
a ' No reason except again I have to amplify that—Dr. Roche had been here for 

considerable number of years—
hav ^ ‘ consequently he would know the staff better than you did?—A. I 
t]., e not finished—and this procedure had been going on for years very much 
bn, Sarne> and apparently he was satisfied with it. I cannot speak for Dr. Roche, 
'owever

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Did you ask him if he was satisfied or dissatisfied?—A. No, I do not 
think so. I do not remember discussing it with Dr. Roche before it was decided 
to have the report from Kemmis and Simmins.

Q. You and Commissioner Tremblay came to the conclusion that you 
would have Kemmis and Simmins make a report, and then you interviewed 
Dr. Roche?—A. I cannot say that.

Q. You had Commission meetings?—A. We had meetings of the staff.
Q. I mean before you made the minute of which we are speaking?—A. 1 

cannot recall that.
Q. Did you have any meeting with Dr. Roche before you and Commissioner 

Tremblay finally decided to have Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis make a report 
with reference to possible improvements in the methods and procedure of the 
Commission ; A. I think you did not finish the question. Mr. Ernst.

Q- Did >ou iave anY conference with Dr. Roche before you and Commis- 
sioner Tremblay came to the definite conclusion that you would have these two 
men make the reP°rt in question?—A. If I remember, I think I did not.

Q. Was it on - larch 29, 1927, you first broached the subject to Dr. Roche? 
—A. I cannot tc you that. As I said at the beginning, I have not seen the fil® 
since, and I have not thought much about that incident. It was only an incident- 
1 d° n0tJTW whe|'hfT 1 consulted Dr. Roche about it or not.

9' , , you Mr" F°ran as to the respective merits of these men whom 
you had chosen before making the minute?—A. I do not think so.
. ,,Q- ,,y dld? ^ you con/er with Mr. Putman, Mr. Bland and Mr. Foran as
K° hr hble^men ti° make the report?—A. I cannot answer that any
better than this, that those three in a sense—it looks like that, were under investi- 
gation, and why ask a man to make a report on himself?

9: ,7 as c.a Junior in a branch, as a matter of practice, to make a report
involving his senior officer -A. My impression then was that f we had a report
report &t the head of these branches it would be a favourable

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is that your opinion of Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman?—A. That is not 

my opinion now, Mr. Bowman.
Q But you had that in your mind prior to that?—A. Well, it is human 

nature that they would try to justify their procedure.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Did \ ou consider it sound practice to take a junior and ask him to'
,nve0 BB„t vouP knew Î rh,8qf“'»'?-A. Well, these gentlemen were not juniors.

Q But you knew Mr. Simmins was directly under Mr. Putman and Mr. 
Kemmis was directly under the control of Mr. Bland, did you „ot?-A. Yes.

Q. And before either of them could act, they had to be released respectively 
ttey dMtte work7 " °rgmizer “<* exami„cr?-A. I do not know when

Q. Before either of them could act, they had to be released from their 
ordinary dut.es?-A. Oh, no, they might have done it after hours or at night.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Was that your idea?-A. No but I do not know when they did it. A* 

any rate, if we instructed them-I do not know that we did-if we instructed 
them to make a report, they could be released or take overtime to do it.

By Mr. Ernst:
afk aga,jn' MacTavish, do you consider it sound practice, as 

one of the heads in a body like your Commission to ask a junior officer to ma^
[Dr. N. MacTavish,!
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investigation and report, possibly, as to the conduct of his senior?—A. You 
^sagree with me in stating these men were juniors. One was a senior investi- 
S^tor and the other a senior examiner.
xT Q. I used the term relatively. You know perfectly well what I mean?—A. 
A°> I do not. If you mean junior to the heads of the branches,—

Q- I have explained that to you?
Mr. MacInnis: A subordinate.

By Mr. Ernst:
j.Q Q- Did you consider it sound practice to take a subordinate and ask him 

^ake a report on his senior?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you still think that?—A. No.

„ Q. What has changed your mind?-A. For one thing, the report of the two 
Clemen was received, and we decided that the complaints made to us were 

the whole not justified, and we did not make any, great changes, although I 
Glieve some changes in procedure have been made since.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. We will come to that. There were some mitigating factors?—A. Yes.

v* , The Chairman: When was it that Simmins and Kemmis were asked to 
ahe this report?

'jm Mr. Ernst: On the 29th March, 1927, they were directed by this minute. 
(a en °n the 31st March—I will read this because the suggestion is now as to 

advisability of a subordinate reporting on his senior:—
I do not desire to be a consenting party to the procedure suggested 

by my colleagues. I see no good reason why, when a survey of staff 
matters is considered necessary, the invariable practice should not be 
followed, viz: by authorizing the responsible head or heads of branches 

submit a report, and in doing so they have the privilege of consulting 
Rnd conferring with any or all of the subordinate officers of the staff. 
This is the practice followed in the various Departments of the Gov
ernment, and the suggested departure from this procedure will in my 
opinion prove subversive of good discipline, and will unnecessarily 
engender ill feeling on the staff.

31-3-27, March 31, 1927.
(Sgd.) W. J. R.

the * that before you proceeded with your project, Dr. Roche pointed out 
Cry danger which my question suggests to you?—A. Yes. 

b°arcj • Chevrier: We are now trying to pass judgment on an officer of a 
who, by statute, is vested with discretionary powers?

JJr- Ernst: Yes.
jucjg r' Chevrier: I have never heard of anybody trying to review such a 

^ nt- I just want to make that statement. 
fincjr' Ernst: If the discretion is abused, I do not know of any way in which 

'hto U whether it is abused or not, other than this. And if we cannot inquire 
■jyj.’ Cod help the officials.

Chevrier: I have raised my objection.
6yidence • ^Hairman : We cannot determine anything, until we have heard the 
,?Screti0’ ar ^ar as my responsibility is concerned, where it is a matter of 

t Scretion’ * should not be inclined to censure anyone in the exercise of a 
trUe dio n> unless there are factors which indicated it was not a true exercise of

mscretion.
[Dr. N. MacTavieh.]
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Mr. Chevrier: I think that is a very sound principle of law. But folio"" 
ing that up, I do object to this most elaborate questioning of the exercise of the 
witness’ discretion. I just repeat again that the way to go at it is to get the 
witness to say what he did, and then, if there is to be a judgment upon the 
exercise of his discretion, it is for us to decide ; but not to go into this elaborate 
cross-questioning.

The Chairman : For the life of me, I do not know of any other method 
of determining upon a man’s exercise of his discretion, unless we know hi= 
motives or reasons which caused him to exercise his discretion as he did.

Mr. Ernst: I may say, Mr. Chairman, that I find this file sufficient justifi' 
cation for the questions which I am asking.

Q. I ask you, Dr. MacTavish, before you proceeded with your project' 
were you aware of Dr. Roche’s objection and the basis for it?—A. Yes.

Q. And, in the face of that, you decided to proceed?
Mr. Chevrier: Do you not see how that works? Mr. Ernst is examinh1? 

Dr. MacTavish on this particular subject, trying to find fault with the exerci?jj 
of his judgment, and, at the same time, will evidently not try to find fault wit*1 
Dr. Roche’s statement.

Mr. Ernst: I am not suggesting that at all. Dr. Roche is also going ^ 
be called in relation to this matter; and it is a question for the Committee, 11 
they see facts not being brought out, to exercise their judgment.

Mr. Chevrier: I am making my position understood. ,
Mr. Ernst: I am not prosecuting or persecuting, but I want the whole 0 

the facts.
Q. Did you give Dr. Roche the reason which you have given this Co111 

mittee for having this report made by Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins, eitnC 
after or before the minute?—A. Oh, I think afterwards, I rather think so, but 
cannot recall it.

Q. Not before this minute was made?—A. No.
Q. Was Dr. Roche present when you and Mr. Tremblay made the miuu 

on the 29th March, 1927?—A. Not that I recall.
Q. You made your minute and passed it to him?—A. Very probably.
Q. Because two days later I find his notation of dissent?—A. Yes. .
Q. Are you prepared to swear that after that dissent you conferred _'vl 7 

Dr. Roche in connection with the matter before proceeding with the projec 
—A. I do not think so. I do not remember that we did.

Q. I find that on the 1st April the secretary, in obedience to the minu 
wrote the following letter:—

D=«MR. Simmins,—I beg to inform you that at a meeting of 
board held on Tuesday last a motion was adopted, at the instance 0 
Commissioners Mac ravish and Tremblay, instructing myself to have y° 
and Mr. Kemmis submit to the commissioners whatever suggestions y°j 
may have with reference to possible improvements in the methods ^ 
procedure of the commission.

I am arranging with the Chief of the Organization Branch to have y®1' 
relieved of all other work in order that you may devote your full tu*1 
to the preparation of the report desired by the Commissioners.

It ours truly,
Secretary.

R. G. Simmins, Esq.,
Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa, Ont.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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, , Then I find a letter, under the same date, to Mr. Kemmis, the only difference 
being in the last paragraph:

I am arranging with the Chief of the Examination Branch to have 
you relieved of all other work in order that you may devote your full time 
to the preparation of the report desired by the Commissioners.

Yours truly,
Secretary.

^ Before those letters were written, did you have any consultation with Mr.
* °ran, or Mr. Bland, or Mr. Putman, with reference to the matter?—A. I cannot 
j;ecall that I had, although they all appeared at a board meeting, they and one or

others.
, Q. When,—before or after the report?—A. As I say, it is hardly,—I do not 
1*^6 to say fair,—but, as I say, I have not seen that file and I do not know that 

ever saw the file.
> Q. I gave you the file?—A. Yes, but I did not know those letters were there.
• ^id not know even that they had been written. But whether these people came 
n before or after they were written, I cannot say.

>, Q. As a matter of memory, did you have any consultation either with Mr. 
?ran and/or Mr. Bland and/or Mr. Putman,—make it in the alternative, if you 
lsh,-—they with you and/or Mr. Tremblay?—A. I had not. 

i, Q- Did you and Commissioner Tremblay together have any meeting with all 
ese gentlemen, or with any of them, before authorizing these gentlemen to 

r°ceed?—A. No, we had a board meeting at which they all appeared.
Q. Who was present?—A. I presume all of us; the minute would show. 

c< Q. There is no such minute on the file. I have gone through the file with 
cre?—a. I presume the minute would not be there.

n . Q- I have asked for a complete return of every document made relating to 
ls matter?—A. If there was a minute, I presume it would be there, 

p Q. Were you present at any meeting at which Mr. Foran, Mr. Bland or Mr.
on an was present before instructions were given to Messrs. Kemmis and 

^mmins cariy out this investigation or to report?—A. I cannot recall that. 
s I say, they did come in to a meeting, but when that meeting was I cannot

°n ■ if ^ow many meetings did you have in respect to that?—A. We would call 
** the heads of branches only once.
,f Before or after the report?—A. I think it would likely be after the 
rt- You see, they were all asked to make reports.

By Mr. Chevrier:
y0u ff I have not interfered very much. May I ask this: Is it necessary when 
i^strw6 ouk instructions of that kind, to summon all of these men, before you 
When ct_ them? Was it necessary to call Mr. Bland, Mr. Putman and Mr. Foran 
UniCs , ^’°u as an officer of the Commission issued instructions?—A. No, not 

we thought it was necessary or advisable.

By the Chairman:
îtoçff there has been an interruption, there is something in my mind. Dr. 
itiqu|e ,aPPa.rently recorded his dissenting judgment in respect to this proposed 
192? 1 °-r investigation, or whatever you want to call it, on the 31st March,
iriqui' tnd Dr. Rome’s dissenting judgment come to your attention before the 
I or investigation was actually gone on with?—A. I cannot tell you that. 

Sorry my memory is not sufficient to tell that.
*9322-_41 [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. ere Mr. Kernmis and Mr. Simmins, or either of them, in consultation 

with you during the preparation of their report?—A. Not with me, no.
Q. Or witli Commissioner Tremblay, to your knowledge?—A. No.
Q. \\ as the substance, or the matter, of what the report might, or mig^ 

not, contain discussed with them prior to their undertaking the task?—A. Il 
it was, I do not recall it. I gave no instructions as to it or no information'

Q. The next I find is the report of Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis,—
The Chairman . Is there nothing on the file as to what instructions thesc 

men had as to what they were to do?
Mi. Ernst. The file is blank, beyond what I have given you.
The Chairman. It is obvious then that these men started on their job, with 

verbal instructions.
Mr Ernst. There is nothing in writing on the file to show what instruction5 

they got.
Mi. Chevrier. After having said that there was nothing on the file to sh°fl' 

any written instructions, Mr. Ernst proceeds to say, obviously they must have 
had verbal instructions. It is not obvious.

Mr. Ernst. They got a letter which says, "I beg to inform you”— 
l TheCHAmM.N1 Mr. Ernst is being charged with something I did. Having 

asked Mr Ernst if there was nothing on the file, I was then turning to 
MacTavish and asking a question which I was putting in this form: Obviously 
if there were no written instructions on the file then these men must b»v,e 
started in to make this inquiry without instructions, or they must have ha°

Mr. Chevrier: I have no objection to that. Mr. Ernst did not put it iD
tilâX Wü}'.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Did you give them instructions?—A. No, but I had said, if it is possi^ 

to speed up on our machinery,—some call it red tape,—if we can speed up, ^ 
was the main thing, and improve the procedure, let us know how. *

Q Those vere }our instructions, then, to these gentlemen?—A. Well, tb9'' 
was what vce wanted.

Q. And you told them?—A. Yes.
Mr. Bowman: Would not the report show that?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. But obviously a man does not make a report without being told on 

he is to make a report. If you send out a Royal Commission, it would not , 
without instructions?—A. This was not a Royal Commission. We 
information, which was rather difficult to get.

The Chairman . That has been our experience so far.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. This report consists of some 23 pages, together with a chart or 
charts, one showing the existing organization of the Commission, and ano$ 
showing the proposed organization. I wonder can you tell me, or can 
Bland tell me, whether there are additional copies of this report available ‘ 
such,—1 am not interested at the moment in the memoranda attached?

Mr. Putman: There are one or two, but without the charts.
Mr. Ernst: The charts are important.
Mr Putman: It would be very easy to get additional copies of the cb»r "

I Dr. \ . MacTavish.] 1
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Mr. Ernst: The report should be available for the Committee.
Mr. Putman : I think copies of the report could be made immediately 

bailable.
• Mr. Ernst: Perhaps copies could be made for the Committee; one to go 

the report, as an appendix. I read it through last night and it sounds highly 
technical.

The Witness: I think so.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I do not think it would serve any good purpose to read this into the 

cord. There are two pages from which, however, I would like to read extracts. 
1 Page 9, Postmasters:

At present these competitions are advertised by the Post Office Depart
ment without reference to the Commission except that the department 
forwards a copy of the advertisement to the Commission. The appli
cants are personally interviewed by a post office inspector who makes a 
careful and detailed report to the department on each, taking into con
sideration the personal character of the applicant, his experience and his 
suitability from the Post Office viewpoint, the nature of the building which 
he can supply for use as a post office, and its advantage or disadvantage 
m position. This report lists the candidates in order of merit from a Post 
Office standpoint, and the Returned Soldier applicant is given full con
sideration.

This report is forwarded by the inspector to the department, and by 
the Deputy Postmaster General to the Commission with his remarks,-if 
any. Under the present procedure, the examiner in charge of the Post 
Office Department, on receipt of this report, submits a long memorandum 
°n the case to be passed by the secretary or other senior officer to the 
Commissioners. This memorandum is a recapitulation of the statements 
niade in the report of the post office inspector and is, in reality, super- 
nous. It is suggested that the postmasters’ appointments should be placed 
under the certification branch under the direct charge of the head of 
that branch for attention. The reports, when received, should be trans
mitted direct by the head of that branch to the Commissioner with a 
orm memorandum merely submitting the report of the inspector and 

Deputy Postmaster General to the Commissioner for consideration and 
action.

The Chairman: Excuse me, Commissioner or Commissioners?
Hat ie" ERNst"- Commissioner. When wre get to the chart it will be apparent »... —hamnk ky that.. Under the Simmins-Kemmis project, one Commissioner 
?!Ss>oner 6 appointments from the examination branch ; one junior com- 
,. *er, all tuT \° handle everything relating to the examination branch ; the 
lllr> as far la Tr°hited to the organization branch ; and the Chairman is left in the

<9322.

as I can see.
The Witness: Well, he has not been.
Mr. Ernst: No, it was not adopted. adopted?
Mr. Chevrier: Do you say that the whole of that
Mr. Ernst: I do not know that any part of that repm
The Witness: No, it was not. _ n which was not adopted?
Mr. Chevrier: Then we are investigating something

-Hi LDr. X. MacTavish.]
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Mr. Ernst: We are investigating the conduct of the Commission. This 
report proceeds:

Should there be anything special in the report to which the head 
assignment clerk thinks the attention of the Commissioner should be 
especially called, a memorandum to that effect would be in order. The 
number of postmasters appointed in 1926 was 264. A great saving 
time and labour would be effected if this recommendation is adopted, and 
more efficient service given to the department.

Then, at page 13, is a similar suggestion, or a suggestion with.reference t° 
Commissioners, which perhaps I do not need to read, that one Commissioned; 
as I have stated, is to have charge of the examination work, and the other 0 
organization. Now, Doctor, I come to that next,—

Mr. Bowman : I think that should be read into the record.
Mr. Ernst: All right. At page 13, paragraph 18:—

In order that the Board may be brought into the closest possibl® 
touch with the actual busines of the Commission without, however, be®» 
overburdened with unnecessary detail, it is suggested that one com®13 
sioner should take under his personal direction all matters of organizat® 
and classification, and another all examination procedure. This need 1,0 
add materially to the Commissioners’ present duties, but will have t3, 
great advantage of enabling the Board to have first-hand knowledge 0^ 
the business to be transacted. It will also speed up the work, as the coj1^ 
missioner in charge of organization, for example, would naturally f?1! 
authority for the investigation of cases, requests for which are now su ^ 
mitted in memorandum form to the Board and take several days to be *P. 
proved. The Examination Commissioner could relieve the Board of 
detail by approving general matters in connection with examinations a° 
appointments which now require the approval of two or more Com1®1" 
sioners. Under this scheme a commissioner would, in effect, have t 
general direction of one of the two main branches of the Commissi0 
All memoranda should be signed by the officer who makes the report» \ 
it is considered essential that the commissioners should have the views , 
the employee who has actually done the work. A further advantage 
this suggestion is that the commissioners would have personal knowl60*. 
of all important cases and would seldom have to call for special rep°r j.
A simple form of progress return should be instituted in order to °be t 
up on the work of the two branches and to avoid the side-tracking 
cases which now occasionally occurs.

Now we come to the charts.
Mr. Chevrier: Is there anything there which shows what two Co®®*’ 

sioners would have charge?
Mr. Ernst: Yes. Without the chart, the report would not be cogent. (
Mr. Bowman : Mr. Putman will furnish each member of the Com®*^C 

with a copy of both charts. ^
Mr. Ernst: With the existing chart—just to go over the procedure vfb1 » 

we have had many times in evidence—everything both from the examination 3 . j 
organization branches goes through the assistant secretary, through the secret3 • 
to the Commissioners as a body,—that is correct?—A. I believe so. yeS.

Q. Each Commissioner has certain departments assigned to him?—A- jS,
Q. And his work is either approved or disapproved by his fellow Co®111 

sioners?—A. Yes.
Mr. Chevrier: That is the procedure in use to-day?

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Mr. Ernst: Yes, and the one in use at that time.
Q. Under the proposed scheme, Dr. MacTavish, everything from the organi

se® branch would go through,—■
Mr. Bowman : Just minute. You had better let the Doctor see that.'

„ . The Witness: It is hardly necessary, as, I might say, I never took that Piously. " J

the

the

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Everything from the organization branch would go addressed to one of 
junior commissioners?
Mr. Chevrier: Is there anything to indicate that?
Mr. Ernst: Yes, the three names are at the top, the Chairman being at 
head.
The Witness: But that was never taken seriously and was never adopted. 
Mr. Chevrier: And no wonder you didn’t.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I did not ask you that, Dr. MacTavish, but I say that under the pro- 

°sal, all the work in the organization branch would come directly to either you 
t Commissioner Tremblay?—A. I do not know that. I would take your word 

r 1t, Mr. Ernst.
m Q- No, take the chart for it. You can tell it as easily as I can, Doctor?—A.

eh> I do not want to appear stupid but I do not— 
p, Q- You see the line from the organization branch going directly up to one 

Olnmissioner?—A. Yes.
Q. And one from the other branch going directly to the other Commissioner? 
Yes.

e Q- So that the process of having either Mr. Bland or Mr. Foran pass on 
aiuinations would have been eliminated by this proposal, if it had been 

Qopted?—A. If it had been adopted.
re, Q- And the process of having Mr. Bland or Mr. Foran pass on anything in 
motion to organization would have been eliminated, had this been adopted?—A. 

t it was not adopted.
* , Q- We will come to that later. That is correct, is it not?—A. That seems 
0 be.

c Q- So that the eligible list would have been left to one Commissioner, in the 
j.Qs® of appointments, and the classification and salary would have been left 
^ t‘ie other Commissioner in matters coming from the organization branch?,—

appears so.
• Q. Without the benefit of the advice of either Mr. Bland or Mr. Foran? 

1 presume that is the case, but I never took that seriously, 
tjj Q- Is that the case, as you read the chart?—A. As one reads the chart, 

the conclusion he would come to.
m > Now, Dr. MacTavish, this report was ultimately received by the Com- 
tea ]0n’~~I see it is dated April 12th, completed on the 12th April, 1927, roughly 
Th Eluding Sundays, after the gentlemen were asked to make it?—A.

date will show. I have not any idea how long it took.
^dtida ^?n ^ace it’ this report was completed in ten days, including

iTr. Chevrier: “Obviously.” A simple matter of subtraction or addition, 
aw^he Chairman : I think if members of the Committee will reserve judg- 
pr0greUntil we have heard the whole of the matter, we might make more rapid

^r- Chevrier: I wish they would.
[Dr. X. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Then there were received by the Commission memoranda of comments on 

this proposed re-organization, from Miss Guthrie?—A. I think Miss Guthrie 
was one.

Q. And Miss W alker? A. I think so. I have not seen the file, but I think 1 
recall her name.

Q. Miss Saunders?—A. Miss Saunders, I think.
The Chairman: I did not get what connection they had with it.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The ladies mentioned were examiners, were they not?—A. Miss Saunders 

is Supervisor of Personal Services.
Q. And Mr. Putman was chief of the organization branch?—A. Yes.
The Chairman, fhat is some of the examiners were submitting matter5 

on this report as well as the Chief Examiner?
Mr. Ernst: Yes.

By Mr. Madmis:
Q. How' did the examiners receive information on wdiich they would ba5Ç 

their memoranda on the report?—A. Mv recollection is that thev had tha* 
instruction from the Secretary or the Chief Examiner.

By the Chairman:
Q. 1 hat is after this report was made?—A. When they made their report' 

they may have seen it.
Q. When this report of Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis was made to tbe 

Commission, then it in turn was sent, was it, to Mr. Bland and Mr Putm»11 
and to these different people who made reports on it?—A. Yes, they all sa"' 
it and made reports on it, or whatever it was.

Q. And their memoranda dealt with this Simmins and Kemmis report?"" 
A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. M admis:
Q. W ho ordered that report sent to the examiners or others who report 

thereon.—A. Oh, I suppose it was some official, but I do not recall that.
Mr. Chevrier: We have asked that all the files be certified.
Mi. Ernst. It is certified by Mr. Foran that all the files are complete.
Mr. Chevrier: As it was dealt with?

T tv Mvr-nERMT:Jhe EerSfiC,a]te accomPanies it. If there is anything miss**
1 think Dr. MacTavish should state it.

Mr. Chevrier: I do not think that is right
Mr. Bowman: Is there any reason to believe it is incomplete?

done aid itTnoUn ,W> only «* "#»■» said that something

By Mr. Ernst:
“N. MacT.”Mmd “j. FT.’’ Srrbg to'the^K °f ^ C°ITi?sion’ ?ignf,S 
the memoranda submitted by the va?iou°s“whUl haveTentioned: ,.

ge tneir receipt tor purposes of record ,
for o^pSWelte^tX^T f

ID,. N.ïïiîlïSj prCparation 0[ documents “ * “'ntCrned and
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i^at is, the documents, as I will show, the memoranda made by Mr. Putman, 
ir- Bland and the other examiners and the principal clerk of Central Registry, 

Passed to you under a covering letter by Mr. Foran, dated April 21, 1927?— 
Yes.

Q. Then when you received the covering letter, with these memoranda, you 
at>e this minute, you and Commissioner Tremblay:

We have perused the several reports submitted by you conjointly 
under your communication of the twenty-first ultimo, and hereby acknowl
edge their receipt for purposes of record.

We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the un
authorized preparation of these documents.

^1'at did you mean by that?—A. Exactly what it says, 
t Q- That the preparation was unauthorized?—A. I do not know. We asked 

r ™e authorization. I knew nothing about the authorization.
§ Q- Were the memoranda submitted by Mr. Bland, Mr. Putman, Miss 
^ unders, Miss Walker and Miss Guthrie unauthorized by the Commission?— 

f do not know about that. Is not that a question?
„ Q- Is that correct, or is it not, that minute of the Commission?—A. It is 

Gestion, is it not?
w Q- No, it is followed by a period?—A. I thought it was asking whether they 

0 authorized or not.
y M I am asking you now whether it was authorized or not, in view of what 

See there on that minute?—A. Oh, I see “the unauthorized”—apparently 
y Were not; if they were, I did not know anything about it.

By Mr. Bowman:
,9- And that two Commissioners were considering taking action of some 

on the fact that they had not been authorized?

By Mr. Ernst:
lV[r 9- In your position, up to that date, you had not taken Mr. Putman and 
Air p an<I into your confidence in connection with that report?—A. Oh, I had 

' 1 utman and Mr. Bland in repeatedly to see me. 
retïl A But you did not authorize any comments from them?—A. I do not 
it | ?er that either ; but if I did not understand it then, I did afterwards, that 

5 n°en made; but I do not recollect.
^9:, What disciplinary action did you take for this unauthorized conduct? 

q one that I remember.
°nlv‘nvPne question more, Dr. MacTavish. Why is that memorandum signed 
have ,N- MacT.” and “J. E. T.” and not by Dr. Roche?—A. Dr. Roche would 

0 answer that. I do not know.

By Mr. Bowman:
stUb£ ^n’t you know why?—A. No, I am sorry. I may appear to be 
e'ther rn’ kut I have not the faintest recollection of wrhy Dr. Roche did not 

q SlSn it or dissent from it.
More ] 16 cust°mary procedure of the Commission, if it had been placed.
initiais;»m, was that he would either agree or disagree and so indicate with his 

q''C~A. Yes, or he could pass it without comment. 
and 8i'rrTu* I understood you to say you never took this report of Kemmis 
and A mins seriously?—A. I did not take it seriously, after wre saw the report 
? reslln re.Plies which were made by those who have been mentioned ; and as 
Put* my conversations with especially Chief Examiner Bland, and Mr.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. You recollect that on the 6th May you made a minute that comment 
on this by Mr Bland and Mr. Putman and members of their staffs was 
unauthorized. xSo\v I take you back to Mr. Foran’s covering letter, dated 
April 21, 1927, addressed to the Commissioners generally and not to Dr. Mac- 
ravish and Mr. Tremblay, in which he sent you these documents?

The Chairman : Which is that?
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Mr. Foran’s covering letter, in which he sent the reports to the Com
missioners generally, on April 21, 1927:_

* submitting herewith reports received from three members of 
the staff—Mr. C. H. Bland, Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner, 
Mi. C. . Putman, Chief of the Organization Branch, and Miss E 
maunders, head of the Personal 'Services Branch. Attached to Mr. Bland® 
repoit are statements from Miss Walker and Miss Guthrie, two seni°r 
examiners.

With the consent of the Commissioners the report recently submitted 
by Messrs. Simmins and Kcmmis was passed to these officials for their 
perusal, and the reports herewith are their replies to the proposals con
tained in the report in question.

I have been very much impressed with the excellence of the report8 
which these officials have prepared, and I do not hesitate to commend 
them to the earnest and careful consideration of the Commissioners. 11 
should be pointed out that, with the exception of the Secretarv, Mis8 
Saunders is the oldest member of the staff, having been appointed 
the inception of the Commission in the year 1908: Mr. Bland w»8 
appointed in the following April, 1909; and Mr. Putman was the first 
member of the Organization Branch and had the advantage of bei»8 
trained by the staff who prepared the original classification and wh° 
",cre enSaRCf, while doing this work, in certain organization problem5 
throughout the Service.

I,have not thought it necessary at this stage to add anything t? 
what is contained in these reports; but if the Commissioners so desire,J 
shall be glad to place before them my views as to what would be tb® 
results if the proposals made by Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins with reg»rC 
to the work of the Commission and its staff were adopted.

Respectfully submitted,
(Sgd.) W. FORAN,

That was the covering letter by Mr. Foran?—A. Yes Secretary■

Q. ISow I ask >ou to comment on this particular paragraph of Mr. Fora11 c 
letteri— With the consent of the Commissioners the report recently submit^ 

by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis was passed to these officials for the* 
perusal, and the reports herewith arc their replies to the proposals con
tained in the report in question.

How in the face of that do you say that the comments were unauthorized ?-A' 
that was the statement, and we asked that 

Mr. Chevrier: Unauthorized by whom?

By Mr. Ernst:
minute ".“'“«T''1 by the Commi=sim?-A. I do not think it is true, if *a‘ 

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Surely you would not sign a minute which was not true?—A. Oh, the 
minute was true.

Q. “We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
for on our part of the conduct of the officials concerned and the unauthorized 
Preparation of these documents?”—A. Yes.

Q. In other words, you did not want their comments?—A. Oh, no, not at 
aH; they were not authorized by the Commission.

Q. Now, to go on a step further,—
By the Chairman:

Q. Am I clear that you and Commissioner Tremblay at that time were con
sidering taking some action, as a Commission, with respect to the conduct of those 
^hiefs of branches who had submitted those reports or comments on the Kemmis- 
fotomins report? Is that what the minute means?—A. No. We had no personal 
n°tion at all. It was all for the possible improvement of our system.

Q. Your minute had nothing at all to do with the system. Your minute 
Says, if I interpret it correctly—and if I am not interpreting it correctly, I 
^'ant you to give me its true interpretation,—that because Messrs. Bland and 
vutman and Miss Saunders and some others, without being duly authorized by 
tae Commission, had presumed to submit comments on this Simmins-Kemmishad presumed to __ . ------------ — —---------------------
rePort, the Commission was therefore going to consider what action they should 
foke in respect to their conduct in that regard? I want to understand what the 
Minute means?—A. It asks who authorized them or instructed them to make 
rePorts, other than the Commission.

By Mr. Ernst:
j Q. It obviously means that they had not been authorized, and you were 

consideration of what steps to take?—A. Not necessarily, 
f Q- “We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
6 1 on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the unauthorized 
Reparation of these documents.”—that is a correct statement, it means surely 

were intending taking disciplinary action against Bland and these others? 
Might I be pardoned?

By the Chairman:
g- Q- What was the meaning of your minute?—A. Mr. Kemmis and Mr. 
^tiniins were authorized by a majority of the Commisioners to make a report, 
u e asked, before we would take action on the other reports, who authorized 

e flaking of the reports.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q- Which reports?—A. Which are mentioned there.
Pa you read it yourself and see if you ask anything,—read the last
‘^.agraph 0f it?—A. “We are giving consideration to the question of what 

actlr>n is called for”- 
Q- Read it all out?—A.

We have perused the several reports submitted by you conjointly 
under your communication of the twenty-first ultimo, and hereby acknow
ledge their receipt for purposes of record.

We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the 
unauthorized preparation of these documents.

\ye 9- What does that mean?—A. We were considering what we should do next.
. ,two sets of reports. Some were unauthorized by a majority of the 

Werc llssion. I think it was an intimation that we were asking by whom they 
uuthorized. I have never seen that assembled file.
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Q. Do you mean that you were giving consideration to the two sets of 
reports?—A. Yes.

Q. Oh, now, Dr. MacTavish, remember you are under oath.
Mr. Chevrier: Oh, I object.
The Chairman: Just a minute, Mr. Chevrier, so that we may not have a 

continuation of this thing. Are you seriously contending, as a member of this 
Committee—as a graduate in law—that this Committee must accept any answer 
given by a witness before the Committee, and that no member of the Committee 
has a right to question that answer or to probe it?

Mr. Chevrier: No, I am not taking that stand at all; but once he has been 
pressed and has given his answer, I do not think it is right to go beyond that.

The Chairman : I am sorry I must disagree with you on that.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. On your oath, you say you were giving consideration to the conflicting 

reports?—A. Yes, as far as I recall.
Q. You said, ‘‘We are giving consideration to the question of what action 

is called for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the un
authorized preparation of these documents.” What has that to do with con
flicting reports?—A. We had the reports before us.

Q. But you say, “We are giving consideration to the question of what action 
is called for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the un
authorized preparation of these documents”—that is, the conduct of Bland, 
Putman et all—A. Yes. We had to give consideration to that, and did give con
sideration to it.

Q. To their conduct?—A. Yes, to whoever authorized them.
Q. Do you see anything in the two conflicting sets of reports by which y°u 

could possibly construe that in that way?
Mr. VAllan ce: Is there anything in the report which can be construed a® 

passing judgment on Mr. Bland or Mr. Putman, or the officials who did it?
Mr. Ernst: Not directly. In fairness to the witness, the minute is to the 

secretary of the Commission and is in reply to the letter of the 21st which en
closes Mr. Bland’s and Mr. Putman's statement and other memoranda, and d 
has nothing to do with the Kemmis-Simmins report, but it is a mémorandum 
to the secretary and it acknowledges his letter and says, “We have perused the 
several reports submitted by you.”

Mr. Vallance: Other than the Siminins and Kemmis report.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. This letter of the 21st April does not refer to the Kemmis report, but to 

Mr. Bland’s, Mr. Putman’s, Miss Saunders’ and the other reports ?—A. It is n° 
clear to me, Mr. Ernst. The assumption is not clear to me. You have not shovn 
me any authorization and I will be glad to see it, and I hope there was soB1® 
authorization which Mr. Foran refers to in his letter.

Q. You have sworn that there was no authorization given previous to tlu* 
minute of May 6th, to Messrs. Bland, Putman and the others to comment?—
I do not say that.

By the Chairman:
Q- ^ ou may have been mistaken, but that was clearly the effect of y°üf 

statement here?—A. I have not seen the file, and I would not swear to d- 
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In view of this minute of the 6th May, would you have made such a 

Memorandum if you had given an authorization for such reports?—A. No.
Q. Now I come to a letter of Mr. Foran to you, in reply to that minute:

With reference to your memorandum of May 6th regarding the 
authorization of the reports submitted by officials of the staff, the follow
ing points should, I think, be brought to your attention:

1. Both Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman advised me immediately after 
your conference with them that you had assured them that when the 
report of Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis was prepared they would be 
given an opportunity to study it and to present their views'thereon.

2. When a copy of their report was placed before me by Messrs. 
Simmins and Kemmis I secured your permission to hand a copy thereof 
to the officials concerned.

3. I instructed the officials in question to study the report and let 
me have their comments thereon with the feeling that this was not only 
the proper step for me to take in order that the Commissioners might have 
the fullest possible information before them in dealing with the report, 
but that it was also in accordance with your own wishes as implied in the 
assurance referred to above.

4. The reports, which were made to the Secretary, and which, on 
perusal, I considered necessary to an intelligent study of the suggestions 
made by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis, were submitted to you under 
cover of a memorandum from myself recommending them to your careful 
consideration.

Sgd. W. Foran,
Secretary.

May 17, 1927.

|M,(1 directed to Commissioners MacTavish and Tremblay. In view of that, what 
0 y°u say as to the minute?—A. There was no authorization in that.

The Chairman: The authorization is not the important point in this.
otl ^r" Chevrier: There are two sets there, one is the main report, and the 
p her the remarks made by the others. It seems to me that somebody is at cross 
ant?0S.es, as to whether the remarks made by the members of the staff were 

horized or unauthorized.
t lie Witness : Might I say that, whether they were authorized or not, they 

Men°f rece*ved and considered, and they had very great weight in our final judg-

By Mr. Ernst:
rese 9' * drew your attention to the minute which, I think it is fair to say, 
actj^d their preparation, because you say you are considering disciplinary 

on. A. If that is correct, they were not authorized.
Mà 9; Had you Mr. Putman’s report before you at the time of that minute of 

y 6th?—A. I do not remember.
rep09' Tou signed a memorandum which says, “We have perused the several 

® .submitted by you conjointly under your communication of the twenty- 
The^r mo’ aQd hereby acknowledge their receipt for purposes of record”?—A. 

had read them.
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Q. Now, let me read to you the first paragraph of Mr. Putman’s report and 
memorandum to the secretary which is attached to the report:

Re Report on Methods and Procedure for the Civil Service Com
mission, prepared by Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins, under 

instructions of April 1st, 1927.
On March 29th, Mr. Bland and the undersigned were called by Com

missioners MacTavish and Tremblay and informed of their decision that 
Messrs. A. C. Kemmis, Senior Examiner, and R. G. Simmins, Senior 
Investigator, should make a report on the methods and procedure of the 
Civil Service Commission. At this time both Mr. Bland and myself made 
very positive objections to the use of junior members of our respective 
staffs to make any kind of report on the branches in which they are 
employed. We were informed that the Commissioners had decided that 
this report was to be made, but that we would be given an opportunity 
to examine the report and to make any comments thereon which we saw 
fit before any action was taken by the Commissioners.

Did you read that?—A. I presume I did.
Q. In the face of that, you signed a document of the 6th May, saying these 

reports unauthorized?—A. That was Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman ; but there 
were others added to it.

Q. Your minute does not distinguish in the slightest, does it:
We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 

for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned—
A. There were more than that from Mr. Bland; whether Mr. Foran authorized 
them or not, there were more reports.

Q. What do you say now, that you were complaining of the conduct of Mig® 
Walker and Miss Saunders?—A. I do not know that it was complaint. As far 
as I was concerned, I knew nothing about Miss Saunders and Miss Walker.

Q. Does that minute make any distinction between them?—A. Yes.
Q. You say, “We are giving consideration to the question of what action i® 

called for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the unauthor
ized preparation of these documents”?—A. There was no authority, that I kne^ 
of then, and I do not know yet, how Miss Saunders and Miss Walker and Mi®® 
Guthrie,—

Q. Will you read it again and see what distinction you make as between 
them and Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman?—A. It says nothing of it.

Q. Were you doing this, objecting to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman?—A. ^°’ 
not at all. I had many conferences with Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman.

Q. What did you mean bv this minute? Did you mean only Miss Saunder®’ 
Miss Walker and Miss Guthrie?—A. Oh, the whole lot, if we authorized Mr' 
Bland, and Mr. Putman, and the documents apparently show it, we did 
authorize the others.

Q. Are you trying to distinguish for a moment on the ground that y°j 
authorized Bland and Putman and did not authorize the three ladies?—A. I ®al, 
I discussed it on many occasions with Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman and said tha 
they would have an opportunity to reply after we received the document.

Q. Before this date?—A. It would be before the minute. t
Q. Will you please explain your minute to the Committee?—A. I cann0" 

explain it any more than it is there. It apparently says that there wer 
unauthorized reports. ,

Q. I ask you if you are aware of the first paragraph in Mr. Putma*jf 
report, which I read to you, which says that on the 29th March vou and Mr‘ 
tremblay authorized him and Mr. Bland to make that report?—A." But not tne 
others.
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Q. Did you, or did you not, on the 29th March authorize Mr. Bland and 
Mr. Putman to make their report?—A. That is what that says, but I know that 
j'.e did not authorize the others. I told Mr. Bland and I told Mr. Putman that 
they would have a chance to make a report, but the others had not been 
authorized by anybody.

Mr. Chevrier: That is plain.
The Witness: We authorized properly—and it is on record there—Kemmis 

aud Simmins, and they made their report.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You did not pass a minute authorizing the report by Mr. Putman and 

Mr. Bland?—A. Apparently it is not there. It is quite correct as respects 
“utman and Bland.

Q. Then this minute seems to be not understandable. Either you are 
wrong this morning or the minute is incorrect?—A. Please explain to me how I

incorrect. Are Bland’s and Putman’s names mentioned in the minute?
Q. Please do not quibble?—A. I am not quibbling at all.
Q. I am simply asking you which is correct, your oath this morning, or 

M>ur minute of 1927?—A. You as asking me to say something I cannot say. 
rhere are no names in that minute.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The written records are quite clear?

By the Chairman:
. Q. As far as I am concerned. The reason I asked the question of Mr. 
'.. jCTavish was to see whether he had any explanation, or whether the words 

M not interpret his views, and he has not done so?—A. Pardon me, I think I 
ave. There is nothing to show but the reports there. This is from these 

j/ncials. There is nothing to show that the Commission authorized Mr. 
utlnan and Mr. Bland to make a report ; but I spoke to them personally and 
erbally about it, but not to any of the others.

■p, Q. So that we may have the thing clear, let us get at it calmly, now.
here Wag fonvalxied to you by the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission 

p ‘etter with reports from five or six persons, including Mr. Bland and Mr.
utrnan. That is clear, is it not, from the record?—A. Yes.

] Q. And, having those five or six reports before you with the covering 
fiUer from the secretary, you and Mr. Tremblay draw up a memorandum 

s tUch you both sign, and which is in writing, and in that memorandum you 
o/. “We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called for 
in.0111’ Part by the conduct of the officials concerned” who submitted these 

authorized reports?—A. Yes, they were not authorized.
^ Q- That is what I say,-—We are considering what action should be taken. 
i°['i do I understand you to be saying, in view of that, that that memorandum 
}z (. no reference to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman, because they had been author- 
c d> or led to believe, that a report from them was desired, at some personal 
Hot rence wbich they had with you?—A. Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman were 
rÇç, j^Parated from the others; they were all reports sent in at one time, as I

Q- That is quite so, and what I am trying to get at is this, are you now
ref ln® the statement to this Committee that the minute to which we have 
8] eired, and in which the Commission said they were considering what action 
do* - he taken in respect of the conduct,—when you drew that memorandum, 

At now wan* to state to the Committee, that it did not refer to Mr. Bland 
Mr. Putman, in view of the fact, as it has been brought out from the file.
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that you had personally conferred with those gentlemen and asked them to
submit a report?—A. But we did not confer and ask the three or four others to 
CIO so.

Q- I quite appreciate that. I am asking you, do you now wish to make the 
statement to this Committee that in view of the fact that you had this personal 
conference with Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman, the memorandum of Mr Com
missioner Tremblay and yourself did not refer to those two gentlemen?—A. 1 
say most emphatically that it did not refer to them solely.

By Mr. Bowman:
T. Q- *s°lely> that is e\ ading the question?—A. I am not trying to evade it. 
If I am evading it, I do not intend to. You do not ask me, pardon me, but no 
question is asked as to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman.

By the Chairman:
Q. I am asking you as to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman only. Let me put it 

a^jinÂT * in VIf\of th® tact that it is evident from the file that Mr Bland 
and Mr Putman had personally conferred with you, and you, on your own 
statement here this morning, had advised them that an opportunity would be 
given them to submit a report,-in view of that, do you say that your memo
randum, signed by Commissioner Tremblay and yourself, in which you say you 
were considering what action should be taken in respect of the conduct of those 
who submitted unauthorized reports, did not refer to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman?

A. I sa;\ again, >ou infer that it was referring only to Mr. Bland and Mr- 
Putman. I say we have to group them all. There were five or six reports ; that 
memorandum has to do with the three or four other than Mr. Bland and Mr- 
Putman.

J he Chairman: Does that memorandum deal with Mr. Bland and Mr- 
Putman, or does it not?—A. Yes.

Q; ket us be clear. The memorandum I am talking about is the one which 
says that you will have to consider what action should be taken with respect to 
the conduct of the officials concerned?-A. Yes, but not solely Mr. Bland and 
Mr. Putman. I insist on that.

Q. It refers to everybody who submitted these reports which were mentioned? 
—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
and §„mTm?:iÔh„e,7,emK°MÏye ^ ^ ^

Board Decision:
Civil Service Commission—Procedure

It was decided that in addition to the reports already received froth 
certain members of the staff in reply to the report on methods and 
procedure submitted by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis, the Secretary and 
Messrs. Baril, Bourbonnais, Gilchrist, Brown and Thivierge should be 
asked to submit their views with regard to that part of the report of the 
two investigators which relates to their particular work or branch.

How were those persons selected?_A TW , ,, • r
discussion here, you iiave been trying to centralize °l'r roub c In
had part 1 ” explaining that J
item fmm0them»lthat’ “ " ^ these-W «™m »me, tWÆ»*

Q. That is by no means all the staff, is it?—A No 
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Q. And not all of the senior examiners?—A. Probably not, but the senior 
°nes probably of the different branches.

Q. Why was Dr. Roche apparently not consulted?—A. Oh, Dr. Roche very 
likely was at that board meeting.

Q. He would have signed assenting or dissenting from it, would he not?— 
A. Well, I do not know. Dr. Roche will answer that.

Q. Can you see any indication of Dr. Roche having been present?—A. I do 
Hot say that.

Q. “Board Decision” was at the top of it?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Whom was it signed by?—A. Those are my initials and Mr. Tremblay’s.
Q. Is there any record there of the Chairman’s initials or approval?—A. No.
Q. What is the date of the minute?—A. May 17, 1927.
Mr. Bowman : Dr. Roche, could we have the minutes of that meeting under 

date May 17, 1927?
Dr. Roche: Yes.
Mr. Ernst: That would be an exact copy of the minutes.

,. The Chairman : Dr. Roche, if you have any diary, memorandum or anything 
'Inch would indicate whether you were on duty on that day, or available in 
iiawa, I would be much obliged if you would bring that with you.'
. Dr. Roche: I do not think I have anything other than what the minute 

m,ght indicate.

By Mr. Ernst:
, . Q- I find covering letters from the Secretary to these various gentlemen 

1 slCln& them to make reports?—A. That is probable.
Q- Then appear their reports?—A. Certainly.

^ Mr. Ernst: The reports I will have to put into the record, from the gentle- 
en concerned, and a covering short letter from Mr. Foran. 

url With the exception of that from Mr. Thivierge all the reports were 
1 vcrse to the proposed reorganization?—A. I do not recollect.

Q- From reading them I suppose they were?—A. Possibly. I know we did 
0 adopt them.

R . Q- Do you recollect that after Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman had submitted 
c ?,1.r written memoranda with respect to this Kemmis and Simmins report, 

‘ lng them into conference with you and Commissioner Tremblay?—A. I do 
ybo/'t™em*3er any particular time; probably we did; we had many conferences

rp , 9- Do you recollect specifically demanding that Mr. Bland withdraw or 
* l‘et his report?—A. No.

Q- Did you or did you not?—A. No.
_ . T Did you demand that he withdraw or restrict any portion of his report? 

No.
(j 9- Do you recollect, with reference to Mr. Putman’s, whether you and 
hk Urn^ssi°ner Tremblay demanded that he withdraw or restrict any portion of 

’(port?—A. I did not and would not.
9- That is your position in the matter?—A. Yes.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q- There is no doubt about that?- -A. There is no doubt, sir
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. At one or more meetings subsequent to the filing of those reports?— 

A. Never. It was not my object at all to withdraw any report. I wanted to 
get an understanding of the situation.

Q. Do you recollect Mr. Bland intimating to you at any time that he 
would not withdraw a single word of it or retract it?—A. No.

Q. Or to Tremblay, in your presence?—A. No.
Q. Do you recollect any such similar statement by Mr. Putman?—A

sir No,

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. At any rate, Dr. Maclavish, you did not at any time or any place ask 

or demand Mr. Bland or Mr. Putman to withdraw their report or any part of 
it.—A Yes, that is quite true. At a meeting where we called in several—1 
remember Miss Saunders was there, and I asked if there was anything more 
they had to say—-that was at a board meeting, and I myself asked several 
members of the staff 11 they had anything further to add to their reports so that 
we would have a complete statement from them. They said they had not- 
But I asked for no withdrawal.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. lour recollection is quite clear as to that?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, Dr. Mac Favish, before I go back to the reports themselves, which 

may be somewhat controversial, I want to take you on to another file delating 
to this particular matter. In 1931, I find that a motion or an order for a return 
was passed on the motion of Mr. Garland, a Member of the House, asking 
for a return with respect to this particular file

For a copy of all documents, minutes of the Board, reports, memo
randa, letters and telegrams, relating to the investigation that took 
place in the Civil Service Commission in the year 1927', which was under- 
stood to be mst*tuted by the direction of Commissioners Tremblay and 
Maclavish, and by which two junior clerks, Messrs. Kemmis and 
tiimmms were authorized to carry on an investigation into the adminis
tration of the Commission by Dr. Roche and other executive heads.

That is a memorandum for the secretary, dated on the 14th April 193b 
intimating that the motion was on the order paper in Mr. Garland’s name from 
Bow River.

. Mr Chevrier: Do you intend to call the gentleman, whose name I think- 
is Mr. Grierson, who, \ou say brought the matter to your attention? I think 
it would be most interesting to get him.

Mr. Ernst. les, I think if he could add one single word to the record 
which would be oi value to us, I would be quite willing to have him called.

Mr. Chevrier: Or whether he drafted that memorandum.
Mr. Ernst: Supposing he did, what difference does that make?
Q. Ihen I find a memorandum to the secretary, under date of April lb 

1931, as follows:
There appears on the Order Paper for to-day, notice of Motion by Mr- 

Garland [Bow River), on Wednesday next, Order of the House »s 
follows:

And then it recites the Order which I have read, and goes on to say
•J111 PlerAVe |?structi°ns as to what documents are to be 

copied and furnished the House when Mr. Garland’s notice of Motion 
is made an Order for a Return?
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^nd then this contains the following endorsation made by you:
I am willing to include all documents except the portion of Mr. 

Putman’s reply wherein certain personal observations are made reflecting 
on Mr. Simmins. The above should include the remarks of Mr. Bland 
as to Mr. Kemmis.

N. MacT.
Will you tell me if that is in your writing?—A. Yes.
— Q. Will you tell the Committee on what authority, after an Order by the 
rd°use of Commons has been passed asking for the production of papers, you 
jave any right to delete anything?—A. Yes, we frequently and have always 
lG*d that anything of a private nature, that would be an injury to an individual, 
°r that might be regarded as an injury, should be deleted.

Q. Have you held that as a Commission?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Have you any written record holding that?—A. I have not at the 

rtl°nient, but the other Commissioners will verify what I say.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Now, let me read Dr. Roche’s comment :

To be consistent wth my past attitude I would include all documents 
on file.

hw, what have you to say?—A. I do not think that would always hold.
: ,lnd you, I am not reflecting on what Dr. Roche says. He says, “to be con- 

ent.” If Dr. Roche put that there, then he is consistent, 
k Q- Is it Dr. Roche’s handrwriting or is it not?—A. I presume it is. I 
but6 ^s' ^n(I that is what Dr. Roche meant. It is probably his opinion ; 
h. , whüe Dr. Roche is Chairman, there are two other Commissioners, we 

ave dissented back and forth as to what documents should go up, repeatedly. 
Vti S' t-*0 y°u say Dr. Roche has taken the attitude that documents should be 

whheld?—A. I do not say he has. I would say that on some occasions he 
°ssibly has, but if he says he has not, he has not.

«v, Q- You, as Commissioner, I believe are responsible to the House of Com- 
m°ns?-A. Yes.
B Q- And when the persons to whom you are responsible pass an Order for all 
I^Pers, on what authority do you go and delete paragraphs from a report before 

^ging it down to the House of Commons?—A. As I told you, there may be 
tatter which we regard at times as reflecting or personal or private ; in this case 

11 *as reflecting.
Q- When it is part of a document itself and not on a personal file at all? 
It was not on a personal file; it was in a report. 

j . Q- Would you attempt to justify your action in going over a report and 
feting one of its paragraphs before submitting it to the House?—A. Is that an 
^ of the House or a request from a member?

Q. Will you please give instructions as to what documents are to be 
^ copied and furnished the House?

If there was a question about a private matter, it might not be sent. 
re V- The Order calls for a copy of all “documents, minutes of the Board, 
took^8’ memoranda, letters and telegrams, relating to the investigation which 

k Place in the Civil Service Commission in the year 1927,”— 

a Chevrier: Let me get this, for my own information, because you have
1 e before you, and you can tell me,—

^Ir. Ernst: Would you like to see it?

«322-42
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Mr. Chevrier: This is a memorandum from a clerk to the secretary:
There appears on the Order Paper for to-day, notice of Motion by 

Mr. Garland (Bow River), on Wednesday next, Order of the House, as 
follows :

For a copy of all documents, minutes of the Board, reports, memo
randa, letters and telegrams, relating to the investigation, etc. etc.

Then there is another paragraph which does not form part of the Order 
of the House, and which reads in this way:

Will you please give instructions as to what documents are to be 
copied and furnished the House when Mr. Garland’s notice of Motion ig 
made an Order for a Return?

I do not want to argue at present, but I want to point out that this is a 
memorandum irom a clerk to the secretary and refer to this concluding para' 
graph of the memorandum;

A\ ill you please give instructions as to what documents are to be 
copied, etc.

Mr. Ernst. But surely pursuant to the Order of the House.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Then I might read Dr. MacTavish’s memorandum, in his own hand' 

writing, “I am willing to include all documents” when the Order asks for all?"? 
A. My understanding is that an Order of that kind comes down and we do no] 
include private material, unless it is voted on in the House as an important 
matter.

Q- H°w i® ll]*3 House to know if you have it or not, if you deliberated 
conceal it: A. That memorandum of mine is evidence enough.

Q. That memorandum does not go before the House of Commons?—A- * 
could.

Mr. Chevrîer. T have seen the letter covering the file which was sen] 
here—is there any objection to placing before the Committee in some way wha 
portions ot the report were objected to?

• ^Ir/iARNSTj Ji_am P>oin& to come to that in the afternoon. "We will have t0 
decide that, and there is not time before lunch ; and we can come to a decisi011 
this afternoon on that.

Q. I am simply asking you where you get authority to disobey an Orc*er 
°* the House of Commons. A. Oh, I have not any authority.

Q. T hen I fin îat the matter was further considered, in the memoranda]’1 
to the Board, which does not bear a date, but which is as follows: It is No. 21 
m red on this file:

• «eem® *° ?le that the proper answer to the question as word®*]
that no investigation into the administration of the Commission b. 

Dr. Roche and other executive heads was ever carried on, or even sO0 
gested.”

Mr. Garland has in mind the investigation which Commission*11, 
MacTavish and Tremblay authorized Messrs. A. C. Kemmis, Sen’*1 
Examiner, and i lajor , imnnns, Senior Investigator, to carry on upon t ’ 
possible improvements in the methods and procedure of the Commissi*111; 
with a view to ascertain what steps if anv could be taken to simplify 
procedure, and thereby avoid delays which were the subject of complain*®’ 
Mr. Garland should amend his question accordingly. In that event, 1 
presume all documents should be supplied 

[Dr. N. MacTavish.J
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It is unfortunate that a couple of these documents contain personal 
observations which should not have been included in an official document. 
These remarks were made evidently under a complete misapprehension 
of the situation. However, I suppose they would have to be included 
unless Messrs. Bland and Putman are willing to withdraw them.

The result of their inclusion can only be detrimental to the Com
mission and would certainly not place their authors in a more pleasant 
situation than the two officials who are the subject of their observations. 
It certainly would be a source of unpleasant criticism which, if possible, 
should be avoided at the present time. Coming so soon after the dis
closures in the Bouchard case would not help matters. It may be found 
strange that if these remarks truly represent the opinion of their authors, 
the Commissioners should have been left in ignorance of it until they were 
assigned the particular task in question, which it was not in their power 
to refuse to carry on.

Sgd. J. E. T.
r j^l'on a foot-note: “See my decision of April 14, 1931, hereunder as annexed.

So you adhered to your previous decision?—A. Yes.
Q- I find Dr. Roche’s memorandum, on the margin :

1 think it is now too late to take such action as it would not look right 
* after the papers have been moved for. Sgd. W. J. R.?

Yes.
Where did you get your authority to take that step?—A. My under- 

Unt'i ^ the matter,—I may be wrong,—was that we keep back private papers 
' 11 they are demanded.

Per« y°u consider that report a private paper?—A. All these remarks were
-°na], injurious remarks.

!?• Do you consider the report a private paper?—A. Yes.
"Ten^ ,r^len do you consider that you had any right to mutilate that report ' 
I J that paragraph may have been one of the motivating paragraphs?—A. 
Hilt) n°t think, if you gentlemen were to read them, you would want them. My 
f0r .standing has been that private papers would not be sent, unless again called 

2? the House.
hi- How is the House to know, unless you say that you have deleted it?

Hqi tir. Chevrier: The man who moved that knew it was there. Why did he 
for it subsequently?
By the Vice Chairman:

if Air pMay f agk> Dr. MacTavish, did you suggest in this memorandum that 
tw. '. “land and Mr. Putman would withdraw their reports, then there was no 

egty for—
D- Ernst: No, it was Mr. Tremblay suggested that. 

tlie R me read you an extract from Hansard. Extracts from Hansard, in 
Yes °Use> which relate to the Commission, are brought to your attention?—A. 

k’0Vep frequently.
hi- On June 14, 1929, Sir George Perley made a statement:

It was brought out plainly in the House this session that when returns 
r°m the Civil Service Commission arc ordered by the House the officers 

°f the Commission decide what papers shall be sent down to the House 
°f Commons. My own feeling is that that is entirely improper. I do 
n°t propose to discuss it here, but next session I am hoping that the 
matter will be brought up so that we may be sure that when the House 
2 Commons passes an order for the return of certain papers from the Civil 
Service Commission, those papers will be brought down.

49322_42i [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Mr. Garland : (Bow River): I wish very strongly to support the 
position taken by the hon. member for Argenteuil and to point out 
specifically that in the returns made by the Civil Service Commission 
this year with respect to the Post Office Department there was held back 
from the file in almost every case the form which I hold in my hand, and 
which is essential to a full and proper understanding, of the cases. Tin? 
form is C.S.C. 240-Application for the position of postmaster. From mosj 
of the files that was withheld. The other form which should be included 
is C.S.C. 71—the report on applicants for a postmastership. WithoU' 
these two forms a clear understanding of the case is obviously impossible' 
and I think provision should be made that in the future, irrespective 
what may be the opinion of one or two Commissioners, these public docU' 
ments should be attached. I understand that in this particular case the 
Chairman of the Commission was quite willing and urged that the docU' 
ments in question should be included in every file, but the other 
Commissioners refused to approve the suggestion. That should not be 
the case.

Mr. Rinfret: I will take the matter up with the Civil Service Co®0' 
mission.

Was your attention called by the former Secretary of State to it?—A. 
that I recollect.

Q. And after that you went on using your own judgment?—A. I b^'e 
always understood that private matters were not to be included. *

Q. And you use your own judgment as to what portion of the statem6^ 
there should or should not be included?—A. I confess that those references 
those two gentlemen were of a private nature.

Q. What I have read here?—A. Oh, no, that is a different thing.
Q. Apparently you were using your own judgment on that, too?—A. The® 

were opinions expressed in the House, but private documents are not alvw 
produced to the House, even when asked for. Statements in documents a? 
individuals were private.

Q. How can you support that? ^
Mr. Chevrier: The witness time and again has given an expression ® 

opinion. It may be all wrong or it may be all right, but why delve into tn 
matter of discretion. He has made his answer.

Mr. Ernst: It is not discretionary. He is disobeving an Order of t,lC 
House.

The Witness: It has been our practice, since I have been a Civil Serv’c6 
Commissioner.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Whose practice?—A. I would say of the three of us.
Q. I will read you again Dr. Roche’s memorandum : ,,

To be consistent with my past attitude I would include all docume° 
on file.

In the face of this statement, do you say that has been the attitude of 
Roche as well as of you and Commissioner Tremblay?—A. I think so. I 
that could be shown in one or two cases.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Since Mr. Garland took that stand in the House, have any instructing 

‘come to the Commission, from the House, asking the Commissioners °r ,e 
Commission to respect the demand expressed by Mr. Garland and Sir Ge°re 
Eerley?—A. Not that I am aware of.
I Dr. N. MacT-avish.]
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By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Do you mean to say the Commission have paid no attention to the 

atements made on the floor of the House by Sir George Perley and Mr. 
1 afland?—A. I did not know of them until now. This is the first time I have 

ad knowledge of them.

By Mr. Ernst:
j. Q- I would be afraid to be a Civil Service man who did not pay attention 
0 statements made on the floor of the House?

f Mr. Chevkier: As to discretionary power, it is quite clear that they must 
i -urnish the documents.

>ioo Ihe Chairman : Is it quite satisfactory to adjourn until 3.30 this after-

1 . Mr. Chevrier: Very regretfully I consent, as there is some very interesting 
S'ness in the House.

The Committee adjourned to meet at 3.30 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Committee resumed at 3.30 p.m. 

Newton MacTavish, recalled.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- Dr. MacTavish, this morning I was asking you on what basis you 

^,cted Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis to make the report which was made.
. X°U makc any investigation into their personal qualifications, I ask you 
la-—A. No, not any special investigation.

(];,) I did not ask you that. Did you make any inquiry whatsoever?—A. I 
utM need to.

N- You didn’t need to?—A. No.
h]„ N- Well, now, I want to read you a paragraph from page 10 of Mr. 
offi/'8 report respecting one of these gentlemen. I feel it has to go on the 
^iel'i* record> Mr. Chairman. It is disagreeable and unpleasant yet the press 

refrain from publishing it because it will be detrimental to someone 
18 still in the service.

by dbe Chairman: I think the press will very much oblige the Committee 
°t publishing something about someone who is still in the service.

By Mr. Ernst:
^ I will read this paragraph to you, Dr. MacTavish. A ou have just 
uf t!ed to me that you did not need to inquire into the personal qualifications 
Hi a j e gentlemen, and I just want to read to you this paragraph from Mr.

report:
When reductions in staff are possible, I am in favour of making them 

by the proper method of the release of temporary employees. But when 
I find officers of the calibre and standing of the above attacked by a fellow 
officer (I make no mention of Mr. Simmins) who during his brief period 
°f service with the Commission has by his insobriety made himself an 
object of reproach in the Commission, in the departments in which he has 
Worked and in public, whose removal as Examiner from one of his depart-

[Dr. N. MacTavish.!
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merits was twice requested by the Deputy Minister of that Department 
and whose suspension was at one time under consideration bv the Civ*1 
.'service Commissioners, I can find no language strong enough to express 
my opinion of his conduct and my regret that he of all persons, should 
hai e been chosen to report upon his fellow employees.

A. Are you quoting now from Mr. Bland’s report?
• 9" 1 am quoting from Mr. Bland’s report. You made the observation 8 mmute ago, t at y ou did not need to make any personal investigation into the 

qualifications of the men whom you appointed to investigate and report upon their
Commission.-A. That report of Mr. Bland’s was tbf 

first that I ad e\ er heard of any such charges or qualifications or lack 
qualifications, but I would like to make this comment, that if Mr. Bland had that 

information he should have handed it to the Commissioners.Q. Dr. Mac lavish, what opportunity did you give Mr. Bland or anybodyofSthe°m?-A ThereywLai]POmted those men without asking Mr. Bland’s o^" 
always an 'opportamL ‘yS “ opPortunit>r of "P°rti"6 » M»- Chaim»»'

men nnd m°m/ng whether You looked up the personal files of those
ber that I did d N ’ Y°U dld not remember that you had.—A. I don’t remeU5'

contaLShe nersnmiJ T t0"day whether the personal file of that gentler»8" 
that I know of observation that Mr. Bland makes in his report?-A. ^

Q. Did you investigate?—A. I don’t think I did.know whetheryr°hneveen lnve+stpteTd that gentleman’s personal file?—A. I do»1 
tion of his habits ‘ Wfl r nofc; but I would not consider that that—an investig8' 
tion 01 hls habits—was possible, whether I did or not.

By Mr. Bowman:werc^anrxhn ti ntr^t!!' m A1 '* not.consider it possible to investigate a man whom y°l!
reallv haven’t to do wiS" ^ lnvestigation?-A. Those are personal things tl*

a man s qualifications as an investigator or an examine

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Dr. MacTavish, listen to this:_

• • • whose removal as examiner from one of his departments was t'v’\) 
requested by the Deputy Minister of that department and whose suepcnSl 
was at one time under consideration by the Civil Service Commissio»c

Do you mean to tell me that that is purely a personal matter?—A. Not dun® 
my time it wasn’t.

Q- a*e tryi.ng t° “pass the buck” to Mr. Bland. I am asking you.
C îvil Service Commissioner, you cannot justify an appointment like that win1' 
an investigation. A. I will say, and say it emphatically, that I thought that 
Simmins— .

Q. I did not mention Mr. Simmins at all. That reference was not to 1 
Simmins.- A. I know. I wish that could be deleted. I have all along trie . v 
avoid that. I thought that the examiner I chose was qualified, and still tb
he was qualified to make that report „................................. • -- to se.6»» Cto VjUa-lJllAVVt W UHUKV V..»., * V.

what9hi?‘tae=ding wàTCÎ tht rSri on^eolte^p. rtmen™’ ?!>' 
know that I did. I knew what he was doinv L it * r ï M he ^
w»7em1LXfiq«aMeTke * ot th«‘ H*. Wl think, Mr. Ernst, tb.t"

[Dr. S.MaeTavLh.f ^ P3™8™1* 1 read to you from that report?-A. Yes.
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Q. And I suppose you would again appoint him?—A. Yes, I would again 
,aPpoint him.

Q. If you were appointing a junior official to make such an investigation? 
"A. I would not have the appointment. He would have to come under the 
*fierit system.

Q. I did not ask as an examiner, but in connection with this investigation 
v llch was held and report made upon your own organization.—A. Well, I might 
,a>' to you, in all fairness, that I might not conduct such an examination, if I 
lad to do it over again.
. Q. I am asking you, if you were undertaking it, would you again, in the face 

0 the information which you now have, .consider that man eminently qualified? 
"'A. 1 would have to have proof of what is said there.

Q- Assuming it to be true?—A. If it is true, I might not.
Q- Would you, or would you not?—A. I don’t know, Mr. Ernst.

j Q- Dr. MacTavish-------A. If I considered that it would interfere with his
ty then I would not ask him to make such a report. 

l Q- I will read it to you again. You know what is in that paragraph. You 
Y Ve discussed it in the memoranda which was attached to subsequent minutes. 
a011 Made reference to it repeatedly. Obviously you know what is in it. In 

e dght of what you know, would you appoint that man?—A. If I thought— 
Q. No, not if you thought, but in the light of what you know, would you 

PP°mt that man?—A. I make that qualification.
Q- In the light of that information------ A. Read that again, please.

l Q- Do I need to read that to you again, Doctor?—A. Yes, I would like to 
Ve it read again.

Q- Here is what it says:
When reductions in staff are possible, I am in favour of making 

them by the proper method of the release of temporary employees. But 
when I find officers of the calibre and standing of the above attacked by 
a fellow officer (I make no mention of Mr. Simmins) who during his brief 
Period of service with the Commission has by his insobriety made him
self an object of reproach in the Commission, in the departments in 
W'hich he has worked, and in public, whose removal as examiner from one 
°f his departments was twice requested by the Deputy Minister of that 
department and whose suspension was at one time under consideration 
by the Civil Service Commissioners. I can find no language strong 
enough to express my opinion of his conduct and my regret that he of all 

^ Persons should have been chosen to report upon his fellow employees.
C-i* the reading of that, do you consider your appointment justified?—A. I 

0 r m^" aPP°intment justified, and I don’t— 
rnai bl- I mean your appointment of those gentlemen?—A. You are trying to 

0Me say this—
that T * am n°t trying to make you say anything?—A. Those are imputations 

t don’t think would hold on an investigation, 
gated - *n tbe light of that,—and assuming it to be true,—have you ever investi- 
prj0 *t, even subsequent to that report?—A. Those charges were not made 

r to this.
the v" ®ave you investigated that subsequently?—A. I investigated nothing of 

Qln<v because I didn’t know anything about them.
A. I i'-, ?u knew about it after Mr. Bland reported it to you, did you not?— 

Mn’t know any more than that report.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q- Wasn’t that enough?

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Did you ever investigate that subsequently?—A. I didn’t no.
Q' Did any one else?—A. I am not the chief of staff there. The chief of 

staff may have asked me about it.
Q- J?,tve,y01î aS6u thv chief of staff to investigate it ?—A. Yes, I have. 
Q. When?—A. Well, about that time
Q. Who is the chief of staff?-A. Mr. Foran, the secretary.
Q. And did you ever have any report as to the accuracy of the statement? 

A. 1 don t think so, it was merely a personal inouirv Q. Why didn't you get , report?-! I didn't!*’for a report.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Didn’t you think it worth while getting a report after you had asked 

for it^ and particularly m view of the serious charges that are made there by 
Mr. Blanch A. Y ell, . Ir. Bowman, in order to answer those questions I would 
have to reflect on other people. I don’t want to reflect on others

. Mr. Eff: 11 answer truthfully, it does not matter whom it hurts Just
give the statement.

By Mr. Bowman:
•xr 9; Er°v Wl11 a,n fn,S/rWerThto that reflect on anybody?—A. Well—I sav this 

with hesitation,-what Mr Bland said afterwards,-that if he had had to make 
that report again he would not have included that part in it.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. When did he tell you that?-A. After it was made.
Q. How long a ter:- A. I don’t know how long after. He may refute that-
9; 1 an? not a®^mg that Don’t anticipate what Mr. Bland will say 

in evidence here. When did he make the statement?-A. Some time after that- 
Q. How long aftei. A. It wasn't so very long ago
Q Will you give me Mr. Bland’s statement again in that connection?- 

A. I have just said that he used words to this effect, that if he had to make 
that report again he would not have made that reference. I think that that 
has been regretted.

Q- Well, I am just asking you what Mr. Bland said.—A. I cannot tel' 
you what he said exactly. That is the impression I got. His exact words I 
cannot recall.

The Chairman: Excuse me, Mr. Ernst, was that report from which y°u 
have read the extract before, or had it been before Commissioners Tremblé 
and MacTavish at the date on which they dictated the memorandum that they' 
would have to consider what action should be taken with respect to the conduct 
oi those persons who are named in that report?

Mv" Ernst: yes- Mr-. Bland’s report was dated April 19, 1927, and the 
memorandum of the Commission in which they intimated they would have to

W^fapWSrr/aleTLfe ^ P"tm“ ^
we ïï0fuW say

st;itement’0WMAN" th6re W“S ”° Mmation about it;

Mr. Chevrier: The statement speaks for itself
[Dr. N. MacTavish.J

the:;re was a straig1Id
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The Witness: We were considering, and did consider it, Mr. Bowman, and 
Gver took any action, and never intended to take any action against anvbodv 

ln Particular.
Mr. Chevrier: Whatever the statement is, it is there in writing.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- I will read the statement to you again, Dr. MacTavish. This is with 

Terence to Mr. Bland’s and Mr. Putman’s report, as well as the others:—
We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 

for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the 
unauthorized preparation of these documents.

Well, the intent of that it seems to me is different from what I take it you 
C.llnk, because it is borne out by the subsequent action of the Commissioners.

0 action was taken on those reports, except we might have, after consideration, 
°ngratulated those several heads of branches on their reports.

Q- Did you ever congratulate them?—A. Well, we acted on them.
Q. They apparently saved the Commission from destroying the merit system. 

~~~A. I do not see that at all.
Q- May I read you the concluding paragraph of Mr. Bland’s report:—

In conclusion I wish to say that I am heartily in accord with any 
possible improvements in the methods and procedure of the Commission, 
and that I will work enthusiastically with yourself and the Commissioners 
to effect them.

If, however, the present suggestions of Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins. 
ill-informed and perversive, as I consider them, are accepted as a whole, 
they can have one effect and one effect only, namely, the weakening of 
the administration of the Civil Service Act, with the ultimate result, if 
persisted in, of the loss of public confidence in the Civil Service Com
mission and the destruction of the merit system.

Against such a course of action, I must place on record my emphatic 
protest.

By Mr. Chevrier:
„ Q- Right there may I ask—Has that report been acted upon?—A. Not in
ny respect.

Mr. Ernst: That is the one which called for the disciplinary action.
The Witness: The report that was made to us was never acted on in any 

Aspect.

By Mr. Bowman:
^ Q. Apparently there was very good reason for it not being acted upon.— 
Anri *0UIM there was good reason. We were seeking information and got it. 
fa : the information was that the procedure, as far as we could see, was satis- 

°ry, and we didn’t change it.
c0 Apparently after getting that report, you received the information and 
thr,f • er(M disciplinary action against Mr. Bland for making it.—A. Pardon me, 

at ls not fair.

. By Mr. Ernst:
Ujj What does your memorandum of May 6th mean?—A. As I say, we 
b^t v. Wst as well have censored him as congratulated him. We did neither one,

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Now, Dr. MacTavish, listen again. I ask you, after receiving that report 
in which Mr. Bland said that the organization scheme of Mr. Kemmis and Mr- 
Simmins threatened the whole merit system, you wrote a memorandum to the 
secretary, or you sent a memorandum to the secretary which said:

Be are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the uB' 
authorized preparation of these documents.

A. They had not been authorized.
Q. ... the conduct of the officials concerned ’?—A. Yes.
Q. What conduct? A. The officials concerned were the ones, if anv, who 

asked them to make these reports. We did not authorize these reports.
Q. Dr. Mac l avish, after receiving that report from Mr. Bland which points 

out in no uncertain terms that the scheme which you asked those gentlemen to 
prepare threatened the whole merit system, you sent a memorandum three weeks 
afterwards in which you say:

Be are gi\ing consideration to the question of what action is called 
foi on oui part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the un author- 
iz0Q preparation of those documents.

Mr. Bland was one of them?-A. If he was,-I don’t know that he was.
Mr. Bow man . \ ou said this morning quite clearly— 

o'ith^Ir Ernst: Oh, Doctor MacTavish, you should have some respect for yoUr

Mr. Chevrier. I dont think that Mr. Ernst’s remark is at all warranted 
by saying to the Doctor that he ought to have some respect for his oath.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I ask you again, Dr. MacTavish—
Mr. Chevrier: What is the use of going all over it again, 

go alfoveMt aTgain. Ma,'Tavish wil1 n°* answ-er frankly, then I will have to

«atish-'yoi) 1TNESS î'rnst’ 1 am answering frankly. I cannot answer to

By Mr. Ernst:
h!ue just before this committee that you had done nothing

with Mr. Bland s report, that Mr. Bland’s report was one of the reports referred 
to, so that Mr Bland was one of the officials referred to.—A. There was more 
these ropcuG^ ^ 1 BOt Say that he was one of the officials that authorized

Q. Did you say he was an official who authorized the report?—A. This
question, as far as I am concerned_ H

Q. Dr. MacTavish, will you answer the question? Mr. Bland’s report 
from which I have read extracts, and his conclusion, was passed along with other 
reports from Mr. Putman Miss Walker, Miss Guthrie and Miss Saunders to 
you with a covering letter from the Secretary of the Commission?-A. Yes.
h A C ' iA[ri B,and S re^’fVIn Partlcular, pointed out that the scheme which y°l‘ 
had embarked upon with those two junior officials threatened the whole ®e*t
this Minute Y°U ° commi*doners, Tremblay and yourself, passed

We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the unauthor
ized preparation of these documents

™TbT,:lSd,hy28aVe ‘b™-4' 1 “m ^ «-B «me, I don’t b-*'

[Dr. X. MacTavish.]
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Q. But that is not the point. Wasn’t that your answer to Mr. Bland for 
t‘le information he gave you?—A. Why, no, it was not, pardon me.

Q. What was?—A. It' was an answer to that procedure of giving us reports 
^authorized.

Mr. Chevrier: You have said that ten times.
The Witness: There is nothing else to it but that.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Yes, I notice. Can I go back to Mr. Putman’s report, in the opening 

P?ragraph of which he says you asked him and Mr. Bland to comment?—A. 
Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman were told they would have a chance to make a 
rePort, but no one else was asked, and who authorized them, I don’t know.
, Q. I am talking again about Mr. Bland.—A. Well, we made a reference 
0 the others.

Q. And Mr. Bland also?—A. Oh, yes.
Q- There is no distinction made, is there?—A. No, that is clear enough.

By the Chairman:
>r Q. It includes Bland and Putman?—A. It is clear enough that it included 

, ■ Bland and Mr. Putman, but it had three others that I knew nothing 
about.

By Mr. Ernst:
. Q. May I ask you again, did ft include Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman?— 

Yes.
Q. It did?—A. Yes.
Q- So that the memorandum to the Secretary, of May 6, 1927, had refer- 

11 Ce to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman as well as the other three?—A. Yes.
,, Q- And with reference to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman, as well as the 

ler three who submitted the reports, you say:
We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 

for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the 
^ unauthorized preparation of these documents.
^ ‘ ,^ut it might have been proper conduct. As events turned out it appears 
C have been proper conduct, but we were considering that, and we did consider 

’ and the result of our consideration is that there was no change.
Xv Q- You realize, Dr. MacTavish, that I have never asked you whether there 
rças a change or not; but do you suggest that that last paragraph might be 
Un, us a paragraph of commendation of these officials for doing this?—A. The 

uuthorized part of it is separate from the other.
Q- Just a moment.—A. I don’t know who authorized them to make the 

rePort.
of n(>t ask you that. Do you suggest that that was a commendation
Un i f°r being frank in their criticism of the scheme you had embarked 
hadnjT~A- No, I never thought of it in that light at all. Numerous times I 
g0- discussed this whole situation with Mr. Bland and I don’t regard it as 

«out of the way, except this personal reference.
M Do you suggest—

5^/ Chevrier: ■.
. Q. The only thing that was out of the way was what?—A. The persona

Terence.
By Mr. Ernst: , . , A/,

Bt S' y°u suggest that this last paragraph was a COI"”ien,,aT 
n and for the report which he made?—A. It might be a ‘ ’

e nnauthorized part of it is where you and I differ.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. The paragraph does not contain a commendatory remark of any kind, 
Dr. MacTavish.—A. There are two paragraphs.

Q. I will read the two paragraphs.
We have perused the several reports submitted by you jointly under 

your communication of the 21st ultimo, and hereby acknowledge their 
receipt for purposes of record.

We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the 
unauthorized preparation of these documents.

A. What is the matter with that?
Q. Do you find any commendation in there, Doctor, for them drawing 

your attention to the pitfall you were walking into?—A. I don’t see any 
condemnation in that either.

Mr. Ernst: All right. Then I go to Mr. Putman’s report w'ith reference 
to the other investigator.

Several weeks ago I reprimanded Mr. Simmins because I smelled 
liquor on his breath in the morning which confirmed in my mind the 
rumours I had heard that he was drinking during office hours. A fe" 
days later I found that when he had left a note on his desk that he 
was on duty in the Natural Resources Intelligence Branch he had not 
visited that office but wras in fact drunk in Hull during the afternoon- 
As a matter of fact I know personally that he was not on duty this 
day when he himself specifically stated where he would be, because M1’- 
Lynch of the Natural Resources Intelligence Branch ’phoned to know 
where Mr. Simmins might be found. The upshot of this matter waS 
that I had to call to the department to ward off a complaint to the 
Commission against Mr. Simmins as, in view of the work then in hand» 
I felt that it would be unfortunate if the work should be prejudiced b> 
the conduct of Mr. Simmins. I reprimanded Mr. Simmins and while he 
first denied misconduct he soon admitted it, but did not take mb 
reprimand with good grace and I have since felt that I perhaps was too 
lenient in not reporting the matter to the Commissioners.

Mr. Chevrier: Is that in reference to the same fellow, Mr. Ernst?
Mr. Ernst : No. I read a paragraph before you came in, from Mr. Bland = 

report.
Mr. Chevrier: Never mind, I will get it from the record, providing it lS 

in the same file.
Mr. Ernst: Here is what Mr. Bland had to say about the other specif 

investigator appointed:
When reductions in staff are possible, I am in favour of making them 

by the proper method of the release of temporary employees. But when 
I find officers of the calibre and standing of the above attacked by a fell0" 
officer (I make no mention of Mr. Simmins) who during his brief peri° 
of service with the Commission has by his insobriety made himself an 
object of reproach in the Commission, in the department in which he hm 
worked, and in public, whose removal as examiner from one of his depar' 
ments was twice requested by the Deputy Minister of that departmen, 
and whose suspension was at one time under consideration by the Ci'*_ 
Service Commissioners, I can find no language strong enough to exprej', 
my opinion of his conduct and my regret that he of all persons shou (

rT. x iave t)een chosen to report upon his fellow' employees.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. So those are the two gentlemen you selected to report on the reorganiza

tion of your Commission?—A. In the report of the ones they were investigating? 
Q. That is, the report on their fellow employees.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Doctor, were you at any time aware that what has been read now was 

true or not? Were you aware at any time that that was so?—A. No.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. If you had made inquiry, you would have been aware.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. These men were in the employ of the Commission before you came in?— 

Y I might make a comment—

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I ask you again, why did you not inquire before you appointed these 

jnen?—A. I answered that. I considered them, and still consider them, qualified 
0 make that report to us.

Mr. Ernst: Thank you.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And you would do the same thing over again under similar circum- 

smnces?—A. I did not say I would.
. Q. I am asking you, Doctor?—A. I say I would have to know what the 
lrcumstances were.

Q. I am saying under similar circumstances?—A. Under similar circum- 
Aances, yes.
. Q. You would appoint the same men to do the same class of work?— 

' I think I qualified that to this extent by saying, that as the result of that 
Perience, or that investigation, I don’t think I would have such an investi

gation, but we got the information we were after and we were satisfied the 
ay things were going.

By the Chairman:
(■ Q- Dr. MacTavish, am I to accept that answer or the one you made a short 
rY1® ago this afternoon which I took down verbatim?—A. I was trying to 

call what I said this afternoon.
themQ- “I think they were eminently qualified for this job and I would appoint 
e , 1 again, unless it were proven that the charges contained were true.” I 
rp deavourcd to take down your answer verbatim.—A. I don’t challege that. 

at is just what I would say.
Q. That is about the opposite of what you are saying to Mr. Bowman. 

Ojj lch is correct?—A. Then I have misconstrued—if it is opposite, then I have 
Construed the question. My first answer is what I intended to repeat, 

hlr. Ernst: I have nothing further to ask Dr. MacTavish.

By Mr. Madmis:
Q- After receiving the report in the memorandum of Mr. Bland and Mr. 

mi„ ■ an> in regard to these two investigators, did you ever, or did the Com-mis -lan> in regard to these two investigators, did you ever, or did the Corn- 
Pot ?10Ia ta^e .any steps to find out if their reference to those men was true or 
about • * think we did. I answered Mr. Ernst that I spoke to the Secretary

t A, I think, more than once. I spoke to Mr. Bland about it probably more
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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than once ; but I was never impressed with seriousness of it as expressed in 
that report. My opinion was then and it still is—that in both instances it is 
exaggeration.

Q. Did you mention the matter to the men concerned themselves?_A. 1
didn’t to Major Simmins. I don’t think I mentioned it to Mr. Kemmis I have 
not regarded is as good discipline on my part to do that. I would nrefer they 
did that through their chief, and I might make the remark—

By Mr. Bowman:
■ Si R?ga;‘lless °i' tbe .that they had been appointed to investigate their 

chiefs.—A. Oh, we were not investigating their chiefs, Mr. Bowman.
Q- ^.es’ y°u 'yere- , • Pardon me, we were examining the procedure.
Q. The procedure which was initiated and overlooked by the chiefs of the 

branches.—A. A\e found that the procedure was all right. It apparently was 
working all right. J

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. found out through the unauthorized reports?—A. Well, they were 

reports.
By the Chairman:

, Q- Mac favish there is apparently no record on the file to show that 
after the Commission had before it the reports made by the two investigators 
originally appointed and the reports of Bland and Putman et al, that any action 
ever was taken by the Civil Service Commission. Can you tell me, from your 
recollection, if the matter of those reports was discussed and what action, if any- 
was taken, if it was ever considered at a meeting of the full Commission?—A- 
I don t recall that it was. I think probably not.

Q. I ask you because there is nothing on the file.—A. No, there is nothing 
on the fi c The matter, as my recollection is, just dropped.

Q;r \ w^ec^er considered by the full Commission then there would be 
s?me, Minute of it in the Minute Book of the Commission?—A. Well, there 
should be.

Q. I mean in the ordinary course of events?—A. There should be, Mr- 
Lawson. It should be there.

The Chairman: Any other questions?
Mi. Chevrier. Not at present. I am reserving my rights.

By Mr. Bowman :
Q. Dr. MacTavish, did I understand you to sav to the Chairman that the 

anTsimmTnst-A0 AfTwards^'^ l° C°nsider the report brou8ht in b>‘ Kemm'S

Q. To consider the report?
f Th® Chairman: The question I asked was this: Was there ever a meeting 

of the Commission after they had available the Kemmis and Simmins reports 
and the reports of Bland, Putman et al, to deal with the matter, and the witness 
answered that he had no recollection of such a Minute, and then I said, if there 
was such a meeting, would there be a record of it in the Minute Book of *he 
Commission, and he said there should be a Minute, if such a meeting ever took

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And your recollection is that there 

to consider the reports filed by Kemmis 
any, Mr. Bowman.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]

was not a meeting of the Commissi°R 
and Simmins?—A. I don’t recoil6
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t, Q- And was there a meeting of the Commission called to consider both the 
f-wnmis and Simmins reports, and the reports filed by Mr. Bland, Mr. Putman 
rnd the other three whose names have already been referred to?—A. I don’t 
ecall one. My recollection is that we received them separately and considered 
letn separately. That is my recollection.

Q- That is each Commissioner?—A. Yes.
• Q. And apparently it was not thought of sufficient importance to engage the 

lnt. attention of the Commission?—A. Well, I would presume not. We were 
Taping more or less in the dark and the report, in my estimation, was sufficiently 
jswered. We did not adopt it. We did not do anything as regards the two 

arniners, the investigator and the examiner; we did not act on those reports at

Q- And you said a moment ago that the reason you did not was because 
°u had found out that everything was all right?—A. Well, it seemed to be.

()f Q- But do you not remember this, that the vital part, and important part, 
'•he Kemmis and Simmins report was a re-organization, a suggested re- 

Sanization of the working of the Commission?—A. They did, yes. 
jj. Q. That was a tremendous change in the mode of operation of the Colli

sion, it involved a tremendous change; it involved an entire change in the 
, 0Ceedings of the Commission, had it been adopted.—A. Oh, no, not an entire 

'•iiange.
Q- It did not?—A. Not an entire change, a considerable change.

(Q , Q- In which the management of one branch, the Examination Branch, was 
Vv “c handed to you, and the management or control of the Organization Branch 
afiS to he handed to Mr. Tremblay?—A. That is their suggestion, but I person- 

>' never considered it seriously for a minute.
Q- No. That was the suggestion?—A. That was the suggestion. 

g Q- And that was the important suggestion ; that was the most important 
o®iestion which was made in this report?—A. It was not an important sug- 
b 1')iri as far as I am concerned. I didn’t consider it important. 
g Q- You did not consider it of importance at all?—A. I thought it was 

ething I wouldn’t care to do, that is all.
Ser- Q- And so you just passed it up?—A. Well, I might say quite frankly and 
ttiat°TS^y *hat I didn’t consider it worth considering. It wasn’t a procedure 

I would entertain.
t0 . I suppose before you asked those two subordinates of your department 
itiv 6 *he investigation that you considered the matter seriously, before the 
ijjt®s|}§ati°n was started?—A. Oh, but they went beyond that. Our whole 
as t 0n> at least my whole intention, was to improve the procedure, especially 

0 delays and complaints.
And what you find fault with is that these two men went beyond their 

Crions,.—a. I am not finding fault with it, Mr. Bowman, but it is a fact 
S'1 that they did. They went further than I thought they would go.

And so the whole thing just petered out?—A. Petered out. 
ates t ^ the practice that the head of a department assign some subordin- 
A. a ° investigate. the actions and the mode of business of the organization?— 

e You speaking of the Civil Service Commission? 
thing ’ ? am speaking of your Commission, yes?—A. There hasn’t been any- 

the kind but that instance to my knowledge, 
adm; • ^n<I you did at that time consider it the proper thing to do as an 

ministrator?-A. I did, yes.
And you still think it is?—A. I do still think it is my function to get 

"q ^formation I can.
A nvTVen ^ y°u have to go—as you did in this case, secretly, to those men? 

q h, pardon me—
A. j ^ -^Ust a minute, now, over and above the heads of the branches?— 

ann°t accept the word, secretly, Mr. Bowman.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. As a matter of fact, that is what you have stated, that you did no* 
consult Mr. Putman and you did not consult Mr. Bland, prior to appointing 
these men to make this investigation; that is your evidence?—A. I did not 
consult them, but it is on the record that they were appointed for that purpose.' 
and the thing was taken up quite properly and in order.

Q. Though, as I said, without first consulting Mr. Putman or Mr. Bland? 
—A. Yes, and I also said, Mr. Bowman, that I did not think it was my duty 
to consult the man whose branch was being investigated.

Q. It was your Commission that was being investigated, was it not?-'' 
A. It was the chief of the branch—

Q. But were not you over that?—A. Oh, yes, and I was seeking inform»' 
tion for myself as a Commissioner. I think I got a good deal of information, 
and I think it was a good thing to do.

Q. Apparently, if you got a good deal of information, it didn’t amount to 
much, because you didn’t do anything.—A. Isn’t it information to be satisfied 
with the procedure as it is. We had a lot of complaints. You gentlemen have 
had complaints as to the administration of the Act, and we have had a gre»1 
many more than you have had.

Q. And the whole sum and substance of the investigation was satisfaction 
on the part of the Commissioners that everything was going all right—A The1"6 
have been some changes made, I believe. Mr. Bland has told me that the* 
have been some suggestions made in the report of Messrs. Simmins and Kenirt11" 
that have since been adopted.

Q. Y hat are they? A. I am saying Mr. Bland has told me that, and the' 
are of minor consequence.

Q. They are of minor consequence, and so minor that vou do not recolleCf 
them at the moment, A. I cannot tell you what they were ; they were u° 
important.

Q. Might I refer again for a moment to the memorandum which Mr. Ei 
read to you this afternoon, and which bears your initials and those of l^r' 
Tremblay, also the memorandum in the margin by Dr. Roche I am referr*11^ 
now, Doctor, to the order of the House of Commons in respect of cert»!n 
returns. This is the paragraph which was previously read. I read it agaia 111 
order to draw it to your attention:_

It is unfortunate that a couple of these documents contain P®r, 
sonal observations which should not have been included in an offiflîl 
document.

Now might I just stop there. That is part of the quotation. I do not refer 
that, because that was covered this morning-

These remarks were made evidently under a complete misapprehfI1 
sion of the situation. K ^

Now, this is the part that I want to draw your attention to now:
However, I suppose they would have to be included unless MessrS' 

Bland and Putman are willing to withdraw them.
Do you remember that?—A. Is that mine?

Mr. Ernst: That is Mr. Tremblay’s ‘ statement. .,
at itMr- Bowman: I don’t know whether it is Mr. Tremblay’s. Have a 1°°K

Mr. Ernst: I think it is Mr. Tremblay’s
The Witness: This is a memorandum of Mr. Tremblay
Mr. Ernst: Your initials are at the bottom?
The Witness: Yes, N. MacTavish.
Mr. Ernst: Yes.

tDr.N.MaS™hT: ^ ^ °f April 14’ 1931> hereunder.”
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Yes. Well, that has reference to the fact that this has been drawn to 

your attention, and you read it at that time and made this notation?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, has that been the practice of your Commission, that after state

ments have been made—as were made by Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman—that 
they can be withdrawn by those parties and not presented to the House on an 
order for their production?—A. We have, as far as I know—I confess that I 
oon’t know the rules of the House—but we have regarded, I have regarded, 
Private matters, matters that would be injurious to an individual—

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Do you regard that as a private matter, a report on which an opinion 

ls Voiced?—A. Have I regarded it as private?
Q. Do you now regard that as a private matter?—A. It is a public filenow.
Q. I am not asking you about the file. Do you regard that particular 

Paragraph in Mr. Bland’s report as private matter?
Mr. Chevrier: Why not ask him what he considers to be a private matter. 
Mr. Ernst: I am not interested in generalizations.
The Witness: I cannot say that without qualification.

By Mr. Ernst:
. . Q- Well, do you, or do you not, regard that particular paragraph as a 

lvate matter?—À. I cannot answer it without qualification.
„r Q- You attempted to answer that it should be excluded. There is only one 

m*d on which it could be excluded.—A. I say if that had gone out—just as 
Pj!| _arc trying to protect them now—I thought we should regard that as a 

vate matter. We do occasionally—
ag 9- I am not asking what you might do. Do you or do you not regard that 

Private matter?—A. Mr. Ernst, I cannot answer that—
By Mr. Bowman:

Q- Certainly you can. 
that 6r y°U cons'rier it private or not?-
§o out.

What is to hinder you answering yes or no as to 
po_ , ,, . ... , A. I am saying, without amplifying,

not. It is a public document, but, to my mind, that part should not

the Mr- Chevrier: That is all right, that is fair. It is a public document, but 
re is part of it which you think should not be published?

The Witness: I cannot say yes or no.
By Mr. Boxuman:

All right. Now, wall you answer this with regard to these two documents? 
this ^r' -Bland withdrawn his report, what would you have done then? Put it 
«1**: Had Mr. Bland put in a request to the Commission at all to be 
theseCf t°. withdraw' his report, would you have permitted him to take it off 
ktw public files and not produce it in the House of Commons?—A. I don’t 

' that I would have, Mr. Bowman.
w,J\You don’t know' that you would have?—A. No, I don’t know that I 

u have.
9- Well, then, why----- A. Pardon me again. I have had this opinion,

abS(.i has been my practice, that we hold back private papers, unless they are 
Ulutely called for by the House.

Mr. Ernst:
pr;v9- Which brings it right back to the question, do you regard this as a

^te document ?- 
49322-43

-A. I know I regard part of it as private
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Well, do you consider Mr. Bland's report on this file a private document? 

—A. I do, that part of it.
Q. I see, so you divide it up?—A. But, Mr. Bowman, I regard that part of 

it as a private document, and it was put there,—well, I cannot speak for M1"- 
Bland.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. ou w ould ha\ e put in the document, the whole document, if that par* 

of it to which you took objection at the time, had not been in? You would 
have put in the whole document less that?—A. Repeat that, please.

Q. \ou would have put in that document, if the portion which you haVe 
just stated xou îegarded as private had not been in?—A. Certainly

Q. You would have put the rest in?—A. Certainly.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is, you would have deleted from a production to the House—
Mr. Chevrier: No, that is not my question.
Mr. Ernst: You got your answer.
The Chairman : Surely another member of the Committee is entitled ^ 

follow it up if you are finished. If you are not finished, then I desire to preser 
your rights, Mr. Chevrier, so that you will not be interrupted.

By Mr. Bowman:
, .... Q' Then, in connection with that report, you would have taken the respon5'' 
bihty upon yourself to have deleted the parts which you thought were priva* 
and submitted the rest to the House?-A. If they were accepted as private. 1 
have been making this statement all the time, Mr. Bowman, that my opini°D’ 
or practice, is, that when we get sometimes a request for certain documents 'f
documents-SU P ^ and then if we get a second request for all of *he

Q. Dr. Mac Pavish you know just as well as I do that you are not answer 
ing the question.-A. Mr. Bowman, I am answering it.

* a c.l.ie refPect, you are not.—A. Pardon me, I am giving you :l! 
answer just as well as I can. I was trying to shield those two men.

Q- "01 c trying to shield those two men against an order from
House of Commons?-A If the order from the House of Commons came »’ 
as I would understand it, for all private documents, then that would go too-

• Q; ThKn,ï M a SOrrj; State of affairs if the members of the Commission £ 
going to shield someone from an order brought down from the House of Co» 
mons.—A. Oh, no.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Sd thosc peop,e’ 40 41,6 exte"‘

Q. Why not say so.
The Chairman: I think he has said it

By Mr. Bowman:
i Q,7e11- Plefase "J" this question: Had Mr. Bland requested permis»0^ 
to withdraw that report after the order had been made for the return of tK 
papers would you have permitted him to have done ro?—A. I aiwered tha*
Sou" SSS ini's °r n0t- 1 i^ired wheti-er
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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j Q. How could they have demanded it, Dr. MacTavish, if they did not know 
^ as there?—A. Well, I think they usually know what is there, the one who 

■ks for it.
Mr. Chevrier: This time they evidently did know.
The Witness: I think so.
Mr. Ernst: Fortunately, yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
i Q- So the only way, apparently, that a Member of the House of Commons 
lif»Sure that he knows what he is getting is that if he has seen the file before 

has asked for it.
aj, Mr. Ernst: Or someone tells him about it, 

'Powerful and does just what it pleases.
otherwise this Commission is

v Mr. Chevrier: What difference is there between that and the Canadian 
national?

Mr. Ernst: They at least say—We decline to bring down the information 
" a Matter of public policy.

By the Chairman:
Co Q- Dr. MacTavish, there is something that is bothering me a good deal in 
Ju C(Mon with this matter. You became a member of this Commission in 
or a°i 1926, according to your statement this morning, and Mr. Tremblay at 
eigl h°ut the same time, and on March 29, 1927, having had not more than 

i refCj. m°nths’ experience, you and Mr. Tremblay, without any consultation or 
Mu, Cnce 1° the man who had been on this Commission for some years and 
Me;- 'Vas the head of it, the Chairman, make an order or direction instructing 
an., rs' Kemmis and Simmins to carry on this investigation. Can you offer me 
tot exPlanation as to why Dr. Roche, the Chairman of the Commission, was 
Up c°nsulted about the matter, or told of it, or why the matter was not brought 
Up a formal meeting of the Commission for discussion?—A. It was brought

^°i pardon me.—A. It had been discussed before.
Uoteg Det me be clear now, Dr. MacTavish. I make a practice of making 
this rrfS * 8° along of certain things I want to remember, and I put down here
as a °rning that you swore in your evidence that you started in June, 1926,
ïreiftbi M Service Commissioner—that on March 29, 1927, Commissioner 

aiM I—and I then both quoted and underlined your own words—
consulting Dr. Roche selected Simmins, a junior investigator, and Mr.

until M the Examination Branch, to make this investigation. It was not 
MviSecjle 31st of March, two days later, that Dr. Roche was, apparently, even 

(jjg °* what was going on, whereupon he immediately recorded his dissent 
^Oty, j PPcoval of those subordinates being used to investigate their senior officers, 
^ay, can you offer me any explanation or reason as to why you two junior 

W'O|0ners> recent appointments, took this action without the knowledge of, 
7aPkly lofUt advising or consulting with the Chairman of the Commission? 

2* it.^f ^is bothering me, and I would like to have, if possible, an explanation 
, Cere js ' *eh, we had repeated complaints, just as you gentlemen have had.

* kin([s n° Use in saying you haven’t because you have, very many. We had 
ti Q. \V| comPhiints. We had complaints from departments— 
of'V °f C 1Cn 7°^ say “we” do you mean the Commission?—A. I am speaking 

the ç commissioner Tremblay and myself. We came there as new members 
4 ^mission and it was new to us. There is a good deal to see through, 

8322-43i [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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as you gentlemen no doubt realize, in the administration of the Civil Servie® 
Act, and we had these complaints so much that we concluded that there mig^ 
be something in them, there might be a way to overcome these delays. ,

Q. That is, apparently you and Commissioner Tremblay had confer®0 
among yourselves?—A. When I say “we,’ I mean Commissioner Tremblay 
myself.

Q. I say Commissioner Tremblay and you had conferred as between y°ur” 
selves as to those complaints to which you refer without mentioning the matfe? 
to the Chairman of the Commission or consulting him with reference thereto- 
—A. Yes. We did not consult the Chairman, and there was not, according ^ 
your impression, anything personal in the matter at all. They were not ask® 
to investigate any individual, any head of the branch, it was only as t 
procedure.

Q. Please don’t say according to my impression, because I have taken y 00 
own words here and quoted them back to you. But leaving that aside for to 
moment, as to whether that is an impression of mine or not, that subordin-nt^ 
were asked to investigate heads of branches and so forth.—A. Oh, no, _ 
investigate the procedure to see if they could make any suggestions of improvC 
ment.

Q. Well, is there any reason you can offer me why the Chairman of V 
Commission should not have been consulted, or even told, what you ju®0 
commissioners, if I might call you that, at that time were proposing to % 
—A. Well, without reflecting on Dr. Roche—which I would not for a mow10’ 
want to do, and do not—my idea was that it would be better not to cons'-1 
Dr. Roche, because I thought that he could not very well approve of it. t 

Q. Why ?—A. Because it had been going on, according to the charges tb 
were made, or the complaints that were laid—had been going on for sow 
considerable- time, and it would be a reflection on Dr. Roche. e

Q. And when you say, “had been going on for some time,” you 3 
referring to the alleged delays caused by the procedure in making appoint®611 ’ 
promotions, etc.?—A. Yes, all the procedure of the Commission. ,]C

Q. All the procedure of the Commission?—A. But mostly affecting 1 
organization branch and examination branch. ^

Q. May I take it that that was the reason that you and Commission 
Tremblay issued those instructions to those two men to make this investigat
or inquiry?—A. We did not issue as I recall it—we did not issue instruct'0 
to them until we took it up with the Board. „

Q. Oh, no, no, Dr. MacTavish, let us be clear?—A. Dr. Roche had 
opportunity to approve or dissent. n£),

Q. No, no; let us be clear. The memo, on the file shows that on March.. 
1927, Commissioner Tremblay and Commissioner MacTavish instructed Si®^^ 
and Kemmis to conduct this investigation and to use your own words of j 
morning which I took down in writing you said, “Commissioner Tremblay 3C| 
I, without consent of Dr. Roche selected Kemmis, etc., etc., and Simmins, c 
etc., “Now, it was not until the 1st of April—

Mr. Ernst : The 31st of March. tter
Q. It was not until the 31st of March, or two days later, that the ®3 ^ 

came to the attention of Dr. Roche at all whereupon he immediately recorde°^f0 
dissent, not to such an investigation and report being obtained, but to th°se c*- 
junior officials being assigned to perform that task?—A. I presume that is coT ^ 

Mr. Ernst : You know it is correct. You saw the memorandum this u1 
ing and read it.

The Witness: Those facts you speak of, I do not know; I cannot re®e ^ 
how soon it was, but I know that Dr. Roche knew about it shortly afterW® 
we were taking that procedure.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Obviously he could not sit as Chairman of the Commission and have an 

Investigation proceeding under his nose without knowing about it?—A. Not 
hkely.

Q. I want to give you every opportunity to offer to this Committee any 
explanation you have as to why it was done on the 29th of March without 
posent of Dr. Roche and without calling a meeting of the whole Commission to 
yiscuss the situation, and so far you have given me one reason which you con' 
pder a good and sufficient one, namely, that because Dr. Roche had been on the 
yiumission for a period of years, when these alleged delays had been taking 
P ace, and you thought it not proper to consult him with respect to this proposed 
avestigation?—A. Oh, no, I did not say that I thought it was not proper.
. Q. I am trying to express your views. You did not think it necessary?— 

I thought it was advisable not to, put it that way.
Q. Is there any other reason?—A. Yes, many other reasons, 

j, Q- May we have them please?—A. I would like to make this statement that 
phad then and still have the highest regard for Dr. Roche and his actions as a 

0lI1missioner. It was something we were trying to find out for ourselves in 
^swer to the complaints we were receiving on all hands, and especially from 
b®1® of the deputies, as to the delays. Now, I felt that if we wrere to go to Dr. 
^°che about it, to tell him we were going to have this investigation, he would 

e Put in the embarrassing position of having to dissent. He did dissent 
Mutually.

b Q- Not on the main question. Let us not lose sight of that fact. Dr. 
R°c®e in his memorandum, when it came to his attention, did not dissent as to 

being a report or investigation; he dissented about two junior officials 
Commission being appointed to undertake the task?—A. That is part 

v what I mean. He would have been—I do not like to say embarrassed—but 
Usi W,0UW have taken that stand which he did take. That, in one sense, is the 
^ al objection he would make, that it would be the proper procedure to have 

e officials higher up make the investigation.
Q- Now, as a matter of fact, after Dr. Roche did have knowledge of this

Self recorded his dissent, you still went on with it, under the authority of your- 
1 and Commissioner Tremblay?—A. Yes. 

a Q. And I now have the statement that you issued instructions to Kemmis 
y bimmins to make the investigation and that even though Dr. Roche dissented 

aud Commissioner Tremblay could still have carried on?—A. Yes. 
juj Q- And from time to time you knew that Dr. Roche did dissent from the 
bec^Iïlents of Commissionei Tremblay and yourself and still the matters went on 

aUse the majority of the Commission governs?—A. Yes. 
y0u Well, then, does that not rather take away your ground that the reason 
obie^ not want to consult Dr. Roche about the matter was because he might 

havine keen in the saddle while this condition so complained 
afte was going on?—A. Mr. Chairman, he did dissent and it did go on 
th^^ds, but he could not dissent before. Dr. Roche constantly dissented 

Shout the whole procedure as I recall it.
§ive^", d'hat is quite true, Dr. MacTavish, I am only dealing with your reason 
ÿollr here. You gave to me as a reason why Commissioner Tremblay and 
of appointed these men without the knowledge of and without the approval 

k' Roche, and without even consulting him in connection with the matter, 
tlw^use having been one of the Commissioners when these delays occurred you 

Would not approve of such an investigation being held, and I say 
or cj;jOU and Commissioner Tremblay knew, at that time, that whether he did 
tot » n°t approve, it still went on, if you two said it should go on?—A. It did 

°° °u without his knowledge of it.
[Dr. N. MacTavieh.]
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Q. Please, Mr. MacTavish, I do not know whether I lack the facility 
express myself clearly or whether you lack the power to comprehend my question5» 
but you are not answering my question; you are stealing away from it—A. 
purposely.

Q. I am not suggesting that. I am talking about results?—A. Yes.
Q 1 he point I want you to answer, if you will, is this: Both Commission^ 

Tremblay and y oursell knew on the 29th day of March, 1927 that whether or 
not Dr. Roche consented or dissented you had the power to order this investi' 
gation?—A. Or any other investigation, yes.

Q. You knew that?—A. Yes.
Q. Know ing it, I say do you think your reason is a very cogent one when 

you say that you and Commissioner Tremblay ordered this investigation withou 
his knowledge because you thought he might dissent?—A. We might have order6' 
it secretly, but we did not.

Q. \\ e w ill not have a play of words. The fact remains that you an^ 
Commissioner Tremblay did order it without reference to your fellow Coin' 
missioner, without advising him and giving him any knowledge of it?—A.
thought it wras a good way of finding out; and what I wanted to find out I ^ 
find out.

Q. Is there any other reason why this was done?—A. No. I would like ^ 
make a recapitulation when I have an opportunity, but probably you want to n= 
me more questions.

Q. No. I am trying to give you every opportunity to give every reason a‘:n 
explanation, but you have raised one matter that is troubling me greatly aS , 
why two Commissioners, comparatively recently appointed, without the know'pdç 
or approval or even consulting the Chairman of the Commission, appointed th®s 
two gentlemen to conduct this investigation. I want to give you every opportun- • 
possible to answer that question?—A. As I said this morning, after we caD 
there, and continuously, there were complaints, we might say, from all sid65 . 
you yourself know» about some of the complaints—we had them from menia l 
of Parliament, from individuals, and from heads of departments—all kind5 
comp amts. To most of them we did not pay any attention, but there were th > 
complaints right under our noses as to delays, and that the machinery did ? » 
operate quickly enough Now, we discussed that, and there was in my
no other reascm I had no motive or intention of investigating an indivis 
especially the Chairman.

Q. There is no suggestion of the Chairman being investigated?—A. Or 
Secretary or the head of any branch. No individual was in my mind at 
repeatedly said that to the ones who approached me about it. There was a 8 , 
deal of talk in the Commission offices, and a good deal of excitement, I may srh0 
or stir, about the matter far more than anyone might expect—and anyone * s 

spoke to me about it and numerous ones did—received the answer there ,
■nzi intontinn r r\ lritroo+i n-n + n -------T • i - -

. . . . -------- um:
no intention to investigate any individual. The report, as far as I was cone6»- t. 
was as to procedure, any suggested improvements; and we went about.1*
App^ntiy, on the Me there werT^o Dr" RoThe 1)13

s&yQ. Before lie had any opportunity of making it; let us be fair?—A. I will - « 
apparently two days elapsed. I do not very well recall the time, that is»*-, 
intervening time, for I have not seen that file except this morning, but I 
and I speak for myself, I thought that that was a good way to find out if tbL 

men were capable of making a report and find out from them whether thereT t 
any improvement to be made in the machinery-I call it the machinery. VA l 

was all that was done in my mind, nothing else, no invididual at all; <jr. 
repeatedly said that to the ones that spoke to me about it—the Secretary» J 

Bland, and especially the Secretary and Mr. Putman I was rather surprls
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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I

hen the report was made by Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins, as to the extent of 
> and it was altogether beyond what I had expected, but what Mr. Bowman 

JWed the drastic changes in the Commission’s procedure—was not considered by 
e at all, at least, except as a sideline; and the net result of the whole thing—you 

,, ay call it the gross result, because there was neither net or gross result—was 
iat we abandoned it, and I was satisfied that things were not in any bad shape ; 
ey were going about as well as they could, and that we were not able to speed 

P> and there was no reason for any drastic changes. Mr. Bland afterwards told 
Révérai times, when I spoke to him about it, that one or two changes, as I said 
j0 Bowman, had been made as a result of the report. Just what they are I 
y° n°t remember, but they were not important. You might look at it this way, 
t]‘at the report was not of any consequence, as I see it, after it was made. I 
j °ught that there might be chances for improvement before it was made, but 
QWas ponvined afterwards that things were going all right, and I think that this 

0lntoittee ought to give us that much credit.
By the Chairman:

Ca Q- Dr. MacTavish, if I am not interrupting you, I say to you frankly, in 
'you want to offer any explanation of the situation, I am considerably 

qu zled by your statement when you say that the report was not of any conse- 
ai) ,nce. when I find your signature to a memorandum, referring to the report 
the k^ter was in y°ur possession, and after you had the reports of the officials, 
acti ads of ^e branches, in which you say, “We will have to consider what 
pr °n shall be taken on the conduct of these officials” who had, apparently 
ip bU®ed to submit a report in opposition to the Kemmis report, their report 
^.,pP°siti°n thereto apparently not being one which you considered authorized? 
prçV |n my opinion, and I say it quite respectfully, Mr. Chairman, that is 
c0n al)*y the least important item on that file, as far as this investigation is

lCerned,—
gentl^ Unfortunately, Mr. MacTavish, and I say it respectfully, as one of the 
p^6lnen wh° have to come to a conclusion in this matter, in my opinion, that 
ip , 0randum was one of the most important things, and therefore I am trying, 
atior,lrriess t° you, to give you every opportunity to give me any fact or explan- 

Tv ^formation which might influence my opinion in respect to that matter? 
I | hat I will try to do. That memorandum amounted only to this, largely, 
hatt , think, if I might put it in that way, that we were arrogant or high- 
the p enough to be offended because reports were put in without authority of 
That ?tnnn^ssi°n ; and with them we were considering what action we would take.

ôoixxr
my mind is the only significance of that memorandum. We might have 

tye p ered them and congratulated, as I said before, the persons who made them, 
to th?rtainly acted upon them, as against the other report. They were an offset 

e other.
fi'otq • The statement you are now making to the Committee is very different 
the q. fle exPlanation you gave of that memorandum this morning. May I take 
tpe ornent which you are now making to be the correct one?—A. You can give 
1 har}ls Credit, that this morning questions were being bandied back and forth and 
but T in°* a Proper conception of them. Mr. Ernst gave me every opportunity,

t] ac*.n°t a chance to make an explanation, but I make that explanation now 
q T,18 my conception of that memorandum.

^nd I may take that as your final explanation of the matter, rather
^ that 

th
0nes which you gave this morning? -A. Yes, I see no other, Mr. Chair-

there^' ^ Wftnt just one or two other points cleared up for my satisfaction. Were 
0r bvany °ther instructions given to either Mr. Kemmis or Mr. Simmins by you 
Verhal]any one to your knowledge, as to what they were to report upon, either 

y or in writing?—A. Nothing except—
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Other than this letter from Mr. Foran to them, of April 1st, 1927, in 
which he told them they were relieved from all work in order to conduct the 
investigation?—A. Yes, they had no instructions from me

Q. Or from anybody with your knowledge?—A. Not with my knowledge, 
except, as I say, as to speeding up. That is the only thing of any consequence 
tnat JL recollect.

Q. Y ou say as to speeding up. Had they instructions?—A. That is the only 
instruction from me,— nothing except that.

Q. What instructions had they from you verbally or otherwise?—A. To do 
what they could to improve our procedure to eliminate delays.

Q- In making appointments and promotions?—A. Yes. I had no other 
motive.

Q. I am not questioning your motive for the moment, but am asking what 
actually happened. A. I certainly gave no other instructions. That was what 
we wanted.

,, Q;,So ^?at> 50 far as y°u afe concerned, anything which their report covers 
other than the matter of procedure which might be adopted for the purpose of 
speedmg up appointments and promotions, was extraneous to the instructions 
which they had from you?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
. * 1 Wi°Uld llkf- t0 as,k î10w are meetings of the Commissioners called, that
is the regular meetings of the Commission?-A. Oh, very informally. UsuallV 
the Chairman will,- the Chairman could tell you better than I, but we would 
say to the set rotary to ask if the Commissioners could hold a meeting. We hold 
a formal meeting twice a week, but any extra one would be at the call of tb* 
Chairman or at the call or suggestion of any Commissioner, if it was convenient 
back and forth between ourselves, or through the secretary.

Q. If it became necessary to hold a special meeting of the Commission I
the
idepresume each Commissioner, would be notified and given an agenda for 

meeting?—A. Oh, yes, if he is there to attend it, an endeavour would be ©a" 
to notify him. I miglit say this, that if there was any matter in which bj 
colleagues knew he was particularly interested, or if it was in his department, 1 
would not be dealt with during his absence

Q- When yourself and Commissioner Tremblay came to the conclusion 
appoint this committee to investigate the procedure of the Commission, 3ver, 
all the Commissioners notified?—A. I do not remember. I cannot answer tb® ' 
I do not remember whether Dr. Roche was or not.

Q-^ p- Roche was not notified of the meeting and was not pre?eIlf 
would that be a legally called meeting of the Commission?—A. No, that wo©0 
not be if he was not notified it would not be a regular meeting of the Con3 
mission.
., Q- ^nd ^ pt was n°t a legally called meeting of the Commission, c°ü\ 
the Commission transact any business which would be legal?—A. Pardon i»6,;

Q. If that meeting at which the investigators were appointed was not 
lega ly called meeting of the Commission, would anything that the Commissi0" 
would do at that meeting be legal?-A. Oh, quite. I could myself ask or instr** 
havc^done & rep°rt to me on anything, without consulting anybody; 9"

n Q- Then, in that case, if any two Commissioners are interested in fln> 
particular thing, all they have to do is to call a meeting?

The Chairman: They do not need to call a meeting.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

mePtL°rTeet t0g,1herhA‘ Pat would not be what we would call a H)r N MaC?arsh™lg g t<)gether and saY- We will do so and so. I ^
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ask the chief of the examination branch to report to me on something or other, 
or I might ask the head French examiner, or anybody for that matter; or two 
toight, or three; but for a regular meeting of the Commission, with minutes taken 
and such like, all would be notified.

Q. But that is a different thing from investigating the whole organization 
0r the whole routine of the Commission itself, its whole procedure in carrying 
out its business. You were here not asking for a report on some one particular 
Person or thing, but you are asking for a report on the whole procedure that 
the Commission worked under, and as to how that procedure might be changed? 
"A. Yes.

Q. I suppose, one would think, that the Chairman would be interested in 
‘toproving the efficiency of the Commission?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. And yet you did not inform the Chairman that you were holding this 
toeeting to appoint a committee or a commission to investigate the working 
?f the Commission?—A. As I say, Mr. Maclnnis, I do not remember whether 
“to was notified or not; he may have been. I think Dr. Roche could speak 
Probably as to that more confidently than I can. I do not recall that part of it.

. Q. Well, do you not consider it a very reasonable thing that he should be 
jtotified?—A. It would be reasonable; but do you see this, the Act gives the 
^tomissioner any means he likes to take to get information. If I, as a Com- 
to‘ssioner, wish certain information I can take means to get it; but T do not 
Uct on it without calling my colleagues together. So that, if I wish to make 
^gestions, and such like, I can call anybody and get information, but I have 
2 Power to put it into effect. The moment we would start to put anything into 

jytoct, then certainly everybody would be notified; at least the three Com- 
toissioners would be notified.

Q. Do you not think that before you put it into effect at all, in a major 
after of this kind, not only the getting of the information but how you would 

ïr about getting that information should have been considered?—A. As I say, 
ere was no secret about that. I do not recall whether Dr. Roche was notified 

j, ‘his meeting or whether there was a meeting in the ordinary way. There 
' e two days difference apparently between the time of that one minute and 
a e date when Dr. Roche made his notation. I do not recall whether he was at 

toeeting and discussed it with us or not.
Y Q- Did you ever discuss the matter with him, before you and Commissioner 

remblay had decided on appointing this committee?—Â. I think I answered 
I to morning that I did not, and I do not recall that I ever did. I do not think 

dtocussed it with Dr. Roche before. I thought that was a good thing to do.

By Mr. Chevrier:
ç , Dr. MacTavish, look at this chart contained in the report, in what we might 

the Kemmis-'S'immins report, the second chart which shows the Chairman at 
acv • anc* then a commissioner of organization, and a commissioner of ex
act'*^011’ if this had been put into effect, would that have considerably cut the 
Wh*^1^68 °f the Chairman of the Board, reducing his activities?—A. None

tYlo1 The Chairman: I think, Doctor, vou should read the report before you 
he that answer.

^tr. Ernst: The body of the report makes it apparent that it would.
The Chairman: The report is very sweeping.

By Mr. Chevrier:
WjtjQ- If the report had been accepted, would it in any way have interferred 
<j0 the operation of the Act, so far as the merit system is concerned?—A. I 
Che*10^ know that it would, as I said before. I would have to repeat it, Mr. 

Vrier> that I never seriously considered this report.
[Dr. N. MacTavieh.]
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Q. When you say you did not seriously consider it, just a casual glance 
at the files which Mr. Ernst showed me a moment ago, shows a report, I think, 
from Mr. Bland to the effect that if this report were carried out it would 
seriously affect the merit system. Did you seriously consider that?—A. Yes.

Q. But the report was never adopted?—A. No, it was never adopted at 
all. It was a surprise to me.

Q. What was a surprise to you?—A. This proceeding. I never asked for 
anything like that.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q The whole thing that prompted you to set up this investigation was 

your desire to speed up and improve the work of the Commission?—A Nothing 
else.

Q. I have not had an opportunity of reading the report submitted, but have 
just glanced tlnough this report, and I wish to ask you a question. Do you 
want to tell me now that there was nothing suggested in this report that you 
thought would be accepted and put into operation?—A. I spoke to Mr. Bland 
about it, after it was put in and we discussed it, and I asked him—you see 
there is no record of this and this is just my recollection—if he thought there 
was anything we could adopt irom that report which would be beneficial, and 
he replied saying that there probably were some things, and that as soon as 
they could they would put them into effect. Just what they were I cannot 
recall; but I understand they had been put into effect, but they were minor 
things, as to elimination of delays.

Q. Did the report of those others, that is, Mr. Bland, Mr. Putman, Miss 
Saunders and the others, m the report that you got from them in any way 
influence you against accepting this report or acting on this report ?-AWelb 
I would not have been m favour of it, whether they were put in or not. They 
were a verification of my own feelings in.the matter.

QYeS° that y°U Carefu y perused all the reports that were presented to you?

By Mr. Maclnnis:
You said that the memoranda received from various members of the 

staff were a verification of your own conclusions in the matter ?-A No I do 
not think I said that Mr. Maclnnis. I think I said that even if they had not 
made these reports, I would not have been in favour of adopting the report 
as presented by Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins. ë
TV , 0- 1 thought that was your reply to the question asked by Mr Vallance- 
Did the Commissioners as a whole ever discuss and consider this report?-A- * 
think not. I think I replied to that effect before. If we did, I do not remember

' Q You never discussed it and went over it clause by clause to find out 
just what was really m it and as to whether it would be workable?-A. The 
reports were sent to us individually, and, as I recall it, nobody thought it was 
worth while bringing us all together over it. I know I did not &

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. It was not worth while, Doctor, either to bring the Commission together 

to discuss the feasibility or possibility of setting up such an investigation com
mittee, nor yet after you had set it up you did not think it was important 
enough to call the three Commissioners together to discuss the report-is that 
it? A. I was satisfied that things were going along pretty well, and that the 
complaints we had received had no foundation; and therefore I asked f°. 
nothing further. I did not want any further investigation; I was satisfied with 
the procedure.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.J
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. You say you were satisfied with the procedure. How did you satisfy 

yourself? When the committee was appointed you were not satisfied?—A. No, 
because, as a Commission, we received complaints from time to time that there 
were unnecessary delays. That was one reason.

Q. That was the reason for appointing Kemmis and Simmins to investigate 
the procedure?—A. Yes.

Q. When Kemmis and Simmins made the report, you had satisfied your- 
Self that there was nothing in these reports which you were getting as to delays? 

A. I did not say “ nothing ” but—
Q. I beg to differ. That is my conclusion from what you have said?— 

A- You see you must give me some leeway.
Q. I am giving you all the leeway you wish to take?—A. If you got that 

^pression, I did not intend to leave that impression. I discussed with Mr. 
Bland whether there was anything in the report of Messrs. Kemmis and Sini
cins which could be adopted and used by the Commission to improve things, 
fed his reply, as I recall it, was that there might be one or two things, but 
Cere was nothing of very great consequence. And he said to me since, that 
one or two things have in the course of time been adopted. But in my estima- 
u°n Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins departed from the original intention and 
Cade suggestions which, as far as I was concerned, were not to be entertained 
at all.

Q. Here is a peculiar situation, as it appears to me. First you appointed 
a committee, Kemmis and Simmins, over Mr. Bland’s head, to investigate pro
cedure; and then after they reported to you, you asked Mr. Bland whether 
*Cre was anything in their report worthwhile or not?—A. Yes.

, Q. Would it not have been better to appoint Mr. Bland in the first place, 
0 ask him to investigate the procedure and give it to you direct?—A. It would 
°c have been quite as satisfactory or convincing to me.

c,- Q- Let me put it again to you. You appointed the committee of two, Mr. 
'Ctxiins and Mr. Kemmis. The Chairman very properly pointed out that it 
as a very unusual thing to appoint subordinates to investigate the work of 
Cir superiors. Now then, after having received their report, you go to Mr.

, and and you ask him : Here is a report from the committee that was appointed 
n investigate the procedure in connection with our routine work. Will you let 
. e know whether there is anything in there which is of any value or not?— 

• That is not quite the situation, Mr. Maclnnis.
_ Q- Not in so many words, but it is in effect, is it not?—A. He had already 
made his report.
l Q- Who had already made his report?—A. Mr. Bland and some others 

made a report in rebuttal ; and I had, I mean to say, many discussions with
1 haver- Bland about the whole thing, before the reports were in and after; and 

every confidence—1 had then and still have—in Mr. Bland. And as
n result of the report of Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins, we took no action of 
!;ny material consequence. I was convinced that things were going a ong 
Pretty well, and that the complaints that we had received were not justified.

Q. What convinced you that things were going on pretty well, that. is, 
things were going on all right, from the time that the commi 

Appointed until the committee made its report?—A. No, I do not say that 
1 heir reports and the reports that we received in rebuttal and discussions îat 

nad had as well. . .
,, Q- When Mr. Tremblay and yourself were appointed to the Commission, 
fihe appointment of this committee to investigate the procedure was one of the 
rst things that you did?—A. Oh, no, this was six months or more afterv ards.

J [Dr. N. MacTavieh.]
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Q. Very well, x\e will leave that part out. But you were receiving com
plaints, that is Mr. Tremblay and yourself were receiving complaints that there 
was undue delay m making appointments?—A. Yes, and in the examinations, 
in effect, the general procedure, all the business and machinery.

Q. In order to find out just whereabouts in the routine of making the 
appointments this delay occurred, Mr. Tremblav and yourself came to the 
conclusion that you would appoint a committee to investigate?—A. If you call 
it a committee.

Q. And you appointed Mr. Kemmis and Mr. Simmins?—A. Yes.
Q. And then some time was taken to investigate, and then they made a 

report to you?—A. Yes. J
Q. And when they made the report you had come to the conclusion, by the 

tune you had received the report, that there was no foundation to the complaints 
and that the appointments were made about as fast as thev could be made?— 
A. Oh, not then, no, I had not before we received it.
,, 9' ky the tmie you had received the report?—A. Do you mean after
they had been perused r

Q. After you looked it over,—you said you did not give it any consideration 
whatever, so that you must have found out by that time that the procedure 
was quite proper. A. Ko, I think you have misconstrued what I said.

Q. Say it again, then? A. Do you wish me to repeat it?
- , Q- Yfrfv,T intendjdjt.° say this> if not in so many words, that after the 
nrst report had been handed m,—

Q. What first report?—A. Kemmis’ and Simmins’ report, and then we had 
received the unauthorized reports,-we had some trouble this morning over 
those unauthorized reports-but after we had received those reports and con
sidered them and discussed the matter, not at a board meeting, as I recall it, 
but I know I did with Mr. Bland several times and with Mr. Putman, I came 
to the conclusion that the complaints we had received had no justification.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. But that was after receiving the original report of Simmins and Kemmis 

and the other reports?-A Yes, all of them. It was not before the first two or 
immediately after the first two; it was after they were all in.

Mr. Ernst: Simmins report says they were all wrong; so that that did 
not convince him.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In order to get it clear in my own mind, you did go over the report 

submitted by the two gentlemen to whom you had confided the task of making 
some sort of a report :—A. Yes.

Q. And you did go o\ er the reports, among which are those of the two 
ladies mentioned this morning?—A. Yes.
., Q- And ap J right that it was after reading the report of the two and then 
the five reports that you came to the conclusion that things were going on as 
well as was practicable, and there was no need to take action on that report?- 
A. Yes but we are losing sight of the factor, after the five had been asked by 
somebody to make a report,-I do not know who it was,-we as a board gave 
instructions that others heads of branches or in important positions, should 
make a report also; so that there were further reports. And as a result of the 
whole thing no action was taken.

Q. But you considered all the reports?-A. We considered them all. I was 
attention1 VinCed’ ^ ^ “ 1 W&S concerned> and I had given it a good deal of 

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Dr. MacTavish, how long did it take to make the report by these two 

gentlemen?—A. According to the file, I think they had it in pretty soon; I 
•think this morning it was said ten days.

Mr. Ernst: The authorization went out on the 1st April, and the report 
vame in complete and bound on the 12th.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. In a case like this I suppose there is an original report, one copy—to 

whom would that first copy go? To those who authorized the investigation?— 
A. I would think so, but I do not know. As I recall it, it went to pretty nearly 
■everybody, or nearly everybody got a copy.

Q. It says it is to the Commissioners, and concludes in this manner:
This report represents a careful analysis of existing conditions. It is 

considered that the suggestions made in the report are warranted by the 
conditions found and that their adoption would be in the interest not 
only of efficiency, but also economy.

I'hey took some ten days, I understand, to investigate and make this report. 
Now, in reply to a question by my friend on the left (Mr. Chevrier) in regard 

your perusal of these reports, you say you have read all these reports?— 
A. Yes.

Q. And, after reading them, you decided that those things which had been 
Pointed out to you as needing remedy, were not in existence?—A. I would not 
&ay that they were not in existence; but the suggestions, in my opinion, should 
n°t be adopted.

I might say this also, Mr. Vallance, that before taking any action as to 
oiese reports, we called before the board and asked each one who had a report 
:° make in rebuttal, if he or she had anything to add to that, and gave each 
Individual an opportunity to say anything that he had to say. But, even if they 
“ad said anything more, it was not necessary.

Q. Now, Doctor, is there, in the records of the Commission, any comment 
“n this report? Is there in the records of the Commission itself any comment
by
SO.

any or all of the Commissioners in your files to-day?—A. I do not think

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Here is the file, and I have gone through it and I am sure there is not?— 

A- I think there is not.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. It seems to me, after listening to all the testimony to-day, that in the 

-.after of determining a new policy,-—and that was what you were after?—A. 
e wanted to get the facts.
. Q- You did not deem it necessary to call together the three Commissioners, 
least you do not remember you did?—A. I did not.

Q- But you and Commissioner Tremblay took it upon yourselves,—I do 
0 1 say you had not the right, but it would appear to me, as one sitting here 
an i i Committee, that in a matter of this importance at least the Chairman 
>■ afh 6 °*ber Commissioners, the three of you, should have gone into the matter 
a ,cr fully before you even suggested an investigation, and then once you had 
p lnvestigation, to have gone into the report very fully, and probably arrived at 
jj •<|^conclusion to which you arrived?—A. I do not like to say that this Com- 
Uot 6 Caches more importance to it than I did, but apparently it does. I did 

attach much importance to it. I was looking after some information as to 
a e speeding up, in regard to complaints; and I was satisfied; and that was the 

siver, as far as I was concerned, in a nutshell.
The Chairman: Thank you, Dr. MacTavish.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Charles H. Bland, recalled.
Mr. Chevrier: Is there any objection now to any of the other witnesses 

hearing the evidence.
Mr. Ernst: Not unless you have any objection.
Mr. Chevrier: I have none at all.
Mr. Ernst: If we get Commissioner Tremblay on the stand, it is now a 

with MrP Bland6’ W® ° With himi and 1 think it is better to go on

By Mr. Ernst:
. Q- AV.th rcicrc.nce t° the Kemmis and Simmins report, vou have heard the 

evidence this morning and various quotations from the file?—A. Yes
, . Yo,u, heai,d th® mi"utc rend of March 29, 1927 by Mr. MacTavish and 
Mr. Tremblay^ directing that Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis be instructed to 
submit to the Commissioners whatever suggestions thev may have with reference 
topossible improvements in the methods and procedure of the Commission?—A-

Q. Y hen J were you, as chief examiner, first consulted in reference to the 
matter. . t unk, Mr. Ernst, the matter was discussed with me, or was 
brought to my attention, some days prior to that by Commissioner Tremblay.
now be' calkdTn?R: ^ °uld not he proper that Commissioner Tremblay should

Mr. Ernst: Yes, I think he should be in to hear Mr. Bland’s evidence.
•ng 10 hairman . The Commissioner can read this in the record in the morn-

:mv"ShTW!1S sayinS- mY recollection is that some few days 
before the date of this Minute-March 29-Commissioner Tremblay called Mr- 
Putman and myself into his office; I think Dr. MacTavish was there. I must 
confess I am not clear on the date, but that is my recollection. And the 
suggestion was made that the Commissioners had considered the desirability of
otv]*rpUfl!!i f -l' ^ members of the staff mentioned. Mr. Putman

11 ' 1 '[} think, by the Commissioners with the view of having
what the ohieet nfTT^ F a(led before them. We asked the Commissioners 
what the object of the investigation was, and on being told that it was with the
l'mnrnverrient^Tn'^e !?eSe /w? gentlemen ideas which might tend towards
, *• e t , e, ethods of the Commission, w*e expressed ourselves as

desirous, ourselves, of securing anv irrmrmmm«n+0 A- r L 7 Y
did not think it was desirable that These twn nf be fe,cted’ but £members of the staff, should be select lÏT’ °- “ ?ct+any.Ju£
w suectea to carry out an investigation in bms
sionc?sUraTaTrtSaTPen6bîfdi,d n0t meet witb the agreement of the Commis-
closed,’and that was the onlv in imation" o^onl ^ ^ th® The
Commissioners prior to the MinïïS^’^^^™011’ ^ ^ ^

By Mr. Ernst:

lirth- MinuleMwaV”vle
...... Tremblay and yoursel, and i“fnSefy
memory, and it is five years ago— 1 ’ LIUb 18 L

By Mr. Ernst:
paragraph: Put°‘“1 ™ his report’ memorandum, states in his openM

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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On March 29th, Mr. Bland and the undersigned were called—
Mr. Chevrier: I do not like to interfere, but I think Mr. Ernst would be 

"ie first to admit that it is going some distance to put it that way. Let the 
Witness have the use of the file to refresh his memory, but Mr. Tremblay makes 
a statement there—

Mr. Ernst: I will probably save time—
Mr. Chevrier: But the rules of evidence should not be entirely disregarded.

By the Chairman:
Q. Just a moment. Can you from your own recollection, without reference 

0 this file, answer Mr. Ernst’s question?—A. I can answer that, to my 
recollection, I am not positive of the exact date, but shortly before the Minute 
,Vas passed the interview I have described took place.
,. Q. Do you remember any other interview taking place at or about that 
,1Ine than the one you have described?—A. I remember discussing it very 
:rie% with Dr. MacTavish in his office, but whether just before the Minute or 
JUst after I cannot recall.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. And what was the effect of that discussion?—A. Practically the same.

. Q. Were you at any time prior to the report you made told by the Commis- 
°ners you should make a report?—A. Yes. 

p Q- When?—A. At the date Mr. Putman and I had been called into Mr.
reniblay’s office and discussed the matter. 

l Q- What was said?—A. We said we would like to have our views considered 
[A _ etn, and we were told that even if this report was first presented we would 

'e an opportunity of presenting our views upon it—for the Commissioners’
consideration.
an 1 S: "Was i* after that you made the memorandum in reply to Messrs. Kemmis 
re. Summing?—A. It was both after that and as a result of the instructions 

Cen’ed from the Secretary to do so. 
w , Q- To whom did you hand those conelusions?- 

structed me to make them, 
jj. . Q- I do not want to go over your report. Does your report in so far as 
Si* substantive contain your considered judgment of Messrs. Kemmis and 

uuffins’ proposals?—A. It did and it does. 
a , x- After that report was made did any interview take place between you 

the Commissioners?—A. Yes.
the h " Commissioners Tremblay and MacTavish?—A. I think it was between 
an, mree Commissioners; the Chairman, as well as Commissioners Tremblay 
rec MacTavish, were present at a meeting in the Board Room when, if my 
eaii° .^tion is correct, all three, Miss Saunders, Mr. Putman and myself, were 
rerkG' mto the Board room and the question raised as to the authorization of the 

Vs we had presented.
t0 C- us the whole conversation. It may be painful, but I would like yrou 
it, it fully.—A. I will gladly tell the Committee everything I know about 
that +| Ve uothing to hide. At this meeting, I think, the inference was made 
fpst *"e reports we had presented were not authorized. I replied that in the 
it( l P ace. Commissioners Tremblay and MacTavish, when speaking to me about 

said that when the Kemmis-Simmons’ report was in I would have oppor- 
calieT to place my views before them. In the second place the Secretary had 

[I ^ to 'his office, handed me the report, and instructed me to make a report 
■ Those were my reasons for making my report, 

thev " ^nything said about the contents of the report?—A. I do not think 
Were discussed.

-A. To the Secretary, who

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. At that or any other time were you asked by Commissioners Tremblay, 
or MacTavish, or Dr. Roche, or any of them, to alter your report in any way?— 
I do not think that question came up at all, until the time of the Order of the 
House for the return of these papers.

Q. Then what was done?—A. At that time the question was raised whether 
or not the paragraph of my report dealing with the gentlemen who made h 
should be in the papers that were to be sent to the House.

Q. Who raised the question?—A. I am not certain whether both Commis- 
sioners were present or not. My recollection is it was Commissioner Tremblay-

Q. What happened?—A. I replied that at the time I made the report 1 
carefully considered what I had said, that I had not made the statement as any 
charge against the officer concerned but, on account of my desire to assist the 
Commissioners to place a proper appraisal upon the recommendations made; 
that at that time I believed that the facts were true, that subsequent to that 
time there had been a decided improvement in the habits of the gentleman i° 
question, and that I could not see my way clear to make any change in the 
original statement I had made.

Q. Dr. MacTavish in his evidence this afternoon said you told him if y°° 
had to make your report again you would not have made the statement.—A. 1 
do not recall saying that. I think my words were what I have just given y°u 
now.

Q. That you could not alter the statement?—A. Well I want to be entirely 
fair to the gentleman. I said his conduct and habits had improved considerably 
since that time, and I think I would go as far as to say that at the present tim6 
I could not make the same statement, it would not be true, but at that time the 
statement was true, and I leit it as it was.

Q. Did you, at any time, intimate to Dr. MacTavish that you would be 
willing to delete that statement, were you making the report to-day under the 
same conditions?—A. No, certainly not.

Q. Dr. MacTavish further states this afternoon that he spoke to you 
to Mr. Foran more than once with reference to the charges or the accuracy 0 
that paragraph in your report about making investigations. Have you a°> 
comment to make on that?—A. I have no recollection of Commissioner Mac' 
Tavish speaking to me about that, but I think I should point out one fact tha 
perhaps has not been brought to the attention of the Committee so far; tbe 
statements I made were based upon the habits of the gentleman in questi00 
previous to the time of the report. He had been with the Commission for 7 0_ 
8 years prior to that. These events had taken place some four or five ye£lI\ 
before. After the report was made I have no recollection of Commission6* 
MacTavish speaking to me on that particular point.

Q. In the concluding paragraph of your report you say:—
In conclusion I wish to say that I am heartily in accord with any 

possible improvements in the methods and procedure of the Commissi00; 
and that I will work enthusiastically with yourself and the Commissioned 
to effect them.

If, however, the present suggestions of Messrs. Kemmis and Simmin5’ 
ill-informed and perversive as I consider them, are accepted as a whoj6’ 
they, can have one effect and one effect only, namely weakening of tn 
administration of the Civil Service Act, with the ultimate result, if P.er' 
sisted in, of the loss of public confidence in the Civil Service Commis310 
and the destruction of the merit system.

Could you enlarge on that and explain what you mean?—A. Well if this Co111 
mittee, after reading the report of the first two gentlemen, cannot feel that tl>a 
s atement is true, I do not think I can add anything to it.
£Mr. c. H. Bland.] ‘
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Q. As a result of the Kemmis-Simmins report where would you have been 
Placed with relation to examinations? Would the examination results have 
ti°ne through your hands?—A. I was not considering myself,—

Q- No, but I am asking that question?—A. No, I take it they would not go 
lr°ugh my hands.

Q- They would go—?—A. From the examiner to the Commissioner.

By the Chairman:
w Q- And if I may follow that up, that Commissioner according to this report 
t °uld have the power to make the appointment without consulting the other 
j 0 Commissioners at all.—A. I would like to say that it is a long time since I 
tin,aVe rea(* that report, because I have tried to keep it out of my mind—every 
^IIlc t think of it I get so mad I can’t talk. I do not even recall now what is in 

. 111 detail, but those were my conclusions at the time and they are mv conclu
es still.

By Mr. Ernst:
ty §• And from the man who happened to make the reclassifications that 

u|d go direct to the Commissioner designated.—A. As I understood.
^ Q- And both you and Mr. Foran would be eliminated from the picture?— 

^cs, as I understood.
ç Q- And your sole functions would have been to maintain discipline?—A. I 

d not find my functions in the report.
Q- Well that was the substance of the report, as you recollect?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
t]le Q- That is not the reason you made your report?—A. I made the report for 

reasons given in my report.

By Mr. Ernst:
clü,Q- And that would throw the door wide open to abuse, that was your con- 

the time, wasn’t it?—A. I do not think I can amplify, or enlarge, or 
1*y, what I said at the time.

to |.i>- Now I want to ask you a question which may be embarrassing. Prior 
! investigation had either Commissioner Tremblay or Commissioner Mac-

®trictl ma(^e anY attempt to influence you against applying the merit system 
Only ■. on any occasion?—A. I can only answer by saying that throughout, not 
out Commissioner Tremblay and Commissioner MacTavish, but through- 
befQ y experience in the Civil Service Commission I have endeavored to place 
caser° Commissioners the full facts as I found them and in this particular 
r^omS in others> an(l with these particular Commissioners as with others, my 

mendations naturally have not always been accepted, 
tfied t would you answer the question a little differently? Have they ever 
inter + induce you personally to do things which you did not regard as in the 
that I the merit system?—A. They have endeavored to show me at times 

Was wrong, but I did not think I was wrong so I did not change, 
get ^011 are still not answering the question.—A. This is as close as I can

of
By Mr. Chevrier:

Cm ^ as there no time you might have admitted you were wrong?—A. Oh, 
rse> many times.

«322^4 [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I am asking whether prior to this Kemmis and Simmins report they tried 

to influence you to apply what you did not consider the merit system to you1' 
ratings?—A. On certain occasions the recommendations I have made have been 
questioned by the Commissioners, and they have discussed them with me' 
thinking I was wrong. I may have been wrong, but I did not think so, and 1 
did not change them.

The Chairman : Right or wrong, Mr. Bland, I want to say, in justice of 
deference to you, whichever it may be, that I have never yet found a file >n 
which your recommendation did not recommend the person who stood first in the 
order of merit. I have read over one hundred files.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Have they attempted to influence you to place first candidates who di* 

not stand first in the order of merit in the ratings?—A. Oh, no, I do not wan 
to infer that is the situation at all.

Q. At any time prior, or since?—A. No, I do not recall a case of that kin*
The Chairman : Anything else?
Mr. Chevrier: Not at this stage.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Did Dr. MacTavish or Mr. Tremblay ever discuss with you before tbi= 

Committee was appointed, that is Kemmis and Simmins, did they ever discu- 
with you the undue delay in making appointments?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In your judgment are you familiar with Simmins, or perhaps he did n° 

come under your immediate supervision?—A. No.
Q. Kemmis did?—A. Yes. ,e
Q. At that time did you consider Kemmis a qualified person to make t*1 

investigation?—A. I did not, no.
The Chairman: I would like Mr. Kemmis to be here to-morrow, I have 

few questions to ask him. And I think Mr. Ernst desires Commission 
Tremblay.

Mr. Ernst: Commissioner Tremblay and Dr. Roche. ^
The Chairman : I am going to direct that the reports made by Mr. Bln’1' 

Mr. Putman, et al, in connection with this matter be copied rather than go lD 
the report, and copy handed to each member of the Committee.

The Committee adjourned to meet Friday, the 22nd of April at 3.30 p-111'

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]



House of Commons,

April 22, 1932.
The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the 

°ntrol and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the ad- 
'nistration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 3.30 p.m. 
r- Lawson presiding.

Charles H. Bland, recalled.

By Mr. Ernst:
w Q- Mr. Bland, there was a question I omitted to ask you yesterday that 1 

now like to ask. I do not know whether you can answer it or not, but 
fjpi’day Dr. MacTavish stated in his evidence that you did not tell him, and he 
jÇ that you ought to have told him, about the grounds you had against Mr. 
keemmis and Mr. Simmins, both you and Mr. Putman, prior to the investigation 
At'tf *!e^- Have you anything to say with reference to that?—A. Why, yes. 
an I v interview to which I referred yesterday between Commissioners Tremblay 
As T ^Tavish, and Mr. Putman and myself, that was one of the points discussed. 
61 said yesterday, when the Commissioners advised us that they had decided to 

with the investigation by the two officers in question, Mr. Putman andPro, _ ^
intimated to the Commissioners that we felt it was inadvisable for them

Proceed with the investigation, and particularlv to proceed with those two
reticular -
Plated

A- Y,

lcular investigators, and the reasons we gave were the reasons which I inti- 
in my report.

p- Which you intimated in your report?—A. Exactly.
p- That is, prior to the Minute ordering the investigation?—A. Yes.
X Prior to the Minute of March 29th, 1927, ordering the investigation?— 
es
Air. Ernst: Thank you, that is all.
Witness retired.

'L E. Tremblay, recalled.
The Chairman: You have already been sworn, Mr. Tremblay? 
The Witness : Y'es, sir.

By Mr. Ernst:
V\Mr- Tremblay, do you recollect when Mr. Kemmis and Mr. Simmins 

asked to make a report on the organization,—let me read the exact words :
. To submit to the Commissioners whatever suggestions they may have 

"ith reference to possible improvements in the methods and procedure 
4 v 0 the Commission..

C)S’ s*r"
AtarcL <iïow Hid that Minute originate from which I have read, the Minute of 
as a re„ , ’ ^927, which was signed “J. E. T.” and “N. MacT”?—A. It originated 

g u. t of a meeting of the full Board.
Piscus'; s a result of the meeting of the full Board?—A. As a result of a 

- °n at a full Board meeting.
| Mr. C. H. Bland.] 

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. As the result of a discussion at the full Board meeting, at which who were 
present?—A. The Chairman, Dr. MacTavish, myself and the secretary, I expect 

Q. Did it originate on March 29, 1927?—A. That is the date.
Q. Well, you may see the Minute if you like.—A. Well, if that is the date-' 
Q. Dates are rather difficult to recall? I would rather you refresh yot^ 

memory.—A. That is the date, March 29.Q. And that was a meeting of the full Board?—A. Well, I don’t know. Th»‘ 
is the date that is entered in the Minutes.Q- That is the date on which it is signed, apparently, by Dr. MacTavi^ 
and yourself: A. Not necessarily, Mr. Ernst. That is the date it was written' 
but it may have been brought before us the next day.

Q. Well, but it originated, you say, at g, meeting of the full Board?—A.Q. Had you discussed it with anyone prior to the meeting of the full Board 
—A. I had spoken to Dr. MacTavish about it.

Q- :^ykody else? A. I think I had spoken to Mr. Kemmis.
Q- Mr. Kemmis?—A. And Mr. Simmins._®s> Well, who approached the other first, you or Dr. MacTavish?'''

A. Well, that I cannot say. Oh,_
Q. Oh,—what?—A. Are you talking about Mr. Kemmis. 
tj. On, no, no, no You say you discussed it with Dr. MacTavish prior 

the meeting of the full Board. Who approached the other first, you or I?fj 
MacTavish. A. Well, that I cannot say. We had mentioned the matter sever9 | 
times in the course of our work, and who mentioned it first I cannot tell you. .
,. : Tremblay, what really happened was that you and Major Sinup11,1"

(hscussed the matter first before you ever discussed it with Dr. MacTavi^' 

didn t you?
Mr. Chevrier: Why not follow the rules of evidence?

Mr ChevroterST" ^Ure^ ^ *s a mixture between direct and cross-examinati01’1

The Chairman : What is the objection to the question?
Mr. Chevrier: Why not ask the witness what happened?
The Chairman : I see no objection to the form in which the question 
The Witness: I certainly discussed it with Dr. MacTavish before 

spoke to Major Simmins about it.

I

is Put 
X eVer

By Mr. Ernst: i
Q. A ou discussed it, with Dr. MacTavish before you ever spoke to AW 

Simmins about it. A. Oh, yes. Informally, of course.
Q. Informally?—A. Yes. ‘ . \
Q. Now, how did you happen to chance on Major Simmins as one of 

two to make that investigation ’—A. Major Simmins and Mr. Kemmis were 1 
junior officers on the staff of the Commission. I didn’t know anybody—- re

Q. No, the record shows they were among the senior officers, but they P 
not the senior officers. A. No. Well, I thought they were, but I have £l 
found out they were not.Q. You said they were, but they were not?—A. Yes, I thought they <i 

Q Major Mminins was third or fourth in seniority in his branch. H°" M 
you chance upon Mr. Simmins to make this report?—A. Well, he was on 1 j 
staff, as I said, among the senior officers of the Organization Branch. He 
just completed some important work in the Interior Department.

Q. What important work had he just completed?—A. I think just at 
time he had completed the reorganization of the Lands Branch 

Q. Just at that time?—A. Well, just about that time.
Q. Could you produce that file?—A. I could.

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. I wish you would. Just to show when he completed it.
Mr. Bowman: Perhaps Mr. Putman could get the information this after- 

t'°°Q and let us have it.
The Chairman: I may have something here that would help you.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. And what brought Major Simmins to your attention?—A. Because he 

as one of the older men on the staff, and I thought he was a man of good 
Judgment.
y Q- How many men were on the staff, Mr. Tremblay?—A. There was at that 

1116 Mr. Putman and—I don’t just remember the names of all. 
v Q- Well, you remembered Major Simmins’ qualifications very well. Surely 
- °u remember your staff.—A. He has left since.
p, Q- Well, go on. There was one man whom you do not remember ; who 

Se-—A. Mr. Gilchrist and Mr. Medland.
Q- Go on.—A. I think that is all.
Q- Is that all?—A. In the Organization Branch, 

jyj 9- You really had seven organizers at that time, Mr. Tremblay?—A. Well, 
]w' Butman, Mr. Gilchrist and some gentleman, I don’t remember his name,

■ Simmins, Mr. Medland and Mr. Cole.
9- Yes, go on.—A. I think that is all in the Organization Branch, 

there ^lat y°u remember?—A. That is all I remember. They are all

itio 9- * did not ask what was there, I am asking you this question : Did you 
the lre a*30ut the qualifications of Mr. Medland?—A. Well, I didn’t go into, 

qualifications of any special one.
this ■ What I want to know is how you chanced upon Mr. Simmins to make 
fL investigation?—A. Because he appeared to me, working in the Organizations 

r*eh, one of the older men, as a man of sound judgment.
9- A man of sound judgment?- 
9- What about Mr. Medland?

-A. In my opinion, yes.
—v v.—«v   ------------ Was he a man of sound judgment?—A. Yes.

4 Ur Do y°u remember any particular work he has done at any time?— 
he has done work in various departments.

Satisfactorily or unsatisfactorily?—A. Satisfactorily.
9- Was Mr. Cole there?—A. Yes.
9- A satisfactory investigator?—A. Oh, yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
9- Before that or since?—A. Well, before; I don’t know.
M Well, that is it.

By Mr. Bowman:
9- It is your knowledge at the time Mr. Ernst is asking about.

By Mr. Ernst:
9' Did you consider Mr. Cole a capable investigator ?-

"A. 9> Did you A. Yes.
j --- juu notice any particular work that he had done at that time? 

0 n n’> reiuember any special work that he had been doing.
(V > ,r Mr. Boutin, still an employee?—A. No.
9' ^r. Jackson?—A. No.

I Q Tt ' Dawkins?—A. No.
Ow ^ h>w many investigators did you have at that time? Not investigators, 
'kfti. did you have in the Organization Branch?—A. I have just mentioned 

uere is one whose name I forget.
[Mr. J„ E. Tremblay.]
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Q. How many did you have altogether? You have given me four?—A' 
I think we had seven at that time.

Q. Seven?—A. I think so.
Q. Now, I ask you again, can you tell me whv you selected Mr. Simmin3 

in preference to the other six?—A. Because I thought he was better suited f<>r 
that kind of work.

Q. Because you thought he was better suited for that kind of work?—A'
Yes.

Q. On what did you base that?—A. On the little knowledge that I had d 
the members of the staff.

Q. Did you make any inquiry from Mr. Putman?—A. No, sir.
Q. None whatsoever?—A. No, sir.
Q. Did you make any inquiry from Dr. Roche?

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is prior to the appointment?—A. No.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. No inquiry from Dr. Roche?—A. No.
Q. Why not? A. I was trying to get information for myself.
Q. You were appointing a man who was to investigate and report upon t*!e 

whole organization of your Commission?—A. No. The purpose of that invest1' 
gation was merely to get—

Q. I am not asking you what it was for. I said you were appointing a man 
to investigate the organization of the whole Commission staff, with a view t0 
what-?—A. Merely for information.

Q. Merely for information?—A. Yes.
Q' he was to investigate and report on the Commission staff?—A. A111! 

that report was to be used as a basis for consideration by the Commissioners a1’1 
members of the staff.

Q. Txactly. And what inquiry did you make concerning the men you w®1^ 
appointing before they were appointed?-A. I didn’t make any special inq^ 
at all. Major Simmins was on the staff.

Q I still want to know how you happened to chance on this one of ^ 
seven?—A. I just chanced on him.

Q. What about Mr. Kemmis, how did you chance on him?—A. Mr. KemD1*" 
was the same as Mr. Simmins, he was one of the senior examiners.

Q. How did you happen to select Mr. Kemmis in preference to his fe^0' 
examiners. A. roi the same reason as Mr. Simmins.

Q. What \vas that?—A. I just thought he was a good man for that job- .
Q. You talked about it with Mr. Kemmis prior to this?—A. Nothing eXceP 

just in the course of my work, looking into his reports in the usual way, and tb» 
looked to me very good. J ’

Q. The other examiners in your department are capable examiners?""^ 
Certainly. ,

Q. As a matter of fact, Major Simmins suggested Mr. Kemmis to you, c*' 
he not?—A. No, sir.

Q. YTou do not think so?—A. No
Q. Will you swear lie did not?-A. Well, if he did, I do not recall- ^ 

recollection is that I picked on those two myself t
n S' Welh did not Dr. MacTavish have anything to do with the picking 0 
them?—A. Well, I think I certainly discussed it with him f

Q. I mean, who selected the two men, you or Dr MacTavish?_A Both 0
us.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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». Q. You did not both say just at the same moment—well, I want Mr. 
Aenimis and I want Mr. Simmins?—A. I think the suggestion came from me.

Q. From you?—A. Yes.
Q. To Dr. MacTavish?—A. To Dr. MacTavish, yes.
Q. And he concurred?—A. Yes.
Q. Did you give him any reason for selecting them?—A. Except they 

aPpeared to me—
» Q. I did not say except. Did you give him any reasons for selecting these 
w° gentlemen?—A. The only reason I gave him was that in my opinion they 
ere two good men and the best men for the job.

Q. Was Dr. Roche present when you gave those reasons?—A. I don’t think 
So, no.

Q. Now, I give you the Minute of March 29th, 1927:
The secretary was instructed to have Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis 

submit to the commissioners whatever suggestions they may have with 
reference to possible improvements in the methods and procedure of the 
Commission.

And this is signed “J. E. T.” and “N. McT.”. You say that Dr. Roche was 
Posent when the matter was discussed?—A. I am quite sure he was.

. Q. Did you talk the matter over with Dr. Roche before the Minute was 
s,gned?—A We had a discussion at that meeting.

Q. With Dr. Roche?—A. Yes.
Q. Before the Minute was signed?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
re Q. You are quite positive about that, Mr. Tremblay?—A. Well, that is my 

Election, to the best of my recollection.

By Mr. Ernst:
a S: Did you have any discussion with Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman before 

Minute was signed?—A. No, sir, not I.
<\j1, y- Did you on the date the Minute was signed have any discussion with 

• "land and Mr. Putman?—A. I cannot recall whether I had or not.
M You cannot recall?—A. No.
Q- You did not hear Mr. Bland's evidence to-day?—A. To-day, no. 

ev.:, j- Well, I perhaps should give you the substance of it. You heard his 
fnnce yesterday?—A. Yes.

\vv y- But his evidence to-day, which supplemented that of yesterday, in 
Nji ch he says that both he and Mr. Putman pointed out to you before this 

Me was ever signed the objections which they had to Mr. Simmins and Mr. 
the: Mis, which were the same objections which were noted, or which appear in 

Report?—A. That is not my recollection of it. 
sspoi- Well, did they or did they not?—A. I cannot recall that they did. I 
?i§ti V° ^r" Dland and Mr. Putman, but I think it was after the Minute was

% After the Minute was signed?-A. Yes a nv, T think
ttle Q. Before or after the investigation actually commenced .—A. Oh, i 

^ spoke to me before.
D- Before the investigation commenced?—A. Yes. rpasons

WhvQ- And at that time did they point out to you those Partic^wj°nk 
s() - those two men should not be entrusted with this task.

You do not think so?—A. No Mr T>iftn,t savs definitely
t0 ,Q. You did not hear the evidence of Mr Bland, • „ geems to

that they dirt.-A. Well, if they did, I cannot “ T„mbl.,.l
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me, the first suggestion I had about those things was when I saw them in the 
report.

Q. When you saw it in the report?—A. That is my recollection of it.
Q. ^ ou say Dr. Roche was present at a Board meeting before this Minute 

was signed?—A. Yes.
Q. Why, then, does his signature not appear to the Minute on the sanie 

date as yours. A. Because I do not think it appears there at all. He refused 
to sign it.

Q. May I read to you this:
I do not desire to be a consenting party to the procedure suggested 

by my colleagues. I see no good reason why when a survey of staff 
matters is considered necessary the invariable practice should not he 
followed, viz: by authorizing the responsible head or heads of branche5 
to submit a report and in doing so they have the privilege of consultm/ 
and conferring with any or all of the subordinate officers of the staff1 
This i^ tie practice followed in the various departments of government 
and the suggested departure from this procedure will, in my opinio11’ 
feellng^Thtfstaff^ discipline, anc* will unnecessarily engender iff'

That is dated two days after your Minute?_A. Yes
Q. Can you offer any explanation of"that?—A. This Minute is prepared 

and brought to the Commissioners for signature.
n °n Whici? the Minute is passed?—A. Not necessarily,
Q. Is it dated the same day on which it is passed?—A. I do not thin*1 

so.
Q. As a matter of practice?-A. I do not think so. t
Q Sure y you know what the practice of your own Commission is?—A’ 

do not think they date it the day they write it
,, ,Q; Do you t0. say y°u Pass a Board "Minute and then it is not dated
the date you pass it?-A. It may be the Minute itself—
1 Q27^‘ T°R T’’1anda‘‘NCXMr there is nothing on it except March 29th-
1927, J.E.T. and N. MacT.”.-A. It may have been signed on the same day 
Not necessarily. It may have been the day after.

Mr. Chevrier: Why do you not look at it?
The Witness . That will not tell me anything.
The Chairman: ,¥r- ®land’ you are the Assistant Secretary; is there * 

Minute Book kept of the Minutes of Commission separate and distinct from t*16 
memoranda which appears on the files?

Mr. Bland: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The Chaïrman: I think we asked for the production of that. Would f 

be possible to send for that and let us have it now. Particularly, Mr. Bl> 
commencing with the year 1927?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I ask you again, can you offer any explanation for Dr. Roche’s Mmutf 

being two days later than that of yours and Dr. MacTavish’s?-A. No, I canUot.
Q. Were you awaie, before you entered upon this scheme of appoint 

these two gentlemen to report upon the organization, that Dr. Roche objected' 
—A. Yes, he objected at the Board meeting
he nS" ?ÿ°A df US+Sih-6 PuaMcations of those particular men with him ^ 
he objected?-A. I not think so. I think at the Board meeting what haPP^ 
was, on general principles, Dr. Roche objected
hflnaQ- 0biected to a junior investigating his seniors, is that it?—A. Well, Per' 
naps you put that way, that is not my view.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Well, what is your view?—A. My view is it would not have been fair 
ask Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman to investigate,—

Q. I asked you what your view was of what Dr. Roche said. What did 
Roche say?—A. Well, Ï think he said practically what is on the file there. 
Q. That two junior men should not investigate their seniors?—A. Yes.
Q. That he was objecting for discipline?—A. Yes.
Q. And you not agree with him?—A. No.
Q. In the light of what has happened, do you agree now or not?—A. Not 

°n that. I am still of the same opinion.
_ Q. You still think it advisable to have junior officers investigate------- A.
*hey were not investigating the staff.

Q. They were investigating the organization of the Civil Service Com
mission?—A. Not at all, sir.

Q. What were they doing?—A. Investigating the procedure.
Q. Procedure, which involves the organization, does it not?—A. Well, it 

may indirectly.
Q. It must?—A. Not necessarily.
Q. It does involve organization, does it not?—A. Yes.

., Q. You still think that it is advisable to have a junior officer report upon 
im organization with which his senior officers are directly concerned?—A. This 

Was not an official investigation.
.. Q. That was not my question. Will you please answer?—A. Well, I 

mink so.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. This Minute that has just been referred to and which was signed by Dr. 
r^acTavish and yourself, this was prepared and brought to the meeting?—A. 

°i that is the decision arrived at at the meeting. It is prepared by the secre- 
ary and brought to the Commissioners individually to be signed.

,, Q- Yes, and at this particular meeting to which reference has been made,
Minute which was signed by Dr. MacTavish and yourself, was prepared 

J' that meeting and signed?—A. After the meeting. It is prepared after the 
eeting and brought to the Commissioners for signatures.

Q- After the meeting?—A. Y~es.
Q. That is, the meeting was held first?—A. Oh, yes, the meeting was held

Q. Who were present at that meeting on March 29, 1927?—A. Dr. Roche 
’m Mr. Foran, I think.

Q. Are you sure of that?—A. Well, it might have been Mr. Bland who 
cmd as secretary.

Q- Does your Minute not show who were present at those meetings?—A.It
theWould show" if the Commissioners were present. I do not think it would show 

secretary present.
By Mr. Ernst:

dn • 9- Well, you do still adhere to the view that the full Board was present 
ring the discussion?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
was signed, Dr. Roche 

in the matter of the

By Mr. Ernst:
f0r 9' And you did not then, or afterwards, convey to Dr. Roche your reasons 
mavC m°sing those two particular men to make this investigation?—A. Well, we 

j have discussed them. I may have said—

or v- And up to that time, the time that this Minute 
ln Air. Putman or Mr. Bland had not been consulted 

'estigation?—A. Well, I think not.

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Did you or did you not?—A. I cannot recall.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And do you remember at the time any discussion taking place as 

between Mr. Putman, Mr. Bland and Dr. Roche, Dr. MacTavish and yourself? 
with respect to the two parties that had been appointed or suggested to carry 
on this investigation?—A. Before the Minute was signed?

Q. No, after the Minute was signed, or before, either one or the other? 1 
think you have already said that before, you did not have any recollection. Now, 
after the Minute was signed?—A. I have a recollection that—I don’t know 
if the five of us were in or whether they came singly, whether Mr. Bland and 
Mr. Putman came together or whether they came singly, I do not know.

Q. Yes, and what did they say to you?—A. They made representations 
against the investigation.

Q. And against those two particular parties who were appointed to make 
the investigation?—A. Well, I do not think so.

Q. You do not think so?—A. That is not my recollection.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Well, you ought to remember after selecting two men to make an investi

gation, you ought to remember whether any representations were made against 
those men personally or not?—A. Not at that time.

Q. Will you swear that none were made at that time?—A. No, I will not. 
I cannot remember.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Just what were they to investigate?—A. They were simply to investigate 

the procedure. I thought the procedure was too complicated and that there were 
too long delays. I wanted to satisfy myself and see if there was not some way 
of shortening it and possibly effecting economies.

Q. And you went over the head of Mr. Bland, who was at the head of the 
Examination Branch, and Mr. Putman, who was at the head of the Organization 
Branch?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Did you have any complaints about the procedure?—A. A lot about 

delays.
Q. Were those complaints in writing or otherwise?—A. I do not think there 

ivas anything in writing.
Q. Who made the complaints?—A. Well, they were coming from almost 

every department.
Q. Will you tell me any particular one which made complaints?—A. I have 

none in mind particularly.
Q. Can you name one person particularly who complained?—A. I had com

plained myself before I went to the Commission.
Q. Oh, well, you had complained, but did anyone complain to you?—^ 

Well, there is one man I remember.
Q. Who was that?—A. I think Mr. Edwards of the Justice department.
Q. Anybody else?—A. I cannot remember the names.
Q. Did Mr. Edwards put his complaint in writing or otherwise?—A. No.
Q. Did Mr. Edwards put his complaint in writing, or otherwise did he com' 

plain to you or to the Commission?—A. Oh, he complained to me.
Q. To you personally ?—A. \es.
Q. Can you mention any others which led you to take this extraordinary 

step?—A. 1 do not recall the names of any others.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Have you any letters you can produce?—A. No, I do not think that 
there are.

Q. Eventually you got a report, did you not?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Before you go on; Dr. MacTavish in his evidence before this Committee 

yesterday told us that you and he had decided to have this investigation made, 
on the 29th March, the date of the minute that Mr. Ernst referred to, without 
consulting with Dr. Roche at all?—A. Well, I think he was wrong there. My 
recollection is that we discussed it at a board meeting where Dr. Roche and 
the secretary were present.

Q. Are you sure that the board meeting to which you are now referring was 
n°t a meeting held on April 1st or March 31st, two days after these instructions 
"'ere given of which there is a minute?—A. Oh, that could not be.

Q. Because it was on that date I think Dr. Roche recorded his dissent? 
"~~A. He recorded it on the minute.

Q. So that you may have it clear, there is one minute, I do not know 
whether it purports to be a board meeting or not, but there is a memorandum 
°n the file dated March 29th, signed by Dr. MacTavish and yourself?—A. Yes.

. Q. There is a subsequent one dated March 31st in which Dr. Roche records 
11s_ dissent. Are you positive that the board meeting to which you refer and 
" hich you have in mind was held on March 29th before the instructions for this 
Report were given?—A. Yes, sir, I say March 29th; as I sav it may have been 
the 28th.

Q. In any event before the instructions were given?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Now, Mr. Tremblay, I went over a lot with Dr. MacTavish yesterday 

?hich I think we can omit, to-day. At any rate, you got a report from Mr. 
Berninis and Major Simmins?—A. Yes.
v. Q. And then you got a report from Mr. Putman, Mr. Bland and Miss 
Walker, Miss Saunders and Miss Guthrie relating to this report?—A. Yes.

Q. On May 6th, the following memorandum appears, signed by yourself 
ancl Commissioner MacTavish:—

We have perused the several reports submitted by you conjointly, 
phat is not the report of Mr. Kemmis and Mr. Simmins but the reports of Mr. 
Butman, Mr. Bland, Miss Walker, Miss Saunders and Miss Guthrie,—

under your communication of the 21st ultimo, and hereby acknowledge 
their receipt for purposes of record.

We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the un
authorized preparation of these documents.

, I'at explanation would you like to give to that minute?—A. We had asked 
W- Bland and Mr. Putman to give us a report,—

Q. Had you asked them?—A. We had asked Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman. 
r Q- When?—A. I do not remember the date, but between the time of the 
°Port and this memorandum.

Q. Between the time of which report?—A. Of the Kemmis and Simmins 
rePort.

Q. Are you sure you had asked them?—A. Oh, yes.
Mr. Chevrier: He said he did.

By Mr. Ernst:
j Q- Whom do you mean by “ we ” had asked them?—A. I think that was 
°ne through the secretary.

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. \ou say we had asked them,—do you mean the board or you and 
Dr. MacTavish, or what?—A. Well, I think Ï had asked.

Q. And anybody else?—A. I do not know.
Q. You heard Mr. Bland yesterday?__A. Yes.
Q. He says that you and Dr. MacTavish'both asked them?—A. Well, that 

is possible.
Q ‘ Before the minute was ever signed directing the investigation, they 

had asked me and Mr. Putman to comment upon the report when it was made ” 
What have you to say as to that ?—A. Well, I know very well I told Mr. Bland 

when I did that, I do not know,—I told him that he would have ample oppor
tunity to comment on the report.

9'xiTlla!i15 n0t Yhat faid- He said that you and Dr. MacTavish both 
stated that the report v ould be handed to him and that he should comment on 
it, before the minute was ever signed directing the investigation?—A. I do not 
recall that.

Q. Did you or did you not?-A. I do not recall.
Q. You do not know?—A. I do not know.
Q, }J hat do,you say ^ y°u do recall?—A. My recollection is that when 

we got the report we asked Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman to give us their com
ments on the report. °

i 9, Tp,ai!SQy°Y g?t lhe report?—A. Yes. I think I did tell Mr. Bland 
ha^e ample opporlJiy- ' *h°"8'1'that when the reP°rl mad= »=? "'°uld 

Q. You think you did?-A. I think I did.
May 1927 * ^ * " °U come *° s^8n this memorandum to the secretary on the 6th

fnr rm nin^Y1°^ consideration to the question of what action is called 
+ ou our part by the conduct of the officials concerned-

Mr Putman6 and Ml"' Putman?-A. That did not refer to Mr. Bland and

Q. To whom did it refer?-A. To the other three.
cJLfi&K of A"ril 2I-1927 *»the

thp st.Jff1 herewith reports received from three members of
at,- r v p’+ ' ,P anc*! Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner,
WdérJheS^ °f the Organization Branch, and Miss £•
1 Anders, head of the Personal Services Branch. Attached to Mr. Bland»
mmLm statements from Miss Walker and Miss Guthrie, two senior 
examiners. 1

You note that?—A. Yes.
Q. Those are the documents to which you refer?-A. Yes 
Q. You said:

.. have P°trUS;ed the/everal reports submitted by you.
Mr K reports from Mr. Bland, Mr. Putman and Miss Saunders, and
IVLr. 13land has two exhibits to his report?__A Yes

We have perused the several reports submitted by you conjoint 
under your communication of the twenty-first ultimo, and hereby 
acknowledge their receipt for purposes of record.

\ e are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
or on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the unauthor- 

ized preparation of these documents
wa°ntedhtp hT *° pf11’ H is merely a question of procedure. I
"thîZlaïï=SI'ea™WS ML Bhn(1 Mr' ‘'"‘"'an and the'n «11 in U» 
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. I am asking you how you came to sign a minute in which you say you 
are giving consideration to the question of what action is called for on your part 
by the conduct of the officials concerned? Does that refer to Mr. Bland and Mr. 
°utman?—A. No, it does not refer to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman. They were 
authorized,— we had asked Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman.

Q. You surely do not mean to tell me that that memorandum refers only 
to Miss Walker—

Mr. Chevrier: He has said it.
. Mr. Ernst: I would like to have his explanation, but I have one at variance 

'Vlth his written word.
Mr. Chevrier : Surely the rules of evidence allow him to explain that 

Written word.
. The Chairman: Mr. Chevrier, you see in one breath you are objecting to 
ur. Ernst asking him to explain it, and in the next breath you say he ought 
0 be allowed to explain it.

Mr. Chevrier: He ought to be heard.

By Mr. Bowman:
^ Q. What explanation have you of this document?—A. That refers not to 
Vlv- Bland and Mr. Putman but to the other reports which were submitted with- 
°uf being asked for.

By Mr. Ernst:
, Q- In other words, you say, “We are giving consideration to the question of 

o action is called for on our part by the unauthorized action of Miss 
bunders, Miss Walker and Miss Guthrie?”

By Mr. Bowman:
Q- It does not refer to the reports by Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman?—A. No, 

e Wanted their reports.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- Was it in answer to Mr. Foran’s letter?—A. I think it was.
Q- The first part of Mr. Foran’s letter to the Commissioners reads :—

I am submitting herewith reports received from three members of 
the staff, Mr. C. H. Bland, Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner, Mr. 
C. V. Putman, Chief of the Organization Branch, and Miss E. Saunders, 
head of the Personal Services Branch. Attached to Mr. Bland's report 
are two statements from Miss Walker and Miss Guthrie, two senior 

^ examiners.
'ose were not reports but were exhibits to Mr. Bland’s report—you note that?

Yes.
Q- I read the second part:—

With the consent of the Commissioners the report recently submitted 
by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis was passed to these officials for their 
perusal, and the reports herewith are their replies to the proposals con- 

^ rp *a^ned in the report in question.
bat was a misunderstanding on somebody’s part.
M And then your answer is:—

We are giving consideration to the question of what action is called 
for on our part by the conduct of the officials concerned and the unauthor- 
lzed preparation of these documents.

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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What is your explanation of that?—A. We had asked for reports from Mr. 
Bland and Mr. Putman. We did not want, at this stage, any others.

Q. What do you mean by that?—A. Dr. MacTavish and I. We wanted 
to deal with the report in a different way.

Q. You are aware that Dr. MacTavish said you had not asked for such 
reports?—A. Well, we did—that was my recollection.

Mr. Chevrier: How would he be aware of that when he did not hear Dr. 
MacTavish’s evidence?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Are you aware that Dr. MacTavish said that you did not ask for those 

reports?—A. Well, we did ask for those reports.
Q. And you say that you did not ask for the reports of the other three?—- 

A. Yes.
Q. Of course you are aware of the effect of the report itself—the Kemmis 

and Simmins report?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. What was your interpretation of that report by and large?—A. There 

were some good points and others that I. found could not be,—
Q. What was the main change in organization that they recommended?—A- 

Oh, they recommended a change in the handling of the files by the Commissioners. 
That was the main thing.

Q. Do you recollect that one Commissioner should handle all organization 
work?—A. Yes, I remember that.

Q. One junior commissioner—not the Chairman, one Commissioner?—A. Yes.
Q. And one Commissioner handle all examination work?—A. Yes.
Q. That is the one should be sole and supreme on examination work, and 

the other be sole and supreme on organization work—do you recollect that?—-A- 
I recollect something like that.

Mr. Chevrier: Are those the terms of the report?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In effect.—A. I do not recollect the words, of course, but in effect that 

is what it was.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In effect—I did not ask if those were the words, but, in effect, if that 

was the substance?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And the Examination Branch and the Organization Branch together take 

up practically all the work of the department, of your Commission?—A. Well» 
they are the two main divisions of it.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. How many employees have you?—A. I think 145.
Q. Have you ever had any other check made on the organization of your 

Commission by anv other person or persons?—A. Since that?
Q. Yes?—A. Yes.
Q. Who made it?—A. I think Mr. Putman made one.
Q. He would be familiar, of course, with the organization from his havipS 

grown up with it?—A. It may have been Mr. Gilchrist, one of the others.
Q. At whose request did he make it?—A. At our request.
Q. When was that?—A. I think in the spring of 1930.
Q. Whom do you mean by “our”?—A. The Board’s request.

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. In the spring of 1930?—A. I think so, yes.
Q. I wonder if we could have the minute relating to that—a minute of any 

check made on the organization in 1929 or 1930?
Mr. Bland : Mr. Putman may have it.
Mr. Putman : I will see if it is here.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. How long did it take to make that report?—A. They made it, I think, 

ln six or seven reports on the whole organization.
Q. Piecemeal?—A. Yes.
Q. How long a time did it take to make it?—A. Mr. Putman would be 

”etter able to answer that.
Q. Have you any recollection on the subject?—A. I think the first report 

VVe got about two months after.
Q. Did you have any discussion with Mr. Kemmis and Mr. Simmins during 

tlle progress of their investigations?—A. No.
Q. What instructions did you give them before they commenced the report? 

"A. I simply told them what I had in mind.
Q. What did you tell them?—A. That I thought our machinery was too

implicated, and it seemed to me that there should be some way to simplify it.
afld I wanted them to go into it and let me have their views.

Q. And let you have their views?—A. Yes.
Q. Those are all the instructions they had?—A. That is all.
Q. Any instructions in writing?—A. Except that minute, that is all.
Q. Except the minute?—A. That is all.
Q. You did not give them the minute?—A. I think they must have had a 

CoPy of the minute to get their instructions.
Q. Did you give them a copy of the minute?—A. No, I did not.

. Q. I asked you what instructions did you give tl^em?—A. Those are all
le instructions I gave them.

Q. Those are all the instructions they had?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Mr. Tremblay, in the explanation which you have just given with respect 
0 this minute of May 6, 1927, you stated that the word “unauthorized” referred 

the three reports filed by Miss Guthrie, Miss Walker and Miss Saunders, but 
. d not include the reports signed by Mr. Putman and Mr. Bland?—A. That 
ls right.
• Q. Might I read to you the evidence given yesterday by Dr. MacTavish, 
mst to see whether or not your recollection bears the same as his:—

By the Chairman: 
ei erring to this memorandum.

Q. It includes Bland and Putman?—A. It is clear enough that it 
included Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman, but it had three others that I knew 
nothing about.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. May I ask you again, did it include Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman? 

—A. Yes.
did?—A. Yes.
in mind what Mr. MacTavish has said with respect to this 
at it did refer to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman, would that in

. -------- the evidence which you have just given on that point?—A. No.
Q- Your recollection is to the contrary?—A. Yes.

So Q. It 
that bearing

ctnorandum, tlany resnpot

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Again and again, Mr. Tremblay, during the afternoon session, when 1 

came. ,ac < and pskod Dr. MacTavish if he could give us any further explanation 
of this minute, he finally said that you and he, through a spirit of what might 
be called arrogance, ’ resented the fact that these officials had made a report 
which was not authorized by some minute of the Commission, had both sub- 

4 \a4 memorandum. Do you still disagree with that?—A. I feel that 
Dr. MacTavish is mistaken; that he did not mean to include those two.

By Mr. Ernst:
rNe™- ”“nd J?.e meant?—A. So far as I am concerned, it did not 

coier Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman. They were asked to report.

By the Chairman:
Q I am not quarrelling with your statement, but I am just bringing before

y°j ®au ,ierc" ^ou say in your opinion Dr. MacTavish is mistaken,
and that that is not your recollection?—A. It is not my recollection.

By Mr. Madmis:
Q. I think Dr. MacTavish modified that later in his evidence?
Mr. Bowman: No, he did not modify it at all.
Mr. MacInnis. I am expressing a personal opinion, and I think that 

MacTavish modified that again and said it excluded Mr. Bland and Mr'
1 utman. 11 he said it it will be in the evidence and will be found later on. 

Mr. Ernst: That was in the forenoon.
Mr. Chevrier: I do not want to challenge this statement, but I am sure

. was in the latter part of the afternoon that Dr. MacTavish did qualify 
that and left the other two out.
, E'iNST: [ !s quite the reverse, Mr. Chevrier. In the morning
prompted tint ^ faCt 16 gaVe Slx different explanations at least as to what

Q. Then on the 17th May 1931, I find this minute-Oh, may I deal with 
the memorandum of the 6th May again, signed by you and Dr. MacTavish, 111 
which you deal with the question of the unauthorized reports. Was Dr. Rod'6
boato detJion mem0randum of the board was draw»?-A. That was not a

MacTavish?—A. Yes. memorandum f(>r the secretary, signed by you and D1'

someQofItLW(lfficiiIls?-A<1 Yesnkwe°U W6re poi>ting to disciplinary action again*4 
some ot tne omciais A. Yes we were considering what we should do

ÆrÆîïS" conîi"c",ls —-=ain,‘
O ml dirt ™!,e,nt!Tn Wh«" !;on d”wed on that?—A. I do not thinks»

\ . I, r, i j ' " '' avish come together to decide on that-"'n T: ”ot subscribe to the investigation,-Q. I did not ask you that. How did Dr ■ l j , „otherto consider that?-A. As Dr. RoclJdid nnV l 'ï u ï a*d }'0U come togeth 
Q. I was asking you how you and Dr Jï* ^vœt^ation,--

Hoche to consider this’-A. BecauseDr £ t all-
0 Can vm, crivn nnv na-rvio v 1 , Roche was not a party to this at a*

MacTavish were handing dow n a memorandum T T' "!h W, hJ'1'
«f » matterTS,

___ Av y» cio ci mabi/er 11
and these reports were addressed to us,- 
TMr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. No, now, Mr. Tremblay, Mr. Foran’s letter is addressed to the Commis
sioners. He is one of the Commissioners, is he not?—A. Yes.

Q. Then the reply is signed by Dr. MaeTavish and yourself only?—A. Yes. 
Q. Why?—A. My explanation is simply because Dr. Roche had dissented, 

ln the first place; the reports came to us, and we replied, naturally.
Q. Do you mean that a letter addressed to the Commissioners would not 

reach Dr. Roche in the ordinary course as well as you and Dr. MaeTavish? 
A. It should certainly.

. Q. Then why is the reply signed only by you and Dr. MaeTavish?—A. 
* can offer no further explanation. Possibly Dr. Roche can.

, Q. Did you intimate to him that you were considering disciplinary action 
a§ainst these officials?—A. I do not think so.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is that the usual practice of the Commission, that two Commissioners 

Mil decide to discipline somebody in the staff without conferring with the third 
Commissioner?—A. We did not decide upon it. We simply said we were cen
tering what action to take.

Q. You two were going to decide?—A. Well,—

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Did you take any action?—A. No.

,, Mr. Ernst: No, of course they did not. And why not? Wre will leave 
'at to argument. We must leave something to the imagination.

By Mr. Ernst:
f „ Q. I find on the 17th May, a further board decision, which reads as
"mows:

Civil Service Commission 
Toard Decision: Procedure.

It was decided that in addition to the reports already received from 
certain members of the staff in reply to the report on methods and 
procedure submitted by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis, the Secretary and 
Messrs. Baril, Bourbonnais, Gilchrist, Brown and Thivierge should be 
Risked to submit their views with regard to that part of the report of 

ie two investigators which relates to their particular work or branch.
(Sgd.) N. MacT. and J. E. T.

S at a full meeting of the board?—A. Is that marked as a board decision? 
M Yes?—A. Then it was at a full meeting of the board.
M Was Dr. Roche present?—A. Yes, he must have been. 

tw0 '' it the custom of the Commission to have such things signed only by 
gCtl "Ambers of the Commission?—A. If one dissents who does not sign, it is 

gUy marked in the Minute, “So and So dissenting.”
Way This is supposed to be a copy of the Minute, and nothing indicating one 
Canno°tr ^le °ther is shown. Can you offer any explanation of that?—A‘. No, I

h Q. U it not a fact that you andts not °!fpour own way without consulting Dr. Eochet-A^No,
sird decision, the three Commissions » ' c_

Q. Are you sure Dr. Roche was ticie.

By Mr. Bowman: . ,
p Q. Does it necessarily follow, because it is a board decision, tna i ic 

s°ns were there?—A. Generally speaking, yes.
«322-45 [Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Does it follow because there are on the memorandum the words “board 
decision”, on the printed form,—does it necessarily follow that the three members 
were there?—A. No, not necessarily.

Q. Then is there anything in your mind which can recall the fact that 
Dr. Roche was present at that meeting?—A. Nothing special; but my recollection 
is that he was. J

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. That he was there?—A. Yes.
Q. And that he dissented?—A. Yes.
I lie Chairman. This is May 17, 1931, you are speaking of?
Mr. Ernst: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

,,., ,Tben Tou obtained reports from the persons named, Thivierge, Brown, 
Gilchrist, Bourbonnais and Baril?—A Yes 6 ’

■ A!l exrPTtmKg Mr" Thlvierge, who obtained a promotion afterwards, were 
oTof that g y°Ur Pard0n’ Mr' Thivierge did not get a promotion

Q If the report had been adopted, Mr. Thivierge would have received » 
promotion and Miss Saunders would have been dispensed with. He w»s 
assistant to Miss Saunders, was he not?—A No

Q. He was assistant to whom?—A. He" was not assistant to anyone #e 
was m the same position then as bo ; r . . , 7V „hO 4t anv rate it e 5 noxv’ chief of the Assignment Branch-y. At any ate it would have meant a promotion to him and he would
of that P0S‘t,O“ undcr the «P«rt?-A. I do not recall an^bM

,, 9' 11 Ld ,:',fact 011 reading the report that lie would. Apart from 
briStoKS ,nAe Wen, I cannot say from memo*
pam thTsaid coSld be not ™ «'= *-= U™g, but so»«

Q Cm'youteUm™ X-W recollection, 
y. van you tell me any, from your recollection?
Mr. Chevrier: That is a better question.
The Witness: No, I cannot.

By Mr. Ernst:
the parts of

time^but^ince^then'some^oHhe^uggestionsff1^ ^ Nott,i”S ™ d°ne

did ^ Dld y°U < V6r h°ld a board meeting to consider that?—A. I think we

0 IncDlo vouTcmemhp^’ got aI1 the opinions in?—A. Yes. . ?
—A No I do lot know T H ^ dlscussions took place at that board meeting' 

AVT°> 1 do not know, I do not remember.
able?—4 ^o^we^dhTnot 1 70U decicied as a board that it would be unwo1^ 

n t Ta ? n0t-, d never considered it as a whole myself. t
the report';,nd alUhe vi™s'fonLhSnXlmr^'Vd SP“*1 ‘1 j* Ü" 'T 
ing to consider the whole project™ A t ÎI.Î X hold a bo“rd ™
pr„p^ah,°land1 then6yorf'asked 1'nea^ly^I^ldof'gpeg^d 1“^ P60 io,Pat,ç0rtfiO&

X S yllotXmnXK
„ ------------ «'“VUI 0,1 VC1

Q. As a board?—A. I do not know, 
missioners.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]

A copy was sent to each of the Com'
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Q. But did you consider them as a board?—A. I do not think we did.
Q. What happened to them?—A. This was not intended to be a report—
Q. I merely asked what happened to it?—A. Nothing happened, except 

*hat in the course of time some of the suggestions which were made there were 
adopted.

Q. Some of the suggestions?—A. Yes.
Q. How many, do you recollect?—A. I cannot tell you off-hand, but I can 

te“ you, if you wish—have that information for you.
Q- You recollect when a motion for return was placed on the order paper 

, the House of Commons in reference to this matter?—A. Yes; I think it was 
ast June.

Q. By Mr. Garland, of Bow River?—A. Yes, I remember that now.
,, Q. To the papers which were passed as final from the Commission, I find 
«Ie following; let me read you the order paper for to-day, Mr. Tremblay: 
there appears on the order paper for to-day notice of motion by Mr. Garland 

, °V) River), on Wednesday next, Order of the House as follows:”—I ask you 
listen carefully,—“for a copy of all documents, minutes of the board, reports, 

e®oranda, letters and telegrams, relating to the investigation that took 
t0'\Ce în the Civil Service Commission in the year 1927, which was understood 
an he instituted by the direction of Commissioners Tremblay and MacTavish, 
t ^ hy which two junior clerks, Messrs. Kemmis and Simmons were authorized 

carry on an investigation into the administration of the Commission by 
r- Roche and other executive heads.”—A. Yes.

Q. Let me read this, under date of April 14, 1931-------A. I did not agree,
c°urse, to the purpose—

n Q- I beg your pardon?—A. I did not agree to the purpose of the investiga- 
°n as stated in the Order.

pas Q- I just asked you if you recollected that particular Order which was 
Sscd as an Order for Return, by the House of Commons.—A. I see. 

j Q- That was on April 14th. Now let me read to you the memoranda—may 
s'c you first if these are your initials (passing documents to witness).—A. 
0Se are my initials.

a Q- “It seems to me that the proper answer to the question as worded is 
, n° investigation into the administration of the Commission by Dr. Roche 

mother executive heads was ever carried on, or even suggested’.”—A. Right;
at is right.

a ,Q- That is still your opinion?—A. Certainly; it was never the purpose of 
'investigation at all.

\f. S- “If Mr. Garland has in mind the investigation which Commissioners 
'Jî0 vvish and Tremblav authorized Messrs. A. C. Kemmis, senior examiner,—” 

Yes.
ipc Q- “—and Major Simmins, senior investigator,”—these designations are 

0rrect, are they not?—A. No, they are correct, 
a s It should be Mr. A. C. Kemmis, a senior examiner, and Major Simmins, 

nior investigator?—A. His classification is “senior.” 
v- He is a member of the staff?—A. Yes.
M And Major Simmins is also a member of the staff, or was.—A. Was, yes.

Yes >• So, it would be more correct to describe the officials concerned-------A.
’ R you take it to mean the senior.
4- Yes.—A. For us, it is merely the definition of a class.

Cedu —*"° carry on upon the possible improvements in the methods and pro- 
takeJ!e,0f the Commission, with a view to ascertain what steps if any could be 
)ect to simplify our procedure, and thereby avoid delays which were the sub
tly °* complaints, Mr. Garland should amend his question accordingly. In, 

event, I presume all documents should be supplied.”—A. Yes.
493^5j [Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. “It is unfortunate that a couple of these documents contain persona 
observations which should not have been included in an official document. These 
remarks were made evidently under a complete misapprehension of the situa' 
tion. However, I suppose they would have to be included unless Messrs. Blam 
and Putman are willing to withdraw them.”—A. Surely that is correct.

Q. I asked you first if you were aware of the terms of the Order.—A. Yes-
Q. “All documents?”—A. Yes. ,
Q. Do you consider that you have any right to arrange with Messrs. Blan 

and Putman to withdraw remarks that appear upon the final file, after the House 
has passed an Order?—A. I felt those remarks—

Q. I did not ask you that.
Mr. Chevrier: Why not let the witness answer?
Mr. Ernst: I want an answer to the question, not a generalization.
Mr. Chevrier: Let him answer.
Mr. Ernst: If you are not satisfied, vou may ask him anything you lih6’ 

and tell him what to say. Go ahead.
The Witness: I said, under the circumstances, I was justified in suggestif 

that. i
Q. AVhat justification have you?—A. I felt those remarks had been include 

there under a complete misapprehension.
Q. Misapprehension?—A. Absolutely.
Q. Did you investigate those remarks?—A. No.
Q. The truth or accuracy of them?—A. No. *
Q. AX hy do you say they were included under a misapprehension?"'- ' 

Because the purpose of the report was never understood. l
Q. I he purpose of the report does not matter. Did you, or did you 

check the accuracy of those remarks of Messrs. Bland and Putman at any tin1 
—A. I did not check them, no. -

Q. Did you know or did you not know when that minute was signC 
whether they were true or untrue?—A. No, I did not.

Q. AVhat right have you to go and ask those gentlemen to withdraw the . 
so as to eliminate them from the House of Commons return?—A. Because 1 
not 1 eel it was the place to make those remarks, in a document of that kind- .

Q. Is not that a question for the man who makes the report, Mr. Bln 
or Mr. Putman?-A Exactly; I put it up to him.

Q. A report had been made?—A. Yes.
Q. And was even filed with the Commission?—A. Yes.
tj. 1 hen, on what basis do you assume to go and try to alter a report 

conjunction with some person or persons?—A. I did not try to alter it at n '
I merely suggested it to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman.

1 11 suggdst. A. In the memo, there, I did, no doubt.
Q. You did suggest?—A. It is there.
Q. Did you suggest? A. No, just said, “unless they are willing.”
Q. Did you ever suggest to them thev should withdraw?—A. No.
Q. You never did?—A. No.
Q. V ou heard Mr. Bland’s evidence yesterday afternoon?—A. I heard

t j-n ’ y°u heard him definitely say you came and asked him to withdraw-""'1 did not ask him to withdraw.
Q. I asked you if you heard that?
Mr. MacInnis: He was not here.
Mr. Ernst: He was here.

-A. I heard that.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You heard Mr. Bland yesterday afternoon? 

behind him when he made the charge, and said that 
[Mr. J. E. Tremb)ay.]

You were sitting dirct ^ 
you came and asked him
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tat time to withdraw those remarks, if you would agree to their deletion from 
ta report?—A. I suggested in the memorandum.

Q. No; that is not the point. I asked if-you heard Mr. Bland say you went 
0 'him and asked him to delete it.—A. I heard him say that.

Q. Is that correct or incorrect?—A. To the best of my knowledge, no.
Q. You did not do that?—A. No. I did what is there ; that is all.
Q. Which is in the memorandum?—A. Yes.

,. Q. I ask you again on what basis you assume to go to anyone and ask 
lr« to retract a part of his report when the House of Commons has ordered 

Qs Production?—A. Well, as I said, I thought that part of it had no bearing 
11 the case at all; that it was no place for those remarks.

I Q- Were not those remarks a question for Mr. Bland?—A. It was more or 
658 to protect him.

Q- Was not that a question for Mr. Bland?—A. I put it up to him.
Q- Did you put it all up to him?—A. In that memo, I did.
Q- In that memo?—A. Yes.

an Q- I am asking you on what authority you go to a man and ask him to 
°r or mutilate a report, after an Order of the House of Commons had been 
ssed directing its production?—A. Well, I did not order him to do it.

Q- I did not ask you that. I asked you on what authority, what assumed 
^ Pority, you tried to mutilate a report after its production was ordered.— 

' t did not try to mutilate it.
tier i ^ou tried to induce Mr. Bland to delete that paragraph?—A. Just 

suggested it to him ; I thought—
Suggested?—A. I thought I had a perfect right. 

t0 s What authority did you assume or right did you arrogate to yourself 
u§gest mutilation of a report after its presentation.

Chevrier: Mutilation is not the proper word. 
r- Ernst: Mutilation is the proper word.

to nj'ta Witness: I put it up to them; I do not know on what authority— 
■-P^ial authority.

By Mr. Ernst:
■ Then, practically speaking, you use your judgment as to what you 
bring to the House, and what you would not?—A. No.

By Mr. Bowman:
^ Only if you thought it was necessary?—A. I thought it was unfair to the 
trUe‘ Those statements had been made under a misapprehension. If they were 

0r untrue, they should not be made in a report of that kind.
By Mr. Ernst:

Pijj.jta Under what misapprehension have they been made?—A. Because the 
q e °f the report was misunderstood all through.

A. t j. } asked you whether vou knew if the remarks were true or untrue?— 
>lnot know.
0 \x°u did not know?—A. I did not know.

Ctase T v y do you say they were made under a misapprehension?—A. Bc- 
q did not think they should be made in such a report at all. 

they l" , think that is a question of opinion?—A. I could not see what bearing 
v QarL°n the thing at all.
0 o la^ a question of opinion, Mr. Tremblay.—A. Exactly, 

did yQ tiut you say it was made under a misapprehension ? I ask you again. 
^ hiisn11 ever check the accuracy of the report?—A. I felt it was made under 

^Prehension.
id you ever check their accuracy?—A. No.

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Did you know, or do you know, they were true or untrue?—A. No; I 
do not know yet.

Q. Whether they are true or untrue?—A. No.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Why did you make that statement, then, if you did not know, or do not 

know now. Why did you make this written statement that they were made 
under a complete misapprehension?—A. Misapprehension of the purpose of 
the report.

Mr. Ernst: No.
Mr. Bowman : No.
The Witness: That is what I meant.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What do you mean by “ misapprehension ”?■—A. I felt the officials con

cerned had a complete misunderstanding of the motives which prompted the 
Commissioners in holding the investigation.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What has that to do with misapprehension of those particular state' 

ments. lou ncie going to produce the whole report, which I assume would 
be the repoit of Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis.—A. Everything, yes.
A Y^s ^°U iaAC memoran^a fr°m Mr. Bland in reply to that whole report?-"

Q. I ask > ou again, when you studied that memorandum of Mr. Bland» 
there was a paragraph in it which was made under misapprehension, one par' 
ticulai paragraph, which deals with the whole report.—A. I have told you wha* 
I thought at the time. 17

Q. Can you gi\e the Committee any reason, or any explanation, why y°.u 
woud attempt to suggest either to anybody else or yourself to tamper M1,1 
documents ordered by the House of Commons?-A. As far as I am concerned, tb»* 
report nas not intended as a public document; it was merely for the informati°n 
of the Commissioners.

Q It makes no difference; I am asking you after the House of Comm01*5 
ordered its production I am asking you on what grounds you could justify an 
attempt to tamper with it.-A. I did not try to tamper with it at all. 
l ^ °,u Suë|ested. A. I suggested if they wanted to have it out, they cold1 
leave it out, or find some way of withdrawing it

Q. You suggested they withdraw it’—A Yes
•irQ- 70U4UfgeSt!t îat they withdraw it?-A.‘ Well, I said, unless they 

willing to withdraw that,— ’ ’
Q. I asked you if > ou heard Mr. Bland’s evidence yesterday in which h® 

said positively that you asked him to withdraw it.-A. I stick to my story! 1 
have no recollection of that. J

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. If these two derogatory statements had not been in this rennrt w'0UI(i 

you have submitted the whole document?—A. Certainlv P ’
Q. That is the gist of the matter.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In other wmrds, if the parts you wanted to go to the House ^ ^ 

satisfactory, you would send them in, if they were not, you would not.—-A* 
the whole is not satisfactory.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In what way is the statement objectionable?—A. Because they had—
Q. Did it refer to any Civil Service Commission organization or refer to 

at)ything that was purely and simply... —A. Personal.
Q. A personal reference so far as those two men are concerned—A. Personal 

ln regard to those two men.

By Mr. Ernst:
, Q. Is it not that there were certain matters in it which you felt should not 
be-..—A. Yes.

Q. ... published, and that is why the report should not be delivered?— 
Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
, Q. One of the very essences of the report...—A. Yes. The reports had not 

een acted upon.
Q. I did not ask you if the reports were acted upon, I am simply saying this, 
of the essences of the report struck at the very root, struck at the people 

b° made the report.
Mr. Chevrier: Let him say so.

By Mr. Ernst:
; Q- Is that right?—A. No, because they are personal. They were mentioned 
{I report. It had nothing to do with the experience in the Commission or 
ne officials who would finally decide, or the final decision.

i Q. Had nothing to do with their official capacity?—A. No, their official 
nowledge and their ability to make a report of that kind.

Q. It did not?—A. Not on organization.
j Q- I do not like to have to read those things again. Why did not you 
t| ffiffie into the particular qualifications of these men before you ever designated 
(1 eai to make a report?—A. These men were selected as one of the seniors in 
acb branch; they had been there a long time.

Q. How long?—A. I think they both came in 1920.
Q- Yes?—A. If I am not mistaken.

By Mr. Chevrier:
^ Q- Did I get your evidence right a moment ago, when you said you did not 
kn°W *bese people had been guilty of that, if they were guilty?—À. I did not 

°w anything about it.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- You did not hear Mr. Bland’s evidence this afternoon?—A. No.

(j], v He said prior to the minute of March 29th, that he and Mr. Putman 
alii y°u these particular things in regard to both these gentlemen.—A. I am 

°?t positive that he did not.
U0j. Are you not really positive?—A. No; my recollection is that they did 

• It was after.
die , * am asking you—you were making the appointments, you were making 

SeJecti°n, why did you not inquire?—A. Because I had no reason. The two 
Hjj. ’ f believe, had been there for a number of years. I had not heard in the 
ff0 Months or ten months I had been there, I had no complaints about them 
tliCl atlyb°dy. Their work was satisfactory, and I did not know anything about 

11 Personally, any more than I knew about other members of the staff, 
to ,i You say the report only had to do with their personal habits, nothing 

uo with their work?—A. Well—
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. I mean, the references in the report of Mr. Bland and Mr Putman — 
A. No, something else, too, I think, about one of them.

Q. I beg your pardon ? A. I think there was something against one 
Q. In their official capacities?—A. Yes. I think so 
Q. I am afraid there was.—A. I think so.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Why should not that go in?—A. It has gone in, as a matter of fact.
Q It has, yes, but you were asking it to be withdrawn?—A. I merely

, 1’ 1 d'd not ask anything that had anything to do with 
official ability and capacity. 6

Q. And the onlj request that was made, Mr. Tremblay, I again say, was 
made in the form that has just been read by Mr. Ernst.-A. In the memo
randum.

Q. Plow ex er, I suppose they would have to be included unless Messrs. Bland 
and Putman are willing to withdraw' them?”—A. Yes.

That is the only request that you made to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman? 
—A. Yes.

Q. And had Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman been satisfied to withdraw them, 
you would have accepted the withdrawal?—A. I would.

Q. And then made the return to the House with the parts that had been 
withdrawn not showing in the report?—A. Well—

Mr. Vallance: He asked the question
The Witness: I felt it had nothing to do at all with this thing.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q Just answer the question I asked you. Would you then have—having 

n,rtS?ral,5yuMr- Bland and Mr. Putman, if they were willing 
return a rènort mimis°tt) baXe Presented to the House as an answer to the
«ySkt nTlclorthïtKUr'1”11 y0U rcferred-A' Well> 1 ™“Id

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Let me ask you a question, 

asked by the House for a report to 
to ask them or permit them to revise 
no.

Q. You did that that time, did 
at least you suggested certain things 
not because of their ability to act 
personal?—A. Something personal.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You say, Mr. Tremblay, that this was the only time and the only for'11 

knowdedgfyes ” Wlthdrawal had been made?-A. To the best “of rtf
At Cf fqqd7 was ]yinS on this file for four years, fro»»
March 1927 to April 1931 until the House of Commons asked for a return- 
Then, you asked tor a withdrawal?—A. Yes

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You not only asked that these words be withdrawn, you asked for th«

delf,tlon nLm!n “1 paragraph which contained these words, respecting < 
of the gentlemen w hose removal as examiner from one of his departments ***
M1CJTï b ] Deputy Minister that department and whose suspen'

Is it customary for the Commission when 
go to those wPio have prepared the repor 

their report? Is that customary?—A. We*1’

you not? You tried to do it that time, 01 
be deleted for the reasons that you thought’ 
as investigators, but because of something

tried to do it that time, °r
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Sl0n was at one time under consideration by the Civil Service Commissioners.” 
r-A. I did not suggest that. 1 did not have that report when I wrote that 
Memorandum.

Q. You were aware?—A. What I had in mind was merely personal references. 
, . Q- That is part of the sentence. I do not want to read the whole sentence
a?ftin. You are familiar with it; you have read it yourself. Do you want to 
'ead it?—A. Yes.
de] Pai"t °f the sentence or part of the paragraph of which you asked

Mr. Chevrier: Might I suggest that he mark there,—
Mr. Ernst: Let him answer.
Mr. Chevrier: —the portion he does not agree with.
Mr. Ernst : I do not think you should suggest anything. You can ask the 

estion. You are not suggesting to me, you are suggesting to him.
Mr. Chevrier: I am not suggesting to him.
Mr. Ernst: You are suggesting to me, so he will hear. Put it that way. 
The Chairman : 1 think, gentlemen, you are getting very strong in use 

ijj terms, and unnecessarily so. I can only say, if we have never attempted, 
Sl °Ur practice as counsel, suggesting to witnesses, we have never been very 
« Cessful counsel. All lawyers know it is a common practice that all 
awyers use.
p. Mr. MacInnis: That may be a good reason to exclude lawyers from this
^Mmittee.

Chairman : It may have been, but the House of Commons did not 

Mr. MacInnis: Perhaps unfortunately so.

tvthl*k so

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- What was the paragraph you wanted deleted?—A. What I had in mind 
Really three lines.
h- You only wanted three lines deleted?—A. That is all. 

havp ti T°u did not say that?—A. No, I did not know what it was ; I did not 
the report before me at the time. All I had in mind was simply—

Miici Tou surely had the report when you signed the minute? The- minute 
it!» V appears here as being intialled by Dr. Roche and Dr. MacTavish respect- 
loni- °cuments which ought to be brought down?—A. Well, if I had it, I did not 

K at it.
By Mr. Bowman:

V* Surely to goodness, you did not ask for the revocation of certain clauses 
knowing what you are asking for?—A. I knew from memory there was 

reference in there that I did not think should be there at all.

By Mr. Ernst:
effect you aware of Dr. Roche’s notation to the memorandum to this
aftP„ Y I think it is now too late to take such action as it would not look right

the Papers have been moved for.”—A. That was long after.r\ ~ 1
O n was l°ng after the memorandum?—A. Yes. 
q tV ere you aware of that?—A. I think it was, I think it must have been. 

°f thej • et me read you the clause, or paragraph that you wrote: “The result 
tot nl1 lnc^usion can only be detrimental to the Commission and would certainly 
tre juace their authors in a more pleasant situation than the two officials who 

sub.iect of their observations. It certainly would be a source of un- 
A. y 1 criticism, which, if possible, should be avoided at the present time.”—

[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. What do you mean by that?—A. Merely a reflection on two officials, 
and I could not see it would help.

Q. What unhappy reflection could it have on the two officials concerned, 
if these observations were true?—A. Well, I do not know if they are true or if 
they are not.

Q. You tell me you do not know if they are true, so that as far as we are 
concerned, we assume they are true until they are proved otherwise, if you do 
not know. I am asking you, what unhappy effect it could have on Mr. Bland 
and Mr. Putman. What reflection it would have on Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman 
to make those observations, if true?—A. Because I felt it was not the place to 
make those observations of that kind.

Q. What reflection would it be on Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman if they are 
true?—A. Well, if they are true, they should have reported their knowledge to 
the Commissioners.

Q. Which they swore they did, and which you do not deny.—A. They did 
in writing.

Q. No; they swore they did it not only in writing, but before you ever 
appointed these gentlemen to make investigations.—A. Well, I must have had 
this in mind; they should have taken some action, or made some recom
mendation.

Q. Did you look at the personal files of these gentlemen?—A. No, I did not-
Q. So you do not know whether they made any intimation to the Com

mission as such, do you?—A. No.
Q. Mr. Bland to-day has sworn definitely that he told you and Dr. Mac" 

Tavish before these gentlemen were appointed exactly what appeared in the 
report.—A. I have no recollection of that until after.

Q. Until after?—A. Yes.
Q. Did he or did he not, before?—A. To the best of my knowledge, no.
Q. To the best of your knowledge, no?—A. My recollection.
Q. Did you not consider it was your duty, as the gentlemen who were 

appointing investigators called Mr. Kemmis and Mr. Simmins to inquire into 
their standing, before you appointed them?—A. Their standing was established; 
they were there as senior officers.

Q. I did not ask you in what capacity they were there. I asked you did 
you not consider it was your duty to inquire?—A. No, I did not.

Q. You did not?—A. No.
Q. Now, let me go a step farther. “It would certainly be a source of un

pleasant criticism.” Criticism of whom?—A. Do I not say whom there?
Q. No. I will read it. “Which, if possible, should be avoided at the present 

time.” I will read you the whole thing. “The result of their inclusion can only 
be detrimental to the Commission and would certainly not place their author: 
in a more pleasant situation than the two officials who are subject of their oh' 
servations”.—A. Yes.

Q. “It certainly would be a source of unpleasant criticism, which, if possibly 
should be avoided at the present time.” Criticism of whom?—A. Criticism 01 
those men, as well as Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman.

Q. And of yourself?—A. No, not of myself.
Q. Why should you worry about criticism about Mr. Bland and Mr. Pllt' 

man?—A. Well, I do not see—that is what I said.
Q. Unpleasant criticism of whom?—A. Mr. Kemmis, Mr. Simmins, ^r' 

Bland and Mr. Putman.
Q. What unpleasant criticism could there be of Mr. Bland and Mr. Pllt' 

man?—A. Because, as I say, in my opinion, it was not a place to put in those 
remarks.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Q. Assuming the remarks were true, what unpleasant criticism would there 
be of Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman for bringing this to the Commission?—A. It is 
a matter of opinion, of course.

Q. I am asking you what you suggest as unpleasant criticism. Can you 
suggest?—A. Simply it was no place to make those remarks.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you not think Mr. Putman and Mr. Bland knowing those facts, would 

have been derelict in their duty, had they not brought them before the Commis
sion?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
, Q. What unpleasant criticism could there be?—A. But it should not be 
brought to the attention of the Commission in a report of this kind.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Privately?—A. No.
Q. How?—A. A report,—on a report, separate report.
Q. A sort of private report?—A. Not a private report, necessarily, but 

something that would go on the man’s file.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. On the man’s file?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Bowman:

. Q. But not in the office of the Commission, not as a public document?— 
■ Oh, yes, it will be public; it is public, on the man’s file; it would not be in a 
bcument of this kind.

Q. It would be produced just the same, if the Order was called— A. If 
specially called for.

Q- If specially called for?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q- One of the motivating factors to their report----- A. I beg your pardon?
Q. It was one of the motivating factors in their particular report. It would 

,bf be produced unless specially asked for?—A. No; I mean it would be pro- 
Uced, only if the man’s file was asked for.

Q- If the man’s personal file was asked for?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Bowman:

p Q- Do you mean to say that you would have accepted a report from Mr.
btman or Mr. Bland detrimental to these two examiners filed with the Board 

Hn+eialIy and then you would have taken it and read it into the personal file and 
bg Produced it on'an Order of he House?—A. No, I do not say that. It would 

Produced if the personal file was asked for.
Q- Yes. It would be produced if the personal file was asked for?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Br», 9’ What do you mean by this,—_v _______ __ , Coming so soon after the disclosures in the

^'-hard case would not help matters.” Would not help matters for whom?
you can put it that way, between two» • If was criticism—a private quarrel-°ficials.

Q- It was no private quarrel?—A. That is the way I looked at it.
Q- That is an objectionable term. You told me you did not inquire into the

CcBracy of the statement?—A. No. I did 
IePort use the term “ private quarrel”?-

not know anything about it.
-A. To bring that in this particular

Q- Was it right for you to say a private quarrel?—A. I will withdraw that.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.!
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Q. Now, what do you mean by the words, “coming so soon after the dis
closures in the Bouchard case would not help matters”?—A. Well, it was that 
unfortunate affair.

Q. Would not help matters for whom? W7e all know of the unfortunate 
Bouchard case. It would not help matters for whom?”—A. For the Commis
sion generally.

Q. In other words, you are trying to protect your own skin?—A. To protect 
the Commission.

Mr. Chevrier: Is “ skin ” a nice word to use?
The Witness. I was trying to protect the Commission.
Mr. Chevrier: That is better.
Mr. Ernst: It is the same thing.
Mr. Chevrier: It is better language.

By Mr. Ernst:
■ ^ ït+lmay k,e, ^0Un,(/ strange that if these remarks truly represent the 

opinion of their authors, the Commissioners should have been left in ignorance 
of it until they were assigned the particular task in question which it was not in 
their power to refuse to carry on?”_A. Yes

Q. Now, in view of that statement, that brings back to you when you first 
knew of this allegation: “ It may be found strange that if these remarks truly 
represent the opinion of them authors the Commissioners should have been left 
in ignorai ce o it until they were assigned the particular task in question which 
it was not in their power to refuse to carry on”?—A. Yes.

.5. to„you ":hen you first became aware of the allegationsT S™ ?t[ge eTn;~A- Well, as I say, I had only heard of them 
when I saw. them in the report of, I think, Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman, after 
the Minute was signed-after they had been assigned to that job. . ’

Q. Nor—A. After the Minute was signed.
cannot that'^lTldnl/tf 'er-t'ley actually undertook the investigation?—A- I

O when these tiling w was undertaken almost immediately-
Q. W hen these things were brought to your attention by Mr Bland and

“y acti?“-ï nI ISTÜT- or had not started their task'did y°u “*=

reportnf-irHriMÎot6"8 ttC PCrSonnel of Ï"™ instigating or

O Do voTthink ibro t'0t see anr for it. I wanted information-
they weîe eindemnations ‘ cmnm™'i=“i™s or eond=mn,tions?-A. Well,

Q. They w-ere condemnations?—A Yes
Q But they did not influence you in the slightest?-A. No, because 1 

wanted to get their views. 6 u’
Q It you wanted to check up on the organization of your Commission 

why not if you cannot accept the senior heads, Mr. Bland and Mr Putman- 
why not go outside—why take its junior officere?-A. Where would we go?

Q. W hy not go to the Governor in Council, and see if you cannot get some' 
one?-A. I did not think the matter was of that importance-simply to check 
up on our procedure, to see if we cannot eliminate certain steps where a file goes 
to one desk, and bring it to another instead H
OY Q- As a matter of fact when these two men brought in their report they 
exceeded their instructions?-^. Well, I do not remember exactly the terms- 
What they suggested was with a view to eliminating certain delays-I do not 
knov. That was not what we had m mind at all. What we had in mind was 
merely a question of procedure—to see if we rn„u . , r m m f thedelays which even to-!,ay are still being compSd" ^ "P ^ °f
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Mr. Chevrier: Before you leave that aspect, would you mind giving me 
jhe dates on which those remarks were made, the date and the year, Mr. Ernst; 
the ones you have just read to the witness? I see that they are dated April 
14, 1931.

Mr. Bowman: With respect to that date, I am not sure that that expresses 
the date of the instrument; it expresses the time that the memorandum was 
Slgned by the parties. It is not dated the 14th of April.

, .Mr. Ernst: No, it is some time subsequent to April 14. Dr. MacTavish’s 
°hviously preceded it.

Mr. Chevrier: It is in the year 1931.
Mr. Ernst: Some time in April.
Mr. Chevrier: It is just for the records. Did I get it that Mr. Bland’s 

ePort and Mr. Putman’s report are dated April 19, 1927?
Mr. Ernst: April 19, 1927, correct. When we get the Kemmis report— 
Mr. Chevrier: I can take it that these remarks were made four years after. 
Mr. Ernst: Yes. Four years after.
The Chairman : For the information of the Committee, the production of 

,e minutes of the Civil Service Commission discloses the following: In the record 
j minutes of Tuesday, March 29, 1927, under the heading of “Board proceed- 
j there appears the following, “Commissioners MacTavish and Tremblay 

structed the secretary to have Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis submit to the 
:^"^^issioners whatever suggestions they may have with reference to possible 
*1 Provements in the methods and procedure of the Commission.” According to 

heading of the minutes of that date it says, “Present: Commissioners Roche, 
h ac4 avish and Tremblay.” I think for the information of the Committee I 

°uld say that I am informed that these minutes are really not a record of 
at takes place at a convened meeting of the Board.
4he Witness: That is what I was earlier trying to say.
The Chairman : But merely a record of what may be done by any one or 

members of the Commission during that one particular day.
Mr. Ernst: What about May 6, 1931?

gj The Chairman: Yes. I then looked up the minutes of Thursday, March 
Xv,’ me date of Dr. Roche’s memorandum of dissent, and there is no reference 
g ’Tever in the minutes to the matter. I have looked up the minutes of May 
c’ and I find no reference whatever therein to the memorandum or any 
0r Ration of it which was signed on that date by Commissioner MacTavish 
> Commissioner Tremblay. I am also informed that where it appears at the 
th f anY day’s minutes “Commissioners present,” if one name is omitted, 
on a that Commission was not in Ottawa and functioning that day; and
fyi -;>y 6, as the record of minutes shows that the Commissioners present were 
fy Ssrs- Roche and Tremblay, it would appear that Commissioner MacTavish 

,n°t in Ottawa that day. Then I have looked up the minutes of Tuesday, 
is Ti, and there are on this file no minutes whatever for that date. There 
Ooxt n“-nu^e of Monday, May 16, 1927, nothing on Tuesday, May 17, and the 

Minutes appear to be on Wednesday, May 18. 
aPn Ernst: There is no minute on the day on which the Board’s decision 

Cars to be handed down signed by Messrs. MacTavish and Tremblay?
“B0Chairman: None whatever, but the memorandum on the file is headed 

decision” and bears on the bottom a stamped endorsation ‘ Entered in 
in ]1 es>” and under that the stamp the words, “Entered in minutes” is written 
HiMWriting, “17-5-27,” apparently the 17th of Mav, 1927, and the initials 

n aPpear to me to be “E. E. S.”
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Mr. Bowman : We should have Mr. Foran here.
Mr. Ernst. I intend to call Mr. Foran before we are through with this 

file.
The Chairman. Is there any reason why I should retain these minute? 

longer?
Mr. Chevrier: I do not know of any.
Clarence V. Putman, recalled.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Mr. Putman, you recall when the order was made for an investigation 

by Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins?—A. Very well.
Q. Into the organization of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Verv well-
Q. XV ere you consulted by the Commissioners prior to the issuing of that 

order.'’ A. According to my records I was consulted on the day that that order 
was made, March 29.

Q. According to the records that you keep?—A. I do npt keep any par' 
ticular record, but according to the report which I made on the Kemmis-Simmin5 
report, which was only ten days afterwards, I stated the date on which Mr- 
Tremblay and Dr. Mac lavish had asked for me.

Q. And would you give us, as best you can from your recollection, tb® 
conversation which took place between Dr. MacTavish and Mr Tremblay and 
Mr. Bland and yourself on that particular date.

Mr. Bowman : \ ou may make reference to your report if you want t° 
refresh your memory.

i he V itxess : I do not know that I can say anything more than I did say 
my report.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Look at your report and put it in your own words. Of course, the rep°rt 

is your own words but state the conversation-A. Mr. Tremblay and Pr’ 
MacTavish called Mr. Bland and myself into Mr. Tremblay’s room and told.«s 
that they intended to have a report made of the procedure and organizati°n 
oi the Commission by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis. I objected to the appoint' 
ment of Mr. Simmins to do that work. He was a junior officer and I do no* 
consider him my best junior officer

■ ,Qt Yt intimatn thatut0 them at that time?—A. I did; and I further 
hink I told them -I will not be positive of this-but I think I told them M I did not consider t lat Mr Simmins was a proper man to do this because f 

his conduct. The reason I think that is because of the remark that M* 
Iremblay made and that remark was that that did not make any difference-
Ï&VSJ&T PnVale C°nduCt did "« -is

me„tljd”h=75. th°Se W°rd5?-A' 1 *ho« words; » I - 1**

Q. In order to facilitate matters and not to make statements unnecessarily’ 
did you teH him in approximately the same words which appear in your report? 
—A. All I can say to that— 11 J

Mr. Chevrier: The witness was doing splendidly. Why not let him go °D!
Mr C'Itc ,hairma^’• cannot see anything objectionable in the question.
Mr. Chevrier wants him subsequently to say what his recollection is now-

Mr. Ernst: Just go ahead and ask him.
The Chairman : All he said is what is shown on his report. 

Ou'v'iT 1 °b,œt ‘° ,hC Way Mr- Ernst » examining.
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. After that, what was the next step, as you recall it, in connection with 

this particular report of Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins—after that conversation 
the 29th of March, with Messrs Tremblay and MacTavish?—A. Of this 

t am not sure, whether it was immediately after or several days after, I went 
and told Dr. Roche about it.

Q. You told Dr. Roche about it?—A. Yes, and the next was when Mr. 
horan called me and gave me a copy of the report.

Q. One thing more. Was anything said in your conversation with Mr. 
ircmblay or Dr. MacTavish, on the 29th of March, with reference to your 
Commenting on that report when made?—A. Yes, most certainly, both Dr. 
MacTavish and Mr. Tremblay told Mr. Bland and myself that we would have 
atl opportunity to comment on it and make any remarks we desired.

Q. You say you got a copy of the report from Mr. For an?—A. Yes.
Q. Anything else from Mr. Foran?—A. He instructed that we prepare our 

rePort,—or suggested it.
Q. Did you do so?—A. You have a copy of it.
Q. Does that report contain your considered opinions of the Kemmis- 

'-Wiimins report?—A. Most certainly.
Q. Do you recall one paragraph in that report about which there has been 

a 8°od deal of discussion,—a personal paragraph?—A. Yes.
Q. Relating to one of the gentlemen?—A. Yes.
Q- Were you at any time asked by any of the Commissioners to withdraw 

r delete any paragraph?—A. Never.

but
By Mr. Vallance:

Q. I have not had an opportunity of reading your report, Mr. Putman, 
» I have heard extracts read from it. On what were you asked to report?— 

■ To make any comments that I desired.
g. Q- On the report?—A. On the report which was presented by Kemmis and

çi Q- Were you at any time asked by the Commission to report on the 
‘aracter of Simmins or Kemmis?—A. I do not know that I was.

Q- But you did in your report ?—A. Incidentally, in my report, I did.
Q- Incidentally ; why incidentally? Was the whole report incidental?—A.

Q- Or deliberate.
■Mr. Bowman: What?

^ . Mr. Vallance : He says incidental. Why incidental? Why would you do 
incidentally? Surely your whole report that you gave on the Kemmis-Simmins 
Port was a deliberate, well thought out, reasonable or reasoned report.

The Witness : It was.
By Mr. Vallance:

jj Q- And yet you w’ere not—you got no order of reference, as we say in the 
a Use of Commons, to investigate the character of these two individuals or to 
to tjnie ^ Tour duty to do so?—A. It was within my right as a Chief to report 

'o Commissioners on anything concerning my staff in any way I thought fit. 
t0 When you got specific—.—A. I did not have to have specific instructions 

0 a thing like that as chief of the branch. 
ceri >■ You are under the control of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Most 

and anything that comes up in my branch I have the privilege to 
^t to the Commissioners.

\Vk; , this case the Commissioners instructed you to do certain things?—A. 
hlch I did.

N- And you over-stepped—
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Mr. Ernst: That is a matter of argument.
Mr. \ allance: There is no argument about it. What I am trying to get at 

is what was he asked to do by the Commission? He admits he was asked to 
report on the Simmins-Kemmis report. I want to know if he was asked also to 
report on the characters of these two individuals. He says no, but he deems it 
his duty to do so.

Mr. Ernst : As part of that report?
Mr. Bowman : I personally think Mr. Putman would be very derelict i® 

his duty did he not draw attention to the facts.
The Witness: As a matter of fact, I say in my report that I know I had 

been remiss in not so reporting before to the Commission.
Mr. \allance: So this was the first opportunity to do so.
Mr. Bowman : In writing. You did tell the Committee what took place 9t 

the time you were first consulted in the matter?
The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. ^ ou objected to this man being appointed?—A. I did.
Q. And told Mr. Iremblay and Dr. MacTavish your reasons?—A. To the 

best of my knowledge I did that, yes.
The Chairman : I cannot agree, gentlemen, that this was the first opP°r' 

tunny he had to make a report. I think in fairness to the witness the situ at io11 
was that it was the first occasion on which he felt that the seriousness of the 
situation demanded that he should disclose to the Commission certain matter5 
relative to the credibility of the people whose report they were being asked t0 
accept.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. May I direct the attention of the witness to a statement that appear: 

here on page 19 of has report:_
I desire to assure the Commissioners that in dealing with the rep°rt 

o . esars. Ixemmis and Simmins I have endeavoured to be entirely 
personal, but in view of the harm which could be done by the adoption 0 
the changes proposed, I feel that in fairness to the Commissioners tl1® 
o owing information should be placed at their disposal in order to alio" 

them to judge of the integrity and reliance to be placed in one of ^ 
officers concerned.

Mr. Bowman . I think that is quite proper.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q- * ^.ialt gentleman had been in the employment of the Commission for maIj; 
years, had he not.—A. He had been in the employ of the Commission, I think’ 
since some time in 1920.

Q. And this is dated 1927?—A. The 19th of April 1927.
Mr. Bowman: I think, personally, Mr. Putman should be commended f°r 

the report he submitted.
Mr. \ allance. I am not objecting to Mr. Putman making a report to t*1® 

Commission on any of those who are in his branch, but when he waits for se^ 
years—

Mr. Bowman : Waits for what?
Mr. Vallance. Seven years. 1 his man was in the service for seven ye£l1" 

before this report came out.
I he \\ itness. es, but this employee had not been carrving on in this "/V 

until some time late in 1926 or early in 1927. I thought he was a very valuabl 
employee up until that time.
[Mr. C. V. I’utman.]
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Mr. Vallance : I see.
The Chairman: I now have the minutes of May 17, 1927. They were not 
the other minutes, because Dr. Roche had them in his possession:—

Present: Commissioners Roche, MacTavish and Tremblay ; procedure: 
It was decided that in addition to the reports already received from cer
tain members of the staff in reply to the report on methods and procedure 
submitted by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis, the Secretary and Messrs. 
Baril, Bourbonnais, Gilchrist, Brown and Thivierge, should be asked to 
submit their views with regard to that part of the report of the two 
investigators which relates to their particular work or branch.

^nd in brackets it says “Board Decision.”
Dr. William James Roche, recalled.

By Mr. Ernst:
> Q. Dr. Roche, you have heard the evidence of Commissioners Tremblay and 
MacTavish, both?—A. Yes.

Q- With reference to this Kemmis and Simmins report?—A. Yes.
. Q. Do you recollect when the minute was made? You heard when the 
^ute was made by Mr. Tremblay and Dr. MacTavish directing that the 

ePort be made by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis?—A. March 29, 1927, I think.
Q- And apparently two days after that minute or direction, you filed a 

Renting opinion?—A. Yes.
Q- You heard that read?—A. Yes.
Q- I will read it again, if you so desire?—A. No, I heard it. 

p Q- Is that the effect of your considered judgment as Chairman of this 
commission?—A. Yes.
an ^hen was the first occasion that you recollect when Dr. MacTavish

d Mr. Tremblay approached you with reference to this matter?—A. Well, ------
Uj. Q- Was it at the board meeting of the 29th March, 1927, of which the 
t have been read?—A. I have no recollection of that question coming up
| ! discussing at a former board meeting prior to that minute of March 29; but 
th +Ve a reC(>llection that on that same date—at least it was on the same day 
!^at Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman had their interview with my colleagues, 
le^rs. Tremblay and MacTavish. After their interview with my two col- 
cf tjUes’ these two gentlemen visited my office and interviewed me and told me 
- le movement that was on foot, and explained it all to me, before that minute"'asewh m&de by my colleagues authorizing the investigation. And after that 

manation by the two employees, or two officials, I assured them that so far 
the +am concerned I was not going to be a party to such an investigation by 

w° persons concerned.
^°r the reasons stated in your written Judgment?—A. Yes.

MaJ\ N°w, the next minute I find relating to the matter is the minute of 
sidet. A in which the question of disciplinary action is stated to be under con

ation, or words to that effect?—A. Yes" 
board 1)0 ,you recollect the ffoard meeting on that day?—A. Yes, that is a 

o meeting of which I think • I have a fair recollection, 
calig j ,TeH us what transPired?—A. I think the meeting in the first place was 
the off: ■ my colleagues for the specific purpose of having an explanation from 
Or mcials concerned for making what was called the unauthorized comments 

ieports.
A. p?" And who was called before that meeting to make that explanation?— 
tafy ^re were present Mr. Putman, Mr. Bland and Miss Saunders; the secre- 
oflL Xxas present and the three commissioners. I do not remember any other 

ai being present.
«322-48 [Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. Do you remember anything that transpired, or the effect of the conver
sation, at the meeting?—A. A es, I remember there was one particular remark 
impressed itself upon my mind. I sat back and listened.

Q. Who conducted the board?—A. My colleagues largely cross-questioned 
and asked various questions of the officials in regard to how they came about 
to make their comments on the Kemmis-Simmins report ; and after discussing 
the question for some considerable time, Commissioner MacTavish turned 
around and said: “ Well, the Chairman has been very quiet. We would like to 
hear his opinion. I informed him courteously, but firmly, that I was not 
sympathy with the investigation at all, under the circumstances, and gave »s 
my reasons what I have put there upon the record, that I thought it was vetf 
ill-advised on the part of the Commissioners to authorize these two men to make 
such a report or an investigation. And, as a matter of fact, I went perhaps » 
little further. I do not know whether it was at that meeting or not that t 
attributed it to the inexperience of my colleagues in administration in govern
ment service that caused them to do this; otherwise I did not think they would 
have done it.

Q Do you recollect any conversation between Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman 
and the commissioners, your colleagues, at that meeting—A. Well, the only 
thmg I think which was largely discussed wras the explantion from not onb' 
Mr. Bland and ± fr. 1 utman but Miss Saunders. I cannot recall just exactly 
their explanation, but it was set forth subsequently in a communication of the 
secretary s as to how they came to be authorized.

Q. How they came to be authorized to make a report?—A. Their com
ments on the Kemmis and Simmins report.
,, Is. ^ a [f ct, tjlat you» colleagues were against the v'hole three who made 
the reports at that time.—A. My interpretation of that note that they placed 
ancTVutman °a mg m l1168^011 their making comments,—including Bland

Q. Including them all?—A. Just as Dr. MacTavish said yesterday, n°! 
criticizing the others alone but all those wdio were not specifically authorized 
to make the report by my colleagues. y

By the Chairman:
9'. rhere could hardly be any object, Dr. Roche, in your colleagues cross- 

examining land and Putman on that occasion unless there was some condem
nation of them for their supposed unauthorized act?-A. Of course I did no* 
know first-hand the nature of the interview with Messrs. Putman and-

By Mr. Ernst:
xr t fhhL1,SfinH-’ &u this Particular interview were Dr. MacTavish and 
Mr. dremblav finding fault,—to use an ordinary term,—with these gentlem^

hLF'; P.utma“’ as wel1 as Miss Saunders, for making this repoft' 
-A. That was the interpretation that I placed upon the objection

Q. That they were finding fault?-A. Yes, rather complaining because >
eSi they

By Mr. Vallance:
* heJ}{ Docto,r’ was aay°ne authorized to make comments on the r®' 

port?- A. The secretary in a letter explained how he came to ask the assist»» 
secretary and Mr. Putman, the head of the organization branch, to prep»r6 
their reports.

Q-Jhe Commission did not ask for them?-A. Unless at that intervi^ 
verbally r‘ MacT&V1Sh teS that they had with Mr. Putman and Mr.

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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p Q. Is it customary to take that verbal authority without consulting the 
otnmission?—A. Well, of course, I cannot recall exactly his defence or his 

etter. If i heard that letter—
By Mr. Ernst:

Q- Perhaps if I read the letter, the first paragraph is the vital paragraph:
With reference to your memorandum of May 6 regarding the au

thorization of the reports submitted by officials of the staff, the following 
points should, I think, be brought to your attention:

1. Both Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman advised me immediately after 
your conference with them that you had assured them that when the re
port of Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis was prepared they would be given 

a v an opportunity to study it and to present their views thereon.
'x ies.

Q- That is what these gentlemen stated at the interview MTith the board on 
jna^" 6?—A. Yes, that seemed to be the authority on which the secretary acted 

asking for it.
By Mr. Chevrier:

te]j S' There was no direct authority to the secretary by the commissioners to 
the llrn tell the other people, namely, Messrs. Bland and Putman, to make 
tni>, rpP°rt which they did make?—A. Apparently there was no entry in the 

l'tes to that effect.
ip Q- And at no time did the commissioners instruct Messrs. Bland and Put- 
bÿ pto make the reports which they did to the Commission?—A. At no time 

three Commissioners.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q- At the interview at which Mr. Bland, Mr. Putman and Miss Saunders 
ü]ae Present, do you remember Dr. MacTavish or Mr. Tremblay asking Mr. 
tot 0r Mr- Putman on whose authority they made the report?—A. I could 
tyv lecall the questions that they asked, but I knew the general purpose for 
frcY1 the meeting was called, and I understood it was to ask for an explanation 

the whole of them; but I cannot recall the questions asked back and forth.
By Mr. Vallance:

Oft Would you consider Mr. Putman was within his rights to make a report 
of ,.le report, even if he was not asked?—A. I would say it would not be out 

he way at all. After all, the Commissioners were after information.
Ye Q- You would say he has that right and could use it, if he saw fit?—A. 
tw’ he is a responsible officer of the Commission, and should bring to the atten-ci 1 CîypuiloiUlC Uim ci Ul tllC uunumooiwu, ciuu onvjuiu uiing vv vnvy

jk- of his superior officers anything he thinks would be vital or germane to the
'lect.

So that you, as Chairman of the Commission, delegated a duty to Mr. 
liked ^ *° do something, and you would allow Mr. Putman to do whatever he 
Ï¥0 » '° report on anything he liked outside of the question you gave him?—A. 

’ QVv?uld not say that.
r e*h in this instance, you would not agree with the report he sends in? 

q 'youId not agree with the report?
On You would not agree with the report that he makes to the Commission
tion 8

1 am

\s. Kemmis and Simmins report.—A. Well, do you mind putting that ques- 
r. *u I agree with the statements he made against these two gentlemen.

„U1 J asked if you agree with what is contained within the report. What 
anting to ask you is; do you agree with his actions when he assumed 

pddity to report on the character of these individuals on whose report he 
and if y d to comment?—A. Well, he was asked to comment upon the report, 
size b; 6 saw fit as Chief of the Organization Branch to add anything to empha- 

h c°mments, I think he was quite within his right.
^9322 4qj [Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. Even supposing he was asked only by the Secretary?—A. Yes, although 
he was asked only by the Secretary of the Commission.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. At any time was he authorized, as I said a moment ago—
Mr. Bowman : How?
Mr. Ernst: You are now going on the legal aspect, legal quibbles.
Mr. Bowman : How do you mean authorized?
Mr. Chevrier : I asked the Chairman—I asked if the three Commissioner8 

had at any time—
Mr. Bowman: What three commissioners ?
Mr. Chevrier: If the three commissioners had, at any time, instructed 

their Secretary to instruct Messrs. Bland and Putman to make a report on the 
matter?—A. I do not think so, no.

The Chairman : I think we all agree on that.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Dr. Roche, on that minute of the meeting, you do not sign as concur' 
ring?—A. No, I did not sign it. ‘ •

Q. Or dissent. You merely expressed that by not signing it; is not tha 
right?—A. Yes.

Q. By not signing?—A. The authorization?
Q. Yes.—A. Yes.
Q. Then, on May 17th I find another ordinary board decision, in whj® 

further persons, who are members of the staff, were asked to report upon R11 
Kemmis and Simmins report.—A. Yes.

Q. That also was not signed by you, only by your colleagues?—A. Yes- 
Q. Would you indicate what happened?—A. My recollection is that was ^ 

board meeting that was called for the purpose, if it was that board meeti9» 
that we have been talking about just now, where the officials were called in * 
give their explanation, that the decision was arrived at. ,

Q. Apparently the minute refers to the minute of the memorandum of 
secretary of May 6th, 1927. It is dated May 6th, in which the criticism 0 
officials for making those reports which were not authorized—

The Chairman : Doctor, it was subsequent to that.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. On the 17th May there is an ordinary board decision asking that MesSl® 
Bourbonnais, Gilchrist, Brown, Thivierge and Baril—A. Yes. I have an ide» 
my recollection is, at any rate, that it was the same board meeting that ^ 
called for the purpose of making explanations or getting explanations f1"0, „ 
those officials as to why they made their comments on officers. We had 
report— . g

Q. At any rate, be that as it may, you expressed your dissent by not 
it; was that it?—A. -That was it, I practically washed my hands of the wh° 
affair.

Q. Of the whole affair?—A. Yes. ,
Q. Now, we come down to a further memorandum, which I find was m9. 

at the time that the Order for Return was before the House of Commons?"^' 
Yes.

Q. And the first is the decision or minute of Dr. MacTavish, in which 
objects to bringing down reports of Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman, containing re*61 
ence to Mr. Simmins and Kemmis.—A. Yes.

Q. And on the first of those I find this minute. That is, of Dr Roche: 
be consistent with my past attitude I would include all documents on file.” 
has been your view when an Order of the House of Commons is passed for re-UI 
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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documents?—A. Well, I am speaking now, more particularly, of the last five 
^rs, at any rate. I think my colleagues recognize that I have been a stickler for 
ûhering literally to the wording of the Order of the House.

Q. Bring down everything?—A. Bring down everything. I am on record on 
^ny files to that effect.

Q. You do not approve of deletions?—A. No, I do not approve of deletions.
. Q. Or discretionary deletions?—A. It all depends, of course, upon the wording 

fiie motion which has been adopted by parliament. If it is comprehensive, 
s Air. Garland’s was, then I think it includes all documents.

Q. All documents?—A. Yes.
u. Q. I find a further memorandum of Mr. Tremblay’s minute, which was read 

* afternoon. “ I think it is now too late to ask Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman to 
Mthdraw.”—A. Yes.
. . Q- I shall read your exact words: “ I think it is now too late to take such 
ctlon, as it would not look right after the papers have been moved for.” Is that 

' °Ur view? Does that express your views?—A. Yes.
Q- You oppose deletion?—A. I do.
Q- In the case where the order is comprehensive?—A. Yes.
Q. Thank you.

By Mr. Bowman:
of Q. Would you have, under any circumstances, permitted those withdrawals 

those statements of Mr. Putman’s and Mr. Bland’s, after it had been on the file 
r f°ur years?—A. Would I have?

Q. Permitted their withdrawals from the files?
By Mr. Ernst:

Q- After the order had been passed.—A. From the files?
By Mr. Bowman:

§]eii Q- ^ to.—A. No. They are a matter of record, and should be kept on our 

By the Chairman:
§ta 9- Dr. Roche, I should like to be perfectly clear on one thing. Did I under- 
ref^c‘ that Commissioners MacTavish and Tremblay did not consult you with 
th-aflorLce to the appointment of Kemmis and Simmins to make this report prior to 
tw Memorandum of March 29th, 1927?—A. My best recollection is that I wras 

epnsnlted prior to that.
ï'ut ^le hrst intimation you had of the matter was when Messrs. Bland and 

Man came to you and informed you of what w'as afoot.—A. So I believe, yes. 
teco-i one °ther thing, Dr. Roche. We have neglected, I think, to have a 
think- °f y°ur qualifications. We did it with the other Commissioners, and I 
Pleas We fi° it with you. Would you be good enough to give them to us,

prior to your appointment?—A. Well—
ti0n y To the Commission.—A. In addition to the ordinary public school educa- 

’ t had w'hat in those days was called grammar school education. 
gra T Similar to our high school?—A. Yes, high school. A couple of years at 
that Tlar sch°ol, and then I taught school for a couple of years. Subsequent to 
eya : took private tuition from an old teacher who for years prepared matri- 
Then t ln law and medicine for entry into their respective colleges and careers. 
M’eut t attended a medical college for four years, graduating as a medical doctor ; 
Whici ?. Manitoba and practised my profession for a quarter of a century ; during 
stit, ' “lne t might say, I was 15 years of that time a representative of the con- 
of y n°y of Marquette, in Parliament. Subsequently I was for six years Minister 
hiy a °°mbined department of Interior, Indian Affairs and Immigration, prior to 

1 Pointment as Chairman of the Civil Service Commission.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. Thank you very much.—A. I do not want to go into details of honorary 
degrees, or anything like that.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Those degrees are not honorary.
Mr. Chevrier: They might be misconstrued.
Witness: They might be.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Your doctor’s degree is not an honorary degree?—A. No; I have honor- 

ary degrees, too. ,
Q. You do not use them?—A. I have been Chancellor of the University 0 

Western Ontario for 12 years.
The Chairman: Thank you very much, Doctor.
Mr. Ernst: I should like to ask Mr. Putman one question.
Clarence V. Putman recalled.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Mr. Putman, I neglected to ask you if you were present at a particule 

meeting to which reference has been made by other witnesses when the questi0” 
ot the authoiization under which you prepared your report was discussed 
A. I was.

9/

ereQ. And will you tell the Committee what transpired at that meeting'
A. 1 do not lecall all the details of the meeting. I do remember that we "re^{ 
questioned as to why we presented the report and both Mr. Bland and my=e 
were amazed that we should be questioned on that point

Q- And who was present?—A. Dr. Roche, Mr. Tremblay, Dr. MacTavis/1' 
Air- Foran, Mr. Bland and myself, and I think Miss Saunders. I will not n 
sure. Dr Mac lavish did most of the questioning, and the interview did 
last very long probably not more than ten minutes. Well, to say the le^ i 
I was apiazcd that we should be questioned that way, and to be perfect ' 
honest Dr. Maclavish s attitude toward Mr. Bland and myself was decided) 
hostile, and lie ended up by saying that they would have to take into considcr' 
ation what steps they would take in connection with the gratuitous report " 
had presented.

Mr. Chevrier: Before we adjourn I would like to refer to the evidence °* 
yesterday, right at the start:—

„ .A|r- . ?eI°re I start, Mr. Chairman, I wish, in justice to
officials of the Civil Service Commission, to make a statement. It <S- 
be obvious that someone has given me inside information in respect , 
certain matters as the investigation proceeds, someone within the list 
emp oyees or former employees of the Civil Service Commission. 
gentleman who gave it to me has asked me to mention his name, ^ . 
Grierson, clerk, grade 4, who is not now on the staff. That is in ofd 
that no blame may be imputed to others.

Tf I want a summons to issue to the gentleman mentioned just now I supP1 
Mr. Ernst knows where to get him?

I have no doubt he can

os6

Mr. Ernst: I have not the faintest idea T ’ ....................« b6
located because he lives in this city.

Mr. Chevrier: At all events, I move that a summons issue to Mr Griers0”1 
to appear here Monday morning.

The Chairman: The clerk will issue the summons Monday ERNST: C°UM y°U make U Tuesday; I will not be able to be ^

Mr. Chevrier: Very well, make it for Tuesday
The Committee adjourned to meet Monday, April 25, at 11 o’clock.

IHon. W. J. Roche.]
FMr. C. V. Putman.]



House of Commons.

April 26, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the con- 
;r°l and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the adminis
tration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m., Mr. 
hawson presiding.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, before we start with the evidence this morning, 
Jr was brought to my attention last night that there appeared an article in one 
V^tawa paper dealing with the expense accounts of the Civil Service Commis- 
J'oners filed before this Committee. When the matter was called to my attention, 
1 made inquiries of the. Clerk, and I wish it understood that neither the Clerk 
n°r the Chairman of this Committee gave out to the Press any information with 
!JesPect to expense accounts which had been filed with the Committee but which 
lais not, as yet, been put in evidence.

, Mr. Chevrier: I am glad you say that, Mr. Chairman, because I had abso- 
lltcly nothing to do with it, and I thought it was absolutely unfair that it should 
>e out in that wav, particularly to put it out in the way in which it has been 
Put out.
,, The Chairman : Well, it was not given to the Press by the Chairman or by 
1)6 Clerk of the Committee.

_. Mr. Bowman : 
Mth it.

I might add, also, Mr. Chairman, that I had nothing to do

. The Chairman: I would not have mentioned the matter except I felt that 
i. ^ looked as though the Clerk might have handed out the information ; I wanted 

lna cleared in connection with the matter.
Mr. Ernst asked for Mr. Foran’s attendance this morning, amongst others.
Mr. Chevrier: I had suggested Mr. Grierson. I am not ready to go on 

*th Mr. Grierson to-day.
i The Chairman: Then, if Mr. Grierson is here, he need not further attend 
''day. Will you be ready to-morrow, Mr. Chevrier? 

ç, Mr. Ernst: Personally, I would like to have Mr. Grierson called, and Mr. 
evrier can have him recalled if he so desires.

William Foran recalled.

The Chairman: You have already been sworn, Mr. Foran? 
1'he Witness : Yes, Mr. Chairman.

By Mr. Ernst:
p . Q- Mr. Foran, you were not here to hear the evidence of Thursday and 
0r day last with reference to this Kemmis-Simmins reorganization suggestion, 
Jyj reP°rt, but do you recollect when it took place? Do you remember when 
tir, s®rs- Kemmis and Simmins were asked to make a report on the reorganiza- 
°n?-A. Oh, yes, very well.

>• Had you any interviews with the Commissioners prior to the order 
Pointing Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins to make the report?—A. The Com- 
1 s,oncrs mentioned it to me several times, after their appointment.

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. After their appointment or before?—A. After the appointment of the 
Commissioners—I would say within a month after the appointment of the Com
missioners, Commissioner Tremblay told me that he thought there should be 
some investigation into the procedure and methods of the Civil Service Com
mission and I said—Well, if there is any ground for it, I think it would be a 
very good idea. I would like to emphasize this fact: we always welcome an 
investigation into our procedure, because I think it clears the air and removes 
a great many of the doubts that exist as to the way in which the work is done 
in the offices of the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Investigation by anybody?—A. At that time I had no idea who they 

proposed—
Q. Toil say you always welcome investigations, and I asked the question, 

investigations bv anybody. A. Well, investigation by a properly constituted 
authority?

Q. 1 should imagine so.—A. Yes.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Go on, Mr. Foran, and give us your recollection of the various conver
sations. A. 1 lien a little later on they mentioned it again. Most of my con
versations were with Commissioner Tremblay, because I thought he was being 
pressed— just want to make this clear, that I think the initiation came fron° 
outside, t ere was pressure brought to bear on the Commissioner to have tbe 
investigation, because there were certain people, I think, who were interested 
having t ings, what I suppose they would term improvements, made in our 
method, o procedure. I thought I knew who the people were who were pressing 

+ 1 f°Und out 1 was entirely mistaken, and, for that re»'
S° ’ The firsMnHm'fn ° who I thought was behind the investigation- ^

t mation I had that Mr. Simmins was to be one of them 
- . d remblay asked me what I thought about Mr. Simmins, and I wan*

h°ndSaJlv!-r^klLWân r! C h™-Wel], I do not like the look of the man, but J
‘, ,1 ‘ j? 0wri?f^ B°m the Chief of the Organization Branch with

regard to his work Well, he said,—That is my report. And I took it for granted 
that he was going to be one of those who was going to be asked to report Bo*' 
ever, nothing further transpired until the meeting of the 29th of March.

Q. I hen what was said at the meeting of the 29th of March?—A. Well, the 
Commissioners—

Q. Who were present at the meeting, Mr. Foran?—A. The three Comnd5' 
sioners and mysell.

Q. Mere Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman there on that occasion?—A. Oh, ?0'
4; tc‘ , .us ",at '!°k P ace, Bien.—A. Well, they suggested in a very 

way, that this investigation was long overdue and that they had decided it should 
take place without further delay.

By Mr. Bowman:
ho suggested the investigation was long overdue?—A. Well Comnûs' 

sioner Tremblay was the one who seemed to be most anxious about it!
Q. Why did lie say it was long overdue?-A. Because he had spoken- , 

T\/r r,' ^ 6 hadxuDiyi Je,en ,m, Ie Commission a few months?—A. I mentioned’ 
Mr. Bowman, that he had told me-he was appointed in June, 1926, and * 
July, a month or six weeks afterwards, in talking matters over with him he s»jf 
then that he thought an investigation should be held. I saw no objection to * 
The Commissioners were two new men and they had probably been told a ff?' 
many things by outsiders I thought I knew the source from which the critic^ 
emanated, but, after reading Commissioner Tremblay’s evidence, I think I ^
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Mistaken now. That was in July. Well, you see this investigation did not take 
Place until March, so that I think Commissioner Tremblay felt that if there was 
going to be any investigation it should take place then, because, after all, he had 
“een in office about nine months.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Well, did you at any time voice any disapproval of the selection of the 

111 vestigators?—A. Oh, yes, when the matter came up with Mr. Tremblay.
Q. That is the 29th March?—A. Yes. That was the only time that the 

ffiree Commissioners were together when this matter was discussed, the first 
tlIne at least.
.. Q. And what objection did you voice?—A. Dr. Roche objected. I said I 
nought it was a great mistake. It was an unfortunate move on their part at 
hat time, and I still think so.

Q. Did you give any reasons?—A. Oh, yes.
,, Q- Well, tell us what reasons you gave?—A. Well, the reasons, practically, 
hat Dr. Roche gave, that Simmins and Kemmis were two juniors. I said, I was 

Phite sure that the Chiefs would resent their being asked to investigate the 
,°rking of their branches, and considered the Chiefs were much more competent, 
hat it was a very extraordinary suggestion, a very extraordinary proceeding 

authorize and, as far as I was concerned, I was very much opposed to it. 
here was a great deal said between the two Commissioners and myself. Dr. 
°che took very little part in the conversation because, as he said, he disassoci- 
ted himself with the whole thing right from the beginning.

Q- At any rate, the report was made?—A. Yes. 
r ,Q- When the report was presented by those two investigators, did you 

Ceive it as Secretary?—A. Yes.
. Q- And what did you do with it?—A. Before the meeting closed, the Commis- 

goners discussed this matter and finally came to a decision. All minutes of 
eetings are drafted by the Secretary. In this case I would draft the minute,

; hd it round to the Commissioners to be initialled, and then have it entered 
'•he Minute Book.

^ I said to the Commissioners, “I don’t know exactly what you want in the 
fin? a m'nute, I wish you would draft it yourselves and send it in to me,” 
q, ' the minute which appears on the file was drafted by Commissioner Mac- 

^Vish in Commissioner Tremblay’s room. After the meeting I believe they 
"t for Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman.

n Q. Were you present at a meeting when Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman were 
n after the Minutes were drafted? Did you see them go in?—A. No, I did 

t see them go in, but they came to me afterwards and told me that they had 
"e into the Commissioner’s room, and that they were told when this report 

stas ®ade they would have an opportunity to reply. I said that was my under- 
lik t the Board meeting. You did not ask me that question, but I would

ho say it was made very clear at the meeting.
^ Q- Before the Minute was signed?—A. Before the Minute was signed, that 
br Gn this report of Mr. Kemmis and Mr. Simmins was made the chiefs of the 
to u,°hes would have an opportunity to reply before any consideration was given 

lhe report.
Q- Well, ultimately the report was made?—A. Yes.

As brought down in the file?—A. Yes.
U)V hi- To whom did Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis hand that report?—A. Well, 

j recollection is that they handed the report in to me and told me that they 
cgj] , 0 delivered a copy of it to the Commissioners. When I got the report I 

UP both Commissioner Tremblay and Commissioner MacTavish and said, 
anrj'jW this report is in, I presume I am authorized to hand it to Messrs. Bland 

utman. They both agreed, and I handed the report to them.
[Mr. Win. Foran.]
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Q. On their authorization?—A. Yes, on their authorization. You see by my 
memorandum tto me that is as dear as anything possibly could be) that both of 
these gentlemen agreed over the dictograph to allow me to hand those reports to 
Messrs. Bland and Putman. I am quite clear as to that,

Q. Well, then, what did Messrs. Bland and Putman do, as you remember 
it? A. Y ell, they took those reports, and I have a distinct recollection of 
Commissioner MacTavish asking me while they were preparing the replies, when 
they would be ready.

Q. 1 hat is, Commissioner MacTavish asked vou when Bland and Putman 
would have those reports ready?—A. Yes. Before'Mr. Bland had completed his 
report he suggested to me that as the work of Miss Guthrie and Miss Walker 
was referred to in that report he thought there should be attached to his report 
some statement from them. I agreed and said that was quite right. He also 
said, that there vas quite a misrepresentation of the conditions in the personal 
services section, over which Miss Saunders had charge, and he thought there 
should be a report from her. I agreed that that also was necessary. So far as the 
reports of those three officials are concerned, I did not consult the commissioners' 
I did not think it. vas necessary. As the work of these officials was particularly 
reierred to it was only fair that they should be given an opportunity to reply 
also.

Q. \ou agreed that Miss Walker—.—A. That she should be given an 
opportunity to reply.
,. Q- bben I find that on the 21st of April you submitted the memoranda of 
the five officials named--Mr. Bland, Mr. Putman, Miss Reid, Miss Guthrie and 
Miss baunders—to the commissioners under a covering letter?—A. Yes.

(j. \\ hic l has already been read into the record.—A. And in which I say 
such i eport ;s were made with the consent of the Commissioners. When the 
report vas received I had no protests from the commissioners that I had 
exceeded my authority in asking for them.

, That was on 21st April?—A. Yes. You see several days elapsed before 
that report was considered by the full Board, and in the interim I want to saY 
that I received no intimation that these reports were not authorized.

, j1 the next is the memorandum to the Secretary of May 6th,—that 
would be fifteen days later,—signed “N. MacT. and “J.E.T”, saying':

Y e have perused the several reports submitted by you conjoint!)
under your communication of the twenty-first ultimo, and hereby 
acknowledge then' receipt for purposes of record. ,

Y e ai e giving consideration to the question of what action is call6 
for on oui part by the conduct of the officials concerned, and the m1' 
authorized preparation of these documents.

Have you an> comment to make with reference to that memorandum?—A. Ob’ 
no, but we had a meeting The three officials, Messrs. Putman and BW 
and Miss Saunders, were called in. They were asked if they had anything t0 
add to or take axvay from those reports, and they replied in the negative.

Q. They replied that they had nothing to add or take a wav?—A. They xver, 
simply discharged from further attendance and then we discussed the situation ** 
some length.

Q. Yes, and what was the discussion as you recollect it?—A. Well, the dis' 
cussion was a very long one. " ’ .

Q. Can you give the substance of it as you remember it?—A. Well, two 0 
the Commissioners, I think Commissioner MacTavish has given an explan^!61 
of that.Q. No, no, never mind giving his explanation. What I want is your reed' 
lection of the conversation.—A. My recollection of it is that they' were very mucl 
annoyed at the character of those reports, as I expected they would be.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. You expected they would be. Why?—A. Because they took very sharp 
issue with the people who made the reports.

Q. That is, with Kemmis and Simmins?
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Just a moment, with the persons that made the report?—A. The Sini
cins and Kemmis report upon which those were replies, to which the reports 
°f the three officials were replies.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Go ahead, Mr. Foran.—A. As I say, we discussed the matter for some 

time. Dr. Roche took very little part in the discussion. After the meeting, 
Dr. MacTavish again drafted a Minute and sent it in to me. I asked Dr. 
Roche if he had any comment to place on it and he said, No. A few days later 
we had another meeting, and the two Commissioners agreed that other officials 
should be asked to make reports.

Q. I find then, in reply to that memorandum of May 6th, that you wrote' 
a memorandum on the 17th of May?—A. Well, I did, because when the word 

unauthorized ” was used I thought it was my duty to put my protest on file.
Q. Your protest reads:—

Memorandum to Commissioners MacTavish and Tremblay

With reference to your memorandum of May 6th regarding the 
authorization of the reports submitted by officials of the staff, the fol
lowing points should, I think, be brought to your attention:—

1. Both Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman advised me immediately after
your conference with them that you had assured them that when 
the report of Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis was prepared they 
would be given an opportunity to study it and to present their 
views thereon.

2. When a copy of their report was placed before me by Messrs.
Simmins and Kemmis I secured your permission to hand a 
copy thereof to the officials concerned.

3. I instructed the officials in question to study the report and let
me have their comments thereon with the feeling that this was 
only the proper step for me to take in order that the Commis
sioners might have the fullest possible information before them 
in dealing with the report, but that it was also in accordance 
with your own wishes as implied in the assurance referred to 
above.

4. The reports, which were made to the Secretary, and which, on
perusal, I considered necessary to an intelligent study of the 
suggestions made by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis, were sub
mitted to you under cover of a memorandum from myself 

-p, recommending them to your careful consideration.
H at is what vou refer to as your protest?—A. Yes. Nowr, there is no reply to 
lhat on file.
j Q. Then the next is a Minute, signed again, “N. MacT” and “J.E.T.”, bear- 

£ date May 17, 1927. It is called Board Decision, in which they state:—
It was decided that in addition to the procedure reports already 

received from certain members of the staff in reply to the report on 
Methods and Procedure submitted by Messrs. Simmins and Kemmis, the 
Secretary, and Messrs. Baril, Bourbonnais, Gilchrist, Brown and Thivierge 
should be asked to submit their views with regard to that part of the 
report of the two investigators which relates to their particular work or 
branch.

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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And then I find the subsequent reports were prepared from these people, and 
then I transmitted them to the Commissioners.

Q. Transmitted them under covering letter of August 22, 1927—A You 
see, there was quite a lapse of time. There seemed to be no particular hurry 
about those final reports, and when I sent in that report I heard nothing definite 
about it, since the matter was allowed to drop

Q. Your memorandum of the 22nd of August, 1927, to the Commissioners, 
reads:—

In accordance with the Minute of May 17, 1927, reports have been 
prepared b> Messrs. Baril, Bourbonnais, Brown, Gilchrist and Thivierge 
dealing with the suggestions made by Messrs. Kemmis and Simmins 
regarding proposed changes in the methods and procedure of the Com- 
mission. These reports are herewith submitted for the consideration of 
the Commissioners and, m view of the divergence of the views expressed— 
on the one hand, by those who prepared the original report, and on the 

by those who have replied thereto—it seems to me that the logical 
method of arriving at a satisfactory conclusion would be by means of a
r°unlc ^ je conference between the Commissioners and the chief officers 
of the staff.

It is surprising to me that there should be such a difference of opinion 
and that it should find expression only when the two members of the staff 
m ques ion. were instructed to submit their views, especially as the staff 
have invariably been given to understand that the Commissioners and 
myself were a ways ready to receive and consider any constructive sug
gestions looking to the improvement of our methods and procedure. 1 
would recommend therefore, that in future should members of the staff 
have suggestions to make regarding the methods or procedure of the 
Commission,. they should not hesitate to submit them to their senior 
officers who, in turn, will be required to submit them, with such observa
tions thereon as they may desire to make, for the consideration of the 
Commissioners.

An even better plan and one that I would like the Commissioners 
to carefully consider, would be the holding of periodical staff conferences 
where opportunity would be afforded to discuss difficulties, exchange ideas, 
seek and gne adx ice and suggestions, and develop mutual understanding 
and confidence. An hour every week devoted to this end would, I believe? 
prove tremendously valuable. I may add that it is not an untried prac
tice, and wherever it has been adopted it has proved most successful

It does not seem necessary that I should add anything to the various 
reports submitted, particularly as those of Messrs. Bland, Baril and Put' 
man have already covered the majority of the points on which I might 
have reported. The. reports have been prepared by the officers who are 
actually in touch with the details involved and should in my opinio» 
furnish sufficient ground for the adequate consideration of the proposals 
made. ^

That was your memora.ndum?-A. That was my memorandum.
Q. To the Commissioners. Was any action ever taken on that?—A. No-

vrn,rQm S a7 t a aCtlt0nooVinlten with reference to those reports with 
your memorandum of August 22, 1927?_A. No F

. 9- Do you know what disposition was made of it?—A There was no dis
position made of it.
mor,9- No Board meeting?—A. No Board meeting. The matter was never 
mentioned afterwards.

Q. Were any of your suggestions given effect to?—A No I think the 
Commssmners realized, after they considered the matter very carefully, th»*
LMr. Wm. Foran.]
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they—if I might use the term—had got a wrong steer, there wasn’t anything 
to the criticisms that they had heard from the outside about the procedure and 
methods of the Commission, and they thought they would let well enough 
alone; and I think the Commissioners have realized since then that we were 
forking under tremendous difficulties and doing good work.

Q. What, in your opinion, would have been the effect of the Kemmis- 
Simmins report on the merit system?—A. Very bad. After all, you must 
^member you were getting two new men, and when it was suggested to put one 
toan in charge of examination methods and the other in charge of organization—

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. At all events, nothing ever came out of this report?—A. Nothing. 
Q. It is a dead letter?—A. Oh, it is a dead issue.
Mr. Ernst: Killed by the staff. That is all I want to ask.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. And this is a dead report? Did any harm ever come out of this?— 

A. No, I think it had the effect of clearing the air around the Civil Service 
Commission office, of establishing a better understanding between the new 
Commissioners and the staff.

Mr. Chevrier: That is the most cheerful note we have had yet.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. The recommendation was so bad it had a good effect,—that is really 
^hat it amounts to?—A. No. I do think—

Q. Just a minute, Mr. Foran. You said a moment ago that the report was 
oxceedingly bad, as it would have had the effect of putting one Commissioner 
ft the head of the examination branch and the other at the head of the organiza- 
,?0n branch, and that in that respect it was very bad, and because it did go 
aat far that it had a good effect upon the Commission.—A. It had the result 

to arriving at a better understanding between the two new Commissioners and 
ae staff, because they realized themselves that these two men had been handed 

a task that they were quite unfitted to assume—at that particular time at all 
Vents. It would have been ridiculous to adopt their recommendations.
. Q. They have been very modest in bringing that forward themselves.— 

, • Well, I think they realized that it was altogether too big a task for them at 
that time.
• Mr. Chevrier: That is one time, anyway, that the two new Commissioners, 
n the use of their discretion, did something that was good.

. The Witness: Well, I would say that the effect of that flare-up,—my 
^toition was really one, as you will see from the files there, of armed neutrality 
W*- was homing back. The wigs were on the green and I thought someone 
.Sht to be looking on in case it should be necessary, in the last analysis, to 

lng up some reserves ; so the plan worked out very satisfactorily.
By Mr. Ernst:

^ Q- In other words, you think the fact that Bland and Putman said in plain 
it°}, S whnt they thought about the report had a salutory effect?—A. I think 
sel S resuited in a better understanding between the Commissioners and our-

Q. That i, the reaction to Messrs. Biand and Putman putting in those 
^■WielsMtfmeC«^in the Commissioner, were i=sed

ft receiving them?—A. Well, yes, the> , were
that. I forgot what the Commissioners remarks wer£

Q. I am just asking you what happened?-A. un,
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Yes, and the fact that did put this issue up strictly to the Commis

sioners was the reports that were filed by Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman and the 
three ladies; that put the issue up plainly.—A. Well, it put all the facts before 
them. Mr. Kemmis and Mr. Siinmins had their opportunity of reporting. Re-- 
member, members of the staff where the procedure was to 'be changed had the 
opportunity to reply, and I think upon a full and mature consideration of all 
reports, the Commissioners came to the conclusion that it was just as well to 
leave things as they were.

Mr. Chevrier, borne credit, I suppose, is due to the Commissioners, too?
Mr. Bowman: They are given credit for everything they should be given 

credit for.
The Witness. There was no reason why the Commissioners should not look 

into our methods and proceedings when they heard the criticisms from outside.
I said I thought I knew the source from which the pressure was coming. But 
since the minute has been discussed before your Committee I have rather changed 
m\ mind. 1 heic is no doubt the Commissioners were being pressed from the 
outside, because when the Commissioners got the facts before them they decided 
they had got a wrong steer.

Mr. Chevrier. Good, all’s well that ends well.
The Chairman : Anything else, gentlemen, on this?
Mr. Chevrier: No.

C JJMAN : Mr- *oran, I would like to ask a question or two arising 
out or the evidence you gave when you were before this Committee previously- 
I want to read to you from page 75 of the record when we were dealing with 
appointments and ratings by Rating Boards of people who were in temporary 
positions, having been so appointed on the recommendation of the Department 
You said in answer to a question from me:— F

1 ll6 department usually reports that it must have someone immedi- 
ately and for that reason the department's nominee is certified. The 
positron is subsequently advertised, and very often the person selected by 
the department receives the permanent appointment. Now, the fact that 
,¥ given no special consideration by the Board that makes
the selection. It gives him no prescriptive rights at all in the competition- 
He is simply placed temporarily on the job because of the claims of the 
department that the employment is urgently required, and this fact is 
usual > lepoited to the advisory board by the representative of the 
departmen when the permanent appointment is under consideration- 

is s a (men is o the effect that so and so, naming the temporary 
incumbent is rated high because he has been on the job and has estab-
tô the department" P°S‘t,0n in a mannel' that is hi*h|y satisfactory

And then again, at page 76, in answer to Mr. Bowman, you said:—
Mr. Bowman the rating is furnished by this Board. The employe6 

to whom you are reel ring has no rating on his temporary employment 
Ho is nomma e >\ t le department and we issued a temporary certificate 
for lmn until he competition is complete. Then, when the Board meets, 
to make a selection, he gets no advantage whatever by reason of his 
temporary services.

Q. ^ ou say that lie has no advantage whatever bv reason of hi' 
temporary services :—A. Yes.

1 hen Mr. Maclnnis w as interested in the question and he came back aga'11 
asked you in reference to the question, and your answer to Mr. Maclnnis was-' 
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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The fact that a man is in the position temporarily is not to be con
sidered at all by the Board rating the applicants. They are all supposed 
to be on an equal footing. If a temporary appointment has been made, and 
the position is advertised, the man who has been placed in the temporary; 
position does not get any advantage in the final rating for the position.

^ow, Mr. Foran, since you were here giving evidence, we have had cases before 
this Committee where Mr. Morgan, one of the Civil Service Examiners, came 

here, and he draws a distinction and says, if a man has only been on the job 
temporarily for a month, or a matter of weeks, it has no effect, but where he 
t'as been on the job for three, four, or six, or nine months, of course it has a 
j'emendous effect. We have had files before us in which the Commissioners 

.hemselves have recorded, in their own handwriting, that they picked John Jones 
111 preference to Bill Smith, that is, that Bill Smith may have had the higher 
jating on education but John Jones gets the job because he has been in the 
stnporary position and has had the experience. In view of that, do you wish 

l? qualify the statements made in your previous evidence here?—A. Well, I hope 
at I made it clear, what the attitude of the Commission was, a man was not 

o be given any weight for his temporary services on the job. If he is a man 
tlat has had a lot of experience before—

Q. No, no.—A. You are speaking of his— 
a . Q- I am only talking about the experience he had right on that very job.—

■ Well, then, if the Examiner swore that he allowed, or took any cognizance -of 
j fb then he was going against the express instructions of the Commission, as 

uave always understood them.
Q. AVould you suggest any means by which the instructions of the Com- 

'ssion might be carried out, because we have had several cases here in which 
h c’h ratings have been given?—A. The Examiners have been instructed, through 
k eir Chief, to see that at those Boards no particular rating is given to the man 

reason of his temporary service on that job. 
t, Q. So we can take it that where an examiner has given a man special advan- 
^§e> because of his experience while on that job, that is contrary to the instruc- 

0118 of the Commission?—A. As I understand it, yes.
„• Q- A\7ell, now, what about the cases where the Commissioners themselves 

a man a preference because he has had temporary experience on that job?—
‘ - Well, the Commissioners—
a§ Q. That is inexplicable to you?—A. The Commissioners have a right to do 

ruey please. They make the rules.
ci Q- And they can change—.—A. They make these rulings and they can 

ange them, if they want to do that.
s: Q- I can take it from you, then, Mr. Foran, that even though the Commis- 
tjjners themselves, by their" judgment, have given the man who was rated second 
etl Position instead of the man who was rated first, and based it on the experi- 
CorJ ue has had while in that very position temporarily, they are going directly 

j"ary to the ins tractions which are given to the Civil Service Examiners?—A. 
if > as I understand it, is true. That is, that two men are equal in merit, and 

Commissioners think—
"i'ak . ^r‘ Foran, do not bother with the cases where they are equal in merit,
in e a more extreme case. A\7e have had cases here where they were not equal 
s6c. where one man was rated higher than the other, and the one who was 
bec ri< Was put in the position.—A. Well, he should not be. If he was put in it 

Use of his temporary services he should not.
Chevrier: AVhy not let the Commissioners explain that part of it. 

itigv f *le Chairman : I think when a witness comes before this Committee and 
I a bald and sworn statements here, which I afterwards find to be inaccurate, 

1 certainly entitled to ask that witness to explain his former statements to
[Mr. Win. Foran.]
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me, and I am not bound to call the Commissioners, or anybody else, in connec
tion with it.

Mr. Chevrier: His own statements, oh, yes.
The Chairman: Go ahead, Mr. Chevrier/

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Now, Mr. Foran, I want you to speak of only whereof you know.
Mr. Bowman : It is to be hoped he has not been swearing to something he 

did not know.
Mr. Chevrier: He has been saying a lot of things about the attitude of the 

Commissioners.
Q. I find here, in Return 15, from the Civil Service Commission to this Com* 

mittee, Report on Applicants for Postmasterships, on the second page—para' 
graph 14:—

If interviewed the Inspector will please answer the following:—- 
As compared with a standard of 100 per cent, what, in your 

opinion, would-be this applicant’s rating for all-round suitability foj 
the position. Sixty per cent to be regarded as “barely satisfactory’ 
and experience as Acting Postmaster in the position in question not 
to be taken into consideration.

A. Well, that bears out what I have said.
Q. Now, what is that? Is this a ruling or is this a regulation?—A. It is the 

ruling of the Commissioners.
Q. That is the ruling?—A. Yes.
Q. And if it is the ruling, the. Commissioners may interpret that in what' 

ever way they like, you say, but the fact remains that on those application form5 
that experience as Acting Postmaster in the position in question is not to be taken 
into consideration?—A. No, it is not.

Q. I know that was in some of them, but I did not look these thing8 
through. To shorten it up, are there any other forms used by the Civil Servie® 
Commission where that same ruling is embodied?—A. I am not sure as to thab 
but I think that Mr. Bland gave instructions to the examiners, in writing, with 
regard to there being no weight attached to temporary service.

Q. To follow that out?—A. Yes, to follow it right through.
By the Chairman:

Q. I have here now the other point on which I wish to question you,
Foran. Also in giving evidence before this Committee, at page 78, Mr. Ma®' 
Innis asked some questions as to the length of time it took to make appoim' 
ments. He said:—

Well, then, how long after you do receive the applications until th® 
appointment would be made?—A. Well, it varies, of course. If there 1 
a written examination, that causes some delay, but if not I would 
two weeks after the time allowed for receiving applications expires. * 
other cases it is longer of course ; that is, in the case of written exarni11® 
tions on account of the great distances in the country. You have g°tj , 
hold your examinations at all centres where there are applicants and thf j i
of course, would cause some delay. That is inevitable in a system red1111 ]
ing notices, requiring advertising of notices.

Mr. Ernst: I have known cases of months.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. Ordinarily, then, you would make an appointment in five week8 • 
—A. I would say yes. ,

Q. Well, at the longest, it would not require more than two month8 
—A. No, it would not require more than two months.

Q. It should not.—A. It should not.
The Chairman: That is from the time they advertise?

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Then we have had cases coming before this Committee, Mr. Foran, in 
which it took two years, where there was no written examination. For example, 
I will quote the Sutton Post Office and the Danville Post Office, and we find 
hundreds of appointments made in the Customs and Excise department where 
the length of time on all of them was over ninety days, so obviously your state
ments contained on pages 78 and 79 of the evidence, are not quite correct.— 

You will appreciate, Mr. Chairman, that a statement of that kind is made 
assuming that everybody is on the job and doing his work. Now, it does not 
Uecessarily mean that because it took two years to make an appointment the 
Commission was entirely responsible. Someone was responsible for the delay, 
n°t always the Commission.

Q. I am not trying to place the blame on anybody, but you come before 
jhis Committee and you swear to a certain statement and you do not say in 
J'hat statement “Assuming everybody is on the job,” and I would like to have 
’•he record correct.—A. I would like to qualify that by saying, with everyone 
"ho has anything to do with that appointment on "the job and giving the 
Proper co-operation.

Q. In other words, when you gave evidence here before, you were not refer
as to what the facts actuallv were, but what they ought to be?—A. I know 

actual cases—
Xv Q. If the system ran properly?—A. I know there are cases to-day where 

0 cannot get a department to move in regard to appointments we have been 
pressed to make.
c Q- I say, in justice to the Commission, Mr. Foran, that I have observed 

ses where departments have not given you a report for two years, but the 
*58 that is beyond my comprehension is that the Civil Service Commission, 
jj , In2 as a body, administering a merit system, will allow any Department to 

up a position for two years and have someone temporarily in that position 
, out insisting on some disposition of the case?—A. Of course, in these_ indi

quai^ — cases we could give you the explanation of this long delay, and I just
tyill to emphasize, in that connection, this point, Mr. Chairman, that if you 
Sp create a permanent Parliamentary Committee you will find that it will 
c s up all appointments to the public service. There will be no such delays 
be Scd- That is a feature of our work that should be inquired into every year 
a , aus.e there is no doubt that there are very serious delays. It may be that, in 
of ew instances, the Commission is responsible, but I would say that the number 
, cases in which we are responsible are comparatively very few, and it would 

lust as well that you place the responsibility where it properly belongs, 
stat I am sorry to say, Mr. Foran, I cannot again agree with your last
i3‘ e/nent, that there are very few cases. Having examined many, many files it 
ïe ab°ut 50-50, according to my observation?—A. I would like to know the 
\Ve 0tt why we are not speeding them up, because so far as we are concerned 

are trying to do the work and we do not waste any time.
By Mr. Ernst:

sion* ’ there very much time wasted after you hand it on to the Commis- 
thavî^T~4- I cannot say as to that. Of course, you must remember, gentlemen, 
C0 ’t is inevitable where you have three men to deal with. It goes to one 
ouf ’j.ussioner; he has got to give it consideration, and if another happens to be 
it town, or busy with other things, it stays on his desk for a few days; then 
a !p^s to another Commissioner ; it must go around the three men, whereas in 
it rj | rtment, where you have only a deputy to deal with, he initials or reports

away.
By the Chairman:

Is ^ °u have just mentioned something that I was going to ask you about. 
°t a fact that in cases you send a file, or start it on its round of the Com- 

49322_47 [Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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missioners, and from the time it leaves your hand till it comes back again in 
some cases as much as twenty to twenty-five days expire?—A. I would say that 
is true, yes.

Q- Mr. Foran, could those things all not be disposed of very quickly, if this 
Commission met as a Board even once a week for an hour? It is supposed to 
meet twice a week now?—A. I know Commissions that have jurisdiction over 
as many employees and they meet once a month, but where you have your rules 
and regulations, and a Commission dealing with questions of policy—

Q. I wish you had been preaching to the Commission for the last four or 
five years. A. Oh, well, you gentlemen should have a little sympathy for a 
man who occupies the position I do. I have got to cater to three boss’ wants.

Mr. Ernst : \ ou are between the devil and the deep sea. You are damned 
if you do and damned if you don’t.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Mr. Foran, do you want me to go away from here with the idea that 

these delays are mostly due to the delays of the Commissioners themselves? P° 
you want me to take it that you are blaming the Commissioners for the delays?—
A. I am blaming nobody, Mr. Chevrier. The Chairman said that there were 
some cases where it was twenty to twenty-five days before action was cod' 
pleted, before the matter had gone the rounds of the Commissioners.

Q. It may be that some files take twenty-five days. I would readily admit 
that. Probably some files would take two months, before thev would come back 
to you?—A. Yes.

Q. But what is the reason?—A. I presume that the Commissioners are giv' 
mg the matter consideration.

Q. No, no; what is the reason? Are the Commissioners unduly lazv or are 
they on the job all the time?—A. I am not finding fault.

Q. Well, what is the reason?—A. I presume because thev are giving consid' 
eration to these cases.

Q. And a.re they taking, in your opinion, too long a time to give considéra' | 
tiond W hat is the reason for the delay?—A. You do not suppose that it is my 
privilege to decide how long they should or should not take9

Q. It seems to be your privilege to know a lot of things.
Ihe Chairman . I do not think that is fair to the witness.
The Y it ness. Tneie are a whole lot of things that perhaps I had bettet 

keep to myseli.
Mr. Ernst . I do not know that you reallv should do that, if they would '°e 

of any use to this Committee.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. F ou have left the impression in my mind, that one of the serious difficulty 

m the matter of delays was that it took an unusually long time for the files 1 

come back from the Commissioners to you. Now, I wish you would give us 
explanation about that.—A. Well, who asked the question, Mr. Chevrier?

The Chairman : I did,

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Answer him then if you do not want to answer me.—A. I did not bring 

up the question of delays, it was the Chairman, and I have answered him. I f; ! 
that there are cases such as he has described where it has been twenty or twenty 
five days before the file has come back from the Commissioners

Q. Arc you prepared to blame the Commissioners for that?
[Mr. ffm. Foran.]
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Mr. Ernst: I do not think that is fair, Mr. Chevrier.
The Witness : I repeat again,—Do you think it is my privilege to be blaming
Commissioners?
Mr. Variance: Mr. Chairman, might I appeal to you to see if you cannot 

c°ntrol some of this discussion?
The Witness: I am blaming nobody.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Foran, I have in mind at the moment a specific case, the case of an 

appointment for a postmaster at the Danville Post Office. According to the 
ecord, as I see it,-the file remained in the possession of Commissioner Tremblay 

Q0r three months ; can you tell me any reason for that?—A. No. I have not looked 
n'er the file so I cannot say. However, Commissioner Tremblay is here and he 
an answer that for himself.

By Mr. Madmis:
aj. Q- However, if there was a case of that kind would it not come to your 

totion in some way?—A. Yes. We might ask the Commissioner about it and 
(V’ that inquiry has been received as to the delay in sending it on to them. If 
k Gre is any further letter comes in we send the letter in to the Commissioner who 
aPpens to have the file at the time.

Uj Q- The information I wish to get is, when there is an appointment being 
®i and the rating has come in, I understand it is sent round to the Com- 

he\fl0ners f°r aproval. If the matter has gone through your hands and has been 
ti,/ UP by someone for some time, would not you send out some inquiry as to 

ere that file was?—A. We do, yes.
fe Q- And did you do anything in connection with this one?—A. No, I do not 

Member anything about the Danville Post Office at all.
Q- Did you ever suggest to the Commissioners .that through their holding 
. files, or any delay whatever, and not dealing with them promptly, that 

n Pointments were being delayed?—A. No, I do not think we would lecture the 
^missioners.

the Q. That would be telling the Commissioners that they were interfering with 
efficient working of the Commission?—A. There would be no official protest, 

L/ale I might say to a Commissioner—and probably have said that there is a 
thP 0f delay caused by this procedure of sending them from one to the other, 

Pre Would be no official protest. , , , , ...
n Q- Let me put it another way: We have, during the last few sittings ot s 
ijj.P’^ittee, been discussing the appointments of two members of the stall o 
Negate the causes of delay. Now, did you ever suggest to ( ommissioner 
twPÿday that possiblv one cause of delay was to hold up a file for Tree 
PaJ'hs?—A.. No, I do not think I did. In fact I have no recollection of the 

lchlar case that is referred to by the Chairman.

Mi
lStot

By Mr. Ernst:
■ -^oran, are any of the Commissioners frequently absent from duty or 

My j'°m the offices of the Commission? Let me put it this way : Are there 
Of or,,. t lem who are frequently absent from the offices of the Commission?—A. 

fSe that is true, yes.

^ By Mr. Vallance:
'My f|' Fhey do not punch the clock?—A. No, they do not punch the clock and 

not have to ask the permission of the Secretary to be absent.
49322^7j ‘ [Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. My question was, are there any of them who are frequently absent from 

duty, or from the office, not duty,—absent from the offices of the Commission?-' 
A. Yes, that is true.

Q. And which Commissioners would they be, if any, or would it apply t° 
all three?—A. I think Commissioner MacTavish has been away more than the 
other two.

Q. I am not talking about his illness, I mean apart from that?—A. He 
has had occasion to visit Toronto very frequently since his appointment.

Mr. Laurin : I suppose they take holidays sometimes?
Mr. Ernst: I mean apart from holidays?

By Mr. Laurin:
4 Separately0 "^r' ^oran’ ^ they take holidays together or separately’

Q. How long, three weeks?—A. 
of what holidays they may take, 
the office.

Oh, I cannot say. We do not keep track 
All we do is to record their absence fr01

By Mr. Ernst:
a i Q‘flP° those absentations on the part of Commisisoner MacTavish tend t° 
delay files from tune to time?-A. Usually we put through most files on tW 
signatures of two of the Commissioners, if one is absent, but, if it is something 
that has reference to the department over which one Commissioner has charg6
7bIemt JJ his return ’ ” ‘le °ther tw° Commissioners might find it

-A. Certa* *p™rtmeXey=s°f “ reSP°nsiblc ,or “rtai" d=P->rtme,,IS'

Q. And I suppose the ordinary procedure is, the files relating to his depart' 
ments are put on his desk.to deal with?-A. They go to his desk first. t
, ab.sent9lt yould naturally cause a delay; they would n°
be dealt with until his return .—-A. That is true, unless we had some reason 1
toX “er U SmmLtae?,* S0™e time’ in wlich ""u,d ‘

—A ^UsPafhPyes f°rmatl0n SUpplied to you when a Commissioner goes

Q. As to the length of his absence?—4 We u«uallv know wWW he 'fil1 
be back in a day or two and if he is going to be awav for, sav teï days, *e 
send them to the other Commissioners. y

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. When Commissioner MacTavish has been awav, did you know ^ 

he went?-A. He has business more frequently in Toronto , rcannot sPy/™ that is »n official business or not?-A. We»- 1

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Is there any record of a Commissioner’s absence from the office, - pS

ray”s-r
presence of the Commissioners that day is noted in the Minute™1™0”’ ‘

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Every day?—A. Yes.
Q. Can that record be produced?
The Chairman: The Minute Book is the record 

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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the

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Could it be produced for, say a couple of years?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. That is, it shows whether a Commissioner was at the office, or out of 

office, on that particular day?—A. Yes.
Mr. Ernst: I think that should be produced, Mr. Chairman.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. If they go outside of Ottawa, do they make any report of their absence? 

''A. They give a report when they return, if the absence is on official business.

By Mr. Bowman:
■ Q. Do they always make a report of their trips out of town?—A. Well, it 
s difficult to answer that question. If a Commissioner goes away to look into 
°Diething that he is dealing with at the time, he does not necessarily have to 

Jut any report on file. He simply goes away to clear up some doubt, or some 
h0lnt in connection with an appointment, and when he comes back he initials 
}ge file and sends it through, or if he has discovered anything which he thinks 

an objection to the appointment, he will put that on file.

By Mr. Vallance:
a 9- I suppose there are many factors that enter into the holding up of 
; Piments. In your opinion, what is the greatest factor that would enter 
Po°t homing up of an appointment? We will take the appointment of a 
Up f as^er *n wes*;ern Canada, what would be the greatest factor for the holding 
^ jd the appointment, or have you enumerated the factors that enter into it?— 
f0r would say in the case of Post Offices the department is more responsible 
Perl 6 delays than the Commission. There are a number of cases in which 

l'1^ .we are responsible, but I think the department is responsible, in not 
cliog in their reports more quickly.

Cour.S‘ P° y°u ever find political interference as one of the factors?—A. Of

k:

se, there would be no political interference with me as secretary.
Q. You would not have any knowledge of any, or would have no way ot

HSe v’ng that there was political interference?—A. I wouldn’t, no. There is no 
Pcm- anybody bringing any political pressure to bear on me, because I have no 

^ to make any appointments.
itio- 9" I am dealing with the holding up of appointments. I am not accus- 

y°u.—A. As I say, there may be a few cases where the Commission was 
tyafi°nsible, but I think in the majority of cases you will find that a department 

responsible for the delay.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
^ell^h^kat departments come under the supervision of the Chairman?—A. 
theQj’ ] fi’05*-1 Office is one of them. I just cannot recall. You have a list of

9- I have not got it before me. 
fie Chairman : Here it is, Mr. Maclnnis.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
ddie Chairman, it seems, had very little occasion to leave the City of 
r^n business.—A. Yes. The Doctor is not fond of travelling.

Pegged hen is a fondness for travelling a reason for leaving Ottawa on busi- 
On * do not know. You will have to ask the people who make the trips. 

^°r0iat ' ' you are the Secretary and secretaries are generally a mint of in- 
Put ;n lon- If one of the Commissioners went, say to Montreal, and on his return 

a ’fill for $50.65, would that bill be itemized?—A. Yes.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. Would there be a statement of the official business on which he had taken 
the trip, would it appear on the bill?—A. In some cases yes. Other cases, 1 
do not think they require to say exactly what business they were on.

Q. Would official business take any of the Commissioners outside of Canada? 
—A. Oh, yes.

By Air. Laurin:
Q. When they come back do they have vouchers, details of all the expenses? 

—A. Oh, yes. 1 hey have to put in a detailed statement of their account. That 
is checked over with our accountant and subsequently by the Auditor General.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I was not going to go into this now, but just one question. I find in 3 

number of instances that the accounts are passed for payment with the place 
not designated on them?-A. Well, that would be the matter for the accountant 
of contingencies, I simply sign the requisition on the Accountant of Conti»' 
gencies when our accountant sends in the statement of their travelling expenses'

By Mr. Madmis :
■ moi; scems that these accounts for expenses have been increasing. I fin(1
•n mo-"'tere On|oeoth-6 9°mmissioners had expense accounts totalling $1,997.30: 
in 1927, it was $282; in 1928 it was $1,107; in 1929, $656. May we have th* 
vouchers for those expense items?-A. If we have them, yes. If not, you wü
have to get them from the Auditor General, but I will inquire into that anci 
have them sent up to you.

By Mr. Laurin:
, +iS‘+S-01fld y0U explain to me> Mr. Foran, why it is that Dr. Roche, according 
to the total expense accounts for the past six years, only had $22.50 while th« 
others had the residue ol the expenses; does that mean that since 1926 to date
Dr. Roche was not allowed to go outside of the office, that just the other 
Commissioners had that privilege? *

Mr. MacInnis: He was not fond of travelling.
The Witness: That is right, yes.

By Mr. MacInnis:
a 9,i ^apPen since they tried to have those reports on reorganization

-A. Oh no it has nothing to do with that at all.
o-mnPn ^ 110t tie object? A. There was no reason for the Chaim33”
f° vplHna dH.th T3’ f *9 ]udSment- He did not feel that he had to do ^ 
travelhng. He simply stayed at home.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Mr. Foran is it within the jurisdiction of the Organization Branch, i0{ 

instance, to suggest to a Commissioner,—in view of the disparity in the expe’1; 
accoun s 1 is wi nn ic jurisdiction of the Organization Branch to suggeSt „
A ^ertaMy^ot™188101161"8 ^ their expenses are mounting up rather steadily?

By Mr. Bowman:
Common™ 5,ï=”eïr *C °0mmtaionm them«lm?-A. Exactly, «*

The Chairman : He simply could not tell the boss ,
humour. MlClN!,IS: The busi“S5 of the Secretary was to keep them 1»

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I note, Mr. Foran, that the total expenses of Dr. Roche, the Chairman of 

the Commission, for the years 1926-27, 1927-28, 1928-29, 1929-30, 1930-31 and 
1931-32 are $22.50.—A. Yes. I do not know how we got the Doctor to take even 
that money. He really refused to put in a bill ; it was occasioned -when he went 
to Toronto to give an address on the Civil Service before the Citizens’ Research 
Bureau and when he returned I said—What about your bill and he said,—That’s 

right. I said,—It isn’t all right, you went up there on official business, put 
111 your account; and he reluctantly did so.

Mr. Bowman : And the total for Commissioner Tremblay for the same 
Period is $3,024.25, and the total for the same period for Commissioner Mac
Tavish is $3,917.05.

The Chairman : Anything else, gentlemen, from Mr. Foran?
Mr. Ernst : You will produce those Minutes, Mr. Foran, showing the daily 

^tendance ; produce the Minutes and make a record from them?
The Chairman: For what length of time?

. Mr. Ernst: Take from 1928 to date showing when each individual Com
missioner was in the office and when he was not.

The Chairman: Anything else, gentlemen?
Mr. Bowman : I would like Mr. Foran to let me have the number of dissenting

Judgments.
The Chairman : Mr. Maclnnis asked for those files and that information is 

ln course of preparation now.
The Witness: You have that information for several years. It is not 

’jmoipleted yet, but we can have that ready for you in a day or two. I think 
926, 1927, part of 1928 are here now, 1929 is nearly ready.
, Mr. Bowman: I want a summary setting forth the dissenting judgments. I 
0 not want each case, but I want a summary of the number of times that each 

Articular Commissioner has been the dissenting Commissioner.

a
The Chairman: To close up this matter that we have been dealing with for 

0 or three days, I asked to have Mr. Kemmis here to-day in order to ask him 
Bnv questions.

Witness retired.

Arthur Charles Kemmis, sworn.

By the Chairman:
Cot ^ • ^r- Kemmis, you were one of the gentlemen chosen and requested by 
f mniissi°ners MacTavish and Tremblay to make some sort of investigation and 

'•‘inondations, in 1927, in conjunction with Mr. Simmins?—A. I was, yes. 
d0r Bor the purpose of the convenience, therefore, I am going to refer to that 
Ttlak'tnen*' as Kemmis-Simmins report. It has been suggested here that in 
t0 *u,t!S that report you exceeded your instructions. Would you be good enough 
WW) me what instructions you received, from whom you received them, and 
Wag ler or not you exceeded those instructions in making your report.—A. I 
Tr0l (!‘Y*ed into Dr. MacTavish’s room. Dr. MacTavish and Commissioner 

ay were there and Major Simmins. I was informed that the Commis- 
Coj^rs. Bad decided that they wished to have a report on the procedure of the 
al8o n"ssion, with a view to quickening up procedure and avoiding delays, and 
PfocJProving the organization of the staff, with a view not only to improving 

' Ure but also to effecting economies, and I was asked, if I would undertake,
[Mr. A. C. Kemmis.]
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with Mr. Simmins, to make a report on the Commission. However those were 
the instructions.

A figure of some $20,000 was suggested as a possible object of economy in 
reduction of expenses of the Commission. Now, I am not sure whether that 
figure of $20,000 was suggested at that time or later, but it was before we started 
to make the investigation. Then I received a letter from Mr. Foran later instruct
ing me—I think a duplicate of the letter to Major Simmins—that we were to 
carry out a certain investigation. I have not got that letter; I cannot find it. It 
and the original copy of my report has disappeared.

Q. Just a moment. Let me read you a letter addressed to Mr. Simmins 
and see if you pan tell me, from memory, if this was a copy, if this was the same 
letter you received. It is signed by the Secretary of the Civil Service Commis
sion, dated April 1, 1927:—

I beg to inform you that at a meeting of the Board held on Tuesday 
last a motion was adopted, at the instance of Commissioners MacTavisb
f,n f'nm^iqti’nnnr m^se^ have you and Mr. Kemmis submit to
the Commi.sioners whatever suggestions you mav have with reference to 
possible improvements m the methods and procedure of the Commission.

I am arranging with the Chief of the Organization Branch to have 
you re ie\ec of all other work in order that you may devote your full 
time to the preparation of the report desired by the Commissioners.

Is that similar to the letter you received?—A. It is similar, yes, sir.
S’ ri!e,n t0 t,hls. Occaf lon.on which you were called in to Commissioner 

MacTavishs office and given the instructions verbally which you have here in 
outline, did you have any conversation with respect to this matter with either 
Commissioner MacTavish or Commissioner Tremblay, or Major Simmins?—4" 
Major Simmins informed me that he had been discussing with these Commis' 
sioners, or these Commissioners had asked him, about such an investigation. u 

Q. And then R ajor Simmins informed you prior to this occasion on which 
you were called into Commissioner MacTavish’s office?-A. Yes

n SpnywaÆnîntehï°Wi °ng frl0T‘~A- No, I cannot do that.
• Th,en,was 1 ^he onI> and first intimation which you had of the com

mission which was to be assigned you? That is, the information which y°u 
received from Major Simmins prior to being called into Commissoner M«c'
Tavishs office. A. Yes, but remember Major Simmins did not say there was 
to be an investigation. J

Q. Oh, no; but he mentioned the matter to you?_A Yes
Q. And when he mentioned the matter to you, did he suggest that you and 

he were the ones who were to make the investigation?—A. Now, I am not sure 
as to that, it is possible. b ’

Q. Can you suggest any other object he would have in discussing the matter 
with you?—A. No he probably did; but, as I sav I do not remember it

Q Was this the only mention of the matter made to you by any pe^ 
prior to your being called into Commissioner MacTavish’s office?-A To the 
best of my recollection, yes. c

Q. Then you told us what instructions you received while tho™> nid V011 
STS before’you’ »= « of AP-"

received^he instructions rf Aprim927?-A. ^

necti^n SUL» “ ^ if

£.ï ™d 50 forth- the report,‘LTit^pewrlite- •**
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complete in twelve days—eleven days from the time you received your instruc
ts?—A. No, sir, that report was the result of my experience in the Com- 

j^ssion, and my observations of over six years, so naturally we would take less 
M6 in preparing and making a report than someone who had been brought in 
r°m the outside.

Q. Oh, yes, I appreciate that.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. That was the first time you were making the investigation?—A. Yes.
Q. You never made anv investigation before?—A. Not in the Commission,Ho.

By the Chairman:
, Q. All I am interested in is, irrespective of the advantage you may have 
ad of experience, this report was not prepared, nor the preparation of it com- 

^HHced, until after you received instructions from the Secretary?—A. No, 
Certainly not.

. Q. And, such as it is, and for what it is worth, it was completed, type- 
ritten and so forth, in eleven days?—A. Yes.

Q. In making your report did you exceed your instructions?—A. No.
Mr. Bowman : I think that is clear, from the letter.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. When you were making this report, or when you received notice to 

‘tare a report, were you conscious of the fact that the report you were 
,ng to make was to be reported on bv some other officials of the Commission? 

Yes.
u Q. You did have that knowledge?—A. Not exactly. We were given to 

derstand; that is, Major Simmins and I were given to understand, by Com- 
ïssioners Tremblay and MacTavish, that this was a preliminary report; it 

y.as a report which would be submitted for consideration, and I understood 
ere would be a sort of round-table conference for discussion ; it was not 

Vyeant to be a final and definite report to be accepted or rejected in whole. It 
as there for consideration.

r Q. Who were the individuals that you expected would be called upon to 
to^0rt on your report?—A. I did not expect that anyone would be called upon 
Cq tort in that way. I thought it would be in the nature of a round-table 
tar erence with the senior members of the staff, the Commissioners, the secre- 
anH anc^ Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman and others, and the report would be taken 
Ie1 dealt with piece by piece, and if there was anything good in it, that would 

accepted, and if there was anything bad in it, that would be struck out.
Q- That is what you expected?—A. That is what I expected, 

as T^‘ ^ere you disappointed when that was not brought about?—A. Well, 
J . explained to the Commissioners when I "was asked to undertake the ’ob, 

aid: Well, if you wish me to do it, I will do my best, but it may make things 
is I Unpleasant for me and Mr. Simmins in the office; because when one 
are porting on a thing like that people may take as personal remarks which 

^personal. However, if you wish me to do it I will undertake it. 
thev ^hen the Commissioners suggested to Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman that 
Httfi rna^e a report, did you raise any objections to the Commissioners on their 

'jde?-—A. Why, no. I never heard until after they had made their reports. 
Hntil • ^7°u did not know then that they had made comments on your report 
he was given to the Commission?—A. Well, now, I will correct that. I 
Pla C that they were making a report, but I never expressed—it was not my 
it vCe to express,— any criticism. I never knew the nature of the comment until 

ad been made some time after.
[Mr. A. C. Kemmis.]
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Q. When was the first opportunity presented to you to look at the report 
made by Messrs. Bland and Putman?—A. I cannot place a date on that, but 
it was shortly after it was presented.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. When you had completed your report, Mr. Kemmis, did vou know after 

that that Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman were making a report?—A. Oh, no, I did 
not know till after the report had been handed in.

Q. And you prepared the report, you and Mr. Simmins, just the two of 
you?—A. Yes, that is so.

Q. W ithin eleven days?—A. As I say, based on our experience and obser
vations, at least on mine.

Q. But you took only eleven days to prepare the report?—A. Eleven com
plete days, and we were working until eleven or twelve o’clock everv night.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. I should rather gather, Mr. Kemmis, that as soon as you got your in' 

structions you sat down to prepare the report in the light of your past experi' 
ence^—-A. Largely guided by mv past experience and observations.

fj. I aidon me for interrupting you, Mr. Kemmis, but what did you do out
side of your past experience towards preparing the report, what investigation 
C rCV ° a ma ?r y0111" co-investigator?—A. We visited the different branche5 
of the Commission, and we got information. Mr. Simmins, as an investigator* 
had the information of the duties performed by each member of the staff ; he 
oMta t iat mlormatlon- I depended on him largely for the organization end

Q. And he on you for the examination end?—A. Yes.
Q. In other words, the two of you had the material for the report when 

you were requested to make it? And you just simplv started out to make your 
report on your past experience?-A. Well, we had ideas. I had ideas of change5 
" nch I thought irom business experience, would improve things, and from m>' 
experience in the Commission I made the report.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. In the eleven days did you investigate anv of those preconceived idea3 

you had prior to being asked to make the report?—A Oh yes
Q. During the eleven days?—A. Oh, yes, certainly. ’

By Mr. Bowman:
,rivpQ- Just what did you investigate?—A. Well, it is difficult at this period to 
fJn fin exact account but we went into the workings of each brandi. We went 

ie \\°i xings of the clerical section of the examination branch and others- 
Not fnlK,°t Were alrca,dy f,ully ^miliar with the details of that yourselves?^, 
that branch y^ h a the tima11 details> noi but the general workings

By Mr. Laurin:
Q- A ou mentioned the examination branch?—A. Yes.
A TV-i ------vue cAaiiiiiia.uuii ur
Q. Did you ever work in that branch? 

November, 1920. -A. I have been working there since

By Mr. Ernst: )eri-
Q. What about the personal services branch, Mr. Kemmis ? What eX

ence had you with that and its operation?—A. Just as an examiner.
[Mr. A. C. Kemmis.]
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Q. I am referring to its internal organization. Your work as an examiner 
Would really be in examining papers?—A. Oh, no, that is only a very small part 
°f an examiner’s work.

Q. What is your work as an examiner?—A. Personnel employment agent, 
really; roughly speaking. We have to keep in touch, in a sense, with the depart
ments assigned to us. We have to know their needs. When a requisition comes 
m an examiner has first, to draft an advertisement which has to be approved. 
He has to select the field for advertising and all that.

Q. But you would not have any direct personal knowledge of the inner 
Workings of the personal services branch?—A. Well, as a general rule, no.

Q. In a general way, but I mean in a particular way, a detailed way.—A. 
"re have to know what is going on, how it is administered.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You were going to tell me just what else you did actually as an investi

gator?—A. Well, it is pretty difficult to say now, but as far as the investigation 
Was concerned, Mr. Simmins was an investigator and knew the organization and 
Working of the Commission.

Q. And he had that knowledge in hand and in mind at the time he was 
aPpointed?—A. Oh, yes, he must have had.

Q. And you had similar knowledge of the examination end in mind at the 
“®e you were appointed?—A. Quite so, yes.

Q. And, consequently, as a matter of fact, what you both did was to incor
porate in this report your ideas that you had at that time without making any 
detailed investigation into the workings of the Commission?—A. No, we went 
Jo each branch and found out how things were going and made suggestions to 
mem, and we asked for suggestions and got suggestions.

Q. Well, now, would you tell us what you did do, then?—A. Well, as I

By the Chairman:
i Q- Take them one at a time. What did you do so far as the organization 
,ranch is concerned? Did you go to Mr. Putman, the head of the organization 
Dranch?—A. No, I did not.
>, Q. Did you go to anybody in the organization branch?—A. I left that to 
ir- Simmins. He worked in the organization branch.

O Thpn nobodv went to the examination branch because you were thorowhiv familmr with that? Is that correct?-A. I might say I asked Mr 
Bland If iie could give me any suggestions, and Mr. Bland said that he thought

Iwd bcttci ”‘“ake any further investigation of the examination
bran* Iften that one mSe conversation with Mr. Bl,nd?-A. I went into the 
duties with the examiners, yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You did not need to do that; you knew that yourself, did you not?-A. 

X CUSt’yotlttuime, fully cognisant of the duties of an examine,?

By the Chairman:
ty, Q- After being there since 1920, if there was one thing you knew about the 
q .U)*e business it would be the duties of examiners.—A. But there may be some- 
lllng special.

[Mi. A. C. Kemmis.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. What was there special?—A. I wanted to find out the time taken in the 

general examinations, and so forth.
Q. Didn’t you know that?—A. No, I wouldn’t know that in connection with 

general examination work.

By the Chairman:
Q. Whom did you see in the examination branch to check up the time taken, 

and so forth on examination?—A. I think I saw all the examiners. I cannot say 
definitely now.

Q. Every man swears to his best recollection. Then that completes what 
you did in the examination branch. Now, let us take the secretarial branch- 
What did you do there, if anything, you personally?—A. I do not know what 
I did there.

Q. All right. Then what did you do in the assignment branch?—A. In the 
assignment branch?

Q. Yes.—A. We—
Q. Never mind ‘‘We”, you?—A. I went into the workings of the assignment 

branch.
Q. Who did you see there?—A. The head assignment clerk.
Q. Yes, and discussed with him how they function?—A. How they functioned 

and discussed the question of amalgamating or making a certification branch, 
mentioned that to him.

Q. Now, then, I have covered the examination branch, the organization 
branch, the secretarial branch and the assignment branch. Was there a separate 
certification branch, then?—A. No, there was not.

Q. There was none then?—A. No.
Q. Or were they at that time in the assignment branch, combined with the 

assignment branch?—A. No, they were separate. It was proposed in our report 
to combine the statistics branch and the promotional branch of the personal 
services, all making one certification branch.

Q. That has been done, as a matter of fact?—A. No.
Q. Has it not?—A. No.
Q. Well, then, we can leave out the certification branch, because there isn*

any.
Q. Then the personal services branch, who did you interview there?—A. TherC 

I saw the clerk in charge of statistics, that was all.
Q. Now, then, have I covered the whole field?—A. I saw Mr. Brown, or the 

head of records, Central Registry ; then the head of the clerical sections.
Q. And in each of these cases you asked those men questions on the inform**' 

tion which you desired to know relative to the operation of those branches?-'-^’

Q. Then based on the information which you obtained, in the manner whic '
> ou have outlined, plus your own experience and knowledge gained by seven yeafrn 
m the Commission, you sat down and prepared this report?—A. Yes, Mr‘ 
Chairman. When I say I sat down and prepared it —

y. 1 mean you along with Major Simmins?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Vallance:

9', ^1; Kemmis, in your examinations did you find out any new ideas thatyou did not have when you started your investigation, and which you incorporated 
in your report?—A. Why, yes. 6 ’ ^your report?—A. Why, yes.

Q. So that your report was not based entirely on your experience m 
Commission?—A. No.
[Mr, A, C. Kemmis.]

the
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Q. You found something out in your investigation that vou placed in that 
report?—A. Yes.

The Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Kemmis.
The Witness: There was some question, I believe, as to my standing in the 

*egal profession.
The Chairman: No question in this Committee.
Mr. Bowman : That is quite all right, Mr. Kemmis.
Witness retired.

The Chairman : Someone asked that Mr. Grierson be called.
Mr. Ernst: Mr. Chevrier has gone out. I can make a statement myself. 

*here is only one thing I wanted to clear up. It might appear from the state
ment which I made the other day that Mr. Grierson came and volunteered the 
^formation which I said had been made available to me. The contrary is the 
Ca®e. He came at my request.

The Chairman: So far as this Committee is concerned, we are glad to get 
^formation from any source we can.

Mr. Ernst: The information came to me from a member of the House of 
gommons, confidentially, and, as a result of such information, I requested Mr. 
Pierson to come to see me.

The Chairman: I would consider anybody who offers to volunteer informa-
to this Committee as acting pro bono publico, and if he is not so acting we
determine the fact before we get through with him.
Mr. Chevrier, do you want Mr. Grierson in connection with this matter.
Mr. Chevrier: Not to-day, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : Anything else in connection with this Kemmis-Simmins 

rePort, so that we can clean that up while we are on it?
Mr. Vallance: Is Mr. Simmins now in the service?
The Chairman : No.
Mr. Vallance : He is not available if we did want him?
The Chairman: Yes, I have his address.
Mr. Vallance: So, if we do need him, we will be able to get him?
The Chairman: Is there anything else vou would like to take up this 

m°rning?
u Mr. MacInnis: Mr. Chairman, the Hon. Mr. Black, the Speaker, was here 
he other morning, and I think Mr. Putman was going to reply to some of the 

gestions that he raised. I have the files in that connection, if Mr. Putman is 
>eTe this morning, and if he wishes to go into the matter, we could deal with it 
etore one o’clock.

The Chairman: Mr. Putman, would you like to deal this morning with the
>

) far as I am concerned. Mr. 
interview with me last July. 

w to his evidence.
te ^le Chairman : Before you go into that subject. I wonder if the Commit- 

e Would agree with my view? Of course it is your aggregate view that must 
j^evail ; but I thought that when each member of the Committee had finished 
gelri?‘ng in material before this Committee that we should then ask the Civil 
sio'VlCe <^ommissi°ners) or any of the officials, the chief officials of the Commis- 

n> such as Mr. Bland, Mr. Putman and Mr. Foran, to come to the Committee
[Mr. A. C. Kemmis.]

uter that Mr. Black raised here the other day' 
pr- Roche: There is just one phase to it, sc 

ack merely made the statement of having an 
Went away with a misapprehension, according
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and make any statement, or give us any evidence thev desire to give before we 
close our sittings. Now, that being a plan of procedure I had in mind, subject 
to approval, might it not be just as well for them to reserve anything that they 
want to deal with until that time so that we can get it all in sequence rather 
than getting a piece here and another piece somewhere else, so that if Dr. Roche 
and any of the others who have heard evidence given here to which they would 
like to reply would please make a note of it, ample opportunity will be given to 
them to make any statement they wish before the Committee.

Mr. MacInnis: They should be formally notified because some of them 
are not here.

Mr. Ernst . I think the essential thing is to expedite the conclusion of tak' 
ing the evidence, so that we can settle down to a consideration of our report.

Mr. Chevrier: I am quite agreeable to shortening it up as as fast as you like.
The Chairman: Is there any matter that any member of the Committee 

would like to bring before the Committee to-day.
Mr. Bowman: I have quite a number of files that I would like to go over. 

I would bke to have the Chairman of the Commission and Mr. Tremblay and 
Mr. Mac rat ish present so that they could perhaps clear up any particular point 
that anses. I would like to get them started to-day.

\\ hile we are waiting for Mr. Tremblay, I might suggest to the Committee 
that I purpose putting the facts on the record as brie% as possible, and if any 
member of the Committee takes exception I will be glad if he stops me and gets 
each point cleared up as we go along.

The Chairman: How* long do you anticipate it will take to put in the 
evidence you have in connection with those files?

Mr. Bowman: I think it can be done at one sitting.
The Chairman. That will be to-morrow* morning?

each ™CB»e™quicWyeS' ,™kll!r h“ than th,t 1 wi" «*• “> «* P** *

The Chairman: Are there any other members of the Committee who have 
any specific files which they wish to bring before the Committee?

Mr. Ernst. I have one file which will take but a verv short time, h 
anticipate one other. I have not completed my examination of it.

Mr. MacInnis. I have some files in connection with dissenting judgments-
The Chairman: You are really not going through the files in detail, y°u 

are just going to put in the summary. Do you want to go into the different

Mr. MacInnis. I haxe to examine the files to find out.
Mr. Bowman . I think we should try to get our evidence in, if possible, by 

Thursday.
The Chairman Me will have two sittings to-morrow. Will vou be ready 

to proceed on rhursday with the material you want to bring in, Mr. Chevrier•
Mr. ( hevrier. A es. If I am not ready by Thursday, I will let it go.
The Chairman. Then we will be ready to hear from the Civil Service 

Commissioners and officials Thursday afternoon or Friday morning, at the 
latest, in order to close up the evidence in this matter

Mr. Bowman. It is, of course, understood that anv member of the Coin' 
mittee is at perfect liberty to bring out anything in the meantime.

The Chairman. I am just fixing tentatively to lay out a schedule.
Dr. Roche: I think it would not be an unreasonable request, if before 

any of these individual files are to be taken up with the Commissioners and the 
staft, that we be made acquainted with the particulars, otherwise I feel that * 
[Mr. A. C. Kemmis.]
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£11 not expedite matters because we cannot recollect everything quite clearly. 
We would like to have the opportunity to peruse the files that are going to be 
specifically dealt with.
. Mr. Bowman : Well, that is quite satisfactory as far as I am concerned. 
What I intended to do in connection with these files was to go through them 

come to a certain particular point in each case, then let anybody who is 
b^ing examined clear up his own mind on the point ; if he would prefer to look 
a\the file all well and good. I do not want Dr. Roche or anybody to give 
etadence on a subject with which he is not familiar, and there will be no close 
decking into details at all.

Hon. Dr. W. J. Roche, recalled.
Mr. Bowman : The file that I want first to refer to is the appointment of 

Postmaser at Sutton. The file number is P.O. 38238G. As I said, I am going 
,? Put the facts on file and if any member of the Committee wants to clear 
aat up as we go along I will be glad if they do so.

, On October 5, 1927, the Commission were notified by Mr. Coolican, the 
çting Deputy Postmaster, of the vacancy in this office, giving cause of dis- 

j^ssal. On September 27, 1927, the position was advertised by the Post Office 
, apartment, prior to their notifying the Commission of the vacancy : the last 
aÜîf ^°.r receiving applications, October 11, 1927: applicants to be “able to read 
nu write French and English fluently.”

The Chairman : Is this Sutton, Ontario, or Sutton, Quebec?
Mr. Bowman : Sutton, Quebec. November 28, 1927, the department informs 

v e.Commission “Not yet in a position to report.” Then the Commission at 
darious dates from then on, after a considerable length of time, asked the 
epartment for reports, and the dates that these requisitions went forward are 
s follows:—December 27, 1927; January 18, 1928; February 9, 1928; March 

27’ 1928; April 10, 1928; May 23, 1928; June 21, 1928. That is from December 
,j ’ 1927 to June 21, 1928, there had been sent seven requests for a report to the 

Partment, to none of which there appears to be any reply on file. 
to On June the 29th, 1928, the report of the Post Office Inspector is forwarded 

fee Postmaster General. That is the report of the District Superintendent 
Qjl'eh is dated May the 5th, 1928, recommending in order of merit, from the Post 
e»*Cc service standards R. G. Crowell and Robert Hill, a memorandum to the 
* ecl being endorsed on the report, that both have a slight knowledge of French. 
Pparently Hill was entitled to the soldiers’ preference.

On July 9, 1928, the examination branch recommends the appointment of 
r- Hill, who is entitled to the soldiers' preference, memorandum signed only by

apparently Mr. Herwig, the Legioninitialled bv J.C.G.H.
Jv ' -mu, who is 
fp ' Roche and 

Presentative.
tan ^lle Chairman : You have been making a statement from the file. I 
fhefl]6’ ^r' R°chei you are willing to accept that as a statement of record on

The Witness: Oh, yes, I recall that.
J^Q .-Rr. Bowman : That completes the formal record in the matter, and Dr. 
taK e may have the opportunity of looking over the file as to what happened 

s^fluent to that.
[hen file No. P.O. 37497. The heading here is W. A. Stewart. 

ïUq^Ro P.O. file No. 37501, Florent Corriveau; also file P.O. No. 39912, Beau-

[ Re O.S. 26896, re Soucy.
Re O.S. 30143, re Albert Beauchesne.

1Re No. P.O. 37664, Octave Normand.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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The Chairman : That refers to the Postmastership at Fort Coulongue, 
Quebec.

Mr. Bowman: File O.S. 31103, Joseph Mathieu.
P.O. File 37866, Charles R. Nash.
Th,e Chairman: That is re Postmastership at Killam, Alberta. Now, those 

flef,W1^ be, handed to the clerk, and he has instructions to make them available 
to the Civil Service Commissioners and have them available to the Committee 
to-morrow morning at 11 o clock.

The Committee adjourned at 1 p.m. to resume on Wednesday, April 27, at 
11 a.m. jy r

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]



House of Commons,

April 27, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the 
Control and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the 
Administration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m., 
ir- Lawson presiding.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, I have received in to-day’s mail a communi- 
ation signed by the President and Secretary of the Halcyon Club, being the 
Pecial organization of women civil servants, at Ottawa, and attached thereto 
J6 certain submissions, which I will file with the Clerk for the information of the 

embers of the Committee. The document covers some four full pages. I shall 
°t take the time at the moment to read it.

Mr. Bowman : Will you let me have the Sutton file, Mr. Bland, please. 
a ,. The Chairman : I think at the adjournment yesterday Mr. Bowman was 
-King Dr. Roche some questions, and had proceeded as far as the formal'

s were concerned, giving the Commissioners an opportunity to review the 
e' Would you like to go on from there, Mr. Bowman?

Mr. Bowman: Yes.

rec vpr. W. J. Roche, Newton MacTavish, J. E. Tremblay, and C. H. Bland, 
almd and examined jointly.

a The Chairman : Mr. Bowman, when you change from asking one witness 
" e$tion to some other witness will you please name your witness?

Mr. Bowman : Yes. I am not sure, Dr. Roche, just where I left off at the 
We adi°urnment yesterday, but I will go back to June 29, 1928, to make

p0g, Cn June the 29th, 1928, the District Superintendent had forwarded to the 
^rom aS*er General a report dated May 15, 1928, recommending in order of merit 

/he Postal Service standpoint R. G. Crowell and Robert Hill, both with a 
knowledge of French ; Mr. Hill, apparently having the benefit of the 

apn^rs' Preference. On July 9, 1928, the Examination Branch recommend the 
C!?tment of Mr. Hill who is entitled to the soldiers’ preference; memorandum 
the j by Dr. Roche and initialled by J. C. H. G., apparently Mr. Hcrwig, 

Region representative.
hav ,°w, is there any reason, Mr. Tremblay, why that memorandum should not 

e keen signed by you at that time?
rr. Tremblay: Yes, there is.

Mr. Bowman : What was the reason?
file Mr. Tremblay : Because the Post Office department asked me to hold the 
site r,fnding some investigations they were making as to the suitability of the 

of one of the candidates.
Bowman : And, Dr. MacTavish, any reason why you should not have 

the memo, at that time? 
r- MacTavish: None that I know of.

Civn q Chairman : This memo, you are speaking of, is this a Minute of the 
Service Commission?

<3322- ■48 715
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Bowman : Yes. At that time, Mr. Tremblay, did you convey to Dr- 
Roche the fact that you had this request to delay proceedings"?

Mr. Tremblay: I do not think so. I asked them to put if in writing and I 
left the file on the desk in my room awaiting that letter.

Mr. Bowman : And was it put in writing?
Mr. Tremblay : It was later.
Mr. Bowman : Later on?
Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : But not at that time?
Mr. Tremblay: Not at that time, no.
Mr. Bowman : And you did not call the attention of the Chairman of the 

Commission to the fact that you had received a request to delay the matter?
Mr. Tremblay: I do not think so, because I expected that this letter would 

come covering it and then the file would be submitted.
Mr. Bowman : Then on October the 12th 1928, about three months lateP 

there appears on the file a memo, to the Secretary: “Subject, Postmastership» 
Sutton, P.Q.”

The memo, is dated October 12, 1928, Mr. Chevrier.
Attention is drawn to Examination Branch memorandum of 

9th last wherein the appointment of Mr. Robert Hill, O.A.S., to the abo'e 
position was recommended.

A communication is now at hand from the Acting Deputy Postmaster 
General requesting that action towards the selection of a new Postmast6 
in this case be suspended, pending the receipt of further information fr0lïl 
the Post Office Department.

Respectfully submitted for the information of the Commissioner5'
And on that there is the word “Noted J.E.T.” I presume those are your initial5’ 
Mr. Tremblay?

Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
Q. And ‘N. MacT. I presume those are your initials, Dr. MacTavish? 
Dr. MacTavish: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : And also this memorandum:

I do not know why this file has been held for the last 3 mos. w*td. 
out being passed on by the Commissioners. It has only been place i 
before me this morning, Oct. 25, and in the meantime the Dept, has pla6® 
the office in charge of the least competent of the two. W.J.R.

I presume those are your initials, Dr. Roche?
Dr. Roche: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : Can you explain to the Committee, Dr. Roche, the rea=o1 

why that memo, was placed on this Minute?
Dr. Roche: Well, as I say there, there were three months elapsed and th6.1 

was no explanation on the file as to where it was or who was responsible for a 
delay, and I thought Post Office being a department over which I ll, e 
immediate supervision—-that I was entitled to some explanation as to where 
file was or had been, and the cause of the delay. I wanted to place the respoJ1‘ g 
bility in the proper place, and I thought, of course, that it was one of the dePP 
that probably we might, I did not know whether it came within the class wh6Jj 
we might be blamed for the delay, and so I put that notation on the file, »nd 
think that was followed up by a memorandum by the secretary.
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Bowman : Yes, the memorandum to which you refer, I presume, is the 
memo. from the secretary to Mr. Bland, dated 8th November, 1928:

I think, in view of the Chairman’s memo., you should attach a 
memorandum to this file showing where and why it was held.

Dr. Roche : That is it, yes.
Mr. Bowman : Whose initials, “W.F.,” who would that be?
Dr. Roche: Mr. Foran.

p Mr. Bowman : And below that we have a further memorandum signed by 
•H-B. I presume those are your initials, Mr. Bland?

Mr. Bland: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : Directed to Mr. Bouchard:

For report please, as above, for the period June 30 (when D.S. 
report—

^*lat is D.S. report?

Mr. Bland: District Superintendent’s report.
Mr. Bowman :

(When D.S. report was received)—Oct. 12—(when file was forwarded
j, to me)-

Allowing that memo, of yours, Mr. Bland, I presume Mr. Bouchard made the 
Port which I see on file?

Mr. Bland : He did.
Mr. Bowman : This is the memo, to Mr. Bland.
The Chairman : What date?
Mr. Bowman: Under date of November 16, 1928. It is under this caption: 

Delay in submitting to Commissioners report on Postmastership at
Sutton, P.Q.

Central Registry records indicate that the file was charged to me on 
•July 7, 1928; my report was completed on the 9th, but delayed two days 
longer for the signature of Legion representative. On the 11th the file 
cover was addressed “J.R.A.B.,” but there is no record of this charge-out 
with Central Registry.

The Chairman : Excuse me, whose are those initials?
Mr. Bland : Mr. Baril, head French examiner.
Mr. Bowman : Continuing:

Such circumstances naturally warrant the belief that the file was 
dormant in my office for the period July 11 to October 12: perhaps 
^advertently placed in the filing cabinet only to show up again when 
the department’s request to suspend action was received; or better still 
‘borrowed” without being charged, as is often the case, and held up 
Pending receipt of the department's letter of October 10 which caused 
^ to be brought to my attention.

The first mentioned condition could not have occurred, as the filing 
ty, cabinet is gone through at least once a week in checking up B.F.’s,— 

at are B. F’s?

Bland : Files to be brought forward.
6ve$1 r; Bowman:- “. . .and were the file in question overlooked once, or 

WlCe, it would hardly seem credible that it would ten or a dozen times.
<9322 -48J [Sutton, P.O. case.]
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There is no earthly reason why I should wilfully delay a matter of this 
nature and the proof that my report was ready between the 9th and the 11th 
of July is clearly indicated in the fact that it is initialled by Mr. Herwig of 
the Canadian Legion who was replaced shortly after that date by Mr. Thomas-

It is observed that between the period, July 11 and October 12, another 
communication was received from the Post Office Department in connection 
with this appointment and placed on file on October 31. This again would 
indicate that the file was not in my possession, as upon receipt thereof action 
would have been taken then and the matter not delayed until October 12 when 
the last letter from the department was received.

I can only, therefore, conclude, that whoever had the file held it until the 
looked-for communication of the department to suspend action arrived.

(Sgd.) J. L. Bouchard.
November 16, 1928.”

Now, with respect to that report, Mr. Bland, that had been specially asked 
for because the file had apparently disappeared for some period?

Mr. Bland: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : l or a period of approximately three months?
Mr. Bland: Yes.

into by'Mr° Boîchafdf ^ ^ asked that the matter be sPeciall>' in9uired

Mr. Bland: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : So far as the records of the Commission were concerned' 

as to the possession of the fi e in the office of the Commission during this period, 
there was really no record of it being in any particular person’s office.

Mr. Bland: I think that is correct.
Mr. Bowman: Up until this time?
Mr. Bland: Yes.
Mr. Bowman: I might call the attention of the members of the Committee 

to the concluding paragraph of Mr. Bouchard’s letter:—
uwlÎUS ftherefore> conclude that whoever had the file held jt 

arrived16 ooked”^or communication of the department to suspend act»1

Now, I find endorsed on that report of Mr. Bouchard’s this memorandum-^
I accept responsibility for holding this file in my office. J. E. T- 

I suppose, Mr. Tremblay, those are your initials?
Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
Mr Bowman: Now, Mr. Tremblay, would you kindly explain to the Co»' 

mittee why you held this file out? 1
Mr. Tremblay: Well as I said, I had some representations from 

department to the effect that they were making some further inquiries as 
the site offered of one or more of the candidates, and I called for the file- , 
think it was then in the possession of Mr. Baril, and they asked me at 
time to hold the file, not to proceed with any appointment, and I expecte
vnMbî1Sfi,l /ndTt 0rw;rd, much ^oner,Zd I must say that I f0'
got the file, and it is only after the letter of the 10th when they got it. -,

Mr. Bowman: Then you say, Mr. Tremblay, that you quite frankly ad»1 
that?you overlooked the matter and forgot that you had the file in your po^

Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Bowman: You have referred, Mr. Tremblay, to a letter of October
the loth?

Mr. Tremblay : Well, I think that is the date, asking for the suspension. 
Mr. Bowman: The date is correct, and the letter on file of October the 

tOth, 1928, reads as follows,—and I might say there is a notation on it, the 
Usual receiving notation, “ October 11, 1928 ”:—

The Secretary,
Civil Service Commission,

Ottawa.
Dear Sir,—Referring to previous correspondence regarding the 

vacant postmastership at Sutton, Que., your file PO-38238, permit me 
to ask you to kindly suspend action towards the selection of a new post
master pending the receipt of further information from this department.

This matter has been brought to the personal attention of the 
Postmaster General.

Yours sincerely,
(Sgd.) P. T. COOLICAN, 

Deputy Postmaster General, Acting. 
°w> when this letter came on October 11, it came to the hands of J. L. B. Is^at Bouchard?

Mr. Tremblay: That is J. L. Bouchard.
„ Mr. Bowman: And when that letter did come in vou brought the file for
ward?

offi Mr. Tremblay: Well, I did not bring it out myself, but they got it out of my 
ce.

Mr. Bowman: They got it from your office?
Mr. Tremblay: I have no recollection of it. 

q Mr. Bowman : You had not been aware of the receipt of this letter of 
utober 10th until you were asked for the file? 

fj] Mr. Tremblay : Well, I was not asked personally. I did not give out the 
e- Somebody took it out of my office.

Mr. Bowman : Is there anything significant at all in Dr. Roche’s remarks

I do not know why this file has been held for the last three months 
without being passed on by the commissioners?

Mr. Tremblay: I think Dr. Roche is quite right.
Mr. Bowman : You think he was quite right?
Mr. Tremblay: Yes.

: And vour explanation of it is that it was inadvertantly
?

Mr. Tremblay : I expected to get a letter within a few days from the depart- 
and they would come and get the file in my office. I forgot all about it. 

verh"^r' Bowman: The reason you expected to get a letter was because of 
jv al or oral conversations which you had with someone in the Post Office
department?

Mr. Tremblay: Correct.
o, . Mr, Bowman : And that conversation you did not pass on to Dr. Roche 

r- MacTavish?
tyk _ M r. Tremblay : No, because I thought that would be confirmed by a letter, 

n ^e file would be submitted to the three Commissioners in the ordinary way.
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Bowman: And bearing this in mind, Mr. Tremblay, that fro» 
December 27, 1927. to June the 21st, 1928, no less than seven requests had gone 
forward from the Commission to the department asking for a report.

Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
The Chairman : By whom were those requests made? To Dr. Roche, who 

was in charge of the Post Office department?
Dr. Roche: By the secretary of the Commission.
Mr. Chevrier: Is that the reason of the check-up?
Mr. Tremblay: A es, those are follow-up letters that are sent in every case- 

I think that is what they are.
Dr. Roche: Yes.
Mr. Bowman: Now, on July the 9th, the Examination Branch had reco»' 

mended the appointment of Mr. Hill.
Mr. Tremblay : Yes.
Mr. Bowman: And you undertook, on your own authority as a Com»*5' 

sioner, and relying on a verbal communication which you had from the super' 
in tendent s office, to hold up the appointment?

Mr. Tremblay: "Well, I do not think it was the Superintendent’s Office. 
recollection is it was through the Deputy Minister’s Office.

Mr. Bowman: Through the Deputy Minister’s Office?
Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
Mr. Bowman: And Dr. Roche, the Chairman of the Commission, pointé 

out that in the meantime the man who had the inferior position—
Mr. Tremblay : W ell, of course, I had no knowledge of that.
Mr. Bowman. Well, apparently Dr. Roche is aware of that.
Mr. 1 remblai . W ell, he may have been aware at that time, but I was n0* 

anyway.
Mi. Bowman Do you think, Mr. Tremblay, after giving the matter f*1*' 

consideration, that that wras the proper course of procedure for you to foll°^ 
after the Commission had made a definite recommendation as to the stand**1” 
of these men, that you should, on your own responsibility, without communie9 
tion with the other members of the Commission, hold up this matter until the*1 
was a further request for a suspension of the appointment?

Mr. Tremblay W ell, there was a request made to me, and I expected ti*9* 
would be confirmed by a letter.

Mr. Bowman . A es, but the other members of the Commission—
Mr. Tremblai: Certainly, if I had understood that it was going to 

that long, I w ould have brought it to the attention of my colleagues. I thouS 
it was only a mattei of a few days before the facts would be placed before t1 
three Commissioners.

Mr. Bowman. Do you remember General Clark raising the matter in 
House, in which he made a charge that there was collusion between the me»be*= 
of the Commission and the Post Office department with respect to this app0*11 
ment?

Mr. Tremblay. I know lie said something to that effect, yes. ,
Mr. Bowman: It does, to an outsider looking at the file, raise some gr°u11 

at least of, what shall I say,—
The Chairman: Suspicion.
Mr. Bowman : Suspicion, perhaps.

[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Tremblay : Well, the Post Office department asked us not to make 
an appointment. Personally, I do not see that we should proceed when we are 
asked definitely by a department not to make one, especially when they say 
We are investigating some further matter.”

The Chairman : Who was the person in the Post Office department who 
communicated with you, Mr. Tremblay, and asked you to hold the matter up?

Mr. Tremblay : Well, I do not recall exactly. Most of the communications 
'Com the Deputy Minister’s office generally came through Mr. Beaulieu.

Mr. Bowman : But you would not care to say that on this occasion it was 
•'W. Beaulieu who communicated with you?

Mr. Tremblay: No.
Mr. Bowman : The Post Office department is one of the departments which 

under the specific charge and direction of Dr. Roche, the Chairman of the 
Commission?

de

Mr. Tremblay: Yes, sir.
The Chairman : Has it been customary, prior to this time, for the Post 

Office department to communicate with you instead of the Commissioner who 
Was directly charged with their responsibility?

Mr. Tremblay: Oh, yes, and they do yet. 
p. Q- Communicate with you?—A. Yes, if it is a matter in the Province of 
xUebec, especially.

Q. Instead of with Dr. Roche?—A. Well, I do not know. They may com
municate with Dr. Roche too, but I do not know.

Q. So that the Post Office department, even now, still communicates with 
you if they want appointments held up?—A. Oh, well—
,, Q. Even if Dr. Roche is the Commissioner who is particularly charged with

department?—A. Not only if they want an appointment held up.
Q. That is the only thing I am interested in at the moment?—A. I cannot 

®ay whether I have received any such requests recently. I might be able to 
^eck up on that for you.

Q. Well, could you tell me if you have received any requests from the 
. Partaient with reference to the appointment of postmasters since July 28, l930?-A. Oh, yes.

Q. Can you tell me one?—A. To hold?
Q. Either to hold it or to appoint someone, or anything else?—A. I can give 

y°u a dozen, if you like.
Q. All right, give me one?—A. Beauceville East.
Q. Who was the person in the department who communicated with you in 

JJUnection with Beauceville East?—A. Mr. Beaulieu did several times, and the 
ffiister himself.

Q- And the Minister himself?—A. Yes.
_ Q. And I presume there would be some record of that on the file?—A. Not 
6ecessarily.

Q. What was the nature of those communications?—A. Well, there was some 
^stion about the appointment of a man there, and some discussion between the 
^mission and the department as to the qualifications of one of the candi- 
^ es, his residential, qualifications. I have received several letters from the 
bailment personally.

Q- I am not speaking about letters?—A. Well, conversations.Q. Letters would not come addressed to you in any event, as a Commis- 
°Her?-_A. Oh, some, yes, and conversations, 

v, Q- And would there be any record of those conversations on file?—-A. I do 
not think so.

[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Q. Is one of the cases in which the Minister communicated with you per- 
sonally in connection with it?—A. Yes, it is.

Q. That is the Hon. Mr. Sauve, the present Postmaster General?—A. Yes.
Q. Would you give me another one, please?—A. Well, I will have to think 

it over. I remember this one because it is still going on.
Q. Well, if you think of any other one, will you let me have it?—A. Yes.
The Chairman : Mr. Bland, will you see that I get the file in this case 

which has been mentioned. I would like to have a look at it.
Mr. Bland: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Laurin : Did you understand, Mr. Tremblay, that you had, since 

1926, a verbal agreement between you and the other Commissioners that y°u 
had to see to matters particularly concerning the Province of Quebec?

Mr. Tremblay: None at all.
Mr. Bowman : Then I find on this file this letter, under date of Ottawa 

May 23, 1929:—
William Foran, Esq.,

Secretary, Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa.

Dear Mr. Foran:
Re Sutton, Que., Post Office

Will you please advise me whether an appointment has been made 
by the Civil Service Commission of a Postmaster to fill the vacancy 
created by the dismissal of Mr. F. A. Olmstead.

I note that the Examination Branch of the Commission on July " 
1928, recommended the appointment of Robert Hill.

According to the return herein, the recommendation of the Exafl1' 
ination Branch was approved by the Chief Commissioner and by 
Herwig of the Canadian Legion on October 25, 1928.

Is it necessary to have this recommendation approved by the o_tbe? 
Commissioners? If so, why have they not approved the recommendation’ 

I note that there is a request dated October 10, 1928, from the P°® 
Office Department to suspend action towards the selection of a new P°.s 
master. Do the Commisisoners treat such a request as justificatif1 
for a deferred action extending over a period of approximately eig11 
months? .

Is it the practice of the Commission to permit Ministers to 
appointments, as in the present instance, which clearly come within t*1 
provisions of the Civil Service Act? g

Has any action been taken, or protest made, by the Commissioner 
with reference to the illegal appointment of Mr. Crowell by the P°^ 
master General, extending now over a period of approximately two yearSj 

I propose to go into this matter on the Civil Service estimates, aDj 
would therefore appreciate it if you would favour me with an early aJ1 
full statement of the situation herein.

Yours truly,
(Sgd.) J. A. CLARK-

On file there is a reply dated May 25, 1929: j
Dear General Clark,—In reply to your letter of the 23rd inst;> j 

am directed to inform you that appointments made under the C'1 
Service Act, that is by the Civil Service Commission require the c0 , 
currence of at least two Commissioners. In the case of the appointe1® j 
to the Sutton Postmastership, only one Commissioner has so far sign1*1 
his approval of the appointment of Mr. Robert Hill.

[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Can you tell me, Mr. Tremblay, any reason why from July 9, 1928, when the 
Examination Branch recommended the appointment of Mr. Hill—the memo, 
^as signed by Dr. Roche—up until May 25, 1929, you had not also signified 
y°ur approval?

Mr. Tremblay: Because the department had asked me to suspend action, 
n°t to make an appointment.

Mr. Bowman : And Dr. MacTavish, what do you say?
Dr. MacTavish: The same answer.
Mr. Bowman : I will continue the letter:—

It has been the practice of the Commission since the present Civil 
Service Act was passed to comply with the wishes of a Deputy Head 
when a request is made to suspend action on a competition for appoint
ment in his Department. It has further been the practice of the Commis
sion to allow emergency appointments to be made by the Department, 
particularly in the case of Postmasterships, pending the result of a com
petition to fill the position permanently. In this connection, I may point 
out that the Civil Service Act provides for such appointments for a period 
of thirty days, or in places outside the Dominion of Canada, for a period 
of ninety days, (Section 39, Chap. 22, R.S.C. 1927). Whether or not the 
practice followed in the Post Office Department of filling Postmasterships 
for a considerable length of time before the competition is held is legal, 
is a matter to be determined by the Law Officers of the Crown, and you 
will recollect that the Minister of Justice promised to have a ruling on 
this point submitted to Parliament.

In reply to your inquiry regarding the appointment of Mr. Crowell, 
I may say that no definite protest has been made by the Commissioners, 
as his appointment does not appear on our files. The Commission has, 
however, protested against the delay of the Department in furnishing 
the report required in connection with the competition for the appoint
ment of a Postmaster,

Yours very truly,
Secretary.

Brig. General J. A. Clark, M.P.,
House of Commons,,

Ottawa, Ont.
The Chairman : At the date of that letter, as a matter of fact, such 

r ?Petition as is held, if it may be called competition, had been held two years 
°ef°re that.
to n^r" Bowman : I find another letter on file dated May 27, 1929, addressed 
j Brig. Gen. J. A. Clark, M.P., House of Commons, Ottawa. This, by the way, 
cornet P°mt out to members of the Committee, is a further reply to the same 

^munication received from General Clark:
Dear General Clark, In reply to your letter of the 23rd inst., I am 

directed to inform you that appointments made under the Civil Service 
Act, that is, by the Civil Service Commission, require the concurrence of 
at least two Commissioners. In the case of the Sutton Postmastership, 
none of the Commissioners had passed upon the case when the letter of 
the Department was received on October 11th, asking that action be 
suspended. One Commissioner has since signified his approval of the 
appointment of Mr. Robert Hill.

It has been the practice of the Commission since the present Civil 
Service A ct was passed to comply with the wishes of a Deputy Head when 
a request is made to suspend action on a competition for appointment 
in his department, although several times the Chairman has refused his

[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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approval to such suspension when the reasons given by the department 
were not, in his opinion, sufficient. It has further been the practice of tj>e 
Commission to allow emergency appointments to be made by the depart
ment, particularly in the case of Postmasterships pending the result of 8 
competition to fill the position permanently.

Again I would point out that the competition had been held many month5 
previously.

In this connection, I might point out that the Civil Service 
provides for such appointments for a period of thirty days, or in place- 
outside the Dominion of Canada for a period of ninety days. (Section - 
Chap. 22, R.S.C. 1927). Whether or not the practice followed in tn 
Post Office Department of tilling Postmasterships for a considerable leng' 
of time before the competition is held is legal, is a matter to be determine 
by the Law Officers of the Crown, and you will recollect that the Ministe 
of Justice promised to have a ruling on "this point submitted to Parliamen • 

In regard to your inquiry regarding the appointment of Mr. Crowe > 
I may say that no definite protest has been made by the Commissioner-' 
as his appointment does not appear on our files. The Commission n®-> 
however, protested against the delay of the department in furnishing t 
report required in connection with the competition for the appointais' 
of a Postmaster.

Yours very truly,

Secretary.
Now, I note on the file, “Approved by Commissioners Tremblay and MacTavish.” 
You approved of that letter, Mr. Tremblay?

Mr. Tremblay: Yes, sir.
Mr. Bowman: And you, Dr. MacTavish?
Dr. MacTavish: Yes.
Mr. Tremblay: That is the only letter that was sent. The letter you read 

before was merely a draft.
the Chairman‘?IAX: W1‘y WaS this letter not also submitted for the approval °f

Mr. Tremblay . I do not know whether it was or not.
Mr. Bowman: Do you remember, Dr. Roche?

n I)r- (.P‘,or:,nE' ,/■ Vlink y°u. will find on file there a letter from myself General Clark, which was written as a result of the first draft letter. ' I took 
exception to the wording of that draft letter, and I wanted General Clark to be 
placed in possession of he full facts; and I also wrote to the then Secretary 
State, Mr. Rinfret, to the same effect.

Mr. Bowman: On May 28, 1929, there is a letter directed to:—
Dear Colonel Clark,—In reference to your inquiries as contain1’1' 

in yours of the 23rd instant, and the reply thereto bv the secretary- 
authonzed by my colleagues, in order to give you a fuller understand^ 
oi the situation I would point out that, on March 18, 1926 prior to t*1 
appointment of my present colleagues, in connection with requests fr?* 
departments to suspend action in certain cases pending further notification 
from the department concerned, I placed on file a note to the follow'^ 
cltoct: that when the Commission is requested to suspend action 8o®1, 
good reason should be assigned, because the Commission is frequently 
blamed for the delay. This note was approved by my then collc®^ 
Col. LaRochelle.

[Sutton, P.O. case.l
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On a number of occasions since the appointment of my present 
colleagues, I have refused to suspend action at the request of the depart
ment when no reason whatever was assigned for the delay, in accordance 
with the ruling of the Commission of March 18, 1926, but my colleagues 
on each occasion complied with the request. In justice to myself I 
thought it only right that you should be fully informed on the subject, 
as the official letter did not contain the above information.

Yours sincerely,
(Sgd.) W. J. Roche.

* hat is, Doctor, if I understand that communication, you refused to accept a 
request for suspension of an appointment unless there was some good reason?

Dr. Roche: That is the principle, I think, that the Commission should 
'vork on.

Mr. Bowman : And that is what you did work on?
Dr. Roche: That is the principle I worked on.
Mr. Bowman : And what you worked on in this case?
Dr. Roche: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : And was there, during this correspondence on those files, 

any good reason given for the suspension of this appointment?
Dr. Roche: Nothing except that letter from the department of October 

,,fte 10th, I think it is, and thejr did not state—they may have used the expression, 
Pending further information.” They sometimes do that.

Mr. Bowman : Which means—
The Chairman: "Eye wash.”
Mr. Bowman : —nothing, and you say that you have been following that 

Practice ; but in this communication you say, “but my colleagues in each occasion 
j^ttiplied with the request.” That is, they have agreed to suspension, where you 
lave refused to agree to it.

Dr. Roche: Yes. That is indicated in the letter there that is signed by 
pty two colleagues, that that has been the practice of the Commission. I wish 
,? disassociate myself from being a party to the Commission complying with 
heir request without good reason.

Mr. Bowman : And, Mr. Tremblay, did you consider that it was quite all 
pght, despite the expressed opinion of the Chairman, that this request should 

e complied with?
Mr. Tremblay: I did. If the Deputy Minister takes the responsibility to 

<lsk for the suspension of an appointment I have always acted on it.
Mr. Bowman: And you, Dr. MacTavish?

■ Dr. MacTavish : The Deputy Minister, Mr. Bowman, acts under the law 
all these cases.

Mr. Bowman : I am not worrying about the law.
,, Dr. MacTavish: The reason I want to show my reason why I agreed to 
Jat, it came from the Deputy Minister. He is the one who addresses the 
yornmission, and it had been our practice, and still is, on the request of the 
Ypartment, to hold an appointment until we get further instructions, and I 
„ Unk the letter you read from the Secretary says, “awaiting further report,” or 
rePort from the—”

Mr. Bowman : I will read the letter of October the 10th.
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Dr. MacTavish: The letter from the secretary to General Clark—I do 
not recollect that circumstance at all.

Mr. Vallance: Well, Mr. Tremblay, is the same practice followed to-day 
when suggested by a department to hold up an appointment, the same as it 
has always been?

Mr. Tremblay : There are cases on the file now that have been standing 
for a long time in which my colleague signs as one official.

Mr. /allance: Held up at the request of the department?
Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
Mr. Vallance: So that the “eye wash” is still being used.
Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
The Chairman: I was not suggesting it was not.
Mr. Chevrier: I am not prepared to admit that that means “eye wrash." 

.. Chairman: Dr. MacTavish, you said the Deputy Minister was within
his lawful rights. I would like to know where the law is that authorizes an 
appointment being held for two or three years.

Dr. MacTavish: That was not my meaning. What I mean is between
the department and the Commission-the Deputy is the man mentioned in 
the Act, the one who communicates
,, . Tkf Chairman: So far as the Act itself is concerned, provision is made 
that a temporary appointment may be made for a period of thirty days.

Di. MacTavish. Oh, yes, but the practice—
, /pie Chairman: I am not interested in practice, I am dealing with laW 
for the moment. A provision is made that a temporary appointment may be 
made by the department for thirty days. Is there any other provision in the 
Act that authorizes that being extended beyond that?

Dr. MacTavish: Yes.
The Chairman: What is it?
I?,r- M-AcTavlsh: They may ask for a further extension. Whether we agree 

with it or not—•
The Chairman : And for what length of time?
Dr. MacTavish. My recollection is from month to month.
The Chairman : Under the Act?
Dr. MacTavish: Yes. They do go on from month to month. 

whatTactSyTappens.kn0W * 1 have learned a §reat deaI ab°Ut

ChairmanMACTAVISH: 1 Cannot answer that precisely at the moment, Mr-

■ut
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. Dr. MacTavish, is it the practice to hold up a permanent appointive 
on every occasion when the Deputy Minister asks that it be held up?- 
A. Unless there is a reason why we should not; if they give what seems like » 
reasonable reason. Dr. Roche did not think • thisinstance rninn there was a good reason m

Q. I am just asking your own practice?—A. It is the very general Pra.ct\)y 
We have been asked repeatedly, time and time again. It is going on practice 
all the time.

Q. Would you refuse a request by the department head to hold up ag 
appointment?—A. I do not think I would, unless it was a very aggravated f£l" 
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Q. Well, that is just what I want to get at, if there is a principle ; that 
when the department head or the Deputy Minister asks that an appointment be 
n°t made, I understand from Dr. Roche that he refuses to grant that request, 
Unless there is a satisfactory reason given?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, what is your position?—A. It is a matter of opinion as to a 
satisfactory reason.

Mr. Bowman: That is not what you said a moment ago.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. I do not think that enters into it, because in the case we are discussing 
there was no reason given at all. In any case, the department asked to hold 
UP an appointment pending further information, and vou grant the request? 
-A. Yes.

Q. And then there is no occasion on which you would not grant the request? 
A. I would not indefinitely grant that request. I think there are cases, 

ulthough I am subject to correction, where we forced the department.
Q. For how long would you grant the request?—A. That again would 

depend. I do not know how long. Apparently in this case it went for a year, 
fut in the meantime the Commission had repeatedly asked—and we do that— 

Proceed. Apparently, according to that letter, there were repeated requests 
0r further information.

. Q. And before that letter was forwarded to General Clark was it sub
mitted to yourself or to the Commissioners for approval?—A. I presume it was, 
as it is apparently initialled by me. I do not remember it myself. I would 
^egard it as a matter of course. I do not remember seeing Dr. Roche’s letter 
to General Clark.

Dr. Roche’s letter was more of a personal letter?—A. I think it was on
file, Mr. Maclnnis.

, Q. But is it customary for the secretary, when he is asked for information, 
u make a draft of the information he is sending and get the approval of the 
°mmissioners?—A. Not always. It depends on circumstances, 

p. ,Q. Could he not give General Clark the practice in the Commission or the 
lvil Service Act, as required in this case, without submitting the letter for the 
Pproval of the Commissioners?—A. Apparently that draft—I do not remember 
uything about it—but apparently he thought it was important enough to sub- 
m it for approval. Many letters are submitted, many are not.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Well, there was a real reason for submitting this letter to Mr. Tremblay 

hd yourself, was there not?—A. If there was I do not remember, Mr. Bowman.
Q. Is it not recalled to your memory now by the contents of the communica- 

n°u sent forward by Dr. Roche?—A. I do not see that that alters it, Mr. 
ti°Wman.
jj. Q- As a matter of fact, does not Dr. Roche’s letter set out that there was a 
Jstinct difference of opinion between himself on the one side and Commissioner 
o^mblay and yourself on the other side?—A. Yes, but that would not alter my 
Pmion. I think it was the fair thing to the department to grant their request. 

0j Q- In other words, General Clark was informed that there was a difference 
,°pinion in the Commission itself as to the ground for suspension of the ap- 

0lntrnent; is that correct?—A. I do not recall that there was.
* Q- You do not recall that there was?—A. Unless there was a communication 

Qle) and the file would show.
Air. Tremblay: But it was never in the official letter.
Air. Bowman : The official letter?
Air. Tremblay: Yes.

[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Bowman: What do you call the official letter?
Mr. Tremblay: Well, the one sent by the secretary.
Mr. Bowman : The one sent by the secretary and initialled by Mr. Mac- 

Tavish and yourself?
Mr. Tremblay : Yes, sir.
Mr. Bowman : Would not you call the letter from the Chairman of the Com

mission an official letter?
Mr. Tremblay : Oh, well, yes; but that was subsequent.
Mr. Bowman : Then there were two official letters went forward?
Mr. Tremblay: One from Dr. Roche?
Mr. Bowman : Yes.

, J^1’. 'Tremblai : I think Dr. Roche’s letter was based on the draft prepared
by Mr. Foran which did not go in the form that it was submitted.

Mr. Bowman : Practically the same form in so far as the contents are con
cerned.

Mr. Tremblay : Except, I think, after adding the fact that Dr. Roche had 
not approved.
., , ¥r" Bowman: Yes. In fact your letter pointed out what I have just stated, 
that there was a difference of opinion as between the Commissioners themselves. 

Mr. Tremblay: Exactly.
Mr. Bowman: May I refer again to Dr. Roche’s letter:—

On a number of occasions since the appointment of my present 
colleagues, I have refused to suspend action at the request of the Depart
ment when no reason whatever was assigned for the delay.

You will note Dr. Roche’s words:_
W hen no reason whatever was assigned for the delay, 

and it continues:—
in accordance with the ruling of the Commission of March 18, 1926, but 
my colleagues on each occasion complied with the request.

That is, you and Mi. Mac Tavish did comply with the request to suspend with
out reason?

Mr. Tremblay: Yes, sir.
Q. Now, in the light of wdiat happened in this Sutton case, do you still think 

that your judgment was correct, Mr. Tremblay?—A. Well, I do and I have 
been following it up right along. _ If the Deputy Minister takes the responsibility 
to ask for the suspension of action, well, he must take the responsibility and I 
have been acting on that.

Q. If, in other words, the Deputy Minister is prepared to take the responsi
bilities off your shoulders you are quite satisfied that he should do so?—A. 1° 
a case of that kind, yes.

Mr. Bowman : And, does that express your opinion, Dr. MacTavish?
Dr. MacTavish. M ell. yes. But I would like, if I may, to ask for that 

part of Mr. Foran’s letter to General Clark, which I asked for before, to be 
re-read, the part as to the reason given in that letter, something about until the 
report or something was received from the department.
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Bowman : I will read the letter:
It has been the practice of the Commission since the present Civil 

Service Act was passed to comply with the wishes of a Deputy head when 
a request is made to suspend action on a competition for appointment in 
his Department, although several times the Chairman has refused his 
approval to such suspension when the reasons given by the Department 
were not, in his opinion, sufficient.

that the part?
Dr. MacTavish : No.
Mr. Bowman : All right, I will continue:

It has further been the practice of the Commission to allow emergency 
appointments to be made by the Department, particularly in the case 
of Postmasterships pending the result of a competition to fill the position 
permanently.

In this connection I might point out that the Civil Service Act pro
vides for such appointments for a period of thirty days, or in places 
outside the Dominion of Canada for a period of ninety days (Sec. 39, 
Chap. 22, R.S.C. 1927). Whether or not the practice followed in the 
Post Office Department of filling Postmasterships for a considerable 
length of time before the competition is held is legal, is a matter to be 
determined by the law officers of the Crown, and you will recollect that 
the Minister of Justice promised to have a ruling on this point submitted 
to Parliament.

Dr. MacTavish: Yes, and might I just interject there that there has been 
°nstant dispute as to the power of the Post Office department under the Post 

h^uce Act as against our powers under the Civil Service Act. That is, no doubt, 
wtlat the reference is there.

Mr. Bowman: Have I got to the point yet?
Dr. MacTavish: No, not yet.
Mr. Bowman: All right:—

In regard to your inquiry regarding the appointment of Mr. Crowell, 
I may say that no definite protest has been made by the Commissioners, 
as his appointment does not appear on our files. The Commission has, 
however, protested against the delay of the Department in furnishing the 
report required in connection with the competition for the appointment 
of a Postmaster.

Dr. MacTavish: That is the part.
jn Q. That “the Commission has, however, protested against the delay of the 

ePartment in furnishing the report . . required?—A. Yes.
v- Q- That does not answer the question I asked you.—A. No, but that is the 

part as far as I am concerned, in our Commission protesting against the 
P°rt not coming in.

. Q- Will you please answer the question which I asked you some time ago, 
’lf‘ that is,—Are you, as a Commissioner, satisfied to let the Deputy Head of 

„■ Department assume the responsibility of asking for suspension?—A. If he 
b es a reason satisfactory to me, yes.

Q. Without giving 
circumstances.

any reason?—A. Oh, well, I don't know. It depends

(w Q. What circumstances were there in this particular case of the Sutton Post 
(.■ 1Ce?-—A. Well, the circumstance that the matter was pending further informa- 
; °fn> and I would take it for granted, almost, that the department had further 

°rrnation to supply.
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Q. les, after October the 11th, for a year after the request for the appoint
ment had been made.—A. Yes, there were protests from the Civil Service Com
mission periodically.

Q. Yes, only prior to the time that the Examination Branch had recom
mended the appointment of Mr. Hill. On July 9, 1928, the Examination Branch 
recommended the appointment of Mr. Hill, which was o.k.’d by the Legion 
representative and by Dr. Roche, but subsequent to that time there is no record 
of any protest on file, not a single protest.—A. Well, I think the letter says so.

Q. Of October the 11th?—A. Yes.
Q. Mhich I read, yes. It says “pending further information?”—A. Yes. 

And that justified your position, in your opinion?—A. Yes.Q.
By Mr. Maclnnis:

Q. Was the Commission protesting against the delay in the appointment, 
and granting the request for deferring the appointment at the same time™-A- 
You will have to repeat that, Mr Maclnnis

as to the de,ay

By Mr. Bowman:
The ?ecrTe?aerry’siSle?terrsTsdso°f ^ SU°h pr°teSt on fiIe’ Dr" MacTavish?-A.

, , Q' N°Sgft+e^!Pfil0f0ber-tfhe 10th’ which I have read. Would you like 
to have a look at the file to satisfy yourself?-A. Not after that, Mr. Bowman-

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. My understanding of my answer to Mr. Bowman’s question is that the 

Commission protested several times nt tu ■ , • 4 esuun is matA. I was taking it from the letter dday m makmS the appointment?-

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In getting the report of the District Superintendent, that is prior to the 

examination Mr. Maclnnis, if you will just bear back as to the facts the 
request for the appointment came forward on October the 5th 1927 Then from December 1927 to June, 1928, there wêîe reque ts for the , port of i

BrandL°ltnde5 V' th= that came in an 1 the

letter, to me rather significant words. You say-_’ CIG 18 somethmg in
withïh”meâttergiVe ‘ ,U"er un<terstanding of the situation in connection 

And you go ahead and set out the difference of opinion.
dr.Æte0ZtaVe™toymderS‘“dinS *h“ that Cont*ined in the Ori6io81

Mr. Fora=,°und« date™ May tte'Sh^S'L0? the J' A- dark"
27th, and we find on May 30, 1929, this memorandum:—Ctter " M“y

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
Memo. Be Board Decision: Parliamentary Returns.

refertncet'te sit™ Port Offic'^TtaTe"1 I C‘ark' M'P? fu
[Sutton, P.o. case.] lhe Secretary was instructed v>
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acknowledge the letter dated May 29, 1929, and to point out that the 
previous communication to him on this subject set out as fully and as 
clearly as possible the procedure adopted by the Commission in regard 
to requests received from Departments to suspend action on an appoint
ment which is pending. Entered in Minutes May 30, 1929.

And in the corner a memorandum:—
(Sgd.) J.E.T.

Subject, so far as I am concerned, to my supplemental letter of 
28th inst. to Col. Clark.

W.J.R.

^ There was still indicated in this memo, the difference of opinion which you, 
^T- Roche, and Messrs. Tremblay and MacTavish had with regard to reasons 

why suspension should be granted at the request of the Deputy head?
Dr. Roche: Yes.

, Mr. Bowman: Then, finally, we have on file, August 16, 1929, a request 
rom the Deputy Postmaster General, by letter bearing that date, reading as 

Allows:
Wm. Foran, Esq.,

Secretary, Civil Service Commission,
Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—Referring to the vacant Postmastership at Sutton, and 
letter forwarded to you on the 10th October last, permit me to ask you to 
kindly proceed with the selection of a Postmaster.

It is desired to state that should applicant Hill be selected he will 
have to provide an office in a locality suitable to the Department.

This matter has been brought to the immediate attention of the 
Postmaster General.

Yours very truly,
(Sgd.) L. J. Gaboury,

Deputy Postmaster General.

jj.. And following that, on August the 27th, we have the appointment of Mr. 
11 confirmed by the three Commissioners. We have on file this memorandum:

Dept.:—Post Office.
Subject:—Postmastership, Sutton, P.Q.
Salary and allowances amount to approxi

mately $2,332 per annum, plus usual 
commissions.
Attention is drawn to Examination Branch memorandum of Octo

ber 12 last, hereunder, wherein the Commissioners were informed that 
a communication had been received from the Acting Deputy Postmaster 
General to the effect that action towards the selection of a new Post
master in this case be suspended pending the receipt of further informa
tion from the Post Office Department.

A communication is now at hand from the Department immediately 
hereunder, requesting that the selection of a Postmaster be proceeded 
with and stating that should applicant Hill be appointed he will have 
to provide an office in a locality suitable to the Department.

49322_49 [Sutton, P.O. case.]
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With the Department’s letter is enclosed copy of a communication 
from the District Superintendent concerned covering copy of a letter 
from Mr. Robert Hill, OAS, which, in part, reads as follows:—

I enclose diagram showing the location of the building which 
I am able to offer for a post office. This store has been used as a 
saddler’s shop and is now vacant owing to the decease of the owner. 
The store is 20 feet by 30 feet with additional space of 12 feet by 
10 feet to be had. In fact the owner is willing to make considerable 
alterations if the building is acceptable to the Department. Fur
thermore, should the Department see fit to accept my application I 
am quite willing and ready to rent the present office at a reasonable 
rental. If the only obstacle to me being granted this position is 
the building I am in a position to state that a suitable building 
could be erected providing I receive the appointment.
Mr. Hill’s qualifications are detailed in Examination Branch memo

randum of July 9, 1928, hereunder.
In view of the fact that Mr. Hill is entitled to the OAS preference, 

is willing to provide suitable accommodation and location for the Post 
Office and appears to be fully qualified, the Examination Branch recom
mends his appointment. TD August 21, 1929.

That is initialled “N. MacT.” and “J.E.T.”; then a memo, by Dr. Roche 
This is in accordance with my previous decision. W.J.R.

Those are your initials on that memo., Dr. Roche, Mr. Tremblay and Dr< 
MacTavish?

Dr. Roche: Yes.
Mr. Tremblay: Yes.
Dr. MacTavish: Yes.
The Chairman: What was the date the appointment was ultimately made-
Mr. Bowman: August the 27th, 1929.
Mr. Chevrier: And who was appointed?
Mr. Bowman : Mr. Hill.
Mr. Chevrier: And who had been recommended in the first place?
Mr. Bowman: Mr. Hill. That is all I have to say with regard to this fil6.
The Chairman: Any questions, gentlemen? Have you anything else 

go on with?
Mr. Ernst: I have something here, Mr. Chairman, that I can take up-
The Chairman : We had a sort of understanding yesterday that if 

matter is one involving the exercise of discretion by any of the Commissioner5’ 
the file should first be made available to the Commissioners so that they m&l 
refresh their memory.

Mr. Ernst: There is one thing I want to ask. Perhaps Mr. Bland, ,as 
Assistant Secretary, could give me the information. I find in this file—it is a 
Nova Scotia file—similar mailing lists to those which were referred to at 
earlier hearing, containing the names of every defeated Liberal candidate 111 
Nova Scotia in the recent elections, whether they were within or without tfi® 
district concerned. It was intimated by someone—I do not recollect who 1 
was—that that was done on the request of the individuals concerned.

Mr. Bland: Done on the request of either the individuals concerned, °r 
someone for them, Mr. Ernst.

Mr. Ernst: What I want, Mr. Bland, is the request produced, whether ^ 
comes from the individual or some other source.
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Bland: I will be glad to get that.
Mr. Ernst: The request would undoubtedly be in writing?

v, Mr. Bland: Yes, I think so. Will vou give me the name of the file, Mr. 
brnst?

Mr. Ernst: Well, I will give you the names of the individuals on the file.
Mr. Bland: The same as before?
Mr. Ernst : Yes, exactly the same.
Mr. Bland: All right, I will get you that.
Mr. Ernst: I am wondering if these gentlemen really requested the informa-

Mr. Bland: I will get the original correspondence.
The Chairman: Would the Commissioners prefer that this be dealt with 

(1°W as it is a matter of deletion of certain data from a return asked for by a 
ertain member of the House.

Dr. Roche: Yes, we would like to see the file, Mr. Chairman, 
y Dr. MacTavish: Would it be in order for me, Mr. Chairman, to call atten- 
'011 to one or two matters?

The Chairman: Oh, yes, if you wish. I may say, Dr. MacTavish,—
Dr. MacTavish : It will only make a minute, Mr. Chairman.

1’he Chairman: I may say, Dr. MacTavish, that it was announced 
‘_e$terday—you were not here—that it was the plan of the Committee, as soon 
^ had heard all evidence in connection with any matters which anybody 
(jls“es to bring before the Committee, then to give ample opportunity to the 
^°rninissioners, or any officials of the Civil Service Commission, to make any 
internent they desired to make, or any representations, either with respect to 

atters which had been raised in connection with these different files or new 
j^erial. In view of that, would you not prefer to make your representations 

t together and at the same time so that they will not be broken up piece

Dr. MacTavish: If there will be time given afterwards.
The Chairman: There will be ample time. , . . _

• I have one or two matters, gentleman, that I will be very brief with, and 
connection with which I do not require to ask any witness any questions. 

1 lust wish to put them on record from the official documents on file, in view 
01 some of the previous matters dealt with here.
. Mr Ernst * I was just suggesting to the Chairman, Dr. MacTavish, that 
J’011 felt you might have had an injustice done which you might wish to right.

Mr. Bowman: Is that the nature of the representation?
^r- MacTavish: Yes.
Mie Chairman: Well, then, let us have it now.

Uews!?r' MacTavish: I am just quoting from a clipping from the “Citizen” 
■-Paper, two items together. Under one heading it says :

Vote Chairman down in most of cases filed.

■*9322

Record of dissenting judgments in Civil Service Commission brought 
before House Committee.

Dissenting judgments handed down by the three members of the 
Civil Service Commission since 1926 number 500 or more.

In practically all of these cases the files of the Commission show that 
Hon. Dr. W. J. Roche, Commission Chairman, was in the minority against • 
the combined vote of Commissioners Newton MacTavish, and J. Emile 
Tremblay.
-49 j [Sutton, P.O. case.]
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My office has supplied me with this document which shows that that is Dr 
from being the case. Take since 1928, the dissents were Dr. Roche, 146i 
Commissioner Tremblay, 79; Commissioner MacTavish, 150. That is very 
different from the report in the newspaper and I presume that- information wa3 
derived somewhere. Now, if we go back further we find that the total—that Dr- 
Roche dissented, since 1926, in 385 cases; Commissioner Tremblay, 142; an»' 
Commissioner MacTavish 180. That is since Commissioner Tremblay and 1 
have been Commissioners. I think that that statement is almost maliciously 
misleading.

The Chairman: It was not brought out here in the Committee. I do 
know where it emanated from, Dr. MacTavish.

Mr. Ernst: No, I do not think the return we asked for is even yet com* 
pleted.

The Chairman: It has just been handed to us this minute.
Dr. MacTavish: Well, that is pretty good newspaper work.
The Chairman : We asked for it some days ago.
Mr. Vallance: What is the date of the paper, Doctor?
Mr. MacTavish: It is the Ottawa Citizen, Tuesday, April 26.
Mr. Ernst: The figures we have differ just a little bit from those. Per' 

haps in justice to you I should give you the figures from the official return.
The Chairman: From July, 1926, to July, 1932.
Mr. Ernst: Dr. Roche, 449; Dr. MacTavish, 206; Mr. Tremblay, 172.
Dr. MacTavish : Yes, that adds to it.
Then right on the same page is a comment on travelling expenses, whic 

makes it look as if two Commisisoners travelled and spent a good deal 
than any other. My expenses, Mr. Chairman, are here. A number of refle » 
tions have been made on me as to what I have spent, and my absences, 
have a full statement here, supplied and issued by our accountant, and they 91 
available at any time you might wish them.

rSNST; * ^1° ^nk there was any comment made in this Colfl 
mittee. The return has just been filed.

I)i. MacTavish. I was referring to the newspaper clipping.
The Chairman: We have also just had filed with the Committee the ret«J 

asked for from the Civil Service Commission showing the absences from Ott»^
Dr MacTavish: I would have referred to that, Mr. Chairman, but tha 

was not mentioned here at all.
them^avai?dbleRMAN " ^ copies have not been prepared, the Clerk will do9^

ofMr. Ernst. If you are going to make it available, perhaps again son1 , j 
the Commissioners might feel we were doing them an injustice, and we °u” 
to give them a chance to examine it before it is dealt with. A

Mr. Chevrier: I was going to move that those two documents haI1.ug 
to us be not handed out to the Press until they have been made use of ^ 
Committee.

The Chairman. It is not necessary to make a motion, if the Confinnh 
just intimate that as their desire. t

Mr. Ernst: I suggest that we immediately make them available so ^ 1 
we can get their comment.

The Chairman: If there is to be taken from that remark that the ^ 
paper represented here has not been respecting the Committee’s wishes, I " ut 
immediately to dissent from it. That was made very clear yesterday 
some matter which had appeared in The Ottawa Citizen.
[Sutton, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Ernst: But it also appeared in The Journal, did it not?
The Chairman: There was some complaint about some matter appearing 

n.The Citizen with respect of some material that had been filed with the Com- 
^'ttee but not yet dealt with by the Committee, and I made it perfectly clear 
- esterday that that information was not given out by the Chairman or the 
^*erk of the Committee. The Clerk cannot be responsible for something that 
yy be handed out by somebody else, or where information is obtained from 
s°me other source.
. Mr. Chevrier: In order that there should be no misunderstanding, I wish 

be understood, that the list of cases in which the Commissioners have 
JSsented, and this further document which purports to be a document showing 
jj e limes the Commissioners have been absent,—that these two documents be not 
anded to the Press until they have been made use of by ourselves in the Com- 

tot k6’ anc* ^en ^ becomes public; but until then I suggest that they should 
Puhr kanded out. As soon as a document is filed here, that does not make it 

‘me. in the exercise of our own discretion we might say we do not want 
to Use it.

Mr. Bowman: I think, as a matter of fact, Mr. Chevrier, that has been 
ae Policy of the Committee.

Mr. Chevrier: I am not blaming anybody on the Committee. I wish to 
^ake that quite plain.

Mr. Bowman : There are plenty of sources from which the newspapers can 
0 tam the information.
ïe The Chairman : I wanted just to put some official data from this file on 
re ?ru; and if any of the Commissioners desire to make any explanation or 
t0 X *n connection with it why they are at perfect liberty to do so. I refer 
I pj1.6 .appointment of John T. White as a Postmaster at Belwood, Ontario, 
sioif! ^ the attention of the Committee in view of the fact that Commis- 
his er MacTavish, in connection with the Ste. Arsène appointment, gave u§ 
bec reason for appointing the second man on the list in order of merit, 

the first man was sixty-two years of age, and, therefore, he thought it 
'n the interest of the service that a younger man should be appointed. 

fUast r0Tn ^is hie: December 21, 1927, a letter from the Assistant Deputy Post- 
it]t/r.c,'r General to the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission, Ottawa, advis- 

a vacancy at the Post Office of Belwood, Ontario, 
here is also private correspondence that I am not touching. 

ti0ll ;lere is on file an application from one John Thomas White. This applica- 
°i John Thomas White shows, in answer to question:—

“Age last birthday, 71, December 15, 1927.”
dated tp6re on Me a letter from the Assistant Deputy Postmaster General, 
as ebruary 9, 1928, to the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, which reads 

Allows:-_

Mr.

Referring to the vacant Postmastership at Belwood, I wish to inform 
you that communications have been received from George A. McQuibbon, 
M.L.A., of Almonte, Ontario.

McQuibbon is the local member (Liberal) in the Ontario Assembly.
• • • -and Mr. R. F. Dale of Harriston, recommending the appointment of 

H aPplicant John White.
^ranpl^'en aPPears on the file the official memorandum from the Examination 
aUd rn ùhe Civil Service Commission initialled by “C.H.B. Assistant Secretary 
•“eads- 11(T Examiner.” Omitting the parts thereof that are purely formal, it

[Belwood, P.O. case.]
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Applicants and order of merit from a Postal Service standpoint:—
(1) John T. White,
(2) Alfred J. Bradley,
(3) Fred Bellamy,
(4) Thomas B. Jupp,
(5) Morgan C. Burns,
(6) Mrs. Eleanor Cairns.

I refer only to the qualifications set out of the first and second men, in order 
that it may be contrasted with the Ste. Arsene case. The first man:—

Mr. ÏÏ kite, 71 years of age, married and father of one son (grown 
up), is a native Canadian and has resided 11 years at Belwood.

Education: Common School.
Experience : Private banking 10 years ; General Storekeeper, 3 years i 

Cattle Buyer, 20 years; Assistant in Post Office at Rothsay, Ont., 3 yearsi 
Supervisor of Public Library for the last four years.

Remarks of District Superintendent: Notwithstanding his age, he -3 
especially active and his mental faculties are in no way impaired. 
also stands very high in the estimation of the residents, and his appoint' 
ment as Postmaster would be very popular and receive the approval ot 
the patrons and residents.

In the event of his appointment, Mr. White would continue the office 
in its present location and devote full time to the duties with the assist' 
ance of his wife. His character and integrity are rated “excellent”, aIld 
he is suitably recommended.

Then the second man:—
Mr. Bradley, 59 years of age, married and father of four children, Jj 

a British subject, born in England, and has been in Canada 55 years, a 
of which time has been spent at Belwood.

Education: High School matriculation.
Experience: Merchant, hardware store ; keeps his own books.
In the event of his appointment Mr. Bradley would move the offic® 

to a building, 150 yards from the present site and devote full time to t 
duties with the assistance of his wife. His character and integrity fll 
rated “good”, and he is suitably recommended.

This memorandum appears at the bottom of it, from Mr. Bland:—
In view of the advanced age of Mr. White, who is placed first J 

order of merit from a Postal Service standpoint, the matter of an apP0lf, e 
ment is respectfully submitted for the consideration and decision of t 
Commissioners.

The appointment of Mr. White is approved without comment by Com
missioners MacTavnffi and Tremblay. The Chairman of the Commission, Dfb;*, sa ïÆssas? »*-*« *• »=—•+

T his being so I am not in favour of appointing a man 71 years ot" 
age when there are other qualified applicants who are much young^ 

, Am in favour of second man in order of merit (Mr. Bradley).
Ihe next one I wanted to put on record, for the attention of the Commit^® 

-and I do it by reason of the fact that in this White case which I have 
dealt with where a man as old as 71 was appointed, there was a petition 
favour of that man being appointed; that is, White being appointed, which W» 
signed by 19 residents. The case that I now want to bring to the attention.0* 
the Committee is the appointment of J. Turcotte, at East Broughton Statm0 
in the Province of Quebec.
[Belwood, P.O. case.]
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I call this one to the attention of the Committee, because in this case there 
was a petition signed by over 500 of the adult residents, which was apparently 
disregarded.

Under date of December 15, 1927, the Assistant Deputy Postmaster General 
advised the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission by letter of a vacancy.

Mr. MacInnis: Are you asking any questions with regard to those?
The Chairman : No, I am just putting the record on file, and if the Civil 

Service Commissioners want to deal with them they can.
Mr. MacInnis: If they have any exception to what you are reading they can 

take it.
The Chairman: Yes. The next thing I want to read in this file is the 

Memorandum from the Assistant Secretary and Chief Examiner of the Civil 
Service Commission to the Commissioners dealing with the appointment, leaving 
°ut the formal parts:—

Applicants and order of merit from a Postal Service Standpoint:—
(1) J. Irenée Turcotte,
(2) Jos. D. Vachon.

Mr. Turcotte: 33 years of age, single, is a native Canadian and has 
resided 21 years at East Broughton Station.

Education: Common school.
Experience: Bookkeeper and clerk in a General Store ; acting Post

master at East Broughton Station since January 5th last.
I would call attention to the fact that his whole postal experience was while 

de was temporarily in the appointment by the Department from January 5th 
;.° February 29th the same year, 1928, which date this document was entered in 
the Minutes.

In the event of his appointment, Mr. Turcotte would continue the 
office in its present location, and devote full time to the duties. His 
character and integrity are rated “very good” and he is suitably recom
mended.

Mr. Vachon, 27 years of age, married and father of one child, is a 
native Canadian and has resided 22 years at East Broughton Station.

Education: Commercial Course.
Experience: Assistant Postmaster at East Broughton Station for the 

past three years ; bank employee five years.
In the event of his appointment Mr. Vachon would move the office 

to the former site, 100 yards from the present site, which is not considered 
quite as central as that offered by the other applicant, and would devote 
full time to the duties. His character and integrity are rated “very good” 
and he is suitably recommended. A petition bearing approximately 500 
signatures has been received in favour of Mr. Vachon’s appointment.

The Acting Deputy Postmaster General states that a communication 
has been received from Mr. Lauréat Turcotte expressing a desire to be 
considered an applicant for this Postmastership and the District Super
intendent has been requested to submit a supplementary report on this 
applicant which will be forwarded when received.

It will be noted that while the location offered by Mr. Vachon is not 
considered as central as that offered by Mr. Turcotte, it is not stated to 
be unsuitable.

In view of the fact that Mr. Vachon, who has had previous postal 
experience and appears to be fully qualified, is placed second in order of 
merit from a postal service standpoint, the matter of an appointment is 
respectfully submitted for the consideration and decision of the Com
missioners.

[East Broughton. P.O. case.]
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That memorandum is dated February the 8th, 1928. Before, I gave the 
date of February 29 as being entered in the Minutes.

Then this memorandum bears the following endorsation:—
J. I. Turcotte has a better education and a more varied experience 

than J. D. Vachon. Turcotte offers more central premises than the other 
candidate.

I cannot read the initials, Mr. Bland, would you come up here and interpret 
the initials for me? Whose initials are those?

Mr. Bland : Mr. J. R A. Baril, the head French examiner, who passes on 
any appointments in the Province of Quebec.

The Chairman: So that the head French examiner’s statement was that 
J. I. Turcotte has a better education? Now, Turcotte had a common school 
education, and Vachon had a commercial course. The head French examiner 
says that Turcotte has a more varied experience than Vachon. That is true. 
He had been everything else but a postmaster. Vachon had three years’ experi
ence. Then Turcotte is appointed without comment or without reasons, accord
ing to this memorandum, by Commissioners MacTavish and Tremblay. Dr- 
Roche writes the following dissenting judgment:—

It does not require varied experience for the Postmastership of East 
Broughton Station. Post Office experience has always been emphasized 
by the Department as entitling an applicant to preferential consideration- 
This is one of a number of instances where the order of merit appears 
difficult to explain except by the fact that the M.P. for the constituency 
has recommended the applicant who has been placed first. Mr. Vachon 
who has been Assistant Postmaster of this office for the last 3 years and 
who apparently is ‘persona grata’ with the patrons of the office as 
evidenced by the petition of 500 in his favour, is in my opinion, entitled 
to the position. W.J.R.

These are the formal matters I wish to put on record.
Mr. Bowman: You have the file that I referred to last evening, respecting 

the appointment of a Postmaster to Killam Post Office, Alberta.
There is the usual notification from the Deputy Postmaster General under 

date of February 8, 1927, advising of the vacancy. Then come the applications-
Under date of April 27, 1927, there appears on the file a memorandum, 

presume from the Examination Branch, a memorandum to the Secretary wit*1 
respect to the applicants, and under the heading of “Qualification of remaining 
applicants in their order of merit,”—they are set out, I will refer to them in 9 
moment:—

(1) Harry N. Reeves, OAS.
(2) Walter J. J. Woods.
(3) Chas. R. Nash, OAS.

Now, the Examination Branch recommends the appointment of Mr. Reeves- 
This is dated April 1, 1927, and when I mentioned a moment ago the date 0 
April 27, 1927, that is the date it was entered in the Minutes.

Now, Mr. Reeves qualifications are set out in this report as follows:—-
Mr. Reeves, 29 years of age, single, is a British subject, born in Ne"" 

foundland, and has resided 7 years at Killam.
Education: Primary School in Newfoundland till the age of 

Rated “Good.”
Experience: Assistant Railway Agent and Timekeeper in Lumber 

Camps.
[Killam, P.O. case.]
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Remarks of District Superintendent: He makes a favourable impres
sion and is well spoken of at Killam. At present he is working several 
months in Banff. When at home in Killam district he lives with his 
brother on the S.-E. quarter of 10-46-14, which is about 10 miles n. of the 
town.

Mr. Reeves is suitably recommended, and his character and integrity 
are rated “Good”. He would give the Post Office full time attention and 
the accommodation and location he offers are satisfactory.

Now I refer to Mr. Nash:—
Mr. Nash, 37 years of age, married, no family, is a British subject, 

born in England, and has resided 6 years at Killam.
Education: Primary School in England and third class army cer

tificate of education, finally leaving at the age of 15. Rated “Average”.
Experience: Express Clerk and Passenger Guard in England ; Clerk 

in a grocery store and at present farming.
Mr. Nash is well recommended and his character and integrity are 

rated “Good”. He would give the Post Office full time attention and the 
accommodation and location he offers are suitable.

On this report, as I noted before, the Examination Branch recommend the 
appointment of Mr. Reeves, who is placed first in order of merit, and that is 
aPproved by Dr. Roche. There is a memorandum as follows:—

I am in favour of Mr. Nash. “N. MacT.”, and below that, “J.E.T.”. 
The Chairman: Where was Nash on the list, second?

.Mr. Bowman : Third. Now, in this connection, Dr. MacTavish; will you 
c‘vise me why Nash was chosen in view of their order of merit?

Dr. MacTavish: Might I ask, Mr. Bowman, is No. 2, eliminated?
Mr. Bowman : Just a moment, I will see if there is any record on file.
Dr. MacTavish : If it is not, do not bother.

h , The Chairman : Is this one of the files of which the Commissioners were 
Stifled?

Dr. MacTavish : Yes, I have seen that file.
Mr. Bowman : I see no record on file of any withdrawal of Woods. 

i Mr. Tremblay: I think Woods was not a returned soldier and he could not 
considered. I think that is it.

e]. Mr. Bowman: Just a minute. There is a mark, a cross opposite those 
'Pnnated, and Mr. Woods is not eliminated.

0 Dr. MacTavish: Well, at any rate, apparently Nash and Reeves were the 
you might say, in the final running. Shall I answer your question now? 

g Mr. Bowman : Yes.—A. I approved of Nash because I thought their quali
fions were about similar. One is a married man. Nash is a married man, 
f then there was the other important difference, or doubt, if you might put it 
f at Way, of the residential qualifications of Reeves. The Superintendent m his 
w°rt says that he is now working at Banff, and, accepting that as true, he would 

°e a qualified candidate. , ...
ty Q. He would not be what?—A. A qualified candidate, not for residence. He 

°u d not be a resident. . ...
Q. Oh, temporary?—A. Well, here is a man, a single man, living atb,fiber's Place when he is there, but at the moment he was working at Banff He 

;ad been there several months and was not then a resident. That, undoubtedly, 
^ Hiy reason

of ,,Q- The other man, Mr. Nash, was farming?—A. That is my interpretation 
the Act.

his

[Killam, P.O. case.]
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Q. And do I understand, Dr. MacTavish, that married men have a prefer- 
ence over single men?—A. No.

Q. Well, then, why did you give that as your reason?—A. I gave you
reasons.Q. You gave me that as one reason.—A. In this case it would have weight*

A. He hi' not“uni?XT,m“ any pre,erence ov" a si"8le

Q. Has he with the Commission?—A. He has with me in certain circum
stances,

Q-
Q.

Has he with the Commission generally?—A. I do not think so.
But with you he has?—A. It has been used by other Commissioners

than myself.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Should it be taken cognizance of in a question of merit?—A. No, I see 

no difference in merit in those two.Q. That is not the point. It is as to whether a man was single or marri^’ 
is cognizance taken of that by the Commission?—A. No. I say it gave hi111 
probably an edge, that he was a suitable citizen of that community, the otl>ef 
man was not.

Q. Do you mean a man that is not married is not a suitable citizen?^
A. The Superintendent’s report—

Q. Or that he had been working a few months at Banff?—A. He had bee® 
working a few months at Banff.

Q. Quite so.
Mr. Bowman: Banff is a summer resort. A man might be away temp0' 

ranly.—A. W ell, it is a winter resort also.
Q. He might be there temporarily?—A. He might be.
Q. And the married man to whom you have reference, and to whom y°ti 

gave preference is a man with no family, according to the report?—A. ApPar 
ently not.

Q. And did you give Mr. Nash the preference because he was a marrjcf 
man with no family? A. No. I say that had no weight, but I did not glV 
him the preference, Mr. Bowman.

Q. 1 hat was one reason?—A. It weighed with me.
Q. The fact that a man is married has some weight?—A. In circumstanc®6'
Q It is a merit system you are administering?—A. Yes but quite apafl 

from that, this man was not a resident at the time.
Q. And if a man has a big family does that weigh with the Commis5*0 

too?—A. It might, and it might not. . ,Q. In what circumstances would it?—A. Well, if you wanted to estabUsil 
a man’s permanency and his standing in the community I would say— , e

Q. The more children he had the more substantial standing he had in . c 
community?—A. It would depend upon whether it was in the Province of Que^ 
or the Province of Ontario. j

Q. I do not agree with you, Dr. MacTavish, because I am the oldest of 
family of 10 and I come from the Province of Ontario.—A. Some of our gi'aP 
fathers had larger families^ than that, Mr. Bowman. i5

Q. So that. Dr. Mac I avish, with you the question of whether a mn° ^ 
married or single, or a man with a large family or small family, does weigh •
A. In circumstances.

Q. In certain circumstances?—A. Yes. js
Q. And is there anything in the application form to indicate that tha e 

something that is taken into consideration?—A. No. We ask whether they 
married or single.
[Killam, P.O. case.]
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Q. Yes, but do you ask particularly that a man set out the circumstances 
°f his family?—A. Well, the number and age is asked. They are asked for a 
purpose.

Q. Do you ask for the ages of the children?—A. The ages are frequently 
given.

Q. No, but do you ask for the ages of the children?—A. No.
Q. Do you ask whether or not the children are established in life?—A. No. 
Q. Well, how in the world can you give weight as to the number of children? 

~~A. I did not say I do.
Q. Well, you just said a moment ago you did.—A. Not to the number of 

children.
Q. What, Mr. Tremblay, was your reason for giving the third man in 

order of merit the preference over the first and second?
Mr. Tremblay: Well, I must say I do not recall very much about it.
Q. Well, have a look at the file, Mr. Tremblay.—A. 1 saw it.
Q. Well, have another look at it.—A. I said about Mr. Woods that he was 

not listed as a returned soldier and he was not, but I see by his application form 
that he is.
, Q. That was overlooked, apparently, Mr. Tremblay?—A. Yes, so it remained 
between Nash and Reeves.

Q. Does it not seem rather peculiar, Mr. Tremblay, when making an 
^Ppointment of this kind, that the matter of his being a returned soldier should 
be overlooked by you?—A. It was overlooked by the examiner who did not 

it down.
Q. You had the applications before you, though?—A. Yes, we should.
Mr. Bowman : All right, Mr. Tremblay.

By the Chairman:
Q. I imagine, Mr. Tremblay, as a matter of practice, that you do not, unless 

here is criticism, or unless there is some special reason, examine the applications?
Well, unless there is something in the report. We go by this, unless there is 

's°ttiething to draw our attention to something special.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Well, in this case, Mr. Tremblay, there was something to call your 
oration to the report, because the Examination Branch had recommended in 
s 17jr °f merit, Reeves. Woods and Nash, and you had found in favour of Nash,
Y that consequently there was something to draw your attention to the file?—A. 
g-®s’ but Mr. Woods not being listed as a returned soldier there was no use con
ning him in this. The other two were eliminated.

Y Q- Then with Reeves and Nash the ones for it, you found in favour of 
l. There was some particular reason why you should examine the file. ■ On

'at ground did you find in favour of Nash?—A. I found Nash was better 
abfied and that was my opinion at the time, 

fi,. | 9- Now, just where is he better qualified?—A. On the facts as disclosed 
” 118 application form and the report of the Superintendent.

Cat' the reports are there, just tell me where?—A. You have the qualifi
es of Mr. Reeves, 29 years of age, single, a British Subject, born in New
t'll Hand and has resided 7 years at Killam ; primary school in Newfoundland 
anrj he age of 14. He is rated “Good”. Experience, assistant railway agent 

timekeeper in lumber camps.
I r. Nash, 37 years of age, married, no family, is a British Subject, born in 

E^nd, and has resided 6 years at Killam. Education, primary school in 
ap-Q and third class army certificate of education, finally leaving at the 

Se of 15; and his ' 'gr0 ; mm ms experience, express clerk and passenger guard, clerk in a 
01 y store. His education suited me better than that of Mr. Reeves.

[Killam, P.O. case.]
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Q. All right, Mr. Tremblay. In any event, from the qualifications that were 
passed on by the Examination Branch you thought that they had come to the 
wrong decision?—A. The wrong conclusion.

Q. And you based your judgment on that?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. And you did not base your judgment on the fact that Mr. Nash was a 

married man and the other single?—A. No, I do not think I did.
Q. Does that have any weight with you, Mr. Tremblay?—A. Well, it might, 

other things being equal,—yes. If the men have the same qualifications, one 
married with a large family, I might give the preference to the married man.

Q. Without knowing anything about the financial standing of the single 
man and the married man?—A. Oh, well. I think I would enquire first.

Q. Well, you have nothing on the application form giving you that informa
tion?—A. No, but generally.

Q. You do not, as a matter of fact, ask people to set out their financial 
position to the Commission?—A. No, no.

Q. And in this case, unless you understand their financial position you 
cannot very vieil say that a married man has a claim over a single man?—A-

Q. As a matter of fact, a single man might be supporting his mother; he
mig n wiv^POT ,g, °ther tmeml?ers of his family.-A. That is quite so.

Q. in i would give him the preference over the married man?—A That 
may be quite so.

The Chairman: How many of those files have you, Mr. Bowman?
Mr. Bowman: They are mostly short, like the last one.
The Chairman: Can you clean them up this afternoon?
Mr. Bowman, les, I think I can clean them up this afternoon.
Mr. Ernst I want to intimate to the Commissioners that the record of the 

days on which they were absent from the offices of the Commission has been 
furnished us. And I intend to go into it, probably to-morrow morning. The 
only information I want is on which dates the absence was, whether on official 
business and what the business was.

Mr. Chevrier. Have the Commissioners been furnished with the list?
The Chairman . It is made up by their stuff
Mr. Chevrier: I will willingly give my copy to the Commissioners.
Mr. EimSTu I would like to know which absences were on official business 

and what the official business was, and, if it was official business, then I would 
like to have the vouchers for the business.

Mr. Bowman: The vouchers have been called for.
The Chairman: It would appear, then, gentlemen, that we will be able to 

go into those matters, such as expense accounts and so forth, to-morrow morning 
mffl aI1, we will be ready to hear the Commissioners or any
officials of the Civil .mivice Commission either to-morrow afternoon or Friday 
morning at the latest.

*PrT ?0CHfi By in/™tion, Mr. Chairman, how am I to interpret
that? 1 do not know whether this Committee wish to adopt the same procedure 
as the Spinney Bill committee They allowed us to put in by way of rebuttal 
a written statement. What I mean is, we were not called again and cross' 
questioned and then perhaps other witnesses called to combat our evident 
again. The evidence was put in, under oath, in statement form, to expedite the 
work of the committee. Now, am I to interpret this in the same way?

I lie Chairman. Doctor, what we have tried to do is to carry on the pr°, 
cedure as nearly analogous as we could to a court proceeding namely we asked 
the Civil Service Commissioners and any of their officials to come’ before
rKilla.m, P.O. case.]
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and give us their views with respect to the procedure of the Civil Service Com
mission, and Civil Sendee administration generally. We have brought 
-orward different matters, and we are now in the position that if the Commis
sioners or any of the officials of the Commission wish to offer anything in respect 
°* the matters which have developed since the Commissioners were last here, 
^'e will be very glad to have it, I would not like to say that any members of 
die Committee would be precluded from calling any additional evidence, if 
something arose from what the Commissioners or the officials of the Civil 
Service Commission submitted. I can only say that, so far as I can ascertain, 
me present intention of the respective members of the Committee is not to call 
any further evidence.

Dr. MacTavish: This is a point I wish to raise, Mr. Chairman, if we have 
“me, because it is rather, to my way of looking at it, singular that all the files 
Much you have examined are files that have the dissent of Dr. Roche. I have 
mown you, by the information I gave this morning, that I have between 200 
and 250 dissenting cases myself as against my colleagues. Mr. Tremblay has 
a good many, and I think it is only fair that some of these cases should be 
^viewed to show that Mr. Tremblay and I are not always consenting together, 
a® has been intimated, but that we had changed about, I probably dissenting 
XV)th Dr. Roche, or consenting with him as against Mr. Tremblay," as the case 
may be.
T The Chairman: So far as the Committee are concerned, Dr. MacTavish, 
* am sure they will be perfectly agreeable to listening to certain submissions 
Mth respect to those files that any Commissioner may care to make.
, So far as I personally am concerned, in connection with the files which I 
'ave examined, I have examined a great many files as the result of information 

Pr complaints given me, and I have not troubled the Committee in bringing 
before them any of those files which I have examined and in respect of which 

appeared to me, from the record on the file, that there was no room for 
(‘0lTiplaint. I say quite frankly, that I have brought before the Committee 
°nly the ones where I thought the judgment of the majority of the Commission 
VVaa somewhat extraordinary in the circumstances of those particular cases.

Mr. Ernst: That has been the general procedure of the Committee.
The Chairman : That is the situation so far as I am personally concerned, 

arid I am sure it applies generally so far as the Committee is concerned.
Dr. MacTavish : It is a singular fact, nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, that in 

. 1 these cases the dissent is on the part of the Chairman. I would like to 
lniPress on this Committee that there are many other dissenting cases.

The Chairman : Oh, that is obvious, Dr. MacTavish.
, Dr. MacTavish : But is it not a singular fact that in all those cases that 
las been the—

> Mr. Ernst: You are under a complete misapprehension of the procedure, 
i XTas responsible for bringing in some files; Mr. Bowman was responsible for 
llnging in some; Mr. Laurin was responsible for bringing in some; the Chair- 
an was responsible for bringing in many, and Mr. Maclnnis was responsible 

bringing in some. When I brought in a file it was because something in that 
P e looked to be irregular, and in many cases I looked for and found a dissen't- 
! § judgment and found what I thought was something irregular. I did not 
jllng a file before the Committee unless there was something irregular on the 

Ce °f it, something that needed explanation. 
s- Dr. MacTavish : I am not questioning that. I am just questioning the 
/Mularity of it. Then there is this statement in the Press, for which I cannot 
y aiUe the Committee, but it does go out to the public that Dr. Roche was being 
°ted down. [Killam, P.O. case.]
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Mr. Chevrier: A member of this Committee has asked for the production 
of all "the files where Dr. Roche was dissenting. He did not ask for any hies 
where any of the other Commissioners were dissenting.

Mr. Ernst: Are you referring to me, Mr. Chevrier?
The Chairman: Mr. Maclnnis asked for all the files.
Mr. Ernst: I moved for the production of all dissenting judgments.
The Chairman . I think the formal request to the Commission was merely 

substantiating what Mr. Maclnnis had verbally asked for at the preceding 
sitting of the Committee, namely, all the dissenting files.

Mr. Chevrier. However, that is a question to be taken into consideration 
by the Committee when making their report.

Mr. Bowman : If Dr. MacTavish has files in mind where the proceedings 
are irregular, let him bring them before the Committee.

The Chairman: Each of us, as an individual, has exercised his own judg
ment in respect of the files brought forward.

h MIacInnîs: I think the point brought forward bv Dr. MacTavish is 
well taken.

The Chairman: The Committee will continue to sit as long as it is neces- 
sary to give the Commissioners and the officers of the Civil Service Commission 
the fui est opportumtx they desire to submit any evidence or submissions they 
care to make.

f ^ALLANCE: I do not think, Mr. Chairman, it would be fair to any
o ie Commissioners to suggest that they bring forward any files regarding 
dissenting judgment on the part of other Commissioners. I do not think that

The Chairman: What do you suggest, Mr. Vallance, we should do?
Ar JIr’. ALLANCE: 1 am in agreement with Mr. Maclnnis that the point Dr- 
MacTavish brings up is well taken, as far as he is concerned, from his own 
personal viewpoint, that it is rather singular that all the files which have been 
examined so tar ha\e to do with dissenting judgments of Dr. Roche and then a 
suggestion is made to him that if he knows of any cases where he was the dis
senting voice why does he not bring them up. I do not think it is fair to ask 
any of the Commissioners to do that.

Mr. Chevrier: They would have to bring in over 800 files.
Mr. Bowman: Not necessarily. We are only interested in proceedings that 

are irregular, in so far as bringing forward those particular files are concerned-
Dr. MacTavish: I could hand a list in now, Mr. Chairman, if you wish 

to have it, and if you wish to see them.
The Chairman: A list of what?
Dr. MacTavish: A list of files where there has been dissent by me.
Mr. Bowman: We have those, Mr. MacTavish.
Dr. MacTavish: Well, I made the observation, the observation as to the 

singularity of the fact.
The Chairman: So that it may be perfectly clear, if any member of the 

Committee or any other person desires to submit to the Committee any file5 
of any kind they are at perfect liberty to do so

Dr. MacTavish: I think that is highly fair
The Chairman: We will adjourn until four o’clock, or until immediately 

after the final vote on the budget, whichever time will be the earlier.
The Committee adjourned at 1.05 p.m.

[Killam, P.O. case.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION 

The Committee met at 4.30 p.m.
Mr. Bowman: I wish to refer now to a file respecting the appointment of a 

Postmaster to the Mundare post office at Vegreville, Alberta. The usual requisition 
oame forward to the Commission from the office of the Postmaster General under 
ate of June 16, 1926. The report of the Examination Branch is on file under 
ate of February 19, 1927. The order of merit from a postal service stand

out is as follows: 1. George Woytkiw; 2. William A. Stewart. And then 
„ „re is a list. The qualifications of the candidates are set out in their report 
*s follows:—

Woytkiw, 22 years of age, single, is a native Canadian and lifelong 
resident of Mundare ; education, primary school, 1911-1917, high school, 
1917-1920; private school studying Ukrainian language 1909-1911, finally 
leaving at the age of 17; rated very good; experience, assistant postmaster 
at Mundare since May, 1920; at present acting postmaster.

The Chairman : That would be seven years?
Mr. Bowman : Yes, seven years.

Mr. Woytkiw is very well recommended, his application being 
supported by a petition containing the signatures of 345 patrons of the 
Mundare post office. He would give full time to the duties of the 
position and the accomodation and location offered are suitable.

1 °wj with regard to Mr. Stewart:—
Forty-three years of age, married, the father of two children, 

naturalized British subject, born in the United States of America, has 
resided 20 years at Mundare; education, primary school 1890-99, business 
college 1902-03; teacher’s course, eight months, rated good.

°u night note that Woytkiw’s rating is “very good.”
Experience, school teacher 4 years, assistant in Mundare post office 

1907 to 1909, farm machinery salesman since 1923. Mr. Stewart is 
suitably recommended and his character and intergrity are rated good. 
A petition bearing 114 signatures support his application. He would give 
the post office full-time attention and the accomodation and location 
offered are satisfactory.

the end of the report to which I have referred appears this paragraph:—
The attention of the Commissioners is, however, drawn to the Depart-, 

ment’s letter of the 10th inst., hereunder, also to two communications 
j from Mr. Boutillier, M.P., and Mr. Luchkovich, M.P.
Hee that the letters from Mr. Boutillier and Mr. Luchkovich are not on the file. 

ls is dated February 19, 1927. Below that is this further memorandum:— 
On the three counts of being assistant postmaster, having had 6 years 

experience in the office and knowing the foreign languages which are 
necessary for the proper fulfiment of the duties, I think Mr. George 
Woytkiw is the logical choice.

^he Chairman: That would be Dr. Roche? 
jjj Wr. Bowman : Approved “W.J.R.” Then there is a memorandum: “I am 
sw av°ur of Mr. Stewart.” Entered below that are the initials J.E.T. I 

Pose, Mr. Tremblay, those would be your initials?
^r- Tremblay: Yes.

init; ^Ir- Bowman : And after the initials “N. MacT.”; those would be your 
als> Dr. MacTavish?

[Mundare, P.O. case.]
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Dr. MacTavish: Yes.
The Chairman : Does that memorandum show whom Boutillier and Luch- 

kovich recommended?
Mr. Bowman : Nothing except what I have given. Are these letters on 

any other file?
Mr. Tremblay: They might be kept separately in a personal service fil®'

Mr. Tremblay, examined.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Will you please explain, Mr. Tremblay, what you mean by kept 
separately?—A. Well, I think all the members’ correspondence is kept not on 
that file but in a personal service section of the Commission.

Q. Is that to protect the members or to protect the Commission, which?—A' 
I do not know. That procedure existed before I went there.

Q. Can you tell me any logical reason why a member’s letter should not 
form part of the file?—A. Oh, yes, here they are.

Q. Now, what file is this I have just been handed?—A. I think you must 
now have the personal file, perhaps. That other is the general competition 
file.

Q. The file I am reading from now is what file?—A. The personal file of th® 
man. There are two files in each instance. The Commission competition fil® 
and the personal file, which I think you are reading from now.

Q. Well then, will you just explain to me what you said a moment ag° 
with respect to letters from members of parliament?—À. I think, perhaps, Mr' 
Bland could tell you.

Q. I understood you to say that letters from members were not put on th® 
public file; but they were put in a private file; is that correct?

Mr. Bland: I think what Mr. Tremblay is referring to is that a separat® 
index is kept so that they may be immediately available, but the letters ar® 
placed on file.

Witness: I am mistaken. I thought they would be kept on file.
Mr. Bowman : I think it would be a rather peculiar procedure if a mcmb®r 

of parliament was not prepared to have a letter to the Commission open to the 
public.

Mr. Bland : Oh, no.
Witness: That is not what I mean.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now, Mr. Tremblay, would you explain why you did not support th® 

man graded first for merit; why you supported Stewart instead of Woytkiw?—'^' 
I thought Mr. Stewart had the advantage of education and more experience tha 
Mr. Woytkiw. ...

Q. More experience in what way?—A. Generally. Mr. Woytkiw is a y°uD” 
man of 22 years of age and the other man is 43 and certainly has more experienc ; 
and his education, I think, is superior.

Mr. Chevrier: I am getting old and I cannot hear very well, Mr. Tremblej
The Witness: In my opinion, Mr. Stewart’s qualifications and education0, 

experience were superior to that of Mr. Woytkiw.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That, apparently, is not according to the rating that is on file. T *® 

rating on file here gives Mr. Stewart for education “good” and Mr. Woytkiw 
education “very good”?—A. Yes, but if you look at the education given—
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.] t
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, Q- All right, Mr. Stewart’s is primary school 1890 to 1.899, business college 
902-1903, teacher’s course 8 months. The other man’s education is primary 

j^hool 1911-1917, which is practically the same, high school 1917-1920 which, I 
wink, is better than the other man’s; private school studying Ukrainian language 
*909-1911?—A. He was rather young then.

Q. When he went to primary school?—A. To private school, he was rather
young.

Q. It apparently was prior to the time that he took his primary school 
education. Was that the ground that you decided upon in this particular case?— 
A- No, taking both the education and the experience of both men.

Q. One man had been experienced in a post office for 7 years immediately 
^ceding his application?—A. Yes, but he was only 22. So, in my opinion—

By the Chairman:
>, Q- You think experience gained prior to the age of 21 is of no use?—A. 

* toay be of use.
Q. Sometimes we learn more hard lessons by experience.

Dr. MacTavish, Examined.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Dr. MacTavish, would you say why you favoured Mr. Stewart for the 
appointment?—A. I do not wish, Mr. Bowman to reiterate just what Mr. 
jemblay said, but I regarded Mr. Stewart as better educated and more 
*Perienced, and while the young man had prior to 22 years of age 6 years of 
xPerience in the post office, Mr. Stewart at a maturer age had 2 years, in a 

lost office even of that importance 2 years should be enough for any man to 
® asP thfe essentials of its conduct.
^ Q. What do you mean by maturer years?—A. Well, this young Woytkiw 
( have started if he had 6 years at 22—he must have started about 16. His 

ication is given 2 years at private school. He was 4 years of age. They 
ay have private schools there in Ukrainian language, 

u Q- Not 2 years of age?—A. Four. Is it not 4 to 6? I think you will find 
jjpt it was 4 to 6 would be the two years of private schooling he had in 
Tinian private school. It says there— 

a . Q. All right?—A. But in brief I preferred the education of Mr. Stewart, and 
J&m, without wishing to bring that up, there was that added factor of a married 

atb but I do not insist on that.
0f Q- You say that one man had experience at an early age in the management 

• P°s* °ffiee- I point out that this report was filed in 1927, and the 
I^Perience which he had was 20 years before that in 1907-1909, so that he would 

a young man at the time he had his experience, and he only had two years. 
The Chairman: How old was he at the time?
Air. Bowman : About 20. He was 43 at the time of the application.
The Witness: Pardon me; he would be 23 when he had his experience, 

tyk The Chairman : So he had 2 years’ experience from 21 to 23 years of age, 
cJleas the other man had 7 years’ experience from 15 to 22. Is that the 

^Parison?
Air. Bowman : Six or seven.

p0 , The Witness : The young man was assisting his father, as I recall it, in the 
■ I r °ffice from 16 to 22. Even with that added difference in period of time 

Warded Mr. Stewart as the better qualified for that post office.
Iw, Air. Bowman : Perhaps, Mr. Bland, you will show me where Mr. Boutil- 

* letter is.
322-50 [Dr. N. MacTavish.1
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The Chairman: And Mr. Luchkovich’s letter.
Mr. Bowman: I have Mr. Luchkovich’s letter.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You say you again emphasize the fact that one was married and one 

was single?—A. No, I do not emphasize it,
Q. You mentioned it?—A. "ïes, I said without wishing to stress that point 

I again mentioned it.
Q. You must have given some weight to it?—A. It is on our application 

form. It must be there for a purpose.
Q. Do you give any weight to it?—A. I have answered that so often. 1 

do give some weight in circumstances.
Q. Now, you have on file two letters to which I have referred, one under 

date of 16th June, 1926, to Y illiam Foran, Secretary of the Civil Service Corn' 
mission, Ottawa:—

Dear Sir. The Postmaster General has been good enough to notify 
me as to the vacancy created by the resignation of Mr. Fred Woytkiw, the 
postmaster at Mundare, Alberta. I understand that Mr. Fred Woytkiw 
who has acted as assistant postmaster for six years, is applying for the 
position. I sincerely trust that his record for faithful service will give 
ample reason for appointing him to the position applied for, thus accord' 
mg him merited promotion.

Obediently yours,
(Signed) A. M. BOUTILLIER,

M.P. for Vegrevüle.
That letter, I suppose, was before you at the time?—A. I presume it .was. ^ 
do not remember.

Q. There is another letter under date of November 24, 1926, from Mundare? 
Alberta, to the Civil service Commission, Parliament Buildings, Ottawa:—

Dear Sirs,

Be, appointment Postmaster Mundare, Alta.
A delegation composed of influential citizens has been sent to n3.6' 

the undersigned, a member of Parliament of the House of Commons, 
order to draw my attention to current rumour in my constituency ® 
^ egrenlle, that m the district of Mundare, endeavours are being road® 
for an appointment of a postmaster for the town of Mundare, Albert9’ 
and for such purpose political influences are being employed.

Y hile 1 giv e no credence to such a rumour, it would certainly rals*; 
a strong suspicion of its truth were a qualified and highly efficient youic 
man, to whom there is no complaint attachable, now in charge of t*1? 
said post office, replaced by an unexperienced and less qualified man, aD, 
this is too important a civil service appointment to be tacitly vie"’6 
upon by the public.

It is said that the man designated for such appointment is 
Mr. Stewart, an ardent Liberal supporter. While Mr. Stewart is kno^' 
in the district as a very respectable gentleman, the question is abou 
his qualification as a postmaster in such a district as Mundare. -s

It is^said that at the post- office at Mundare, a very large business 
being daily transacted this could be verified from postal reports, 
put an inexperienced man in charge of such a post office in any cor” 
munity, would surely be unwise. It is too large an enterprise f°r f 
beginner. Moreover, this community is 95 per centum composed 

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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foreign element of unpronouncable names for an English speaking person 
as Mr. Stewart. The older people that have not been in school in this 
country, and the new coming immigrants that yearly settle in this district 
in great numbers, do not know as yet the English language, and it is 
of imperative importance that a postmaster should be able to understand 
them. While it is true that these people should endeavour to learn the 
English language as soon as possible, still the post office in my opinion 
could not be the medium of such learning.

The man in charge of the said post office at the present time is a 
young gentleman, George Woytkiw, an adopted son of Fred Woytkiw, 
who was here a postmaster for a number of years, but has recently 
resigned to accept a provincial government job as a liquor vendor. This 
young gentleman, George Woytkiw, has been an assistant in this post 
office for the last six years, and is thoroughly acquainted with the business, 
and since the resignation of his adopted father, has been solely in charge 
of this post office, and I believe you might find in your records that he 
has been doing a satisfactory work. George Woytkiw is a young Cana
dian of Ukrainian descent, has a high school education, and besides the 
English language is able to converse with all the Slavonic languages, and 
there is no person in the district whom he would not know by name, or 
be able to understand his language. I am informed that this young man 
prays for official appointment as a postmaster at Mundare. He has six 
years experience in the post office of Mundare, and his efficiency is un
questionable, and the character irreproachable. He is punctual, orderly, 
courteous, and kind, and has no political affiliation. I cannot think of a 
better qualified man for this post office. I do not presume to recommend 
this very man for appointment, but I humbly suggest that an appoint
ment of a man for this position with inferior qualifications to this gentle
man would certaily jeopardize the public service.

The delegation that was sent to me is of the opinion that it is my 
duty as their parliamentary representative to bring to your notice the 
foregoing facts, so that you may have an ample information, on the basis 
of which you may deliberate as to the best appointment for the above 
mentioned position, for the greater good of the public service.

(Signed) Michael Luchkovich,
Member for Vegreviile Cons.

^out'iv0 y°u still say in spite of the two letters I have read, one from Mr. 
•hat ■ er ancl this letter I have just read from Mr. Luchkovich, and with the 
tlot1?ria,l on fH'e that you still consider Mr. Stewart the best man for the posi- 

T~A. Yes, quite.
tki v- And you note that Mr. Luchkovich calls attention to the current rumours 

are m that district:—
A delegation composed of influential citizens has been sent to me, 

the undersigned, a member of parliament of the House of Commons, in 
order to draw my attention to current rumour in my constituency of 
Vegreviile, that in the district of Mundare, endeavours are being made 
l°r an appointment of a postmaster for the town of Mundare, Alberta, 

y an(l for such purpose political influences are being employed.
tyr p,lad that in mind, I suppose?—A. Yes. I had more than that in mind,
is J1js.i°]Wraan- That letter, with all due respect to it, I think, in my estimation, 

prejudiced in favour of Mr. Woytkiw.
1932) Chairman : It seems to have sound reason behind it.

50i [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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lhe Witness: He says, “as against Mr. Stewart, a man with no experi- 
ence.” Now, Mr. Stewart had two years experience in that very post office.

By Mr. Boioman:
Q. Twenty years previously?—A. Well, it was two years experience.
Q. I am just making the remark ; it was twenty years previously?—A. As 

to the charge of political influence, I know of none; but it would strike me that 
there was in that instance political influence in favour of Mr Woytkiw

Q. And what about Mr. Boutillier?—A. Likewise.
Q. In view of the rating which was given by the Examination Branch i* 

would rather make it doubtful to any unprejudiced person to go over the fil®’ 
would it not, Dr. Mac ravish, and perhaps say that Mr. Luchkov-ich is right?"' 
A. I say unprejudiced. I do not think so.
t 1 mni HAIRjMAX: ^ as ^r- Boutillier the member for this constituency ip 
June, 1926, ami, apparently, defeated by Mr. Luchkovich between June and 
November?

Mr. Vallance: In the 1926 election Mr. Luchkovich defeated him.
The Chairman: What politics had Mr. Boutillier?
Mr. Vallance: U.F.A.
Mr Bowm an : Are there any further remarks which anv member of ^ 

Committee would care to make in respect of this matter?
The Chairman : Anything else, gentlemen?
Mr. C hevrier: Not on this case. I suppose Mr. Bowman has some m°re 

cases?
Mr Bowman: Yes I refer now to a file with respect to the appointment 

of a postmaster at Fort Coulonge, province of Quebec, and the first letter on tb® 
j.u?ua notification from the Commission bearing date of September 

1926, advising a vacancy and a request that the usual advertisement for 
vacancy take place. I come at once to the memorandum from the Examinât!0” 
Branch which bears the date of November 29, 1926. The applicants and ord«r 
of merit from a postal service standpoint are set out as follows: 1 Oct»* 
Normand ; 2 Auguste Carlson; 3. Miss. Blanche Bertrand; 4. Joseph L. & 
Merleau; 5. Marc A. Le Guerrier; 6. Mary E. Retty.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr. Tremblay, may I ask you a question? In connection with this &e! 

theie is a note, bearing your initials, in which you say that Miss Bertran0 
. see™s t(? Pr0Vlde(J smce she is a storekeeper.” The fact that a pem0* 
is a storekeeper, does that bear against them in the judgment of the Commissi011;

A. Ao. That note, I think refers to a paragraph in the report of the Exatnm®' 
tmn Branch, Mr. Normand, on the other hand, is single and appears to b 
provided for in view of the fact that he states he is in partnership with H 
father who operates a saw-mill.” Miss Bertrand was in the same position, 1 
thought. That is what it refers to.
, . Q- bhe fact that a person is a storekeeper should not, surely, bear agalP=t 
him.—A. No, not at all. J ’

Q. As a matter of fact, in most of the rural places, the post offices are hf 
by storekeepers. I refer now to the appointment of a postmaster at St CatheW1;/ 
Portneuf, in Quebec As usual on the files, first I see notification from the 
Office Department to the Commission under date of March 4 1927 From tr 
examiners’ department, the following is the report:__

The Chairman: What is the date?
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Mr. Bowman : August 29, 1927. Mrs. Beaumont and Jules Julien and Miss 
Eugenie Juneau were placed in the order just named, first, second, and third.

The Chairman : Would you name those again?
Mr. Bowman: Mrs. Félicité C. Beaumont, Jules Julien, and Miss Eugenie 

Juneau. Mrs. Beaumont, apparently, was eliminated in the first place because 
stle was a married woman living with and supported by her husband. But 
•Ubsequently a communication went forward to the commission from the depart
ment which in part was as follows—by the way, is that letter on file? This is 
]u*t an excerpt from it as quoted in the report.—A. Which one is that?
. Q. Letter from the department, referring to the case of Mrs. Beaumont.— 

There is one here which refers to Juneau.
. Q. This is the excerpt: “I may say that the department has just been in- 
k°rmed that Mr. Pierre Beaumont was desirous of obtaining the appointment 
ut through a misunderstanding had the form of application completed by his 

c'“e- It has now been requested that Mr. Beaumont be considered as an appli- 
Jut. The department would, therefore, be pleased to be advised as early as, 

Possible as to whether the Commission would consider Mr. Beaumont’s applica- 
l0n if submitted at the present time.”—A. That is not on this file.

Q. It should be some date prior to August 29.
Mr. MacTavish : It is there somewhere.
Mr. Bowman : Here it is. That is practically all the letter. That practi- 

auy covered the whole letter, the formal part of it. On the left of the memo- 
j^udum there appears the following, under date of May 12, 1927: “As Mrs. 
j ®aumont made application instead of her husband through a misunderstanding, 
.think Mr. Beaumont should be asked to complete an application form and the 
^pector requested to report on Mr. Beaumont’s candidature along with the 

ajAers- J. E. T.” Those are your initials, Mr. Tremblay? And Dr. Roche 
h Dr. MacTavish’s initials appear under the following:

I do not think the Commission should commit itself until the report 
of the District Superintendent should be received.

of » ^en> on a subsequent report, to which I have already referred under date 
9* y-^gust 29, 1927, I find a notation. There is a notation on the report reading 

lollows:
Mr. Beaumont is well qualified and the District Superintendent ranks 

him first in order of merit. Experience in such a small post office as Ste. 
Catherine, can be discounted to a large degree.

J do not know whose initials those are.—A. J.R.A.B., Mr. Baril.
’J' Q- Under that it is “Mr. Beaumont, N. MacT., J.E.T. That is Dr. Mac- 

1$h and Mr. Tremblay final appointment of Mr. Beaumont.—A. Yes.
Q- Below that is this memorandum:

From the standpoint of education and post office experience, undoubt
edly Mr. Julien is the better qualified. His application was also filed 
within the time limit, and Mr. Beaumont’s was not. For some time I 
have been skeptical of the impartiality of many of the reports received 
by the Commissioners, they so frequently harmonize with the recom
mendations of the members of parliament. Had Mr. Beaumont the post 
office experience that Mr. Julien has, and had been supported by a 
Petition of 275 patrons of the office, I feel confident this fact would have 
been prominently featured. W.J.R. 12/9/27.

hose, by the way, Doctor, are your initials?
~>r- Roche: Yes.
A r. Bowman : What did you mean, Doctor, in making that recommendation?,

[St. Catherine, Portneuf, P.O. case.]
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Dr. Roche: It struck me that the facts as stated in their applications 
and in the summary of the examination branch did not warrant the rating 
that was given by the District Superintendent.

Mr. Bowman : To Mr. Beaumont?
Dr. Roche: Yes. And the fact that his application did not come within 

the time limit, and Mr. Julien’s did was in favour of the man who complied 
with that advertisement first. As to my explanation about the suspicion I had 
about the impartiality of the District Superintendent’s report, I have noticed 
that fact, that in a number of cases it left the impression upon myself, and '■ 

think in other instances, upon my colleagues as well, that they have not been 
entirely absent from some influences outside of themselves, and that was 
diagnosis of wrhy they placed the order of merit in the face of their own reports-

Mr. Bowman : That is, in this particular case.
Dr. Roche: Yes.
The Chairman: In this case, Doctor, the wife was first placed in order ^ 

merit in spite of the second man’s qualifications, and then when she was dis' 
qualified, because she was being supported by her husband, they allow a sub' 
stitution after the time for application expired, and then rated her husband 
highest.

Mr. Bowman: All those facts made you think that the Post Office in 
spector’s report was somewhat coloured.

Dr. Roche: Yes, I think so.
Mr. Bowman: Have you any remarks with respect to the matter, A*1' 

Tremblay or Mr. MacTavish?
Mr. Tremblay: I do not think so.
The Chairman: The Chairman of the Commission on this case, as 111 

others, seems to have displayed intuitive power.
Di. Roche, lou are required to be a good diagnostician.
The Chairman: It is part of your training, doctor.
I just want to make an explanation in justice to Mr. Tremblay. Tbjj 

mormng I was asking Mr. Tremblay some questions as to whether or not >' 
was a customary practice for the Postmaster General to communicate 
him m view of the fact that the Post Office Department was under the chn>r' 
manship of the Commission And I asked Mr. Tremblay to name me A 0<uLSv?n S1T/UV9^0’ where the Postmaster General had communicate1] 
with him Bcfoie the Committee met this afternoon I was in here ahead 
anyone else, and Mr. Tremblay showed me a file which I would judge co»' 
tamed 50 or 60 communications in it from the present Postmaster Gener»1’ 
communicating directly with Mr. Tremblay, in respect to post offices in * 
province of Quebec, which satisfied me that it was a customary practice of * 
lost Office Depaitment to communicate with him. If any other members 0 
the Committee want the file it is available there

Mr. Bowman: Then with respect to the post office at St. Ignace M°ntf 
magny, in the province of Quebec. The first letter on this file is under date 
March 3,192/, advising the Commission of the usual vacancy and asking tlM 
to proceed to fill the position. The next memorandum on the file is the iae&° 

randum addressed to the Secretary under date of May 11 1927 The applied, 
in order of merit from a postal service standpoint are set out "in this report » 

follows : 1 ’ Thomas Gmmont 2, Miss Camille Bossinotte, 3, J. Florian M ' 
4 Jos. H. Bernier, OAS, 5, Amedee Bernier, OAS. By the way, opposite 
Jos. Bernier s name is noted his age, 31, and single. .5, Amedée Bernier, OAJ 
age 30, single; 6, Joseph Labe, and 7, Joseph Mathieu, OAS, age 30, Bossinotte, Fraser, Guimont and Labe are all eliminated, leaving those in tb 
[St. Catherine, Portneuf, P.O. case.]
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order of merit, Jos. H. Bernier, Amedee Bernier, and Joseph Mathieu, all appar- 
ently having soldiers’ preference. The notation proceeds as follows:—

The remaining three candidates are qualified as to citizenship, and 
have resided, respectively, 30, 20 and 16 years at Cap St. Ignace. Their 
character and integrity are rated “ very good ”. And the accommoda
tion and location they offer are suitable.

Mr. A. Bernier and Mr. J. H. Bernier have practically the same 
educational qualifications, having attended school until the age of 17. 
Those of Mr. Mathieu are inferior. The first mentioned has had experi
ence as Timber culler and forest ranger ; the second, clerk in a dry goods 
and general stores ; and the third has been a labourer all his life.

Mr. A. Bernier is the only OAS applicant who would give the post 
office full time attention and as he appears to be qualified in all respects 
for a position of this nature, the examination branch recommends his 
appointment.

That letter is under date of May 11, 1927. Perhaps Mr. Bland, you would 
steP here for a moment, and tell me what those initials are.

Mr. Bland : J. C. G. H., Canadian Legion.
Mr. Bowman: Approved by Mr. Herwig, on the part of the Canadian 

Region.
Mr. Bland: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : And approved by Dr. Roche.
Mr. Bland: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : “As Mr. Mathieu is the only married man of these three, I 

atn in favour of his appointment on that score. N. MacT.” That is the memo- 
landum approved by you, Dr. MacTavish.

Dr. MacTavish: Yes.
Mr. Bowman : Below that are, I think, your initials, Mr. Tremblay, J. E. T. 
Mr. Tremblay: Yes.

n Mr. Bowman: “Entered in minutes, August 6, 1927, M. B.; noted bv
L- H. B.”

The Chairman : Is Mathieu the first man?
Mr. Bowman: Mathieu is the lowest man.
The Chairman: What was his rating by the Post Office inspector?
Mr. Bowman : He was rated 7th. Finally, when the other four were taken 
he was rated lowest of the three left.
The Chairman: Any O.A.S.?
Mr. Bowman : Yes.
The Chairman: So he was entitled to preference?

^ Mr. Bowman : Yes. The two Berniers and Mathieu were all entitled to 
Triers’ preference, and all in the same class. Now, there is a notation further 
,°wn the list as follows: “To appoint a man of inferior qualifications merely 
Jj^ause he is married is rather a novel procedure not heretofore adopted, for 
r.'uch there is no authority in the C.S. Act. I fear such a precedent will give 
tjSe to considerable trouble. A part time man is also being preferred to a full 
v,Ille- W. J. R.” See District Superintendent’s report, and below that is noted 

• MacT. and W. J. T.
y Now, Dr. MacTavish, will you just explain why you preferred Mr. Mathieu, 

e lowest man on the list?—A. Yes, I think— 
y Q- Lowest in order of merit.—A. I thought they were equally qualified. 

°u see, they are the only returned soldiers, and the list as made out with
[St. Ignace, Montmagny case.]
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the superintendent’s report is considerably changed after all those others have 
een eliminated, leaving 1, 2 3, Joseph Bernier, Amedée Bernier, and Mathieu. 

I did not agree with our Chairman as to the setting of the precedent. It is 
not a precedent in my estimation. It was merely a reason for this case. If it 
were taken as a precedent, because it was used in this case, that was not the 
idea of myse f and other members of the Commission, that we would be tied 
up to it I therefore did not regard it as a precedent. As to the part time
S™’uid lb SiSot06’and 1 ™iy tl,ink aay -

accept' that or not". °h’ yM' but sti11 1 laTe finally to sa>: "'heth«r 1

I think that—finally t0 decide whether the report is true or not?—A. Whether

Q. "Whether you think it is true or not?—A Whether I think that Mr- 
position1 °r rmer °r Mr' Amedée Bernier' was the best man for the

, ^ ^ojcning to the full time and part time about which you
started to discus The report says Mr. Bernier is the only applicant who would 
give the post office full time attpnHrm -nm u - 11 , , u+that?—A.’ Only the size of tile posT office y h,'-e any reas™ dollb‘ 

Q. Anything else?-A. No.
couMquIiteWSyUthaatgUeSS * ”"*• on yonr Part?-4' *>;!*> «* «** 1*

I might ushtbah ’t?—A' The Tord "intuition” was used a moment ago.

Q. Intuition?—A. Yes that ,n Sr, +w ,at ,Yord was used a moment ago.timeQattention to this post XXXthatX not give fuj
other reasons which I have given that ,,correc*- A-. I thought that, and nv 
not the best man in my estimation * ther6 WaS a better mani that he wa
BenSr wiulHofpVe fXümfattentijrt j2tuî?tiv^ thought that Mr-

Q. That is what you said -A No P a office?-A' No‘ . , ., r
me 1

“inXio^Xl ^-“ho suggested the word

0 You fniiowed ? m°ment ag°! I merely reiterated it.
Mr Bernier would not aive^iX by mtuition and the size of the post office 
I said that g ful1 tlme attention to it.-A. No, I do not think

wordHntuitiveN pltinX^' 1 said ^ is unlikely, and I will use the
it is unlikely that a man wouft^lfe Pu} % that
consider Mr' Mathieu who had sufficient t0 a P°st.office of that size,
to that post office. * assistance could give the time necessary

Q. What information had vou with reencni- +„ i\/r m uu- nn
this file?—A. I had the files as'they are 2 T u t Mathieu that is not &
application form is, that the assistance of his dmiX11^ there’ W-ie+<,nce.

Q. This is what the report says: daUghter would be some assistance
education^' ciudifications iX- ^ ?' Bernier have practically the sam®

_ O? Mr‘ Zlhieuare*ÎEo, °g ‘“tended sch“> «'= age of 17. Those 

A. That is what the report says, yes.
Q. Is that not true?—A. Ï did not aenoruf

«h,yQ„eXd^âî.aCCePt tk "h”" WhTdide/=«Pno,?-A. Because I 
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, The Chairman : Is there anything in the report that says specifically what 
-Tathieu’s education was? It does set out what Bernier’s was, public school 
and high school apparently. Look on the application and tell me first what was 
each man’s education, and then what was each man’s previous occupation and 
exPerience.

Mr. Bowman : I have already read out with regard to experience.
The Chairman : Have you got the application?

, Mr. Bowman : “The first mentioned has had experience as timber culler and 
°rest ranger; the second, J. H. Bernier, clerk in drygoods and general stores, 

and the third, Mr. Mathieu, has been a labourer all his life.”
The Chairman : It is a comparison between a clerk in a drygoods store and 

labourer for postmaster.
Mr. Bowman : Yes.
The Chairman : What was the educational difference between J. A. Bernier 

nd Mathieu? Let us have, Mr. Bland, their educational qualifications.
Mr. Tremblay: It is in French.
Mr. Bowman : Will you refer to Mr. Mathieu’s education?
The Chairman : J. A. Bernier and Mathieu are the two I want to compare.
Mr. Tremblay : You want me to translate it?
Mr. Bowman : Read it, please, in English ; translate it.

I , Mr. Tremblay: “I have had to work at various times for a lumber dealer 
. l)ring the last four years, and I am still with him at present. I undertake to 
J?eP the office as it has always been kept. My wife is capable of keeping it. 
pt is to say she has no diploma. That is for the reason that I have a girl 
10 has a diploma who will—”

The Chairman: Excuse me, what I am interested in is their education.
Mr. Bowman : Let him finish.
Mr. Tremblay: “The girl who has the diploma will be able to keep the

The Chairman : What is that? 
Mr. Tremblay : Education.

. The Chairman : Is there anything to show what his education was,—primary 
is )?0^ until the age of 14. Will you turn to J. A. Bernier, Mr. Bowman. That 

he one I want.
l ti-Mr. Tremblay: Complete commercial course at the college of St. Anne de 

1 ocatiere, 1909 to 1912.
c The Chairman: Excuse me, Mr. Tremblay. Before he took the complete 
i uncrcical course he would have to have a common school education, would 
ne not?

^r. Tremblay: Yes.
The Chairman : He left school at what age, 17?

Pie,, ^r- Tremblay: He had a primary school education, plus 3 years of com- 
Clal course.

^ The Chairman : He had a primary school education, plus 3 years of com- 
8ch Clfl’ anc* left school at 17 years as against the other man having a primary 

°°1 education until he was 14.
■^Tr. Tremblay: Mathieu is the man who got the appointment.
^r- Bowman : That is quite true.
■^r- Roche: That is the other Bernier.
^r- Tremblay : That is Bernier, Amedée Bernier. It says:

[St. Ignace, Montmagny case.]
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CouvfPt ~e,Ja Croisse until the age of 15; two years commercial 
course at the College of the St. Anne de la Pocatière, and a special course 
in Mathematics, leaving school at the age of 17.

,MT; Bowman: Do you mean to say, Dr. MacTavish, that Mr. Mathieu had 
the better education of the two?-A. No, I did not mean to say that, sir.

Q I thought you said something to that effect. Did I misunderstand you? 
A‘nEdTxrntl0n ^ ^^ the Qualifications; only one of the factors.

a t9‘ Wl •7?U tG me tha f,actor which decided the position for Mathieu?" 
A. I know if I say a married man you will think that I am harping on the 
marriage factor all the time. F 8
vourSudemenT^is*?—A™!!- °! y°Uf harpiag on anything. I want to know what 
-, , j g , B is not just because he is married ; but he had a

rP‘j office- "ho had a dipio-a Md ™

By the Chairman:
S’t Blow does that make him superior to a man who had the education 

himself, wit lout the use of his daughter to accomplish the same purpose- 
Daughters get marnedî-A1 am givi reason. That is my reason- *
thought Mr. Mathieu was the most entitled to that position.

By Mr. Bowman:
thetSm^mJ! S6 thatA Tt was not on Mr. Mathieu’s education and ability
S hVy daughter? A PNnntmenuTudeClded in his favour—it was on the education 
of his daughter?—A. No, on all the circumstances.

% Tt ? th,e circumst.ances ; tell me one?—A. I say the differ'
of C3 yets d Sch°° lng to 14> the other man was rated up to 17, a difference

9‘ ^e+Wa^e ]he puesti°u of education. In your opinion which of these 
men had the best education, Mathieu or Bernier?—A. Bernier. .
_^ 9^Tq ia 18 se c ■ iere i® nothing in favour of Mathieu on that score-

Q. Go to your next point?—A. Do you wish me to go? You took education- 
Q. jo to the next point?—A. The next point is his other qualifications; hi® 

experience m the lumber business. H '
Q. His experience as a labourer all his life. 

beingTaed,y™ derk1' W‘S “ IaboUrer a11 his lite =>= aS™st th« other m»«

By Mr. Bowman:
Q; 7 in ^ ou please go to the next point Dr MacTavish ?__A T have

read to B?rakr- -TW T4. re‘d.them »»■ Now. may I read this 
forest ranger.” That ™.iidTe°abo“t Mulfto “I'ertonoe as timber culler an 
drygoods and general stores, the Shïsteï a“aboSrïl hisïfe. * ** 

By the Chairman:
Ammti,. Zn ‘whét.T Si •» U* M= -h, got the app**

ment from the man who had been â clerk fn , 7 5 T “TV™ ‘
circumstances T do not sav h„ h a 1 k m a dlTgOods store?—A. In circumstances. 1 do not^say he had more education. In all the rimnrr
he was the one 1

all the
• , - ,— more education. In all the circumstance-

was in favour of appointing and still would be.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now, you have two things: You have the point of education which y°u 

say was in favour of Bernier. Then you have the point of calling, his experience- 
[St. Ignace, Montmagny case.]
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One was a drygoods clerk and the other man was a labourer all his life. Now, 
have you any other point you wish to bring out?—A. I have not granted you 
that the others in experience were ahead of Mathieu.

Q. Do you say so now?—A. No.
Q. What do you say?—A. I think they were about equal.
Q. The man who had been a labourer all his life was about equal for a 

Postmaster’s job with the man who had the education of the other chap, a com
mercial school education?—A. An education until 17 years, but a commercial 
course, as I understand it, in the province of Quebec, is not the same as a com
mercial course elsewhere.

Q. He would be just as good as a man leaving school at 14?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. Now, what other points did you take into consideration in making the 

appointment?—A. I took his circumstances as a married man with the assistance 
he had of his wife and daughter.

Q. Did you say because he was a married man?—A. I took the circum
stance of his being a married man.

Q. Then you say that because he was a married man you made his appoint
ment?—A. Oh, no.

Q. Well, then, you have not got anything else in his favour?—A. That is a 
a factor over the others.

Q. That is a factor?—A. I think it is.
Q. Did you weigh it as such?—A. Yes, I did.
Q. And because he was a married man you appointed him?—A. No, no, 

Hot wholly. I took that circumstance—
Q. Tell me some other circumstance?—A. For instance, I think I told you 

that it is altogether unlikely that any one of these three would devote his whole 
time to the post office and that the post office would more likely be in better 
hands in the hands of Mathieu.

Q. Why? You have told me one reason and that is because he was a married 
man. Tell me another?—A. Because he had his well qualified daughter there, 
d he was not there all the time, to look after it.

Q. Anything else?—A. I cannot see anything else.
Q. You have it now because he was a married man and because he had an 

educated daughter. So you took into consideration the education of a man’s 
family?—A. No, I took into consideration, Mr. Bowman, pardon me, all the 
circumstances, and I have given the circumstances.

Q. All the circumstances you have mentioned?—A.. I have given circum
stances, and those are the circumstances under which I preferred Mathieu over 
the others.

Q. The fact that he was married and the fact that his daughter had a 
diploma?—A. I am not going to put it that way, precisely that way.

Q. Tell me something else?—A. I can tell you. You have got to take into 
c°nsideration the fact whether these men would give all their time to the post
office.

Q. Now, as to that you have the definite report that Bernier would give 
his full time.’ Surely that'is in favour of him over Mathieu?—A. If you believe 
it; yes>

* Q. is there any reason why you should not believe it?—A. The size of the 
Post office.

Q. Why should you give Mathieu any advantage over Bernier because none 
of them— —A. I put them the same as to that.

Q. Have you anything else to add?—A. No, Mr. Bowman.

Mr. Tremblay, examined.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Mr. Tremblay, what do you say?—A. Perhaps in translating the applica
tion form I referred to the girl. He said he had a girl. He did not mean a

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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daughter, but a girl he had hired to assist him. With regard to this I must admit 
I think I took into consideration the fact that out of the three returned soldiers
he was married. He was reported as having a fair education, able to carry on the 
office.

Q. Where is that _ that he has a fair education?—A. It is stated here, 
“educational qualifications, fair.”

By the Chairman:
Q. Is that from the post office inspector’s report, Mr. Tremblay?—A. Yes,

sir.
By Mr. Bowman:

betted educated161" *W° men Were rate<^ higher for education?—A, They were

Q. ISow, as a matter of fact, as far as you are concerned, he was appointed 
because he was a married man? Is that correct?-A. Yes, out of the three. I
agree in this instance I allowed for the fact that he was married and the others 
were single.

Q. Y e are trying to get the ground on which these decisions are made, 
because they require some explanation. Now. Mr. Tremblay, may I pursue 
that a little further. Do you not think, to be absolutely fair to the competitors 
v hen x ou are going to give preference to a married man, should you not find 
all the circumstances with respect to married and single men? May I carry that 
a step further. Supposing that you had a case where the married man had 
perhaps a little farm or a little store, had enough to carry on with, and perhaps 
the single man might be in much worse position?—A. Possibly.

• He“ight ^ave dependents of some kind, mother, father or relatives?—A- 
It is possible.

• • you think it is quite fair, just on the applications as they have been 
going mto the Commission, to decide on the surface that a married man gets 
preference over a single man?—A. Well, that is not the only thing taken into 
consideration.

Q. But in this case, Mr. Tremblay, you have been fair enough to say that 
that was the consideration.—A. It was the consideration of all three men.
I here were three returned soldiers. Two were single and one was married. He 
xvas reported upon as having a fair education, able to carry on the work of the 
office, and admitting I allowed the fact' that he was married to weigh in his 
favour—

Q. You can see the position it might put the Commission in?—A. I can 
understand.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Tremblay, has it been customary in exercising your judgment for 

appointments m the Civil Seivice to give married men the preference over single 
men, other things being equal. A. In some instances we give preference to 
married men, especially.

Q. Was it customary, or are these instances where you gave the married 
man the preference the exception?—A. Well, in a case like that. There must 
be other cases similar to that.

Q. I realize that. We have had cases here where that seems to have been 
the deciding factor; but I say, is it customary in making appointments in the 
Civil Service Commission under this present statute and under this present merit 
system to give preference to the married man over the single man in making 
appointments?—A. Other things being equal, so far as I am personally con
cerned, I would give the preference to the married man.
[Mr. J. E. Tremblay.]
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Dr. MacTavish, examined.
By the Chairman:

Q. Do you agree with that, Dr. MacTavish?—A. Not wholly, but I do not 
know.

Q. To what extent do you differ, because I think it is well that the public 
should know the basis on which this merit system is operated. So far we have 
keen led to believe it was always the person ranking highest in order of merit 
and not a matter of whether he was a benedict or a bachelor that had anything 
to do with it?—A. So far the order of merit has not been established.

Q. We will not quibble over that.
Mr. Bowman: You mean it is not established before the Commission 

decide?
The Chairman : The Commission decide, but they may decide that the 

fifth man is first, and that is merit; but the public do not accept it that way 
!?0r does this committee. When I speak of the order of merit of postmasters 
t am talking of the recommendation of a department passed on by the recom
mendation of your Examination Branch.

By the Chairman:
Q. Dr. Roche, what is your attitude on the married and single question? 

~^A. My attitude is set out on that notation which I made on the file.
Q. You think it has no place in the merit system?—A. It would be 

eXceptionaI cases.
Q. I think so.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Before any preference should be made, am I correct in saying this, 

doctor, that you should have the fullest possible facts with regard to the 
competitor's financial position, and so forth, before there should be given any 
^vantage to the married man.—A. Of course, there is some guide in the reports 
mat are made to us there in regard to their particular position that they are 
n°w occupying. Perhaps, if there is the labourer, it shows that he has not got 
yery much income. And then, a single man, as you intimated this morning, may 
have dependents who are young children. It would be a question before the 
married man should have preference over a man like that. I would not say 
he should. But there would have to be exceptional circumstances, where perhaps 
°fher factors are about equal, and there was a married man who probably was 
ehgaged in no very remunerative employment, as against a single man who 
Pmhaps was better fixed so far as the files show his financial—

Q. But the Commission would have to be fully familiar with these facts?
A. Oh they would, yes.

Mr. Chevrier: Mr. Chairman, there is an aspect that has gone through 
Itl3r mind, and I have given some thought to it. I find that Mr. Bowman this 
morning submitted a case that may help to clarify it. I refer to the Belwood 
,cjme. I jugt want to put it this way, and if at any time the Commissioners of 
he Civil Service Commission find they can help me out, I shall be delighted 
0 get their help. I find on the file that the appointment of Mr. White was 

imported by the petition of 21 names. Then, the next I find a letter dated 
tmhvood, December 28, 1927, signed by Mr. Hugh MacDonald, recommending 
Mr. White.

The Chairman : That is the case where a 71-year old man was appointed.
Mr. Chevrier: Yes, the old gentleman.
Mr. Bowman: Pardon me, Mr. Chevrier, that was filed by Mr. Lawson.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Chairman : I referred to that this morning.
Mr. Chevrier: I am sorry Mr. Bowman. Then I find a memorandum 

to the secretary. I leave out the headings. I find that “Mr. White, 71 years of 
age married and father of one son (grown up) is a native Canadian and has 
resided 11 years at Belwood.

Education: common school.
Experience: private banking 10 years; general storekeeper 3 years• cattle 

buyer 20 years; assistant in post office at Rothsay, Ontario, 3 years; supervisor 
of public library for the last four years.

Remarks of District Superintendent: Notwithstanding his age, he is especially 
active and his mental faculties are in no way impaired. He also stands very 
hïgh m the estimation of the residents, and his appointment as postmaster 
would oe very popular and receive the approval of the patrons and residents.” 

The Chairman . I tgrcI thât this morning
Mr Chevrier. In the event of his appointment, Mr. White would con

tinue the office m its present location and devote full time to the duties with
Œ ™S3edH,S CharMto “d ^ arc rated -excciient and

Mr Braillejr; 59 years of age, married and father of four children: 
oaf wffich timiettrn m England and has been in Canada 55 years, all
ot vhich time has been spent at Belwood.

all ttatmfZming.1 d° ”°‘ ™t *° interruf>t 5™' Mr- Chevrier, but I read

into the" record*1™ ' ^ bo mabe sure that the whole memorandum was read

a readtuhe whole thing this morning, except the formal
part 1 hat is just the part there where it says “Memorandum dated—”
word for itnEVRIER: That being so> 1 am satisfied. I will take the Chairman’s

The Chairman: I read it, exactly.
Mr Chevrier: Well now, I want to point out so far as Mr Bradley is 

concerned, there are no remarks on ,, 0 . , . L
of the district superintendent. There are rermrl- nf ,enf ,cnt'' no. remar »
nn Air RpUamxr cmri Air t “ Je are remarks of the district superintendent on Mr, Be lamy and Mr. Jupp, Mr. Bnrns, and Mrs. Cairns. Now I do not 
knew whether the Chairman read into the record these last two paragraphs:- 

In view of the advanced age of Mr. White, who is placed first in 
order of merit from a postal service standpoint, the matter of an appoint-
S^sS5‘fUUï SUbm,“ed ‘h= consideration and decision^ the 

The Chairman: Yes, I read that.
n a Mr-Chevrier: Clause 1. “It might be pointed out that Mr. E. A. Britton, 
O.A.b 61 y ears oi age, Hartland N.B., was rejected as unsuitable by the 
department on account of age for the postmastership at that centre.” That is 
paragraph 2.

Now, there is this notation:—
this being so, I am not in favour of appointing a man 71 years of 

age when there are other qualified applicants who are much younger and 
m favour of second man in order of merit (Mr. Bradley).

Immediately under that I take the initials to be the initials of Dr. Roche.
The Chairman: That is right.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Mr. Chevrier: That is approved by Mr. MacT. and Mr. Tremblay, and in 
r^l ink, Dr. Roche dissenting. Then, subsequently there is a certificate to the 
effect that Mr. White is appointed. Now, I am not taking objection to the 
Assenting judgment of Dr.. Roche by far, because I believe in these matters 
[here must be some exercise of discretion, particularly so under the statute, 
but where I would like the Commissioners to help me out is in regard to the 
-'igible lists. I would like them to give me some information, because I have

yet made up my mind as to where the eligible list starts—the order of 
lïlerit starts.

Mr. Bowman : Do you mean with respect to age?
Mr. Chevrier: No; with reference to the making up of eligible lists. I 

not know yet where the order of merit starts.
The Chairman: There is no eligible list in cases of postmasters, because 

here is one man chosen and that is the end of it. They do not keep eligible 
lsts after appointment.

Mr. Chevrier: I do not want to argue with you. I want to get the benefit 
fhe Commissioners’ experience and the benefit of their legal experience in 

^eir interpretation of the Act, and tell me in the case of postmasters, where 
r^ere is no eligible list, whether the recommendation of the departmental officer 
*8. to be considered by them as the order of merit over which they have no 
discretionary power whatsoever, or whether, when there is an eligible list, so
iled, drawn up by the officers of the Commission, as the result of competitive 
laminations, that constitutes an eligible list over which the discretionary 
P°Wers vested in the Commissioners by virtue of the statute may be exercised.

other words, must they blindly accept the recommendations of the depart- 
?eutal officers when there is no eligible list so called, or competitive examina- 
*°n> or written examination, or must they blindly accept the list that has been 

. ade up through competitive examination and ratings of their own officers. That 
j8 what I want them to tell me, because by virtue of section 21, subsection 2 of 

,e Civil Service Act—
the Commission shall, thereupon appoint the person whose name stands 
highest upon the Commission’s list of eligible persons for the class in 
which the position is found and who is willing to accept the appointment.

Now, I want the benefit of your experience to say just what that means:
Stands highest upon the Commission’s list of eligible persons.

In other words, whether you have the right to use your discretionary 
Powers vested in you by virtue of the statute to change, alter or otherwise 
fleai with the departmental recommendation or also to change, alter, vary or 
0merwise deal with the recommendations or the order in which your own 
0Oncers place the candidates upon a list.

Dr. Roche: Perhaps you are confusing two things there.

Dr. Roche, examined.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Maybe?—A. You speak about the Examination Branch eligible list as 
'’binarized there. The Examination Branch’s list there is but a recapitulation 
J ^e district superintendent’s report, and in the order of merit as placed by 
ne district superintendent. It is not the Examination Branch’s list, 

jj. Q. You will clinch the argument at once. When a list goes to the Com
missioners after a competitive examination, and when that list goes before the 
YJrnrnissioners with names in order it is usually called in order of merit. Have 

e Commissioners power in their discretion to look at this list and to say, “ in 
y Judgment No. 1 should be No. 3 and No. 3 should be No. 2”?

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Chairman : Of course they have. Has anybody ever suggested that 
they had not?

Mr. Chevrier: We have been talking here about altering the order of 
merit.

The Chairman: Of course, the order of merit as set out from a post 
office standpoint, according to the inspector’s report, It is the only thing 
the Civil Service Commission has to go upon, except the applications of the 
candidates, if they see fit to examine them, and the reason we are dealing with 
these matters here is in the exercise of that discretion and judgment which the 
Commission have we desire to determine whether they have exercised an intel- 
ligent, consistent and reasonable discretion in the interests of the administration 
of the Civil Service Act of Canada.

Mr. Chevrier: That may suit your purpose.
The Chairman: It is not my purpose ; it is the purpose of our Order of 

Reference.
Mr. Chevrier: It does not apply to me at all. When the departmental 

officer sends m a list to the Commission and places the men in what he calls 
the order according to departmental merit__

The Chairman. Order of merit according to post office service.
Mr. Chevrier: All right. When he does that—The three Commissioners 

are present and they can answer me, but I am addressing myself to Dr Roche 
at present.

, Chairman : j am sorry. They cannot correct your misstatements of
vv at t ic ist is supposed to do. I am merely correcting it according to the 
wording at the head of the list. & 6

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Dr. Roche, I am now addressing you. When a departmental officer of 

an} department sends in a list containing the names of the people whom he has 
interviewed, m m which there was no competitive examination and he puts 
them in a cei tain order which, through custom or otherwise, has been called the 
A.rC No°f mCnt’ y°U’ as a Commissioner, feel that you must accept that?--'

Q. You can change it?—A. Yes.
Q. 1 hen w hen v ou get a list sent in to you after a competitive examination 

it may be a very important position, a very intricate examination—when J* 
comes in to you with the names apparently in order of merit, after your official® 
have gone through it, do you consider that you are bound by that list, or can y°u 
alter it?—A. We can alter a list.

Q. iNow, then, doctor, will you tell me where does the list in the first case 1 
have mentioned—where does the list called the merit list start; is it after the 
departmental officer has given his opinion or after the Commissioners have 
exercised their discretionary judgment upon it?—A. After the Commissioners 
have exercised their judgment.

, Q- Aft®r ( °mmissioners have exercised their judgment upon that Us* 
then the order of merit is established, and not before?—A. That is so.

The Chairman. There is no order of merit established; the other man has 
the job—

Mr. Chevrier: Please. I have not interfered 
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. îvow, Dr. Roche when there is a written competitive examination and 
your officers send that list in to you, where does the merit list start?—A As the 
result of the written examination? That is something that we do not change.

Q. But where is the merit list finally determined? Is it after or just the 
moment it comes to you?—A. After we approve of it.
[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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Q. After you have approved of it. Very well?—A. By the way, would you 
toind reading again that reference to the man who was rejected, please?

Q. Doctor, I am not holding this against you, because I think in your dis
cretionary power you had a perfect right to express the terms in which it was. 
This is your own opinion: “ This being so . . .”?—A. What being so.

Q. Doctor, you see there is a paragraph. First of all, there are the recom
mendations and then there are a lot of dotted lines underneath. Then there is 
“his paragraph: “In view of the advanced age of Mr. White, who is placed first 

order of merit from a postal service standpoint, the matter of an appointment 
respectfully submitted for the consideration and decision of the Commis

sioners.”—A. There was something before that about a man being rejected.
Q. Then there is a second paragraph : “It might be pointed out that Mr. E. 

A- Britton, O.A.S. 61 years of age, Hartland, N.B., was rejected as unsuitable by 
“he Department on account of age for the postmastership at that centre.” And 
hen there are some initials and “February 18, 1928.” And then there is in pen 

arid ink, immediately under these dots and leading to the memorandum which 
y°u have put in writing, this:

this being so, I am not in favour of appointing a man 71 years of age 
when there are other qualified applicants who are much younger. Am in 

. favour of second man in order of merit (Mr. Bradley).
A- Yes.

Q. I have no quarrel with you because I think you had the right to exercise 
y°Ur judgment.

Mr. Bowman : There cannot surely be any question.
. Mr. Chevrier: No more than I could quarrel with the other Commis- 

Sl°ners, when they exercised their judgment.
■ The Witness: I could not understand why a department would reject a man 

11 °ne instance because he was 61 and accept another when he was 71.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. Though, Doctor—I want to put this in and I am through—in the case of 
,r- Bradley he is the only one according to this memorandum in respect of 

• ‘'0m the district superintendent has made no remarks. The district super
intendent has made remarks with respect to all the others, stating there that 
nc appointment as postmaster would be very popular; in another case, “he would 

^2} .secure the confidence of the patrons.” In another case, “he was not as 
Scient as those previously mentioned.” In another case, “he does not stand 

çs high in the estimation of the patrons as the other applicants.” In another 
case> “her appointment as postmaster would not meet with favour”; but in the 
aSe of Mr. Bradley, although there were no remarks from the superintendent, 

jTh though he was not in the merit order, you recommended his appointment, 
ai)i not quarreling. I am prepared to accept the consideration of your dis- 
etionary judgment.

By Mr. Bowman:
i (w Q- Dr. Roche, in order to change the order placed on the list by the Post 

^iih department, you would have very good ground to exercise that discretion 
tQd go over the order of merit that was sent forward in the report that comes 
if —A. Undoubtedly. I think I have made it a practice, almost universally,
by ot universally, that whenever I had varied the order of merit as established

t*1e District Superintendent, I always set forth my reasons for so doing.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
*8' df the appointment was made from the first man that was graded highest 

by the Post Office department, there would be no comment on the 
«322^ment a* —A. Apparently not.

[Hon. W. J. Roche.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Consequently, all the more reason why, if, the first man is appointed and 

if he happens to be for some reason exempt, and a second man is appointed, of 
course there can be no criticism of the members of the Commission, but if the 
3rd or 4th or 5th man down the list is appointed, then the Commission must 
justify reasons for doing so.—A. Yes.

Mr. Chevrier: After the list has been established by the Commission.
Mr. Bowman : No.
The Chairman: No list is ever established by the Commission.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Is it customary for your postal inspectors to omit making any remarks 

relating to anybody? A. 1 he inspector has his regular form, which he fills i° 
in every instance. I do not know what year that was, I have not seen this fil® 
that Mr. Lawson said I might have the opportunity to see in the morning. 1 
have not seen that file for a long long time.

Mr. Chevrier: I think it is 1928, Doctor. Will you look at it?
Mr. Vallance . He is the only candidate that the superintendent does not 

pass any remarks on, as to suitability either for or against, yet he gets the 
appointment.

Dr. Roche: The form used in those days, I understand, is not the sam6 
form that we have at the present time. There is another file.

Mr. uhevrier: Notwithstanding there was no remark by the District Super' 
intendent as to Mr. Bradley’s qualifications—

Dr. Roche. I wrould have to spp i.Lp TMc+ripf —t.Dr. Roche: I would have to see the District Superintendent’s report. 
Mr. Chevrier: It is not on the memorandum.

mi. vall,ajnue. un a synopsis of all the others, the remarks appear.
,, Mr Chevrier: Doctor in other words, and applying those words to myself' 
the devil can cite scripture for his own purpose. J
others11" ^ALLANCE: 1 move we adjourn, if this meets with the approval of the

----------
Mr. Vallance: I move we adjourn, if this meets with the approval ot 11 
rs.
Mr. Bowman : Carried unanimously.
Committee adjourned to Thursday, April 28, at 11.00 a.m.



House of Commons,

April 28, 1932.

The Select Standing Committee to inquire into appointments to and the 
c°ntrol and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the admini
stration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m., Mr. 
hawson presiding.

The Chairman: Gentlemen, what are we to go on with this morning?
Mr. Ernst: I intimated yesterday, Mr. Chairman, that I would be pre- 

pared to go on with the question of these absences from the Commission offices 
the various Commissioners, and as to whether they were on official business 

0r not. I would like to make a brief statement, Mr. Chairman, before I start.
1 have gone through the data furnished us by the Civil Service Commission, 

n\ch is taken from their Minutes, giving a record of the days on which the 
, arious Commissioners were not present at the offices of the Commission. I 
ave a tabulation, I will give it—

Mr. Chevrier: Mr. Chairman, just before we start on that ground. I do 
°t know where this list of absentees came from. I do not know who prepared 

The accuracy of it has not been established. I do not know whether or not 
here are any punch clocks down at the Commission.

Mr. Bowman: Any what, Mr. Chevrier?
ii. Mr. Chevrier: Any punch clocks. I haven’t the slightest idea as to how 
|. ls return was made up, and I certainly object to anything being done with this 
lst unless it is proved, or unless the accuracy of it is proved.

n The Chairman: So far, we have assumed that anything handed to this 
Puimittee by the officers of the Civil Service Commission could be accepted 

pinout formal proof. If Mr. Chevrier desires that such be not further the 
tf.Se> that it be not accepted until proved, we will start right in by proving 
'ls return.

Dr. Roche, do you know anything about the preparation of this document?
g Dr. Roche: I asked the secretary, who has direct supervision over Miss, 
binders who had the preparation of it—

.The Chairman: Did she also have direct supervision over the preparation
1 this?

w Dr. Roche: Yes, and Mr. Foran who is her immediate superior, is on his 
tj-A. here, at least he is being telephoned for to come1 up and bring the book to 

ake sufficient explanation as to how the return was compiled.
The Chairman: And you think Mr. Foran will be able to give us the 

Cessary detail as to how this is compiled, Dr. Roche?
Dr. Roche: Yes.

but Tfr. Ernst: I may say, Mr. Chevrier, if you want strict proof, all right, 
1'ay ^°u WT1 recollect that I asked, before the full Committee, Mr. Foran to 
reShc these prepared from the Minutes of the Civil Service Commission. In 

Ponse to that it was tabled by whom, Mr. Clerk?
rTD

c°Py
'T')
. tie Clerk: By the Assistant Secretary of the Commission, Mr. Bland.

was furnished by him for each member of the Committee.’
49322_ -sia 765
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Mr. Chevrier: I suppose it can be admitted, subject to my objection?
The Chairman : No, no, we will not admit anything subject to your objec

tion. If there is any objection at all it will be proven to the hilt.
Mr. \ allance. Dr. Roche, what is the method adopted in checking your 

people up so that it is possible for them compile this?
Dr. Roche. That is exactly what I have asked the secretary to come and 

explain, and I understand he will be here in a few minutes He has been tele
phoned for and will bring the attendance book and our Minutes.

The Chairman: Mr. Putman, will you please, on my behalf, telephone Miss 
Saunders and ask her to come here as well.

Mr. Putman : Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chevrier. If there was a record where the Commissioners signed 

every day, that is the best possible evidence.
The Chairman: I know, and you know, as well as we do, that there is 

no such record. \\ hat is the use of setting up straw men to knock them down-
Mr. Ernst: It was given in evidence by Mr. Foran that a record is kept 

in the secretary s office of the days that a Commissioner was in attendance 
at the offices ot the Commission, and when he is not his name does not appear 
affib-C1ng PIcscnt- Il: aPPears in the day to day records of the Commission kept 
omcially by the Commission.

Mr. Chevrier: Have the Commissioners any objection to this list being 
taKen as it- is f

Dr. Roche: I think my colleagues have, as to its absolute accuracy.
Mr. Bowman . Then let us hear from the Commissioners as to what objeC' 

tions they have.
Mr. MacInnis: I wonder if in the meantime Mr. Putman could go over this 

case where the objection was raised by Hon. Mr. Black?
I he Chairman: I imagine that will take some time, Mr. MacInnis. Mr' 

Putman, Mi. MacInnis wants to know if you could go over this case.
Mr. Putman . I do not know that it will take a very long time
Mr. Ernst: I imagine Mr. Foran will be here in a moment.
Mr. MacInnis: I have no objection to leaving it over. It is no m°re 

to me than to the other members of the Committee, but the file was left with 
me.

Mr. Ernst. That is quite all right, Mr. MacInnis, go ahead.

C. V. Putman—Recalled.

The Chairman : ’lou have already been sworn, Mr. Putman.
The Witness: There is one document in there, Mr. MacInnis I wonder if1 

may have, unless you want to see it?
Mr. MacInnis: You may have the whole file.
Mr. Bowman: May I interrupt for a moment, please?
Dr. Roche, were the vouchers given for those expenditures?
1 he Chairman. Mr. MacInnis has the vouchers. He got them yesterd -̂
IVhile Mr. MacInnis is looking up the material he wants to question 0lV 

there was a return filed with the Committee showing the list of cases in wh>elJ 
Commissioners dissented and the number of dissents. I have had those comp^ 
tions divided with an arbitrary dividing line, at the end of July, 1930 and I ^ 
to put the statement on the record. If there is any objection to it Î shall ^ 
the gentleman here who made the computation to prove it.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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In the list of cases in which the Commissioners dissented from July 1926 
to July 1930—

Mr. Chevrier: May I ask why the arbitrary line is drawn at July, 1930?
The Chairman: I just thought it would be interesting to prove what was the 

difference in proportion of dissenting judgments under two different governments.
Mr. Chevrier: Is that contained in the Order of Reference, is that what

are asked to investigate?
The Chairman: I think the Order of Reference is sufficiently wide to justify 

a member of the Committee making such a computation if he so desires.
- From July of 1926 to July of 1930, Dr. Roche dissented in 394 cases ; Dr. 
MacTavish in 67; and Mr. Tremblay in 118.
. __ From the end of July 1930, to the end of March, 1932, Dr. Roche dissented 
11155 cases; Dr. MacTavish in 139; and Mr. Tremblay in 54.

. If those figures are added together you will find they make the total (827) 
|1Ven us in the return by the Civil Service Commission of dissenting judgments 
îr°m July 1926 to March 1932.

Mr. MacInnis: There were two points raised by Hon. Mr. Black. One was 
|11 regard to living allowances, that there were certain discriminations as applied 
0 s°me of the employees in the Yukon, that Mr. George P. MacKenzie’s superan- 
Uation was based on his salary and on his living allowance and that others were 

a°t treated in the same manner.
The other was in regard to the superannuation of the Postmaster at Dawson.
Q. I understand that in regard to Mr. MacKenzie’s transfer that there were 

Certain circumstances over which the Civil Service Commission, at least, had no 
c°ntrol?—A. Yes, that is true.
, Q. You have a letter on that file from Mr. MacKenzie to Mr. Cory, just 
before Mr. Cory left his position as Deputy Minister of the Interior. Was that 
ltle position he "held?—A. That was Mr. Cory’s position.
. Q. Yes. Well, there was a letter to him from Mr. MacKenzie just before 
^r- Cory left the position in 1930 or 1931.—A. You refer to a letter dated

January, 1931?
Q. That is the letter, yes.—A. Do you want me to read that letter?
Q. I think it would be well if that letter was read.—A. This is a memo- 

^ndum addressed to W. W. Cory, Esq., Deputy Minister of the Interior, 
a*-ed 30th January, 1931 :—

Before severing your connection with the Department I would ap
preciate your putting on file certain facts respecting my service with the 
Department which, so far as I am aware, are not now on file.

The records disclose that I was appointed a Mining Recorder in 
the Dawson office in 1907, promoted to Gold Commissioner and Crown 
Timber and Land Agent in 1912. In 1918 the office of Commissioner 
was abolished and the duties and responsibilities of that office were 
placed on me, the title of Gold Commissioner being retained, and in 
1925 I was transferred to Ottawa to my present position.

But the records do not fully explain certain other facts. Indeed, 
they are more or less misleading. When the offices of Gold Commis
sioner and Commissioner were merged under me it was felt by the Gov
ernment of the day that my remuneration should be increased because 
of the increased responsibility and especially in view of the fact that, 
by the abolishment of the separate position of Commissioner, the Gov
ernment effected a saving of approximately $30.000 per annum. The 
new position probably should have been reclassifified at that time, but 
instead, as the easiest way, my living allowance was increased to $3,000

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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per annum, but it was clearly understood that the whole amount paid 
me was in reality regarded by the Government as the compensation or 
emolument of the new position.

As you are aware, my transfer to the newly created position of 
Development and Exploration Officer was regarded by the Government 
as a further promotion and I was given the definite assurance that if 
any change was made in my remuneration it would not be reduced.

In connection with my service to the Department and to Canada, 
it is, I think, significant that each substantial promotion carried with it 
the responsibility of directing a reorganization of the branch of the ser
vice with which I was connected. This was true in 1912, in 1918 and iB 
1925. It is a further significant fact that in my twenty-four years 
service with the Department I have been so intensively engaged in these 
duties that I have never taken any statutory leave.

(Sgd.) G. P. Mackenzie.
At the bottom of this is a statement signed by Mr. Cory :—

This is a clear and definite statement of the facts of Mr. Mackenzie » 
case as I understand the matter. I made the arrangements with Mb 
Mackenzie all of which were approved by the then Minister.

(Sgd.) W. W. Cory.30/1/31. W.W.C.

and Develonmîît"transferred to the position of Exploration 
was created?—A* y£ °f the Canadian Arctic> that was a new position that

Which there “ a letter or a memorandum there somewhere in

{hî-r„oie, If 5 66D T Ihinh if 1 ‘ !~A- 1 do not know about the period,
in Council d°Cument No. 17~A- No. 17, Mr. Maclnnis, is an Order

Service cSJtoTjL,* io'mjs*’"’"' Thk t mcmor“d""‘ f™™ 

missioners? ’ iy^n. A. this is a memorandum of the Coin
Kenzffi-—eS_A Dated JUne 10, 1925’ relative to the transfer of Mr. Ma°'

but inVnnrmdna8!6^063 ^ involve a Promotion it will be quite regular,
allowance I think it should be provided that an/

St£PlSVaCn.eby ” Mr' M=>=Ken™ should be deducted

understandTi?SthpSinfSCf-SSed case with the deputy Minister, and ] 

time "and the Den ,ntcn4lon of Mr. MacICenzie to retire in two years
rienrive him nf^th! would be doing him an injustice

i 1 , p T. ^)enefit of his present living allowance, which 15
counted as part of his salary upon his retirement. ’

1925.
^ r n • r ,. ---- J 111» lewreuienulor full information see Deputy Minister’s letter of February l4’

(Sgd.) W.J.R.—M.G.L.
Q. Is there a further Minute in that file re the abolishment of the 

—A. There is a report to Council and an Order in Council creating the posit10 
on this file, but I do not see any— . „

Q. August 13, 1931?—A. To what has that letter reference, Mr. McInnlS. 
Q. I think it has a definite reference to the Commissioners’ stating that th®j 

would agree to the creation of the position, to the creation and classificat10 ] 
providing it was for a period of only two years?—A. That would not be
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. No, that would be earlier?—A. Is that a letter from the Commission or 
lrom the Deputy Minister?

Q. It is a Minute of the Civil Service Commission. You went over those 
ales, Mr. Putman, and you have it in your mind now as to the conditions in 
Reference to Mr. MacICenzie’s transfer, and the reason why his salary was con
ned and living allowances the same in Ottawa as they were in the Yukon?— 

Yes, the Commissioners considered that in view of the agreement which was 
Cached between Mr. MacKenzie and the Department it should be continued.

Q. Now, that is the reason, I understand, why he was treated differently, 
ln regard to superannuation reductions than other employees in the Civil Service 
]fl the Yukon?—A. I would not say that in view of the fact that the decision 
of the Commissioners has consistently been that people presently occupying a 
Position in the Yukon should be superannuated on the basis of the deductions 
pich have been made from their salary irrespective of this recent ruling of the 
Justice department. That has been their recommendation.

By the Chairman:
Q. Why take the trouble to get rulings from the Justice department if they 

are disregarded?—A. Well, it was felt by the Commissioners that in justice 
0 those people who had been making an abatement payment from their salary for 

a considerable period of years it was only fair that" they should be retired on 
fle basis of abatements that had been made, but that the new procedure was to 

aPply to new appointees who would know when they were appointed what to 
exPect in the way of superannuation.
, Q. But that was not the situation with respect to the cases Mr. Black 
bought before this Committee. I have in mind a postmaster who is dead and
n’fl°se estate is now being paid-------A. of course that is not up to the Civil
‘Service Commission. The Civil Service Commission might make that recom
mendation but it is Treasury Board that finally decides this thing.

Q. Wait a minute, Mr. Putman. Treasury Board functions on the basis 
the recommendation the Civil Service Commission, does it not?—A. No.

,, Q. Under the ruling of the Justice department the question turns whether 
le living allowance is part of the compensation or not?—A. Yes.

Q. Is not that correct?—A. Probably I had better go into the history of how 
“e Civil Service Commission—

Q. Just let me stick with one point at a time. Is it not correct, that the 
Piling of the Justice department is to the effect that where the living allowance 
ls Aecessarily incidental to the compensation, and is treated as part of the com- 
peflsation, being a fixed amount annually or monthly, then it is part of the com- 
j^flsation for superannuation purposes? Is not that, Mr. Putman, the effect of 
-Ve ruling of the Justice department?—A. I would rather put it the other way, 
*VIr' Chairman, that the effect of the ruling of the Justice department is, that 
fvhere an allowance is given because of high cost of living in a place defined it 

r®s part of superannuation.
,, Q. Well, I am sorry but I do not think that is a correct interpretation of 
T10 Justice department ruling. Let me assume for a moment that my inter
vention of it is correct, because for the purpose of the point I have in mind it 
c]°es not make any difference. The next point I want to deal with is the list of 

Ossifications as made by the Organization Branch of the Civil Service Com
mission?—a. And approved by the Commissioners, yes.
+■ Q- And Treasury Board must base its Orders in Council on those classifica- tlQfls?—a. Yes.

Q- All right.
^ Now, I turn to a list of classifications apparently made by the Organization 

Ianch and approved by the Civil Service Commission in connection with civil
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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servants in the Yukon; and I find in this List, No. 1: a list of classes with 
allowances forming a part of compensation.—A. Yes

Q. Now, in those cases there is no question that they get the superannuation 
on the basis of their salary plus living allowances?—A. No question at all.

Q. Then I turn to List No. 2, again made by the Organization Branch and 
approved by the Civil Service Commission, and this shows a list of classes with 
allowances which are not part of compensation.—A. Yes.

Q. And in that second list I find listed the people to whom Mr. Black had 
reference in the Yukon?—A. Yes.

Q. Then it would appear to me that it is a matter which does not rest on 
the decision soleh of Tieasury Board as to whether or not these living allowances 
are to be included as part ot the compensation, when your own classification 
says it is not.—-A. r or the simple reason that the Commission have ruled in all 
of these cases that the present incumbents could not be treated in the manner 
laid down.

Q- Bu|-the niyd servants to whom Mr. Black referred have been so treated?
A. Yes, but that was by Treasury Board, not by the Commission. The Com' 

mission s recommendation was different.
Hon. Mr. Black: Where is that recommendation?

By the Chairman:
Q. I would like to see it, because certainly it never came before us.—A. Per

haps it is not a recommendation.
Q I thought the boot was on the other foot.—A. A ruling signed by the

"» «« L Coramisaon-

e„tJd?n7hemM^ daM ^ *'■ 193,1

in ffl3.nrenf H?ar0Vm j-0f ^ above recommendation I am personally not 
from whosef SSSTSr* thtlmplied contract made with those employees tLn livil nli y C?Te therc has been a deduction of 5 per cent from 
fund In mv onbfin^L6 co™ted as a contribution to the superannuation
Xct the I!I i thK ruhng of the Department of Justice should not 
affect the present incumbents but only apply to future appointments.

n w n • , (Sdg.) W.J.R.
of the Ju t ceTnartment aine™oraadum endorsed on the bottom of the ruling 
ol the Justice department—A. No, that was in the memo, in which—

Q. It refers to something, you say, which precedes it?—A. It refers to the 
preparation of a report to Council sending up certain classes to make the change 
as ruled by the department of Justice.

Q. Yes. Now, then, the ruling which precedes that memo., or on which that 
memo, is made is the only thing which would go to Treasury Board?-A. Yes-

Q. So'that A- ^°> not quite, because in a report which was made t0 
Treasury Board the Commission included this clause-—

the above "* r*leS are to to »PP<=intmen« «

,, Q* Tben> m ibat e^ ent, it would appear, although I have not had time to read 
that memorandum on which that note is endorsed-and I would like an oPP< 
tumty to do so-that the Civi Service Commission in a memorandum to Treasury 
Board said, in view of the ruling of the Justice department, we think that liv*» 
allowances should be part of compensation with respect to all civil servants wha 
have been appointed prior to the date of this ruling and who have been con
tributing five per cent of the living allowance?—A Right 
Pffp S' Wdl, then, why should they endorse on the bottom of it words to th»{ 
effect?—A. To make that effective. They were recommending—
[Mr. c. V. Putman.] 6
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The Chairman: I think probably I will save a lot of time if I get from 
you the memorandum, and I will read it. I will come back to this a little later. 
Apparently one of two things has happened in this case, either the Civil Service 
Commission has misinterpreted the ruling of the Justice Department or Treasury 
^oard have misinterpreted the memorandum of the Civil Service Commission, 
out wherever the slip is someone is suffering grievous injury.

Mr. MacInnis : Then there was the Postmaster at Dawson, who was receiv
es a salary of $6,000 for several years, and from which was deducted an amount 
for superannuation allowance. After his death his salary was divided into living 
aHowance and salary.

The Chairman: We will clear it up, Mr. MacInnis, a little later.
Witness retired.

William Foran, recalled.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Foran, you have been previously sworn. You are secretary of the. 
Civil Service Commission?—A. I am.

Q. At the request of this Committee there was prepared a document which 
Purports to be details of the absences of the respective Civil Service Commis- 
sioners from their offices in Ottawa from July, 1926, to March, 1932, inclusive. 
;s this the memorandum or document which was prepared in accordance with 
“'e request of this Committee, and which you submitted to this Committee 
"uth a covering letter dated April 27, 1932, which I now show you?—A. It is.

Q. Would you let me have that back, please? That letter reads:—
Dear Mr. McEvoy,—

M*at is the Clerk of this Committee.
Enclosed is the statement asked for by Mr. Ernst showing the 

absences of the three Commissioners from July, 1926, to March, 1932.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. From what did you prepare that record, Mr. Foran?—A. Well, we pre

yed it from the daily Minutes kept by the Commission and also from the 
^tendance Book. I have them both here. I hope there has been no suggestion 
hat anybody, any member of the staff, would be interested in sending to this 
°Bimittee a statement that is inaccurate or that would be unfair to anybody.

Mr. Chevrier: Nobody has suggested that. Why do you not just answer 
le questions put to you.

By Mr. Ernst:
» Q. Mr. Foran, just to come back to that particular phase, is there an 

tendance Book kept at the offices of the Commission?—A. Yes.
Q. And who keeps it, under whose supervision is it kept?—A. Miss Saunders.

By the Chairman:
0£ Q. And was this prepared by Miss Saunders under your direction as secretary 
jthe Commission?—A. It was. I would just like to explain how the daily 

ffiutes of the Commission are kept.
q In the Minutes, the presence, or absence, of the Commissioners is noted. 
jP'es of these Minutes are sent daily to the Commissioners. They are examined 
aiik em‘ At our full Board Meetings on Tuesdays and Thursdays the Chairman 
con tlle question,—Are the Minutes correct? When the two other Commissioners 

ncur I then sign the Minutes, and only then. Now, if there is any question
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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as to the attendance of Commissioners that would be the time and the place to 
ask that a Minute be corrected. Now, we can only assume that these Minutes 
are correct, and it was from this Minute Book, which they do not sign but 
in which their presence or absence is noted, that that statement was made up.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. That covers only the days on which there are meetings of the Board?—A- 

That covers every day.
Q. Do you mean to say, Mr. Foran, that every day there is a check held on 

the Commissioners themselves by some inferior officer?—A. We keep daily 
Minutes. The theory upon which we work, or practice, or whatever you like to 
3all it, is that there are daily Minutes kept, in which the presence of the Coni' 
missioners is noted.

Q. How is that kept?—A. It is kept in the Minute Section.
Q. Show me how that is kept?
Mr. Ernst: Show him a typical Minute.
The Witness . Here is a copy of our daily Minutes showing those present.

By Mr. Chevrier:
■ iAVrant the system. I am not suggesting that these things are not 

right, out I want to know how it is done.—A. I would like to suggest that they 
are kept very accurately.

Mr. Tremblay . I challenge the accuracy of this—
The Chairman: One at a time, please.

By Mr. Vallance:
t9‘ Air. Foran, when you take a daily Minute, for instance take Monday, 

if Ijoai,'< ,d.ocs ,not, Slt on Monday, but on Tuesday you present to the Board
■ londay s , limite for approval?—A. On Tuesdav morning the Minutes of the 
previous day are sent in to each of the Commissioners.

By Mr. Chevrier:
,yhe Mmute. of what?—A. Of the day before. As I say all files do not 

come before the full Board, as has been explained several times before. The 
files go fii.-t to t ic desk of the Commissioner who is in charge of the depart' 
ment concerned, then they are taken to the other Commissioner, and when they 
are approved by the three, the files come to the Minute Section for entry * 
the Minutes.

Q. Quite so, but is there any place—or can you tell me which one of the 
Commissioners was absent, say on the 14th of August last, can you tell me that? 
—A. The Minutes should show that, yes.

Q. Mell, would they show that?—A. They will show it, because, as I have 
explained to you, there is & Minute kept every day of the Commission’s work, 
but they only meet and hold meetings twice a weeL

Mr Ernst: Irom the records we have, they were all present on the l^th 
August last with the exception of Commissioner MacTavish.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. On the Monday morning there is no Board meeting?—A No but there 

is a Minute ot the day kept.
„ Q. The Minutes of what? Of the work performed by you?—A By the 
commission.

Q. Who does that?—A. The Minute Section.
A. Well, who does that, Mr. So and So, or Mr.’So and So?—A. Miss Saunders- 

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Q. How does she find out whether Commissioner Tremblay or Dr. Roche 
}v‘ds in Ottawa on the Monday morning, what shows that?—A. The files coming 
;o will show that. If they are not approved by the three, she inquires whether 
t lê Commissioner not signing is absent, and then the Attendance Book shows 
that he was not at the office.

Q. Then the only check you have on the attendance of the Commissioners 
ls whether there is a notation on the file to the effect that the Commissioner 
VVas there that day?—A. Quite so. You have the Minutes.

Q. So that if there was no notation on the file for a particular day by a 
|ertain Commissioner, you are led, or the Clerk in charge would probably be led, 

believe that the Commissioner was not there on that day, is that right?—A. 
That is clear. _ _

Q. Well, then, is that conclusive evidence that he was, or was not, there? 
Mr. Ernst: That is very easy.

By Mr. Chevrier:
, Q. I want to find out. Now, then, this memorandum that has been submitted 
l'as been prepared exactly in the way you have said, from the files?—A. No, from 
'•he Minutes.

Q. And the Minutes have been prepared?—A. And examined by the 
Commissioners daily.
• Q. Please. This return here, Mr. Foran, has been prepared from the Minutes, 
s that right?—A. It has been prepared from the only records that were rnain- 

t£ll«ed of the absences of the Commissioners.
Q. Now, then, what are those records?—A. The Minutes which were checked 

a8ainst the Attendance Book.
> Q. Very well, let me go back. If you will only answer in the way in which 
1 Put the question we will get along so much better.—A. Do you not think we 
are entitled to answer in our own way.

Mr. Bowman: Surely he is entitled to answer in his own way.
,, The Chairman: Mr. Chevrier is entitled to an answer to his question. If 
,ae witness wishes to add anything, to explain his answer, he is at perfect liberty 
to do so.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You have just said that .you have prepared this return from the only 

1’ecords that are available in the Commission?—A. I have just said— 
y Q. And you have further said that the books that you have before you 
s'?re are two books of record. Now, then, as I understand it from what you 
laid a moment ago this document has been prepared by a clerk who has access 

the Minutes, and from the Minutes has gone back to the files to see whether 
t lere was any . notation of the Commissioner’s presence on a certain day, and if 
Here was no notation on the files, consequently then you were to assume that 

« at Commissioner was not there on that day,—Now was that the process?— 
jV These Minutes are all examined and concurred in by the Commissioners and 

leir presence or absence is noted in these Minutes. Now, what better record 
°u'd we have?

(.■ Q. I am not questioning you as to the authority.—A. Your involved ques- 
°Psj—I am answering you the way in which I think is fair.

_ Q. All right, go ahead, give me your answer—A. I have given you my

u Q. I want to get from this witness—and I will get it if I have to stay here 
d September, and if the witness would not be so loquacious but would answer 

tj0 “le Point then we would be all right—an answer to my questions.—A. I am 
'Pore loquacious than you are.

[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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The Chairman: I quite agree with Mr. Chevrier, that if he asks a ques
tion the witness should answer the question as briefly as possible, but in justice 
to the witness, where Mr. Chevrier asks a question which involves more than one 
point at one time, the witness must, of necessity, answer it by something other 
than an affirmative or a negative, in order to make his position clear to the Com
mittee.

The Witness: Mr. Chevrier sets up a theory—
Mr. Chevrier: All right, Mr. Chairman, I am not going to ask this witness 

any further questions.
The \\ it ness . lou set out on the theory that this statement is inaccurate, 

and because I counter that theory you think that I am loquacious.
Mr. Chevrier: I have not said anything of the kind.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr Foran, in your opinion as secretary of this Commission, is the record 

which you have presented to this Committee accurate?—A. I would say—Yes.
Mr. Chevrier: I have no reason to doubt that. I wanted to see how it was 

made up.

By Mr. Laurin:
-S'- 'H1' Fo,ra^ the Commissioners have their meetings is it stated in 

the Minutes whether they are absent or present?—A. Yes. Those Minutes are 
examined every day by the Commissioners.

Q. At e\ery meeting they had?—A. Exactly. They examine those and they 
see who are marked as present. Now, if they are in town that day there is »° 
reason why they should not send in to the secretarv and say they want that 
changed or when the Minutes come before the full Board ask that the change be 
made. Y e assume that having had no objection from the Commissioners that 
these Minutes are accurate Then the Minutes are signed by the Chairman and 
myself, s owmg t lat uhe other two Commissioners have concurred in them.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Foran, who keeps the Attendance Book?—A. Miss Saunders.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Mr. Foran, have there been many occasions on which any one of the three 

Commissioners have challenged the Minutes as presented to them on the two days 
of each week when they sit as a body ?—A. I cannot recall any occasion.

Q. So that those must be accurate?—A. That is what I say.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q In any event, Mr. Foran-, assuming there might be the odd mistake, the)' 
are at least substantially accurate?-A. As a matter of fact, a very complete fd6 
of Minutes is put there for the Commissioners to sign before we file those 
Minutes.

By the Chairman:
,, , ?■ Subject to human error?-A. Subject to human error, yes. And it may be 
that the Commissioners when they are away from the office are away on did?’ 
but they do not report to the Secretary what they are doing

Q. No suggestion of that at all?—A. I simply want to'say that that state* 
ment was prepared in accordance with the records which we keep of the absence* 
oi the Commissioners.

Witness retired.
[Mr. Wm. Foran.]
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Elsie Saunders, sworn.
By the Chairman:

Q. Miss Saunders, what is your official position with the Civil Service Com
mission?—A. Supervisor of personal services.

Q. And, as such, is it part of your duty to keep a book which has been 
Produced before us by the Secretary known as the Attendance Book?—A. There 
are four Attendance Books in the Commission, two on the first floor and two on 
°or floor; and we keep the one that is attached to the Secretary’s office.

Q. Do you keep the Attendance Book in which the attendances or absences 
the respective Civil Service Commissioners is recorded;?—A. Yes, Mr. 

Chairman.
Q. And is that the book which is before you there, that very book?—A. Yes. 

ry. Q- Is there anything to identify it? Is there anything on the front of it? 
I; Ilat is pasted on the outside cover?—A. '‘Miss Saunders, Attendance Book, 

ctober 17, 1931, to—”. It just happened to be for that period.
Q. And what is the method by which you make the entries in that book as 

0 whether or not a Commissioner is or is not present at his office in Ottawa on 
jmy particular date?—-A. We never make an entry as to whether a Commissioner 
s absent, but we mark in the book at the side here which Commissioners we 
n°w to be present. We know that, because I see the Commissioners in the 

c°Hrse of my work, or because files which have been tied up in their rooms come
through the day with the signatures on them, and if we have any doubt at 

. * as to whether a Commissioner would be there or not we go to his" room and 
Squire.
, Q- When you say “If we have any doubt”, what would cause the doubt would 

e because files do not come out from him or you have not seen him?—A. Well, 
°Ih of these things.

Q. Then I can take it, Miss Saunders, that in each case where you yourself 
^'Cre not satisfied with the presence of a Commissioner at his office in Ottawa on 
any Particular day you take the means to verify it before vou mark him absent? 
^A. Yes.

Q. And the means which you take is to go to his office and inquire as to 
nether or not he had been at his office that day?—A. Yes, to his secretary there.

Q. Now, then, when do you make the entry in the Attendance Book, at the 
atl(l of each day?—A. The beginning of the next day. The book comes in to me at 
lne o’clock and it is left on my desk until 9.15 for the late arrivals to sign, and 
1 b.15 we mark down at the bottom of the page, in red, all the people who are 

aw»y that day.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That is the previous day?—A. No, the people who are away that day, 

.P that they cannot come in—not that we are suspecting them, but just to keep 
_.e book accurately, and then I turn back to the day before and mark the people 
Iio were away. 1 then put in the Commissioners’ attendance, and by that time 
lat day is complete, and I know, or enquire whether they have been there.

By the Chairman:
Q. Now, do the Minutes of the Civil Service Commission come before you? 

""A. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Q- And do they come before you daily?—A. Yes.
Q. Who prepares them, the secretary or you?—A. They are prepared under 

y direction.
Q- In your branch?—A. In my own room.

I Q. So that you are the person directly charged, or immediately charged, if 
may put it, with the preparation of the Minutes?—A. Exactly.

[Miss Elsie Saunders.]
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Q. And then, I presume, having prepared them you take them to the secre
tary for his approval, or something of that kind, before they go to the Com
missioners?—A. Well, as a rule, they go straight into the Commissioners. The 
secretary does not see them. They are simply a record of the files that have 
come to my attention.

Q. They. go direct, though, to the Commissioners?—A. They go direct to 
the Commissioners.

Q. And then on those occasions twice a week when the Board meets the 
secretary deals with them as he has outlined here this morning?—A. I do not
go to the Board meetings, not unless there is nobody else there to take the 
Minutes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Miss Saunders, have you seen this document?—A. Yes, Mr. Chevrier, 

I had it made up.
Q. Will you tell me whether that was made up from the Attendance Book 

or from the Minutes. A. It was made up from the Attendance Book.
,, S'- tl0Ug lt *°> wlien I was told a moment ago that it was made up from
fron^ the1 Minutes ^ ^ made up from the Attendance Book and then checked

Q. I knew it was not done in that way___
Mi. Ernst. She has just said it was checked from the Minutes.

fi f f pp!? ' 'u-hIS SS .'ni ^ u f,0lJnd a ^ew days, I should say perhaps twelve or 
si<dit You see the r •Cn made at tbe side, evidently through an over-our own^nfornmti’in,and whlmwe'foînd^V1811 Th jU5t that T we
went tn the Minutée • ere we Iound a day where there was not an entry 
and in one "nr twn n‘ ’ m s0™c cases we found it and we scratched out that day, 

O And L h We f?Und the Commissioners absent,
as I have any record^ 'manly possibIe> this statement is correct?-A. As W
goodQfaith?-A. Yes, Mr" Chevrier ^ err°r °r omission> made absolutely *

question, DRm^’the mlantimlfTwould ^ Saunder3 ^
Dr. Roche, Chairman of the ConS^firs? if? aï in ^

By Mr. Maclnnis:
to 1932 InattendinaPtTeerdC°Un*’ P1' Roche’ there is just one item, from ^
1 1Q2bf vou remïmbS ÎK Research Institute at Toronto.—A. Yes.
or do von remember hnw 'C ' at? you Ottawa and the date of your return,2 the ^conference ker ^ days you U>ere?-A. Well, only one <W.

Ottawa DQ. The voucher for the account is November 6, transportation C------
Toronto, November 7, attending convention, Citizens’ Research Institute, an
il_____ XT____________ 1---------,------------------------il rrvveli. i- ry- 'then November 10, berth, Toronto to Ottawa. of----- - vitawa. Alow, on the 8th and 9thNovember, were you in Ottawa or in Toronto, do you remember?—A I do not
know. I think it was on Friday the conference was held, and I went up on 
Thursday nights train, I think I came back on the Sunday night’s train.

Q. A ou are pretty sure it was at the week-end, anyway?—A. I am prett) 
sure it was the week-end, anyway.

Q. It was a week-end : Well, that would account, Miss Saunders, for that’ 
because it says in Dr. Roche s attendance here, November 7 and 8 If he was 
away on the week-end, it would not be noted on here.

Mr. Ernst: Subject to-----
[Miss Elsie Saunders.]
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Miss Saunders : Sunday would not be noted unless it was carried from 
3ne day to another. Possibly, Mr. Chevrier, it will interest you to know 
how the minutes are made up for the days that the Board does not meet, if I 
c°uld explain that.

Mr. Chevrier: I am satisfied with what you said.
Mr. Bowman : I am just wondering what explanation the doctor would 

have about his managing to get $22.50 in six years. Were you sick, or some
thing, Doctor?

Dr. Roche: I had an awful “ blow-out.”
The Chairman: I think somebody gave us the key before. I think they 

s&id they had a hard time to get the Doctor to take the money.
Mr. Ernst: I had the return made by Miss Saunders, or by the secre

cy, of the absences of the Commissioners, and I have tabulated it for each 
year.

Mr. Bowman: I ask, Mr. Chairman, that this memorandum be filed.
The Chairman : It is placed on record, but subsequent objection being 

^ken to it, I wanted to prove formally how it was obtained. Do you want it
Printed?

Mr. Bowman : Yes.
The Chairman : That will be done, Mr. Clerk, please.
Mr. Ernst: I have tabulated the various years in order to facilitate the 

)T0rk of the committee. I should like to read that tabulation so it will go into 
the record.

Dr. MacTavish: Before it is read, I wish to say that I wish in my turn 
0 challenge that record, and I understand from Mr. Tremblay he also wishes 
0 challenge it.

The Chairman : We shall give you ample opportunity, Dr. MacTavish. 
Mr. Bowman: Then, I understand, Mr. MacTavish and Mr. Tremblay, 

hat you both desire to challenge the records of your own office?
Mr. Tremblay: Quite.

v. Mr. Ernst : For 1926. This is for the period from July to the end of 
^ecember. Absences, Dr. Roche, 16 days ; Commissioner Tremblay, 31 days; 
"°ttimissioner MacTavish, 65 days; 1927, the calendar year, Dr. Roche, 38 
?ays; Commissioner Tremblay, 43 days; Commissioner MacTavish, 149 days; 
^28, again I am using the calendar year, Dr. Roche, 56 days ; Commissioner 
Ddïiblay, 31 days; Commissioner MacTavish, 121 days; 1929, Dr. Roche, 
,9 days ; Commissioner Tremblay, 38 days; Commissioner MacTavish, 131 
?ys; 1930, Dr. Roche, 38* days ; Commissioner Tremblay, 21 days; Commis- 
lQner MacTavish, 121 days; 1931, Dr. Roche, 27 days; Commissioner Trem- 

iAay, 46 days; Commissioner MacTavish, 109 days; Ï932, three months ending
i. jarch 31, Dr. Roche, 3 days; Commissioner Tremblay, 10 days; Commissioner 
MacTavish, 30 days. A total for the period of 5 years 9 months; for Dr. Roche, 
,U7 days; Commissioner Tremblay, 220 days; Commissioner MacTavish, 726 

Uays.
t The Chairman: If that is the end of your tabulations, will you permit me 

o ask Miss Saunders a question. Miss Saunders, I presume that the record of 
tendance that you gave, and on which you have given evidence this morning, 
°uld include the Commissioners’ regular holidays, would it not?

j. Miss Saunders: We enter only the days they are present; we do not do 
c°rd of why they are away. It includes Dr. MacTavish’s illness too you see.

Mr. Ernst : I appreciate that.
ar .t^ss Saunders : We only enter the days they are present; we do not do 

*ything with the absences at all.
[Miss Elsie Saunders.]
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Mr. Ernst: There is one other question I should have asked you Are 
the dates that you show from December 1st to 10th inclusive?

Miss Saunders : Yes, I think so, Mr. Ernst.
Mr. Ernst : Inclusive.
Miss Saunders: Yes, I think it is.
Mr. Chevrier. These are simply the working days, I suppose, or do they 

include Sundays?
Mr. Ernst. Ton will find they include Sundavs, if you work it back from 

one day to another, and taking both inclusive.
Miss Saunders : Sundays come into it.
Mr. Ernst. If you take a case like this, from the 1st to the 18th, it would 

include Sundays.
o + Che^hi™: Pak® on the first page, the month of July, MacTavish,
2 to o, 9 to 12, 16 to 19, 23 to 26. That looks like three days——

Air. Erns i . That might include a Sunday there.
Miss Saunders: It might include Sundays several times. I do know 

any one Sunday, but if there was a Friday or Saturday, and he was back in 
his office Monday we would not put Sunday in because it was made for their 
working days in the week.

-v/r- Chevrier. I do not want to get into an argument. I am quite satis
fied this must be ngit, subject to the ordinary errors. No man is absolutely 
correct.

Miss Saunders. It might include a Sunday, when it shows from one day 
to another.

li ?Ir' Want 1° f!nd out right there, we have two and threé days
all along and can you say whether it is week-ends or what?

Miss Saunders: It may be a week-end. Without checking up on the 
calendar, I cannot tell you. 6 1

Mr. Chevrier: A number of Sundays may be included.
Miss Saunders : Yes, they might.
Mr. Chevrier: Saturday afternoon?
Miss Saunders : We count Saturday a full day.
Mr. Ekxsi. I am quite satisfied a day like December 28th, of course) 

would not be a Sunday, but where you give a period from one day to anothtf 
‘tail ‘“erS “ Slmd“y °r "°t, according t,, where Sunday7falls in the

Miss Saunders : Yes.
Mr. Ernst: Now Mr. Chairman, the above tabulation has been put on 

he record. If you will take the period five years and nine months and check
220 ?nehrsoSna1lv think thatdth«t i-'™8 that PeriocJ- Commissioner Tremblay’s 
220, I personally think that that time was reasonable in both cases and it does
of thWeaSommitntee!nqmry °“ ^ P&rt °f the Committee, but I am in the hands

The Chairman: I have no desire to inquire into it 
Mr. Chevrier: Unless the Commissioner does.

absence is^aTaU umeasontdile^for6sny on^year W’ 1 do mi ‘hi<£
was only absent 31 days the first year Commissioner Tremblay

Dr. Roche: I would just make one general statement I am never absent 
from my office except on my holidays and through illness 
[Miss Elsie Saunders.]
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Mr. Ernst: I do not think they warrant any inquiry in either one of those 
txvo cases of Dr. Roche and Mr. Tremblay.

The Chairman : Are all members of the Committee satisfied? That dis
poses then of the Chairman of the Commission and Mr. Tremblay.

Mr. Bowman: I do not think it does. I think we should have some explana- 
hon from Mr. MacTavish.

The Chairman: A'ou did not hear my statement. I said that disposes 
the Chairman of the Commission and Mr. Tremblay.

^ Mr. Vallance: Mr. Tremblay was going to challenge the statement. 
D’obably he is challenging the 220 days that are placed against him. Why should 
We deprive him of that?

Mr. Ernst: We are not depriving him of anything. I am merely saying 
* did not feel there was any grounds for enquiring into it.

Mr. Vallance: Is Commissioner Tremblay in the room? If Commissioner 
tremblay is satisfied to let it go, all right.

The Chairman : Commissioner Tremblay, one member of the Com
mittee has suggested that the absences of Dr. Roche and yourself were such 
mat he considered them reasonable and did not desire to enquire into them, 
•mother member of the committee suggested on the other hand, that you said 
^.i desired to challenge the accuracy of the number of days that you were 
posent. In view of the committee’s attitude in connection with the matter, 

0 you wish to challenge them, or do you wish to make any comment in con- 
P^tion with the matter?

Mr. Tremblay: Well, I am not interested in that.
The Chairman: That disposes of Commissioner Tremblay.
Mr. Ernst: I do feel, in view of the very large number of days in which 

r- MacTavish is recorded as having been absent, that there should be an 
mquirv into it, as part of our duty.

The Chairman: What would you like done, Mr. Ernst?
Mr. Ernst: I should like to have Dr. MacTavish called, 

in T^e Chairman : I think, in fairness to Dr. MacTavish, we should proceed 
(] this way: before being called, Dr. MacTavish, to deal with this matter, do you 
n,e|Slre to submit any evidence in respect to it, either through yourself or by any 

ler witness ?
Dr. MacTavish: I rose a few moments ago to speak to you, but you were 

^aged in questioning Mr. Bowman. I suggested to Mr. Ernst that my secretary
the head messenger be called so that they would be here; but he said I 

°P*d say that later on. I said then that they could be got here while this' was 
jj.°lng on, and he still maintained that I could get them later. I would be glad 

Pty secretary and head messenger were called.
Mr. Ernst: Before you give any evidence yourself?
Dr. MacTavish : I would like them to be here.
The Chairman: Before you give any evidence?
Dr. MacTavish : I should like to have them present.
The Chairman : Mr. Daley, will you telephone to those parties?

Dr. MacTavish, recalled.
t)e The Chairman: Now Dr. MacTavish, I think it only fair that you should 

PT’en an opportunity to make any statement or give any evidence you wish 
J°nnection with the matter before you are questioned by members of the 
9322~52 [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Committee. Is there any statement or evidence in connection with this business 
that you care to give?-A. I would like, if I might, Mr. Chairman, to remind 
you that Commissioner Tremblay rose to make a protest as to the accuracy of 
the Minutes. I should like him to be asked to explain just what he meant, then.

Air. Bowman . You go ahead with your own storv, first.
Mr. Ernst: With reference to yourself.
The Chairman: I will see he is called, if you want him called.
The Witness. I find, on challenging the accuracy of them, I can give you

one or two instances----- 1 went over them briefly, and when I got to two or three
that were obviously wrong I did not go any farther.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I think you ought to go over them all from top to bottom That 

is enough to show that they are not accurate. In August 1928, I find sir that 1 
am credited with being present. > ’

By the Chairman:
Q. What year? A. August, 1928. This is the record which, I presume, 

is the same as the copy of what is filed here.
Q. \ es. A. It shows I was in attendance.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. On what date?—A. My first absence is the 7th. Between that and the

18th, as it shows here, I was on a trip to New Brunswick so that I was----- 1 a#1
not rated as being absent, but I was away.

By Mr. Chevrier:

rïs'rwh,t daie ti,ere?-A-1 ™> *"*■ ««,,=1 =!,-»=■
Mr. Ernst: No, it does not.
Mr. MacI-nnis: From the 1st to the 18th?
Mr. Ernst: No.

, 1 hc WlT1N’E®s: But the other record of my trip down there is the rec°rd 
I have at that time when I was down___

By Mr. Ernst:
l«hQo„Tthe 27"hd,nXat7-Z IÎT °” 7 10 “ ^

is tight CHEVR,ER: “ 1 might su8S«=‘ ‘hi,. Suppose we ask him if the 7» 

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. It shows you being absent from August 10 to 14, on August 27, ^ 

on August 31 Now wherein does the inaccuracy lie?—A. That I was not her6'
I was absent from the 12 thto.the 18th on a trip to New Brunswick, Frederic^’ 
Moncton Saint John; and I think at that time-it does not show here, but I/jf 
at Woodstock, N.B. I made several trips down there. That shows I was do" 
there; but my absence is not charged or indicated there. vj,

Q. Now is there any date on which you are shown as being absent on wlj 
th°eUrecorda 7 preSent?-A‘ No’ 1 have not challenged that; I have not S°l

August'Q. Your point is, you were absent more than the record show 
1928.—A. I say, that the record is not accurate s in
[Dr. N. MacTavish.] as to my presence.
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, Q. And your reason for saying that is you were absent more than the record 
shows in August, 1928.—A. I was absent when it says I was present.
, Q. In other words, more than the record shows for that particular month.— 
Y Well, I was absent.

Q. You were given credit for being there when you were not there.—A. Yes. 

By the Chairman:
Q. In giving that evidence this morning, are you speaking from some record, 

r are you relying on your memory?—A. Not on my memory.
Q. You are speaking from what?—A. From the record that is here of my 

t Pense account. I checked it down here. I remember the trip that I took, and 
Was down there on three different occasions. This occasion may have been 

ae time of the Legion convention.
Q, Q. The record there that you are speaking from, I understand, is a record 

1 your expense account for the month of August, 1928.—A. Yes.
< Q- And that record of your expense account shows that you were absent 

°m August 12 to 18 inclusive?—A. Yes.
Q. Is that expense account one of the records of the Commission that you 

re referring to?—A. Yes.
Q- Or is it something else?—A. Yes. In the records here I find—

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Would you produce that record, Dr. MacTavish?—A. I think you have a 

°Py of it.
So Chairman : There were copies of all expense accounts filed with the 

Cretary and Mr. Maclnnis.
The Witness: This is a copy, approved by our accountant.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q- Was that in August, 1928?—A. August, 1928.

M Q- The voucher here shows June, 1928, sleeping car, Montreal, St. John, 
UjJT Brunswick.—A. Probably I have got June instead of August, because I 

c*e three trips down there.
Q- This is June 12 to 18.
■^Ir. Ernst: It is rather important.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q- What one are you talking about, Dr. MacTavish.

By the Chairman:
Q- Get one thing clear.—A. I might have got those mixed up.
The Chairman : Is there not an expense account for August?

MacInnis: Yes. August 20, 21.
^he Chairman : Is there anything from about the 12th to the 18th? 

MacInnis: No.
I'he Chairman: Apparently it is not entirely right, then.
Mr. Ernst: May I see that expense account, Mr. Maclnnis?

MacInnis: Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
T0t. Your expense is filed for August, 1928, and it shows you having been to 

4 on the 20th and 21st.—A. I have not checked over those.
2~52i [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. It makes no reference to what you have just given in evidence. Perhaps 
this record is incorrect.

Mr. MacInnis : He is correct if he changes to the month of June.
The Chairman : Let us take a look, gentlemen, at this record of attendance- 

approved by the Commission, until we see the record for June, 1928, produced 
by the Commission, approved by the secretary, Miss Saunders, and it shoV- 
Dr. MacTavish’s absence in June, 1928, from the 9th to 11th inclusive, and 
from the 13th to 16th inclusive, obviously, the 12th being Sunday. So that tins 
record, apparently, is the record as checked with the voucher.—A. I had tb® 
three numbers, and I have got the dates. I will get that, but I will take another 
one. I thought I just took two.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Would you explain how you made this mistake?
Mr. Ernst: This is rather a serious matter to come and challenge a recon 

like that.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Will you kindly explain to the Committee just how you make this mistak6» 
about August 12 to 18?—A. Well, Mr. Bowman, this was done very hurriedly lfl‘ 
night, after I got this. I did not have time to study it carefully.

Q. You started to prove it was wrong.—A. I have made a note here, and I 
trying to tell you I transferred it wrong. There is nothing wrong with it excep 
those dates do not agree.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Explain to us what it is you have there, whether it is August or Jn,ie' 

Does it show?—A. Well, it probably does.
Q. What does it show?

By the Chairman:
Q. It probably docs not tell the days you were absent. Let us get it accui'a*c 

—A. May I take another?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. No finish this one.—A. Well, I reckoned that out. I would like 

over it.
By the Chairman:

Q. In the case which you have given us now, where you say it was Augu . 
it should be June. You know, we must get our records correct.—A. Yes, we ba g 
to have those right. On August the 20th,—my mistake. It was in the year 1®

to g°

st,

Mr. Ernst: Yes, in August 1929.
The Chairman : Let me get that. I think the witness should be given ^ 

opportunity of making any statement he wants before he is questioned on it.
The Witness: On August 20, 1929, it shows that I was in New Bruns'"*c 

on that date.

By the Chairman: ^
Q. Now, wait, Dr. MacTavish. To what are you referring? You say- 

shows?—A. That I was in New Brunswick.
Q. What shows that?—A. The record of my expense account.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. AVhat does it show?—A. It shows that I was on a trip to New Brunswick 

Parting August the 20th.

By the Chairman:
Q. Commencing August 20, 1929?—A. Yes.
Q. Yes?—A. Five days is the time according to the expense account.

. Q. The expense account, in front of you, Doctor, shows that you were absent 
r°m August the 20th,—A. The date is August 20, five days.

, Q. For five days commencing August 20?—A. I cannot swear whether it is 
More or after, whether the 20th was the end of it or the beginning, but I have 
0 doubt it is the beginning.

Q- That is, the expense account you are reading shows that you were absent 
n a trip to New Brunswick for five days?—A. Yes.

■ Q. Either commencing or ending on the 20th August, 1929?—A. It would be 
J? that vicinity. The point I make is that there are no charges of absences that 

°uld coincide with that.
y q Q- Well, now, just a moment, Doctor, until we see. The record here filed by 
2^ officers of the Commission show you were absent in August, 1929, from the 
'Ud to the 24th inclusive.

Mr. Ernst: And from the 15 to the 17.
The Chairman : Inclusive.
Mr. Ernst: And on the 9th and 10th.

By the Chairman:
^ Q. Let us take those dates around where he is speaking. All right, Doctor?— 

' * just call attention to that as an apparent inaccuracy.

By Mr. Ernst:
jjj Q. Dr. MacTavish, I have your expense account for August, 1929, under 

" hand, and that expense account reads as follows:— 
j August 20, to expenses inquiry in New Brunswick, 5 days at $15.
y (j°es not say anything as to what days you were in New Brunswick. The date 

that shows, is that the date on which the expense account was actually 
he up—is that it?—A. I presume so. I cannot remember now, but my 
Ietary makes this up. It might have been five days before or after.

Hj ,Q; No, no; you would not make up your expense account in advance?—A. I 
tlCe it up always after.

Q- It would be made up after you came back?—A. Oh, yes.
And the expense account would bear the date on which it was actually 

' ' p UP?—A. I presume that is correct.
And it bears date August 20?—A. Yes. 

h- And you claim five days’ expenses in it?—A. Yes. 
tlle M Well, now, that does not show that you were absent from the offices of 
w.Commission on August 20, it proves you were there on August 20, does it 

"T'A. Why does it?
it x,. <■ Well, if it was actually made up on August 20, you were there when 

uiade up. Your Secretary would not make it up in your absence.—A. 
is not the time it was handed in. It represents the time I was away. 
Five days, yes; but it does not purport to say you were there on any

pUlar day.—A. It would represent five days-----
Which five days?—A. And the 20th would be one of them.

[Dr. X. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Bouman:
Q. What?—A. The 20th would be one of them.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Dr. MacTavish, is it not a fact that the expense account on the con' 

trary shows the date on which it was made up rather than the days of absence- 
—A. Pardon me, no. It is the days of absence.

Q. Take that expense account and tell me what does it prove?—A. This >s 
the same expense account.

Q. Well, where does it show your absence?—A. It shows on August 20 ' 
was in New Brunswick.

Q. It does not prove, does it, whether you were away from the 15th to tb® 
20th or the 20th to the 24th?—A. You ought to know I cannot make a trip 
down to St. John, New Brunswick, and back again and do any work at all an3 
do it in the time described here.

Q. And you know, Dr. MacTavish, that I am merely asking how many 
days that expense account represents that you were absent from the offices 0 
the Commission?—A. Because those are the days I was away.

Q. Which days?—A. Including the 20th in the five days.
Q. From when to when were you away?—A. The point is, there is no fiv'e 

days here.
Q. Just a moment. Which five days were you away?—A. Well, I am sa)" 

ing you can take any five days you like, including the 20th.

By the Chairman:
Q. That is, the 20th is either the 1st or the 5th, or the 20th is the last ^ 

of the five?—A. That is it, but it might be-----
Q. It might be in the middle?—A. Well, it might be, but that is the dat6-
Mr. Bow man : It might be almost anything as far as I can figure out-
The Witness: -Well, now, Mr. Bowman, be fair.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Then take your evidence, it might be anything.—A. No, it might 

be anything. It might be the 20th August I was on that trip to New BrunsWlC

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What time of the day did you leave?—A. Oh, well, I do not remembel 

that. .
Q. A ou would leave naturally in the afternoon or in the morning?"" 

Whichever was the most convenient. f i
Q. And you would probably be in the Commission offices in the morid11 

A. I might be, I do not know. .
Q. And you get credit for attendance on the 20th as a consequence?""' 

Not necessarily.
Q. Well, in the ordinary course of events.—A. I am challenging----- -
Q. Just answer the question. If you leave in the afternoon you ch,l!o 

that as a day in your expense account, do you not?—A. Not necessarily-
Q. Well, do you?—A It would be half a day, if I left in the afternoon- .
Q. I do not see any half days charged anywhere in your expense acco11 

—k. Oh, yes, there are.
Q. I come back again. When you challenge the accuracy of the s,

sion’s records, what days were you absent in New Brunswick?—A. Five d®-
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. From when to when?—A. Mr. Ernst I cannot tell you what the five 
days were. What I say is, I am not charged with five days’ absence here and 
I was away for five days.

Q. How far did you go that time in New Brunswick?—A. I went to, I 
think it was-----

Q. You went as far as St. John and back, according to our records?—A. St. 
John. You see, there were three trips down there ; I think this was the trip I 
took to Woodstock.

Q. You expense account shows that you went from Ottawa to Montreal, and 
from Montreal to St. John and back again. That is all it shows.—A. Well, if that 

the date, and you will challenge me again that I should know; would you know, 
^Ir. Ernst, does that happen to be the year that the Legion met in St. John?

Mr. Bowman : You are giving the evidence, why are you asking Mr. Ernst 
about it? You are challenging the records of your own office?

The Witness : Yes, I do.
Mr. Bowman : And you are challenging your own evidence.
The Witness: I am challenging the dates.
Mr. Ernst: My recollection—if you are asking me, is that the Legion met 

111 the election year, which is 1930. I may be wrong about the Legion Convention.
The Witness: I have been down three trips, and one was to the Convention 

deluding an inspection, and I think the other year—I went two years—t-o Prince 
Ldward Island.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Well, this expense account shows you went as far as St. John and back 

a§ain, does it not?—A. Yes.
T Q. If you leave from here for St. John this afternoon, when do you get to St. 
John, in the ordinary course of affairs?—A. I do not know.

Q. Would you not get into St. John to-morrow?—A. If you left in the 
Corning you could.
. Q. If you left here this afternoon you would get into St. John to-morrow?— 

I guess "you would, to-morrow afternoon.
Q. What is there to take five full days?—A. Pardon?
Q. What is there to take five full days?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Did you do any work down there, Doctor, when you spent five days?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I am asking, what is there in the expense account to prove,—apart from 

;°ur bald statement, that you collected money for five days,—that you were 
way five days?—A. There is that for it.

Q. Or any statement that would entitle you to the rate of $15 per day?—A. I 
ave discretionary powers—Q. I do not ask about your discretionary powers?—A. You are adding to it.Q. I am not adding or taking away, I am asking you?—A. I would discuss 
'ose accounts when we come to them, but I want to establish that this record of 
fences is not in keeping with the expense account before me.

Q- Well, Dr. MacTavish, you heard the evidence of Mr. Foran?—A. Yes.
Q- That your attendance was shown in the Commission’s Minutes?—A. Yes. 

p Q- And he proved the Minutes absolutely showing you as being present on 
ly dates or days—A. That would require some explanation. I think probably 

r- Loche could make it better than I.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. No, speak for yourself.—A. I will speak for myself in this instance.
Mr. Chevrier: Have we got the Minutes here?
The Chairman : No, I have sent for them.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. A es, Doctor. A. The attendances, as far as I am concerned—and you 

may think this is extraordinary, probably it is extraordinary—but the attendance 
record, as lar as I have known, has been only a book that is kept in the hall, 
attendance book where the staff of the Civil Service Commission sign in and out.

Q. Well, do you get Minutes from day to day?—A. I was coming to that.
Q. .lust a moment. Do you get Commission Minutes every dav?—A I do 

not see them.
9-' ^ do not see them? A. No, but my secretary sees them and if there is 

anything that she thinks is exceptional she calls my attention to it.
Q And then do you hold a Board meeting once a week, and the Minutes 

from day to day are there shewn to you and approved by you or otherwise?—A' 
Twice a week.

9" here the Minutes from day to day are approved or objected to?—A. The 
Minutes from day to day go through as a matter of course.
, 9 9 k?, not ask you ,h°w they went through. Are they approved or objected 
to’—f Jhc fe approved by the Chairman and Secretary.
,, 9, esi hut are they approved without being brought to the attention of
the other two Commissioners?-A. The Chairman usually says, “Are the 
Minutes correct?” ’

Q. Does he not always say, “ The Minutes are correct”?—A. Well when I 
am there he does. ’

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Dr. MacTavish, suppose you were away for five days, from Monday 

to Friday, from îe two weekly meetings, during your absence the other tw° 
Commissioners are present at those Board meetings. When you come bach 
do you go over the Minutes of those meetings to see what has taken place 
during your absence?—A. I do not, but I have that privilege.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you mean to say in answer to Mr. Vallance’s question, that you 

not go over the Minutes and find out what has happened in your absence?—A- * 
do not unless my secretary calls my attention to something exceptional.

. Mr ERNsr^ I presume you would not have a secretary unless you regard 
lnm or her.as efficient?-A Why, no; and more than that, if she did not do that 
and.I did it myself I might as well g0 over all the files twice.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The files have nothing to do with the Minutes.-A. Oh, yes; the Minute 

are a record of the files that have been dealt with by the Commissioners. .
Q All the mml reason why you, as a Commissioner, should know wha* 

took place m your absence.-A^ My secretary would call Anything peculiar t° 
my attention and I think Mr. Bowman, I can call attention at this investigate 
to some peculiarities. I have refrained from doing it because, while they h»v 
“ ,. en «f ed-1 ffid yesterday say it was a peculiar thing that-I did ^ 
cals hT PeCUhantyH v 1 Said 1 thousht it was a singular thing that all the 
if rhere was a ceas“ Ca8es where Dr- Roche dissented.
iDr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Well, now, you are getting off at an entirely different tangent.—A. I 
am coming back to the Minutes. If there was a case where there was something 
exceptional, which my secretary thought was exceptional, she would call my 
attention to it.

Q. Yes. What I understand you to say, in answer to Mr. Vallance is, that 
when you go away and subsequently return, you personally do not bother 
going over the Minutes to find out what has happened?—A. I do not think it is 
Necessary. She would call my attention to it.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. In view of the fact that she did not call your attention to it, in August, 

1929, and the fact that this expense account of yours shoxvs that you were 
ove days gone, or some number of days gone, and which is not shown on your 
expense account—did your secretary draw your attention to that fact when 
y°u came back?—A. No, she probably did not know anything about it, did 
n°t notice it.

Q. She did not know you were gone?—A. Oh, yes, she knew I was gone. She 
md not know anything about the Minute, as to whether those Minutes were 
handed out, but I have asked the Chairman to call my secretary.

By Mr. Madmis :
Q. Were you aware, Doctor, that there was a check kept on the attendance 

the Commission?—A. I did not know there was a check kept except-----

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In other words, you did not read the Minutes?—A. Oh, yes, I did.
Q. Well, then, you will know there was a check kept on the attendance of 

me Commissioners?—A. That is at the Board meetings, I thought it covered 
°% the Board sittings.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
> Q. You knew there was a check kept in the office?—A. That requires again, 
^r- Âlaclnnis, some explanation, and I think I am entitled to make it. The 
^tendance record of the whole staff, supposedly, is kept in a book in the hall.

Saunders referred to it. I think she had one with her here.

By the Chairman:
Q. That is what has been called the Attendance Book.—A. That is the 

^tendance book . Now, that contains, in red ink—I do not know how it started, I 
?ever asked—but the attendance of the Commissioners is put dowm there in red 
mk by someone, I do not know who does it.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. The attendance of the Commissioners?—A. The attendance of the Com

missioners is put down in red ink, not the attendance of others, and probably 
one who does it—I do not know who does it—
The Chairman: Miss Saunders said she did.
The Witness: Well, probably Miss Saunders does.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. When did you first become aware of the fact that that was being done? 

"""A. I became aware of that when I was told that I was being “watched.”
: Q. How long ago is that?—A. That was shortly after I came. I did not
mend, Mr. Ernst, to say that.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.l
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You would like to leave the impression with the Committee that you 

have been watched during the last five years?—A. If I had entertained that 
idea I would have complained about it in the Commission before.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. At any rate, you were put on your guard?—A. No, I was not.
Q. You were told you were being watched?—A. I did not feel it was 

necessary. I went ahead just the same whether I was being watched or not; 
but I have been told that repeatedly. You must be fair with me. Nobody can 
say that I did anything to verify it.

By the Chairman:
Q. In view of that statement, Doctor, you swore here earlier this morning 

that you had no knowledge that any record of attendances of the Commissioners 
was kept; that is correct, is it not?—A. I do not think so.

Q. You don’t think you swore that this morning?—A. I do not think so, 
Mr. Chairman.

Q. Bless my soul, Doctor! You repeated it not once, but you said ^ 
at least five times.-—A. You will allow me this, that you will not give me a 
chance to amplify. I do not regard that as a record, that attendance book, but 
nevertheless there is in that book—and I have only looked at it three times i° 
the six years I have been there—

Q. Just let us get it clear. We do want to get something definite on this 
record, and I want to be absolutely fair to you.—A. I think you do, Mr. Chair' 
man.

Q. Lou did swear here this morning—just let us take it by stages—that 
you had no knowledge that any record of the attendances of Commissioners was 
kept, did you not?—A. The part, sir, that I did not—

Q. Wait, please. Let us take it one step at a time. Did you or did y°u 
not swear to that in this Committee this morning?—A. If I did then—

Q. Not, “if,”—did you or did you not?—A. I did not.
Q. All right. Now, then, Mr. Reporter----- A. I still urge, Mr. Chairman

that you did not give me a chance to finish, and I am not having a chance t° 
finish now, and the record will show I had no chance to finish.

Mr. MacInnis: I asked the question.
The Chairman : I am going to bind this witness down to something, if ^ 

is the last thing I do in this Committee. I am going to get somewhere definn®’
The Witness: I am challenging the record, and I say,—what I mean 

say is, if I said that all right—but what I mean to say is, if there is a recor 
kept it was only the record in the hall that I know of. I did not regard that a^ 
any record.

Q. Let me see if you agree with me, then, in this: If you did swear befor® 
this Committee this morning that you did not know that a record of the attend' 
ances of Commissioners was kept, what you meant was, some record separat 
and distinct from the Attedance Book?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, that is definite, is it?—A. That is definite.
Q. That is definite?—A. That is definite.
Q. And you told me that you looked at this attendance book from time t° 

time?—A. Oh, no.
The Chairman : Just go back, Mr. Reporter, and read what he did sa}- 

Just a few questions back.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Reporter (Reading) :
“A. You will allow me this, that you will not give me a chance to amplify.
I do not regard that as a record, that attendance book, but nevertheless 
there is in that book—and I have only looked at it three times in the six 
years I have been there.—”

By the Chairman:
Q. So that you did know there was an attendance book, and you did 

look at it at least on three occasions? Now, this shows you have been there.— 
A. I saw that book possibly three times in that time.

Q. That is what you said before; you looked in it three times.—A. But I 
did not regard that as an attendance book for the Commissioners.

Q. I am not suggesting that you did regard it as an attendance book for 
the Commissioners; but that is what you meant then this morning, what you 
have just now explained, when you said you did not know that a record of your 
attendance was being kept?—A. Yes.

Q. And, combined with that, you had been warned as far back as 1926 
that you were being watched?—A. Yes.

Q. So that I can summarize by saying, having been warned that you were 
being watched, as far back as 1926, knowing that there was an attendance book, 
having seen it on three occasions, you still did not regard that as any record of 
the attendance of Commissioners?—A. No.

The Chairman : All right, that is what I want to get clear.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. On the three occasions on which you saw this attendance book, what 

Prompted you to look at it; why did you want to look at it?—A. I looked at 
it to see how the staff signed in and out, and to see whether certain ones signed 
in and out, and to see certain absences, and I was quite surprised to see that 
certain ones did not sign at all; but, on the several occasions I looked, I noticed 
niy name down as present, while others were not mentioned.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. And on the occasions you found your name there, did not you regard it 

as something important?—A. I did not regard it as a serious matter at all. It 
Was never sanctioned by the Commission, never brought up before the Com
mission, during my time at any rate.

Q. But you did know, apart from that, that the daily minute indicated 
whether you were present, or whether you were not?—A. No, I took it only as 
regards the board meetings.

Q. Well, now, I ask you again, do you mean to say that you did not read 
the daily minutes of the Commission?—A. I say, Mr. Ernst, that I left that to 
my secretary, and she called my attention to anything that, to her, seemed 
irregular.

Q. Have you ever read the daily minutes of the Commission?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. Well, now, did not you realize that those minutes contained a notation as 

to what Commissioners were present on that particular day?—A. I cannot say 
that I realized it.

Q. Well, didn’t you?—A. No, I did not. What I was interested in was 
just the minutes—the proceedings.

Q. You have never noticed that in the daily minutes?—A. No.
Q. You were unaware of that until this morning?—A. I was surprised that 

they had that record this morning.
Q. Although the daily minutes are read at every board meeting?—A. Oh, 

Pardon me.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Oh, they are not read?—A. No.
Q. Just asked if they are approved?—A. They go to the Commissioners 

for approval. We sign only minutes. Those are the ones that are brought 
before us and they are not incorporated in these daily minutes.

Q. No, but you are asked at every board meeting, which you attend, whether 
>ou approve the dailv minutes for the period which has elapsed since the last 
board meeting. A. At any at which I am present. I am not objecting to those; 
I am saying that I did not know that that record was kept, in the minutes, of 
the attendance. Attendance vas not ever discussed at the board

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And do I understand you to say that you did not read the minutes?— 

A. I read the minutes that were called to my attention bv my secretary as 
irregular, or for some other reason.

Q. That is, in other words, you did not read the minutes yourself, but if 
your secretary ca led your attention to something that was irregular then you 
read that particular minute?-A. The minutes, Mr. Bowman-I think you are

Q. Please answer my question.—A. No, I did not read all the minutes, no. 
Q; ■" • - Siîy s°- ^nd what you say further is that this record of attend

ance that is Doing kept, and which has been produced, was never sanctioned by 
the Commissioners?—A. This record here?

Q. Yes.—A. Not sanctioned in my time.
Q- I mean the record that was kept by Miss Saunders?—A. Not sanc

tioned m my time, Mr. Bowman. It might have come along from the former-----
Q. And are vie to understand that it is something new that is being kept, 

a record that is being kept by the Commission without being sanctioned by 
them?—A.. It was never discussed by the Board in my time.

Q. Has, or has not, a copy of this record been sanctioned by the Commis- 
sIon?-A. I cannot tell you. It never was in my time.

Q. And you, as a Commissioner, swear that you do not know whether this 
record kept by - iss Saunders is sanctioned or not?—A. I know now that it is 
kept but it has never been sanctioned, as far as I know.

Q. Up until you appeared here this morning, you did not know?-A. You 
ask me if it had been sanctioned. I say___

Q-. I asked you if the keeping of the record has been sanctioned by the 
Commission? A. Not as far as I know-not in my time.

Q And until you came into this witness box this morning you did not 
know that Miss Saunders kept that record?-A. That is quite true.

Q. Just a minute now you did not know that Miss Saunders kept that 
record with the authority of the Commission?—A No 1

Q. All right, and you say that you had seen it' several times and have
been told that you have been “ watched ”?_A yP«

Q. Is that correct?—A. Correct.
, ^ what mterva)s during your occupancy of this office?—A Well, it

years, but I

report ESS «Serry„rs aSA. Yes, they were more frequent when I fimt came WCre e‘”g watched?" 
Q. Yes, but you still have them thpv w+Vu . • , , . ,

Well, I cannot sav that now. They were not 1 anv ™ COme T‘° *
them seriously. “ 0t ot any consequence. I never took

Q- Have they ceased to come to vou?_A t „ p i ,, , .ceased. Mr. Bowman. 3 U" A- 1 do not know that they have
[Dr. N. MacTaviah.]
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Q. They have not ceased even yet?—A. I do not know that they have.
Q. So that right from the start, right up to the present time, some persons 

have been telling you that you have been watched, that your activities have 
been watched?—A. As a matter of fact—and I hope you will not question me 
on it-----

Q. Do not say it if you do not want us to question you on it.—A. All right. 
Very good.

Q. And for what were you being watched?—A. Well, I cannot tell you that.
Q. You do not know?—A. No. The popular phrase is—I do not like to 

use it—“ They are out to get you.” Now, who “ they ” are I do not know.
The Chairman : Excuse me, Miss Saunders. I asked for the Attendance 

Book. I asked the secretary of the Commission to have here, at 3.30, the 
Attendance Book and the Minutes for August, 1929. I would like you to be 
here then, too, please.

Miss Saunders: Very good, Mr. Chairman. I was not leaving now. I 
was just going out to telephone.

The Chairman : Excuse me, Mr. Bowman, but I notice in Dr. Mac- 
Tavish’s expense account here it says “ See vouchers 72 and 224 ”. What 
vouchers would those be?

Miss Saunders : Are they not among the vouchers that were sent up yes
terday?

Mr. MacInnis: All the vouchers are here.
The Chairman: I wonder if you could get those vouchers for me, Miss 

Saunders?
Miss Saunders : I really do not know a great deal about those accounts.
Mr. Bowman : Is Dr. MacTavish’s secretary here? Wre might ask her.
The Chairman : WThose writing is that, have you any idea, Miss Saun

ders?
Miss Saunders : Yes, I think it is the clerk’s in my office who looks after 

the accounts.
The Chairman : Then that would refer to some voucher, you think, or 

does it refer to some of those vouchers that are already here?
Miss Saunders: Well, I think so. The voucher, I think, is the requisi- 

tlQn that is made out asking for the money.
The Chairman: V7e will adjourn till 3.30, gentlemen.

The Committee adjourned at 1 p m. to resume at 3.30 p.m.

AFTERNOON SITTING 

The Committee resumed at 3.30 p.m.

Newton MacTavish, examination resumed:

By the Chairman:
Q. Dr. MacTavish, since the adjournment this morning, I have looked up 

every available record in the Civil Service Commission to try and straighten 
this matter of the record of your attendance in the month of August, 1929. 

Vou stated this morning that you were away on that occasion for five days, 
cither commencing with the 20th or finishing with the 20th, and cited these 
Minutes to indicate that discrepancy?—A. Yes, according to this record.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. When you say you were away on the 20th, do you mean that you were 

either out of Ottawa that day or you left Ottawa that day, is that right?—A. 
Well, we discussed that before.

Q. I did not ask you if we had discussed it before. Please answer.—A. I 
think I said then that I did not know whether I left on the 20th or what day, 
but in all probability it would include the 20th, whether it was before or after.

Q. So that if you were in the Commission, then, on the 20th, and you left 
on the afternoon of the 20th, you would have charged a half day?—A. Right.

Q. Or you were out of the Commission offices the whole day of the 20th?— 
A. I do not recall that.

Q. Well, were you or were you not?—A. I do not know.
By the Chairman:

. Q" ^.n -^u8ust the 20th, 1929, Doctor, the Minutes of the Civil Service Com
mission show that that day was a Tuesday and that there were present on that 
day yourself and Mr. Tremblay. You presided on August the 20th.—A What 
day is that, on August the 20th?

Q. Tuesday, August 20, 1929. You presided in the absence of the Chair
man, and y ou signed the Minutes of that day as Chairman of the meeting- 
According to this record, it would indicate that on Wednesday, August 21st, 
none of the Commissioners were present that day at the Commission offices, 
because the Minutes say ‘Commissioners present” and they do not fill in any 
names, and in glancing over the Minutes of that day it appears that there were 
purely entries of routine matters, and Dr. Roche, as Chairman, instead of 
signing the Minutes of that day merely put his initials at the place where the 
Chairman usually signs. On August the 22nd, Thursday, there is no Minute.

n Friday, August the 23, 1929, it shows that you were absent.—A. Pardon me, 
did you say that Thursday there was no Minute?

Q' T^iere is n<-> Minute of any kind for Thursday, August the 22, 1929.— 
A. No Minute at all? ’

Q. No Minute of any kind. Was that a holiday?
Miss Saunders: I think there may be something noted in the margin; if 

there w as only one Commissioner present that day the Minutes would not be 
dated that da^, but we would note it in the margin of the 23rd.

Chairman. Will you please come up here and see if you can help me- 
Miss Saunders points out to me that the reason there are no Minutes for 
Thursday, August the 22nd, is because there were not two Commissioners present 
on that day and her statement would appear to be borne out by the statement 
filed which we are now considering to determine the accuracy or inaccuracy of 
same there would not be Minutes drawn for that day, but the Minutes of that 
day would be included in the 23rd, and in substantiation of her statement she 
points out to me that there is a marginal note on the Minutes of that day, 
August 23rd, that they include the Minutes of August the 22nd

Mr. Ernst: May I point out, Mr. Chairman, that the Attendance Book 
corroborates that in that it shows that on August the 22nd the only Commis
sioner present was Dr. Roche.
., Jhe Chairman : Well now, to continue with August the 23rd, then, we have 
th6 Minutes of both the 22nd and 23rd,—and according to the Minute Book 
Dr. MacTavish was absent on August the 23rd, that is Fridav.

Mr. Chevrier: Is that 1928?
The Chairman: 1929 is what we are dealing with.
The next Minute is Saturday, August 24, 1929, which again indicates that 

Messrs. Roche and Tremblay were present and not Mr. MacTavish Sunday 
would not be charged against Commissioner MacTavish as an absent day in
I Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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any event, as it came at the end of the period. Therefore, according to those 
■Minutes, it would appear that the record which we have here of absences of 
Dr. MacTavish is correct when it shows that he was absent from the 22nd to 
the 24th inclusive, with the possible exception that, apparently, he was absent 
°n Wednesday, August the 21st.

Mr. Ernst: If you go then to the Attendance Book—
The Chairman: I am dealing with the Minute Book. No Commissioner 

"'as credited with being either present or absent in the Minutes of Wednesday, 
August 21, 1929.

Mr. Ernst: On the Attendance Book, under date of August 20th, appear 
the names present,—Dr. MacTavish and Commissioner Tremblay. August 
the 19th—I will go back a day—appear the names of Dr. MacTavish and Com
missioner Tremblay. August the 21st, Dr. Roche and Dr. MacTavish. August 
the 22nd, Dr. Roche only. That is the date it was blank in the Minute Book.

The Chairman: Yes, no Minute for Thursday.
Mr. Ernst: My point is, that this Minute, apparently as far as we go, 

August the 23rd, present: Dr. Roche and Commissioner Tremblay; Commis
sioner MacTavish apparently absent ; August 24th, Dr. Roche and Commis
sioner Tremblay, which would indicate from the Attendance Book that Com
missioner MacTavish was absent from August 22nd to 24th inclusive, and was 
Present again on Monday, August 26th—all three Commissioners being present 
°u that day.

The Witness: This record here,—and this is the record I have under con
sideration—shows that 1 was absent on the 25th and on the 27th.

Mr. Ernst: You are looking at the wrong year now, what year are you 
Wking at now?—A. Oh, yes, that is the other one.

The Chairman : August, 1929, is what we are dealing with.
Q. Now then, Dr. MacTavish, I want to point out to you another entry in 

c°rroboration of the accuracy of these Minutes. Here is a statement of your 
exPenses which is produced by the Civil Service Commission for this trip in 
Question, a duplicate copy of which you apparently referred to this morning 
when you fixed the date of August 20th. Although your statement is made out 
Under date of August 20th, it has on the bottom of it, “ See vouchers 72 and 224.” 
These vouchers, Miss Saunders explains to us—and it also has another one, “ See 
v°ucher 235 ” arc requisitions made on the accountant for money for the pay
ment of expenses. The first voucher referred to, No. 72, was a voucher made 
out for you for an advance for travelling expenses, and perhaps we can dis
regard that. On the other hand, voucher No. 224, in which you obtained $50 
toward travelling expenses, in addition to that $50 previously obtained, was 
made out' and dated August the 21st, 1929, signed by W. Ecran and W. J. 
“uynter, the accountant, certifying to it.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. You understand, that was a requisition for an advance for this trip, 

Doctor, not after it was made or during its progress.—A. Yes, that same trip,
^°es it say that.trip? , . .

Q. Your voucher shows it is credited to that trip as an advance.—A. 1 hat 
may be; that is a common practice; yes, it may be.

By the Chairman:
Q. I am merely trying to collect together all the evidence available as to 

whether you were or were not in Ottawa on the days shown on these state
ments which were returned to us by the Civil Service Commission and which 
have been challenged by you. That voucher, as I say, No. 224, for an advance,

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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is dated August 21st, 1929. Now, then, voucher No. 235, to which is attached 
your original statement for expense account, which original statement bears 
date August 29th, 1929, is signed by Dr. Roche instead of by the Secretary of 
the Civil Service Commission, and again certified by W. J. Paynter, accountant, 
on the same day.

Mr. Chevrier: Was that on August 29th?
The Chairman : August 29th.
Mr. Chevrier: And what is the amount of that?
The Chairman : That is the full amount of his expenses, $111.10 for this 

trip to New Brunswick. On the statement there is “ Credited to previous 
advance—$50,” to which I referred, and shows a balance owing you of $11.10! 
for which this voucher was a requisition.

Mr. Chevrier: That is on the 29th of August.
The Chairman: The 29th of August.
Q. Therefore, Doctor, I think you must agree with me that although vour 

statement of expenses was dated August 20th, 1929, it is pretty obvious that 
it was made out and attached to this voucher on the 29th August, 1929.-— 
A. They are always made afterwards.

Q. And, therefore, that voucher and this date does not, in itself, give any 
evidence as to the inaccuracy of this report filed with us by the Civil Service 
Commission of absences.—A. Well, you will recall—

Mr. MaoInnis: Would not the other vouchers rather prove that the attend
ance record is correct? >

The Chairman: I do not think there is any question about that. I was 
putting it in its mildest form. The attendance record having been prima jo.de 
proven before this Committee, I merely put it on this basis, now is there any
thing submitted to disprove it? So far I think the evidence submitted does not 
disprove the accuracy of this record. If anything, it substantiates it.

Mr. Chevrier: Is there any trouble there about the other items in August, 
from the 1st to the 3rd, and the 9th to the 10th or the 15th?

Mr. Ernst: Dr. MacTavish does not raise any question about those.
Mr. Bowman : If you were going to ask about those earlier dates, would 

you mind if we first finished up with the 20th?
Mr. Chevrier. My concern is to find out—maybe some of you can help me 

—whether the Doctor was present at his office on the 20th?
Air Ernst: The Minutes show that he signed the Minutes of the Commis

sion on that day, on the 20th, down at the Commission offices after he charged 
a day s expenses for being in New Brunswick

i ThLe Chairman: On Tuesday August 20, 1929, the record of the Minutes 
show that Dr. MacTavish presided at the meeting, and Dr. MacTavish’s signa
ture appears at the foot of the Minutes under the word “approved,” and above 
the words For the Chairman,” so that he signed this with his own signature.

Mr. Ernst: And the attendance record shows he was present on the 2lst, 
which is the second day that he says he was away and for wffiich he charged 
expenses.

Mr- Chevrier: I will be very obliged if you will kindly follow that up 
Because it helps me considerably; wffiat about the 21st?
rln ^ |ie. Chairman : So far as the Minutes are concerned, Mr. Chevrier, they 
4i„Z o? moo uhw,I lf+?nyi Commissioners were present on Wednesday, 
mS V i?’ lvlt I1'6 att^dance book does show that Dr. MacTavish was 
present with Dr. Roche on Wednesday, August the 21st

Mr. Chevrier: That is the attendance record?
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Chairman : Yes, the attendance record, but not the Minutes in them
selves. And I call attention to the fact that in that Minute Dr. Roche did not 
sign as Chairman of the meeting. He merely appended his initials.

Mr. Chevrier: Without going any further into it at all, 'prima fade I would 
say that the Minute signed by Dr. MacTavish might be conclusive evidence, 
but you will appreciate that I am not quite prepared to admit that the Attend
ance Book would not carry, to my mind, the same weight as the Minutes.

Mr. Ernst: With the Attendance Book, if it comes to a question of the 
Weight of evidence, and the Minute Book, it is conclusive evidence against him.

Mr. Chevrier: The Attendance Book is not subject to the same conclusive 
Proof of evidence as the Minutes.

Mr. Bowman: You should bear in mind, Mr. Chevrier, that this voucher 
was paid on August 21st. He got an advance on August 21st in Ottawa.

Mr. Ernst: It is merely a corrobative fact. When he was supposed to be 
away he got $50 out of the Commission, when he swears he was in New
Brunswick.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Now, Mr. MacTavish, you stated, prior to the time of adjournment, 

that the account slip showing your travelling expenses would be dated either 
the first day or the last day on which you went on your trip.—A. I said—

Q And the voucher in question bears date August the 20, 1929. What 
exPlanation have you to offer?—A. Just this, Mr. Bowman: During the lunch I 
asked my secretary if she recalled this, if she had any precise record of this, 
aild she reminded me—

Mr Ernst- I do not think you should be allowed to say of what she 
reminded you I am taking the objection, Mr. Chairman, that the witness can
not say of what he was reminded. His secretary can be called to say what she 
does remember, but I do not think the vitness can.

Mr. Bowman : You cannot give evidence as to what she said.
The Witness: No, she was not here. That is what she says. There was 

80ltieone else then.
The Chairman: Just for future reference, it is not proper, in giving evidence, 

f°r you to say what someone else told you, but it is perfectly proper for you to
that as a result of something somebody told you it recalled back something 

y0Ur mind. We will call your secretary herself in a few minutes.
The Witness: I did not swear that this was a precise record. I was com

bing it with this—
Mr Chevrier- Doctor, when you say that this was not a precise record 

aPd that you were" comparing it with “that,” it does not mean anything in the 
n<>tes of evidence. If you will kindly identify both of the documents to which

have referred it will make it clear on the record.

By Mr. Ernst:
^ tQ. What you are saying is, the record of expenses1 is not a proper record?—
^ cannot take it as the precise 

°P*d likely include the 20th.
dates. I think I indicated that. I said it

daVl Q. What we are interested 
ys.-A. I can explain—

to know about is in connection with the five

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Dot Q- You say, in connection with the bill of expenses, that the date there is 

Necessarily a precise date?—A. Oh, no.
49322—53 [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Well, then, how are you going to prove by something that is not a precise 
date that something else is?

Mr. Ernst: That something else is wrong.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Yes. Now you say where it shows August 20, 1929, that that is not 

necessarily a precise date, and then you are going to prove from that, where the 
attendance record shows August 22nd to August 24th, that these are not correct 
dates.—A. That record there, that is the one that was handed in to the Com
mittee, as I look over it, this was, I think, the first one I discovered that did 
not properly compare with my expense sheet. I only took two items. That was 
one of them, and if I did not make the reservation I should have, that the 20th, 
I cannot say whether that was the 25th, or the 15th to the 20th, or the 20th 
to the 25th. I have been told since that I had a different secretary. The record 
was not kept the same; but I was in New Brunswick sufficiently close to that 
date.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Doctor, when you travelled like that, did you travel on a ticket or on a 

pass.—A. On a pass to a point where -we cross the State of Maine. We had to 
pay cash there.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Do you know the number of the pass?—A. I do not think I have it with 

me. It is an annual pass.
Q. Have you the same number each year?—A. No, the last two years it has 

been the same.
Mr. Ernst. Perhaps we could find out the number. It seems to me, from 

the way we are getting the Doctor into difficulties he ought to have a solicitor 
to advise him because the implications are rather grave, if the pass does does 
not bear out what he says.

Witness: °h> well, Mr. Ernst, the pass would bear the date, if it were 
looked up, near enough the 20th. I have said that might not be the correct date, 
but it is sufficiently near this record.

Q. You have sworn definitely that you were away on the 20th, and that 
this record was wrong?-A. Let us grant you that. In spite of thati- 
,, 1 ,fair ,to y°u- , You swore you were away on the 20th, and
then we find a Minute which is definitely signed by you, a Minute signed by 
you on that date. \ ou swore you were away for five days, of which the 20th 
is one, and we find on the 21st that you are making a requisition for cash to g°-

Mr. Chevrier: That is, the document would be signed on that date?
Mr. Ernst: The advance for cash is apparently not made, not beforé the 

document is signed, I assume. We find also that the attendance book shows yo« 
as being present on the 21st. J

Mr. Chevrier: Subject to all that—
Mr. Ernst: I want him to see the gravity of the situation, because it docs 

not amount merely to the fact that you are incorrect, it means something else- 
that your account was padded to boot, if the records are correct. Someone * 
horribly wrong; it is a serious situation. It is not merely a question of inac
curacy, it is a question which might involve a criminal charge

The Witness: I was away on Commission business about that time, app»r' 
ently, according to this, and the 20th was included F
[Dr. N. MacTavieh.]
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> , Mr. Ernst: I am merely trying to point out the gravity of the situation, 
y is quite possible that it is all capable of perfectly innocent explanation ; but 
. am merely pointing out to you that if those records are correct and you are 
'^correct, it is more serious than a mere mistake on your part.

Mr. Chevrier: I am quite prepared to admit this, Mr. Ernst—
Mr. Ernst: I simply want to be fair.
Mr. Chevrier: Yes, that is the primary idea.
Mr. Ernst: And I was wondering whether he ought not to get advice, as a 

Matter of fact.
The Witness: I do not think so, Mr. Ernst. As I see it, the only point of 

JJy consequence is—and you may differ with me—whether I was in New Bruns- 
Wjck, whether I spent that money in the public interest—

By Mr. Ernst:
col- 

—A.
unj yes, that would make quite a difference.

Mr. Chevrier: There may be an honest difference, Mr. Ernst.
... Mr. Ernst: I am merely pointing out the seriousness of the apparent
Nation.

The Witness: Is the other Minute signed by me?
Q. There is one Minute signed by you, on the 20th, Dr. MacTavish; and 

e find on the 21st—and I point it out again—the attendance book shows you 
j.s absent from the offices, and we find on the 21st a requisition for cash for you 
j° So on this trip when you have sworn you were away.—A. I swore according 
0 this document.

Q. No, you did not swear according to anything. You swore definitely.

, Q. Do you not see, Doctor, the gravity of the whole thing, where you 
jvted five days’ expenses and were only away three, as the record shows?

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Had you seen the attendance book at all?—A. No.
Q. But you had seen the Minutes of the 20th?—A. Apparently I did.
Mr. Ernst: I would like to know that. Apparently you did or you did not. 

' aitl going to show it to you. Is that your signature, Dr. MacTavish? 
v, Mr. Chevrier: Look at the Minute and give us the date, Doctor, and see 

ether that is your signature.
i, Mr. Ernst : The Chairman has just suggested it, something I have just 
>verh ' - -

% card. There is a perfectly innocent explanation as far as the five days are
'cerned.

r The Chairman : The explanation is palpable on the face of it, having 
Jted to all the records before us. He leaves Ottawa on the afternoon train 

the 21st to go to Montreal. The train leaves here at 3.35. He counts that 
day. The 22nd, on which he was absent, is two days; the 23rd, three days; 

t^pCday the 24th, four days; and the Sunday, on which he returned, of which 
rc is no record in the Commission because it is a Sunday, is the fifth day. 
^r. Ernst: Which disposes of that phase of it, Mr. Chevrier, 

thk is that your signature, Dr. MacTavish?—A. Yes; but there is just
s Point, that I may have signed this, that Minute Book, very probably did— 

left t^e Chairman : For goodness sake, Doctor, do not contend now that you 
“ere on the 20th.

pi ^tr. Ernst: There has been a very fine explanation made for you. Now 
7Se accept it.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Witness: I say those Minutes are usually signed afterwards. If I was 
here on the 20th, the Minute would not be ready for me to sign.

Mr. Ernst: Take the lead the Chairman has given you, Dr. MacTavish.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. With regard to this date of August 20th, let us just clear that up. You 

swore this morning that that was either the first day or the last day upon which 
you went on this trip! A. Apparently, I said, according to this document. I*" 
I did not say that I intended to.

Q. According to the document then.—A. This document, that is the only 
thing I have to go by.

The Chairman. According to a duplicate original of his expense account.
The Witness: les, that is all I wanted to establish, that this has been iu 

keeping with my record, and I grant you then that my record was not correct 
as to the time.

By Mr. Bowman: ,
Q. Then when you swore positively this morning that these accounts wer® 

made out so as to include every day, or rather including either the day y°u 
started out or the day you got home, or sometime during the trip, you were 
wrong?—A. They are approximately right.

Q. I do not care about approximately.—A. Oh. yes, as to that apparently 
I was wrong.

Q. And is that the kind of evidence on which you want to question the 
records of your own Commission?—A. 1 expected that, Mr. Bowman.

Q. Well, is it, or is it not? You are challenging the records of your own 
^°AIin\TSS10in *S *lat and of evidence on which you want to question then1 ■ 
—A. I o, t iat is not the evidence. I have some more evidence. I have one other 
item. Maybe that too is wrong.

Q Well, have you any more on this item?—A. I have nothing more to 
say, Mr. Bowman, other than this : that I was away that length of time in con
nection with my duties in the Civil Service Commission.

Q. Some time about that period?—A. Yes, and on business for the Ci^ 
Service Commission, and I know pretty well what the business was; but I haV® 
one other item—

Q Just a minute we have not got to that item yet. You also said this morn- 
mg, that from the time that you went into the service friends of yours, 
enemies 1 do not know which you meant—had come to you and told you th^1 
you were being watched?—A. Yes.

Q. And alter that you kept hearing that again and again?—A I hav® 
heard it repeatedly.

Q. Repeatedly?—A. Yes.
Q. For years?—A. Yes.
Q. And the explanation just before the adjournment was, that you we®® 

being watched because someone was trying to get you?—A. Yes
Q. What for?—A. I do not know.
Q. You do not know?—A. No.
Q. Had y ou done anything that anyone should try and get you?—A.
Q. Well, then, there was no reason why anybody should make this state' 

ment to you, was there?—A. I did not bother with it at all, Mr Bowman.
Q. But still they came to be repeated to you?—A. Yes; there were state' 

ments made even in the public Press, all very erroneous statements
Q. As to you being watched?—A. As to my doing thin^
Q. As to your doing things?—A. Not just that wav "
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Q. Or as to someone trying to get you?—A. No; not just quite that, but 
they might be the same thing.

Q. And you also said that there were some other peculiarities that you 
were withholding. You intimated that. Now, just what peculiarities are you 
withholding?—A. I do not think it was peculiarities, Mr. Bowman.

Mr. Chevrier: If he is withholding peculiarities, he is withholding them, 
that is all. I submit, Mr. Chairman that if he is withholding anything, if the 
witness wants to say now what he did not say before, he is at perfect liberty to 
ho so, but nobody on this Committee can force him to say what he did not want 
t° say a moment ago.

Mr. Bowman : I am not trying to force him to say anything. I am asking 
What are the peculiarities that he is withholding.

The Chairman : Wait a minute, gentlemen. As I understand it, the witness 
Said this morning that there was certain information which he had obtained and 
which he did not care to disclose..

Mr. Bowman : Peculiarities was the word he used.
, The Chairman: And he said he did not wrant to be questioned on it, and 
Mr- Bowman then said “Do not say if you do not want to be questioned on it.” 
''°w, that, I thought, was a perfectly proper statement, so I made no objection 
0 it. Now, I understand, Mr. Bowman, you are asking the witness what it 

was he was going to say this morning which he withheld?
Mr. Bowman : No, no; not at all. Subsequent to that statement the witness 

Said that there were some peculiarities that he had withheld. Something sub
sequent to my remark at that time not to say anything if he did not want to be 
Questioned about it.

The Chairman : You are asking him what were those peculiarities?
Mr. Bowman : Yes.
The Chairman : I cannot see any objection to that.
Mr. Bowman : The witness can answer as he likes.
The Witness: I think, Mr. Bowman, that the peculiarities I spoke about 

^ere the same thing. I think that it was the same thing. I rather think that 
^at was in my mind and I expressed it probably in another way later on.

Q. You have brought out all the peculiarities you had in your mind, have 
" °u?—A. I have not brought any out.

Q. Well is there anything you would like to say to this Committee?— 
^ I would like to sav this, that I withheld the statement—if I used the word 
Peculiarities it is a good word—if I were to explain what the peculiarity was 
put was in my mind it would not be something that I would,—I do not want 
l° do it__it would involve one or two persons that are prominent.
y0 Mr. Ernst: For goodness’ sake, Doctor, do not mention it at all, unless 

U are going to explain.
The Witness: Well, all right.
Mr. Chevrier: If what you have in mind is vital to your case, then you 

Sce the sole arbiter as to whether you should say it or not, but if it is not 
thi nling that is vital to your case—if it is something that is not going to lead 
Co® pommittee to a better understanding of the facts—well, that is for your own 

S(1ience to say.
iHj^Mie Witness: It has not anything to do with what is before this Com-

that Mr. Bowman : That is the point I am trying to clear up. The innuendo 
Um _Was made with respect to the remarks. Do not make any innuendos 

ss you really have something to say.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Witness: You are asking, Mr. Bowman, if anybody had ever said 
to me that I was being watched, and such like.

Q. That was not what I was referring to at all. You volunteered that 
yourself.—A. I beg your pardon, I thought it was.

The Chairman: Is there anything further arising out of this matter fro# 
August 22nd to 24th, 1929?

Mr. Chevrier: I thought we were through with all this, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr Bowman: I want to know what record there is on file, and what y°u 

did on this trip too, wherever it was you went to, under date of August 22nd 
to 24thi

The Chairman: If any?
The Witness. No record. No particulars.

By Mr. Bowman:
,, Q- No particulars at all?—A. Oh, yes, I have looked at it. I know wha* 
the particulars are myself.

Q. Well, I am asking you, is there any written record of the business that 
you performed on this trip for the Commission for which you charged the 
Government?—A. Not here, no

Q. Have you got it anywhere?—A. Yes.
Q. Where?—A. In my head.
Q. In your head?—A. Yes.

wherMl^rLorH^f 1° ™derstand, Dr. MacTavish, that that is the only pDce
-in your head?-!N^alÆ ^ ^ Government exPense are carried' 

Q. Not all?—-A. No. ’
Q. But that is all there is with respect to this particular trip?—A. We11-

r. tnorfi HPl—   i i i —■ 1The records may show why I went there.

I went down,-

it is known why I went there 
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. What records? A. At the Civil Service Commission, 
for instance, one case was at Woodstock.

By Mr. Bowman:
0.., Q' hvever mind one case. I am talking about this case, August 22nd t0
24t n • 1SLthe Case 1 am peaking of, at Woodstock, N.B. t

Q. That is where you went to on this date?—A. That is one place I was 9 • 
Q. Yes, where else?—A. St. John 
Q. St. John?—A. Yes.
Q- And wl?at business were you on?—A. At Woodstock there was grflj 

difficulty over the appointment of a caretaker under National Defence in 
Armoury t îere. I discussed it with Dr. Roche and it was decided that I ^Sii 
better go down and try to straighten it out. It was something,-I do not rec»“ 
exactly what it was. It might have been the residence qualifications.

Q. You have just said what it was, have you not?—A. I say I do not kn° 
the precise, it was some difficulty, probably a disability entitlement of a 
or his residence qualifications. He had no right. It was something to do 
the competition we were then conducting for that caretakership in the armourl 

Q. Where?—A. At Woodstock.
■ Mt. Bowman. Mr. Putman, kindly let me have the file in connect’011 

with that appointment.
Q. And what else? A. Well, I am not sure of this date. I was d°'' 

three times.
Q. I am talking about this date.—A. I am saying I am not sure about tjj’ 

date. I should rather think that I stayed at a place, I think it was Kentv’11 
near Wolfville.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Mr. Ernst: Oh, Dr. MacTavish, how are you going to get from St. John 
to Kentville, without getting across the Bay of Fundy.

Mr. Chevrier: Let the witness proceed.
Mr. Ernst: I do not want Dr. MacTavish swearing that a trip to St. John 

took him to Kentville, N.S. I mean, his geography should be better than that.
Mr. MacInnis: If Dr. MacTavish wants to swear to that, surely it is all

right.
Mr. Ernst: All right, let him go. I was only trying to hold him up.
The Witness: I can tell you what place it is without naming it. I cannot 

narne it. It is probably 15 or 20 miles away, I will say, this side of Wolfville.
Mr. Ernst: That is just as bad.

By Air. Bowman:
Q. And that was the other business which you performed on this trip?—A. 

^o, I am saying—
Q. Well, I am talking about this trip. Surely you can answer my question. 

p-A. Well, I went on to St. John. There was some difficulty there in the port, 
ln the St. John Customs office.

. Q. Did you go to all those other places?—A. I realize that was another 
trip.

Q. You realize from what Mr. Ernst stated that you could not possibly do 
1*'-—A. But, Mr. Bowman—

Q. Is it true or not true?—A. I said it was a place I cannot recall the 
6atoe of. I realize that Wolfville is in Nova Scotia.

Mr. Bowman: It is the most extraordinary situation I have ever come 
a°ross, Dr. MacTavish, coming from a man holding the position of a Com
missioner.

By Air. Ernst:
Q. Just one question, Dr. MacTavish. You swore this morning that you 

never noticed that the Minutes contained a record of who was present.
Mr. Chevrier: Well, Mr. Ernst, if they did not contain a record of the 

mesence—
Mr. Ernst: Mr. Chevrier, the evidence of the witness was that he had 

ever noticed until this morning that the Minutes of'the Commission, the daily 
AIlnutes, contained a record of Commissioners present.

Mr. Chevrier: They probably did not constitute a record.
The Chairman: Don’t let us quibble.

By Air. Ernst:
Q. Will you just look at that heading, Dr. MacTavish, of August the 20th?
I see August the 20th without looking at it. 

q, Q. You see that headline states, “Present, Commissioners MacTavish and 
iremblay?”—A. Yes, I see that.

Q- In plain print?—A. Yes.
Q- And never noticed that before?—A. No.
Q. On any daily Minutes?—A. I may have, but what I said here—
Q- Have you ever noticed it before?—A. Well, no.
Q- Now, that is what you swore to this morning. Thank you. 

of The Chairman: Any other questions, gentlemen, arising but of this matter 
the dates in August of 1929?

Mr. Chevrier: Not by me.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Witness: I would like, if I may, to inform the Committee, in looking 
at this bill I find not only have I St. John, but I have a note of Woodstock, so 
that I was in Woodstock and St. John.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What bill are you looking at, Doctor?—A. The one you were looking at-
Q. Not a copy of what you filed with the Commission?—A. No. I don’t 

know whether it is St. John or not. Yes, St. John is down here, so that I was 
at Woodstock and St. John on that trip.

Q. Well, now, what are you reading from?—A. I am reading from my sheet 
of expenses.

Q. Well, is that a copy of the expenses which you filed with the Commis' 
sion? Does that purport to be a copy of the original which we have?—A. I 
have not seen what was filed here.

Mr. Bowman . It has been shown to you two or three times.
The Witness. What I have is a copy supplied to me and authenticated by 

the accountant, initialled by him. You probably have the precise copy there.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I ask again just to make sure because my recollection, Dr. MacTavish-"

jus v an o c air to you is that Woodstock is not mentioned in that -account- 
A. No, it is not.
Woodstock" t*l‘tt "aS A" * know it is not; but I say to you I know about 

record’ Wel1, 18 * °n y0Ur record> or is it not?—A. It is not on that printed

A Qv" f’Why s,ay "d find from my record that I was at Woodstock”?
—A. ï es, I was in Woodstock.

Q. What record do you find that from?—A. I have not any printed record- 
keep a record" Y sa^’ ^ dnd by looking at my record”.—A. Ôh, we generally

5n3haV amuSar^ is—Why swear, “I find from my record”?—A. This is 
my record I recollect that I put that on there.

Q. îen i you put that on there?—A. Just recently, the other day-
Q. You put that on this morning?—A. Oh, no. I put that on as soon »9 

it was supplied to me This was given to me, probably, well-it was before I 
left the office, before I had my arm broken, so that is two months ago.

Q. And you put that on since?
Mr. Chevrier: About two months ago.
The XX iTNEss : I put it on two months ago, probably. I do not know wbe®

I put it on, but I put it on as soon as it was received. That was merely t0 
refresh my memory as to where I was.

it
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Y ou knew, perfectly well when you put that on your own copy that 
was not on the original?—A. Oh, quite. Yes. ” ,

Q. Then why did you not say so five minutes ago?—A. I do not 
that was asked.

Q. Certainly it was asked. I asked you if that purported to be a c°^ 
and you said—Yes.

The Chairman: The duplicate original account which Dr. MacTavish 
referring to, and which he has before him, I observe has written opposite 
first line thereof, in pencil, the word “Woodstock”.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Dr. MacTavish, do you know when you put that word “Woodstock” 

there?—A. It was recently, Mr. Bowman, yes.
Q. Well, I am asking—Do you know when?—A. I do not know.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Was it there this morning?—A. Yes.
The Chairman : Any further questions arising out of this matter of August, 

1929, gentlemen?
Mr. Chevrier: No.
The Chairman : Then, Dr. MacTavish, I think you said there was another 

'^accuracy?
Mr. Bowman : I thought the Doctor was going to produce some other evid- 

eQce on this score.
The Chairman : Take all his evidence first, and then we can call the other 

witnesses one at a time.
The Witness: I think I said I had just two.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What is the second?—A. I really have not had time. I do not like to 

Complain. I had not the energy or strength. At noon I rested. I did not go 
through those any more. I had" just two items.

Q. What is the second?—A. The second one? I do not wrant to get it mixed 
UP like I did before. August 28th.

Q. I hope not.—A. I have here August 28th.
. Q. August 28th?—A. My condition reminds me something of the paper- 
hanger.

Q. August 28th?
Mr. Chevrier: Let us see what the witness says.

T The Witness: Yes. I was mixed. Sometimes I write with my left hand, 
f think this was probably written with my left hand, probably with the right 
^nd. I mistook 28 for 29. I am looking into them. They are made out under 
hscal years; they are rather confusing.

The Chairman: I would suggest you do not make any statement in con- 
action with it until you have the whole matter before you.

Mr. Ernst: Make sure you are right before you go ahead.
The Chairman : Check it to see if the record bears out what you want to 

Say> and then let us have it.
The Witness: I am trying to get the year 1928.
Mr. Chevrier: Take your time and get it so that we we will not have it 

al1 inaccurate. Get to the point that you are absolutely sure.
Mr. Bowman : Is that possible?
The Witness: It does not look like it, Mr. Bowman. .
Mr. Chevrier: It is not in my hands.
The Witness: I find that, and again, of course, as I say, this is—
Mr. Chevrier: Please. When you say “this,” we do not know what you 

ftiean.
The Witness: Well, those dates—

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Might I suggest this; you have before you a document with which the 

^embers of the Committee were supplied this morning and it contains dates of 
alleged absences. Let me put it that way.—A. Yes.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Then, you have with you certain other documents that you want to 
confront or compare with that other. Now, please identify those when you go 
along, so we will know to which one you refer.—A. Well, my statement here of 
expenses shows different dates from those in your return.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. To what month and what year are you referring?—A. I am referring 

now to August, 1928.
Q. August, 1928?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. 1928?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Just go through it there so we will get it here—August, 1928. The 

record supplied by the Commission, or by its secretary, shows that you were 
absent on the 7th, 10th to the 14th inclusive, 27th and 31st

Mr. Chevrier: What have you got to say about those items, Doctor?
Mr. Bowman: Which ones?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Let us take, for instance, the 7th.—A. I say I do not dispute the 7th.

By the Chairman:
9' a?9Ut ^Qth to the 14th?—A. I have no record of that at all-
Q. The 27th: A. Not here; but I have in my expense account here, which 

shows—
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. W hat is the date of your expense account?
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Read the date on the top.—A. I have got the wrong—
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. What is that? A. I have the wrong thing again.
By Mr. Chevrier:

Q. This morning, Doctor------- A. Yes, I have it now.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. All right, go ahead.—A. August 20 and 21st. I have here “absent 
according to this record for those dates. That is the statement there, and they 
are not borne out by this sheet.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Will you tell us what “this” is, Doctor?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. I just want to put in this: this morning when you referred to the date 

of August, 1928, you suddenly thought that you had become confused, and then 
you let it stand.—A. 1 did, because—

Q. Maybe those words are not proper to apply, but when you spoke about 
August, 1928, I put down on my file at the time—I might have been wrong""' 
maybe I misunderstood you—that you had been absent from the 12th to the 
18th, and that did not show on the document which Miss Saunders has prepared’ 
and that therefore you said that the statement in so far as the month of August? 
1928, was concerned, was inaccurate, in that it did not show that you wer6 
absent from the 12th to the 18th. Now, I may be altogether wron<r—
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Mr. Bowman : You are quite right, Mr. Chevrier. 
Mr. Ernst: He withdrew that.
Mr. Chevrier: He withdrew that?
Mr. Ernst: He said it was wrong.
The Chairman: He said he was talking about June.

By the Chairman:
Q. I think I can hasten this for you, Dr. MacTavish. You have now before 

you a duplicate original of your expense account which bears date, 1928, August 
20th, to expenses in connection with conducting advisory board at Meteorological 
office, Toronto, etc.; and then the next item is August 21, enquiry at Port Hope,
in connection with recent examinations for customs excise examiners------ A.
Yes.

Q. According to that record you allege that you were absent from the 
Commission at Ottawa on August 20th and 21st, 1928.—A. If that is correct.

Q. Assuming that record is correct?—A. Yes.
Q. Have you any reason to dispute the report made to us by the Civil 

Service Commission as to the accuracy of your absences other than this dupli
cate original of your expense account, which you have before you?—A. None 
at all, no.

Q. That is the whole story, is it not?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Have you any reason to dispute any of the dates on which you are 

actually shown to be absent?—A. Nothing more than I have not looked at, 
that.

0. Well now. I read you August 7th, 10th to 14th, 27th and 31st. Have 
Vou anv reason to dispute any of those dates; that you were not actually 
absent on those dates?—A. No, I have no reason, I do not remember.

Mr. Bowman : Does Dr. MacTavish say anything beyond the 20th and 
21st?

Mr. Ernst: No.
The Chairman: No, not in the expense account.
Mr. Bowman: What is there to prove the records are wrong?
Mr. Ernst: Nothing, except he claims he was absent two extra days.
The Chairman: And as there is an allegation of inaccuracy in this report, 

I think you might as well clean it up. I think you are quite right if you think 
the records are not the same.

Mr. Ernst: Are you challenging this record as being incorrect?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Now, Doctor, is there anything further in connection with those two 

items?—A. No.
Q. Outside of the two items that you have just mentioned?—A. I have 

Hot gone through to find out, but probably not.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Put it either way. Are you in a position to challenge anything else 

°ther than what you have already asserted?—A. No.
Q. With reference to that record?

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Y ou say no, because you have not gone further. Up to the moment, 

Doctor, you have not anything else to challenge?—A, For the moment I have 
nothing else, no. I have challenged this morning the method of keeping the 
record.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Now, Doctor, you have given your challenges. Before you go on, per

haps you want to call some witness. Do you want to call anv witness besides 
yourself to prove the alleged inaccuracies?' Perhaps we will have to proceed on 
the assumption it is either correct or inaccurate.—A. No. If my records show 
that these dates are wrong, that is inaccurate.

i Q- ^ien Doctor, we will go on. I am going back to 1926. The record 
shows that you were absent first from the 2nd to 5th July, inclusive. Were you 
absent on official or private business?—A. May I make a statement, so that 
we would understand better. I cannot explain that, Mr. Ernst, because I do 
not remember. I kept no record. But let me make a statement. I would 
like the Chairman to hear this also_

The Chairman: 1 am listening.
The Witness: Because I think it is of importance.

qmcS'l tike note out” “y soraethi"S with which I disagree and see how

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You were appointed when?
The Chairman. Excuse me. 1:ou were objecting a moment ago because 

somebody was interrupting him. Let him make a statement.
Mr. Ernst. Go :ahead. I asked you first if you were absent? 

asked i'f° I wouU taketlïposSnTdulThat'ï- * ™ WltoW- 1 ’** 

By Mr. Ernst:
wif-W-hüm* vnu"hflf] th!’ an3 g0*ng to 8ive conversation, you will have to give 
with whom you had the conversation_\ Nn hut _

Q. Then, do not give it unifia ... , . , _^ 6 u unless you can give with whom you had it.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. What has it to do with this?-A. It has a good deal.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Tell with whom you had it?

if vouIrsavHtStEvoiiMhaHEronSt’ y°U are quite right; that is perfectly true. Doctor, 
Why do /ou not ïïst t on C0^versf«on. you would have to say with whom- 
Ü at al° sly aVUeSlt of“ coZcr'sS” J have n„ objection »

rp, xv p, , T conversation you had with somebody—
I could come to Ottawa'immediately6 o/wl ^sitiT°n’ I1J|a.d to c°nsid(:r wheth®r 
I concluded—you will not let me sàÿ a* a rcsub ïfW°U & have t° llve in 0tta '

m:: "arzrœ^ zr10 say :t a° ^izHHÏEF n-aTtobtinwLwa.1 h’“‘ *° B° “
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Who told you this?—A. Well, there you are.
Q. You have said that, and now you have to tell us who told you.—A. We 

will put it that the understanding was that I would have to live in Ottawa. That 
Was natural enough—

Q. From whom did you get the understanding?—A. There, you are up 
against the same thing.

Mr. Ernst: Why mention those things, unless you want to tell all about 
them?—A. The other two commissioners were living in Ottawa.

Mr. Ernst: When he starts giving a conversation from which he under
wood then he has to give the person who gave him the understanding. You 
Pointed out pretty clearly, Mr. Chevrier, he should-not do that.

Mr. Chevrier: Are we interested in this? It has nothing to do with what 
ls before us.

Mr. Ernst: Certainly. I do not care with whom he had the conversation, 
tie should not mention it at all.

Mr. Chevrier: No; he does not know the rules of evidence. Let him do it 
ln his own way.

The Witness : I was editor of a magazine, I could not just get up and get 
°nt. That is not my way of doing business, but I wanted to take the Commis- 
Slonership. I would have to move to Ottawa. Now, I came to the conclusion 
that I would leave my family in Toronto, try to get premises here, and dispose 
of my premises in Toronto. At the same time, I helped to coach the new editor 
f°r the magazine for a short time, to get things straightened out there. It could 
P°t be done at once. It took about a month, we will say. I was unable to move 
Oty family down for various reasons, mostly because I could not dispose of my 
Property, or could not get satisfactory property here. It was about a year and 
a half, and during that time I went home pretty nearly—probably every week
end.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. For about a year and a half?—A. It was nearly a year and a half, or 

fhe year following. I was home nearly every week.
Q. Every weekend?—A. Nearly every weekend.
Q. So that the absence—I want to be fair to you, Doctor—from July, 1926, 

Until probably the 31st of December, 1927, which we call the final absence as 
shown on your expense sheet, were they private absences in connection with your 
family, or official absences in connection with the business of the office—I do 
n°t care what the business was.—A. Well, you can put it, some might have been 
Private, and some for the Commission.

Q. Well now, Doctor, did you do any business for the Commission for which 
y°u did not put in an expense account?—A. Yes, I frequently have.

Q. Why did you go on a trip for the Commission and not put in an account?— 
No, I do not mean that.

, Q. That is what I meant.—A. Well, if I were in Toronto, if I were there or 
Pad gone there on one of those weekend trips you speak of, to see my family, I 
c°uld make enquiry there—

Q. I did not ask you to give us that, I asked what you did?—A. Well I 
dld that, yes.

Q. How often?—A. Not very often.
Q. Not very often?—A. No.

-, Q. Again I want to be fair to you. Taking your expense account for 1926, 
927—I suppose this expense account is for the fiscal year?—A. It is the fiscal 

year. That is what mixed me up here.
[Dr. N\ MacTaviah.]
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Q. 1926-27, fiscal year?—A. Yes.
Q. There were just three trips prior to the Commission— —A. I do not 

remember.
Q. Just three trips?—A. Probably.
Q. Montreal, Winnipeg, and Woodstock in 1927, Washington, Niagara Falls 

and a place not indicated in 1928.
Mr. Chevrier: Where does that occur?
Mr. Ernst. On the return filed with the Committee, Mr. Chevrier.
Mr. Chevrier: I have not got that.
Mr. Ernst: Yes; it was supplied to all of us.
The Chairman: The front of the paper.

erred^Ir ErNST‘ Tlie return about which we complained that the Citizen had

Mr. Chevrier: Yes, I have it.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Down to March 21, 1928, according to the expense account you were 

only absent on six occasions on official business.—A. In Toronto?
Q. No.—A. All absent—
Q. I am not interested in Toronto or Hong-Kong. I can only find six 

occasions from 1926, that would be from the 31st March, 1926, to the 31st
«fr-C i’u ' iere were only six occasions on which you were absent on 

officiai business from Ottawa.-A. If you take the expense accounD- 
Q. Well, taking the expense account.—A. Yes.
Q. Well I find if you take the return showing your obsence from your 

office, on in Ju y, 19-6, you were absent on five different occasions totalling 17 
days. In August—I wish you would make a note of this, Mr. Chairman—five 
occasions in July, 1926, two in August, 1926. In September you were absent 
on five different occasions totalling 18 days. In October you were absent on 
five different occasions, total ing 15 days. In November you were absent on 
four different occasions, totalling 7 days; in December you were absent on six 
different occasions, totalling 10 days; in January, 1927, you were absent on
them?dlffe t aS10ns’ totallmg 16 days.—A. May I suggest you just lump

Q I vant to know the number of occasions you were absent?—A. I do not 
remember at all, but you go ahead.

Q. Three different and distinct occasions,_A. Yes.
days^ *''cncmlHr “0U "ere absent on four different occasions, totalling 14

Mr. Chei rier Of course, the witness has said that he does not remember, 
record '' & What 1 am doing is putting them on the

loûk“MAN: GiVe the Witness a c°Py of this file, so that he may have a

Mr. Ernst: You are all following me to see that I am not misrepresenting 
what is in the file. r

Mr. Chevrier : A ou are not misrepresenting what appears on the file.
Mr. Ernst: It is all part of the question, as you will see when I get through- 
The Chairman: He is entitled to make a computation
Mr. Chevrier: That is all important. I know, Mr. Ernst, you would be 

the last man to make an unfair computation.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Ernst:
Q. In March, five different occasions, totalling 10 days ; in April, five differ

ent occasions, totalling 9 days; May, four different occasions, totalling 17 days; 
“Une, five different occasions, totalling 15 days; July, five different occasions, 
totalling 12 days; August, three different occasions, totalling 16 days; Septem
ber, two different occasions, totalling 26 days; October, four different occasions, 
totalling 16 days; November, three different occasions, totalling 5 days; Decem
ber, two different occasions, totalling 3 days. I am going to take you out now, 
to the end of the fiscal year. January, 1928, three different occasions, totalling 
5 days.

Mr. Chevrier: I have only three items in 1926 and 1927.

By Mr. Ernst:
I Q. I am going down to the end of March, 1928; 1926-27; 1927-28, fiscal 

^ears, those are, Mr. Chevrier. Three different occasions in January, 1928, 
totalling 5 days; three different occasions in February, 1928, totalling 6 days; 
bye different occasions in March, 1928, totalling 9 days. Now, will some one 
£ive me the total number of absences from the Commission offices? I have not 
S°t them.—A. My secretary handed me a statement which I have here, which 
bught be different from yours. I have a total, according to this. I believe,

! fading from this—
Q. Your total number of absences until March, 1928, from the Commission 

°ffices was how many?—A. Are you asking me?
, Q. Yes, do you know?—A. According to this statement, which my secretary 
banded me, 582.

Q. 582 what?—A. 582 days absent.
Mr. Chevrier: From what date?
The Chairman: That may be true.
Mr. Ernst : Since appointment.
The Witness : I have just a sheet before me.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What is that?—A. My secretary handed me this a few moments ago as 

a compilation of this.
Mr. Chevrier: The witness says that his secretary handed him a state

ment which I now hold. Let us mark it “A”, if you like.
Mr. Ernst: I think the secretary should be called.
Mr. Chevrier: What is in the statement?
Mr. Ernst: I am on something different, Mr. Chevrier. What I want is the 

l°tal number of days on which Dr. MacTavish was absent from his office 
0tl those occasions.

Mr. Bowman : It was 84.
Mr. Ernst: From the time you were first appointed and took office until 

lbe 31st March, 1928, apparently you were absent on 84 different occasions.
The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Chevrier: That appears from this.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. According to the statement that has been filed, assuming it to be 

oCcUrate, not days, but occasions, you follow me, Doctor? Not days, but 
basions.—A. According to this.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q-Q.Q.Q.

Q. I find on the expense sheet that you are charged for six occasions being 
out of Ottawa.—A. Six occasions?

Q. Six trips out of Ottawa during the same period. Take 1926-27, you 
were to Montreal, W innipeg and 1\ oodstock; 1927-28, Washington, Niagara 
Falls, and a place not indicated. Now, I want to know where you were on the 
other 78 times, and if on official business or otherwise. I do not want to know 
where you were, but were you on official business that you did not charge for?-" 
A. I do not think—

Q. So I have shown that there are 84 occasions on which you were absent 
from duty at the office of the Commission, and on six such occasions I find a 
charge made for expenses. A. With what period are you dealing?

Q. From July, 1926, to the 31st March, 1928.—A. Well, I do not know.
Q. How many of the 78 occasions can you account for as having been absent 

on official business. A. I can account—I have a statement here over the whole 
period.

What amount?—A. From my appointment to the 31st March, 1932.
^howing what . A. Accounting for my absence and such like.
Well, start right in.—A. It is not—

r.jght it is not in detail; I cannot give you that.
Q. W hat want to know, and what I am asking you to tell me, is what 

you were doing on those occasions. You say you had to make frequent trips 
to Toronto in connection with your mao-a/mpMr. Chevrier: Not only L m™gS,6'his family was there.

By Mr. Ernst:
, Q' for.what the trips were made. It has no signi-
ficance. What. I want to know is, whether they were made on the business of 
the Civil Service Commission or whether they were not. That is all__4 These
Spa from'that time» tea IglterM^0'' ‘'°W ™“ "n‘ “’e *“ *

Ottawa un™ SITm/IT mVthe flj™ 6rS‘ “T »*.“■. Y” were i» 
said you had to make frequent trios on nlL K " half .dunng which yo« 
do not care what it was. I find that rffirml l +buSln-eS,S °r domestic affairs, 1

occasions on which you were absent from" 6 m P?™2 ^ere were 84 dlf ^ _Y Yes 6nt lrom y°ur office m the Commission building-
been^ut (^Ottawa during*th^same period—A T Charged expenses for having 

Q. I want to know if on anv of70 LC' l 
sion business, and if so where?—a w n r ier absences you were on Commis'

Q. How many?—A Practical tl ’ 1 ?’oufld, sc
heme, or when I was on those triï/tW m°St °/ th!rm wouId be visiting at ray 

Q. In connection with the V °f‘ . a
there, of course, I would not be home 06 " A" 1 16 travelling expenses charged 

Q* Please leave the trips out T .
cause those trips would be the nnp« not lncludinS those six occasions, be-
asking you as to the other 78 distinct ah2rJ°U °n official business- 1 ft 
as having been on official business? TW°C€S'n H°w ™any can you account f°r 
in that way, Mr. Ernst. I do not rememf18 a "A‘ 1 cannot account for the» 

Q. Can you give me anv excont +iC„ei\ 
you were on official business durine that of fo,r„whAlch you have charged when

Q. Now, you know the period frrmw^T™ Yes’ 1 can §ive you some- 
A. Yes. Penod from July, 1926, to March 31st, 1928."'

Q. Well, give them to me.- 
on official business?
[Dr. N, MacTavish.]

A. Do you mean where I have not charged, or
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I

Q. Where you have not charged when you were actually on official busi
ness, absent from the office.—A. Very frequently.

Q. We want a specific instance.—A. I cannot give you a specific instance.
Q. What is the good of telling me “ very frequently ”?—A. You want the 

date?
Q. I want to know if during that period you can give me any specific 

^stance during one of those 78 unaccountable absences when you were on Com
mission business?—A. Yes.

Q. All right; go ahead.—A. I called to see Mr. Brebner, our supervisor 
ffi Toronto.

Q. When?—A. I did not charge—
Q. When?—A. During the period. I have no record of that.
Q. How often?—A. Only once.
Q. Once? Right. That leaves 77, go on.—A. I called—I am giving you 

°nly the cases that I recollect.
Q. I hope you will not give me any that you do not.—A. I cannot give 

you any that I do not recollect.
Q. I am just saying, I hope you will not.—A. The Collector of Customs at 

Toronto.
Q. What?—A. The Collector of Customs.
Q. You called on him?—A. At Toronto, several times.
Q. How often?—A. Well, I cannot tell you that.
Q. What Commission business did you have with him?—A. Asking him

about—
Q. About what?—A. About his system of promotion.

. Q. What is that?—A. I remember of one occasion where I had to consult 
mm, or felt it advisable to see him as to the promotion, the precise case as I 
^member it was a surveyor. There was talk of a promotion for a surveyor and 
®e department did not feel like promoting. Again, you see, you get me into 
Material that I do not like to discuss,—

Q. My only point is, was it where it was unnecessary for you to make in your 
CaPacity as a Commissioner, a call. Did you make a call that was necessary? 
^~A. Ko, it was not necessary, but I did it; I did make the call.

Q. You did not go for that purpose?—A. Ko.
Q. Can you give me any occasion apart from the six for which you have 

charged expenses when you left Ottawa on Commission business?—A. I did 
not get that remark, Mr. Ernst.
p. Q. You charged, during that period, for six different trips away from 
Ottawa. There were 84 occasions on which you were absent from your office 
ln the Commission building, apart from those. Can you give me any occasion 

which you actually left Ottawa, or left the office on official business and 
iV®re absent, and on that occasion did you leave for that purpose?—A. If I 
ett for that purpose?

Q. Ko. If you left, can you give me any occasion, if you did leave, 
^ongst the 78, for that purpose?—A. I cannot remember any precise incident 
*CePt one, such as I have spoken of. I have called to see frequently the Post- 

j aster at Toronto, the assistant postmaster and various officials. Kot when 
Wa$ on official business, or when I was charging expenses.

Q. You did not go for that purpose?—A. Ko.
Q- You did not go for that purpose?—A. Ko. 

w Q. Then you were not absent on official business?—A. Well, put it that 
ay, no.

Q. Right. Kow, we will leave that. As I gather it, in 1928, up to March, 
Vp > you had definitely severed your connection with your magazine?—A. Yes, 

ry shortly afterward.
Q- About what time?—A. Within a month or two.

*9322—54 [Dr. K MacTavish.]
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Q. And had moved your family to Ottawa?—A. A year and a half after.
Q. A year and a half after you got the appointment?—A. Yes.
Q. Well, I have given you a year and nine months doing that?—A. That is 

generous ; that is a little more than it was.
Q. Now we come down to 1928, and we will start with April. In April, 1928 

I find you were absent on five different occasions from your office, totalling 1* 
days. In May, three different occasions, totalling 12 days. In June, five different 
occasions, totalling 11 days. In July, five different occasions, totalling 11 days- 
In August, four different occasions, totalling 7 days. In September, three different 
occasions, totalling 23 days. In October, five different occasions, totalling 13 
days. In November, three different occasions, totalling 7 days. In December, 
four different occasions, totalling 6 days. And we will go on to the end of the 
fiscal year so as to have it complete. In January, 1929, five different occasions, 
totalling 5 days?—A. Why not take them all?—I do not remember them.

Q. I am only taking what the record shows when you were absent, which so 
far you have not disputed?—A. Pardon me, you say I have not disputed all the 
time? I say I am taking it that this is correct, if it is correct. I do not know 
whether it is or not.

Q. I am proceeding on that assumption, until you prove the contrary?—A- 
Well, I do not know.

Q. In March, on four different occasions, totalling 6 days,—I am taking 
another fiscal year, 1928-29, the total there is fifty-seven different occasions during 
that fiscal year of 1928-29, you are shown as being absent from your office ^ 
Ottawa?—A. According to that.

Mr. Bowman: You are wrong in that,—forty-six times.
Mr. Ernst: No, you have missed something.
Mr. Bowman : I have missed one month, yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Fifty-seven is correct,—I will take my chances on it; and I find that b 

the same period of the fiscal year your expense record shows you were absent, 
first, once at Toronto; then Niagara Falls; then Saint John, Digby and Yar
mouth, etc.; then Saint John, Fredericton, etc.; Toronto ; Toronto and Montreal, 
Windsor; Denver; and Toronto; making a total of nine different absences- 
Now, I want to know if you can give the Committee any explanation of why 
you were absent from your office in the Commission building on the other 
forty-eight occasions?—A. I cannot tell you, Mr. Ernst, because I do not know; 
I do not remember ; but I may have been home. You must remember this, 
—I have not given this reason, I have been invested with discretionary power» > 
if I find it necessary for any reason to leave Ottawa, I feel that under those 
powers it is my privilege to do so.

Q- Who invested you with those powers?—A. The Governor General—L°r< 
Byng at that time.

Q. Invested you with discretionary powers?—A. Yes, in giving me na> 
commission.
is m,QcommS as riSTi±VWi“' 11 is haneinS ™ ^ thS‘

Q The Act o.;,,C be, uv ce Commissioner; and the Act gives me that.
official" businet. If y°u the Privilege, if you think you ought to go out on
Governor General "that h °m Not because of that document, signed by
I have discrethmary^powers!^ COmmiSS10n ^ but under the Act as a Commissioner

O Su 1° th rhrty, if you wish?—A. Oh, no 
awav from’bLine%?-ï0effnT0t gU"6 you power to spend one-third of your th».e 
not be there very much g° aWay every time 1 feel ^ it, perhaps I would

FDr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Where do you get the authority to spend one-third of your time away 
from your office?—A. I do not think one-third is right.

Q. It is giving you a little more than you are entitled to—it is more than 
|oat, not allowing for statutory holidays, Christmas, Good Friday and Sundays 
thrown in. I want to know if you can give any explanation to this Committee 
w”y you should be away from your office one-third of the working days in the 
year?—A. I am going to give you an explanation.
^ Q. I would like to have it?—A. This morning, Commissioner Tremblay and 
yr. Roche were granted—I do not recall it exactly but I think it was about 240 
tf'ays that you worked it out.
rp Q. Two hundred and twenty, if you want it exactly, for Commissioner 
f fetnblay, and 726 to you?—A. According to this document. According to my 
secretary, 582.

Q. Your secretary is quite incorrect in reckoning that. She has missed 
? year somewhere?—A. That is the record I have. Your record is much more. 
vvhat number do you say?

Q. I say 726 days, according to my reckoning. As far as I can reckon, 
y°u have been in your present post five years and nine months, and you have 
spent roughly two years away from your office?—A. Practically six years.

Q. I want to know why?—A. You have given without question, granted
say that is all right, to Dr. Roche and Commissioner Tremblay—Com

missioner Tremblay, 220 days you say; there was no question about that, and 
\°P asked nothing; the Committee was all agreed as to that. Now I had 174 
I ys away while I was on Commission business and charged expenses. I have 
aken no holidays as holidays since I have been a Commissioner—

_ Q. Be careful about that?—A. I have not finished my statement. I am 
jPtitled to holidays if I wish to take them. Dr. Roche takes holidays; I do not 
üow whether Commissioner Tremblay takes them or not. I am entitled, say,
0 a month’s holidays; that is a fair amount.

Q. Yes.—A. I have not taken them as holidays. That is 180 days.
Q. No, no.—A. Giving me that it is six years. I can take them now, if I 

, lshed—I wish I could. I also added on all the days that I can put down, 26
R 1 ocvt- rv»/"»f»4-V» nn •fr» "fVl

Go on.—A. That makes a

?ys last month up to the 31st of the month, for illness. That is added to my 
fences.

, Q. Yes, I was coming to that in due course. 
otal of 620.

Q. What does?—A. These days that I have spoken of.
Q. 174, 180 and 26?—A. And 240 you granted to Dr. Roche, 

u Q. No, we have not done anything of the kind. And you are adding 240 to 
■ But, do you not see, Dr. MacTavish, that taking illness and vacations and 

Jjv<5rything else, all that Mr. Tremblay was away was 220 days?—A. But I have 
taken any, except this present time for illness.

UP Q. Where do you get the system of adding 220 days?—A. Why, this Com
ptée gave it this morning without question.

^ Q. Please do not make yourself ridiculous. Out of 220 days—Commissioner 
g^blay was absent 220 days out of six years. If you add that up you will 

r it was about 37 days a year, total?—A. A es. 
j Q. And if you take yourself, you will find you were absent at total of 120 
ip a year. What I want you to explain is the difference?—A. That is accord- 

§ to your computation and according to this document.
Q- According to the records of your own Commission?—A. I am telling you 

not disputing it, but I have 582.
Cq Q. There may be a year left out, but we can easily check that?—A. My

moL-oo o nf A90 Hnvs which T QPcnrmf fnraPutation makes a total of 620 days which I account for.
<9322-543 [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Go back and account for the 620 days?—A. This Committee granted 
220 days to Mr. Tremblay—

Q. Oh, Doctor, you know, you are so absurd that you are positively annoy* 
ing. If you have such a childlike simplicity, I cannot understand your trying 
to rule the Commission.—A. I do not call that childlike. Why are they not 
questioned on their absences?

Q. VYill you please mind your own affairs and explain yourself, Doctor' 
We will deal with them when the time comes?—A. I have offered that state* 
ment, and you do not accept it.

Q. Leave the 220 or 240 days out of the picture, and how many of your 
726 days can you account for by being away on official business?—A. I have 
accounted for 120 by holidays I might have taken but did not take—

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. The point is that you say you did not take them?—A. I said I did not

take them but that I might. I take holidays piecemeal; I do not take them 
straight.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What in the world were you doing, for instance, Doctor, in 1928, fr°$ 

the 31st August to the 18th September absent from your office, if you were not
taking holidays?—A. I did not question that. What date is that, until I s®e 
if I was away.

Q. If you look in 1928, you were absent from your office from the 31st Augus! 
to September 18. What were you doing then, if you were not taking holidays-

Mr. Bowman: Mr. Maclnnis, have you the pay sheets for that period?
The Chairman : I have just got them this minute.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. From the 31st August you were absent from your office until the 18$ 

September. _ What were you doing if you were not taking holidays?—A. I d1 
not say I did not take any, but I did not take any holidays as such.

Q. Then what were you doing?—A. I was not playing golf, anyway, Mr' 
Ernst.

Q. I did not suggest you were, but you might have been better employ6^ 
—A. What was the date again, please?

Q. From the 31st August, 1928, until the 18th September.—A. There 
nothing here to show.

Mr. MacInnis: Is there not something from the end of August until Sep 
tember?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. From the 1st September until, I think the 18th September, 1928, y0J| 

are charged in this statement from the Commission office as having hee 
absent from the 1st until the 18th September, 1928.

Mr. MacInnis: Get your secretary to help you with the files, Doctor.
HTh P ~\KTTrrvnr.-, - Al -r -..... v____ LU iicip Wiui me mes, ^ociuj
The Witness: Oh, I find I was at a convention in Chicago in. lW. > 

September 1 to 18—according to this I was in Chicago at a coi 
at least a good part of that time.

froW
for

in
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. Was that part of your duties as a Civil Service Commissioner 
Canada.—A. \es, that was a decision of the Board—not my decision entire

v .o' \ou 'vere .there from the 1st to the 10th, according to your eXpepK 
sheet. A. According to this statement I was absent from the 1st to the 1 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Were you absent from the 1st to the 18th on official business at the 

convention?—A. I was not in Chicago all that time, no, not on official business 
that time.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. How long were you in Chicago at the convention?—A. For the ten 

%s or whatever the expense sheet show's.
Q. Have you the expense sheet before you?—A. Yes, it is here.
Q. What does it say?—A. This shows Denver on that date, September 1st, 

''that was the convention at Denver.

By Mr. Ernst:
-p,. Q- It was not at Chicago after all?—A. There was one at Chicago later, 
^nis one was at Denver, and it shows 11 days.

Q. And wffiat about the other 7—were they holidays or were they not?— 
j As I said, Mr. Ernst, I have discretionary powers as a Commissioner; but 
* cannot tell you what I did in those days.

Q. Surely you do not mean to sit here, Dr. MacTavish, and tell this Com- 
g ttee that you had discretionary powers to run away and leave your office

time you desired?—A. You understand, my work is done there quite in 
Mer with the other Commissioners.

Q. You w’ill agree, then, that there is not enough work for the three Com
missioners to do?—A. No, I do not agree with that.
, Q. If you can be away one-third of your time and still do your work, you 
'ave not enough to do, have you?—A. I do not agree at all I was away one- 
aird of my time.

Q. On official business—I am only concerned with whether you were spend
ing it on official business or not?—A. You take your statement as correct at 
,.6 days; my secretary’s computation of it is 582 days. Even with your addi- 
l0H—I have to say that I do not know whether that is correct or not, you see. 

I Q. Well, how many days can you account for then by taking your full 
eave and by official business?—A. I think I have made that statement to you.

Q. I would like you to give it again?—A. I made it, with the 240, the 174 
°®cial business and Ï80 holidays—

Q. And 26 days for illness?—A. This illness. I have been ill on other 
°ccasions, but I have not taken that into consideration at all.

Q. I find that you are accounting for 380 days, according to your reckon
ing- Now what about the other 346 days?—A. I said in the beginning you 

k-Ve got to take into allowance my family being at Toronto,—that was one
th!lng,-

____ A. You are asking me to give you a reason, and you will not
‘ct me continue. Part of mv family is still in Toronto, and I go up as fre- 
HUently as I can, as I feel I have it in my discretion to go. 
l . Q. I am not concerned with why you go anywhere, unless it is on official 
h^i.ness. I am asking you how many of these absences do you account for on
mcial business?__A. I do not account for it in that way. I do not consider I

]an be as good a Commissioner by sitting in my office and not moving about, as 
Can if I go about. That is one reason.

l . Q. Do you mean go about on official business?—A. You can call it official 
lsffiess or contact with people. I take that as a reason. 

a Q. That is your explanation as to the absences above the statutory time, 
cl business appointments?—A. Well, I can take it that way. 

ye Q- You talk about your family, and I understand your absence ran for a 
ar?—A. Part of my family is still there.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. And you consider that you are quite entitled, when you feel like picking 
up your bag and going?—A. They were mostly all week-ends, Mr. Ernst.

Q. You can hardly work that out, Dr. MacTavish—

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You say to get around and get into contact with people you consider 's 

part of your business?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst: ^
O. I will check up and see whether your figures are correct as to the u 

or 726?—A. I do not think, on the principle of it, that it makes much différé ’
Mr. Ernst. , five

Q. Your brother Commissioners only found it necessary during the 
years and nine months to be absent 220 days, and you were absent 726 days, a .
Ï ask you if you can account for it, and you cannot?—A. Oh, yes, I can, bu 
to your satisfaction. u

Q. I am asking you if you can give me any better explanation than y
have given?—A. I cannot give you any better one.

By Mr. Bowman: , e
Q. I had Miss Saunders prepare, during the intermission, a statement of 

Sundays which were included in the particulars which were filed oi Dr. ‘ 
Tavish’s absences, and I would ask Miss Saunders if she would certify as o 
correctness of the statement which I have in my hand. ,

Miss Saunders : I have checked it with the calendar for all the years, a ^ 
when it is Saturday and Monday it shows the two days separately ; but. w ie n 
is from the 10th to the 14th inclusive, it would include Sundays. I have a v 
out all the Sundays. , j

The Chairman : So that the Sundays shown in here should be deduc 
from the list of absences, where the Sundays occur in the inclusive dates. ^

Mr. Ernst: You see, Mr. Chairman, I am comparing it with the 365 a 
a year, instead of with 300, which would make a very great difference aga 
Dr. MacTavish. ■ jy

Mr. Bowman: And taking off the Sundays and figuring it on the yea^ 
basis of 311 days, we need not add anything, for the Committee can figure i 
for themselves. f6

Mr. Ernst: The proportion of working days, in other words, is far ® 
than one-third.

The Chairman : Will the Clerk file and put into the record this staten®0 
(See Appendix “L”.)

By Mr. Maclnnis: . gr
Q. I want to ask Dr. MacTavish a few questions. There are quite a nUin 0,i 

of accounts or travelling expense sheets that do not say on what business > ^ 
were. Can you remember what the business was in connection with an. 
these?—A. I may be able to, Mr. Maclnnis. You will notice as you g° . ,e 
we were required later on, a year or two after I became Commissioner, to ë 
in more detail, by the department of Finance, in making our statements. ^er 

Q. There are two sheets here on a trip to Washington. Do you remen1 { 
what official business you were on at that time, in 1927?—A. I was there to £ j 
information as to the American plan of civil service. That was agreed, tlia ^ 
should make that trip. I did not just run off to Washington. That was 
improve my own information as a Commissioner.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. When Civil Service Commissioners go around on government business 
they are paid a certain amount of money for travelling expenses. What is that 
supposed to cover?—A. You are allowed $15 a day. Probably I have a state
ment here from the contingencies—no, it does not deal with that. The govern
ment allows $15 a day for anybody of deputy standing; his travelling expenses, 
ms taxis and tips—I do not remember, other little details like that, but those 
have been recognized as what you might call legal charges. They are reduced 
Uow to $10 a day. They were $15 until the 31st March.

Q. Does it specifically specify that any tips you pay are extra besides this 
allowance?—A. They were allowed by the Auditor General and by practice.

Q. I was speaking from my own experience. I get expenses coming to Ottawa 
and going west again, but I never considered that I could charge my tips on the 
"ay, and consequently, possibly the porters have suffered considerably. You 
have here,—

Mr. Ernst: Was it because of that, or was it because, like Dr. MacTavish, 
you are Scotch?

The Witness: I did not tip any more for the government than I did for 
myself personally.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. There are here your expenses to Washington, 17 days at $15, $105. Your 

transportation would not cover you over the American roads?-—A. No.
Q. That is $50. Pullman, $48; tips for 17 days, $17; and your taxi fares, 

125. Now, does not your $15 per day cover your railway charges, that is your 
berth when travelling on a Canadian road?—A. No.

Q. Why not?—A. That is fixed by the government, Mr. Maclnnis, not by me.
Q. It is no more expensive when you are travelling on a train, particularly, 

than when you are staying at a hotel?—A. Very often it is cheaper.
Q. You can do it for $15. a day?—A. I think, Mr. Maclnnis, that was 

intended to fix a sum that would cover expanses that generally would not be 
hemized in accounts. At any rate it was fixed by the government.

Q. It would fix everything that you could not very well get a receipt for?— 
A. I do not know what the reason was, but at any rate it was fixed and allowed 
before I ever came here to the service.

Q. Any expense account that you would get a receipt for would be over and 
above your ordinary traveling expenses, I think?—A. If I exceed, and one 
frequently does, what is allowed, I could not charge for it and never attempted 
‘°- It has to pass the Auditor General.

Q. In April, 1929, you had a trip to Port Hope, Ontario. Can you tell us 
"’hat that was about?—A. Not unless it is itemized. What was the date?

Q. April, 1929.—A. Does it not say there Customs, or something? I think 
“here was a caretaker or a Customs position—if it is not there, I do not happen 
0 recall that.

Q. You have an expense account for November, 1929, in connection with a 
invention of the Canadian Legion at Regina. Was that on official business?— 
A- I have attended it every year. We like to be represented at the Legion 
Meetings. I rather think they expect us to be. I have been at all the Legion 
conventions—I think I have not missed any since I became a Commissioner, and 

have spoken at several of them—probably at all.
Q. Were you sent there as an official reoresentative bv the Commission?—A. 

°h, yes.
Q. There would be a Minute on the Commission’s Minutes showing that, 

w°uld there not?—A. I do not know.
Q. Usually all their official business is on the Minutes?—A. Not all; there 

^'ght be; I do not think it would be on every occasion; it would become some-
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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thing of a matter of course, something like the conventions of the Civil Service 
Commissions of the United States and Canada. Several of us have gone to those 
conventions. I have been the only one at the Legion conventions except when 
our Chief Examiner went to one of them.

Q. And you have a trip to Toronto and Windsor on March 8, 1930. Do you 
remember what that was for?—A. I cannot tell you precisely, it possibly had 
to do with the changes that they made in the customs and such like owing to 
the new bridge.

Q. You do not know what it was for?—A. I say that is possible. I have 
been a number of times at Windsor.

Q. “Possible” is not very enlightening. You do not know what it was for?-— 
A. I cannot tell you right off the reel what it was, but I was there on official 
business,—I know that; and I went through how our customs and excise men 
handled their duties there. That was part of my duties at that time.

Q. On October 28, 1930, you went to Toronto, and from Toronto to Chicago- 
Do you know on what official business that was?—A. Yes, that was the convention 
of the Civil Service Commissioners of the United States and Canada. That was 
the one that I got mixed a moment ago with Denver. There were several. That 
was what it was in that case.

Mr. MacInnis: I do not think there is anything else.
By the Chairman: ,

Q. Is there anything else you want to add, Dr. MacTavish. A. I do no 
think there is now/ Will I have a chance again?

Q. Oh, yes, all we have been dealing with to-day has been absences and 
incidental expense accounts.—A. You will recall my calling attention yesterday 
or the day before that the several cases that were brought up were all cases i 
which Dr. Roche had dissented. You said I would have a chance to presen 
some other cases in which either myself or Commissioner Tremblay had dis
sented. These are but a few, and l will do whichever you wish, read them into
the minutes or I have a copy here which every member of the Committee naign 
have.

Q. I think it would be better, Dr. MacTavish, when we have cleaner 
all this other evidence and we ask the Commissioners if they hav e an> o 
statements, that- you put them in then. I would suggest that you have som 
body bring the files here with which you are going to deal?—A. I thought l 
would give the members of the Committee a list, if they wanted anything 
could bring them. I personally do not want them. I am not particular a o 
them. I can give, to each member a list privately, not as a public document- 
would give to the Clerk a copv to be handed to each one of you.

Q. The idea, Dr. MacTavish, is that at a future date you wish to put ox 
record these dissenting cases?—A. Oh, no, I think you misconstrue me. I JuS 
" the members of the Committee to have a copy of that list so that if 
member of the Committee wishes to call for a file to see what it is about, very 
good. If he does not, all right.

By Mr. Chevrier:
. ■ ?'T?hese were cases in which you were dissenting?—A. These are cases i®

which I have dissented. I do not know whether Commissioner Tremblay agree 
with me or not.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. These are cases in which you dissented?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. This is merely a suggestion from you?—A. Yes. That is a list wl 

might interest you as a Committee.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Chairman: All right, Doctor, I will have a look at that, if I may. Is 
‘here anything else from Dr. MacTavish at this time?

Mr. Chevrier: Not at this time.
The Chairman : Just to complete the record, I have the attendance book 

the Civil Service Commission, of August 20, 1928, and it bears in the margin 
hereof “Present: Dr. Roche, Dr. MacTavish and Commissioner Tremblay,” 
confirming the record of absences or presences alternatively filed by the Com
mission. I also have here the attendance book for the date of August 21, 1928, 
jhe succeeding day, and there is noted in the margin, in red ink: “Present, Dr. 
h-oehe, Dr. MacTavish and Commissioner Tremblay.”
, I then have here the original Minutes of the Commission for Monday, 
Migust 20, 1928, which bears at the head of it, “present, Commissioners Roche, 
"tacTavish and Tremblay, the Chairman presiding.” Among the other matter 
°ntained in the Minutes, I find that there was a discussion of the Commis- 

^oners dealing with the question of examinations and a decision arrived at with 
vaich, according to the recorded minutes, Dr. MacTavish dissented.

I also have the original minutes of the Commission, Tuesday, August 
n s*> 1928, which bears on the head of it, “attendance, present: Commissioners 

°che, MacTavish and Tremblay. The Chairman presided.” Again those Minutes 
^firm the record filed by the officials of the Commission. Thank you, Dr. 
MacTavish.
, Dr. MacTavish : Pardon me, Mr. Chairman. 
ary be examined.

I have asked that my sepre-

The Chairman : I am going to call her now.
Dr. MacTavish : I thought you were adjourning.

Miss Jennie Otter called and sworn.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is your first name Miss Otter?—A. Jennie.
Q. What is your official position in the Commission?—A. Well, the classifica- 

P01! of my position is secretary to executive. That is the official classification of
position.
Q. For how long have you been in that position?—A. Well I have been with 

le Civil Service Commission since May 1st, 1918. 
i. Q. How long have you been acting as secretary to Dr. MacTatdsh?—A. Since 

ls appointment.
The Chairman : Now, Dr. MacTavish, would you like to question Miss Otter, 

r d° you desire that I should go on?
Mr. Ernst: It would be best to tell what you want; just what you want to 

r°ve through your secretary.
The Witness: Dr. MacTavish might want me to make a statement, perhaps, 

^h regard to the Minutes.
Dr. MacTavish : I should like Miss Otter asked as to the—
Mr. Ernst: Go ahead, ask her yourself.

By Dr. MacTavish:
a Q. Miss Otter, what has been your experience as to the keeping of the record 
U ‘° the attendance of Commissioners.—A. Weill, Dr. MacTavish, this is the 
]Jst> as I say, this is the first knowledge I have ever had of a direct record being 

of attendance of the Commissioners. As I say, I was never aware that 
W^missioners were treated on the same basis as the regular civil servants. I 
tc°ught in their regular capacities as deputy ministers, that they were not 

c°rded in the attendance book as actually in attendance.
[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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Q. Did you ever know of any record ever being kept of the attendance of 
the____ A. No; no special record—I was never aware of that.

Q. Has one ever been kept—you were secretary to Commissioner Jamieson 
before I came.—A. Yes. .

Q. Was a record kept then?—A. Not that I am aware of. As I say, I did not 
know that any special record was ever kept. I was not aware of that, because the 
question of the attendance of commissioners in the 14 years I have been in the 
Civil Service has never been questioned, never to my knowledge. !

Q. Well, you knew that in the hall of the Hunter Building a book was kept 
with a record-------A. Yes, of attendance, yes.

Mr. Bowman : Pardon me, Doctor, I did not just hear your question.
Dr. MacTavtsh: I asked if she knew that in the hall of the Hunter building; 

that is, on the 6th floor, I should add, a book was kept with the record 
attendances. i
' Mr. Bowman : Her answer was yes.

By Dr. MacTavish:
Q. Yes. Who would sign that book?—A. Well—
Q. Without enumerating them all.
Mr. Ernst: I do not want to interrupt you Doctor, but does that get us 

anywhere. We had evidence the Commissioners did not sign it. It was not 
contended you signed.

Dr. MacTavish: I am quite aware of that. This will not take long. It win 
only take a minute.

By Dr. MacTavish:
Q. Who signed that book?—A. Well—
Mr. Chevrier: Do not give any names if you do not like.
The Witness: I do not want to give names, but I thought you referred t0 

ranks. There are certain ranks there registering attendance.
Q. Would the chiefs of branches sign it?—A. Well, I am not aware of tha • 

You would have to ask Miss Saunders. She keeps the attendance book.
Q. I want it as to your knowledge.—A. Well, of that I am not aware.
Mr. Ernst: That gets us nowhere. Why ask her something she does n° 

know? •
The Chairman : The lady is telling things she does not know. If she knows, 

let us have it.
The Witness: No, Commissioners have never signed it.
Mr. Ernst: You were in blissful ignorance.
The Witness: It was not part of my duties, nor in my capacity as secretary 

to executive to wonder who had signed the book, or who had not. I did not s 
why I should question that. I was not in a position to see who signed that. M1 . 
Saunders is the one who could say who signed the book and who was exert1! 
from attendance and who was not.

By Dr. MacTavish:
Q. Well then, in regard to those Minutes. I do not suppose you hW® 

heard all of the evidence that has been given. Is this an accurate record of t*1 
attendance or absences on the part of the Commissioners according to H 
Minutes? Would you explain that, if you can explain how it would be arrived 
from the Minutes, and whether it would be an accurate record or whether 1 
might vary, and how it might vary?—A. Well, that is rather a full quest10 
to answer? Might I make a statement?
[Mies Jennie Otter.]
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The Chairman: Yes, go ahead.
The Witness: What I want to say, in fairness to Dr. MacTavish, that it 

was not my interpretation of the Minutes when he came. On becoming a Com
missioner, I handed Dr. MacTavish the Minutes, and I said, “These are a record 
of the action of the Commission from day to day.” I did not say, “Dr. Mac
Tavish, it is a record of your attendance,” because I did not interpret it as such.
I never have interpreted it as such. With Commissioner Jamieson, in the eight 
years I was with him, I had never interpreted it as such when he was absent 
on such a day, and present on such and such a day. That question nevêr arose. 
It was not my understanding. I had never occasion to say, “Dr. MacTavish, 
this is a record of your attendance.” I have said “This is a record of the action 
of the Commission.” What I want to explain is, you might take Minutes of 
to-day, and they might show Dr. MacTavish as absent, but at the same time in 
to-day’s Minutes there would be files with which he had already dealt, which 
he had already signed. Do you understand what I mean?

The Chairman : Yes.
The Witness: Well, then, it is rather difficult to explain, you see. The fact 

that he is not present does not indicate that he is not taking action on certain 
files that are entered in the Minutes for that day.

The Chairman : No; there is no suggestion of that.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The whole question with us is, would his name appear on the head of the 

Minutes as being present, if he were not present?—A. Well, of course—
Q. Or of not being present when he was?—A. I do not follow those Minutes.

I have not any authority to speak on the minutes.

By the Chairman:
Q. May I ask you this: Dr. MacTavish told us this morning that he seldom 

looked at those Minutes. As a matter of fact, he said you would bring them to 
him, and if there were anything in the Minutes which you thought should be 
called to his attention, you would do so?—A. Yes.

Q. Therefore, I would judge for a considerable number of years, and not 
only since the day of Dr. MacTavish’s appointment, but prior thereto, you 
have been looking at the Minutes of the Civil Service Commission?—A. Yes.

Q. In all that period of years have you noticed that at the very beginning 
of all Minutes, it starts out with these words: “present, Commissioners,” and then 
sets out who were present.—A. Yes.

Q. You have noticed that?—A. Yes.
Q. If the Minutes which came to you for attention, and which apparently 

you examined in order to call it to the attention of Commissioner MacTavish, 
contained an entry under that heading, of present, Commissioner MacTavish and 
Commissioner Tremblay, and you knew that Commissioner MacTavish was away 
on that day, would you, among the other things, in the minutes which you would 
call to Commissioner MacTavish’s attention, also call his attention to the fact 
that he was recorded as being present when he was not?—A. No; I have never 
questioned the attendance. I have never taken that question up.

Q. You have never taken that up?—A. No.
Q. If a Minute did not show on the head of it Dr. MacTavish’s name under 

the caption of present, thereby indicating that he was not present, would you 
call it to his attention if you knew he was present on that occasion?—A. I would 
*1 I knew, yes.

Q. Well now then, you would know every day that he was absent or present, 
Would you? You must come in contact with him daily?—A. Yes.

[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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Q. So that if Dr. MacTavish were absent from his office to-day, knowing 
that you would receive the Minutes of to-day’s business to-morrow, would you 
not?—A. Not necessarily, usually one day and sometimes two days after.

Q. But in the ordinary course you would receive it to-morrow. If the 
Minutes showed that Dr. MacTavish was away, and not recorded as present to
day, when you knew he was present, would you call it to his attention?—A. 
Will you repeat that question?

Q. Let me put it a little differently. Was Dr. MacTavish at his office of 
the Confmission to-day?—A. No.

Q. I am trying to take a recent date. Have you been there recently, 
Doctor, since you have had this trouble with your arm?

Dr. MacTavish: I was there to-day.
The Witness: I am sorry, Dr. MacTavish was in his office for a short time 

yesterday.

By the Chairman:
Q. Let me take a concrete illustration. Dr. MacTavish was there yester

day?—A. Yes.
Q. The Minutes of yesterday’s meeting probably came to you to-day—1 

do not mean meeting, but Minutes of the transactions—probably came to you 
to-day to have them signed by Dr. MacTavish.—A. No, they do not come to 
have them signed. You are wrong. They do not come in that way. The only 
thing that comes in to me is a copy of the Minutes, and Dr. MacTavish does 
not sign those Minutes from day to day. They are signed by the Chairman of 
the board, signed by the full board.

Q. When a copy comes to you, if that copy showed Dr. MacTavish was 
not recorded as being present yesterday, would you call it to his attention?— 
A. You are not referring to yesterday ; you are not taking yesterday?

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. As an example.—A. Yes, but my point is this, that when I present 

Minutes to Dr. MacTavish, I have never said, Dr. MacTavish: this is a record 
of your attendance—I always said, “ This is the action of the Commission for 
such a date.” I have not said, “ Dr. MacTavish, you were absent on such a 
day.” I have never explained that question at all.

Q. Dr. MacTavish tells us you call to his attention any matters in the 
Minutes?—A. Yes.

Q. Which were exceptional, or with which he must disagree?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, would you call it to his attention by saying to him, when you 

handed him a copy of the Minutes, “ I do not think those Minutes record your 
view" or do you write it out in pencil, or what do you do?—A. I do not know 
just what you mean.

Q- Let us see. Dr. MacTavish told us to-dav that he seldom read over 
the Minutes.—A. Yes.

Q. He tells us they came to you and that you read them?—A. Yes.
Q. And that if there was anything in connection with those Minutes with 

which you did not agree, you called it to his attention. Is that correct?—A. Yes.
Q. All right. Then, how do you call it to his attention. Do you go in hi5 

office and tell him about it, or simply take a copy of the Minutes and put a 
question mark opposite something you disagree with in red pencil, or what 
happens? A. Not necessarily red pencil, no. I would not immediately go in 1 
perhaps I would not for probably—I would probably go in the following day 
and say, “Dr. Mac lavish, I want to know if this is your position as indicated 
in the Minutes”?
[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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Q. You would go in on some day?—A. Yes, and say, “This is your position 
as indicated in the Minutes.”

Q. Is that correct?—A. Yes.
Q. That is what you would say to him?—A. Yes.
Q. Would you call it to his attention verbally?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Is there anything, from the time that Mr. Jamieson was appointed, or 

that you were appointed as his secretary, that you remember in regard to calling 
his attention to some inaccuracies in the Minutes. What I mean is, did you 
at any time call to his attention the fact that the Minutes, though a Commis
sioner was present, did not record it exactly in reference to his presence. Did you 
ever call Dr. MacTavish’s attention to the fact that he was recorded as being 
present when he was not present, or that he was shown not present when he 
Was present?—A. No.

Q. You cannot recall anything?—A. No, I cannot recall.
Q. In other words, if I can get it, you were there more or less for the pur

pose of bringing to his attention-------A. Yes.
Q. —the action of the Commission.—A. The action.
Q. The action, but not the fact that he was absent.—A. No, that was a 

question that had nothing at all to do with it. I do not think that was in my 
capacity. If it is, I am not even aware of it.

Mr. Ernst : Just what I expected.

By the Chairman:
Q. But in a case such as August 20, 1928, were the copy of the Minutes given 

to you setting out the decision of the Commissioners with respect to examinations 
and then stating Dr. MacTavish dissenting, and if so, is that the sort of thing 
You would call to his attention?—A. Well, not necessarily, I say for this reason, 
as I see the files that come in to Dr. MacTavish, and I also see them before 
it is charged out. Therefore, I have a very good knowledge of his action re the 
file. I have already stated if he had dissented I would not need to question that.

Q. So you use a combination of your own knowledge and what Dr. Mac
Tavish tells you, with which to approve of the copy of Minutes which comes 
to your office.—A. Yes.

Q. That is all.

By Dr. MacTavish:
Q. I would like to have Miss Otter give a statement. She has had con

siderable experience in a secretarial capacity, and otherwise. She was for some 
years, as she has said, secretary to Commissioner Jamieson, my predecessor. 
I would just like Miss Otter to say something about my attendance as a Com
missioner, and what I have done, and how I actually handle my work as a 
Commissioner.

Mr. Ernst: Dr. MacTavish, I think that is my document.
The Witness: I would like to check it over.
Mr. Ernst: Yes.
The Witness: I would like to check it over, please.
The Chairman : Dr. MacTavish, I do not want to object, but we do not want 

to hear anything that is not germane to the matter at issue. You are suggesting 
n°w that the young lady tell us something that does not really help or hinder the 
8,-tuation one way or the other

[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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Dr. MacTavish : Pardon me, Mr. Chairman, I have been charged, of 
course—

Mr. Ernst: You have not been charged with anything.
Dr. MacTavish : I use the word “ charged.” I have been cross-examined 

as to my absences and such like. I would be interested to hear Miss Otter say 
as to whether I have worked overtime, and if I were going away, whether 
I have properly done my work, and whether 1 have done it after hours or not, 
and whether I have stayed at the office after she goes out at half-past five, or 
a quarter to six.

Mr. Chevrier: I think that is all right as to the time after hours, but you 
would not want us to hear Miss Otter’s appreciation of your work. I have no 
objection to it. She may work late, and come back after hours. Just what do 
you want her to tell us?

Dr. MacTavish: A statement as to wha/t I do.
Mr. Ernst: What you want to get in evidence is that you apparently work 

overtime.
The Witness: I think what Dr. MacTavish has in mind is this: I think 

perhaps he means that I should be in a position to know whether he neglected 
his duty. Now, I may be wrong on that. Is that what you mean, Dr. Mac
Tavish?

Dr. MacTavish: Partly.
Mr. Ernst: But I do not think you should give that evidence. That is 

something for us, not for you, Miss Otter.
Dr. MacTavish: You see I refrained from saying that I do work very 

frequently after hours and at night,
Mr. Ernst: Say it, and we will accept it.
Mr. Chevrier: That is all right. You want a personal appreciation, and 

I do not think we should have that.
Dr. MacTavish: I would like Miss Otter to make that statement as to my 

working overtime.

By the Chairman:
Q. Miss Otter, let me see if I cannot get it. You cannot give us your opinion, 

but you can give us facts. What hours do you usually work?—A. Well, in the 
capacity of secretary one has no definite hours.

Q. I beg your pardon?—A. My understanding is, in the capacity of secre
tary, I have no definite hours.

Q. You frequently work after 5.30?—A. Yes, I do.
Q. Has Dr. MacTavish frequently worked after 5?
Mr. MacInnis: I object to the question, Mr. Chairman. We do not want 

to know what Dr. MacTavish did after hours or under extraordinary conditions- 
We want to know on what days he was present, and on what days he was absent- 
If he wishes to be absent to-'day and work to-night, that is no concern of ours.

The Chairman: I suppose it is rather anomalous for a Chairman to rule 
his own question in order, but I see no objection to the question.

Mr. Variance: Mr. Chairman, may I ask you a question? Now, following 
up that question of yours, does the Act outline that the Commissioners must 
work in certain number of hours?

Mr. Ernst: Of course not. You will have to draw up union rules, Mr- 
MacInnis.
[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Miss Otter, from your observation, has Dr. MacTavish frequently worked 

after five o’clock when he is at the commission offices?—A. Well, I can say 
that I have frequently left Dr. MacTavish there when I have left at 6 o’clock 
and 6.30.

The Chairman: Does that cover what you want, Doctor?
Dr. MacTavish : One question.
Mr. Bowman: I think Mr. Maclnnis was quite right, that we give Dr. 

MacTavish the benefit of the doubt.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Do you know how long he stayed in the office after six o’clock?— 

A. Well, I should think that I did.
The Chairman: It is obvious she could not; she left at six o’clock.

, The Witness: I would know for this reason, because I could leave things, 
1Gave 50 files with Dr. MacTavish at night, and in the following morning I 
w°uld go in and the files were all signed, and he could not do that in three 
barters of an hour.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Might it not depend on whether he read them or not?—A. Oh, yes, but 

ae does not usually sign without reading them.
Q. When you were there, that is all you can swear.
Mr. Bowman : You, very naturally, due to your position with Dr. Mac

Tavish, cannot do anything else but say what was in his favour, and conse
quently it is—

The Witness: Do you not think that is rather an unfair statement?
Mr. Bowman : —A reason why you should not be asked those questions.
Mr. Chevrier: That is better.
Mr. Ernst: It does not help Dr. MacTavish.
The Chairman : In answer to Mr. Bowman, I would say that goes to the 

^edibility of the evidence given by the witness, not to the relativity or admis
sibility of the questions and answers. I rule it is admissible.

Mr. Ernst: I appeal from the Chairman’s ruling.
Dr. MacTavish : If I might take from what Mr. Ernst said that it would
help me any—I. am beyond help—
Mr. Ernst: No, I do not mean it that way.
Dr. MacTavish : That was a facetious remark, Mr. Ernst, and I hope 

your—I had hoped that someone would ask Miss Otter’s opinion on the report, 
as to its accuracy.

Mr. Bowman: She has already sworn she knows nothing about it.
The Chairman: Her opinion is not admissible, but if Miss Otter can give 

Us any facts which would enable us to conclude as to whether the report is 
a°curate or inaccurate, we would be very glad to hear them.

Dr. MacTavish : Or whether it could not be.
Mr. Ernst: Whether it is.
The Witness : Pardon me. I wonder if I could make a statement? In 

listening to Dr. MacTavish’s evidence, I was under the impression that he 
Reined to be confused in points in which dates were concerned, as I understood 
:Nm. Miss Saunders, I think, gave evidence about that. There are certain 
tln:ies when subjects are included. I do not think he was aware of that.

[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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The Chairman: We have since, Miss Otter, had the file giving us all the 
subjects. &

The Witness: There is one other thing. I do not think Dr. MacTavish— 
he does not remember this—

Mr. Bowman : Just a moment. How do you know Dr. MacTavish did not 
understand?

The Witness: Well, from hearing his evidence this afternoon.
Mr. Bowman: You had better let Dr. MacTavish give his own evidence- 

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Miss Otter, I think that the doctor produced a paper that I was going 

to mark “A” for the benefit of the committee, which he said came from yoU> 
and showed 582 days.—A. Yes. I would like to explain that. Dr. MacTavish 
handed that to me this afternoon after two o’clock, and he went out hurriedly- 
I did not know in reading it, that Dr. MacTavish had computed it, but obviously 
he did not compute it as exactly as it should be; so I took his pencilled figures— 
I did not have time to explain it to him—I just took his pencilled figures> 
because I was not sure that it was intended to be inclusive, and the result was 
it would make a difference, and that is why I—

Mr. Ernst: I have given Miss Otter my computation and I thought the 
correct total was 728, not 726. I had an error of 2 in favour of Dr. MacTavish- 

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Did you prepare this statement—the statement that Dr. MacTavish 

had here which showed 500 odd days?—A. That was just his penciled figures 
that I took and added up.

Q. His figures, not yours?—A. Not mine.
Q. You do not know where he got his figures?—A. He just would make his 

own computation—he put his pencilled figure—
Q. He took our statement?—A. Yes.
Q. And figured from that?—A. Yes. It was not inclusive. That was 

where his error was.
Dr. MacTavish : May I say one thing? I would like to ask Miss Otter a 

question. Would it be possible, or at all likely, that that statement with this 
‘‘ attendance : present: Commissioners ” at the top—I think that is what it say5 
—might a Commissioner be present and not have signed any minutes that day- 
and, according to those minutes, be put down as absent, or present when he 
might be absent? It is a point to which—

The Chairman: I am trying to give you all the latitude I can, you bein» 
a layman, but what might or might not be is not the least bit germane to this 
inquiry. Has not the young lady told us that she has no recollection of evej 
having called your attention ; that with regard to absence or presence as recorded 
m this sheet she paid so little attention to it that she never called them to y°ur 
attention?

The Witness: I never said I paid so little attention to it. I said 
not a part of my duties. .

The Chairman : All right. I do not care. The result is the same. ^ 
you possibly, Dr. MacTavish, put yourself in a stronger position an

Dr. MacTavish: I want to put'myself in as strong a position as Possl , j 
The Chairman: I think that is as strong a position as you can Pos^ }j 

get from this evidence. I asked those questions deliberately to get as 
down as possible.

Dr. MacTavish: I confess, as I said this morning, that I do not understa 
that method of keeping tab on Commissioners.
[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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Miss Saunders, recalled.
By the Chairman:

Q. For how many years have you been keeping these attendance books? 
—A. Since 1908.

Q. Has it always been the practice since that time to record on the margin 
thereof those Commissioners who were present on each particular day?—A. No, 
Mr. Lawson, I cannot tell you when it started, but it started about 1918, I 
would say. It was not always on the margin ; sometimes it was down at the 
bottom of the page, but the Commissioners attendance was recorded.

Q. Since at least 1918?—A. Yes. I think so. I have no recollection of the 
exact date.

Q. If, for any reason, to-night you should want to change your evidence in 
that respect, either from looking at the attendance book or anything of that 
kind, you will please come back to-morrow morning; otherwise, you need not 
come back.—A. Do you wish to verify it? I brought up the attendance books 
going back to 1921 and it shows the practice then, and it was not new then.

Q. Does it show the practice the same in 1921?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. The point is that it existed in 1926?—A. Might I explain? Perhaps I 

might answer Dr. MacTavish’s question about the Commissioners. Dr. Mac- 
Tavish asked if it was possible that a Commissioner might be shown present 
when he was not present or absent when he was there. It is quite possible he 
might be shown as present, because if files come up to me from his room through 
the day I would take it for granted that he had signed them that day and would 
enter him as present, and Commissioner Tremblay called my attention to-day 
to the fact that he sometimes signed files at night and they came to me in the 
morning.

The Chairman : That would give him credit for being present when he 
would be absent?

The Witness : Yes, when he would be absent; but I do not think a Com
missioner would be shown as absent if he was present because before we take 
it for granted that he is absent we practically always make inquiries.

Mr. Bowman : Which, if anything else, would make the absences larger?
The Witness: I think my record is correct.
The Chairman: Your minute commences with August 2, 1928, and finishes 

with August 31, 1928. We will be ready to hear the officials of the Civil Service 
Commission to-morrow morning. If any member of the Committee wants any
thing further presented we will appreciate it if he is ready to-morrow morning. 
Mr. Bland, I said that before we heard the Commissioners I wanted to have you 
put in, if you will, a memorandum that you made in 1931 which I asked you for 
some time ago dealing with the question of oral examinations and rating boards 
°n those minor appointments.

Mr. Bland: I intend to put that in. I will put in a copy if you like 
to-morrow.

The committee adjourned to meet Friday, April 29th, at 11 o’clock.

49322—55 [Miss Elsie Saunders.]
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House of Commons,

April 29, 1932.

The Select Special Committee to inquire into appointments to and the 
fontrol and direction of the Civil Service of Canada and, generally, the admin
istration and operation of the Civil Service Act, met this day at 11 a.m., Mr. 
Lawson presiding.

The Chairman : I cannot remember who it was, but somebody got in touch 
with the Clerk yesterday, about some organization of Civil Servants who wished 
to be heard. It was a request that the Elevator Operators’ Branch of the Civil 
^ervice Association should be allowed to be heard, and I took now the responsi
bility of advising the Clerk that it was much too far in the sittings to start to 
hear new organizations who had not made representations before, but if they 
cared to put in a written memorandum, I would have copies made and sub
mitted to the members of the Committee for consideration.

There are a few questions I should like to ask Mr. Bland this morning.
Mr. Bowman : Is Dr. MacTavish here? Is there any evidence that he wants 

to present?
The Chairman: I do not know. I assume not.
Mr. Chevrier: I think he wants to put in a statement.
The Chairman: He can do that.
Mr. Bowman: The only thing is, had we not better clean it up, if there is 

anything more to be said, before we go on with anything else.
The Chairman : Is there anything further that any member of the Com

mittee wants in respect to the matter we were on yesterday?
Mr. Chevrier: No; I understand we start in with the rebuttal now.

C. H. Bland, recalled.

By the Chairman:
Q Mr Bland I wrote you some days ago asking you to let me have or 

Produce here, a memorandum that you prepared for the Civil Service Commis
sioners in 1931, relating to examinations for minor positions and so forth. Have 
y°u that document?—A. Yes.

Q Would vou just read that so it will go on the record? But before doing 
that, Mr Bland how did it come about that such a memorandum was made out? 
J? it ‘something that was done on your own initiative, and suggested to the 
Commissioners, or is it something that was requested, or how was it done. A. 
From time to time Mr. Chairman, the examiners and myself have discussed 
tile nature of the examinations set for various positions, and one of the points 
that had been discussed quite frequently was the desirability, or otherwise, of 
attempting to make ratings on education and experience for minor positions 
from the written statements filed by the applicants. As a result of those dis- 
cUssions, on September 10, 1931, I submitted a memorandum to the Secretary 
°n the subject. Shall I read the memorandum in full?

Q. Yes.
«322-55 J 829 [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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The Witness : Subject: Oral examinations for lower grade positions.
In connection with the attached 

that an oral examination might be a 
positions:
Caretaker
Cleaner and Helper 
Packer and Helper 
Watchman 
Elevator Operator 
Truckman 
Customs Truckman 
Customs Guard 
Hospital Guard 
Prison Guard

memorandum from Mr. Nelson, I think 
sufficient test in the following classes of

Hospital Orderly- 
Stationary Engineer 
Inspector of Construction 
Clerk of Works 
Fisheries Inspector 
Park Warden
Limited Service Customs positions where 

the salary is under $600 (i.e. those 
Customs positions which a written 
examination is not held for.)

New oral examination reports, drafted so as to include as factors such 
education and experience as are required for the duties of the position, are 
attached.

It has been the practice to hold written examinations, in addition to the 
oral examination, in certain of the above classes, namely, Customs Truckman, 

us om® uard, Immigration Guard and Hospital Guard, but under the present 
test°mS an°eS * Unk we w°uld be justified in utilizing the oral as the sole

Selections for stock Car Inspectors are also made at present on the basis 
o an.ora examination and a rating on education and experience, but as the 

xaminer, lr. Bourbonnais, considers that in such cases the rating on education 
am expei îence has a definite value, I do not recommend any change in this 
particular examination.

The Examiners in the other examinations specified above agree that the 
c ange suggested may well be made and that the examination system will not 
suiter thereby. Furthermore, considerable work for the Examiners will be 
eliminated.
wherever noLihle ls aPProved by the Commissioners, I also recommend that, 
including the Hen’ t ° °+a, exammation be conducted by an Examining Board, 
and a renresent -i tnPres*;.ntative>. a representative of the Commission 
Commission will he' J | ie,.panaclian Legion, as I think that by so doing the 
Execution is merle f u!'e 1 y secure fair and accurate relative ratings- 
these uositinns n,-o ,° f *e °r,a examinations for Prison Guards, as posters f°r 
as aunlienn+s ‘ contmuously displayed and the orals are given bv the Wardens

atrsLstr" ™ mnc™d in by the

a b»?Æs is given

meirorünrm.p1111#8^011?18 ?ave ^eirther consideration to the Chief Examiner’8 
lower o-rnHe “ 0 ; eptember 10th, with reference to oral examinations f°r 
tower grade positions, and decided as follows:

c*.asses °f positions specified in the memorandum, the 
,na ,‘?n scheme is to be: Oral Examination, weight 7; rating

on education and experience weight 3.
2' Wiïe^ÆntCtiCable’th? oral examination is to be given by a Board- 

the' Dnn89H rePresentative of the Commission, a representative oI 
otherwise hv!,nt and ^representative of the Canadian Legion- 

[Mr. c. H. Bland.] ° " a representative of the Department.
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3. In the rating on education and experience only such weight is to be 
given to the factor of education as is jusified by the qualifica
tions required for the duties of the position.

The classes of positions are as follows :—
Caretaker,
Packer and Helper,
Elevator Operator,
Customs Truckman,
Hospital Guard,
Prison Guard,
Stationary Engineer,
Clerk of Works,
Park Warden,
Stock Car Inspector,
Cleaner and Helper,
Watchman,
Truckman,
Customs Guard,
Immigration Guard,
Hospital Orderly,
Inspector of Construction,
Fisheries Inspector,
Limited Service Customs, positions where the salary is under $600 

(i.e., those Customs positions for which a written examination is 
not held).

Q. Then, Mr, Bland if I have absorbed the purport of that memorandum, 
^ Was to the effect that with respect to the decisions therein set out, the rating 
boards should be done away with.—A. On education and experience, as separate 
tr°m the oral examination.

Q. And that there should be an oral examination, and as part of that oral 
^amination, education and experience should be taken into consideration.—A. 
^es, Mr. Chairman.

Q. And then, the Commisioners decided, that for the guidance of the 
jammers who were making the oral examinations, a weight of 7 should be given 
°r the oral examination proper, and a weight of 3 only to the educational and 

'■Xperience feature of it.—A. It went a little farther than that. The Commissioners 
decided that the rating on education and experience from the application forms 
^ade by examiners should be retained and given a weight of 3, and that the oral 
^amination conducted by the board, or by the departmental representative, 
bould be given a weight of 7.

Q. The Commission favoured retaining the ratings?—A. With lower rates.
Q. Were they much taken down?—A. From five and five.

, Q. Now, can you tell me why, in conducting oral examinations, there should 
a representative of the Canadian Legion as one of the examiners?—A. I would 

n°t go that far, Mr. Chairman.
Q. That is a part of the recommendation?—A. That is the wording of the 

p commendation. Wre get into the habit in the Commission of speaking of the 
Vanadian Legion representative as a member of the board.

Q. What is meant by that decision?—A. The meaning of the decision was 
hat the Canadian Legion would be permitted to have a person on the oral 
Xainining board as a representative of the organiaztion.

, Q. Right; for the purpose of seeing that the returned soldiers’ preference 
as observed.—A. Exactly.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. But that does not mean that the representative of the Canadian Legion 
would actually participate in the marking of candidates.—A. No; that is a prac
tice that has grown up. Our original intention was hardly that, but that 
practice has grown up through the constant presence of a representative of the 
returned soldiers on those examining boards.

Q. From your experience, Mr. Bland, over a number of years as an 
examiner, I presume you will agree with the view that those selected to con
duct oral examinations should be persons having particular qualifications for 
those duties, and not any person who might, for the time being, irrespective 
of his education or qualification, be representing the Legion.—A. Yes.

Q. At some examinations?—A. I think that is true.
Q. Well then, the effect of that decision, so far as oral examinations for 

those minor positions which are now in force, are concerned, is that they are 
conducted by examiners selected by the Commission and representatives of 
the department.—A. The oral examination?

Q. The oral examination.—A. Yes.
The Chairman: Have you any question, gentlemen?
Mr. Bowman: I have some questions for Mr. Bland, but I prefer to a^k 

them after the Commissioners have been heard.
The Chairman: I mean with reference to this one specific matter, because 

Mr. Bland will be available again.
By the Chairman:

Q. Mr. Bland, there is just one other matter I made a note of some time 
ago. there seems to be an impression among a great many civil servants that 
they cannot make representations, or complaints, to the Commission, if they 
feel they have been aggrieved by reason of any promotion, and that to com
plain to the Commission means that they will be dismissed from their position- 
I see the Civil Service Commission has a rule dealing with the matter, rule 105, 
part 3. Will you just read the rule, please?—A.

Any person who directly or indirectly, solicits or endeavours to in
fluence a member of the Commission or any officer thereof, in favour of 
his appointment, promotion, transfer, or increase of salary, shall be 
deemed to be unworthy of such appointment, promotion or increase, and 
it shall not be accorded him, and if he is employed in the civil service, 
he shall be liable to immediate dismissal.

Q- JJe rule, according to its wording, would appear to be a very proper 
one. \v ill you tell me, if in actual practice, civil servants are penalized for 
making complaints and representations to the Commission, or its officers, io 
respect to any promotion or matter where they feel they have a grievance?— 
A. I have never come across any such case, Mr. Chairman. We receive ® 
certain number of complaints, as is inevitable. I think some of them, a fe"‘ 
of them, come direct from the complainants themselves, some come through 
the departments, and many of them are from the employees’ organizations- 
But I have known of no cases where employees have been penalized because of 
complaining against unfair tratment.

Q. Would we be safe in saying that the Civil Service Commission is willing 
to hear complaints, and look into the matter with discriminating against the 
particular servant who makes the complaint?—A. My feeling, Mr. Chairman, 
has been that we are anxious to hear any complaint or otherwise that will tend 
to create efficiency in the work in any particular.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. As a matter of fact, Mr. Bland, the Commission, I do not suppose, would 

hear many complaints, as a matter of practice?—A. Well now, let me be clear- 
Do you mean the Commissioners or the Commission?
LMr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. The Commission.—A. Well, the complaints are naturally sifted through 
the staff to deal with, and if they are considered of sufficient importance to 
bring to the Commissioners’ attention, they are so presented.

Q. To check over the value of them?—A. Yes; I should not say there would 
be a great number of complaints, but the Commissioners can give you more 
definite knowledge in that regard than I can.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I should like to ask a question in regard to Regulation 105 which you 

have just read. I was wondering just how inclusive that would be, especially 
in regard to the part where it refers to influencing a Commissioner. The mak
ing of a complaint as to discrimination, or if an employee thought there was 
discrimination in promotion, would that be considered that he was influencing 
a Commissioner?—A. W ell, Mr. Maclnnis, I really think that is a question 
you had better ask the Commissioners themselves. I think they could answer 
it more fully.

Q. The point I wish to make is this: are civil servants reading this, justified 
in drawing the conclusion that has been stated by the Chairman?—A. Well, 
I do not know that I would agree entirely with that, Mr. Maclnnis. It does 
not follow that solicitations in regard to appointment, promotion, transfer or 
increase of salary are entirely the same thing as a complaint against an injustice.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. This rule means after.—A. Exactly.
Q. After promotion, etc. I do not see there is anything there that would 

prevent a civil servant from going to a Commissioner or to the Commission 
and complaining.—No, I do not think so.

By Mr. Chewier:
Q. This is only in connection with undue influence as to transfer, or pro

motion, or increase in salary?—A. That is what I meant, yes.
Mr. MacInnis: Well, if that is the understanding I am quite satisfied.
The Witness: That would be my understanding, Mr. Maclnnis.
Mr. MacInnis : That is quite reasonable.
The Chairman : Thank you, Mr. Bland.
Now, gentlemen, is there anything else you want before we start on the other 

part of our program? Well, the Committee is ready to hear from the Civil 
Service Commissioners, or officials of the Civil Service.

Dr. Roche: Do you desire to hear from the Commissioners before hearing 
Mr. Putman?

The Chairman : It does not make a bit of difference, Doctor.
Dr. Roche: I would prefer that Mr. Putman deal with several matters first.
The Chairman : We would prefer that you arrange the order between your

selves.

C. V. Putman, recalled.

The Witness: Mr. Chairman, I want to make reference, first, to certain 
remarks made by Mr. Desbarats regarding the question of organization.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you the page of that, Mr. Putman?—A. I am afraid I have not, 

Mr. Chevrier.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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He made particular reference to an organization work that was carried on 
in his Account’s Branch, and I would like to read an extract from his original 
letter, and extracts from letters of the Commission, and one other letter from 
the department.

The department’s original request, dated July 15th, reads in part as fol
lows:—

At the instance of the Honourable the Minister of National Defence 
Mr. Gordon Scott of the Audit Board of Canada recently carried out a 
thorough investigation into the administration of the Department. I 
would request that a representative be detailed by your Commission to 
investigate the Department’s proposals. A large part of the proposed 
procedure which was recommended by Mr. Scott has already been put 
into force and the Department is desirous of having this matter dealt 
with so that whatever financial provision is necessary can be made in the 
estimates for 1931-32.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Who was Mr. Scott?—A. Mr. Scott was an auditor called in by the 

Minister of National Defence to look into the organization of the account’s 
branch.

Mr. Ernst: Of the Ross firm, Montreal?
The Chairman : P. S. Ross & Sons.
The Witness: Of Montreal, yes.
There were two major recommendations that were made by the firm of P- 

S. Ross & Sons:—
(1) The transfer of the Pay Corps from military to civilian control.
(2) The removal of the Audit Division from the jurisdiction of the 

Chief Accountant and the creation of a separate Audit Branch reporting 
direct to the Deputy Minister.

Now, this question of the transfer of the Pay Corps has every sympathy of the 
Commission, in view of the fact that it had been recommended as far back as

The second recommendation, however, required the creation of a separate 
audit branch which did not receive such favourable consideration and, as a 
result of this, this is an extract from a letter written to the department in this 
regard:—

The Commission cannot consider the removal of the auditing func
tion from the Accountant; it cannot recommend an organization in the 
proposed Audit Branch to financially audit the Accountant, observing that 
this duty forms a legal and integral part of the Accountant’s responsibility. 
It is not, however, proposed to refuse the Auditing organization definitely, 
but it seems advisable to request the Department to give this matter 
greater consideration. Should the Department confirm its proposals the
Commission may then submit its request to the Treasury Board for 
decision.

That is, the Commission did not definitely refuse it, but said thc> would sub 
it to Treasury Board.

By the Chairman: .
Q. That is, whose letter to whom?—A. That is a portion of t îe omm 

sion’s letter to the Deputy Minister of National Defence.
[Mr. C, V. Putman.]
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As a result of this letter the department replied in part:—
It would appear that your Commission does not approve of Mr. 

Scott’s recommendation for the establishment of a separate Audit Branch. 
The tentative proposals of the Department have, therefore, been modified 
to correspond with the requirements of your Department and the amended 
draft proposals now enclosed provide for the establishment of an Account’s 
Branch of which the stores and financial audit will be a part.

That is, that the department agreed with the Commission that they would 
,n,ot put one recommendation of Mr. Scott into effect. I quote this to contradict 
ae statement that the Commission did not take any part in this new scheme.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. My recollection of what Mr. Desbarats said was that Scott came in 

itnd made the proposal for the reorganization of this particular branch, and then 
h was submitted to you or to the Commission and that you sent down Mr. 

°utin, who had been a junior in that very office.—A. Right.
Q. And that he was quite unsuited for the work, and it was bad policy, in 
event, to send him down. I am just telling you the facts as I remember
Desbarats’ evidence and after Boutin had played around with it for a year 

\e recommendations of Mr. Scott in that connection were accepted by the Com- 
lf?sion. That is my recollection of Mr. Desbarats evidence. I may be wrong. 

Well, as a matter of fact, Mr. Ernst, this request came to the Commission 
,Mer date of July the 15th. The Department requested at one time holding
r e matter over for about six weeks because their chief accountant was not 
y ady to proceed, or some such reason, and it was finally reported. We wrote 

on November 3rd, telling them that we did not agree with this proposal 
^0mpletely, and they did not reply again till December 26th, and the matter 

as reported to Treasury Board some time early in either January or February 
^ have not the exact date, but the fact is that it did not take over a year.

. Q. Some where about a year?—A. From July until December, six or seven 
Months.
j, Furthermore, Mr. Desbarats made the statement that he asked that we 
j° . ahead and proceed with the complete reorganization, and said that we 
j>ated we could not do it. Now, I have no knowledge—and I have asked 
v r- Boutin about it,—of ever having made such a statement, and none of my 
; Ctl know of ever having made such a statement, so Mr. Desbarats’ statement 

mat regard is quite obviously wrong.
. Q. As I recollect, he said, that Mr. Boutin was quite incapable of really 

0?lng the task to which he was assigned?—A. Well, Mr. Ernst, that is a matter 
°Pinion. Mr. Boutin, when he went into the department, was a young man, 

he has shown very considerable promise, and he came to the Organization 
J’^ch on the recommendation of his immediate chief—the Chief Accountant 

National Defence—who considered him one of his most capable officials, 
v Q. Well, as a matter of policy, will you agree or will you not—whatever 
fer- Boutin’s qualifications may be—that it is scarcely fair to send him in to 
^^ganize a department which he has just left and in which he was a 'junior.— 

' I have got to make use of the best tools we have, 
p Q. It is something like asking Mr. Simmins to report on the Civil Service 

^mission,—A. I will admit that, and yet before Mr. Boutin undertook that 
both he and I had a talk with the Chief Accountant of National Defence, 

0 expressed the personal opinion that he had no objection to it.
■Mr. Eenst: Thank you.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Boxcman:
Q. And while speaking about that, Mr. Putman, this was a more or |e“, 

maior reorganization, was it not, taking it from what Mr. Desbarats has state > 
that is the impression I have?—A. Outside of those two points I have mention 
there was no major change. They absorbed the military pay division into , 
civilian division, and they proposed to take the audit away from the vn 
Accountant and put it directly under the Deputy Minister. There were a je 
internal changes or shifts in staff and that sort of thing, but those were the ■ 
major proposals. , , tv,e

Q. Will you say this, Mr. Putman, that your staff as you have it at 
present time—I am not disparaging it in any way because I know nothing abo 
it—but do you think that your staff would be capable of handling a maL 
reorganization of any of the larger departments without outside assistance.'" 
May I leave that now. I will answer that a little later on.

Mr. Bowman : That is quite all right. ,,
The Witness: Then I want to make reference to the matter that was broug 

up by Dr. Beauchesne with regard to the classification of the House of Comm01- 
This reclassification of the House of Commons was not so much a questi ^ 

of classification of positions as it was a question of salary review. The requ ^ 
of the department was for higher compensation for at least fifty per cent, 
the staff, and the Commission, incidentally, granted about half of the reque» 

The Chairman : That is good political compromise. ,
The Witness: I have got a short memorandum in connection with this t 

I would like to read:— j
Late in 192.5 and early in 1926 considerable correspondence pa^ 

between the House of Commons and the Commission with reference^ 
classification matters, more especially as regards the jurisdiction o g 
Civil Service Commission. Apparently the intention of Dr. Beauc i 
was that as the House of Commons had full authority as rcga ^ 
organization that any positions provided by proper authority shou 
accepted by the Commission without applying classification. t

This matter was referred to the Department of Justice and m e 6 
the ruling of Justice was that positions provided in the regular waY gI) 
subject to classification the same as other positions under the Act. ^ 
this decision was communicated to Dr. Beauchesne he verbally reque- f 
that action be suspended, which was approved by the Commissioners ui 
date of March 18th, 1926. _ , nr.

The question of classification was again revived by letter o i 
Beauchesne of July 8th, and a report was prepared which was apP’ ^g 
by the Commissioners under date of July 24th, 1926, the decision . 
that as the question was equivalent to a general salary revision rather 
changes in classification, that no action was to be taken until the " 
of the new Government in the matter were ascertained. ^ . to

In October, 1926, Dr. Beauchesne again requested the Commissio ^ 
proceed. Some correspondence passed between the Commission am 
Beauchesne between that date and January 20th, 1927. ^

Just about this time, the Speaker of the House of Commons requested g(j 
Commission not to take any further action. Later, on January 24th, he foil0 
this verbal request by a letter asking us to hold it up. . 0f

Then, in April, 1927, with the approval of the Speaker, the questipi 
classification was again raised; and under date of May 9th the Commissio ^ 
instructed that Dr. Beauchesne be asked if an appropriation was provide ^ 
cover the increased cost of the proposals made by the House of Commons. . 
this Dr. Beauchesne replied by letter of May 16th, that they had the io° ' 
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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and a complete review was authorized of the House of Commons classification. 
From this date up until August 2nd, at which time arrangements were made for 
an interview with Dr. Beauchesne, a very careful study was made of the clas
sification of the various positions in the House of Commons, many pages of 
information having been supplied as well as classification cards for all positions. 
A complete report was prepared and submitted to the Commissioners and, at his 
request, Dr. Beauchesne attended a meeting of the Commissioners at which time 
the Commissioners had before them the report of the Organization Branch.

I do not remember that Dr. Beauchesne at this meeting made any request 
to be informed as to the recommendations which were being made to the Com
missioners for, had he done so, I see no reason why the Commissioners would 
not have informed him of same. Dr. Beauchesne at this meeting was given 
every opportunity to express his views, and in reaching a decision the Com
missioners gave consideration to the representations which he then made. 
Following this conference the Commissioners instructed that a report be forwarded 
tor the approval of the House by resolution.

This report was approved by Resolution of the House on the 11th May, 
1928, and it would seem, if as much dissatisfaction resulted as would appear 
from the remarks of Dr. Beauchesne, that it was in the hands of the Internal 
Economy Committee, to whom the report was presented, before going before 
the House for approval, to refer back the report to the Civil Service Commis
sion if they considered that the report was not fair and equitable and in the 
mterest of the staff of the House of Commons.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Just before you leave that, Mr. Putman, you will remember one of the 

main objections that Dr. Beauchesne made was to the effect that the staff of 
the House of Commons had to have certain technical qualifications. For 
instance, in the matter of reporters, you will remember him referring to details 
sUch as that. What do you have to say with respect to appointments in that 
connection?—A. Well, the salary that is paid, in my estimation, to the reporters 
°n the floor of the House, for the. time that they spend here, is a very fair 
salary in comparison to other salaries to-day in the service. I think, however, 
that the salary paid some of the other reporters is probably not as high as they 
should be, and I would be prepared at any time to make a recommendation to 
the Commissioners that it should be raised, but in view of the financial hold-up 
at the present time we cannot do anything.

By the Chairman:
Q. However, Mr. Putman, in the case of getting good reporters for the 

House of Commons, a comparison of other salaries paid in the Civil Service has 
Hally nothing to do with the subject matter. It is a question of what salaries 
have to be paid to court reporters, and people of that class, because the House 
must have the most expert répertoriai assistance.—A. I should have included, 
Mien I said that, and what is being paid outside. For the length of time that 
[hey spend on this work each year it bears a very fair comparison to what is 
^efrg paid outside.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. While perhaps that is something I had in mind, still Dr. Beauchesne 

Mggested that there might be some elasticity in connection with the picking 
°ut of such additional men, due to the fact that they had to be very expert, and 
Hat if he had the employing he could possibly get in touch with men and be 
Pti the look-out for them" all the time—A. My answer to that, Mr. Bowman, 
ls that if Dr. Beauchesne can do it, the Commission can do it.

Q. It would be, more or less, followed along somewhat the same lines pro
posed—though probably not to the same extent—by Dr. Tory, with regard to

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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technical help.—A. My opinion is that the Commission can do just exactly 
the same and make just as good appointments as Dr. Tory can.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Putman, I wonder if you have given consideration to all the factors 

that enter into the thing when you make that statement? Let me assume, for 
instance, that I wanted,a particularly good lawyer for some particular position. 
Your system at the present time is to advertise and hold a competition.—A. Yes.

Q. Now, I suppose you know—I do not want to say the best lawyers— 
that successful lawyers will not answer your advertisements or apply for your 
positions, they are not interested ; first, because the money that is paid is not 
great enough, and, secondly, because a lot of them would not want to be 
bothered with it anyway.—A. Well, you would not get that class of man, Dr- 
Tory would not get that class of man any more than the Commission would.

Q. Oh, yes, he might. I might go to a lawyer, if I were in a position to 
do so—and I am simply taking the field I know—and I may say, “ We need 
you for this job, and in the interests of the country it should be done. I know 
you are making $10,000 a year and I cannot pay you that; the most I can 
pay you is $7,500,” and I might be able to induce that man to take that job- 
Frankly, Mr. Putman, speaking in a field I know, I venture to suggest that i| 
the Civil Service Commission to-morrow set an examination for a lawyer at 
$6,000 a year, we will say, there is not a member in this Committee who is a 
legal man who could pass that examination.—A. You have me on unfamiliar 
ground ; I am not an examination expert.

Q. But do you not see my point, Mr. Putman. The House of Common*
requires the most expert shorthand writers------ A. Will you leave that and
question Mr. Bland about it. He is more familiar with regard to that than 
I am.Q. I am thinking of it from a classification feature, and I fear, from the 
salaries I have seen, for example the classifications which are allowed the stan 
of the House, that you have missed the viewpoint in connection with this, and 
that you cannot get the most expert men on the basis of the hours they have 
to work and the salaries which are paid.

Mr. Chevrier: And the conditions under which they work?
Mr. Ernst: You cannot measure experts by a yardstick.
The Witness: I will agree to that, that you cannot measure experts by 9 

yardstick, but there are certain positions where it is fair to measure them by 9 
yardstick. I might also say that in the Government service, in certain instance* 
and for certain positions, you have almost got to go out and get men and p9^ 
the salary that is needed to get them.

-A. Yes, I will agree with that, and w'e
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. As in any other line of business ?- 
have done that in certain instances.

Q. If you ever lose the function of the Commission then immediately you ar 
getting away from the general basis of the principles on which we work. Yo 
must, in the ordinary run of events, measure with a yardstick; that is the only 
rule you can apply.—A. The bulk of the service can be measured, more or le~~’ 
that way. I still contend that the salaries that are being paid generally to fb 
employees of the House of Commons have been very very fair in comparison 
with other more or less similar positions throughout the service.

By Mr. Chevrier: t
Q. Do you take into account the other side of the picture, the fact t a 

they have to work under peculiar conditions for a short time, with the uncertai 
of the work?—A. I am talking about permanent employees, Mr. Chevrier.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. All of these employees must be taken into account.—A. Yes.
Q. Even the permanent ones.
Mr. MacInnis: I raised that point in regard to members’ stenographers, 

and I think I got rather scant consideration from the Committee.
The Chairman : No, I had them in mind.
The Witness: Those stenographers do not come under the Civil Service 

Commission at all.
Mr. MacInnis: I know they do not. However, the point was raised.
The Witness: Yes. There is nothing further in that regard?

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Putman, as head of the Organization Branch, Mr. MacInnis speak- 

lnK of stenographers put something in my mind. Is there any reason why, in 
your opinion, à full time stenographic staff could not be employed for use by 
Members of the House of Commons, and between sessions those stenographers 
c°uld be used to supplement departmental requirements and be assigned, on 
Requisition, to the departments, to the Civil Service Commission, or some 
branch of the Civil Service.—A. I think possibly something in that regard could 

worked out.
Q. You are not able to see any obstacle to it?—A. No, I am not able to see 

anY obstacle to it.
Mr. Bland: The practice is in effect now of utilizing House of Commons 

stenographers in the departments.
The Chairman: No, no, you miss my point altogether. A House of Com

mons stenographer now gets $4 a day, and on some absurd principle is paid for 
Seven days a week and works six, instead of being paid a salary. These girls 
R'ork nights, and I have no hesitation in saying that the one who is assigned 
:° toe this year has been working three nights a week ever since this Civil Service 
|Rquiry has been on, but why could not these girls be given a permanent position 
“Re same as any other stenographer in any other department and assigned to the 
*touse of Commons staff during the session, and in between sessions used to 
Rjpplement the requirements of the different departments?—A. I do not see

Q. Instead of making a raft of temporary appointments of stenographers 
to some departments who, for the time being, have an additional amount of 
Work?

Mr. Chevrier: Let us take it in this way: There are eighty odd stenograph- 
ers on the House of Commons Staff. As soon as the House closes these 
®tonographers are placed on an eligible list in the Commission, but the moment 
toe House closes you have eighty stenographers out of work. How long would 

take to absorb, during the year, or in the recess between the two parliaments, 
toese eighty girls? Some of them would be on the list with pay and no work, 
then supposing they were all absorbed, or sixty of them were absorbed, between 
Usions into the Government service, then when the next session opened you 
w°uld have to bring them back again from their positions and disturb the 
j’toious departments.—A. Well, when I said I thought it might be possible to 

e Worked out—
, Q. I think you spoke too quickly.—A. I had in mind the fact that usually 
toiring the summer time, during vacation, there are a considerable number of 
rcquests for temporary people.

Mr. Chevrier: I have no objection to those girls being appointed permanent 
• nd drawing their salaries the whole year round, and if you can show me a way 

Can be done I will vote for it.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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The Chairman: What I had in mind was this: If those girls were given 
permanent positions you could pay them $28 a week. Let me assume they were 
paid the prevailing rate of salary for a good first class stenographer, and 1 
would expect they would be first class. It is quite true that during the recess, 
between sessions, those girls would probably have, some of them, a week when 
they were not working and for which they were getting paid, but a department 
would call up, we would say Mr. Putman of the Civil Service Commission, and 
say “We want ten extra stenographers for four weeks.” Mr. Putman knows 
whether the session is going to start within that four weeks, so he assigns ten 
of those girls for the four weeks, and so on. By employing them on a staggered 
system I think you could meet the requirements of the department and would 
save an enormous amount of temporary appointments which seem to crystalliz® 
ultimately into permanent appointments, and I think you would get a better 
staff for the House of Commons, and you would have available stenographers 
that could be used in the departments.

The Witness: That is what is being done more or less now, other than the 
fact that they are temporary. A good many of them are assigned each summer 
after the House has prorogued.

By the Chairman:
Q. Then, Mr. Putman, let me see now if I get your idea clearly: You hav® 

in the Commission an eligible list of stenographers, we will say grade 2?—-A- 
Yes.

Q. Which stenographers have qualified by examination. Then do you add 
to that list the girls who are employed as sessional stenographers?

Mr. Bland: May I answer that, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Bland: The procedure under normal times obviously is not the sam® 

procedure as that being followed this year, so, if I may, I will refer to normal 
times. In normal times the House of Commons stenographers, when the session 
is over, or shortly before the session is over, are reported to the Commission by 
the Chief of the Stenographic staff, with a report upon their qualifications am 
their service. When the summer season begins it is usually the fact that man> 
of the regular departmental stenographers are away on leave. That is the leav® 
season. Consequently, if a department requires temporary help that temporary 
help is secured from the regular eligible lists of the Commission, but on pra®' 
tically all occasions in normal times those lists have not been sufficient to meet 
the needs, with the result that the temporary sessional stenographers of t|'e 
House of Commons have been used for periods of four, eight and twelve weeks 
during the summer in various departments.

By the Chairman:
Q. So that, generally speaking, a lot of these young ladies get temporal 

employment, in normal times?—A. A great many, yes.
Q. That may be so in normal times, Mr. Bland, or abnormal times, bu 

I have in mind two young ladies who are on that staff who have worked for m®> 
and I venture to suggest they rate as high as anybody but as yet they ha^6 
not had one day’s temporary work between sessions?

Mr. Bowman : Where do they come from?
The Chairman: Ottawa.
Mr. Bowman : There are quite a number of the staff of stenographers th^ 

come from outside Ottawa.
Mr. Bland: Quite so.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Mr. Bowman: I suppose it is a little difficult to deal with those.
Mr. Bland: As far as the Commission is concerned, the list is taken in the 

°fder given by the head of the stenographic staff of the House of Commons who, 
j^viously, knows the stenographic staff, and we assign them in the order that 
5® gives us as to their capabilities. If there have been acts of injustice, Mr. 
^airman, in this particular instance I would like to have the names and I 
"'Quid be glad to look it up.
, The Chairman: I am not suggesting there is any injustice. That is the 
a<T It happens to be in my own personal knowledge.

i Mr. Bland: It might possibly be that the ladies to whom you refer have 
ad shorter service.

The Chairman: I am not suggesting that there is any in this, but I am 
lGntioning some facts which happen to be within my own personal knowledge.

Mr. Bland: It may be that the two to whom you refer have had shorter 
Crvice. That might be a factor in the case.

j The Chairman: I do not know. Perhaps I am taking up more time than 
ai*i justified in taking.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr. Putman, you have a number of classifications of typists as well 

^ °f stenographers?—A. Yes.
Q. Is that necessary ?—A. In what way? 

e . Q- Is the number of classifications which you have necessary,—the differ- 
(V. classifications? How many classifications, for instance, have you for 

‘ lusts?—A. Three grades of typists and three grades of stenographers. 
ti Q- Is there a necessity for those three grades?—A. I do not know that 
nere is an absolute necessity for it.

P Q. I cannot see any reason at present why there should be six grades, when 
cj a,;tically all the typists you employ are capable of being in the stenographic 
f as®?-—A. Of course there is a difference between the typist and the stenog- 
‘Pher. Mr. Bland and I have quite frequently discussed the question as to the 

^Uiber of stenographic grades and typist grades that we have, and we have 
k„ by nearly reached the conclusion that instead of there being six there should 

6 °nly four.
Q. Of all?—A. Yes.

r Q. Then the same in respect to clerks?—A. I could not agree with that as 
§ards clerks.

3 Q. How many classes of clerks have you now?—A. Seven; grades 1, 2, 
’ principal clerk, head clerk and chief clerk.

Q. Do vou think there is a necessity for all those grades?

By the Chairman:
R Q. Mr. Putman, if I may be pardoned for suggesting, once you get out of 
ti° grades head clerk and chief clerk are really names of persons occupying 
E,‘°Se positions and not doing clerical work in the ordinary sense?—A. No, they 

0 d°ing special work.

By Mr. Bowman:
f0) Q. Then let us confine ourselves to the four grades?—A. Yes, I think the 

r grades are required.
Q- What are the ranges of salary?—A. $720 to $1,020; $1,080 to $1,380; 

j)e’“to $1,620; $1,620 to $1,920. I think that it is perfectly possible to place 
°Ple within those grades according to the duties that they have.

Q- That they have to perform?—A. Yes.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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am going afield, but perhaps the Chairnoa0Q. 1 do not know whether 
has started something.The Chairman: Yes, I am afraid I did. I remarked a few minutes a§° 
that I was afraid I was taking up more time than was justified by the problefl1'

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You mentioned in your evidence, Mr. Putman, that the only real class*' 

fication of the Civil Service staff had taken place in 1920 or 1921, and notin’1» 
in a large way has since been done. Do you not think the time has arrive ( 
when there should be a fresh classification?—A. I would also like to leave tn” 
for a little while. I will deal with that later.

Q. You will bear that in mind?—A Yes, I will. w
Q. My real idea in asking this question is that there does seem to me to ^ 

an awful lot of routine and red tape, and I think you will agree with me, th9 
wherever it is possible that should be cut down?—À. I think so. u

Q. If you have anything along those lines, I should be glad if you woU 
mention it, and I will deal with it again.

By Mr. Laurin:Q. You have stenographic grades 1, 2, 3 and 4?—A. No, only 1, 2 and 3-
Q. For Grade 1 they are supposed to pass a special examination?—A. X > I
Q. If a girl has been in an office for two or three years, do you not tin 

she should be promoted without having to pass an examination?—A. That 
something which which I think vou should ask Mr. Bland; I am not conversa 
with it. ‘Q. If a girl has acquired the experience of two or three years, after tbr 
years she is supposed to pass a special examination for Grade 2. She is c° 
petent there and she ought not to have to pass an examination for that? t

The Chairman: But, Mr. Laurin, are you not losing sight of the fact tb 
in your office or mine you and I know intimately the girls in the office and 1 
not necessary for us to set an examination for them, because we know tb 
competence; but when you have 35,000 of them, what other method can 3 
take than some form of test? 0c

Mr. Laurin : I should think that when a girl in Grade 1 has spent two ^ 
three years in a department she should be passed without an examination, 11 
there are many cases of that.

Mr. Bowman : It would depend upon whether a girl was efficient or ” 
There are some who are not sufficiently capable to pass into a higher grade.

The Chairman : Do you not see what you are opening up here? I* 
Committee had the time to go into departmental abuses we would have someth 
to. shock us. One head might recommend a girl who was efficient, and an o’ 
might recommend one who was wholly inefficient.

Mr. Foran : I would suggest Mr. Bland will later explain that.
The Witness: On page 546 of the evidence, Dr. Camsell said:— . j,

No record has been kept of unusual delays in the making of app01^ 
ments, but it is felt that the average length of time as shown on ^ 
preceding statement is too long. This general delay is believed to, 
mainly due to the fact that under the present procedure all requis’’1.^ 
must pass through the Organization Branch for scrutiny before an)7 ”c y,e 
whatever can be taken toward securing the assistance required by m 
Department. F rom their experience in these matters the officials 01 
Mines Department have been forced to conclude that the Organize 0f 
Branch has become more of a hindrance than a help in the maki0®, s 

rv, „ appointments. The attitude adopted by the Organization Brand’
L.M.r. u. V. Putman.]
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been one of frank “control” and in some cases, of actual obstruction, and 
in view of the fact that each requisition is scrutinized and signed by the 
Deputy Minister or the Assistant Deputy Minister before it leaves the 
Department, such a policy would seem not only unbusinesslike but 
unnecessary.

Under jthe Civil Service Act the Commission is charged with the duty of 
controlling the organization of departments.

Surely one way to control the number of employees is to scrutinize all the 
requests for new employees that come from a department. Each requisition for 
a permanent appointment in the department of Mines calls for the expenditure 
°f at least $1,500 per annum, on the average.

I have extracted the number of requisitions for permanent appointments in 
the Department of Mines for the year 1930-31.

14 were in Organization Branch 1 day 
5 were in Organization Branch 2 days 
2 were in Organization Branch 3 days 
1 was in Organization Branch 4 days 
1 was in Organization Branch 5 days

Pt the total of 23 there was an average of less than If days, some of which may 
bave been Sunday.

By the Chairman:
Q. What held them up then, Mr. Putman?—A. I am offering no explanation 

S* that at all, but I am simply quoting what I found out from the Organization 
branch records.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. What was the nature of the position?—A. All kinds of positions.
Q. There are all kinds of all kinds of positions. Were any of them technical 

Positions?—A. I cannot tell you that.
Q. That might account for it. Does it not take longer to make an appoint

ant for a technical position than for an ordinary position?—A. Yes, often it 
boes; but I am quoting from what happened in 1930-31.

It is not that I object to honest criticism that I bring this matter up. I 
^annot conceive that any person or persons could attempt to control staff in any 
|x'ay without being subject to criticism; but with the facts as I have just related 
bem, it does seem to me that Dr. Camsell has been wrongly informed regarding 
delays in my Branch.

Mr. Dcsbarats, Mr. Gaboury, Dr. Camsell, and Dr. Beauchesne, all com
plained that they had no opportunity to put in any rebuttal to Organization 

eanch reports.
The departments are urged to make out as full a case as possible in submitting 

?. case of reclassification to the Commissioners. This also includes small organiza- 
u°n work.

After an investigation is made it is invariably discussed with the employee’s 
^dPerior officer, the personnel officer of the department or the deputy, and I 
Sa°uld judge that usually the department is informed of the probable kind of 
rePort which will be made.
jï If there is any doubt about a report, very frequently the Organization 
paneh asks authority to submit its report to the department before it is sent 
j° the Commissioners for decision, in order that the department may, if it so 
desires, submit any further data they may have for the information of the Com

moners in reaching a decision.
jy. Many, many times have I and my investigators indicated to departmental 
^cers that we could not support a request ; and in no instance do I remember the 

49322—56 [Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Commissioners refusing to hear and consider the department’s side of the case.
^ vvan* ma*(e is that we try in our reports to give the department’s 

side of the case as well as our own, and give the department every opportunity 
o pu up e\er>thing they can in favour of the appointment they went to make.

By the Chairman:
Q. When you say- that, to what branch do you refer? A. That is t ic 

Organization Branch. .,
Q. That does not necessarily say it gives the department an oppoituni 

to make representations before the Commission?—A. They may, ii they ask ° 
it. I have never known the Commission to refuse to hear a department. ...

Q. That is not in the answer at all. The department puts in a reWl^ü,°j 
asking for an appointment, and they submit reasons in favour thereof i—A. Kig

Q. The Organization Branch then makes a report on that to the ( ommissi > 
and the submission is that the department should then have an opportunity ( 
arguing their case before the Commission. That is the point? A. I do not kno 
that anybody would raise any objection to it.

By Mr. Bowm,an: ,
Q. The point is that that has not been the practice?—A. No, but in a goo 

many major changes the report of the Organization Branch has been m the ia 
of the department before it went to the Commissioners, and in some instance^ 
department have taken it up and discussed it with the Commissioners.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Are there no cases where the department has asked to be heard be o 

your Branch and you have refused?—A. Not that I know of. I hate nevei i 
that the Commissioners refused. Most certainly we never have refuse .

Q. That is before the Commission meets?—A. I know of no instance tt 
we have refused to hear anything that anybody has had to say regarding

There is one matter regarding the whole of the government service at ( hj»' 9 
and I have reason to believe that it exists in other centres as well, vlnrli » ■ 
very material bearing on proper organization and efficiency which 1 wou_ .g 
to bring to the attention of the Committee, knowing when I do so that m 
time of financial stress that there is probably little chance of very imme 
material betterment, and this is the question of the proper housing of départi» 
and, going a step further, the proper layout of offices to meet the needs o 
various departments. I could, if there is any object in doing so, Pr0 0f 
illustrations of inefficienccy and overstaffing due almost entirely7 to the lat v 
proper accomodation for employees and their work. _ 0f

I just wanted to get this matter on record because I think it is a mat c 
considerable importance.

By the Chairman: .e6
Q. Is there an architect employed in any department of the Civil Scl' 

Commission?—A. No. " .f6
Mr. Bowman: I think the Committee agree as to that and do not requ 

any elaboration on that.
Mr. Ernst: Anyone who has had to run around among the depait» 

understands that. .
The Witness: As regards the general question of organization, consta» ^ ^ 

persistent efforts are necessary to effect economies. It is my opinion tha 
have done enough of this kind of work to more than justify our existence. 
that a vigorous, sustained effort in this phase of the Commission’s work " 
show remarkable results.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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I have been asked if we have enough and the proper staff to carry on this 
Work effectively. Frankly, we have not. Might I liken the staff we have now 
to a family physician, who when he has a specially difficult case may call in a 
specialist. We would need the services of specialists from time to time to carry 
to completion major organization studies.

I have not had an opportunity to go very deeply into the question of 
glassification, but I would like to make one suggestion which may have merit 
in the eyes of the Committee.

It is now more than ten years since the classification of the Service was 
completed. In that time many departments have taken on new work, old 
matters have been abandoned and it seems to me that there might be a pre
ssion in the Civil Service Act whereby a general review of classifications be 
Undertaken every five years.

Inasmuch as I know the Committee does not want to listen to a treatise 
°n classification at this date, I am filing copies of the report of transmission 
which accompanied the original classification in 1919, which covered more 
ground than I could possibly cover in a whole day.

Does that answer your question?
Mr. Bowman : Yes, that is the point I had in mind, exactly.

By the Chairman:
Q. Have the Commission no power to do that now, if vou request them?— 

A. Yes.
Mr. Bland : If wre had the money.
The Witness: If we had the money.

By the Chairman:
Q. Have there been requests to call in experts to assist the Organization 

branch?—A. Yes, but not in recent years.

By Mr. Bowman:
, Q. Might I go a step further? That raises another point. Some discussion 
fas been had at different times during the sittings of the Committee,—I do not 
know from whom the suggestion originated, but there was some suggestion that 
file Organization Branch be brought under the control of Treasury Board. Have 
'°U given any consideration to that matter, Mr. Putman? When I say the Organ- 
nation Branch, let me say with respect to salaries, classifications and matters 

major organization.
Mr. Ernst: That would practically mean all in that Branch.
The Witness: I do not see any great advantage to be gained by putting 

^ under Treasury Board, if we could proceed with a vigorous policy of réorgan
sation.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. And if it goes to Treasury Board, I think there should be every pro- 

action from political interference given to whoever is in charge of that work? 
T'A. Yes, the man in charge of that work should be as independent as the 
Editor General.

By Mr. Ernst:
v Q. I see the difficulty of placing the classification under Treasury Board. 

i Would leave them open to influence for political reasons. If classification
jfi°rie were the function of your Branch-------A. It should be with the Civil
ervice Commission.

49322—56j [Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Q. I am inclined to agree with that, if classification were the sole functio 
or if organization as such were taken away from the Civil Service Comimssio 
and no'Organization Branch retained, but you kept your classification branc > 
it would mean a reduction in your staff, if you worked on classification on y ■

_ ^ Y0s t
Q. Then if organization work was to be done with outside experts to e 

called in to do it, you would probably have less officials at less expense. t • 
am not sure that you have not, to carry on the problem of reorganization, 
have a permanent staff to do that kind of work, the nucleus of a staff of expcr - 
that you can call in from time to time. . . *

Q. It has occurred to me that probably a solution of the matter is to m 
your branch deal with classification as such, that is salaries, and not to ma 
any pretense of organization work ; and when organization work is necessar > 
to have Treasury Board call in outside experts to do it?—A. But you vvou 
have no consistent policy, then. .

Q. The classification keeps your salaries consistent, and as to organiza 10 ’
I do not see anything very consistent between the organization of one depa 
ment and that of another?—A. Classification and salaries are very intima 
connected with the work of organization.

By Mr. Chevrier: i
Q. Are those two branches so distinct that you can separate them to t 

extent?—A. No, they are not distinct now, and I certainly would never iec 
mend separating them because of their intimate relations. v

The Chairman : My own view is that there should be some permanent s ® 
in connection with organization to correlate matters. Call in an expci ■ a 
some matter, and he knows nothing about what has been done in some ° 
department at some other time. To my mind, looking over the classing , 
book, the discrepancies are enough now, haying regard to the duties per o ^ 
in many cases ; but if you had no co-ordination in connection with them, i 
you would be much worse off than you are now.

By Mr. Chevrier: j
Q. Does not the classification now result from the original classification a . 

the great efforts which were subsequently made to cure that monstrosity v * 
was inflicted upon the Service at the time of the Young-Gnffenhagen eP’®
Is there not still a sort of a permeating classification which has been PerP •£„ 
ated?—A. Our constant regard has been to simplify and improve the cla— 
cation. r

Mr. Chevrier: Yes, that has been my understanding in the last twelve 
fifteen years. g

Mr. Bowman : That is quite true, but as I have asked Mr. Putman 
moment ago, there has not been any real reclassification since 1920-21.

Mr. Chevrier: You would have to scrap the present one and go back to
root.

The Chairman : I do not think you would have to do that, Mr. Chevrie’^ 
Mr. Chevrier: You just start in at one corner and see how far you would i^ 

The Chairman : Without having any evidence before us, and therefore 
conclusions may be erroneous, just by looking at the classification book, I see 
or seven instances that stand out like a boil on the end of one’s nose.

Mr. Chevrier: I quite agree with you, Mr. Chairman. ^
Mr. Ernst: After all, is not this something to be argued over afterwa1 

after we get the evidence?
[Mr. C. Y. Putman.]
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Mr. Bowman : If there is any further evidence to be given in this matter.
Mr. Putman: I think there might be some provision in the Civil Service 

Act whereby it would be made encumbent that a review of the classification of 
every employee should be made every five or ten years.

Mr. Chevrier: There was a provision somewhere, was there not, about a 
review every ten years? I think that was brought out since 1923—in the Béique 
Report.

The Chairman : So that it may develop anything you may have to say in 
that regard, I point out to you that offhand I can see no advantage in putting in 
the Act an arbitrary provision that such and such a thing must be done on a 
§|ven date, in respect of anything where the Civil Service Commission now have 
discretion. It is a matter of judgment as to whether they exercise that discretion 
and jurisdiction. I would rather leave it to them to say, “Putman, look over the 
Ossification of the Interior department to-day;” and then they might come to 
lrou six months later and say to you to do it again. I do not like arbitrary 
Provisions in statutes, if they can be avoided.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In any event, it is your opinion that there is a reclassification now due 

?r Past due?—A. I think all employees in the government departments should 
be classified again now.

Q. A ou have not the staff in your Branch to do it?—A. I think it would 
ake eighteen months or two years, but I could do that particular job with the 

staff I have got.
Q. Would it not be better to get a larger staff and do it in a shorter time?— 

A- It would take me ten or twelve months to train a staff to do it.
Mr. Chevrier: Do not bring in the Griffcnhagens, please, whatever you do.
The Witness: I have brought up for the Committee copies of the Report 

°| Transmission which accompanied the original classification. There is a lot 
. material regarding the basic principles of classification which may be of 
Merest.

The Chairman: I think I should say for your general information and 
mat of the Commission and those interested, the Committee some time ago 
'ad a tacit understanding among themselves that, having regard to the short- 
Ms of this session, it will be utterly impossible for us to perform fully the 
mities which were assigned to us under this order of reference from the House; 
ar,d therefore we were going to leave the matter of classification and some 
°ther matters to the end, to see if we have time to deal with them.

Frankly, we have not had time to deal with classification, and we will 
P°t have time to deal with it; and therefore I shall be very much surprised if 
me Committee would attempt to make any detailed recommendations on the 
Object of classification, when we have not had an opportunity to study that 
asPect thoroughly.

Mr. Bowman: Certainly I would have no idea of this Committee making 
Mailed classifications. It does seem to me that in view of the fact that there 
:'as not been a classification since 1920, and as Mr. Putman himself thinks it 
ls overdue, I do not see why this Committee should not deal with that phase 
0f the matter. I think that‘is very important.

|
The Chairman: I am not suggesting we should not. but I am merely 

Ming to head off any detailed classification.
The Witness: I am not anxious for it at this time.
Mr. Bowman : We do not want any detailed classification now.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Mr. Laurin:
Q. You think it would take from eighteen months to two years?—A. Yes, 

to make a detailed review. A good many parts of the Service outside of Ottawa 
have never been reviewed yet; no one has gone to see the position, outside of 
Ottawa ; and I think that should be done.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Do you think there should be periodical classifications anyway?—A-

Yes. I have not very much more to say except that I want to quote fro® 
memory from an efficiency publication which came to my attention some tin® 
ago. This writer was speaking of the executive staff of a 25,000 to 50,000 

employee concern in the United States:—In the interest of efficiency and economy it should be made as hard 
as possible for a unit to get new employees, and as easy as possible to 
dispense with their services when a work is completed.

This probably does not apply in its entirety to the government service» 
but as far as new employees are concerned I entirely agree with it.

Q. I have been going through your own classification, as we might call it» 
and it strikes me that in the matter of salary increases,—is the Commission 
itself in the same position in that respect as the other departments?—A. Acs-

Q. Can you tell me any department in which there has been the énorme®5 
salary increases that there have been in the Commission?—A. I was under 
the impression that the Commission was a good deal lower than the othe 
departments.Q. I am not suggesting that the men are not worth all they are getting 
and some of them may be worth more than they are getting, although 
salaries appear large to a lavman. Take, for instance, the first man on t® 
list who to-day is getting $4.320. He started in 1918 at $2,050 and simply W 
a series of promotions has reached $4,320?—A. That is explained by the fflC 
that the Commission has come into being really since 1918.

Mr. Ernst: In 1919 his jump was to $2,700; in 1920-21 to $3,009: 
1921-22, to $3,345; in 1922-23, $3,525; in 1923-24, $3,705; in 1924-25, $3,8»® 
m 1925-26 to $4,020; in 1927-28 to $4,140, where it remained constant >° 
three years, and then it jumped in 1930-31 to $4,320, where it now stands.

By Mr. Laurin:
Q. Was there a special examination every year for those men?—A. N0-

By Mr. Ernst: , . iqi9-2®
Q. The next in the line was getting in 1918-19, $2»05‘J' an.'1 t0

jumped to $3,060; in 1920-21, to $3,350; in 1921-22, to $3,900, m ^cnt?/
$4,080; in 1923-24, to $4,260; and to-day is getting $4,920, less 10 pe < fl0t
A. The Commission believed that the salaries which were being paiu 
high enough.

The Chairman: I too had a note here to ask about that.

ate1dBy Mr. Ernst:
Q. You have treated yourselves more generously than you have trCi1 

others in the Service?—A. I do not think it.
Q. I will skip the next, who is not now in the Service, and take one 

J? 1918-i9, was receiving $1,175, and to-day he is promoted until he gets $® 
The next,—
(.Mr. C. V. I’utman.]
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Have you comparisons with other departments?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I am asking if Mr. Putman can tell me other departments in which 

employees got anything like that increase?—A. I would quote the Post Office 
department, the Interior department or almost any department of the public 
service, and I will trace their employees who twelve or fourteen years ago were 
at very low salaries and have come up to the top to-day.

Q. But these people in your department, as far as I can see, are holding 
down the same offices and doing the same work,—I am certain of it with some, 
because we know the positions which they held in 1920?—A. Mr. Bland has 
lust mentioned the department of Finance.

Q. I could take a dozen here where salaries have been roughly trebled— 
Qien who as far as I can see are still doing the same work that they did in 
1919-20?—A. I very much doubt if any of them are doing exactly the same 
Mirk to-day that they were doing in 1920, outside of one or two.

Mr. MacInnis: I think this is very unfair evidence unless you get com
parisons from other departments.

Mr. Ernst: I can use my own judgment in what I bring up.
Mr. MacInNis: If you do that, I shall have to ask for other information.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I am asking, Mr. Putman, if you can mention any other department 

Miere the men have been doing the same work and have received such increases? 
~^A. Frankly, I do not think that they are doing the same work. I do not think 
that strictly you could say that any of them are doing the same work that they 
Mre doing in 1919-20.

Q. It looks that way on the face of it?—A. True, it does.
Mr. Vallance: Did you ask for that information in that table?
Mr. Ernst: No, it was filed with us by the Auditor General and it has been 

Mth us for a month.
Mr. MacInnis: If Mr. Putman is asked if he can name other departments, 

he should be given time to give the information.
Mr. Ernst: He is being given time.
The Witness: I think the explanation can be given—that the same thing 

applies to other departments.
Mr. Ernst: There is one man whose salary has been nearly doubled or 

trebled and I do not think he is getting enough to-day.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Is there anybody who checks your increases?—A. There is a difference 

between increases of salary—do you mean just ordinary salary from year to 
^ear within the salary range?

Q. There are statutory increases?—A. Yes, and those are checked within 
he Commission itself.

By Mr. MacInnis:
I Q. It then received the approval of the Treasury Board?—A. Those do not 
lave to receive the approval of the Treasury Board. If a junior clerk was to 
he changed from $920 up to $1.200, to $1,500, that would have to be approved 
by the Treasury Board; and that is the kind of suggestion which the branch 
w°uld make for approval to the Treasury Board.

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Vallance:
Q. In changing from one class to another, you check up all departments of 

the government?—A. Yes.
Q. Does anyone check up your department?—A. The Commissioners ; and 

where it is a question of change in salary it has to be approved by Treasury 
Board.

Q. I suppose you have some recommendations which have been refused?— 
A. By Treasury Board. Or late there have been several cases sent up for 
approval, which have not been touched at all. In fact we have now instructions 
from the Treasury Board that they will not now consider increases in salary-

Q. When looking over that sheet, I was amazed at the jumps, but I do not 
think we should take your Civil Service Commission without comparing it with 
other departments?—A. I am satisfied that there is a perfectly reasonable 
explanation for every one of them.

Mr. Ernst: I did not want it to be left with us as an exhibit without any 
explanation. I did not ask for it but it was compiled for us by the Auditor 
General.

Mr. Foran : Mr. Putman has overlooked the fact that one of the duties 
imposed upon the Commission in 1918. when the outside service was brought 
within the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, was that a reclassifica
tion of the Service was to be carried out.

In connection with the reclassification of the duties and responsibilities 
there was a regrading of salaries. The salaries that were fixed at that time were 
not fixed by the Civil Service Commission, but they were fixed by the board of 
experts which were brought in here, of whom Mr. Chevrier is so fond and to 
whom he likes to refer once in a while. That report was submitted to and adopteo 
by Parliament and the salaries were fixed then and there not only for the officers 
of the Civil Service Commission but for every department of Government.

I think, if you will look into the increases which have been made to the 
salaries fixed at that time, you will find that they are not very great. The 
salaries that I mention were fixed by this board of experts brought in to reclass») 
and to regrade the salaries. ,

The salaries were fixed by the Board and were adopted by the Board an 
were adopted bv Parliament which involved an increase in every department 0 
Government. The new salary was fixed upon the duties and responsibilities’ 
one of the reforms that the Civil Service had been agitating for for years. It w»3 
generally conceded in the country prior to 1918-19 that the civil servants weff 
underpaid. As I say, if you want to discover exactly what the increase n 
salaries of the officers of the Commission has been since that time you will fint 
that it has not been any more than in other departments of Government.

The Chairman: What was the date of that report?
Mr. Foran: That report was 1919-20. Then, you realize that tis the res»1- 

of the bringing in of the outside service the duties and responsibilities of ever- 
member of the staff increased tremendously, and I am quite sure we could giv't 
you a further justification for any increases outside of the annual increme13 
which was guaranteed by the classification.

Mr. Ernst: You say that there has been no marked increase. That is ti*e 
explanation I was looking for.

Mr. Foran : That fact seemed to be overlooked by Mr. Putman.
Mr. Chevrier : That is quite borne out by this statement. You see that 

e merease in 1918, 1919, 1920, that is the time the highest increases 'v'e! 
granted, and this statement bears it out 
[Mr. c. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do I understand that this is about the scale of the increase in salaries 

throughout the public service?—A. I would say it is not a—since 1920 it is a 
fair representation of what the salaries are.

Q. It is quite enlightening if that is the case. Even after the boom in 1918, 
taking the first man on the list he gets a salary of $2,050, and then there is the 
increase which Mr. Foran says is authorized by a report.

Mr. Foran: A general reclassification and regrading of salaries made in 
1920.

Mr. Bowman : Coming along to 1919 and 1920, even after allowing $650 
increase for that year, from 1919 to 1920, it increases to $4,320.

Mr. Foran : As I pointed out, the duties and responsibilities may be in
creased. The reclassification of that particular position is the regrading of 
salaries.

Mr. Ernst: The individual to whom Mr. Bowman referred happens to be the 
head examiner now. He may not have been in 1920.

Mr. Bowman : It either indicates to me that the man was receiving too 
small a salary at the start or that he is now getting too much.

The Witness: I would suggest—1920-21—I want to read what the reason 
Was for increasing the salary.

The Chairman : I can promise you if you put in a statement I will not have 
time to look at it.

Mr. Bowman : I would suggest that perhaps we might have a simple state
ment, more or less summarized, put in as brief a form as possible showing the 
comparative figures with other departments, because, frankly, if other depart
ments are on the same basis it shows a tremendous increase in the salaries of the 
Public service within the last ten years.

The Chairman : Even if that is true, it is not something that this Com
mittee can deal with at this time.

Mr. Bowman : No, but it would be enlightening. As far as I am concerned 
I quite agree with the remark which I think was made by Mr. Ernst that 
there arc many men on this list who should be paid higher salaries than they 
are getting. Ï agree with that ; but it does show to me that they must have 
started in at a salary—a very, very low salary.

Mr. Chevrier: They all did.
Mr. Bowman : Some started at $1,280 and ran up to $2,100. Take the 

case of Mr. Foran, there is a great disparity there in the same years, Mr. Foran 
starts at a more reasonable salary.

Mr. Foran : Yes, my salary went to $4,000 in 1908, 24 years ago.
Mr. Bowman : But it is the salaries of those who have apparently started 

in at a low figure and are now being paid considerably more in comparison 
with the initial salary which makes it look like a higher figure.

Mr. Foran : You will find that condition in very department of govern
ment as the result of the adoption of the report to which I refer.

Mr. Bowman : My idea is that with respect to the Commission and the 
employees of the Commission that because of the position which they occupy 
in respect to the rest of the Civil Service they should have a little more efficient 
service. If they are going to supervise the work of some other department 
they must have'qualifications that will permit them to do that, and you must 
get'good men for that purpose. They should be paid proper salaries, and my 
own opinion is that the employees of the Commission should receive higher 
salaries than the employees in the same position throughout the departments 
°f the government.
Dir. C. V. Putman.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Putman, when this return was 

made a rough computation one night and 
quite accurate, and I may not be justified 
computation. I took the first ten salaries
Service Commission staff and then I took ............. ........the departments and compared the ratio of increase from the date of the 
Malcolm committee report in 1925 to date, and as a result of that rough cal
culation I made then it appeared to me that the salaries of the staff of the 
Civil Service Commission had increased nearly 60 per cent more than the 
increases in the other departments. Now, am I correct in drawing that con
clusion that that is a fact?—A. I do not think so, Mr. Chairman.

Q. In your opinion the increases in the Civil Service Commission, so far as 
salaries are concerned, are about on an equal ratio with the increases in the 
different departments?—A. I think so, yes. I think this way about it; if if 
were so, very much criticism would have been levelled at the Commission.

Q. Oh, but there has been?—A. About their salaries?
Q. We members on this Committee have heard nothing else but how much 

higher the staff of the Civil Service Commission is paid than the civil servants 
in other departments.

Mr. Vallance: And, in fact, we believe that that should be so because 
of the argument put up by Mr. Bowman—that they are efficiency experts. May 
I point out that if they are efficiencv experts why it is that your Commissioners 
to-day are only getting $6,000 when the average Deputv Minister is getting 
$10,000?

Mr. Bowman : That is the point exactly. That is what I had in mind.
The Witness: There is one thing I do know, Mr. Lawson, and that is that 

the average salary of employees in the Civil Service Commission at Ottawa 
is lower than the average salary in other departments in 'Ottawa; that is taking 
the whole cut right across the whole service—the salaries are lower than they 
are in other departments.

Mr. Bowman : That is because the heads of your department are not on 
the same basis as the heads of the other departments.

The Witness: I think that is exclusive of the Civil Service Commissioner? 
and the Deputy Ministers.

Mr. Ernst: You could not put the secretary at a salary higher than one 
of the Commissioners ; you must scale the salaries down on that basis.

By the Chairman:
Q. I asked Mr. Black to come here this morning so that we might clc»1 

up this 1 ukon situation. Now, Mr. Putman, would you deal with that. Y°u 
v anted to make some representations and you started in to make them yester
day and I had started to ask you questions?—A. I do not know that I par" 
ticularlv wanted to.

Q. I notice that there is considerable confusion on the record. If I cal'1 
direct you to a head, the point I am interested in is this, and this is the only 
pon-n i am interested in personally—the other members of the Committee cap

n e°/i '"cmsclves—Mr. Black made out before this Committee a prima jacie 
rlrawmcr *e.. tulowmg: Namely, that civil servants in the Yukon who had beÇn 
livimr .B,w1Vin8uallJTance hs wcd as salary and from whom 5 per cent of tlC 
superannuated0b,een dcducted as well as 5 per cent of the salary should be 
were part of their 16 basis ttie salary plus the living allowance, because bob 
presently in tl v compensation?—A. And the Commission, as regards employe65 
[Mr C. yy Putma J ’ agr6Cd exactly with that Mr. Black contended.

filed some five or six weeks ago I 
I see now that my figures were not 
in drawing any conclusion from my 
at random on this list for the Civil

— 1 ^ ^4. -1------ in
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Q. Now, will you give us the evidence on that, because Mr. Black’s sub
mission here was that they did not agree with it; that they did agree with it in 
the case of one man, but they had not agreed with it in the case of other civil 
servants in the Yukon?—A. I can only read again that reference which I read 
yesterday.

Q. Would you get it. I say to you frankly that I looked it up and I could 
not make head or tail of what it referred to. That is the only point we are 
interested in?—A. Perhaps if I bring this file up to you you will see it.

Q. I will go down there, because I want to get this matter clear in my mind. 
Now, by a ruling of the Justice department to which Mr. Black referred, dated 
March 17, 1930, the Justice department in effect gives the opinion that where the 
living allowance is a fixed annual sum and not something to meet the high cost 
of living in any particular place, which must vary from time to time, it is part 
of the compensation, or, as Mr. Black pointed out superannuation is fixed on the 
basis of compensation. Following upon that ruling, for some reason unknown, 
on April 21st, 1931, the Justice department in reply to a letter from the member 
for the Yukon states the following—and I will have to leave it to the legal 
members of the Committee whether or not this is a distinction without a difference 
—they say: “Your letter of the 10th instant and the accompanying papers do seem 
to establish very clearly that the cost of living in the Yukon territory is 
considerably higher than at Ottawa and other Canadian cities, and this evidence 
affords strong support for the determination of the Civil Service Commission 
which evidently proceeded upon the view that the allowances granted to officials 
in the Yukon territory are granted to them, not by way of compensation in 
respect of the services performed by them, but to enable them to meet the 
abnormal cost of living in the remote districts in which their duties are required 
to be performed.”

Now, if you can possibly reconcile that ruling—if one of the legal members 
of the Committee can possibly reconcile that ruling with the previous one, I 
would be very glad to have his assistance. Now, because of that letter of April 
21, 1931, from the department of Justice a memorandum is prepared for the 
Civil Service Commission by the Organization Branch which contains inter alia 
the following: They state at first the classification of these different offices in the 
Yukon and divide the payment into salary and living allotvance and then they 
have this paragraph:—

This does not change the amount of payment that properly provides 
a living allowance which should not apply for superannuation purposes as 
it is provided on account of the high cost of living in the Yukon.

And in endorsing that memorandum the Commissioners have put on it the 
following:—

While approving of the above recommendation, I am personally not 
in favour of disregarding the implied contract made with those employees 
from whose salary cheque there has been a deduction of 5 per cent from 
the living allowance to be accounted as a contribution to the superannua
tion fund ; in my opinion the ruling of the Department of Justice should 
not affect’the present emcumbent, but only apply to future appointments. 

That is initialed W.J.R., J.E.T. and N. McT.
Mr. Chevrier: That is perfectly right. I agree with the first portion, 

absolutely so; although, in other portions, where the living allowance is given as 
fluctuating to meet the high cost of living there might be something in that, but 
certainly not when it is a fixed allowance to be added to the salary. I cannot see 
where the Justice department is right.

Mr. Ernst: As far as the situation is concerned, we are investigating the 
Civil Service Commission and the Civil Service administration, and the reason

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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for inconsistency does not lie with the Commission, according to that minute, but 
it lies apparently with Treasury Board.

Hon. Mr. Black: Yes, but the Chairman of votir Committee has read a 
memorandum which is written on the edge of a file, and what evidence is there 
that anything was ever done about that? What happened to it; was it put down 
in the cellar?The "Witness: In the report regarding postmasters at White Horse and
Dawson,postal clerk, Dawson: It is recommended that the compensation of this 

class, which is at present: annual: $2,520 to $2,640, be revised to read as 
follows: annual, $1,080 to $1,620; allowance : $1,020 for subsistence.

At the bottom it reads:—
1 he above new rates are to apply to all future appointments to the 

above position.
Implying there that it would not apply to the present incumbent.

Mi. C m.\hier: I do not think it should apply to the old ones, only to the 
new ones, because in my estimation the allowance given in the Yukon was not for 

e Purpose of high cost of living for the present day but it was something to be 
perpetually added because of the abnormal conditions out there.

The Witness: That is perfectly true.
Mr. X allance: If not you would compel the individual, when superannuated, 

o go out ot the rukon; he could not continue to live in the Yukon.
Hon. Mr. Black: No; they could not live there.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Was that memorandum to Treasury Board?—A. Yes, to Treasury Board.
Q. And did the Commission not get a letter from the Treasury Board datée 

September 30th, 1931, disapproving of the Commission’s suggestion?—A. vVe 
received the following letter from Treasury Board on the 14th of April, 1932.

Q. No. Is it not September 30th 193L You will find it on reference No. 8: 
—A. This letter is in conection with another matter entirely.

Q. Was that in connection with the postmaster at Dawson?—A. No. This 
letter of September 30th is in connection with another matter entirely.

By the Chairman:
Q. Now, tell me, what was the date of the recommendation of the Coni' 

mission for the payment of Mr. Mackenzie on the basis of salary plus allowance- 
—A. The recommendation of the Commission in connection with Mr. Mackenzie = 
superannuation was—

Q. What was the date of it?—A. May 14th, 1931. ,
Q. Now-, my recollection is that the memorandum I had marked in respect 0 

these postmasters and others, was April of the same year, wras it not. in which th 
Commission endorses on it that personal note?—A. 4/8/31. The 4th of Augus 

ts That is subsequent to the rilling in regard to Mr. Mackenzie?—A. Yes- 
I will read from the memorandum:—

After perusing file, especially the communications passing between 
the Department of the Interior and the Department of Justice, as well a3 
the memorandum of January 30th, 1931. to Mr. Corv and the latter s 
approval of the same; and after hearing the representations made to the 
Commissioners by Mr. Mackenzie at a Board meeting last week, I al0 
disposed to honour the agreement made by the department with Mr- 
Mackenzie on the strength of which he accepted transfer to Ottawa in 

[Hr. C. V. Putman.]
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1925, and make this a special case. I am therefore agreeable to include 
the living allowance of $3,000 as a part of the salary for superannuation 
purposes.

Signed W. J. R. and N. MacT.
Hon. Mr. Black: The Chairman referred to a reclassification, of some officials 

in the Yukon. That was because up to that time some of the officials there had 
been paid a straight salary and others had been paid partly as salary and partly 
as living allowance.

The Witness: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Black: And in order to make them uniform and to be able to 

deduct from those salaries, you split up the right to retirement allowance on a 
proper basis. That was done, was it not?

The Witness: Yes.
Hon. Mr. Black : So that you could take something away from them. And 

in consequence of taking something away from them—
The Witness: So we could comply with the ruling of the department of 

Justice.
Hon. Mr. Black : Is that your interpretation of the ruling of the department 

of Justice?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman: In view, Mr. Black, of the letter of the department of 

Justice to you, which was not a ruling at all but which apparently was merely an 
extraneous expression of opinion having lost sight of the ruling which they had 
previously given.

Hon. Mr. Black: And had nothing to do with the Civil Service Commission.
The Char man: Quite so. I do not know how they got it.
The Witness: It was sent to us by Mr. Edwards.
The Chairman : I can only say that if Mr. Edwards will sit down to-day or 

to-morrow and look over the different rulings he has given in connection wfith 
this matter and then substantiate that letter to Mr. Black which is of a later 
date, I should be very much surprised.

Hon. Mr. Black: Do you not consider the living allowance paid these people 
in the Yukon in the nature of a fixed sum of money?

The Witness: Yes. Fixed.
Hon. Mr. Black: It does not vary, does it?
The Witness: Perfectly true, it does not vary.
Hon. Mr. Black: Here we have this opinion of Mr. Edwards: “I am of 

opinion that in such a case....”. This is in regard to people who got a salary 
not less than $600—

In such a case the "salary” of the civil servant is not “a stated annual 
salary at least $600” within the meaning of section 2 (b) (i), unless the 
living and residential allowances be in the nature of a fixed sum of 
money.

What more definite case of a fixed sum of money could you find than in these 
Yukon cases?

The Witness: Reading along with that this other opinion.
Hon. Mr. Black: Reading along with that this other opinion does not 

change it at all.
The Witness: It seems to me it does.
The Chairman : You can readily understand that a layman—

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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Hon. Mr. Black: A stupid man, not a layman.
The Chairman: \ou can readily understand that a man not trained as a 

lawyer would take the paragraph in the last letter of the Deputy Minister of 
Justice as meaning a ruling, which it really is not.

By the Chairman:
Q. Now, Mr Putman, let me follow this up one step further. Would that 

memorandum of the Commission with their endorsation of their views upon it 
come before rreasur> Board, or what went up to Treasury Board?—A. In con
nection with Mr. MacKenzie s case?

Q. No. no, in connection with these other cases?—A. What went to the 
Treasury Board was what I read to you.

Q; ! he^mcmomndum with the Commissioners’ endorsation upon it in which
office”?^ A Yc'C ° n0t t tb*s sboidd apply to the present incumbents of the

Q. That went to the Treasury Board?—A. Yes.
Hon. Mr. Black: Y here is the letter sending it up? That is only in con

nection with two special cases. You never gave Treasury Board a general
opinion upon v n< i t u\ could act in all these Yukon cases; you never undertook 
to undo the harm you were doing.

The Witness: Some of these _+ , , , lbeen approved se cases have not gone out, and some have not

ivn ?°U no* know in the case of some of these men who 
Treasury Board is refusing t^°"lpensatl0n on salary and living allowance that 
which is called living allowance?613 COntnbutlons from them now on that part

CommÏsionîTNESS: That iS Up to the Treasury Board; that is not up to the

pretation o^thf DeJut^MlnisterfopInbu D *he Commission’s mistaken inter'

of of necessity, the ruling
Tj ,» at , e way as the Commission have.

ruling O"' the’ Justice' depîr°tmen^ï? w^t ,the Jreasury Board have 8ot the
The Civil Service Commission did that h 1 t0 ^ Cm ServlCe Commission.

The Witness: No, sir. ‘
The Chairman: Just reeentlv tu i. , . tion of what goes on in Treasury iS been making a review for my informa- 

cxercise a maximum of judgment nrU ’ and .rankly, it seems to me that they 
one of the things that oughHo bo r'iî-Üf &i ™^ information. That IS 
situation in the interest of all Dirtios ^*ack> would it not meet the
the reconsideration of this whole mnH™ n ~e Committee were to recommend 
apparently there has been an injustice^ by Traasury Board on the basis that 
of the rulings of the Justice deJartm!nJ°n? &S tl?e fsult of a misinterpretation 
Treasury Board at the time of this décidé & 3Ck lnformatlon before the
Committee^couk^see" its way'cle^tQ11^ aPprecdate vcr>T much indeed if the 

injustice is being done these nennln n that> because I am positive a gross 
within a very short time * ’ anc most of them are due for retirement

Hon "mTblIck BC'aUSe °f l0ng Service? 
cutting down theforce ïthïdcpartment631186 °f l0ng service; because they

[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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The Chairman : If it went back to Treasury Board, you could then show, 
by seeing Mr. Ronson, secretary of the Treasury Board, the so-called rulings 
of the Justice department and a memorandum expressing the views of the civil 
servants, and you could place your own memorandum as to any facts which 
you think should be brought before them.

Dr. Roche: Would you permit me just one question? If in my memo
randum which I wrote myself, signed by my two colleagues, I say it should not 
apply to the present incumbents, would that meet the situation?

The Chairman : Yes.
Hon. Mr. Black : I think you need to go farther. I think you have mis

interpreted the meaning of the Deputy Minister’s of Justice’s opinion, altogether.
Dr. Roche: Leaving that aside altogether, suppose the proposition which, 

by the way, was accepted in my office last July, by Mr. Black, that he would 
concentrate his effort in their interest on the members of the Treasury Board 
not to apply this ruling of the Minister of Justice, whether misinterpreted or 
not, upon the present incumbents. That was the advice I gave Mr. Black last 
July, which I thought he accepted, and he said he was going to see the members 
of the Treasury Board and the Prime Minister, and act upon that suggestion. 
Now, if that suggestion is acted upon, I am asking will it meet the situation, 
and then, have a new ruling applied as to future appointments. Because if 
that will meet the situation, our views are now before the Treasury Board in 
connection with the reclassification of postmasters at Dawson.

The Chairman: Does it answer your question in that way? I would think 
if they would deal with the question in so far as the present incumbents in the 
office are concerned, and then rectify what appears to be an injustice to the 
deceased postmaster’s family, that the Civil Service Commission might very 
Well reconsider the whole situation of classification with respect to those 
employees established in the future. If there is any further data or information 
which can be submitted, on which they might exercise some judgment, let them 
have it.

Dr. Roche: I informed Mr. Black, and I still adhere to it, that it is not 
fair, having an implied contract with the present incumbents, and this applies 
not only to the Yukon, but to the Trade Commissioners and to the Immigration 
representatives in Europe and other places; that it is not fair to them, to have 
those employees paying five per cent in good faith, to penalize them, and return 
to them their five per cent, I took that matter up personally with an official 

the Justice department. I said, “What are you going to do about those who 
have already retired?” He said, “ Well, you would have to let those go.” I 
then said, “What about those who have been paying their five per cent,” And 
he said, “I do not know, we will have to return their money.”

Hon. Mr. Black: It will be just as fair to reduce, would it not, the pension 
°r retirement allowances that you are paying retired people?

Dr. Roche: I quite agree that it is unfair to take away their rights from 
Present incumbents who have paid 5 per cent and which has been accepted by 
the government and paid in good faith on the part of the employee. That is 
exactly the situation.

Committee adjourned until 3.30 p.m.

[Mr. O. V. Putman.]
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AFTERNOON SITTING 

On resuming at 3.30 o’clock.

The Chairman: All right, gentlemen, let us get started. I want to get 
through to-day. Whom shall we hear next—Mr. Bland?

C. H. Bland recalled.

By the Chairman:
Q. Now Mr. Bland, what would you like to submit for the windup?—A 

Well, Mr. Chairman, if it is the windup, I would not submit anything.
Q. We are living in hopes it is the windup.—A. Have the Committee any 

questions they would prefer to ask me first, or wmuld they like to have my few 
suggestions?

Q. I made some notes as I went along, but I think I have cleaned them up- 
I have asked you already in regard to oral examinations, and I do not think I 
have anything else. Has anyone a question he would like to ask Mr. Bland?

Mr. Bow man . Tes. I would like to ask him something.
Mr. Chevrier. I have nothing, Mr. Chairman.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Mr Bland, have you made any study of the British system?—A. Yes, 

I have made some study of it, Mr. Bowman.
Q- Would you mind giving me just a wmrd or two with respect to it?—A- 

Well, as far as the system of recruiting public servants is concerned, it is some
what a ong the same lines as the system in Canada ; that is, the competitive sys- 
en[.1' recognize as he basis, and somewhat the same methods are utilized in 

ma ving it se et ion. By that 1 mean in the cases where written examinations 
a[e P,r,a21Ca5!etand pof.slble; they are used, and with them, or without them, are 
a u'u , " ,a v'!, ca oral examining boards and advisory examining boards, 
very much along the same lines as those that are utilized here.
Mint il' tli',0mu-jfinnCSfird/<v rb,c otber branch.—A. The organization phase of A,

• ’ -, J ■ 'r , (l establishment, is not handled by the Civil Service Com-
the direct controfofath? treasury1 ^ handkd by the establishment branch under 

^1 nS to^oxpress an opinion as to wrhat you would think with
, | mqt-tPrc^5. "+1,°?’,l'ha,t matter of salaries, classifications, promotions,

fee of court ^iLthat he brouSht ™der the control of Treasury Board, sub- 
bo a nronor inHonon ,SU^ges*lon. made by Mr. Putman this morning that there 
oninioS isP that mnMtnt«°r!aniZation set UP to handle it.-A. My personal 
motion* and‘ I think Jh Cuting Pers°nnel, under which I would include pro- 
questions for an independeSligeîîcy0Ossifications, simply are really personne*

in the «ame^ense -ft"' M u^" ^°’ * wou'(;l n°t call them money matters
ttnk a diZttn l u’uMr" Bowman- Perhaps I might start in this way-

matters affecting expenditure as"

t indenondont t qU6Stlon of Personnel"I think, is best dealt with by
an independent commission.

Q. Quite so; I quite agree.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. Do you think the organization branch could be put under the Auditor 

Ceneral?—A. That is an embarrassing question, Mr. Maclnnis.
The Chairman : Anything could be done.
The Witness: If you ask me candidly, I would say it could be done, yes.

By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. What I had in mind, would it be feasible to do it?—A. I do not think 

it would be a wise suggestion, no.
Q. I thought of that, and I hesitated very much to let my ignorance be 

known by asking the question.—A. I do not think the functions are quite par
allel, Mr. Maclnnis. I think the Auditor General’s functions, important as they 
are, are not exactly in the same field as the functions of reorganization, and I 
Would rather defer to the opinion of the Commissioners or Mr. Putman in this 
regard. To my mind, they are not in the same field, and should not be placed 
Under the same control.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Bland, acting on the theory that sometimes a man is too close to a 

thing to see it clearly—He cannot get beyond the focusing point of his eye—I 
therefore want to ask you this question, in spite of Mr. Putman. Having regard 
to the fact that as matters stand now, the question of creating of positions, 
reclassification of salary gradings and so forth, go to Treasury Board where 
treasury Board has really nothing before it other than the Commission recom
mendation. Would you consider it feasible, on any basis, to have the organiza
tion branch put under the Treasury Board in such a way that they would be a 
body of expert advisers to the Treasury Board in respect of proposals, reclassi
fications, creation of new positions, reorganization, etc.—A. Well, I would be 
inclined, Mr. Chairman, to make the same division as before. I think the 
Treasury Board should have the final control of expenditure, and I think the 
Treasury Board decisions should be based upon the best available information 
Applied to it. Questions of personnel I think should be handled separately by 
an independent agency rather than by the Treasury Board.

Q. Have you any ideas, or have you not had time to think about the 
matter, and do not care to express any opinion in the matter? That is to say, 
quite frankly, have you any idea as to how, in respect to matters of pure 
finance, such reorganization and so forth, the Organization Branch could be 
Placed under the Treasury Board and made responsible to the Treasury Board 
to advise it, and to act as its adviser in respect to proposals for a reclassifica
tion, reorganization, etcetera?—A. Well, to my mind all possible information 
regarding large questions of expenditure should be placed before Treasury 
Board. 1 do not see why the information collected by the Organization Branch 
could not be placed before Treasury Board at the time its decision is being
made.

Q. The difficulty now, Mr. Bland, is this: let. me assume that a depart
ment desires certain reclassifications and it makes a submission to the Organiza
tion Branch, who, let us assume, are opposed to the proposal, but a majority 
°f the Civil Service Commission are in favour of it. The Treasury Board has 
Nothing before it except the joint recommendation, and the view of the Organiza
tion Branch is entirely lost before it ever gets to Treasury Board. That 
Organization Branch is not going to run around behind the backs of its superiors, 
me Commission, and give Treasury Board any advice.—A. No. There is no 
reason why the Treasury Board should not ask for the fullest possible advice 
0tl the subject, and it would be found available.

«322-57 [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Q. Would you see any objection if the Organization Branch were a«ked to 
make a report with respect to any application for reclassification re-organiza-
Zgtketng Z aLn'amSTnH °‘,rd,?-'-^ Wel>- *hat » virtually SI sàSeof cLmlltio, and CgEtiol dCP™dent «vganizatioi, to deal with matters

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. That would be subject to this weakness, that due to the fact that Treasury 

Board is. composed of busy ministers of departments, they would not be able 
to investigate a matter of this kind in the way it should be.—A. I do not think 
Treasury Board can be expected to investigate in detail, or to particularize with 
the smaller things, but I do think that it does expect and rightly expects to 
control the larger questions of expenditure.

By the Chairman:
Q. I took the trouble last night to seek out a member of Treasury Board 

who tells me that any matter that comes before them contains practically noth-
in8 on which to base a judgment except the recommendations of one direction.—■ 
A. Well, I think—

Q. Should they not before them a succinct memorandum of some kind, 
such as you prepare or the Civil Service Commissioners now in connection with 
the appointments to which would be appended a departmental application 
consisting of details in favour of the proposed scheme, the Organization Branch’s 
report m connect on with it either for or against it, and then Treasury Board 
would have something on which it could pass a judgment, and if it was at all
+nt “Lw p'vrTrpfpr in t Sl7mc* memorial it has some original material
nbiXin a T think it ^ can c?me to a final independent con-

i Xink it could nnssihi Worj£> ^r- Chairman, with large matters. I do BnVdh to mv mÏÏl X!Î7WC7 with the smaller details. The Treasury
multiplicity of detail in connection wHhriX “'ll t0 77° 7* 1thr(?^h the 
If it is a large scheme of reorganSrio? smal7 matiers of reclassification-
But to handle the small matte" Ido't u ll 7uW '?rk’ y6

^ 1 ao not think it could possibly work.
By Mr. Bowman:

thatIhJmLteXwouldhnot go™rect?T™ ^7 V*?’ 1

organization set up, responsible tn t oasur> Board, it would go to son
handling of those matters to'whfchtw-pTreaSUry B?ard’ that would have.cthe
tion, promotions.—A. Yes. aic now referring, matters of classified-
of positions aïdXÔXo^CwliichTouH of recruiting the appointment
the Civil Service Commission — A w n’ °f course> be left under the control of 
is a very desirable line to draw W personally, Mr. Bowman, I think there 
between expenditure, fin the nm> m a e<d!Ve administration. That is, the Iine 
other. I think personnel is -, /\nd the personnel of departments on the
ent agency, such as the Civil ^ 77 might better be left to an independ-

pÆïïsœ&SvIt1 i nr-**
Q- What would there be lefS-A qï™;. f 
Q- After all, at the present, timpA‘- quest.10n of re-organization, 

would have to come from the rX ’ n any maJ°r re-orgamzation, authority 
direct action of Government Ta TT™1' either «™> Treasure' Board or by
re-organization unless vou have lljT l,llnk S',011, w,u ever maJ
[Mr. c. H. Bland.] " ‘ ac*ual backing of the Government.
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Q. You have to have the backing of Government pretty well, the Govern
ment of the day, whoever the Government of the day is, has the first say. 
Supposing Government says to one of its departments, we want this department 
re-organized. Then, with that authority behind it and knowing that Govern
ment does mean business, the rest must co-operate, there will be greater 
co-operation between the department and the Civil Service Commission staff 
to get a proper re-organization.—A. Exactly.

Q. So I take it, the only matters that you are of the opinion should be 
submitted to or come under the control of Treasury Board, would be the matter 
of major organization.—A. Yes. I think in that case the backing of the 
Government—I use that word, perhaps it is not a particularly good word, I 
think you know what I mean—I think in such cases the backing and the power 
behind the movement must come from the Government.

Mr. Ernst: The motivating factor.
The Witness: All right, the motivating factor. I accept that word grate

fully.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Mr. Bland, do you know what the duties of the Treasury Board are?— 

A- In Canada?
Q. Yes.—A. I do not think I should care to give a definition of it.
Q. Should not they, using a wide term, pass upon the expenditures and 

me limitation of expenditures?—A. Yes.
Q. Now then, as I understand your position, it would be this: that the 

Commission through its various branches, would pass upon the personnel, that 
*si upon the advisability of meeting the department’s wishes in increasing or 
■jccreasing the number of staff, but that the whole matter of expenditure should 
Anally rest in the hands of the Treasury Board.—A. Yes, primarily.

Q. Supposing the Civil Service Commission happens to turn to a depart
ment often when the department’ demands were given that they wanted to 
jncrease their staff, and made a recommendation to the Treasury Board, and 
me Treasury Board for matters best known to themselves, thought that the 
tfinn was inexpedient to grant an outlay of money, then the difficulty there rests 
"fifh them?—A. Exactly.

Q. Now then, with reference to the Civil Service Commission. Is there a 
Civil Service Act in England, an actual Act?—A. The service there is adminis
tered by a series of Orders in Council, and Treasury regulations.

The Chairman: I was going to say I would judge from my reading they 
bave not a Civil Service Act. They have a whole series of Orders in Council.

Mr. Chevrier: I have them here.
The Chairman: They have certain well defined provisions as though they 

'Vere statutory.
The Witness: Perhaps the Committee would find this useful : I have but 

gently received the report of the last Royal Commission on the British Civil 
Service. It has just come out, and it contains some very valuable information 

to British conditions, which I think might be utilized here. I would be glad 
0 Place a copy on file if you care to have it.

, The Chairman : We would be very glad to have it. That brings something 
0 my mind. Is it not, generally speaking, a principle of the British Civil 

^ervice that all civil servants have to start in the lower grades, and then they 
are gradually promoted through the service?

The Witness: I am afraid I cannot agree with that, Mr. Chairman; it 
s rather the opposite there.

49322-571 [Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. I gained, I thought, through the reading of those Orders in Council, 

that a man may have to choose as to what branch of the service he would go in, 
but instead of plumping him in at the start as a clerk, grade 4, he must start 
in at the lowest grade, and gradually work up by promotion.—A. Partially that 
is the fact, Mr. Chairrnan. I think it might be better described this way ; that 
the service in England, is, in reality, divided into two sections which might be 
called the upper storey and the lower storey, and that a man must begin at 
either the lower door or the upper door. He must not necessarily pass through 
the gradations of the lower storey before he can arrive at the upper storey. I 
want to refer to that later.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Arising out of that, Mr. Bland, have you any suggestion to offer with 

respect to bringing in to departments of the Government any particular class of 
people for the service?—A. A es, I have a suggestion in that regard.

Q. Would you mind giving it. please?—A. Would you mind if 1 left that 
for the moment? It falls rather in the logical development of the remarks 1 
had.

Mr. Bowman : All right.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. As I understand your viewpoint, Mr. Bland, it is that questions with 
regard to appointments and classification and salaries are best dealt with bv 
an independent Commission such as the Civil Service Commission of Canada? ' 
A. Yes, I think so.

Q. But as far as the major organization is concerned, well, in practice i 
does not work out.—A. I think it can only work, Mr. Ernst, using your phrasé 
if it has behind it the motivating power of the Government of the day. As i1 
matter of fact, I ought to apologize to Mr. Putman for talking about this, 
because this morning I suggested that he let me deal with questions of recruit' 
mg and now I am being asked questions on organization.

. Q- 1 am asking merely for an expression of opinion. With reference to 
minor organizations, that is, as apart from classification and salary, for instance 
take what was done in the "National Defence department, something which P 
really minor, where it is just a branch of the department, is it not possible tha 
the department ought to be able to deal with that fairly effectively itself?"? 
A. I think in cases of that kind the best result can be produced by mutuo 
cooperative work between the Commission and the department.

Q. Well, now, do you think that an Organization Branch of the Comm'5 
sion is necessary for cooperation with respect to minor organization in q1 
department itself ?—-A. I think, in many such cases, the department has 
mind a scheme of improvement, although in such cases very frequently 
immanents in that scheme of the department are suggested bv the Organiz" 
tion Branch.
i *n the main, do you not think a department can deal with
type of thing itself? A In many cases I think it can, and does. . ,
imr IU f CIbwhen you come to the major reorganization it needs the motive 
mg power of a Government?-A. I think so. ^
prnnril/L IV Wlk vaiY from time to time with governments and wl . 
than with anything’Gsey°U realize?~A- 1 think more with economic conditio'

^le llfe °! an Organization Branch for major reorganization ’ 
fndustrv rathcrrtthan eonstant?-A. Yes. I think that, just a* *
At times’ therpAI,1/a 'on or efficiency methods, move, so to speak, in a cut 

m0re necessity than at other times.
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Q. Then why maintain an Organization Branch, as such, leaving out ad
mitting the necessity, and maintain a branch of the Commission to deal with 
personnel; that is, to deal with classification and salaries ; but when you come 
to the question of reorganization why maintain even a skeleton of a staff to deal 
with that in the Commission office? Why not, as the Government of the day 
feels it is necessary, or a department if it wants a major organization, simply 
go outside and recruit some expert firm to come in and do it, as has already been 
done?—A. I think there is this to be said, Mr. Ernst: I think it is most desir
able that there should be kept, if you like, a skeleton organization that will 
keep the basic information available. To call in an outside organization with
out having any information of any kind placed before it would not be appre
ciated by that organization.

Q. I am merely searching for information. Do you think the matter 
of classification and salary would not be enough?—A. Well, apart from that, 
let me give you a case in point: I know from personal experience that Mr. Put
man extends his field of information into a good many industrial concerns, and 
I think the information that he has obtained, and has had obtained for him, 
would be of considerable value to any organization, or any body conducting 
such a reorganization.

Mr. Chevrier: But not with outside experts?

By the Chairman:
Q. Assume, that for any particular purpose an outside expert is called in 

such as in the case we had detailed before us, or dealing with any major 
reorganization, surely the first thing he would have to do would be to go to Mr. 
.Putnam and say: What have you got now? What is your organization; what 
is your experience as to how it has worked? Now, what is your idea?—A. That 
is very much my idea, Mr. Chairman.

Q. And then Mr. Putnam, as head of the Organization Branch, would have 
a knowledge of the scheme of reorganization in other departments than the one 
in which the particular expert at that moment wished to consider, which might 
be invaluable so as to correlate the different departments of the service?— 
A. Exactly.

Q. All right, Mr. Bland. Then would you let us have what you had in 
mind?—A. Originally, I had made notes as the hearings proceeded, and I 
intended to cover some of the points that had been raised with a view to- 
explaining them perhaps a little more fully, but I think a good many of those 
cases have already been cleared up in the minds of the Committee, and it would 
simply be prolonging the session to refer to them again.

Q. Would you care to mention the points, Mr. Bland?—A. I have six 
points that I will mention, and I will be glad to have any questions on 
them. I am taking as a basis what I think is the basis accepted by the Com
mittee, namely, that we are thinking of a system which will secure for the 
Government Service, not only qualified people, but the best available qualified 
People. That is the basis on which I am basing my remarks and the sugges
tions that I have to make. Some of them have been discussed with the Com
missioners and the Secretary of the Commission; my intention was to recom
mend them to the Commissioners in any case, but I would like to have the 
mpport of the Committee for such of them as they deem desirable.

The first suggestion I had was, that in view of the continued discussion 
there has been on examinations outside of Ottawa, oral examinations, I think 
A is highly desirable that they should be conducted by travelling examiners from 
the central staff of the Commission. Such examiners would help in oral 
laminations ; they would help in character investigations, or investigations of 
record; and while there may be some fear in the minds of the Committee that

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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the cost would be high, I do not think that is so. I think we could utilize some 
of the examiners we have at present and dispense with some, if a change should 
be decided on, and I think we would acquire better results if we had a few 
travelling examiners who would conduct this work outside of Ottawa.

Q. You said a few, Mr. Bland?—A. Well, two or three.
Q. Well, do you think it could be done with that, Mr. Bland?—A. I would 

start with that.
Q. You think you could function with two or three good examiners and 

thereby release those persons who are now used as examiners locally? And to 
the extent that you would save the fees that are now payable to them there 
would be that credit against the cost of these travelling examiners?—A. And 
the corresponding decrease in the work necessary at headquarters here.

Q. Yes, it would save you a lot of correspondence.—A. I think it would be 
possible to begin the work on that at present. Certainly we would not need to 
have as large a staff as last year.

By Mr. Bovman:
Q. You would start on a very limited basis?—A. Exactly, I would want 

to try it out first and develop it gradually and make it work, but I think it 
would work out if it were properly developed.

Q. Probably if some of those minor positions were taken out of operation 
of the Civil Service Act there might be a considerable necessity for less examina
tions?—A. Well, I will have a remark to make on that a little later if I may» 
Mr. Bowman.

The second point I had was this, .that I believe that when examination 
reports arc made for the Commission by departmental officers, it would aid 
greatly in saving time if these reports could be sent direct to the Commission, 
a copy, of course going to the department at the same time.

By the Chairman:
Q. I think we had that suggestion given by Dr. Roche.—A. Yes. The third 

point is one that you drew forth this morning, Mr. Chairman. I think the rating5 
on education and experience for minor positions might be made at the same 
time as the oral examination, from actual contact with the candidates rather than 
from the written statement of experience and education given on the application 
form.

The Chairman : I think we would all agree with that, Mr. Bland.
The Witness: The fourth point is, that- I believe that if we had a s>-tein 

of travelling examiners we could secure information on one point that is n 
being satisfactorily covered at present, and by that I refer to the question 
a more complete investigation as to the character and record of local employe^ 

Q. That is, you suggest that should be done by your travelling examiners.
A. Yes, at the time. Those four points have all reference to examinations. g 

The next point I had in mind was in connection with something that ^ 
been frequently referred to in the annual reports of the Commission. 1° ^
mind this Committee could perform a real service if it could emphasize 1 .
little further, and the point to which I refer is the probationary period specin 
in the Civil Service Act. To my mind that probationary period is an essen 
feature of a good employment system. I think there are too many cases of rou 
pegs being put in square holes and left there, because a department will n , 
take the responsibility of reporting people who are not absolutely suitable, ®
I do not think any examination system, no matter what it be, can pick possib y 
in every case the people who are most suitable.
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You want everyone to come in who has been appointed on a probationary 

certificate and then the department forced to make a report on that employee? 
—A. Well, the situation, Mr. Chevrier, at present is this: he does come in on 
a period of probationary service, but as a matter of actual fact in very few 
cases is that period of probation utilized by the department. In other words, 
if a man comes in, in many cases they seem to take the stand that once he is 
in he is in for good.

Q. Even if the department within the six months makes a report as to 
whether he is efficient or not?—A. Exactly. And do it conscientiously.

Mr. Chevrier: I agree with you.
Mr. Ernst: That seems to be true of them all except the Auditor General.

By the Chairman:
Q. And in the case where a department, for a reason which appears as 

good and sufficient, the Commission desires that a man who is on probation 
should not be made permanent in that particular department, I presume it would 
be a necessary incidental to your system that that would not bar that man 
automatically from reappointment perhaps?—A. That is exactly the point I 
had in mind, Mr. Chairman. That man may be a round peg and he was given 
a square hole; he will not fit there, but probably we can find another place 
where he would fit.

The next suggestion I had to make was one which Mr. Bowman referred to 
a moment ago—and I am glad he brought it up because it is not exactly a 
popular suggestion, and I would sooner Mr. Bowman take the responsibility 
for it than myself.

The Chairman : I may tell you frankly, when the rest of them said “Oh, 
yes” to your first statement, that the desire was not only to get someone who 
had the "merit, but who was the very best qualified of those available, I was 
going to finish up by asking you to tell me from the system you now have, or 
any you can suggest, whether you can tell that John Jones is going to be a 
better man to sweep a floor than Bill Smith.

The Witness : If you will take some of these suggestions I am putting 
before the Committee now, we will be in a better position to tell than we are 
at present. This point has to do with the principle of promotion, Mr. Chair
man, and I am heartily in favour with the principle of promotion, but I do 
believe that in certain cases it may be overdone and abused. By that I mean 
this: If the entire service—outside of technical positions to which I am not 
referring for the moment—is to be recruited only from the lowest grades and 
the higher positions are to be continuously and completely filled by promotion, 
I think you are going to have a weakening in your structure, perhaps not for a 
few years, but in ten or fifteen years you will have a decided weakening.

Q. Unless you increase the qualifications required?—A. Even that, Mr. 
Chairman, would be an improvement. I mentioned a little while ago about the 
British system where there are, so to speak, two stories ; an upper story for 
which the highest academic qualifications are required, and a lower story which 
is about similar to our present entrance grade. From 1908 to 1915 we had in 
Canada a somewhat similar system whereby appointment to the service was 
really by means of two grades,—a lower grade such as we have at present and a 
higher grade known as the second division. It had some benefits and some diffi
culties, and I am not suggesting that we should adopt completely the British 
system.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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I think promotion should work to a certain extent t a +u- i -,are going to keep up the standard o the^^Lf , ? d°< thlnk' lf.we
positions, we must not only promote from the" In™ ’ 1Ct* ai ? . or. executove 
cum each year of material for executive and administrative p^siti^f. “ *

By Mr. Ernst:
Q I can quite see, Mr Bland, that any system is open to abuse. It 

depends upon the integrity of the persons administering it. For instance, if 
you make it puiely a promotional system and you get a minister who believes in 
some other system, he can easily work a very effective patronage system by 
bringing a man in from a lower position and shooting him on up through.

The Chairman : And Deputy Ministers can fool the Minister in respect 
to a lot of promotions by telling him a man has to speak six languages in order 
to fill a job whereas one language is all he needs.
, V+C;r.Ôsysgestion I have to make is that there should be 

îoug i i ‘ 3 a1’ m0 t 1C burger departments, the departments which are not
or executive work Th«T tmp °yee? who will be capable of being trained

the last two or three veer ■been tlie Practice we have been working on for 
the last two or three >ears in two or three of the departments. ■

By Mr. Chairman:
Q I rather had the idea that was done in all the departments, Mr. Bland?

A. îso, I do not think it is, Mr. Chairman. I would like to see it done.
Q. I should say, with the possible exception of the Post Office department, 

where I understand it is practically all a promotion system?—A. I do not think 
it can be said to be done. Some of the departments are doing it and getting 
very good resu ts from it, but I believe if it is done in a spirit of endeavour to 
secure the best interests of the service, both from the Commission point of view 
and t ic departmental pont of view, we will get good results from it.

By Mr. Chevrier:
. . Q- H°w would you arrange for it with the present system?—A. 1 

think t lat each year—or perhaps every two or three years, a few specially 
chosen men should be brought into the larger departments, such as the 

os, , , l(,G yPartment. men chosen specially not simply as letter carriers or 
Pos,a .’G p,cf ’ iut chosen with a background and with a training that would 
rent ei i a eas ikely that they could be developed for executive work.

° c C1<^'1SG them?—A. I think they would be chosen by com- 
pc n' md' ™4 10?" his simply a supplement to the present system.
-, i , ^ j Ot,o g00<^ *n that suggestion. I just wanted to know hoW
nf vente turnon "C< ?Ut,i ^or example, the department- of Finance, a couple 
, _ J \ A c ?\ ame 0 tlie conclusion that it would be a good thing to have & 
nere^itv <iaps brought in for appointment because of the obvious

i , ,, many ,°i its junior employees simply routine employees, and
examination and had quitta numbed f COI?.pet\tionj We held a competitive 

T,i- ,a number of applicants who were gradutes from the 
ivino-^verv excellent several of them were chosen who, I understand, are

H?e hetterLnt nf Ï Sem°e to thc satisfaction of the Department, and, I think, 
the betterment of the service in the future

By the Chairman;
Q. The natural tendency of a department is to adhere strictly to a pr° 

motion system. I would assume that. That would seem to be human nature
—A. The pressure upon the department is to adhere to a promotion system. 
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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like the idea of promotion myself, so does any employee, but I think, looking 
at it from the broader point of view you must have at least a little of the 
other element coming in.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Such a system might stop the line of promotion within the department.

■—A. You would be stopping it in certain cases.
Q. Oh, that is a bad system.—A. Not in many cases, but in some you would.
Q. The idea is all right, but I am in favour of the system of promotion, and 

if you are going to stop promotion, I will not be a party to it.
Mr. Bowman : This does not necessarily stop promotion.
The Chairman: The suggestion is not to stop promotion. The suggestion is, 

do not continue promotion to the ultimate so that it thereby deteriorates the 
system as a whole.

The Witness: Perhaps, Mr. Chevrier, if I put it in this way, that pro
motion will be carried on just as before, but instead of everybody coming in at 
the bottom some will come in a few steps further up.

Mr. Bowman : I think the Committee will give some serious consideration 
to the recommendation. I personalty will.

The Chairman : So will I.

By Mr. Vallance:
Q. Mr. Bland, has there been difficulty in finding those executive heads 

under the system of promotion? Is that why you suggest it?—A. No, Mr. Val
lance. I would not care to give that impression. The difficulty is, the promotion 
system has only been in operation for the last ten years, and this is not 
something that is existing at present. It is what I think will happen if we do 
not guard against it.

Mr. Chevrier: That will be a wonderful incentive to the younger generation 
who are now following University courses to join the service.

Mr. Bowman : Something along the line of Dr. Tory’s idea.

By the Chairman:
Q. Just at the moment, Mr. Bland, as the Act now stands, is there anything 

to prevent the Civil Service Commission from doing this?—A. No, as a matter 
of fact.

Q. The department makes an application to fill a vacancy by promotion. 
Is there anything to prevent the Civil Service Commission from saying— We are 
going to open this as an open competition. Those in the department are open to 
enter the competition if they want to, as well as an outsider, but we may take in 
an outsider.—A. Oh, no, there is nothing in the Act to prevent us at all. As a 
matter of fact, the Commissioners are working on the idea in many cases, but 
if it was accepted by the Committee as a desirable principle it would be made 
easier for us.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. At present, in case of a promotion, there can be no outside competitor 

unless the department says there is no one in line for promotion?—A. Quite.
Q. So that settles it.
The Chairman : By Statute?
The Witness : Let me explain that. The Statute is just a little bit different 

and I think it opens the way quite satisfactorily for what we want to do. The 
Statute reads as follows:

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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49. Promotion is a change from one class to another class with a 
higher maximum compensation,...

This is the clause, Mr. Chevrier:
... and vacancies shall be filled as far as is consistent with the best 
interests of the Civil Service, by promotion.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Quite right, but the fact remains, that unless there is no one in the 

department that is worthy of promotion, therefore, you throw it wide open.
The Chairman : Where is there anything in the Statute—
The Witness: In many cases the deputy—
The Chairman: Is there anything in the Statute to show that the deputy 

takes that position?
The Witness: As a matter of fact, it is not the deputy, it is the Commis

sion. I think we would be able to get a good employment system if the Com
mission and the deputies would come together on this point.

Mr. MacInnis: It is just a matter of stepping up the business content of the 
staff the same as you increase the butter fat content of milk by putting a little 
cream in it.

The Witness: That is the idea, Mr. MacInnis. I have only got one more 
statement, Mr. Chairman, and that is with reference to those lower grade posi
tions, those minor positions which Mr. Bowman made reference to a few moments 
ago, and all I want to say in connection with them is this, that I hope in con
sidering them the Committee will bear in mind that every Committee on Civil 
Service that has so far been convened, every Committee on Civil Service that 
has so far been held, has come to one conclusion in reference to the selection ol 
employees for the Civil Service. The majority of the people throughout Canada 
have come to the same conclusion, and I want to put on record my own firm con
viction in the matter, that appointments to the Civil Service whether in a minoi 
or major capacity should be made under the merit system, and that to secure 
the best possible administration of the merit system we should mutually work 
together—departments, Commission, members of Parliament and the public- 
in making that system as efficient and effective as is humanly possible.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. How do you expect members of Parliament to work for it if they are 

barred from working with it?—A. They are not barred from approving of it-

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. What you mean is, you do not want any of the minor positions taken 

away from the Commission to start with?—A. What I mean is, Mr. Ernst, that 
I think that the best Civil Service can be obtained under a properly administered 
merit system; and I do not want any misunderstanding as to my feelings in 
the matter, because that is the product of my experience, and the product of 
the experience of everybody that has ever dealt with Civil Service.

By the Chairman:
Q. Well, now, Mr. Bland, on principle I think we all agree with you; but 

nere is the thing I have in mind. Of course I will admit that I am usually a 
dissenter m most things. You want to engage three men to sweep the floors ol 
tne Customs Building in the City of Toronto. Now, I ask you as a gentle- 
man \\ 10 has had some experience in this world and some general knowledge

„ your special qualifications, do you mean to tell me that it is neces- 
[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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sary to go through all this rating business of education and experience, of holding 
oral examinations and all that in order to get three men of sufficient merit and 
competence to sweep those floors?—A. Oh, no, I did not say that, Mr. Chairman. 
I said that in order to secure the best possible employees for work of that kind 
or any other kind, I think they can be selected under a properly administered 
merit system.

Q. All right. Now, what do you suggest instead of the present one for 
picking cleaners for the Customs House in the City of Toronto?—A. I have 
just given one suggestion that I think will govern that very suitably.

Q. Seriously, Mr. Bland, your suggestion is that that could all be very well 
handled by a travelling examiner?—A. I think it could, yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Well, you would hardly send a travelling examiner up from Ottawa to 

Victoria to appoint a caretaker for a public building out there, would you?— 
A. Oh, no; Mr. Bowman.

Mr. Vallance: I would like to know what the examiner’s qualifications 
would have to be.

The Chairman : The essential one should be integrity.
The Witness: I agree with you, but the idea I had in travelling examiners 

was that we should have a small staff of probably two or three to begin with, 
with one operating in Eastern Canada, one in Western Canada and one in 
Central Canada. I think that would cover the scheme for the start, and as 
conditions change we would probably have to increase, or possibly diminish 
or move.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Do you not think, Mr. Bland, as a matter of fact, at the present time 

there is too much red tape and too much expense in connection with minor 
positions?—A. Of course I do. That is why I have made some of those 
suggestions, Mr. Bowman.

By the Chairman:
Q. Let me see how far the thing will go. They want to select a caretaker 

for an amoury, and the officer commanding the unit that uses that armoury, or if 
there is more than one, well the G. O. C. is responsible ultimately for all the 
equipment, and so forth, and he says, I want to pick the man that is going to 
take care of this if I am going to be responsible for it. How on earth can your 
examiner deal with that situation?—A. Well, Mr. Chairman, I referred to the 
comments of Mr. Desbarats once before, and I do not think I can do much better 
than to refer to them again; if that were always the condition, that the local 
Officer Commanding could pick the man, I do not know that I would have so 
touch objection, but you know and I know that that is not always the situation.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. No, but that is about as much of the situation as it is at the present time. 

—A. That has not been the experience that I have had, or that other investiga
tors have found out, Mr. Bowman, no.

Mr. Ernst: I do not think Mr. Bland can dispel our ideas as to those minor 
Positions.

Mr. Bowman : I think Mr. Bland has taken quite a proper attitude in so far 
as the Commission is concerned. We may have our own ideas with respect to it.

The Chairman : So may I, but I am anxious to be convinced, if anybody can 
do it, that it is necessary to have what I call this merit system in order to select a 
toan to sweep a floor, clean a window, and that sort of thing.

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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The Witness: As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, these men are not selected 
under a competitive system. At present they are exempt.

Q. You say they are exempt?—A. They are exempt from the Civil Service
Act. Q. Take a caretaker, for example. I remember, Mr. Bland, in going through 
a file here, where one of your examiners solemnly in his memorandum set out 
that he was favouring John Jones for an appointment as a caretaker instead of 
Bill Smith because he thought it was very important that a caretaker should 
have a knowledge of heating and so forth, and this John Jones had been a fireman 
on the railroad for a number of years, so your examiner solemnly thought that 
that gave him a knowlege of heating a building?—A. I do not think that is an 
argument against the system, Mr. Chairman. That may be an argument against 
that particular case.

Q. As you said yourself a few moments ago, can a system be any better 
than the personnel of those comprising it, and you see the difficulties that arise 
in connection with those minor positions, that is what is bothering me.

. By Mr. Maclnnis:
Q. I had some complaints from some of the Civil Servants who were dismissed 

from the Interior department. They say that others have been taken in that 
did not come in through the Civil Service Commission but taken from other 
branches of the department.—A. Do I understand you rightly, Mr. Maclnnis, 
that some employees who have been let out from the department of Interior 
were complaining that others have been taken on in the Interior Department?

Q. Yes, without coming through the Civil Service Commission.—A. Since 
that time?

Q. Yes, quite recently.—A. I do not know of any appointment that we have 
made to the department of the Interior since that time. Would it be a case of 
employees being transferred from one branch to another?

Q. From one branch. There were certain employees in a certain branch 
dismissed and then employees were taken from another branch.—A. Were they 
taken on from outside the service?Q. Not from outside the service.—A. From some other branch of the 
service?

Q. Yes.—A. But they had not been selected originally from the Commission, 
is that the case?

Q. No, no; I would not say that they had not been selected originally by thÇ 
Commission, but the Commission did not sanction the transfers. —A. I am afraid 
I cannot speak generally on that without knowing the case, Mr. Maclnnis. I 
will bo glad to secure the information for you, but these matters do not comc 
through the Commission, and I do not think I could find it except by referring i* 
to the department.

Mr. Chevrier: I would like to know very much, Mr. Bland, if there are any 
employees from another department that have been assigned to the Interior 
( rpnrtment to replace employees who have been laid off?

The Witness: I do not think that is the case, Mr. Chevrier.
Mr. MacInnis: Other branches of the Interior?
Mi. Chevrier: Even at that it would be interesting to know why it was done 

worrwli'f JIac*n.nis: d have received a great many complaints from people who 
brought in'SSeC tr°m *nderior department, claiming that other employees were

glad ^ " 0U cou^ Sive me a typical case, Mr. Maclnnis, I will t>c

[Mr. C. H. Bland.]
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Mr. Chevrier: I will be very interested to know if that has been done.
The Witness : Mr. Chairman, is this my last appearance? If it is, I would 

like, on behalf of the staff of the Commission, to extend to you and to the 
members of the Committee our appreciation of the courtesy and the patience that 
has been shown us, and we hope if we have a Standing Committee next year that 
We will have the same personnel as this year.

The Chairman : We would say, Mr. Bland, it is mutual, with respect to all 
but the last sentence.

Mr. Chevrier : Mr. Chairman, I understand that there is another official of 
the Civil Service Commission whose name was mentioned a couple of times with 
reference to Treasury Board, and particularly this morning. I understand that 
Mr. Boutin wants to make a statement.

The Chairman: Is Mr. Boutin here?
Mr. Boutin: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : Would you like to make some statement to the Committee?
Mr. Boutin : It is unnecessary, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Putman read a statement 

dealing with the point I have in mind.
The Chairman : What about Dr. Roche? Do you want to add anything 

further, Doctor?
Dr. Roche: Well, Mr. Chairman, some little time back—
Mr. Bowman : Before you start, Dr. Roche, I asked Mr. Bland some time ago 

to let me have a rough idea as to what vacancies would occur, and what 
Percentage of employees in the Civil Service, or rather what positions occupied 
by those employees would become vacant in the course of a year by natural 
causes, such as death, marriage, and so forth?

Mr. Bland: I think the Clerk has the information, Mr. Bowman.
Mr. Bowman : I have not seen it.
Mr. Bland: I had it prepared and sent up. I prepared a statement for the 

last seven years, the last three years showing month by month the vacancies 
that occurred.

The Chairman : Here it is, Mr. Bowman. Every member of the Committee 
bas a copy of it.

Dr. Roche: I was going to say, Mr. Chairman, that a little time back, I, 
with the consent of my colleagues, asked the head of the Organization Branch, 
as well as the head of the Examination Branch, to keep tab on the evidence that 
Was given before this Committee, and to note any particular portion of the 
evidence that should be commented upon by the Commission or members of the 
staff. We have left it largely in the hands of Mr. Putman and Mr. Bland, the 
chiefs of the two major branches of the Commission to do so. I have not prepared 
any statement. I am not going further than the recommendations which I made 
when I originally gave my evidence. I think the ground has been pretty well 
covered by both of those gentlemen, and unless the members of the Committee 
have some questions to ask me to supplement anything that may have been 
brought before the Committee, I do not know that I have any more recommenda
tions to make.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Then, without going through the evidence, Doctor, we may take it that 

the evidence pretty well represents—.—A. Of course, there are a number of 
minor things in which complaints, we thought, had been unfairly made, but we 
always have that; and we leave it to the Committee.

Q. You do not want to go into that?—A. No, I do not desire to delay the 
Committee at all.

EMr. C. II. Bland.]
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The Chairman : Any questions of Dr. Roche, gentlemen?
Mr. Chevrier: No, not by me.
The Chairman: Just before you leave, Dr. Roche, I think, as Chairman of 

this Committee, I feel called upon to say to you that in all the files which I have 
examined, although I personally may not in every individual case have agreed 
with the judgment you exercised, I certainly have never found in one single file 
a case in which you had not the strongest, sound and reasonable grounds, in my 
opinion, behind any judgment you exercised. In all probability where we dis
agreed you were right and I was wrong; and I want to pay you the tribute here 
and now of having found you at all times, in my opinion, most seriously endeav
ouring to adhere to the principles of this Act and the regulations made there
under.

Dr. Roche: I appreciate that statement, Mr. Chairman, very much, because 
it is oftentimes found that a man has to die in order to have justice done. I 
appreciate your testimony.

Charles H. Bland, recalled.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In the memorandum, Mr. Bland, which has been prepared under the 

head of “Civil Service Commission, Number of Requisitions Received” you have 
set out for 1931, 1930 and 1924 to 1929, under the heading of Permanent, Sea
sonal and Temporary employees, and you are at the end giving the total number 
of requisitions. I see at the end of 1931—total requisitions, 2,383; and in 1930, 
3,294; and 1929, 3,503, and so on. Is that the service all over Canada?—A. Yes, 
Mr. Bowman.Q. Out of what total number of employees?—A. I might point out that the 
column you are reading refers only to requisitions for appointments to permanent 
office.Q. And in addition to that you have new positions, in the next column?— 
A. Yes. •Q. I will not repeat the figures because we will place this statement on the 
record?—A. Yes.

Q. That is a total in 1931, including appointments to old positions and those 
to new, of 3,637?—A. Those are permanent positions.

Q. In 1930, 4,575?—A. Yes.
Q. What percentage would that be of the permanent positions that are 

under the control of the Commission?—A. Mr. Putman compiled this table and 
perhaps he could tell me the total number.

C. V. Putman, recalled.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. Can you say just roughly what it would be?—A. The total number of 
appointments is about per cent for 1931.

Q. What do you base that calculation on?—A. Approximately 50,000.
Q. And in 1930 it would be higher than that, would it not? Would you 

have 50,000 in permanent service?—A. Probably I had better make that about 
40,000.

Q. So that it would be roughlv around 10 per cent?—A. I have the figures 
here now. In 1931, 45,000.

Mr. Bowman : I suggest that this statement No. 7 be placed on the record, 
and also the statement to which Mr. Bland and Mr. Putman are now referring.

The Chairman: The Clerk of the Committee will have that done.
[Mr. C. V. Putman.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. So that it would run around an average of what?—8 to 10 per cent?—A. 

A little bit less than that, I think. Ten per cent would be fair.
Q. So that, in the course of even a short period of two years, if the vacancies 

were not filled, a reorganization of any particular branch or a merger of branches, 
or an amalgamation could possibly be done without meaning throwing out of 
employment many of the Service, if these positions were left unfilled?—A. Most 
certainly.

The Chairman: Is there any seniority between the two commissioners, Dr. 
MacTavish and Mr. Tremblay? Were both of you appointed at the same time, 
or who is the senior?

Mr. Tremblay: Dr. MacTavish.
The Chairman: Dr. MacTavish, are there any further representations you 

desire to make to the committee?
Dr. MacTavish : Very briefly, sir.

Dr. Newton MacTavish, recalled.
Dr. MacTavish: Might I say, Mr. Chairman, while there are still a few 

encomiums left, that I quite agree with all that Mr. Bland said regarding the 
courtesy and I think, generally, the fairness of the Committee. I say that now, 
Mr. Chairman, because I might not have the strength to say it by the time I am 
through with this little statement.

Might I first ask that the young ladies who prepared this be called and 
sworn as to its accuracy?

By the Chairman:
Q. What is it, Doctor?—A. It is a statement of, I think, discrepancies in the 

report as to my absences that was made to the Committee.
Q. Is it in the form of figures?—A. Yes, it is a statement which they pre

pared.
I do not think the mistakes were made purposely ; but I think the return 

leaves an erroneous impression. And I have a written statement with them.
Q. I want to see what it is first. May I get a copy of it? If it is a state

ment which is admissible, we will certainly have it. If it is evidence it has 
to be given orally?—A. It is merely in fairness to myself, Mr. Chairman. It is 
not, apart from myself, of any great consequence.

The Chairman : Wait until I see what it purports to be.
Mr. Bowman : How would it be, Mr. Chairman—
The Witness: I would just as soon leave it, Mr. Bowman.
Mr. Bowman : In the meantime, Mr. Chairman, while you are glancing 

over it, we might have Mr. Tremblay say what he has to say.
Dr. Roche: Mr. Tremblay has just left the room; and he told me to say, 

if he was called for, that he had no representations which he desired to make.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Have you anybody who can swear to that statement, Dr. MacTavish?— 

A. I have the three young ladies who compiled it. I wish you would call them 
to swear to the contents of the memorandum.

Mr. Ernst: Of course we could not accept it just on their statement but 
Will have to cross-examine them upon its accuracy.

Mr. Chevrier: If they come up and swear to it, they could say what it is 
and then the Committee may cross-examine them.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Witness: I think that is all right.

By the Chairman:
Q. Who made it, Doctor? Somebody must have had charge of the making 

of it?—A. Miss Otter had charge of the making of it.

1 of which shows

Miss Jennie Otter, recalled.
By the Chairman:

Q. Now, Miss Otter, I now show you a statement, page 
the total numbers of Saturdays, Sundays and holidays from the year 19-, 
March 30, 1932, computing Saturdays as half days, which you, along xvi î i l'
assistance of some other ladies, have made up?—A. Yes.

Q. And appended thereto is a typewritten copy of the working notes ron 
which you made the computation which appears on page 1. A. 1 think a 
should cover it.

Q. Is not that right?—A. Yes.
The Chairman: That will be recorded, but there is no necessity of putting 

in details on the other sheet. (See Appendix “ P ”.)

took a calendar andBy Mr. Ernst:
Q. I want to ask you one or two questions. You 

checked the dates?—A. Yes.Q. And in order that there may be no misunderstanding—there was some 
difficulty yesterday as to the total number of days shown—-what did you find 
it to be when you checked it?—A. I did not compare it with your figures.

Q. Did you make any total?—A. Yes, I have. Is not the total there?
Q. I want to see if there is any serious discrepancy. You have the total»

of Saturdays and Sundays : have vou a total of the number of days?—A. No.
He wanted it prepared in that■It is just for 

way.
Dr. MacTavish’s information.

‘j •!}■ Yesterday Dr. MacTavish challenged the accuracy of our figures. I 
1 ,lls tabulation was 583 where mine was 726, and I afterwards made it 

' A. " know if you checked to find out whether your figure was
nrrec .- A. Well, that was what I had in mind. I had no copies whatever 

c 1 to work until you gave me one. As a matter of fact, I had not
seen a copy.

] Did y°u check it, Miss Otter?—A. I thought I explained to you yester- 
fY ' ia ,, ay.s was Dr. MacTavish’s own computation and figures and 
the> were not the inclusive dates.

n m Tay a<icept 728 as substantially correct?—A. Yes.Up bCv 1 at y°u, ,ve done is to tabulate the Saturdays and Sundays and pub
lic holidays out of those 728 days?—A. Yes.in inir 1097 °i ooLn^ ^ cert$dn number of Saturdays, Sundays and holidays 
Lbsen!?-A Yes ’ ’ 1930’ 1931 and ^32 in which Dr. MacTavish was

0 Then vrm,SlmWu ln th? inclusivc dates?—A. Yes. subtracting 93I lavs’— A? 2llculation computing Saturdays as half days, and 
putation. I think Dr Mact!?' r,easo,n A°r domë that is that it is our own com- 

0. Never min l (.a ! Tavish asked that, did he not? was done. He asked that ^ asked?~A- lt "'as under his direction that it

are computing that shoVnil ’in basis hc used?—A. He said, “ when you 
so. ‘ " e 16 deduction in that manner,” and we have done

[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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Mr. Bowman : I suppose he got paid for his half day on Saturday?
Mr. Chevrier: If everybody else was paid.
Mr. Bowman : What I see is 172^ days for Saturdays, Sundays and public 

holidays. Then, on official business, 174 absences. If that is proven there is 
no trouble about that.

Mr. MacTavish: I am afraid that was taken off by the Chairman.
The Chairman: I took that off because Miss Otter could not prove it.
Mr. Chevrier: Of course, we are at loggerheads and we cannot get along. 

Why have we not somebody who can prove the accuracy of the various state
ments that have been made—the various computations? Subject to what I 
say being stricken off the record if it is not permissible, the way I understand 
it "is that Dr. MacTavish claims 172i days for Saturdays, Sundays and public 
holidays. Then, subject to that second item being approved and established, 
official business 174 days. That will have to be established.

Mr. Bowman : I do not think you should place that on the record.
Mr. Chevrier: I said subject to its being established. Then he claims an 

extra 24 days. That will be 370 days. If you deduct 370 days from the 726 
days that would leave 356 days to be accounted for, subject to the accounting 
of 174. That is 356 days. Then the doctor claims that the Saturdays and Sun
days that he has taken off do not constitute a holiday for him, and that during 
the period of time he was also entitled to 180 days of annual leave, and he 
strikes that off leaving a balance of 176 days. Well, to that extent, it may 
look all right.

The Chairman: You see, if you treat Dr. Roche and Mr. Tremblay on the 
same basis then they were never absent a day at all.

Mr. Variance: In fact, they worked some overtime.
Mr. Ernst: If the statement is acceptable, Commissioner Tremblay and 

Dr. Roche are each entitled to about a year and a half of leave with pay start- 
ffig to-morrow.

Mr. Chevrier: Undoubtedly they would be entitled to the deduction of 
those Saturdays and Sundays.

Mr Ernst: Each is entitled to a very substantial holiday.
The Chairman: Suppose we try to find out what the statement does 

really mean.
Mr. Bowman : As fas as I am concerned I am prepared to take the state

ment.
The Witness : I hope Mr. Chevrier is not inferring that that is my compu

tation ; it is not.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q This statement marked No. 1 is your computation of Saturdays, Sundays 
and holidays?—A. Yes, including the dates on the statement you gave me, I am 
certifying to the best of my knowledge as to the correctness of the figures.

Q. So far I am prepared to accept it.
Mr. Bowman: It does not really add a great deal to what we have. We will 

simply form our own opinion in connection with it.
Mr. Chevrier: Supposing that the doctor could establish 174 days, could 

We not take the whole thing subject
Mr. Bowman : I have no objection to accepting it.
Mr. Ernst: So far I am willing to accept it. 266 days which the doctor 

Was shown as absent were either Saturdays or Sundays or holidays. Miss Otter 
swears to that, and I am willing to accept that without checking it.

49322—58 [Mies Jennie Otter.]
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Mr. MacInnis: Saturdays you will have to leave out of this because they 
were considered as whole days.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I was going to ask if they used any separate computation of Saturdays? 

—A. That is computed on instructions from Dr. MacTavish on his information.
Q. When you compute Saturdays as half days at the rate of 93^ days you 

mean that the total number of Saturdays would be 187?—A. Yes.
Q. One hundred and eighty-seven Saturdays out of 286 days?—A. Yes. 
Mr. Bowman : It figures out exactly with the figures we put on file yesterday.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. There were 79 Sundays or public holidays?—A. I was not questioning it. 
Q. You gave 266 Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, and there were 187 

Saturdays which leaves 79 Sundays and public holidays?—A. I haven’t got the 
figures before me.

Q. I am taking your own figures.
By Mr. Bowman:

Q. I might point out a peculiar thing in connection with it, the figures 
balance exactly. Apparently, there is not a holiday in the whole thing?—A. 
Yes, there was in our computation. I think if you look you will see where we 
have indicated the holidays.

Q. Because the figures Miss Saunders gave yesterday were 79 Sundays and 
the figures you give now for Saturdays, are 187, and that makes exactly a total 
of 266. However, it is a minor matter and it does not make any difference.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. There are one or two notations. I find Monday, March 7, present in 

office portion of day?—A. You will have to ask Dr. MacTavish.
Q. I think it should be stricken from the record?—A. I am speaking of the 

figures.
Q. There is another notation where he is shown as being absent March 16. 

You have the notation “ attending committee”?—A. Dr. MacTavish’s statement 
covers that period.

The Chairman: I do not think it is necessary to call the other ladies. 
Is there anything else?

Dr. MacTavish: I have a statement in the form of a memorandum.
The Chairman: Will you read it.
Dr. MacTavish, recalled.
The Witness: (Reads) :

Memorandum
I have had a very careful analysis made by three competent 

employees of the Civil Service Commission of the document which Mr. 
Ernst was kind enough to lend to Miss Otter and which sets forth the 
days absent of the three Civil Service Commissioners from their offices 
during the period from July 2, 1926, to March 30, 1932. As a result of 
this analysis it has been revealed, according to the document herewith, 
that I personally have been charged with absence on 266 Saturdays, 
.mndays, and public holidays. This surely was an oversight. Instead of 

educting the full 266 days the Saturdays have been counted in this 
( ocument as half-days which reduces the number to 172^-. Other

r,r. e notions have been made on the usual Civil Service practice, because it 
[Miss Jennie Otter.]
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appeared as if some members of the Select Special Parliamentary Com
mittee did not seem to accept as satisfactory my statement of Thursday 
28th instant, to the effect that the Commissioners had vested in them 
discretionary authority as to certain items such as holidays and sick leave. 
So that by following the usual Civil Service practice and making a com
putation of the number of days that I might reasonably claim to my 
credit, the result shows the total of 728^ days. According to the com
putation handed to the Committee my absences were set down as 726 
days.
Ottawa, April 29, 1932. NEWTON MacTAVISH.

Mr. Bowman : Will you please advise us how you arrived at 728£ days?
The Witness: 1 he Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays. I have com

puted them to keep it right.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. W'e have got that, 266 days?—A. I have computed that as 172-£.
Q. The total of Saturdays, Sundays and holidays is 266, is it not?—A. I 

believe so. I have not that here.
Q. Of that number how many were Saturdays?—A. Well, the documents 

show—
Q. Taking your own document, 187 were Saturdays?—A. Probably. I 

have not the figures here. We will say 187. I think that is the figure.
Q. Which leaves you 79 Sundays and holidays?—A. I presume so, if that is 

correct.
Q. Well, if the Saturdays divided in two give you 93£, there must have 

been 187 Saturdays?—A. Yes.
Q. And if you take 187 away from 266 you have 79 left?—A. Yes.
Q. Is that correct? That is correct as a matter of arithmetic is it not?— 

A. I accept it as right.
Q. Then.there were 79 Sundays and public holidays?—A. Yes.
Q. Why take 172^ to start with?—A. Because I know I am entitled to the 

Sundays.
Q. I am giving you the Sundays and Saturdays?—A. I am entitled also 

to the half Saturday.
Q. Do you not see this would not have been charged if you had been there 

the half Saturday?—A. I was not there. I am charging half a day.
Q. And therefore it must be chargeable?—A. After all, whether I was there 

or not the public offices of the Government are closed on Saturday afternoon.
Q. And if you are in your office a half day and you are down in the 

attendance book as being present on that day you are getting credit the other 
Way?—A. Apparently not; none of these—

Q. Can you show us a single instance where you were present a half day? 
—A. I thought a moment ago you questioned that?

Q. I do question that very much. I would like to know the date where 
you say you were present and did not get the credit.

Mr. MacInnis: If you are going to credit yourself with the half day you
will have to debit yourself with the half day when you were credited with the
full day on Saturday.

The Witness: I see it this way. If I were here on Saturday I would get 
credit for that half day; but this has been done on a Civil Service basis—not as 
a Civil Service Commissioner but as in the Civil Service. In that document I 
have been elevated to being a civil servant.

49322—58i [Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Are you not?—A. No, sir.
Q. What are you?—A. I am a Commissioner of the Civil Service.
Q. We can take our own opinions as regards Saturdays. In any event, the 

Civil Service get paid for a full day Saturday the same as any other day?—A. I 
presume so. Might I make this statement—please, Mr. Ernst—every civil 
servant is entitled and-gets the half holiday on Saturday.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. I am not disputing that. I am merely asking you whether as a matter 

of computation when you take credit as you are trying to do in this calculation 
for half of Saturday and only debiting yourself with the morning, whether you 
must not go through all the other days of the year when you are shown as 
being present and were actually only present half a day and charge them to 
yourself?—A. The other days are not the same.

Q. But they are, if you go there in the morning.
Mr. Bowman : The boot is on the other foot.
The Witness: I am entitled like all civil servants to a half day on Saturday.
Mr. Ernst: I did not say you were not. In order to make your calculation 

as you are making it, must you not go through the 313 days of the year, other 
than Saturdays, Sundays or public holidays, and find out if you were there all 
the day. The attendance book just shows you being present. But if you were 
not present all day, must not you charge yourself with a half day?—A. I do 
not agree with that.

Q. If not, how can you take credit for the half Saturday?—A. It is given to 
me. Everybody gets the half day.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Will you give your next figure?—A. The next figure is “travelling on 

official business, 174.”
Mr. Ernst: How do you arrive at that?
The Witness: The documents that were presented and that Mr. Maclnnis 

examined me on I think showed 174 days.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. 174 days what?—A. On official business.
Q. Prove that?—A. The documents are all in the possession of the Com

mittee to prove it.
Q. Just tell us what documents you want.—A. The travelling documents 

5 days here and 10 days there and 2 days some place else.
Q. You mean the 174 days that are shown in this itemized account? ■ 

A. Yes. According to my computation they amount to 174 days.
Q. Now, what is your next item?—A. Holidays.
Q. Yes?—A. Holidays, one month a year.
Q. I thought you told us the other day you did not take any holidays?—

A. I said that I went away on wreek-ends and I said I took—I might take
holidays with discretionary power, but I thought that you did not agree with 
me so I am giving now what would be ordinarilv accepted as holidays—what 
1 would be entitled to.

Q. In addition to 172^ days that you are taking for half of Saturdays and 
Sundays you want something else?—A. Would not you?

r\ S£at y011 want now?—A. I want the usual 30 day holiday a year.
hi- What do you figure that out to be?—A. 180 days.

[Dr. N. MacTaviah.]
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Q. It is rather peculiar that the 172£ and 180 are pretty close together. 
According to your own calculations you are at least doubling up there. You 
have already taken credit to yourself for half a day on Saturday and for a 
whole day on Sunday amounting in all to 172-J; is that correct; that is the first 
item on your account?—A. No. not in my opinion.

Q. That is what actually is the fact?—A. Do you mean to say I am not 
entitled to Sunday no matter where 1 spend it?

Q. Certainly you are entitled to Sunday, but now you are claiming it a 
second time?—A. I am charged in the document that Mr. Ernst lent to Miss 
Otter with the Saturdays absent from my office.

Q. We gave you credit for that yesterday—79. I put it on file myself. 
Now, you have already claimed in this statement extra credit for half of 
Saturday and Sundays and holidays amounting in all to a total of 172J days?— 
A. Because they were charged against me.

Q. You are claiming the credit for them?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, you want 180 days more?—A. Those other items are acknowledged 

by anyone.
Q. You want 180 days more?—A. Yes. That is correct.
Q. What next?—A. The next item is, with a memorandum attached which 

I have here.
Q. Can you give us the details?—A. No. I have no details.
Q. You "have no details?—A. No. That is the ordinary sick leave credited 

to anybodv in the Civil Service.
The Chairman: You are not claiming that you were away those days ill. 

What you are claiming is that if you had been ill you would have been entitled 
to so many days for sick leave?

The Witness: What I am claiming is this, that Mr. Bowman yesterday, 
or it seemed to me, in accepting my statement that I had discretionary authority 
as to sick leave or absence, if I were sick to-day or to-morrow or the next day 
I would be sick without reporting it; I would not have to report it; and in 
not giving me that discretionary power, then I took the ordinary Civil Service 
practice and the statement here that I would be entitled during six years, 
roughly, to 108 days credit.

By the Chairman:
Q. So far as I am concerned, I do not care a hoot whether you had dis

cretionary power or did not. Let us assume that you had discretionary power 
to stay away when you liked or to do as you pleased, the fact remains that you 
did stay away 728 days. Now, is not that a fact?—A. Well, if I say it is a fact 
—I was not in my office on those Sundays—no.

Q. Please. Just for a moment we will deal with Sundays. I want to be 
fair to you?—A. You have been quite fair.

Q. You were absent during the period in question 728 days from your office, 
Were you not?—A. Yes.

Q. Included in those 728 days are 79 Sundays, are there not?—A. Seventy- 
nine seems to be the number.

Q. If we deduct the 79 Sundays from the 728 we have left what figure?
Mr. Bowman : 649.
The Chairman: 649 days absences from the Ottawa office have we not?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman : Now, included in that 649 are there any public holidays?
Mr. Ernst: They are in the 79.

[Dr. N. MacTaviah.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. Then, Dr. MacTavish, the whole point is that there were 649 days on 

which you were absent from your office in Ottawa. Some of those may have 
been on public business or otherwise. That is what we do not know. If you 
can show that any particular number of them were on public business fine, let 
us have it?—A. I have said 174.

Q. Then, take 174 off that on public business.
Mr. Bowman: 475 days.

By the Chairman:
Q. On 475 working days you were absent from your Ottawa office, is that 

not a fact?—A. The only dispute as to that, Mr. Lawson, between you and me 
is the Saturday half holiday.

Q. Just leave that for a moment. Is it not a fact that you were absent 
from your office in Ottawa 475 working days?—A. Yes.

Q. Now, then, if I understand your contention in this statement, you say, 
“because Saturday is only a half day to work, if I were at my office in Ottawa, 
therefore I should only be charged with a half day’s absence”?—A. Yes.

Q. You say, in addition to that, “I would be entitled to 30 statutory 
holidays in each particular year”?—A. I said holidays. I did not say stat
utory.

Q. Does not the statute provide for 30 days?
Mr. Ernst: For civil servants.
The Chairman: I am assuming for the purpose of holidays that he is a 

civil servant.
Mr. Ernst: He is not in one sense and in the other he is.

By the Chairman:
Q. Your first contention is that out of the 475 days that are left you 

should only be charged with half a day for Saturday because you would only 
work half a day if you were here?—A. Yes.

Q. Also, that you would be credited against that with 30 days statutory 
holidays in each year?—A. Yes.

Q. And your third claim is that if you had been ill on any of those days 
you are entitled to credit for a certain number of days leave of absence which 
you would have had under the Statute had you been ill, and which you say 
are 108?—A. I have 108 for six years to my credit whether I am ill or not.

By Mr. Bowman:
9- 1 thought we had already definitely settled that question with respect 

° Civil Service employees. I asked one of the members myself, one of the 
witnesses, and I was told—A. Here is a document of the official of the Civil 

rvice Commission who attends to the matter. Here is her statement.
• , y asked definitely whether or not the civil servants were entitled to take 

5ic leave without being sick and the answer we got was no?—A. But they 
nave the creffit; they get credit for sick leave.

H. How do they get it, in cash?—-A. It goes to them ; it accumulates.
By Mr. Ernst:mjli . m nisi :

Yoy are not claiming that you took it because you were sick?—A. I w£ 
tluit i,nTl,er ° f™es- If y°u are sick you are away; but I do not come und< 
tn siVtru,0 ’ but you would not give me any discretionary power £
now CSS 1 lave *)een sick a number of times. Ï hope I do not get sic
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Out of the 108 days of sick leave to which you were entitled under the 
law—A. Here is the letter.

The Chairman: Oh, but Doctor, do you think that a letter from some 
lady who works for the Civil Service Commission over-weighs with us the 
specific provision of the Statute and the Regulations. Regulation 67 to which 
you subscribed as a Commissioner specifically provides—

The Witness: That is her business, looking after that.
The Chairman : It may be her business, but that does not say she knows 

more about the Statutes of this country than the Civil Service Commission or 
the Chairman of it who came here and told us what it was. Just listen a 
moment. Regulations 67, 69, 75 provide—

Mr. Ernst: In any event, a man takes sick and can charge for sick leave, 
but if he was not ill—

The Witness: That is not my contention at all Mr. Ernst.

By the Chairman:
Q. I was trying here to summarize this statement clearly, and then we are 

through with it. My last question was this, doctor: 108 days sick leave which 
you are saying should be credited to you resolves itself into this. You say if I 
have been sick for 108 days, I would be entitled to be absent without those days 
being charged up to me as absences.—A. No, I did not say that at all, Mr. 
Chairman. You said that.

Q. What did you say, Doctor?—A. I say this, I was sick on a number of 
occasions, I do not know how many, but 20—we might say 20 times. I kept no 
record of it, but I got no credit for the time I was sick.

Q. Why do you claim 108 days?—A. That is computation for my sick 
leave—roughly six years.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Owing to the fact that you never charged up any time for sick leave, 

although you may have been ill 208 days or 100 days, but you never charged up 
any sick leave as against those 108 days, therefore you say that you ought to 
deduct the full amount because you never got any time off for being sick?—A. 
That is the practice when I am made a civil servant.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Then we find you have 30 days which you have been sick recently, 

reckoned in there.—A. That was taken in as absent, I find.
Q. It really was sick leave? You are putting it in as being sick. You are 

claiming credit for an extra 30 days as well?—A. It was charged up as being 
absent.

Q. You really had been ill, and if you deduct 108 days, how do you deduct 
30?

Mr. Chevrier: Thirty days a year?
Mr. Ernst: No; in his computation of month to month. This year he has 

been away through a disabled arm.
Mr. Chevrier: I see.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. In addition to the 108 days he claims for sickness, he is claiming several 

extra days credit for this.—A. Mr. Ernst, all the time that I have been sick in 
this connection with this present ailment, I have been carrying on my business 
at my house. I have had my secretary and messenger come out there. I have as 
to any as two secretaries in one day.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. You are entitled to that, doctor.—A. You are trying to say I should
deduct that off the 108.

Q. No.—A. I misunderstood you.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. These 108 days balance with the 728 you are charged with, which 

brings it down to 728. Is that how you got the 728?—A. The 108 days here 
are the ones that were coming to me. I asked the woman who is an expert in 
that particular department, and who does that business, to give me what I would 
be entitled to.

Q. What does happen is that it just balances, anyway?—A. Well, it might 
be a coincidence.

The Chairman : Have we not got the statement clearly in our minds? I 
am afraid the witness will not appreciate our viewpoint, anyway.

Mr. Bowman: Quite.
The Chairman: Go ahead, Doctor
The Witnes: There is a special leave, 70 days; that is for various purposes, 

illness in the family.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Is that something else?—A. That is something fixed by the Civil Service 

Commission from time to time, special leave if one’s family is ill.

By the Chairman:
Q. Let me see if I can set that out for you, doctor. Under the statute and 

regulations of the Civil Service Commission, a civil servant is entitled, to be 
absent so many days annually by reasons of illness and so forth in his own 
particular family, and computing that number of days per annum for the number 
of days over which this computation such as the doctor has submitted, shows 
that he should be credited with 70 days.

Mr. Ernst: It is 160, Doctor, under special circumstances.
The Chairman : That is what I am talking about; no, 70 odd days. That 

sets out the position, does it not, Doctor?
The Witness: Yes. As against that, Mr. Chairman, you give me no credit 

of any kind for sickness either as to myself or my family in the record there o 
absences.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You claim there are more days in that connection?—A. Yes. I say 

would be entitled to that as a civil servant. , ,
Q. Anything else?—A. Yes; 24 days that were charged as to this presen 

illness. That is all.

By the Chairman:
Q. Which 24 days are you charged with?—A. I am charged absent when 

I was carrying on my duties.
Q. What does that total?—A. The total of that one is 728^.
Q. You came within a half day?

By Mr. Ernst:
Q- ^°u have one half day coming to you?—A. No, 2£.
Q. The correct total is 728 days. You have one-half day coming * 

you?—A . There is 726.
Q- ^'°> 728.—A. I took the newspaper report; I must be wrong. I W1‘ 

get the half day to-morrow.
[Dr. N. MacTavish.l
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By Mr. Bowman:
Q. May I ask Dr. McTavish this question : Is this the way that calcula

tions are made for the. Civil Service staff; is that the way they get their 
holidays?—A. I had this calculation here, Mr. Bowman, made by the one 
who makes it, and the Chairman did not care to accept it.

Q. I am asking you if that is the basis upon which the civil servants of 
Canada, under your direction, as one of the Commissioners, are treated. Is 
that the way they are being treated?—A. If I was a civil servant, which this 
Committee has made me—

Mr. Ernst: No, it has not.
Witness: Yes, I am treated right there as a civil servant for this purpose, 

then it would be done that way.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. In other words, on the basis of a service of five years and nine months, 

every civil servant in Canada would be entitled to a little over two years 
holidays and sick leave and absence from office? That is your statement, as 
one of the Commissioners.—A. I say that he has that to his credit; yes; it is 
an accumulated credit.

By the Chairman:
Q. You are quite sure that he has that to his credit?—A. This letter—

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Then, he is entitled to that.—A. I did not say that; I say he has that 

to his credit.
Q. You as one of the Commissioners in charge of the Civil Service Act 

think it is quite a proper thing?—A. You yourself would not give me any dis
cretionary power.

Q. I am asking you if you think it is a proper thing?—A. I do; it must be 
because it is the law. It is so ; we must obey the law.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q It could be taken at will; those two years could be taken at will?— 

A. No.
Q They could be taken here and there, several weeks, weekends, and so 

forth?—A. They could only be taken when he is sick.
Q No You are reckoning holidays, and you can take a weekend and 

any civil servant could take a weekend when he likes, and charge it up to 
sickness?

The Chairman : Charge it to sickness.
Mr. Ernst: I am just asking you.
The Witness : If he can get a doctor’s certificate, and satisfy his depart

ment.
By Mr. Ernst:

Q. We are not asking you for a doctor’s certificate, Doctor; we are simply 
saying those 108 days you can just take it at will of a civil servant, when 
you want it, and then reckon it as a holiday. You can take it as holidays or 
sick leave, or anything else as you want it, and you can reckon it out on the 
number of years he has served?—A. Mr. Ernst, I do not follow you.

Q. Is that the situation?—A. You make it a civil servant, and every civil 
servant who took sick leave is a dishonest man?

Q No I do not think anything of the kind, Doctor.—A. I did not gather 
that—

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Any civil servant who is sick and takes sick leave is entitled to it?—
A. Yes.

Q. And therefore I am asking you if you could take any days of the week, 
or any time through the year at will, and then at the end of the year reckon 
it up and say the statement will go in on that as holidays or sick leave— A. I 
have not said that at all.

Q. That is what .you are trying to do with your computation.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. According to your computation, Dr. Roche would be entitled to a year 

by reason of his five years and nine months service, and Tremblay would be 
entitled to a year’s holidays and so on?—A. You were taking a month of the 
year—

Q. No, I am just— A. You are taking this sick leave as holidays.
Q. That is just what you are doing, is it not?—A. I am not taking them 

at all.
Q. You have not taken them?—A. No. I have never claimed to have 

taken them.

By the Chairman:
Q. Doctor, as against that you have been absent so many days, for which 

you say there should be some account taken. As against that, you say there ' 
should be a setoff for sick leave and special leave and statutory holidays; is 
not that it?—A. You do not give me any sick leave at all.

Mr. Ernst: You are giving yourself the maximum.

By the Chairman:
Q. Listen to the question that I am putting to you. You come here and give 

us your account—I am not censuring you for it. You come here and say because 
I am not given account for being absent so many days in the year, therefore I 
am entitled to a set-off as against that. You say there should be a set-off 
against that, due to the fact that I did not take my statutory holidays; that I 
did not take certain sick leave, and that I did not have special leave for sick
ness in the family. Is not that your position?—A. Yes, that is what I was after.

Q. Now, the moment that one of the members of this Committee asked you 
a question, surely if you are entitled to that, then your fellow Commissioners 
are, you say no; whereas it seems most reasonable.—A. No, pardon me. I do not 
think I said that.

Q. That was the fact, and that was your answer.—A. No, I was not allowed 
to finish my answer.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. Let me ask you the question again. Figuring on that same basis, Dr. 

Roche would be entitled now, taking the last five years and nine months—A- 
Six years, roughly.

Q. —or six years. That is close enough. Dr. Roche would be entitled to a 
year and 159 days holidays.—A. 180 days.

Q. A year and 159 days on the same basis that you have shown.—A. I 
figure 30 days for 6 years, which is 180 days.

Q. Then he is entitled to the 108 you claim, is not he?—A. If he is sick 
and takes it, yes.

Q. If he is sick. But you were not sick?—A. I think Dr. Roche had more 
ilays than that for sickness.

Q- Dr. Roche’s total absence during that period is 204 days.—A. Yes. 
[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. Against your 728. He would be entitled to a year and 159 days and Com
missioner Tremblay would be entitled to a year and 143 days.—A. I did not say 
that. Those 180 days that he would be entitled to would be for holidays, 180 
days in the six years.

Q. Now, as a Commissioner, all those absences to which you have referred, 
are absences and leave to which all the civil servants of Canada are entitled as 
the law now stands.—A. No, I did not say that.

Q. Why are you entitled to it, if they are not?—A. The statutory leave 
authorizes it. There are some who have no statutory leave, but a month is the 
common period for one in my position.

Q. I beg vour pardon? A. For anyone in my position, a month is the com
mon period. Some take more, and some take less; but a month is the common 
period for time off, annual leave.

Q. For a man in your position then, that would be correct?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. As I understand your statement, I may be wrong, but as I understand 

it, insofar as holidays are concerned, you say that you were entitled to 180 days 
taken promiscuously during those six years outside of the Saturday afternoons 
and Sundays.—A. Well, if I may—

Q. Will you answer?—A. Yes, I mean to take that that way.
Mr. Bowman: For holidays, Mr. Chevrier?
Mr. Chevrier: Yes, for holidays.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Then, you were entitled to 180 days taken promiscuously during those 

six years?—A. Yes.
Mr. Ernst: It is 180 working days?
Mr. Chevrier: Yes.
The Witness: Taken anyway, whether promiscuously or not.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. Secondly, you claim during those six years you were entitled to 108 days 

of sick leave, taken promiscuously?—A. No.
Q. What?—A. No.
Q. At any time you were ill.—A. Any time I was ill, yes.
Q. That is your "submission?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Bowman:
Q. You have not proof of any illness for the 108 days?—A. You say no.
Q. I am asking you.—A. I have some proof of some days illness that I am 

not claiming for, as it is a credit I did not claim I was 108 days ill.
Q. Exactly.—A. This is my sick—
Q. In other words,—A. This is my sick leave credit.
Q. In other words, you differ from, I do not know whether Dr. Roche or 

Mr. Bland, in saying that a civil servant is not entitled to leave on account of 
illness unless they are actually ill.—A. Oh, no, I do not differ with them at all.

Q. You do not differ from them?—A. No.
Q. But you claimed the reverse of theirs?—A. No, I claim nothing that is 

not my due," as you have taken the stand that you won’t accept discretionary 
Power as to illness.

Q. I never heard of discretionary powers as to illness.—A. I can’t explain 
it any other way. There is no way of my keeping tab. I as a Civil Service 
Commissioner, have nobody to report to if I am ill.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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Q. There has apparently been a very good record kept of presences and 
absences. There is no reason why if you were ill something could not be made 
of it?—A. The record would show me absent but they would not show whether 
I was ill or not.

By Mr. Ernst:
Q. Were you ill, and when, is the question ; not 108 days? How many days 

were you ill?—A. I am not claiming any days of illness. I had days of illness 
but I do not claim them.

By Mr. Chevrier:
Q. You think you have been ill now and then?—A. Yes, I have.
Q. You say you are not claiming any days?—A. I said I did not claim 

them, and I am not claiming them now.
Q. You are not claiming any specific date?—A. No.
Q. Do you or do you not claim out of those 108 days certain days you 

might, if you looked into the matter, find out that on those days you were ill?-- 
A. I think that during those six years I would be ill a longer time than 108 
days, according to my doctor’s bills.

Mr. Bowman : According to your discretionary powers?
The Witness: Yes.
The Chairman: Dr. MacTavish gave me a list of files on which he was 

the dissenting member and which he thought should be brought to the attention 
of the Committee.

Dr. MacTavish: I said if you wished to. I am frank in saying I do not
wish them brought unless you wish it. I said they were files in which I have 
dissented.

The Chairman: Yes, and I have had a chance to read two or three of 
them, and I was going to put on record the reasons for your dissenting and so 
forth, because I thought from the fact that you have handed me this list and 
suggested I should look into your dissents that it was possibly with the feeling 
on your part that there had been a selection of files used before this Committee 
m which Dr. Roche had been the dissenting party.

Witness : It was not an ill feeling.
The Chairman: I did not say it was an ill feeling.
Yitness: I know, but I wanted to say that. I said it seemed to be a 

singular fact.
ti r*"*,1P Chairman: So far as I was concerned I said to the Committee that 
T u °i . r?ason I liac* picked out any particular files out of the great number 

ad read was because I thought the reasoning behind the decisions was, to 
r°h , \our words, rather singular. Now, before we close up I want to put on 
MC°/r - w a couple °‘ the files I have been able to go through as to Dr- 

,u, avishs reasons for dissenting in these cases. The first case I have looked 
M ° -f <ule yarding counsel for the Board of Grain Commissioners at Winnipeg! 
Manitoba. This is file No. T & G-GC2-3068. This had to do with the matter 
sinnppo ™porary :appointment of a solicitor to the Board of Grain Commis- 
cPT,. ■ ' n e had been appointed on the request of the department by the Civil 
L - i . °™mission. And on December 28th, 1931, the question for decision 
should ho ,G +■ determination as to whether or not his temporary employment 
that tinm ,?,°n mUec hy the issue of another certificate without there being f°!" 
by anv of v,','1 compe.t-d1°n. The memorandum does not appear to be initialed 
is CRM tw pxar?ln®rs- It says “Chief, Organization Branch’’. Then there 

On ,"ou< he °ne of the investigators. The memorandum is: 
anDointml?11 m®ndation of the Civil Service Commission the temporary 
Taylor ne ,. ^ ^ s7 ,î°n $9 the Civil Service Act of Mr. Edmond L- 

[Dr. n. MacTavish ] ' ^ ° ^ 16 ®oard °f Grain Commissioners at $5,000 per
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annum was authorized for a period of six months from August 1st, 1931, 
under authority of order-in-eouncil P.C. 298/2188 of September 10th, 
1931.

The Civil Service Commissioners on August 12th, 1931, directed in 
this case that, in case of extension beyond six months, the continuance 
of the temporary position to be authorized, and if the position is to be 
of indeterminate duration, that it be advertised.

This office is now in receipt of a request for the extension of temp
orary certificate in above connection for a period of six months from 
February 1st, 1932, it evidently being the- desire of the department that 
the appointment of Mr. Taylor be extended by Order in Council for a 
further period of six months.

The department advises regarding the possible duration of the em
ployment of Mr. Taylor that they are not at the present in a position 
to furnish definite information. See letter of December 23rd hereunder.

May instructions be received, please.
| The letter of December 23rd referred to is a letter from the Deputy Minister 

Trade and Commerce to the Secretary of the Civil Service Commission as 
follows:—

I have your letter of the 22nd instant and in reply beg to say that at 
the moment I cannot furnish definite information regarding the probable 
duration of the employment of Mr. Taylor.

Matters have been cropping up from time to time which require his 
attention, and more especially now that the ten-cent wheat bonus is being 
paid, many legal questions regarding the ownership of the wheat grown, 
etc., are having his attention. I would suggest if possible that the Civil 
Service Commission extend the certificate for another 6 months when the 
matter may then be given further consideration.

In respect of that subject matter, the desire of the majority is, “if temporary 
appointment is authorized by Council, I approve of six months’ extension, but 
this will be the last extension in so far as I am concerned.” That is initialed by 
■f-E.T., and I do not know whether these are Dr. Roche’s initials or not. I 
cnnnot tell them.

Dr. Roche: W.J.R.?
The Chairman : I do not know.
Dr. Roche: That is unusual. I write a pretty good hand.
The Chairman : Up on the margin Dr. Roche has written, “approved on 

this condition W.J.R.” Mr. MacTavish dissents saying, “see my decision of 
August 12, 1931.” Now, on August 12, 1931—that was approximately at the 
time of the appointment—what happens is this. This is a memorandum :

“ Re appointment of E. L. Taylor, K.C., under section 40, Civil Ser
vice Act. Apparently the Minister wants this appointment to be pro
ceeded with. If my colleagues are agreeable to acquiesce in the appoint
ment under modified terms, I would suggest that it be made under Section 
40 of the Act, with the condition that it will be for a term of six months, 
and in case of extension beyond six months, the continuance of the tem
porary position to be authorized by Council. And if the position is to be 
of indeterminate duration, that it be advertised.”

This is initialled by W..T R. and J.E.T. Dr. MacTavish has written :
“ If any such amount as is suggested is to be paid for this position, 

it should be advertised now. . . .”
From the file it would appear that there was some discussion as to whether 

'Tis position should be $5,000 or $6,000 a year or $7,500 a year. I cannot see 
where that phase of it was settled, although they are paying him temporarily on 
a $5,000 basis, apparently. Continuing Dr. MacTavish’s memorandum:—

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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. . be advertised now as it should have been when the sug
gestion of employing Mr. Taylor first came up.”

And then Dr. MacTavish, in the last decision in which he dissents consist
ently adheres to his former dissenting judgment.

Now, the other case I had time to look into—
Mr. Bowman : Is there anything particular in the other case. I am quite 

willing to consider these cases.
The Chairman : I am very anxious that no impression should go abroad 

that any suggestion made should not be looked into.
Mr. VAllance: Was that temporary appointment advertised at all—that 

of Mr. Taylor?
The Chairman : No.
The Witness: I do not think so, no.
Mr. V allan ce : It was made; he was created by Order in Council.
The Witness: Yes. The continuation of the temporary employment was.
The Chairman : I think, Mr. Vallance, the correct way to put it is this: 

He received the temporary appointment under Section 40 of the Civil Service 
Act for a period of six months. The Civil Service said that if this position is to 
be continued longer than this it must be authorized by Order in Council. Where
upon, by majority judgment of the Commission an Order in Council having been 
passed for the six months, they then issued another temporary certificate for 
another six months.

The Witness: Would it be in order for me to make a remark? I might say
that my objection was largely as to the salary attached.

The Chairman : That is quite apparent. It is a perfectly proper dissenting 
judgment, Doctor. I am not criticizing you. Now, the next file I had time to 
go through is rather a lengthy one and I think I can pretty well epitomize it- 
It is in connection with the appointment of a caretaker, grade 2, department 
of National Defence, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. A number of candidates made 
application, and the candidates were given a rating for education and experience, 
and also submitted to an oral examination. As the result of the rating and ora 
examination a man by the name of Mr. Fraser ranked first in the oral examina
tion, but not on the average when you added the rating to the oral examination, 
and a man by the name of Newman ranked first on the average of the two 
examinations—that is both oral and rating. Neither of these men was entitled 
to the disability preference, but both were entitled to the returned soldier pref
erence under section 29 of the Act, and a third man by the name of King, who 
received a lower mark than the other two, both in the orals and in the rating 
for education and experience, was alleged by the department of Pensions and 
National Health to be entitled to the disability preference over the first two 
whom I have named because he had a slight stiffness of the neck as the result 
of overseas service. The Commissioners therefore, in the circumstances—there 
are records of two judgments with both of which Commissioner MacTavish dis
sents. The first one was for some reason which is not apparent from the fi c 
that a majority of the Commission were unwilling to accept the rating made 
by the Rating Board, because they said that ratings had been made by the oral 
examiners at the oral examinations as well as giving the oral examination. The
memorandum is as follows:—

I think the rating on education and experience given by the exam
iners to Messrs. Fraser and Newman and referred to in Mr. Morgan s 
memorandum attached is justifiable. Do the Commissioners, therefore, 
approve of the appointment of Mr. G. H. Newman, O.A.S., who secured 
the highest final rating.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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The Chairman: The majority judgment apparently written in Mr. Trem
blay’s handwriting, or is that Dr. Roche’s?

—as the Commission was represented at the oral examination, when 
experience was one of the factors, taken into consideration, I do not feel 
that we should reverse the order of merit. J.E.T.,” and then approved 
by W.J.R.

Dr. MacTavish says, “ see my former position, dissenting.”
Now, his former decision was in respect to whether the rating given by the 

oral examiner had precedence over that given by the inspector on the rating 
board. That was with respect to the question of whether King, who was alleged 
to have the disability preference should not be appointed over Fraser or New
man, and the memorandum of Commissioner MacTavish and the judgment, I 
have just read are dated January 4, 1932.

And this is Mr. Bland’s memorandum:
In connection with the appointment of a caretaker at Saskatoon for 

the Department of National Defence, it will be noted from the report of 
the oral examiners that Messrs. C. E. Fraser and G. H. Newman, both 
OAS, were regarded as the most suitable candidates and received the 
highest oral ratings, 78-5 and 77-5 respectively. There are two OAS 
candidates, however, who claim the disability preference. One of these, 
Mr. W. J. King, with an oral rating of 72, is apparently regarded by the 
Department of Pensions as entitled to that preference. His name has 
accordingly been placed upon the eligible list for approval of the Com
missioners, although it seems to me that this is another case in which the 
strict administration of the disability preference clause is not in the best 
interests of the service.

Now, the majority judgment is as follows:—
I do not consider that either Mr. King or Mr. Brophy is entitled to 

disability preference. A slight stiffness of the neck should riot prevent 
Mr. King from pursuing his pre war occupation, as turner and iron borer, 
Mr. Brophy states that G.S.W. left wrist does not affect it materially. 
I am therefore in favour of the appointment of Mr. Fraser, the highest 
rated.

That is initialled by J.E.T. and W.J.R. Commissioner MacTavish dissenting. 
His judgment is as follows :

Mr. King says he has not been successfully re-established; that he 
is out of work, and the Department of P. and H. report that he is entitled 
to disability preference, I therefore approve of his appointment. N.MacT.

Now these are the only two I have had time to go over. I will go through 
the others and if I find anything that occurs to me that ought to be brought to 
the attention of the Committee I will do that, and if any other members of the 
Committee would like to go through the files they are placed at their disposal. 
Does that conclude our hearings?

Mr. Bowman: Is there anything further particularly that Dr. MacTavish 
Wants brought before the Committee?

Dr. MacTavish: No, Mr. Bowman.
The Chairman: I just picked these two at random. I am not sure whether 

they were the two first, or the two last. All right, thank you, gentlemen. We 
Will take it the oral evidence is concluded, and we shall meet on Monday 
rooming at eleven, to consider our report.

[Dr. N. MacTavish.]
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APPENDIX “A”

EXAMINATION SCHEDULES AND WEIGHTS

Class Written
Examination

Rating on 
Education 

and
Experience

Oral
Examination

Assistant Migratory Bird Warden... 6 4
Caretaker................................ 3 7
Cleaner and Helper................ 3 7
Clerk of Works.................. 3 7
Customs Excise Clerk........ 6 4
Customs Excise Enforcement Officer 6 — 4
Customs Excise Examiner... 6 — 4
Customs Guard............. 3 7
Customs Truckman........ 3 7
Elevator Operator......... 3 7
Excise Tax Auditor......... 5 5
Fisheries Inspector........ 3 7
Graduate Nurse............. 3 7
Hospital Guard.......... 3 7
Hospital Orderly........ 3 7
Immigration Guard... 3 7
Immigration Inspector 6 — 4
Inspector of Construction . 3 7
Inspector of Electricity and Gas 5 2 3
Inspector of Foods and Drugs 6 — 4
Inspector of Weights and Measures 6 — 4
Junior Fruit and Vegetable Inspector....................................... — 5 5
Junior Trade Commissioner 4 2 4
Lay Inspector, Backing Plant... 6 — 4
Letter Carrier............ 5 — 5
Lightkcepcr..................... — 10
Limited Service Customs positions (under $600)....................
Mail Porter............. 5

3 7
5

Packer and Helper.. 3 7
Park Warden......... 3 7
Postal Chauffeur........ 5 — 5
Postal Clerk.......... 5 — 5
Prison Guard........... .... 3 7
Stationary Engineer.... — 3 7
Stock Car Inspector.... — 5 5
Sub-Collector of Customs and Excise...................................... 6 4
1 ruckman............ 3 7
Watchman............. — 3 7
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APPENDIX “B”
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Classification and Salary Ranges Authorized in Connection with the National Research Laboratories

Title
Qualifications or Equivalent

Duties and Responsibilities
Salary 

Ranges and 
Annual 

IncrementsDegree
Professional
Experience

Director of the Department of Physics 
and Engineering Physics (or Indus
trial Chemistry or Economic Biology, 
etc.)

D. 8c. or Ph. D. 10 to 15 years....... To direct and be responsible for all work undertaken in a major depart
ment of the National Research Laboratories (i.e. Departments oJ 
Industrial Chemistry; Physics and Engineering Physics; Econo
mic Biology, etc.)

§0,500-8,000.
The normal 

annual incre
ment shall 
be $300.

Ph. D................... 10 years................ To direct and be responsible for an important division within a depart
ment of the laboratories.

$5,400-5,700-
6,000.

Research Physicist (or Chemist or Bio
logist, etc.)

Ph.D.................... 8 years.................. To be responsible for work on a research problem of major importance 
and difficulty, to supervise the work of assistants and when re
quired to take charge of a minor branch of a division of the labora
tories.

$4,400-4,600-
4,800-5,000-
5,200.

Associate Research Physicist (or Chem
ist or Biologist, etc.)

M. Sc.................... 5 years.................. To undertake and be responsible for research work on problems of con
siderable importance and difficulty, and to supervise the work of 
subordinate research workers.

$3,480-3,660-
3,840-4,020-
4,200.

Assistant Research Physicist (or Chem
ist or Biologist, etc.)

M. 8c.................... 2 years.................. To assist in researches of major importance and difficulty and when 
required to undertake assigned problems without close super
vision.

$2,820-2,940-
3,060-3,180-
3,300.

Junior Research Physicist (or Chemist 
or Biologist, etc.)

M. Sc.................... To undertake researches on assigned problems, under the supervision 
of a senior officer.

$2,100-2,220-
2,340-2,460-
2,580-2,700.

CIVIL SERVIC
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APPENDIX “C”

STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBERS OF EMPLOYEES IN 
CLASSIFIED POSITIONS BY MAXIMUM SALARY OF CLASSES

1. This statement was compiled from figures obtained in 1929-30.
2. This statement shows only classified employees and is exclusive of rural 

postmasters.
3. The salaries shown are the maximum of the class in which the employee 

is classified and it does not mean that there were at this time actually the 
number of employees shown at the salary indicated, but that the employees 
would be at the salary shown had they reached the maximum of their class.

4. The percentages are as follows :—

Ovpt* S1 020 un tri fiTirl ipW V Vl j UtiV UV cllRl 11J
Ovpt 1 KOO “
fWnr 1 QQA “
Over s non “ « 4 020 ........................................................
Ovpr 4 090 “XV V Cl T , vwu

..............................................................

B-ZU
35-85
37-
15-65
3-65
1-35
0-30

Under $2,000 per annum... 
Between $2,000 and $3,000 
Over $3,000............................

79-05
15-65
5-30

Salary Rate No

$ SS::::. . . . . . . . . . . “
.............  8?

48o..............................................4
600................................. 5
660................... iso
72o................................................ g
780.................... go
840...............   4
930............   =5
960............. ;.................

$1,020.......... i 004
................ 2,145 6-20%

1,050.
1,080.
1,110.
1,140.
1,200.

1,260.
1,320.
1,380.
1,440.
1,500.

1,560.
1,620.
1,680.
1,740.
1,800.
1,860.
1,920.
1,980.

297
309
251
410
664
671

1,527
3,598

189
4,457

-------- 12,373 35-85%

445
1,776

469
5,203
2,119

606
1,907

186
--------- 12,711 37%

Salary Rate
2,040...........
2,100...........
2,160...........
2,190...........
2,220...........
2,280...........
2,340...........
2,400.........
2,460.........
2,520.........
2,580.........
2,640.........
2,700..........
2,760.........
2,820..........
2,880.........
2,940..........
3,000.........

588
429
612

22
432
210

84
832
149
598

75
90

391
208

35
133

26
472

3,060. 
3,120. 
3,180. 
3,240. 
3,300. 
3,360. 
3,420. 
3,480. 
J,540. 
3,600. 
3,660. 
3,720. 
3,780. 
3,840. 
3,900 
3,960 
4,020

3
195

11
203
102
50

113
125
22
65

4
242

13
9

26
24
50

5,386

1,257
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Salary Rate No.

4,080.................................. 88
4,140.................................. 61
4,200.................................. 10
4,260 .................................. 5
4,320.................................. 50
4,380.................................. 3
4,440.................................. 15
4,500................................. 16
4,560.................................. 2
4,620.................................. 134
4,680.................................. 8
4,740.................................. 3
4,800.................................. 11
4,860.................................. 1
4,920.................................. 45
4,980.................................. 13
5,040.................................. 2

------------ 467 1 -35%

Salary Rate No.

5, ICO........................ ........ 6
5,160........................ ........ 5
5,220....................... ........ 4
5,400....................... ........ 24
5,520........................ ........ 3
5,640....................... ........ 3
5,700........................ ........ 12
5,760........................ ........ 6
5,880........................ ........ 1
5,940........................ ........ 2
6,000....................... ........ 11
6,300........................ ........ 1
6,540........................ ........ 1
7,020................... ........ 3
7,200.................... ........ 1
7,500..................... ........ 2

115 0-30%

Total................... 34,454 34,454

49322—59 è
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APPENDIX “D”

THE PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTE OF THE CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA

MEMORANDUM TO THE SELECT SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON CIVIL SERVICE AND
CIVIL SERVICE ACT

March 31, 1932.

The Professional Institute of the Civil Service of Canada was formed in 
1920 to promote the welfare of its members, to maintain high professional 
standards, and to enhance the usefulness of the service to the public. Our motto 
is “We Serve the State,” and our aim, to serve it whole-heartedly and with the 
maximum of efficiency.

Our organization numbers some 1,300 members from all parts of Canada, 
embracing 33 professional groups as shown in the Appendix. Approximately 
70 per cent of the professional and technical personnel of the Service is included.

The Professional Institute wishes to present the following points for the 
consideration of the Select Special Committee:

1. The Institute has always approved of, and supported the principle 
embodied in the Civil Service Act, and now wishes to reaffirm its unswerving 
belief in the merit system of appointments to and promotions in the Public Service.

2. We would strongly recommend more elasticity in the Civil Service Act, 
under proper safeguards, to enable officers to take leave of “absence with pay, or 
to accumulate holidays for the purpose of pursuing post-graduate studies or 
undertaking departmental research work at educational institutions. Such a 
policy would result in increasing the efficiency of the professional and technical 
men of the service, who would thus be enabled to keep abreast of progress.

3. We recommend that Sec. 13 of the Civil Service Act be amended to permit 
permanent appointments to be made at a higher rate of pay than the minimum 
of the class, where the public interest would be served to better advantage.

4. We believe in the principle that all promotions should carry with them an 
increase in salary which is frequently lacking owing to overlapping salary ranges- 
We recommend therefore that promotions should involve a stepping up to the next 
higher rate in the new salary class.

5. We strongly recommend the repeal of the Order-in-Council of 1871, which 
imposes the cost of removal expenses upon a civil servant accepting a promotion 
in another part of the country. It is our opinion that the public interest is 
unfavourably affected by this regulation.

6. We endorse the recommendation made by Dr. Roche that retiring leave be 
-Plami by a gratuity, thus obviating the necessity of prolonged vacancies. 
(Minutes of Evidence, page 6).

“7. We recommend that Civil Service Regulation No. 73 be amended so as 
to permit retiring leave to be based on aggregate service instead of continuous 
service, as at present. This could be affected by substitution of the work 
continually” for “continuously”.
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8. We view with disfavour the appointment of temporary employees to 
positions which are obviously permanent in character.

9. We favour the establishment of a permanent Parliamentary Committee 
on the Civil Service, as suggested by Mr. For an in his evidence before this 
committee on Thursday, March 17th (Minutes of Evidence, page 94).

10. We realize that the present is not an opportune time to urge increases in 
classification, but we request that as soon as economic conditions permit, the 
recommendations of the Beatty Commission with regard to the technical and 
professional service be implemented. In the meantime the Civil Service Com
mission might be instructed to prepare for the adoption of these recommendations.

11. We consider that where the Civil Service Commission is aware of the 
existence of anomalies or discrepancies in the organization or classification of any 
department it should be incumbent upon the Commission to notify the department 
of the fact and to offer co-operation towards adjustment.

In conclusion, we would reiterate that it is the firm conviction of the 
Professional Institute that the matter of government appointments and promotions 
should remain in the hands of the Civil Service Commission according to the 
provisions of the Civil Service Act. We believe that the best interests of the 
public service would be served by continuing full responsibility in the Com
mission and by the establishment of the closest co-operation between the depart
ments and the Commission, so that the deputy minister’s intimate knowledge 
of his department may be utilized to the best advantage.”
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APPENDIX “E”

THE CANADIAN LEGION OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE SERVICE
LEAGUE

DOMINION HEADQUARTERS SERVICE BUREAU, OTTAWA, CANADA

CIVIL SERVICE
1. Merit System of Appointment:

That The Canadian Legion of the British Empire Service League endorses 
the merit system of appointment to the Government Service, as set forth in the 
Civil Service Act.

2. Statutory Preference to Ex-Service Men:
Whereas the Parliament of Canada did by the provisions of Section 2 of 

Cap. 22 of the Statutes of 1921 provide a preference in employment in the Civil 
Service in respect of “persons who have been on active Military Service in the 
Military Forces, or who have served on the High Seas in sea-going ships of war 
in the Naval Forces of His Majesty, or of any of the Allies of His Majesty 
during the war.”

And Whereas from time to time attacks have been made on such preference 
seeking by legislative amendment either to remove the preference or to limit its 
scope;

And Whereas if such preference was considered right as in 1921, no reason 
suggests itself at this date why the preference should now be withdrawn or 
modified particularly when the ex-service man finds it increasingly difficult to 
secure employment;

Therefore be it resolved that this Convention do protest most strongly 
against any alteration or modification in the preference now accorded and as 
granted by Parliament in 1921.

3. Exempted positions:
Be it resolved that The Canadian Legion emphatically protest against any 

further exemptions from the Civil Service Act, and urges upon Parliament the 
desirability of bringing the exempted positions again under the operation of the 
said Act.

4. Rejection without Trial in the Position:
That Section 24 (1) of The Civil Service Act should be amended so as to 

provide that no appointee shall be rejected without trial in the position, unless 
reasons satisfactory to the Civil Service Commission are forthcoming.

5. Training Disabled Men for Positions in the Civil Service:
. Whereas by P.C. 214-1130 of the 28th June, 1928, the Governor General 
in Council made provision for the employment and training of disabled Veterans 
in the Civil Service of Canada.

whereas it has been ruled by the Law Officers of the Crown that such 
Urder m Council is ultra vires;
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And whereas, if any scheme for employment of the handicapped Veterans 
is to succeed, it is highly desirable that the Government of Canada should set 
an example to other employers ;

Therefore be it resolved that the Civil Service Act be so amended as to 
enable the Commission to give full effect to the remedial measures provided 
by the above mentioned Order in Council.

6. Preference to Ex-Service Men during Lay-Offs:
That ex-service men, particularly the disabled, shall be retained in employ

ment in preference to others when compulsory retirements or lay-offs become 
necessary in any department of the Civil Service.

7. Discharge of Civil Servants for Political Partisanship:
That such provision shall be made as will provide that no ex-service man 

employed in the Civil Service of Canada, or in any Government position, shall 
be discharged from such service for alleged political partisanship without an 
investigation being first held and the fact of partisanship established by an 
independent Commission.
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APPENDIX “F”

LIST OF RE-APPRAISALS

—
Date of 
Order in 
Council

Date of 
Position 

List

Date of 
Promotion 
Certificate

L. E. Beaulne, Clerk Grade 3 to Clerk Grade 4 ....................... 20- 5-26 31- 5-26 31- 5-26
Miss A. Murphy, Typist Grade 2 to Clerk Grade 3 ........................ 20- 5-26 31- 5-26 31- 5-26
L. Duhamel, Clerk Grade 2 to Clerk Grade 3 .............. 20- 5-26 7- 6-26 10- 6-26

12-10-26 11-11-26 13-11-26
A. E. Attfield, Senior Topographical Engineer to Surveys Engineer 

Grade 3..................................... 12-10-26 11-11-26 13-11-26
A. Thomas, Senior Topographical Engineer to Surveys Engineer, 

Grade 3................................ 12-10-26 11-11-26 13-11-26
Miss E. Kincaid, Stenographer Grade 3 to Clerk Grade 4............ 23- 9-26 13-10-26 18-10-26
R. Donaldson, Clerk Grade 3 to Clerk Grade 4 ......................... 2-12-26 21-12-26 28-12 26
IL Sharpe, Clerk Grade 2 to Clerk Grade 3..................................... 2-12-26 21-12-26 28-12-26
B. Clarke, Clerk Grade 2 to Clerk Grade 3 .......................... 2-12-26 21-12-26 28-12-26
R. H. Lovelock, Clerk Grade 2 to Clerk Grade 3........................... 2-12-26 21-12-26 28-12-26
G. C. Anderson, Clerk Grade 2 to Clerk Grade 3 ....................... 2-12-26 21-12-26 28-12-26
J. A. Copping, Clerk Grade 2 to Clerk Grade 3 .......................... 2-12-26 21-12-26 28-12-26
E. Trew, Clerk Grade 2 to Clerk Grade 3 ............................... 2-12-26 21-12-26 28-12-26
W. Wurtele, Clerk Grade 4 to Principal Clerk .............................. 2-12-26 21-12-26 28-12-26

2-12-26 28-12-26 ?
Miss M. Sturgeon, Clerk Grade 3 to Clerk Grade 4 ...................... 21-12-26 ? ?
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APPENDIX “G”

EXTENSION CERTIFICATES OF TEMPORARY CARETAKERS’ EMPLOYMENT 

Dates of Requisition and of Civil Service Commission authority

14-7-2 A. N. Clarke.............................................
14-134-10 C. Gaunt.....................................................
14-134-10 Thos. Girling.............................................
14-49-38 James Cobb...............................................
14-13-215 Victor E. Dickson....................................
14-19-17 Frank Hatcher..........................................
14-19-17 A. L. Marchant.........................................
14-225-7 F. W. Budd................................................
6814-3-3 Chas. Bramhall........................................
6814-3-3 Thos. Yardley...........................................
14-181-4 W. A. Milner..............................................
14-48-13 W. J. Fletcher............................................
14-6-35 W. B. Horsman.........................................
14-8-46 H. J. White..............................................
14-179-2 Wm. Ingham.............................................
48-30-31 Andrew Heron...........................................
14-13-215 J. C. Noon.....................................
14-51-10 S. W. Bishop.................................
14-95-4 W. H. Huxtable........................................
650-W-232 W. H. Wallace...........................................
650-W-233 J. R. Wightman......................................
14-67-6 Alfred Pichard........................................
14-413-3 C. G. Venning............................................
14-89-3 Alfred Bates...............................................
14-7-2 A. N. Clark...............................................
14-144-4 Albert Beal................................................
14-28-8 Peter Macdonell........................................
14-80-6 E. H. Hammond......................................
14-183-6 Samuel Straight........................................
14-301-4 H. Chambers.............................................
9939-4-8 ’ Miss A. V. Raven.....................................
14-392-3 Ernest E. Maidment................................
48-46-31 D. J. Cavanagh.........................................
14-324-5 M. A. Dawkins..........................................
14-196-7 H. C. Monger.............................................
144-1-23 Chas. Peachey...........................................

Brockville........... 29- 5 -26 10- 6-26
Calgary............................. 14- 6-26 28- 6-26

16- 7-26 24- 7-26
Vancouver............ 25- 8-26 9- 9-26
Montreal.......... 9- 9-26 20- 9-26
Victoria................... 5-10-26 21-10 26

“ ................... 5-10-26 18-10-26
Lloydminster.................. 11-10-26 20-10-26
Toronto................... 19-10-26 4-11-26

19-10-26 3-11-26
Amherst........................... 19-10-26 4-11-26
Dundas............................. 30-11-26 10-12-26
St. John............................ 30-11-26 20-12-26
Toronto............................. 30-11-26 13-12-26
Strathroy......................... 1-12-26 20-12-26
Calgary............................. 9-12-26 3- 1-27
Montreal........................... 10-12-26 3- 1-27
Kamloops......................... 10-12-26 3- 1-27
Dshawa............................. 14-12-26 31-12-26
Camp Borden.................. 16-12-26 31-12-26

16-12-26 31-12-26
Levis................................. 16-12-26 3- 1-27
Blackstock....................... 17-12-26 3- 1-27
Lindsay............................. 17-12-26 3- 1-27
Brockville........................ 17-12-26 3- 1-27
Drono....................... 17-12-26 3- 1-27
Alexandria........................ 17-12-26 3- 1-27
Pembroke............... 17-12-26 3- 1-27
Kempt ville...................... 17-12-26 3- 1-27
Saskatoon......................... 17-12-26 3- 1-27
Kingston........................... 18-12-26 3- 1-27
Renfrew................. 18-12-26 3- 1-27
Regina............................... 18-12-26 3- 1-27
Maple Creek.................... 20-12-26 31-12-26
Moose Jaw...................... 20-12-26 3- 1-27
Regina....................... 20-12-26 3- 1-27

APPENDIX “H”
H.Q.C. 3696

Name
Date of 
Order in 
Council

Date of 
Position 

List

Date of 
Promotion 
Certificate

16- 6-27 16- 7-27 21- 7-27 
28-11-27 

?
W. H . Ctnnnnr ....................................................................................... 31-10-27 28-11-27

28-11-27 ?
26- 9-27 19-10-27 20-10-27

28-11-27
15-11-27

31-10-27 28-11-27
B. Trnttipr ............................................................................................ 26- 9-27 10-11-27

31-10-27 28-11-27 28-11-27
I. Day .............................................................................. 31-10-27 28-11-27 28-11-27
XL Cn.rfpr ............................................................................................ 31-10-27 28-11-27 28-11-27

28-11-27Miss flnnt.f. ................................................................................................. 31-10-27 28-11-27
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APPENDIX “I”
February 14, 1928.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA

To the Honourable, the Speaker of the House of Commons.
The Civil Service Commission, on the recommendation of the Honourable, 

the Speaker of the House of Commons, and as provided in Section 61 of the 
Civil Service Act, respectfully begs to report as follows in connection with 
the organization and classification of the members of the permanent staff of 
the House of Commons, and submits for favourable consideration and approval 
by Resolution of the House:

(1) As provided in Section 9 of the Civil Service Act, that the following 
establishment of positions be approved:

OFFICERS AND CLERKS OF THE HOUSE

Pos. Ref. 
No

Class Title

15
16 
17

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Office of the Clerk of The House of Commons

Clerk of the House of Commons..............................
Assistant Clerk of the House of Commons.............
Secretary to the Clerk of the House of Commons.

Name

Beauchesne, Arthur. 
Fraser, T. M. 
Vacant.

Note: Position No. 3 is a new position to provide for a Secretary 
to the Clerk of the House of Commons.

Law Branch

J.Ioint Law Clerk, House of Commons. 
Joint Law Clerk, House of Commons.
Clerk, Grade 4......................................
Stenographer, Grade 3, Law................

|Troop, A.G. 
Ollivier, M.

I Barton, Miss M. J. 
Vacant.

Note: Position No. 8 at present classified as Senior Law Clerk- 
Stenographer is being revised to Clerk, Grade 4.

Position No. 9 is a new position to provide necessary 
additional stenographic help in the Law Branch.

Law Translation Branch

Chief, Law Translation Branch.
Parliamentary Translator..........
Parliamentary Translator..........

General Translation Branch

Chief, General Translation Branch.
Parliamentary Translator...............
Parliamentary Translator...............
Parliamentary Translator...............
jParliamentary Translator...............
Parliamentary Translator...............
Parliamentary Translator...............
Parliamentary Translator...............
Parliamentary Translator...............
Parliamentary Translator...............
|Parliamentary Translator...............

Note: Position No. 23 Principal Translator, and positions No. 25 
to 31 inclusive, are being reclassified as Parliamentary Trans
lator in order to place all Translators on the House of Com 
mons staff on the same footing.

Paradis, 0. 
lOuimet, P. G. 
Tremblay, U.

Arsenault, H. P. 
Beauchamp, J. C. 
deBellefeuille, L. 
Carbonneau, C. H. 
Chagnon, L. J. 
Chartrand, J. A. P. 
Chevrier, A. 
Lachatne, M. 
Lavoie, J. M. 
Terrien, J. G. 
Vacant.



N’o.

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

55
56
57
58
59
60

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
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OFFICERS AND CLERKS OF THE HOUSE—Continued

Class Title Name

Committees Branch

Jhief of Committees and Private Bills Branch.................
Assistant Chief of Committees and Private Bills Branch
Senior Committee Clerk..........................................................
Committee Clerk.......................................................................
Committee Clerk.......................................................................
Committee Clerk.......................................................................
Committee Clerk.....................................................................
Hlerk of Petitions.......................................................................
vlerk, Grade 3............................................................................

Todd, W. 
Cloutier, V. 
Dun, J. T. 
Fraser, A. A. 
Morris, E. L. 
Boivin, G. M. 
Dewar, H. D. 
Dubé, W. 
Taschereau, E.

:e: Position No. 48 is being changed from Clerk, Grade 2 to 
Clerk, Grade 3, as it is believed that the duties of this posi
tion warrant this higher classification.

Journals Branch

3hief of English Journals....................
Assistant Chief of English Journals..
Head Clerk............................................
3hief of French Journals.....................
Assistant Chief of French Journals.. 
dlerk of Orders and Notices.............

King, R. P.
Boyce, C. W. 
Montgomery, T. R. 
Dansereau, L. 
Tremblay, J. 
Sherwood, H. C.

:e: Position No. 57 is being changed from Principal Clerk to 
Head Clerk, the duties of the position warranting this higher 
classification.

Reporting Branch

Editor of Debates and Chief of Reporting Branch...................
Associate Editor of Debates and Reporter...................................
Parliamentary Reporter.....................................................................
Parliamentary Reporter.....................................................................
Parliamentary Reporter.....................................................................
Parliamentary Reporter.....................................................................
Parliamentary Reporter.....................................................................
Parliamentary Reporter.....................................................................
Parliamentary Reporter........ v . ................ ..........................
Parliamentary Reporter and Senior Reporter of Committees.
Assistant Parliamentary Reporter..................................................
Assistant Parliamentary Reporter..................................................
Assistant Parliamentary Reporter.................................................
Associate Editor of Debates and Reporter...................................
Parliamentary Reporter.....................................................................

Simpson, Geo. 
Young, E. C. 
Berryman, F. 
Buskard, VV. W. 
Dickson, W. H. 
Galbraith, F. W. S. 
Hubbard, T. S. 
Johnston, M. F. 
Olivier, H. E.
Blue, C. S. 
Sturgeon, R. C. 
Featherston, E. L. 
Vacant.
Gabard, M. 
Mackay, J. H.

Hansard Translation Branch

Chief, Hansard Translation Branch
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................
Parliamentary Translator................

Gérin, L.
Baril, J. W. 
Beaubien, A. H. 
Bernard, P. M. E. 
Chevassu, J. P. A. 
Cinq-Mars, A. 
D’Astous, L. J. 
Daviault, P. 
Dumont, J. 
Fauteux, E. 
Keliher, J. T. 
Gaston, W.
Girard, R. 
Lemont, A. 
Schenck, E. 
Vallières, H.
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OFFICERS AND CLERKS OF THE HOUSE—Continued

NameClass TitlePos. Ref. 
No.

110
111
112

116
117
118

121
122
123

130
131

135
136

Accountant’s Branch

Chief Accountant, House of Commons. 
Departmental Accountant, Grade 2.
Clerk, Grade 3.................................................................................... Vacant

Cameron, D. W. 
Sherwood, B. W.

Note: Position No. 112 is being provided to give additional 
assistance in the Accountant’s Branch, Classification of 
Clerk, Grade 3, being deemed warranted.

Stationery and Requisitions Branch

Chief of Stationery and Requisitions Branch.
Clerk, Grade 4...................................................
Clerk, Grade 2...................................................

Naubert, E.
Vacant.
Vacant

Note: Two positions one of Clerk, Grade 4, and one of Clerk, 
Grade 2, are being provided in this Branch to give the nece - 
sary assistance to the Chief of the Division.

Stenographic Branch

Chief of House of Commons Stenographic Branch.
Stenographer, Grade 3......................  .....................
Stenographer, Grade 3...............................................

Note: Position No. 121 is being re-classified from Head '1 
it is believed the duties of this position warrant the g
classification. ., ,_„„„„„

Positions No. 122 and 123 are new positions to provide for neces
sary stenographic assistance.

Clerk of Sessional Papers. 
Clerk, Grade 4.................

[Note: A position of Clerk, Grade 4, is being provided in this 
Branch to give the necessary clerical assistance.

Smith, J. H.
Vacant.
Vacant.

Sessional Papers

Postal Branch

Horton, A. E. 
Vacant.

Postmaster, House of Commons..................
Assistant Postmaster, House of Commons.

Lalonde, W. F. A. 
Vacant.

140
141
142

148
149
150

Reading Room

Curator of Reading Room.....................
Assistant Curator of Reading Room 
Assistant Curator of Reading Room

Hugg, C. 
Spencer, S.S. 
Moreau, L. P.

Parliamentary Distribution Office

Chief of Parliamentary Distribution Office
Clerk, Grade 3..............................................
Clerk, Grade 2..............................................

Davidson, R. B. 
Gray, R. 
Vacant.

Note: Position No. 149 is being regraded Clerk, Grade 3, from 
Clerk, Grade 2, as it is believed that the duties of this position] 
warrant this higher classification.
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OFFICERS AND CLERKS OF THE HOUSE—Concluded

Pos. Ref. 
No.

Class Title Name

1

S erg eant-at- Arms

Sergeant-at-Arms, House of Commons.................................. Bowie, H. W.
2 Secretary, Sergeant-at-Arms, House of Commons........ Vacant.
3 Chief Parliamentary Messenger and Housekeeper........ Boudreault, Geo.
4 Assistant Chief Parliamentary Messenger, House of Commons Vacant.
5 Confidential Messenger................................................................... Boulet, L.
6 Confidential Messenger..................................................................... Faimie, A.
7 Confidential Messenger....................................................................... Vacant.
8
9

Fitzgerald, E.

10 Sunervisor of Char Service, Parliament Buildings..................... Letourneau, O.
11 Supervisor of Char Service, Parliament Buildings...................... Vacant.
12 Parliamentary Doorkeeper................................................................ Holland, A. H.
13 Parliamentary Doorkeeper................................................................ Stewart, C.
14 Parliamentary Messenger................................................................... Fortin, L.
15 Parliamentary Messenger................................................................... Pepper, G. W.
16 Parliamentary Messenger................................................................... Pearson, A.
17 Chief of Protective Service...............................................................
18 Sergeant of Protective Service..........................................................
19 Sergeant of Protective Service..........................................................
20 Sergeant of Protective Service......................................................
: 1 Sergeant of Protective Service..........................................................
22 Manager of the Joint Parliamentary Restaurant............................ George, C.

Note: Positions 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 are being provided to allow 
for the appointment of the Chief of Protective Service and 
Sergeants of Protective Service and it is also recommended 
by the Civil Service Commission that the Constables on 
this service also should be included in the establishment.

(2) As provided in Section 12 of the Civil Service Act, that the follow
ing changes in classification be approved:

Office of The Clerk of the House of Commons

Secretary to the Clerk of the House of Commons

COnAnnuaL°$2,040; $2,160; $2,280; $2,400; $2,520. 
This is a new class.

Law Branch

Joint Law Clerk, House of Commons

The compensation of this class which is at present:

Annual: $3,600; $3,780; $3,960; $4,140. 
is to be revised to read as follows:

For position HC-C-6, the compensation shall be:
Annual: $3,720; $4,020; $4,320; $4,620.

For position HC-C-7, the compensation shall be:
Annual: $3,720; $4,020; $4,320, $4,440.

Law Translation Branch

Chief of House Translation Branch 

Title to be changed to 

Chief, Law Translation Branch
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General Translation Branch

Chief, General Translation Branch
Compensation:

Annual: $3,600; $3,780; 
This is a new class.

$3,960; $4,140.

Committees Branch

Chief of Committees and Private Bills Branch 
The compensation of this class which is at present:

Annual: $3,600; $3,780; $3,960; $4,140 

is to be revised to read as follows:

Annual: $3,600; $3,807; $3,960; $4,140; $4,320; $4,440.

Committee Clerk
The compensation of this class which is at present:

Annual: $1,920; $2,040; $2,160; $2,280; $2,400 

is to be revised to read as follows:

Annual: $1,920; $2,040; $2,160; $2,280; $2,400; $2,520. 

Journals Branch
Chief of English Journals

The compensation of this class which is at present:
Annual: $3,600; $3,780; $3,960; $4,140. 

is to be revised to read as follows:
Annual: $3,600; $3,780; $3,960; $4,140; $4,320; $4,440.

Clerk of Orders and Records 
Title to be changed to 

Clerk of Orders and Notices
The compensation of this class which is at present:

Annual: $1,920; $2,040; $2,160; $2,280; $2,400; 
is to be revised to read as follows:

Annual: $2,100; $2,220; $2,340; $2,460; $2,580; $2,700.

Reporting Branch

Assistant Parliamentary Reporter and Senior Reporter of Committees 

Title to be changed to
I arliamentary Reporter and Senior Reporter of Committees

The compensation of this class which is at nresct- 
Annual: $2,520; $2,640; $2,760; $2 880 $3 000 

is to be revised to read as follows- ’ ’ ’
Annual: $2,640; $2,760; $2,880; $3,000; $3,120; $3,240; $3,360; $3,480.

Assistant Parliamentary Reporter 
The compensation of this class which is at present:

Annual: $2,160; $2,280; $2,400; $2,520; 
is to be revised to read as follows:

Annual: $2,400; $2,520; $2,640; $2,760; $2,880; $3,000.

Accountant’s Branch

Accountant and Chief of Branch, House of Commons 
Title to be changed to 

Chief Accountant, House of Commons

The compensation of this class which is at present:
Annual: $2,220; $2,340; $2,460; $2,580; $2,700; $2,820; 

is to be revised to read as follows:
Annual: $2,700; $2,820; $2,940; $3,060; $3,120.

Stationery and Requisitions Branch

Chief of Stationery Division, House of Commons 
Title to be changed to 

Chief of Stationery and Requisitions Branch
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Stenographic Branch
Chief of House of Commons Stenographic Staff

Compensation:
Annual: $2,880; $3,000; $3,120; $3,240; $3,360; $3,480.

This is a new class.

Sessional Papers
Chief of Sessional Papers 

Title to be changed to 
Clerk of Sessional Papers

The compensation of this class which is at present:
Annual: $2,520; $2,640; $2,760; $2,880; $3,000;

is to be revised to read as follows:
Annual: $2,520; $2,640; $2,760; $2,880; $3,000; $3,120; $3,240; $3,360.

Postal Branch
Postmaster, House of Commons

The compensation of this class which is at present:
Annual: $1,920; $2,040; $2,160; $2,220; 

is to be revised to read as follows:
Annual: $1,920; $2,040; $2,160; $2,280; $2,400.

Parliamentary Distribution Office
Chief of Government Distribution Office 

Title to be changed to 
Chief of Parliamentary Distribution Office

Serg eant-at-arms Branch
Chief Parliamentary Messenger and Housekeeper 

The compensation of this class which is at present:
Annual: $1,620; $1,680; $1,740; $1,800; $1,860; $1,920; 

is to be revised to read as follows:
Annual: $1,740; $1,860; $1,980; $2,100; $2,220.

Assistant Chief Parliamentary Messenger, House of Common

The compensation of this class which is at present'
Annual: $1,320; $1,380; $1,440; $1,500; $1,560; 

is to be revised to read as follows:
Annual: $1,440; $1,560; $1,680.

Chief of Protective Service
Compensation:

Annual: $1,800; $1,920; $2,040; $2,100.
Allowance: Uniform.

This is a new class.

Sergeant of Protective Service
Compensation:

Annual: $1,380; $1,500; $1,620.
Allowance: Uniform.

This is a new class.

Constable, Protective Service
Compensation:

Annual: $1,320; $1,440.
Allowance: Uniform.

This is a new class.

Manager of the Joint Parliamentary Restaurant 
The compensation of this class which is at present:

Annual: $2,520; $2,640; $2,760; $2,820.
Allowance: Meals during sessions of Parliament, 

is to be revised to read as follows:
Annual: $2,520; $2,640; $2,760; $2,880; $3,000; $3,060.
Allowance: Meals during sessions of Parliament. .

It is recommended that the foregoing changes be made effective from April 1, 1927.
Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) “Rodolphe Lemieux,”
ni, „ ^ . , „ Speaker of the House of Commons.

Newton MacTavish,
( Commissioner.
“J. Emile Tremblay,”

Commissioner.
10-2-28.

Approved by the House on May 11th, 1928.
(Signed) "Arthur Beauchesne,”

Clerk of the House,
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APPENDIX “J”

NUMBERS AND SALARIES OF PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES IN THE 
. CIVIL SERVICE, MARCH 1931

Permanent
At Ottawa..........

Employees
Salaries for 
Month of 

March 1931
Ç 1 909 OSfi 77

Outside Ottawa. 94. ’ 'YIP
.................................... ^ ’ 'Ut)

32,715 $ 4,721,473 96

Temporary
At Ottawa.......... <t Q44 909 ft1
Outside Ottawa. ............ ...........................

12,866 $ 1,183,830 01
Total... ........................................ 45,001

TOTAL EMPLOYEES AND SALARIES AT OTTAWA

Permanent................ $ 1,292,038 77
344,293 61

11,766 $ 1,636,332 38

TOTAL EMPLOYEES AND SALARIES OUTSIDE OTTAWA

Permanent................
$ 3,429,433 19

839,536 40

33,815 $ 4,268,971 59

^OTp'isu'!!Chl)()urr<fces0ofloffiplUnn»’t’n"enUmerate^ '‘•asses of employees, rural postmasters, 
munerationof. .1. 0"3’ etc" who received for March 1931, a total re-

$ 1,990,287 51
Total Expenditure on salaries for March, 1931 
Expenditure for non-enumcrated classes.'. $ 5,905,303 97 

1,990,287 51
Total............................

$ 7,895,591 48
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APPENDIX “K”

POSITIONS EXEMPTED FROM THE CIVIL SERVICE ACT

List of all positions exempted from the operation of the Civil Service Act, 
with authority for exemption:

1. Exemptions by Statute.
2. Exemptions authorized by Vote in Estimates, 1932-33.

X. EXEMPTIONS BY STATUTE

Commissioners or Members of any Royal or other Commission or Board.. Section 58 of the Civil Service 
Deputy Heads of Departments. Act, Chapter 22, Revised

Statutes 1927, exempts from 
appointment by the Civil 
Service Commission any 
Commissioner or other mem
ber of any Royal or other 
Commission or Board, or 
any Deputy Head. This 
includes the Civil Service 
Commissioners.

Employees on Government railways or ships of His Majesty.........................Section 57 of the Civil Service
Act, Chapter 22, Revised 
Statutes 1927: “The provi
sions of this Act shall not 
apply to positions in connec
tion with the Government 
Railways or any railway 
owned or controlled by His 
Majesty, or to any position 
on any ship of His Majesty, 
Until Parliament otherwise 
enacts.”

Private Secretaries to the Ministers of the Crown............................................Chapter
Board of Audit Act: Board and staff....................................................................Chapter
Combines Investigation Act: Temporary employees..........................................Chapter
Consolidated Revenue and Audit Act: Comptroller of the Treasury...........Chapter
Election Act: Chief electoral officer and staff.................................................... Chapter
Department of Soldiers Civil Re-establishment.................................................Chapter
Department of National Revenue Act: Appraisers Preventive Service....Chapter
Department of Pensions and National Health.....................................................Chapter
Explosives Act, Inspectors.........................................................................................Chapter
Farm Loan Board and Staff............ Chapter
Farm and Unemployment Relief Bill.................................................................... Chapter
Federal District Commis-ion..........................................................  Chapter
Grain Act: Appeal Inspectors...................................................................................Chapter
Honorary Advisory Council Staff...........................................................................Chapter

Research Council Act.........................................................................................Chapter
Inspector General of Banks and Staff.....................................................................Chapter
Pensions Act,

Federal Appeal Board.........................................................................................Chapter
Amendment,

Pension Tribunal, Pension 
Appeal Court, registrars,
Pension Advocates,
Chief Commission Counsel.................................................................Chapter

Royal Canadian Mounted Police............................................................................. Chapter

38, 19-20 Geo. V.
32, 15-16 Geo. V. 
9, 13-14 Geo. V.

27, 21-22 Geo. V. 
46, 10-11 Geo. V. 
67, 14-15 Geo. V. 
37. 18-19 Geo. V.
39, 18-19 Geo. V. 
31, 4- 5 Geo. V. 
43, 17 Geo. V.
58, 21-22 Geo. V. 
55. 17 Geo. V.
33, 15-16 Geo. V. 
64. 14-15 Geo. V. 
177, R.S. 1927.
7, 14-15 Geo. V.

62, 13-14 Geo. V.

35, 20-21 Geo. V. 
91, R.S. 1906.

ELI/MCL 
April 5, 1932.

49322—60
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2. POSITIONS EXEMPTED BY THE SUPPLY BILL

Exemptions provided in Estimates for the fiscal year 1932-33, “notwithstanding anything in the Civil
Service Act."

— Vote Year

Finance—
Loan and Bond Staff..................... 1 1932-33

External Affairs:
Legation Staff, Washington, U.S.A.. 226 1932-33

“ Paris, France...... 227 1932-33
“ Tokyo, Japan...... 228 1932-33

Office of Canadian Advisory Officer, Geneva Switzerland................................ 229 1932-33
St. Lawrence Ship Canal Surveys and Investigators .......................... 269 1932-33

248 1932-33
National Revenue:

Preventive Service........... 277 1932-33
Taxation Branch..............

ELI/MCL
April 5, 1932.

3. (List of positions excluded from the operation of the Civil Service Act 
under Section 59, on recommendation of the Civil Service Commission and 
approved by the Governor General in Council) with number and date of Order 
in Council:

A. General;
B. Staffs;
C. Classes (exempted entirely).

A. GENERAL EXEMPTIONS

On the recommendation of the Civil Service Commission, Orders in Council 
have been passed approving the following general exemptions of positions where 
the salary does not exceed $200 per annum and of positions of Postmaster in 
Revenue Post Offices where the revenue does not- exceed $400. P.C. 1053, June 
29, 1922, as amended by P.C. 17/1751, September 12, 1929. In addition to Rural 
Postmasters this includes such classes as:

Assistant Field Matron,
Climatological Observer,
Dispenser Indian Reserve,
River Observer,
Truant Officer, Indian Schools,
Weather Observer, Grade 1 Station.

Also all positions for which the compensation provided is fees of office and posi
tions of an honourary character to which no compensation is attached. This 
includes the following:

Harbour Master,
Hay Inspector,
Measuring Surveyor of Shipping 
Port Warden,
Receiver of Wreck.

See Regulation numbers 1 and 6.
ELI/IG
March 12th, 1932.
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B. STAFFS EXEMPTED UNDER SECTION 59 REVISED STATUTES 1927 
The following staffs have been exempted on the recommendation of the Commission, approved by

Order-in-Council:

— O.-in-C. Date Regulation
Number

Elevator Operating Staff, Board of Grain Commissioners....... P.C. 2177 4- 9-20 12
Elevator Operating Staff, Government Grain Elevator, Pres

cott..................................................................................... P.C. 2004 23- 8-30 13
Soldiers Settlement Board and Staff........................................... P.C. 370 21- 2-20 14

P.C. 79/436 
(13-3-29)

extended
by O.C. 

to
21- 2-31 
17-12-23

15

Taxation Branch, Department of Finance................................... P.C. 2420 16
(Later exempted by Supply Bill)

Temporary Census Commissioners, and Census Enumerators
for the Quinquennial Census, Prairie Provinces, 1926.........

Temporary Census Commissioners and Census Enumerators, 
Dominion Census, 1931...........................................................

P.C. 36/127 27- 1-26 17

P.C. 219/2289 1-10-30 18

ELI/IG
March 12, 1932.

C.—Positions exempted from the Civil Service Act under Section 59 of the Act—By Order-in-Council on 
the recommendation of the Civil Service Commission 

In Whole

Classes P.C. Date
Regula

tion

Armature Winder......................................................................................
Assistant Carpenter Foreman..................................................................
Assistant Clerk of the House of Commons............................................
Assistant Electrician Foreman................................................................
Assistant Labour Foreman......................................................................
Assistant Mason Foreman........................................................................
Assistant Painter Foreman.............. .......................................................
Assistant Plumber and Pipe-Fitter Foreman........................................
Automobile Mechanic...............................................................................
Barber........................................................................................................
Blacksmith................................................................................................
Blacksmith Apprentice............................................................................
Blacksmith Foreman...............................................................................
Blacksmith’s Helper................................................................................
Boilermaker...............................................................................................
Boilermaker Apprentice...........................................................................
Boilermaker Foreman..............................................................................
Boilermaker’s Helper...............................................................................
Boom Master.............................................................................................
Cabinet Maker..........................................................................................
Camp Cook................................................................................................
Carpenter...................................................................................................
Carpenter Construction Foreman...........................................................
Carpenter Foreman...................................................................................
Carpenter Foreman, Ship Construction.................................................
Carpenter’s Helper....................................................................................
Carpenter, Ship Construction..................................................................
Caulker.......................................................................................................
Caulker Foreman......................................................................................
Chaplain.....................................................................................................
Charwoman...............................................................................................
Chauffeur..............................................................
Clerk, Grade 1, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside Canada..
Clerk, Grade 1, Outside Canada..............................
Clerk, Grade 2, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside Canada..
Clerk, Grade 2, Outside Canada..............................
c erk, Grade 3, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside Canada...
Clerk, Grade 3, Outside Canada................ .........................
Clerk, Grade 4, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside Canada. 
Clerk, Grade 4, Offices of Ministers of Crown and Solicitor General..
Clerk, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside Canada..................
Coat Room Attendant, Female..............................................................
Commercial Agent, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside Canada 
Confidential Messenger, Offices of Ministers of Crown and Solicitor

General................................................................................................
49322—604

1053
1053

1
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1058 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 
1053 

f5/200 
l 2430 

1053 
1053 
3439 

8/200 
3439 

8/200 
3439 

8/200 
3439 

26/829 
3439 
1053 
3439

323
37/1147

29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
7- 1-25 

29 -6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
*!9- 6-22 
31- 1-22 
11- 7-21 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
19- 9-21 
31- 1-22 
19- 9-21 
31- 1-22 
19- 9-21 
31- 1-22 
19- 9-21 
5- 5-27 

19- 9-21 
29- 6-22 
19- 9-21

10- 2-22 
16- 6-27

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3 
1 
1
4
5
4
5
4
5 
4 
7 
4 
1 
4

7
7
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In Whole—Con.

Classes P.C. Date Regula
tion

Cook............................................................... 29- 6-22
90 0 29

1
1Cooper..........................................................

Cooper’s Helper......................................
Coppersmith........................................... 29- 6-22

20 0 22
1
1
1

Coppersmith’s Helper... :.............. QKO
Culler............................................... mvj
C'upola Tender............................. 20 6 99Derrickman................................
Diver......................................... lOfîD
Diver’s Assistant..................... in^Q 90 0 99 1Dynamo Tender................... .........................
Electrician............................. ........................ 10"3

Î
Electrician Foreman...........
Electrician’s Apprentice... ............................ 10^3 90 0 99 1

1
1

Electrician’s Helper........... ................................ 29- 6-22Electric I.ineman............. ...................................
Electric Lineman Foreman ................................ 10H3 90 0 99 1Electric Power Plant Operator ................................... 1 n53 29- 6-22 

29- 6-22 
29- 6-22
?0 p 90

1Electric Wireman....... ....................................... 1053 1Elevator Repairman., ...................................... 1053 1Farm Hand......... .......................................... 1053 1
8I ield Matron, Department of Indian Affairs .......................................... 40/291 24- 2-25

29 19 99r ireman...................... ..................................... 1
1Fireman-Labourer.. ..........................................

Fireman’s Helper..................... .............................................
Fitter, Machinist. .. ....................................................................... 2633

1053
22-12-22
20 6 92

1
1

Foreman of Dredge-Repairs ............................................... 1053 29- 6-22 1Fruit Canner........ .................................................... 1053 1
1Garage Man........... ' .................................................... 1053 90 6 99Gas Engine Foreman... .................................................... 1053 29- 6-22 1Gas Engineman......  ................................................... 1053 1Graduate Nurse, Indian Affairs ..................................................... 24/2588 16-12-22 9Cram Hold Boss... .............................................. 1Grain Rigger.... ............................................................ 1053 90 A 99 1

1053 90 A 92 1Head Chauffeur... ..................................................... 10-^3 20 (; 99 1Head Waitress ........................................................ 10.53 90 r> 92 1
HoS™erendant' Indian Amirs'- ! ! ! ! ................................ 37/524

1053
31- 3-24
90 ç 92

10
1

9() 6 99 1Immigration Hall Attendant 1053
1053
3439

29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
19- 9-21 on i; oo

1Indian Interpreter, Indian Affairs ................................................... 1
Kitchen’lleiper ‘ ’ Commeri'ial intelligence Service, Outside Canada 4

1
in^Q 1Labour Foreman. ................................................. ins*? 90 6 09 1Laundress.... ............................................................. in'^3 20 6 99 1Lineman........ ............................................................ 10^3 20 A 99 1Locksmith......... ............................................................ 1053 1Locksmith Foreman.. ...................................................................................... 1053
105.3

29- 6-22
90 A 90

1Locomotive Engineer ......................................................... 1Locomotive Foreman. .................................................... 105.3 29 A 99 1Machinist.........  ...................................................................................... 1053 90 A) 29 1Machinist Apprentice ........................................................................................... 105.3 9() a 99 1Machinist Foreman ...................................................................................... 1053 99 g 2? 1-Machinist's Boy ......................................................................................... 1053 20 A 99 1Machinist s Helper ............................................................. 1053 29- 6-22 1
1
1Mason Foreman............. ................................................................................................................... 1053

1053
29- 6-22
99 A 99

Matron... .....................................................................................................................................
MmTorem.an°mmercial ^«iRcnce Service,' Outside Canada..'. '/.' /

1053
1053
3439
1053
1053
1053
1053
1053
1053

29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
19- 9-21 
29- 6-22
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22

1
1
4
1

Millwright. ......................................................................................
Millwright’s Helper. . ...................................................................................................................
Moulder..................... .................................................................................................................
Moulder Foreman...... ...........................................................................

1
1
1
1
1
1
11053

1053
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22

Office Boy, o2teid^5‘*eUÎ8enoe Service',Outside Canada'.", i!'" 10.53
3439

29- 6-22 
19- 9-21

1
4

Official Car Porter .......................................
SÆce.of tlie ào-™°r 'Generars secretary::;.;.;;
Painter..................... ...............................................................
Painter and Paper Hanger.'.'. .................................................

8-200
1053
1053
1053
1053
1053

31- 1-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22 
29- 6-22

5
1
1
1
1
1
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911

Classes

fainter Foreman..............................................................................................
Pattern-Maker..................................................................................................
Pattern-Maker Apprentice.............................................................................
Pattern-Maker Foreman................................................................................
Pattern-Maker's Helper..................................................................................
Plasterer.............................................................................................................
Plumber and Pipe Fitter......................  .....................................................
Plumber and Pipe-Fitter Foreman..............................................................
Plumber and Pipe-Fitter’s Helper...............................................................
Port Physician, Department of Health—See attached list.
Process Welder..................................................................................................
Quarry Cutter...................................................................................................
Quarryman.........................................................................................................
Railway Section Foreman.............................................................................
Railway Signal Repair Man..........................................................................
Repair Woman..................................................................................................
Rigger.................................................................................................................
Rigger Foreman...............................................................................................
Rigger’s Helper................................................................................................
Riveter...............................................................................................................
Roofer................................................................................................ ................
Roofer Foreman...............................................................................................
Roofer’s Helper................................................................................................
Saddler’s Helper..............................................................................................
Sail Maker.........................................................................................................
Sail Maker Foreman.......................................................................................
Sail Maker’s Helper........................ '................................................................
Saw Mill Foreman............... ...........................................................................
Sawyer..........................................:............ _......................................................
Seamstress Department of Indian Affairs.................................................
Secretary to Executive, Offices of Ministers of the Crown and Soli

citor General..............................................................................................

Secretary to Executive, Office of the Chief Commissioner, Board of
Railway Commissioners.....................................................................

Sergeant-at-Arms, House of Commons...................................................
Sheet Metal Worker.....................................................................................
Shipwright.....................................................................................................
Shipwright Foreman..................................................................................
Shipwright’s Helper....................................................................................
Sign Painter...................................................................................................
Slide Master.......................................................... • • • • ..............
Special Typist, Grade 3, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside

Special Typist, Grade 3, Outside Canada.............................................
Stable Boss.......................................................... ............ ................................
Stenographer, Grade 1, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside

Canada................................................................................................
Stenographer, Grade 1, Outside Canada.................. .
Stenographer, Grade 2, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside

Canada....................................................................................................
Stenographer, Grade 2, Outside Canada.......... • • • .................
Stenographer, Grade 2, Offices of Ministers of the Crown and Solicitor 

General....................................................................................................

Stenographer, Grade 3, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside
Canada........................................................................................................

Stenographer, Grade 3, Outside Canada.......... . • • ................. •• •. - ■
Stenographer, Grade 3, Offices of Ministers of the Crown and Solicitor 

General........................................................................................................

Stonecutter.............................................................................................
Aailor...............................................................................................................
teamster.................................................................................................
I emplate Maker..........................................................................................
I ile and Cement Worker............................................................................
lile Layer..................................................................................... .................
A°ol Maker....................................................................................................
A fain Conductor.................................................  .............
I ranslator or Interpreter, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside

Canada........................................................................ .
lypist, Grade 1, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside Canada, 
typist, Grade 2, Commercial Intelligence Service, Outside Canada .
typist, Grade 1, Outside Canada............................................................
l ypist, Grade 2, Outside Canada............................................................
-Ypholsterer....................................................................................................
Sa!ter..............................................................................................................
Waitress...................................................................................................
Wood Turner........................................................ ......................................

P.C. Date Regula
tion

1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i

1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 i
1053 29- 6-22 1

37/524 31- 3-24 10

323 10- 2-22 7
37/1147 6- 6-27 7

144/196 9- 2-25 11
1 7- 1-25 2

1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1

3439 19- 9-21 4
8-200 31- 1-22 5

1053 29- 6-22 1

3439 19- 9-21 4
8/200 31- 1-22 5

3439 19- 9-21 4
8/200 31- 1-22 5

323 10- 2-22 7
37/1147 6- 6-27 7

3439 19- 9-21 4
8/200 31- 1-22 5

323 10- 2-22 7
37/1147 6- 6-27 7

1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1

3439 19- 9-21 4
3439 19- 9-21 4
3439 19- 9-21 4

8/200 31- 1-22 5
8/200 31- 1-22 5

1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
1053 29- 6-22 1
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LIST OF PORT PHYSICIANS

Order in Council P.C. 1053, 29-6-22. as Amended

Positions of Physician performing the duties of Port Physician under 
Department of Health at the following points :—

Advocate Harbour
Amherst (4)
Annapolis Royal
Antigonish (4)
Arichat
Baddeck
Barrington
Barton
Bear River
Bridgetown
Bridgewater
Canso
Cheticamp (1) 
Clark's Harbour 
Clementsport 
Digby
East La Have

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA
Freeport (2)
Glace Bay 
Hantsport 
Kentville (4) 
Liverpool 
Lockeport 
Louisburg (1) 
Lunenburg (1) 
Mahone Bay 
Margaree (3) 
Margate tsville 
Mateghan 
Middleton (1) 
New Glasgow (4) 
North Sydney 
Parsboro 
Pictou

Port G reville 
Port Hawkesbury 
Port La Tour 
Port Midway 
Port Morien 
Pubnico 
St. Peters 
Sandy Cove 
Shelburne 
Springhill (4) 
Sydney (1) 
Westport 
Weymouth 
Windsor 
Yarmouth

PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK

Albert
Alma
Back Bay
Bathurst
Campbellton
Cape Tormentine 
Caraquet

Dalhousie
Grand Harbour 
Hillsboro
Moncton
North Head 
Richibucto
St. Andrews

St. George
St. Martins 
St. Stephens 
Shediac 
Shippigan 
Tracadie (4)

PROVINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

Alberton
Crapaud
Georgetown

Montague (4) 
Murray Harbour 
Rustico

Souris
Summerside
Tignish

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC
Chicoutimi (6) Percé Sorel
Gaspé Port Alfred (3) Three Rivers
Magdalene Island Rimouski
Paspebiac St. Johns

Alberni 
Anyox (4) 
Buckley Bay (4) 
Chemainus (3) 
Duncan (4)

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Ladysmith (3) 
Nanaimo
New Westminster (5) 
Ocean Falls 
Port Alice (4)

Powell River 
Prince Rupert 
Union Bay 
Vancouver (5) 
Victoria (5)

(1) Added by authority of Order in Council P.C. 2241, 27-10-22.
(2) Added by authority of Order in Council P.C. 782, 2-5-23.
(3) Added by authority of Order in Council P.C. 1101, 20-6-23.
(4) Added by authority of Order in Council P.C. 1941, 21-10-24.
(5) Added by authority of Order in Council PC. 2005. 20-11-24
(6) Added by authority of Order in Council P.C. 22/436, 24-3-25.
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APPENDIX “L”

List of absences from Commission offices of Civil Service Commissioners 
from July, 1926 to March, 1932, inclusive.

_ Dr. Dr. Mr.
Roche MacTavish Tremblay

1926

Tuly 2 to
9 to

5 7
12 14

16 to 19
25 to 
30

26

August, .... 3 to 
21

7 4
10 to 21 21 and 23

September .... 1 1
3 and 4

11 to 14
18 to 21 23 to 30
25 and 27

October 1 to 4 1 to 11
9 and h

16 and 18
23 and 25
29 and 30

2
6

12 and 13
19 and 20 20

24 to 27 26 and 27

3 and 4
9

13
17 and 18 21
24 and 
31

27 24 and 27

1927

7 and 8
14 and 15
20 to 31 20

2 to 7
11 and 12 11 and 12
18 to 21
26 and 28

4 and 5
11 to 
17

14

21
26 and 28

19

^ il 2 and 4
8 and 9 8 and 9

14
23 and 25
29 and 30

M'xy 4 4
6 to 9 9 to 14

13 and 14
21 to 30

27 and 28
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— Dr.
Roche

Dr.
MacTavish

Mr.
Tremblay

1927— Concluded

June......................

10 to 13
1 and 2
8 and 9

17 to 20 17 and 18
23 23
26 to 28 27

July......................

9 and 11 7
15 and 16 15 and 16
21 to 25 21
29 and 30

August.................
8 to 20 5 to 15 6 to 13

22 23
26 to 29

September.........

9
28 to 30 22 to 28 12 to 17

October...............
1 to 4

7 to 10
14 to 17
21 to 24 24
28 to 31

November....
2 9 and 10 16

19
22 25 and 26

December...
and 17

24 to 31 29
1928

January.
3 to 7 7

20 and 21
28 27 and 28

February..
3 and 4 1

17 and 18
25 and 27 24 and 25

March..
2 and 3
9 and 10

20
23 and 24
30 and 31

April.......
5 and 7

13 and 14 13 and 14
18
20 to 23

May........... 28 and 30

5 and 7
16

June... 21 to 29 25 and 26

2 1 and 2
9 and 11

13 to 16
21

July.............. 25 to 30 29 and 30

3 to 11 3
10 to 12 h

16 to 21
20
24 and 25

30 and 31 27 to 30
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Dr.
Roche

Dr.
MacTavish

Mr.
Tremblay

1928—Concluded,

August................. 1 to 18 1
7

10 to 14
27
31

September.......... 1 to 18 1 to 11
21 to 24
26 26

October 1 And 2
5 and 6
9

11
12 to 15

19 and 20
26 and 27
31

November......... 6 9 and 10 13 and 14
17 to 20 22
30

December 1 and 3
10 and h

13 to 21 17
21

26
28 and 29

1929

Jfl.nnn.ry 4 and 5
11 to 14
18 and 19
25
31 29

1 and 2
8 to 11

22 and 23 23 and 25
25 to 28

1 and 2
15 and 16
22 23
25

Anril 1 ' 1 and 3
6 12

13
18 to 22

19 and 20
25 to 27

M 3y 10 and 11 13 and 14
17 to 20
25 and 27
31

T, n 1 and 4
14 to 18 17 to 22
27 to 29 (Winnipeg)

Till 7 11 to 16 11 to 13y 16 and 17
22 to 27 25 and 24

27
31

1 to 3
6 to 20 9 and 10 7 to 13

15 to 17
22 to 24 21 and 22
30 and 31
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Dr. Dr. Mr.
Roche MacTavish Tremblay

1929—Concluded

September.........

6 to 9
5

12 to 16 17
18 19 to 30

October............

10
to
to 14 10

14
18 to 21
30 and 31

November.......

12 to 14
18

22 to 30
December.........

7
10 and 11

1930 20 and 21

January.......
3 and 4 8

15 to 18
25 and 27

February..

21 to 24
28

March...

10 to 12
18 and 19

20
25 25
27 to 29

April...
U and ' 15

16 to 19 19

May.......
25 to 28

13 to 16
23

June.............
30 and 31

5
11 to 14
20 and 21
26 26

July....... 28

5 to 26 5 to 10 10
16

18 and 19
August.................. 23 to 26

2 to 11
6

September........... 20 to 27

3 to 6
12 and 13
17 18

October................ 26 and 27 26

......................... 3
10

and 4

13
17 to 20 18 and 20
24 to 31 29 to 31
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Dr.
Roche

Dr.
MacTavish

Mr.
Tremblay

November.

December.

January.

February. 

March....

April.

May..

June.

July.

August.

September.

October.

November.

1930—Concluded

7 and 8 

20

1 to 6 

15 to 20

3

11

1931

1 to 21

20 to 24
28 and 29

1 and 2
6

12

22 and 23
26 and 27

2 and s
10 «
16 and 17

17
21 to 24 21

23 and 24

13 to 18

6 to 11
18 and 19

19 and 20
27 and 28

7 to 13
13

24 to 28

14 to 16
21

22 and 23
29

1 to 13
5 to 8

!, 25, 26, 27

18
24 and 25
29
31

1
6 6

13 to 19
25 to 27

28
31

1 to 5 1 and 2
9

12
15 to 17

17 to 21
24

26 and 28
2 and 3

5 to 10
14 to 17
26

5 to

18
23
25

5
17
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— Dr.
Roche

Dr.
MacTavish

Mr.
Tremblay

1931—Concluded

December................................................................. 10 1 and 2° 9 and 10
12 to 17

15
IS to 21
28

1932 30 30

January...................................................... 14 to 16 7 to 9
15 and 16

26
February............................................................. 3

4
8 8

19 and 20
26 and 27

March...................................................
7 to 30

3 and 4

11 and 12
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APPENDIX “M”

SUNDAYS INCLUDED IN THE PERIODS SHOWN IN DR. MACTAVTSH’S ABSENCES

1926—July 4 1928—April 22 1931—Feb. 1511 29 Mar. S
18 May 27 April 12
25 July 29 26

Sept. 12 Aug. 12 June 7
19 Sept. 2 Aug. 16

Oct.
26 9 Sept. 20

3 16 Dec. 6
10 23 20
17 Oct. 14
24 Nov. IS

Dec. 26

1927—Jan. 23 1929—Jan. 13 1932—Mar. 13
30 Feb. 10 “ 20

Feb. 6 May 19 “ 27
“ 20 June 16

Mar. 13 July 14
May 8 Sept. 8

22 15 Total 79
“ 29 22

June 12 “ 29
“ 19 Oct. 13

26 “ 20
July 24 Nov. 24
Aug. 7

“ 14
“ 28

Sept. 4 1930—Feb. 23
11 April 27

“ 18 July 6
“ 25 Aug. 3

Oct. 9 10
“ 16 24
“ 23 Oct. 19
“ . 30 “ 26

Nov. 23
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APPENDIX “ N ”
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION-NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS RECEIVED

1931

Permanent Seasonal Temporary Total Requisitions
Old New Total Old New Total Old New Total Old New Total

January....... 227 107 332 1
February... 244 83 327 3 1 134 230 364 360 337 697
March.......... 225 66 291 6 ........■ • 3 91 149 240 338 232 570
April............ 220 56 276 7 7 97 136 233 328 203 531
May............. 182 27 209 12 16 128 95 223 355 160 515
June.............. 215 345 560 4 12 164 81 245 358 108 466
July.............. 186 371 557 9 4 259 137 396 478 482 960
‘August....... 176 32 208 18 83 167 250 278 547 825
September.. 204 75 279 8 131 283 328 163 491
October. ... 197 34 231 6 8 88 103 191 300 178 478
November . 192 46 238 3 ..... . ‘ 6 97 107 204 300 141 441
December.. 117 12 129 2 5

2
47
48

132
42

179
96

242
1C7

180 422
o ogo 1 °51 — 54 221

‘Less Aug.
,637 61 21 82 1,388 1,510 2,898 3,832 2,785 6,617

cancellation 1 1 2 3 6 9 4 8 12
Net total. 2,382 61 19 80 1,385 1,504 2,889 3,828 2,777 6,605

1930

—
Permanent Seasonal Temporary Total Requisitions

uid JNew Total Old New Total Old

122
96

277
137
171
146
115
86

100
120

65
58

New Total Old New Total

January.......
February...
March.........
April............
May.......
June..............
July..............
August.........
September.. 
October.. .. 
November . 
December..

Total.......

238
323
379
290
293
275
255
213
249
320
283
176

70 
58
94 

127 
144
95 

124 
165
64

187
82
71

308
381
473
417
437
370
379
378
313
507
365
247

2
5

16
9

1
9

16
6

25
18
4

58

24
3
2

2
5

41
27

4
58

1
33
19

8

237
134
230
214
249
373
326
185
242
271
347
202

359
230
507
351
420
519
441
271
342
391
412
260

360
421
661
443
473
421
370
300
358
456
354
234

307
192
324
366
411
472
508
350
330
461
431
273

667
613
985
809
884
893
878
650
688
917
785
507

3,294 1,281 4,575
19864 134 1,493 3,010 4,503 4,851 4,425 9,276

1924-1929

Permanent Seasonal
Old New Total Old New Total

1929..............
1928............

3,503
2,947
2,823
2,362
2,094

1,337
883
676
394
279

4,840
3,830
3,499
2,756
2,373
2,727

84
96
39

58 142
1927.............. 36 132

25
1925.............. 24 1 25
1924..............

Temporary Total Requisitions
Old New Total Old New Total

1,594
1,459
1,491
1,560
1,317

3,154
2,498
1,851
1,471

945

4,748
3,957
3,342
3,031
2,262
2,554

5,184
4,502
4,353
3,953
3,411

4,546
3,417
2,527
1,868
1,224

9,730
7,919
6,880
5,821
4,635
5,281
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APPENDIX “ O ”

Statement of the numerical strength and total salary payments of the Civil Service for January of the 
years 1918-1931 inclusive. *Not including employees in non-enumerated classes. Extracted from 
the annual reports of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics—“Statistics of the Civil Service of Canada”.

Month of January
Number

of
employees

Salaries
(including

bonus)

Salaries and 
wages of 

non-
enumerated

classes

Total

S $ $
1918......................................................................... 38,369 3,241,782 Not available
1919......................................................................... 41,825 4,110,568 «
1920......................................................................... 47,133 5,388,695
1921......................................................................... 41,957 5,276,642 “
1922......................................................................... 41,094 4,985,614 “
1923......................................................................... 38,992 4,731,827 “
1924......................................................................... 38,062 4,746,695 “
1925......................................................................... 38,645 4,639,931 1,308,377 5,859,179
1926......................................................................... 39,097 4,699,076 1,316,902 6,015,979
1927......................................................................... 39,440 4,786,615 1,417,363 6,203,978
1928......................................................................... 40,740 5,161,558 1,440,559 6,602,117
1929......................................................................... 42,038 5,428,058 1,721,416 7,149,473
1930......................................................................... 43,525 5,543,749 1,695,245 7,238,994
1931......................................................................... 45,167 5,757,554 1,683,038 7,440,592

*A statement including employees in non-enumerated classes is not available. The non-enumerated 
classes arc casual labourers and other classes of employees engaged for short periods: Labour Gazette cor
respondents; police officers and constables on the strength of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police ; 
artisans and labourers engaged by the day at the Sorel Shipyards and on construction work which is of 
a terminable and temporary nature; employees of revenue post offices, mail contractors, licensed vendors, 
and rural postmasters; employees at Canadian Government elevators; lower grade clerical staffs outside 
of Canada; and census employees for field work.



STATEMENT SHOWING BY DEPARTMENTS THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT SERVICE FOR JANUARY »

Department

Agriculture 
Archives...
Auditor General 
Civil Service Commission... 
Chief Electoral Officer.......
Commission of Conservation
External Affairs.....................
Finance...................................
Governor-General’s Secretary 
House of Commons..........
Immigration and Colonization
Indian Affairs..........................
Insurance.................................

Fire Prevention Branch......
Interior.............. ...................
International Joint Commis

sion 
Justice 
Labqur
Library of Parliament.
Marine (and Fisheries).
Fisheries.......................
Mines
National Defence 
National Revenue 

Income Tax Division.. 
Patents and Copyrights. 
Pensions and National Health 

Board of Pension Commrs.. 
Federal Appeal Board.. 
Pensions Appeal Court..
Pensions Tribunal.........

Health........................
Pensions 

Post Office 
Privy Council 
Public Printing and Stationery
Public Works.............
Railways and Canals 
Royal Canadian Mounted 

Police

This Statement, does not include the number of employees in non-enumerated classes.

1929 1930
1922 1923

1,872 
82 

203 
14.7

1.3001.125 
80 

158 
118

1.040

104 
589 

13 
181 
747 
784 
31 

4
2,1531 2,052

Records destroyed by fire. 1.0781,028

2.3922,3162,0292,0081,861
076 
136 

21 
4.3374.2304,1952,760

370
1,235
4,939
1,171

103

305 
1,070 
3,958 
1,075 

90

1.108207 
5,771 
4,481 

44

303 
4,143 
4.260 

34

195
919

4,037

3631 364 
1,782 1,934 

11,417 11,745

325 
1,892 

10,777 
21 

693 
3,084 
1,285

284 
3,094 

10,213 
19 

688 
3,004 
1.561

278 
3,823 

10,068 
20 

663 
2,970 
1,046

279 
4,880 

10,007 
IS 

729 
3,020 
1.795

12,0843,07.3 
10,002 

27 
1,192 
3,015 
1,351

10,42110,28410,316 21 
700 

3,797 
1.337

7,849 
25 

1,106 
1,911 
2.63

1,229

SELEC
T SPEC
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M

M
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49322—
61

Secretary of State................... 38 45 52 51 68 75 77 82 84 127 135 127 122 102 96 97 95 98 115 111
Senate........................................ 32 32 34 35 33 36 32 32 33 29 30 28 28 67 117 119 117 72 67 69
Soldiers’ Settlement Board... 2 68 1,175 1,136 770 692 618 562 485 487 582 540 527 511
Trade and Commerce............ 293 463 437 463 499 694 695 931 1,021 1,068 1,487 1,426 1,403 1,066 1,144 1,382 1,411 1,523 1,685 1,909

Total........................... 20,016 22,621 25,107 28,010 29,219 32,435 38,369 41,825 47,133 41,957 41,094 38,992 38,062 38,645 39,097 39,440 40,740 42,038 43,525 45,167
1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931

Note.—It should be noted that the figures of Civil Service employees from 1925 on are not comparable with the figures from 1912 to 1924. This is owing to the 
inclusion in the reports now sent in by departments of various classes which it was not possible to include in the historical record covering the twelve-year period from 
1912 to 1924. Such employees are largely “part time,’’ “seasonal,’’ and “fees of office,” receiving small salaries. For example, there is a big increase in the number 
of employees in the Department of Marine and Fisheries. In 1925, 1,316 employees were reported as belonging to “part time,” “seasonal,” and “fees of office," classes 
and had not been reported in the 1912-24 report. Also in the Public Works Department, an increase of 837 employees was shown, accounted for chiefly by the fact 
that telegraph service with 707 employees had not been included in the 1912-24 report.

The same desire to include all possible classes of employees in the monthly survey being made of all departments from 1924 on may have led to minor incompara
bilities. However, it is thought that if it had been possible to prepare statistics for 1925 on exactly the same basis as for 1912-24, it would have shown a reduction of 
1,400 employees rather than an increase of 583.

C
IVIL SERVIC
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D 
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APPENDIX “P”

STATEMENT of dr. mactavish shewing credits claimed by him as a set-off 
AGAINST HIS ABSENCES AS SHEWN IN APPENDIX “L

Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays charged (computing Saturdays on a
half-day basis)...............................................Travelling on official business................... .[................................................................

Holidays....................................................' ...................................................................
Sick Leave (see memorandum attached). . . . ...........................................................
Special Leave (see memorandum attached).'. . . . . .........................
Attendance to official duties although not present at the office every day, from 

March <th to March 30th, 1932...............

1721
174
180
108
70

24

Total, 7281



INDEX TO MATTERS REFERRED TO IN EVIDENCE

Absences of Commissioners, 702, 703, 765-767, 
771-774, 775-779, 780-819, 873-886, 913-919, 
924

Advisory Boards, 75, 76, 80, 89, 104, 138 
Agriculture Department, 138, 328-338, 575-578 
Amalgamated Civil Servants, 143, 197, 287-298, 

436
Amalgamation of services, 168, 169, 170, 521-524 
American Academy of Sciences, 319 
Appeals, 71, 237-240, 254, 255-257, 261-264, 293, 

294, 435
Application forms, 52, 53, 54 
Appointments, 35, 36, 49, 50, 52, 67, 75, 79, 116, 

152, 162, 520, 920 
“Arleux,” 48 
“Arras,” 48
Assignment Branch, 74, 85, 106, 108, 109, 138, 

193, 194, 668
Auditor General, 90, 167, 242, 268, 477-487. 592, 

859
Average salary of Service, 198, 200, 201 

Battleford P.O., 126
Beatty (Royal) Commission, 59, 321, 329, 331
Béique (Senate) Committee, 167, 172, 175
Belwood P.O. case, 735-737, 759, 763
Biological Board of Canada, 324-327
Bona fide residents. 11, 43, 116
Bouchard Trials. 83, 134. 135, 678
British Empire Service League, 47
British Civil Service, 2, 3, 96, 100, 237, 858, 862
British House of Commons, 96
Bureau of Statistics, 94. 108, 202
Burlingham case, 569-578
Burlington P.O. case, 539-552

Calgary, 172
Cambridge University, 154, 155 
Canadian Engineering Institute, 76 
Canadian Legion of B.E.S.L. See Legion 
Canadian National Railways, 168, 637 
Canadian Pacific Railways, 168, 261, 262, 263, 

328, 504
Canadian Postmasters’ Association, 29, 31, 110, 

114, 451
memorandum of, 116 
submission of, 115-127 

Canning Inspector case, 569-578 
Casey (Royal) Commission, 2 
Census Clerks, 815
Chief Page, House of Commons, 148, 150, 159 
Chief. Protective Service, House of Commons, 

190
Christie St. Hospital. 31. 86, 165 
Citizen, Ottawa. 172, 689, 733-735 
Civil Service. See Insurance, Regulations, Re

ports, Salaries, Women 
Civil Service Act: 

history, 2, 3 
sec. 4, 173, 174, 192 
sec. 7, 196
sec. 9, 61. 99, 101, 174, 194
sec. 13, 9, 10, 11, 230, 334
sec. 4, 11
sec. 15, 11
sec. 19, 20
sec. 20, 4
sec. 21 (3), 11, 12, 283

sec. 23, 23 
sec. 24, 7, 356 
sec. 26 (2), 4, 246 
sec. 29, 340, 888 
sec. 30, 358 
sec. 33, 13 
sec. 38, 220, 729 
see. 39, 14, 723 
see. 40, 886, 887 
sec. 46, 15 
sec. 51, 15 
sec. 56, 591
sec. 61, 15, 16, 466, 467 

Civil Service Association, 143, 241-266 
Civil Service Federation, 118, 197-241, 255, 275 

435
Committee Clerks, 473 
Congress, U\S., 25 
Courtney (Royal) Commission, 2 
Customs Service, 24, 137, 266-274

Deletions from Parliamentary Returns, 618-622, 
634, 635

Denver, 815
Dismissals, 6, 116, 122, 128, 461 
Dominion Customs and Excise Officers’ Associa

tion, 197, 266-274
Dominion Railway Mail Clerks’ Association, 32, 

51, 197, 274-287
Ducharme (Royal) Commission, 2

East Beauceville P.O., 721 
East Broughton P.O. case, 737 
Economies in organization, 166, 168, 173, 181, 

187, 210
Edinburgh University, 154, 155 
Edmonton P.O., 171, 172, 375 
Eligible Lists, 5, 40, 75, 83. 85, 105, 106, 107, 

108, 164, 165, 194, 455-457 
Emergency appointments, 14, 15, 86, 88, 93, 886, 

887
Engineering services, 173
Elevator Operators Branch, C.S.A., 829
Estevan, 31
Examination costs, 159
Examination procedure. 21, 49, 50, 51, 75, 80 

104. 108, 130-165, 384-427, 491-503, 829-833’ 
863-872

Examiners’ qualifications, 155 
Exchequer Court, 105
Exemptions from Civil Service Act, 291 2qo 

345. 351, 907 ’ ’
Expenditure on Civil Service, 95, 152, 153 
Expenses of Commissioners, 593, 703, 704 817 
External Affairs Department, 138, 244

Finance Department, 17. 481 
Fisheries Department, 47, 48, 147, 154 
Fort Coulonge P.O. case, 750-751 
Fruit Branch, Agriculture, 569-578

Gagnon Bill, 203, 204, 209, 221 
Glasgow, 154
Governor in Council, 3. 6, 10, 13, 15 16 101 

102. 166. 167, 171, 195. 209, 238, 295, 678 
Grain Commission, Board of, 19, 140, 147 187 

324, 886

925
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Gratuity on retirement, 6, 9, 10, 11, 220-229, 288, 
334

Great Britain. Civil Service in, 2, 3, 96, 100, 
237, 858, 862

Griffenhagen Reports, 331, 847

Hague (Royal) Commission, 2 
Halcyon Club, Ottawa, 715 
Halifax, 151, 159, 172 
Hansard, 150, 621, 622
House of Commons. 15, 16, 17, 18. 19, 58, 90, 126 

128, 148, 150, 179, 189, 190, 209, 465-475, 489- 
491, 618-622, 634, 635, 636, 637, 836-840, 900- 
905

Inquiries Act, 127
Insurance Act, Civil Service, 252, 253 
Interior Department, 56, 847, 870 
International Joint Commission, 327 
Investigators, 158, 192, 193

Jamaica College, 154, 155 
Journal, Ottawa, 172, 689, 733-735 
Justice Department, 8, 38, 44, 90, 154 454 isi 

583, 584, 589, 592, 769

Killam P.O. case, 738-742 
Kemmis-Simmins Report, 595-711 

Bland, C. H„ 647-653 
Foran, ffm, 689-705 
Kemmis, A. C., 705-711 
MacTavish, Dr. N., 595-646 
Putman. C. V„ 680-683, 688 
Roche, Hon. W. J., 683-688

Labour Department, 208 
Lake (Royal) Commission, 2 
Lasalle Extension University, 157 
Leapard, Thomas, case, 86. 87, 151, 383-427 
Leave of absence, 5, 15, 381, 382 
Legion, Canadian, 24, 44, 339-359, 896 

Stratford Post of, 29
Letter Carriers, Federated Association 313-Sifi 
Library of Parliament, 15, 16 
Liverpool case, 554-565
Living allowances (Yukon), 579-593, 766-771 

853-857 
Lobsters, 325
Locality, definition of, 11, 43, 116 

Magnesite, 327
Malcolm Committee on Civil Service 6 10 19 

23, 73, 105, 106, 109, 238, 276 ’ ’
Mapping services, amalgamation of 168 ifio 

170," 521-524 ’ 0M’
Marine Department, 71, 147, 154, 162 
Marriage, 242
Mclnnis (Royal) Commission, 2 
Merit system, 57, 107, 258, 310, 333, 345 sin 

432, 566 ’ ’
Mines Department, 519-528 
Minimum Wage Act, 125 
Montreal, 115. 172 
Moose Jaw, 455 
Moosomin, 115
Morim^ Assistant Postmastership, Quebec, 458

Mundare Post Office case, 745-750 
Murray, Sir Geo., Report, 2

National Civil Service Council, 237-240, 255-257, 
293, 294 435

National Defence Department, 147, 361-383, 833- 
836, 898, 899

National Health Department, 154 
National Research Council, 31, 47, 55-58, 143- 

146, 160, 317-328, 330, 332, 348, 891 
National Revenue Department, 47, 52, 57, 58, 137 
Naturalization Act, 13 
“ Nature,”, 319
New Westminster Postmastership, 462 
Noah’s Ark, 158 
North Bay, 172
Nova Scotia patronage list, 553, 554, 732 
Numerical strength of Civil Service, 60, 906, 

921-923

Oaths of examiners, 91, 409 
Orders in Council, 127, 128, 143. 167, 174, 175, 

238, 291, 292, 317, 334. 585, 907 
Organization Branch, 5, 96. 97, 100, 102, 109, 

158, 163, 165-196. 210. 212. 213-216, 254-255, 
362. 429, 460, 472, 521, 527, 595-603, 933, 
843-857, 859-863

Ottawa, 2, 4, 14, 21, 79, 115, 128, 137, 165, 172, 
203

Ottawa Citizen, 172, 688, 734 
Ottawa Journal, 172, 173, 690, 733-735

Parliament, 17, 18, 24, 27, 34, 39, 48, 57, 94, 102 
Parliamentary Committee (Standing) on Civil 

Service, 94, 95, 103, 335
Parliamentary Returns, 617-623, 634, 635, 670, 

686, 687, 730, 731
Patronage system, 242, 266, 320, 553, 554, 732 
Pensions Act, 44
Pensions Department, 86, 87, 147, 151, 383-427 
Political partisanship, 116, 118-121, 127, 128, 130, 

320, 355, 558
Postal helper class, 296-298, 443, 444 
Post graduate studies, 333 
Postmasters, 20, 48, 50, 53, 55, 64, 70, 78. See 

Beauceville Est, Belwood, Burlington, East 
Broughton, Fort Coulonge, Killam, Mun
dare, New Westminster, Quebec, St. 
Arsène, St. Catherine (Portneuf), St. 
Ignace (Montmagny), Sutton 

Post Office Department, 20, 23, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 
62. 66, 81, 94. 115-127. 163, 171, 274-316, 
429-463, 491-518, 529-552, 605, 698, 715-732, 
735-737, 738-742, 745-750 

Post Office District Superintendents, 171, 172 
Post Office Inspectors, 171 
Prescott, P.O.. 476 
Press Reports, 689, 733-735 
Preston. P.O., 475
Prevailing rate employees, 236. 237. 241 
Private Secretaries, 249, 257-260, 292 
Procedure of Committee, 1, 2, 74, 711, 712, 742, 

743. 744
Professional Institute of Civil Service, 197, 322, 

328-338, 894. 895
Promotions, 5, 10, 24, 28, 60, 67, 185, 204, 205, 

206. 222, 229-234, 251, 276. 282. 301, 334, 
377, 379, 431, 433, 436, 526, 527, 868 

Public opinion, 61, 62

Qualifications of examiners, 155-158, 162 
Qualifications of investigators, 182-185 
Quebec, 172, 456-458
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Railways Commissioners, Board of, 19 
Ratings, 24, 27, 68, 69. 76, 77, 80, 85, 90, 104, 

154, 276, 277. 301. 315, 526 
Regulations of Civil Service Commission, 165, 

245, 246, 247, 265, 283, 335, 382, 455, 832, 
881

Rejections, 7. 8. 9. 37-39, 108, 109, 357, 358, 382 
Reports of Civil Service Commission, 8, 40, 96 
Research Council, 31, 47. 55, 56, 58, 143-146, 160, 

161, 317-328. 330, 332, 348, 891 
Residential qualifications, 11, 43, 116 
Retirement age, 195, 286, 287 
Retirement allowance, 220-229 
Returned soldier preference, 5, 22, 29, 40, 41, 44, 

45, 46, 49, 66, 339-359
Revenue Postmasters, 115-127, 433-442, 444-447, 

449
Revised Statutes, 1927, 16, 579 
Roval Commissions on Civil Service:

Beatty, 59, 321, 329, 331 
Casey, 1877, 2 
Courtney, 1908, 2 
Ducharme, 1912, 2 
Hague, 1892, 2 
Lake, 1912, 2 
Mclnnis, 1881, 2

Royal Commission on Customs Department, 6 
Royal Commission on British Civil Service, 4 
Rust, wheat, 325

Salaries in Civil Service, 198, 199, 250, 329, 892, 
906, 921

Salaries of Civil Service Commission, 191, 848, 
849, 850-852

Secretary of State, 17, 83, 175, 176 
Senate, 15, 16. 57, 167, 172, 175 
Sick Leave, 381, 881 
Simcoe, P.O., 476
Standing Committee on Civil Service, 94, 95, 

103, 335
St. Arsène P.O. case, 491-518, 529-539 
Statistics, Bureau of. 94, 198, 202, 348 
Statistics re Civil Service, 892, 920, 921, 922, 

923
St. Catherine (Portneuf) P.O. case, 751, 752

St. Ignace (Montmagny) P.O. case, 753, 754, 755 
St. John, 172, 780, 781, 784 
Stratford Post, Canadian Legion, 29 
Superannuation Act, 71, 116, 123, 195, 219, 221, 

237, 240, 251, 252, 286, 307, 579-593, 766-771, 
853-857

Sutton, P.O. case, 715-732 

Tariff Board, 56
Temporary employment, 72, 74, 75, 76, 83-84, 86, 

90. 92, 216-218, 219-220, 289, 335, 348, 380, 
443

Toronto, 26, 67, 115, 124, 171, 172 
Toronto Pensioners’ Protective Association, 31 
Trade and Commerce Department, 15, 154 
Trail Smelter, 327 
Transfers, 5, 10 
Travelling examiners, 352, 863 
Treasury Board, 5, 96. 97, 98, 100, 102, 113, 114, 

173, 188, 189, 207, 210 212, 214, 218, 238, 
239, 252, 365, 430, 769, 845, 859, 860, 861

Union Government, 2, 3 
United Free Church, 154 
United Postal Employees. 197, 299-312 

resolution recorded, 309 
United States, Civil Service Act, 25, 244 

congress, 25

Vancouver, 171, 172 
Victoria, 172

Weston, P.O., 124
Wheat Standards Board, 326
Whitefish. 326
Whitley Council, 237
Women in Civil Service, 241-255

Yorkton Post Office, 126
Young, Arthur & Co., Commission, 238, 331 

847
Yukon cases, 579-593, 766-771, 853-857



INDEX TO PERSONS REFERRED TO IN MINUTES OF
EVIDENCE

Baril, J. R. A.. 717 
Bellamy. See Belwood 
Bernier, J. A. See St. Ignace, Montmagny 
Bertrand. Miss B. See Fort Coulonge 
Borden, Rt. Hon. Sir R. L., 2, 17, 466 
Bouchard, J. L„ 717. 718, 719 
Bourbonnais, J. W., 570, 616 
Bourinot, Sir J. G., 465 
Boutillier, Mr., M.P.. 745, 747, 748 
Boutin, N. R., 183, 184, 186, 363, 365, 367 655 

835, 871 '
Boyce, C. W.. 467 
Bradley. A. J. See Belwood 
Bray, Harry, 386, 420 
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